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Leach’s Tax Dictionary: Preface
______________________________________________________________________________

General scope
The tax dictionary lists terms that may be encountered by tax practitioners and by those who
work in adjacent disciplines.
For some terms that are very specialist or particularly complex, the dictionary entry is restricted
to indicating the source in tax law where the term is used.
Similarly, where a meaning is obvious but is still defined in tax law, the source is identified
without any further attempt to define the term.
For a few terms, the entry is followed by a box containing a quotation from a case or other
authoritative source where it is believed that this will add to the understanding of the term.
Terms for all taxes levied in the UK are included. The dictionary also includes a few notes on
taxes levied in other countries. These mainly relate to Europe and the USA.
The dictionary also lists relevant abbreviations.
Both tax and adjacent disciplines move so quickly that this dictionary will probably never be in a
final state. It will always be work in progress. The dictionary is constantly being updated with
new versions periodically produced.

Adjacent disciplines
Because tax does not exist in isolation, the dictionary includes terms from adjacent disciplines
where this could assist the reader.
Because tax computations must comply with accounting standards, all financial accounting and
some management accounting terms are included. The dictionary includes both UK and
international accounting standards, and includes relevant UK and international auditing
standards.
Many terms have also been included relevant to banking, human resources, insurance,
investment, legal tender, national minimum wage, pensions and social security.
Many legal terms have been included, particularly for agency law, company law, Customs law,
employment law and insolvency law. These are in addition to general legal terms, including
Latin expressions. The inclusion of a statement in Latin with English translation does not
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necessarily mean that the statement represents current and correct UK law.
Where relevant, some terms have been included from commercial law, criminal law, family law,
property law and other branches of law. Terms from Scots law are included.
Where it may assist tax practitioners, a few terms have been included from remoter disciplines,
such as advocacy, business management, computing, economics, engineering, environment,
geography, logic, mathematics, philosophy, politics, postal services, psychology, science,
statistics, telecommunications, transport and weights and measures.

Ordinary terms
In addition to defining tax terms, the dictionary lists many ordinary terms, such as car and
water.
The dictionary then explains the tax provisions that apply to the item listed.

Nature of work
This text is a dictionary and not a tax guide nor a detailed book of tax law. Its function is to
define and, in some instances, explain terms. Entries in this book should not be regarded as
definitive nor as exhaustive explanations of the law. Many definitions indicate sources where
further information can be found.
The text does not list court cases, with a few limited exceptions where cases have assumed
such importance in tax that their names may be regarded as tax vocabulary.
Equally the book does not generally list individuals, companies or publications. Again
exceptions are made where the name has become widely noted. For example, brief notes are
included on all recent Chancellors of the Exchequer, prime ministers and governors of the Bank
of England. In addition, the text lists some individuals who have made contributions to
developing policy or thinking in relevant areas.
With over 500 tax cases each year, it is not possible to include every judicial comment on the
meaning of a term. Therefore comments from cases are restricted to the few instances where
they provide definitive guidance or usefully clarify a term.
Most of the terms in the book relate to current taxes, including recently repealed provisions
and old provisions that can still apply in current situations. There are a few historic notes on
taxes and tax provisions that are now repealed. This can help understand historic documents
and sometimes help to understand current provisions. Such historic information is not always
easy to obtain.
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Conventions used
Throughout the book, terms printed in bold type in an entry refer to other entries in the
dictionary which may assist the user in understanding the original entry. The other form may be
in a different word form, such as a plural or different verb form.
Terms printed in italics refer to parts of the entry which the author wishes to emphasise to the
reader.
All bold and italic type is editorial unless stated otherwise.
Where there are statutory or other authoritative definitions, these are reproduced where this is
considered likely to assist the reader. However it should be realised that a text of this size
cannot be exhaustive in this matter.
Some terms in tax are of obvious use in a particular area and have therefore been excluded. For
example, no value is seen in listing all the places where terms such as “relevant amount” or
“appointed day” are used in tax law.
Terms are listed in alphabetical order, ignoring where words end. So accounting standards
appears before account of estate. Among other reasons, this avoids problems with terms like
cashflow which are variously used as one word and two words.
Abbreviations are included in the main text on the same basis. For alphabetical order, numbers
are regarded as standing before the alphabet, except that terms starting with a number are
listed at the end of the book after Z. Signs such as / and hyphens are ignored for determining
alphabetical order. A few terms using non-English alphabets are given at the very end of the
dictionary.
Where an entry becomes long because of many tax provisions, it is broken up under subheadings.
Sometimes notes on the correct use of the word are added to the end of an entry.

Authoritative sources
Verbatim quotes from authoritative sources are indicated by “speech marks”. Quotations
within quotations are indicated by ‘single speech marks’ regardless of how they were
punctuated in the original.
In quotations, words in square brackets do not appear in the original text but have been added
so that the extract is grammatical and makes sense. Conversely, irrelevant parts of a quote are
excluded and indicated by an ellipsis ... . Both of these practices have been kept to a minimum.
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Quoting legislation
Acts of Parliament are quoted extensively, such as Income Tax Act 2007. The main Act
comprises sections indicated as Income Tax Act 2007 s14. The name of the Act is always given
in full.
Numbers in brackets indicate sub-sections, such as Income Tax Act 2007 s504(1).
After the sections, Acts may have Schedules divided into paragraphs. These are indicated as
Income Tax Act 2007 Sch 2 para 89(1).
The inclusion of a capital letter or letters in a section, sub-section, Schedule or para indicates
that this has been subsequently added by another Act. For example: Income Tax Act 2007
s564M was added by Taxation (International and Other Provisions) Act 2010 s365 and Sch 2
para 14. For recent additions, the dictionary often also lists the Act which added the provisions.
A statutory instrument (SIs) is a form of secondary legislation which broadly has the same force
of law as an Act of Parliament. These are quoted in the form SI 2003 No 2682.
Scottish Statutory Instruments are issued by the Scottish Parliament. They are designated as SSI
and otherwise follow the conventions of Sis.
Where text is quoted from an Act, SI or SSI, it appears in the form as may have been amended
by the operative date of this text as indicated in the page heading.
The tax authorities produce statements of practice in the form SP1/06. That means the first
such statement produced in 2006. They also produce extra-statutory concessions in the form
C16.
The dictionary also quotes from Inspector’s Manuals, published by HMRC. From 2015, HMRC
referred to new manuals as Tax Manuals. However, we have continued to use the term
Inspector’s Manual for publications before 2015.
There are many types of tax notices and leaflets, Briefs that deal with specific issues. These and
other forms of guidance are included as appropriate.
It should be appreciated that Inspectors’ Manuals, HMRC notices, leaflets and Tax Briefs
represent HMRC’s opinion of tax law. They are not definitive statements of law. It is possible
that a court or tribunal may decide that HMRC’s opinion is not correct or not to be preferred.
Some terms are taken from publications and websites of authoritative bodies.
Many details of tax are resolved in hearings in the courts or tribunals. These tax cases are
indicated by the names of the parties and the year the case was heard as in Furniss v Dawson
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[1984].
Tax cases can have one or more citation. For court cases, there is now a standardised citation.
The High Court is EWHC; Court of Appeal EWCA and House of Lords UKHL. From 1 October
2009, the Supreme Court replaces the House of Lords as the final court. Its citation is SC.
Citations from other law reports are included. Citations include The Times law reports.
Traditionally the year of the law report is indicated in square brackets, such as [1932].
Inland Revenue (HMRC from 2005) authorises its own series of law reports indicated as a
number, TC and another number. For example, Guest Keen & Nettlefolds Ltd v Fowler [1910] 5
TC 511, means a case brought by Guest Keen & Nettlefolds Ltd against Mr Fowler. The case was
heard in 1910. It is listed in the Inland Revenue case reports volume 5 starting on page 511.
Decisions of tax tribunals are indicated as TC followed by a number, such as TC 2625. The
numbers run sequentially from 1 when the tribunals were established in 2009.
Previous decisions are indicated as SpC for Special Commissioners’ decisions between 1995 and
2009, and VTD for VAT Tribunal Decisions from 1973 to 2009. Other tribunals are indicated by
having their name written in full.

Accounting standards
Accounting standards in the UK from 1 January 2015 take the form of Financial Reporting
Standards numbered FRS 100 and upwards. The main standard is FRS 102. The vocabulary from
these standards is included in the dictionary.
Previous standards were issued by the Accounting Standards Board from 1990 in the form of
Financial Reporting Standards 1 to 30. Previously standards were issued by the Accounting
Standards Committee from 1971. These were known as Statements of Standard Accounting
Practice (SSAPs). Although FRS 1 to 30 and SSAPs cease to be applicable for accounting periods
from 1 January 2015, many definitions from them are retained as they provide assistance for
older accounts and can also usefully provide complementary guidance to current standards.
Separately, there are International Accounting Standards (IFRSs and IASs) produced by the
International Accounting Standards Board, which are also quoted.

Copyright
The copyright in the dictionary rests with Robert Leach personally who has licensed it to Tax
Training Ltd (TTL). TTL publishes the dictionary as a means of generating traffic to its website.
While the copyright is protected, the Fair Use provisions give users considerable freedom to use
the material as they wish. For example, there are generally no restrictions on downloading,
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printing and distributing it (at no charge). This freedom applies to any amount of text, including
the entire dictionary, providing the source is acknowledged. Similarly there is no restriction in
quoting from the dictionary.
Further guidance can be found on the TTL website as Fair Use Policy.
The text quotes extensively. The author believes that all these quotes are either covered by the
copyright owner’s fair use policy or are covered by the copyright law exemption for quotations.
Similarly illustrations and photographs are either taken from copyright-free or copyright-paid
sources, or from images where the author owns the copyright. Should any copyright have been
accidentally breached, the author will address this promptly on being notified.

Concluding remarks
A book of this nature is constantly changing. Indeed the scope for what should be included
seems almost endless. For this reason, the dictionary is constantly being expanded, updated
and amended. The text of the dictionary should therefore be regarded as provisional rather
than final.
Any comments about how the dictionary or any of its entries can be expanded, amended or
corrected are welcome. Please send them directly to the author at
robert.leach04@googlemail.com.
It has to be said that neither the author nor Tax Training Ltd can accept any responsibility for
any error or misstatement contained in the text, nor for any consequential loss. Use of this
dictionary is no substitute for obtaining professional advice.
I have enjoyed compiling this dictionary. I hope that this dictionary will prove useful to my
fellow tax accountants and other users.

Robert Leach FCCA ACA
Epsom, June 2016
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A
A

National insurance
National insurance contribution letter for an employee
who is liable to pay the full rate of class 1 national
insurance.
Council tax
For council tax, the lowest band of property values:
• in England, up to £40,000 in 1993
• in Wales, up to £30,000 in 1993, or £36,000 from 1
April 2005
• in Scotland, up to £27,000 in 1993.
A band A property pays council tax at two-thirds of the
rate for an average band D property.
Company cars
From 6 April 2011, the code used for completing PAYE
form P11D in relation to most company cars. The only
exclusions are cars with diesel engines or that produce
zero emissions of carbon dioxide.
Tax code
Suffix to a tax code used for only two years. In 2002/03 it
meant the taxpayer was entitled to half the children’s tax
credit. In 2001/02, it meant the taxpayer was entitled to
the married couple's allowance and was taxed at the
higher rate.
Vehicle excise duty
Rate band for vehicles with emissions up to 100 gm/km.
Full Payment Supplement form
Indicator in the “Number of hours worked” box that the
employee works up to 15.99 hours a week.
Lateness in submitting an FPS or EPS under Real Time
Information
Letter used to indicate that the lateness was due to the
payment being a notional payment, such as to an expat
by a third party.
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First person
The term is used in various contexts to indicate the first
person.
Examples in tax law include company or director that
is liable to a degrouping charge under Corporation Tax
Act 2009 s795, and a principal company in a group
structure under ibid s767.
Final character in national insurance number
When national insurance was recorded on cards, a final
character of A denoted that the card ran for a year from
the first Monday in March. It is now simply a control
character.
Other meanings
(1) In planning law, the use class for retail premises.
(2) CFI code for a registered financial instrument.
(3) In hexadecimal notation, the number 10.
(4) The highest category in any grading system,
examination or similar.
(5) Series of paper sizes where the height is √2 times the
width, so that this ratio is maintained if the paper is cut in
half. A4 is the standard paper size. A5 is half the size of
A4.
(6) Amperes (amps).
(7) Abbreviation to denote agency in Income Tax Act 2007
s46A.
(8) In relation to residence nil rate band for inheritance
tax, means another person as defined in Finance (No 2)
Act 2015 s8L(4) as inserted by Finance (No 2) Act 2015 s9.
(9) Amount of a person’s income, as used in the formula
in Finance Act 2004 s228ZA(1).
(10) Expression for augmented profits in the formula for
calculating ring fence profits of the oil industry
(Corporation Tax Act 2010 s279D).
a

Indefinite article.
For tax purposes. the word means “one”. For example, in
the case Bell’s College [2015] TC 4369, a college did not
meet the requirement of providing services to “a
university” when it provided those services to several
universities.
Bills of exchange
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Abbreviation of accepté .
A$ or $A

Abbreviation: Australian dollar.

A1

Description of something in the best condition.
The term comes from Lloyd’s Register of Shipping.

A1 form

Form issued from 1 May 2010 to UK workers travelling to
other European Union countries.
The form indicates that the worker is paying UK
national insurance and is therefore exempt from making
equivalent payments in the host country. The form is
valid for 24 months. It replaces the E101 form which was
valid for 12 months but could be extended for a further
12 months using form E102.

A1P1

Article 1/1 of the First Protocol to the European
Convenion of Human Rights, which has been quoted in
several tax cases.
It reads: “Every natural or legal person is entitled to
the peaceful enjoyment of his possessions. No one shall
be deprived of his possessions except in the public
interest and subject to the conditions provided for by law
and by the general principles of international law.
“The preceding provisions shall not, however, in any
way impair the right of a State to enforce such laws as it
deems necessary to control the use of property in
accordance with the general interest or to secure the
payment of taxes or other contributions or penalties.”

A2 form

Form issued by HMRC giving a decision notice about
whether a person is liable to pay national insurance in the
UK or another European Union country. This form
replaces the decision note previously issued on form 181.

A8

Abbreviation for eight of the accession states that joined
the European Union in 2004 and whose workers were
subject to the Worker Registration Scheme until 2011.
The states are Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary,
Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia.

AA

(1) Annual allowance.
(2) Automobile Association. This organisation provides a
breakdown service for motorists, but also produces
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widely accepted AA running costs of a car.
(3) Attendance allowance.
(4) Certificate issued by Mercantile Marine Office stating
that a vessel and its crew are in order.
(5) Abbreviation used in the formula for unauthorised
employer payments in Finance Act 2004 s213(9).
A&A

Additions and amendments

AAA

(1) Highest rating by a credit agency. It is also called a
triple-A rating.
A country, company or other body with such a
rating will usually find it easy to borrow money at a low
rate of interest.
(2) Association of Authors’ Agents.

AAAI

Associate of the Institute of Administrative Accountants.

AAB

Aircraft Accidents Board

AAD

Accompanying Administrative Document.

AAE

Actuarial Association of Europe.

AAFES

Army and Air Force Exchange Service

AAG

Anti-Avoidance Group, a department of HM Revenue and
Customs.

AAG6

Form used to notify HMRC that a taxpayer is involved in a
disclosed tax avoidance scheme.

AAG7

Form used by an employee to notify HMRC that he or she
is involved in a tax avoidance scheme implemented by
their employer.

AAIB

Air Accidents Investigation Branch.

AAII

American Association of Individual Investors.

AAM

Agent account manager.

AAR

Advance Assurance Request.
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AARA

Aggregate amount of the relevant sums and assets. This
abbreviation is used in Finance Act 2004 s185.

AA running costs

Tables of the cost of running a car as produced by the
Automobile Association. These are regarded as
authoritative.
The table distinguishes between standing charges
and running costs. Standing charges relate to costs of
ownership of a car rather to using it. Such costs are MOT,
insurance, cost of capital, depreciation and road tax.
Running costs are those which relate to using the car,
namely fuel, tyres, servicing, replacement parts and
parking.
The standing charges are amortised as a mileage
charge for different bands of mileage, and added to the
running costs, to give a cost per mile.

AAT

Association of Accounting Technicians.

AB

Able-bodied seaman.

ab absurdo

Latin expression that refers to a presumption that leads
to an absurdity.

abacus

Device comprising beads on wires in a frame that can be
used for calculating.

ab agendo

Latin expression that describes the inability of a person to
engage in a legal activity, such as by being under age or
lacking mental capacity.

abandoned option

When an option is not exercised by its expiry date. The
option usually then becomes worthless.

abandonment

In law, the relinquishing of any right, claim or property,
including options.
This may be specific such as when a person makes it
known that something has been abandoned, or may arise
by the passing of sufficient time.
The term is used in Petroleum Act 1987 to mean the
abandonment of oil wells and similar installations.
For Customs, the term means either:
• a direction by the owner permitting goods to
be kept or destroyed as an alternative to paying duty; or
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• direction to destroy counterfeit goods, as
explained in Customs notice 34.
abandonment cost

Costs of abandoning plant, particularly oil wells. There
have been various proposals on how such costs should be
accounted.
The current method of accounting for
abandonment costs was adopted when FRS 12 was
introduced. The liability for these costs should be
reflected in the accounts from when the entity first incurs
the obligation to rectify the environmental damage
caused by the plant. In practice this is likely to be at
construction. The estimated costs are then capitalised
and charged as an expense during the plant’s useful
economic life, in effect making it a second depreciation
charge.

abandonment expenditure

In relation to corporation tax on oil and gas installations,
this term was used in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s163(1)
before 12 March 2008. The term now used is
decommissioning expenditure.
For corporation tax, there are provisions in
Corporation Tax Act 2010 from s296.

abandonment guarantee

In relation to petroleum revenue tax, this is a contract
where someone guarantees the default of a participator
in an oil field in relation to a field agreement relating to
abandonment costs (Finance Act 1991 s104(1)).
The term is also used with the same definition in
Corporation Tax Act 2010 s292 and Income Tax (Trading
and Other Income) Act 2005 s225N.

abandonment of offshore installations
These are subject to Petroleum Act 1998 Part 4 as
amended by Energy Act 2016 Sch 2.
abandonment programme

Notice produced by an oil company to the Secretary of
State outlining the measures for abandoning an offshore
installation or submarine pipeline (Petroleum Act 1998
s29(1)).
This term is applied for tax purposes in Capital
Allowances Act 2001 s163 and 165, and in Finance Act
2013 s84(5).
For corporation tax and the oil industry, the term
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means “an abandoment programme approved under Part
4 of the Petroleum Act 1998 (including such a programme
as revised)” (Corporation Tax Act 2010 s298A(10)).
The same definition is used for inheritance tax in
Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s58(7).
abandonware

Software which is no longer marketed or distributed by
the company that created it, but may still be obtained
from other sources.

abatable loan

Any loan which may be reduced if a defined eventuality
occurs.
The term is particularly used for payments made
under an exclusivity agreement. An example is where an
oil company pays a petrol station to buy only its petrol.
The payment typically takes the form of an abatable loan
in that part of it becomes repayable if the agreement
ends early.
An abatable loan is treated as a grant for the
purposes of income tax and corporation tax. This means
that it is taxed as trading income unless the recipient can
show that the loan was for capital expenditure. Such an
example would be buying display material in the logo of
the oil company.

abate

(1) Reduce in amount.
(2) Old legal term meaning to intrude on a freehold and
take possession before the heir.

abatement

Any reduction from a full amount, such as a pro rata
payment.
In tax, the term is used in various contexts.
A tax penalty may be abated for voluntary
disclosure and co-operation.
Under Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s29A, an exemption
from inheritance tax is abated to the extent that it is
settled from beneficiary’s own resources.

abattoir

Place for slaughtering animals.
For VAT purposes, abattoir services are standardrated but carcasses for human consumption may be zerorated as food. The difference was shown in the VAT
Tribunal case Darlington Borough Council [1980] VTD 961.
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abattoir tax

Another name for slaughtering tax. It is a charge made in
some countries where meat is seen as a luxury product.

Abbey National

Bank which was originally formed in 1874 as a building
society based at a Baptist church in Kilburn.
In 1989, Abbey National became the first building
society to demutualise and become a bank. On 12
November 2004, Abbey National was acquired by Banco
Santander.

abbreviated accounts

Shortened form of accounts which small limited
companies may file. Details are given are given in
Companies Act 2006 s445 and supporting regulations.

ABB

Activity-based budgeting.

ABC

(1) Activity-based costing.
(2) Rudiments or elementary logic of any subject
(3) Archbishop of Canterbury.

ABCD

Association of British Choral Directors.

ABC Islands

Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao.
These are three islands off the north coast of
Venezuela. Before 2010, they were part of the
Netherlands Antilles.

ABCP

Asset-backed commercial paper.

ABCP internal assessment approach
Method for calculating the risk weighted exposure
amount for a securitisation position in relation to an
asset-backed commercial paper programme (Financial
Services Authority glossary).
ABCP programme

An asset backed commercial paper programme (FCA
handbook: glossary).

ABCUL

Association of British Credit Unions Ltd.

Abdelghafar principles

Principles which guide whether an Employment Appeal
Tribunal will allow late submission of documents.
Under Employment Appeal Tribunal Rules SI 1983
No 2854, appeals with the main documents must be
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submitted within 42 days of the tribunal’s judgment. EAT
has a discretion to allow for a late submission.
In the case United Arab Emirates v Abdelghafar
[1995], the EAT established the principles that:
(a) there is no excuse for ignorance of this time
limit;
(b) there must be a full and honest explanation
for the delay; and
(c) there must be other compelling reasons to
grant the extension.
abdication

Renouncing a position conferred on one for life.
The abdication of King Edward VIII in 1936 was
given effect by His Majesty’s Declaration of Abdication
Act 1936. This also excluded any children (of whom there
were none) from the succession. This Act remains in
force.

ABDP

Abbreviation used in Income and Corporation Taxes Act
1988 s444ABB to denote “the amount of profits to be
taken into account as profits under section 444ABD” in
determining taxable profits of life assurance business. It is
an abbreviation of “ABD profits”.

abend

In computing, an abnormal end, when a program stops
before its task is finished.

abettor

Person who did “aid, abet, counsel or procure the
commission of any indictable offence, whether the same
be an offence at common law or by virtue of any Act
passed or to be passed” (Accessories and Abettors Act
1861 s8). Such a person may receive the same
punishment as the principal offender. A similar provision
is contained in Magistrates’ Courts Act 1980 s44.

ab extra

Latin: from outside.

abeyance

The state of property whose ownership has yet to be
established.

ABF

(1) Actors’ Benevolent Fund
(2) Army Benevolent Fund.
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ABH

Association of Business Historians.

ABHI

Association of British Healthcare Industries.

ABI

Association of British Insurers.
The ABI publishes guidelines on employee share
schemes.

ability

Skill necessary to perform a simple task.
In human resources, ability is widely seen as coming
from natural talent, training and experience.

ability test

In human resources, a form of assessment to determine a
person’s abilities, such as physical and mental skills,
manual dexterity and ability to solve problems.

ability to pay

Taxation
Principle of taxation that contributions to public
expenditure should be paid by citizens according to their
means and not according to the benefits they receive, nor
on a flat rate basis.
This principle was espoused by Adam Smith and has
gained a general acceptance, certainly by 20th century,
though putting it into practice has not always proved
easy.
The three main principles are known as equal
absolute sacrifice, equal proportional sacrifice and equal
marginal sacrifice.
In the UK, ability to pay was originally by reference
to net income after deducting such items as mortgage
interest, life assurance premiums, pension contributions
plus allowances for children and dependent relatives. All
these have now gone except for pension contributions
where the tax relief has been reduced. Ability to pay is
now based on gross income.
Human resources
Method of pay determination. This is the principle that
pay rates should be set in accordance with what the
business can afford, as against rate for the job or
comparability.

ab infra

Latin: from the inside
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ab init

Ab initio

ab initio

Latin: from the beginning.

ab intestato

Latin: from an intestate.

ab intra

Latin: from inside.

ABIST

Autonomous built-in self test. This is the ability of certain
computers to run tests on themselves.

ablation

Reduction or loss caused by natural causes, such as
weathering or evaporation.

able artist

Term used in the 17th to early 19th centuries for an excise
officer who would check the gage in the cask, in other
words check on the size of beer casks.

ABN

Association of British Neurologists.

abnormal

Opposite to “normal”. A financial transaction which is
abnormal may need to be accounted for as exceptional or
extraordinary.
The word is used in connection with General AntiAbuse Rule (GAAR) where it is not defined. So the term is
therefore applied in its normal sense (HMRC GAAR
guidance, January 2016, para C5.8.2).

abnormal dividend

Dividend of abnormally large size whose payment can
trigger the provisions in Corporation Tax Act 2010 from
s731 to cancel a corporation tax advantage.
Before 24 March 2010, such a dividend was also
subject to provisions of Income Tax Act 2007 s692-694.
This defined an abnormal dividend as one where “the
dividend substantially exceeds a normal return on the
consideration provided” (ibid s693(1)). it broadly required
the dividend to be taxed as if returned to the company.

abnormal end (abend)

In computing, when a program ends before the task is
complete. This happens because of user action, power
loss or a software fault.

abnormal gain

A reduction in a budgeted loss in producing products
which is less than the normal loss allowance. Such
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abnormal gains are usually accounted for as if they were
completed products.
abnormal loss

Losses which exceed the normal loss allowance in
producing products. Such abnormal losses are usually
accounted for as if they were completed products.

abnormal rent increase

For stamp duty land tax, basically a rent increase of more
than RPI plus 5% after the end of the fifth year.
It can trigger an additional liability to SDLT (Finance
Act 2003 Sch 17A paras 14-15).

abnormal return

A return greater than the market return after adjusting
for differences in systematic risk.

abnormal transactions between year ends
Term for the problem which can arise in a joint venture
when an abnormal transaction occurs between the yearends of the venture and the investing body (if they are
not the same date).
Under FRS 9 para 31, an adjustment was made to
the venture’s accounts before they are consolidated with
the investing body.
Common examples of abnormal transactions
include the sale of fixed assets or a significant increase in
loans.
ABO

Association of British Orchestras.

abode

Where a person lives and sleeps at night. This was once a
factor in determining residence. This can again be a factor
under the statutory residence test introduced from 6
April 2013, though the word “abode” is not used.

ab officio et beneficio

Latin: from office and benefice.
Description of a clergyman who has been
suspended.

abolition date

Date from which a defined contribution pension scheme
ceases to qualify for a contracting out rebate of national
insurance (Pensions Act 2007 s15(2). The date is 6 April
2012.
This is renamed first abolition date by Pensions Act
2014 Sch 13 para 2.
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The second abolition date is when defined benefit
schemes cease to qualify for rebates of national insurance
under Pensions Act 2014 Sch 13. That date is 6 April 2016.
à bon marché

French: at a good bargain, cheap.

ab origine

Latin: from the very first.

abort

Deliberately stop something prematurely, such as
cancelling a project or stopping a computer program
running.

abortion

In law, the deliberate ending of a pregnancy. This may be
permissible under Abortion Act 1967 s1, failing which
such action is a criminal offence under Infant Life
(Preservation) Act 1929 or Offences Against the Person
Act 1861 s58 or s59.
In employment law, a person who has a
conscientious objection to abortion may refuse to
participate in such medical intervention without suffering
any detriment in their employment (Abortion Act 1967
s4).
In payroll, a woman who has an abortion is
regarded as never having been pregnant for the purposes
of maternity rights and statutory maternity pay. As
pregnancy is not an illness, she is not entitled to statutory
sick pay for any related absence.
[In medical parlance, the word means any unexpected end
of a pregnancy, including from natural causes.]

abortive acquisition benefits and expenses
Costs incurred by an employee in unsuccessfully
attempting to acquire new accommodation on a
relocation of workplace (Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s278).
In general, an employer may provide a tax-free
payment as relocation expenses provided that the
benefits and expenses would have been allowable had
the accommodation been acquired.
The failure must be for reasons beyond the
employee’s control, including a failure of the property
seller to complete.
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abortive cost

Any cost incurred which does not lead to a return. Where
it is not known whether a cost which lead to a return, it is
known as a speculative cost.
For VAT, these terms are specifically used to mean
the cost of finding sites for possible building
development. A speculative cost is regarded as a genuine
business expense on which input tax may be reclaimed. If
a developer later decides to proceed with an aborted
scheme, it may be necessary to apportion the abortive
cost between business and non-business use and disallow
the latter.

abortive expenditure

Expenditure incurred in the unsuccessful acquisition of an
asset.
For the purposes of determining whether to regard
such expenditure as capital or revenue, the tax treatment
is the same as if the expenditure had not been abortive. A
leading case is ECC Quarries Ltd v Watkis [1975] 51TC153.
The matter is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at
BIM35325 and from BIM38265.
Its implications for loan relationship are given in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s329.
Its implications for derivative contracts are given in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s607.

abortive expenditure on realisation
In relation to corporation tax, this is addressed by
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s740.
above par

Description of share which is more than its par value.
This increase in value usually derives from the
profits it has earned since it commenced trading, plus the
goodwill it owns.

above the line

Theoretical line drawn in the profit and loss account.
Items above it are those that determine how the profit is
calculated, as against those below that indicate how the
profit is distributed.

above the line tax credit

Term used to describe the change to tax credits for
research and development introduced in 2013.
This changes the tax credit from being a deduction
from tax liability than from taxable profits. The objective
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is to make the tax credit more obvious.
ab ovo

Latin: from the egg.
The full expression is “ab ovo usque ad mala” which
means from the egg to the apples. This means from the
beginning to the end.

ABP

Association for Business Psychology.

ABPI

Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry.

Abraham Newland

Bank of England note issued between 1782 and 1807,
named after the cashier who signed it.

abrasion

Loss of weight of coins from wear and tear.

abridged accounts

Financial statements that a company may produce
outside the scope of the Companies Acts.

abrogation

Process of annulling a law.

abscissa

The horizontal co-ordinate in a two-dimensional system
of Cartesian co-ordinates. In other words, the reading
from the x-axis of a graph. The reading on the y-axis is
known as the ordinate.
The plural is abscissae, abscissas or abscisses.

abscond

Fail to appear as required, particularly to a court.

absence

Non-appearance of a person.
In work, all absences should be recorded with the
nature of absence (eg holiday, sickness etc) and any
unauthorised or unknown absences should be
investigated.
In law, non-appearance in court of someone
ordered to appear.

absence from employment

Tax term for periods when a UK employee is not at work,
such as for sickness or holidays.
The provision is that absence is included as
employment. The term is used in Income Tax (Earnings
And Pensions) Act 2003 s38.
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absence from UK

This can establish non-residence for a tax year, meaning
that the taxpayer avoids UK income tax.

absence module

Part of the human resources department of an
organisation that collects details of staff absence.

absence of records

For national insurance, lack of records relating to earnings
from 1987/88. Provisions are contained in Social Security
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s24.

absence reliefs

In capital gains tax, term sometimes used for the rules
that allow a taxpayer to claim main residence relief for a
property during periods of absence. These reliefs are set
out in Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s223.
The main reliefs are:
• delay in taking up occupation
• overlap relief (when two properties
temporarily owned)
• sandwich reliefs (for periods of work
elsewhere)
• living in job-related accommodation.
• the last 18 months (36 months before 6 April
2015).

absens haeres non erit

Latin: the absent one will not be the heir.

absentee landlord

Owner of property who lives away from the property
from which he receives rent.

absente reo

Latin: the defendant being absent.

absent parent

Term used until 18 January 2001 for the parent who does
not live with a child and who usually pays maintenance to
the other parent, known as the parent with care.
The term “absent parent” has now been replaced
by non-resident parent.

abse re

Abbreviation of absente reo, Latin: the defendant being
absent.

absit

Latin: let him be absent.
Leave or pass for one night, particularly from a
college.
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absit omen

Latin: may there be no evil omen. In other words, may no
harm result.

absoluta sententia expositore non indiget
Latin: an absolute judgment needs no expositor.
absolute address

In computing, the location in a file of data. It is also
known as the machine address.

absolute advantage

In economics, ability to produce an output using fewer
inputs than other suppliers.

absolute assignment

Assignment of an entire debt free of conditions but
including an assignment by way of a mortgage or a trust.

absolute discharge

Release of an accused person with no penalty imposed on
him or her.

absolute entitlement

When a person acquires rights to settled property
(Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s71).

absolute entitlement to income
Term used in trust law to describe the right of a
beneficiary to receive income as it arises. In such a case,
the trustees may deduct their reasonable expenses, but
cannot otherwise restrict the beneficiary’s right to the
income, as they can in a discretionary trust.
As a consequence, such income is taxed as the
beneficiary’s income for the tax year in which the income
arises, even if it is paid in a subsequent year.
absolute frequency

The number of times a particular number occurs in a
collection of numbers.

absolute FX exposure limit

Amount by which an ELMI’s own funds exceed 2.5% of its
e-money outstandings (FCA handbook: glossary).

absolute interest

Full and complete ownership of property, or a vested
right of property which is liable to determined only by the
failure of a successor in title.
In relation to a company’s absolute interest as a
beneficiary in an estate, the tax provisions are set out in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s943.
In relation to income tax on a beneficiary’s income
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from an estate in administration, the term is defined in
Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act 2005 s650
and Corporation Tax Act 2009 s935.
absolute interest in residue

The relationship that exists when a person has an
absolute interest in the residue of the estate of a
deceased person. The tax provisions are set out in Income
Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act 2005 ss660 and 665,
and Corporation Tax Act 2009 s937.

absolutely entitled

In relation to capital gains on nominee and bare trusts,
the term is explained in Taxation of Capital Gains Act
1992 s60(2).

absolute majority

Majority in a vote where one candidate or proposition
gains more votes than all the others put together.

absolute measure of dispersion
In statistics, a measure of dispersion relative to the size
and distribution of the figures.
absolute monopoly

Control of an entire output of a commodity or service for
which there is no substitute.

absolute owner

In relation to long funding leases for plant and machinery
in Scotland, this term simply means “the owner” (Capital
Allowances Act 2001 s70YI(1)).

absolute poverty

Inadequacy of funds such that a person cannot pay for
the basics of life, such as food, shelter, hygiene, clothing,
warmth and medicine.
It is more severe than relative poverty.
Absolute poverty can be further distinguished
between primary poverty and secondary poverty.

absolute privilege

Legal rule that certain statements can never be the
subject of an action for defamation. These include
statements in Parliament or in court.

absolute rate

Interest rate expressed as a percentage rather than in
relation to a reference rate. For example, “7%” is an
absolute rate whereas “base rate + 2%” is a reference
rate.
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absolute rate swap

Interest rate swap where the interest is expressed as an
absolute rate.

absolute ratings

In human resources, measure of performance or
behaviour that is determined according to predetermined
standards rather than as a comparison with other
individuals.

absolute title

Evidence of ownership of land.
Under Land Registration Act 1925 s5, there can be
no-one with a better right to the land.

absolute unit

Unit of measure which is not derived from any other unit.
The absolute units are metre, gram, second, kelvin,
ampere and candela.

absolute value

The magnitude of a number regardless of whether it is a
plus or minus number. So 7 and -7 have the same
absolute value.
This is also known as the modulus. The symbol for
this is a straight vertical line used as bracket, so |-7| = 7.

absolvitor

In Scots law, “The judgment pronounced when a court
decides in favour of a party against whom an action has
been raised” (Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

absorb

(1) The process whereby something becomes part of
something larger, such as when a small business is taken
over by a larger business.
(2) In management accounting, the process of allocating
overheads to a particular cost centre. This process is
known as absorption costing.

absorption

Management accounting
In management accounting, costing process whereby
overheads are subsumed into the unit cost of each item
produced.
Economics
Use of output by consumers in a national economy. This
includes exports but excludes imports.

absorption costing

In management accounting, a costing method that
includes all overheads as part of the cost of a finished unit
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of product.
absorption rate

Rate at which an overhead is allocated to a cost centre in
absorption costing.

absque dubio

Latin: without a doubt. The term refers to a statement to
a court whose validity is so obvious that it needs no
proof.

absque hoc

Latin: but for this.

abs re (or reo)

Abbreviation of absente reo, Latin: the defendant being
absent.

abstention

(1) Refraining from voting either way.
(2) In USA, legal policy where a district court may decline
to exercise its jurisdiction so that the matter is dealt with
by a federal court.

abstinence

In economics, refraining from immediate consumption of
resources.

abstinence theory

Theory that interest is a payment for abstaining from
current consumption. This is also known as the agio
theory.
This theory is not widely regarded, as there are
other reasons for paying interest.

abstr

Abbreviation of abstract.

abstract

Summary of a document or financial statement.

abstracting electricity

Crime committed by someone who “dishonestly uses
without due authority, or dishonestly causes to be wasted
or diverted, any electricity” (Theft Act 1968 s13).

abstraction

Process of obtaining water.
Charges for doing so are zero-rated for VAT under
Value Added Tax Act 1994 Sch 8 Group 2, as explained in
VAT notice 701/16.

abstraction licence

Licence to abstract water issued under Water Resources
Act 1991 s24A.
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abstraction of water

Removal of water from a river or other natural source. An
abstraction licence is usually required, though there are
exceptions for abstracting small quantities and for
collecting rain.

abstract number

Number without consideration as to what it may
represent.

abstract of record

In USA, complete case history in summary form for
further court hearing.

abstract of title

A chronological statement of the instruments and other
means by which a person is entitled to property. The
abstract shows all incumbrances to which the property is
subject.

abstract reasoning

In human resources, the process of perceiving issues and
reaching conclusions by the use of symbols and
generalised information rather than from factual data.

abstractor

Person who makes abstracts of documents. This was a
formal position within the Civil Service.

abt

About.

ABTA

Association of British Travel Agents.

ABTOT

Association of Bonded Travel Organisers Trust.

ABTT

Association of British Theatre Technicians.

abus de droit

French: abuse of right.
Concept in French and other European law that
allows the tax authorities to restate an agreement in
terms that reflect its reality, and to calculate tax
according to that restatement.

abuse of discretion

In USA, review of the discretion exercised by trial courts
and administrative bodies by the appellate courts. It is
similar to the British process of judicial review.

abuse of dominant position

Using a dominant position in a market to impose unfair
trading conditions (Competition Act 1998 s18). This is also
an offence under European law under Treaty of Rome
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article 86 and successor legislation. A company
committing an offence can be fined up to 10% of its
annual turnover. Such a fine of £52 million was imposed
on Tetra Pak in 1996.
The Office of Fair Trading or its successor body may
take steps to address such abuse.
abuse of law doctrine

Procedure followed in many European countries, similar
to the UK concept of substance over form. The doctrine
broadly allows the authorities to disregard a legal form in
favour of the underlying reality.

abuse of position

One of the three bases of the crime of fraud under Fraud
Act 2006 s2(2).
A person is guilty of fraud by abuse of position “if
he:
(a) occupies a position in which he is expected
to safeguard, or not to act against, the financial interests
of another person,
(b) dishonestly abuses that position, and
(c) intends, by means of the abuse of that
position:
(i) to make a gain for himself or another, or
(ii) to cause loss to another or to expose
another to a risk of loss” (Fraud Act 2006 s4(1)).
“A person may be regarded as having abused his
position even though his conduct consisted of an
omission rather than an act” (ibid s4(2)).

abuse of process

Tort where damage is caused by using a legal process for
an ulterior collateral purpose. Examples include malicous
prosecution.

abusive practice

For VAT, an abusive practice exists if:
(a) a transaction creates a tax advantage
contrary to the purpose of the law, even if it complies
with the letter of the law; and
(b) the purpose of the transaction was tax
avoidance.
This ruling was given by the European Court of
Justice in the case Halifax v Customs [2006].

abv

Alcohol by volume.
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ABWOR

Absent by way of representation

AC

(1) Since 1875, part of the citation for reported appeal
cases heard in court.
(2) Allowable costs of a contractor in pricing a defence
contract (Defence Reform Act 2014 s15(4)).

a/c

Account.

ACA

Designatory letters of an associate member of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales,
or the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ireland. After
ten years, Associates may become Fellows and take the
letters FCA.

academic

Person engaged in research or teaching at a university or
similar place of learning. The term is not usually applied
to school teachers.
For tax purposes, academics are subject to income
tax and national insurance as employees; it is very
difficult for an academic holding a post to claim any
payment for his work on a self-employed basis.
Academics can avoid a tax charge for
accommodation provided, if it is necessary or customary
for the duties of the employment. An academic may be
able to claim a tax deduction for expenses for a private
study or similar.

academic year

Period from 1 September to following 31 August which
corresponds to years at school or in college. Most
educational establishments use the financial year from 1
April, even though this means its accounts span two
academic years.

academy

Educational establishment, particularly one established
under Academies Act 2010. In 2016, the government
announced that all schools were to become academies by
2021, but backed down in face of protests.
They may claim back VAT on a similar basis to local
authority schools, under the provisions of Value Added
Tax Act 1994 s33B.

academy agreement

Arrangement made between the government and a
school that becomes an academy (Academies Act 2010
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s1(3)).
academy financial assistance

Payment from the government to an academy
(Academies Act 2010 s1(4)).

academy order

Order made by the government to allow a school to
become an academy (Academies Act 2010 s4).

ACAS

Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service.
This is an arbitration body which now exists under
Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act
1992 s247. It was formed in 1975 to promote the
improvement of industrial relations.

ACAT

Association of Church Accountants and Treasurers.

acates

Bought provisions.

ACCA

(1) Association of Chartered Certified Accountants.
Previously the initials of the same body stood for
Association of Certified and Corporate Accountants.
(2) As designatory letters, an Associate member of the
above body. After five years, Associates usually become
Fellows and take the letters FCCA.

ACC Bank

Irish Bank established in 1927 to finance agriculture. The
letters originally stood for Agricultural Credit Corporation.
In 2002, it became part of Rabobank. It cease offering
banking services on 30 May 2014 but maintains its loan
book.

acce

Acceptance, such as for a bill of exchange.

accelerate

To increase the speed.
In finance, this term is often used when a maturity
date of a financial instrument is brought forward.

accelerated cost recovery system (ACRS)
American term for a form of depreciation.
accelerated depreciation

The depreciation of a fixed asset more quickly than would
otherwise be appropriate. The capital allowance for tax
purposes is often seen as a form of accelerated
depreciation.
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The term was also used for the former
development areas where accelerated depreciation
produced a tax advantage.
acceleration

(1) In law, bring forward any stage in a legal process.
(2) In computing, any arrangement whereby the speed of
an operation is determined by the user. Common
examples are where the speed of controlling is
determined by where the cursor is placed, and where the
speed of the mouse movement on the screen is
determined by the speed of its movement by the
operator.

acceleration clause

Provision in a contract (particularly an American contract)
which brings forward the date of a provision in the
contract if a defined possibility happens. Most commonly
this requires immediate payment for a breach of contract.

accelerator

Economic term for the process by which changes in
demand for consumer goods bring about larger variations
in the demand for capital equipment to make them. The
accelerator is often blamed for booms and slumps in the
economy.

accelerator model

Economic model which states that businesses invest more
when output is rising than when it is falling.
A rise in demand means that there is a rise in
output, therefore businesses can see the need for greater
investment.

acceptable accounting practice
In relation to investment companies, “means —
(a) international accounting standards,
(b) UK generally accepted accounting practice, or
(c) accounting practice which is generally accepted
in the country in which Y [the ultimate parent company] is
resident”
(Corporation Tax Act 2010 s9A(7)).
acceptable distribution policy In tax, a policy which a controlled foreign company (CFC)
could adopt to avoid a liability for UK corporation tax.
This policy was replaced from 1 July 2009.
The basic provision was that the CFC must distribute
at least 90% of its profits as dividends within 18 months
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of the end of its accounting period. To the extent that the
dividends are paid to UK shareholders, they come within
the scope of UK tax. Some further conditions were
introduced from 12 March 2008 as anti-avoidance
provisions. The law is in Corporation Tax Act 1988 Sch 25
(now repealed by Finance Act 2009 s36 and Sch 16).
acceptable quality level

Predetermined standard of products which are
considered suitable for sell. It is normal to test a random
sample of sufficient size against the standard.

acceptable structured finance arrangements
In relation to occupational pension schemes, this term is
defined in Finance Act 2004 s196, s196E and s 196G as
one that meets a series of conditions set out later in that
section.
acceptable use policy (AUP)

In computing, set of rules which determine what users
may do without causing unnecessary offence to others.
An AUP is particularly common on Internet sites.

acceptance

Contract
Legal process of agreeing what someone else has
proposed or provided. A contract is made when an offer
by one party is accepted by the other.
A buyer of goods is regarded as having accepted the
goods when he “intimates to the buyer that he has
accepted them or ... does any act in relationship to them
which is inconsistent with the ownership of the seller”
(Sale of Goods Act 1979 s35(1)).
Bills of exchange
Where a person takes over the duty to pay a bill of
exchange.
This may be either a general acceptance or
qualified acceptance. This is usually effected by writing
“accepted” on the face of the bill.

acceptance credit

Method of payment used for international trade,
whereby an accepting house may agree to honour bills of
exchange for a foreign trader it regards as sufficiently
reputable in the same country as the other party.
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acceptance in blank

An acceptance of a letter of credit before all the details
have been entered. It is similar to a blank cheque.

acceptance in lieu

“This allows a person who is liable to pay inheritance tax,
capital transfer tax or estate duty to settle part, or all of
the debt, by disposing of a work of art or other object to
*HM Revenue and Customs+” (VAT notice 701/12).

acceptance letter

Any letter that accepts something offered.
Under Code of practice COP 9, the term means a
letter from a taxpayer suspected of fraud accepting
investigation under the Contractual Disclosure Facility
(CDF). Details of the letter and CDF are given in the
revised COP 9 issued on 19 January 2012.

acceptance of a bill

Written agreement provided by a person on whom a bill
of exchange is drawn that he will accept the order of the
person to whom the bill was drawn.

acceptance of service

An endorsement on a writ by a defendant’s solicitor to
indicate that he has accepted the writ on the defendant’s
behalf.

acceptance sampling

Where a customer accepts or rejects goods on the basis
of testing a sample.

acceptance supra protest

Acceptance or payment of a dishonoured bill of exchange
by a person who wishes to protect the reputation of the
drawer.

acceptance value

Statistically, the greatest number of defects which are
tolerated in a sample for it to be accepted without a need
for further testing.

accepté

French: accepted.
This is sometimes written on an accepted bill of
exchange either in full or simply as “a”.

accepted channel for dissemination of information
In financial markets, “an approved channel of
communication by which information concerning
investments traded on the market is formally
disseminated to other market users on a structured and
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equitable basis” (FCA handbook: glossary).
accepted market practice

In financial markets, “practices that are reasonably
expected in the financial market or markets in question
and are accepted by the FSA [now FCA] or, in the case of a
market situated in another EEA state, the competent
authority of that EEA State within the meaning of the
Market Abuse Directive” (FCA handbook: glossary).

accepting deposits

“The regulated activity... which is in summary accepting
deposits if:
(a) money received by way of deposit is lent to
others; or
(b) any other activity of the person accepting the
deposit is financed, wholly or to a material extent, out of
the capital of or interest on money received by way of
deposit” (FCA handbook: glossary).

accepting house

Bank or other financial institution which is prepared to
accept bills of exchange from foreign traders it considers
sufficiently creditworthy. Such a backing for a bill makes it
worth more.

Accepting Houses Committee Body comprising the main merchant banks in London.
acceptor

Person who accepts a bill of exchange. Their liability is
given in Bills of Exchange Act 1882 s54.

access

(1) The right to enter land, be with one’s child, or similar
permission or right.
Customs’ rights of access of a boarded vessel are set
out in Customs and Excise Management Act 1979 s28.
(2) In computing, retrieve information from a storage
device.

Access Card

Credit card first issued in 1972 by a consortium of
National Westminster Bank, Midland Bank (now HSBC),
Lloyds Bank and the Royal Bank of Scotland. The card was
a rival to the existing Barclaycard.
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The brand merged with the international card
Mastercard in 1996 when the Access name disappeared,
though its distinctive slogan based on a stylised letter A
can still be seen in some old shops.
access charge

Cost of gaining access to a bulletin board or other
subscription website.

access code

In computing, a sequence of letters and numbers which
must be keyed in to use a program or access data.

access control

In computing, any form of hardware or software device
which is designed to prevent hacking or other
unauthorised use of a computer system.

access control list (ACL)

In computing, system which uses user names and
passwords to restrict access to computers.

access controls

For auditing, “procedures designed to restrict access to
on-line terminal devices, programs and data. Access
controls consist of “user authentication” and “user
authorization”. “Use authentication” typically attempts to
identify a user through unique longon identifications,
passwords, access cards or biometric data. “User
authoirzations” concists of access rules to determine the
computer resources each user may access. Specificially
such procedures are designed to prevent or detect:
(a) unauthorized access to on-line terminal devices,
programs and data;
(b) entry of unauthorized transactions;
(c) unauthorized changes to data files;
(d) the use of computer programs by unauthorized
personnel; and
(e) the use of computer programs that have not
been authorized.”
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(FRC Auditing Standards and Guidelines glossary)
access counter

In computing, program which counts the number of
people who access a website.

accessibility

In human resources, the extent to which a person in
authority is readily available and easily approachable.

accessible copy

Copy of a copyright work which is enlarged or otherwise
adapted to make it useable by someone with poor sight.
One such copy may be made without requiring
permission or breaching copyright under Copyright,
Designs and Patents Act 1988 s31A, as inserted by
Copyright (Visually Impaired Persons) Act 2002 s1.

accession

(1) Formal acceptance of a treaty by a country.
(2) Process whereby someone automatically assumes a
role on the death

accession country

Another name for an accession state.

accession states

Countries which have recently joined the European
Union.
The term is sometime also used to mean a country
wishing to join the EU.

accession taxes

Taxes on lifetime gifts and legacies. The term was
particularly used in early 20th century American tax
literature.
No such tax has been imposed in the UK, though
capital transfer tax was a similar tax from the perspective
of the donor.
An accession tax was introduced in Japan in 1950 on
the recommendation of the Shoup Mission.

accession treaty

EU treaty which permits a state or states to join the
European Union.

accession worker

Worker who has come to the UK from a country which
has recently joined the European Union.

accession worker card

Document given to an accession worker to show that the
holder may legally work in the UK.
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access line

In computing, a communications line which is
permanently connected.

access log

In computing, a register kept on a computer of all
websites that have been accessed, with the date and
time.

access method

In computing, the way in which different devices may gain
access to a computer network or to each other.

Access NI

Northern Ireland equivalent to Disclosure and Barring
Service.

accessories

Additional products which may be sold to provide further
functions for a product, such as attachments to do
different types of stitching on a sewing machine.
Spare parts and consumable parts are often also
regarded as accessories. Many manufacturers make more
profit on accessories, spare parts and consumables than
on the main product.

accessory

In relation to a company car, any item of equipment that
is added to a car with exceptions for:
• employment- specific additions
• conversion to run on road fuel gas
• equipment for a disabled driver
• mobile telephone.
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s125(2)).
Such an accessory increase the list price of the car
from which the taxable benefit in kind is calculated.
The Act makes a distinction between a standard
accessory and a non-standard accessory.

accessory after the fact

Person who helps someone to profit from their crime but
who was not involved in the crime, such as a receiver of
stolen goods or someone who hides a criminal.

accessory before the fact

Person who is aware of someone’s intention to commit a
crime but who is not otherwise involved in committing it.

accessory mineral

Mineral which is not regarded as the main product of a
mine.
Silver is often an accessory mineral in a zinc mine.
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access provider

In computing, company which gives access to Internet
and e-mail facilities.

access road

Road built to provide access to property.
For VAT purposes, work on building access roads is
standard-rated, and not zero-rated as part of the
construction of the property. The matter was considered
by the VAT tribunal in the case M, G & N Smith [2001]
VTD 17035.

access speed

In computing, how fast the computer can obtain data
from a drive.

access time

Time taken by a computer to retrieve data from a file.

accident

Unforeseen event which happens by chance or design.
The term is particularly used for an adverse event.
Compensation for an accident is usually tax-free but
may be adjusted for tax according to the Gourley
principle.

accidentally destroyed

Term used for beer duty in relation to liquor accidentally
lost, such as spillage in a road accident.
If the loss is “significant” (not defined) it must be
separately reported for duty not to be payable (Customs
notice 226).

accident insurance

Commercial arrangement whereby an insurer will pay a
sum to someone who suffers loss from an unintended
event.
It is defined as “providing fixed pecuniary benefits
or benefits in the nature of indemnity (or a combination
of both) against risks of the person insured... :
(a) sustaining injury as the result of an accident
of a specified class;
(b) dying as a result of an accident of a specified
class; or
(c) becoming incapacitated in consequence of
disease... of a specified class.....” (FCA handbook:
glossary).

accident insurance fund

Fund maintained by a business to meet its own insurance
claims up to a limit.
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accidental death

Death of a person which arises from an accident rather
than from illness. Some insurance policies pay a higher
sum for accidental death than for other deaths.

accidental death and dismemberment (ADD)
Loss of life or limbs through accident.
Insurance against such eventualities is generally
available.
accidental death benefit

A provision that may be added to a life insurance policy
which provides payment of an additional benefit in the
case of death resulting from an accident.

accidental failure

In the context of a trade union ballot, this is where noncompliance with a legal requirement is “accidental and on
a scale which is unlikely to affect the result of the ballot”
(Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act
1992 s232B(1)(b)). An accidental failure does not
invalidate the ballot.

accidentalia

Latin: accidental events. The term means events that
affect a contract but which are beyond the control of the
parties to the contract.

accident benefit scheme

“An employee benefit scheme under which benefits may
be provided only by reason of a person’s disablement, or
death, caused by an accident occurring during the
person’s service as an employee of the employer”
(Corporation Tax Act 2009 s1296).
Payments to such a scheme are deductible from
taxable profits.

accident insurance

Insurance for a specified accident, such as the loss of an
eye or limb.

accommodated party

American term for a person from whom the
accommodation maker signs a note.

accommodating movements

In economics, the traditional method of addressing
balance of payment deficits by countries moving gold or
currency abroad.

accommodation

General
General name for any property used for residence.
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Provided to employee
From 1977/78, the provision of such property for an
employee can create a tax liability for the employee.
Provision of accommodation can also count towards the
national minimum wage up to the limit of the
accommodation offset.
If an employee is provided with accommodation,
this will usually create a taxable benefit unless the
accommodation is traditional for the work done (eg
clergy), necessary for the job (eg caretaker) or needed for
the security of the employee.
Certain expenses in relation to accommodation are
also exempt from tax (Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s313).
The charge is calculated on the notional rent
according to the property’s rateable value.
From 6 April 1984, there is a second tax liability if
the property cost more than £75,000 (which figure has
not changed). The charge is the excess multiplied by the
official rate of interest.
Before 1983, an employer could make a tax-free
contribution to an employee for moving to a higher cost
housing area. The limit was based on figures used in Civil
Service. This is no longer available, though an employee
may be able to receive a tax-free sum for relocation.
For VAT, “if your business provides domestic
accommodation for employees, you can treat any any
VAT incurred as input tax” (VAT Notice 700).
Provided to non-employee
A business may provide accommodation to a nonemployee such as allowing contractors to use company
premises.
Such accommodation is generally regarded as part
of the price paid to the contractor, and is therefore
allowable. The matter is discussed in the Inspector’s
Manual at BIM 45046.
Tax deductibility
The extent to which accommodation is tax-deductible is
discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM37928.
The position for MPs is given in Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s292.
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Business accommodation
Business accommodation is a normal expenses of a
business and may be deducted from taxable profits.
A trader who lets surplus business accommodation
may regard that as part of his trading income under
Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act 2005s21 or
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s44.
Other meanings
Arrangement whereby money is lent for a short period.
accommodation agency

Body that provides details of accommodation available
for prospective tenants.
Under Accommodation Agencies Act 1953, it is
generally illegal for the agency to make a charge to the
prospective tenant.

accommodation bill

Bill of exchange drawn for the sole purpose of
discounting it as the bill does not represent payment for
any goods or services. In practice, it is a form of shortterm credit.

accommodation endorser

Person or business who endorses a loan made by another
person, such as when a parent company endorses a loan
from a subsidiary.

accommodation maker

American term for a person who signs a note as acceptor.

accommodation offset

Value which may be attributed to employer-provided
accommodation in determining whether a worker has
been paid the national minimum wage (NMW).
The NMW rules require workers to be paid a gross
wage in cash at a minimum hourly rate. Generally, the
value of any non-cash benefits is ignored. The sole
exception to this rule is that accommodation may be
given a value towards the NMW. From 1 October 2003,
this is calculated at a daily rate. Previously there was also
an hourly rate.

accommodation outgoings

Expenses that may be free of income tax when
reimbursed to a minister of religion.
The expenses are heating, lighting, cleaning and
gardening. The exemption is contained in Income Tax
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(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 ss290A-290B as
inserted by SI 2010 No 157 with effect from 1 April 2010.
Previously this was exempted by extra-statutory
concession A16.
accommodation party

“A person who has signed a bill *of exchange+ as drawer,
acceptor or indorser, without receiving value therefor,
and for the purpose of lending his name to some other
person” (Bills of Exchange Act 1882 s28(1)).

accommodation tie

One of the sufficient ties test that is part of the statutory
residence test for tax purposes.
The tie is met if the taxpayer has accommodation
available in the UK and spends at least one night there
during the year. It must be available for at least 16 days if
the home of a close relative, or 91 days otherwise.

accommodation unit

Single place of residence, however small. The term was
used by the Ministry of Health in the late 1940s.

accommodatory monetary policy
Economic policy where the supply of money expands to
meet its own demand.
Such a policy is desirable when the economy is itself
growing as otherwise the money supply would restrict
growth. If the policy is followed when there is no
economic growth, it is likely to lead to excess demand or
high inflation, either of which are likely to lead to
restrictive monetary policy.
Accompanying Administrative Document (AAD)
For Customs purposes, a control document required for
movements of excise goods in duty suspension within the
European Union (EU) and for export.
accord

Agreement, such as performance under a contract or
settlement of a legal dispute.

accord and satisfaction

Process of paying money or providing other consideration
to settle a legal liability, particularly when the sum
offered is less than the amount owed.

accordion fold

Term which describes how continuous computer
stationery is usually folded.
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account

(1) Category of income or expenditure, asset or liability,
or any other item in the financial records.
(2) Period for trading stock.
(3) In law, an equitable remedy whereby one person
must provide funds to another.
(4) The term is given a specific meaning in Dormant Bank
and Building Society Accounts Act 2008 s9.
(5) The term is given a specific meaning in Child Trust
Funds Regulations SI 2004 No 1450 reg 2(1)(b).

accountability

Relationship whereby someone must answer for their
conduct to someone else.
In finance, directors are accountable to
shareholders, a treasurer of a body is accountable to its
members, among other examples.
The preparation of most accounts exist to meet this
requirement. The scope of the accounts therefore
requires an understanding of the relationship in relation
to the rights and duties of the relevant parties.

accountability objective

One of the objectives of the Charity Commission
(Charities Act 2011 s14).

accountable plan

The term is usually used to describe a staff expense
allowance which:
provides reimbursement for deductible
business expenses,
requires those expenses to be substantiated,
and
requires any excess payments to be returned.

account activity

Term used on bank statements to summarise
transactions.
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account aggregation

Banking term for the provision which allows a customer
to see details of several account at once on-line, usually
by accessing other websites at the same time by such
methods as screen scraping. Accounts can include credit
cards, mortgages, loans, investments and even points
earned in loyalty schemes.
Account aggregation was introduced in USA in 2000
and in UK in 2001. The service is offered by an
aggregator. Customers should be careful about using an
aggregator.
A server-side aggregator requires disclosure of PIN
numbers and passwords, posing an obvious security risk.
It is also possible that this breaches the conditions of the
accounts. Other aggregators offer the services of a digital
safe whereby PIN numbers and passwords are retained
on the customer’s computer.

accountancy

General
The work or study of an accountant. The practice of an
accountant is better described as “accounting”.
VAT flat rate scheme
Under the VAT flat rate scheme, the appropriate
percentage is:
From
4 January 2011
1 January 2010
1 December 2008
1 January 2004

accountancy bodies

Percentage
14.5%
13%
11.5%
13%

Professional associations for accountants.
In the UK there are six accounting bodies which
hold a royal charter:
(a) Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and
Wales;
(b) Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland;
(c) Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ireland;
(d) Association of Chartered Certified Accountants;
(e) Chartered Institute of Management Accountants; and
(f) Chartered Institute of Public Finance and
Administration.
These bodies are commonly known by the
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abbreviations ICAEW, ICAS, ICAI, ACCA, CIMA and CIPFA.
Members of the first three bodies are called
chartered accountants, of the fourth are known as either
chartered certified accountants or just certified
accountants, of the fifth are known as chartered
management accountants.
There are also second-tier bodies, predominantly
the Association of Accounting Technicians.
There are also more specialist bodies, such as
Chartered Institute of Taxation, Chartered Institute of
Payroll Professionals and Institute of Chartered
Secretaries and Administrators.
accountancy conventions

Those accounting principles that are so widely accepted,
it may be assumed that accounts comply with them
unless explicitly stated otherwise. Conventions have now
been superseded by accounting concepts.

accountancy evidence

Evidence from the practice adopted in the accounts of a
taxpayer. HMRC will “consider accountancy evidence to
be informative but not determinative”, particularly in
regard to whether an item is capital or revenue
(Inspectors’ Manual at BIM35210).

accountancy fees

Fees paid for accountancy work.
The extent to which such fees are tax-deductible
depends on the purpose of the work done. The matter is
discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM37850.

accountancy firm

A business partnership (or possibly a limited company) in
which the partners are qualified accountants. The firm
undertakes work for clients in respect of audit, accounts
preparation, tax and similar activities.

accountancy profession

The collective body of persons qualified in accounting,
and working in accounting-related areas. Usually they are
members of a professional accountancy body.

accountancy rental earnings

In relation to anti-avoidance for plant and machinery
leasing, this term has a specific meaning in Corporation
Tax Act 2009 s897.

accountancy rental excess

For taxation of finance leases, this term is defined in
Income Tax Act 2007 s614BH.
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For anti-avoidance purposes, the term in defined in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s907(1).
accountancy service provider (ASP)
Person or business who provides the services of auditing,
accounting or tax advice and who is not a member of a
professional body or otherwise regulated. If an ASP has a
sufficiently large turnover, it must, from 1 April 2008,
register with HMRC under laws on money laundering.
accountancy services

Services of an accountant or accounting firm. Such a
service is a supply which is usually standard-rated for
VAT.

accountant

Person who is qualified or experienced in accountancy.
There is no requirement for a person to have a formal
qualification to be so described.
In terms of representing a client before a tax
tribunal, it was held that an accountant means someone
who is a current member of an accounting body (Cassell v
Crutchfield (No 1) Ch D [1995] 69 TC 253). In that case, the
tribunal refused to hear a man who had been struck off
from two accountancy bodies. The rights of audience are
now governed by SI 1994 No 1812.

Accountant and Controller General (A&CG)
A division within HMRC, responsible for managing the
department's accounting systems, financial information
and cash.
Accountant General of the Supreme Court
Person to whom cheques are made payable in the High
Court.
The term usually includes the Accountant General
of the Supreme Court of Judicature of Northern Ireland
(eg Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s61(3)).
Accountant in Bankruptcy

Scottish official who oversees bankruptcies in Scotland.

accountant of court

In Scots law, “an officer of court who formerly supervised
the conduct of judicial factors and persons appointed as
guardians of adults with incapacity” (Judiciary of Scotland
website glossary). The functions are now administered by
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the Accountant in Bankruptcy and the Public Guardian.
accountant’s opinion

Term sometimes used for audit opinion.

accountant’s report

Statement by an accountant relating to a company which
is seeking investment. The London Stock Exchange
require such a report in the prospectus for such a
company.

accountants’ papers

Documents which an accountant creates in the
preparation of accounts, tax returns and similar. They are
working papers. Those which explain how figures in a tax
return relate to figures in accounts are known as link
papers.
Every paper must have three headings:
• name of client or entity to which it relates;
• accounting period or tax year to which it
relates;
• and nature of the document, such as
calculation of depreciation or bank reconciliation.
While accountants’ papers do not enjoy the same
privileged status as lawyers’ papers, they have some
protection. Inland Revenue Statement of Practice SP 5/90
identifies three types of paper which cannot be required
by HMRC:
• papers creating for the purpose of a tax
appeal;
• audit papers; and
• tax advice.
This protection is lost if the papers are essential to
understand figures in a tax return, or where the
accountant is convicted of a tax offence.

accountants’ working papers

Another name for accountants’ papers.

account balance aggregation and currency rules
Rules to be followed in complying with international tax
sharing agreements known as DAC, CRS and FATCA
agreement.
They are given statutory effect in UK by SI 2015 No
878 para 2(5).
account code

Indication of an account in a business’s accounting
system. Typically this comprises a code of letters,
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numbers or both, which the business has devised for its
own use.
account end

The end of an accounting period.

account executive

Term used by many service companies to describe the
person who looks after the relationship of specific
customers or clients.

account file

Details of the person to whom an account relates. This
records such information as name, address, nature of
business and transaction summary. A high value dealer is
advised to keep account files on customers.

account form

How financial statements are laid out.
The two main forms are horizontal form and
vertical form. This indicates whether the two sides of the
balance sheet are presented side by side or one over the
other. The horizontal form is the original layout, though
the vertical form is now almost universal.

account-holder rights

Term used in Income Tax Act 2007 s285(5) in relation to
venture capital trust tax relief.
The rights are broadly to direct a company to make
payments of dividends or equivalent to a nominated
person.

accounting

Recording financial transactions so as to reveal the
financial position.
Accounting is now divided into financial accounting
and management accounting, in addition to other related
disciplines. Financial accounting is the record-keeping
allowing a business to report its overall profit and value.
Management accounting is the analysis of finance for the
purposes of making management decisions.
Accounting exists when one person must account to
another, such as a company to its shareholders or a
treasurer to a society. However, the principle of
accounting may be beneficially be used by individuals in
connection with their own finances.

accounting basis

One of the ways in which an accounting concept may be
applied to a transaction. An example is the period over
which a fixed asset is depreciated.
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The implications for a change of basis are given in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s180.
accounting body

“Means the International Accounting Standards Board of
the Accounting Standards Board, or a successor body to
either of those Boards” (Corporation Tax Act 2009
s465A(8) and s701A(8)).

accounting concept

One of five principles which accountants assume have
been followed unless specifically stated otherwise.
The five are:
• going concern: the business will continue for
the foreseeable future;
• accruals: income and expenditure are
matched;
• consistency: transactions are accounted the
same way in successive accounting periods;
• prudence: accounts are prepared on a
conservative basis;
• separate entity: accounts only refer to the
named entity.
The first four are contained in the EU Fourth
Directive on Company Law and were listed in SSAP 2 (now
repealed). All five are contained in Companies Act 2006.
Accounting standard FRS 102 section 3 has replaced
concepts with a more detailed lists of provisions which
are the equivalent.
There are other accounting concepts which in
practice are followed though not expressly stated, such as
materiality and substance over form.

accounting cost

Cost to which a financial value may be ascribed, such as
materials, labour and overheads.
The term therefore excludes other costs which are
discernable but not quantifiable, such as inconvenience
and staff morale.

accounting date

Date to which accounts are made up, also known as
balance sheet date.
For income tax, “accounting date, in relation to a
tax year, means —
(a) the date in the tax year to which accounts
are drawn up, or
(b) if there are two or more such dates, the
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latest of them”
(Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s197).
For corporation tax, an accounting period ends on
the accounting date (Corporation Tax Act 2009 s10).
There are special tax provisions for a change of
accounting date (Income Tax (Trading and Other Income)
Act 2005 from s214), and where (exceptionally) a
company has more than one accounting date
(Corporation Tax Act 2009 s11).
accounting elements

American term for the five matters that must be recorded
in all accounts, namely assets, liabilities, equity, income
and expenses.

accounting entity

Body for whom accounts are prepared. This may not
always be a legal entity, such as in group accounts.

accounting equation

The fundamental principle which lies behind double-entry
bookkeeping. It is usually expressed as:
assets + expenses = liabilities + capital + revenue.

accounting estimate

For auditing, “an approximation of a monetary amount in
the absence of a precise means of measurement. This
term is used for an amount measured at fair value where
there is estimation uncertainty, as well as for other
amounts that require estimation.”
(FRC Auditing Standards and Guidelines glossary)
The relevant auditing standard is ISA 540.

accounting event

Something which triggers a financial transaction which
needs to be recorded in the accounts.

accounting fees

Amount payable to an accountant for his or her work.

accounting graduate

Person who has completed all the exams of an
accountancy body but who has not yet been admitted as
a member. This last stage usually requires references and
a formal acceptance by the governing body.

accounting information

Factual information presented in financial statements.
Statement of Principles imposes four requirements:
• relevance
• reliability
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• comparability
• understandability.
accounting manual

Handbook or other set of procedures produced by an
entity to set out its financial procedures.

accounting method

American term for how an organisation keeps its financial
records.
The choice is usually between accrual method, cash
method and installment record [American spelling].

accounting package

Computer software for recording the accounting
functions.

accounting period

Accounting
Period, usually of one year, for which financial statements
are prepared. It is common practice to prepare a balance
sheet for the last date of the period.
FRS 102 section 3.10 uses the term reporting
period.
Corporation tax
Corporation tax is charged for an accounting period that
begins either when the company first comes within the
charge to tax or immediately after a previous accounting
period has finished (Corporation Tax Act 2009 s9).
It ends on its next accounting date or, if earlier,
when it ceases to be within the charge to corporation tax,
except that an accounting period can never be longer
than 12 months (Corporation Tax Act 2009 s10).
Pool betting duty
For pool betting duty, an accounting period is “a four of
five-week period ending on the last Saturday in each
calendar month”. From 26 September 2010, a pools
promoter may choose to pay quarterly provided the
aggregate of pools bets for the previous 12 months did
not exceed £660,000, and certain other conditions are
met (as explained in Customs notice 147).
Hydrocarbon oil duty
There is a statutory definition for his accounting period.

accounting policies

General
Accounting methods which have been judged by business
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enterprises to be most appropriate to their circumstances
and adopted by them for the purpose of preparing their
financial statements.
“The specific principles, bases, conventions, rules
and practices applied by an entity in preparing and
presenting financial statements” (FRS 102 glossary).
FRS 102 section 10 deals with accounting policies.
FRS 102 section 8.5 requires policies to be disclosed in the
notes to the financial statements.
International accounting standards
“The specific principles, bases, conventions, rules and
practices applied by an entity in preparomh and
presenting financial statements” (IAS 8 para 5).
UK accounting standards
FRS 18 (now repealed) para 6 defined them as “those
principles, bases, conventions, rules and practices applied
by an entity that specify how the effects of transactions
and other events are to be reflected in its financial
statements through
(a) recognising
(b) selecting measurement bases for, and
(c) presenting
assets, liabilities, gains, losses and changes to
shareholders’ funds. Accounting policies do not include
estimation techniques.”
The text adds “accounting policies define the
process whereby transactions and other events are
reflected in financial statements. For example, an
accounting policy for a particular type of expenditure may
specify whether an asset or a loss is to be recognised; the
basis on which it is to be measured; and where in the
profit and loss account or balance sheet it is to be
presented.”
accounting policy

The accounting basis which a body decided to adopt for
its financial statements.
The requirement to depreciated a fixed asset is an
accounting basis, deciding to depreciate assets over, say,
four years is an accounting policy.
Guidance on the choice of policy is given in FRS 102
section 11.2. The choices are:
• FRS 102 sections 11 and 12
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• the recognition and measurement provisions
of IAS 39, the disclosure requirements of FRS 102 sections
11 and 12, and the presentation requirements of FRS 102
sections 11.38A and 12.25B
• the recognition and measurement provisions
of IFRS 9 and/or IAS 39 (as amended by IFRS 9), the
disclosure requirements of FRS 102 sections 11 and 12,
and the presentation requirements of FRS 102 sections
11.38A and 12.25B.
accounting principles

Basic principles with which it is assumed all accounts
comply with unless otherwise stated.

Accounting Principles Board

Body which set out accounting principles in the USA, until
this role was taken over by the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB) in 1973.

accounting profit

Amount of profit calculated using normal accounting
methods.
“Profit or loss for a period before deducting tax and
expense” (IAS 12 para 5).

accounting rate of return (ARR)
Method of valuing shares in a company. It involves
dividing the company’s estimated future profits by the
rate of return required by investors.
accounting records

General
Written documentation of the finances of an individual or
organisation. Such records include books, ledgers,
documents, bank statements, invoices, vouchers, working
papers and all other documentation.
A company duty has a duty to keep such records
under Companies Act 2006 s386.
Auditing
For auditing, “the records of initial accounting entries and
supporting records, such as checs and records of
electronic funds transfers; invoices; contracts; the general
and subsidiary ledgers; journal entries and other
adjustments to the financial statements that are not
reflected in formal journal entries; and records such as
work sheets and spreadsheets supporting cost
allocations, computations, reconciliations and
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disclosures.”
(FRC Auditing Standards and Guidelines glossary)
accounting reference date

For a company incorporated in Great Britain after 31
March 1996 (or in Northern Ireland after 21 August 1997),
the last day of the month in which the company was
incorporated (Companies Act 2006 s391).
A company may alter its accounting reference date
by notice to the registrar (ibid s392).
For collective investment prospectuses, FCA defines
it as “the date stipulated in the prospectus on which the
annual accounting period of an authorised fund ends.”

accounting reference period

Period determined by reference to the company’s
accounting reference date (Companies Act 2006 s391(1)).
The first accounting period is a period of between 6
and 18 months from the date of incorporation to the
accounting reference date. Subsequent accounting
periods are periods of 12 months from the end of the
previous accounting reference period.
For general accounting purposes, the terms means
accounting period.

Accounting Regulatory Committee (ARC)
Body established by the European Union which decides
whether to endorse an international accounting standard.
In the UK, an international accounting standard may
only be used if it has been so endorsed.
accounting services

For auditing, “the provision of services that involve the
maintenance of accounting records or the preparation of
financial statements that are then subject to audit”.
(FRC Auditing Standards and Guidelines glossary)

accounting software

Programs used by computers to perform accounting
functions.

accounting standard

The term “includes any statement of practice, guidance or
other similar document” (Corporation Tax Act 2009
s465A(8) and s701A(8)).

accounting standards

Statements on how accounts must be prepared. These
standards are now issued by Financial Reporting Council.
A limited company is obliged to comply with
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accounting standards as defined in Companies Act 2006
s464. Accounts used as a basis for a tax computation
must comply with standards from 6 April 1999 under
Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act 2005 from
s25 and Corporation Tax Act 2009 s46.
The notes to the accounts must expressly state that
either the accounts have been prepared in accordance
with accounting standards, or must say where they have
departed, and why (SI 2008 No 410 reg 10).
There have been several cases that have held that
the accounts must comply with true and fair when used
to compute a tax liability. A leading example is Odeon
Associated Theatres v Jones [1971] 1 WLR 442. The judge
said “subject to any express or implied statutory rule, of
which there is none here, the ordinary way to ascertain
profits or losses of a business is to apply accepted
principles of commercial accountancy”.
In the case Balloon Promotions Ltd v Wilson [2006],
the judge upheld the duty to comply with accounting
standards (SSAP 22 in this case).
The matter is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at
BIM31003.
Accounting Standards Board (ASB)
Body which issued accounting standards in the UK. It was
formed in 1990 when it took over the work of the
Accounting Standards Committee. It was itself taken over
by the Financial Reporting Council in 2012.
Accounting Standards Committee (ASC)
Body which produced accounting standards in the UK
between 1971 and 1990 when its work was taken over by
the Accounting Standards Board (ASB).
The ASC produced Statements of Standard
Accounting Practice (SSAPs) whereas the ASB produces
Financial Reporting Standards (FRSs). SSAPs remain in
force until repealed or replaced by FRSs.
All standards produced by ASC and ASB are
repealed for accounting periods that start after 31
December 2014. They are replaced by standards FRS 100
to FRS 105 (particularly FRS 102) and supporting material.
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accounting system

System for running the accounting functions in an
organisation.

aaccounting technician

Person who holds an accounting qualification but who is
not a fully qualified accountant. The main body for such
technicians is Association of Accounting Technicians.

accounting value

For asset values for corporation tax, “means the net book
value for carrying amount(s) of the asset recognised for
accounting purposes” (Corporation Tax Act 2009 s719).

account maintenance

Bank charge, usually made each month, for providing a
bank account. Transaction charges are additional.

account management

Term used by the Home Office’s UK Border Agency to
check that organisations are complying with their
sponsorshop duties under the points-based system for
allowing immigrants to work in the UK.

account management and compliance team
Staff from the Home Office’s UK Border Agency who
check that sponsors are complying with the requirements
for employing workers from overseas.
account management profile system
System which provides information about companies to
staff working in the New York Stock Exchange.
account management visit

Visit by the staff of the Home Office’s UK Border Agency
to ensure that a sponsor is complying with the
requirements regarding employing workers from
overseas.

account monitoring order

Order which may be made under Proceeds of Crime Act
2002 s370 to investigate bank and similar accounts held
by suspected criminals.

account of estate

Account which a personal representative of a deceased
person is generally expected to provide to HMRC within
12 months of the death (Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s216).
Such an account need not be provided for an excepted
estate below a de minimis size.
A provisional valuation may be given for property
where a full valuation cannot be completed in time. Any
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inheritance tax must generally be paid before or when
the account is submitted.
account of profits

Claim which it is sometimes possible to make in civil
proceedings, whereby the defendant must pay over
profits earned from an unlawful act, such as for breach of
copyright.

account on the footing of wilful default
In law, an account whereby the accountable party must
not only pay over sums of money received, but must pay
further sums which would have been received but for
wilful default of the accountable party.
Such an action is most commonly brought against
trustees who should have collected rent or other sums
owed.
account payable

An amount due for payment to a supplier of goods or
services. It is also described as a trade creditor.

account payee only (a/c payee only)
These words when written on a cheque mean that it must
be paid into an account in the payee’s name and cannot
be indorsed to another payee (Bills of Exchange Act 1882
s81A).
account period

Period in which stock exchange transactions are
completed and (usually) settled. Traditionally the year is
divided into 20 periods of two weeks and 4 periods of
three weeks.

account provider

In relation to child trust funds, the term is given a specific
meaning in Child Trust Funds Regulations SI 2004 No 1450
reg 2(1)(b).

account receivable

An amount due from a customer, also described as a
trade debtor.

accounts

Financial records. In tax law, the term is sometimes given
a specific meaning, such as in Capital Allowances Act 2001
s219(3) in relation to leases.
A specific meaning is given in relation to
decommissioning expenditure in Corporation Tax Act
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2010 s331(9).
account sale

Term now mainly used when goods imported on
consignment are valued for customs purposes by
reference to the price they achieve when sold in the
European Union (EU). Account sales commonly apply to
importations of perishable goods.
The term was once widely used in consignment
accounts.

accounts book

Bound book ruled up with cash columns for manuscript
entry of financial transactions.

accounts department

Part of an entity which deals with the financial records of
a company.

accounts manager

Person who is in charge of the accounts department.

accounts meeting

In company law, “the general meeting of the company
before which the company’s annual accounts are to be
laid” (Companies Act 2006 s439(6)).

accounts pad

Pad of paper ruled in columns for noting financial
transactions.

accounts payable

Money owed by a person or business, otherwise known
as its creditors.

accounts receivable

Money owed to a person or business, otherwise known as
its debtors.

account stated

IOUs and similar
An admission of a sum owed from one person to another,
such as in an IOU. In law, such an account stated is
evidence but not conclusive evidence, as the account
stated may have been provided by error or fraud or the
supporting consideration may have been illegal.
Offsets in accounting
An account which has entries on both sides and where
the parties agree these entries may be offset. This means
that the smaller figure is subtracted from the larger and
an appropriate single payment is made. This provides
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good consideration for all items included in the account.
accredited investor

Term used in USA for high-value individual investor.
Typically this is an investor with a net worth of at
least $1 million or who has made investments of at least
$200,000 in each of the two previous years and has a
reasonable expectation of making similar investments.
Such investors are exempt from some provisions of USA’s
Securities Act 1933.

accredited prior learning (APL) Provision whereby students may be exempted from part
of a course on the basis of existing qualifications.
accredited training

Any training designed to help an employee do his work or
be able to find work.
Such training often involves some work. Provided
the relevant conditions are met, a worker undergoing
accredited training is eligible for the national minimum
wage at the reduced rate only.

accredited training rate

One of the original rates for the national minimum wage.
It was later renamed the development rate, before
being replaced by the reduced rate.

accrescent

Growing together in ever-increasing size. This is a
botanical term, occasionally used in business.

accreting cap

In investment, interest-rate cap on an increasing
principal.

accreting swap

Swap in which the principal increases over time.

accretion

Law
Act of growing on to something, such as land being
recovered from the sea or a river.
In general, a gradual accretion belongs to the owner
of the original land whereas a sudden accretion belongs
to the Crown.
Finance
In finance, the process by which a fund has things added
to it, such as interest.
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accretion concept

Principle of Canadian tax law that all a person’s income
should be taxed. This includes income, capital gains, gifts,
bequests and imputed income. The concept arose from
the Carter Commission of 1969.

accretion method

Method used in some countries, where tax is charged on
how much an individual’s wealth increases.

accrual

Accountancy
Amount paid in one accounting period but which belongs
to another.
The term is most commonly used when payment is
made in the later period. The opposite to this is a
prepayment.
For example, a company’s year-end is 31 March. On
1 June it receives a quarterly telephone bill for £300
worth of telephone calls. One third of those calls belong
to the previous period, so there is an accrual of £100 to
the previous accounting period.
The double entry is to debit the relevant account in
profit and loss, and to credit accruals. These appear on
the balance sheet as a credit balance representing a
current liability
Law
In law, the process by which a right is acquired by a
person without his active involvement, such as by time
lapsing or by someone else losing a claim.

accrual basis”

“The effects of transactions and other events are
recognised when they occur (and not as cash or its
equivalents is received or paid) and they are recorded in
the accounting records and reported in the financial
statements of the periods to which they relate” (FRS 102
glossary).
In accounting, when “items are recognised as
assets, liabilities, equity, income or expenditure when
they satisfy the definitions and recognition criteria for
those items” (FRS 102 section 2.36). This basis must be
used for all financial statement except cash flow
information.
[Note that the term in FRS 102 is accrual [singular] basis.
The term has a slightly different meaning from accruals
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basis.]
accrual rate

Rate at which a financial figure increases over time.
The term is most commonly used for defined
benefit pensions where the accrual rate is expressed as a
fraction of final earnings. So an accrual rate of 1/60 per
year means that a member will receive a pension of
40/60 (two-thirds) after 40 years’ service. In general, the
maximum accrual rate permitted under UK tax law is 1/60
per year, though higher rates may be permitted for those
who joined a scheme before 17 March 1987.
The term is also used for the rate at which an
entitlement to State Second Pension is earned by
payments of class 1 national insurance. This was 20% of
band earnings under SERPS. Under State Second Pension,
the accrual rate is stratified.

accruals basis

Basis of preparing accounts where income and
expenditure is adjusted to reflect amounts owing and due
for a defined period.
This differs from the cash basis where income and
expenditure is recorded only when cash changes hands.
The accruals basis is used for all accounting and
taxation purposes unless the business comes within the
scope of an exemption for the cash basis.

accruals concept

Accounting principle that income and expenditure must
be matched in the same accounting period.

accrue

(1) Gradually increase in amount from the normal course
of events, such as when a principal accrues by earning
interest. It should be remembered that something only
accrues if it increases in small steps.
(2) Make an accrual in the accounts.

accrued benefits

In pensions, the benefits which a member has so far
acquired.

accured costs

In relation to the cap on care costs, this term has a
specific meaning as set out in Care Act 2014 s15(1).

accrued dividend

The amount of dividend which has been earned since the
previous dividend was paid.
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accrued expense

Amount of expense which has been incurred so far in an
accounting period but which has yet to be paid by the
person or organisation.

accrued income

Amount of revenue which has been earned so far in an
accounting period but which has yet to be paid to the
person or organisation.

accrued income losses

Losses incurred under the accrued income scheme.
The legal definition is “losses which under Chapter 2
[of Part 12] are treated as made where securities which
carry or have carried interest are transferred” (Income
Tax Act 2007 s615(4)).

accrued income profits

Profit element of a security that is purchased without the
right to the next dividend or equivalent. The extent to
which the price is reduced to reflect this is subject to
income tax under accrued income scheme as set out in
Income Tax Act 2007 ss615-681.
Broadly this only applies if the value of all accrued
income securities exceeds £5,000. It also does not apply
on death, nor to company shares, National Savings
Certificates and relevant discounted securities.
The legal definition is “profits which under Chapter
2 [of Part 12] are treated as made where securities which
carry or have carried interest are transferred” (ITA
s615(2)).

accrued income scheme

Tax arrangement that applies on the disposal of interestbearing securities (Income Tax Act 2007 s616).
Broadly, the income that has accrued since the last
payment is taxed as the transferor’s income. The
transferee may deduct this sum from his taxable income.
There are some exemptions.
The capital gains tax implications for transfers of
affected securities are given in Taxation of Capital Gains
Act 1992 s119.

accrued interest

Interest which has been earned since the previous
payment.
The term is widely used for valuing bonds, where
accrued interest is traditionally excluded. The value
without accrued interest is a clean price; with accrued
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interest, it is a dirty price.
accrued liabilities

Amount of liabilities which have been incurred so far in an
accounting period though payment has not been made.
Examples include such areas as rent, rates,
electricity and water. The existence of accrued liabilities
usually requires a journal entry at the year-end to create
a figure for accruals. This is shown as a current liability.

accrued pension

Another term for accrued benefits.

accrued rights

“Also known as accrued benefits. Generally, the right to
future benefits which a member of an occupational
pension scheme has built up in respect of service up to a
given point”
(CA 84 Stakeholder Pension Scheme Manual, published by
HMRC).

accrued uncommitted service charges
Term used in Commonhold and Leasehold Reform Act
2002 s94 in respect of the amount a landlord must pay to
an RTM company when the right to manage a leasehold
property is acquired by the company.
acct

Account.

accumulate

Heap up or pile on. In finance, the term usually applies to
a fund which keeps growing by having amounts added.

accumulated depreciation

The amount of depreciation so far charged against the
book value of a fixed asset.
For example if a fixed asset has a book value of
£1,000 and is being depreciated over five years on the
straight line basis, after two years the accumulated
depreciation is £400. This is subtracted from the book
value to give the net book value of £600.

accumulated dividend

Dividend which has not been paid to a holder of a
cumulative preference share or similar security and
which is carried forward to be paid in a future period as
an addition to the dividend for that period.

accumulated earnings and profits
American term for profits from previous years which were
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not distributed as dividends. The UK equivalent is
retained profit.
accumulated earnings tax

Tax charged in the USA on business earnings which are
unreasonably retained to avoid the owners paying higher
rates of personal tax.

accumulated or discretionary income
In relation to special rates for trustees’ income, this is
income that is accumulated or payable at the discretion
of trustees. There are exceptions when the property is
owned by someone else before distribution or when the
property is held by a superannuation fund (Income Tax
Act 2007 s480).
accumulated points

Sales promotion scheme which works by awarding points
according to the value of sales. These points can then be
redeemed for cash or goods.
The VAT implications of such schemes have been
tested in the courts. In the case Kuwait Petroleum Ltd
[1999], it was held that the issue of the vouchers was for
no consideration. No part of the price paid for the petrol
could be regarded as a prepayment for the goods to be
acquired. When the points are redeemed, the goods are
sold for no charge and so the VAT is payable on the
market value of the goods under the rules which apply to
gifts.

accumulated profit

Profit which is not paid as a dividend but is taken into the
accounts of the following accounting period.

accumulated reserves

The reserves of a business which have been collected
over several years.

accumulating compensated absences
“Compensated absences that are carried forward and can
be used in future periods if the current period’s
entitltment is not used in full” (FRS 102 glossary).
accumulating shares

Ordinary shares issued instead of a dividend. This has the
effect of replacing income with capital growth.

accumulating with-profits policy
“A with-profits insurance contract which has a readily
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identifiable current benefit, whether or not this benefit is
currently realisable, which is adjusted by an amount
explicitly related to the amount of any premium payment
and to which additional benefits are added in respect of
participation in profits by additions directly related to the
current benefit of a policy with similar characteristics”
(FCA handbook)
accumulation

General
Process of an amount growing bigger by having
payments, interest and similar items added.
Trusts and estates
For trusts and estates, the continual increase in a
principal through the reinvestment of the interest. There
are rules against excessive accumulations to stop the
abuse of trustees increasing capital and defeating the
object of a trust or estate in providing for a beneficiary.
The need for such a law was prompted by the case
Thellusson v Woodford [1799] where the testator tied up
his property for many generations to come, so that none
of his living descendants received any benefit.
Perpetuities and Accumulations Act 2009 generally
abolishes restrictions on accumulations, except for
charitable trusts. It retains and modifies the restriction on
perpetuities. The 2009 Act applies for trusts and estates
created from 6 April 2010.
Older estates and trusts are governed by Law of
Property Act 1925 s164. This generally restricts the
period when funds may accumulate to the life of the
settlor and 21 years thereafter. See also perpetuities.
When the end of the accumulation period is
reached, all undistributed income must be distributed,
and all future income must be distributed.

accumulation and maintenance trust (AMT or A&M trust)
Type of trust which could be created for the benefit of
people under the age of 25, including for children not yet
born (Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s71). So an AMT could be
created for one’s grandchildren.
The funds are either accumulated during the
beneficiaries’ lifetime or may be applied to their
maintenance. The beneficiaries must become entitled to
receive the capital no later than the age of 25. Such trusts
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avoid the tax charge for other types of discretionary trust.
No new AMTs may be created from 22 March 2006.
Instead, it may be possible to set up an 18-25 trust.
For income tax and capital gains tax, an AMT is
taxed on the same basis as a discretionary trust. Its
advantage is for inheritance tax where an AMT avoids the
exit charge and ten-yearly charge.
AMTs, strictly, cease to exist from 6 April 2008, but
transitional provisions allow the inheritance tax
advantages to continue after that date for AMTs which
existed on 21 March 2006, but only if the beneficiaries
become absolutely entitled to the capital at the age of 18.
The law is given in Inheritance Tax Act 1984 from
s71.
accumulation area

In charting, a range of prices which tends to attract
buyers.

accumulation/distribution indicator (ADI)
An indicator that measures the volume and flow of
money for a particular stock, index or other security.
The idea behind the indicator is that volume and
flow indicates future price.
accumulation share

In relation to open-ended investment companies “means
a share in respect of which income is credited periodically
to the capital part of the company’s scheme property”
(Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005
s375(2)).

accumulation trust

Form of discretionary trust where the trustees’ discretion
includes the right not to pay any beneficiary but to carry
forward all income and profit.

accumulation units

Units added to a unit trust or other collective investment
in lieu of interest.
Their capital gains tax treatment is given in Taxation
of Capital Gains Act 1992 s99A.

accumulator

Computing
In computing, a register in the central processing unit
which collects calculations until the task is finished.
Gambling
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A series of bets where the winnings for one bet become
the stake for the next bet. All bets must win for the
gambler to receive any payment, but this can be huge.
The risk can be reduced by a full cover bet.
accumulator bet

Accumulator in relation to gambling.

accuracy

State of being correct with sufficient precision. It is one of
the basic requirements of accounting.

accusare nemo se debet nisi coram deo
Latin: no person should accuse himself except in the
presence of God.
This simply means that anyone accused of an
offence has the right to plead not guilty.
accused, the

Term used in Scots law for someone charged with a
crime; the term defendant is not used in Scots law. The
word is sometimes used for the same meaning in English
law.

ACE

Asset Confiscation Enforcement.

ace of spades

Excise duty was charged on a pack of playing cards that
included an ace of spades. This card was elaborately
embossed (a tradition that has survived the excise duty)
to prevent forgery.

acescence

Process of souring, as in milk, which leads to a loss of
value.

ac etiam

Latin: and also. The term is used to point the actual cause
of action to the judge.

ACEVO

Organisation that represents charities and the social
enterprise sector.

ACF

Association of Charitable Foundations.

A&CG

Accountant and Controller General

ACH

Automated Clearing House.
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Acheson Report

Report published in 1998 by Donald Acheson into health
inequalities in society. Its conclusions were similar to the
Black Report of 1980.

achievement motivation

In psychology and business management, one of three
sets of personal needs. The other two are power and
affiliation.

achievement test

In human resources, a standardised test to measure how
much an individual has learned or what skills have been
acquired as a result of education, training or experience.

ACI

Association Cambiste Internationale.

acid test

In accountancy, another name for liquidity ratio. It is a
simple quick test (current assets: current liabilities) that
determines whether a company appears to be solvent.
The term comes from the California Gold Rush
around 1845 when prospectors had difficulty
distinguishing valuable gold from worthless iron pyrites. A
simple test was to pour on readily available nitric acid
which fizzed on pyrites but not on gold.

ACIE

Association of Charity Independent Examiners.

ACIS

Associate member of the Chartered Institute of
Secretaries.

acknowledge

Computing
Message sent back from a computer or other machine
which has received a message to confirm that the
message has been received.
Debts
Accept as legally valid. In particular a person who has
difficulty in discharging a debt may make nominal
payments such as £1 a month. Such payments
acknowledge the existence of the debt and stop the debt
from becoming time-barred.

acknowledge the corn

Old American slang for admitting to a scam.

acknowledgment

Any statement or equivalent which accepts a position as
stated by someone else. Traditionally traders would send
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an acknowledgment to a customer who has placed an
order.
It particularly refers to accepting that a debt is
owed. Under Limitation Act 1980, a written
acknowledgment of a debt starts the limitation period
again.
acknowledgment and undertaking
In law, acknowledgment is confirmation in a title deed
that a person may see and have copies of relevant deeds
in his possession. Undertaking is a promise to keep the
documents safely.
acknowledgment of debt

An admission, in writing and signed, by a person that he
owes money to another. This revives a debt which is
otherwise statute-barred.

acknowledgment of service

Process in legal proceedings where the defendants states
that the writ or originating summons has been served on
him.

ACL

(1) Access control list.
(2) Association of Costs Lawyers.

ACLC

Australian Company Law Cases, published from 1982.

Acme T lock

One of two types of official Customs seal. The other is the
Leghorn Cableseal wire seal.

Acme Customs seal. Picture © HMRC.

The Acme lock is a 230mm-long metal strip inserted
into a flat locking box. The seal shows the legend
“HMC&E” or “HMRC”. The strip bears identification
markes. The underside of the box is green.
The current version of the lock seal was introduced
on 1 July 2008.
Further details are given in Customs leaflet 205.
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acn

All concerned notified.

a coelo usque ad centrum

Latin: from heaven to the centre of the earth.
Legal term for the right of owners of a freehold
property.

à comte

French: on account.

ACP

African Caribbean and Pacific States.
The term is used for Customs duty purposes.

a/c payee only

Words written on a cheque, which means that it must be
paid into an account in the payee’s name and cannot be
indorsed to another payee (Bills of Exchange Act 1882
s81A, inserted by Cheques Act 1992). This provision is
effective from 16 June 1992.

ACPC

Area Child Protection Committee.

ACPI

Advanced configuration and power interface.
Specification for a computer operating system to
control its use of power.

acpt

Acceptance.

acquiescence

Conduct which implies consent such as not correcting an
error. In general, this does not give rise to a claim for
misrepresentation except where the parties are in a
fiduciary relationship.

acquire

Gain ownership of, however this is achieved.

acquired corporation

American term for a business which has been taken over.

acquired employee

In relation to PAYE for a business taken over, “means an
employee who was employed in the acquired business”
(PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682 s98(7)).

acquired gender

Sex of a person to whom a gender recognition certificate
has been issued or to a person who has applied for such a
certificate and is already living as a person of that sex
(Gender Recognition Act 2004 s1(2)).
Such a person is treated as being of the new sex for
all purposes, including tax and social security, from the
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date of the certificate.
acquired goodwill

Amount paid for a business above the value of net assets.
This is commonly used as a means of drawing taxfree funds from a business. A sole trader or partnership
may be acquired by a limited company for a sum greater
than its net assets. This difference is goodwill. This may
then be “repaid” without deduction of tax. The company
can usually write off the goodwill at 4% a year.

acquired rights

Rights an employee acquires when his employer’s
business is taken over (Transfer of Undertakings
(Protection of Employment) Regulations 1981).

Acquired Rights Directive

European Union directive which is given effect in English
law as Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of
Employment) Regulations 1981.

acquiree

Company that becomes controlled by another.
“The business, or businesses that the acquirer
obtains control of in a business combination” (IAS 3.A).

acquirer

Person or company who has acquired something,
particularly a business.
“The entity that obtains control of the acquiree”
(IAS 3.A).

acquiring company

In relation to corporation tax relief for employee share
schemes in a takeover, the term is defined in Corporation
Tax Act 2009 s1023.

acquiring corporation

American term for a business which is taking over
another.

acquiring institution

A financially secure bank or similar body that acquires all
or some of the liabilities of a failed institution in a
purchase and assumption transaction.

acquis communautaire

Body of EU legislation which is binding on all member
states.

acquisition

Value added tax
Term now used for goods brought into the UK from
another member state of the European Union. Goods
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going to another state are called removals. Such goods
are no longer regarded as imports and exports, as the EU
is a single market. Details are given in VAT notice 725.
An acquisition in the UK is subject to the rate of VAT
as goods produced in the UK.
The law is in Value Added Tax Act 1994 s10.
Stamp duty land tax
For stamp duty land tax, this means:
• a transfer of an existing chargeable interest;
• a creation of a new interest;
• the surrender or release of an interest; or
• the variation of an interest.
(Finance Act 2003 s43).
Accounting
In accounting, process by which ownership of a business
is obtained.
“A business combination that is accounted for by
using the acquisition method accounting” (FRS 7 para 2).
“A business combination that is not a merger” (FRS
6 para 2).
Employment-related securities
In relation to employment-related securities, “means the
acquisition of the employment-related securities
pursuant to the right of opportunity available by reason
of the employment” (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions)
Act 2003 s421B(8)).
acquisition accounting

In accounting, one of the two methods by which a
business may account for a newly purchased subsidiary.
The other method is merger accounting.
Acquisition accounting involves including the assets
of the new subsidiary with those of the parent company
and writing off the goodwill paid.

acquisition benefit

Benefits provide by an employer in respect of a new
residence acquired by an employee on relocating (Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s277).

acquisition cost

Amount paid to acquire something, including costs of
delivery and installation.
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It is used in the calculation of capital gains tax.
acquisition date

“The date on which the acquirer obtains control of the
acquiree” (FRS 102 glossary).
An identical definition is given in International
Accounting Standard IAS 3.A.

acquisition expenses

Expenses incurred by an employee in relocating on a
change of workplace (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions)
Act 2003 s277). An employer may provide tax-free
relocation expenses to pay for these.

acquisition method

Production of consolidated financial statements for an
acquisition.

acquisition of a relevant telecommunication right
For income tax, this is defined in Income Tax (Trading and
Other Income) Act 2005 s147(3).
acquisition of business

This term has a specific tax meaning in relation to life
assurance business, as set out in Finance Act 1989 s86(4).

acquisition of trade

The tax treatment of receipts from such an acquisition are
given in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s95.

acquisition period

Period in which employees acquire shares in an employee
share scheme (Inspector’s Manual at BIM 44310).

acquisitions

“Operations of the reporting entity that are acquired in
the period” (FRS 3 para 3).

acquisition tax

For VAT, tax payable by a UK business on acquisitions
from another EU state.

acquisitive growth

Expansion of a business by acquiring other businesses.

acquit

Set free, such as by criminal charges being dismissed.

acquittance

Written acknowledgment of the payment of money or of
a due debt. It has more legal authority than a receipt.

ACR

Audio cassette recorder.
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acrd

Accrued.

acre

Unit of measure of land equal to 4,840 square yards
(Weights and Measures Act 1878) or 43,560 square feet.
It was traditionally the amount of land an ox could plough
in one day. There are 640 acres to a square mile. It was
traditionally measured as a rectangle one furlong long
and one chain wide.
In old units, an acre equals 4 roods or 10 square
chains.
In metric units, an acre equals 0.405 hectares or
4,046 square metres.

Acrobat

Software developed by Adobe Systems. It allows
documents produced by almost any software to be
produced in a form which can be read on most
computers.
It works by putting an additional option in the
facilities for printing to allow the computer to “print” a
PDF file which can then be sent as a fixed document, like
a photograph, to other computers.
The first version was launched on 15 June 1993 for
Apple Mackintosh only. It has been updated many times.

across the board

Term used in relation to futures. It refers to all the
months of a futures contract or option.

across the board tariff negotiations
Negotiations on customs duties that seek to apply a
uniform percentage reduction to all tariffs or entire
categories of tariffs. The alternative form of negotiation is
item-by-item negotiation.
ACRS

Accelerated cost recovery system.

acrylic hat

Cheap version of a football cap designed for children. It
was held that these could be zero-rated for VAT as
children’s clothing in the case Benrose Ltd (t/a Multi-Stock
Co) [1998] VTD 15783.

ACS

(1) Authorised contractual scheme.
(2) Association of Convenience Stores
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ACSI

Associate of the Chartered Institute for Securities and
Investment.

ACT

(1) Advance corporation tax
(2) Association of Corporate Treasurers

Act

In accounting standard FRS 102, the term means
Companies Act 2006 (FRS 102 glossary).

act

(1) An action or omission of action which can have legal
consequences.
(2) Law passed by Parliament. The term “means an Act of
Parliament” (Interpretation Act 1978 Sch 1) and “includes
a local and personal or private Act” (Interpretation Act
1978 s21).

ACTA

Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement.

acta

Latin: deeds. Old term for official minutes of proceedings.

acta exteriora ludicant interiora secreta
Latin: outward acts point to towards the inward intent.
acta jure imperii

Latin: acts by the right of dominion.

act and warrant

In Scots law, “the interlocutor in sequestration
proceedings which confirms the appointment of the
trustee” (Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

acta publica

Latin: public acts. Proceedings of a court that are heard in
public.

acte claire

Old French: clear act. Legal term for something so obvious
it leaves no room for reasonable doubt.

actg

Acting.

acting nearest relative

Person who is most closely related to a person for whom
an application is made under Mental Health Acts 1983
and 2007, and who is willing to act in such capacity.

act in law

An action of a party which has a legal effect, such as
making a contract.
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acting partner

“Partner who habitually acts in the partnership business”
(Partnership Act 1890 s16). A notice to such a partner
constitutes a notice to the whole partnership.

actio

Latin: action. Legal action, particularly under American or
Roman law.

actio commodati

Latin: action on a loan. An action started by a creditor
against a debtor.

actio commodati contraria

Latin expression that refers to the legal actions a
borrower may take against a creditor.

actio confessoria

Latin expression that refers to the details of a statement
by a defendant who accepts liability but without stating
the precise amount owed to the claimant.

actio ex contract

Latin expression that refers to personal actions that may
be brought under an agreement.

actio ex delicto

In tort, Latin expression that refers to a legal action
arising from wrongful behaviour for which damages are
sought.

actio in factum

Latin: action on the fact.

actio in rem

Latin expression used in law to describe a legal
proceeding to establish ownership of land and of the
rights of various parties.

action

(1) Civil proceedings commenced by writ. Sometimes the
term “legal action” is used to distinguish this from other
meanings of the word.
(2) Industrial action

actionable

Capable of justifying a legal action.

actionable per quod

Actionable only when external factors are considered,
unlike being actionable per se. An example is defamation
whereby the words are only libellous on the basis of what
else is known.

actionable per se

Actionable without considering external factors;
actionable on its own merits. The opposite is actionable
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per quod.
actionable tort

A civil wrong which entitles the injured party to sue.

action at law

American term for legal proceedings.

action ex contractu

American term for legal proceedings which arise from a
contract.

action ex delicto

American term for legal proceedings which arise from a
person’s fault, misconduct or malfeasance.

action for acccounting

In USA, an action where a person requires his partners or
co-owners to make a formal statement of their rights in a
partnership or joint asset.

action for possession

American term for a legal action to obtain possession of
real estate.

action in case

American term for a type of legal action for consequential
loss.

action in personam

American term for a legal action against a specific person
or persons, which requires the writ to be personally
served.

action in rem

(1) Action in the Admiralty Court commenced by the
arrest of a ship.
(2) American term for a legal action about property. The
decision binds everyone.

action learning

In human resources, the process of acquiring new
knowledge, skill or behaviour from taking specific actions
or performing specific tasks.

action of account

Obsolete common law offence of not keeping proper
accounting records, such as within a partnership. It is now
replaced by the equitable remedy of an account.

actio non

Latin: no action. In USA, this may be pleaded by a
defendant.

action on the case

Type of writ for trespass and similar offences. The name
derives from the fact that details of the case are stated in
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the writ.
action quasi in rem

American term for an action where the court has
jurisdiction over the property in the action but not over
the person who would otherwise be sued.

action research

Business term for a process of managed change that is
problem-oriented. Typically it follows a five-stage
sequence of problem diagnosis, data gathering and
analysis, group feedback, action and evaluation.

action short of a strike

Form of industrial action that imposes pressure on an
employer without calling a strike. Examples include work
to rule, go-slow and overtime ban. Such action is about
twice as common as strikes.

action short of dismissal

Any form of disciplinary action taken against an employee
which stops short of dismissal. This can include verbal or
written warnings, demotion, refusal of promotion or
withdrawal of rights.
In general, an employee cannot go to an
employment tribunal for such action unless it falls within
one of the categories of discrimination or automatically
unfair dismissal. However, if such action is part of a
process that leads to dismissal, it may be challenged as
part of a case against unfair dismissal.

actio personalis moritur cum persona
Latin: a personal action dies with the person.
Legal principle that a personal representative may
not sue or continue a legal action for a personal claim of
the deceased. Since 1934, this restriction only generally
applies to defamation.
actio popularis

Latin: popular action. A case brought by a third party for
the interests of society.

actio quod metus causa

Latin expression that refers to actions that will lead to
greater penalties, particularly when brought by a creditor.

actio temporalis

Latin expression referring to legal proceedings that must
be started before a deadline.
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actio tutelage

Latin expression relating to the duties and obligations in a
legal action.

activate

Computing
In computing, processes to get software working. This
typically includes such functions as loading and entering
security codes. This includes using on-line tax services.
Banking
In banking, process for validating a credit card, usually by
calling a telephone number. This is designed to prevent
someone using the card should it not be delivered to the
correct user.

activated allowance

Term used for gas and oil companies, as explained in
Corporation Tax Act 2010 s356D(2).

activation PIN

Code number which is used to activate an online service
or computer software. The number is only used once.

active

Description of an account which has many transactions,
such as an active bank account.

active account

Any account, particularly with a bank, which is being
used, as against a dormant account.
Sometimes the term is restricted to an account
which is used frequently.

active balance

Favourable balance of payments for a country, usually
achieved by the value of exports exceeding that of
imports.

active capital

Ready money or assets which can become ready money
for investment.

active circulation

Value of a denomination of banknotes or coins which are
in circulation at a particular time, rather than being held
by banks or hoarded by dealers or collectors.

active concealment

American term for the process of using words or actions
to frustrate the realisation of assets in insolvency.

active database

In computing, a database which is currently being used.
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active document

In computing, a document which is currently being
accessed.

active fund

Fund which aims to outperform the market average by
careful selection of high-performing stocks.

active income

Term sometimes used for income that derives from effort
by the taxpayer, such as from employment or selfemployment, as against passive income such as rents and
dividends.

active investing

Investing in a manner which studies markets and
companies with a view to outperforming the market.

active lien of carrier

The lien of a carrier which is supplemented by a
contractual provision allowing a customer’s goods to be
sold.
Under common law, every carrier has the right to
exercise a passive lien of carrier. This means that a carrier
may hold a customer’s goods until the carriage has been
paid. A carrier and customer may agree a further
provision by contract that such goods may be sold if
payment is not made within a reasonable time.

active list

List of people available for service. The term was
originally for military officers on full pay.

active listening

Counselling skill of listening constructively to a problem.

actively at work

A clause in a group insurance policy that requires a new
member or one with an increase in cover, to be at work
(or on holiday i.e. not absent due to sickness, industrial
action, etc.) on the day of joining or day of increase.

actively seeking work (ASW)

Condition for receiving jobseeker's allowance.
The general requirement is that the claimant makes
at least two steps a week to find work. Steps include
applying for a job, writing a CV, registering with an
employment agency and contacting potential employers.
A claimant who does not take such steps can lose
benefits.

active management

Where management is involved in exercising good
judgment rather than mere administration. The term is
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used for those who administer an active fund.
active market

For accounting, “a market in which all the following
conditions exist:
(a) the items traded in the market are homogenous;
(b) willing buyers and sellers can normally be found
at any time;
(c) prices are available to the public”
(FRS 102 glossary).
For International Accounting Standards, the term
means “a market in which transactions for the asset or
liability take place with sufficient frequency and volume
to provide pricing information on an ongoing basis” (IAS
13.A).

active member

Member of an occupational pension scheme who is
accruing benefits, usually a current employee.
“An individual who has benefits currently accruing
for or in respect of that person under one or more
arrangements in the pension scheme” (HMRC manual
RPSM glossary).
Being an active member is one of the conditions for
receiving tax relief on pension contributions.
The other categories of member are deferred
member, pension credit member and pensioner
member.

active membership period

Period for which a person is regarded as an active
member of a pension scheme by HMRC.
The period begins with the later of:
• the date on which benefits starts to accrue;
and
• 6 April 2006.
The period ends immediately before the
crystallisation event.

active ownership

For corporation tax, a concept developed for the patent
box. The concept is designed to ensure that companies
involved in early stages of development can still benefit
from the tax savings of the patent box.

active partner

Member of a partnership who is involved in its day-to-day
management, as opposed to a sleeping partner.
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active service

Service in the military which involves actual fighting as
against preparation, training etc. There are some special
concessions for active service, such as exemption from
inheritance tax if killed on active service (Inheritance Tax
Act 1984 s154).

active stocks

Stocks, shares and other securities which are being
actively traded.

active trust

Trust which requires the trustees to do something, such
as to maintain a property.

active underwriter

Managing agent in Lloyd’s who underwrites on behalf of a
syndicate.

active window

In computing, the window on the screen identifying the
program or data in use.

activities, interest and opinion (AIO)
Areas of human lifestyle which may be analysed for
statistical or market research purposes. Such analysis is
known as lifestyle segmentation.
activities of daily living (ADL) Everyday living functions and activities performed by
individuals without assistance. These functions include
walking, dressing, washing, toilet, shopping, cooking and
eating.
The inability to undertake such activities may be
used to define disability in insurance contracts.
activity

In management accounting, any physical activity that
places in an enterprise.

activity A

In the context of EIS relief, this means carrying on a
qualifying activity either by the company itself or by a
90% subsidiary (Income Tax Act 2007 s179(2)).

activity B

In the context of EIS relief, research and development
which is related to the main activity of the company
(Income Tax Act 2007 s179(3)).

activity based budgeting (ABB) Allocation of resources to individual activities within an
organisation.
The process involves determining which activities
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incur costs, establishing the relationship between them,
and then deciding how much of the total budget should
be allocated to each of them.
activity based costing (ABC)

Costing method which does not apportion overheads on a
generic basis, such as a percentage added to direct costs,
but which seeks to ascertain how much of such overheads
are used by each activity.

activity based management (ABM)
Management system which uses activity-based
budgeting.
activity chart

Plan showing how much work has been done, compared
with how much work should have been done.

activity cost pool

Grouping of all cost elements associated with a particular
activity.

activity driver analysis

Identification and evaluation of activities in an
organisation, determining how costs are incurred.

activity rate

Proportion of civilian population who are employed as a
percentage of the employed plus unemployed.

activity requirement

Requirement that an offender subject to an unpaid work
requirement must present himself for work and
participate in activities as specified (Criminal Justice Act
2003 s201).

Act of 1952

“Means the Customs and Excise Act 1952” (SI 1973 No
1311 para 2).

act of bankruptcy

Obsolete provision of law. It was an action which justifies
making a person bankrupt as contained in Bankruptcy Act
1914 s1. These provisions have been replaced by
Insolvency Act 1985.

act of God

Accident or event which happens without human cause,
such as a storm or earthquake, which no human foresight
can provide against and where human prudence is not
obliged to recognise the possibility. Normal weather
conditions such as rain and wind are not acts of God.
There is no liability in tort for an act of God. It is
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possible to have insurance against an act of God.
act of law

The effect of the operation of the law, such as succeeding
to property under a will.

Act of Parliament

Definition
Legislative decree; a statute.
An Act becomes law when it receives Royal Assent,
having been passed by the House of Commons and
(usually) the House of Lords which make up Parliament.
Role of the courts
The Court cannot declare an Act of Parliament illegal.
This was established in the tax case Cheney v Conn
[1968] when a taxpayer appealed against a tax
assessment under Finance Act 1964 on the grounds that
the government was illegally spending money on nuclear
weapons contrary to the Geneva Conventions Act 1957.
The court held that, even if there was a conflict
between the Acts (and it did not say there was), the 1964
Act superseded the 1957 Act to the extent that there was
a conflict.
An Act never expires
Another case holds that a statute remains effective until
specifically repealed (Prince of Hanover v Attorney
General [1957]).
This upheld a claim under an Act passed in 1705
whose purpose (naturalising Princess Sophie, Electress of
Hanover) had long passed. To avoid problems, various
State Law Revision Acts are periodically passed to
remove obsolete laws. They frequently contain tax
provisions.
Suspending the provisions
It should be noted that the House of Lords did once
suspend the provisions of an Act (Merchant Shipping Act
1988) when the European Court of Justice stated that it
did not comply with EU law (Factortame Ltd v Secretary of
State for Transport (No 2) [1991]).

Act of Settlement

English law passed in 1701 to settle the succession to the
English and Irish thrones. The Act appointed James VI of
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Scotland to be king James I of England.
actor

An actor is taxed as an entertainer.
Most actors are treated as either employed or selfemployed for both income tax and national insurance
purposes, with some exceptions.
The main exception is that actors engaged under
Equity contracts are treated as employed for national
insurance but self-employed for income tax. The relevant
regulations are SI 1978 No 1689. The HMRC position has
been confirmed in HMRC Brief 10/11.

actores fabulae

Latin: fictitious claimants. The term refers to theoretical
people in a legal action.

actor sequitur forum rei

Latin: the claimant should follow the forum of the
disputed subject.

actor incumbit onus probandi Latin: the onus of proof rests with the claimant.
acts of adjournal rules

In Scots law, rules “passed by the Lords of Council and
Session (the judges of the Court of Session) for
proceedings in criminal courts Judiciary of Scotland
website glossary).

acts of sederunt rules

In Scots law, rules “passed by the Lords of Council and
Session (the judges of the Court of Session) relating to
civil procedure” (Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

actual

Amounts of expenditure incurred or income received, as
against the budgeted figure. The difference between
them is known as the variance.

actual authority

American term for when a principal clearly intended an
agent to have authority to act, as against any implied
authority.

actual bailment

American term for actual or constructive delivery of
goods for another to hold as bailee.

actual basis

Method for determining the basis period for calculating
income tax on trades based on income during the tax
year.
The actual basis is used for the first and last years of
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a business, subject to overlap relief. All the years in
between are taxed on the current year basis.
actual birth

Date a baby is born, as against the expected birth which
is the date on which a doctor or midwife expected the
baby to be born.
For the purposes of statutory maternity pay (SMP),
care must be taken as to which birth date is used for
determining entitlement. Actual birth is the latest start
date for SMP and is the start date for compulsory
maternity leave.

actual charge

For the purposes of spirits duty, this “is normally based
on the litres of alcohol contained in the spirits and any
feints produced less the litres of alcohol in any feints
brought forward from the previous period” (Customs
notice 39).

actual consideration

For stamp duty land tax, amount paid in respect of a
transfer of land into or from a partnership (Finance Act
2003 Sch 15).

actual cash value

Amount of money, less depreciation, that it would cost to
replace an item damaged beyond repair.

actual damages

American term for damages which arise directly from
some action (such as tort or breach of contract), as
against consequential loss or damages which arise under
a statute.

actual disposal proceeds

In relation to the remittance basis as regards funds to
meet a capital gains tax liability, the term is given a
specific meaning in Income Tax Act 2007 s809VK(3).

actual eviction

American term for when a person has been removed
from premises, as against other forms such as
constructive eviction.

actual expenditure

Amount for which a business may claim capital allowance
for plant and machinery that has been bought, rather
than made by the business (Capital Allowances Act 2001
s13(1)(a)).
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actual lease

For an anti-avoidance provision in relation to leased
trading assets, this term is defined in Income Tax Act 2007
s681CE(2).

actual military service

Engagement in military duties. During such service, a
person may make a privileged will.

actual notice

American legal term for when a person is specifically told
something rather than being assumed to have known
about it.

actual overhead cost

In management accounting, overhead cost of the period
that derives from a financial transaction, such as
expenditure, rather than a financial adjustment such as
depreciation.

actual possession

American term for having physical custody of something,
as against other forms of possession.

actual price

Amount payable for immediate delivery of a commodity.

actual provision condition

Term used in relation to diverted profits tax (Finance Act
2015 s82(7) and 88(9).

actuals

Commodities
Commodities on hand, ready for shipment, storage or
manufacture. Commodities not on hand are usually
known as futures.
Accounting
Real figures in financial statements, compared with
budgeted or forecast figures.

actual self-assessment

Term specifically used in Revenue Scotland and Tax
Powers Act 2014 s97. It refers to a self-assessment tax
return that can superseded a determination made by a
tax tribunal.

actual substitution test

One of 12 tests included in HMRC guidance published
early in 2012 on whether an individual comes within the
scope of IR35.

actual tax point

Date when VAT is charged on a supply.
This is when an invoice is issued up to 14 days after
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a supply has been made or when payment has been
received before the supply was made. Otherwise the tax
point is the basic tax point, namely the date on which the
supply was made.
If the actual tax point occurs before the basic tax
point and the tax points fall in periods where different
VAT rates apply, the supply may be caught by antiforestalling provisions.
actual value

Alternative term for market value.

actuarial assumption

For accounting standards, “an entity’s unbiased and
mutually compatible best estimates of the demographic
and financial variables that will determine the ultimate
cost of providing post-employment benefits” (FRS 102
glossary).

actuarial gain (loss)

Changes in a pension fund’s deficits or surpluses that
arise because:
• events have not coincided with the
assumption used by the actuary when carrying out the
previous triennial valuation of the fund or
• the actuary changed the assumptions used in
previous valuations.

actuarial gains and losses

“The changes in the present value of the defined benefit
obligation arising from:
(a) experience adjustments (the effects of
differences between the previous actuarial assumptions
and what has actually occurred); and
(b) the effects of changes in actuarial assumptions”
(IAS 19 para 8).

actuarial method

Means of calculating depreciation of a fixed asset,
particularly where the asset is acquired by a finance
lease.
Basically the depreciation is linked to the finance
charge.

acturial present value of promised retirement benefits
“The present value of the expected payments by a
retirement benefit plan to existing and past employees,
attributable to the service already rendered” (IAS 26 para
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8).
actuarial surplus

Surplus which results from overfunding a pension
scheme.

actuarial tables

Tables indicating how long people are expected to live
according to their sex and current age. They are also
known as life expectancy tables or mortality tables.

actuary

Person who is professionally qualified in the mathematics
and statistical methods used by the pension and
insurance industries.
In certain circumstances insurance companies,
pension schemes etc. are required to have documents,
calculations etc. certified by an actuary. In this and other
legal contexts the word means a qualified Fellow of the
Institute or Faculty of Actuaries. For general insurance
business, it also means a Fellow of the Casualty Actuarial
Society who is also a member of an actuarial body.

actuating purpose

“Purpose which motivates or incites a person to act” (FCA
handbook).

actus curiae neminem gravabit
Latin: an act of the court shall prejudice no-one.
actus legis nemini facit injuriam
Latin: the act of the law injures no-one.
actus non facit reum, nisi mens sit rea
Latin: the act itself does not constitute guilt unless done
with a guilty intent.
actus reus

Latin: act of the defendant.
The term means the guilty act of a crime. It is one of
the two pre-conditions for most crimes, the other is the
mens rea or intention.
This means that a crime is usually committed only
when a person has evil intent (mens rea) and guilty act
(actus reus).

actus reus non facit reum nisi mens sit rea
Latin: an act does not make that person guilty of his crime
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unless his mind be also guilty.
ACU

(1) Asian Currency Unit.
(2) Automatic calling unit; in computing.
(3) Association of Commonwealth Universities.

acute care

“Intensive medical treatment provided by or under the
supervision of a consultant, that lasts for a limited period
after which the person receiving the treatment no longer
benefits from it” (Care Act 2014 Sch 3 para 7(6)).

acv

Actual cash value.

ACWA

Associate Cost Works Accountant. This is an old
designation whose modern equivalent is ACMA.

acy

Average crop yield.

acyclic

Description of a phenomenon which does not depend on
the economic cycle (or any other cycle).

ad

Latin: to

AD

(1) Prefix for notice on anti-dumping duty.
(2) Approved distributor.
(3) Anno Domini, Latin: in the year of our Lord. Standard
system for numbering calendar years from 1 AD.

ADA

(1) Americans with Disabilities Act 1990, an American
law.
(2) Action data automation.
(3) Association of Drainage Authorities.

Adamson, William

Scottish Labour politician (1863-1936) who was leader of
the Labour party from October 1917 to February 1921.

ad apertum libri

Latin: as the book opens.

adaptive compression

In computing, a form of compression which constantly
monitors the data being compressed to find the most
effective method.

adaptive control

System whereby control is exercised automatically but
according to circumstances. So an exception report in
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management accounting or a sell signal in investment is
triggered by a combination of events which are
themselves predetermined by circumstances.
adaptive expectations

In economics, a hypothesis which explains how
economists form forecasts by adjusting results of
previous periods.

adaptive exponential smoothing
Quantative forecasting method where historic averages
are smoothed by a coefficient which fluctuates with the
passing of time. The larger the coefficient, the greater is
the smoothing effect.
adaptive filter

Continuously updating the weighting of past prices to
provide a smoother record of prices for forecasting
purposes.

adaptive forecasting

Continual adjustment to a forecast to reflect developing
circumstances.

ad arbitrum

Latin: at will.

ad avizandum

Latin: to be deliberated upon. Description of something to
be considered further.

A-day

The date of 6 April 2006 when the tax regime for pensions
radically changed.
The main changes were:
• the maximum amount which may be saved in
a pension scheme is determined by both an annual limit
and a lifetime limit, rather than as a percentage of
earnings;
• the retirement age must generally fall
between 55 and 75;
• a person may belong to any number of
pension schemes of any type;
• there are additional options on the types of
annuity by which a pension may be paid.

ADB

(1) Accidental death benefit.
(2) Asian Development Bank.
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ad-blocker

Software that blocks advertisements from appearing
when accessing websites.

ADC

Analogue to digital converter.

ad clerum

Latin: to the clergy.

ad colligenda bona

Latin: to collect the goods.
This is a form of administration of an estate where
the estate is perishable or precarious and cannot await
the completion of normal procedures.

ADCON

Address constant, a computing term.

ad crumenam

Latin: to the purse.

add

Join or put with something. The term is used in
mathematics for the simplest function of producing a
total from two numbers, as explained in addition.

ADD

(1) Accidental death and dismemberment, a form of
insurance policy.
(2) Anti-dumping duty, a category of Customs duty.

ad damnum

Latin: to the damage. This usually refers to the amount of
damages demanded in legal proceedings.

add back

Part of a tax computation in calculating the adjusted
profit for income tax or corporation tax.
The tax computation starts with the net profit as
shown in the profit and loss account. Items which are not
allowable for tax must be added back. This increases the
taxable profit, or reduces a loss (or even turn a loss into a
profit).
Items are added back because they are not taxdeductible or because they are dealt with for tax in other
ways.
Items commonly added back in accounts include:
• depreciation
• personal expenditure
• fines, bribes, penalties and similar
• salaries paid to partners or sole traders
• travel between home and place of work.
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added property

For inheritance tax, property added to certain types of
trust after its initial settlement. The tax implications are
given in Inheritance Tax Act 1984 from s67.

added to loan

In banking, term used by lenders when additional charges
are added to the amount lent. Such additional charges
typically may include an arrangement fee, administration
fee and mortgage indemnity fee.

added tribunal

“Means a tribunal specified in an order made by the Lord
Chancellor” (Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Act 2007
s42(3)).

added value

Amount of increased worth from when something is
received to when it is passed on. In management
accounting, profit can be seen as the added value minus
the overheads (such as wages and tax) incurred in the
process.

addend

In addition, a number which is added to another number
(the augend) to give a total.

ad diem

Latin: to the day appointed.
Used to indicate a postponed court case.

adding machine

Machine which is used for simple arithmetical functions.
On adding machine till rolls, a total is indicated by
an asterisk * , while a sub-total is indicated by a diamond
◊.
Auditing a till roll requires checking that the list of
numbers is preceded by an asterisk.

add-in program

Software program designed to work with other software
to expand the range of activities which may be
performed.

additament

Something which has been added.

addition

Process of combining two numbers to give a total or sum.
The first number is known as the augend and the latter as
the addend, so in the equation:
2 + 3 = 5,
2 is the augend, 3 is the addend, and 5 is the total.
A total to which further numbers are to be added is
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called a sub-total.
On calculators, total is indicated by an asterisk * ,
while sub-total is indicated by a diamond ◊ .
additional 4 periods

In relation to corporation tax for oil industry and ring
fence expenditure supplement, “means the 4 accounting
periods after the initial 6 periods for which the company
claims [ring fence expenditure] supplement under this
Chapter” (Corporation Tax Act 2010 s311(1A)).

additional borrowing

In banking, extra money a person or business may borrow
in addition to existing borrowing.

additional calculation rule

Rule set out in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s228 that applies
for certain receipts from leases. The rule is repeated for
income tax in Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act
2005 s288.

additional class 3 contributions
A past year for which a person may pay class 3 national
insurance contributions to maintain their national
insurance record (Social Security Contributions and
Benefits Act 1992 s13A).
There are restrictions on the number of years for
which contributions may be paid and when they must be
paid.
additional class 4 percentage Rate of class 4 national insurance payable by the selfemployed on the amount of their income which exceeds
the class 4 upper limit.
The term was introduced by National Insurance
Contributions Act 2002. The rate is 2% from 6 April 2011,
and 1% previously.
additional day

Day added to a prison sentence for a disciplinary offence
in prison (Criminal Justice Act 2003 s257).

additional disagreement factor (ADF)
Amount by which possible disagreement is muliplied
when a person is added to a group.
The formula is ADF = n/(n-2)
where n is the number of the person added.
So if a sixth person is added to a group of five, the
ADF is 6/4 or 1.5. The chances of disagreement have been
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increased by 50%.
The factor is based on the assumption that the only
element necessary for a disagreement is two people. The
ADF therefore measures the increase in the number of
combinations of two people.
additional duties

Additional work undertaken by an employee for
additional pay.
Such payment is normally taxed as employment
income. This is explained in the inspectors’ manual at
EIM00730. The matter was tested in the case Mudd v
Collins [1925] 9TC297. This was where a director was paid
a commission for selling a branch. The judge said, “if an
officer is willing to do something outside the duties of his
office.. and his employer gives him something in that
respect, that is a profit’ it becomes a profit of his officer
which is enlarged a little so as to receive it”.
This does not apply if the payment is not for
services. An example is Donnelly v Williamson [1981]
54TC636 where a teacher was reimbursed a mileage
allowance for attending parents’ evenings. This was not
payment of earnings as attending such evenings was not
part of her duties.

additional expense

For taxation of assets provided to an employee, the term
is defined in Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003
s205(4).

additional expenses rules

Term used by HMRC for expenses incurred when an
employee is sent overseas. Such expenses may not be
taxable (HMRC leaflet 480).

additional hours

In relation to a shop worker objecting to working on a
Sunday, “means any number of hours of shop work that a
shop worker is (or could be) required to work under a
contract of employment on Sunday that are (or would be)
in excess of the shop worker’s normal Sunday working
hours” (Employment Rights Act 1996 s41A(2) as inserted
by Enterprise Act 2016 Sch 5 para 3).

additional land transaction

Term used in relation to the notional land transaction,
considered in relation to pre-completion transactions for
SDLT. The law is Finance Act 2013 Sch 39 para 5.
Broadly, any payment for an additional land
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transaction is added to the notional land transaction in
determining how much SDLT is payable.
additional licensing area

Area for which a local authority has determined that a
house in multiple occupation is subject to additional
licensing requirements (Housing Act 2004 s56).

additional maternity leave

A period which extends a woman’s total maternity leave
to 52 weeks after she has finished her ordinary maternity
leave (Employment Rights Act 1996 s73).
She is not entitled to any pay or statutory maternity
pay during this period, but is entitled to all other benefits
under the contract of employment.

additional paid-in capital

In USA, amount paid by stockholders above the par value
of the stock.

additional pay

In relation to PAYE, “means the appropriate amount,
established from an employee’s code (where it is a K code
not used on the cumulative basis) and the tax tables, to
be added to the relevant payments made to an employee
in order to determine the taxable payments”
(PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 2(1)).

additional payment

Payment made to a redundant employee when a trade
ceases. The tax allowability is set out in Income Tax
(Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s79.

additional payments

(1) Payments additional to redundancy pay (Corporation
Tax Act 2009 s79).
(2) Part of the alternative finance returns achieved under
investment bond arrangements (Taxation of Capital
Gains Act 1992 s151N and 151S).

additional pension

Government-backed pension scheme whereby employees
pay more national insurance to receive an addition to the
state retirement pension in retirement.
There have been three additional pension schemes:
• graduated pension (1961-1975);
• SERPS (1978-2002); and
• state second pension (from 2002).

additional personal allowance Additional tax allowance which could be claimed by a
single parent, or by a married parent whose partner was
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disabled. This allowance was abolished from 6 April 2000,
having been restricted in amount from 1994.
additional premium

Further payment which be made to an insurance policy to
provide additional cover.

additional primary percentage Rate of class 1 national insurance payable by an employee
on earnings above the upper earnings limit. This rate was
introduced at 1% on 6 April 2002 and increased to 2%
from 6 April 2011.
additional rate

Rate of 50% income tax introduced from 6 April 2010. It
was reduced to 45% from 6 April 2013.

additional rate code

For PAYE, a special code “which effects deductions of tax
wholly at the additional rate” (PAYE regulations SI 2003
No 2682 reg 7(3)(ba)). The code is D1.

additional rate tax

Term that is specifically used for the higher rates of tax
paid by discretionary trusts compared with interest in
possession trusts.

additional relief

Term used for the additional tax relief which could be
claimed for children. This is abolished from 6 April 2000
(Finance Act 1999 s33(2)).

additional room

The extent to which additional rooms may be zero-rated
for VAT can depend on whether they can be regarded as
part of a zero-rated new construction or as part of a
standard-rated extension. The difference was considered
in the VAT case Castle Caereinion Recreation Association
[2002] VTD 18303.

additional school

School that is not an academy nor a replacement for a
discontinued maintained school (Academies Act 2010
s9(3)).

additional secondary percentage
Rate of class 1 national insurance payable by an employer
on an employee’s earnings above the upper earnings
limit. It was introduced on 6 April 2002 at 1% and was
increased to 2% from 6 April 2011.
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additional security fee

An additional charge made to a loan when the security
does not meet a particular standard.
Typically such a fee is imposed if a mortgage is for
more than 75% of the value of the property. The fee may
pay the premium for a mortgage indemnity policy.

additional statutory paternity pay (ASPP)
From 6 April 2011 tp 5 April 2015, further payment of
statutory paternity pay which may be payable after
ordinary statutory paternity pay.
Broadly, a woman who returns to work before the
end of her maternity pay period may transfer the balance
of the period to her partner (not necessarily male) for a
period of up to six months. The law is contained in Social
Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s171ZEB.
The payment is subject to income tax (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s660(1)).
Only 0.6% of fathers took ASPP, so it was replaced
by shared parental leave from 6 April 2015.
additional strikes expenses

Optional clause which may be added to a marine
insurance policy. It provides cover should goods be
diverted because a strike prevents goods being sent or
received by the intended port.

additional tax

An extra amount which must be added to the income tax
otherwise payable for such things as unauthorised
payments from a pension fund (Income Tax Act 2007
s30).
Generally, the term means a second or subsequent
tax charged on the same amount. Surtax was an example.

additional voluntary contributions (AVCs)
Payments an employee could make to an occupational
pension scheme before 6 April 2006 in addition to regular
payments to increase the amount of pension entitlement.
Tax law allowed an employee to invest up to 15% of
salary (depending on age) in a scheme, yet few schemes
ever took more than 5%. AVCs allowed some of the spare
allowance to be utilised. AVCs attracted the same tax
relief as the main contribution.
There were two types of AVC: .
• in-house AVC; and
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• free-standing AVC (FSAVC).
additional war risks expenses Optional clause which may be added to a marine
insurance policy. It provides cover should goods not be
delivered as a consequence of war and related risks, such
as arrests, restraints and other hostile action.
additional yearly rent

Notional amount of benefit in kind on which an employee
is assessed to income tax if provided with
accommodation by an employer if the accommodation
cost more than £75,000.
The amount of benefit is calculated by subtracting
£75,000 from the cost and multiplying the difference by
the official rate of interest.
The tax provisions are contained in Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s106.

addition law

Statistical procedure for determining the chances of one
of two probabilities occurring. The formula is:
p(A or B) = p(A) + p(B) – p(A and B)
Using set notation, the formula is:
p(A B) = p(A) + p(B) – p(A B)
This means that the chances of A or B occurring
equal the chance of A occurring, plus the chance of B
occurring, minus the chance that both A and B will occur.
For example, the chance of throwing at least one six
when throwing two dice is one in six (first dice), plus one
in six (second dice), minus one in 36 (throwing two sixes).
As one in six is 6 in 36, this gives a probability of 6 +
6 – 1 out of 36, which is 11 in 36.

additious

Description of something which increases by addition.

additur

Latin: it is added. The term is sometime used for an
addition to the damages requested or awarded.

add-lister

Term sometimes used for an adding machine with a
print-out facility.

add-on

In computing, any piece of hardware or software which
can be added to an existing system.
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address

Residence of an individual or business, or location of data
in a computer system.

addressable memory

Part of a computer drive where data can be addressed.

address book

Book for recording addresses.
For VAT purposes, this is not a zero-rated book but
standard-rated stationery, as stated in Customs and
Excise Commissioners v Colour Offset Limited [1995] STC
85 (QB).

address bus

In computing, the electronic channels along which
storage details are communicated within a computer.

address commission

Commission paid to an agent who is responsible for
loading cargo on to a chartered vessel.

addressee

Person to whom something is addressed.

address for service

Address which must be provided in legal proceedings for
communications to be sent.

address mask

In computing, pattern of bits used to filter out those parts
of an address which are used to read the network and
subnet parts of an address within an Internet address.

address munging

Changing an e-mail address to stop unwanted e-mails.

address register

In computing, a central register which may be accessed to
find data.

address resolution

In computing, process of converting an Internet address
into a form that allows the computer to gain access.

address resolution protocol (ARP)
In computing, the standard for address resolution
software.
ADEA

Age Discrimination in Employment Act, a US law of 1967.

adeem

Process of losing through ademption.

Adelphia scandal

Corporate scandal of 2002 involving the American cable
company Adelphia Communications Corporation. The
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company was found to have $2.3 billion in off-balance
sheet funding.
à demi

French: by halves.

ademption

Process whereby a legacy totally or partly fails for a
reason relating to a legacy.
The commonest reason for ademption is that the
item bequeathed no longer exists, such as when a legacy
is for a painting which the testator sold.

Aden

Name of Yemen before 1970.

adequate

In contract law, a condition that must be met by a
consideration to establish a legal contract. In practice this
must mean that the consideration must have some
economic value, however small.
A case on the matter was Chappell v Nestlé Co Ltd
[1959] where part of the consideration was used
chocolate wrappers that were thrown away. The judge
said, “a peppercorn does not cease to be good
consideration if it is established that the promisee does
not like pepper and will throw away the corn”.

adequate public disclosure

Requirement in connection with take-overs and buybacks.
The law is contained in Buy-back and Stabilisation
Regulations and Consolidated Admissions and Reporting
Directive.

adequate security

In relation to VAT “means security that is of such amount
and given in such manner —
(a) as the tribunal or court may determine (in a case
falling within subsection (3) or (5), or
(b) as HMRC consider adequate to protect the
revenue (in a case falling within subsection (4)”
(Value Added Tax 1994 s85B(8)).

à dessein

French: on purpose.

A-destination

Desirable location for premises. The term commonly
refers to a desirable location for a retail store because of
the high existing use.
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ad eundem

Latin: to the same.

ad eundem gradum

Latin: to the same degree.

ADF

Additional disagreement factor.

ad factum praestandum

Latin: for the performance of a certain act.

ad finem

Latin: to the end.

ad fundandum jurisdictionem Latin: for the purpose of founding jurisdiction.
adherent

Person who subscribes to a philosophy, religion or
viewpoint. The term also has a specific meaning under
Treason Act 1351.

adhesion contract

American term for a contract whose terms are so heavily
biased in favour of one party that there is serious doubt
as to whether the other party really entered into the
contract voluntarily.

adhesive label

For VAT, an adhesive label is not within the definition of a
leaflet and cannot be zero-rated (HP Lansdown
(Linguistickers) Ltd [1996] VTD 14714).

adhesive photograph

For VAT, an adhesive photograph designed to be stuck
into a book to complete its text is not zero-rated as a
book or leaflet (Panini Publishing Ltd [1988] VTD 3876.
They would be zero-rated if sold already stuck into the
book.

adhesive stamp

Stamp which is stuck to a document to indicate that duty
or a fee has been paid, as against a stamp made by an
impression from a die.
There are provisions in Stamp Act 1891 s9 for
fraudulent use.

ad hoc

Latin: for this purpose.

ad hoc collection

Term once used by Royal Mail for collecting a single item.
This is now known as a single collection. An additional
charge is made.
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ad hoc query

In computing, a read-only reference to a file or database.

adhocracy

An organistion with little or no structure. The term was
first used by David Burnham in his book The FBI.

ad hoc settlement

Very rare form of trust for sale of land under Law of
Property Act 1925.

ad hoc trust for sale

Trust for sale of land where the trustees are two
individuals approved by a court, their successors or a
trust corporation. Under Law of Property Act 1925 a sale
of land subject to this type of trust overreaches all other
equitable interests that would not be overreached for
other types of trust sale.

ad hominem

Latin: to the man. Description of an argument which is
based on a person rather than on what he says.

ADI

Accumulation/distribution indicator.

ad idem

Latin: towards the same.
Two parties to a contract must be ad idem for the
contract to be legally enforceable.

ad infinitum

Latin: to infinity.

ad inquirendum

Writ requiring something to be investigated.

ad interim

Latin: in the meanwhile.

adiophora

Those views and teachings which are considered as being
of insufficient importance, so members may hold
different views without causing division. The term is
commonly used in theology and ethics.

ADIT

Advanced Diploma in Taxation, a qualification offered by
Chartered Institute of Taxation.

adjacent premises

For beer duty, premises within five kilometres of a
brewery that may be registered on the same licence
(Customs notice 226).
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adjective law

Those aspects of the law which relate to practice and
procedure.

adjourn

Postpone to a later time, particularly of a meeting or
court case.

adjourned diet

In Scots law, “a date to which a hearing has been put off”
(Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

adjourned meeting

Meeting which resumes the business of a meeting started
at an earlier occasion.
In company law, a resolution passed at an
adjourned meeting is regarded as being passed on the
date of that meeting and not on the date of the original
meeting (Companies Act 2006 s332).

adjournment

Temporary discontinuation of proceedings with the
intention of resuming them later.

adjudicating authority

For social security, person or body allowed to determine
an issue (Social Security Act 1998 s27(7)).

adjudication

Process of an independent third party giving a ruling to
settle a dispute. This should be distinguished from
mediation where an attempt is made to help the parties
reach their own agreement.
The term is also used for HMRC determining the
amount of stamp duty payable on a document under
Stamp Act 1891 s12.
In relation to the trading relationship between a
small business and a larger business, “adjudication
includes arbitration” (Enterprise Act 2016 s13).

adjudication fee

Fee charged in connection with obtaining an adjudication
stamp. It is abolished from 1 January 1871.

adjudication order

Term formerly used for the court document which
formally made a person bankrupt.

adjudication stamp

For stamp duty, stamp representing the value as
adjudicated (Stamp Act 1891 s12).

Adjudicator

Independent officer who investigates complaints of poor
service from the tax authorities. This deals with such
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matters as slowness, rudeness and non-co-operation,
rather than with tax appeals.
The address is The Adjudicator’s Office, Haymarket
House, 28 Haymarket, London SW1Y 4SP. Telephone 020
7930 2292. Fax 020 7930 2298. E-mail
Adjudicators@gtnet.gov.uk. Website
www.adjudicatorsoffice.gov.uk.
Adjudicator to Her Majesty’s Land Register
Person appointed by the Lord Chancellor under Land
Registration Act 2002 s107, with effect from 28 April
2003. The functions include determining objections to
land registration.
adjunct learning

In human resources, supplementary training tool that
applies programming principles to existing educational
modules to specific areas within the module.

adjust

(1) To change something (particularly an amount) to
reflect a change.
(2) In Scots law, “to alter the written pleadings of an
action or its defence in its early stages”.

adjustable peg

Another name for crawling peg.

adjustable rate mortgage (ARM)
Mortgage where the rate payable fluctuates according to
current market rates. This is the most common form of
mortgage. Usually the rate moves in line with a
predetermined index such as Treasury Bill rates.
adjustable rate preferred stock (ARPS)
Preference shares where the rate of interest is
determined by reference to a published rate, such as the
base rate.
adjusted age

Age of a person adjusted upwards or (occasionally)
downwards to reflect their medical condition.
So a person aged 80 in poor health may be given an
adjusted age of 90. The adjusted age is used to calculate
life assurance rates, and can therefore be relevant for
inheritance tax if the person has taken out a bond under
the discounted gift scheme.
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Adjusted age is sometimes called weighted age.
adjusted allowance

For residence nil rate band for inheritance tax, this figure
is calculated as the default allowance less (E – TT)/2
where E is the value of the person’s estate immediately
before death, and TT is the taper threshold at death
(Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s8D(5)(g) as inserted by Finance
(No 2) Act 2015 s9.

adjusted chargeable amount

Term used for annual tax on enveloped dwellings, and
defined in Finance Act 2013 s105.

adjusted earnings

Earnings of a business which have been adjusted to
exclude extraordinary items.
The actual earnings must be reported under
accounting standards and for tax purposes. Adjusted
earnings may be calculated by directors to explain that
the earnings figures are affected by unusual factors.

adjusted gross income (AGI)

In the USA, amount of a person’s income subject to
federal income tax. It comprises their annual earnings less
expenses, pension contributions, capital losses and other
allowable deductions.

adjusted income

In relation to the tapered reduction in annual allowance
for pension contributions, this term is defined in Finance
Act 2004 s228ZA(4) as inserted by Finance (No 2) Act
2015 Sch 4 para 10.

adjusted life assurance trade profits
Term that is defined in Finance Act 1989 s85A(3).
adjusted net gains

In capital gains tax, the total of taxable amounts of
chargeable gains less any deductions for reliefs and
allowable losses, plus allowable losses in the current year
(Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s3(5B)-(5C)).
If the gains have accrued to others but may be
attributed to the taxpayer (for example, if the taxpayer is
a beneficiary under certain types of trust), the adjusted
net gains is the chargeable gains less any deductions for
reliefs and allowable losses, plus the lower of the amount
of the gain attributable to him and the amount of the
annual exemption.
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adjusted net income

Amount of a person’s net income as adjusted to the
amount subject to income tax (Income Tax Act 2007 s58).
This broadly comprises taxable income less
allowable payments to pension funds and Gift Aid
donations. If a taxpayer is entitled to an age allowance,
this is reduced by £1 for every £2 by which adjusted net
income exceeds a stated figure until the personal
allowance is reached.
From 6 April 2010, adjusted net income is also used
to reduce the personal allowance for taxpayers who earn
more than £100,000 a year.

adjusted present value

Calculation of the all-equity net present value of an
investment or project after adjustments for other factors,
such as taxation.

adjusted profit

Net profit, as taken from the profit and loss account and
amended to give the figure which is subject to income tax
or corporation tax.
The usual steps in calculating adjusted profit are:
• add back depreciation;
• add back deductions for items which are not
tax-deductible such as personal expenditure and most
entertainment.
There are also some items where the methods of
valuation may differ, such as personal use of stock under
the Sharkey v Werner rules, the extent to which a loss
may be reflected in long-term work in progress, and
methods of stock valuation.
A business may be able to claim capital allowances
in lieu of depreciation.

adjusted ring fence profit

Taxable profit of the oil industry that has been adjusted
to comply with tax law and is ring-fenced from other
taxable profits (Corporation Tax Act 2010 s330).

adjusted strike price

An exercise price which requires adjustment for an
unexpected reason, such as a share split.

adjusted taxable total profits In relation to the oil industry, this term is defined in
Corporation Tax Act 2010 s279G(2).
adjuster

Abbreviation of loss adjuster in the insurance industry.
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adjuster clause

Clause in a contract that seeks to adjust a figure or
provision on the happening of a stated event.
An example may be a contract for the sale of a
business which adjusts the proceeds for a business if a
lower figure of goodwill is agreed with HMRC. A practical
problem is that the existence of such a clause may in itself
lead to a challenge by HMRC on the value of goodwill.

adjusting entry

An entry made in the accounts to correct a mistake in a
previous entry.
It is good practice to do this by making two entries:
one which reverse the incorrect entry (and can be
indicated as a contra) and one which is what the entry
should have been.

adjustment

(1) Process of changing an amount to bring it into line
which the figure calculated using different rules, such as
adjusting accounts prepared under one accounting
convention to those prepared under another convention.
(2) Process of settling an insurance claim.

adjustment amount

Figure used in the calculation of the bank levy.
It is defined in Finance Act 2015 s76(9) and Finance
(No 2) Act 2015 Sch 3 para 14(8).

adjustment bond

Bond issued in exchange for other bonds during financial
reconstruction of a business.

adjustment expense

The opposite to adjustment income. The tax treatment is
given in Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005
s233. For property businesses, the tax treatment is given
in Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s330.

adjustment income

Income which may be added to taxable income when
there is a change of accounting date or accounting policy.
The latter is covered by Income Tax (Trading and Other
Income) Act 2005 from s226.
For property businesses, the tax provisions are
given in Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005
from s329.

adjustment of income

Practice in many countries which require a profit or gain
to be adjusted in some way before being taxed. The UK
has adjustment of income for trading profits and capital
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gains, though the term is not generally used in the UK.
ADLC

Advanced data link controller.

ad libitum

Latin: at pleasure

ad litem

Latin: for the suit.
The term is most commonly used for a guardian ad
litem when a legal action is brought on behalf of a child.

ad longum

Latin: at length.

ADLs

Activities of daily living.

ad manum

Latin: at hand.

admeasurement of dower

Writ which could once be brought by an heir apparent
against the widow of an ancestor who was believed to
withhold more land than she was entitled to.

ad medium filum aquae

Latin: to the middle line of the stream.
This is the normal boundary of land separated by a
river or stream

ad medium filum viae

Latin: to the middle line of the road.
This is the normal boundary of land separated by a
road.

adminicle

Something which supports or corroborates, such as
corroboratory evidence in law.

administer

Govern or manage.

administered price

American term for retail price maintenance, where the
price is fixed by the manufacturer or wholesaler and the
retailer is not allowed to sell it for a different price.

administered pricing

When price is determined by the requirements of the
seller rather than by the state of the market.
This differs from when the seller calculates material
and labour costs, adds a share of overheads and the
required profit margin.
Administered pricing is usually only possible in a
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monopoly or oligopoly.
administering a home finance transaction
Administering a regulated mortgage contract, a home
purchase plan or a home reversion plan.
It is an activity regulated by the Financial Services
Authority.
administering a home purchase plan
From 6 April 2007, where this is done in the course of a
business, it is regulated by the Financial Services
Authority or Financial Conduct Authority.
administering a home reversion plan
From 6 April 2007, where this is done in the course of a
business, it is regulated by the Financial Services
Authority or Financial Conduct Authority.
administering a regulated mortgage contract
For contracts from 31 October 2004, this is regulated by
the Financial Services Authority or Financial Conduct
Authority.
administration

General
General running of a business, as opposed to performing
the functions of the business.
Executorship
Administering the estate of a person who died without
making a will, known as intestacy.
Insolvency
Arrangement where an insolvent company has its
management replaced but continues its activities.

Administration Act

In social security legislation, Social Security
Administration Act 1992.

administration action

Proceedings in court started by a personal representative
to gain a grant of representation.

administration bond

Guarantee by a third party, usually an insurance
company, to make good any loss if a personal
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representative fails to deal with an estate properly.
administration fee

A fee charged for administering something, such as an
arrangement fee.
The term is commonly used for mortgage
applications to cover the costs of finding funds at
appropriate terms. The administration fee is not usually
refunded if the mortgage does not proceed.

administration levy

Amount which the Pension Protection Fund may levy on
pension funds under Pensions Act 2004 s117.

administration of estates

Looking after someone else’s property – one of the duties
of an executor.

administration order

Court-overseen debt management plan when
indebtedness does not exceed £5,000. The order usually
requires payments in instalments.

administration pending suit

Administration of the estate of a deceased person while
their will is being challenged in the High Court.

administration period

In relation to income from estates in administration, this
term is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s938.
For inheritance tax, the term is defined in
Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s91.

administrative agency

American term for a regulatory body.

administrative block

Part of a factory or other premises reserved for the
administration of a business.
Under the old rules for industrial buildings
allowance (now abolished), an administrative block could
be included if it comprised less than 10% of the floor
space and was sufficiently integrated. A leading case on
this is Abbot Laboratories Ltd v Carmody. Ch D [1968] 44
TC 569.

administrative cost

Expense incurred in the general control and direction of
an organisation, but which is not directly related to either
its financing nor to the products or services it provides.
Examples include heating, audit and general
insurance.
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administrative expenses

(1) Costs of managing and running a business.
(2) Expense of an administration, particularly in
administering an insolvent business. These rank before all
other claims in insolvency.
(3) For insurance, there is a special meaning set out in
insurance accounts rules.

administrative hearing

American term for a hearing to establish facts. This often
happens outside the courtroom.

administrative law

Law relating to the organisation, powers and duties of
government and other administrative authorities.

administrative letter

Letter sent by the Competition Directorate of the
European Commission after a request has been agreed by
it for exemption under European competition law. It is
also known as a comfort letter.
Although such a letter does not have the force of
law, it would be most unusual for the Commission to
commence proceedings after such a letter.

administrative procedure

American term for the regulation of administrative
procedures. The USA passed the Administrative
Procedures Act 1946 to harmonise state practices.

administrative receiver

Receiver appointed under a debenture secured by a
floating charge which gives him control over all or most of
the company’s assets. Such a person displaces the
directors of the company.
From 15 September 2003, administrative
receivership is abolished (with a few exceptions for
financial institutions) under Enterprise Act 2002. Instead
an administrator is appointed.
Guidance on the continuing use of the term is given
in Insolvency Act 1986 s29(2).

administrative removal

Material about a company that the Registrar has power to
remove from the register at Companies House under
Companies Act 2006 s1094.

administrative representative For air passenger duty, a fiscal representative appointed
for administrative purposes only. The law is Finance Act
1994 s34A.
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administrative restoration

Process by which a struck off company may be restored
to the register at Companies House without the need for
an application to the court.
The law is set out in Companies Act 2006 from
s1024.

administrative tribunal

Body established under an Act of Parliament to hear
claims arising from the administration of legislative
schemes, particularly relating to welfare.

administrator

(1) Anyone whose work is general administration, such as
an office manager or clerk.
(2) Person who administers the state of someone who
died without leaving a valid will.
(3) Person appointed by a court, creditors or directors of
a company to rescue it. The company remains in
existence, and the directors remain in post.

administratrix

Female administrator of an intestate estate.
This word is not used for other meanings of
“administrator”. The plural is “administratrices”.

Admiralty Court

Court created in 1970 as part of the Queen’s Bench
Division of the High Court to hear matters relating to
admiralty law. Some county courts also have admiralty
jurisdiction.

ad misericordiam

Latin: to pity. Description of an argument which appeals
to a sense of pity rather than on legal or logical grounds.

admissible asset

This term has specific meanings in relation to solvency of
insurance businesses and to members of Lloyd’s.

admissible value

Figure used to determine the tax liability of a non-profit
insurance company. The term is defined in Finance Act
1989 s83YA.

admissibility of evidence

Extent to which evidence may be used in court.
The general rule is that all relevant evidence is
admissible unless it is excluded under a specific provision
of legal procedure. Many of these rules are now found in
Civil Procedure Rules SI 1998 No 132.
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admissibility of records

Rules about what records may be admitted as evidence in
civil proceedings in court. This is largely determined by
Civil Evidence Act 1968, amended in 1995.

admissible

Description of evidence which may legally be used in a
court case.

admission

(1) Charge for entering premises.
(2) Statement where a person acknowledges his
wrongdoing.
(3) Process by which a person becomes a member of a
partnership (Partnership Act 1890 s15).

admission notice

Notice that a tobacco trader may provide to HMRC
admitting that he or she has not complied with certain
provisions (Tobacco Products Duty Act 1979 s6B(4) as
inserted by Finance Act 2015 s56).

admission to trading

Process by which a person is allowed to trade, particularly
on a stock exchange.

admittance

(1) Right to enter premises.
(2) Pre-1925 process by which a landlord accepted a
copyhold tenant.

admittance rules

Requirements for a company which allows it to be listed
on a stock exchange.

ad modum

Latin: after the manner of.

admonition

(1) Formal rebuke. It may take the form of a reprimand
from a judge to a discharged defendant, or as a penalty
from a professional body which decides not to impose a
more serious offence.
In the order of severity, admonition is the least
severe of severe reprimand, reprimand and admonition.
(2) In Scots law, “where a person has pleaded guilty or
been convicted of an offence, in some circumstances the
court may admonish the offender not to do it again and
impose no other penalty” (Judiciary of Scotland website
glossary).
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ad nauseam

Latin: to the point of producing disgust. The term is
commonly used for a point which is tediously repeated.

Adobe

Computer company which developed Photoshop,
Acrobat, typefaces and much other software for
illustration and typesetting purposes.

adolescent

State or period of passing from childhood to adulthood.

adopted child

Person who has been brought up by adoptive parents
rather than their natural parents.
Since 1950, an adopted child has the same rights as
other children, except than an adopted child cannot
inherit a title. This law is now contained in Adoption Act
1976 s39.
The case Gregg v Piggott [2012] EWHC 732 held
that an adopted child may claim from a trust established
in 1948.
An adopted child has the same rights as other
children to claim from the estate of a deceased parent
under Inheritance (Provision for Families and
Dependants) Act 1975 s1(1)(d)).

adopted person

In relation to residence nil rate band for inheritance tax,
this term is given a specific meaning in Inheritance Tax
Act 1984 s8K(9) as inserted by Finance (No 2) Act 2015 s9.

adoption

Definition
Legal process by which a person or couple assumes
parental rights and duties for a child. The natural mother
and father then lose parental rights. Adoption is now
governed by Adoption Act 2002 or for Scotland, Adoption
and Children (Scotland) Act 2007.
A child may be offered for adoption from the age of
six weeks, though the child may live with the prospective
adopters before then. The adoption takes place when the
adoption order is granted, which is at least three months
after being requested.
The UK recognises overseas adoptions which are in
accordance with the Hague Convention. This requires the
adoption to be in a country on a list of designated
countries.
Adoption first became legal in the UK under
Adoption of Children Act 1926. An adopted child has
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similar rights to other children of the same parents.
An adoption allowance may be payable.
Employment rights
An employee who adopts may be entitled to adoption
leave and to statutory adoption pay.
The natural mother of an adopted child may still
entitled to claim statutory maternity pay and maternity
leave, even though another person claims statutory
adoption pay and adoption leave in respect of the same
child. A woman does not have to disclose to an employer
that she has given up her child for adoption.
Other meaning
The term also means accepting and applying a provision,
such as adopting a new accounting standard.
adoption agency

Organisation which deals with arrangements for adopting
children. Such an agency must be either a local authority
or an approved body.

adoption allowance

Sum which may be paid by an adoption agency to assist
new parents looking after their adopted children.
Generally adoptive parents are expected to pay for the
costs of the children on the same basis as natural parents,
so allowances tend to be restricted to special cases.
Adoption allowances are not subject to income tax
(Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act 2005ss744747) and extra-statutory concession A40. They are also
disregarded for some social security benefits, such as
income support.

adoption by arms

Ancient practice of giving arms to a person to make them
your champion and defender.

Adoption Contact Register

Register of all adopted children over the age of 18 who
have expressed a wish to meet their natural parents.

adoption leave

Time off on adopting a child.
Statutory adoption leave is similar in operation to
maternity leave. From 1 April 2015, adoption leave may
be taken from the first day of employment.
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adoption order

Order from a court whereby parental rights pass to
adoptive parents from the natural parents. The date of
this order can be important to establish entitlement to
adoption leave and statutory adoption pay.
For child trust funds, a definition is given in Child
Trust Funds Regulations SI 2004 No 1450 reg 2(1)(b).

adoption pay period

Period for which statutory adoption pay is payable (Social
Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s171ZN(2)).

adoption rights

Rights of individuals who adopt children.

adoption service

Local authority service for arranging adoption of children.

adoption society

Society which arranges adoption of children.

adoptive act

Act of Parliament which only takes effect when adopted
by another body or by sufficient votes.

adoptive parent

Individual or one of a couple who have legally adopted a
child.

adoptive relationship

Legal relationship created by an adoption order.

ADP

(1) Automatic data processing.
(2) Association for Disabled Professionals.

ad patres

Latin: to the fathers. Euphemism which means dead.

ADPE

Automatic data processing equipment.

ADPS

Automatic data processing system.

ad quod damnum

Latin: “to what damage”.
The term was once used for a writ to enquire into
the consequences of something before permitting it, such
as what inconvenience would be caused by closing a road.

ADR

(1) Alternative dispute resolution
(2) American depositary receipt.

ad referendum

Latin: for further consideration.
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ad rem

Latin: to the point.

à droite

French: to the right.

adscriptus glebae

Latin: attached to the soil.

ad sectam

Latin: to the suit of.

ad server

In on-line marketing, a third-party system comprising
powerful server hardware, ad serving software, and a
resilient internet connection, used by advertisers and
publishers for display of online adverts.

ADSL

Assymetric digital subscriber line.
High speed transmission standard using existing
copper telephone wires. It is much faster than a modem,
but not as fast as modern broadband systems.

adsum

Latin: I am present.

ad summam

Latin: in conclusion

ad testificandum

Latin: for testifying. It is a description of a writ requiring a
person to attend court, particularly in the USA.

ADU

Automatic dialling unit.

adult

Person of full age. Since 1971, this has been 18.
Previously it was 21.

adult at risk

Adult in Scotland who is unable to safeguard his or her
own well-being, us at risk of home and are more at risk
than other adults because of disability, mental disorder,
illness or physical or mental infirmity (Adult Support and
Protection (Scotland) Act 2007 s3(1). There are certain
powers to intervene in such a person’s affairs when this is
necessary for the person’s welfare.

adult dependency increase

An addition to the state retirement pension that could be
paid before 6 April 2010.

adult gaming centre

“Premises in respect of which an adult gaming centre
premises licence has effect” (Gambling Act 2005 s237).
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adult gaming centre premises licence
Licence issued by a local authority which allows the
holder to operate any number of Category C or Category
D machines, and up to four Category B machines
(Gambling Act 2005 s172(1)).
adult needing care

Term used in Care Act 2010 s10(3). The Act requires a
local authority to provide services to support a carer for
such an adult.

adult placement

A scheme similar to fostering but for adults. It is now
known as shared lives caring.
It is often a condition of such placement, that the
placed adult must have a room or space of his own. In the
pre-Budget report of 2009 it was stated that this
arrangement is ignored in determining whether a
property qualifies for main residence relief from capital
gains tax.

Adult Protection Committee

Body which every Scottish authority must establish to
oversee provisions regarding adults at risk (Adult Support
and Protection (Scotland) Act 2007 s42.

adultery

Sexual relationship by a married person outside the
marriage.
Since 1970, adultery is no longer a tort, but is still
grounds for divorce.
Historically, adultery was a crime, at one time
carrying the death penalty. The last British execution for
adultery was in 1654.
Adultery is still a crime in about half the US states
and in Islamic states.

adults’ barred list

List kept by the Independent Barring Board of people not
allowed to work with vulnerable adults (Safeguarding
Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 s2(1)).

adult’s nearest relative

Person in Scotland who may authorise the removal of any
organs from a deceased adult for transplant when the
deceased has left no authorisation (Human Tissue
(Scotland) Act 2006 s7).

adult with capacity to request direct payments
Term used in Care Act 2014 s31 in relation to care
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provided by a local authority.
ad unguem

Latin: to the nail. The expression means “to a nicety”.

ad unum omnes

Latin: all to a man.

ad utrumque paratus

Latin: prepared for either case.

adv

Advised (that). Abbreviation used in HMRC records of
telephone calls.

ad valorem

According to value.
The term is particularly used for those stamp duties
which are charged according to the underlying value of
the transaction, as opposed to fixed duties.

ad valorem duty

Duty expressed as a percentage based on the customs
value of the goods, eg 10% ad valorem means that the
duty payable is 10% of the customs value of the goods.
The term is also used for stamp duties that relate to
value, as opposed to fixed duties.

advance

Any provision of funds from one party to another on the
assumption that the funds will be repaid or otherwise
accounted for. The term is commonly used:
(a) for an advance on salary paid to an
employee, such as an employee who is about to incur
expenses. is changing from weekly to monthly paid, or
who is in financial difficulties; or
(b) the process by which a lender passes funds
to the borrower.
The usual payroll treatment is to ignore the advance
when paid and when repaid, so income tax and national
insurance is calculated on the normal pay. In other words,
advances are made to and repaid from net pay.
If the advance is for more than £10,000 and is not
for necessary expenses, it may be taxable as an
employment-related loan (Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s179).

Advance Assurance Request (AAR)
Request from a company to HMRC as to whether it is
eligible for investment under the Seed Enterprise
Investment Scheme.
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The company must be incorporated but need not be
registered for corporation tax. HMRC provided guidance
on seeking such requests in a Note of 29 May 2013.
advance clearance

Procedure by which a taxpayer can establish in advance
how a transaction will be regarded for tax purposes. An
example relates to exempt distributions where advance
clearance is permitted under Income and Corporation
Taxes Act 1988 s215.

advance corporation tax (ACT) A prepayment of corporation tax payable when a
company paid a dividend or other distribution. It was
charged between 6 April 1973 and 5 April 1999.
For the company, ACT was a prepayment of
corporation tax, the balance of which was known as
mainstream corporation tax. To the shareholder, the
amount of ACT was a tax credit.
At abolition, the rate of ACT was 25%. This means
that if a shareholder received a dividend of £40 he also
received a tax credit of £10. This is regarded as both part
of the dividend and the tax payable on it. So a basic rate
taxpayer was regarded as having received £50 on which
£10 tax is due at the dividend rate of 20%, of which he is
regarded as having paid £10 tax, so no further tax is due
unless the taxpayer is a higher rate taxpayer. Thus ACT
ensured that the tax payable in respect of a dividend was
the higher of the company’s and the shareholder’s
marginal tax rate.
There were restrictions on the amount of ACT which
a company could offset against its corporation tax. Any
excess was known as surplus ACT and could be carried
forward for offset in future years. Although ACT has been
abolished, some unrelieved ACT may still be carried
forward. It is known as shadow ACT and is relieved in the
same manner under Finance Act 1998 s32.
advance decision

Decision made by a person who has mental capacity to
refuse a specified treatment or treatments after that
capacity has been lost (Mental Capacity Act 2005 s24).

advance-decline ratio

Ratio of the number of companies whose share prices
have risen during a given period over those whose share
prices have declined. The period is often one day. This
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ratio is widely seen as a measure of market sentiment.
advanced education

Education at a high level.
The term is relevant for claiming social security
benefits. For example, child benefit cannot be claimed for
a young person in advanced education, but may be
claimable for a young person in non-advanced education.
Advanced education includes a university degree,
NVQ level 4, Higher National Diploma, Diploma of Higher
Education, a teaching qualification and Scottish
equivalents.

advanced manufacturing technologies (AMT)
In management accounting, new technological methods
designed to meet an existing requirement of a business
less expensively.
advance factory

Factory constructed before any need is identified,
particularly under the Local Employment Acts 1960 to
1966 (repealed by 1980) which allowed Industrial Estates
Corporations to build them to attract employment.

advance funding

When HMRC provides funds to employers because their
liability to an employee is greater than the income tax
and national insurance collected under PAYE.
This applied between 2000 and 2003 when working
family tax credit was paid through the payroll. It can also
apply when, most exceptionally, refunds of statutory
payments exceed PAYE payments.

Advanced Financial Planning Certificate
A professional qualification for financial advisers obtained
by examination through the Chartered Insurance
Institute. Holders are eligible for membership of the
Society of Financial Advisers.
advanced measurement approach (AMA)
A method for calculating the operational risk capital
requirements in a financial institution. The term is fully
defined in the FCA handbook.
Advance Fixing Certificate

Form of export licence for Common Agricultural Policy
goods. AFCs set the rate at which export refund which will
be paid on exported products. Because AFCs must be
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applied for in advance of export, both the exporter and
the Rural Payments Agency will know how much money
will be paid in export refund over the life of the
certificate.
advance freight

Charge made by a ship owner for carrying goods from
port to port. This charge is collected before the goods are
delivered. They are intended to cover the loading costs of
the ship.

advance funding

Payment from HMRC towards statutory sick pay where
other PAYE payments are insufficient to cover the cost
under the percentage threshold scheme. Application is
made on-line to HMRC. This provision is rarely used, and
ceased to be available from 6 April 2014 when the
scheme ended.

advancement

(1) Progress of a career by accepting better positions.
(2) Granting money in circumstances which make it a
prepayment of an inheritance or other financial provision.
This includes a payment of a capital sum from a trust
under defined circumstances. An example is given in
Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s89C.

advancement of health

One of the objects for which a charity may be formed.
The term “includes the prevention or relief of
sickness, disease or human suffering” (Charities Act 2011
s3(2)(b)).

advancement in the world

Term sometimes used in trust law to denote a payment
from a trust fund to assist a beneficiary in such matters as
marriage or buying a house.

advancement of religion

One of the bases for which an organisation may acquire
the legal status of a charity.
Under Charities Act 2005, the organisation must
also demonstrate public benefit.

advancement on capital

Arrangement whereby a trustee may advance capital to a
beneficiary before the normal entitlement date.
Trustee Act 2000 provides a general right allowing
trustees to advance up to half the eventual entitlement of
a beneficiary. This is often done to fund a business or to
buy property. The sum advanced is deducted from the
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eventual payment of the entitlement. If there is a life
tenant whose income is reduced by such advancement,
his or her consent must be obtained. A trust deed may
give trustees power to advance more than half.
advance on salary

Prepayment of part of a person’s salary or wages.
Such a payment is made without any deduction of
tax or national insurance (which is deducted on the whole
payment at the usual time).

advance payment

Payment for goods or services before they are received.
In VAT, an advance payment creates a tax point
which triggers the liability to VAT.
The advance need not be for the whole amount; it
is sufficient that a part-payment is made. So where a
deposit is paid, such as for building work, that triggers the
VAT liability for the whole of the work. However if it is
intended that the deposit be repaid in full, such as when a
deposit is taken to be repaid when hired goods are
returned in good condition, the deposit dos not create a
tax point.
In banking, the term means a payment to uninsured
depositors after a bank fails to meet its obligations.

advance payment guarantee

Contractual right which allows a buyer to recover an
advance payment if the supplier fails to fulfil his
contractual obligations.

advance pricing agreement (APA)
Agreement between a taxpayer and HMRC regarding
transfer pricing.
The agreement is made under the provisions of
Finance Act 1999 s85. The APA determines the method to
be followed. Further details are given in Statement of
Practice SP 3/99.
advance refunding

Technique once used by US Treasury whereby holders of
bonds which are about to expire are offered attractive
terms to borrow again.

advance sheet

American term for a law report which is produced in
pamphlet form before being bound in a reference book.
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advance tax payment

System which assesses income on the current or future
year. This is a specific tax provision in some countries,
particularly India.

advance thin capitalisation agreement (ATCA)
Agreement between a taxpayer and HMRC regarding thin
capitalisation. An ATCA may only be made for trade with
countries where the UK has a double taxation agreement.
The agreement is made under the provisions of
Finance Act 1999 s85. Further details are given in
Statement of Practice SP 4/07.
advance underwriting

Description of a system used for underwriting members
of some group pension schemes.
Once an underwritten member is accepted for
insurance at 'ordinary rates', they may increase their
cover by a predetermined percentage in any year without
the need for further underwriting.

advantage

In relation to national insurance avoidance, “means
(a) the avoidance or reduction of a liability for that
contribution, or
(b) the deferral of the payment of that
contribution”
(Social Security Administration Act 1992 s132A(7)).

advantages of Revenue

Method of recording revenue for accounting and tax
purposes. The aim is to produce consistent methods
wherever possible to maintain comparability and
comprehensibility.

ad ventrum inspiciendum

Latin: to inspect the belly (to see if a woman is pregnant).

adventure

In finance, an activity of a trade. The incidence of such an
adventure triggers a liability to income tax or corporation
tax as trading income.
The term was once restricted to sending goods
abroad at the owner’s risk in a ship to be sold at the best
price the agent could obtain.

adventure in the nature of a trade
Term used to define what income is regarded as revenue
rather than capital. The term has been used in several
court cases such as Edwards v Bairstow and Harrison
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[1955].
adventure travel insurance

Travel insurance for higher-risk travel and activities, such
as water-boarding and exploration in remote areas.

ad verbum

Latin: to a word, or word for word.

adversaria

Miscellaneous notes, or a common book.

adversarial system

System of law where each side is represented by an
advocate. This is the basis of the English and American
system. The alternative is the inquisitorial system where
the court enquires into the truth. This is the basis in much
of Europe, and in Britain of the coroner’s court.

adversary procedure

Another term for adversarial system.

adverse

Description of a variance which represents a financial
result worse than expected.

adverse action

In human resources, any action by an employer that
result in an employee or group of employees being
denied equal opportunities.

adverse balance

Deficit on an account, particularly on a nation’s balance of
trade.

adverse impact

When a consequence has a larger impact on one group
than another.
The term is used for claims on discrimination, such
as where a decision adversely impacts more on women
than men, or more on one race than another. This can
constitute unlawful discrimination.

adverse occupation

Occupation of premises by a trespasser to the exclusion
of the lawful occupants. This is not usually a criminal
offence unless the premises were occupied residential
premises. Otherwise a civil procedure must be followed.

adverse opinion

An audit report which states that the records are not a
true and fair view of the company’s position, or that they
do not comply with the Companies Act.
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adverse possession

Occupation of land which is inconsistent with the rights of
the true owner.

adverse selection

Tendency of customers to select products, particularly
insurance, where the disclosure requirements are
minimal even though they pay a higher premium as a
result.
The term is also used in human resources to mean
any policy that unfairly discriminates any group of
employees or potential employees.

adverse variance

Difference between a budgeted or forecast figure and the
actual figure, where the difference indicates a worse than
desired result.

adverse witness

Witness giving evidence against the person questioning
him. The term hostile witness is now more common.

advert

Advertisement.

advertisement

Any notice which is designed to encourage readers to buy
the product or service advertised.

advertisement hoarding

For capital gains tax, the erection of such a hoarding is
not in itself a material development of land (Taxation of
Capital Gains Act 1992 Sch 2 para 13(1)(d)).

advertising

General
Cost of promoting goods or services with a view to
persuading people to use them. The term is also used
more generally to indicate any notice to which the public
is invited to respond, such as a product recall, public
notice or campaign material.
Cost justification
Advertising is traditionally cost-justified if the profit from
additional sales pays for the advertisements. Advertising
typically accounts for at least 35% of the price for
computers, patent medicines and many luxury goods, and
10% of food.
Regulation
There are many different types of advertising.
Some advertisements are banned. Any
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advertisement which seeks the return of stolen property
on the basis that no questions will be asked is illegal
under Theft Act 1968 s23.
Some advertisements are strictly regulated, such as
offers of finance which are regulated by Consumer Credit
Act 1974.
Methodology
There are no simple rules on what constitutes good
advertising as opinions vary and ideas change. One lasting
principle is the mnemonic AIDA: attention, interest,
desire and attainment, as the four objectives of any
advertisement.
Tax
Advertising and marketing are usually tax-deductible
expenses as they are “wholly and exclusively” incurred for
the business. Large signs may be regarded as capital and
therefore only qualify for capital allowances as plant.
Giving away free samples as advertising is an
allowable business expenditure. This is considered further
in the Inspector’s Manual at BIM 45032.
Such gifts may be given to selected people only.
“Certain traders advertise by means of gift of their own
goods, generally (though not invariably) to selected
persons prominently in the eye of that section of the
public which might be interested in buying the goods in
question. It would be unjust if this particular sort of
advertisement were disallowed as a deductible expense”
(Lord Simon in Fleming v Associated Newspapers Ltd
[1972] 48 TC 382).
VAT flat rate scheme
Under the VAT flat rate scheme, the appropriate
percentage is:
From
4 January 2011
1 January 2010
1 December 2008
1 January 2004

Percentage
11%
10%
8.5%
9.5%
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advertising agency

An organization acting as an agent for a producer of
goods or services (an advertiser) devoted to developing
and placing advertising in order to further the acceptance
of a brand product, service, or idea.

advertising elasticity

Change in sales income which results from a change in
spending on advertising.

advertising hoarding

This is listed in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s23 List C as
an item that is not affected by the provisions of s21
(buildings) or s22 (structures). This means that its
eligibility for capital allowance depends on the nature and
purpose of the item.

advertising launch costs

The extent to which such expenditure is capital or
revenue is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at
BIM42551.

advertising leaflets

For VAT, advertising leaflets come within the scope of
zero-rated leaflets.
In the case Cronsvale Ltd [1983] VTD 1552, zerorating was refused for advertising material printed on
sheets measuring 20 by 15 inches. It was held that this
was too big to be a leaflet.

advertising objective

Objective of a communication strategy. This is usually to
inform of a new development, to persuade or to remind.

advertising sponsorship

Relationship between a commercial and a noncommercial venture for the former to promote itself.
Frequently the commercial business derives direct
benefits, such as tickets for a theatre or sporting event.
The extent to which such payment is tax-deductible
is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM 42565.

advertising tax

Tax on the gross value of advertising services. It is a
specific tax in India.
The term is also used more generally when a
country imposes a tax on certain advertising media, often
billboards.

advertising test

One of 12 tests included in HMRC guidance published
early in 2012 on whether an individual comes within the
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scope of IR35.
advertorial

Advertisement which is written to read like an article in a
publication.

advice

Any form of suggested action given by one person to
another. Advice differs from information in that the
former is tailored to the person’s circumstances.
In finance, this distinction can be important as only
an authorised adviser may give financial advice whereas
anyone may provide information.
In counselling, advice is usually avoided. A
counsellor or mentor usually tries to get the person to
work out his or her own solution.

advice agency

Body which dispenses advice, usually free legal and
similar advice. The Citizens Advice Bureau is a good
example.

advice and consent

Requirement of the American Constitution for the
President to obtain the advice and consent of two-thirds
of the Senate before making treaties or appointing senior
judges.

advice note

Document sent to confirm that goods have been shipped
to the customer. The advice note is often sent with the
goods.
An advice note is not an accounting document as
such, though it may be used to check deliveries to allow
an invoice to be paid.

advice of acceptance

Acknowledgment from a collecting bank confirming that
the funds have been received. The advice also gives
details of charges made.

advice on evidence

Opinion of junior counsel after pleadings have been
closed as to which witness should be called and which
documents should be submitted in evidence.

ad views or impressions

In marketing, the number of times a specific
advertisement has been displayed on a computer.
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advised line of credit

Confirmation by a bank or other lender of what credit line
is available to a specific customer.

advised through

Statement in a letter from an advising bank that funds
have been received from a customer on a letter of credit.
The letter does not guarantee that payment will be made.

advise fate

Request by a collecting bank as to whether a cheque will
be paid by the paying bank. The request usually requires
an immediate answer.

adviser

Person who gives advice of any type.

advising bank

Bank in an exporter’s country that informs the exporters
that a letter of credit has been opened with a foreign
bank.

advisory board

Group which gives advice to a leader or leadership team
but cannot make decisions. A decision-making board is
known as an executive board.

advisory broker

Broker who also provides clients with advice about
investments.

advisory committee

Committee which gives advice to management but has
not executive powers to make decisions itself, unlike an
executive committee.

Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service (ACAS)
Government sponsored body which is charged with
improving industrial relations. It is usually known by its
acronym pronounced as “ay-cass”.
advisory funds

Funds deposited by a client with a financial institution
which may invest the funds as it sees fit.

advisory opinion

American term for a formal opinion given by a judge to a
question asked by a legislative body.

ad vitam aut culpam

Latin: to lifetime or fault.
The term is used in Scots law to describe the
permanency of certain appointments until the holder
either dies or commits an offence.
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ad vivum

Latin: to the life; lifelike.

advocacy

Skill in arguing a case to present it in its best light.

advocacy qualification

Qualification authorising a person to act as an advocate in
court under Courts and Legal Services Act 1990. There are
different rights for different levels of the court.

advocate

One who argues the case of another, such as a barrister.
In Scotland barristers are called advocates, and are
appointed by the Faculty of Advocates.
For the first seven years of practice, an advocate
may prepare accounts on the cash basis (Income Tax
(Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s160). When this
period has ended, the adjustment tax that becomes
payable may be spread over ten years under ibid s238.

advocate depute

In Scots law, “a person appointed by the Lord Advocate to
prosecute in the High Court of Judiciary” (Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).

Advocate General

Member of the European Court of Justice whose function
is to present opinions on cases brought before it. In
practice, the court usually follows the Advocate General’s
view.

ADX

Average directional movement.

AE

Auto-enrolment.

A&E

Admiralty and Ecclesiastical Cases, law reports published
between 1865 and 1875.
[The term also means mean Accident and Emergency.]

AEA

Annual exempt amount, for capital gains tax.

AED

ISO code for United Arab Emirates dirham.

aegis

Patronage. The word was originally the shield belonging
to Zeus in Greek mythology.

AEIUO

Aberdeen, Elgin and Inverness Unattached Officers, a
society of excisemen who assisted the attached excise
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officers of distilleries in those areas.
AELE

Association Européene de Libre Exchange, French:
European Free Trade Area.

AEO

(1) Attachment of earnings order.
(2) Authorised economic operator.

AEOC

AEO status for Customs simplification.

AEOI

Automatic Exchange of Information.

AEOS

AEO status. This is a Customs status that falls below
AEOC.

AEP

Association of Educational Psychologists.

aequitas

Latin: equity.

aequitas est quasi aequalitas

Latin: equity is equality.

aequitas sequitur legem

Latin: equity follows the law.

aequo animo

Latin: with an equable mind.

AER

Annual Equivalent Rate and usually specifies the interest
paid from current, deposit or savings accounts. This new
term replaces CAR (Compound Annual Rate) which
denoted much the same thing.

aerial photograph

For VAT, this is not regarded as a map and therefore is
not zero-rated under Value Added Tax Act 1994 Sch 8
Group 3, according to VAT notice 701/10.

aerodrome

“Any area of land or water designed, equipped, set apart
or commonly used for affording facilities for the landing
and departure of aircraft” (Customs and Excise
Management Act 1979 s1(1)).

aerodrome charges

Fees charged by aerodrome for use of its facilities by
aircraft (Civil Aviation Act 1982 s38).

aerosol

If such a product contains an environmentally damaging
gas, it may require a European Commission licence to be
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imported. Such a licence is then required to obtain
Customs clearance.
aerosol paint container

“A device which:
(a) contains paint stored under pressure, and
(b) is designed to permit the release of the paint as
a spray”
(Anti-social Behaviour Act 2003 s54(2)).
It is an offence to sell such an item to someone
under the age of 16.

aes alienum

Latin: another’s copper (or brass). This means a debt.

AESOP

All employee share ownership plan.
It is now known as a share incentive plan (SIP).

aetatis suae

Latin: of his (or her) age.

Aethalstan

King of England from 927 to 939 AD.

Aethelred

King of England from 978 to 1016 AD. Known as “the
Unready”.

aetiology

The science of philosophy of causation. American English
spells it without the initial A.

AF

Term used in formula for decommissioning expenditure in
Corporation Tax Act 2010 s330B.

Af

Abbreviation: aghan, currency of Afghanistan.

AFA

(1) Általános Forgalmi Adó, Hungarian for “value added
tax”.
(2) Armed Forces Act of 2006 or 2016.

AFA 2006

Armed Forces Act 2006.

AFBD

Association of Futures Brokers and Dealers.

AFC

(1) Advance Fixing Certificate
(2) Automatic frequency control
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AFDC

Aid to Families with Dependent Children, a US welfare
system.

Affärsvariden General Index (AFGX)
Index of security prices on the Stockholm Stock Exchange.
aff’d

Affirmed, American legal abbreviation.

affected class

In human resources, a group of employees, former
employees or potential employees who are unfairly
discriminated against because of the policies or practices
of the employer.

affected with a public interest American term for a description of business activity for
which regulation is considered appropriate.
affective commitment

In human resources, when an employee stays with an
organisation because he or she shares its values and
objectives.

affective computing

Technology which uses sensors to provide input data
from which a computer detects moods and emotions.

affective forecasting

Predicting the effect on emotion or morale from a
possible outcome.

affeer

Old term meaning to reduce a sum to a fixed amount.

affiance

Betrothal or trust, as between an engaged couple.

affiant

American term for a person who subscribes to a
statement in an affidavit.

affidavit

Statement which is written, signed and sworn of facts
which the deponent is generally able to prove from his
own knowledge. An affidavit accordingly carries more
weight than a simple statement.

affiliate

For auditing, “an entity that has any of the following
relationships with the audited entity:
(a) an entity that has direct or indirect control over
the audited entry if the audited entity is material,
quantitatively or qualitatively, to such entity:
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(b) an entity with a direct financial interest in the
audited entity if that entity has significant influence over
the audited entity and the interest in the audited entity is
material, quantitatively or qualitatively, to such entity;
(c) an entity over which the audited entity has
direct or indirect control;
(d) an entity in which the audited entity, or an
affiliated of the audited entity under (c) above, has a
direct or indirect financial interest that gives it significant
influence over such an entity and the interest is material,
quantitatively or qualitatively, to such entity;
(e) an entity which is under common control with
the audited entity client (a “sister entity”) if the sister
entity and the audited entity that controls are both
material, quantitatively or qualitatively, to the entity that
controls both the audited entity and the sister entity.”
(FRC Auditing Standards and Guidance glossary).
The text continues by identifying factors that may
be relevant.
affiliated corporation

American term for a corporation in a group of
corporations under common ownership.

affiliate program

A sales model in which a web publisher markets a product
on their website. The producer of the product pays
commission to the publisher, usually at around 1% to 2%.

affiliation order

Old court order identifying a man as the father of a child.
This procedure was abolished by Family Law Reform Act
1967.

affiliation privilege

In international tax, a term for the tax relief or exemption
for dividends paid by a company to its parent company.

affiliation proceedings

Old court action to establish who is liable as father of a
child.

affine

Old word which means a relation by marriage, such as a
father-in-law.

affinity

Relationship by marriage, as against kindred or
consanguinity which is relationship by blood.
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affinity card

Credit card or similar that is branded with the name of a
business or other organisation that usually receives a
small commission on the card’s use. The VAT position for
affinity cards provided by a charity are explained in VAT
notice 701/1.

affinity fraud

Fraud perpetrated by a trusted member of a community
on other members. One of the worst examples was
Bernie Madoff who cheated other members of the Jewish
community in a Ponzi fraud.

affirm

(1) In law, to elect to accept a voidable contract or to
uphold a decision made elsewhere.
(2) Formality for giving evidence as an alternative to a
religious oath.
(3) In sociology, the process of encouragement and
valuing people.

affirmation

An indication of agreement with a state or account. In
law, this “include*s+ affirmation and declaration”
(Interpretation Act 1978 Sch 1).

affirmation of allegiance

Declaration of loyalty faithfully to support the British
monarch. This is required by overseas workers who wish
to work in the UK.

affirmative action

Policies of making particular efforts to promote certain
categories of people who are seen as disadvantaged, such
as women, ethnic minorities, or the disabled.
This term is particularly used in the USA though the
US case Bakke v Regents of the University of California
[1978] set limits on the extent to which it may be used. In
1981, President Reagan expressed his dislike for the
policy, though it remains constitutional.
In the UK, the term positive discrimination is
preferred. This can be legal in carefully defined
circumstances, though it can be resented in practice.

affirmative action clauses

Clauses in a contract that require positive discrimination
by the contracting party. Some US government contracts
have such clauses.

affirmative action plan

Written set of specific procedures for positive
discrimination. Some US government contracts require
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such a plan.
affirmative defense

American term for when a defendant goes beyond merely
denying a charge and introduces evidence.

affirmative easement

American term for a right of property which gives a
person certain rights, such as a right of way or right of
access.

affirmative interjection

In counselling, comments such as “yes” and “I see” used
in active listening.

affirmative pregnant

Allegation in pleading implying or not denying a negative
statement.

affirmative relief

American term for a legal procedure which allows a
defendant to bring an action against the plaintiff
separately from the original action.

affirmative resolution

Procedure for passing delegated legislation, mainly
Statutory Instruments. The resolution is either
affirmative, which means that Parliament must agree it
within a time limit, or negative, which means it
automatically becomes law unless Parliament rejects it
within a time limit.

affix

Add by fixing, such as applying a fixture to a building or a
page to a document.

affluence

State of prosperity and comfort.

affluent society

General term used from the 1960s onwards to mean a
society whose members can afford to buy what they wish
and are not constrained by poverty, wartime regulation
or restricted supply.

Affluent Worker studies

Name given to studies conducted in the 1960s at Vauxhall
Cars, La Porte Chemicals and Skefco Engineering.
In general, the workers thought well of their
employers in terms of being paid fairly, but there was
little job satisfaction.

affluenza

Colloquialism for excess materialism seen as a disease,
such as when a person unreasonably borrows or
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overworks for the pleasure of buying unneeded goods.
afforce

Strengthen, particularly a jury by adding experienced
people.

afford

Yield, give, or bear the expense.

affordable

Description of something which a person has sufficient
resources to acquire while leaving enough resources for
other purposes.

affordable borrowing limit
The amount a local authority determines that it can
afford to borrow (Local Government Act 2003 s3).
affordable housing

Housing where special arrangements are made by a local
authority to reduce its price or rent so that needy people
can afford to live in the area.

affreightment

Contract made either by charterparty or by a bill of
lading by which a shipowner agrees to carry goods in his
ship for reward.

affreightment contract

Another name for affreightment.

afghani

Currency of Afghanistan.
For VAT, gold coins may be investment gold coins.

Afghanistan

Eastern country. Curreny is afghani. The UK has no tax
treaty.

AFGX

Affarsvarlden Index, the stock market index for the
Stockholm Exchange.

AFIP

Air Forces Independence Payments.

aflatoxin

Carcinogenic substance.
From 1 January 2010, EU Commission Regulation
1152/2009 imposes special provisions on the importation
of nuts, figs, dried fruit and products of these items
where there is a risk of contamination by aflatoxins.
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afloat

Description of goods which are on board ship to a specific
destination.

afloats

Commodities loaded on to a ship for delivery.

AFN

(1) All-figure numbering.
(2) ISO code for Afghanistan afghani.

à fond

French: fundamentally, thoroughly.

aforethought

Descriptive term used solely to qualify malice to mean
the deliberate contemplation of evil. It therefore means
more than just predemitated.

a fortiari

Latin: with stronger reason.

AFPC

Advanced Financial Planning Certificate

AFPRB

Armed Forces’ Pay Review Body.

AFPS

Armed Forces Pension Scheme.

African Caribbean and Pacific States (ACP)
Collective term for a large number of independent states
which are treated similarly for the purposes of trade
preferences. A complete list of the states included in the
ACP group can be found in Volume 1 of the Tariff.
African Development Bank

Bank set up in 1964 to promote economic and social
development in Africa.
It is exempt from tax under SI 1997 No 168.

AFRS

Agricultural flat rate scheme.

after acquired

American description of property which is acquired after
the start of a procedure, particularly insolvency
procedures.

aftcast

To work out what has happened. It is the opposite to
forecast.

after-clap

Catastrophe which happens after a misfortune is believed
to be over.
The term comes from thunder where a final clap
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may be heard after the storm has ceased as sound travels
much more slowly than light.
after date

Words added to a bill of exchange to indicate when the
bill is payable, such as “30 days after date, we promise to
pay.”

after-guard

Drudge or a person who works in a mean capacity. The
term comes from the navy where it refers to men on the
quarter deck or poop deck who work the after-sails.

after hours

Trading on a financial market after its official close. This is
similar to the grey market.

after-hours trading

Transactions on a market after it has officially closed.
These transactions are regarded as early bargains on the
next trading day.

after market

Another name for a secondary market. This is a market
which sells existing shares and other securities, rather
than just new ones. The London Stock Exchange and most
stock exchanges are secondary markets.

after sight

Words added to a bill of exchange to indicate that the
period for payment is any time after the drawee is
presented with it for acceptance.

after-tax basis

Description of a calculation where figures used are after
tax has been deducted.

after the fact

Description of activity which involves itself in a criminal
activity which has already happened.

Ag

Atomic symbol for silver.

AG

Abbreviation of Aktiengesellschaft, German equivalent of
a public limited company.

A-G

Attorney-General.

Aga cooker

In a VAT case, it was held that such a cooker was not
designed to heat space, though this was an incidental
effect. Accordingly, the cooker was not zero-rated as
material for a new construction as permitted by VATA Sch
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8 Group 5 Note 22(c). It was standard-rated as a domestic
appliance (R Cusdin [2005] VTD 19739).
AGFS

Advocates Graduated Fee Scheme.

against actuals

In commodity trading, description of transactions in
futures contracts which are offset against transactions in
the cash market.

against public policy

Common law concept which makes certain activities
unlawful, such as preventing people from marrying.

against the box

Description of a situation where a dealer who has a long
position in a security makes a short sale in the same
security.

against the evidence

American legal procedure whereby a trial judge may
order a retrial where a jury decision is contrary to
substantial credible evidence presented.

AGB

Any good brand.
The term is occasionally used in trading to indicate
that any good brand of a product is acceptable to the
buyer.

AGCAS

Association of Graduate Careers Advisory Services.

age

Time which has passed since a person was born or
something was created. Sometimes this is referred to as
chronological age to distinguish it from other meanings.
A person’s age starts from the beginning of the
anniversary of birth. So someone born at 10am on 1
January 2000, celebrates their 18th birthday at 0:00am of
1 January 2018. The law does not recognise parts of a
day.
The term age is sometimes multiplied by a factor to
give an answer which measures an equivalent to
chronological age. For example, reading age and mental
age multiply the chronological age by a factor to say that
an individual has the relevant ability of an average person
of that chronological age.

age 18-25 trust

Type of trust for beneficiaries who are under 25 and
where at least one parent has died (Inheritance Tax Act
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1984 s71D). Its operation is similar to the accumulation
and maintenance trust (AMT) which it replaced on 22
March 2006.
Finance Act 2006 Sch 20 severely restricted the
scope of existing AMTs, making many of them
discretionary trusts which have a less advantageous tax
regime. Transitional provisions allow an existing AMT
which meets the new conditions to become an age 18-25
trust provided no change is made and the change was
made by 5 April 2008.
The maximum exit charge for an 18-25 trust is 4.2%.
This represents the maximum seven-year period
equivalent of the maximum 6% charge that applies for a
ten-year period.
For these purposes a change is made when the class
of beneficiaries changes, not when there is a change
within the class. So an 18-25 trust for the benefit of
grandchildren has a change if the scope is amended to
include grandchildren’s partners. There is no change if the
class remains the same but another grandchild is born.
age admitted

Term used for life assurance. It indicates that the assured
person has provided evidence of his or her age.

age allowance

Additional tax allowance for older taxpayers.
From 1990, there is an additional relief for
taxpayers born before 6 April 1935. This increases if the
taxpayer was (from 6 April 2013) born before 6 April 1938
(previously if the taxpayer was 75 during the year). The
allowance is also increased if the taxpayer is married. The
allowance is restricted by half of the excess above an
upper earnings figure, though it cannot reduce below
zero.
These allowances have been frozen in monetary
terms from 2013.

age-bracket

Band of ages into which people are classified, for such
purposes as marketing.

aged debt analysis

Analysis of one’s debtors according to the age of the
debt. The older the debt, the less likely it is that it will
become paid.
Typically the analysis is for current month, one
month, two months, three months, and more than three
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months. The credit control action depends on the age of
the debt.
In companies where customers enjoy significantly
different settlement terms, it is more helpful to age the
debts according to how far they have exceeded their
terms.
age discrimination

Discriminating against a person because of their age. It is
generally unlawful from 1 October 2006.
In the USA, age discrimination law was enacted in
1967 and amended in 1978 to protect employees up to
the age of 70.

age exemption

Additional allowance for older taxpayers which applied
before 1973 when it was replaced by age allowance.

age fraud

Deliberate misrepresentation of a person’s age to secure
a financial advantage.

ageing report

Another name for an ageing schedule.

ageing schedule

Breakdown of debtors according to when they should
have been paid. It is also known as an aged debt analysis.

ageism

Another term for age discrimination.

agency

When a person is allowed to act on behalf of someone
else. An employee is an agent of the employer.
In a VAT case, it was defined as “the relationship
that exists between two persons, one of whom expressly
or impliedly consents that the other should represent him
or act on his behalf and the other of whom similarly
consernts to represent the former or so to act” (C & E
Commrs v E Johnson. QB [1980] STD 624).
From 1 June 1995, where an agent who acts in his
or her name in relation to a supply of goods, the agent is
regarded as the supplier or recipient of the goods for VAT
purposes (Finance Act 1995 s23).

agency agreement

Agreement which creates an agency, particularly between
a customer and a bank which allows the customer to cash
cheques at another branch.
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agency bank

Bank which does not accept deposits but acts as an agent
for another bank, usually a foreign bank.

agency bill

Bill of exchange drawn on the local branch of a foreign
bank.

agency broker

A dealer who works as agent for an investor, usually in
return for receiving a commission from the businesses in
which he invests.

agency contract

“A contract made between the worker and the agency
under the terms of which the worker is obliged to
personally provide services to the client” (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s47(1)).

agency cross

Agency which matches customers directly rather than
through a market.

agency fee

Annual fee payable to an agent, particularly in respect of
a loan which the agent has negotiated.

agency fees

In relation to the remittance basis, this term is given a
specific meaning for foreign income and gains, for which
purpose it is defined in Income Tax Act 2007 s809Z8(6).

Agency for International Development
Body established in 1961 to provide aid to other
countries. It is the main agency for such aid from US
government.
agency labour

Workforce provided by an employment agency or similar
body. Such workers are often known as temps. A supply
over a long period is known as insourcing.

agency law

Law which regulates the conduct of agents, those who act
on someone else’s behalf, known as the principal.
The main elements of agency law are:
• the agent binds his principal;
• someone who purports to act as agent
without authority is regarded as the principal and
becomes personally liable;
• the agent may only act within such authority
as granted by the principal;
• the agent must perform those duties himself
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(except that incidental duties, such as typing, may be
delegated);
• the agent may not make a secret profit.
Once an agent has performed the duties of the
agency, the principal resumes his position and may sue or
be sued on whatever has been concluded by the agent.
The main types of agency are universal agents who
may act for the principal in all matters, general agents
who may act for particular types of transaction, and
special agents who may act only for a specific transaction.
In some cases, a person may act as agent of
necessity without explicit instructions from the principal.
agency loan

Loan available for local authorities, particularly from the
European Investment Bank.

agency problem

Situation where there are different interests between the
owners and the managers of a business. Where this is
detected, greater supervision is usually required of the
managers. The term was first identified by Michael Jensen
and William Heckling in 1976. This problem was one of
the factors which contributed to the spectacular collapse
of Enron.

agency securities

In the USA, securities issued by federal government
agencies.

agency shop

Workplace where a trade union represents all the
workers, even those who do not belong to the union.

agency theory

A theoretical model, developed by academics, to explain
how the relationship between a principal and an agent
may have economic consequences.

agency worker

Definition
Someone who is supplied by an employment agency to
work for a business without becoming an employee of
that business.
PAYE rules
“A worker whose services are treated by *Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s44] as the duties of an
employment held with the agency” (PAYE regulations SI
2003 No 2682 reg 2(1)).
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The operation of the PAYE system is given in reg 10.
An agency is obliged to provide details of such
workers to HMRC under Taxes Management Act 1970
s16A.
Law
From 27 October 2008, an agency worker is entitled to
statutory sick pay after three months’ service with one
employer, the agency’s customer.
From 1 October 2011, an agency worker acquires
many rights of an employee after 12 weeks.
agenda

List of items to be done or discussed, such as at a
meeting.
In Latin the word is the plural of “agendum”, but in
English it is treated as a singular noun, with the plural
“agendas”.

agenda item

Item which appears on an agenda.

agent

Law
Someone who acts on behalf of another (the principal) in
accordance with agency law.
A general agent may act for the principal for all his
business. A special agent is authorised to act only for
specified purposes.
The main elements of agency law are that:
• the agent can bind the principal
• the agent must act personally and cannot
delegate to another agent (other than for incidental
matters such as typing documents)
• the agent must not make a secret profit.
Sometimes an agent for the sale of goods may
agree to protect the principal against the risk of customer
insolvency. Such an agent is called a del credere agent.
Value added tax
For VAT, the term usually means someone who acts for
someone in another country. The requirement for such
an agent to register is set out in Value Added Tax Act
1994 s47.
Where an agent acts in his or her own name in
relation to the supply of goods, the agent is regarded as
the supplier or recipient of the goods for VAT purposes
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under Finance Act 1995 s23.
There have been many VAT cases on whether
someone is acting as agency or principal, the significance
being that an agent charges VAT only on the commission
rather than on the whole supply. One leading case is C &
E Commrs v Music & Video Exchange Ltd. QB [1992] STC
220. The supplier made clear that he was acting as agent
in the sale of second-hand musical instruments.
Accounting standards
“An entity is acting as an agent when it does not have
exposure to the significant risks and rewards associated
with the sale of goods or the rendering of services. One
feature indicating that an entity is acting as an agent is
that the amount the entity earns is predetermined, being
either a fixed free per transaction or a stated percentage
of the amount billed to the customer” ((FRS 102 glossary).
agent account manager (AAM) Person employed by HMRC to deal with tax agents.
agent authorisation

In tax, the process by which an agent is authorised to deal
with HMRC in respect of another person’s tax affairs. This
is most easily addressed by completing a form using the
online service, or completing form 64-8.

agent bank

A bank which uses a credit card system set up by another
bank.

agent de change

French stockbroker or security house.

Agent Dedicated Line

Telephone number provided by HMRC which is restricted
to agents who deal with clients’ tax affairs.

agentic state

In psychology, when a person relinquishes his personal
views to act as an agent for someone else’s views.

agent ID

In computing, an identification number (ID) allocated to
an agent when they first register for online services.
The agent supplies the details for half of the ID, the
second part is generated by the Government Gateway.
Clients use the Agent ID to appoint Agents to transact on
their behalf.
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agent identity

Name or identity under which a tax agent operates.

agent of necessity

Person who pledges the credit of a principal out of simple
necessity, such as when a ship’s captain sells cargo to buy
fuel.

agent strategy

Strategy of HMRC in dealing with tax agents.
The proposed strategy was set out in a consultation
document in May 2011. It deals with such areas as secure
enrolment of agents, easier access between HMRC and
agents, tailoring HMRC support for agents, and provisions
relating to below-standard and dishonest agents.

agent view

Term for proposed arrangement between HMRC and tax
agents.
The proposal is set out in a consultation document
of May 2011. This would allow the agent to describe his
or her clients to allow a picture of the agent’s work to
emerge for more effective communication with HMRC.

age of consent

Age when a person may agree to something, particularly
to marry or have sexual relations. In the UK, the age is 16
(though with parents’ permission for marriage under 18).

age of criminal responsibility

Age at which a person can be found guilty of a crime.
Under Children and Young Person’s Act 1933 s50, this is
generally ten years old, though there are exceptions. In
Scotland, the age is eight years. Other countries have
ages ranging from 7 to 18.
“It shall be conclusively presumed that no child
under the age of ten years can be guilty of any offence”
(Children and Young Persons Act 1933 s50).
It was the law that between the ages of 10 and 14,
that a person in England and Wales was only responsible
to the extent that the person knew what they were doing
was wrong. This was abolished by Crime and Disorder Act
1998 s34.

age of majority

Age at which a person may vote. Since 1970 this has been
18 in the UK.

age-related

Condition which is related to a person’s age, such as
rebates for national insurance in contracted out pensions.
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age-related payment

Single payment made only in 2004 to people aged over 65
to assist them with payment of their rates (Age-Related
Payments Act 2004).

age-related rebate

The minimum contribution as determined according to
the member’s age.
This is the amount of class 1 national insurance that
HMRC refunds to an approved personal pension scheme.
The requirement is set out in Pension Schemes Act 1993
from s45A.
These arrangements were discontinued in 2012
when it was no longer possible to contract-out under a
money purchase pension scheme.

age relief

Another term for age allowance for income tax.

agflation

Colloquialism for inflation of agricultural products.

agglomeration

Forming together. The term originally applied to the
process of volcanic rock forming a single mass from
fragmented pieces. The term is sometimes used
metaphorically in finance.

aggradation

Building up by construction on the remains of previous
building.

aggravate

Make worse.
In law, certain offences are aggravated if specific
factors are present, such as violence which is racially
motivated, or burglary with a firearm.

aggravated damages

Additional damages awarded to reflect the humiliation,
distress or embarrassment caused by a defendant’s
conduct.

aggravated vehicle-taking

Official name given to joy-riding since 1992. It involves
taking a motor vehicle without the owner’s permission
and driving it in a dangerous manner which causes an
accident.

aggravating circumstances

American term for circumstances which magnify the
seriousness of a crime.
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aggregate

(1) Total of separate items. For example, incomes may be
aggregated for income tax purpose, or to see if class 1
national insurance should be deferred.
(2) Rock, stones and similar on which aggregates levy is
payable.

aggregate chargeable transfer Figure used to calculate inheritance tax.
It is the total of:
• the deceased’s estate
• any interest in possession trust where the
deceased had a beneficial interest
• gifts with reservation
• deceased’s share of any joint property
• chargeable transfers made in the seven years
before death
• value of any alternatively secured pension to
which the deceased was entitled to benefit as the original
scheme member.
This figure is also used for the ten-yearly charge for
inheritance tax payable by some trusts. The figure is
broadly the total amount of property transferred plus the
special cumulation.
aggregate demand

Total level of demand in the economy. It is the total of all
desired expenditure at any time by all groups in the
economy. The main groups who spend are consumers
(consumption), firms (who spend on investment),
government (government expenditure) and overseas
(exports).
Total aggregate demand is therefore:
AD = C + I + G + (X-M), where
C = consumption expenditure
I = investment expenditure
G = government expenditure
(X - M) = net exports (exports - imports)

aggregate demand curve
Curve on a graph which shows the level of aggregate
demand at every price level. It will always be downward
sloping as there will be less demand at higher price levels.
This is for similar reasons to a demand curve for a single
product sloping downwards.
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aggregate depreciation

Same as accumulated depreciation.

aggregate earnings for a year from all the employments concerned
Defined in Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003
s24(3) as all the chargeable overseas earnings from all
employments.
aggregate risk

The total risk incurred by a bank in lending to its
customers.

aggregates levy

A tax on the commercial exploitation in the UK of rock,
sand and gravel, including the spoil, waste and byproducts from certain industrial processes.
It was introduced by Finance Act 2001 with effect
from 1 April 2002. Its purpose was to discourage the
extraction of new rock and minerals in preference to
recycling material such as from demolition of buildings.
The amount is charged at a rate per tonne
extracted:
From
Rate per tonne
1 April 2012
£2.10
1 April 2009
£2.00
1 April 2008
£1.95
1 April 2002
£1.60
~
The law is contained in Finance Act 2001 ss16-49 as
amended and supplemented.

aggregate supply

The total actual volume of goods and services currently
available within a defined market in a given period.
There is some dispute between Keynesians and
Monetarists about what determines the level of
aggregate supply. Keynesians argued that supply was
determined by the level of aggregate demand, while
classical economists followed Say's Law which argued that
aggregate supply was determined by supply-side factors.

aggregate supply curve

The aggregate supply curve shows the amount that will
be supplied by the firms in the economy at each price
level.
There is a much debate about the exact shape of
the curve. Many classical economists and Monetarists
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argue that the shape differs between the short-run and
long-run.
In the short-run there may some increase in output
if demand increases, but in the long-run any increases in
demand will be inflationary.
However, Keynesians do not distinguish between
the short-run and long-run.
aggregate value of a person’s defaults
Term used in Value Added Tax 1994 s59A(6) in terms of
calculating a VAT default surcharge in relation to
payments on account.
aggregation

Accountancy
Process of bringing together figures or activities to
produce a total.
The requirement to aggregate similar items in the
accounts is given in FRS 102 section 3.16.
Taxation
Process of adding figures to determine the tax payable.
Income is generally aggregated for income tax but not for
national insurance, for example.
Economics
In economics, the term is used for preparing statistics
when figures such as productivity are aggregated to give a
national aggregate.
Value added tax
In value added tax when HMRC directs that two
businesses should be regarded as one, often when a
business has been artificially split to avoid reaching the
registration threshold.
Life assurance relief
For life assurance relief, there are aggregation provisions
in Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s274(2).

aggregation of payments

For PAYE, provision that requires payments to be added
together to determine the amount of tax payable when
two or more payments are made in the same payment
period when tax is calculated on a non-cumulative basis
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(PAYE Regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 29).
aggregative index

An index which is formed by aggregating various items.
Examples include Laspeyres’ Index and Paasche’s Index.

aggregative model

An economonetric model where the variables have been
constructed from other variables.

aggregator

Business which offers the services of account
aggregation.

aggressive accounting

Accounting where the figures are manipulated to achieve
a desired result. The figures are usually produced within
the letter of accounting rules.

aggressive tax avoidance

Informal term for artificial tax avoidance that defies
HMRC interpretation of tax law. Such avoidance is likely
to be challenged by HMRC. Even if the challenge is
unsuccessful, it is likely that an artificial scheme will be
legislated against in anti-avoidance provisions.

aggrieved party

American term for a person who has suffered a loss as a
result of a decree or court decision.

AGI

Adjusted gross income.
Term used in USA in calculating tax.

agile organisation

Human resources term for a body which is able quickly to
adjust to changing circumstances, such as new laws.

aging

American spelling of ageing.

agio

This term, now rarely used, refers to a difference
between two charges or a charge made for conversion.
In particular it means either the turn, the difference
in rates charged by a bank in lending and borrowing, or a
charge made for converting money from one currency to
another.

agio theory

Another name for abstinence theory.

agist

Take in (an animal) to allow it to graze on land for
payment.
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agister

Person who looks after cattle or horses on his own land
for payment.

agistment

Looking after cattle or horses on one’s own land for
payment.

AGM

Annual general meeting.

agname

Name of a person beyond their ordinary Christian name
and surname.

agnate

Related on the father’s side.

agnomen

Name added to a family name.

agora

One hundredth of a shekel, currency of Israel.

AGR

Association of Graduate Recruiters.

à grand frais

French: at great expense.

agrarian

Relating to land and its management.

agreed bid

Takeover bid that is supported by a majority of
shareholders of the target company, as against a hostile
bid.

agreed price

Price accepted by both seller and buyer in a prospective
contract.

agreed-upon procedures engagement
For auditing, “an engagement in which an auditor is
engaged to carry out those procedures of an audit nature
to which the auditor and the entity and any appropriate
third party have agreed and to report on factual findings.
The recipients of the report form their own conclusions
from the report by the auditor. The report is restricted to
those parties that have agreed to the procedures to be
performed since others, unaware of the resons for the
procedures may misinterpret the results,.”
(FRC Auditing Standards and Guidance glossary).
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agreed-value policy

Insurance policy where the sum payable is stated in the
policy agreement.

agreement

Concurrence of two people with regard to a fact or
position.
In law, agreement is one of the elements for a valid
contract. The term can also be used to mean a binding
settlement of any issue between them.
Tax disputes may be settled by agreement with
HMRC under Taxes Management Act 1970 s54.

agreement corporation

In USA, a corporation that enters into an agreement with
a state authority to engage in specific acts. Such
corporations are common in USA. See also Edge Act
Corporation.

agreement for a lease

Contract to lease property, for which there are some
special legal provisions.
Since 27 September 1998, a contract for a lease of
up to three years may be made orally or in any written
form. A contract for a longer period must be formally in
writing, failing which the contract is void and cannot be
evidenced by part performance.
For stamp duty land tax, a contract for the grant of
a lease (Finance Act 2003 Sch 17A paras 12A-12B).

agreement for carriage

For air passenger duty, “in relation to the carriage of any
person, means the agreement or arrangement under
which he is carried, whether the carriage is by a single
carrier or successive carriers” (Finance Act 1994 s43(1)).

agrestic

Of the fields, rural, unsophisticated.

agribusiness

Operation of the whole farm process, from provision of
land and equipment, to producing the goods, and delivery
and sales.

agricultural activity

For accounting standards, “the management by an entity
of the biological transformation of biological assets for
sale, into agricultural produce or into additional
biologocal assets” (FRS 102 glossary).
In international standards, “the management by an
entity of the biological transformation and harvest of
biological assets for sale or for conversion into
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agricultural produce or into additional biological assets “
(IAS para 41 para 5).
Agricultural Bank

Credit bank formed specifically to assist agriculture. Many
such banks have been formed round the world,
particularly the Agricultural Bank of China founded in
1949 and now the second largest bank in China.

agricultural board and lodging
Board and lodging provided to a farmworker in respect of
their work.
This is generally not taxed as a benefit in kind.
Before 1 April 2010, tax relief was given by extrastatutory concession A60.
Guidance is provided in the Inspector’s Manual at
EIM 50011 and EIM 68502.
agricultural buildings allowance (ABA)
Capital allowance available for agricultural property
(Capital Allowances Act 2001 s361). It is phased out by 6
April 2011.
The law was Capital Allowances Act 2001 from s361.
It was repealed by Finance Act 2008 s84(1).
agricultural component

Customs charge applicable to imposed goods processed
from certain basic agricultural products.

agricultural co-operative

Organisation established by farmers, market gardeners
and fisherman for some common purpose, such as
storage, selling or bulk-buying.
There are special tax provisions in Corporation Tax
Act 2009 from s499. In particular distributions are not
taxed as dividends.
They are usually treated as mutual trading as is
discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM24705.

agricultural dwelling-house advisory committee (ADHAC)
Local authority committee which advises on the
agricultural need for tied cottages.
agricultural engine

“Means a vehicle which —
(a) is designed and constructed primarily for use
otherwise than on roads,
(b) is designed, and used, solely for purposes
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relating to agriculture, horticulture or forestry,
(c) is used on public roads only for proceedings to
and from the place where it is to be or has been used for
those purposes, and
(d) when so proceedings does not carry any load
except such as is necessary for its propulsion or for the
operation of any machinery built-in or permanently
attached to the vehicle”
(Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1979 Sch 1 para 4).
agricultural estate

Estate largely comprising agricultural property. Such an
estate may attract agricultural property relief from
inheritance tax.
A legal definition is: “Land:
(a) which is managed as one estate, and
(b) which consists of or includes land occupied wholly or
mainly for the purposes of husbandry”
(Income Tax Act 2007 s123(4)). This definition is used in
terms of claiming loss relief for tax from farming.

Agricultural Flat Rate Scheme (AFRS)
An alternative to VAT registration for farmers and other
traders involved in agricultural activities.
Those on the scheme do not account for VAT or
submit returns and consequently cannot reclaim input
tax. However, they can charge a flat rate addition to the
sale price of qualifying goods or goods and services sold
to VAT registered customers even where these sales
would be zero-rated for VAT.
agricultural holding

“The aggregate of the land (whether agricultural or not)
comprised in a contract of tenancy which is a contract for
an agricultural tenancy”
(Agricultural Holdings Act 1986 s1(1)).
The inheritance tax implications are discussed in the
Inspectors’ Manual at IHTM 24220.

agricultural land

Land used for agriculture, as set out in Agricultural
Holdings Act s1(4).
It includes arable meadows, pasture, cottage
gardens, orchards, allotments, livestock buildings and
bee-keeping buildings. It excludes parks, racecourses and
pleasure grounds.
The capital gains tax provisions are given in Taxation
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of Capital Gains Act 1992 from s249.
agricultural land tribunal

Tribunal which deals with disputes concerning agricultural
holdings.

agricultural levy

Charge made on agricultural produce under provisions of
European Communities Act 1972 s6. This definition is also
used for Customs duties purposes (Customs and Excise
Management Act 1979 s68A(4)).

agricultural material handler

“Means a vehicle which is —
(a) designed and constructed primarily for use
otherwise than on roads,
(b) designed to lift goods or burden, and
(c) not used on public roads other than for —
(i) purposes relating to agriculture,
horticulture and forestry,
(ii) cutting verges bordering public roads,
(iii) cutting hedges or trees bordering public
roads, or bordering verges which border public roads,
(iv) spreading material on roads to deal with
frost, ice or snow,
(v) proceeding to and from the place where
the tractor is to be used or has been used for the
purposes in sub-paragraph (iv), or
(vi) collecting or returning equipment or
materal needed for the purpose of sub-paragraph (iv).
(Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1979 Sch 1 para 3A).

Agricultural Mortgage Corporation (AMC)
Finance corporation originally established under
Agricultural Credits Acts of 1928 and 1932 (amended in
1956) to provide long-term finance for agriculture in
England and Wales.
It is now a public limited company based in
Andover, Kent which provides long-term finance to
farmers.
agricultural processing vehicle “Means a vehicle which —
(a) is used for the conveyance of built-in processing
machinery,
(b) is used on public roads only for proceeding to
and from the place where that processing is to be used,
and
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(c) when so proceeding does not carry any load
except such as is necessary for its propulsion or for the
operation of the processing machinery” (Hydrocarbon Oil
Duties Act 1979 Sch 1 para 4A(2)).
agricultural produce

For accounting standards, “the harvested product of the
entity’s biological assets” (FRS 102 glossary). An idential
definition appears in International Accounting Standard
IAS 41 para 5.

agricultural products

There are special tax provisions for marketing authorities
and similar bodies that supply such products in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 from s153.

agricultural property

Property used for farming. It comprises land used for
growing crops or intensive rearing of animals for food
consumption. It includes farm buildings, farmhouses and
farm cottages.
The grant of a tenancy of agricultural property in
the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man is not a transfer of
value for inheritance tax purposes (Inheritance Tax Act
1984 s16). Finance Act 2009 s122 extends the relief to
property anywhere in the European Economic Area.
Five tests were developed in the case Lloyds TSB v
Inland Revenue [2002] STC 468:
• is the farm appropriate by reference to its
size, content and layout of the farm buildings and the
acreage farmed?
• is the farm proportionate in size and nature
to the requirements of the farming activities?
• does it appear to be farm. Does one recognise
it as a farm (the elephant test),
• would a countryman say, in his informed
opinion, that it was a farm?
• what has been its historic use?

agricultural property relief

Relief from inheritance tax for disposals of agricultural
property. Since 10 March 1992, the relief has generally
been 100% for property with vacant possession, and 50%
otherwise. Before 10 March 1992, the reliefs were 50%
and 30% respectively.

agricultural relief

Another name for agricultural property relief.
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agricultural services

Under the VAT flat rate scheme, the appropriate
percentage is:
From
4 January 2011
1 January 2010
1 December 2008
1 January 2004

Percentage
11%
10%
7%
7.5%

There are different rates for farming and agriculture, and
for foresty and fishing.
agricultural society

“Any society or institution established for the purpose of
promoting the interests of —
(a) agriculture,
(b) horticulture,
(c) forestry, or
(d) the breeding of any kind of animal”
(Corporation Tax Act 2010 s989(2)).
The profits of such a society are exempt from
corporation tax (ibid s989(1)).

agricultural subsidy

Payment made by the government to encourage home
production of foodstuffs which could be sold to
consumers at reasonable prices. The subsidies were paid
under Agricultural Acts of 1947 and 1957.
About two-thirds of the payments were deficiency
payments for produce sold on the home market at less
than the guaranteed prices negotiated annually between
farmers and the government. This policy was supported
by imposing import levies on imported produce.
This policy has now been replaced by the European
Union Common Agricultural Policy. Other countries still
offer systems of agricultural subsidy.

agricultural tenancy

A tenancy granted for agricultural purposes for full
monetary consideration in the UK, Channel Islands or Isle
of Man.
The implications for inheritance tax are discussed in
the Inspectors’ Manual at IHTM 04230.
The tax provisions for compensation to quit such a
tenancy are discussed in IR Interpretation 138.
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agricultural tractor

Category of road vehicle indicated as category F on the
driving licence.
For excise duty purposes, the term “means a tractor
which —
(a) is designed and constructed primarily for
use otherwise than on roads,
(b) is not used on public roads otherwise than
for —
(i) purposes relating to agriculture,
horticulture and forestry,
(ii) cutting verges bordering public roads,
(iii) cutting hedges or trees bordering public
roads, or bordering verges which border public roads,
(iv) spreading material on roads to deal with
frost, ice or snow,
(v) proceeding to and from the place where
the tractor is to be used or has been used for the
purposes in sub-paragraph (iv), or
(vi) collecting or returning equipment or
materal needed for the purpose of sub-paragraph (iv).
(Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1979 Sch 1 para 2).

agricultural value

The value of a property if it could only be used for
farming.

Agricultural Wage Board

Body that determines the minimum wages that may be
paid to farmworkers.

agricultural workers

Those who work on farms. Agricultural workers must be
paid the minimum wage set by the Agricultural Wages
Board. This is the last of many wages boards established
in the 20th century. The Board also sets minimum
working conditions.
Agricultural workers must also be paid the national
minimum wage.

agriculture

VAT flat rate scheme
Under the VAT flat rate scheme, the appropriate
percentage is generally:
From
4 January 2011
1 January 2010

Percentage
6.5%
6%
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1 December 2008
1 January 2004

5.5%
6%

There are separate rates for agricultural services, and
forestry and fishing.
Agriculture and Horticulture Development Board (AHDB)
“A statutory levy board, funded by farmers, growers and
others in the supply chain and managed as an
independent organisation (independent of both
commercial industry and of Government).
“Our purpose is to make our agriculture and
horticulture industries more competitive and sustainable
through factual, evidence-based advice, information and
activity” (AHDB website)
From 1 April 2008, the Meat and Livestock
Commission is part of AHDB.
agriproduct

Commodity used by farmers.

agroindustry

Area of production which serves the needs of both
industry and farming.

agronomy

Rural economy.

Agur’s wish

“Give me neither poverty nor riches” (Proverbs 30:8, the
Bible).

AH

Average holding, as used in the formula in Income Tax
(Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s154A(4).

A/H

Abbreviation used when vessels are chartered to sail to
Antwerp and Hamburg, and ports in between.

AHDB

Agriculture and Horticure Development Board.

ahistorical

Ignoring the history.

Ahmedabad principle

Principle that a prior year adjustment must make the
same adjustment to the prior year and the subsequent
year.
The name comes from the case Ahmedabad
Bombay Commissioners of Income Tax v Ahmedabad New
Cotton Milles Company Ltd [1929] 8ATC574. The matter is
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discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM34030.
AI

Artificial intelligence.

AIA

Annual investment allowance

AIB

(1) Accountant in Bankruptcy, Scottish law officer.
(2) Allied Irish Bank.

AIBD

Association of International Bond Dealers. Since 1992, it
has been known as the International Securities Markets
Association.

aid

Assistance or help of almost any kind, including giving
money or other financial help.

aid and abet

Assist in the performance of a crime. Strictly aiding means
providing material assistance while abetting means
incidental assistance, such as acting as a look-out or
getaway driver.

aide

Confidential assistant to a person of senior rank.

aide-de-camp

Officer who acts as secretary and messenger for a military
general.

aide-mémoire

Aid to the memory, such as a note or checklist.

aid tying

Practice whereby a donor country provides aid to a poor
country to buy goods from the donor country.

aide pur fille marier

A form of scutage levied in 1167 and 1245 to marry off
the king’s daughter.

aids

Payment once made by a feudal tenant for a specific
purpose such as marrying the lord’s eldest daughter.

aiel

Latin: grandfather.

AIF

(1) Authorised investment funds.
(2) Approved investment fund.

AIFM

Alternative Investment Fund Manager.
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AIFTA

Anglo-Irish Free Trade Area. This has been replaced by
the EU.

AIIB

Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank.

AIIC

Association of Independent Inventory Clerks.

AIIT

Associate of the Institute of Indirect Taxation.

aikona

Bantu: it is not so.

ailing economy

Economy which is performing badly.

AIM

(1) Alternative Investment Market.
(2) Association of Independent Museums.

AIM shares

Shares that are traded on the Alternative Investment
Market.

ainé

Elder or senior. The feminine form is ainée.

AIO

Activities, interest and opinion.
These may be analysed for the purposes of lifestyle
segmentation.

AIR

Alcohol Ingredients Relief.

air

Mixture of gases which provide the atmosphere over the
earth, and which include oxygen which sustains life.
In law, the enjoyment of air is regarded as a natural
right which cannot generally be secured by possession.
The right to enjoy a particular current of air may be
secured by an easement.
There are various laws to prevent pollution of air, or
the release into the air of environmentally damaging
material.

air ambulance charity

“Means a charity the main purpose of which is to provide
air ambulance services in pursuance of arrangements
made by, or at the request of, a relevant NHS body”
(Value Added Tax 1994 s33D(3)).
From 1 April 2015, such a charity may reclaim VAT
input tax.
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air cargo clauses

Clauses in a marine insurance contract which cover risks
for goods carried by air. The first draft of such clauses
were published in 1965.

air charter

Hiring of an entire aircraft to carry goods.

air consignment note

The equivalent of a bill of lading when goods are sent by
air.
The note is not a document relating to the title of
the goods, but a copy of the consignment contract.

air cooling

For capital allowance purposes, is treated as an integral
feature, which means that it is included in the special
rate pool and is subject to capital allowance at 10% on
the writing down basis, and not the usual 20% for plant
and machinery (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s33A).

aircraft

Definition
Vehicle which transports goods or passengers by air.
“Any machine capable of flight (whether or not
propelled by mechanical means), including any
description of balloon” (Armed Forces Act 2006 s374).
Customs
Goods may only be imported to the UK at an approved
airport.
The control of aircraft is covered by Customs and
Excise Management Act 1979 s21.
The first cross-Channel flight was in 1909 when
Customs classified the aeroplane as a boat.
Value added tax
For VAT, an aircraft is zero-rated if it weighs 8,000 kg and
is not primarily for recreation or pleasure under Value
Added Tax Act 1994 Sch 8 Group 8.
Corporation tax and income tax
For corporation tax and income tax, aircraft are plant and
attract teh capital allowance as such. The provisions for
an aircraft let on charter are given in Capital Allowances
Act 2001 s123.
A provision in the accounts to allow for future
overhaul of aircraft was held to be an allowable
deduction from taxable profits in Johnston v Britannia
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Airways Ltd Ch D [1994] 67 TC 99.
Capital gains tax
Aircraft qualify for rollover relief (Taxation of Capital
Gains Act 1992 ss155-156).
Derivatives
There are special provisions relating to derivatives
contracts based on aircraft SI 2004 No 3256 reg 4(3).
aircraft manifest

Full list of items on board an aircraft.

aircraft spare parts depot (ASPD)
For Customs purposes, a location at which imported
spare parts for certain aircraft can be stored without
payment of customs duty or import VAT. Only spare parts
for civil aircraft may benefit from the ASPD regime.
To be considered eligible, an aircraft must be:
(a) registered outside the UK or
(b) owned and operated by a person whose
main place of business is outside the UK; or
(c) used in international air transport services.
aircraft test building

This is listed in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s23 List C as
an item that is not affected by the provisions of s21
(buildings) or s22 (structures). This means that its
eligibility for capital allowance depends on the nature and
purpose of the item.

air fares

If between the UK and another country, they are zerorated under Value Added Tax Act 1994 Sch 8 Group 8.

air force law

Service law in the Royal Air Force.

airline pilot

A pilot operating from the UK is generally regarded as
performing those duties in the UK (Income Tax (Earnings
And Pensions) Act 2003 s40).
A single landing and take-off from the UK in a year
by an overseas pilot is ignored in terms of establishing
residence (Statement of Practice A10 of 28 October
1975). A more general application is contained in Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s39.
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air mail

Mail conveyed by air. [This is sometimes spelled as a
single word.]

airmail transfer

Transfer effected between banks by airmail. It has now
largely been replaced by electronic transfers.

airman

“A person whose rank is junior technician, senior
aircraftsman, leading aircraftsman or aircraftman”
(Armed Forces Act 2006 s374).

Air Navigation Order

Order made under Civil Aviation Act 1982. The same
definition is used for air passenger duty (Finance Act 1994
s43(1)).

air passenger duty

A tax on air flights first imposed on 1 November 1994.
The tax is charged as a supplement per passenger
per flight, subject to various exceptions. A desire to move
to a tax per flight was found to be contrary to EU law.
The legislation is contained in Finance Act 1994
ss28-44 and Air Passenger Duty Regulations SI 1994 No
1738. Both of these have been amended and
supplemented.
The operator of a chargeable aircraft must register
for the tax with HMRC within seven days of becoming
liable.
The tax is paid by the operator on a monthly basis.

air pilot

Before 6 April 2006 (when the normal pension retirement
age was 60), such a person was allowed to retire on a full
pension at the age of 50.

airport

For air passenger duty, “means any aerodrome (within
the meaning of *Civil Aviation Act 1982+)” (Finance Act
1994 s43(1)).

air purification

For capital allowance purposes, this is treated as an
integral feature, which means that it is included in the
special rate pool and is subject to capital allowance at 8%
on the writing down basis, and not the usual 18% for
plant and machinery.

airport

Place where aircraft land to collect and deliver goods or
passengers.
For Customs purposes, goods may only be imported
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at an approved airport. It is an offence to import goods
elsewhere.
airport tax

For international tax, any tax imposed on people
departing for travel by aircraft. Air passenger duty is an
airport tax.

air purification

For capital allowances, this may qualify as a feature
integral to a building (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s33A).

air raid shelter

Building or similar to protect people from air attack (Civil
Defence Act 1939 s90(1)).

air rights

American term for the right of a property owner in
owning the air above his property.

airside

The strictly controlled area of an airport from which
goods may not be removed without Customs authority.

air source heat pump

From 7 April 2005, this may qualify for the reduced rate
of VAT when fitted to a residential or charitable building
under Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 7A Group 2.

airspace

Right to use the air above land. Under English law, this
right belongs to the freeholder of the land.
An unsuccessful attempt to divorce this right from
the land was made in the case Rolfe v Wimpey Waste
Management Ltd [1989] 62 TC 399. The case is discussed
in the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM 35605.

airstrip

For capital allowances, this is specifically excluded from
the scope of plant and machinery (Capital Allowances Act
2001 s22(1) List B).

Air Training Corps

Officers, adult instructors and adult warrant officers of
this corps are a class of reservists (PAYE regulations SI
2003 No 2682 reg 122(2)).

air transfer

When a person arrives in the UK to transfer to another
flight to take them to another destination in the UK or EU.
Such a person only needs to declare goods in hand
language to Customs.
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Air Travel Card

Early form of charge card issued by American Airlines and
Air Transport Association in the USA in 1934. The card is
still issued.

AITC

Association of Investment Trust Companies.

AIU

Audit Inspection Unit, part of the Financial Reporting
Council.

à jamais

French: for ever.

aka

Also known as, a description of an alias.

Aktb

Abbreviation of Aktiebolaget, Swedish joint stock
company as put after the company’s name.

Aktiebolaget (Aktb)

Swedish: joint stock company.

Aktiengesellschaft

German, Swiss: limited company.

Aktivitätsvorbehalt

German term for a reservation clause for active income.
In international tax, it refers to provisions in a
taxation treaty which is restricted to active income and
not passive income.

AL

Apprenticeship levy.

AL13

A figure that appears in line 13 of Form 14 completed by
life assurance companies. It is referred to in Income and
Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s444ABB.

à la

French: in the manner of.

à l’abandon

French: neglected, uncared for.

à la belle étoile

French: in the open air.

à la dérobée

French: by stealth.

ALADI

Asociacion Latinoamericano de Intergracion.
Body established in 1980 and fully ratified on 27
March 1982 to promote the economic and social
development of South America. One of its provisions was
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the elimination of customs duties between members.
ALALC

Asociacion Latinoamericano de Libre Comercio.
Body established on 18 February 1960 to achieve a
common market in South America. It failed to achieve this
goal and was replaced by ALADI.

à la main

French: ready to hand.

ALAP

Abbreviation: as late as possible.

alarm notification area

Area designated by a local authority where anyone with
an audible alarm fitted must notify the authority of a keyholder (Clean Neighbourhoods and Environment Act 2005
ss70-71).

a latere

Latin: from the side. Description of something
confidential.

à la volée

French: on the flight. A description of a quick return.

Albania

European country outside the EU. Currency is the lek. UK
has no tax treaty.

albata

Form of German silver.

Albert Medal

Award for bravery.
Payments of pension or annuity in respect of the
award are free of income tax (Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s638).

albricias

Spanish term for a reward paid to a bringer of good news.

Alcabala

Old Spanish tax on the sale or exchange value of tangible
property.

alcohol

Definition
One of a series of organic compounds of carbon,
hydrogen and oxygen.
In particular, the term is used for ethyl alcohol (also
known as ethanol). This product occurs naturally in drinks
made from fermentation of organic matter, particularly
from the action of yeast on sugar. The chemical formula
for ethyl alcohol is CH3CH2OH.
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The amount of alcohol may be increased by
distillation.
Taxation
Alcoholic liquor is subject to a special excise duty known
as alcoholic liquor duty.
For this purpose, alcohol “means ethyl alcohol”
(Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979 s2(2)).
VAT is added to the price of the liquor including the
excise duty.
Excise licence
Historically, alcoholic drink could only be made by
someone who held an excise licence. These were
abolished from 19 March 1986. Anyone may now brew
beer or make wine for their own non-commercial use
without a licence. It is still illegal to distil spirits without a
licence.
Measuring the strength
The strength of alcohol is now measured by the system
known as alcohol by volume (abv) which states how
much of the volume of liquid is pure alcohol. This replaces
the old measure of proof spirit.
For licensing purposes alcohol includes all spirits,
wine, beer, cider and similar with exceptions for alcohol
below 0.5% strength, meths, Angostura bitters etc
(Licensing Act 2003 s191(1)).
alcohol allowance

Amount of alcoholic drink an individual may personally
import from a non-EU country without having to pay any
additional taxes. From 1 January 2010, it is basically either
one litre of spirits or two bottles of wine, plus 16 litres of
beer and 4 litres of still wine.

alcohol by volume (abv)

Method of measuring the strength of alcoholic liquor to
determine how much excise duty is payable. It replaced
proof spirit in 1993.
It simply states how much of the liquid is pure ethyl
alcohol according to the volume of liquid. This is a lower
percentage than the volume by weight as alcohol has a
lower density than water.
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alcohol disorder zone

Area so designated by a local authority. It gives police
greater powers to confiscate alochol, and allows a local
authority to make an additional charge on holders of
licences for selling alcohol for the purpose of reducing
disorder (Violent Crime Reduction Act 2006 s15).

alcoholic ingredients

Spirits, beer, cider, perry, wine and made-wine used in
the manufacture of certain products, such as vinegar,
beverages of low alcoholic strength and some chocolates
and foodstuffs.
If the finished product is eligible, the excise duty
paid on the alcoholic ingredients can be reclaimed by the
manufacturer.

alcoholic ingredients relief (AIR)
Relief of certain liquors from alcoholic liquor duty when
they are used as ingredients for food products, such as
sherry trifle.
Further details are given in Customs notice 41.
alcoholic liquor

Any potable liquid which contains sufficient quantity of
alcohol (namely ethyl alcohol, also known as ethanol).
The drink usually requires a strength of at least
1.2% abv. Lower amounts, as sometimes found in shandy
or ginger beer, are not regarded as alcoholic liquor.
Alcoholic liquor is subject to the excise duty known
as alcoholic liquor duty, now charged under Alcoholic
Liquor Duty Act 1979. This duty was first imposed in 1660.
It is also subject to VAT at the standard rate.
Non-potable liquids containing ethyl alcohol (such
as industrial alcohol or methylated spirits) are not subject
to this duty but may be subject to Customs procedures to
ensure that duty is not avoided.
The duty is collected according to whether the drink
is spirits, wine, beer or cider. Before 15 March 1988,
there was another category known as made-wine.

alcohol policy

Policy adopted by an organisation in relation to
consumption of alcohol by employees. Typically such a
policy may include:
• a ban on drinking during work time, with
closely defined exceptions such as relating to business
entertainment;
• help for those fighting alcohol addiction;
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• requirement that a person must not work
while under the influence of alcohol;
• providing transport or accommodation at
functions where alcohol is to be served, and having plenty
of soft drinks as an alternative;
• clear policies on when alcohol constitutes a
disciplinary offence.
alcoholic strength

“The alcoholic strength of any liquor is the ratio of the
volume of alcohol contained in the liquor to the volume
of the liquor (inclusive of the alcoholic contained it)..
expressed as a percentage” (Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act
1979 s2(1)(c)).

alcohol treatment requirement
Requirement that a person subject to certain types of
court order must have treatment designed to reduce or
eliminate their dependency on alcohol (Criminal Justice
Act 2003 s212).
alcohol wholesaler registration scheme (AWRS)
Scheme introduced from October 2015 to counter alcohol
duty fraud. It requires wholesales or alcoholic liquor to
register with HMRC which requires them to demonstrate
they are fit and proper people who have tested their
supply chain for legitimacy. Retailers are only able to buy
liquor from registered wholesalers.
alco-pops

Alcoholic drink made from spirits which are flavoured and
sweetened by fruit juices. They first went on sale in 1996.
They are officially known as flavoured alcoholic
beverages (FABs).
Between 1 January 1997 and 26 April 2002, alcopops were subject to excise duty for alcoholic liquor as a
made-wine. From 27 April 2002, alco-pops are excised as
spirits.

ALCS

(1) Aggregates levy credit scheme.
(2) Authors’ Licensing and Collecting Society.

ALD

Automatic location device.

ALDA

The Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979.
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Alderney

One of the Channel Islands.

aldermen

People who once ran a local authority with councillors.
Under Local Government Act 1972 they are
abolished except in the City of London, and as an
honorary title in other authorities.

Aldgate Pump

Worthless bill of exchange.
The term comes from a pun on the word “draught”
which means either a bill of exchange or a provision of
water.

Aldrich Commission

Body established under the Aldrich Freeland Act 1908 of
United States to recommend monetary reorganisation for
the USA.
In 1912 it made its recommendations, which led to
the Federal Reserve Act 1913, which remains the basis of
American national finances.

Aldus

Leading software company which pioneered the
Pagemaker program and other software.

ale

A drink produced by brewing using yeast.
If hops are used, the drink is beer. If the alcoholic
strength is more than 0.5%, ale is subject to beer duty.

aleatory

Uncertain or risky.

aleatory contract

Wagering contract, which is not enforceable.

ale-conner

Person whose job was to test that ale was of proper
constituency and sold for a fair price. (The word was
sometimes spelled “ale-connor”.)

ale-draper

Old name for a keeper of a tavern.

alembic

Old form of distilling apparatus.

à l’époque

French: at the time.

alert box

In computing, a window which appears to warn the user
of an error or potential error.
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ale-silver

Annual fee once paid by the Lord Mayor of London for the
privilege of selling ale within the City.

Alexander I

King of Scotland from 1107 to 1124.

Alexander II

King of Scotland from 1214 to 1249.

Alexander III

King of Scotland from 1249 to 1286.

Alford plea

American term for a plea of guilty which is entered in
court without an admission by the accused.

algebra

A branch of mathematics used to solve problems. Its main
feature is to use a letter to indicate an unknown or
variable figure. For example the formula:
4 x + 3 = 11
can be shown to mean that x equals 2.
Algebra can be used to construct an equation which
enables the unknown to be found. It is also used to
construct formulae which allow calculations to be made
easily.
Algebra is being increasingly used in tax legislation.

algae

For VAT, algae in various forms has been held not to be
zero-rated as food. Nature’s Balance Ltd *1993+ VTD
12295 and Hunter Ridgeley Ltd [1994] VTD 13662.

Algeria

African country. Currency is Algerian dinar. UK has no
comprehensive tax treaty but has an agreement signed in
1981 on air transport.

Algerian dinar

Currency of Algeria, denoted DA, comprising 100
centimes.

algorism

Arabic system of numbering and arithmetic.

algorithm

Set of instructions to be performed in a logical sequence
to solve a problem.

ALI

American Law Institute.

alia enormia

Latin: other wrongs.
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alias

False name.
Note that the word means a name used for the
purpose of concealing someone’s real identity. It
therefore excludes nicknames, pet names, stage names
and similar.

alias dictus

Latin: otherwise called.

alias man

Slang for a cheat.

aliasing

In computing, the effect of jagged edges in some
computer graphics, such as when the edge of a diagonal
line looks like a staircase. This is removed by anti-aliasing.

alibi

Latin: elsewhere.
A legal defence that a person could not commit the
offence because he was in another place at the time.

alien

Foreigner who owes no allegiance to the British Crown,
though this term is now little use. The term is defined in
British Nationality Act 1981 effective from 1 January
1983.
The law further divides aliens into enemy aliens and
friendly aliens.

alienation of income

In international taxation, term that describes the transfer
of the right to receive income from a source while not
necessarily transferring the ownership of that source to
the same person.

alien corporation

American term for a company incorporated in a foreign
country.

alien friend

Another name for an alien ami.

alieni juris

Latin: of another’s right. Description of the status of a
person who is not of full age and mental capacity.

alien poll tax

A small additional poll tax on aliens levied between 1440
and 1443.

alien registration

American term for registering people overseas with a
view to giving them a green card.
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aliens customs

Tax payable by foreigners on wine in 13th century.

aligned documentation

System of producing sets of documents from a single
master copy, particularly for periods when computers
produced most documents.

alignment

Process of bringing two things together. In tax, the term is
used in such contexts as aligning the upper earnings limit
for national insurance with the threshold for higher rate
income tax.

alignment payment

Social security payment from the Social Fund to someone
waiting for a social security benefit or tax credit.
From April 2013, they are abolished and replaced by
short-term advances.

aliment

Payment for nourishment and food. The word also means
the nourishment and food itself.
In Scots law, “financial support of a spouse or child
enforceable by law” (Judiciary of Scotland website
glossary).

alimentary trust

Trust which is established for the purpose of protecting
the beneficiaries.

alimony

Old term for payment a man made to support a former
wife. This is now simply called maintenance.

alio intuitu

Latin: with a motive other than the ostensible and proper
one.

aliquant

Number which will not wholly divide into another
number. So 3 is an aliquant of 7.

aliquot

Mathematics
A whole number which is a divisor of another number, so
2, 3, 4 and 6 are aliquots of 12.
US law
A particular fraction of a whole property in a resulting
trust as against a general interest in the property.

A-list

List of members of a company who may be liable for a
company’s unpaid debts.
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Under UK company law, they are only liable if the
company is unlimited, there are unpaid sums on calls, or
the member has guaranteed a company debt.
[The term also has other meanings. A-list is also used to
describe film stars who command the highest fees. The
word is also used by the Conservative party to indicate
individuals to be preferred as candidates.]
A-listan

Category of the best quality shares on the Stockholm
Stock Exchange.

aliter

Latin: otherwise.

aliunde

Latin: from elsewhere.

ALJR

Australian Law Journal Reports, published from 1958.

Al-Jumburiyah al-Jaza’iriyah ad Dimuquqratiyah ash Sah’biyah
Arabic: People’s Democratic Republic of Algeria.
ALL

ISO code for Albania lek.

ALLA

Audit liability limitation agreement.

allegans contraria non est audiendus
Latin: he who makes statements mutually inconsistent is
not to be listened to.
allegans suam turpitudinem non est audiendus
Latin: a person alleging his own infamy is not to be
listened to.
allegation

A statement or assertion of facts which has yet to be
either accepted or rejected as true. In legal proceedings,
the onus of proof generally rests with the person making
the allegation.

allegiance

Loyalty, particularly to the monarch. Breach of this duty is
the crime of treason.
Certain offices, including judges and MPs, require
an oath of allegiance to the monarch.

all employee share ownership plan (AESOP)
Old name for what is now called a share incentive plan
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(SIP).
Allen charge

American term for an injunction given by a judge to a jury
to make further efforts to reach a verdict. The Supreme
Court held that this was legal in the case Allen v United
States [1896].

Allen Committee

Body that reported to the government in 1963 which said
that domestic rates were regressive.

All England Law Reports

One of the two official series of law reports for the whole
of England. The other is the Weekly Law Reports (WLR).
The series was started in 1936 and is still published.
It uses the citation All ER.
The citation for cases in these reports takes the
form Pepper v Hart [1993] 1 All ER 42. This means that the
case between Pepper and Hart can be found in volume 1
of the 1993 All England Law Reports, starting at page 42.

all-equity net present value

Value of net present value calculated as if that which is
being valued was funded entirely by equity. In particular,
the discount rate used is that for equity finance.

All ER

All England Law Reports. This is one of two official series
of law reports; the other is the Weekly Law Reports
(WLR). These reports were started in 1936 and are still
published.

all-figure numbering (AFN)

Telephone dialling system introduced in UK from 1965
whereby old exchange names are replaced by digits.

alliance building

Form of career-building based on finding individuals with
whom an alliance can be reached. It is similar to log
rolling.

Alliance for Progress

Conference held in 1961 in Uruguay by US President
Kennedy for all American states except Cuba. It led to
some financial and political co-operation.

allied headquarters

“Means an international military headquarters
established under the North Atlantic Treaty” (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s303(6)) and s837(7).
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allied headquarters staff

Such staff are generally exempt from UK taxation
(Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s11; Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s303; Income Tax Act
2007 s883).

Allied Irish Bank (AIB)

UK bank originally founded in 1825.

alligator spread

Options spread where any possible gain is eaten up by
commission.

all in

Gambling term for a punter using all his money.

all-in-one printer

Piece of computer equipment which combines several
functions, typically printer, scanner, copier and fax
machine.

all-in price

Price which includes related expenses, such as tax,
delivery and insurance.

allocate

Assign a whole item of revenue or cost to a cost centre,
account or time period.

allocated costs

Overheads which have been allocated to a particular cost
centre.

allocation

Any process of assigning property to specific persons.
In law, it particularly refers to the issue of shares to
shareholders.
In international taxation, the term refers to how
profits are divided between countries to be taxed.

allocation notice

Formal notice from a clearing house to the writer of an
option, stating that the option has been exercised and
requiring the writer to buy or sell in accordance with their
obligations.

allocation of cases

For tax tribunals, process for determining how the case
will be heard. The process is set out in The Tribunal
Procedure (First-tier Tribunal) (Tax Chamber) Rules SI
2009 No 273 rule 23.
The case may be a default paper case, basic case,
standard case or complex case.
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allocation problems

Difficulties in allocating resources effectively to provide
all the goods or services a company offers.
There are methods management mathematics
which can assist in the problem. A simple one is
opportunity costing.

allocation rate

Amount of pension payment which is actually paid into
the pension fund. For example, a 70% allocation rate for
a payment of £500 means that only £350 is applied to the
fund with the remainder paying charges and providing
profit for the pension provider.
Some schemes have very low allocation rates (such
as 30%) in early years but have rates above 100% at the
end of the scheme. Some newer schemes offer very high
allocation rates, such as 107%, in early months as a loss
leader¸ but with lower allocation rates later.

allocatur

Latin: it is allowed.

allodial

Description of property which is held without anyone else
having a higher right.

allodium

Land which is not held by any lord or superior person, and
where the holder therefore has absolute property rights.

allogeneic use

In relation to organ donation, “means cells or tissues
removed from one person and applied to another”
(Directive 2003/23/EC article 3).

allograph

Document written by one person on behalf of another.

all one transaction principle

For stamp duty, the principle that two transactions may
be regarded as one if sufficient close in time and nature.
The leading case is Cohen and Moore v IRC [1933].

allonge

Slip of paper attached to a bill of exchange to provide
additional space for endorsements.

all or none

Instruction that no part of an order to buy or sell
securities may be executed unless the whole order is
executed.

all or nothing

Another term that means all or none.
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all or nothing option

Binary option which has either a significant value or no
value.

All Ordinaries share index

Most widely used index of Australian shares.
It is a capitalisation-weighted index of about 250
shares ordinary shares quoted on the Australian stock
exchange.

allotment

Shares
Process of allocating new shares to those who subscribe
for them, usually against a prospectus.
If the demand for shares exceeds the supply, there
may be a reduced allotment whereby each subscriber
receives a pro rata number of shares.
Land
Piece of land allowing a person to grow their own crops.
Originally the land was defined in square rods, where an
allotment had to be between 10 and 40 square rods.
Since 2000, allotments are defined in metric units as
between 250 and 1000 square metres.
n allotment must be provided by a local authority to
any resident who wishes to have on. It may only be used
to grow fruit, vegetables and flowers for the use of the
allotment holder and his family. In practice most
allotments are fields divided into plots.
Most such allotments have their own association
for matters of common interest.

allotment letter

Notification of how many shares have been allotted to a
subscriber of new shares. The allotment is either the full
number applied for, or a reduced allotment. An allotment
letter is also known as a share allotment form. The
allotment letter is exchanged for a share certificate or
contract note.

allotment notice

Another term for an allotment letter.

allotment of equity shares

In company law, this as defined as to “include —
(a) the grant of a right to subscribe for, or to
convert any securities into, ordinary shares in the
company, and
(b) the sale of ordinary shares in the company that
immediately before the sale are held by the company as
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treasury shares.”
(Companies Act 2006 s560(2)).
allotted share capital

“Shares of a company that have been allotted”
(Companies Act 2006 s546(1)(b)).

all-out strike

Stoppage of work involving all employees and resulting
for as long as is necessary, as against a selective strike.

allowable

Something which is permitted, such as expenses which
may be claimed from an employer or deducted from
taxable income.

allowable agricultural expenses
“In relation to an agricultural estate, means any expenses
attributable to the estate which are deductible:
(a) in respect of maintenance, repairs, insurance or
management of the estate, and
(b) otherwise than in respect repayable on a loan.
(Income Tax Act 2007 s123(5)).
allowable defects

Another term sometimes used for acceptance number in
statistics.

allowable donations to charity
For PAYE, “means any donation which is withheld from
the payment of PAYE income and for which a deduction
must be allowed under section 713 of [Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003] (donations to charity:
payroll deduction scheme)”
(PAYE Regulations SI 2003 No 2682 ref 3(2)).
allowable expenses

Expenses which an employee may deduct from taxable
income.

allowable loss

Loss which may be offset against a profit for tax purposes.

allowable pension contributions
For PAYE, “means any contribution under a registered
pension scheme which is withheld from the payment of
PAYE income which is allowed to be deducted from the
employment income by the sponsoring employer under
section 193(2) of the Finance Act 2004 (relief under net
pay arrangements)”
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(PAYE Regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 3(2)).
allowance

(1) Sum of money provided to a person for a particular
purpose.
(2) Sum of money that may be subtracted from income
for tax purposes. The personal allowance for income tax is
a common example.

allowance buying

Acquiring an asset for its capital allowance.
This is a form of tax avoidance that is generally
disallowed by Capital Allowances Act 2001 Part 2 Chapter
16A, as amended by Finance Act 2013 Sch 26.

allowed period

In relation to residence nil rate band for inheritance tax,
this is given a specific meaning in Inheritance Tax Act
1984 s8L(6) as inserted by Finance (No 2) Act 2015 s9.

allowed time

Prescribed time for the completion of a function, such as
making or assembling an item. It is also known as
standard time.

allowed variation

Variation that may be made to a financial arrangement
which is taxed more favourably because the arrangement
was made before a change in tax law. Such a variation
does not lose the more favourable tax arrangements.
The term can be found in Inheritance Tax Act 1984
s46A.

alloy

Mixture of two or more metals, such as brass or pewter.
In finance, it is particularly important to quantify
the amount of precious metal in an alloy relative to base
metal.
Electrum is an alloy of gold and silver.

all-paper deal

One of the three ways in which a listed company may for
a company it takes over.
In an all-paper deal the owners of the taken over
company are given shares in the takeover company.
The other two ways are all-cash, and cash and
paper.
In management terms, the advantages of an allpaper deal are that it shows the holders of the taken over
company have confidence in the new owners.
There can also be a capital gains tax advantages for
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those holders as the swap of shares is not regarded as a
disposal that would trigger a tax charge.
all-party parliamentary group Group “composed of members of one or both of the
Houses of Parliament (or of such members and other
persons)” (Companies Act 2006 s376(2)).
A company donation to an all-party parliamentary
group is not regarded as a political donation and
therefore need not be separately disclosed in the
accounts as such.
all-risks insurance

Insurance policy that provides fill cover against almost all
risks, particularly in marine insurance.

all risks policy

Insurance policy which covers every risk with no
exceptions. In particular it insures household items which
are not on the premises.

all risks whatsoever

Term used in marine insurance to cover a greater range of
risks than the usual all risks policy. The policy does not
cover inherent vice and delay, nor does it include
inevitabilities which are not risks.

all-up

Description of total weight of a loaded aircraft.

alluvion

Land gradually gained from a river or sea by washing up
of sand, stones and similar material.

alluvium

Deposits of sedimentary material along a river bank or
coast which adds to the size of land.

Almighty Dollar

US dollar seen in reverential terms as the power of
money. The term was first used by Washington Irving in
1837.

almond oil

This is generally zero-rated for VAT as food. Bitter almond
oil is standard-rated.

almoner

Person who collects donations for distribution to the
poor.

almonry

Place where an almoner resides.
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ALMR

Association of Licensed Multiple Retailers.

alms

Gifts for the poor.

alms box

Sealed receptacle to receive charitable gifts.
Under Canon F 10, every Church of England church
and chapel should have such a box. The minister and
parochial church council determine how sums received
should be used.

alnage

Measurement and inspection of cloth.

Alnaschar’s Dream

Premature reliance on a commercial venture. The term
has a similar meaning to counting your chickens.
The term comes from a story in Arabian Nights
when Alnaschar spends all his money on a basket of
glassware to sell for a profit. In his anger, he kicked over
the basket and broke all the glassware.

alodium

Alternative spelling of allodium.

aloe vera

For VAT, products of this plant could not be zero-rated as
food because they have no nutritional value. Forever
Living Products Ltd [1997] VTD 16263.

Aloha Friday

Another name for dress-down Friday.

alpha

Investment term used to describe the risk adjusted
outperformance of an investment. A large alpha indicates
good performance relative to the market. The beta
indicates factors that affect the market as a whole. The
term is the first letter of the Greek alphabet, indicated by
the symbols α and A.

alphabet shares

Classes of ordinary shares that are designated as Ashares, B-shares etc.
They are commonly used to avoid national
insurance by allocating a different class to each person
and then declaring the appropriate dividend.

alpha coefficient

Element of share price movements which applies to
shares generally, as opposed to movements which relate
to a specific share, known as the beta factor.
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alpha earner

American term for a wife who provides most of the
household income.

alpha fund

Fund which attempts to outperform its benchmark.

alpha shares

Term once used to describe the most commonly traded
shares on a stock exchange.

alpha stocks

Term used between October 1986 and January 1991 to
describe the most actively traded securities on the
London Stock Exchange. It was the most active of four
categories, of which the others were predictably beta,
gamma and delta.
Since January 1991, the term has been replaced by
the normal market size (NMS) measure.

alpha test

In-house testing of computer software before its release
to customers.

al più

Italian: at most.

ALPSP

Association of Learned and Professional Society
Publishers.

ALR

Australian Law Reports, previously Argus Law Reports.

ALT

Alternate key on computer. When this is held down,
other keys perform specific functions in the program.

Altalános Forgalmi Adó (AFA) Hungarian: value added tax.
altarage

Obscure term for money placed on an altar as an offering
during a church service.

alteration

(1) In law, changing the text, as in a document.
A material alteration in certain documents, such as
changing the date on a bill of exchange, has the effect of
invalidating the document.
For a will, an alteration is assumed to have been
made after the will was executed, and therefore is invalid,
unless there is evidence to the contrary such as the
signatures of the testator an attesters by the alteration.
(2) In accounting, changing a figure. This must always be
done so that the original figure is still legible, and the
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revised figure and reason for the revision are made
known.
(3) In relation to inheritance tax and alteration of capital
of a close company, “alteration includes extinguishment”
(Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s98(2)).
alteration of share capital

An increase, reduction or other change in the share
capital of a limited company.
Such an alteration is only legal if permitted by the
company’s articles of association. The relevant company
law is found in Companies Act 2006 s617 onwards.

altered duty

Customs duty whose rate has changed between making a
contract and delivering the dutiable goods.
The supplier has the right to charge the new rate of
duty under Finance Act 1901 s10.

alternate director

Person who may act as a temporary replacement for a
director. This arrangement usually requires a specific
provision in the articles of association and agreement of
the other directors for a particular person to act.

alternate key

Key marked ALT on a computer keyboard.

alternate route

In computing, a second communication channel.

alternation ranking

In human resources, a ranking method used in job
evaluation and performance. It involves producing a list of
employees in order from best to worst.

alternative accounting rules

Accounting rules as permitted by SI 2008 No 410 Section
C.
These permit a form of current cost accounting to
be used.

alternative assessment

In human resources, any non-standard method used to
evaluate a student’s educational achievement.

alternative compliance

Term used in Companies Act 2006 s410 when the
directors believe that the normal disclosures about
related undertakings would lead to notes of excessive
length.
The directors may then include only those
undertakings need be listed whose results principally
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affect the reported figures. The full list must be annexed
with the next annual return.
alternative count

When a person is charged with committing one of two or
more offences but not both, such as murder or
manslaughter.

alternative currency option

Option in which the underlying security is in one currency
and the pay-out is made in another.

alternative delivery procedure
Terms in an options or futures contract which are not
standard.
alternative dispute resolution (ADR)
A means of resolving disputes without resort to the
Courts. Particularly used in relation to disputes between
pension schemes, trustees and members. In general, civil
courts usually expect the parties to have made some
effort at ADR before starting litigation.
For tax cases, the tribunal has a duty to bring to the
attention of the parties ADR procedures (The Tribunal
Procedure (First-tier Tribunal) (Tax Chamber) Rules SI
2009 No 273 rule 3(1)).
alternative document

In employment, a document which is not included in a
contract of employment but referred to in it. An example
is a works manual. An employee must have access to such
a document under Employment Rights Act 1996 s7.

alternative finance arrangements
Various financial products designed to get round the ban
under Islamic law of charging interest. Such products
replace interest with profit-sharing. There are many tax
provisions which are designed to ensure that such
products are taxed on the same basis as the products
they replace. These tax provisions were introduced from
7 April 2005.
Capital gains tax provisions are given in Taxation of
Capital Gains Act 1992 from s151H. This lists five
categories of such arrangement:
• purchase and resale arrangements
• diminishing shared ownership arrangements
• deposit arrangements
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• profit share agency arrangements, and
• investment bond arrangements.
The same list appears in Income Tax Act 2007
s564A.
The taxation of financial institutions under these
arrangements is set out in Corporation Tax Act 2009 from
s501.
Guidance is given in the Inspector’s Manual at BIM
45780.
alternative finance investment bonds (AFIBs)
Investment bonds subject to alternative finance
arrangements. A full definition is given in Finance Act
2009 Sch 61 para 1.
alternative finance return

Total return made from alternative finance
arrangements.
For capital gains tax, the law is found in Taxation of
Capital Gains Act 1992 from s151P.
For income tax, the law is found in Income Tax Act
2007 s564I.
For corporation tax, the law is found in Corporation
Tax Act 2009 from s511.

alternative financial arrangements
In relation to an adult in care, means an arrangement that
is similar in effect to a deferred payment agreemen (Care
Act 2014 s36).
alternative financing

This term usually means borrowing funds from nontraditional sources. The main forms of alternative
financing are crowdfunding and peer-to-peer lending.

alternative hypothesis

A possible explanation for an observable phenomenon.
In statistics, the reason for an observable
phenomenon is called the null hypothesis. This is
assumed to be true unless it is nullified, when the
alternative hypothesis, or one of them is considered.

Alternative Investment Fund

“A collective investment undertaking that is not subject to
the UCITS regime, and includes hedge funds, private
equity funds, retail investment funds, investment
companies and real estate funds, among others”
(Financial Conduct Authority website).
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Alternative Investment Fund Manager
Person who manages an Alternative Investment Fund
Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (AIFMD)
EU Directive 2011/61/EU issued on 1 July 2011 and
transposed into UK law on 22 July 2013. It establishes an
EU-wide harmonised framework for monitoring and
supervising Alternative Investment Fund Managers.
Alternative Investment Market (AIM)
A stock market operated by the London Stock Exchange
for small, young and growing companies. It opened on 19
June 1995.
The admittance rules for AIM are less onerous than
for a full listing on the main market.
For the investor, there was the advantage that any
investment in an AIM company counted as an acquisition
of a business asset which meant that the investor paid a
significantly lower amount of capital gains tax on the
eventual disposal of the AIM shares.
alternative investments

Term used for investments outside the usual range of
savings and investment products.
Typically they are in tangible assets such as wine,
coins, jewellery, art, classic cars etc. Great care needs to
be exercised in alternative investments as usually only the
best quality examples even hold their value against
inflation, and specialist knowledge is usually needed in
the assets collected. Many alternatives do not provide
any income, only capital gain.

alternatively secured pension (ASP)
Misnomer for a scheme operated like a money purchase
pension but operated for some who is at least 75 years
old.
“Payment of income withdrawals direct from a
money purchase arrangement to the member of the
arrangement (who is aged 75 or over) and that meet the
conditions laid down in paragraphs 12 and 13 of Schedule
28 to the Finance Act 2004.” (HMRC manual RPSM
glossary).
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alternatively secured pension fund
Funds held in a money purchase arrangement and which
have been designated to a scheme member to provide
that member with an alternatively secured pension from
the age of 75. Details are set out in Finance Act 2004 Sch
28 para 11.
Once assets or sums have been so designated, any
income, gain or replacement assets are similarly
regarded.
“Funds (whether sums or assets) held under a
money purchase arrangement that have been
'designated' to provide a scheme member (who is aged
[77] or over) with an alternatively secured pension, as
identified in paragraph 11 of Schedule 28 to the Finance
Act 2004. Once sums or assets have been 'designated' as
part of an 'alternatively secured pension fund' any capital
growth or income generated from such sums or assets
are equally treated as being part of the 'alternatively
secured pension fund'. Similarly, where assets are
purchased at a later date from such funds, or 'sums'
generated by the sale of assets held in such funds, those
replacement assets or sums also fall as part of the
'alternatively secured pension fund' (as do any future
growth or income generated by those assets or sums).”
(HMRC manual RPSM glossary).
Alternative Means of Gaining Assurance (AMOGA)
Customs term for a range of control activities which aim
to test a trader’s compliance with requirements but do
not involve a full audit. Examples include checking records
or visiting some premises.
alternative minimum tax (AMT)
In USA, a requirement that individuals must pay a
minimum amount of tax however low their taxable
income becomes.
alternative name

Under company law, a name other than its actual name
by which an overseas company plans to carry on business
in the UK (Companies Act 2006 s1048(1)).

alternative offence

Where a person is charged with two offences but only
convicted of one. On an appeal, the Court of Appeal has
power to dismiss one offence but to convict of the other
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under Criminal Appeal Act 1968 s3.
alternative order

When an instruction is given to follow one of two
alternatives. A common example is an order for securities
where a limit price is quoted with an instruction to buy or
sell at that limit price.

alternative payment arrangements
In relation to social security, an arrangement whereby the
usual payment arrangement is not followed. Common
examples are paying some benefits to the claimant’s
landlord as a means of protecting the tenancy, and paying
joint benefits separately to the partners where the
relationship is breaking down.
Such an arrangement is likely to be considered for a
claimant in high likely need and may be considered for a
claimant with less likely need.
The three types of arrangement are:
• to be paid twice or even four times a month,
instead of once
• for some of the payment to be made direct to
a landlord
• for payment to a couple to be split between
them.
Arrangements are most likely to be agreed for
claimants:
• with rent arrears or facing eviction
• with severe debt problems
• who have difficulty reading or with simple
mathematics
• who have a learning difficulty or mental
health condition
• who have an addiction to alcohol, drugs or
gambling
• who are under 18
• who are care leavers
• who are homeless or in temporary
accommodation
• who are or were suffering domestic violence
• who are in a family with complex needs.
alternative penalty

For VAT, a stricter penalty that may apply where there is
an intention to deceive HMRC (Value Added Tax 1994
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s72).
alternative place of presentment
Place other than a bank’s normal place of business which
it has advertised as a place where cheques may be
presented for payment (Bills of Exchange Act 1882 s74A).
alternative pleading

When a person offers two or more defences to a charge,
each of which is not compatible with another.

alternative proportion

For corporation tax, term used in relation to distributions
on shares with limited rights (Corporation Tax Act 2010
s170).

alternative receipt

Term used for a benefit that is offered to a shareholder as
an alternative to a cash dividend. The alternative is
usually a capital payment that either avoids tax or incurs
it at a lower rate.
From 6 April 2015, an alternative receipt is taxed as
income on the amount of the dividend it replaces.
The law is Income Tax (Trading and Other Income)
Act 2005 s396A as inserted by Finance Act 2015 s19.

alternative verdict

Verdict of not guilty for the offence charged but guilty of
a lesser offence, not specifically charged. This is
permitted if there is insufficient evidence for the more
serious charge.

alternative vote

Electoral system whereby if an elector’s first choice is
eliminated, the vote is transferred to the next candidate
on the list.
This proposal for general elections was rejected in a
referendum in 2011.

alternative work

Work other than that which an employee normally does
but which is offered when the employee cannot do his or
her normal work.
An employer should try to make such an offer to
avoid the employee being made redundant or being
suspended on maternity grounds (Employment Rights Act
1996 s67).

alternative workplace

In human resources, any site other than the employer’s
premises where an employee is allowed to perform their
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duties.
alternis vicibus

Latin: alternately.

alterum tantum

Latin: as much more.

Alt-Tab

Switch between computer programs running together. In
Windows this is done by using these two keys.

ALU

Arithmetic logic unit; part of the central processing unit of
a computer.

alum

Class of chemical compounds based on hydrated
potassium aluminium sulphate, of which the commonest
has the formula KAl(SO4)2.12H2O. It has a wide range of
commercial applications including as astringent, water
purification, cosmetics and medicine.
Profits from alum mines are specifically listed as
being taxable trade profits (Corporation Tax Act 2009
s39(4)(b); Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act
2005s12).
The rent received is taxable under Corporation Tax
Act 2009 s270.

ALV

Arvonlisavero, Finnish for “value added tax”.

ALVA

Association of Leading Visitor Attractions.

ALVS

Automatic Licence Verification System.

always afloat

Contract term often included when chartering vessels. It
requires the ship’s master to ensure that the vessel is
always in sufficient water to remain afloat, even when
berthed at low tide.

am

Ante meridian, the morning.

A&M

Accumulation and maintenance trust.

AMA

Advanced measurement approach.

a majori [ad minus]

Latin: from the greatest [to the least].
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amalgamation

Process of putting things together, such as when two
bodies combine to make one larger body.
The term is usually restricted to non-commercial
bodies such as trade unions and professional bodies. For
commercial bodies, it is more common to talk of a
merger, though international tax prefers the word
amalgamation.
For company law, the term means a merger of two
companies that involves changing their capital structure.
Details are given in Companies Act 2006 from s900.
There are many specific corporation tax rules to
prevent amalgamation being used for tax avoidance,
particularly wth regards to loss relief and capital
allowances.

amani

Gold coin issued by Afghanistan, that may be a gold
investment coin for VAT purposes.

AMAP

Approved mileage allowance payment.

amateur status

Status as non-professional, particularly in sport. This
distinction was once more important than now. For
example, it was a significant factor in the case Jarrold v
Boustead [1964] 41TC701 that allowed a signing-on fee
for a Rugby player not to be taxed as employment
income.

AMBA

Association of MBAs.

ambassador

Diplomatic agent resident in a foreign country.
Ambassadors have diplomatic immunity, which
means they are generally exempt from obeying laws,
paying taxes or being sued in the host country. The usual
sanction for misconduct is for the Foreign Office to expel
them.

amber light

Colloquial term for a warning to investors of possible
problems in a company. The term comes from traffic
lights.

ambient findability

Being able to find anything from any place at any time.
The term often refers to the facilities now available on
the Internet.
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ambiguitas verborum patens nulla verificatione excluditur
Latin: a patent ambiguity in the words of a written
instrument cannot be cleared up by evidence extrinsic to
the instrument.
ambiguity

Uncertainty of meaning of words in a document.
Ambiguity is patent when it arises from the
document (such as leaving a payee’s name blank on a
cheque) or latent when it arises from external factors.

Am Boòrd

Gaelic: Statistics Board

ambulance

VAT: general
Vehicle that is specially designed for the transport of the
sick or injured. Such a vehicle is exempt from VAT.
VAT notice 701/1 states that the ambulance must
have a lift or ramp to raise a person on a stretcher, and
have clamps to secure a person in transport. An
ambulance does not have to be a road vehicle, so a
suitable helicopter or boat may qualify.
VAT: charity funded equipment
For VAT on charity funded equipment, an ambulance is
as described in VAT notice 701/6.
Taxable benefit of emergency car
The use of an emergency car used as an ambulance is
(from 6 April 2004) is not a taxable benefit in kind
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s248A).

ambulance chaser

Aggressive lawyer who touts for personal injury work. The
term dates back to 1897.

ambulatoria est voluntas defuncti usque ad vitae supremum exitum
Latin: the will of a deceased person is ambulatory until
the latest moment of life.
ambulatory

Capable of change during a person’s lifetime.
A will is ambulatory.

ambush marketing

When a product or service is marketed at an event by the
unilateral action of an advertiser contrary to the intention
of the event organiser. An example is when sport
competitors appear in branded clothing at an event
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where marketing rights have already been agreed.
AMC

Agricultural Mortgage Corporation.

AMD

ISO code for Armenia dram.

AME

Annually managed expenditure, HM Treasury term.

ameliorating waste

American term for where a person performs an unlawful
act on someone else’s property which increases its value,
such as when a tenant improves a property without the
landlord’s permission.

amelioration

Gradual reduction of something, a process similar to
depreciation.

amend

Any body that has the power to make a law has the
implied power to amend, revoke or re-enact the law
(Interpretation Act 1978 s14).

amendment

Correction of an error, particularly in legal proceedings. A
minor error may be corrected by the court.
In law, a change to a detail in a previous enactment.

amendment programme

Programme that HMRC may require a high volume agent
to make to deal with inflated expense claims.

a mensa et thoro

Latin: from table and bed. Description of a judicial
separation of a married couple.

amercement

Financial penalty imposed in Middle Ages that served a
similar purpose to taxation.

American Association of Individual Investors (AAII)
Association based in Chicago to assist individual investors.
American Bar Association (ABA)
National body for American lawyers.
American depositary receipt (ADR)
Document issued by an American bank to its citizens
making them unregistered shareholders in foreign
companies. Possession of an ADR entitles the holder to
receive dividends. The ADR may itself be traded as a
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security.
American Express

Bank, and in particular the charge card that it provides. It
is not possible to pay tax with this card.

American Federation of Labour and Congress of Industrial Organisations (AFL-CLO)
American federal body for trade unions formed in 1955
by the amalgamation of two rival bodies. It represents 54
American and Canadian trade unions.
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA)
The main body in the United States for qualified
accountants.
American option

Option which may be exercised at any time up to the
expiry date, whereas most options in Europe may only be
exercised at or after expiry date.

American roulette

This game is specifically listed in Betting and Gaming
Duties Act 1981 s13(3) as coming within the scope of
gaming licence duty.

American selling price

System whereby certain goods imported into the USA are
assessed on their US selling price rather than import
value. The system particularly applies to benzenoid
chemicals and dyestuffs.

American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII)
Standard system of representing letters and other
characters by a number for computers.
American Stock Exchange

Old name for New York Stock Exchange. It is now applied
to the second largest exchange formerly known as the
New York Curb Exchange. It is tiny in comparison with the
New York exchange.

American style option

A traded option but where the buyer can exercise the
option at any time before the expiry date.

American style warrant

A warrant that can be exercised at any time until expiry.

Amero

Name for proposed currency to be used in the North
American Free Trade Area (NAFTA), namely Canada,
United States and Mexico. It was modelled on the euro,
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but it never happened.
AMEX

American Stock Exchange.

AMHB

Appropriate maximum housing benefit.

AMHP

Approved mental health professional.

AMI

Association of Mountaineering Instructors.

Amicable Grant

Wealth tax imposed in 1524 after a war with France.

amicus curiae

Latin: friend of the court. A person who gives advice to
the court on any matter in doubt.

a minori [ad majus]

Latin: from the less [to the greater].

AML

Anti-money laundering, a Treasury set of policies.

AMLCD

Active matrix liquid crystal display.

ammonium nitrate

Restricted substance. It can be present in fertiliser which
may need an Exemption Certificate or Detonation
Resistance Test Certificate as a condition of obtaining
Customs clearance.

ammunition

Items in the list of explosives for which there may be
special Customs provisions (Explosives Act 1875 s3(1)).
Customs may seize any ammunition brought into the
country.
Under criminal law, the term “means ammunition
for any firearm and includes grenades, bombs and other
like missiles, whether capable of use with a firearm or
not, and also includes prohibited ammunition” (Firearms
Act 1968 s57(2)).

amnesty

Period in which a person may correct a failing or admit an
offence without risk of penalty. An amnesty is wider than
a pardon which relieves a person of penalty but not guilt.
The UK has not had tax amnesties as such, but it has
on occasions allowed for voluntary disclosures in return
for a reduced penalty.
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AMOGA

Alternative Means of Gaining Assurance.

à moitié

French: by halves

à mon avis

French: in my opinion.

amortisation

Alternative spelling of amortization, preferred in UK
standards.
“The systematic allocation of the depreciable
amount of an asset over its useful life” (FRS 102 glossary).
In practice, the term has the same meaning as
depreciation, though it is often preferred for intangible
assets.

amortisation method

Term for computing a credit for VAT purposes where
investment goods are purchased which have a useful life
of more than one year. It is not used in the UK.

amortised cost basis

Term used in connection with loan relationship. It is
defined in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s313.

amortised cost of a financial asset or financial liability
“The amount at which the financial asset or financial
liability is measured at initial recognition minus principal
payments, plus or minus the cumulative amortisation
using the effective interest method of any difference
between that initial amount and the maturity amount,
and minus any reduction (directly or through the use of
an allowance account) for impairment or uncollectability”
(FRS 102 glossary).
An idential definition is given in International
Accounting Standard IAS 39 para 9.
amortization

Any process whereby one sum is spread over several
areas.
By convention, this term is used instead of
depreciation for reducing the value of intangible assets
such as goodwill, though the processes are identical.
In this context, an official definition is “the
systematic allocation of the depreciable amount of an
asset over its useful life” (IAS 36 para 6; IAS 38 para 8).
[The IAS spells the word with an S instead of a Z.]
Absorption costing is another form as this allocates
overheads to units of production.
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Amortization is also used as the term for the annual
charge of writing off acquired goodwill. For corporation
tax, goodwill may be amortized at 4% a year on the
straight line basis.
The term can also be used to mean repayments of a
loan.
amortization period

Period over which an amount is amortized, particularly in
a lease.

amortization schedule

Schedule which summarises the dates on which amounts
must be paid against a loan.

amortized

This word is usually spelled as amortised.

amortizing cap

Interest rate cap on a reducing principal of a loan.

amortizing collar

Upper and lower limits on interest rates for a reducing
principal of a loan.

amortizing mortgage

Another term for the normal repayment mortgage

amortizing option

An option in which the notional principal reduces over
the life of the option,

amortizing swap option

A swap option in which the notional principal reduces
over the life of the swap option.

AMOS

American Stock Exchange Options Switching System.

amotion

Removal from office.

amount

(1) General term for a quantity of money.
(2) In the USA, a sum purchased or sold in Gift Fund Pools
as a result of a contribution or other activity.

amount at risk

(1) In investment, the difference between the forced sale
value of a lender’s security and the principal owed to the
lender,.
(2) In insurance, the amount of an insured risk which is
not covered by the insurer’s reserves allocated to such
risks.
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amount of insignificant value In relation to withdrawal of community interest tax relief,
“means an amount of value which —
(a) is not more than £1,000, or
(b) if it is more than £1,000 is insignificant in
relation to the average capital balance of the loss for the
year of the 6 year period in which the value is received”
(Corporation Tax Act 2010 s246(5)).
amount of the surrendered loss
In relation to losses for research and development by
small and medium-sized companies, the term “for the
period means the amount of the Chapter 2 surrenderable
loss in respect of which the company claims an R & D
credit for the period” (Corporation Tax Act 2009
s1062(3)).
amount of the surrendered mainstream loss
In relation to corporation tax in Northern Ireland, this
term is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2010 s357QD(4)(b).
amount of the surrendered Northern Ireland loss
In relation to corporation tax in Northern Ireland, this
term is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2010 s357QD(4)(a).
amount of the total pre-2013 pool
In relations to ring-fence profits for oil and gas
companies, this term is defined in Corporation Tax Act
2010 s328A(4).
amount of the total pre-2013 reduction
In relation to ring-fence profits for oil and gas companies,
this term is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2010 s328A(5).
amount of the VAT

Value Added Tax 1994 s72 gives this term a specific (if
obvious) meaning in relation to calculatng penalties.

amount outstanding in respect of the loan
In relation to corporation tax on loan relationship in
Northern Ireland, this term is given a specific meaning in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s318(5) as amended by Finance
(No 2) Act 2015 Sch 7.
amount realised

American term for a profit or loss realised from trading.
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amount realised on the sale

In relation to sale of trading stock to a connected person,
the term “means the value of the consideration given for
the transfer” (Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act
2005 s181(2).
Corporation tax provisions are given in Corporation
Tax Act 2009 s170(1).

amounts differ

Words written on a cheque which cannot be honoured
because the amount expressed in words and the amount
expressed in numbers do not agree.

amounts received by way of refund
In relation to capital allowances and leases, this term is
given a specific meaning in Capital Allowances Act 2001
s228C(6).
amounts recognised for accounting purposes
In relation to financial derivatives, the term is defined in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s599.
amount TPI

Amount of taxable pension income (Income Tax (Earnings
And Pensions) Act 2003 s567A(1)(a)).

AMP

Asset management plan.

AMRA

Access To Medical Records Act 1988.

AMRC

Association of Medical Research Charities.

Amsterdam Interprofessional Market (AIM)
Market established in 1986 by banks, commission houses
and other financial institutions to transact large amounts
of business without using brokers.
Amsterdam Stock Exchange

Stock Exchange based in Amsterdam. It was founded in
1602 and claims to be the world’s oldest.

AMT

(1) Alternative minimum tax.
(2) Advanced manufacturing technologies.

amusement machine licence duty
Tax charged on gaming machines and other amusement
machines. The tax was known as gaming machine licence
duty before 1 November 1995 when the scope of
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machines covered was expanded.
The tax is charged under Betting and Gaming Duties
Act from s13 as amended.
The tax is collected by requiring payment of a
licence for a period of between one and 12 months.
amusement machines

Most types of amusement machine (fruit machines, video
games, pinball machines and quiz machines) require
licences. There are exemptions for some types of
machine.
For VAT purposes, it is a machine “in which there is
no prize in any circumstances, or the prize is dependent
purely on the player’s level of skill or knowledge such as
quiz machines” (VAT notice 701/13). They are not
regarded as gaming machines.

amusement tax

In international taxation, any tax on any form of
entertainment.

analog

American spelling of analogue.

analogical reasoning

Process by which a phenomenon or computer system is
tested using only that phenomenon or system.

analogue

Representations of value by a continual variable, such as
a needle on a dial. The term also describes an old form of
computer which uses analogue technology. The
alternative and more modern form of representation is
digital.

analyser

Human resources term for a business which concentrates
on risk management and so can innovate while avoiding
excessive risk.

analysis

Process of determining the constituent parts of
something. In finance, this usually means apportioning
income and expenditure into categories.

analysis of expenses

An entity “shall present an analysis of expenses using a
classification based on either the nature of expenses or
the function of expenses within the entity, whichever
provides information that is reliable and more relevant”
(FRS 102 section 5.11).
The paragraph provides further information about
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the two classifications.
analysis of variance

Technique of determining how much of a variance may
be ascribed to a particular cause. The term is sometimes
abbreviated to anova.
This is a statistical test which checks a mean against
a sample. The process involves identifying the factors
which could affect the variance, and determining by how
much each factor affects the variance if at all.
The process also usually requires consideration of
sampling error. If all the variance can be attributed to
sampling error, there is no variance.

analyst

Person who studies something with a view to determining
how it functions.
In finance, someone who examines stock markets
or industry sectors to make buy or sell recommendations
about buying and selling. These are arrived at through a
combination of research, economic statistics. Larger firms
of analysts also visit the companies themselves.

analytical engine

Mechanical device invented by Charles Babbage in 1833,
and generally regarded as the world’s first computer.

analytical estimating

Estimating something from adding estimates of its parts,
such as estimating the time for a job by estimating (or
guessing) the time for each element.

analytical graphics

Charts, graphs and similar documents produced by a
computer to analyse data.

analytical procedures

In auditing, “evaluations of financial information through
analysis of plausible relationships among both financial
and non-financial data. Analytical procedures also
encompass such investigation as is necessary of identified
fluctations or relationships that are inconsistent with
other relevant information or that differe from expected
values by a significant amount.”
(FRC Auditing Standards and Guidance glossary).
The standard on analytical procedures is
International Standard on Auditing ISA 520.
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analytical thinking

In human resources, the ability to analyse facts, generate
a comparison, and draw appropriate conclusions.

analytic income tax

In international taxation, any system that analyses
income as part of the process of taxing it. The UK has
analytic income tax.

ananke

A necessity. The word come from Greek.

a natura rei

Latin: from the nature of the case.

ancestor

Person from whom someone is descended through either
the paternal of maternal side. Some tax and other law
refers to ancestors.

anchor store

Major retailer who brings customers to an area who then
spend money in other outlets. The term is widely used in
town planning.

anchor unit

Town planning term for a significant retail development
which attracts smaller retailers to an area. An anchor unit
is usually one of the major supermarkets.

ancient documents

Documents which are at least 20 years old.
If properly produced and otherwise free from
suspicion, their reliability may generally be assumed.
The period was 30 years before 1938.

ancient lights

Legal principle that if light has been enjoyed by a building
for at least 20 years, nothing may be built which removes
that right. It was formalised in Prescription Act 1832. The
right is a form of easement.

ancient monument

Monument which is considered by the Secretary of State
to have sufficient historical significance to justify
protection on broadly the same basis as listed buildings.
Certain work on ancient monuments is zero-rated
for VAT.

ancients

Former name of older barristers in an Inn of Court.
Certain barristers of Middle Temple retain the title for
dining purposes.
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ancillary capital expenditure

In relation to cemeteries and crematoria, this term is
defined in Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act
2005 s169(4).

ancillary credit business

Business which includes credit brokerage, debt adjusting,
debt counselling, debt collection, credit reference and
similar.

ancillary jurisdiction

In USA, jurisdiction assumed by federal courts beside
those of district courts, particularly when used as a
matter of convenience to litigants.

ancillary probate

Grant of probate to an executor appointed by a foreign
jurisdiction to let the executor deal with assets in the UK.

ancillary relief

Relief sought by a defendant in addition to the main
relief, such as requesting an injunction to prevent further
loss in addition to damages for the main loss.

ancillary restraint

Restriction that is imposed as part of a larger transaction.

ancillary trade

Second trade that may be regarded for tax purposes as a
separate trade, even though it supports the main trade.
A leading case on this is Reid’s Brewery Co Ltd v
Male [1891] 3TC279. This held that a brewery carried on
an ancillary trade of lending money to its tenants.
Accordingly expenses of money-lending were taxdeductible as a revenue expenses.
The matter is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at
BIM37753.

ANCT

Assumed notional council tax.

and

This conjunction has been considered in several court
cases.
In the construction “adjective noun and noun”, it
has been held that the adjective applies to both nouns. So
“fixed plant and machinery” meant fixed plant and fixed
machinery, not fixed plant and any machinery.
This was followed when VAT was introduced for
“hot takeaway food and drink”. This means hot takeaway
food and hot takeaway drink.
For tax law, a comma does not disapply the
adjective. This was held in the case Ross Young Holdings
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Ltd [1996] VTD 13972. Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group
1 Excepted Item 1 disapplies the zero-rating food to “ice
cream, ice lollies, frozen yogurt, water ices and similar
frozen products”. The company produced a new product
that was similar to ice cream but not similar to a water
ice. The issue was whether the words “and similar
products” applied to everything in that list or just to
“water ices”. It was held that it applied to everything in
that list. It would have done so even if there had been a
comma [known as an Oxford comma] before the word
“and”.
and company

Words often written on a cheque.
These words, or “and co”, when written on a
cheque between two parallel lines constitute a general
crossing of the cheque (Bills of Exchange Act 1882 s76(1)).

Andean Pact

Association established in 1969 by Columbia, Ecuador,
Peru and Venezuela to enhance economic co-operation.

Anderson, Sir John

English politician (1882-1958) who was Chancellor of the
Exchequer from 24 September 1943 to 26 July 1945
under the coalition government of Winston Churchill. He
was elected as a non-party politician by the Scottish
Universities.
Before becoming Chancellor, he was Lord Privy Seal,
in which role he developed the Anderson air-raid shelter
named after him.

and his heirs

Term added to wills, deeds and other documents to
indicate that the rights of a person pass to his
descendants if the person dies before he or she can
inherit.

Andorra

A small principality between Spain and France, governed
jointly by the President of France and Bishop of Urgell.
Andorra is not a member of the European Union but
has various special agreements. These includes being part
of the mutual assistance recovery directive (Finance Act
2004 s322). The UK has no tax treaty.
It uses the euro as its currency.

Andover workhouse scandal

Scandal discovered in 1834 of abuse and starvation of
residents at Andover workhouse. It led to workhouses
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being more closely scrutinised.
anecdotal evidence

Evidence gathered other than from a systematic
approach, such as from personal observations. In most
applications, anecdotal evidence has no function other
than to suggest where systematic evidence gathering may
be appropriate.

anelw

Welsh: loss

anent

Scottish term which means pertaining to or in line with.

anergy

Opposite to synergy. It means the situation where a
business merger creates a combination which is worth
less than the sum of its parts.

ANG

ISO code for Netherlands Antilles guilder.

angary

The right of a party in war to seize property belonging to
a non-combatant, provided compensation is paid.

angel

Private investor who invests in a business which is too
small to attract investment from venture capital sources
or banks. Angels fill the equity gap for such businesses.
For income tax, angels may be able to claim their
investments as trading profits or losses under extrastatutory concession A94.

angels’ share

Colloquialism for alcoholic spirit lost by evaporation.

angle

In publishing and other forms of communication, the
approach adopted in how a matter is reported.
This is done by identifying the single most
important or most newsworthy aspect to a matter and
then deciding how to report it.

Anglo-American Council on Productivity
Body set up immediately after the second world war to
see how far American methods of boosting productivity
could be applied in the UK.
Anglo-French Entente

Convention agreed on 8 April 1904 between Britain and
France which settled all colonial and other disputes then
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existing.
Anglo-Brewing

Tax principle that a payment for winding up a business is
not deductible from trading profits.
The name comes from the case Anglo Brewing Co
Ltd [1925] 12 TC 803. It is discussed in the Inspectors’
Manual at BIM 42955.

Anglo-Irish Free Trade Agreement
Agreement made from 1 July 1966 under which the UK
ceased charging protective duties on goods from the Irish
Republic. This has now been superseded by the European
Union.
Anglo-Russian Entente

Convention agreed on 31 August 1907 between Britain
and Russia, which defined their relative spheres of
influence in Persia and other countries.

Angola

African country. Currency is the kwanza. UK has no tax
treaty.

Anguilla

British colony since 1650, apart from 1967 to 1980 when
it was part of St Kitts and Nevis. Its currency is the East
Caribbean dollar.

animal

General
Any creature that breathes and is not human.
The term includes birds, insects, fish, mammals and
reptiles.
For herd basis, the term “means any animal or
other living creature” (Corporation Tax Act 2009
s110(1)(a) and Income Tax (Trading and Other Income)
Act 2005 s112(1)(a)).
For compensation for compulsory slaughter “animal
means any animal or other living creature” (Income Tax
(Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s225ZG).
Value added tax
For VAT purposes, live animals are zero-rated if:
• used as food for human consumption;
• yield food for human consumption; or
• produce food for human consumption.
Thus pigs, cows and bees are zero-rated.
For zero-rating for food, “animal includes bird, fish,
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crustacean and mollusc” (Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8
Group 1 Note 2).
Feeding stuff for working animals are generally
zero-rated under ibid Sch 8 Group 1 General Item 2. Food
for other animals, such as pet food, is generally standardrated under ibid Excepted Item 6.
Animals for other purposes, such as pets, racing
pigeons and work horses, are standard-rated. Details are
given in VAT notice 701/15.
Customs
For Customs purposes, pet animals may only be brought
in with travellers if they either comply with the PETS
scheme or are quarantined upon arrival. Pets passports
are available for cats, dogs and ferrets.
Pet birds must be licensed by Animal Health.
Endangered species may generally not be imported
unless the holder has a CITES permit.
Income and corporation tax
There are some special tax provisions for farm animals.
Animals kept for a trade are usually treated as stock
(Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act 2005s30 and
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s50).
This does not apply if the animal is kept for working
in the trade (eg cart horse), public exhibition or racing.
They are also not treated as stock if on a farm where the
herd basis is used.
A capital allowance may not be claimed for an
animal (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s38).
The tax treatment for compensation for compulsory
slaughter of animals is given in Income Tax (Trading and
Other Income) Act 2005 s225ZA, with effect from 1 March
2012.
Capital gains tax
Animals are a wasting asset. Therefore there is no capital
gain or capital loss on their disposal.
VAT flat rate scheme
Under the VAT flat rate scheme, the appropriate
percentage for boarding or caring for animals is:
From

Percentage
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4 January 2011
1 January 2010
1 December 2008
1 January 2004

12%
10.5%
9.5%
10.5%

animal fat

“Means a triglyceride of animal origin” (Hydrocarbon Oil
Duties Act 1979 s23C(5)(c)).

animal feeding stuff

This is zero-rated for VAT under Value Added Tax 1994
Sch 8 Group 1 item 2. The exact scope is given in VAT
notice 701/15.

animal food

Term used in VAT notice 701/15 in determining what
items are standard-rated.

Animal Health Imports Controls
Many types of live animal and animal products are
subject to health controls on import to the European
Union (EU). Animals susceptible to rabies are subject to
health controls on entry to the UK, even if they arrive
from other EU Member States (except the Irish Republic).
In the UK, all animal health controls are enforced by the
Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
(DEFRA).
animal rearing

For VAT, this is generally regarded as a single standardrated supply. It is not possible to strip out and zero-rate
supplies of feedstuffs. Cases include D D Scott. QB [1977]
STC 191 and A R M Smith [1987] VTD 2954.

animal research organisation There are special provisions against intefering with the
work of such an organisation (Serious Organised Crime
and Police Act 2005 ss145-146). The organisation is
defined in ibid s148.
animo et facto

Latin: by mind and deed.
In tax, the term is particularly used for a domicile of
choice.
[The expression is sometimes given as factor et animo.]

animo et fide

Latin: by courage and faith.
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animus

Latin: soul, spirit. Used to mean a person’s intention.

animus cancellandi

Latin: the intention of cancelling.

animus dedicandi

Latin: the intention of dedicating.
This term was used when an owner of land
appeared to dedicate it to public use under common law.

animus deserendi

Latin: the intention of deserting [a spouse].

animus et factum

Latin: intention and act.
These are the usual two ingredients necessary for
something to be a crime.

animus furandi

Latin: the intention of stealing.

animus manendi

Latin: the intention of remaining.

animus quo

Latin: the intention with which.

animus revertendi

Latin: the intention of returning.

animus revocandi

Latin: the intention of revoking, particularly a will.

animus testandi

Latin: the intention of making a will.

Ankara agreement

Agreement reached in 1995 which ensures that no
customs duties or other import taxes are charged on
goods exported between Turkey and the European Union.

anker

Ancient wine measure, around 8½ gallons but subject to
considerable variation.

ANL

Automatic noise limiter; device used in some electrical
appliances.

ANM

Association of Natural Medicine.

anna

Old coin used in India until 1957 and in Pakistan until
1961. It was worth 1/16 of a rupee.

annates

First fruits. At various times in history these have been
payable as a tax to the Pope, the Crown or to Queen
Anne’s Bounty. All these provisions were ended on 16 July
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1926.
Anne

Queen of Great Britain from 1702 to 1714.

année courante

French: this year.

annealing and pickling plant

Part of Royal Mint where blanks to make coins are
softened and cleaned.

annexation

In international law, the acquisition by one state of
territory, usually by occupation or conquest. Annexation
is generally now regarded as illegal, even when it arises
from self-defence.

anni nubiles

Latin: the age of marriage of a woman.
Since Marriage Act 1949, this is 16, though under
the common law it was 12.

anniversary date of the contract
Term used in relation to the taxation of corporate
members of Lloyd’s (Finance Act 2012 s25(4)).
Anniversary Games

Sporting event held at the Olympic Stadium in London
fron 24-26 July 2015. Participants may benefit from a tax
exemption provided by Finance (No 2) Act 2015 s30.

anniversary rate

Rate of inheritance tax used for the most recent tenyearly charge payable by certain trusts. This rate is used
to calculate the exit charge for such trusts. This is done by
multiplying the anniversary rate by the number of
quarters (three-month periods) that have elapsed since
the ten-yearly charge was last paid, and dividing by 40.

anno ante Christum

Latin: in the year before Christ.

anno Christi

Latin: in the year of Christ. This is the same as anno
Domini.

anno corrente

Latin: this year.

anno Domini (AD)

Latin: in the year of our Lord. The current system of
dating years.
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anno regni

Latin: in the year of the reign.

annotation of the register

Additional material that the Registrar of Companies is
allowed or required to add to the records of a company
held at Companies House (Companies Act 2006 s1081).

annual

Every year.

annual accounting

VAT scheme whereby a trader may elect to make one VAT
return a year. The trader makes nine monthly payments
by direct debit, each of which is equal to 10% of
estimated annual VAT.
Within two months of the end of the year, the
trader must make the return and pay the balance. There
is an upper threshold above which the scheme may not
be used. There is a separate scheme known as lower limit
annual accounting.

Annual Accounting Scheme

This allows the submission of just one VAT Return each
year. Traders who are approved to use this scheme can
make nine monthly payments which can be made payable
by direct debit (based on an estimate of the amount of
VAT due) and then send an annual return with a tenth
balancing payment.

annual accounts

Financial statements which a body is required to produce
each year.

annual accounts

“(a) the company’s individual accounts for that year....,
and
(b) any group accounts prepared for that year....”
(Companies Act 2006 s471(1)).

annual accounts and reports

For an unquoted company, these are:
“(a) its annual accounts,
(b) the directors’ report, and
(c) the auditor’s report on those accounts and
the directors’ report (unless the company is exempt from
audit).” (Companies Act 2006 s471(2)).
For a quoted company, these are:
“(a) its annual accounts,
(b) the directors’ remuneration report,
(c) the directors’ report, and
(d) the auditor’s report on those accounts, on
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the auditable part of the directors’ remuneration report
and on the directors’ report” (Companies Act 2006
s471(3)).
annual allowance

Term used in taxation of pension contributions.
From 6 April 2006, pension contributions are
generally tax-free provided that the contributions in one
tax year do not exceed the annual allowance, and the
cumulative contributions do not exceed the lifetime
allowance.

annual allowance charge

Tax imposed on pension contributions in a tax year which
exceed the annual allowance for that year. Since its
introduction on 6 April 2006, the rate of tax has been
40%.
“A charge at the rate of 40% in respect of the
amount by which the total pension input amount for a
tax year in the case of an individual who is a member of
one or more registered pension schemes exceeds the
amount of the annual allowance for the tax year” (HMRC
manual RPSM glossary)

annual amount

Term used in taxation of pension benefits.
The annual amount of a relevant annuity is the rate
of annual income which a person of the same sex and age
would receive from the annuity funds according to tables
produced by the Government Actuary. Details are given
in Finance Act 2004 Part 4.

annual budget

Budget for a year, usually determined by adjusting figures
for previous year.

Annual Budget documents

Documents, including the Red Book, produced by the
Treasury each year in relation to the Budget.
From 2011, these must comply with the Charter of
Budget Responsibility, in accordance with the Budget
Responsibility and National Audit Act 2011 s2.

annual claim

In relation to life assurance premium relief, this term is
given a specific meaning in Income Tax (Life Assurance
Premium Relief) Regulations SI 1978 No 1159 para 5.

annual compounding yield

Annual rate of return of an investment calculated on the
assumption that interest payments are reinvested at the
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yield rate.
annual depreciation

Amount by which fixed assets have been written down
during the year in the annual accounts.

annual depreciation allowance
Amount by which the book value of a fixed asset is
decreased each year. The allowance is usually expressed
as a percentage.
annual equivalent rate (AER)

Common method for evaluating investments. It is the
equivalent of APR for loans.

annual exempt amount

For capital gains tax, an amount of gains up to which no
tax is payable (Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s3).
The amount is usually revised every year in the
Budget.

annual exemption

An amount which may be deducted from annual profits
when calculating capital gains tax.
An amount that may be given to individuals each
year free of inheritance tax (Inheritance Tax Act 1984
s19(1)). This limit has remained at £3,000 since the tax
was introduced in 1986. Any unused exemption may be
carried forward for one year only. If more than annual
exemption is given away in a tax year, the exemption is
applied in date order until exhausted.

annual family financial healthcheck
Government backed service, due to be introduced in
spring 2011.
annual fee

Any sum a person is required to pay once a year. It is
commonly charged for providing a financial service such
as for a life insurance or pension. Depending on the
financial service, the annual fee is usually in the range of
0.35% to 2%. An annual fee is sometimes called an annual
management charge.

annual general meeting (AGM)
Meeting which an organisation holds once a year to
transact business.
A public company must have an AGM within six
months of its accounting reference date (Companies Act
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2006 s336(1)). There are additional statutory
requirements for the AGMs of listed companies. Private
companies are no longer required to have an AGM.
The agenda for an AGM is determined by the
constitution of the body and any relevant law. Typically
an agenda comprises:
• approval of the minutes of the previous AGM;
• matters arising from those minutes;
• reports from officers;
• acceptance of the accounts;
• election of directors or equivalent;
• appointment of any auditor;
• resolutions, such as changing the
constitution; and
• resolutions notified in advance by members.
annual hours contract

Contract of employment where an employee is required
to work so many hours a year but where there is
considerable discretion on when they are worked. This is
common in organisations such as supermarkets which are
open for long hours during the week. The actual working
hours can accommodate both employer and employee.

annual investment allowance (AIA)
In tax, an amount which a business may spend on certain
fixed assets in a year and claim the whole cost against
taxable profits. (The main exception is cars.) This
provision takes effect from 1 April 2008 for companies
subject to corporation tax, and from 6 April 2008 for
individuals and partnerships subject to income tax.
The AIA was introduced as a package of reforms of
capital allowances, which generally saw allowance rates
reduced, meaning that companies pay more tax. The AIA
helps compensate for this additional tax by benefiting
smaller businesses.
The amounts of AIA are:
From date
1/6 April 2008
1/6 April 2010
1/6 April 2012
1 January 2013
1/6 April 2014

Maximum AIA
£50,000
£100,000
£25,000
£250,000
£500,000
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1 January 2016

£200,000

For capital expenditure above this figure, the
business may only claim part of the expenditure known as
the capital allowance.
The law is contained in Capital Allowances Act 2001
from s38A. Entitlement details are given from s51A.
The extent to which the limit has fluctuated for no
obvious reason has promped AIA to be nicknamed the yoyo allowance.
annualisation

In international taxation, any process that converts
income or gains to an annual figure. In some countries
(but not the UK), income or gains for a period of less than
one year are grossed up to an annual equivalent.

annual leave

The amount of holiday an employee is allowed to take in
a year.

annual limit

In pensions, maximum amount a person may pay into a
pension plan during a tax year to qualify for tax relief. The
annual limit is a figure up to 100% of salary to a figure
announced for each tax year.

annually managed expenditure (AME)
Government spending on programmes which are typically
volatile and demand-led, and which are therefore not
subject to firm multi-year limits in the same way as DEL.
The biggest single element is social security spending.
Other items include tax credits, Local Authority Self
Financed Expenditure, and debt interest (HM Treasury
definition)
annual management charge

Another name for an annual fee.

annual meeting

Meeting held once a year. In the USA, this term is used in
preference to annual general meeting.

annual payments

Payments of interest, royalties and similar. The extent to
which income tax relief may be claimed is set out in
Income Tax Act 2007 s448.
Historically this was a much more generous relief,
extending to ordinary mortgage interest and to bank
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loans.
annual percentage rate (APR)
Rate that makes all forms of loan comparable.
APR takes into account all the costs, interest
charges, arrangement fees etc.
annual profits

Profits that arise from a trade, profession, vocation or
other income previously assessed under Schedule D.
Despite the name, the profits do not have to relate
to a year nor recur each year. The term refers to the
nature of the profits rather than the period to which they
relate. A fuller discussion is given in BIM14060.

annual report

Company law
Report which a company’s directors are legally required
to provide each year to its shareholders, or an equivalent
report by any organisation.
Charities
A charity must produce such a report under Charities Act
2011 from s162.
Auditing
For auditing, the term is defined as “a document issued
by an entity, ordinarily on an annual basis, which includes
its financial statements together with the auditor’s report
thereon.”
(FRC Auditing Standards and Guidance glossary).

annual return

Document which all registered companies are required to
submit to Companies House.

annual stockholders’ meeting American term for annual general meeting of a
company’s investors.
annual subscription

This may be tax deductible if paid to a professional body
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s344).

annual tax

Description of income tax given in Income Tax Act 2007
s4.
Income tax is only charged if an Act of Parliament is
passed each year allowing it. Such an Act has been passed
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every year from 1842.
annual travel insurance

Insurance policy that covers all journeys during a year.
The policy usually has a maximum length of trips of
between 31 and 60 days.

annual value

Term used in Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 s110 in calculating the notional benefit on which an
employee may be liable to pay income tax if the employer
provides accommodation.
Annual value is defined as “the rent which might
reasonably be expected to be obtained on a letting from
year to year if:
(a) the tenant undertook to pay all taxes, rates
and charges usually paid by a tenant, and
(b) the landlord undertook to bear the costs of
the repairs and insurance and other expenses (if any)
necessary for maintaining the property in a state to
command that rent”.
In international taxation, the term is sometimes
used to calculate the tax due on a benefit that does not
produce an income, such as the value or real estate.

annual volatility

Volatility is one measure used to assess the risk of a
portfolio as it helps to describe the likely range of returns
achieved by the fund.
In statistical terms it is the standard deviation of
the return distribution. Greater volatility of monthly fund
returns means that there is a wider range of likely returns
in the future, or greater uncertainty regarding the fund
return. Most investors would equate this greater
uncertainty with greater risk.

annual voluntary settlement (AVS)
Informal agreement that an employer could make with
Inland Revenue whereby the employer paid the
employee’s tax on certain benefits. These settlements
were all revoked when PAYE settlement agreements
were introduced from 6 April 1996.
annualised percentage rate (APR)
The percentage rate for borrowing money expressed on a
common basis. The law requires that all advertisements
and offers for lending must quote the APR.
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The APR is used for comparing figures; it is not used
for calculating interest.
annualised

Converted to the equivalent of an annual rate. For
example, 2% a month applied cumulatively is equivalent
to an annualised rate of 26.824%.

annual limit

Amount that trustees of a trust for a disabled person may
use each tax year for another purpose under the
provisions of Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s89A. The amount
is the lower of £3,000 and 3% of the maximum value of
settled property during the year in question.

annually

Once a year.

annually compounding yield

Annual rate of return on an investment, based on the
assumption that interest payments are reinvested in the
investment at the yield rate.

annual parties

Annual parties and similar events provided by an
employer are exempt from tax up to a value of £150 per
person attending (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions)
Act 2003 s264). This includes Christmas parties.

annual payments

Annual payments are sums that may be deducted from
taxable income of any sort. The right to deduct such
payments is contained in Income Tax Act 2007 from s447.
The scope of such payments has reduced over the
decades.
Extra-statutory concession A16 also applies.

annual rebate payment person
For hydrocarbon oil duty, “Means a rebate payment
person permitted by the Commissioners in the licence
issued by them to him as a rebate person to furnish an
estimate (as required by these Regulations) in relation to
any year commencing 1st January after the issue of the
licence” (Hydrocarbon Oil Duties (Payment of Rebates)
Regulations SI 1996 No 2313 reg 3(1)).
annual rental value

In relation to accommodation provided to an employee,
“is the rent which might reasonably be expected to be
obtained on a letting from year to year if —
(a) the tenant undertook to pay all taxes, rates and
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charges usually paid by a tenant, and
(b) the landlord undertook to bear the costs of the
repairs and insurance and other expenses (if any)
necessary for maintaining the land in a state to command
the rent”
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s207(1)).
annual return

Document that a company must submit to Companies
House every time a set of accounts is made up
(Companies Act 2006 s854). Subsequent sections detail
the information to be included.

Annual Tax on Enveloped Dwellings (ATED)
Tax introduced from 1 April 2013 by Finance Act 2013
s94(1).
It is an annual fee on residences worth more than
the threshold indicated below if owned by a company or
other corporate entity.
Tax
year
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16

Threshold
£2 millon
£1 million
£500,000

The tax was introduced as an anti-avoidance measure. If a
property is owned by a company, it may be sold by selling
the company rather than the property. The stamp duty on
selling the company is less than the stamp duty land tax
on selling the property.
The tax year is called a chargeable period.
The tax is a fixed amount for the chargeable period.
annual tax summary

Statement produced by HMRC and sent to taxpayers to
show how their tax and national insurance is being spent.
The first statement was issued in 2014.

annual value

Value of a property measured as the amount of rent it
could attract. In taxing employees on the benefit of
accommodation, this value may sometimes be used.
Annual value is defined in Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s110.
For Scottish properties assessed in tax years from
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1987/88, extra-statutory concession A56 allows this
figure to be calculated as 10/27 of the 1985 valuation.
annuitant

Person who receives an annuity.

annuitise

General requirement to turn a pension fund into an
annuity or similar by a certain age. This provision is largely
removed from 6 April 2011.

annuity

Defintion
Arrangement whereby a lump sum is converted to an
annual payment, particularly as part of a pension. The
annual payment is usually for the rest of the life of the
person, known as a pensioner.
“A series of fixed payments paid over a fixed
number of years or during the lifetime of an individual, or
both. An annuity is often used to provide a pension. It can
also be an annual payment provided for in a will” (HMRC
glossary of inheritance tax terms).
Example
Suppose a man aged 65 has £100,000 and wishes to
convert this to an annual payment for the rest of his life.
Neither he nor the pension provider knows how long he
will life. However, they will know that on average such a
man may live for perhaps another 20 years and calculate
the annual payment on such a basis. If the man lives for
25 years, he will have received more than expected. The
pension provider will be compensated by having paid a
pension to someone else who may only have lived for
another 15 years. Thus those who die young subsidise
those who die old.
This does not mean that the man will receive £5,000
a year until he dies. In reality, he will receive a higher
figure, perhaps £7,000, as the sum remains invested. At
the end of the first year of payment, there is still £93,000
of the original lump sum earning interest.
Annuity choices
The above describes a flat rate annuity which pays a flat
rate just to the person.
There are many options now available for variances
in annuity. These include:
• pension guarantee which means that the
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pension is paid for a minimum number of years even if
the pensioner dies soon after the annuity starts;
• dependant benefits which continue payments
after the pensioner has died to those who were
dependent on him, such as a spouse or young children:
• indexation which increases the annual
payment to offset the effects of inflation;
• fixed-term pensions which only last for a
finite period, after which the pensioner may buy another
annuity from whatever is left of the initial lump sum plus
accrued interest.
Each of these options imposes an additional liability
on the pension provider, and therefore reduces the
amount of annual payment. For example, if the 65-year
old man wished his 62-year old wife to receive 2/3
pension after he has died, he may find that the annual
payment starts at £6,000.
Choosing the provider
The amount of annuity paid by different companies can
vary by up to 25%, particularly when certain options are
chosen.
Business expense
The extent to which annuities are allowable as a business
expense is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual from BIM
42601.
annuity certain

An annuity which makes payments for a fixed number of
years even if the annuitant dies. In effect, it is similar to
the pension guarantee.

annuity contract

Legal agreement by which a person exchanges a lump
sum in return for an annuity of regular payments for a
defined period, often for the rest of the person’s life.

annuity deferral

Deferring the date on which an annuity starts.

annuity due

Annuity whose first payment is made in advance.

annuity finance

Loan that is repaid as a set of payments calculated by
reference to the principal and interest.
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annuity protection lump sum death benefit
A lump sum benefit paid to an annuity scheme member
who dies before the age of 75 and was in receipt of either
a lifetime annuity or a scheme pension under a money
purchase arrangement. This benefit is subject to limits set
out in Finance Act 2004 Sch 29 para 16.
annuity rate

Amount of income a pension provider will pay for a fixed
amount of capital.

annuity starting date

Date on which payments from an annuity are made to the
annuitant.

annulment

Formal declaration that something is invalid, particularly a
marriage which has not been consummated.
It should be understood that something which is
annulled is regarded as never having happened, whereas
something which is voided is regarded as having
happened but no longer of any effect.
Despite this, for tax purposes, an annulment is
treated as a divorce. That means that any tax allowance
for marriage could be claimed for years until the marriage
is annulled (Dodworth v Dale. [1936] 20 TC 285).

Annunciation Day

Another name for Lady Day, one of the quarter days.

annus et dies

Latin: a year and a day.

anomaly

Investment
In finance, an opportunity to achieve particularly high
financial returns. Under the efficient market hypothesis,
there should never be any anomalies.
Auditing
“A misstatement or deviation that is demonstrably not
representative of misstatements or deviations in a
population.”
(FRC Auditing Standards and Guidance glossary).

another member state

For VAT, “means, subject to section 93(1), any member
state *of the EU+ other than the United Kingdom” (Value
Added Tax 1994 s96(1)).
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another person

This term is given a specific meaning in Income Tax Act
2007 s763 in relation to anti-avoidance provisions for
transactions in land.

another relevant person

Term used by the Home Office’s UK Border Agency to
mean an individual responsible in the sponsoring body for
people from overseas who wish to work in the UK.

anova

Common abbreviation for analysis of variance.

ANPR

Automatic Number Plate Recognition.

Anstalt

Form of legal entity that exists in some German-speaking
countries. It enjoys limited liability, but is not always
accepted internationally as a legal entity separate from its
owners.

answers

In Scots law, “a statement setting out the factial and legal
response of a party to proceedings raised against his or
her” (Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

ante

(1) Latin: before.
(2) Stake in poker, and thus any sum which is staked in
the hope of generating a larger return.

antecedent

(1) In mathematics, the denominator in a ratio.
(2) In logic, the conditional part of a hypothetical
proposition.

antecedent debt

Debt that arose before another event,
The term is used in Factors Act 1889 s4 in relation
to pledges.

antecedents

In law, a person’s criminal record.

antecedents report

List of a person’s criminal record which may be passed to
a judge after conviction but before sentencing.

ante-date

Put a past date on a document. Depending on the context
and reasons, this may be illegal or improper.

antedated

Given an earlier date, usually on a document.
This does not affect the validity of a cheque or bill
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of exchange (Bills of Exchange Act 1882 s13(2)).
ante diem

Latin: before the day.

ante litem motam

Latin: before litigation was in contemplation.

ante lucem

Latin: before light.

antemeridian

Before midday.

ante-natal care

A period of necessary preparation for a woman expecting
a baby.
A pregnant employee is entitled to paid leave from
work for ante-natal care, provided she is pregnant at the
time and the care is on the advice of a doctor, midwife or
registered health visitor. Ante-natal care does not include
classes in parenting skills.
If a woman attends more than one paid ante-natal
absence, the employer is entitled to see evidence for the
second and each subsequent absence.
A woman has the right to paid leave to attend such
classes provided she is pregnant at the time and she
attends on the advice of a doctor, midwife or health
visitor (Employment Rights Act 1996 s55).

ante-nuptial

Before marriage.

antenuptial gift

In family law, a gift given by one spouse to the other
before marriage, or which is given by the parents of one
spouse to either spouse before the marriage. This can be
relevant in determining the distribution of assets on
separation. Such gifts also have a limited exemption from
inheritance tax.

anthpost

Old term for a re-ordering of a product that attracts
attention but provides little cover.

anti

Greek: against.

anti-avoidance

Statutory provisions designed to counter avoidance
schemes.
About one fifth of all tax law is anti-avoidance.
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Anti-Avoidance Board

Board of HMRC staff. “It approves and monitors strategy
to handle tax avoidance issues, and makes strategic
decisions about HMRC’s anti-avoidance work” (HMRC
Notice of 20 December 2013).

anticipation

Literally, this means to make plans to prevent, as in
anticipating trouble. Colloquially the word is sometimes
used to mean to expect. To avoid ambiguity, the word
“expect” should always be preferred for that meaning.

anticipation of loss

Principle of tax law that a loss (or a profit) may not be
anticipated in accounts.
This principle was upheld in such cases as BSC
Footwear Ltd v Ridgway [1971] 47TC495. However in
some cases a provision for future expenditure may be
included in the accounts under accounting standards, and
therefore be allowable.
The matter is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at
BIM31100.

anticipation of profit

Profit that has not yet been earned. Such profits should
not be included as sales income and therefore are not
generally taxable.
There is an exception for long-term contracts,
where accounting standards require an element of profit
on work completed to be included. This should be
followed for tax purposes, as is discussed in the
Inspectors’ Manual at BIM40090.
There is a limited exception to these general rules,
as set out in Willingale v International Commercial Bank
Ltd [1978] 52TC242.

anticipatory breach

Breach committed before the time of performance,
particularly under a contract.
It is possible to sue for breach of contract on an
anticipatory breach if the action makes subsequent
performance impossible, such as when a promise to sell a
car on one day is pre-empted by selling the car to
someone else before that day.

anticipatory exercise of power Right of a government or body to make necessary
preparations to give effect to an Act between its receiving
Royal Assent and its commencement date. This right is
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given in Interpretation Act 1978 s13.
anticipatory fetching

Computer process where data are read before being
required.

anticipatory hedge

Hedge for a transaction which is expected to happen on a
future date.

anticipatory letter of credit

Letter of credit one of whose terms allows a part
payment to be made to the supplier on proof that the
goods have left his possession, even though not yet
delivered. It is sometimes called a red clause letter of
credit.

anticipatory paging

Computer process where a page is read from auxiliary
storage to real storage before the latter requires it.

anticipatory pricing

Pricing policy which allows for inflation when goods are to
be delivered in the future. Such policies have been
adopted at times of high inflation. It is also known as
hedge pricing.

anticompetitive practice

An unfair practice which stifles competition. If practised
by a company with an annual turnover of at least £10
million, it may be investigated by the Office of Fair
Trading or successor body under Competition Act 1980.

Anti-Corn Law League

Body formed in 1839 to fight the Corn Laws.
These imposed heavy duties on imported wheat to
protect the domestic market. A consequence was that the
price of this basic commodity became unaffordable to
ordinary people. The League gained the support of some
MPs who abolished the duties in 1842 and recouped the
lost revenue by the re-introduction of income tax.

Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA)
Multinational trade agreement signed in Tokyo on 1
October 2011. It provides for international enforcement
of intellectual property rights.
antidilution

“An increase in earnings per share or a reduction in loss
per share resulting from the assumption that convertible
instruments are converted, that options or warrants are
exercised, or that ordinary shares are issued upon the
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satisfaction of specified conditions” (IAS 33 para 5).
[The IAS spells the word without a hyphen.]
anti-dilution clause

Term sometimes included in a share issue designed to
protect the shareholder from risk of further share issues
and hence dilution of dividend income.

anti-diversion

Rules to prevent profits of a controlled foreign company
escaping a UK tax charge. The rules are given in Finance
Act 2011 s48 and Sch 13.

anti-dumping

Description of a law or tax which is designed to prevent a
country or overseas manufacturer killing off local business
by selling vast quantities of goods at prices which cannot
be matched.
The UK has provisions to impose a form of Customs
duty as anti-dumping duty. The tax is based on the
difference between the domestic price and the dumping
price.

anti-dumping duty (ADD)

Customs duty on imports, providing protection against
the dumping of cheap goods in the European Union by
foreign producers. The law is contained in EU Council
Regulation 384/96. Such duties can exceed 50%.

anti-forestalling

Description of any tax provision that is designed to
prevent a taxpayer deriving a tax benefit before an
announced change in tax law.

Antigua and Barbuda

Caribbean state. Currency is East Caribbean dollar. UK
has a double taxation arrangement made in 1947 and
amended in 1968.

anti-inflationary

Description of any measure which is designed to restrict
inflation.
Under the Keynesian economic policies generally
practised in Britain between 1945 and 1979, antiinflationary policies generally took the form of direct
controls, such as restricting prices by law. Under
monetarism, anti-inflationary policies have taken the
form of influencing financial markets, such as by adjusting
interest rates.
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antilapse

Specific legal provision in some US states which allow
someone to inherit even though the gift has otherwise
lapsed.

Anti-Poll Tax Union (APTU)

Effective campaigning organisation formed in Scotland in
1987 to obstruct the administration of the community
charge.

anti-pollution measure

Any law, tax or similar designed to reduce pollution.

antique

Something which is more than 100 years old. It includes
items which have been repaired or restored during the
last 100 years provided the item has not lost its original
character.
There is a special VAT scheme for antiques, which
allows VAT to be charged at 5%.
An antique can be relieved from customs and excise
duties (Customs and Excise Duties (General Reliefs) Act
1979 s9).

antithesis

In logic, the alternative argument to the thesis. The two
may be reconciled to a synthesis.

anti-trust laws

Various American laws which seek to prevent
corporations becoming too big and powerful. In American
terminology, “trust” means “monopoly”.
The first such law was the Sherman Anti-Trust Act
1890. This was followed by Clayman Act 1914.

antoninianus

Roman coin used in Britain. It was a silver coin worth 1½
denarii in 214 AD, but was later debased to bronze.

Anton Piller order

Order made by a High Court judge which allows a
claimant to enter the defendant’s premises to seize items
which the defendant may wish to destroy to frustrate a
legal action. It is most commonly used for cases alleging
serious breaches of copyright. The name comes from the
case Anton Piller KG v Manufacturing Processes [1976].
Since 1988, this is known as a search order.

any relevant permissive rule

Term used in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s216(2).

any relevant prohibitive rule

Term used in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s216(3).
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any to come

Form of multiple betting similar to an accumulator. If a
sufficient amount is won on one bet, part of the amount
may be used as a stake for a second or subsequent bet.

A/O

Account of.

AOA

(1) Any one accident, a term used in marine insurance.
(2) ISO code for Angola kwanza.

AOB

(1) Any other business, sometimes a final item on an
agenda.
(2) Any other bottom. Term used in marine insurance to
mean any other vessel.

AOO

Any one occurrence. Term used in marine insurance.

AOP

(1) Association of Photographers.
(2) Association of Optometrists.
(3) Association of Online Publishers.

AOR

(1) Airport of Receipt - the Cargo Community System
(CCS-UK) airport at which a transit shed operator creates
a consignment record for uncleared imported goods.
(2) Any one risk. Term used in marine insurance.
(3) Association of Reflexologists.

AOSS

Agent Online Self Service.

AOV

Any one vessel, term used in marine insurance.

AOVoy

Any one voyage, term used in marine insurance.

AP

(1) Accounting period.
(2) Additional premium. Term used in insurance when
cover is sought for additional risks.
(3) Additional pension.

APA

Advance pricing agreement.

APACS

Association for Payment Clearance Services.

apagoge

In logic, reduction to absurdity, used to indicate the
incorrectness of a proposition.
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apaid

Archaic form of paid.

APB

(1) Auditing Principles Board.
(2) Amount previously borrowed, abbreviation used in
Finance Act 2004 s182(2).

APB engagement standards

These comprises “APB Ethical Standards and International
Standards on Auditing” (APB Scope and Authority of
Pronouncements para 12).

APB pronouncements

Pronouncements from the Auditing Practices Board
(APB).
In its statement The Auditing Practices Board —
Scope and Authority of Pronouncements states that its
pronouncements “include:
• quality control standards for firms that
perform audits of financial statements, reports in
connection with investment circulars and other assurance
engagements;
• a framework of fundamental principles which
the APB expects to guide the conduct of auditors;
• engagement standards for audits of financial
statements, reports in connection with investment
circulars and other assurance engagements; and
• guidance for auditors of financial statements,
reporting accountants acting in connection with an
investment circular and auditors working in other
assurance engagements.”

APC

Expression used in pension formula in Finance Act 2004
s220(4).

APCCS

Association of Police and Crime Commissioners.

APCIMS

Association of Private Clients Investment Managers and
Stockbrokers.

APD

Air passenger duty, a duty on the carriage of passengers
by air from a UK airport.
There are exemptions for: some non-paying
passengers; certain airline employees and small children;
for flights in small aircraft; for short-duration pleasure
flights and for flights which originate at airports in the
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Scottish Highlands and Islands.
APEC

Asia-Pacific Economic Co-operation, an international
organisation with the purpose of facilitating economic
growth, cooperation, trade and investment in the AsiaPacific region.
It was formed in 1989. APEC currently has 21
members: Australia; Brunei Darussalam; Canada; Chile;
People's Republic of China; Hong Kong, China; Indonesia;
Japan; Republic of Korea; Malaysia; Mexico; New Zealand;
Papua New Guinea; Peru; The Republic of the Philippines;
The Russian Federation; Singapore; Chinese Taipei;
Thailand; United States of America and Vietnam.

aperçu

Summary exposition or brief outline. It is French for
sketch.

aperture card

Card into which microfilm frames may be inserted.

à peu près

French: nearly

aphorism

Concise statement of principle.

API

(1) American Petrochemical Institute.
(2) Application program interface.

APIA

Abbreviation used in Finance Act 2004 s227F in relation
to taxation of pensions.

apices juris non sunt jura

Latin: legal principles must not be carried to their most
extreme consequences, regardless of equity and good
sense.

API gravity

Measure of the density of crude oil. This is one of the
most important factors in determining its price.
The formula has been devised by the American
Petrochemical Institute as:
API gravity = (141.5 ÷ s) – 131.5
where s is the specific gravity at 60 degrees Fahrenheit.
The specific gravity is the ratio of a fixed quantity of
the oil to the same quarter of water. As oil is lighter than
water, this is below 1.0.
The API gravity has an inverse ratio to specific
gravity. This means that the higher numbers denote
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lighter oil.
APM

Association of Project Managers.

apograph

Exact copy.

apology

“An apology, an offer of treatment or other redress, shall
not of itself amount to an admission or breach of
statutory duty” (Compensation Act 2005 s2).
In Scots law, “an apology means any statement
made by or on behalf of a person which indicates that the
person is sorry about, or regrets, an act, omission or
outcome and includes any part of the statement which
contains an undertaking to look at the circumstances
giving rise to the act, omission or outcome with a view to
preventing a recurrence” (Apologies (Scotland) Act 2016
s3).
“In any legal proceedings to which this Act applies,
an apology made (outside the proceedings) in connection
with any matter⎯ (a) is not admissible as evidence of
anything relevant to the determination of liability in
connection with that matter, and (b) cannot be used in
any other way to the prejudice of the person by or on
behalf of whom the apology was made” (ibid s1).

apophatic

Description of an argument based on what something is
not, rather than what it is.

à portée

French: within reach; within range.

a posse ad esse

Latin: from the possible to the actual.

a posteriori

Latin: from the effect [to the cause]. Legal term used to
denote inductive reasoning. This is knowledge based on
experience.

app

Abbreviation: computer application.

apparent authority

When a person acts as if he has authority whether or not
he has, particularly when an agent so acts.

apparent good order and condition
Statement made by a ship owner regarding the state of
the packaging of cargo, indicating that there is no
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external evidence of damage or deterioration. It
comprises no warranty of damage which cannot be
externally evidenced. Such statements have largely
disappeared with the advent of containerisation.
apparently insolvent

In Scotland, legal step in sequestration.

apparent possession

The person who makes out a bill of sale for chattels is
deemed to be in apparent possession of any chattels on
his property (Bills of Sale Act 1878 s4), “so long as they
[the chattels] remain or are in or upon any house, mill,
warehouse, building, works, yard, land, or other premises
occupied by him, or are used and enjoyed by him in any
place whatsoever, notwithstanding that formal
possession thereof may have been taken or given to any
other person”.

apparent unnotified termination (AUT)
Closure of a contracted out defined benefit pension
scheme that has not been notified to HMRC.
In October 2014, HMRC started work on identifying
AUTs as part of its Scheme Reconciliation Service in the
run-up to ending contracting-out in April 2016.
apparitor

Officer in attendance on a court to execute orders.

appaid

Archaic form of paid.

appay

Archaic form of pay.

APPC

Advance Program-to-Program Communications. In
computing, an interface developed for networks by IBM.

App Cas

Law Reports of Appeal Cases, 1875 to 1890.

appeal

Requirement for a legal decision to be reconsidered.
In many tax and employment matters, a tribunal
may give a ruling on fact which is fact, leaving an appeal
possible only on a point of law.

Appeal Commissioners

Bodies who hear tax appeals. They are replaced by
tribunals from 2009.
The term “Appeal Commissioner” has come into use
as the word “Commissioner” also means a member of the
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Board of HMRC.
The two types of Commissioner were General
Commissioners and Special Commissioners. The former
were lay people with a status similar to magistrates. The
latter were legally qualified people.
Some tax laws specify to which body particular
appeals may go. Otherwise the taxpayer had a choice. A
taxpayer would usually choose the Special Commissioners
when the issue is a technical point, and the General
Commissioners when the issue is one which commends
itself to a reasonable man.
appearance

Attendance by a person at court, particularly an
appearance to explain to the person the implications of
proceedings being brought against him.
In Scots law, “the formal act whereby the defender
in an action intimates his intention to defend” (Judiciary
of Scotland website glossary).

appearance de bene esse

Conditional appearance in court.

appearance fee

Payment to a person simply for attending an event, such
as a film star attending a fashion show. Also known as
appearance money.

appearance money

Money paid to a prominent person for appearing at a
function.
VAT notice 701/5 gives guidance on the treatment
of such payments in relation to competitions run by clubs.

appear very likely

Term used in Income Tax Act 2007 s384A in relation to
the disallowance of certain loan arrangements against
income tax.

appellant

Person who brings an appeal in court.
For tax appeals, “(a) the person who starts
proceedings (whether by bringing or notifying an appeal,
by making an originating application, by a reference, or
otherwise);
(b) in proceedings started jointly by more than one
person, such persons acting jointly or each such person,
as the context requires;
(c) a person substituted as an appellant under rule 9
(substitution and addition of parties)” (The Tribunal
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Procedure (First-tier Tribunal) (Tax Chamber) Rules SI
2009 No 273 rule 1(3)).
Appellate Committee

Part of the House of Lords which announces legal
decisions.

appellate court

Court which hears appeals against decisions from lower
courts.

appellate jurisdiction

Authority to hear appeals against decisions from lower
courts.

appellee

American term for a person who argues against an
appeal.

appendant

In law, description of incorporeal hereditaments which
arise because the land was originally from the same
manor as other land.

Appendix 7A arrangement

Arrangement to pay national insurance for tax equalised
employees from overseas.

Apple

Major developer of computer hardware and software.
The company was formed in the USA in 1976 by Steven
Jobs and Stephen Wozniak. The company became public
in 1980.
In 1983 the Apple Lisa appeared. This was quickly
followed by the Apple Mac in 1984. The first models
provided only 128 kilobytes of random access memory,
400 kilobyte disks and one disk drive. These computers
were the first to use 3½-inch floppy disks in a case, a
mouse, graphical user interfaces, icons and many other
aspects of computing now considered standard.
The Mackintosh II was launched in 1987 with much
greater capacity and speed. This has been followed by a
succession of improved models.
The company has also been effective in promoting
other consumer electronic products.

apple-knocker

Old slang term for itinerant harvest worker.

applicable financial reporting network
In auditing, “the financial reporting framework adopted
by management and, where appropriate, those charged
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with the governance in the preparation of the financial
statements that is acceptable in view of the nature of the
entity and the objective of the financial statements, or
that is required by law or regulation.”
(FRC Auditing Standards and Guidance glossary).
The definition provides further explanation.
applicable law

The national laws which apply to a particular transaction.
Under the international Rome Convention, the
courts will respect any agreement made by the parties on
the matter. Failing this, the courts will regard the country
with the closest connection as the applicable law.

applicant

Person who applies for something.
Under Family Law Act 1996, it is the term used for
someone seeking a divorce, replacing the previous term
petitioner.
For child trust funds, the term means the child for
whom the fund is created (Child Trust Funds Regulations
SI 2004 No 1450 reg 5).

applicant file

In human resources, collection of forms and other
information about a job applicant, with notes about the
selection.

applicant flow data

In human resources, records of hiring, promotion and
other employment actions. The data are kept for
monitoring purposes.

applicant pool

In human resources, the total number of people who
have applied for a job or who are considered suitable for
the job. The selection is made from the pool.

applicant tracking

In human resources, a system that tracks data relating to
job applications and promotions.

application

Any formal process by which a person seeks to obtain
something. In particular, it can apply to a request for tax
relief, or a process by which an investor seeks to obtain
shares, or a person seeks a job.

application concluded

Term used by the Home Office’s UK Border Agency in
respect of a person to whom they have granted asylum.
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application controls in information technology
For auditing, “manual or automated procedures that
typically operate at a business process level. Automated
controls can be preventative or detective in nature and
are designed to ensure the integrity of the accounting
records. Accordingly, application controls relate to
procedures used to initiate, record, process and report
transactions or other financial data.”
(FRC Auditing Standards and Guidance glossary).
application designer

In computing, the person who is responsible for turning a
set of requirements into a specification for computer
software.

application for conversion

Application made by a charitable company or a
registered society to become a charitable incorporated
organisation (Charities Act 2011 s228).

application for quotation

Application made by a public company to be listed on a
particular stock exchange.

application form

Form completed by a person seeking something,
particularly a job.

application growth

In computing, any system environment which is capable
of expanding smoothly to meet future increased
demands.

application layer

The layer of a computer operating system which is visible
to the user.

application money

Money which must accompany an application to buy
shares.

application of funds

Statement explaining how a business has acquired funds
and how it has used them. It is broadly the same as a
cashflow statement.

application problem

In computing, a problem identified by the system user
which requires a solution in the software.

application program

Program which performs a task required by the user, as
against one by a system program.
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application program(ming) interface (API)
In computing, interface needed for application software
to communicate with an operating system. HMRC issued
a Notice on 1 September 2015 explaining how it was
improving its APIs.
application service provider

Company that provides software which can deliver
programs over the Internet.

application software

In computing, software which is developed to perform a
particular purpose.

applied economics

Branch of economics which studies practical problems
and how they may be solved using the tools of theoretical
economics.

applied mathematics

Branch of mathematics which determines how other
branches may be used to solve problems.

applied or nominal interest rate
Term used to denote the rate of interest which is used to
calculate the interest owed by a borrower. It is usually
lower than the APR which includes charges.
applying the proviso

In criminal law, when an appeal court uses the proviso in
Criminal Appeal Act 1968 s2.
This allows the court to dismiss an appeal if it
believes that there has been no miscarriage of justice
even though the point of appeal may have some merit.

appointed counsel

American term for a lawyer who is appointed to a
defendant who would otherwise be unrepresented in
court.

appointed day

Day on which a tax provisions (or other law) comes into
force. Finance Acts often contain provisions to come in at
a future date.
The date is given in a Statutory Instrument, such as
Finance Act 2008 Schedule 38 (Appointed Day) Order SI
2010 No 409. This announced that the relevant Schedule
(that makes amendments to stamp duty land tax) comes
into force on 1 April 2010.
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appointee

Person who has been appointed, or for whom a power of
appointment is exercised.

appointment

(1) Arrangement to meet someone.
(2) Process by which a person is given a job or a new job.

appointment process

This term is used to describe the process of a client
nominating an Agent to act on their behalf by way of the
Agent ID.

Appointments Commission

Body corporate created under Health Act 2006 s57 as a
successor to the National Health Service Appointments
Commission.

appointor

Person given a power of appointment.

apportionment

General
The process of splitting an amount on some basis. For
example, an electricity bill may be apportioned between
two occupiers when a property changes hands.
For all taxes, apportionment is sometimes needed
when income or expenditure spans a date on which a tax
rate or rule changes.
Private expenses
For certain VAT provisions, an amount may need to
be apportioned, such as between personal and business
use of an expense.
Note that for income tax and corporation tax,
expenses cannot usually be apportioned as they must be
“wholly” for a business to be deductible.
Basis periods
Allocation of profits to particular tax years under the rules
set out in Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act
2005 from s203.

apportionment factor

Number between 0 and 1 that determines how much of
an item of account may be allocated for a particular tax
purpose. The term is used in the Inspectors’ Manual at
BIM24630 in the context of golf clubs.
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apportionment method

System used to apportion income and expenses to
particular enterprises.

apportionment schemes

A simplified method of calculating VAT liability on retail
sales, based on the proportions of purchases which are
liable to different rates of VAT. The apportionment
schemes are intended for retail traders that may find it
difficult to account for VAT on their sales in the normal
way.

appraisal

Any systematic approach to establishing a value.
The term is particularly applied to determining the
capabilities of employees, and (particularly in the USA) to
valuing property.

appraisal fee

Charge for a professional valuation of a property that is
offered as security for a loan.

appraisal portfolio

Set of techniques used to evaluate an employee’s
performance. These may vary between departments.

appraisal related pay

Pay scheme where at least part of an employee’s pay is
linked to an appraisal of the employee’s performance.
This is also known as merit pay.
The two main forms of appraisal related pay are:
• performance-against-objectives; and
• rating by line manager against work
competencies.

appraisal work

For chargeable gains in the oil industry, “means work
carried out for the purpose of ascertaining the extent or
characteristics of any oil-bearing area the whole or part of
which lies in the area concerned or what the reserves of
oil of any such oil-bearing area was” (Taxation of Capital
Gains Act 1992 s196(6)).

appraisement

Valuation of goods, particularly those seized by distraint
or similar procedure.

appraiser

Valuer, particularly of goods acquired by appraisement.

appreciation

When an asset gains value, as often happens for land.
“An increase in the value of an asset. *The term+ is
also used for currency to describe the value of one
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currency rising in relation to another” (HM Treasury
glossary).
In human resources, the term is used in a more
general sense of expressing recognition of good work by
an employee.
apprentice

System under which a young person worked beside an
experience worker for five or six years before being
recognised as an experienced worker. The apprentice was
paid a low rate of pay. Apprenticeships were common in
the construction, engineering and printing industries.
This is an ancient arrangement, which was
embodied in English law as far back as the Statute of
Artifices 1563. This was known as serving time. The
apprenticeship was ended by a celebration often
involving bizarre rituals.
The system started to die out from the 1970s,
though even in the mid-1970s, about 40% of boys leaving
school became apprentices. An attempt has been made
to revive the scheme as modern apprenticeships.

apprentice house

Cheap accommodation provided for apprentices, often
orphaned children, attached to a factory. They were
common in 18th century. They became subject to
statutory regulation in 1802.

apprenticeship

Fixed period of work-based training in which a person
learns a skill or craft. The traditional apprenticeship
largely died out during the 1970s and 1980s, though a
form of modern apprenticeship has been introduced.
A definition appears in Apprenticeships, Skills,
Children and Learning Act 2009 sA8(4) as inserted by
Welfare Reform and Work Act 2016 s2(1).
Only a statutory apprenticeship may be descibed as
an apprenticeship under the provisions of
Apprenticeships, Skills, Children and Learning Act 2009
sA11 as inserted by Enterprise Act 2016 s25. A person
commits an offence if any form of training is described as
an apprenticeship. It remains legal to provide such
training, but it must not be called an apprenticeship.

apprenticeship agreement

In relation to the public sector. “means —
(a) an approved English apprenticeship agreement;
(b) an apprenticeship agreement within the
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meaning given in section 32 as it applies in relation to
England by virtue of provisions made under section
115(9) of the Deregulation Act 2015”
(Apprenticeships, Skills, Children and Learning Act 2009
sA9(7) as inserted by Enterprise Act 2016 s24).
apprenticeship levy (AL)

Charge imposed from April 2017 on payrolls of more than
£3 million a year at a rate of 0.5%. This is achieved by
granting an allowance of £15,000 against the levy. The
levy was announced in the Autumn Statement 2015 to be
legislated in Finance Act 2016.

apprenticeships target

This is “that three million apprenticeships are entered
into in England during the period beginning with 1 May
2015 and ending with 31 March 2020” (Apprenticeships,
Skills, Children and Learning Act 2009 sA8(2) as inserted
by Welfare Reform and Work Act 2016 s2(1)).
“An apprenticeship target, in relation to a public
body, is a target relating to the number of persons
(“apprentices”) who work for the body under an
apprenticeship agreement” (Apprenticeships, Skills,
Children and Learning Act 2009 sA9(2) as inserted by
Enterprise Act 2016 s24).

apprenticeship tax

In international taxation, any charge made to finance
apprenticeships and technical training.

apprentice upper secondary threshold (AUST)
Maximum earnings of an apprentice for which an
employer does not pay employer's national insurance
from 6 April 2016.
For 2016/17, AUST is set at the same figure as the
upper earnings limit for national insurance, but the two
figures may not be the same in subsequent years.
apprenticii ad legem

Latin: apprentices at law. The term refers to junior
barristers.

approbate and reprobate

Legal term which means to blow hot and cold. It espouses
the principle that a person cannot both claim benefit
under an instrument and also deny liabilities imposed by
the same instrument.
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appropriate audit authority

Person to whom an auditor must report his concerns
about a company if he feels obliged to resign as its
auditor. For a major audit, this is the Secretary of State.
For other auditors, it is the auditor’s professional body.
(Companies Act 2006 s525(1)).

appropriate body of persons

Term used in Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988
s751A to define the people affected by tax provisions
relating to controlled foreign companies.

appropriated tax

In international taxation, a tax that is charged for a
particular purpose. In the UK, this would normally be
called a hypothecated tax. Climate change levy is a
hypothecated tax.

appropriate judicial authority Court that has the relevant power to seize property under
Criminal Justice and Police Act 2001. The authorities are
listed in s64.
appropriate maximum housing benefit (AMHB)
Maximum amount of housing benefit that may be paid to
a person of working age and who rents his or her home in
the private rented sector, after a reduction in benefit for
unused bedrooms.
The reduction is 14% for one unused bedroom. and
25% for two. This provision is introduced from April 2013.
appropriate mitigation steps

In relation to the remittance basis, this term is defined in
Income Tax Act 2007 s809VI.

appropriate national health service allocation
Amount of national insurance contributions that are
allocated for the National Health Service, as set out in
Social Security Administration Act 1992 s162(5).
appropriateness (of audit evidence)
“The meaure of the quality of audit evidence: that is, its
relevance and its reliability in providing support for the
conclusions on which the auditor’s opinion is based.”
(FRC Auditing Standards and Guidance glossary).
appropriate non-ship pool

Term defined in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s127(3) in
relation to capital allowances on ships.
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appropriate notional price

Term used in Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 s545 in relation to priority share allocations to
employees.

appropriate penalty provision Term used in relation to repeated benefit fraud, a social
security offence.
The term is defined in Social Security Fraud Act
2001 s6B(2)(a) as inserted by Welfare Reform Act 2012
s119(10).
appropriate percentage

A percentage taken from tables relating to the carbon
dioxide emissions of a car that is a taxable benefit in kind
for an employee (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 s121).
The percentage is a figure of up to 35%. The tables
have frequently been revised, so a percentage for the
same car may be higher in a later tax year.
The employee is usually taxed on the notional
benefit of having the car as being the list price multiplied
by the appropriate percentage. If the employer also
provides petrol or other road fuel, the employee is also
liable to pay tax on a benefit calculated as a fixed amount
multiplied by the appropriate percentage.

appropriate personal pension scheme (APPS)
A private pension scheme which allows a person to
contract out of state second pension. If the person is an
employee, he or she pays the full rate of class 1 national
insurance but a portion of that is paid into the APPS. This
amount is known as the contracted-out rebate. The
pension benefits it buys are known as protected rights.
“A personal pension scheme which an individual
may join as a means of contracting out of the State
Second Pension, previously known as SERPS. To obtain an
appropriate scheme certificate from the Secretary of
State for the Department of Work and Pensions (DWP),
the personal pensions scheme needs to satisfy certain
conditions about the protected rights” (CA 84
Stakeholders Pension Scheme Manual, published by
HMRC).
appropriate personal pension stakeholder pension (APPSHP)
“Appropriate personal pension scheme which operates
on in the same basis as an APP scheme but with
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stakeholder status” (CA 84 Stakeholders Pension Scheme
Manual, published by HMRC).
appropriate proportion

In relation to attribution of gains to beneficiaries, this
term is defined in Finance Act 2008 Sch 7 para 126(18).

appropriate tax accounting arrangements
Accounting arrangements in a large company that are
appropriate to the size, complexity and nature of the
business. They must be sufficient to ensure that the
company’s tax liabilities are calculated correctly in all
respects.
The term is used and the matter discussed in the
Inspector’s Manual at SAOG 14320.
appropriation

(1) Legal process whereby the property of one person
passes to another.
(2) Situation where more units in a unit trust are being
bought than sold.

appropriation account

Account which apportions the profit for an accounting
period between the various provisions, reserves and
retained profit.
In a partnership, the appropriation account
apportions the profit to the various partners’ capital and
current accounts.

appropriation account

Part of the accounts which shows how the profit has been
used, in particular how much has been paid to the
shareholders and how much has been retained.

appropriation in aid

Item in the estimates of a government department which
records revenue from selling goods and services to the
public.

appropriation of payments

Allocation of a payment to debts owed by the payer. The
right of appropriation rests with the debtor unless the
creditor has specified a particular debt. If the debtor does
not make an appropriation, the creditor may do so.

appropriation to retail trading
Term used up to 1973 to determine when purchase tax
became payable, such as when goods moved from a
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wholesaler to a retailer.
approval

Process by which the trustees or equivalent body make
the treasurer’s report their own.

approval notice

Notice from HMRC that it accepts a proposed rate of
providing a benefit or paying an employee for an
allowable expense without incurring a tax charge (Income
Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003 s289B(3)).

approved airport

Place where goods imported by air may be landed in the
UK. It is an offence to import goods by air at any other
destination.

approved budget

Budget which has been approved by members, adjusted
to reflect in-year virements.

approved charitable investments
These are listed in Income Tax Act 2007 s558.
approved charitable loans

These are listed in Income Tax Act 2007 s561.

Approved Code of Practice (ACOP)
Code issued by the Health and Safety Executive under
statutory regulations. An ACOP provides detailed
guidance on how to comply with health and safety law.
An ACOP is not legally binding, but failure to comply may
comprise evidence of a failure to meet legal
requirements.
approved commercial document
Document which Customs has approved for use when
exporting goods under the Simplified Clearance
Procedure.
approved consignor

Old term for a consignor who was authorised by Customs
and Excise to produce his own forms for export purposes.

approved debts

Debts which a debt factor is prepared to accept.

approved deferred share trust (ADST)
Trust fund established by an employer for the benefit of
the employees. The fund purchase shares in the
employer. If approved by HMRC, the tax on the dividends
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may be postponed until the shares are sold.
approved delivery facility

Bank, stock yard, warehouse or other facility that is
authorised by an exchange to deliver commodities that
are tendered on futures contracts.

approved deposit fund

Australian term for a fund into which pension
contributions are paid.

approved development condition
In relation to wind generating stations, this term is
defined in Electricity Act 1968 s32LJ as inserted by Energy
Act 2016 s79.
approved distributor

Person who has been individually authorised and
approved for the purpose of supplying tied oil, in the
course of trade for eligible use.

approved furnace operator

For hydrocarbon oil duty, “means a person approved by
the Commissioners for the purposes of section 14(1) of
the [Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1979] (rebate of duty on
light oil delivered for home use for use as furnace fuel”
(Hydrocarbon Oil (Industrial Reliefs) Regulations SI 2002
No 1471 reg 3).

approved investment funds (AIF)
Fund that may use Enterprise Investment Scheme tax
relief (Income Tax Act 2007 s251).
approved list

List of suitable investments in which a financial institution
is prepared to invest.

approved local enterprise agency
Local body approved by the government to promote
enterprise in an area. Contributions to it are tax
deductible (Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s79).
approved means of communication
In relation to PAYE and self-assessment, “in relation tio
the delivery of information or the making of a payment in
accordance with the provisions of these Regulations,
means a method of electronic communication which has
been approved, by specific or general directions issued by
the Board of Inland Revenue, for the delivery of that kind
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or the making of a payment of that kind under that
provision” (PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 189).
approved mileage allowance payment (AMAP)
Provision that allowed an employer to reimburse an
employee at a fixed amount per business mile travelled in
the employee’s own car without needing to calculate the
mileage cost.
AMAP has now been abolished although the current
system of reimbursement is almost identical. This is
contained in Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act
2005 s94F(2).
The right to claim actual cost instead of AMAP was
abolished from 6 April 2002.
From 1996 to 2002, an employee could be
reimbursed using Inland Revenue Approved Mileage rates
(IRAMs).
From 1990 to 1996, the Fixed Profit Car Scheme
rates were used.
Before 1990, a claim was based on actual cost.
approved mixer

For oil duty, “means a person approved by the
Commissioners for the purposes of section 20A of the
*Hydrocarbon Oil Duties+ Act 1979” (Hydrocarbon Oil
(Mixing of Oils) Regulations SI 1985 No 1450 reg 2(1)).

approved mixing

For oil duty, “means mixing in accordance with
permission under the regulations” (Hydrocarbon Oil
Duties Act 1979 s20A(5)(b)).

approved pension scheme

Pension scheme which is approved by HMRC and thus
qualifies for certain tax advantages.

approved profit-sharing (APS) Tax-efficient scheme which ran from 1979 to 2002 as
explained in profit-sharing.
The capital gains tax provisions are given in Taxation
of Capital Gains Act 1992 from s238.
approved repairers

Arrangement which is now popular among insurance
companies, particularly for motor insurance. Typically
each insurance company has a network of garages whose
quality of work and pricing structure it has approved. The
insurance company requires the policyholder to use an
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approved repairer.
approved repayment user

For hydrocarbon oil duty, means “a person approved by
the Commissioners for the purposes of section 9(4) of
[Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1979] (repayment of duty
where duty paid hydrocarbon oil put to qualifying use)”
(Hydrocarbon Oil (Industrial Reliefs) Regulations SI 2002
No 1471 reg 3).

approved scheme

“Share award or share option scheme approved by the
Employee Share Schemes Unit, which gives favourable tax
and NICS advantages to employees and employers”
(Inspectors’ Manual at BIM 44001).
In international taxation, any scheme into which
payments are given a preferential tax treatment. This
commonly includes pension funds.

approved school

Educational establishment to which a court may send
children whose behaviour makes them impossible to
educate in an ordinary school.
Since 1969, such schools have been replaced by
community homes or by accommodation in ordinary
schools under special provisions.

approved securities

Bonds and other investments which a bank is allowed to
hold.

approved share incentive plan
Another name for share incentive plan (SIP).
approved tied oil trader

For hydrocarbon oil duty, means “a person approved by
the Commissioners for the purposes of section 9(1) of
[Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1979] (delivery for home use
of hydrocarbon oil without payment of duty)”
(Hydrocarbon Oil (Industrial Reliefs) Regulations SI 2002
No 1471 reg 3).

approved training

Training under a scheme sponsored by the government. A
young person undergoing approved training is regarded
as being in full-time education for the purpose of claiming
social security benefits.

approved wharf

Place in a port where goods imported by sea must be
unloaded.
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A port is approved by a Statutory Instrument which
defines the area of the wharf. Some wharves are
restricted as to what goods may be imported. Once
unloaded, either customs duty must be paid or the goods
must be held in a transit shed.
approximation

Process or result from making an informed guess.
An approximation is usually acceptable if:
• it is sufficiently close to the likely answer as
still to be a useful figure;
• the real answer is not readily available at that
time;
• the number is identified as an approximation;
• an indication is given on how accurate the
approximation is considered to be.
The term “approximation” is the generic statistical
term. In finance, the term estimate is considered more
appropriate.
The term “very approximate” should be avoided.
Literally this would mean a number very close to the
original, but as its use is likely to be the opposite, this
expression should be avoided.

approximation of laws

Process by which two or more legislatures endeavour to
make their laws similar. The process can be seen in the
member states of the European Union. It can also be seen
in the international development of accounting
standards.

appurtenance

In law, something which has been attached to property,
as against something which is part of the property or
which is naturally attached (such as a tree).

appurtenant

Attached to land, and enhancing its value or use.

appurtenant property

“In relation to a building or part of a building or a flat,
means any garage, outhouse, garden, outhouse, yard or
appurtenances belonging to, or usually enjoyed with the
building or part or flat” (Commonhold and Leasehold
Reform Act 2002 s112(1)).

APR

(1) Agricultural property relief, from inheritance tax.
(2) Annualised percentage rate. A standard method of
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expressing interest rates to make them comparable.
APRA

Australian Prudential Regulation Authority.

a prima vista

Italian: at first sight.

a priori

Latin: from the previous, deductively.

apriori algorithm

In computing, a standard algorithm for learning
association rules. It can be used on databases to produce,
for example, analyses of customer spending habits.

a priori category

In statistics, an existing distinction between variables
which may be used in a categorical scale, such as
person’s sex or weight range. This is distinguished from a
constructed category which must be devised by the
statistician.

à propos de bottes

French: with regard to boots. This means, with regards to
nothing.

à propos de rien

French: with regard to nothing.

APRT

Advance petroleum revenue tax.

APS

Approved profit-sharing.

APT

Arbitrage pricing theory.

aptitude test

In human resources, test of a person’s innate skills, such
as clerical, mechanical and numerical ability.

APTU

Anti-Poll Tax Union.

AQE

Available qualifying expenditure (Capital Allowances Act
2001 s55(1)(b)).

aqua cedit solo

Latin: water passes with the soil.
This means that ownership of water is by owning
the land underneath it.

aqueduct

For capital allowances, this is specifically excluded from
the scope of plant and machinery (Capital Allowances Act
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2001 s22(1) List B).
AQL

Acceptable quality level. In computing, a term used by
component manufacturers to determine the quality
required and achieved.

AR

(1) All risks (in insurance).
(2) Term used in the formula for calculating the ring fence
amount for the oil industry. The formula is given in
Corporation Tax Act 2010 s279D.

a/r

As required.
In costing, the term is used for small quantities of
items such as water or string where the value is
considered too small to need a cost.

ARA

Assets Recovery Agency.

Arab blacklist

Blacklist against suppliers and shipping agents operated
by some Arab countries in the 1960s and 1970s as a
means of putting economic pressure on Israel.

Arab Currency-Related Unit (ArCRU)
Fictitious currency created by Hambros Bank in 1974 as a
means of valuing Middle East oil while exchange rates
were volatile.
Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development
Body established in 1972 to promote development within
Arab states.
arable area payment

Payment to an arable farmer under EU Common
Agricultural Policy.
Tax Bulletin 02/94 states that HMRC may accept
such a payment as a sales subsidy.

Arab tax treaty

Treaty signed on 3 December 1973 by Egypt, Iraq, Jordan,
Kuwait, Sudan, Syria and Yemen. It provides a double
taxation framework.

A rating

Description given by the Home Office’s UK Border Agency
to those who are allowed to sponsor workers coming to
the UK. It is a permanent rating, unlike the B rating.
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arb

Abbreviation of arbitrageur.

arbitrage

Process of buying something with a view to selling it at a
profit somewhere else.
Arbitrage typically exploits small differences in
prices between such items as currencies and
commodities. So if a pound could be bought for $1.800 in
London and sold for $1.801 in New York, the arbitrageur
would buy pounds in London and sell them in New York.
Typically arbitrage involves spending large sums and
selling promptly (usually within seconds) to make a small
profit.
For shares, there is a special form known as risk
arbitrage.
There are provisions in Taxation (International and
Other Provisions) Act 2010 from s231 that allow HMRC to
issue notices to companies to calculate their tax less
advantageously in certain arbitrage schemes.

arbitrage-free condition

Assumption made in financial modelling that there are no
anomalies, that is no opportunities for risk-free excess
returns in the market.

arbitrage pricing theory (APT) Theory which is based on the value of a security being
driven by various factors of two types: those that relate
to the market generally and those that relate to the
specific company.
The main difference between APT and the capital
asset pricing model is that APY attempts to identify many
factors rather than just one. For this reason, APT is often
seen as sound in theory but impractical in practice.
arbitrage syndicate

Group of people who provide the capital to engage in
arbitrage.

arbitrageur

One who engages in arbitrage, that is someone who buys
something in a large quantity and sells it again almost
immediately at a small profit.

arbitration

A process of judging the merits of competing claims. The
arbitrator hears the claims and makes his decision.
Arbitration must be distinguished from mediation
which is the process of trying to help two parties to
resolve their differences themselves. Arbitration often
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follows when mediation has failed.
Relevant law is given in Arbitration Act 1969.
Many international treaties have arbitration
clauses.
arbitration agreement

Contract which refers any disagreements to arbitration.
Such a contract may be made for either a past or any
future disagreement.

arbitration award

Amount which is awarded against a party following an
arbitration.

arbitration clause

Express term in a contract where the parties agree to
refer any dispute to arbitration.

arbitration cover

Additional cover which ECGD offered for the additional
risk of a claim being lost after arbitration.

arbitrator

Independent third party who hears a dispute and gives a
ruling. It is a means of settling disputes without using a
court.

ARC

(1) Advanced reduced instruction set computing. An old
term for the specification for computer microprocessing
platforms.
(2) Accounting Regulatory Committee.

architect

Under the VAT flat rate scheme, the appropriate
percentage is:
From
4 January 2011
1 January 2010
1 December 2008
1 January 2004

architect model

Percentage
14.5%
13%
11%
13%

One of three styles of personnel management identified
by Shaun Tyson and Alan Fell. (The other two are clerk of
works and contracts manager).
The architect manager is involved in the business to
ensure that the employment policies are consistent with
the business strategy.
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architectural barrier

In human resources, an American term for those parts of
a building that restrict or prevent access by a disabled
person. The USA has a law of 1968 that requires federally
funded buildings to be accessible by the disabled.

architecture

In computing, the design and structure of the hardware.

archive

Repository of old records. Originally, it was the repository
for public records.
The maintenance of a business archive is generally
accepted as a business expenses (Inspectors’ Manual at
BIM42501).

archive file

In computing, a file or collection of files which are not
readily needed. Such files are usually compressed and
placed in a separate part of the computer.

archive paper

Specially produced durable paper. Since 1956, it has been
used as an alternative to vellum for recording private Acts
of Parliament. On 2 November 2015, Parliament voted
that one of the two official copies of each Act may also be
printed on archive paper. It has an official life of 250 years
and an expected life of 500 years.

archiving

Process of taking old documents and storing them. The
term can apply to either paper files or computer files. In
both cases, the procedure frees up space for current
documents at the expense of making the archived
documents less accessible.

archwiliad

Welsh: audit

archwiliwr

Welsh: auditor

ARCnet

The first commercially available local area network for
computers. It was introduced in 1977 by Datapoint
Corporation.

ArCRU

Arab Currency-Related Unit

Arctic Systems

Company set up in 1992 by a married couple, Geoffrey
and Diana Jones, and which became subject to a
notorious protracted test case with the tax authorities.
The couple eventually won in the House of Lords
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after four years of litigation in Jones v Garrett [2007]. This
case did undermined the reputation of HMRC and the
courts.
The company was set up as a standard husband and
wife company where they each held one share, the
husband did most of the work, and the income was
drawn in dividends rather than salary. This avoids
national insurance and allows the wife’s personal
allowance and basic rate tax band to be used.
HMRC claimed that this represented a trust created
by the husband in favour of his wife, a practice
subsequently called income splitting. This provided a
novel interpretation of laws first passed in 1922 but never
before used in such a manner. The consequence of that
interpretation was that the wife’s income was held to be
taxable as the income of the husband.
After many interpretations from the courts, the
House of Lords eventually held that the wife’s income
was not taxable as her husband’s. Although this was also
the decision of the Court Appeal, the Lords dismissed the
Appeal Court’s reasons and substituted their own, which
was basically that any trust would fail as it was between
husband and wife and therefore exempt under tax law.
ARD

Days in a chargeable period after a relevant date, as used
in the formulae for capital allowances on Finance Act
2008 s80(10) and 83(3).

are

Unit of land measure equal to one hundredth of a
hectare; 100 square metres.

Area Child Protection Committee (ACPA)
Body that advises and reviews local arrangements for
interdepartmental co-operation in child protection.
areal density

In computing, the number of data bits that can be
recorded on a defined unit of storage medium.

argentine

Gold coin issued by Argentina, that may be a gold
investment coin for VAT purposes.

argentiferous

Silver-yielding; as in a rock.
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Argentina

South American country. Currency is peso. UK has a
double taxation convention of 1996.

argenteus

Name for a Roman silver coin used in Britain worth 1
denarius.

arguendo

Latin: in the course of his argument.

argument

In mathematics and computing, an independent variable
from which something is calculated or otherwise
determined.

argumentative affidavit

Affidavit which contains arguments about the facts. Such
an affidavit is generally forbidden under English law.

ariary

Currency of Madagascar.

Ariel

Automated real-time investments exchange owned by the
Accepting Houses Committee where bargains were
struck from 1974.

arise

In relation to carried interest in investment management
services, the word is given a specific meaning in Taxation
of Capital Gains Act 1992 s103KG.

arising basis

When tax is charged on foreign income regardless of
whether it is remitted to the UK. The opposite is known as
the remittance basis.
The arising basis is used for taxpayers for are UKresident and either ordinarily resident or domiciled in the
UK. The arising basis may also be used for other taxpayers
who voluntarily elect to do so, possibly to avoid the
annual charge which they may be required to pay after
seven years.

ariston metron

Greek: middle course; the mean.

arithmetic

Most elementary branch of mathematics used for
performing simple calculations.
Its four main functions are addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division. There are other functions
such as square roots and logarithms.
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arithmetical progresion

Another name for an arithmetic progression.

arithmetic expression

In computing, any quantity which can be expressed in
arithmetic form such as 47, √2, x + 3 etc. These are
connected by an arithmetic operator.

arithmetic function

Any function applied to a number in arithmetic, such as
adding, subtracting, calculating a factorial etc.

arithmetic mean

The form of average determined by adding up numbers
and dividing them by the number of numbers.
So the average of 2, 3, 5 and 6 is 4. This is calculated
by adding up the numbers to give 16 and dividing by four
representing how many numbers there are. This is by far,
the commonest form of average. This is sometimes called
the mean average.

arithmetic operator

In computing, any function which applies any arithmetic
function to an arithmetic expression. Examples include
plus, minus, multiplied by, divided by, factorial etc. The
basic functions of addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division are usually expressed by the symbols + - *
and /.

arithmetic progression

A series of numbers where each increases from the
previous one by a constant, such as 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16 etc.
The nth term = a + (n – 1)d
where a is the first number, and d is the difference
between steps.
The sum of a series = n/2[2a + (n – 1)d] where n is
the number of terms in the series being considered.

arithmetic register

In computing, the register which records both the
operands and results of arithmetic or logic operations.

arithmetic unit

Old term for the central processing unit of a computer.

arithmometer

Old term for a calculating machine.

Arithmos Forologikou Mitroou (FPA)
Greek: value added tax.
ARLA

Association of Residential Letting Agents.
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ARM

Adjustable rate mortgage.

armchair principle

Rule for interpreting wills. It imagines the testator sitting
in an armchair dictating its provisions. The principle
allows the court to recognise nicknames or where the
testator used a term in a particular way.

armed forces

“Royal Navy, the Royal Marines, the regular army and the
regular air force, and any reserve or auxiliary force of any
of those services which has been called out on permanent
service, or embodied” (Customs and Excise Management
Act 1979 s1(1)).
UK forces are subject to UK income tax and national
insurance, regardless of where they are posted. National
insurance provisions are given in Social Security
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s116.
The allowability of various expenses are set out in
Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 from s296.
Accommodation for armed forces is specifically
exempt from council tax.

Armed Forces Early Departure Scheme
Scheme which may provide a payment to armed forces
personnel under Armed Forces Early Departure Payments
Scheme Regulations SI 2014 No 2328.
Such payments are exempt from income tax under
Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003 s640 as
inserted by Finance Act 2015 s15. Payments under the
predecessor scheme were also tax-exempt.
Armenia

Eastern republic. Currency is the dram. UK agreed a
double taxation convention in 2011.

armistice

Temporary total cessation of hostilities agreed between
governments, as against a truce which is agreed by
military commanders.

armorial bearings tax

Form of excise duty first charged in 1798 which replaced
clock and watch tax. It was abolished in the mid-19th
century.

armour

From 6 April 2011, this may be added to a company car if
necessary to an employee from a threat to personal
physical security without the cost increasing the figure for
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the list price from which the employee’s car benefit is
calculated (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003
s125A).
Arms Index

In finance, an indicator of transaction volumes that are
moving in the opposite direction to the market. The index
is regarded as being useful in detecting short-term
extremes for intra-day trading. The index was devised by
Richard Arms.

arm’s length bargain

“A normal commercial transaction between two or more
person” (HMRC manual RPSM glossary). The same as
arm’s length price.

arm’s length price

Price at which goods would be sold if there were no
connection between the parties. It is a similar concept to
fair value.
For tax purposes, arm’s length price may be
substituted for the transfer price if HMRC suspect transfer
pricing.

arm’s length transaction

In auditing, “a transaction conducted on such terms and
conditions as between a willing buyer and a willing seller
who are unrelated and are acting independently of each
other and pursuing their own best interests.”
(FRC Auditing Standards and Guidance glossary).

Army Cadet Corps

Officers, adult instructors and adult warrant officers of
this corps are a class of reservists (PAYE regulations SI
2003 No 2682 reg 122(2)).

army pay

This attracted lower rates of income tax between
1915/16 and 1919/20.

Army Reserve

The name given to the Territorial Army under Defence
Reform Act 2014 s44(2). The previous Army Reserve is
renamed the Regular Reserve under s44(1).

ARP

(1) Adjustable-rate preferred stock.
(2) Annual rate at which the pension is payable. This
abbreviation is used in Finance Act 2004 s 182(4).
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ARPA

Advanced Research Projects Agency, part of the US
Department of Defense.

ARPANET

Advanced Research Projects Agency Network. This was
developed by the US Department of Defense as a means
of exchanging data. It gradually expanded and eventually
became the Internet.

arpent

Old land measure varying from about 1¼ acres to 5/6
acre. The measure is still sometimes used in Louisiana and
Quebec.

ARPS

Adjustable rate preferred stock.

ARPU

Average revenue per user.

ARR

(1) Age-related rebate.
(2) Accounting rate of return.

arraign

Call a prisoner to court by name, to read the charge
against him, and to ask whether he pleads guilty.

arranged marriage

Marriage where the parties have not chosen each other
but have been chosen by someone else, such as their
parents. An arranged marriage is not always void.

arrangement

General
Any form of scheme or agreement. In finance it has many
specialist meanings.
Company law
For company law, the term “includes a reorganisation of
the company’s share capital by the consolidation of
shares of different classes or by the division of shares into
shares of different classes, or by both of those methods”
(Companies Act 2006 s895(2)).
Pensions
In pensions, the term means a contractual or trust-based
arrangement made by or for a member under the
scheme. This meaning is defined in Finance Act 2004
s152(1) and in the Inspectors’ Manual at
RPSOM02300050. A member of a pension scheme may
have more than one arrangement.
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Tax planning
In tax planning, the term means any pre-ordained
combination of transactions designed to create a tax
advantage.
arrangement fee

Charge made for providing a financial fee, one form of
administration fee. It is most commonly charged for
arranging a mortgage or other loan.

array

In computing, an aggregate of data objects which have
identical attributes but can be individually accessed.

array processor

In computing, a computer or computer part which is
designed to process mathematical procedures at a higher
speed than from normal mathematical processes. These
involve grouping numbers for mass calculation.

arrearage

Term sometimes used to mean amount of an obligation
that is past. The term is particularly used for interest or
dividends due but not yet paid on bonds or cumulative
preference shares.

arrears date

In a case for equal pay, the day up to six years before the
action started from which the claim is made (Equal Pay
Act 1970 s2ZB).

arrears

Amounts owed from a previous period, such as missed
loan repayments or rent from previous months.
The lender will typically try to establish the reason
for arrears using normal credit control methods. If this
does not resolve the matter, some arrangement will
usually be sought with the borrower, such as rolling up
the arrears into a new loan or allowing the loan to run for
an extended period.
If the borrower is in financial difficulty, the lender
may consider an arrangement such as a debt
management plan. Failing that, some form of insolvency
arrangement is usually inevitable.

arrectis auribus

Latin: with ears pricked up.

arrest

Deprive a person of his liberty by lawful authority to
compel his appearance to answer a criminal charge.
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The power of HMRC officers to arrest is given in
Commissioners for Revenue and Customs Act 2005 s33.
arrestable earnings

Amount of an employee’s pay which a Scottish court may
make subject to an order for arrestment of earnings.
This comprises all salaries and wages, plus
occasional payments such as bonuses, commission and
overtime.

arrestable offence

A criminal offence for which a person may be legally
arrested.
Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 s24 allows
for arrest without a warrant for a list of offences including
theft and fraud. These are broadly offences for which a
person could be imprisoned for at least five years.

arrested development

Description of a person who suffers from a severe mental
impairment. The term was used in Mental Health Act
1983, but has been replaced in modern law.

arrestment

In Scots law, “legal attachment of money or moveable
property in the hands of a third party” (Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).

arrestment of earnings

Scottish system of requiring certain debts to be paid by
regular deduction from wages, similar to attachment of
earnings which apply in the rest of the UK. The legislation
is contained in Debtors (Scotland) Act 1987. An
arrestment may only be ordered by a Scottish court, but it
can apply to a payroll which operates in any part of the
UK.
There are three types of arrestment order:
• earnings arrestment;
• current maintenance arrestment;
• conjoined arrestment.
For an earnings arrestment, the court states the
amount which must be collected, and provides tables
which determine how much of the employee’s pay must
be taken according to earnings. The latest tables were
issued in 2006, replacing those from 2001.
For a current maintenance arrestment, the court
advises the daily amount to be collected. This is
converted to a payroll figure by multiplying by the
number of calendar days since the worker was last paid.
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There is a protected sum below which no arrestment may
be made from wages. This sum has been £12 a day since
5 April 2006.
A conjoined arrestment is simply a combination of
the other two. Each element operates under the rules for
that element.
An employer may deduct a further £1 for himself to
cover the administrative cost of operating the
arrestment.
arrest of judgment

In criminal law, a motion by a defendant that judgment
should not be given because of an objection arising on
the face of the record, such as a defect in the form of
indictment itself. Such a motion is now very rare.

arrêt

Judgment of a tribunal. From the French word for arrest.

arretted

In law, accused.

arriage

Form of feudal service once required in Scotland. It
originally involved the tenant and his beasts of burdern
working on the master’s land.

arrived ship

Notice that a ship has arrived and is ready to discharge its
cargo.

arriver

Person who has arrived in the UK.
There are special tax rules to determine whether
such a person is to be regarded as UK-resident for tax
purposes.

arroba

Unit of weight of about 25 pounds used in Spain and
Portugal.

arrow key

In computing, the keys marked with the symbols ← ↑ →
and ↓. These move the cursor one space left, up, right or
down respectively.

ARS

(1) Automatic route selection. In computing, the ability of
a switchboard or similar appliance to determine the
optimal route for a circuit.
(2) ISO code for Argentina peso.
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arson

Criminal offence of setting fire to premises (Criminal
Justice Act 1972 s47).

art

Works of art have several specific tax provisions.
For the VAT position on sale from a historic house,
see VAT notice 701/12.

art and part

Old legal term which is the equivalent of part and parcel.

article

Clause in a document or treaty.

Article 6 agreement

An agreement to set up a European works council or
equivalent, which has been negotiated through a Special
Negotiating Body.

Article 13 agreement

Voluntary agreement between a multi-national company
operating in Europe and its workforce to establish a
European works council.

article 48(6) decision

“Means a decision under Article 48(6) of TEU (ordinary
revision procedure)” (European Union Act 2011 s1(5)).

Article 85

Former name given for an anti-competitive agreement
which contravened Article 85 of the Treaty of Rome.

article 184 reliefs

Reliefs from customs duty for many categories of
imported goods, such as the personal effects of someone
moving into the UK.

articled clerk

Clerk under written articles of agreement to serve a
professional person, usually an accountant or solicitor, as
a condition of joining the profession.

articles for use in fraud

Articles whose possession is a criminal offence under
Fraud Act 2006 s6, or whose making or supply is a
criminal offence under Fraud Act 2006 s7.
The definition of such articles is contained in Fraud
Act 2006 s8, which refers to sections of other laws. The
scope includes “any program or data held in electronic
form” (ibid s8(1)(b)).

articles of association

Document which a limited company must file, with the
memorandum of association (Companies Act 2006 s18).
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articles of incorporation

(1) Document which sets up a company in the USA. It
governs the relationship between the company and its
investors.
artificial diversion of profits
(2) Term used in HMRC consultation document of June
2011 regarding the new proposals for controlled foreign
companies, planned to be introduced from 2014.
Broadly, such companies will cease to be taxed on
profits earned outside the UK, but subject to provisions to
counter artificial diversion.

articles of roup

Conditions of sale at a roup, as announced by the crier.
In Scots law, “conditions of sale by auction”
(Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).
Impact of transactions on the balance sheet and profit
and loss account through application of the accounting
equation.

articulation

artificial

In relation to tax avoidance in Scotland, the word is
defined in Revenue Scotland and Tax Powers Act 2014
s64.
Broadly, an avoidance scheme is artificial if either
Condition A or B is met.
“Condition A is met if the entering into or carrying
out of the arrangement is not a reasonable course of
action in relation to the tax provisions in question having
regard to all the circumstances, including—
(a) whether the substantive results of the
arrangement are consistent with—
(i) any principles on which those provisions
are based (whether express or implied), and
(ii) the policy objectives of those provisions,
(b) whether the arrangement is intended to
exploit any shortcomings in those provisions.” (Revenue
Scotland and Tax Powers Act 2014 s64(2)
“Condition B is met if the arrangement lacks
economic or commercial substance.” (Revenue Scotland
and Tax Powers Act 2014 s64(3).
This section continues:
“(4) Each of the following is an example of
something which might indicate that a tax avoidance
arrangement lacks economic or commercial substance—
(a) whether the arrangement is carried out by a
person in a manner which would not normally be
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employed in reasonable business conduct,
(b) whether the legal characterisation of the
steps in the arrangement is inconsistent with the legal
substance of the arrangement as a whole,
(c) whether the arrangement includes elements
which have the effect of offsetting or cancelling each
other,
(d) whether transactions are circular in nature,
Revenue Scotland and Tax Powers Act 2014 Part 5—The
general anti-avoidance rule
(e) whether the arrangement results in a tax
advantage that is not reflected in the business risks
undertaken by the taxpayer.
“(5) The fact that—
(a) a tax avoidance arrangement accords with
established practice, and
(b) Revenue Scotland had, at the time the
arrangement was entered into, indicated its acceptance
of that practice, is an example of something that might
indicate that the arrangement is not artificial.” (Revenue
Scotland and Tax Powers Act 2014 s64).
artificial arrangement

For VAT, arrangements which have no commercial
purpose other than the avoidance of tax. The European
Court of Justice has ruled that this may constitute an
abusive practice.
The European Court of Justice held that tax
avoidance is itself not a commercial activity (Halifax plc v
Customs [2001]).
One of the hallmarks of a tax planning scheme of
which taxpayers are advised to be wary.

artificiality condition

For controlled foreign companies under 2012 regime,
when the majority of profit from the assets or risks
derived from significant people functions.
This is one of three conditions that brings business
profits from a foreign subsidiary into UK taxation.

artificially depressed market value
Market value of a share that has been reduced for the
purpose of avoiding a tax charge when provided to
employees.
Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 from
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s446A contains anti-avoidance provisions to counter this.
artificially enhanced market value
Market value of a share that has been enhanced for the
purpose of avoiding a tax charge when provided to
employees.
Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 from
s446K contains anti-avoidance provisions to counter this.
artificial person

Legal term for a legal person that is not a human
individual. Examples include companies, trusts, estates
and other legally constituted bodies.

artificial price

Price which differs from normal price for no obvious
commercial reason.
The Inspectors’ Manual at BIM38400 notes that
where an artificial price is paid for trading stock, “there is
usually some other purpose involved”. To the extent that
the artificial (usually inflated) price cannot be justified, it
will be disallowed for tax purpose.

artificial trade

Activity that appears to be trade but is not. Common
examples include hobby activities, investments, and
realisations of capital gains. The matter is discussed in the
Inspectors’ Manual at BIM20090 and BIM75740.

artificial tax avoidance

Tax avoidance that goes beyond what tax law intended or
has become accepted. Such avoidance is likely to be
challenged by HMRC. Even if the challenge is
unsuccessful, it is likely that an artificial scheme will be
legislated against in anti-avoidance provisions.
The nearest to a definition is probably when then
financial secretary Dawn Primarolo on 1 April 2004
described such schemes as “where they create economic
distortions, provide commercial advantages over
compliant taxpayers, redistribute tax revenues in an
unfair or arbitrary manner, or represent an abuse that
conflicts with or defeats the will of Parliament”.
HMRC provides guidance in the form of hallmarks.

artificial transaction

In international taxation, a transaction that has no
commercial purpose other than tax avoidance.
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artisan’s tax

In international taxation, term sometimes used when
artisans (such as plumbers, electricians and carpenters)
work on their own account, and are taxed differently
from professionals such as accountants and lawyers.
The UK had this distinction in that artisans were
taxed under Schedule D Case I whereas professionals
were taxed under Schedule D Case II. Many of the
differences have disappeared.

artist

An artist, sculptor, composer or other creator of art may
average profits over three years under certain conditions
(Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act 2005 s221).

artistic work

For averaging of profits, this may count as a creative
work under Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act
2005 s221(3).

art loan

For tax, there is a special provision when a non-resident
person lends a work of art for display in the UK. This is
excluded from consideration of the remittance basis, and
so cannot in itself establish residence.

Arts Council

Body created in 1946 as Arts Council of Great Britain. It is
a government-funded body that promotes the
performing, visual and literary arts. In 1994, it was split
into sepearate councols for England, Scotland and Wales.
In 2011, Arts Council England took on responsibility for
museums.

Aruba

One of the islands of what was known as the Netherlands
Antilles.

Arusha Agreement

Agreement made in 1969 with effect from 1971, between
the European Union and Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. It
was superseded in 1975 by the Lomé Convention.

ARV

For long funding leases, term used in the formula in
Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s148EA.

arval

Relating to ploughed land.

Arvonlisavero (ALV)

Finnish: value added tax.
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AS

(1) Abbreviation of either Aktieselskab, Danish for “public
company”, or Aksjeselskap, Norwegian for “public
company”. In both languages, the abbreviation is
sometimes indicated A/S.
(2) Amount specified in a transfer notice in relation to a
managed service company (PAYE regulations SI 2003 No
2682 reg 97H(5)).

as

Early Roman copper coin used in Britain, worth 1/16 of a
denarius. The term was a unit of weight, originally equal
to one pound but later reduced to half an ounce.
[The word is also a very common adverb.]

ASA

(1) Accommodation services accountant (in armed
forces).
(2) American Standards Association or Americal Statistical
Association.

ASB

Accounting Standards Board.

asbestos

This mineral is generally banned from importation under
the Asbestos Regulations 2006. Otherwise, it is subject to
prior informed consent procedures as a condition of
getting Customs clearance.

asbestos compensation settlement
“Means a settlement —
(a) the sole or main purpose of which is making
compensation payments to or in respect of individuals
who have, or had before their death, an asbestos-related
condition, and
(b) which is made before 24 March 2010 in
pursurance of an attendance allowance within subsection
(3)” (Income Tax Act 2007 s838A(2)).
The trustees of such a settlement are not liable to
income tax under Income Tax Act 2007 s838A(1).
The same definition is used for inheritance tax in
Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s58(4)).
ASC

Accounting Standards Committee.

ascending order

In computing, order for sorting data starting from the
lowest to highest (eg 1 to 9) or first to last (eg a to z).
Capital letters rank immediately before their lower case
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equivalent. Other characters and signs rank according to
their ASCII code.
ascending tops

On a graph plotting value against time for a security, a
series of peaks which look like a mountain range, where
each one is higher than the one before. In charting, this is
seen as a bull market in that security.

Ascension Island

UK Overseas Territory of an island in the South Atlantic
Ocean. Its currency is the Saint Helena pound.

ascertained residue

For inheritance tax, “means property which, having
ceased to be held by the personal representatives as
such, is held as part of the residue” (Inheritance Tax Act
1984 s91(2)(b)).

ASCII

American Standard Code for Information Interchange, a
standard system of representing letters and other
characters by a number on computers.

ASCLA

Apprenticeships, Skills, Children and Learning Act 2009.

ASCN

Appropriate scheme number, of pension.

ASEAN

Association of South-East Asian Nations.
The members of the association are: Brunei
Darussalam; Indonesia; Malaysia; the Philippines;
Singapore; Thailand; Laos; Cambodia and Vietnam.

A series

Series of codes used by the HMRC SAFE computer system
to record AIU penalties and interest on such penalties.
A list of the codes is given in the Inspectors’ Manual
at DMBM115020.

as fast as can

Obligation placed on a person chartering a vessel to
deliver goods. The obligation is that the goods be
delivered as fast as the ship can load. This obligation has
lost much significance with the development of
containerisation.

ASGBI

Association of Surgeons of Great Britain and Ireland.
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ASH

Action on Smoking and Health, an anti-smoking campaign
group.

A-shares

(1) In the UK, ordinary shares with different voting rights
from other ordinary shares. It is possible to have B-shares
and even C-shares, though these are rare in practice.
A shares are often issued to provide the bulk of the
equity capital, leaving control in the hands of a few
individuals, often founders.
Sometimes the term is hyphenated as A-shares.
(2) In the USA, a standard way of pricing sales charges on
mutual funds by including an up-front charge, typically
around 5.75%. The B-share does not have this up-front
charge.

Ashbury Railway Carriage

Name of court case of 1875 which represents the high
water mark for the ultra vires rule in company law.
The company entered into a contract to run a
railway for which it received some advance payments.
The company ran into difficulties, abandoned the work
and was sued. Its articles of association allowed it to
provide materials for building a railway but not to run
one. The other party could have checked this. Accordingly
the contract was ultra vires and void.

ash cash

Colloquial name for fees paid by undertakers to doctors in
relation to cremations. Such fees are taxable as income.

Ash Wednesday

The first day of Lent. It is not a public holiday.

Asian Development Bank

Bank founded in 1966 to help development in Asia. It is
exempt from UK taxation under SI 1997 No 168.

Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB)
A “multilateral development bank (MDB) conceived for
the 21st century. Through a participatory process, its
founding members are developing its core philosophy,
principles, policies, value system and operating platform.
The Bank's foundation is built on the lessons of
experience of existing MDBs and the private sector. Its
modus operandi will be lean, clean and green: lean, with
a small efficient management team and highly skilled
staff; clean, an ethical organization with zero tolerance
for corruption; and green, an institution built on respect
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for the environment. The AIIB will put in place strong
policies on governance, accountability, financial,
procurement and environmental and social frameworks.”
(AIIB website)

AIIB was formed by China in 2014 and has about 50
supporting countries. The UK was the first G7 country to
join.
Asian option

Option that has an exercise price calculated on the
average price of the underlying security over the period.

ask

Lowest price at which a dealer will sell a specific number
of shares or other securities at any given time. The
highest price is known as the bid.

asked price

Price at which a security or commodity is offered for sale,
or at which a loan will be granted at a particular time.
Similar to offer price. The equivalent figure for the seller
is known as bid and asked.

asking price

Price at which any item is offered for sale. The term
suggests that the seller may be willing to sell for a lower
figure.

ask price

Another term for asked price.

as near thereto as she may safely get always afloat
Qualifying statement which traditionally appears in a bill
of lading. It allows the ship owner the right to use a
different destination port if it is not possible for the ship
to dock at the intended port without grounding.
ASP

(1) Accountancy service provider
(2) Alternatively secured pension
(3) Act of the Scottish Parliament.
(4) American Selling Price, system adopted by American
Customs for import duty purposes.

asp

Act of the Scottish Parliament.
Lower case letters are used for this abbreviation in
such Acts.
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aspect ratio

Ratio between width and height of a computer screen, or
similar.

asper

Old Turkish coin worth 1/120 of a piastre. It was originally a
silver coin.

as per advice

Words written on a bill of exchange. They indicate that
the drawee has been informed that the bill is being drawn
on him.

asphalt

Black or dark brown hard bituminous substance found
with liquid oil. It is widely used in road-building. It is
specifically exempt from hydrocarbon oil duty.

aspheterism

Denial of the right to private property.

aspirations

Aims or wishes of a worker or groups of workers. These
are often considered in pay negotiations with trade
unions.

asportation

Taking away. In law, this was a requirement for a charge
of larceny. This provision is abolished under Theft Act
1968.

ASPP

Additional statutory paternity pay.

Asprey Report

Report on taxation submitted to the Australian
government in 1975. It led to a re-ordering of the
personal tax system.

Asquith, H H

English politician (1852-1928) who served as Chancellor
of the Exchequer from 10 December 1905 to 12 April
1908 under the Liberal government of Sir Henry
Campbell-Bannerman. He introduced the Liberal reforms
including the first old age pensions. He was prime
minister from 5 April 1908 to 5 December 1916.

as required

In management accounting, an indication that the
amount of material to be used varies. The term is typically
used for low cost items such as string and glue. Such an
item is costed at a typical figure.
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assart

Old term meaning to reclaim land for agriculture, such as
removing trees or grubbing up hedges.

assault

Intentional or reckless act that causes someone to be put
in fear of immediate physical harm. Physical contact is not
necessary for this offence.
This is a criminal offence, and can also give rise to
civil proceedings for trespass against the person.
Assault on an officer of HMRC is a further offence
under Commissioners for Revenue and Customs Act 2005
s32.

assay

Test of a metal to see what it contains. This is particularly
used to determine whether an item is made up largely of
gold or another precious metal, and is not an alloy with a
base metal.

assay mark

Symbols on gold and silver to indicate its provenance.

assay-master

Officer who determines how much precious metal there
is in coin or bullion.

assay piece

Coin, item of jewellery or other sample which is offered
for assaying on behalf of all such items.

assayer

Person who assays coins, jewellery and similar items.

assembly

Stage of manufacturing which involves putting
components together, rather than making the
components.

Assembly consituent members
Members of Welsh Assembly elected from its
constituencies.
assembly line

Line of workers who put together products, usually
passing items to each other. The method was pioneered
by the Ford Motor Co.
The advantage is that each worker only has to learn
one skill, producing quicker results and reducing the need
for training. This must be balanced by the sheer boredom
of doing one task all day. A compromise to split the
workforce into small teams which have the responsibility
for a range of tasks but is allowed to work out themselves
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who and how they will be performed.
Assembly lines are distinguished between
mechanical lines and non-mechanical lines. The former is
where components move on a slow conveyor belt; the
latter is where assemblers collect the parts.
Assembly line work is usually undertaken before
demand for the products. Matching demand to supply is
known as pacing.
From the 1970s many assembly lines have been
replaced by robots and similar automated systems.
assembly line balancing

Procedures to maximise output from an assembly line by
addressing the different times required for each task. For
example, task A may take 10 minutes while task B takes
12 minutes. Without some balancing, either A wastes 2
minutes out of every 12 to accommodate B, or B cannot
complete every sixth task.
Many methods have been devised to deal with such
problems. Some of the more common methods ar:
• equalising the work, so that some of the
longer tasks are added to shorter tasks;
• having more than one person assigned to one
task, so if one task takes 10 minutes and another takes 20
minutes, there will be two people assigned to the second
for every one assigned to the first;
• having a separate assembly with its own
speeds to take work from othe assembly lines;
• having buffer stocks of partly-completed
items to occupy what would otherwise be idle time.

assembly referendum

Proposed referendum for a regional assembly (Regional
Assemblies (Preparations) Act 2003 s1).

Assembly regional members

Members of Welsh Assembly elected by regional colleges.

assent

Formal acknowledgment of acceptance. This includes
acceptance of property under Administration of Estates
Act 1925.

assented stock

Ordinary share (or sometimes another form of security)
whose holder has agreed to the terms of a takeover bid.
The opposite is known as non-assented stock.
Occasionally, assented and non-assented stock attract
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different prices.
assent of executor

Requirement for a person to inherit under a will.

assent procedure

Procedure introduced in 1986 to give the European
Parliament a new power in relation to legislation
produced by the European Commission.

assert

Claim decisively and unequivocally.

asserted advantage

The tax advantage sought from chosen arrangements in a
tax avoidance scheme.

assertions

In auditing, “representations by management, explicit or
otherwise, that are embodied in the financial statements,
as used by the auditor to consider the different types of
potential misstatements that may occur”.
(FRC Auditing Standards and Guidance glossary).

assess

Determine the value of.
For auditing, the term is defined: “analyze identitied
risks or to conclude on their significance. Assess, by
convention, is used only in relation to risk.”
(FRC Auditing Standards and Guidance glossary).
*The text gives the italicised “or” as “of”, which is
assumed to be a typing error.]

assessable income

In international taxation, a person’s income subject to tax
after all allowances, exemptions and reliefs have been
allowed.

assessed risk

in auditing, risk of misstatement by the management of
an entity as assessed by the auditor in accordance with
International Standard on Auditing ISA 315.
The auditor’s responsibilities are explained in ISA
330.

assessed tax

Amount or rate at which each category of income is
subject to income tax.

assessed value

In international taxation, the value on which a tax is
charged. This is usually the annual value or market value
from which various allowances and reliefs may be
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subtracted.
assessee

Person who is assessed.

assessing procedure

Means by which HMRC determines amount of tax payable
when this has not been provided by the taxpayer. The
procedure is given in Taxes Management Act 1970 s30A.

assessing window

Period in which HMRC may legally assess a taxpayer for a
penalty.
The term is used in the Inspector’s Manual at SAOG
21200.

assessment

Method used to create a legally enforceable debt. This
applies if there is a failure to declare taxes or charges, or
submit returns, that are due; or if an incomplete, or
incorrect, declaration is made.
HMRC may raise an assessment for tax when the
taxpayer has not submitted a proper and accurate return.
Such an assessment must be made to the tax inspector’s
best judgment. This was explained in the case Johnson v
Scott [1978] 52TC383:
~
“Of course all estimates are unsatisfactory; of course they will
always be open to challenge in points of detail; and of course
they may well be under-estimates rather than over-estimates
as well. But what the Crown has to do in such a situation is, on
the known facts, to make reasonable inferences. When, in
paragraph 7(b) of the case stated, the commissioners state
that (with certain exceptions) the inspector’s figures were ‘fair’
that is, in my judgment, precisely and exactly what they ought
to be, fair. The fact that the onus is on the taxpayer to displace
the assessment is not intended to give the Crown carte
blanche to make wild or extravagant claims. Where an
inference of whatever nature falls to be made, one invariably
speaks of a ‘fair’ inference. Where, as is the case in this matter,
figures have to be inferred, what has to be made is a ‘fair’
inference as to what such figures may have been. The figures
themselves must be fair.”

assessment (Scotland)

Details are given in Revenue Scotland assessment.
It should be noted that in Scotland there is generally
a 5-year limit (Revenue Scotland and Tax Powers Act 2014
s103(1)).
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assessment base

In insurance, the base on which a deposit insurer
calculates the premiums for the insured depositors.

assessment centre

Selection technique used for appointments which
typically require a significant investment in training by the
employer. Examples include most management training
schemes. An assessment centre typically requires a
person to perform supervised tasks over several days. The
additional cost and effort is justified as leading to better
selection of candidates.

assessment date

Date on which an undertaking must meet the conditions
for a small business under Enterprise Act 2016 s2(5).

assessment for interest overpayments
Such an assessment may be raised under Value Added
Tax 1994 s78A.
assessment period

Tax
Period for which a tax is charged. The period is usually
one year.
Universal credit
For universal credit. “a period of prescribed duration”
(Welfare Reform Act 2012 s7(2)).
Small business
Period for which an undertaking must meet the
conditions for being a small b (Enterprise Act 2016
s2(5)(a)).

assessment phase

First weeks of entitlement to employment support
allowance. The phase usually lasts for 13 weeks. During
this period, the claimant receives just a basic allowance.
It is followed by the main phase where either
support component or work-related activity component
may also be paid.

assessor

Person who makes any kind of assessment. In some
instances, this includes a person who may provide
assistance to a court while not taking part in the decision.

asset

Definition
Money, something that become money, or something
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worth money. The opposite to an asset is a liability.
“A resource controlled by the entity as a result of
past events and from which future economic benefits are
expected to flow to the entitu” (FRS 102 glossary).
“An asset is a resource controlled by the entity as a
result of past events and from which future economic
benefits are expected to flow to the entity” (FRS 102
section 2.15(a)).
“A resource:
(a) controlled by an entity as a result of past
events; and
(b) from which future economic benefits are
expected to flow to the entity” (IAS 38 para 8; IAS
Conceptual Framework para 4.4(a)).
FRS 5 para 1 defines an asset as “rights or other
access to future economic benefits controlled by an entity
as a result of past transactions or events”.
HM Treasury glossary defines an asset as “anything
of positive economic value that can be owned or
controlled”.
Types of asset
In accountancy, assets are usually distinguished between
fixed assets and current assets. The difference is that a
fixed asset is expected to last for at least one year from
the balance sheet date. Fixed assets include land,
buildings, plant, machinery, furniture and vehicles.
Current assets include stock, debtors, prepayments and
cash.
A further distinction is made between tangible
assets and intangible assets. The former have physical
form, and include land, buildings, vehicles, machines and
furniture. The latter have no physical form. They include
copyright, patents, know-how and goodwill.
asset account

In bookkeeping, account in which the financial value of a
fixed asset is recorded.

asset allocation

Process of determining how an investment vehicle should
invest its funds between different types of investment.
The process usually starts by analysing the requirements
of the investor.
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asset allocation optimisation

Investment technique that maximises the return of a
diversified portfolio within the constraints set by the
investor.

asset and liability management committee
In banking, a senior management committee which has
overall supervision for the management of the bank’s
assets and liabilities.
asset backed

Description of a business whose market value is largely
represented by tangible assets such as land and plant.

asset-backed fund

Fund in which money is invested in tangible or corporate
assets rather than in loans and intangibles.

asset-backed security

Share, bond or other form of financial instrument whose
value is largely determined by ownership of tangible fixed
assets.

asset card

American term for a debit card.

asset ceiling

For employee pension schemes and similar, “the present
value of any economic benefits available in the form of
refunds from the plan or reductions in future
contributions to the plan” (IAS 19 para 8).

Asset Confiscation Enforcement (ACE)
Teams that enforce the confiscation of assets under
Proceeds of Crime Act 2002.
asset constraint

Restriction on what assets may be contained in a
portfolio.

asset cover

Accounting ratio which provides a measure of a
company’s solvency. It is calculated as net assets divided
by debt. In general, the higher the figure, the more
solvent is the company.

asset derived from other assets
Assets that have been merged or divided, or whose
nature has otherwise changed. The capital gains tax
treatment of such assets is given in Taxation of Capital
Gains Act 1992 s43.
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asset financing

Funding secured on fixed assets, secured loans,
mortgages and hire purchase are examples.

asset held by a long-term employee benefit fund
For accounting standards, “an asset (other than nontransferable financial instruments issued by the reporting
entity) that:
(a) is held by an entity (a fund) that is legally
separate from the reporting entity and exists solely to pay
or fund employee benefits, and
(b) is available to be used only to pay for fund
employee benefits, is not available to the reporting
entity’s own creditors (even in bankruptcy), and cannot
be returned to the reporting entity unless either:
(i) the remaining assets of the fund are
sufficient to meet all the related employee benefit
obligations of the plan [of] the reporting entity; or
(ii) the assets are returned to the reporting
entity to reimburseit for employee benefits already paid.”
(FRS 102 glossary).
asset held on 6 April 1965

There are special provisions for capital gains tax for assets
that have been from before 6 April 1965 (Taxation of
Capital Gains Act 1992 Sch 2).

asset held in 6 April 1982

There are special provisions for capital gains tax for assets
that have been held from before 6 April 1982 (Taxation of
Capital Gains Act 1992 Sch 3).
Broadly gains that accrued before 1982 are exempt
from tax. The 1982 valuation may be determined exactly
or determined as a pro rata value according to the period
of ownership.

asset-liability gap

In banking, a measure of a bank’s risk. It looks at the risksensitive assets and liabilities for the same time frame.

asset-liability management

In banking, the management of assets and liabilities to
minimise risks, particularly with regard to interest rates,
liquidity and credit.

asset lock

Arrangement used by a community interest company to
ensure that those assets cannot be distributed to
members or shareholders.
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asset management

(1) In business management, looking after the financial
assets of a business to maximise their overall return.
(2) In banking, a service offered to look after a client’s
assets. This service is usually offered to the very wealthy.

asset management activities

In relation to the bank levy, the term is defined in Finance
Act 2011 Sch 19 para 71.
In relation to corporation tax, the term is defined in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s133F as inserted by Finance
(No 2) Act 2015 s18. It is also defined in Corporation Tax
Act 2010 s269BC(2).

asset management plan (AMP) Method of maintaining a large fixed asset by routine
replacement of parts. The accounting and tax implications
are discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM31065.
asset management revenue account
An account that a local authority is required to maintain.
It is used as a balancing account to record capital charges
made into service revenue accounts, and other capital
accounting entries so there is no cost to the taxpayer.
asset No 1, 2, 3

Terms used in relation to hold-over relief for capital gains
tax (Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s154).

asset play

Investment strategy that seeks to identify companies
whose asset values per share are worth more than the
current share price. It is a form of value investing.

Asset Protection Scheme

Scheme announced by Chancellor of the Exchequer on 26
February 2009 to protect banks in the economic crisis. Its
legal provisions are contained in Financial Services Act
2010 s19.

asset purchases

In investment, the term is used for a buyout which
acquires the assets of a business, rather than the whole
business.
This has several tax implications. VAT will usually be
payable on the assets, as there is no transfer as a going
concern. Corporation tax restrictions on acquiring a
business are usually avoided.
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asset rich

Description of a person or business with valuable tangible
fixed assets, such as land and buildings.

asset rich, cash poor

Description of a person or business with valuable tangible
fixed assets, such as property, but who has inadequate or
barely adequate cashflow.
A common example is an older person who may
own a valuable freehold house but have a low income
from pensions.

assets

Plural of asset.
In relation to tax avoidance by transfer of assets
abroad, assets “includes property or rights of any kind”
including shares and obligations (Income Tax Act 2007
s717).

assets amount

Total assets as shown in a company’s balance sheet. In
relation to distributable profits of a company being
wound up, it is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2010
s166(3).

asset securitisation

Process of turning assets into tradeable securities.

asset-sensitive

In banking, description of a situation where the bank’s
assets are of shorter duration (or have a shorter period
before repricing) than the corresponding liabilities. This
makes a bank vulnerable to interest rate risks.

assets

Rights or other access to future economic benefits
controlled by an entity as a result of past transactions or
events.

assets-limit condition

In relation to dormant accounts, a description of a bank
whose balance sheet assets do not exceed £7 billion
(Dormant Bank and Building Society Accounts Act 2008
s3(1)).

assets of community value

Term used in Localism Act 2011 from s87. A local
authority must maintain a list of land that meets the
requirements.

Assets Recovery Agency (ARA) Agency established under Proceeds of Crime Act 2002
s1(1).
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assets held by a long-term employee benefit fund
A full accounting definition appears in IAS 19 para 8.
asset stripping

Practice of buying a business, not for its trading value, but
for the value of the assets it owns. The business is then
closed, the workforce dismissed, and the assets sold for a
quick profit.

assets under management

In investment, amount of a client’s funds which are under
the control of a fund manager.

asset swap

Exchange of assets between two parties. The most
example is when two financial instruments swap assets of
different cashflows to match each of their needs.

asset turnover ratio

Accounting ratio which indicates how quickly a company
uses its assets. It is calculated by dividing turnover by
current assets minus current liabilities. In general, a high
ratio indicates an efficient business, but this is subject to
an understanding of the nature of the business.

asset used by employee

Term used to describe the taxable benefit in kind rules
when an employee is allowed to use an employer’s asset
but without acquiring ownership.
The general rule is that the employee is subject to
tax on 20% of the asset’s value (10% before 5 April 1980).
If an asset is not used for the whole tax year, it is
apportioned on a time basis. An explanation of what this
means was given by the Special Commissioners in the
case Kerr v Brown (No 2) [2003].
There are many assets for which different
provisions apply, particularly including company cars
(taxed on a separate basis) and mobile phones (not
taxed).

asset value

Amount a person’s or company’s property is believed to
be worth. It is calculated by adding together the value of
each asset, once the basis of valuation has been
established.

asset with enhanced value

Term used in Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s31 in
relation to taxation of a distribution followed by a
disposal of shares.
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asset X

Term used in relation to a second-hand asset in mineral
extraction (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s407(1)).

asset Y

Term used in relation to an intra-group transfer in mineral
extraction (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s412(2)).

asseverate

Solemnly declare.

assiento

Historic form of treaty, particularly that between Britain
and Spain in 1713 for the provision of slaves.

assign

Any arrangement whereby a benefit is transferred to
another person. Also see assigns.

assignable letter of credit

Another name for a transferrable letter of credit.

assignat

Bank note issued between 1790 and 1793 by the
revolutionary government of France. Its value was
secured on church lands.

assignation

In Scots law, “the transfer of a right from one party to
another” (Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).
For VAT, the word assignment means assignation in
Scotland (Value Added Tax 1994 s96(1)).

assignatus utitur jure auctoris Latin: an assignee is clothed with the right of his principal.
assigned matter

“Any matter in relation to which the Commissioners, or
officers of Revenue and Customs, have a power or duty”
(Customs and Excise Management Act 1979 s1(1)).

assignee

Person to whom something is assigned.

assignment

General
A transaction whereby the rights of ownership are
transferred to another person.
Life insurance
Assignment commonly arises when the benefits of a life
insurance policy are assigned to a lender as a condition of
a mortgage. This means that if the policyholder dies
before the mortgage is repaid, the lender may claim the
balance of the loan from the proceeds of the insurance
policy. Assets so assigned are commonly known as
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collateral. When the mortgage is finished, the lender
releases the security so the rights of ownership revert to
the original owner.
Value added tax
The word “in relation to Scotland, means assignation”
assignment capsule

Business jargon for a clearly defined job description.

assignment of action

Process by which a writ in the Chancery Division of the
High Court is assigned to a group of judges.

assignment of contract

Process by which a liability under a contract may be
passed to another party.
Generally, a liability cannot be assigned unless the
other party agrees. This creates a novation. It is much
easier to assign a right or benefit under a contract.

assignment of insurable interest
In insurance, the assignment of a right under a life
insurance policy so that the assignee will collect the
proceeds on death. This is commonly found on life
assurance arranged in connection with a domestic
mortgage.
assignment of life policies

In insurance, the transfer of legal rights to collect the
proceeds.
Life policies are generally the only insurance policies
which can be so assigned. It is a popular method of
obtaining value from endowment policies.

assignment of seamen’s wages
Provision under Defence (General) Regulations 1939 reg
47D whereby wages of seamen could be assigned to
bodies providing benefits to them.
Although this provision has long been repealed,
Finance Act 1944 s45 remained in force to exempt such
assignment from stamp duty. This provision was finally
repealed in 2013.
assignment of tax

Transfer of a taxation power from a higher level of
government to a lower one.
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assignment of VAT

Arrangement by which VAT is passed to the Scottish
Parliament under Scotland Act 1998 s64A as inserted by
Scotland Act 2016 s16.

assignor

Person who assigns.

assigns

In relation to capital allowances, this term is defined in
Capital Allowances Act 2001 s268E.

assimilate

Make into something similar or to subsume to the same
effect.

assisa cadera

Latin: a non-suit.

assist

Provide help to, particularly by assisting someone in
various tasks.

assistance

In the context of international aid, “means assistance in
any form or of any nature, including —
(a) financial or technical assistance, and
(b) assistance consisting in a supply of materials”.
(International Development Act 2002 s5(1)).

assistance dog

Guide dog or other dog which assists a disabled person.
The term is used in Private Hire Vehicles (Carriage of
Guide Dogs etc) Act 2002 s1.

assistance test

One of 12 tests included in HMRC guidance published
early in 2012 on whether an individual comes within the
scope of IR35.

assistant

Person who provides help to another.

assisted area

Area in the UK where regional aid may be granted under
EU legislation. The areas are listed in SI 2007 No 107.
Their status as an assisted area runs from 13 February
2007 to 31 December 2013.

assisting an enemy

Offence for military personnel under Armed Forces Act
2006 s1.

assize rents

Fixed and certain rents.
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Assizes

Former sessions of criminal court, now replaced by the
Crown Court under Courts Act 1971 s4.
In Scots law, “this word is occasionally and formally
used to mean a trial by jury” (Judiciary of Scotland
website glossary).

associate

Accounting
“An entity, including an unincorporated entity such as a
partnership, over which the investor has significant
influence and that is neither a subsidiary nor an interest
in a joint venture” (FRS 102 glossary).
“An entity over which the investor has significant
influence” (IAS 28 para 3).
Close companies
“In relation to a participator:
(a) any relative or partner of the participator
(b) the trustees of the settlement in relation to
which the participator is, or any relative of his (living or
dead) is or was, a settlor, and
(c) where the participator is interested in any shares
or obligations of the company which are subject to any
trust, or are part of the estate of a deceased person:
(i) the trustees of the settlement concerned or,
as the case may be, the personal representatives of the
deceased; and
(ii) if the participator is a company, any other
company interested in those shares or obligations”
(Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s417(3).
For (a), relative means “a spouse, civil partner,
parent or remoter forebear, child or remoter issuer, or
brother or sister (ibid s417(4)).
Community interest tax relief
The term is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2010 s268.
Experts and valuers: company law
In relation to an expert or valuer required under company
law for a merger or division of a company, the term is
defined in Companies Act 2006 s937.
Employment
Term increasingly used for employees in businesses which
want to stress the concept of partnership between
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management and the workforce.
Company law
For members of a company, the term “associate” is
defined in Companies Act 2006 s1152.
In a takeover bid, an associate is a nominee or
similar acting on behalf of the offeror. A full definition is
given in Companies Act 2006 s988.
associate company

Alternate name for an associated company. This term is
used in Corporation Tax Act 2010 s25.

associated acquisition

Payment made by a company to a charity on condition
that the charity uses it to make an acquisition.
Such an acquisition can disqualify a charitable
payment from tax relief under Corporation Tax Act 2010
s193.

associated benefit

Benefit received by a charitable donor from the charity.
The general principle is that nominal benefits, such as a
book or free admission to grounds, are ignored. More
substantial benefits can have the effect of restricting the
tax relief under Gift Aid.
Under Income Tax Act 2007 s418(2) the limit on the
associated benefit is:
(a) 25% for gifts up to £100
(b) £25 for gifts between £100 and £1,000
(c) 5% for gifts over £1,000.
It is also a condition that the benefits associated
with the gift, including any relevant prior gift do not
exceed £2,500 (£500 before 6 April 2011).
Equivalent rules for donations from companies are
found in Corporation Tax Act 2010 ss195-198.

associated companies

In relation to corporation tax and banks, this term is given
a specific meaning in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s133L.
In relation to corporation tax on oil companies, this
term is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2010 s271.

associated company

Accounting
Term that was used to describe a company where a
parent company owned between 20% and 50% of its
shares. A smaller holding made the company an
investment; a larger holding made the company a
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subsidiary.
The term “associated company” was used in SSAP
14. It was replaced in 1992 by FRS 2 which uses the term
participating interest.
For capital gains tax, definition in re Johnson
Publishing (North) Ltd [2008].
Stamp duty is not payable on property transferred
between associated companies (Finance Act 1930 s42).
Tax
“A company is to be treated as another’s associated
company at a given time if, at that time or at any other
time within one year previously, one of the two has
control of the other, or both are under the control of the
same person or persons” (Income and Corporation Taxes
Act 1988 s416(1)).
associated donation

Term used in relation to tainted charity donations
(Income Tax Act 2007 s809ZM(4) and Corporation Tax Act
2010 s939F(4)).

associated employments

Term used in Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 s24(4)(b) which means employment with the same
employer or an associated employer. To the extent that
this generates chargeable overseas earnings they must
be aggregated.

associated enterprise

Term used in OECD model treaty for double taxation.

associated index

Separate index for a register of interests (Companies Act
2006 s810).

associate director

Term occasionally used for someone who attends board
meetings but who has not been elected a director by the
shareholders.

associated operations

In inheritance tax, when two or more transactions or
operations are so connected that they are treated as a
single transaction or operation.
An example is when a man transfers an asset to his
wife who transfers it to a discretionary trust.

associated persons

Term used in Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 s421C in relation to employment-related securities.
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associated properties

Properties that are connected, such as an outbuilding to a
main residence. The term is used in Inheritance Tax Act
1984 s32A in relation to conditionally exempt transfers.

associated returns

Returns of income tax and national insurance for the
same period by the same person. This concept is
introduced in Social Security Contributions and Benefits
Act 1992 Sch 1 para 7(13)).

associated state

“A territory maintaining a status of association with the
United Kingdom in accordance with the West Indies Act
1967” (Interpretation Act 1978 Sch 1).

associated transaction

For stamp duty, a transaction that is regarded as being
part of a single transaction.

associated with

In relation to index-linked gilt-edged securities, this term
is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s400C.

association

Law
Informal group of people who meet for a common
purpose.
Their VAT position is explained in VAT leaflet 701/5.
Statistics
Tendency of two events to occur together.

Association Agreement

Agreement reached between the European Union and
another country prior to their becoming members. Such
an agreement was particularly used for Greece before its
accession in 1981. The agreement requires reciprocal
reductions of duty, and free circulation of goods.

Association Cambiste Internationale (ACI)
Body founded in France in 1955 in an agreement between
foreign exchange dealers in London and Paris. Other
countries have since joined. It is an association of
international financial markets.
Association for Payment Clearing Services (APACS)
An association formed by the clearing banks in 1985 to
manage payment clearing in the UK. It also deals with
transmission of funds from overseas to the UK.
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APACS has three divisions:
• BACS Limited company
• Cheque and Credit Clearing Company Ltd
• CHAPS.
Association of Accounting Technicians (AAT)
Professional body for accounting technicians.
Association of African Development Finance Institutions
Organisation set up in 1975 in Côte d’Ivoire to encourage
and support project funding in African countries.
Association of British Insurers (ABI)
An association representing some 450 insurance
companies which account for over 95% of the business
transacted by UK insurance companies. Is the forum
through which UK insurance companies collectively liaise
with Government Departments and other bodies. Brings
insurance companies together to set industry standards
and codes of practice.
Association of Chairs

Body for chairmen of charities and other non-profit
making bodies.

Association of Chartered Accountants in the United States (ACAUS)
Body which represents chartered accountants who are
based in the USA.
Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA)
Professional body for certified accountants.
It was founded in 1904 as an alternative to the
Institutes of Chartered Accountants for those who could
not afford to pay the premium then required. It currently
has more than 170,000 members and more than twice as
many students from round the world.
Members’ designatory letters were formalised as
FACCA and AACCA in 1948, before changing to the
present FCCA and ACCA in 1971.
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ACCA was granted its royal charter in 1974. It was
renamed the Chartered Association of Certified
Accountants (CACA) in 1984, and its present name in
1996 when it adopted its current logo.

Association of Convenience Stores (ACS)
“The Association of Convenience Stores is the voice of over
33,500 local shops, supporting our members through effective
lobbying, comprehensive advice and innovative networking
opportunities.
“ACS’ core purpose is to lobby Government on the issues
that make a difference to local shops, supported by an
expanding research programme designed to discover new
information about the convenience sector which can be used to
inform decision making both in Government and with those
involved directly in the sector.”(ACS website).
Association of Corporate Treasurers (ACT)
Professional body for corporate treasurers. This body was
formed in 1979.
Association of Financial Advisers (AFA)
Trade association which represents independent financial
advisers.
Association of Futures Brokers and Dealers (AFBD)
Self-regulating body which oversees the activities of
futures brokers and dealers.
Association of International Bond Dealers (AIBD)
Names of the body that in January 1992 became known
as International Securities Market Association.
Association of Investment Trust Companies (AITC)
Association formed in 1932 to represent the interests of
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investment trust companies.
Association of Lloyd’s Members (ALM)
Voluntary organisation set up for external members of
Lloyd’s insurance market.
Association of Natural Rubber Producing Countries (ANRPC)
Organisation set up by countries which produce natural
rubber to promote mutual interests such as marketing
and development of rubber.
Association of Private Client Investment Managers and Stockbrokers (APCIMS)
Body formed in 1990 to represent the interests of
investment managers and stockbrokers.
Association of Publishing Agencies (APA)
Trade body representing contract publishers. Affiliated to
PPA.
Association of Taxation Technicians (ATT)
Professional body for those who provide tax compliance
services.
Association of Tin Producing Countries (ATPC)
Organisation of countries which produce tin. Its main aim
is to control the market price.
Association of Unit Trusts and Investment Funds (AUTIF)
Body established in 1959 which represented managers of
collective investment funds. In February 2002, it merged
with the Fund Managers Association to form the
Investment Managers Association.
assoilzie

In Scots law, “in civil law it means to find for the defender
or responder in respect of the claim(s) made by the
pursuer” (Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

assumable mortgage

Mortgage which may be passed to someone else.

assumed income entitlement In relation to calculations of tax on income from an estate
in administration, this term is explained in Corporation
Tax Act 2009 s948.
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assumed mean

Method of calculating an arithmetic mean. This is useful
when the numbers being averaged are particularly large
or where the unit of measure is not decimal.
Instead of adding up the numbers themselves, a
number is chosen as one that appears to be close to the
mean. The differences between the number and assumed
mean are then averaged. For example, suppose we want
the arithmetic mean of:
24678, 24645, 24662 and 24617.
We can see that the arithmetic mean is probably around
24650. The differences are +28, -5, +12 and -31. These
add up to -4, of which the average is -1, so we know that
the arithmetic mean is 24649.
Suppose we want the arithmetic mean of four
people whose ages are 44 years 3 months; 44 years 6
months; 46 years 1 month and 47 years 2 months. We
could adopt an assumed mean of 45 years. From this the
differences are -9, -6, +13 and +26. These add up to +24,
of which the average is +6, so we know that the
arithmetic mean is 45 years 6 month.
Note that this method gives the exact answer, and it
does not matter what the assumed mean is.

assumed notional council tax (ANCT)
The standard level of council tax for a Band D property
(the middle of the range) if all the local authorities spent
at the level of their Formula Spending Share (FSS.)
assumed yield

Term used by DWP in relation to deemed income from
capital in determining entitlement to a means-tested
benefit. For universal credit, the assumed yield is £4.35
for every £250 of capital above £6,000.
The term tariff income is sometimes preferred.

assumpsit

Latin: he promised or undertook.

assumption

Something which is regarded as so obvious that it does
not need proving. Assumptions are widely used in cost
accounting, project management and other branches of
business management.
In most cases, the assumptions should be stated as
there is an element of risk if the assumption proves not to
be accurate.
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assurance

(1) Undertaking or guarantee of some sort. In finance, the
term can mean a letter confirming a balance or agreeing
to make payments. The term is also an abbreviation for
life assurance, where payment is made on death at any
age.
(2) In law, a surrender, assignment, conveyance or
appointment under a power.

assurance commissioner

Commissioner of HMRC who, from 2012, is required to
agree to any arrangements reached with large companys
involving more than £100 million in tax.
This was one of the measures that followed
criticism in 2011 of HMRC in alleged sweetheart deals
negotiated with Vodafone and Goldman Sachs.

assurance engagement

For auditing, “an engagement in which a practitioner
expresses a conclusion designed to enhance the degree of
confidence of the intended users other than the
responsible party about the evaluation or outcome of the
evaluation or measurement of a subject matter against
criteria.”
(FRC Auditing Standards and Guidance glossary).
The definition gives further explanation.
There are two types of such engagement known as
reasonable assurance engagement and limited
assurance engagement.

assurance undertaking

For child trust funds, this term is defined in Child Trust
Funds Regulations SI 2004 No 1450 reg 2(1)(b).

assuré contre l’incendie

French: insured against fire.

assured

In insurance, person named in a life policy to receive the
proceeds of a claim.

assured agricultural tenancy

Assured tenancy for farmworkers. It replaced protected
occupancies from 15 January 1989.

assured shorthold tenancy

Tenancy of at least six months that became possible
under Housing Act 1988.

assured tenancy

Form of tenancy created under Housing Act 1988. The
premises must be a separate dwelling within certain
rateable limits. From 28 February 1997, all new
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residential tenancies are assured shorthold tenancies
unless notice is given that it is a different form of tenancy.
assured tenancy allowance

Capital allowance for a property let on an assured
tenancy, usually by a housing association or similar body
(Capital Allowances Act 2001 from s490).
An assured tenancy is as defined in Housing Acts of
1980, 1988 and 1996.

assurer

Company which sells life assurance.

assymetric information

Any arrangement where some people inevitably have
more and better information than others. For example,
directors of a company will always know more than other
investors.

assymetric margining

Situation where parties to a contract are subject to
different margin conditions reflecting their relative
creditworthiness.

assymetric payoff

Situation where the arrangements for paying off investors
or others depends on the result. Typically, the term
applies to bonds or options where the payment depends
on whether the market has risen or fallen.

assymetry condition

One of two conditions that brings into effect the rules for
group mismatch schemes. The conditions are given in
Corporation Tax Act 2010 s938C.

assythment

Obsolete term in Scots law meaning an indemnity from
someone who has caused a death.

AST

Automated screen trading.

astatki

Fuel made from the residue of petroleum distillation.

asterisk

Small star in the form * used in printing to draw the
reader’s attention to a separate piece of text for that
item. Other symbols which serve the same purpose
include the obelus and double obelus.
The asterisk also denotes a total (but not a sub-total
or product) on an adding machine.
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as the case may be

Expression used in some legislation, in the construction
“A or, as the case may be, B”.
Although widely used, the words have no meaning.
If a situation prevents B being an alternative, the words
“A or B” will mean “A”.

ASW

Actively seeking work.

asylum

Protection afforded to a person fleeing persecution.
The term is particularly used for people from
overseas who seek refugee status in the UK under the
relevant UN convention of 1951. The requirements for
asylum are that a person has left his country and is unable
to return because of a well-founded fear of persecution.

asylum screening unit

Centre run by the Home Office’s UK Border Agency to
determine whether a person qualifies for asylum.

AT

Country prefix code for Austria.

at

One hundredth of a kip, currency of Laos.

ATA carnet

Admission Temporaire Carnet , a pack of documents that
may be used under the temporary admission procedure
for goods temporarily taken outside the EU and for which
Customs duty is therefore not payable on their return.
They are accepted by countries that are party to the
Admission Temporaire (ATA) (Temporary Admission)
Convention which facilitates the temporary import and
export of goods and replaces normal customs
documentation
In the UK, these carnets are issued by Chambers of
Commerce and Industry.

at and from

Term used in marine insurance to indicate that the vessel
is insured in port in addition to when sailing.

at best

Instruction to buy or sell securities at the best price
available. This is the usual form of contract for securities.
It is also known as at the market.
Alternative instructions are at the close; limit order;
market order and time order.
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ATCA

Advance thin capitalisation agreement.

at call

Description of something which is immediately available,
particularly a share or other security.

atebolrwydd

Welsh: liability.

ATED

Annual Tax on Enveloped Dwellings.

ATED period

Period for which a return is due to HMRC for annual tax
on enveloped dwellings. The period is one year starting
on 1 April.

atelier

Workshop, particularly an artist’s studio.

Athens Stock Exchange

Stock exchange of Greece. It was established in 1876 and
reconstituted in 1988.

at Her Majesty’s pleasure

Description of an indefinite prison sentence.

athlete

An athlete may retire on a personal pension at the age of
35, provided:
• the person had the right by 5 April 2006,
• the right was unqualified in that it needed no
other person to consent,
• the right was set out in the governing
documentation of the pension scheme by 10 December
2003.
(SI 2005 No 3451, as explained in RPSM 03106035).

athlete tax

Term used in the press from at least 1991 to describe
taxes charged on athletes by the host country when
competing in international events.

ATI

(1) Aerospace Technology Institute.
(2) Individual’s total income adjusted for the year. This is
used in a formula in Income Tax (Trading and Other
Income) Act 2005 274A(4).

ATII

Associate of the Chartered Institute of Taxation.
The letters originally stood for Associate of the
Taxation Institute Incorporated.
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ATK

Available tonne kilometres, a measure of aircraft
carrying capacity.

Atk

Atkyn’s Reports, Chancery law reports of 1736 to 1755.

ATL

(1) Actual total loss, term used in marine insurance.
(2) Above the line.
(3) Association of Teachers and Lecturers.

Atlantic Charter

Political charter during the second world war. It set out
eight principles which should be established after the
war.

Atlanticism

Political policy of close co-operation between North
America and Western Europe.

at limit

Instruction to trade in securities up to a predetermined
limit.

ATM

(1) Automated teller machine, cash machine or “hole in
the wall” from which cash may be extracted using a debit
card.
(2) Association of Teachers of Mathematics.

ATM card

Card which enables cash to be withdrawn from an
automated teller machine. Most credit and debit cards
are ATM cards.

ATO

Australian Tax Office.

ATOC

Association of Train Operating Companies.

at one fell swoop

In a single action. The word “fell” is a fossil word whose
lost meaning is “fierce”.

at or better

Instruction to trade in securities at a specific figure or at a
better level (eg sell for higher price, buy for lower price).

a tort et a travers

French: at random.

AToS

Age-based terms of service (in armed forces).

Atos

French multinational company founded in 1988. It
provides information technology and managed services.
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Its main relevance for UK tax purposes is the
contract it secured with the Department of Work and
Pensions to provide capability assessments for
employment and support allowance. In 2014, the DWP
negotiated an early exit from the contract, following
concerns about the quality of its work.
à tout propos

French: on every occasion.

à tout prix

French: at any price.

à toute force

French: by all means; absolutely.

at par

The nominal or face value of a security. A 25p share which
is sold for 25p is said to be sold at par.

ATPC

Association of Tin Producing Countries.

at quote

Instruction given by an investor to a broker to obtain a
quote for the purchase of a particular share. On being
provided with the quote, the investor usually has just 30
seconds to accept, failing which the quote lapses.

ATR

Admission Temporaire Roulette - Temporary Admission
on Wheels - certificates used to indicate that goods are
entitled to preferential rates of duty in Turkey.

at-risk pay

Part of an employee’s pay which is dependent on the
employee or group of employees achieving a
predetermined objective. At-risk pay is also known as
variance pay. Examples include commissions, bonuses,
profit-sharing and employee share schemes.

ATS

(1) Automated trading system.
(2) Automatic transfer service.

ats

Latin: at the suit of [abbreviation of ad sectam].

at sight

Immediately, particularly in regards to when a bill of
exchange is payable.

atsign

Term made up to indicate the character @ which became
a standard part of e-mail addresses by 1995. The
character has also been called a monkey’s tail and a
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strudel.
ATT

Association of Taxation Technicians.

attachiamenta bonorum

Distress of a man’s property for debt.

attaching goodwill

Term used up to 1973 in relation to valuation of certain
supplies that were subject to purchase tax.

attachment

Anything which is provided with something else.
In computing, it refers to any document which is
sent with an e-mail.
In finance, it often means an attachment of
earnings.

attachment of debts

Proceeding whereby a person A who has obtained a
judgment against B who is owed money by C may get an
order requiring that C pays A directly. This is known as a
third party debt order, previously known as a garnishee
order.

attachment of earnings

Definition
Order requiring an employer to make deductions from an
employee’s pay and pass them to a third party. There are
different types of attachment. Attachments only apply in
England and Wales and (under different but similar law)
in Northern Ireland.
Scottish arrestments
The equivalent system in Scotland is known as
arrestment of earnings. However the territorial limits
apply to the courts which make the order, not to the
address of the employee. So an English employer could
be requires to operate a Scottish arrestment for a Scottish
employee, and vice versa.
Attachments in England and Wales
Attachments in England and Wales are issued under:
• Courts Act 2003;
• Attachment of Earnings Act 1971;
• council tax and community charge law;
• child support law.
No new orders are being made under the 1971 Act or for
community charge, but orders already made continue in
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force.
Orders under the 2003 Act, council tax and
community charge Acts work by stating a total amount
which must be deducted. The amount then deducted
from each payslip is determined by tables. There is a level
of protected earnings up to which no sum may be
deducted. These deductions are made until the whole
sum has been recovered, or the employee leaves, or the
employer receives a notice to stop.
Orders under the 1971 Act and child support law
state an amount to be deducted from each payslip.
Orders under the 1971 Act are classified as priority orders
or non-priority orders, where the former take
precedence over the latter. There are special rules for
determining the order if more than one attachment is
served.
The employer may make a charge of £1 each time
an attachment is made from pay.
attachment order

Court order requiring an attachment of earnings.

attack on another person’s character
Term used in Criminal Justice Act 2003 s106 in relation to
evidence in criminal proceedings.
attemporator pipes

In brewing, pipes in the vessel in which the wort sugars
have been converted to alcohol. Cold water is pumped
through the pipes to bring down the temperature.

attendance fee

Money paid to someone merely for attending. The House
of Lords pays attendance fees. They are also often paid to
non-executive directors and to celebrities to attend
events.

at the back door

Description of assistance provided by the Bank of England
which allows liquidity to be injected into the markets but
without putting pressure on interest rates.

at the close

Market order to be executed as near as possible to the
close of business.

at the market

Another expression meaning at best, with regard to
buying securities.
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at the money

An option with an exercise price equal to or very close to
the current price of the underlying instrument. (The
words are often hyphenated.)

at the money option

Call option or put option where the exercise price is the
same or close to the market price of the underlying
security.

at the opening

Market order to be executed when the market opens, or
not at all.

at the push-up

Slang for pickpocketing in a large crowd.

at the switch

Slang for the practice of stealing goods and then taking
them back to the shop for a refund.

at the wash

Slang for stealing from coats in a cloakroom.

attain

Obtain something which is desired.

attainder

Old legal process whereby civil rights were extinguished
for people convicted of a serious offence.

attainment test

Test of a person’s knowledge or skills.

attempt

In law, an act done with intention of committing a crime,
particularly where the criminal fails in his intent. It is
usually a criminal law offence.
An attempt can be a criminal offence even if the
crime is impossible to commit, such as a pickpocket
putting his hand in an empty pocket.

attendance allowance (AA)
A social security benefit payable for disabled people who
are 65 or over. Those under this age may qualify for
disability living allowance (DLA). Unlike DLA, there is no
mobility component and there is no lowest rate for the
care component.
It is payable under Social Security Contributions and
Benefits Act 1992 s64.
The allowance is not means-tested, is not taxable
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s677), and
does not depend on a national insurance record.
Payment of AA is not regarded as income in
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calculating entitlement to tax credits.
The level of disability must be the same as for the
middle or highest rates of the care component for DLA.
For capital gains tax on settled property, attendance
allowance “means an allowance under section 64 of the
Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 or
section 64 of the Social Security Contributions and
Benefits (Northern Ireland) Act 1992” (Taxation of Capital
Gains Act 1992 Sch 1 para 1(6)).
attendance bonus

Bonus payment to an employee in respect of
maintaining a satisfactory attendance record.
It is taxed as gross pay, and is subject to income tax
and class 1 national insurance.

attendance centre

Non-residential centre for offenders aged between 17
and 21.

attendance centre requirement
Requirement that an offender subject to certain types of
court order must attend at an attendance centre for a
specified number of hours a week (Criminal Justice Act
2003 s214).
attendance policy

Human resources term for the guidelines and
expectations an organisation produces regarding
attendance at work of its employees.

attendance record

Official record of an employee’s attendance at work. This
records all absences with reasons and any investigations.
Sometimes the attendance record is used to determine
an attendance bonus or for determining which
employees should be made redundant.

attendant term

Where a long term is created over a freehold to protect
the freeholder’s interest for a purpose which has become
satisfied.

attended time

Time which a worker actually spends at the workplace.

attention

In regard to disability living allowance, a distinction is
made between attention and supervision. Attention
means that another person must do something for the
disabled person, whereas supervision means simply that a
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person must be present while the disable person does the
task.
attentional blink

Momentary lapse in awareness after something has
stimulated the brain.

attenuate

Term used in the criminal law of some jurisdictions. It
refers to details which lessen the penalty for a criminal
act.

attenuation charge

Charge which is imposed in addition to spirits duty for
each distillation period. The charge is imposed by
Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979 s14.

attest

Formally state.
An auditor’s report is an attestation of the accounts.
A will must have an attestation clause signed by the
witnesses.

attestation clause

Statement signed by two witness to a will. A will is not
valid unless it includes such a clause (Wills Act 1837 s8).

attested copy

Copy of a document which is certified as being a true
copy by the person who examined it.
Banks and finance companies often ask for attested
photocopies of financial documents, to be signed by an
accountant, lawyer or person of similar standing.

attesting witness

One of two people required to attest a will (Wills Act
1837 s9).
All the witness is attesting to is that the testator
signed the will.
Almost anyone now may be a witness. However a
gift in a will to an attesting witness is void (ibid s13).
If there is any doubt about the mental capacity of a
testator, it is often considered advisable to ask the
testator’s doctor to be an attesting witness.

attitude problem

Person who is naturally truculent or hostile to others. The
term dates back to 1977.

attitude scale

Where an individual is placed with regard to his attitude
to something. Such data are traditionally obtained by
questionnaires.
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The results seek to establish:
• direction of a person’s attitude;
• magnitude of deviation from an average
position;
• the tenacity with which the person holds that
attitude; and
• the relative importance of the matter to the
individual.
In business management, such attitude scales have
been used to match people to jobs and work situations.
attitude survey

In human resources, a management tool to assess the
opinions and morale of staff. The normal form is an
anonymous questionnaire asking workers to answer
questions on a scale from 1 to 5 (or similar).

Attlee, Clement

English Labour politician (1883-1967) who was prime
minister from 26 July 1945 to 28 October 1951. He was
the leader of the Labour party from 1935 to 1955.

atto-

Prefix used in metric units. It means 10-18

attorn

In law, to transfer to another.

attorney

Originally the word simply meant someone appointed by
one person to act on his behalf, as is evident in the
expression power of attorney.
The term came to mean a person admitted to
practise in the superior courts of common law.
In Scotland, the term is used to mean the
equivalent of barrister.
For tax, the word is used in its original sense of
meaning an agent. Where a taxpayer cannot act for his or
her own benefit, an attorney may sign the forms under
statement of practice A13 of 18 June 1979.
An attorney may claim tax on building society
interest for taxpayers unable to act for themselves (Tax
Bulletin TB04/96-5 of 22 April 1996).

Attorney-General (A-G)

Principal law officer of the Crown and head of the Bar.
Traditionally the Attorney-General is a Member of
Parliament for the ruling party, but not a Cabinet
minister. The office dates back to 1315.
The Attorney-General is the person under Crown
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Proceedings Act 1947 who may bring proceedings for or
against the Crown. There are also many offences were a
prosecution may only be brought by the Attorney-General
or requires his consent.
attornment

Old form of holding land by a tenant which was necessary
to grant a new reversion. This provision was abolished by
Law of Property Act 1925.

attributable

In relation to stamp duty land tax, “means attributable on
a just and reasonable basis” (Finance Act 2011 Sch 22 par
4(6)).

attributable profit

Profit which can be shown as coming from a particular
area of the company’s activities, such as sales for a
particular product or in a particular area.

attribute

Qualitative characteristic of an individual, business or
service.
The term means something which does not change,
like a variable. A person’s sex is an attribute; their age is a
variable.
For the purposes of immigration, attributes are the
categories for which an overseas worker may be awarded
points to see if he may work in the UK.

attribute testing

Statistical method where there are only two answers,
such as acceptable or unacceptable. This differs from
variable testing where there may be many answers.

attribution theory

Process of judging a person’s behaviour by attributing
motives to their actions.

attrition

In human resources, description of the reduction of the
workplace for natural causes such as death and
retirement, rather than because of any issues relating to
the workplace or employment practice.

ATX

Austrian Traded Index.

atychiphobia

Fear of failure.

atypical work

In human resources, any pattern of work that does not
follow the pattern of full-time permanent employment. It
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includes part-time work, agency work, secondment, selfemployment, homeworking, temporary work and zerohours contracts.
AU

Approved User, a person who has been individually
authorised and approved for the purpose of putting tied
oil to eligible use.

Au

Atomic symbol for gold.

auberge

An inn.

aubergiste

Inn-keeper.

au contraire

French: on the contrary.

AUC

Ab urbe condita

au courant

French: acquainted with.

auction

A process whereby an asset is sold to the person who
offers to pay the highest price.
The process is overseen by an auctioneer.
Companies which offer this service are known as auction
houses.
A sale by auction is legally a contract for sale. This
means that the highest bidder must buy the goods and
the seller must sell them. A refusal of either party to do
so is a breach of contract. For this reason it is usual for
either the seller to provide an adequate representation
of the item sold, or for potential buyers to be allowed to
inspect the items.
The seller may impose a reserve which is a
minimum price he will accept. If the reserve is not met,
no sale is made.
An auctioneer may be required to make a return of
transactions to HMRC (Taxes Management Act 1970
s25(7)).
Auctions may be conducted on the Internet by such
companies as eBay.
There are different forms of auction, such as the
Dutch auction.
An auction which is rigged is known as a mock
auction. This is a criminal offence. There are other
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auction offences, such as puffers and knock-out
agreements.
Auctions are also used for sale of government stock,
as an alternative to tendering.
auctioneer

Definition
Person who conducts an auction.
The exact point of sale in an auction is traditionally
marked by the auctioneer hitting a block with a gavel. The
court case Bristol Car Auctions v Wright [1972]
established that a contract comes into being at that point.
Tax reporting
An auctioneer can be required to provide HMRC with
details of any sale above the chattels exemption of
£6,000 (Taxes Management Act 1970 s25(7)).
It is HMRC practice only to require such details
above £20,000.
Value added tax
In general, an auctioneer acts as agent and so charges
VAT on their own fees. There was a case where an
auctioneer paid the seller himself when the bidder failed
to pay, and the auctioneer then sold the goods again. The
tribunal held that in this case the auctioneer was selling
the goods as principal, and so must account for VAT on
the whole proceeds (Athol Street Auctioneers Ltd [1993]
VTD 12478).

auctioneers’ scheme

VAT scheme that allows an auctioneer selling goods on
behalf of a third party to use a method of accounting for
VAT which is similar to a margin scheme. The scheme is
optional and conditions apply.

auction house

Business which specialises in organising auctions.

auction market preferred shares (AMPS)
“Preference shares that are entitled to dividends
determined in accordance with an auction process in
which a panel of investors participates, the shares being
transferred at a fixed price to the investor who will accept
the lowest dividend” (FRS 4 application notes).
They are accounted for as non-equity shares.
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auction ring

Group of buyers at auction who agree not to compete
against each other. This is generally a criminal offence
under Auctions (Bidding Agreements) Acts 1927 and
1969. A seller has the right to set aside a sale if the
purchaser is in a ring.

auction system

Method of marketmakers offering stock for sale at the
highest price. It is the alternative method to the much
more common quote system where prices are
determined by quotes on a computer screen.

AUD

ISO code for Australia dollar.

audax et cautus

Latin: bold and cautious.

AUDDIS

Direct debit scheme operated by Bacs, the banks’ money
transfer system, for collecting high volumes of low value
payments. Customers wishing to use it must be vetted by
the bank.
The major difference from other direct debit
schemes is that the signed direct debit is retained by the
payee and not the bank.

audi alteram partem

Latin: hear the other side.
This is a principle of natural justice: that no-one
should be condemned without an opportunity to present
their case. The words were first quoted by St Augustine.

audience

In law, the right to be heard, such as by an advocate in
court.
In marketing, the people you hope to reach.

audience measurement

Quantitative analysis of audience behaviour to
publications and broadcasting. Such surveys have been
routinely conducted by publishers since 1957.
The task is usually undertaken by customer surveys.
The main question is always a quantitative one of
how many people read a particular journal or watch a
particular programme.
Modern questionnaires go further and try to find
out what parts of a publication are most appreciated and
why those parts are liked.
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audit

General
Investigation into accounts. This is a passive process, as
indicated in the original Latin meaning of “he hears”.
An audit requires three matters to be clarified first:
• to whom the auditor is answerable;
• the person the auditor is investigating;
• what aspects the auditor is required to
investigate.
For example, in the statutory audit of UK
companies, the auditors are answerable to the
shareholders for their investigation into the directors to
ensure that the accounts are true and fair and comply
with the Companies Act. They are not required to say
whether the accounts are correct, whether any fraud has
been committed or if any other laws have been obeyed
(except to the extent that this may mean the accounts are
not “true and fair”).
Local authorities
The statutory audit of local authorities is quite different.
The district auditor is answerable to the Audit
Commission and thus to the government. The audit looks
at matters such as value for money, and achieving
objectives set by the government and by the authority
itself.
Limited purpose
An audit may be for a specific purpose, particularly
forensic audit. Examples include when an audit is
conducted to test a new system or to quantify a loss after
a fire.
Auditing standards
The nature of audit is governed by auditing standards
produced by the Financial Reporting Council.
The overall objectives of audit are set out in
International Standard on Auditing ISA 200. Agreeing the
terms of the audit engagement are set out in ISA 210.

audita querela

Latin: the suit having been heard.

Audit Bureau of Circulation

Organisation founded in 1931. Funded by publishers,
advertisers and advertising agencies to verify publishers'
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circulation claims.
Audit Commission

Statutory body set up under Audit Commission Act 1998
to audit local authorities, other public bodies and
government departments.
The US equivalent is the General Accounting Office.
It has been announced that the Commission is to be
abolished in 2012.

audit documentation

Working papers and similar material produced in the
course of an audit. Provisions are set out in International
Standard on Auditing ISA 230.

audited accounts

Accounts which have been examined by the auditor.
An organisation should not normally adopt
accounts until they have had whatever audit is required,
if any. The audit does not confirm the accuracy of the
accounts, as the audit report may identify matters of
concern, the audit report may itself be flawed, the audit
may be limited in scope (most audits do not look for
fraud, for example) or a serious matter may have been
concealed from the auditors.

audit engagement

Engaging the services of an auditor for a state purpose.
The provisions for agreeing the terms of an
engagement are set out in International Standard on
Auditing ISA 210.

audit evidence

“Information used by the auditor in arriving at the
conclusions on which the auditor’s opinion is based. Audit
evidence includes both information contained in the
accounting records underlying the financial statements
and other information.”
(International Standard on Auditing ISA 500 para 5(c)).
ISA 500 deals with audit evidence generally. ISA 501
deals with specific considerations for selected items.

audit exemption

Right of a small company not to have its accounts
audited.

audit fee

Amount payable by an organisation for having its
accounts audited.
If the auditors are paid for any work, such as
preparing a tax return, the fee for such work should be
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separately disclosed.
auditing

The work of conducting an audit, or the practice of
knowing how to audit.

Auditing Practices Board (APB)
Body which issues UK auditing standards. It was
established in 1991 by the main accounting bodies.
Audit Inspection Unit (AIU)

Part of the Financial Reporting Council that monitors the
published accounts of listed companies.

audition fee

Fee charged by some bodies for allowing a person to
audition for a role, particularly in the performing arts. The
fee is usually refunded if the person is successful, or
sometimes if not successful but credible. The aim is to
deter time wasters with no talent.
An audition fee is regarded as part of the body’s
income for all tax purposes.

audit liability limitation agreement (ALLA)
Arrangement between a company and its auditors that
restricts the latter’s liability under a negligence claim.
An ALLA became legal from 6 April 2008 under
Companies Act 2006 ss532-538. The agreement is
effective only to the extent that is “fair and reasonable”.
Guidance on ALLAs has been produced by the
Financial Reporting Council.
audit manager

An employee of an accountancy firm, usually holding an
accountancy qualification, given a significant level of
responsibility in carrying out an audit assignment and
responsible to the partner in charge of the audit.

Audit Office

Office of the department of the Comptroller and Auditor
General which is responsible for auditing government
departments.

audit of expenditure or the investigation of complaints
Term used in relation to disclosure of information relating
to social security fraud. A list of persons engaged in such
audit is given in Social Security Administration Act 1992
s123(8).
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audit of individual or group accounts
Term used in Charities Act 2011 s154(3) in relation to
charity audits.
audit opinion

Statement by the auditor about accounts in the audit
report.
It should be appreciated that most financial
statements are statements of opinion by the accountant,
particularly with regards to such matters as asset
valuation. The audit report therefore gives an opinion on
an opinion.

auditor

Definition
Accountant who reviews the accounts.
For all types of audit, three factors must be
determined:
• who engages the auditor;
• the person whom the auditor investigates;
and
• what the auditor is required to investigate.
For limited companies, the auditor is engaged by
the shareholder to investigate the directors to see if the
accounts are true fair and comply with Companies Act
2006 (or previous legislation).
Restriction for information notices
Auditors are protected from providing information in
connection with the audit. This generally means that
HMRC and Revenue Scotland cannot require such
information in an information notice.
For HMRC, the protection is provided by Finance
Act 2008 Sch 36 para 24. For Revenue Scotland,
protection is provided by Revenue Scotland and Tax
Powers Act 2014 s139.

Auditor Camerae

Auditor of the Papal Treasury.

auditor of court

In Scots law, “a person responsible for examining legal
accounts. The Auditors of the Court of Session and sheriff
courts, respectively, examine and ‘tax’ accounts of
expenses incurred by parties in civil actions in the
respective courts” (Judiciary of Scotland website
glossary).
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Auditors’ Code

Statement issued by Auditing Practices Board (APB) as
Appendix 2 to its statement on Scope and Authority of
Pronouncements.
The Code “provides a framework of fundamental
principles which encapsulate the concepts that govern
the conduct of audits and underlie the APB’s ethical and
auditing standards” (para 11).
The Code requires the auditor to show
accountability, integrity, objectivity and independence,
competence, rigour, judgment, clear complete and
effective communication, association and providing value.

auditors’ liability

Liability of an auditor for negligence. This liability may be
limited by a liability limitation agreement. Otherwise an
attempt by an auditor to limit liability is void under
Companies Act 2006 532.

auditor’s opinion

Another name for the audit report.

auditor’s remuneration

Payment to an auditor for his audit work. For a limited
company, this is fixed by the members by an ordinary
resolution at an annual meeting (Companies Act 2006
s492(1)).

auditor’s report

Another name for the audit report.

audit papers

Working papers prepared by an auditor.
The extent to which HMRC believes it may demand
sight of these papers is set out in SP 5/90 of 11 April
1990.

audit programme

The schedule of work an auditor undertakes as part of an
audit.

audit report

Statement issued by an auditor about the accounts.
Such a report is either a qualified report or an
unqualified report. The former indicates that there are
serious matters on which the auditor has concerns. An
unqualified report indicates that there are no serious
areas of concern.
In extreme cases, an auditor may refuse to give an
opinion at all.
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audit requirements

In international taxation, the standard of audit demanded
by the tax authorities.

audit risk

The possibility that the auditor may give an inappropriate
report about accounts.
Although the term can apply to giving an
undeserved qualified report, in practice the term is
usually used for the converse situation of an auditor
giving an unqualified report to accounts which should
have been qualified.

audit sampling

“The application of audit procedures to less than 100% of
items within a population of audit relevance such that all
sampling units have a chance of selection in order to
provide the auditor with a reasonable basis on which to
draw conclusions about the whole population.”
(International Standard on Auditing ISA 530 para 5(a)).

audit signature

Signature of the auditor in respect of a set of accounts.
Under Companies Act 2006 s503, the auditor’s report
must:
• state the name of the auditor, and
• be signed and dated by the auditor.
If the auditor is an individual, the signature must be
his. If the auditor is a firm, it must be signed by the senior
statutory auditor.

audit trail

Requirement that transactions can be followed from their
inception to completion, and that transactions can be
traced from source documents or vouchers to the final
accounts, or vice versa.
An audit trail usually requires every transaction to
have a folio reference which allows, for example, an
invoice to be traced to a day book. The daybook will then
have a reference to the nominal ledger, which in turn will
be referenced to the trial balance and the final accounts.

auf Bestellung

German: on order

aufgabe

In psychology, a task set as an experiment. The term is
German.

augend

A number to which another number (the addend) is
added in addition to give a total.
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In the sum 3 + 4 = 7,
3 is the augend, 4 is the addend, and 7 is the total.
augment

Increase in size or scope.

augmented profits

Basically, taxable profits plus franked investment income
(Corporation Tax Act 2010 s32).
A separate definition for oil companies is given in
Corporation Tax Act 2010 s279G.

aularian

Pertaining to a hall.

aulnager

Officer first appointed in the reign of Edward III to
measure woollen cloth offered for sale to determine the
tax payable.

aunt

Parent’s sister or uncle’s wife. Such a person is sometimes
included among relations which have tax consequences.

au pair

Person, usually a young woman, who performs domestic
duties in return for accommodation and a small payment.
The immigration category for au pairs was closed in
November 2008, so most au pairs now come from the
European Union under the freedom of movement
provisions.
British Au Pair Agencies Association (BAPAA) and
International Au Pair Assocation (IAPA) have been formed
to protection for those wishing to participate.

au pied de la lettre

French: according to the strict letter of the text.

au poids de l’or

French: at its weight in gold; very precious.

aurar

One hundredth of a króna, currency of Iceland.

Aussensteuergesetz

German additional tax on high levels of dividends.

AUST

Apprentice upper secondary threshold.

austerity fatigue

When people, individually or collectively, tire of austerity
measures.
The term was particularly used for Greece in 2011
when tough measures led to civil unrest.
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australe

One hundredth of a peso, currency in Argentina.

Australia

Southern country. Currency is Australian dollar. UK has a
double taxation convention of 2003.

Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU)
Central labour organisation in Australia formed in 1927
and consolidated with the Australian Workers’ Union in
1967.
Australian dollar

Currency of Australia.

Australian Loan Council

Body established in 1927 to determine the Australian
government’s borrowing.

Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA)
Australian federal body responsible for ensuring that
financial institutions are able to meet their commitments.
Australian Resources Development Bank
Bank which opened in 1968 to assist Australian
enterprises in developing natural resources.
Australian Stock Exchange (ASX)
Stock exchange of Australia based in Sydney. In 1987 it
succeeded the exchanges of Adelaide, Brisbane, Hobart,
Melbourne and Perth. It abolished fixed-rate commissions
in 1984 and adopted automated trading in 1990.
Austria

European country. Member of the European Union. For
VAT and Customs purposes, its territory include Jungholtz
and Mittelberg.
Its currency is the euro.
It uses the terms Mehrwertsteuer (Mwst) and
Umsatasteuer (Umst) to mean VAT.
The UK has a double tax convention agreed in 1969,
amended by two protocols of double taxation and
prevention of fiscal evasion of 1977 and 1993, and a
further protocol of 2009.

Austrian Reconciliation Fund

Fund which makes payments to those forced to work as
slaves or forced labourers during the second world war.
On 16 December 2015, it was announced that payments
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under this scheme are exempt from inheritance tax.
Austrian Schilling trick

Practice of using two Austrian schillings glued together as
a pound coin to operate pay machines. The two coins
were worth less than 10p. Machines have subsequently
been reprogrammed to detect them.

Austrian school

In economics, a school of thought based on
methodological individualism, namely that social
phenomena result from the motivations and actions of
individuals.

AUT

(1) Authorised unit trust.
(2) Appararent unnotified termination.

autarchy

In politics, absolute power.

autarky

Ideal of self-sufficiency, particularly for a country. It is
considered an idealist but impractical economic policy.

authentication

Process by which the veracity of a document is confirmed.
The provisions under company law are given in
Companies Act 2006 s1146.

author

An artist, sculptor, composer or other creator of art may
average profits over three years under certain conditions
(Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act 2005 s221).
For VAT, royalties to authors may be paid by the
publisher using self-billing.

authorisation by declaration

Term used in relation to Customs duties from 1 May
2016. It refers to the authorisations for inward
processing, end use, temporary admission and outward
processing reliefs. Such authorisation may be used up to
three times a year. Further guidance is provided in
Customs Information paper 44 issued by HMRC on 2
November 2015.

authorisation of development In relation to oil and gas companies, this term is defined
in Corporation Tax Act 2010 from s356IB.
authorisation order

In company law, a person authorised by the Secretary of
State under Companies Act 2006 s457(1) to make an
application to the court for defective accounts to be
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replaced by revised accounts.
authorised

Permitted by obtaining the agreement of the appropriate
body.

authorised auditor

Individual who is allowed to audit a company even
though he does not have the relevant accounting
qualification.
Such authorisations were given by the Board of
Trade under Companies Act 1976, based on their
experience. This was largely a transitional measure for
unqualified auditors who still audited under
appointments made before the Companies Act 1948
introduced a qualification requirement. The power to
grant such authorisation ended in April 1978.
The term is now generally used for a person who
may audit an unlimited company but not a limited
company.

authorised capital

The maximum amount of share capital which may be
issued by a company. This must be stated in its
memorandum of association.
The actual amount of issued capital is often much
less. Many small companies are formed with authorised
capital of £100, and issued capital of £2 (as two shares for
£1).

authorised contractual scheme (ACS)
Scheme for reorganising a collective investment. A full
definition appears in Financial Services and Markets Act
2000 s237(3).
Such a scheme may be exempt from stamp duty
reserve tax under the provisions of Finance Act 1999 Sch
13 para 25A as inserted by SI 2013 No 1401.
authorised deduction

An amount that may be deducted from an employee’s
earnings to determine whether it is lower-paid
employment (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 s218(4)). This distinction generally became otiose
from 6 April 2016.

authorised disclosure

Disclosure relating to proceeds of crime that is properly
made to a police officer, tax official or similar person
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under Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 s338.
authorised economic operator (AEO)
Customs scheme whereby an economic operator who
meets certain standards may benefit from faster
clearance times and preferential treatment at EU
frontiers when importing and exporting goods.
authorised employer loan

In relation to authorised employer payments, this is
defined in Finance Act 2006 s179.

authorised employer payment Payment made to an employer who sponsors an
approved occupational pension scheme. Such payments
are permitted in various circumstances as set out in
regulations. These include government payments to
public service schemes, payments of pension surpluses,
compensation payments and similar. The tax provisions
can be found in Finance Act 2004 from s179.
authorised financial adviser

Investment and financial adviser who is authorised under
Financial Services Act 1986 or similar legislation.

authorised insurance company
For company law, “means a person (whether
incorporated or not) who has permission under Part 4 of
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (c.8) to effect
or carry out contracts of insurance” (Companies Act 2006
s1165(2)).
authorised investments

Those investments which may be made. For trusts, this is
regulated by law. From 1 February 2001, this is Trustee
Act 2000. Previously, it was Trustee Investments Act
1961.

authorised investment funds (AIFs)
Financial products including approved unit trusts, OEICs
and others that come within the scope of Authorised
Investment Funds (Tax) Regulations SI 2006 No 964 and
Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s468.
They are regulated by the Financial Services
Authority under Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.
An AIF can take one of two different legal forms:
authorised unit trust or open-ended investment company
(OEIC).
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Either legal form can fall into one of three
categories:
• UCITS funds
• non-UCITS funds
• qualified investor schemes (QISs).
authorised investment fund assets
In relation to chargeable gains of insurance companies,
“means assets of the company’s long-term insurance fund
consisting of rights under an authorised unit trust or
shares in an open-ended investment company” (Taxation
of Capital Gains Act 1992 s210C(2)).
authorised investments

Restricted range of investments available to certain
bodies, such as local authorities, trusts and charities.

authorised limit

The maximum amount of a financial institution’s debt at
any one time during the year, under the Prudential
borrowing regime that was introduced from April 2004

authorised member payment Payment which a registered pension scheme may make to
a member.
The commonest payments are pensions, lump sum
payments, refunds of contributions and transfer to
another pension scheme. The law is set out in Finance Act
2004 ss164-169.
authorised minimum

Minimum amount of allotted share capital required for a
public company. The minimum is £50,000 or its euro
equivalent (Companies Act 2006 s763(1)).

authorised official

An individual in an organisation which an outside body
has accepted as being allowed to perform specified
transfers.
A signatory on a bank mandate is such an example.
HMRC require a charity to have an authorised official to
operate Gift Aid.

authorised open-ended investment company
Body so authorised under Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000 s262. It is more commonly known as an OEIC.
authorised operator

Trader authorised by HMRC to operate one or more
simplified export procedures such as Simplified
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Declaration Procedure, Local Clearance Procedure or a
Designated Export Place.
The term also includes an exporter or third party
allowed to make full export declarations to the Customs
Handling of Import and Export Freight (CHIEF) system.
authorised overdraft

Overdraft which the bank has agreed in advance.

authorised person

For the purpose of HMRC information powers, “means a
person who is, or is a member of a class of persons who
are, authorised by the Commissioners [of HMRC] to
exercise the powers under subsection (3)” (Finance Act
2008 s114(9)).

authorised retail sale

In relation to wholesaling of controlled liquor, means a
retail sale made in accordance with a licence (Alcoholic
Liquor Duties Act 1979 s88A(5)).

authorised share capital

Amount of share capital a limited company may issued
under the terms of its memorandum of incorporation.

authorised signatory

Person who may sign a document on behalf of a body.
For a company, this is a director or company
secretary (Companies Act 2006 s44(3)).

authorised signer

US term for authorised signatory.

authorised stock

In the USA, the total number of shares a corporation may
issue under its articles of incorporation.

authorised surplus payment

In relation to pension funds, “a payment is an authorised
surplus payment if it is of a description provided by
regulations made by the Board of Inland Revenue”
(Finance Act 2004 s177). The regulations are SI 2006 No
574.

authorised surplus payments charge
“A charge to income tax, to be known as the authorised
surplus payments charge, arises where an authorised
surplus is made to a sponsoring employer by an
occupational pension scheme that is a registered pension
scheme” (Finance Act 2004 s207(1)).
The rate of tax is 35% (Finance Act s207(4)).
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authorised unit trust

Unit trust which must be operated in accordance with UK
law and EU directives.

authorised user

In relation to hydrocarbon oil duty, a person authorised
by HM Customs and Excise to receive methylated spirits
for use in an approved process, or to supply to authorised
users in quantities of less than 20 litres at any one time.

authorising officer

Person employed by a sponsor of overseas workers who
is responsible for matters relating to the sponsorship.

authoritarianism

Description of a political system which exercises strict
control over its citizens with little consideration to their
rights or public opinion.

authority

(1) Position of power, particularly one which is delegated
under a legal power. Authority is not power in itself, but is
one source of power.
(2) Source of law as quoted in a case.
(3) In financial markets, a concept of technical analysis
that a trend in a share price is more significant when the
volume of traded shares is high.

authority exercising or having compulsory powers
In relation to capital gains tax on disposals of land to such
an authority, the term is defined in Taxation of Capital
Gains Act 1992 s243.
authority for market purchase Resolution passed at a general meeting of a company
authorising the purchase of its own shares (Companies
Act 2006 s701).
authority to negotiate

Description of bank documents which allow a UK bank
acting for a supplier to negotiate the terms of a letter of
credit. It is an alternative procedure to the documentary
letters of credit, which offers little in the way of
guarantee to the supplier.

authority to purchase

Description of bank documents which allow a UK bank
acting for a supplier to buy bills of exchange as a means of
negotiating the terms of a letter of credit. Such a method
offers little security to the supplier.
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AUTIF

Association of Unit Trusts and Investment Funds, which
is the industry trade body of unit trusts and investment
trusts management companies.

autoboot

Process by which a computer starts a program or other
function without any input from the operator.

Autoclenz

Leading decision of the Supreme Court on whether
someone is employer or self-employed. The citation is
Autoclenz Ltd v Belcher. [2011] UKSC 41. The case
concerned people who washed cars.
One of the significant factors in the case was that
relative bargaining power between the employer and
workers should be considered.

autocoding

Procedure whereby a tax code is automatically adjusted,
such as on submission of a self-assessment tax return,
known as self-assessment autocoding.

autocorrelation

In mathematics, when a series of numbers is influenced
by past values of itself. An example is when budget
figures increase by a percentage from year to year.

auto-enrolment (AE)

Automatic enrolment into a workplace pension scheme
unless a person decided not to be enrolled. The term is
used in relation to NESTs. Its proper name is automatic
enrolment.

autograph

(1) Description of document in a person’s handwriting.
(2) Slang term for a piece of paper someone is induced to
sign on false pretences.

autogratuity

Gratuity for staff that is automatically charged to
customers. The practice has become common among
companies offering cruises on luxury liners.

autologous use

For human transplants, “means cells or tissues removed
from and applied in the same person” (Directive
2003/23/EC article 3).

Automated Clearing House (ACH)
US federal organisation to settle transactions carried out
by computer, such as mortgage payments and transfers
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between businesses.
automated pit trading

Any computerised system that aims to copy the open
outcry method of trading.

automated screen trading (AST)
System of trading in shares where much of the work is
done automatically. This can include the automatic
buying or selling of securities when they reach a
predetermined figure.
automated teller machine (ATM)
Machine provided at banks and in retail units which allow
a person to draw funds from a bank account or against a
credit facility. There are sometimes steep charges for this
service.
The customer typically puts in a cash card, credit
card, debit card or similar into the machine and types in a
four-digit PIN number. The customer states the amount
required.
The machines are also known as cash dispensers,
cash machines and hole in the wall.
automated trading system (ATS)
(1) Computer system for matching buyers and sellers of
securities.
(2) In banking, a depositor’s savings account from which
funds may be automatically transferred to cover cheques
while maintaining any minimum balance.
automatically unfair dismissal Dismissal for a reason which the law considers is
automatically unfair. These are:
• belonging or not belonging to a trade union;
• claiming the national minimum wage;
• childbirth and pregnancy;
• asserting a statutory right;
• whistle-blowing;
• seeking to be represented in a disciplinary
procedure;
• acting as safety representative or employee
representative of a pension fund.
There is no qualifying period for such dismissals,
unlike other unfair dismissals for which there is usually a
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qualifying period of one year.
automatic debit transfer

Giro payment.

automatic deportation

Penalty imposed by UK Borders Act 2007 s32 for a nonBritish citizen who is found guilty of an offence in the UK.

automatic directions

Directions of a court that take effect automatically at the
end of an action for personal injury.

automatic enrolment

Provisions in Pensions Act 2008 ss2 to 9 requiring
employers to enrol employers in the NEST pension
scheme. Enrolment is phased in between 1 October 2012
and 1 September 2016, starting with the larger
employers. Details of the phasing are given in SI 2010 No
4.

Automatic Licence Verification System (ALVS)
System that provides an interface between government
departments in relation to the importation of vehicles.
ALVS generally avoids the need for Customs to check
imported vehicles.
automatic overseas tests

Series of tests in statutory residence test to determine
whether a taxpayer is non-resident for a tax year.
There are three of these tests. They are considered
after the automatic UK tests. If a taxpayer meets any one
of these tests, he or she is non-resident, and there is no
need to consider any further tests.

automatic penalty

Additional sum imposed without consideration of factors,
such as being late with a tax return.

automatic re-enrolment

Term used in Pensions Act 2011 s4 in relation to a scheme
membership that has been interrupted.

automatic stabiliser

Elements of the tax and spending system which tend to
cancel each other out and thus dampen the economic
cycle. In an upturn, tax revenues rise and benefit claims
fall, for example.

automatic tagging

Facility offered by some tax software that automatically
puts iXBRL tags into corporation tax, as required from 1
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April 2011.
automatic trade

Term used on London Stock Exchange for a trade in
securities that has been generated by a computer
program.

automatic transfer

Any provision in law which requires legal proceedings to
be transferred to another court or tribunal.

automatic transmission

Part of a vehicle where the gear changes according to the
vehicle’s speed and not according to the driver’s use of a
gear lever,(known as manual transmission).
A driver who passes a test in a car with automatic
transmission may not drive a car with manual
transmission.

automatic UK test

Series of three tests designed to determine whether a
taxpayer is UK-resident for tax purposes under the
statutory residence test.

automatic vending

Retail method where products are sold by inserting coins,
tokens or cards into a machine. This has obvious
advantages in making sales service available outside
normal hours and saving in staff time.
Those who provide such machines must have
procedures to:
• restock machines and collect cash;
• protect machine from vandalism;
• protect stock and any cash from theft;
• allow dissatisfied customers to complain,
such as when the machine takes the money but fails to
provide the goods.

automatic write-offs and waivers
Part of the SAFE computer system used by HMRC. It
automatically writes off small amounts of tax owed
(Inspectors’ Manual at DMBM12010).
automation

Process of using machines to replace functions done by a
person.
This process can have a huge impact in
management accounting. The machines, sometimes
called robots, typically are very expensive to buy and setup but then have a very low marginal cost. A component
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made by a person on an ordinary lathe may cost £2 an
item. An autolathe may cost £200,000 but then allow the
component to be produced for 10p an item.
automatism

Personal state where a person has no control over his or
her actions, such as certain hand movements during an
epileptic attack. In some situations, automatism can be a
defence to a criminal charge.

automorphism

(1) Assigning one’s own characteristics to someone else.
(2) In algebra, isomorphism of an algebraic system with
itself.

autonomous import preference
System of import preference provided by the EU under
its Generalised System of Preferences scheme.
autonomous workgroup (AWG)
In human resources, form of work organisation where a
group of workers is given a task and works out for itself
how best to organise that work. This can lead to higher
levels of motivation.
autonomy at work

In human resources, the extent to which workers are
allowed to use their own initiative in planning their work.

auto number generation

Any part of a system that automatically generates an
identifying number when a new record is added. It is
widely used in employment for generating employee
numbers.

autopsy

Medical examination of a body to find evidence relating
to the manner of death.

autoregression

Series of observations where the value of each one partly
depends on the values of those which precede it.

autoregression analysis

Ordinary regression analysis used to identify
autocorrelation.

autosuggestion

Where a person responds to a suggestion of his own
invention.
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autre droit

French: other right.
Property is held in autre droit when held for the
benefit of another person, such as by a trustee or
executor.

autrefois acquit

Defence in criminal trial that a person has already been
tried for the offence and has been acquitted. It protects a
person from the double jeopardy risk of being repeatedly
prosecuted for one offence.
There are some exceptions permitted under law. In
particular Criminal Justice Act 2003 (commenced in 2005)
allows a second trial of a serious offence if there is new
and compelling evidence. The first person to be convicted
under this provision was William Dunlop for murder on 11
September 2006, having been acquitted at a trial in 1989.

autrefois convict

Defence in criminal trial that a person has already been
convicted of the offence of which he or she is now
accused.

autre vie

Latin: the life of another.

aux bon soins de

French: in care of.

auxiliary

Helper, particularly a person who assists a specialist (such
as a nurse) even though he or she lacks the qualifications
or experience of the specialist.

auxiliary activity

In international taxation, an activity that is ignored in
terms of determining whether a business has a
permanent establishment in a particular country.

auxiliary company

In international taxation, a company within a group that
provides auxiliary services to the main company. The
profits of auxiliary companies can be difficult to
determine in practice because of transfer pricing issues.

auxiliary jurisdiction

The power of the Court of Chancery to help a claimant. It
was rendered obsolete by Judicature Acts 1873-75.

auxiliary mint

Mint operated outside London but under its control to
meet a particularly large demand for coins.
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auxiliary tank

Tank on a vehicle which stores fuel to drive machinery
and which cannot be used to propel the vehicle.
Unmarked oil (on which duty has not been paid) may be
used in such tanks.

AV

Accounting value, used in the formula in Corporation Tax
Act 2009 s723(3).

AVA

Accounting value immediately before the realisation, in
the formula in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s737(2).

avail

To be of service or value to someone.

availability

The ease with which an item may be obtained.

available amount

Amount in a taxpayer’s bank account that HMRC may
seize without needing permission from any court. The
figure is defined and determined in accordance with
Finance (No 2) Act 2015 Sch 8 para 7(3).

available balance

Amount that a person may spend from a bank account. It
comprises unallocated funds in the balance on the
account plus the agreed overdraft.

available capital

Amount of capital which a business may use.

available carried-forward loss allowance
Term used in relation to bank levy, and explained in
Corporation Tax Act 2010 s269CJ(2) as inserted by
Finance Act 2015 Sch 2.
available earnings

Another term for earnings per share.

available for public access

In relation to the remittance basis, this term applies to
gifts to the nation, and is defined for that purpose in
Income Tax Act 2007 s809Z(4).

available for reception by members of the public
Term defined in Communications Act 2003 s361 in
relation to regulatory provisions under that Act.
available for work

In relation to the work availability requirement for
universal credit, “means able and willing immediately to
take up paid work (or more paid work or better-paid
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work)” (Welfare Reform Act 2012 s18(2)).
available income

Amount of a person’s income which may be applied to a
specific purpose, particularly clearing old debts or
personal spending.

available periods

For VAT, an accounting period for which HMRC can accept
a VAT Return from a VAT-registered trader.
An accounting period generally becomes available
shortly before its closing date, although returns should
not be completed until the period has ended. A period
ceases to be available when a return is received.

available profits

In relation to the taxation of an insurance company, the
term is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s390.

available qualifying expenditure (AQE)
Amount of written down value on which a writing down
allowance may be claimed. Provisions are given in Capital
Allowances Act 2001 s57.
available surcharge allowance In relation to corporation tax surcharge on banks, this
term is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2010 s269DE(3).
available to all staff

Term used in relation to many benefits provided by an
employer as a condition of their being tax-free. Examples
include the provision of canteen facilities and childcare
vouchers.
The requirement is that the benefit is offered to all
staff eligible to accept it on broadly similar terms.

available tonne kilometre (ATK)
Measure of an airline’s capacity for carrying passengers or
cargo.
The figure is calculated per aircraft, and then
totalled to give a figure per airline. The calculation is:
ATK = capacity in tonnes x kilometres flown.
available total profits

Amount of profit which may be used in group relief. The
term is explained in Corporation Tax Act 2010 s140.

aval

Pertaining to a grandparent.
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à valonte

French: at pleasure.

avant-propos

Preliminary matter.

avarice

Greedy desire for wealth.

AVB

Accounting value immediately after the realisation, in the
formula in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s737(2).

AVC

Additional voluntary contribution, to an occupational
pension scheme.

avenue

Line of enquiry or an approach. The word literally means
a tree-lined road.

aver

In law, to allege in pleadings.
In Scots law, “to state or allege” (Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).

average

Mathematics
One number which represents a series of numbers.
The word “average” on its own usually means the
arithmetic mean, calculated by adding up the numbers
and dividing the total by the number of numbers. So the
average of the number 6, 7, 9 and 10 is calculated by
adding them to give 32, dividing by 4 as there are
Other types of average are:
• geometric mean: multiplying the numbers
and taking the root equal to the number of numbers;
• meridian: number which occurs halfway
down the list when the numbers are ranked in order; and
• mode: number which occurs most often.
The term has acquired some more specific
meanings in some branches of finance.
Insurance
In insurance, averaging refers to where assets have been
under-insured. For example, a trader with two shops
worth £500,000 each may consider that it is highly
unlikely that both will burn down, and so insure them for
a total of £500,000. In such a case, the company will
usually have an averaging clause in its policy which says
that the two premises have only been insured for half the
value and so it will only meet half the claim.
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Averaging is also used more generally in insurance
and elsewhere to mean any system which seeks to
apportion loss on an equitable basis. In marine insurance,
average can refer to when the insurer and owner share
the cost of losing a ship under the provisions of Marine
Insurance Act 1906.
average adjuster

A person who calculates how much of a maritime
insurance claim should be paid by the insurer.

average adjustment

Amount of a maritime insurance claim for loss of a ship
which the insurer must pay.

average agent

Lloyd’s Agent who has authority to negotiate marine
insurance claims.

average annual return

Means of comparing different returns over different
periods on a consistent basis with the unit being years,
hence per annum. Normally only returns over periods
greater than one year are annualised. The average annual
return is the rate that an investor would have earned in
each year to achieve the total cumulative return over the
period.

average bond

Form completed by a consignee and countersigned by his
bank before taking delivery of goods from a vessel where
a general average loss has been sustained. Under the
bond, the consignee agrees to meet his share of the
general average loss.

average capital balance

In relation to a claim for community investment tax relief
for a loan, this term means “the mean of the daily
balance of capital outstanding during that period,
ignoring any non-standard repayments of the loan made
in that period or at any earlier time” (Income Tax Act
2007 s362(2)). An amended definition appears in s363(6)
in respect of any value received by the investor during the
six-year loan period.
For corporation tax, the definition is given in
Corporation Tax Act 2010 s246(6).

average clause

Provision in a marine insurance contract. It states the
amount of loss that must arise before a claim is payable.
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average contents rules

For beer duty, the procedure set out in Customs notice
226 in relation to beer sold in small packs of up 10 litres.
The amount of duty may be assessed on the average
system rather than on each pack.

average cost

The total cost of producing n units divided by n. As the
total cost usually includes an element of fixed costs, the
average cost declines as quantity increases.

average directional movement (ADX)
In investment, a charting term that indicates the presence
of a trend or movement in price. The ADX measures the
strength of that trend or movement, regardless of its
direction.
average down

Buying a security at a lower price than paid for the exiting
holding. This is one of the manifestations of unit cost
averaging.
While it increases the chances of the overall holding
becoming profitable, it is not a generally recommended
investment strategy. Each purchase of shares should be
considered on its own merits.

average due date

The average date when several different payments fall
due.

average earnings

Earnings of an employee averaged over a defined period.
Average earnings are used for various purposes. For
the purposes of statutory maternity pay (SMP), the
average earnings for the eight weeks before the
qualifying week are used to calculate the SMP for the
first six weeks, as 90% of these average earnings unless
this is less than the set rate.
Figure on which entitlement to SERPS and state
second pension are calculated.

average general

Another form of general average in relation to marine
insurance. The principle is that if cargo has to be
discarded to save a ship in peril, all cargo providers will
share that loss.

average income per capita

Another expression meaning per capita income.
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average monthly amount

The average amount of PAYE which an employer
reasonably believes will be paid to HMRC during the
forthcoming tax year. If this figure is less than £1,500,
PAYE may be paid quarterly
Details are given in PAYE Regulations SI 2003 No
2682 reg 70.

average out

An indication of general trends of averages.
For example if sales increases in successive years as
9.4%, 10.3% and 9.9%, the increases could be said to
average out at 10%.

average outgoing quality (AOQ)
Proportion of defective items being sent with a product
after a system of quality control has been implemented.
For a single inspection scheme, with an acceptance
number n from sample sizes of N, with 100% inspection
of failed batches, the formula for AOQ is:
AOQ = P(p) (1 – n/N)p
where p is the proportion of defective items and P(p) is
the probability of a batch with such proportion being
accepted.
average outgoing quality limit (AOQL)
The highest average proportion of defective items than
will be accepted over a long run, after a system of quality
control has been implemented.
This is determined by plotting the average outgoing
quality (AOQ) against the proportion of defective items.
The AOQL is the highest point on the graph.
average particular

Another term for particular average, a clause in a
contract in marine insurance.
When some cargo is lost or damaged during a
journey, the cost is borne by the cargo supplier or his
suppliers alone. There is no sharing of the cost among
other cargo suppliers as under average general.

average propensity to consume (APC)
The average propensity to consume is the proportion of
income that is spent. If a person spends £4,000 of a
£10,000 income, then the APC is 0.4.
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average rate of income tax

Total amount of income tax paid as a percentage of total
earnings.
For example, someone earns £30,000 and pays no
tax on the first £11,000 and 20% on the remaining
£19,000. Their tax of £3,800 on £30,000 equals an
average rate of income tax of 12.7%.

average rate of tax

The average rate of tax is the total amount of income tax
paid as a percentage of a person's income.
For example, a person has personal allowances and
other tax deductible items of £8,000. He earns £20,000
when the basic rate of income tax is 20%. His income tax
liability is £2,400 (20% of £20,000 less £8,000).
His average rate of tax is 12%. This is the ratio of
£2,400 to £20,000. His marginal rate of tax is 20%, as that
is how much he pays on every extra £1 earned.

average rate option

Form of Asian option.

average remaining service life In occupational pension schemes, calculation of future
liability to meet the pension requirements of existing
employees.
average revenue per user (ARPU)
Average amount of income generated by a single user.
These figures are commonly used in the
telecommunications and similar industry. ARPU is the
main method for such companies in identifying where
revenue growth is.
average-sized

As of the same size as most others of the same nature.
The term is often applied to businesses.

average stater

Another term for an average adjuster.

average stock

In financial accounting, method of valuing closing stock
on the assumption that every stock item has cost the
average amount for that stock item.

average system

For beer duty, quality control method to determine the
average contents of a small pack of up to ten litres of
beer. The system is set out in Customs notice 226.
Provided this is followed, it is not necessary to measure
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the contents of each small pack.
average tax rate

Amount of tax paid divided by income or value on which
the tax was assessed.
In the UK, this is more usually referred to as the
effective rate of tax.

average true range bands

In investment, an envelope of support and resistance
lines of the price range of a share or other security, as
calculated by the exponential average of the difference
between highs and lows.

average turnover amount

In relation to enterprise investment scheme, this term is
defined in Income Tax Act 2007 s175A(7) as inserted by
Finance (No 2) Act Sch 5.
In relation to venture capital trusts, the term is
defined in Income Tax Act 2007 s280C(8) as inserted by
Finance (No 2) Act Sch 6.

average weekly earnings (AWE)
Figure used to determine eligibility of statutory
payments, and to calculate the first six weeks of
statutory maternity pay. It is usually calculated as the
average for the eight weeks before the qualifying week.
averaging

Insurance
Process addressed in averaging clause in insurance
contracts.
Securities
Policy of buying securities at different prices at different
times, so that their average value changes with each
purchase.
This is used in different investment strategies,
particularly pound cost averaging which can be a simple
but effective investment strategy, and buying down the
market which is usually an unwise strategy.
Taxation
In international taxation, any system whereby incomes
can be averaged over a period of more than one year. The
UK tax system allows for averaging of profits from
farming and artistic creation (such as painters and
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composers).
averaging clause

Provision in most insurance policies that all assets must
be insured, and compensation is reduced if a claim is
made when there is not full insurance.
A person who owns four properties in different
towns each worth £1 million may decide that it is so
unlikely that they will all burn down at the same time that
he only insures the four to a maximum of £1 million. The
insurance company would therefore bear four times the
risk for the same premium. Under the averaging clause,
the insurance company would restrict its payment for one
property burning down to £250,000.

averaging profits

Process by which farmers may spread profits that
fluctuate from year to year, or where creative artists
spend more than one year creating a work. The tax
provisions are given in Income Tax (Trading and Other
Income) Act 2005 from s221.

averia

Latin: cattle

averment

In law, an allegation made in pleading.
In tax disputes, averment is sometimes used to
mean an agreement on a particular point. An example is
that the taxpayer admits receiving income but disputes
whether it is taxable.

AVGAS

Aviation gasoline, a light oil which is specifically produced
as fuel for aircraft, is not normally used in road vehicles
and is delivered for use solely as fuel for aircraft.

avian flu

Disease people catch from birds, also known as bird flu.
The World Health Organisation said on 7 November
2005 that it would cause a pandemic costing $800 billion.
The UK Department of Health said a quarter of the
population would become infected and 50,000 people.
None of this happened.

aviation gasoline

“Means light oil which —
(a) is specially produced as fuel for aircraft,
(b) at 37.8°C, has a Reid Vapour Pressure of not less
than 38kPa and not more than 49kPa, and
(c) is delivered for use solely as fuel for aircraft”
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(Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1979 s1(3D)).
aviation hazard

The additional insurance risk of death or injury from
participation in flying.
Most policies only require this for high-risk activities
such as being a private pilot or taking part in aeronautical
displays. Such additional risk is usually insurable for
additional premium. Flying on a normal passenger aircraft
is not an aviation hazard.

aviation law

Branch of law concerned with registration an
administration of aircraft and airports, and disputes
relating to transport of goods and passengers by air.

aviation turbine fuel (AVTUR)
Kerosene which is intended to be used as fuel for aircraft.
It may be delivered for that purpose without being
marked in accordance with Customs regulations.
a vinculo matrimonii

Latin: from the bond of matrimony.

avital

Of a grandfather, ancestral.

avizandum

Private consideration of a case by a judge before giving
judgment.
In Scots law, “to be considered. Judgment is
deferred, an oral or written decision to be given later”
(Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

avo

One hundredth of a pataca, currency of Macao.

avocat consultant

French term meaning a consulting lawyer.

avoid

To make provisions not to discharge a duty, as in tax
avoidance.
In law, the word can also mean to make void, such
as in avoiding a contract.

avoidable cost

In management accounting, a cost that can be eliminated
by taking a specific action.

avoidance

Seeking to avoid something.
The term is usually restricted to legal activities,
whereas illegal activates are evasion. So tax avoidance is
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legally planning one’s finances to minimise the tax liability
whereas tax evasion is illegally concealing or
misrepresenting one’s financial positions.
While this distinction is widely accepted, it is also
widely ignored and so a reader should not always assume
that avoidance is legal or that evasion is illegal.
avoidance arrangements

In relation to manufactured payments, “means any
arrangements the main purpose of which is to secure a
deduction for the purposes of income tax, or any other
income tax advantage, for any person” (Income Tax Act
2007 s572A(1)).

avoidance-inspired

Description of a post-entitlement enhancement under a
pension scheme where “the main purpose, or one of the
main purposes, of the individual in entering into the
scheme was to avoid or reduce a liability to the annual
allowance charge” (Finance Act 2004 s236A(3)).

avoidance of disposition order Order made by the High Court to set aside a transaction
by a husband or wife which is designed to defeat the
other’s claim for financial provision.
avoidance purposes

In relation to anti-avoidance for hire purchase and similar
agreements as they affect capital allowances: “a
transaction, scheme or arrangement has an avoidance
purpose if the main purpose, or one of the main
purposes, is to obtain a tax advantage under this Part [2]
that would otherwise not be obtained” (Capital
Allowances Act 2001 s215(3)).

avoidance scheme

Scheme whose sole purpose is to avoid or reduce liability
to a tax.

avoirdupois

System of imperial weights where one pound equals 16
ounces.

avoir fiscal

French term for a tax on dividend payments.

a vostro beneplacito

Italian: at your pleasure.

avouch

Vouch for.
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avoué

French: lawyer, attorney.

avow

In law, to admit or confess something.

avowal

Statement made in public and which may be used against
its maker.

avowtry

Adultery.

AVS

Annual voluntary settlement.

AVTUR

Aviation turbine fuel.

avulsion

Process of cutting land off from other land, such as when
a river changes its course. In law, the ownership and
other rights of the land are usually unaffected.

avuncular

Pertaining to an uncle, or having the same geniality
traditionally associated with an uncle.

award

(1) Something given by a body in recognition of an
achievement.
There are some tax provisions which allow awards
for achievement or long service to be made tax-free.
There is also the Taxed Award Scheme which allows the
employer to pay the tax when an award is taxable.
(2) Sum which an arbitrator or judge determines is
payable to someone after due process.

award date

For disguised remuneration, date on which an employee
is awarded deferred remuneration (Income Tax (Earnings
And Pensions) Act 2003 s554H(1)(a)).

award for bravery

Certain awards for bravery carry a right to a pension or
annuity that are free of income tax (Income Tax (Earnings
And Pensions) Act 2003 s638).
The awards are Victoria Cross, George Cross, Albert
Medal, Edward Medal, Military Cross, Distinguished Flying
Cross, Distinguished Conduct Medal, Conspicuous
Gallantry Medal, Military Medal and Distinguished Flying
Medal.

away

In finance, American term occasionally used to describe a
security, quote or market which does not conform to
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current market levels.
AWB

Air Waybill - an airline Air Waybill is a bill of lading which
covers both domestic and international flights
transporting goods to a specified destination. This is a
non-negotiable instrument of air transport that serves as
a receipt for the shipper, indicating that the carrier has
accepted the goods listed and obligates itself to carry the
consignment to the airport of destination according to
specified conditions.

AWE

Average weekly earnings.

AWG

ISO code for Aruba guilder.

AWIS

Army Welfare Information Service.

awmous

Old term for alms.

AWOL

Absent without leave. Used in the express to go AWOL.

AWRS

Alcohol Wholesaler Registration Scheme.

Awst

Welsh: August.

AWW

Army Welfare Worker.

axe

Colloquialism for a savage cut, such as a large reduction in
staff or a big reduction in prices.

axe man

Colloquialism for a person who makes savage cuts,
particularly in terms of reducing jobs. The term literally
means a murderer who uses an axe.

axis

Base line on a graph.
The horizontal line is the x-axis and denotes the
functions being carried out. The vertical line is the y-axis
and denotes the results of these functions.

axle grease

Australian slang for money.

AY

Amount of relief in a tax year in relation to a dwellingrelated loan, as given in the formula in Income Tax
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(Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s274A(5).
Azarbaycan Respublikasi

Azeri (language): Republic of Azerbaijan.

Azerbaijan

Eastern republic. Its currency is the new manat. UK has a
double taxation convention agreed in 1994.

azienda

Italian: company.

AZN

ISO code for Azerbaijan new manat.

azonal

Not arranged in zones.

B
B

National insurance
For national insurance, the contribution letter for an
employee who is eligible to pay reduced rate
contributions.
Council tax
For council tax, the second lowest band of property
values:
• in England, between £40,001 and £52,000 in 1993
• in Wales, between £36,001 and £52,000 from 1
April 2005, and between £30,001 and £39,000 before;
• in Scotland, between £27,001 and £35,000 in
1993.
A band B property pays council tax at the rate of 7/9 the
amount for an average band D property.
Company cars
Before 6 April 2011, the P11D code for a company car
that ran on gas only, or ran on bi-fuel and had approved
carbon dioxide emissions. From 6 April 2011, such cars
are taxed on the same basis as petrol engine cars, and
have the code A.
Vehicle excise duty
Rate band for vehicles with emissions between 101 and
110 gm/km.
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Full Payment Supplement form
Indicator in the “Number of hours worked” box that the
employee works for 16 to 23.99 hours.
Lateness in submitting an FPS or EPS under Real Time
Information
Reason for lateness was that it was notional payment
from an employment-related security.
Final character in national insurance
When national insurance was recorded on cards, this final
character indicated that the card ran for a year from the
first Monday in June. It is now a control character.
Other
(1) The second person in an explanation, such as “A
bought goods from B to give to C.”
(2) Under planning law, use class order for commercial
property.
(3) In general use, second grade.
(4) Range of paper sizes between the common A sizes. It
is now hardly used.
(5) Old Roman numeral for 300.
(6) In hexadecimal notation, the number 11.
(7) In relation to residence nil rate band for inheritance
tax, a beneficiary of inherited property (Inheritance Tax
Act 1984 s8J as inserted by Finance (No 2) Act 2015 s9).
B$

(1) Abbreviation: Bahamanian dollar.
(2) Abbreviation: Brunei dollar.

$b

Abbreviation: Bolivian dollar.

BA

Bankers Acceptance
[The letters also denote the Bachelor of Arts university
degree, and the company British Airways.]

BAA

British Accounting Association.
[These are also the letters for the public company British
Airports Authority.]

BAAT

British Association of Art Therapists.
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baby bonds

(1) US bonds issued in small denominations to make it
easier for ordinary investors to buy.
(2) In UK, a bond offered by a friendly society in which up
to £25 a month may be invested for a child for a
minimum period of ten years.

baby boom

Period of a higher than usual birth rate, such as just after
a war, particularly in the years after 1945.

baby credit

Additional amount of child tax credit that is paid for the
first year of a child’s life. This was introduced in April
2002.

BACAT

Abbreviation of Barge Aboard Catamaran. This is a
specially designed vessel designed to allow goods to be
offloaded from ships on to barges for final delivery by
river and canal.

baccalaureate

First university degree of a bachelor.

baccarat

This game is specifically listed in Betting and Gaming
Duties Act 1981 s13(3) as coming within the scope of
gaming licence duty.

bachelor

Marital status
Man who has never married. His marital status is
therefore single. The word originally meant a person
aspiring to a knighthood.
The female equivalent is spinster. This word has
acquired connotations of a frumpy old maid, so
sometimes the term bachelor girl is used instead.
Qualification
First university degree, or a person who has one.
It ranks below a masters degree or doctorate.

bachelor tax

In international taxation, the higher rates of tax paid by
single people compared with married people who may
qualify for benefits and reliefs.

back

(1) Support financially, such as providing initial capital or
underwriting an activity.
(2) Referring to the past, such as in backdating a pay
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claim.
back and filling

Description of a financial market where prices rise and fall
by a small amount.

back bond

Bond of indemnity given to a surety.

back contract

Futures contract on an exchange with the latest expiry
date.

backdate

Give an earlier date to.
This can amount to the crime of forgery.

back door

In economics, means by which the Bank of England
provides cash to the money market by purchasing
Treasury bills at the market rate as an alternative to
lending money.

back duty

Any arrears of tax (including taxes which are not normally
referred to a duties).

backed for bail

Description of a warrant for arrest which requires the
police to release a person if a specified condition is met.
This is usually payment of surety.

back-ended

Form of tax relief which is given at a later point, such as
when an asset is realised.
“Back-ended relief simply means that, while there
was no tax relief on payments into PEP schemes,
payments out — whether of dividends or of capital gains
— were tax free.” (The View from No 11, page 379, by
Nigel Lawson, Bantam Press).

back-end loaded

Description of any financial product where charges are
made at the end of its life, such as when commission is
paid when the investor withdraws his cash.

back-end ratio

In investment, a person’s ratio of total debt to income.

back freight

Charge made for the return of goods which could not be
offloaded at the intended destination.

background checking

Human resources for checking job applicants from
sources other than those provided by the applicant.
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background plant

Name sometimes used for features integral to a building.
This term is used in Capital Allowances Act 2001
s70R.
From 1 April 2006, any capital allowance for
background plant in leased premises is generally claimed
by the lessee rather than the lessor.

back-hander

Bribe, from the practice of making payment by putting
the hand behind the back so others cannot see. The word
is not always hyphenated.

back-in

Defence strategy against a takeover bid, similar to the
poison pill.
In a back-in, the shareholders may sell their shares
back to the company.

back interest

Interest which has been earned but not yet paid.

back load

Consignment of goods offered to a lorry driver (or a
person in charge of any other delivery vehicle) to be
transported in what would otherwise be an empty vehicle
after a delivery.

back letter

Another name for a letter of indemnity. Such a letter is
most common in international transport. It releases the
recipient from a duty. A back letter is often required
before a duplicate letter of credit is issued.

back-hander

Bribe, from the practice of making payment by putting
the hand behind the back so others cannot see.

back-in

Defence strategy against a takeover bid, similar to the
poison pill.
In a back-in, the shareholders may sell their shares
back to the company.

backing

Support, particularly financial support for a commercial
venture.

backing a warrant

Process which allows a warrant issued by a magistrates'
court to be enforced.
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back interest

Interest which has been earned but not yet paid.

back load

Consignment of goods offered to a lorry driver (or a
person in charge of any other delivery vehicle) to be
transported in what would otherwise be an empty vehicle
after a delivery.

backlog

Arrears of work to be done, such as maintenance which is
overdue or letters which should have been answered. The
term does not apply to work waiting to be done but
which is not overdue.

backlog depreciation

Term used in current cost accounting (now abolished) for
the amount of additional depreciation which should be
accounted for in the current period’s accounts to reflect
the impact of inflation in the current period on the
depreciation charged in previous accounting periods.

back month

Latest expiry month for a futures contract.

back office

Another term for back room.

back office crunch

Situation where the back office is overwhelmed with
paperwork and cannot function.

back out

Withdraw from an agreement, such as when a person is
no longer prepared to underwrite an activity or invest in a
business.

backpacker travel insurance

Travel insurance for a single consecutive period of
(typically) between 60 and 365 consecutive days. It is also
known as gap year travel insurance.

back pay

Payment to an employee in respect of a retrospective pay
rise, such as when a pay deal is agreed on 1 April
backdated to 1 January.
The employee receives the higher rate of pay from
1 April and, in that month, also receives the additional
rate of pay for the previous three months.
Backpay causes many practical problems. It involves
identifying employees who were not employed for the
whole period and recalculating past payslips. It can also
involve recalculation of statutory maternity pay if the
backpay period includes the reference period. If the
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employer runs a pension scheme, contributions may need
to be recalculated.
There is also a practical problem in that employees
will (using the example above) believe that their April
payslip represents their new earnings and wonder why
the May payslip is less.
back payment

Payment which is due but which has not yet been made.

back rent

Rent which is owed but has not yet been paid.

back room

Term for people who work in an organisation but are not
seen by customers.

back service

For pensions, that portion of a pension obligation which
arises for past service, and which has increased as a result
of a change, such as the employer accepting a greater
obligation or a transfer to a new pension scheme.

backspang

Old term for any trick or legal quirk which allowed a
person to gain an advantage over someone who regards a
matter as having been settled.

back spread

Strategy of selling an option near to the money and using
the proceeds to buy the same type of option. [This is
sometimes given as a single word.]

backstairs influence

Private or unrecognised influence in management.
The term originated from certain monarchs who
sought unofficial assurance by consulting servants who
traditionally used the backstairs of the palace.

back stop-loss

In investment, an exit price set by a trader with a view to
fixing the maximum amount that may be lost. In practice,
this has the effect of encouraging investors to place more
funds into a position than they would otherwise.

back tax

Tax which is owed but has not yet been paid. Back tax
usually arises following an investigation by the tax
authorities.

back testing

Testing a financial model using historic data. This allows
what it predicted to happen on a past date to be
compared with what did happen. [This term can
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sometimes be given as a single word.]
back the field

Gambling term for betting on all runners except the
favourite.

back-to-back credits

Letters of credit used in international trading when a
trader buys goods from one country for immediate sale to
another, or for string contracts. Under a back-to-back
credit, one letter of credit is raised on the security of
another.

back-to-back inheritance tax plan
Combination of a life assurance policy and an annuity on
the same life. The aim is to reduce the liability to
inheritance tax.
The annuitant seeks to earn more capital than is
needed to replace the capital spent on the annuity in
buying assurance premiums.
The proceeds of the policy are paid directly to the
beneficiaries, thus in effect moving value out of the
estate.
back-to-back loan

Loan between companies in different countries in the
currency of that country. Such loans were widely used as
a means of avoiding exchange controls.

back-to-back swap

Two swaps which have been combined, usually as a
means of winding up the position and usually subject to a
payment.

back to work action plan

Plan worked out between an employer and an employee
who has been off sick for at least four weeks.
Such a plan is not compulsory but is recommended
by the government in its booklet E14 on statutory sick
pay.

back to work bonus

A bonus introduced in 1996 (and extensively revised in
2004) for social security claimants who start paid
employment. It is payable under Social Security
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s36.
The amount can be up to £1,000. Such a bonus is
exempt from income tax under Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s677.
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back up

Support or copy.
In computing, the term is used for any arrangement
whereby data are copied to minimise disruption should
the original data be lost.

back-up credit

Alternative source of funds which is made available
should the initial source not prove sufficient. The term is
commonly used when an issue of commercial paper is
not fully taken up by the market.

back-up power supply

Electrical device which may be connected to a computer
to protect it from damage in the event of a power cut.
Such a device typically provides another 15 minutes of
mains power, designed to allow the computer to be shut
down properly and for files to be saved.

backup withholding

US term for a sum deducted from investment income
towards the tax due on that income.

backward integration

Process of business growth where a business which
provides the latter stage of production acquires
businesses which provide the earlier stages. An example
is when a machine maker acquires a component maker.

backwardation

(1) Penalty paid by a seller for being late with delivery,
particularly of shares or other securities.
(2) Situation where the spot price of a commodity or
currency is higher than the futures price

.
backwardation swap

Commodity swap in which the payments are determined
according to the spot price and future price.

backward-compatible

In computing, when a new appliance is made so that old
equipment can still be used.
The term can be applied to equipment or software.
For equipment, most DVD drives are backwardcompatible to read compact discs. Early record players
were backward-compatible to play 78s. In software, a
new release of a program is made backward-compatible
so that it can open files created by an earlier release.

backwards spreading

Spreading income over previous years.
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bacon-slicing

Term used in advocacy which breaks down an argument
or complaint into constituent parts and looks at each one
individually.
It is particularly effective when the argument is
founded on the cumulative effect of many small matters,
each of which can be separately dismissed as of no
consequence.
More constructively, bacon-slicing can be used to
identify the real cause of concern and strip away
peripheral issues.

BACP

British Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy.

BACS

Bankers’ Automated Clearing System, system for making
direct payments from a bank account.

BAD

British Association of Dermatologists.

bad

General term meaning wrong in law, ineffectual,
inoperative or void, depending on the context.

bad bargain

Item which is not worth the price asked. A bad bargain
does not void a contract.

bad buy

Product or service which clearly does not represent value
for money.

bad character

Evidence or a disposition by an accused person in relation
to criminal charges (Criminal Justice Act 2003 s98).

bad cheque

Cheque which is not paid for any reason.

bad credit car loans

Ways of borrowing money to fund the purchase of a new
car for those with a poor credit history.

bad credit cards

Credit cards for those with poor credit records.

bad credit loan

Loan designed for someone with a poor credit history or
county court judgements and is therefore refused
unsecured personal loans by other providers.

bad credit mortgage

Home loan secured against the value of a property
designed for people with poor credit histories.
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bad debt

Definition
Debt that has been written off.
To be a bad debt, it must relate to a specific debt
where there is good reason to believe that payment will
not be received. The debt is then written off as an
expense in the profit and loss account, with a
corresponding entry in the sales ledger.
Writing off a bad debt it purely a financial
transaction. Legally, the debt remains payable
Tax relief
A bad debt is a business expense that may be deducted
from it+ (Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act
2005s35) or corporation tax (Corporation Tax Act 2009
s55).
Guidance on bad debts is discussed in the
Inspectors’ Manual at BIM 42701.
Debt later paid
A bad debt that is subsequently paid is a recovered debt.
This is added to taxable sales in the period in which it is
recovered.
A bad debt that is part of a composition with the
debtor is a released debt.
No adjustment is made to the sales figure or gross
profit, as the sale was made and the profit earned despite
the debt not being paid.
Value added tax
Provided these conditions are met, the bad debt is
deductible from taxable profits, and VAT bad debt relief
may be claimed under Value Added Tax Act 1994 36.
A business that uses cash accounting in effect gets
bad debt relief at source.
Doubtful debts
If there is reason to suspect that a debt may not be paid,
the company may make a provision for a doubtful debt.
Such a debt need not be specific, so a business may make
a provision for 1% of all debts, for example, provided it
has some evidence to support such a view.

bad debt provision

Sum set aside in the accounts to allow for debts which a
business expects not to be paid.
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Strictly this term is wrong, as such a debt is a
doubtful debt. A debt only becomes debt when it is
written off. A business may not claim tax relief for a
provision for bad debts, but may claim relief for a bad
debt that has been written off.
bad debt reduction

For finance leases, this term is defined in Income Tax Act
2007 s614BL(6).

bad debt relief

Relief from VAT on bad debts. A claim may be made if
supplies to a customer have been made and no payment
has been received.

bad debts recovered

Sums received for bad debts. Writing off a debt as a bad
debt does not extinguish the debtor’s duty to pay.
As the debt has already been written off, the whole
of bad debts recovered is credited to sales.

badge

For VAT, this is not an item of clothing and therefore does
not come within the scope of VAT when supplied for
children. This applies even when the badge is designed to
be sewn on to the clothes. The lead case concerned
badges, sashes and woggles for Brownies and Guides (BG
Supplies (Birmingham) Ltd [1993] VTD 11663). If a
garment is supplied with a badge already sewn on, that
would come within the scope of clothing.

badger

(1) Tease or annoy. This comes from the practice of
kennelling a badger and setting on dogs to draw it from
the kennel, before allowing the animal to retire and then
repeating the process.
(2) Hawker or huckster who sells basic foodstuffs. This
meaning is believed not to be based on (1) above.

badges of fraud

In international taxation, indications of dishonest activity
(as against carelessness) that justifies a higher level of
penalty.

badges of trade

Six principles established in 1954 by a Royal Commission
to determine whether an activity constitutes a trade.

bad leaver

Where an employment ends in dismissal. The term is
used in relation to anti-avoidance provisions for disguised
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remuneration.
badminton player

An athlete may retire on a personal pension below the
age of 50, provided:
• the person had the right by 5 April 2006,
• the right was unqualified in that it needed no
other person to consent,
• the right was set out in the governing
documentation of the pension scheme by 10 December
2003.
(SI 2005 No 3451, as explained in RPSM 03106035).

bag

(1) Container, typically made of cloth, paper or other soft
material, for holding money or goods.
(2) Secure for oneself.

Bagehot, Walter

English economist and political scientist (1826-77). His
treatise on the British constitution is still widely regarded
as authoritative.

bagel

For VAT, a toasted bagel was held to be a zero-rated
supply of food rather than standard-rated supply of hot
takeaway food.
The toasting was to “create a crunchy interior to the
bagel and to promote freshness” and not primarily to
allow them to be consumed at above ambient air
temperature. Great American Bagel Factory Ltd [2000]
VTD17018.

baggage

Luggage and other items carried by a person while
travelling.
Customs requirements for baggage are set out in
Customs notice 6.

baguette

For VAT, a toasted baguette was held to be a zero-rated
supply of food and not a standard-rated supply of hot
takeaway food.
The tribunal accepted that the toasting was to
release the flavour. The baguettes were usually eaten
cold or just warm. Tuscan Food Ltd [2003]

Bahamanian dollar

Currency of Bahamas. Divided into 100 cents.
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Bahamas

Atlantic state. Currency is Bahamanian dollar. UK has no
tax treaty.

Bahrain

Kingdom in Persian Gulf. Currency is Bahraini dinar. UK
has a double taxation agreement signed in 2010.

Bahraini dinar

Currency of Bahrain. Divided into 1000 fils.

Bahrain tax

Oil tax imposed by the Kingdom of Bahrain. It is subject to
provisions in the UK/Bahrain Double Taxation Agreement.

baht

Currency of Thailand.

bail

Process of releasing an accused person into the security
of others who must ensure that he appears when
required and forfeit a sum if he does not.
In Scots law, “(1) in admiralty proceedings the
security given to obtain the release of a ship”
(2) in criminal proceedings, an arrangement for the
release of an accused person pending trial ot sentence
subject to conditions” (Judiciary of Scotland website
glossary).

bail bond

Bond given to a prisoner and surety when he is bailed.

bailee

Person to whom an owner entrusts possession of goods
without transferring ownership.
There are different types of bailment which attract
different legal rights and duties.

bailee clause

Clause in a contract of marine insurance. It requires the
exporter to take all reasonable precautions that the ship
owner, who is the bailee, fulfils his obligations regarding
the safe carriage of goods.

Bailey Review

Government report by Reg Bailey published on 6 June
2011 into the commercialisation and sexualisation of
childhood. It made 14 recommendations, some of which
have been put into effect.

bail hostel

Accommodation for people of no fixed address who have
been released on bail.
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bailiff

Officer of the court who is entrusted with certain
functions, such as serving writs and seizing goods. The
bailiff is answerable to the sheriff. There are also private
bailiffs.

bailii

British and Irish Legal Information Institute. This operates
a website at www.bailii.org that gives case reports of all
decisions from the High Court from 2002, and of the
House of Lords and Court of Appeal from 2001.

bailiwick

Area under the jurisdiction of a bailiff or sheriff.

baillie

Scottish magistrate.

bailment

Transferring possession of goods without transferring
legal title. This can arise by various legal processes
including simply lending someone something.

bailor

Person who bails goods to a bailee.

bail out

Any form of financial rescue, such as taking over a
business or paying off someone’s debts.

bail-out stock

Preferred stock (securities) issued as a stock dividend.

baisa

One thousandth of a rial Omani, currency of Oman.

bait

Fish, maggots, meat, cheese and anything else sold for
the sole purpose to catch fish. Bait is standard-rated even
when used to catch fish for human consumption. This is
because bait is regarded as being to catch the fish rather
than to feed the fish. If the bait is of food normally sold
for human consumption, it is zero-rated as food,
regardless of the intention of the buyer.

bait and switch

Unethical practice of advertising low-priced items that are
not for sale as a means of attracting customers to higherpriced items.

baked potato

For VAT, a baked potato with a cold filling is a single
supply of standard-rated hot takeaway food. It is not
possible to zero-rate the filling separately from the
potato. M Rourke (t/a The Market Pantry) [1999] VTD
16671.
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Baker type trust

Type of interest in possession trust available in some
jurisdictions, but not in the UK.
In such a trust, the beneficiary is entitled to the
appropriate share of trust income as it arises to the
trustees. Beneficiaries to such trusts are liable to income
tax on such arising.

Baker v T E Hopkins

Court case of 1959 which helped establish that liability
could be owed to a third party rescuer. The case
concerned a doctor who died while trying to save two
men in a well.

bakery products

Term used to cover bread, biscuits, cakes and similar
products. They are generally zero-rated as food, with a
few exceptions for such items as florentines and
chocolate biscuits. The exact scope is set out in VAT
leaflet 701/14.

baksheesh

Payment traditionally made in certain Near Eastern
countries to facilitate everyday business. It is a hybrid
between a tip and a bribe, as those who claim them
believe they have a right to do so. The word is Persian for
“gratuity”.

balance

(1) Amount of money after transactions have been
allowed for.
(2) To match two amounts to ensure a measure of
equality, such as matching net assets to capital on a
balance sheet, or matching income to expenditure in a
budget.
(3) The term is given a specific meaning in Dormant Bank
and Building Society Accounts Act 2008 s8.

balance between benefit and cost
“The benefits derived from information should exceed
the cost of providing it” (FRS 102 section 2.13).
balance certificate

Share certificate provided to a shareholder who has hold
some of his or her holding. The certificate shows the
lower number now held.

balance concentration

In banking, the practice of consolidating the bank
accounts of members of a group of companies as a means
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of reducing bank charges.
balanced budget

Budget where income and expenditure are equal.
The term is particularly used for government and
local authorities. Under Keynesian economics, it is
acceptable to have a deficit budget at times of low
economic activity.

balanced mutual fund

Low-risk unit trust whose aim is to balance growth and
income.

balanced scorecard

Technique for measuring organisational success, usually
with a view to improving performance.
The method is to identify those factors which
contribute to success and rate their relative importance.
Each factor has criteria set for scoring. Thus it is possible
to rate a performance, though much subjectivity still
remains.

balance off

Add up both sides of an account and subtract one from
the other to find the balance. Such as determining how
much a customer owes by adding up invoices and
subtracting payments and credit notes.

balance of payments (BOP)

Difference between exports and imports between two
countries, or between one country and the rest of the
world.
As an export from one country is an import to
another, these balances for all countries should add up to
zero, allowing for any timing differences. They never do.
Reported figures for exports always exceed imports.

balance of payments deficit

Situation where a country imports more than it exports.

balance of payments surplus

Situation where a country exports more than it imports.

balance of power

Any arrangement where two opposing forces are
matched with sufficient equality to create a stalemate.
The term has been used politically since the 18th
century and became particularly important in relation to
nuclear weapons in the late 20th century. The term can
also be used in other contexts, such as between
commercial competitors.
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balance of probabilities

Basis of proof in civil proceedings — you must prove that
your case is more likely to be true than not.

balance of revenue

Additional revenue secured as a contribution to capital
costs. The term seems to have been exclusively used by
the old Electricity Council.

balance of trade

Difference between a country’s imports against its
exports over a defined period. This is also known as the
trade gap.

balance order

Order enforcing payment of calls in a winding up or
liquidation.

balance sheet

Definition
Summary of the assets and liabilities of an organisation at
a particular date, indicating the organisation’s worth. A
balance sheet is accurate to a moment in time, often the
end of the last day of the accounting period.
Format
A balance sheet has two sides which must equal the same
total. Historically these two sides were placed next to
each other in the horizontal format. It is now more
common to place one above the other in the vertical
format.
The assets side lists assets from which liabilities are
subtracted. Assets are distinguished between fixed assets
and current assets. The fixed assets are shown at net
book value (NBV) which generally their acquisition cost
minus depreciation. Current assets are shown are
valuation on the balance sheet date. If the company has
any investments, intangible assets or goodwill in its
accounts, these are also shown as assets.
Order of assets and liabilities
Current assets are listed in order of liquidity, such as cash,
prepayments, debts and stock.
Liabilities are distinguished between current
liabilities and long-term liabilities. A current liability is
one payable within the next year. It includes almost all
sums owed by the business plus accruals. Long-term
liabilities are sums repayable in more than one year’s
time, such as loans.
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Capital
The capital side of the business includes the issued share
capital plus any other form of capital. To this is added the
retained profit from previous accounting periods and the
retained profit from the accounting period just ended.
Signature
Traditionally the balance sheet is signed by the directors
or treasurer to indicate that these are the final accounts
and not a draft.
balance sheet aggregation

“Aggregation of balance sheet totals from more than one
company in the same group, in considering whether a
company is a qualifying compant [and needs a senior
accounting officer+” (Inspector’s Manual at SAOG 24000).
Details of such aggregation are given in the
Inspector’s Manual at SAOG 11260.

balance sheet audit

Limited audit, now rarely performed, that checks only
those items which appear on the balance sheet.

balance sheet date

Date to which the balance sheet refers, usually the last
day of the accounting period. Note that this does not
refer to the date the balance sheet is signed.
Significant developments that occur between the
balance sheet date and signing the accounts may need to
be noted in the accounts (FRS 21).

balance sheet format

Method of laying out a balance sheet.
The horizontal format is the original format and
shows the assets and liabilities on the left, balancing with
the capital employed on the right.
The vertical format has the assets and liabilities
above the capital employed.

balance sheet hedge

Hedge against the risk from translation of amounts in
foreign currency on the balance sheet.

balance sheet recession

In economics, the situation where high levels of public
sector debt prompt individuals and businesses to pay
down debt and retain profits rather than to spend or
invest. Examples often cited include Japan in the 1990s
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and the USA between 2007 and 2009.
balance sheet total

Total of net assets as shown on the balance sheet. This
represents one of the measures of the value of a
business, though if the business was to be sold, a figure
for goodwill would usually be added.

balance sheet value

In relation to allowance buying, “is the balance sheet
value of the relevant plant and machinery”. The section
goes on to how determine this figure.
The relevant law is Capital Allowances Act 2001
s212L.

balancing adjustment

This is basically an adjustment to the written down value
of fixed assets. It occurs when there is a balancing event,
such as the business closing. A balancing adjustment is
either a balancing allowance or a balancing charge.
For qualifying buildings, the law is Capital
Allowances Act 2001 from s360M.

balancing allowance

Capital allowance which represents the excess of written
down value over disposal proceeds.

balancing charge

Negative capital allowance which represents the excess of
disposal proceeds over written down value.

balancing event

Event that triggers a balancing adjustment. For qualifying
buildings, these are defined in Capital Allowances Act
2001 s360N.

balancing item

Item introduced into a balance sheet or account to make
it balance.

balancing payment

Payment of the balance of tax owed by IR 35 taxpayers. It
is due by 31 January following the end of the tax year to
which the payment relates. HMRC issued a Notice on 10
January 2014 about these payments.

balboa

Currency of Panama, comprising 100 centésimos.
In practice Panama widely uses US currency.

Baldridge National Quality Award
Award given by the President of the USA to a business
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that is held to be outstanding in a defined area of
management.
Baldwin, Stanley

English politician (1867-1947) who was Chancellor of the
Exchequer from 27 October 1922 to 27 August 1923
under the Conservative government of Andrew Bonar
Law. He was prime minister from 7 June 1935 to 28 May
1937.

Balfour, Arthur

English Conservative politician (1848-1930) who was
prime minister from 11 July 1902 to 5 December 1905.

Balfour’s poodle

Derogatory term for the House of Lords between 1906
and 1911.
Balfour was the leader of the Conservatives. They
used their majority in the Lords to frustrate the will of the
Liberal government in the House of Commons. This led to
a constitutional crisis in the People’s Budget which was
resolved by reducing the power of the Lords in Parliament
Act 1911.

Balfour v Balfour

Court case of 1919 which established that domestic
agreements between husband and wife are generally
unenforceable as contracts.

balloon

In banking, a large single sum as against regular
payments. The term is often used for loan repayments.

balloon loan

Loan which is not repaid in regular instalments but as
large amounts (balloons) when funds become available.

balloon mortgage

Mortgage where the last payment is significantly larger
than the others. Such mortgages are often for short
periods such as five or seven years.

balloon payment

Any financial arrangement where the last payment is
significantly larger than the others.

ballot

Process of conducting an election by voting.
Parliamentary and local elections are conducted by
secret ballot. Trade union strikes and elections must be
condicted by ballot. Companies may use a ballot when a
share issue is oversubscribed.
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ball park (figure)

A general assessment as to size or amount, from the
practice of estimating how many people will attend a ball
game.

ballpoint

Writing implement where a special gelatinous ink is
applied to a small ball at the end.
The first patent for such a pen was issued in 1888,
but the moden form was invented by László Biró (18991985) in 1938. His invention included a design of oil-based
ink which did not leak, a pressurised ink tube so that the
ink did not rely on gravity, and a ball socket which
allowed free movement.

Balls, Ed

Labour politician (1967- ) who was Shadow Chancellor
from 20 January 2011 to 8 May 2015.

BALO

Bulletin des Annonces Légales Obligatoires, publication
of the French government which includes financial
statements of public companies.

BALRM

Basic arm’s length return method.

Balthazar

Champagne bottle with a capacity of 16 standard bottles.

Baltic Exchange

Place in London where, traditionally, shippers and ship
brokers plied for cargo.

Baltic Futures Exchange

London-based institution that specialises in chartering
ships and aircraft for freighting, and also deals in
commodity futures, particularly in foodstuffs.

BAM

ISO code for Bosnia and Herzegovina convertible marka.

bamant

Suggested name for a proposed method of varying terms
in a manner which appears exciting but which in truth is
fanciful.

Bamboo Curtain

Description of the secrecy with which Communist China
conducted itself in the late 20th century. The term is from
an analogy with Iron Curtain.

ban

Order which prevents something, such as a particular
product from being sold or exported.
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banc

Judge’s bench. The term comes from French.

Banca d’Italia

Central bank of Italy.

Banca Rìoghail na h-Alba

Gaelic name for Royal Bank of Scotland.

bancassurance

Sale of banking and insurance products together.

bancassurer

Colloquialism for company or group offering a range of
financial services to its customers, such as a bank with
subsidiary insurance companies.

banco

Term once used to mean bank money of account, as
distinguished from currency.

band

In finance, the commonest use of this word is a range of
amounts for a defined criterion, such as the range of pay
for a particular grade of job.

Band Aid

Musical body formed by current popular acts coming
together to record the song Do They Know It’s Christmas?
by Bob Geldof and Midge Ure. The proceeds of the record
are given to famine relief charities.
The first version was recorded in 1984. Subsequent
versions were released in 1989, 2004 and 2014. All
versions reached no 1 in the pop music chart.
The Treasury agreed to make a donation to the
charity equal to the VAT collected on sales.

Band D Equivalent

The weighted number of domestic properties subject to
Council Tax in a local authority’s area. It is expressed as a
proportion to Band D which is the middle property band.

band earnings

Amount of salary or wages earned between the lower
earnings limit and upper accruals point (or upper earnings
limit before 6 April 2009). The amount of state second
pension is calculated by reference to band earnings.

bang for the buck

Colloquialism for measurement of the (usually high)
return on an investment.

Bangladesh

Eastern country. Currency is taka, comprising 100 paisa.
UK has a double taxation convention signed in 1979.
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bani

One hundredth of a new leu, currency of Romania.

banishment

Being forced to leave the realm.
In Britain this was a punishment from 17th to 19th
centuries. This included banishing people to Australia
between 1788 and 1868.

bank

A business that holds money for its clients, lends money
at interest and trades generally in money and financial
products. The tax definition is contained in Income and
Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s840A.
The word originally meant a shelf or a bench where
finance could be transacted.
The tax treatment of banking profits is contained in
Corporation Tax Act 2010 from s635 and Income Tax Act
2007 from s837A.
From 1 January 2016, banks are liable to pay an
additional 8 percentage points of corporation tax under
Corporation Tax Act 2010 from s269D as added by
Finance (No 2) Act 2015 Sch 3.
For the purposes of derivatives, the term is defined
in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s710.

bankable

Term which means either something where a cash value
can be derived or a security which a bank will accept as
security for a loan.

bankable paper

Document that a bank will accept as security for a loan.

bank account

Arrangement whereby a bank holds funds and performs
transfers for a customer.
There are many different types of account. The
commonest is the current account where the customer
has a cheque book, a paying-in book and (often) one or
more type of card for making payments or withdrawing
cash. The bank sends a statement, usually monthly, which
details these transactions with any charges or interest
imposed by the bank.

bank account debits tax

Australian tax imposed on banks in respect of bank
accounts.

bank advance

Another name for a bank loan.
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bank balance

Amount of money someone has in their bank account.

bank base rate

A basic rate of interest on which a bank calculates the
actual rates charged to customers for different types of
loans and overdrafts.

bank bill

Bill of exchange drawn by one bank telling another bank,
often in another country, to pay money to someone.

bank book

Book provided by a bank or building society that shows
the balance in a person’s account. It is sometimes also
called a passbook. Such books have generally been
phased out during the last decades of 20th century in
favour of statements and on-line facilities.

bank borrowing

That part of a business’s debt capital that is funded by a
bank.

bank card

Any card issued by a bank for use by a customer. There
are different types include the cash card, cheque card,
credit card and debit card. Sometimes a card may
perform more than one of these functions.

bank card association

Body owned by banks to handle credit cards and debit
cards. In the UK, the main associations are MasterCard
International and Visa International.

bank certificate

Document from a bank confirming the balances held by a
customer on a certain date. Such a certificate is often
requested during an audit.
If the bank simply confirms the balances suggested
by the auditor, the document is better described as a
bank confirmation.

bank charges

Charges made by a bank to a customer for providing
banking services.
Bank charges are imposed in one of three ways:
• direct charging as so much per cheque
cashed, direct debit etc;
• free banking, whereby no charges are
imposed provided the customer keeps within agreed
terms. The bank makes its profit from the interest it can
earn on those accounts, charges for additional services it
may be able to provide, and penalty charges when the
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customer fails to keep the terms; and
• charges for packaged bank accounts where a
sum of perhaps £10 a month is charged regardless of the
number or amount of transactions during the month.
Free banking and packaged bank accounts specify
which transactions attract no additional charge. Any
additional service, such as foreign currency conversion,
usually attracts a separate charge.
If an employer pays an employee’s bank charges,
that is regarded as a taxable benefit in kind, as explained
in the inspectors’ manual at EIM01010.
Bank Charter Act

Law introduced in 1844 after a series of banking crises.
The Act gave greater power to the Bank of England. Many
provisions remain in banking law today.

bank cheque

Cheque drawn by a bank on itself.

bank clerk

Employee of a bank below the level of manager.

bank confirmation

Document from a bank confirming that the balance held
for a customer is the figure first suggested.
If no figure was suggested and the bank simply
advises the balances, the document is better described as
a bank certificate.

bank credit

All overdrafts, loans and other borrowings from a bank
that may be used by an individual or business.

bank deposit

All money placed in a bank by an individual or business.

bank discount

Charge made by a bank for accepting a bill of exchange or
similar instrument before its maturity. The discount is
usually a fixed percentage of the bill’s face value.

bank draft

An order from one bank to another instructing it to pay
someone. Such drafts are often used between banks of
different countries.
The term may also be used for a cheque drawn on
the bank’s own account payable to a customer’s supplier
as a means to allow strangers to transact business.
Suppose A wishes to buy a car from B for £1,000 and is
reluctant to carry that amount of cash and B is an
individual who cannot accept payment by any card. A can
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ask his bank for a bank draft payable to B. The bank takes
the funds from A’s account, usually with a charge. The
cheque is drawn on the account and is therefore fully
creditworthy.
banker

(1) Person who operates a bank to hold money for other
people.
(2) In gambling, person who accepts bets on behalf of the
casino or other establishment.

banker’s acceptance (BA)

Financial instrument from a bank to facilitate commercial
transactions.

Bankers’ Automated Clearing Services (BACS)
Company set up to oversee the system of direct debits,
standing orders, salary cheques and other computergenerated payments. It provides the service for all British
banks and some building socities. It is part of APACS.
banker’s bank

Bank created by other banks to help the clearing cycle.

bankers’ books

Records kept by a bank of its customers.
A copy of such a record is prima facie proof of the
balance shown (Bankers’ Books Evidence Act 1879).

banker’s credit card

Credit card issued by a bank, as against a credit card
issued by a store.

bankers’ documentary credit

Type of letter of credit issued by a bank.

bankers' draft

Another name for a bank draft.

banker’s guarantee

Alternative term for bank guarantee.

Banker’s Industrial Development Company
An agency set up by the Bank of England during the Great
Depression of 1929 to 1935 to assist industry. It was
liquidated in 1945.
banker’s lien

The right of a bank to hold some of a customer’s property
as security for a loan. This must be agreed in advance
with the customer.
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banker’s order

An instruction given by a customer to his bank. In
particular, it refers to instructions for a standing order or
direct debit.

banker’s profits

Amount on which gaming duty is payable under Betting
and Gaming Duties Act 1981 s14, as amended by Finance
Act 1997.
This is a gross figure from which no deductions may
be made for commissions (Aspinalls Club Ltd. [2011] TC
1185).

banker’s ramp

Belief that the banks influence the result of political
elections. Such suspicions were widespread in the
elections of 1931.

bank examiner

Person who reviews a bank’s operations on behalf of a
regulatory body.

bank facility

An arrangement with a bank to borrow money as
required up to an agreed limit.

Bank for International Settlements (BIS)
Bank established in 1930 to co-ordinate the payment of
war reparations between European central banks.
Its prime function now is to foster co-operation
between the central banks of different countries. It is
based in Basle, Switzerland.
bank giro

Method used by clearing banks which allows money to be
transferred rapidly between them.
It is possible to use this method to pay money into
any bank account, provided the payer knows the (eight
digit) account number and (three pairs of digits) sort
code.
It is possible to pay tax by this method. HMRC asks
that payers use only their official payslips. It should be
noted that HMRC now banks with National Westminster
Bank and not with the Bank of England.
HMRC regard bank giro payments as electronic
payments.

bank giro credit (BGC)

A one-off cash or cheque payment to an organisation or
individual. Processing a payment made using a Bank Giro
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Credit takes three working days.
bank guarantee

Undertaking by a bank to settle a debt if the debtor fails
to do so. Such a guarantee is good collateral for a loan,
but the bank will usually want good collateral to provide
the guarantee.

bank holding company

A company which has a bank as one of its subsidiaries.

bank holiday

United Kingdom
Day on which a bank is allowed to close. The term now
has the same meaning as a public holiday.
There are eight public holidays in England and
Wales, eight different public holidays in Scotland, and ten
public holidays in Northern Ireland.
How determined
Public holidays are as determined by Bank and Financial
Dealings Act 1971. These allow the Queen to declare
additional days as bank holidays. Such days have included
the wedding of Prince William in 2011, and the Queen’s
diamond jubilee in 2012.
Employment implications
Employees have no statutory right to have a day off work
on such holidays unless their contract so allows. The
statutory right to 28 days annual leave is based on four
weeks of five days plus the eight bank holidays, but none
of these days need be bank holidays.
If an employee is required to work on a bank
holiday, there is no legal requirement to pay at a higher
rate, though this is a common practice.
USA
In the USA, the term means a day on which a bank is
forced to close as its obligations exceed its resources.

bank holding company (BHC)

Company that owns or otherwise controls one or more
banks. Typically, a BHC is responsible for the banks’
regulation and supervision, though the bank may have its
own board for routine administration.

bank identification number (BIN)
A six-digit number which identifies a particular bank for
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charge card purposes.
bank identifier code (BIC)

Series of codes developed by the International
Organization for Standardization to identify banks and
their branches for the purpose of inter-bank dealings. The
BIC code has eight digits for a primary office, and 11 for a
branch. They are sometimes called SWIFT codes.

banking

(1) Business of holding money for customers and lending
money.
(2) Process of paying money into a bank account.

banking account

American term which means bank account.

banking and borrowing

Description of when an unused annual allowance may be
used for another year (banking), or when an annual
allowance may be exceeded by using future allowance
(borrowing).
All rules relating to allowances must include
provisions on the extent to which banking and borrowing
is permitted.

Banking Acts

Banking Act 1979 and Banking Act 1987. These are the
main laws which regulate banks in the UK.

banking book

Record of the banking activities of a bank, as against its
commercial activities. This distinction is often made with
regard to management risk.

banking company

For bank levy, the term is defined in Corporation Tax Act
2010 s269B as inserted by Finance Act 2015 Sch 2 para 1.
For corporation tax, the term is defined is
Corporation Tax Act 2010 s269B.
For company law, the term “means a person who
has permission under Part 4 of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (c.8) to accept deposits other than —
(a) a person who is not a company, and
(b) a person who has such permission only for
the purpose of carrying on another regulated activity in
accordance with permission under that Part” (Companies
Act 2006 s1164(2)).
The term is also given a specific definition in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s133E as inserted by Finance
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(No 2) Act 2015 s18.
banking covenant

Agreement made between a company’s creditors and its
bank on the levels of debt in which the company should
operate. They are also called debt covenant.

banking directives

European Union directives which apply to banking. The
Second Directive is particularly important.

banking employment

Term used to define the scope of those within the scope
of bank payroll tax.

banking group

Term used for the bank levy. It is defined in Finance Act
2011 Sch 19 from para 12.
For company law, the term is defined in Companies
Act 2006 s1164(4).

Banking Ombudsman

An official who investigates complaints against banks.

banking partnership

Body so registered under Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000 Part 4. Such a body must produce accounts
which comply with some of the provisions of company
law (Companies Act 2006 s470).

banking products

Financial services offered by banks to their customers.
Examples include credit cards, direct debits and
statements.
These products are seen as part of the banking
service. Ancillary products, such as loans and insurance,
are better described as financial products.

banking school

Body of economic opinion following banking crises from
1825 to 1837 on the best method of controlling the issue
of bank notes. The banking school believed that the issue
of notes should be flexible to meet circumstances while
the currency school believed that notes should be
restricted and fully backed by gold. Bank Charter Act 1844
decided in favour of the currency school.

banking secrecy country

Country that does not disclose details of banking
arrangements to other tax authorities. The use of such a
country is one of the hallmarks of a tax planning scheme
of which taxpayers are advised to be wary.
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banking surcharge profits

In relation to corporation tax surcharge on banks, this
term is defined in Finance Act 2015 s79(5).

bank insurance fund

In the USA, a fund held by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation as deposit insurance for banks other than
thrifts.

bank interest

Interest paid or charged by a bank in its dealings with
customers.

bank interest rates

The rates of interest which a bank charges for borrowing
money from it or saving money with it.
Typically the bank interest rate is calculated by
reference to the base rate set by the Bank of England.
The rate for a loan depends on the credit rating of
the customer, the purpose of the loan, the period of the
loan and the amount of the loan.
The rate for savings is usually also calculated by
reference to the base rate. For a customer, it will also
consider the nature of the savings, the notice period for
withdrawing the savings and the amount of the savings.
Borrowers should look at the annualised
percentage rate (APR) for comparison. Savers should look
at the annual equivalent rate (AER) for comparison.
The difference between the rates for borrowers and
savers is known as the turn. This generally widened
during the 20th century and is now at least four
percentage points. There are however opportunities for
smaller turns, such as Zopa which offers a turn of just one
percentage point.

Banking Consolidation Directive
EC directive 2006/48/EC of 14 June 2006, relating to the
taking up and pursuit of the business of credit
institutions.
bank levy

Tax on banks calculated according to figures on their
balance sheet.
Details are given in Finance Act 2011 Sch 19.

bank levy liability

This term is defined in Finance Act 2011 Sch 19 para
53(8).
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bank line

Commitment by a bank to provide loans up to a
determined amount for a determined period.
A bank line is usually binding in honour rather than
in law. It is often a requirement that the prospective
borrower keeps funds in the account to a determined
amount, often 10% of the bank line plus 10% of actual
borrowings.

bank loan

Money lent to a customer by a bank, usually for a fixed
period.
Such a loan is said to be either secured or
unsecured. A secured loan means that the bank may take
ownership of some item of the customer’s property if the
loan is not repaid. A common example is a mortgage. An
unsecured loan does not have this security. An example
includes the balance on a credit card.

bank manager

Person in charge of a branch of a bank.
This person was once a powerful individual who got
to know customers and had a wide discretion. Since the
1980s, the bank manager has become a devalued job as
such decisions are now usually made by central offices of
the bank.

bank note

Alternative spelling of banknote.

banknote counter

A machine which counts banknotes, as widely used in
banks.
The first such machine was invented in 1920. The
modern friction counter was introduced in 1962. In 1981,
the computerised friction counter could count 72,000
notes an hour. Machines could also sort notes by value
and detect counterfeit notes by using special security
features.

banknotes

Legal tender issued by the Bank of England. These are
now minted in values of £5, £10, £20 and £50. Bank
The term also applies to notes issued by other
banks which are accepted as currency, particularly from
Scotland and Northern Ireland, though such notes, strictly
are not legal tender.
Bank notes were originally receipts for gold. They
acquired the legal status of promissory notes, but are
now legally currency with the same status as coins
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following the decisions in Miller v Race [1791] and Suffell
v Bank of England [1882].
Under Bank Charter Act 1844, only the Bank of
England may issue legal tender bank notes. However
banks already issuing notes at that date were allowed to
continue doing so. The last such note was issued in 1921.
Independent banks still issue Scottish bank notes and
Irish bank notes.
English bank notes were subject to stamp duty until
1972.
Bank of Canada

Central bank of Canada, formed in 1935 as a private
company which became a publicly owned body in 1938.

Bank of England

The central bank for the United Kingdom (and not just
England).
It was originally formed on 1694 as a private
company to raise funds for the government. Although
given national responsibilities in the 19th century, it was
not nationalised until 1946.
The Bank has had responsible for setting interest
rates since 1870, though this was subject to significant
government control until 1997 when the Bank was given
sole charge for setting interest rates except in a national
emergency. This task of setting rates is undertaken by the
Bank’s Monetary Policy Committee (MPC).
The Bank is also responsible for issuing banknotes
which are legal tender in England and Wales, and
generally accepted as such in Scotland and Northern
Ireland. The Bank became the central banknote issuer in
1844.
Before 1998, the Bank of England was also
responsible for regulating banks. This task is now
administered by the Financial Services Authority.
The legal definition is “as the context requires, the
Governor and Company of the Bank of England or the
bank of the Governor and Company of the Bank of
England” (Interpretation Act 1978 Sch 1).

Bank of England base rate

For child trust funds, “means the rate announced from
time to time by the Monetary Policy Committee of the
Bank of England as the official dealing rate, being the rate
at which the Bank is willing to enter into transactions for
providing short-term liquidity in the money markets”
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(Child Trust Funds Regulations SI 2004 No 1450 reg
2(1)(b)).
Bank of England rate

“Means —
(a) the rate announced by the Monetary Policy
Committee of the Bank of England as the official bank
rate, or
(b) where an order under section 19 of the Bank of
England Act 1998 (reserve powers) is in force, any
equivalent rate determined by the Treasury under that
section.” (Inheritance and Trustees' Powers Act 2014
s1(4)).

Bank of International Settlements (BIS)
Bank established in Basle in 1930 to promote
international banking. It also acts as a bank for national
central banks.
Bank of Ireland

“As the context requires, the Governor and Company of
the Bank of Ireland or the bank of the Governor and
Company of the Bank of Ireland” (Interpretation Act 1978
Sch 1).
Commercial bank operation which includes the
original Bank of Ireland founded by Royal Charter in 1783.

bank of issue

Bank authorised to issue bank notes. Since 1921, only the
Bank of England may issue banknotes for use in England
and Wales.

Bank of Japan

Central bank of Japan, created in 1882.

Bank of North Dakota

The only bank in the USA to be owned by a state. It was
formed in 1919.

Bank of Scotland (BoS)

Scottish bank formed on 17 July 1695. It is the oldest bank
in the UK, and the only surviving company formed by the
Scottish Parliament before Scotland’s union with England
in 1707.
The Bank of Scotland helped raise funds for the
Jacobite rising in 1715. As a consequence it lost its
monopoly of Scottish banking and the Royal Bank of
Scotland was formed.
The Bank acquired many other banks including
Union Bank of Scotland in 1955 and British Linen Bank in
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1971.
Bank of Scotland was the first UK bank to use a
computer, which it installed in 1959.
In 2001, the Bank merged with Halifax, a former
building society which had become a bank, to form HBOS.
bank overdraft

Arrangement whereby a bank lends money by allowing a
customer to make payments greater than the sum in the
customer’s account.

bank panic

Another name for bank run.

bank payroll tax

One-off tax introduced by Finance Act 2010 Sch 1 to tax
large bonuses earned by bank workers.

bank rate

“The main interest rate at which the Bank of England
lends money to financial institutions. This interest rate in
turn affects the rates that commercial financial
institutions offer their customers for loans and deposits. It
is set each month by the Bank of England’s Monetary
Policy Committee (MPC).
(N.B. Also referred to as the ‘base rate’. The term ‘Bank
Rate’ refers solely to the rate set by the Bank of England.
In other countries, central banks use different
terminology for their main interest rate).”
(HM Treasury glossary).
Before 1972, this was the equivalent of the base rate,
namely the rate of interest at which the Bank of England
would discount first class bills or make advances to a
discount house. It was used for 270 years from 1702.
From 1932 to 1951 it remained at 2%, apart from a short
period in 1939.
In 2009, it reached a record low of 0.5%.

bank rate monitor index

Weekly index of money market rates of US banks.

bank reconciliation

Document produced to check accounting records against
the bank statement. Evidence of such reconciliations is
usually an essential part of demonstrating that the
accounts have been properly prepared and audited.

bank reference

Written report from a bank about the status of a
customer.
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bank release

Document which allows an importer to take possession of
goods by a bank credit.

bank reserves

Cash, securities and other financial assets held by a bank
to cover deposits.
If it is believed that a bank has insufficient assets to
cover deposits, customers may panic and rush to
withdraw funds. This is known as a run on the bank.

Bank Restriction Act

Act of Parliament of 1797 that restricts the Bank of
England’s ability to exchange sterling notes for gold.

bank return

Statement periodically issued by a bank to a regulatory
authority about its financial position.

bankroll

(1) To provide finance for, usually on a continuing basis.
(2) In gambling, money set aside for that purpose as
against money required for everyday living.

bank run

Rapid loss of deposits suffered by a bank, usually on a
fear that the bank is about to become insolvent.

bankrupt

Either a person who has been subjected to the legal
provisions of bankruptcy, or an adjective describing such
a person.
The term comes from the Italian for “broken bench”
from the practice of breaking the bench to show that a
moneylender was unable to continue in business.

bankruptcy

When an individual has been legally declared insolvent.
The individual must give up most assets and pay what can
be done. The bankrupt is under restrictions until
discharged.
A bankrupt failed to claim personal allowances
against the income sequestered during his bankruptcy in
CIR v Fleming. CS [1928] 14 TC 78.
In Scots law, “where a person is unable to pay his or
her debts, a creditor may apply to the court for that
person’s sequestration, that is to have that person
declared bankrupt” (Judiciary of Scotland website
glossary).
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bankruptcy hearing

Formal hearing before a judge to check that the
requirements of bankruptcy have been followed.

bankruptcy order

Another name for a declaration of bankruptcy.
This indicates that a person is unable to pay their
debts and, subject to certain exceptions, deprives them of
their property. The property can then be sold in order to
pay the person's creditors.

bankruptcy petition

Document which must be filed to make a person
bankrupt. It is usually filed either by the bankrupt himself
or by a creditor.
The creditor must be owed at least £3,000 from 1
October 2015. The previous limit, fixed in 1986, was £750.

bankruptcy proceedings

The legal process of bankruptcy.

Bankruptcy Reform Act

American law of 1978 which made major changes to US
bankruptcy law. It gave greater protection to unsecured
creditors and greater powers to judges.

bankruptcy restriction order (BRO)
Order imposing further restrictions on a bankrupt, during
and after the bankruptcy.
bankruptcy restriction undertaking (BRU)
Restriction agreed with a bankrupt which lasts during his
bankruptcy and afterwards.
bank secrecy provisions

Conditions in a bank account contract that the bank will
not divulge details of the account to any third party,
including tax authorities. Such provisions have now
generally become ineffective by changes in law.

bank statement

Document provided by bank showing transactions for a
period. They are usually issued each month. Very busy
accounts may have a weekly statement while accounts
with few transactions may have statements issued
quarterly.
Most banks now also offer a facility whereby a
customer can look at their bank statement at any time on
the Internet.
Bank statements should be kept. Most banks
provide free folders for this purpose. They should also be
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used for a bank reconciliation as part of a person’s or
individual’s financial control.
bank syndicate

Group of banks who come together for a common
purpose, usually to grant a massive loan.

bank transfer

Process of moving money from one account to another,
either to another account by the same person or to the
account of another person.

Bankwire

Electronic communications network owned by a group of
banks for transferring messages between them. It
provides a clearing service known as Cashwire.

banned and restricted goods

Goods that need a licence or certificate before they may
be imported into, or exported from, the UK.

banner

In marketing, an advertisement, usually at the top of a
page of website, which leads to the advertiser's website.

banner ad

Term to describe the most common form of website
advertising. This is a display usually measuring 469 by 60
pixels seen at the top of many commercial websites.

banner exchange

In computer advertising, a device to draw extra traffic to
a website through banner displays.

banner year

Business jargon for the best year of a firm.

banque d’affaires

French: merchant bank, issuing house or investment
bank.

banning order

Order which bans a Scottish person from being in a
specified place under Adult Support and Protection
(Scotland) Act 2007 s19.

banns

Proclamation in an Anglican church that two people
intend to marry and affording the opportunity for people
to object. It is one of the formalities by which a legal
marriage may be contracted.

Banque de France

Central bank of France.
It was established in 1800 and nationalised in 1946.
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baptism

Christian sacrament of receiving a baby or adult into the
church. The ceremony involves immersing or sprinkling
the person with water.
It is a criminal offence to make a charge for
baptising someone in the Church of England, under
Baptismal Fees Abolition Act 1872. It is not illegal to make
related charges such as for catering, photographs and
music. Other churches are not covered by this law.
Baptism is also the formal occasion when a baby
may be given its Christian names, even though the names
have already registered. If a name is given to a baby at
baptism in the Church of England, the person may legally
change their name in adulthood when confirmed under
Canon B27(6) of the Church of England, though this is rare
in practice.
Generally all churches recognise baptism in another
church, so a Roman Catholic who becomes an Anglican
does not have to be rebaptised; indeed the church does
not permit rebaptism. Baptism is sometimes a condition
for holding a position. For example, a person cannot be a
godfather or godmother unless baptised.

bar

(1) Professional body for barristers (usually spelled with a
capital letter).
(2) Partition in a court which only officers may cross.
(3) Ban or order excluding someone or something. A right
which is barred is extinguished.

barathrum

Insatiable extortioner. The term literally means an abyss.

barbell

Portfolio comprising both short-term and long-term
obligations. The term comes from the fact that the
portfolio is weighted at each end, like a barbell used in
weight-lifting.

Barber, Anthony

Conservative politician (1920-2005) who was Chancellor
of the Exchequer from 25 July 1970 to 4 March 1974 in
the government of Edward Heath. Barber proposed a
significant relaxation of banking rules, introduced VAT,
and reduced direct taxes.

Barber boom

Description of the economy between 1972 and 1974
when Anthony Barber (1920-2005) was Chancellor of the
Exchequer.
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The boom included increased government
expenditure, reduced taxation and led to 18%
devaluation. The balance of payments deteriorated, the
money supply doubled and inflation was not reduced.
bar billiards

Game similar to billiards, snooker and pool.
It is specifically excluded from the scope of
amusement machine licence duty.

bar chart

Graphic representation of various figures according to the
height of bars.

barca

Boat, particularly an Italian barge.

Barclaycard

Credit card issued by Barclays Bank.

Barclays

One of the Big Four banks in the UK, though it operates
internationally.
The bank was formed in 1690, though it did not
take the name of Alexander and David Barclay until 1736.

bar code

Arrangement of parallel lines of varying widths printed on
a product or label. These can be quickly scanned by a
laser device to identify the product.
Typically retailers record details of product lines
against these codes, allowing receipts and supporting
records to be produced accurately and quickly.

Bar Council

Senate of the Inns of Court which regulate conduct of
barristers.

bar diagram

Another name for bar chart.

bare head

Description of coins whose obverse shows the monarch
not wearing a crown, as in the half-crowns of 1825 and
1826.

bare licensee

Person who occupies premises merely by the assent of an
owner, such as when hiring a room without a contract.

bare trust

Trust where the beneficiary has an absolute entitlement
to the trust fund (or would do but for being under age or
having an incapacity).
A bare trust can be created very simply, such as by
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giving someone £1 to buy you an ice cream.
For tax purposes, a bare trust is regarded as though
it did not exist. Under see through provisions, the
beneficiary as taxed as owner. Common uses of a bare
trust is when property is held for a beneficiary who is
under 18 (and who therefore cannot own property
directly), and a temporary arrangement before
transferring an asset to another beneficiary.
Provisions for capital gains tax are contained in
Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s60.
Duties for self-assessment are set out in HMRC Brief
51/08.
bare trustee

Person who possesses property belonging to another by a
legal but informal process, such as when lending
someone a book.
The capital gains tax position is given in Taxation of
Capital Gains Act 1992 s60.
For the purposes of the special lump sum death
benefits charge from a pension fund, there is a specific
definition in Finance Act 2004 s206(10) as inserted by
Finance (No 2) Act 2015 s21.

bargain

(1) A transaction for the purchase or sale of securities
between two members of the London Stock Exchange
(2) Any transaction involving money agreed between two
people. Colloquially, the term is used more specifically for
such a transaction which one person considers favourable
to himself, such as goods which are less expensive than
expected.

bargain and sale

Legal process used for acquiring land between 1536 and
1925.

bargain basement

Part of a store where goods are offered for sale at a
significant reduction to the usual price.
This term is now used even when such sales area is
not in the basement of the building.

bargain conditions apply

Term used by London Stock Exchange to indicate that a
trade is made between two parties on terms previously
agreed.
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bargained constitutional

Management style which tolerates collective agreements
between trade unions and management while trying to
ensure that trade unions do not acquire too much power.

bargained corporatism

Political arrangement whereby bodies affected by
decisions are involved in making them.

bargain hunting

Looking for goods which are offered for sale at a lower
price than expected.
In investment, the term is sometimes used to mean
looking for shares which undervalue a company and
where that undervaluation seems not to have been
noticed by other investors.

bargaining

Act of negotiating a financial settlement, such as the price
of goods or the rate of pay.

bargaining position

The offers or demands made by one party in bargaining.

bargaining power

Relative strength of one party in bargaining to the other.
A customer who does not really need the goods is in
a strong bargaining position because the customer can
simply walk away and not buy the goods.

bargaining scope

In human resources, the range of employment issues that
are within the scope of collective bargaining.

bargaining structure

Pattern of collective bargaining in a nation. It refers to
such matters as the proportion of workers covered and
the range of issues subject to bargaining.

bargaining unit

In human resources, the set of employees who are
recognised for collective bargaining purposes.

bargain issue

In investing, term used to describe shares that are issued
below value.

bargain price

When goods are offered for sale at a significant reduction
to the usual price.

bargain sale

Sale of all goods in a store at a lower price than usual.

barge

Boat, particularly a big flat-bottomed boat designed to
carry large loads by river and canal.
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VAT leaflet 701/20 notes that a barge is unlikely to
qualify for zero-rating as a houseboat.
bargeman

Manager of a barge.

bargemaster

Owner of a barge.

Baring, Francis

British Whig politician (1796-1866) from the banking
family, who was Chancellor of the Exchequer from 26
August 1839 to 30 August 1841.

barleycorn

Old unit of measure equal to about ⅓ inch.

Barlow Report

Report of the Royal Commission on the Geographical
Distribution of the Industrial Population, published in
1940. The main conclusion was to advocate that areas
should never become too dependent on one industry.

barm

Froth of fermenting liquor.

barmitzvah

Jewish celebration for a boy who comes of age, usually
around 13.

barmote courts

Courts which administer the laws and customs of lead
mining in Derbyshire.

barn

Building in which straw, cereal and other farm produce is
stored.

barnburner

Colloquialism for an exciting business opportunity.

Barnes, George Nicoll

Scottish Labour politician (1859-1940) who was leader of
the Labour party from 14 February 1910 to 6 February
1911.

Barnett consequential

Mechanism used by the Treasury to adjust amounts of
public expenditure in Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland to reflect changes in spending announced for
England and Wales, or for Great Britain.
The formula is named after Joel Barnett, the former
Labour MP (1932-2014), when he was secretary to the
Treasury from 1974 to 1979. It replaces the Goschen
formula devised in the 19th century.
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barometer stock

Share price or other security that is regarded as being a
reliable indicator of the state of the financial market.

baron and feme

Husband and wife.

baronia

Land-holding where the tenant was a baron.

baroning

Slang term for selling contraband goods in a prison.

barrack room lawyer

Perjorative terms for someone who argues law but who
has no legal training, particularly someone who considers
himself more knowledgeable than real lawyers.

barrage

For capital allowances, this is specifically excluded from
the scope of plant and machinery (Capital Allowances Act
2001 s22(1) List B).

barrator

Person who commits barratry.

barratry

(1) Common law misdemeanour of habitually maintaining
lawsuits or quarrels. It was abolished by Criminal Law Act
1967.
(2) Offence by a master or crew of a ship of acts designed
to cheat the ship owner’s, such as stealing the cargo. It is
a peril usually covered by marine insurance.

barred lists

Two lists kept by the Disclosure and Barring Service.
There are two lists: for children and for vulnerable adults.
It is an offence to employ someone whom the employer
knows is on a list.
The term also applied to the predecessor lists of the
Independent Barring Board (Safeguarding Vulnerable
Groups Act 2006 s2(1)).

barred person

Person whose name is one one of the barred lists
(Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 s3).

barrel

Oil
Standard quantity measure for oil as a commodity.
A barrel is 42 US gallons. This is about 159 litres or
just under 35 UK gallons. This size happened to be that of
the first available whisky barrels.
Liquor
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A cask of predetermined size used to store alcoholic
drink.
In some processes, liquor is left to mature in a cask.
barrels per day (bpd)

Standard measure of oil production for a particular oil
field.

barren

Description sometimes used to describe money that is
not earning interest.

barrier

Physical or administrative obstacle which obstructs
access, either deliberately or otherwise.

barrier analysis

Process of reviewing an organisation’s policies and
procedures to identify and eliminate impediments in the
recruitment, selection and management of employees.

barrier option

Exotic form of option where the value depends on
whether the underlying security passes a particular price.
The most common types are knock-in and knockout options.

barrier warrant

Warrant with an additional clause (the barrier) in its
terms. Usually the warrant expires when the barrier is
reached.

barrister

Lawyer who represents clients in court in England and
Wales. In Scotland the equivalent is an advocate.
Traditionally barristers often appear in wigs and gowns.
Generally they may only be instructed by a solicitor,
though some tax accountants may now instruct barristers
directly. Since 2004, some barristers have become public
access barristers which means they may be approached
directly by members of the public without having to
instruct a solicitor first.
A statutory definition of a barrister is “an individual
who:
(a) has been called to the Bar by an Inn of
Court, and
(b) is not disbarred by order of an Inn of Court”
(Legal Services Act 2007 s207(1)).
For the first seven years of practice, a barrister may
prepare accounts on the cash basis (Income Tax (Trading
And Other Income) Act 2005s160). When this period has
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ended, the adjustment tax that becomes payable may be
spread over ten years under ibid s238.
barrister-at-law

Another name for a barrister.

BARS

Behaviourally anchored rating scales.

barter

A trade when two people provide each other with goods
or services rather than paying cash. Someone growing
apples may agree to swap a quantity of them for potatoes
grown by someone else.
Barter was the only means of trade before the
invention of money. The main problem with barter is the
requirement for coincidence of supply. This means that
you can only sell your apples to someone who wants
them if that person can provide something you want.
Barter is still widely practised. For example, many
computer websites have barter agreements whereby two
or more companies agree to promote each other’s
facilities.
For most tax purposes, a barter is regarded as two
supplies. As such they should be valued for the purposes
of value added tax and income tax or corporation tax.

Bartercard

Barter trade exchange.
The system works by participants providing goods
and services to other members which may then be spent
on supplies from other participants. A commission is paid
to the scheme operators.

barter credit

Amount credited to a Bartercard when a supply has been
made under the scheme.

barton

Enclosed farmyard.

base

Indexes
Numerical standard. Measures such a FT-SE 100 index and
the Retail Prices Index take a date and adopt a base of
100 or 1000 for that date. The index is then subsequently
calculated using the same methodology to provide a
simple comparison. So if a later index is 124, it shows that
there has been a 24% increase since the base was
adopted.
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Logarithms
In logarithms, the base is the number to which the
number which is raised to a power which becomes the
logarithm. So, for a base of 10, the logarithm of 100 is 2.0
as 100 is the base of 10 raised to the power of 2.
Business
Place from which a person operates, such as the
headquarters or head office of a business.
base company

In international taxation, a company in a low-tax or no-tax
jurisdiction that is used to shelter profits from tax.

base cost

In capital gains tax, the cost of an asset to the user. This
includes the cost of the asset plus such charges as
delivery and installation. In the UK, the term acquisition
cost is more commonly used.

base currency

Currency in which a portfolio is denominated.
For tax purposes, it can also mean the currency to
which exchange gains and losses arise.

base deal

In card gambling, cheat by dealing from the bottom of the
pack.

base erosion

Loss of a nation’s tax revenue as a consequence of
businesses moving to another country. The term was
used by OECD in an Action Plan announced in a press
release on 19 July 2013.

base erosion rule

Provision in many US tax treaties. It broadly restricts
states claiming relief where more than half the
corporation’s gross income is paid as interest or royalties
to residents of a third country.

base fee

Estate which is subject to some qualification. Since 1925,
base fees are equitable interests in land.

Basel I

Document produced in 1988 by the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision on standards of bank regulation. Its
main requirement was that banks should have capital
equal to at least 8% of its risk-weighted assets.
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Basel II

Document produced in 2004 by the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision. It builds on Basel I by providing
more detail.

base metal

Metal of little worth, such as nickel or iron, particularly in
relation to a precious metal.
For commodity purposes, base metals are usually
regarded as aluminium, copper, lead, nickel, tin and zinc.

base pay

Rate of pay for a job before any supplements (such as
commission or overtime) are added.
The national minimum wage relates to base pay.

base period

(1) A period over which a comparison is made, such as
comparing sales for a base period representing the
summer season in different years.
(2) American term which refers to the period an
employee must work before becoming entitled to state
unemployment insurance benefits.
(3) Occasionally this is wrongly used to mean basis period
in income tax.

base rate

The minimum rate at which banks are prepared to lend
money to each other. Other borrowers and lenders
usually pay a rate higher or lower respectively.
In practice the base rate is set by the Bank of
England. This acts as the benchmark for setting all other
interest rates.
The base rate is sometimes called the repo rate.

base stock

Method of valuing stock where a number of units are
valued at a fixed amount, and a different method is
applied for additional units. This was held not be an
acceptable basis for tax purposes in Patrick v Broadstone
Mills Ltd [1953] 35TC44 and other cases. The matter is
discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM33125.

base-tending

Business jargon for protecting one’s assets.

base units

Standard units of measure, also known as SI units.
There are seven base units:
• metre: length
• kilogram: weight
• second: time
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• ampere: electrical current
• kelvin: thermodynamic temperature
• mole: amount of a substance
• candela: Luminous intensity
These units were adopted in 1960 by the eleventh
Confèrence Générale des Poids et Mesures. All other
standard units of measure are derived from the above.
base value

The enhanced acquisition cost of development land, as
used for development land tax between 1976 and 1985.

base-weighted index

A weighted average in index form where the weights
remain fixed. Sometimes called a Lasperyes index.

base year

The first year of an index against which subsequent years
are compared. Typically, the index starts at 100 or a
similar convenient number.

basic allowance

For employment support allowance, a set rate paid
during the assessment phase, usually for 13 weeks.
This is followed by the main phase when the basic
allowance may be supplemented by support component
or work-related activity component.

basic amount

In relation to the lifetime allowance charge for pension
contributions, the term is given a specific meaning in
Finance Act 2004 s215(4).

basic arm’s length return method (BALRM)
Method used in transfer pricing. It seeks to establish the
transfer price on the basis of an estimated rate of return.
basic balance

In economics, the balance of a nation’s current account
plus long-term capital accounts.

basic bank account

Bank account with a restricted range of facilities. In
particular, such accounts do not have a cheque book.
Payments are made electronically or by using a card.

basic case

For tax tribunals, a case “which will usually be disposed of
after a hearing, with minimal exchange of documents
before the hearing” (The Tribunal Procedure (First-tier
Tribunal) (Tax Chamber) Rules SI 2009 No 273 rule
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23(2)(b)).
basic commodities

Farm produce produced in large quantities, such as corn
and sugar. They may be subject to special trading
arrangements for commodities.

basic conditions

Charities
Term used in relation to recreational trusts.
To qualify as a charity the trust must meet the basic
conditions of meeting a need to improve the quality of
life of needy people. The full conditions are set out in
Charities Act 2011 s5(3).
Universal credit
The five conditions set out in Welfare Reform Act 2012
s4(1) as entitlement for universal credit. These are that
the claimant:
(a) is at least 18 years old
(b) has not reached the age for state pension
credit
(c) is in Great Britain
(d) is not receiving education, and
(e) has accepted a claimant commitment.
A claimant must also meet the financial conditions.
In regard to (a) above, there are some limited
conditions when someone aged 16 or 17 may claim
universal credit.

basic discount

Normal discount offered and to which additional
discounts may be offered. For example, a wholesaler may
offer to sell to retailers at a basic discount of 35% but
offer a further 5% if the retailer agrees to certain
conditions regarding advertising, stock holding, quantity
of sales or prompt payment.

basic earnings assessment

Assessment that an employer may be required to conduct
at the beginning of tax years from 2011/12 when an
employee is provided with childcare vouchers. This only
applies to employees who start receiving such vouchers
after 5 April 2011.
The assessment is to determine the maximum
weekly tax-free limit for such vouchers. This is done by
the employer determining the highest rate of income tax
it expects that employee to pay during the tax year.
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Provided the assessment is done on a reasonable basis,
no additional tax or other change is required during the
tax year should the highest marginal rate of income tax
prove to be higher than expected.
basic financial instrument

For accounting, the conditions are set out in FRS 102 from
section 11.8.
Basic financial instruments are broadly cash, debt
instruments, loan instruments, and preference shares.

basic pay

Amount a person is entitled to receive for his or her
normal work. This may be supplemented by bonuses,
commission, overtime or similar payments. It is also
called base pay.

basic pension

Term sometimes used to mean state retirement pension.

basic personal exemption

General term for personal allowance or its equivalent in
other countries.
It is the amount a person may earn before paying
tax.

basic price

Price payable for goods with no extra products or
accessories.
Additional charges may be made for an extended
warranty or for sale of accessories or spare parts. Many
products have little profit margin on the basic price and
rely on sale of additional items. For example, most
computer printers have a low profit margin. The suppliers
earn most of their profits from the sale of ink cartridges.

basic process

Traditional method for manufacturing steel.

basic products

In the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), a product of the
soil, of stock-farming and of fisheries, shown in Annex I to
the Treaty of Rome. The term also covers goods which are
the result of first stage processing of certain basic
products.

basic rate

A rate which generally applies unless conditions apply for
another rate.
In particular, the term is used for the main rate of
income tax. From 6 April 2008, this is 20% and is charged
on the first slice of taxable income, after which the higher
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rate applies.
In employment, the term is used to mean the
amount an employee receives for his normal hours of
work. This may be subject to higher rates for overtime,
on-call or unsocial hours.
basic rate code

For PAYE, a special code “which effects deductions of tax
wholly at the basic rate” (PAYE regulations SI 2003 No
2682 ref 7(3)(a)). The code is BR.

basic rate limit

Slice of income subject to the basic rate of income tax.

basic rate of income tax

Main rate of income tax, which is above any marginal rate
and below any higher rate or rates.
Further details are given under income tax rates.

basic rate option

Option that a local councillor may exercise to have the
basic rate of income tax deducted from his or her
allowances (PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682 s119(1)).

basic rate taxpayer

Someone who pays income tax at a rate no higher than
the base rate.

basic records

Minimum financial records that must be kept by a
business to support its tax returns.
Guidance is provided by HMRC at
http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/sa/rec-keep-self-emp.htm.

basic registration

Simple form of registration, particularly for VAT.
Registration is by completion of form VAT 1 which must
be specially ordered on each occasion.

basic relief

In international taxation, tax relief that is available to
everyone regardless of their circumstances. The UK
personal allowance is an example (though it is denied to
some people).

basic salary

Another term for basic pay.

basic standard

In management accounting, a standard cost that is a
permanent basis for comparison.

basic state pension

Another term for state retirement pension.
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basic strategy

In gambling, term for the mathematically correct play for
every match-up of dealer’s hand against player’s hand in
certain games such as blackjack.

basic sum assured

For insurance, the original sum covered in a with-profits
life assurance policy.

basic tax point

For VAT, time when a supply is made.
This is when any VAT is due on the supply, unless
the basic tax point is replaced by an actual tax point. This
can happen when the supplier issues an invoice or
receives payment. If the actual tax point occurs before
the basic tax point and the two points fall in periods with
different rates of VAT, the supply may be caught by antiforestalling provisions.

basic wage

Another term for basic pay.

BASIS

Business Angel Seed Investment Scheme.

basis

(1) A point or number from which a calculation is made.
(2) The general terms of an agreement on which a matter
is decided.
In resolving any disagreement of any nature, it is
first necessary to establish the areas on which the parties
are agreed. Philosophically if there are no areas at all
where the parties are agreed, there can be no basis for a
disagreement.

basis amount

In pensions, the amount calculated for determining the
maximum level of unsecured pension or alternatively
secured pension (and their equivalents for dependants)
from a money purchase arrangement. The amount is
basically the lifetime annuity which such a pension
arrangement could secure.

basis of apportionment

The method by which a common overhead is apportioned
between different cost centres.
For example, the cost of building insurance may
have a basis of apportionment determined by the amount
of floor space occupied by each cost centre. The costs of
the payroll department may have a basis of
apportionment determined by the salaries payable in
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each cost centre.
basis of assessment

Method for determining how some financial liability is to
determined. In particular, it determines the financial
period for which a direct tax (such as corporation tax)
should be charged.

basis period

Period of a trade for which an income tax or corporation
tax assessment is made.
From 1994, the basis period for a trade is the
current year basis. Previously it was the previous year
basis, subject to some transitional provisions.
The main tax law is contained in Income Tax
(Trading And Other Income) Act 2005from s196. A
provision relating to loss relief is contained in Income Tax
Act 2007 s61.

basis point

One hundredth of a percentage point. So if an interest
rate moves from 4.63% to 4.67%, it has increased by four
basis points.

basis price

Price of a security or other investment calculated
according to its return.

basis risk

Risk associated with imperfect hedging using futures.
Such risk arises because of a difference in the price of the
future and the price of the underlying asset, or because of
a mismatch in selling dates.

basis swap

Exchange of two financial instruments where each has a
variable interest calculated on a different basis.

basket of currencies

Economic term for a fictitious currency created by valuing
a weighted mixture of currencies against which other
currencies may be compared. This has now been replaced
by the real currency of the euro which is valued on the
same basis.

basket of goods

Representative selection of consumer goods used to
calculate inflation.

basket pegger

Country that fixes its rate of exchange by reference to a
basket of currencies.
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basket trade

Contract or similar arrangement whereby various
securities are bought and sold together.

basket warrant

Warrant for a collection of securities that are regarded as
a single item.

Basle Agreement

Agreement reached on 9 September 1968 which allowed
Britain to draw US dollars from the Bank for International
Settlements.

Basle Concordat

Basis for agreement between central banks about
supervision. It was agreed in 1975 and revised in 1983.

Basle Convergence Accord

An agreement reached in 1988 by the G10 countries and
enacted through the Bank for International Settlements.
It determined that banks should have sufficient
capital to cover at least 8% of their capital at risk. It was
amended in 1996 and was replaced by Basle Two in 2004.

Basle Market Risk Amendment
An amendment made in 1996 to the Basle Convergence
Accord. It allows the use of internal risk models based on
value at risk to be used in calculating a bank’s risk capital.
Basle Two

An accord implemented in 2004 to replace the Basle
Convergence Accord. It gives new definitions for risk
capital and new weightings which give greater
significance to credit ratings and internal models.

bastard

Illegitimate child.
This meaning has now largely been abandoned in
popular use in preference to its pejorative meaning.

bastard eigné

Elder son born before the marriage of his parents.

bastardise

(1) In law, the legal process before 1959 whereby a child
became illegitimate if his or her parents’ marriage is
declared void.
(2) Colloquially, any process of reducing the quality or
value of something, particularly in an attempt to make it
more popular.

bastardy order

Affiliation order once obtainable for an illegitimate child.
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BASW

British Association of Social Workers.

BATA

British Air Transport Association.

Bata’s price

Czech term for odd pricing, named after Tomáš Bat’a, a
Czech manufacturer of footwear who widely adopted this
practice.

batch

Quantity of items viewed as a single item for such
purposes as production and sale.

batch control

A business’s internal management system for maintaining
the quality of its production or administration by breaking
it down into batches of a small size and checking each
batch.

batch costing

Method of calculating the price of one item as part of a
batch of items produced at the same time.

batch number

Number assigned to a quantity of goods to allow them to
be identified to the production process.

batch processing

System of data processing which uses batch control.

batch production

Making products in batches rather than individually or by
mass production.
Batch production is suitable when items are both
produced and sold in large quantities.

batch-related activities

In management accounting, product-sustaining activities
that a fixed for defined batch of products.

batch size

Quantity for a run of production.
Subject to any constraints, the batch size is usually
determined as the economic batch size which seeks to
determine the optimum balance between incurring setup costs and saving storage costs.

bate

Old form of the word abate.

bate an ace

Colloquialism for giving a competitor an initial advantage.

bath

This is listed in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s23 List C as
an item that is not affected by the provisions of s21
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(buildings) or s22 (structures). This means that its
eligibility for capital allowance depends on the nature and
purpose of the item.
bathol

Welsh: coin.

batta

Obscure term which means an addition to ordinary pay,
or subsistence pay. It may derive from the Kanarese word
for rice.

battels

Accounts for board and lodging at Oxford University. The
accounts include tuition fees and other expenses.

BATR

Business asset taper relief, for capital gains tax.

battered

Description of person who is subject to regular assault,
usually in the home. Various types of order may be made
to protect the victims.

battery

For VAT, this is generally standard-rated. It cannot come
within the scope of a reduced-rated supply of domestic
energy (VAT notice 701/19).

batting average effect

Change in a statistical indicator that arises from changes
in the population rather than from any cause of change. A
common example is that productivity statistics can
improve because unproductive businesses close down
rather than an improvement in productivity from those
that remain.

battle fatigue

Exhaustion from fighting to the point that a person can
fight no more. It is a recognised psychological condition.
The term came into use in the mid-20th century with
regard to soldiers. It has been extended to anyone who
gives up any fight, including litigation, because they are
exhausted by the process.

battle of the forms

Term sometimes used to describe the position when
companies trade using standard forms, each of which has
printed conditions claiming precedence over the other.
The general rule is that the last document issued by one
side prevails, however there are exceptions. The matter
was considered by the Court of Appeal in Butler Machine
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Tool Co Ltd v Ex-Cell-O-Corp (England) Ltd [1979].
BAU

Business As Usual. HMRC uses this expression for its
processes in relation to pension schemes.

baud

Measure of the speed of data processing. One baud
equals one bit per second.

bauf-week

Old term used by pit workers in Durham for the week in
which the fortnightly-paid receive no pay.

bawbee

Scottish halfpenny first issued in 1541.

BAX contract

Canadian derivate product, usually with a maturity of
three months.

Bayh-Dole Act

American law of 1980, introduced by Senators Birch Bayh
and Bob Dole, to deal with intellectual property funded
by federal government.

Bayesian controversy

Disagreement between two schools of though about the
nature of statistics.
In Bayesian statistics, probability is limited to areas
based on a supported belief, such as the outcome of
throwing a dice repeatedely. Non-Bayesian statistics
extends it to unsupported beliefs which rely on
frequency-based interpretations, such as estimating
future share prices.

Bayes Theorem

In statistics, a method for revising probabilities to reflect
new information.

Bay Street

Street in Toronto where the stock exchange is. The term
is sometime used to mean the exchange itself, or the
exchange and related financial institutions.

bazaar

Market where many different types of good are offered
for sale. The term is also used derogatively for an
unregulated financial market.

B2B (Business-to-Business)

Website or other computer facility targeting other
businesses rather than consumers.

BBA

British Bankers Association.
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BBD

ISO code for Barbados dollar.

bboe

Billions of barrels of oil equivalent.
A measure which allows production of oil and gas to
be compared. About 6,000 cubic feet of gas is considered
to be the equivalent to one barrel of oil.

BBSI

Bank and building society interest.

BBSI return

Bank and building society interest return, as required by
Taxes Management Act 1970 s17.

BC

(1) Balancing charge. This abbreviation is used in the
formula in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s104F(4).
(2) Basis for conclusions. This abbreviation is used by
International Accounting Standards Board as a prefix for
its paragraphs of explanatory material as to how it
developed international standards, and why it adopted
certain policies and rejected others.
(3) British Council.
(4) Term used to mean balancing charge in formula in
Capital Allowances Act 2001 s449(2).

B&C

Benefits and credits, under the national insurance and
social security systems.

BCAT

Bar Course Aptitude Test, for barristers.

BCC

(1) British Chamber of Commerce.
(2) British Company Cases, law reports from 1983
published by CCH Editions.

BCD

Banking Consolidation Directive.

BCD credit institution

“Credit institution that has its registered office (or, if it
has no registered office, its head office) in an EEA state,
excluding an institution to which BCD does not apply
under article 2” (FCA glossary).

BCE

Benefit crystallisation event.
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BCLC

Butterworth’s Company Law Cases, first published in
1983.

BCM

Better Case Management.

B&CR

Bankruptcy and Companies Winding-Up Cases, law
reports from 1915 to 1942.

BCS

(1) British Compounded Spirits.
(2) British Computer Society.

BD

Abbreviation: Bahraini dinar.

BD$

Abbreviation: Barbados dollar.

BDA

British Dental Association.

BDT

ISO code for Bangladesh taka.

BE

Country prefix code for Belgium.

BEACON

Boston Exchange Automated Communications and
Order Routing Network.

bead-house

Almshouse where the poor were required to pray for the
soul of the deceased founder.

beadle

Former common law parish officer chosen by the vestry.

beadsman

Old name for someone who lives in an almshouse.
The term comes the practice of occupants who
prayed with beads.

beamer

American term for a mortgage-backed annuity.

bean-counter

Derogatory term for an accountant.

beans

Old slang term for money, particularly the sovereign and
guinea.

bear

Someone who expects a financial market to fall.
Typically a bear is someone who short sells, that is
the bear sells a security in the expectation of being able
to buy it back at a lower price.
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A bear may also sell a security he does not own in
the expectation of being able to buy it more cheaply later.
Such a person is known as an uncovered bear in the UK,
or a shortseller in the USA.
The term comes from the animal, though the
etymology is obscure. The opposite is a bull.
bear CD

Certificate of deposit that increases when the underlying
market decreases.

bear closing

Purchase of securities, currencies, commodities or similar
to close an open bear position. This usually has the effect
of strengthening a weak market.

bear covering

Situation where a bear who has sold securities he does
not own is now buying them to cover his position.

beard tax

Tax imposed in Russia between 1672 and 1725 by Peter
the Great who wanted his citizens clean-shaven.

bearer

Person who has something, particularly something he can
use, such as a bank note or a bearer bond.

bearer bond

Bond which is payable to whoever has possession of it,
and not to a named individual.

bearer instrument

Financial instrument where ownership is transferred by
mere possession of the document.
Since 1986, such documents attract stamp duty at
three times the rate payable if they were not bearer
documents (Stamp Act 1891 Sch 1A).
The liability for such documents to be stamp is
given in Finance Act 1899 s5.
Such documents are generally outlawed from 26
May 2015 under Small Business, Enterprise and
Employment Act 2015 s84.

bearer levy

Tax charged on bearer securities by various states.

bearer security

A security where there is no register of owners. Proof of
ownership is demonstrated simply by possession of the
security, as for an ordinary banknote.
A bearer security has coupons attached which must
be physically removed from the certificate to claim a
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dividend.
Such securities are now rare because of the risk of
theft or loss of the document, and the fact that registered
shares are more easily administered. Bearer securities
attract a higher rate of stamp duty.
Such documents are generally outlawed from
26 May 2015 under Small Business, Enterprise and
Employment Act 2015 s84.
bearer share

Share where the holder’s name is recorded. Ownership is
evidence by possession of the share certificate.

bear hug

An indication to the board of a target company that an
offer for it is being considered.
Particular forms are known as strong bear hug and
teddy bear hug.

bear market

A stock market where prices are falling or expected to
fall. The opposite is a bull market.

bear position

A short position in securities, such as selling shares you do
not own with a view to buying them later more cheaply.

bear put spread

Purchase of a put option with a high strike price against
the sale of a put option with a lower strike price, in the
expectation that the underlying value will decline.

bear raid

Heavy short selling by one or more big traders in the
hope that this will force down prices, allowing them to
buy back the securities at a lower price.

bearskin jobber

Old name for someone who sells shares he does not yet
own, what we now call simply a bear.
It has been suggested that these terms come from
the saying that such a person “sells the skin before he has
caught the bear”.

bear slide

Sharply falling financial market, usually caused by a bear
raid.

bear spread

A position in the bond market that is long in short-dated
securities, and short in long-dated securities. This allows
the position to benefit from any fall in the security prices.
If the yield curve becomes steep, the position can be
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closed out at a profit.
bear squeeze

Strategy whereby an authority supports a market by
taking action to prevent bears from gaining from short
selling. Central banks routinely do this in currency
markets.

bear sucking his paws

Old expression which means industrial idleness.
This comes from the false belief that a bear could
live by sucking its paws if it could not be bothered to find
food.

bear trap

Short-term dip in the price of a share or other security
which tempts an investor to believe that there is a bear
market and act accordingly.

beast of burden

Animal, such as a donkey or horse, capable of
transporting goods. By analogy, the term can mean a
worker who is given a large amount of work.

beati possidentes

Latin: blessed are those who have [for they shall receive].
The legal aphorism that possession is nine points of
the law.

Beatles clause

Tax provision introduced in 1969 to counter an avoidance
scheme whereby a wealthy individual could sell his
income from personal activities.
Under the avoidance scheme, the rights of the
individual are sold to a specially formed company whose
shares could be sold subject to capital gains tax at a lower
rate than the income tax otherwise applicable.
The clause simply makes such a payment from the
company subject to income tax.
These provisions are now found in Income Tax Act
2007 from s773.

beat the bushes

Business jargon for moving to an unconventional or rural
area.

beauty competition

Another term for beauty contest.

beauty contest

Colloquialism for a competitive tendering process.
The term has also been used when rival trade
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unions present competing packages for recognition.
Beav

Beavan’s Reports, law reports of the Rolls Court from
1838 to 1866.

bed and breakfast

(1) Form of hotel type accommodation where a person is
provided with the basic facilities of a bed and a breakfast.
(2) A form of tax avoidance before 6 April 1998 which
allowed a security to be sold one day and reacquired the
next as a means of reducing a person’s liability to capital
gains tax. This arrangement is no longer effective.
The tax provisions are now contained in Taxation of
Capital Gains Act 1992 from s105. The topic is also
addressed in IR interpretations 218 and 224.

bed and spousing

Term sometimes used for a scheme to bed and breakfast
shares without falling foul of the anti-avoidance
legislation.
All that happens is that the taxpayer’s spouse buys
the shares.

bed and spread

Term sometimes used for a scheme to avoid the tax rules
on bed and breakfast of shares.
The share are sold in the normal way, but the
investor then buys a different from of security, such as a
spread bet, that can perform a similar function to owning
the share.

Beddoe order

Order made by a court to grant trustees permission to
bring or defend an action. It protects the trustees against
a claim by the beneficiaries that the action should not be
brought or defended. The name comes from the case re
Beddoe [1892].

bedesman

Old term for a licensed beggar in Scotland.

Bedford Level

District in the Eastern counties which was drained from
1634. A register was instituted for recording deeds for
this land. This register was closed in 1920.

bed-pepping

Colloquial term for transferring existing investments into
a personal equity plan to obtain the tax advantages. The
term is particularly used when shares are sold and the
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cash is invested in a PEP.
bed-rock

Old American slang for a person’s last dollar.

bedroom tax

A housing benefit claimant may, from April 2013, have
that benefit reduced by 14% if their home has one
unused bedroom, or by 25% for two.

Beeching Axe

Name commonly given to the massive reduction in the
UK’s railway network in the 1960s following a report by
Dr Richard Beeching. The report led to the loss of 4,000
miles of railway and the closure of 3,000 stations,
representing about a quarter of all track and half of the
stations.

Beecham’s pill

Rhyming slang for bill.

Beecroft Report

Government report on employment law written by Adrian
Beecroft and published in 2011. It recommended no fault
dismissal, which the government rejected, among many
recommendations.

beefcake

In marketing, an attractive male model intended to
appeal to women. The female equivalent is cheesecake.

beer

Any drink with an alcoholic strength of at least 1.2%
which involves brewing with hops, or any equivalent drink
(other than cider or perry). Strictly ale is any drink made
from brewing, and beer is ale which uses hops, though
such distinctions are not always observed. Beer includes
many variations such as bitter, mild, brown ale, lager and
stout.
Beer is subject to excise duty on alcoholic liquor
though at the lowest rate. From 1 June 1993, the strength
of beer is determined as alcohol by volume which is the
same measure as for other alcoholic drink. Previously the
excise duty was calculated by reference to specific
gravity.
The legal definition “includes ale, porter, stout and
any other description of beer, and liquor which is made or
sold as a description of beer or as a substitute for beer
and is of a strength not exceeding 0.5%...” (Alcoholic
Liquor Duties Act 1979 s1(3)). The section exempts black
beer.
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Beer brewed for private consumption is exempt
(ibid s41).
beer and ale duty

Excise duty introduced in the Civil War. It is still charged
though now known as beer duty, a category of alcoholic
liquor duty.
Beer and ale were the common day-time drinks
until tea and coffee replaced them. The charge was per
barrel brewed. There was a separate duty on hops at 2s
per hundredweight home-grown, and 10s imported.

beer-based mixed drink

Term used in Customs notice 226 for a drink made by
mixing beer with another alcoholic drink other than
spirits. Provided the result has a strength no greater than
5.5%, it is dutiable as beer. Above 5.5%, it is taxed as
wine.
If mixed with spirits in anything other insignificant
quantity, it is taxed as spirits regardless of strength.

beer class

One of four classes of beer used to determine the rate of
beer duty.
The classes are:
• A: bulk beer held on the same or adjacent
premises at which it was produced
• B: packaged beer held at the same or
adjacent premises at which it was produced
• C: bulk beer which was produced elsewhere
• D: packaged beer which was produced
elsewhere.
(Customs notice 226).

beer duty

Alcoholic liquor duty that is charged on beer. The
provisions are explained in Customs notice 226.
Beer duty is charged under Alcoholic Liquor Duties
Act 1979 ss36-53 and Beer Duty Regulations SI 1993 No
1228, as amended.
Brewed drink has been taxed from time
immemorial. The first formal excise duty was imposed in
1643 as a temporary measure to fund the civil war. Duty
on the drink was abolished in 1830 in preference to
excising the ingredients of malt, sugar and (from 1847)
hops. In June 1880, malt duty was repealed and beer duty
reinstated to the present day. The new beer duty was
excised on alcoholic strength which could now be
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measured.
beer duty receipt

Receipt provided by a consignee when beer is moved
under duty suspension. From 1 January 2011, such a
receipt is not always required, as explained in Customs
notice 226.

beer duty return

Form that must be submitted, usually monthly, in relation
to beer duty. The standard form is EX46.

beer from small breweries

The name for small brewery beer from 1 October 2011.

beer money

Money allocated for buying beer and similar simple
pleasures.
This was originally an allowance of one penny a day
given to British soldiers between 1800 and 1823.

beer packager

Person who packages beer but does not produce it. Such
a person should register for duty suspension, as explained
in Customs notice 226.

beer production account

Requirements under Revenue Traders (Accounts and
Records) Regulations 1992 that must be kept by a brewer.
They require the brewer to record actual
production for the previous year for each month, and to
estimate production for the current year. Details which
have the force of law are given in Customs 226.

beer regulations

Regulations issued under Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979
s49 regarding the administration of beer duty. The
Regulations are SI 1993 No 1228 as amended by SI 1995
No 3059.

beetle drive

Fund-raising event based on a game.
Players take it in turns to throw a dice. Each of the
six digits represents part of a beetle: head, body and four
legs. The player draws that part on a piece of paper if not
already drawn. The winner is the first person with a
complete picture of a beetle.

beg

Ask for alms or other charity. Any similar gesture seeking
something by an appeal to someone’s better nature.
Begging is usually demeaning.
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beggar

Person who seeks to support himself by begging.

beggar my neighbour

Vague slang term for being poor. It is rhyming slang for
“on the labour” meaning to visit the labour exchange.
[The term is also used for a card game where one player
must win everyone else’s cards.+

beggarly

Poor; worthless.

beggary

Extreme poverty.

begging bowl

Bowl used by a beggar to collect gifts. The term may be
used for any appeal for charitable funds.

begging letter

Letter sent to a wealthy person asking for money.

beghard

Man living a monastic life but who retains the right to
return to the outside world. The term was common in
Flanders in 13th century.

begift

Old word meaning to present with gifts.

begild

Old word meaning to cover with gold.

beginning inventory

American term for opening stock.

behavioural accounting

An approach to accounting which seeks to examine the
social and psychological aspects.

behavioural-based interview

In human resources, a job interview that focuses on an
applicant’s experience, behaviour, knowledge, skills and
abilities by asking the applicant to provide specific
examples from their experience.

behavioural effect

In relation to tax, this is the consequence of human
behaviour on the mechanistic effect of a change.
For example, the mechanistic effect of doubling a
tax rate is to double the amount of revenue. This is
mitigated by the behavioural effect, such as people
finding ways to avoid paying the higher rate of tax.

behavioural event interview

Alternative name for a situation interview.
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behavioural finance

Branch of economics which studies the actual behaviour
of investors, instead of assuming that they are rational
and risk-averse.

behavioural interview

Human resources term for an interview designed to see if
a person has the behavioural characteristics which are
appropriate for a particular job or function.
Such interviews typically ask the interviewee to
indicate specific instances of showing certain behaviour
from their experience. The interviewer does not indicate
what behavioural characteristics are under consideration.

behaviourally anchored rating scales (BARS)
Technique used to evaluate the performance of an
employee, particularly in an appraisal. The techniques
are:
• break down a job into its key tasks
• identify a range of behaviours for each task
• place these behaviours in a scale
• assess the employees on the basis of these scales.
behavioural risk management In human resources, process of analysing and identifying
behavioural issues in the workplace, and formulating
policies to deal with them.
behavioural science

Science which studies behaviour in people, animals and
organisms.

behaviourism

Psychological term which studies human behaviour.

behaviour modification

In human resources, a conscious effort to improve an
individual’s behaviour.

behaviour observation scales (BOS)
Technique for evaluating the performance of an
employee as part of the appraisal process.
The method is similar to behaviourally anchored
rating scales except that the final step is replaced by
recording how frequently the employee achieves the
ideal behaviour.
behaviour therapy

Course of treatment designed to reduce unacceptable
behaviour in a person until they behave normally.
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behemoth

Sea monster. The term appears in the book of Job in the
Bible, and is used elsewhere. The behemoth is
traditionally blamed for losses of ships and cargos.
The word is sometimes used for any unseen and
unforseseeable tragedy or occurrence which wrecks wellorganised plans.

Beige Book

US publication compiled by Federal Reserve Banks, largely
based on anecdotal evidence of economic conditions.

bekah

Half a shekel, currency of Israel.

bel

Unit of relative sound measurement. It is more commonly
measured by the decibel.

Belarus

Eastern republic Its currency is the Belarusian rouble of
100 kopeks. The UK has a double taxation convention
signed in 1985 with the USSR which still applies to Belarus
and Turkmenistan.

Belasting over de Toegevoegde Waarde (BTW)
Dutch: value added tax. The term may be seen on
invoices from Belgium or Netherlands.
Belbin’s team roles

In human resources, a framework designed by British
management consultant Meredicth Belbin (1926- ).
In his 1993 version, he identifies nine roles that
must be present in a team for it to function effectively.

beldam

Grandmother or remoter female ancestor.
The term is French and is rarely used. It can be
spelled with a final E.

Belfox

Belgian Futures and Options Market. It was opened in
April 1991, is based in Brussels, and trades in Belgian
government bond futures and stock index options.

belga

Currency of Belgium from 1926 to 1945, used for foreign
exchange purposes where its value was fixed at five
French francs.

Belgian franc

Currency of Belgium before it adopted the euro in 2002.
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Belgium

European country. Member of the European Union. Its
currency since 2002 is the euro, before which it was the
Belgian franc.
The UK has a double taxation protocol of 2012.
Some provisions remain of double taxation convention of
1987.

Belgium-Luxembourg Economic Union (BLEU)
Economic union formed between the two states of
Belgium and Luxembourg on 25 July 1921. This
arrangement continued after the formation of Benelux
between 1944 and 1948. It is now subsumed in the
European Union.
belief

For discrimination law, “means any religious or
philosophical belief” (Equality Act 2006 s44(b)).
In human resources, a belief is a proposition an
individual holds about his or her work. In an organisation,
beliefs help to maintain a common understanding of why
and how the organisation exists.

Belize

South American state. Its currency is the Belize dollar of
100 cents. The UK has a double taxation agreement of
1947, amended by supplementary agreements of 1968
and 1973.

Belize dollar

Currency of Belize.

bell curve

A graph depicting normal probability. The x-axis indicates
the scale measurement and the y-axis indicates the
number of occurrences. So a graph depicting the score
possible from throwing two dice, will show just one for
the scores of 2 and 12, but twelve for a score of 7. This
range is known as the distribution.
The name comes from the fact that the graph looks
like a cross-section of a church bell. It can be used to
determine the chances of a defined event occurring.

belligerent

One of the parties fighting a war.

belligerent enemy

In relation to laws on trading with the enemy, a country
that joined with an enemy, such as Italy in the second
world war.
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belling the cat

A good idea which cannot be put into effect.
The expression comes from the fable where mice
agree that a bell should be put round a cat’s neck to warn
them when he is near. All the mice agree but none will
attempt it.

bell-punch

Machine for punching tickets where it sounds a bell.

bell ringing

For VAT, this is usually a standard-rated supply if provided
by a VAT-registered trader as part of a business.
Bell ringing as part of a funeral service is exempt
from VAT. Further details are given in VAT notice 701/32.

bells and whistles

Colloquialism for new facilities added to a computer
program or other system or procedure.
The term has also been used for additional
provisions in derivative instruments or security issues that
are design to attract investors.
This term particularly applies to new facilities that
may not be needed. The expression comes from the
cinema organs which incorporated many sound effects.

bell-shaped curve

In statistics, a graph that represents the normal
distribution in a range of probabilities. The graph is
similar to the shape of a church bell.

bell-siller

Old Scottish term for the fee paid to a bellringer at a
funeral.

bellwether

Leading share which is considered a fair indicator of how
the market as a whole is doing.
The term literally means a sheep with a bell round
its neck to tell the shepherd where the flock is.

belly buster

In gambling, an inside straight draw.

belly tank

Another name for an auxiliary tank.

belly up

Colloquialism for the state of being insolvent.

belong

Requirement for claiming capital allowance, namely that
the asset must belong to the taxpayer (Capital Allowances
Act 2001 ss167-170). This was demonstrated in the case
Stokes v Costain Property Investments Ltd [1984] where a
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tenant was not able to claim for plant installed in the
landlord’s premises. This provision has now been
amended.
belongings

For Customs purposes, “the goods you keep for your
personal use, for example caravans, bicycles, clothing,
cameras, furniture, pets and riding animals” (Customs
notice 3). Alcoholic drink, tobacco products and tools of
trade are excluded.

below par

For less than its nominal value. If a share with a nominal
value of 25p sells for 20p, it is below par.

below stairs

Description of the domestic staff of a private house. The
term comes from the 18th century practice of building
their quarters in the basement.

below the fold

In computer marketing, the bottom most visible area of a
web page as displayed on a standard screen size
(currently defined as 800 x 600 pixels).

below the line

Items such as extraordinary items and payments of
dividends. The line is net profit after tax in the profit and
loss account. Items below the line relate to how the
profit is applied rather than to how it has been calculated.
Businesses may try to put expenses below the line
and income above the line as this maximises the reported
profits.

below the salt

Being a servant rather than family member or
management.
In the middle ages, it was the practice to put the
salt on the meal table so that the family sat on one side
and their servants on the other.

belt

Zone or district of a country which has a special property
or attracts a special provision, such as Green Belt of
protected land.

belt and braces

Description of any arrangement where there are two
means to achieve the same desired safety objective. The
term indicates that the person is very cautious.
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Beltway

Name for area of Washington which includes the main
centres of power of the federal government: White
House, Congress, federal agencies, courts and Pentagon.

BEN

Business Economic Notes, old publications produced by
Inland Revenue.

benami

Term used in India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka where there is
a transfer of title of property to another person though it
is understood that the transferee is merely the nominee
of the transferor.
The term is sometimes also (wrongly) used for a
sham transaction intended to have a similar effect.

bench and bar

Judges and magistrates.

Benchers

Governing body of each of the four Inns of Court which
admit barristers.

benchmark

Any standard set down as a guide to achievement.
Its original meaning is a surveyor’s mark on rock to
be used as a reference point.

benchmark accounting policy The normal policy as prescribed in an accounting
standard, as against an alternative accounting policy
which the standard may permit.
benchmark bond

Bond that is regarded as a reliable indicator of the
general market.

benchmark index

Index or similar measure against which the performance
of a particular type of fund is measured.

benchmarking

Process to measures standards of performance against
others doing similar work.

benchmark price

Price of an item which is regarded as a benchmark for
other items, particularly a commodity or oil.

benchmark scale rate

Rate published by HMRC on its website setting
recommended rates for accommodation and subsistence
for employees when on business overseas without the
employee needing to produce receipts.
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bench strength

Human resources term for the benefit an organisation
derives from having people with a range of
complementary and overlapping skills. The term derives
from American sport.

bench warrant

Warrant issued for the arrest of a person who has failed
to attend court.

bene decessit

Latin: well left.
A certificate given to a pupil on satisfactory
completion of their studies.

benefaction

Altruistic motive, such as when donating to a charity or
staff welfare fund.
An element of benefaction is in itself not sufficient
to disallow tax relief for trade expenditure provided there
is sufficient trade connection. The issue is discussed in the
Inspectors’ Manual at BIM37400.

benefactor

Person who provides a benefit to another, such as a
patron of a charity or artistic body.

benefice

Originally an estate held for life under feudal law. The
term is now restricted to a living held in the Church of
England.
The term “comprehends all rectories with cure of
souls, vicarages, perpetual curacies, endowed public
chapels, and parochial chapelries, and chapelries or
districts belonging or reputed to belong, or annexed or
reputed to be annexed, to any church or chapel, and
districts formed for ecclesiastical purposes by virtue of
statutory authority, and includes benefices in the
patronage of the Crown or of the Duchy of Cornwall, but
does not extend to any of Her Majesty’s Royal Chapels, or
to any Royal peculiar, nor to any cathedral or capitular
preferment or dignity, nor to any chapel belonging to any
college, school, hospital, inns of court, asylum, or public
or charitable institution, nor to any private chapel.”
(Benefices Act 1898 s13(1)).

beneficence

Active kindness, particularly in the provision of money
and goods.
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beneficent employment

Term used in the 1930s for employment which was
considered to be beneficial to children who could
therefore leave school at an earlier age.

beneficial entitlement

In relation to income of non-residents, this term is given a
specific meaning in Income Tax Act 2007 s822.

beneficial interest

Where a person has any kind of financial stake in an
asset, business or venture, regardless of whether that
beneficial interest is formally recognised.

beneficial joint tenancy

Having the benefit of a joint tenancy. This is where the
joint owners have an identical interest in the property.
The death of an owner causes his or her to pass to the
remaining owners under survivorship.

beneficial loan

Loan from an employer to an employee that is either
interest-free or where interest is charged at a low rate.
From 6 April 1978, a beneficial loan can create a taxable
benefit in kind for the employee.
From 6 April 1994, for such a loan of at least
£10,000, the amount of interest foregone may be taxable
as a benefit in kind (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions)
Act 2003 s416). The limit was £5,000 before 6 April 2014.
In tax law, it is called an employment-related loan.
The tax charge is calculated according to the
amount of interest that would be payable if the official
rate of interest had applied minus the amount of interest
actually paid, if any, by the employee.
From 1 June 1994, the charge does not apply if the
employer is in the business of making loans and the rate
is that offered to customers of the employer.
Between 1991 and 2000, additional relief could be
claimed if the loan was to buy a property. This additional
relief was the equivalent to mortgage interest relief which
then provided tax relief for mortgages up to £30,000.
The previous law was given in Income and
Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s160 and Sch 7.
Between 6 April 1978 and 5 April 1994, relief was
given on the amount of interest up to £300 a year, rather
than on the amount of the loan. Before 6 April 1978,
beneficial loans were not taxable.
From 22 March 2006, equivalent tax relief is given
for a loan which takes a Sharia-compliant form.
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The scope of what constitutes a beneficial loan was
considered by the Special Commissioners in the case
Harvey v Williams [1998].
beneficially entitled

Term used to describe what comprises a person’s estate
for the purposes of inheritance tax. It comprises all assets
to which the deceased was beneficially entitled
immediately before death.

beneficial occupation

Term sometimes used to refer to a person who occupies
property at no rent or low rent. This can give rise to a tax
charge.

beneficial occupier

Person who occupies a property but does not fully own it.

beneficial owner

Legal term for the person who derives the real benefit of
ownership rather than the nominal owner. Typically the
nominal owner exercises the rights of ownership in
accordance with the wishes of the beneficial owner.
Such arrangements are usually used in two
situations:
• where the beneficial owner wishes to conceal
his or her identity; or
• for administrative convenience.
Concealing a person’s identity may comprise fraud
depending on the circumstances. It can be legitimate in
some circumstances, such as where a beneficial owner
fears that a price would be inflated if his real identity was
known.
Administrative convenience includes most forms of
trusteeship and nominee accounts.

beneficial owner

Person who is regarded as the real owner of an asset,
even though the asset may be in someone else’ name,
such person being the nominal owner.
The term is also sometimes used to mean the rights
of a beneficiary of a trust.

beneficial use

Use which is considered to be beneficial to the whole
public, particularly of environmental assets such as air
and water.

beneficiary

Person who receives property or other benefit from a
trust, will or intestacy.
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For social security, “in relation to any benefit,
means the person entitled to that benefit” (Social Security
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s122(1)).
beneficiary’s income

The taxation of a beneficiary company’s interest in an
estate is set out in Corporation Tax Act 2009 from s943.

beneficiary’s own resources

Funds that a beneficiary has other than from a trust or
inheritance.
The term is particularly used in Inheritance Tax Act
1984 s29A with regards to abatement of relief for deaths
from 26 July 1989. Suppose a man leaves £100,000 to his
mistress and the balance of £200,000 to his wife. The wife
could pay the mistress from her own funds and then
claim £300,000 from the estate which would be covered
by the exemption from spouses. Under s29A, this is no
longer of effect. The exemption is abated to the net
benefit received by the wife.

benefit

Any kind of financial advantage or asset to a person or
business.
In relation to termination of employment, the term
“includes anything in respect of which, were it received
for performance of the duties of the employment, an
amount —
(a) would be taxable earnings from the
employment, or
(b) would be such earnings apart from an
earnings-only exemption” (Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s402(1)).

benefit Acts

“Means —
(a) the Social Security Act 1973,
(b) the Social Security Acts 1975 to 1991”
(Social Security Act 1986 s84(1)).

benefit amount

In insurance, the amount payable under the policy.

benefit associated with gifts

If a company makes a gift to charity and receives back a
benefit, that benefit may be taxable as income under
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s108 or Income Tax Act 2007
s418.
The limit for such gifts was increased from £500 to
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£2,500 from 1/6 April 2011.
benefit basis

The benefit structure of a group insurance policy or
pension arrangement. It defines the type and level of
benefits for each category of membership. For example,
life assurance cover for one category of employees might
be 3 x salary and for another category of employees it
might be 4 x salary (the categories must be clearly
defined groups in terms of jobs carried out so as to
ensure there is no illegal discrimination).

benefit cap

Maximum amount of social security benefits that a
household may receive. It is proposed to introduce this
cap in 2013. The cap will be set at median household
earnings, estimated at around £500 a week for a couple
(with or without children), and £350 for a single person.
The law is Welfare Reform Act 2012 from s96.
The figure is determined by reference to estimated
average earnings. This is the “average weekly earnings of
a working household in Great Britain after deductions in
respect of tax and national insurance contributions”
(Welfare Reform Act 2012 s96(7)).
The benefits affected are universal credit, income
support, jobseeker's allowance, employment and support
allowance, housing benefit, child benefit, carer’s
allowance and industrial injuries benefit.
The benefits cap does not apply is anyone in the
household is receiving working tax credit, disability living
allowance, constant attendance allowance or is a war
widow.
The benefits cap is also disapplied:
• if the claimant is in the support group for
employment and support allowance
• for nine months, if the person had been in
work for 12 months and lost his or her job through no
fault of their own, or
• to allow transitional support when this results
in a loss of housing benefit.

benefit coin

Proposal from the Office of Science in January 2016.
Under the proposal, social security benefits and similar
would be paid in a particular form of electronic currency
that could only be used for a defined range of spending.
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benefit crystallisation event (BCE)
Defined occurrence which triggers an entitlement to
benefit. The term is particularly used in pensions to mean
that the moment when a member decides to take the
pension benefit. This is not always at retirement.
A list of such events is given in Finance Act 2004
s216.
benefit from crime

“A person benefits from conduct if he obtains property as
a result6 of or in connection with the conduct” (Proceeds
of Crime Act 2002 s76(4).
The conduct is defined as either general criminal
conduct or particular criminal conduct.

benefit in kind

Something provided by an employer to an employee
other than cash. Common examples of benefits in kind
include company car, medical insurance, beneficial loans
and subsidised facilities.
The provision of a benefit in kind generally creates a
liability for income tax, though many benefits are
specifically exempted from tax. This is usually disclosed
on a year-end form P11D. The tax on the benefit is usually
collected by adjusting the employee’s tax code for the
following tax year. From April 2016, some benefits may
be taxed at source under payrolling.
Some benefits have been taxable since 1948. The
first significant increase in scope occurred in Finance Act
1976. Since then many details provisions have been
enacted on particular benefits.
From 1999, there is usually also a liability for
employers' national insurance or its equivalent as class
1A or class 1B national insurance.
There can still be tax advantages in providing a
benefit in kind. First, the employee rarely has to pay
national insurance. Also, some benefits (such as beneficial
loans and company cars) are taxed under specific
provisions which can create a tax advantage against
providing cash. Conversely, such provisions can make a
benefit (particularly low-mileage expensive company
cars) more expensive than paying the employee
additional salary to provide the benefit himself.
Employers sometimes wish to provide benefits for
non-tax reasons, particularly where the perceived value is
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high, or where the benefit connotes status.
benefit of clergy

Old law which exempted clergy from secular courts for
some offences.

benefit offence

Social security criminal offences
“Means —
(a) any criminal offence in connection with a
claim for a relevant social security benefit;
(b) any criminal offence in connection with the
receipt or payment of any amount by way of such a
benefit;
(c) any criminal offence committed for the
purpose of facilitating the commission (whether or not by
the same person) of a benefit offence”
(Social Security Administration Act 1992 s121DA(5)).
Loss of tax credits
In relation to loss of tax credit, the term “means any of
the following offences committed on or after the day
specified by order made by the Treasury —
(a) an offence in connection with a claim for a
disqualifying benefit;
(b) an offence in connection with the receipt or
payment of any amount by way of benefit;
(c) an offence committed for the purpose of
facilitating the commission (whether or not by the same
person) of a benefit offence;
(d) an offence consisting in an attempt or
conspiracy to commit a benefit offence”
(Social Security Fraud Act 2001 s36A(10) as inserted by
Welfare Reform Act 2012 s120 (2)). The same definition is
used in other sections of the Act.

benefit officer

Appropriate officer of the Department of Work and
Pensions (or its Northern Ireland equivalent) who may
certify that a worker engaged in a trade dispute and who
is not receiving refunds of tax under the PAYE system,
may qualify for jobseeker's allowance (PAYE Regulations
SI 2003 No 2682 regulation 64(11)).

benefit principle of taxation

Principle that the amount of tax a person pays should
relate to the benefit received from the state.
This principle is rarely followed by any country as,
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generally, those in greatest need of state benefit are
usually least able to pay for such benefit.
benefits

The monetary amounts payable by the insurance
company to a claimant, assignee, or beneficiary under the
terms of an insurance policy.

Benefits Agency

Former government dept that dealt with social security.
In 2002, it was replaced by Jobcentre Plus, which is now
part of the Department of Work and Pensions.

benefits associated with a gift Term used in Income Tax Act 2007 s417 in relation to
donations under Gift Aid. It refers to a benefit received
from a charity by its donor. If the associated benefit
exceeds a limit, the tax relief on the donation is
restricted.
benefits code

Tax term for Chapters 3 to 7, 10 and 11 of Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003. These determine how
benefits in kind are taxed.

benefit segmentation

Dividing a market according to the benefit they seek from
a particular product or service.

benefits in kind

Plural of benefit in kind.

benefits we have awarded for added years
Term used by employers in relation to occupational
pension schemes.
Added years are additional pensionable years that
the employer may grant when a member of staff retires
early because of redundancy or in the efficiency of the
service, These additional years will increase the
employee’s retirement benefit which are paid for by the
employer, not the pension fund, and are usually financed
from the savings that will be made.
benefit test

In international taxation, consideration of whether a
company in an international group derives sufficient
benefit from expenditure to allow it to be deducted from
taxable profits. This was first addressed by OECD in its
1979 report on transfer pricing.
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benefit year

Year in which contributory social security benefits are
paid in respect of a contribution year or years.
This is defined in Social Security Contributions and
Benefits Act 1992 s21(6) as beginning from the first
Sunday in January, to the Saturday before the first Sunday
in the following January.

Benelux

Customs union formed between Belgium, Netherlands
and Luxembourg between 1944 and 1948. In 1968 it was
replaced by the single tariff of what is now the European
Union.

bene merentibus

Latin: to the well-deserving.

benevolence

(1) Generosity.
(2) An addition to tenths and fifteenths imposed in 1492
by Henry VII with doubtful parliamentary authority to
collect such amount as those “that live in a splendid
manner give evidence of ability to pay”.

benevolent purpose

Purpose that is for the public good, but may not meet the
conditions for being regarded as charitable.

benevolent society

Friendly society formed for the objects of benevolence or
charity.

Benford’s law

Mathematical observation that in any random selection
of numbers from real life, the most common digit is 1,
then 2 and so on to 9 as the least common. (Zero is
ignored because of the unusual ways it can be used).
The actual frequencies are:
Number
1
2
3

Frequency
30.1%
17.6%
12.5%

Number
4
5
6

Frequency
9.7%
7.9%
6.7%

Number
7
8
9

This arises from the fact that lower numbers
predominate in any sequence from 1. For example, the
numbers 1 to 12 contain 15 digits, of which there are 5
number 1, 2 number 2, and just one of each other digit.
The law is named after Frank Benford (1883-1948)

Frequency
5.8%
5.1%
4.6%
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who discovered it in 1938.
One of its uses is in checking credibility for fraud. If
someone made up a series of numbers, they usually
produce a more even distribution of numbers. A
departure from Benford’s law does not automatically
indicate fraud, but it could indicate that further
investigation is appropriate.
benign

Favourable. The term is particularly used for a regime
which is reasonably kind though capable of being
oppressive.

benignae faciendae sunt interpretationes et verba intentioni debent inservire
Latin: liberal interpretation should be the rule, and the
words should be made to carry out the intention.
benign test

For tax avoidance schemes, one of three tests that a
scheme designer must pass not to be regarded as a
promoter of schemes.
“The benign test applies where, in the course of
providing tax (or NICs) advice, the person is not
responsible for the design of any element of the
arrangement or proposal (including the way in which it is
structured). For example, a promoter marketing or
designing a scheme may consult a second firm to provide
advice in relation to a particular element of it. This second
firm will not be a promoter, despite being involved in the
design of the overall scheme, so long as any tax (or NICs)
advice does not contribute to the tax (or NICs) advantage
element of it.” (HMRC guidance DOTAS, January 2016).

Benin

African state. Its currency is the Central French African
franc. The UK has no tax treaty.

Benjamin order

Order made by a court for distribution of assets where it
is not known whether a beneficiary is alive. The name
comes from the case re Benjamin [1902].

Benjamin’s mess

The largest share.
This is based on Genesis 43:34 in The Bible which
reports that Benjamin’s share of the banquet was five
times the size of anyone else’s.
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Benthamism

Philosophy of Jeremy Bentham (1748-1822) that
happiness is identical to pleasure.

ben trovato

Italian: well invented.

BEP

Breakeven point.

BEPS

Base erosion and profit shifting.
Name used by OECD in an Action Plan of July 2013
with regard to countries losing tax revenue by businesses
transferring to another country.

bequeath

Leave money or assets in a will. The items left are a
bequest.
Strictly speaking, land is devised and not
bequeathed.

bequest

A sum of money or other property available upon the
donor's death.

bequest tax

In international taxation, any form of inheritance tax or
death duties on bequests.

bereaved minor

Person under the age of 18, at least one of whose parents
or step-parents has died.
It may be possible to set up a tax-advantaged trust
for a bereaved minor (TBM) for such a beneficiary.
The term “means a person —
(a) who has not yet attained the age of 18, and
(b) at least one of whose parents has died”
(Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s71C).

bereavement

Loss when someone close dies. Consequences of death
are explained in that section.
A husband, wife or civil partner of someone who
dies may be eligible for some of these social security
benefits:
• bereavement payment: a lump sum;
• bereavement allowance: weekly benefit paid
to surviving partners who are at least 45, for 52 weeks;
and
• widowed parent’s allowance: weekly benefit
paid to surviving partners with children.
Entitlement to these benefits depends on the late
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partner having sufficient national insurance record.
bereavement allowance

Social security benefit paid for 52 weeks to a young
widow, widower or surviving civil partner.
A person cannot receive bereavement allowance
and widowed parent’s allowance at the same time. In
practice a person receives bereavement allowance when
their entitlement to widowed parent’s allowance ends.
The main conditions for receiving the allowance are:
• the partner died after 8 April 2001;
• the claimant was at least 45 years old when
the partner died;
• the claimant is still under state pension age;
• the partner died within the last 52 weeks; and
• the partner either had sufficient national
insurance record or died from an industrial injury or
disease.
The payment is subject to income tax (Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s660(1)).

bereavement payment

Lump sum social security payment (currently £2,000) paid
to a widow, widower or surviving civil partner.
The main conditions are that:
• the partner died after 8 April 2001;
• the late partner had sufficient national
insurance record;
• the claimant was under pensionable age
when their partner died (or was over pension age but not
entitled to a state pension);
• any claim is made within 12 months of death.
From 24 September 2007, it may not be necessary
to make a claim as payment will be made automatically.
Entitlement is not affected by the remarriage of the
claimant.
This benefit is not subject to income tax (Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s677).

bereavement support payment
Benefit to a person who is below pensionable age when
their spouse or civil partner dies (Pensions Act 2014
s30(1)).
This is exempt from income tax under Income Tax
(Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003 s671(1) Table B as
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amended by Finance Act 2015 s16.
bereft

Word that originally meant “bereaved”. It is now more
widely used, but is still restricted to something that a
person once had.

Berg Report

Report written by Elliot Berg for the World Bank in 1981.
It addressed issues of economic development in subSaharan Africa.

berhad

Malay: private. The term is used to describe a Malaysian
limited company.

Berlin white beer

Form of black beer which is exempt from alcoholic liquor
duty (Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979 s4(1)).

Bermuda

Group of Caribbean islands that is a British Overseas
Territory. Its currency is the Bermudan dollar.

Berne Convention

An agreement first made in 1886 which provides the basis
for international law for copyright.

Berne Union

Informal name for the International Union of Credit and
Investment Insurers. The UK government’s Export Credit
Guarantee Department is a member.

Bernoulli equation

In mathematics, a differential equation in the form:
y` + P(x) y = Q (x) yn
where n does not equal 1 or 0.
It is named after Jakob Bernoulli of the Swiss family
of mathematicians who first discussed it in 1695.
Bernoulli equations have the unusual property of
being non-linear differential equations with known exact
solutions.

Bernoulli’s theorem

Theorem which gives a formula for determining the
number of successful trials according to the probability of
success in one trial.

Bernoulli trial

Experiment with fixed probability where p = success and
1-p = failure. In a sequence of such trials, the probability
remains constant regardless of how many trials there are.
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Bernoulli variable

In mathematics, a variable that has just two states, such
as on or off, or good or bad.

BERR

Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory
Reform. In 2009, it was replaced by Department for
Business, Innovation and Skills.

Berry Patch

In gambling, American slang for an extremely easy game.

berth

Sleeping place on a ship or train which may be hired.

BERTI

Binding European Retrieval of Tariff Information. This is a
correspondence handling and management system used
by the Tariff Classification Service. It is used to produce
Binding Tariff Information classification decisions for issue
to importers and exporters; and Liability Rulings for issue
to Customs staff.

BES

Business expansion scheme.

BESA

Bond Exchange of South Africa.

besaiel

Great-grandfather. A form of legal action for recovery of
lands.

bespoke retail scheme

For VAT, an arrangement which allows large businesses,
which are ineligible to use published retail schemes, to
agree with HMRC a method for accounting for VAT on
retail supplies.

BEST

Business Education and Support Team, part of HMRC.

best advice

Legal requirement that any financial adviser, independent
or tied, must offer the best advice regarding financial
products for a client. The requirement was introduced by
Financial Services Act 1986.

best effort

American term for a new issue which is not underwritten
but simply sold for whatever price can be achieved.

best-evidence rule

Rule requiring a party to litigation to call the best
evidence that the nature of the case will allow.
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best execution

The obligation placed by the London Stock Exchange on a
broker to obtain the best deal for a client in any
transaction. This means the highest price for a seller and
the lowest price for a buyer. In practice this is
administered by SEAQ.

best judgment assessment

Tax assessment made by the HMRC in the absence of any
or sufficient information from the taxpayer. The inspector
is required to make such an assessment to the best of his
judgment.

best part

Greater part.

best price

(1) In marketing, a price that is not likely to be bettered
by the seller.
(2) In investing, an order to buy a security at the best
price possible.

best profit equilibrium

Point at which the marginal costs of a business’s
production exactly matches the marginal revenues from
sales.

Best’s ratings

Rating of financial reliability provided by the agency A M
Best. It provides details of companies in USA, Canada and
UK to leading insurance companies.

best value

Under the Local Government Act 1999, local authorities
must constantly aim to improve their services. Best Value
was the approach introduced that gives local authorities a
duty to provide local people with high-quality and
efficient services.

best value authority

Parish council or community council which meets best
value standards set by central government (Local
Government Act 2003 ss34-35).
See also Local Government Act 1999 Part 1.

bet

“A bet is merely an irrational agreement that one person
should pay another person on the happening of an event”
(Evans v FCT [1989], Australian case). This held that
betting is not a trade. However organising oneself to take
bets is a trade. This matter is discussed in the Inspectors’
Manual at BIM22016.
An exception is where a bet is related to a trade,
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such as placing a bet to hedge against a downturn in
trade, such as a fall in a share index. Such a bet has the
nature of insurance.
beta

General
The second letter of the Greek alphabet, indicated by the
symbol β or the capital B. The letter has many uses. In
Greek, the letter also indicates the number 2.
Investment
Measurement of a return on a particular share compared
with a 1% return on the stock market in general. This
shows the volatility of that share, as expressed by the
beta factor.

beta coefficient

Measure of the volatility of the share. This is also known
as the beta factor.

beta distribution

In statistics, a standard distribution used for modelling
the completion times of particular activities.

beta factor

The extent to which a value is influenced by external
factors.
The term is particularly use in relation to share
values. Changes can be analysed into the alpha
coefficient and the beta factor. The former relates to the
company while the latter to the stock market generally.
So if shares in XYZ increase by 10% and the beta
coefficient is 1.02 (equal to 2%), the alpha factor equals
8%.

beta phase

In website design, the stage where a website is made
available for use by the public but is not yet regarded as
having been fully tested.

beta risk

The risk of an error of omission.

beta share

Name once given to a share which had a full listing on a
stock exchange but which was not traded sufficiently to
qualify as an alpha share.

beta stocks

Second rank of shares on the London Stock Exchange
after alpha stocks. This system is now replaced by
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Normal Market Size.
beta value

Measure of the movement of a particular share (or other
security) as distinct from movements in the market as a
whole.

Beth Din

A Jewish court held in London, presided over by the Chief
Rabbi, which deals with alleged contraventions of Jewish
law.

bet made for community benefit
Term used in Customs notice 147 to define a category of
pool betting that is not subject to pool betting duty.
betrothal

Formal state of engagement to be married.
Historically betrothal was a legal contract which
required a divorce to be ended. The significance has
varied widely according to place, time and religion.

Better Case Management (BCM)
Initiative designed to improve the management of
criminal cases in courts.
better-of-two-assets option

An exotic option where the payment is on the better of
two underlying securities.

betterment

Improvement, particularly in the value of land.

betterment levy

Charge on the improvement of land under Land
Commission Act 1967 between 1967 and 1970.
Its provisions for capital gains tax are given in
Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s38 and Sch 11 from
para 17. The matter is also discussed in the Inspectors’
Manual at CG72651.
Some countries impose this tax more generally.

betting

Form of gambling. It is subject to its own tax.
The winnings of a non-professional gambler are not
taxable income (Graham v Green [1925] 9 TC 309).
In that case, Rowlatt J said “I do not think you can
find in his case any conception arising in which his
individual operations can be said to be merged in the way
that particular operatons are merged in the conception of
a trade... I do not think ‘habitual’ or even ‘systematic’
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describes what is essential in the phrase ‘trade,
adventure, profession or vocation”.
betting and gaming (B & G)

In tax, a general term for all the excise duties that relate
to any gambling activity or to amusement machines.

betting house

Room set aside for the purposes of gambling.

betting intermediary

“A person who provides a service designed to facilitate
the making or acceptance of bets between others”
(Gambling Act 2005 s13).

betting intermediary operating licence
Licence issued by Gambling Commission to someone who
acts as a betting intermediary (Gambling Act 2005
s65(2)(e)).
betting levy

Charge made on bookmakers.

betting odds

How the winnings are calculated if successful in betting.
Traditionally odds are quoted as a fraction, such as
4-1. This means that if you stake £1 and win, you get your
£1 stake refunded plus £4 winnings, less any tax.
Sometimes the second number is not 1, as in 7-4 which is
the same as 1¾-1. A stake of £1 on a winning bet would
mean the £1 refunded plus £1.75.
Evens means that the winnings equals the stake, so
a £1 win would mean a refund of the £1 stake plus £1
winnings. An “odds on” bet means that the winnings are
less than the stake. So a 4-1 odd on bet is the same as a 14 or ¼-1 bet. A £1 stake would mean a refund of £1 plus
just 25p winnings.
To convert betting odds to normal mathematical
fractions, the odds are converted to a “to 1” figure, so 7-4
becomes 1¾-1, and one is added. So 7-4 becomes 2¾.
If the reciprocals of these fractions add up to more
than 1.0, it is possible to stake your money so that you
always win. It rarely happens.

betting office

Premises licensed to receive bets from the general public.

betting shop

Place where members of the public may bet on future
events, usually sporting ones.
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betting tax

Any tax imposed on betting.

beverages

“Liquids that are commonly consumed *and+
characteristically taken to increase bodily liquid levels, to
slake the thirst, to fortify or give pleasure.” (HMRC
guidance).
Manufactured beverages are standard-rated for
VAT, but other beverages are zero-rated as food under
Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1 Excepted Item 3.
Zero-rating extends to milk, tea, coffee, cocoa and
malted drinks.
The exact scope is set out in VAT Notice 701/14.

Beveridge Report

Plan presented by Sir William Beveridge (1879-1963) in
1942 to reform the social security system. It was largely
enacted by 1948. Elements of it remain in force today
though with many adaptations.

Bevin boys

Colloquialism for young men ordered to work in coal
mines during the war under the Emergency Powers
(Defence) Act 1940. Ernest Bevin was the Minister of
Labour and National Service.

beware Greeks bearing gifts

Aphorism to beware of any unexpected and generous
present; it may be a trick.
This alludes to the gift of a large wooden horse
(Trojan horse) which the ancient Greeks gave to the
inhabitants of Troy which they had unsuccessfully
besieged. Once inside the city walls, soldiers spilled out of
the horse and took the city.

beyond reasonable doubt

Basis of proof in criminal proceedings, as opposed to
balance of probabilities which is used in civil
proceedings.

beyond the seas

Outside the UK. The term is used in Civil Evidence Acts
1968-72 in relation to calling witnesses.

bezant

Gold coin struck in various values by Byzantine emperors
and in use until the reign of Edward III.

Bezonian

A recruit who lacks basic provisions.
The term originally applied to Spanish soldiers who
went to fight in Italian wars. Shakespeare used the word
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to mean a beggar.
BF

Border Force.

bfa

British Franchising Association.

BFH

Bundesfinanzhof, German supreme court for taxation
matters.

BFOC

Bona fide occupational condition.

BF officer

Border Force officer, someone who works from the UK
Border Agency at ports, airports and other frontiers.
The officer’s duties include making sure that goods
declared for import or export are moving legally.
[This term is used by the Agency, oblivious to the fact that
BF more popularly denotes “bloody fool”.+

BFPO

British Forces Post Office.

b/fwd

Brought forward.
Indication in bookkeeping of a sub-total taken from
a previous page.

BG

Country prefix code for Bulgaria.

B&G

Betting and Gaming.

BGC

Bank giro credit.

BGDA

Betting and Gaming Duties Act 1981.

BGN

ISO code for Bulgarian lev.

BGP

Border Gateway Protocol, a computing protocol that
backs the core routing decisions on the Internet.

B2G VAT Returns Service

Government facility that allows the processing of bulk
VAT Returns via an XML scheme direct from a trader’s
software accounting package into HMRC systems, via the
Government Gateway.

BHC

Bank holding company.
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BHD

ISO code for Bahrain dinar.

BHP Billiton

Anglo-Australian mining company formed in 1860.

BHRC

Butterworth’s Human Rights Cases, a book of court cases
that was first published in 1996.

Bhutan

Eastern kingdom. Its currency is the ngultrum of 100
chetrum, though Indian currency is also widely used. The
UK has no tax treaty.

biannual

Twice a year, whereas biennial means every two years.
Because these terms are often not properly understood,
it is preferable to say twice-yearly or two-yearly.

bias

Accounting
Influence that affects how accounts are presented.
Examples include accounts adjusted to resist a takeover
bid or to obtain finance.
Statement of Principles sets out four requirements
for accounting information. One of these is reliability.
This in turn has five elements, one of which is that
financial statements must be neutral. Any bias conflicts
with that accounting requirement.
Statistics
A systematic error.
Errors which arise from chance will tend to cancel
each other out, but errors from bias will compound and
lead to increasing inaccuracy.

biased estimator

In statistics, a formula or procedure which produces a
biased estimate of a parameter of the parent population
from sample data.

BIC

Bank identifier code.

Bichard Enquiry

Enquiry by Sir Michael Bichard in 2004 into the murders
of two schoolgirls in Soham in 2002.
One of the outcomes was the Protection of
Vulnerable Groups Scheme in Scotland for which there
are special tax provisions.
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bicameral

Having two chambers, such as in the British Parliament.

bicentenary

Two hundredth anniversary.

bicentennial

Pertaining to 200 years.

bicycle

Two-wheeled vehicle which is propelled by the rider’s
own power.
As it has no motor, it may legally be used on roads
without any licence, insurance, MOT or road tax. It may
be ridden at any age. It is not subject to Vehicle Excise
Duty. There are a few roads, such as motorways where it
may not be used.
There are several special tax provisions for bicycles.
From 6 April 1999, provisions of cycles and
equipment is not a taxable benefit in kind (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s244).
This includes provision of workplace facilities for
cyclists, such as showers and (until 5 April 2013) cyclists’
breakfasts are excluded as a taxable benefit.
An employee who uses his bicycle on his employer’s
behalf is entitled to a tax-free allowance per mile.

bicycle tax

Tax imposed by some countries, usually as an annual fee.

BID

Business improvement district.

bid

Either an offer to buy shares (or indeed, anything else) or
the highest price at which a person is prepared to pay for
them. The term is also used for a takeover bid.

bid ale

18th century term for a charitable gathering to drink beer
and raise money for charity.

bid and asked

Highest price a dealer has stated he is prepared to pay for
a security at a particular time. The asked price is the
lowest that anyone will accept at the same time.

bid basis

Pricing policy of unit trusts where the bid price is reduced
to encourage sales.

bid cost

Cost of bidding, particularly for a construction contract.
For accounting purposes, such costs are treated as a
cost of the contract if the bid is successful. They are
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written off in the profit and loss account if the bid is
unsuccessful.
bid defence costs

Costs incurred by a company in resisting a take-over bid.
Their tax treatment is discussed in the Inspectors’
Manual at BIM38285.

bidder

Someone who is bidding, as in an auction. In financial
terms, the word usually means someone attempting to
take over a target company in a takeover bid.

bidding

(1) Offering to buy, such as at an auction or in share
dealing.
(2) Requirements of obedience from a person, as in
“doing his bidding”.

bidding agreement

Arrangement between two or more people whereby one
person agreed to bid or not to bid at an auction in
consideration for money, gift or other consideration. Such
an arrangement is a criminal offence under Auctions
(Bidding Agreements) Act 1927 s1. There is a limited
exception for dealers.

bid filing

Arrangement once commonly used whereby a central
agency would make known to bidders how much they
had all bid after a contract had been issued.

BID levy

Charge made by local authority on business improvement
districts under Local Government Act 2003 s45.

bid market

Market where there are more bids to buy than offers to
sell.

bid offer

Shares, units in unit trusts and other investment vehicles
are bought at one price and sold at another. The higher
price is called the 'offer price' since this is the price at
which the unit trust company or other institution offers
the security for sale. The lower price is called the 'bid
price' and is the price at which the investor can sell the
security back to the institution in question.

bid-offer spread

The difference between the bid price and offer price for a
security. This spread must be quoted by market makers.
The bid price is the price at which the security will be
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bought; the offer price at which it will be sold.
The bid-offer spread is determined by the
underlying price of the security, its sector; its liquidity;
any likely takeover and any other factor which the market
maker considers relevant.
There is a limit to the spread set out in Financial
Services Act 1986.
bid price

Price at which a market maker or broker is prepared to
buy shares or other securities.

bid rate

Rate of interest offered on deposits.

bid rigging

Process of dishonestly manipulating the process of
receiving tenders for work so as to achieve a desired
result regardless of what the tenderers offer.

bid valuation

Where unit trust managers value bids and offers
according to the actual sale cost of the holdings within
the fund.

biennial

Every two years, whereas biannual means twice a year.
Because these terms are often not properly understood,
it is preferable to say two-yearly or twice-yearly.

biennial bond

Bond in which the first coupon payment is made after
two years.

BIF

ISO code for Burundi franc.

BIFEX

Baltic International Freight Futures Exchange.

BIFM

British Institute of Facilities Management.

bi-fuel

In relation to capital allowances for cars, “means capable
of being propelled by —
(a) petrol and road fuel gas, or
(b) diesel and road fuel gas”
(Capital Allowances Act 2001 s268C(4)).

bifurcation

Divesting part of a business to improve the strategic focus
of what is left.
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bigamy

Criminal offence of undergoing a marriage ceremony
when already married.

Big Apple

Colloquial name for New York.

Big Bang

Radical change in the way the London Stock Exchange
operates which took effect on 27 October 1986.
The main changes were:
• screen-based computer trading largely
replaced floor trading;
• rules on owning stockbroker firms were
relaxed, with the result that many were bought by banks;
• stockjobbers were replaced by market
makers who performed a similar but no identical role.
These reforms were followed by Big Bang 2 in 1997.
The term comes from a theory postulated in 1950
as to how the universe was created. From this, the term
came to mean any change which is introduced suddenly
in one go and which is not phased in.

Big Bang 2

Change in the way the London Stock Exchange operated,
which took effect on 20 October 1997. The main changes
were:
• moving from a quote-driven system of
trading to an order-driven system;
• introducing the electronic order book known
as SETS which cut out the middleman, replacing market
makers with retail service providers.

Big Blind

In gambling, term used in flop games where two bets are
usually posted before any cards are dealt. The small blind
by the player to the left of the dealer and the big blind
(double the small blind) by the player to the left of the
small blind.

Big Blue

Colloquialism for the company IBM.

Big Board

Large display board in the New York Stock Exchange.

big figure

Colloquialism for the practice of dealers only to quote the
whole number in a security price, omitting anything after
a decimal point. So the big figure for 210.72 is 210.
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Big Five

The five largest accounting practices which dominated
the profession until 2001 when Andersens disappeared in
the wake of the Enron scandal, since when they have
been known as the Big Four.

Big Four

(1) The four largest accounting practices which have
dominated the profession since 2001, namely:
PriceWaterhouse Coopers, Deloitte and Touche, KPMG
and Ernst & Young.
(2) The four largest British banks, namely Barclays, Lloyds
TSB, HBOS (Halifax and Bank of Scotland) and Natwest
(owned by Royal Bank of Scotland).
(3) The four largest Japanese security houses: Daiwa,
Nikko, Nomura and Yamaichi.

big hat, no cattle

Perjorative term for the human resources function when
it is taken seriously in an organisation but in reality plays
no significant role in its decision-making. The term was
coined in the USA during the 1980s.

Big Isaac Lewis

Personification of the pre-war coal industry. This fictitious
character could drill with his nose, cut coal with his teeth
and hold up the roof of a seam with one hand.

Big Mac index

Simple index produced by The Economist magazine on
how much a Big Mac burger costs round the world. It is
used as a means of identifying which currencies may be
overvalued or undervalued. The index was introduced in a
humorous article in 1986 by Pam Woodall and has been
published annually since.

big one

Colloquialism for a large round sum, such as £100, £1,000
or $1,000.

big science

Scientific research which requires large amounts of
funding.

Big Six

Name given to the six largest accounting firms in the
1980s, namely: Arthur Andersen, Coopers & Lybrand,
Deloitte & Touche, Ernst & Young, KPMG and Price
Waterhouse.
The number is now four, following the merger of
Coopers with Price Waterhouse, and the demise of Arthur
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Andersen.
big six

This game is specifically listed in Betting and Gaming
Duties Act 1981 s13(3) as coming within the scope of
gaming licence duty.

Big Society

Flagship policy of Conservative party in 2010 General
Election which has been adopted by the subsequent
coalition government.
Its aim is “to create a climate that empowers local
people and communities, building a big society that will
‘take power away from politicians and give it to people’”
(Government press release 18 May 2010).

big tent

Management style which involves meetings with many
people attending.
This style has the advantages of making everyone
feel involved, reducing dissent and allowing for input
from those further down the organisation.
It has the disadvantages of consuming staff time
and extending meetings.

bilateral

Between two parties, particularly two countries.

bilateral bank facility

Facility provided by a bank to a company which is its
customer based on a successful relationship working
together.

bilateral clearing

Form of settlement between some combinations of two
countries as arranged by the central banks.

bilateral credit

Credit that banks allow each other while cheques are
being cleared.

bilateral discharge

Ending of a contract by agreement when neither party
has performed their obligations.

bilateral duopoly

Economic term for when there are only two suppliers and
two customers.

bilateral monopoly

Economic term for when there is one supplier and one
customer.
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bilateral netting

An agreement between two parties that transactions
between them will be netted off and settled by a single
payment. Such arrangements may be made between two
businesses or between a business and its bank.

bilateral oligopoly

Economic term for when there are just a few suppliers
and a few customers.

bilateral trade

Trade between two countries where each buys from and
sells to the other.

bilk

Cheat, particularly in taking goods without payment.
The term comes from the card game cribbage
where it meant to spoil your opponent’s score.

Bill

Draft of an Act of Parliament.

bill

Written document, particularly a formal one. The word
originally meant a document served under seal.
Today, the word on its own usually means an
invoice or other document which details sums the
recipient is expected to pay. This may be an unpaid
invoice or charges which otherwise, such as for damage
done.
The term is also used almost colloquially to denote
the charges which a person has agreed to pay but whose
exact value is not known at the time, such as a telephone
bill or restaurant bill.
Other uses of the word are as an abbreviation for a
specific type of bill, such as bill of exchange or bill of
lading, depending on the context.

billbook

Book which was once used to record all bills accepted and
received in the course of trade.

bill broker

A discount house which buys and sells bills of exchange
for a fee.

bill-chamber

Department of the Scottish Court of Sessions.

billet

Temporary accommodation for soldiers or people
displaced by war, or a piece of paper giving details of such
accommodation.
Tax relief was granted for the additional cost of
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travel to work by billeted workers.
billeting allowance

Payment from the government to billetors of children
during the second world war. The amount was initially
fixed at 8s 6d (42½p) a week.

billeting officer

Official given the task of finding billets for evacuees
during the war.

billetor

Person who offers a billet to an otherwise homeless
person during war.

bill-fold

American term for a clip or other means of holding bank
notes on one’s person.

billiards

A billiards player may retire on a personal pension below
the age of 50, provided:
• the person had the right by 5 April 2006,
• the right was unqualified in that it needed no
other person to consent,
• the right was set out in the governing
documentation of the pension scheme by 10 December
2003.
(SI 2005 No 3451, as explained in the Inspector’s Manual
at RPSM 03106035).

bill in a set

Bill of exchange issued in a numbered set of bills. The
whole set is regarded as one bill (Bills of Exchange Act
1882 s71).

billing

Process of producing invoices.

billing authority

The local authority, which collects the council tax. It may
do so on behalf of itself and other authorities. Those
other authorities serve a precept on the billing authority.

billing cycle

In commerce, the period between supplying goods and
issuing invoices for the supply.

billing test

One of 12 tests included in HMRC guidance published
early in 2012 on whether an individual comes within the
scope of IR35.
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billion (bn)

This now means one thousand million, which can be
expressed as 10003 or 109, or 1,000,000,000. This
comprises 1 followed by nine noughts.
In the UK it originally meant one million million or
12
10 — a thousand times greater than the current
meaning. The new meaning of billion was conveyed by
the word milliard.
This change of meaning can cause problems if
looking at old documents which refer to billions.

bill leak

Device used by US banks to get round Bank of England
restrictions between 1973 and 1980. It circumvented
restrictions on bank dealing by lending outside the
banking system.

bill mountain

Colloquialism for bills that have been discounted and are
held at the Bank of England.

bill of adventure

Written statement by a merchant stating that goods
shipped in his name belong to another.

bill of advocation

In Scots law, “the original function was to remove a
criminal case from an inferior court to a superior court on
account of partiality or incapacity of the judge or intricacy
of the case. It is now also a means of review for errors by
an inferior judge during a criminal case up to sentence. It
is available to either the prosecutor or the accused; and
now extends to criminal trials in solemn proceedings in
the High Court but only on the application of the
prosecutor. It is the means by which a prosecutor seeks to
have the High Court review an error in a court of
summary jurisdiction.” (Judiciary of Scotland website
glossary).

bill of attainder

Writ issued between 1549 and 1798 to destroy an enemy
of the state where Parliament acted as judge and jury.
The term has also had other meanings, such as a bill
making an accusation against a peer.

bill of adventure

Written statement by a merchant stating that goods
shipped in his name belong to another.

bill of costs

Statement of account of charges made, particularly made
by a solicitor to a client.
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bill of discharge

For Customs duties, from 1 May 2016, a document that a
trader is required to submit for the discharge of inward
processing or end use relief.

bill of entry

Account deposited at a Customs house of goods imported
or exported.

bill of exceptions

Statement of the objections of a litigant to the decision of
a judge. This procedure was abolished in 1852 in favour of
simply asking for a new trial.

bill of exchange

“An unconditional order in writing, addressed by one
person to another, signed by the person giving it,
requiring the person to whom it is addressed to pay on
demand or at a fixed or determinable future time a sum
certain in money to or to the order of a specified person,
or to bearer” (Bills of Exchange Act 1882 s3).
A cheque is a specific form of bill of exchange.
Other bills of exchange are now rare as other means of
payment have proved more convenient and reliable.

bill of health

Document once signed by port authorities to certify that
there was no infection on board. This was also known as a
clean bill of health, which expression has become a
metaphor.

bill of indictment

Legal procedure before 1933 which accused a person of a
crime, which accusation was tried for a possible
indictment.

bill of lading

A list of goods to be carried by a ship on a single journey.
It is widely used for Customs purposes.

bill of pains and penalties

Writ served by Parliament imposing a punishment on
someone. The last such bill was issued against Queen
Caroline, wife of George IV, but was dropped in 1820.

bill of particulars

Statement of writing of what a claimant is seeking in a
legal action.

bill of peace

Bill which could once be filed in the Chancery division of
the High Court to restrain proceedings between litigants.
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Bill of Rights

(1) Act of Parliament in 1689 which asserts the rights of
Parliament against the monarch.
(2) In USA, the first ten amendments to the Constitution,
made in 1791.

bill of sale

Document which a seller gives to the buyer to show that a
sale has taken place.
Bills of Sale Act 1878 extends the scope of the Act
to many more documents.
A bill of sale cannot be registered unless stamped
(Stamp Act 1891 s41).

bill of sight

Entry once made by an importer of goods who is unable
to make a proper Customs declaration immediately.

bill of store

Old form of licence issued by Customs which allowed
British goods to be reimported.

bill of suspension

In Scots law, “This is an application by the person affected
to the High Court of Justiciary from a court of summary
jurisdiction (a sheriff sitting alone, a stipendiary
magistrate or a Justice of the Peace Court) seeking to
review and set aside an illegal or improper warrant,
conviction or decision. Such an application by a
prosecutor is by bill of advocation. Where it is sought to
appeal against conviction on a question of fact or law the
usual method of appeal is by application to the court of
summary jurisdiction for a stated case” (Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).

bill of victualling

List of necessary stores drawn from a bonded warehouse.

BillPay

Method of making Internet payments using a debit card
or credit card. The method was developed by Alliance &
Leicester Commercial Bank, now part of Santander.
This method may be used to pay tax to HMRC. A
charge is made for payment by credit card, but not for a
debit card.

bill payable

Promissory note or bill of exchange payable.

bill rate

Rate at which bills of exchange are discounted in the
market.
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bill receivable

Promissory note or bill of exchange receivable.

BIM

HMRC Inspector’s Manual for Business Income.

BIMBO

Buy-in management buy-out. A form of management
buy-out which uses venture capitalists who exercise a
degree of control.

bimestrial

Lasting for two months.

bimetallic

Being made of two metals, such as the British two-pound
coin.

bimetallism

Practice of valuing coinage according to its value in either
gold or silver, where their relative values were fixed.

bimillenary

Lasting for 2000 years.

bimodal

In statistics, a description of a distribution which has two
modes.

BIN

Bank identification number.

bin

Receptacle for storing items, such as items in a store or
material to be discarded.

binary

In mathematics and computing, to the base 2.
Normal numbering means to the base 10. So the
number 147 means (1 x 102) + (4 x 101) + 7.
Binary notation only uses two digits 0 and 1, so
numbers are represented as powers of 2, namely 1, 2, 4,
8, 16, 32, 64, 128 etc.
This means that 147 is represented in binary as
10010011 (which is 128 + 16 + 2 + 1).
Binary notation is the basis of computing and
modern telecommunications. The 1 and 0 can be
represented by an electronic circuit being on or off.
A binary digit is known as a bit. Eight bits make a
byte which corresponds to a character such as a letter or
number. Computers refer to data as multiples of bytes,
such as a megabyte which is one million bytes.
In practice, the process is simplified by using
hexadecimal notation to the base of 16, so one character
can be used for four bits.
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binary notation

Form of representing numbers in binary form, that is to
the base 2 instead of the usual base 10.

binary option

Option which pays either a fixed amount or nothing.

binary prefix

Alternative series of prefixes used to define storage
capacity for computer data.
The prefix replaces the second syllable of the
ordinary decimal prefix with the letters “bi”, so kilobyte
which means 1000 bytes becomes a kibibyte which is 210
bytes, which is 1024 bytes.

binary scale

Another term for binary notation.

bin card

Stock record card held in a stores or warehouse which
records receipts, issues and stockholding of an item of
stock. They have now largely been replaced by
computerised records.

bind

To tie, either physically (as with string) or metaphorically
(as in making an agreement from which neither party may
withdraw).

binder

(1) Temporary insurance agreement issued while the
permanent agreement is prepared.
(2) Folder for holding documents. For VAT, a binder is
generally zero-rated if sold with printed material and
otherwise standard-rated (VAT notice 701/10).

binding information

Statement from HMRC on the rate of customs duty
payable. Provided the request was made honestly and
properly, the statement is binding on HMRC for four
years.

binding in honour only

Words on an agreement which create an honour clause.
This means that the agreement is not a contract that
binds the parties.

binding precedent

Decision of the court which must be followed in a later
court case if the facts are the same. This decision must be
stated in the ratio decidendi of the court, and not in its
obiter dicta.
A litigant may argue that a precedent should not be
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followed in a particular case if it can be distinguished.
Otherwise a binding precedent can only be overturned by
a decision of a higher court or by legislation.
Binding Tariff Information (BTI)
System for implementing the Common Customs Tariff.
The information is issued to economic operators by the
customs authorities of the European Union (EU) Member
States. Thus, traders will know, in advance, the tariff
classification of the goods they intend to import or
export. This information is introduced into a data-base
run by the European Commission (EC) and is legally valid
in all Member States, regardless of the Member State
which issued it.
bingo

Popular gambling game where cards are issued with a
selection of (usually) two-digit numbers which are then
called out at random. The first person to have all their
numbers called is the winner.
For licensing, bingo, “means any version of that
game, irrespective of by what name it is described”
(Gambling Act 2005 s353).
The game is subject to bingo duty.

bingo duty

Duty which, from 27 October 2003, is charged at 15% of a
bingo operator’s profits. Previously the duty was a lower
percentage of profits plus a share of amounts staked.
Small operators may be exempt.
The law is contained in Betting and Gaming Duties
Act 1981 as amended, Finance Act 2003 s9, and Bingo
Regulations SI 1988 No 333, all as amended.

bingo operating licence

Licence issued by Gambling Commission to someone who
provides facilities for playing bingo (Gambling Act 2005
s65(2)(b)).

bingo promoter

Person who promotes the playing of bingo and who is
liable to pay bingo duty.

bin number

Location of an item of business’s stock.
Checking the stock against bin numbers is often an
integral part of stocktaking.
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binomial

When a value has two states, such as on/off or good/bad.
This allows calculations to be made for all combinations
of states.
When certain conditions are met, it is possible to
use the simpler normal distribution instead.

binomial coefficient

Coefficients of the terms in the expansion of (x + y)n for
positive integers of n.
Binomial coefficients may be plotted in Pascal’s
triangle.

binomial distribution

Distribution of the probabilities where n independent
Bernoulli trials are carried out.

binomial process

Process consisting of several stages, at each of which
there are two choices. In finance, models are used of
binomial processes as a means of valuing securities.

bin tax

Charge made for amount of non-recyclable material
produced by a person or business. Such a charge was to
be experimentally trialled from 2009, but the plans were
dropped in 2008.

bioblend

“Means any mixture that is produced by mixing —
(a) biodiesel, and
(b) heavy oil not charged with the excise duty
on hydrocarbon oil”
(Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1979 s6AB(2)).
The blending may only be done in a tax warehouse
using non-duty paid ordinary diesel.
Bioblend commonly comprises 5% biodiesel and
95% ordinary diesel.
Duty paid bioblend may be mixed with duty-paid
ordinary diesel (Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1979
s6AB(2)(b)).

biobutanol

An alcohol which is obtained by the fermentation of
biomass. It attracts a lower rate of hydrocarbon oil duty.

biodata

In human recources, pieces of information about an
individual such as years of experience and positions of
responsibility. These can be scored, and used as a means
of reducing a pool of applicants to a manageable number.
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biodegradable

Capable of being broken down to harmless substances,
such as when plastic degrades by bacteria which may be
found in soil.

biodegradable municipal waste
“Waste that is both biodegradable waste and municipal
waste” (Waste and Emissions Trading Act 2003 s21(2)).
biodegradable waste

“Any waste that is capable of undergoing anaerobic or
aerobic decomposition such as food and garden waste,
and paper and paperboard” (Waste and Emissions
Trading Act 2003 s21(1)).

biodiesel

Equivalent to diesel oil which is produced from either
biomass or waste cooking oil. It qualifies for a reduced
rate of hydrocarbon oil duty provided it:
• can be used as a substitute for diesel;
• has an ester content of at least 96.5% by
weight; and
• has a sulphur content of 0.005% or less by
weight.
(Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1979 s2AA).
Biodiesel may be produced in quantities of less than
2,500 litres by exempt producers who do not have to
register their premises or pay duty.

bioethanol

“Means a liquid fuel—
(a) that is produced from biomass or waste
cooking oil,
(b) the ester content of which is not less than
96.5% by weight, and
(c) the sulphur content of which does not
exceed 0.005% by weight or is nil” (Hydrocarbon Oil
Duties Act 1979 s21B(1)).
Ethanol (ethyl alcohol) can be created from most
common crops. It is increasingly being used as a
renewable form of road fuel.
It may only be produced in a tax warehouse.
Further details are given in Customs Notice 179E.
(The word is sometimes given as bio-ethanol.)

bioethanol blend

“Means any mixture that is produced by mixing —
(a) bioethanol, and
(b) hydrocarbon oil not charged with excise
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duty” (Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1979 s6AE(2)(b)).
A common mix is 5% bioethanol to 95% petrol.
biofuel

Oil made from crops that is used as road fuel.
“Means biodiesel, bioethanoal, bioblend or
bioethanol blend” (Hydrocarbon Oil Duties (Marine
Voyages Reliefs) Regulations SI 1996 No 2536 reg 2).

biological asset

“A living animal or plant” (FRS 102 glossary). An idential
definition appears in International Accounting Standard
IAS 41 para 5.

biological transformation

“The processes of growth, degeneration, production and
procreation that cause qualitative or quantitative changes
in a biological asset” (IAS 41 para 5).

biomass

“Means vegetable and animal substances constituting the
biodegradable fraction of —
(a) products, wastes and residues from argiculture,
forestry and related activities, or
(b) industrial and municipal waste”.
(Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1979 s2AA(2)(c) and
s2AB(2)(b)).

biometric immigration document
Document which may be used in connection with people
entering the UK (UK Borders Act 2007 s5).
biometric information

“In relation to an individual means data about his external
characteristic, including, in particular, the features of an
iris or of any part of the eye” (Identity Cards Act 2006
s42(1)).

biometry

Study of biological data by means of statistical analysis.

BIOS

Basic Input/Output System.
This is the software built into the computer which
controls the keyboard, monitor, disk drives,
communications ports, and other functions. It works
independently from the computer’s operating system.

BIOT

British Indian Ocean Territory.
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BIP

Border Inspection Post, a control point at the place of
importation into the European Union (EU) where
Products of Animal Origin (POAO) and live animals are
subject to veterinary checks.

BIPRU

Prudential Source Book for Banks, Building Societies and
Investment Firms.

BIPRU 730 firm

In relation to banks, a business so defined by the Financial
Conduct Authority Handbook. The term is referred to in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s133F(5) as inserted by Finance
(No 2) Act 2015 s18.

biquadratic

In mathematics, number which is squared twice, that is
raised to the power of 4.

biquadratic equation

In mathematics, an equation where one of the numbers is
raised to the power of 4.

biquadratic root

In mathematics, the fourth root of a number. This is the
number which, when multiplied by itself four times, gives
the other number. The quadratic root of 16 is 2, as four 2s
multiplied together gives 16.

bird

For VAT, birds are standard-rated unless sold as food,
such as certain species of fowl. Bird food is standardrated unless sold for poultry or game birds (VAT notice
701/15).

bird dog

Colloquialism for a person who directs an operation. The
term originally referred to a person in a military
aeroplane who directed bombing. [This term has acquired
other slang meanings.]

bird food

For VAT, this is generally standard-rated as it is excepted
from the scope of zero-rated food by Value Added Tax
1994 Sch 8 Group 1 Excepted Item 6.
The exact scope of the standard rating is “packaged
foods... for birds other than poultry and game” (ibid).
Food for poultry and game is zero-rated under
Group 1.
Further guidance is given in VAT leaflet 701/15.
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bird net

Net containing peanuts or similar, hung up to feed wild
birds. They are standard-rated (VAT notice 701/15).

bird of prey

Endangered animal. The importation of the animal or its
products is generally prohibited under CITES convention.

BiRiLiG

The 1985 German law on accounting directives. It is an
abbreviation for “Bilanzrichtliniengesetz”.

Biro

Tradename for a ballpoint pen.
The word comes from its Hungarian inventor
Lászkló Biró (1899-1985). Although often used as a
generic name for ballpoint pens, it should be
remembered that this is a trade name.

birr

Currency of Ethiopia.
Gold coins for 400 or 600 birr may be regarded as
gold investment coins for VAT purposes (VAT notice
701/12A).

birth

Date on which a person is born. A birth must be
registered within 36 hours.
For all legal purposes, birth is a date and not a time.
So a person born one minute after midnight on 1 January
and a person born nearly 24 hours later at one minute to
midnight, both have a birthday of 1 January, and both are
regarded as having reached the same age when 1 January
arrives.
In employment, birth is also relevant for the
purposes of statutory maternity pay (SMP). A distinction
is made between expected birth and actual birth.
Expected birth is when the doctor or midwife expects the
baby to be born, and actual birth is when the baby is
born.

birth certificate

Certificate confirming the details of birth of a child.

birthday

Day when a person was born, and the anniversaries of
that date.
For legal purposes, a person’s birthday starts
immediately after midnight on the day, regardless of
when in the day a person was born.
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birth name

Name by which a person was known at birth, particularly
the maiden name of a married woman. The word is
sometimes seen as a manifestation of political
correctness.

birth rate

The number of live births per 1000 of the population. The
birth rate is also often called the 'crude birth rate'.

birth sex

Whether a person is born male or female.
A person retains that sex for life until they have a
gender reassignment, which is now recognised for all
legal purposes, including for tax.

BIS

(1) Department for Business, Innovation and Skills.
(2) Bank for International Settlements.

biscuit

For VAT, biscuits are generally zero-rated as food under
Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1 Excepted Item 2.
Chocolate biscuits are standard-rated (VAT notice
701/14).
Biscuits for cats and dogs are standard-rated (VAT
notice 701/15).
~
One of the salient characteristics of a biscuit is that it is eaten
in the hand, and in the case of a sweet biscuit, it is eaten on its
own. Marcantonia Foods Ltd. VTD 15486 [1997]

biscuit tin

For VAT, this is almost always regarded as part of the
supply of the biscuits.
This was the ruling in C&E v United Biscuits (UK) Ltd.
CS. [1992] STC 325 where the cost of the tin was 55% of
the cost of the biscuits and tin together. It was held that
the tin was incidental to the biscuits, and not the biscuit
to the tin. It was not relevant that customers would
probably keep and re-use the aluminium tin.
This decision was followed for biscuits supplied in a
ceramic jar that represented 70% of the cost. Paterson
Arran Ltd. [1996] VTD 15041.

bis dat qui cito dat

Latin: he gives twice who gives promptly. (Proverb by
Bacon)
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biserial

In statistics, the relationship between two variables which
have one variable that takes only two values.

BIS licence

Licence issued by the Department for Business,
Innovation and Skills for the import of a limited range of
goods, mostly military in nature.

bissextile

Referring to a leap year.

BIT

Business Impact Target.

bit

In computing, a binary digit. This is the basic unit of all
computing and telecommunications.
1000 bits are called a byte. This is then multiplied
up by various factors, so a thousand bytes are a kilobyte,
a million are a megabyte, and so on.

bitcoin

Form of anonymous electronic currency developed for
person-to-person transactions on the Internet. The
currency was created by Satoshi Nakamoto and first
became available on 3 January 2009.
The currency is downloaded to a wallet file. From
there it may be anonymously and irrevocably sent to
another website. The currency is untraceable. In this, it
mirrors ordinary cash in the form of bank notes and coins.
Bit coins are used for legitimate transactions where
anonymity and irrevocability are required, and also for
illegal transactions on the black web.

bit-length

Length of a bit, that is the size of a number as expressed
in binary notation.

bit rate

Speed at which a computer transmits bits, in other words,
the speed at which the computer works. This is expressed
as “bits per second” abbreviated to bps.

bivariate

In mathematics, based on two variables, such as in the
formula:
x + y = 12.

bivariate distribution

In statistics, a distribution of two random variables
plotted on a table as to frequency.
From this various statistical methods can be used, such
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as scatter diagram or correlation coefficient.

biweekly

Imprecise term which means either twice a week or every
two weeks. To avoid confusion, it is better to say twiceweekly or fortnightly.

biweekly mortgage loan

Mortgage in which a person pays half a month’s mortgage
payment every two weeks. This results in two extra
payments (26 fortnights as against 24 half-months) which
is equivalent to an 8.3% premium.

bizone

Currency or other property used in two zones, particularly
the common currency used in the British and American
zones of Germany after 1945.

B/L

Bill of Lading.

Blackacre

Fictitious piece of land widely used in legal texts. Its
existence is similar to the widget.

black beer

“Means beer of the description called or similar to black
beer, mum, spruce beer or Berlin white beer, and any
other preparation (whether fermented or not) of a similar
character (Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979 s4(1)). Black
beer is exempt from alcoholic liquor duty.

black book

In investment, any pre-planned defence to a takeover
bid.

black box

In tax, an arrangement that is legal but has no commercial
function other than the avoidance of tax.
The term appears to have been first used by the CBI
in 2012.

black box syndrome

In organisational mathematics, the general problems that
arise when using complex statistical and mathematical
models for valuation. An example is determining the
consequences of a situation on a set of interrelated
positions.

Black Country

Loosely defined area of English West Midlands, including
Birmingham and (sometimes) Wolverhampton and
Dudley.
The term comes from its extensive coal mining from
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1840.
black economy

That part of a nation’s trade which is unofficial. It is
usually also illegal as it is not declared for tax.

black dog

Old name for a counterfeit shilling.

black economy

That part of a nation’s trade which is unofficial. It is
usually also illegal as it is not declared for tax.

black fish

Black economy for fish caught in excess of allowed
quotas.

Black Friday

Various dates where bad things happened, particularly:
(1) 11 May 1866, when the bank Overend, Guerney & Co
suspended payments and caused a financial panic.
(2) 24 September 1869, when the government released
gold into the open market to bring down the price, and
ruined many speculators.
(3) 15 April 1921, for the trade unions when the General
Strike was cancelled.
The term was also once used to mean Good Friday.

black hole

Discovered shortage of funds, such as in a bank account
or pension fund.
The term has two literal meanings. The first is a
punishment cell in Calcutta where 123 of 146 British
prisoners died of suffocation. The second is a field in
outer space with such a strong gravitational pull that even
light cannot escape.
The term has also been used for a non-unionised
workplace.

blacking

Secondary industrial action in which a trade union not
involved in a dispute refuses to handle items as a means
of supporting a trade union that is involved in a dispute.
An example is postal workers refusing to deliver mail.
Such practices, once common, are now generally illegal.

blackjack

This game is specifically listed in Betting and Gaming
Duties Act 1981 s13(3) as coming within the scope of
gaming licence duty.
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black knight

Person or organisation that makes an unwelcome
takeover bid.

blackleg

Someone who continues working when the trade union
has called a strike or other industrial action. Also known
as a scab.
The origin of the term is unknown, though it is
believed to be first used in the USA in the 1930s.
The term has subsequently been used to describe
anyone who exercises a private decision in a way which
breaks a collective front.

black list

List of people, organisations or products that are banned
or restricted in some way. Many types of black list are
now illegal.

blackmail

Criminal offence committed “if, with a view to gain for
himself or another or with intent to cause loss to another,
he makes any unwarranted demand with menaces; and
for this purpose a demand with menaces is unwarranted
unless the person making it does so in the belief —
(a) that he has reasonable grounds for making the
demand; and
(b) that the use of menaces is a proper means of
reinforcing the demand”
(Theft Act 1968 s21).
The equivalent offence in Scotland is called
extortion.
From 30 November 1993, payment of blackmail is a
criminal payment and therefore not allowed as a tax
deduction under Corporation Tax Act 2009 s1304. This
disallowance applies even where there is no criminal
intent by the payer.
The matter is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at
BIM 43160.

black market

Trading in prohibited goods, or trading in a prohibited
manner (such as buying goods in excess of one’s ration
during a war).

Black Monday

Various dates that fell on a Monday where bad things
happened. The term has been used for:
(1) 8 February 1886, when a protest against
unemployment led to riots in Pall Mall, London.
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(2) 10 December 1894, when both banks of
Newfoundland ceased business, making the currency
worthless.
(3) 28 October 1929, one of the worst days of the Wall
Street Crash
(4) 19 October 1987, very large falls in stock markets
round the world.
(5) 21 January 2008, the largest fall in stock market prices
since 2001.
Black Move

Plan to relocate the entire government from London
during the second world war. It was not implemented.

Black Report

Report prepared by Sir Douglas Back in 1980 into health
inequalities in society, particularly the higher death rates
among poorer people. A similar conclusion was reached
in 1998 by the Acheson Report.

Black Rod

Official of the House of Lords with a similar role to the
Serjeant-at-Arms in the House of Commons.

Black-Scholes

Method for valuing options using a mathematical
formula. The method is complex. It involves constructing
a portfolio using delta hedging to create the same
cashflows as the option.

Black Thursday

Various dates when bad things happened, including
(1) 24 October 1929, the start of the Wall Street Crash.
(2) 24 August 1995, when the Moscow interbank credit
market collapsed.

Black Tuesday

The date 29 October 1929 which, with the day before,
were the worst days of the Wall Street Crash.

black web

Area of worldwide web for illegal activities, such as
buying banned products or engaging in illegal activities.
Access is usually by invitation only. Sites are designed to
make users unidentifiable and not to record visits on the
users’ computers. Any payments may be made using the
bitcoin.

Black Wednesday

The date 16 September 1992 when the government was
forced to withdraw the pound from the European
Exchange Rate Mechanism. Although said to be
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temporary, Britain never rejoined. Interest rates had
previously risen from 10% to 12% and then to 15% before
returning to 12%. The cost to the Treasury was estimated
at £3.4 billion.
BLAGAB

Basic life assurance and general annuity business.
The term is used in connection with taxation of
chargeable gains and allowable losses in the taxation of
life assurance companies (Income and Corporation Taxes
Act 1988 s432B(12)).
The term is also used in Taxation of Capital Gains
Act 1992 s210A.

blagging

Impersonating someone to obtain their financial and
other personal details.

Blair, Tony

Scottish-born Labour politician (1953- ) who was prime
minister from 2 May 1997 to 27 June 2007.

blanch

Method of testing the provenance of coins to pay tax in
the reign of Henry I. A quantity of silver coins was melted
down and the impurities skimmed off. If the weight was
light, the taxpayer had to provide further silver coins to
make it up.

blank

Description of a form which has not yet been used.

blank bill

Bill of exchange where the name of the payee is left
blank.

blank cheque

Signed but incomplete cheque which is passed for
someone else to complete. Such a cheque is valid
provided it is completed within a reasonable time and in
accordance with the authority given (Bills of Exchange Act
1882 s20).
It is possible to restrict a blank cheque, such as by
writing “not to exceed £200” on it and signing this.
A blank cheque is legally known as an inchoate
instrument.
A company or other body accountable to members
should not sign blank cheques as this represents a loss of
control.
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blank door

Recess in a building which simulates a door but provides
no access.

blanket election

An election which applies every time particular
circumstances arise, avoiding the need to make an
election on each occasion.
In particular, the term refers to an election a
partnership may make to treat the partnership as
continuing for income tax purposes when partners join or
leave.

blanket lien

American term for a lien on all a person’s property,
including personal effects.

blanket policy

Insurance policy which has one maximum sum payable
but does not specify individual maxima for items covered.
It is often used to insure a fleet of vehicles.

blank form

Form which indicates what details are required and
where they are to be written.

blank transfer

Transfer of shares or similar securities where the name of
the transferee has not been entered. Such a transfer
document may be required when shares are offered as a
security for a loan.

blank window

Feature of a building which looks like a bricked-up
window.

blasphemy

Before 8 July 2008, common law criminal offence of
making offensive comments about God, Jesus, the Bible
or the Church of England. The nature of the offence is to
offend people.
The last successful prosecution was Whitehouse v
Lemon [1977] against the editor of Gay News. That was
the first prosecution since 1921. The last prosecution in
Scotland was in 1843.

blasting powder

Substance included in the list of explosives for which
there are special Customs provisions (Explosives Act 1875
s3(1)).
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bleak house

Label given to the non-union segment of the economy.
The term comes from an unrelated novel by Charles
Dickens.

bleed to death

In finance, colloquialism for slowly becoming insolvent.

bleed white

Colloquialism referring to heavy extortion, from the
analogy of a body from which all blood has been drained.

blemishing the peace

Conduct which, though not a criminal offence in itself, can
justify a court to require a person to provide a surety for
good behaviour.

blend

Mix two items to make a product.

blende

Mineral, particularly zinc sulphide. The term comes from
the German word meaning to deceive, as the mineral
looks like galina.

blended funds

Mixed funds from different sources, particularly when
they derive from different provisions of a will. This can
create problems in determining the inheritance tax
liability.

blended rate

Single rate of tax that reflects the different rates of tax
that would otherwise apply.
The term is usually applied to VAT on vouchers
when they are taxable. Where the voucher can be
redeemed for goods where different VAT rates apply, the
tax can be determined by estimating how those vouchers
will be used to acquire goods subject to different rates.

blended workforce

In human resources, a workforce with an appropriate
balance of full-time employees, part-time employees,
temporary workers and independent contractors.

blending

Process of mixing two or more wines to make a saleable
alcoholic drink. Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979 is
charged in accordance with Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act
1979 s54(3A).

blending of liquors

Mixing two or more alcoholic liquors to make a saleable
alcoholic drink. The tax provisions for blending are
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contained in Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979 s66A.
Blériot, Louis

French aviator (1872-1936).
On 25 July 1909 he became the first person to fly
from France to Britain. Customs declared the aeroplane
to be a flying boat and subject to the same taxes and
controls.

bless

Religious act of declaring that an asset is for religious use.
In accounting, a blessed item is included as a fixed
asset, whereas a consecrated asset is usually excluded
from valuation.

blet

Natural internal decay in products such as fruit, leading to
a significant loss in value.

Bligh

Bligh’s Reports, law reports of the House of Lords from
1818 to 1821.

blight

Something which causes injury or loss to another.
In finance, the term means the loss of value of
property because of a proposed development such as a
nearby motorway or airport.
The word originally meant a disease which caused
plants to wither.

blight notice

Statutory notice under which an owner-occupier may be
able to require a public authority to buy land which has
lost value because of a proposed development, such as a
new motorway or airport nearby.

blighty

Military colloquialism for a serviceman’s home country
seen in affectionate terms.

blind

Unable to see. Such a person may claim blind person's
allowance.

blind ad

In human resources, a job advertisement that does not
identify the employer.

blind alley

Line of argument that can lead to no useful conclusion.

blindness

The law allows for a copy to be made of a copyright work
which is enlarged or otherwise adapated to make it
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useable by someone with poor sight.
One such copy may be made without requiring
permission or breaching copyright under Copyright,
Designs and Patents Act 1988 s31A, as inserted by
Copyright (Visually Impaired Persons) Act 2002 s1.
blind person’s allowance (BPA)
Additional allowance for income tax for a person who is
registered blind. It is an anomaly in the system as it
provides a measure of social security benefit in the
income tax system. Its provisions are contained in Income
Tax Act 2007 s38.
The allowance is indexed (ibid s57). It is a
requirement that the claimant is resident in the EEA (ibid
s56).
blind pig

Another name for a speakeasy.

blind spot

Term used in relation to purchase tax before 1951.
Many goods were subject to tax only above a
certain value. So if goods were subject to 33⅓% on values
above £30, goods costing £29 would be tax-free but
goods costing £30 would have a tax-inclusive price of £40.
The blind spot was abolished by the D-system.

blind test

Experiment conducted by someone who does not know
the details of the study and so is free of any possible bias.

blind tiger

Another name for a speakeasy.

blind trust

Trust administered for an individual on the terms that the
individual does not know what the trust is doing.
A blind trust is often set up for individuals when
they are elected or appointed to political or public office.
By not knowing in what businesses the blind trust has
invested, allegations of favour to those businesses are
avoided.

blitz

In business, a concerted effort to deal with a large
amount of work, particularly where this has been put off
repeatedly.
The term originally means sustained bombing from
the air, as Germany inflicted on Britain in the second
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world war.
bloatware

Computer programs which use too much memory.

bloc

Combination of countries, people or organisations for a
common purpose.

blocked account

Account which cannot be used because of a restriction
imposed either by a court or by a law.

blocked currency

Currency whose use is controlled by the government,
usually restricting its use to within the country.
This is often done by countries with a poor
economy as a means of hiding the low value of the
currency. A blocked currency often has an official
exchange rate which is much higher than is otherwise
justified.
Currency which is not blocked is known as
convertible currency.

blocked earnings

Tax term for earnings which cannot be received because
of restrictions imposed by a foreign government.
An election may be made for such earnings not to
be taxed under Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 s36.

blocked funds

Money held in a blocked account.

blocked input tax

Input tax that is always non-deductible, such as that on
business entertainment and some cars.

blocked website

Website that a user has prevented from accessing his or
her computer by using a filter.

block exemption

Exemption that may be granted under European law for
certain types of agreement that would otherwise be
regarded as anti-competitive.

block grant

Old term for the sum which central government provided
to a local authority. It is now known as formula grant.

block graph

Pictorial representation of different events. It is like a bar
chart but with the bars running horizontally rather then
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vertically.
block of leave

For statutory residence test, a concept to determine
whether a non-working day is regarded as part of a period
of leave for the purposes of third automatic overseas
residence test.

block order exposure system (BLOX)
UK stock market system for making quotes on large
numbers of shares and other securities.
block positioner

Broker or dealer who acts as the other party in a sale for a
large number of shares or other securities.

block trade

Buying or selling a large number of shares or other
securities in a single transaction.

block trading

Trading in large numbers of shares or other securities.

block transfer

In pensions, the single transfer of all sums and rights from
one pension scheme to another in respect of a group of
members. This often happens when a business is taken
over.
The transfer is from a transferring scheme to a
receiving scheme.
The main conditions permitting a block transfer are:
• every member transferred must have been a
member for at least 12 months;
• if the receiving scheme is a personal pension
scheme, the membership period excludes any period
where the benefits paid into the transferring scheme
were only contracted-out rights;
• all the sums must be transferred from one
transferring scheme to one receiving scheme;
• the transfer must be made under a single
agreement, but need not be transferred on the same day.

block volume

Total volume of block trades for a stated period.

block vote

System where one person is allowed to cast a large
number of votes on behalf of other people, such as when
trade unions cast votes at their conferences based on the
size of their membership.
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blodwyte

Fine or compensation for shedding blood. Historically this
was paid to the lord of the manor who passed some to
the injured person or their relatives.

blog

Personal record which someone puts on the Internet for
others to read. It is a contraction of “web log”.

blood

In law, a personal relationship which derives from
ancestry and descendancy rather than from marriage or
adoption.

blood-horse

Horse of the purest breed, and therefore particularly
valuable.

blood money

(1) Money paid by a killer to his victim’s next of kin.
(2) Money paid to an informant to convict a person of a
capital offence. Judas Iscariot was given blood money for
betraying Jesus.

blood relation

Person to whom one is related by blood, rather than by
marriage.

bloodstock

Collective term for valuable horses kept for breeding.

blood test

Test on a person’s blood, usually to establish any illness.
Before advances in DNA, a blood test was
sometimes used in paternity cases. A blood test could
prove that a man was not the father but could not
establish whether he was.

bloodbath

Boxing slang for an unequal split where the manager
receives a much larger share of the money than the
boxer.

bloodstock

Collective term for valuable horses kept for breeding.

blood test

Analysis of blood, such as to determine whether a person
has consumed alcohol. It can also be used to establish
that a man could not be the father of a child, though DNA
testing is now more commonly used.

bloody code

Criminal law of the 18th century which had a long list of
capital offences, such as stealing anything from a person.
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Bloody Sunday

(1) 13 November 1887 when two socialist demonstrators
died in a police baton charge in Trafalgar Square, London.
(2) 22 January 1905 when hundreds of unarmed peasants
were mown door in St Petersburg, Russia, when
petitioning the Tsar.
(3) 21 November 1920 when 14 British intelligence agents
were shot by Sinn Fein in Dublin.
(4) 30 January 1972 when 13 Catholics were shot by
British troops while demonstrating in Londonderry,
Northern Ireland.

Bloomberg

American financial information service.

blot

Drop of ink which dries on a paper, leaving an ugly stain
and which may obliterate writing. This has become less
common with modern writing implements.
In bookkeeping, any figure concealed by a blot must
be written again, indicating where it refers. If a large
amount of information is concealed by blots, the text
should be written again, clearly indicating this. In all
cases, the original text should be left legible, and there
must be no doubt as to which entries are to be regarded
as original.
More generally, the term refers to any impediment
such as a defect in character or unfortunate incident.

blot on title

In law, a defect in title.

blow off

Colloquialism for the rapid increase in selling that can
happen when a share or other security reaches a high
value.

blowout

American term for a rapid sale of a new stock issue.

BLS

Bureau of Labor Statistics.

blue badge

Indication for cars indicating that it is carrying a disabled
person who is entitled to use special facilities such as
reserved parking bays, and to avoid some charges for
improper parking. There are some variations in its use in
the UK.
Under an EU resolution of 1997, all EU states accept
each other’s blue badges. They are also accepted in the
USA, Canada, Australia and some other countries.
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Blue badges replace the original orange badges
issued under Chronically Sick And Disabled Persons Act
1970. A badge is valid for three years, and must then be
renewed.
The badge relates to the disabled person, not to a
vehicle. This means that the badge may be displayed in
any car being used by or for that disabled person.
In England and Wales, the badge is provided in a
holder that includes a cardboard device imitating a clock
face. This is set to indicate when the car was parked.
The presence of such a badge helps to determine
that the car is for a person with disability. This attracts
certain tax benefits.
Blue Blanket

Banner of Edinburgh craftsman.

Blue Book

(1) In the UK, annual government publication detailing
national statistics relating to the economy.
(2) In USA, a document prepared for the Federal Reserve
that reviews monetary policy.

blue button

Name once used for a trainee market-maker. He is
allowed to collect prices but not to transact bargains.

blue channel

Customs term for the exit at ports and airports to be used
by travellers from the European Union who are carrying
no banned or restricted goods.

blue chip

Term denoting a large, safe and respected company. Such
a company is usually regarded as safe and reliable. The
term comes from the colour of chips used in a casino.

blue chip out

Where a company does not seek a stock market
quotation of its own, but is bought out by a blue chip
company.

Blue Ensign

Flag of blue with the union jack in one quarter which is
flown by the Naval Reserve and mechant vessels.

blue gas

A form of wood gas.

blue list

Daily list of municipal bonds and their ratings, produced
in the USA by Standard and Poor’s.
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blue meanies

Slang for police or other bodies who are seen to clamp
down on enjoyment.
The term enjoyed a brief popularity from the
characters in The Beatles’ cartoon film Yellow Submarine
released in 1968.

Blue Monday

Date regarded as the most depressing day of the year. It
is usually the third or fourth Monday of January. The term
was coined for marketing purposes by Sky Travel, and has
gained some currency. The term has been used in
literature and as the title for several popular songs.

blue month

Month in which trading in a derivative is at its greatest.

blue pencil provision

Provision that a clause in a legal document remains valid
if it still makes sense when unenforceable provisions have
been deleted, such as by a blue pencil.

blue return system

Tax system used in Japan and some other Asian countries,
whereby taxpayers who follow standardised accounting
procedures may file their tax returns on a simple blue
form. This often also attracts tax privileges.

blue sky laws

American state laws which protect investors from
fraudulent traders.

Blunkett, David

English-born Labour politician (1948- ) who was Secretary
of State for Work and Pensions from 6 May 2005 to 2
November 2005. He has held other government and
shadow posts. He is believed to be the country’s first
blind minister.

BMD

ISO code for Bermuda dollar.

BME

Black and minority ethnic (police term)

bn

Usual abbreviation for billion.

BND

ISO code for Brunei Darussalam dollar.

B notice

Notice issued by HMRC on 14 December 2014 which
includes some transitional provisions before changes in
gambling tax before 1 December 2014.
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board

(1) Provision of food with accommodation.
(2) Collective noun for directors, trustees or other group
responsibility for running an organisation.

board and lodging

Provision of meals and sleeping accommodation. The tax
treatment for employees is explained in the inspectors’
manual at EIM01020,
If an employee is provided with “self-contained
living space”, a tax charge will probably arise under
Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s97, unless
within an exemption. Otherwise s97 does not apply to
board and lodging.

boarding powers

Powers of HMRC officers to board an aeroplane or vessel
in connection with customs duties. These are set out in
Customs and Excise Management Act 1979 s27.

board meeting

Meeting of the directors of a company.

Board of Customs and Excise

Controlling authority for Customs and Excise until merged
with Inland Revenue in 2005. The original Commissioners
of Customs were created in 1671 by Charles II.

board of directors

The group of people responsible for running a company.
In the USA, the term is also used to mean a group of
people elected by shareholders to appoint the company
president and other executives.

Board of Green Cloth

Body which controlled royal finances until 1782.

Board of HMRC

Board of HM Revenue and Customs, the body formed in
2005 which controls the UK taxing authorities.

Board of Inland Revenue

Body that controlled the authority for dealing with direct
taxes. In 2005, it was merged with Customs and Excise to
form the Board of HMRC.

Board of Trade

Body first formed in 1889 to regulate matters relating to
trade and foreign plantations. This became a function of
the Department of Trade, later the Department of Trade
and Industry, and now Department for Business
Enterprise and Regulatory Reform.
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board order

Order to a stockbroker to buy or sell at a particular price.

board wages

Wages paid to servants which included money for them
to buy their own food which was not provided by the
master.

boat

In gambling, colloquialism for a full house.

BOB

ISO code for Bolivia boliviano.

bob

Slang for a shilling, used from around 1800 to the coin’s
replacement in 1971.

bobby

Old name for a policeman, from its founder Sir Robert
Peel.

BOBL

Bundesobligationen. German government bonds that
have a life of between two and six years. The abbreviation
is pronounced “bobbles”.

bodies with aims that are in the public domain
Term used in VAT leaflet 701/5 for public interest bodies.
bodily functions

For the purpose of disability living allowance, this
includes washing, dressing and going to the toilet. A
person who has difficulty with such functions may be
entitled to the care component of this allowance.

body corporate

Any formally constituted single group of people with a
common purpose.
“In the Companies Acts —
“body corporate” and “corporation” include a
body incorporated outside the tje United Kingdom, but do
not include —
(a) a corporation sole, or
(b) a partnership that, whether or not a legal
person, is not regarded as a body corporate under the law
by which it is governed”
(Companies Act 2006 s1173(1)).

body language

Range of mannerisms and physical expressions which
indicate what a person is really thinking.
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body of deed

Operative part of a deed, as against the recitals.

body of persons

Term used in Taxes Management Act 1970 s71. It broadly
means that a group of two or more people are taxed on a
similar basis to a single person.
The term is defined in ibid s118(1) as “any body
politic, corporate or collegiate, and any company,
fraternity, fellowship and society, whether corporate or
not corporate”.

body parts

Parts of a live or dead human body. Commercial dealing
with such parts in Scotland is an offence under Human
Tissue (Scotland) Act 2006 s20.

body politic

Nation considered in terms of a public corporation.

body servant

Personal servant, literally one who looks after the body of
the master.

bodyshopping

Providing services to a client “by employees of service
providers, being small, medium or large companies who
employ staff whom they second to clients”.
This definition was given in the judgment of Burton
J in the case CIR v Professional Contractors Group [2001]
regarding an IR35 issue.

bodywork

Colloquialism where the physical appearance and sex of a
worker are important, such as in acting.

boe

Barrels of oil equivalent

BoE

Bank of England.

Boesky, Ivan

American arbitrageur who coined the phrase “greed is
good”. He was found guilty of insider dealing. Even after
plea bargaining and giving evidence against many friends,
he was sentenced to 3½ years imprisonment and a $100
million fine.

boffin

Colloquialism for a clever researcher.
The term was first used by the RAF for their
research scientists in the second world war. They took the
term from Mr Boffin, a character in Our Mutual Friend by
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Charles Dickens.
BOGOF

Unfortunate abbreviation for buy one get one free.

Bohemian

Free-living without concern for material comforts or
security. The term comes from Bohemia, now in the
Czech Republic, whose inhabitants were believed to live
like that.

bohunk

Unskilled labourer. The term comes from Bohemia.

boiler

In relation to leases of plant and machinery installed in
buildings, a boiler for a space or water heating system is
specifically included in the scope of a fixture (Capital
Allowances Act 2001 s70YI(1)).

boilerplate

The standard terms which apply to all contracts or other
forms of agreement.
In accountancy, it particularly refers to the practice
of using a general description for an accounting practice
rather than describing what has happened. Such
descriptions do not always accurately describe the
practice. The Financial Reporting Review Panel criticised
this practice in 2007.

boiler room

High pressure selling techniques, particularly to persuade
individual investors to buy shares of doubtful value. The
term is believed to have originated in The Netherlands in
1986.

Bolam standard

Legal principle that a professional doctor is not negligent
if he or she acts “in accordance with a practice accepted
as proper by a responsible body of medical men skilled in
that particular art” (McNair J in the case Bolam v Friern
HMC [1957] 2 All ER 118).
The case concerned a man who suffered physical
injuries from flailing during electroconvulsive therapy.
These injuries could have been avoided if he had been
given muscle relaxants and had been restrained. The
judge and jury (which then heard tortious claims) found
for the hospital.
Although this case related to a doctor, it sets out
useful guidance for negligence claims against all
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professional people.
bold figure

Figure set in bold type in annual report to draw attention.
Type which is neither bold nor italic is called roman.
In published accounts, the current year’s figures are
often given in bold type.

bolivar fuerto

Currency of Venezuela.

Bolivia

South American state. Its currency is the boliviano of 100
centavos. The UK has a double taxation convention of
1994.

boliviano

Unit of currency in Bolivia.

bollinger bands

Method of technical analysis for detecting price changes
in shares and other securities. They were invented in the
early 1980s by John Bollinger, an American financial
analyst born in 1950.
The method plots standard deviation of the moving
average of a price to give a figure for volatility. A long
period of low volatility means the bands are close
together, which indicates that the price is about to break
out from its established pattern.

bolsa

Spanish, Portuguese or South American stock exchange.

bomb

As a colloquial term, the word has two opposite
meanings. It means either a success — it went like a
bomb, or a failure — it bombed. The latter use is of
American origin.

Bombay Stock Exchange

Main stock exchange of India.

bona fide

Latin: in good faith.
Many transactions and actions must be done in
good faith to be lawful.

bona fide occupational qualification (BFOQ)
American term for genuine occupational qualification,
namely when the occupation requires a particular type of
worker for whom such requirement would otherwise
comprise unlawful discrimination.
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bona gestura

Latin: good behaviour.

Bonaire

One of the islands of what was known as the Netherlands
Antilles.

bona mobilia

Latin: moveable goods.

bonanza

Source of great wealth.

bona peritura

Latin: perishable goods.

Bonar Law, Andrew

English politician (1858-1923) who was Chancellor of the
Exchequer from 10 December 1916 to 10 January 1919
under the coalition government of David Lloyd George.
He advocated tariff reform.
He was prime minister from 23 October 1922 to 22
May 1923.

bona vacantia

Latin: unclaimed goods.
Such goods belong to the Crown, the Duchy of
Lancaster or the Duke of Cornwall depending on where
they are located.
When a company is struck off the register at
Companies House, all its property and rights are bona
vacantia (Companies Act 2006 s1012). In the autumn of
2011, the Treasury Solicitor said he would not seek to
recover any distribution of assets of a stuck off company.
Previously he would only seek to recover assets of more
than £4,000.

bond

Any security which has the nature of an IOU. It is usually
an agreement whereby a sum is repaid to an investor,
with interest, over a period of time.
Companies may issue bonds as part of their debt
equity. A business may issue a bond when goods are
deposited in an excise warehouse.
The government issues bonds in the form of gilts.
“A certificate of debt issued by a government or
corporation in order to raise money - a bond is essentially
an IOU. A bond states when a loan must be repaid and
what interest the borrower (issuer) must pay to the
holder. In the UK, government bonds are called ‘gilts’. In
the US they are called ‘Treasury securities’.” (HM
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Treasury glossary).
bond anticipation note

Short-term interest-bearing security issued for short-term
financing just before a large bond issue.

bond basis

Method for calculating accrued interest on bonds.

bond broker

Broker who specialises in trading in government bonds.

bond conversion

Exercising the right to exchange from one bond to
another, usually on different terms.

bond covenant

Term in the contract for the issue of a bond which
restricts the conduct of the issuer.

bond creditor

Creditor whose debt is secured by a bond.

bond discount

Difference between the face value of a bond and the
lower price at which it is issued.

bonded goods

Goods in a bonded warehouse.

bonded warehouse

A place approved by HM Revenue & Customs for the
deposit, keeping and securing of goods liable to excise
duty, without payment of that duty. This term is often
applied to a Customs Warehouse: incorrectly, since no
bond is usually required for these.

bonded warehouse

Warehouse where goods are stored until taxes are paid.

bond finance

The name sometimes given to loan finance (more
commonly in the USA).

bond future

Contract to buy or sell a specific bond at a future date for
an agreed price.

bondholder

Person who owns government bonds.

Bond House decision

Ruling of the European Court of Justice in a case of 2006.
It held that an innocent party to a missing trader
fraud may claim back the VAT input tax.
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bond interest yield

Return on a gilt or other bond that aims to show its return
as a percentage of either its nominal or current price.

bondised

Description of an insurance fund which is linked to a unit
trust.

bond market

Place where government and municipal bonds are traded.

bond mutual fund

Mutual fund that invests in bonds.

bond of caution

In Scots law, “where the court appoints a party or other
person to find caution (a sum of money as security), this
may be done by depositing cash, or by arranging a bond
with an insurance company. It ensures that money is
available in the event that the security is required. Note
‘caution’ is pronounced to rhyme with station” (Judiciary
of Scotland website glossary).

bond paper

Heavy paper, typically of at least 100gm, which is often
used for letters or where quality or durability is desired.
Ordinary copy paper is typically 80 gm.

bond premium

Difference between the face value of a bond and the
higher price at which it is issued.

bond rating

Credit rating for a bond, usually as determined by a
recognised ratings agency. The rating depends on how
likely it is considered that the bond issuer will default.

bond risk

Risk associated with holding bonds as an investment. The
two commonest risks are interest-rate risk and credit risk.
The former arises if interest rates change, and the latter if
the rating of the bond deteriorates.

bond swap

Simultaneous sale of one bond and purchase of another.

bondwashing

The practice of selling a bond cum div so that the
dividend is treated as part of the capital gain and not
income, and is therefore taxed more favourably.
Tax law changed from 27 February 1986 to make
this practice ineffective.
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bond yield

Income produced by a bond, expressed as a percentage
of the price paid for the bond.

bon marché

French: bargain, cheapness.

bonne chance

French: good luck.

bonne compagnie

French: good company.

bonne grace

French: good grace

bonnet

Old slang term for a person who distracts the attention of
others in a game or auction for the advantage of a
colleague. The term comes from the old expression
“bonneting” which means to cover someone’s eyes.

bonnet-piece

Gold coin of James V of Scotland where the king appears
to be wearing a bonnet.

Bons à taux annuel nomalisés (BTAN)
A French coupon-bearing, fixed rate government bond,
usually issued with a maturity period of five years.
bonus

Additional payment or benefit in some form, particularly
(1) to staff. It may be contractual or discretionary.
Although a bonus can be in kind, the term usually means
a payment in money. Such bonuses are subject to tax and
national insurance as gross pay.
(2) Amount added to a with profits policy or similar.
Typically such a bonus, once added, cannot be removed.

bonus dividend

Dividend paid to shareholders above those expected.
Such a dividend often arises on a takeover.

bonus issue

An issue of shares to existing shareholders for no
payment. Such an issue is usually in proportion to the
holder’s existing holding.
A bonus issue is usually for one of two reasons:
• to capitalise some retained profit; or
• to reduce the nominal value of the shares to
a smaller size, making them easier to trade.
Typically the former reason tends to be of a small
size, such as one bonus share for every five already held.
The latter reason tends to be of a much larger size, such
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as fiver shares for every one held.
A bonus issue does not increase the value of the
company nor does it increase the value of a shareholder’s
holding.
A bonus issue is sometimes called a scrip issue, or
(if for the former reason) a capitalisation issue.
bonus share

Share issued in a bonus issue.

bonus shares

“Shares which are issued otherwise than for payment
(whether in cash or otherwise)” (Income Tax Act 2007
s151(1); Corporation Tax Act 2010 s90(1)).
For community interest tax relief, the expression
“means shares which are issued other than for payment
(whether in cash or otherwise)” (Corporation Tax Act
2010 s209(1)).

booby prize

Award given to a person who comes last in a competition.
It is often humorous.

boodle

Slang term for money. The term originates from The Saint
books by L Charteris.

book

Value added tax
Bound collection of pages. They are commonly divided
into exercise books for the customer to write in, and text
books for the customer to read.
For VAT purposes, exercise books are standardrated as stationery. Text books are zero-rated under
Group 3 of the zero-rating schedule.
Instruction books supplied with equipment are
usually regarded as part of the supply of the equipment.
Further details are given in VAT notice 701/10.
In my judgment, the English word 'book', although it
always refers to an object whose necessary minimum
characteristics are that it has a significant number of leaves,
now usually of paper, held together front and back by covers
usually more substantial than the leaves, is a word with a
variety of possible more particular meanings.
For any particular use of the word, its particular meaning will
be derived from the circumstances in which it is used. For
instance, if a barrister in the clerks' room of his chambers
points to a blank counsel's notebook and says to his clerk
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'please hand me that book', he would not expect the answer
'that is not a book'. (Mr Tallon surprisingly 5 submitted that a
counsel's notebook might not be a book because it was
perforated—a point which he also made in relation to a
cheque book.)
On the other hand if the same counsel, having a substantial
collection of law reports and legal textbooks in his room, asked
the same clerk to count all the 10 books in his room, he would
not expect the clerk to include blank counsel's notebooks in
the count.
If a testator uses the word 'books', the word obviously has to
be understood in the context of the objects which the testator
in fact has to bequeath. In the first instance, the only
circumstance here is that the words 'books' and 'booklets' are
used in the Schedule to a statute. They are accordingly
relevantly devoid of context.
Devoid of context, in my judgment the ordinary meaning of the
word 'book' is limited to objects having the minimum
characteristics of a book which are to be read or looked at.
(The same applies to 'booklet', which I think is a thin book
perhaps with a rather flimsy cover. I am not sure about the
Shorter Oxford English Dictionary definition of booklet as 'a tiny
book', since I would not myself call a tiny book with many
pages a booklet.)
If you ask of a particular object 'is this a book?', you
immediately provide a context, which the words in the statute
lack. You will get an answer 25 which is affected by the
context. If you ask instead what I regard as the right question
here, ie 'what is the ordinary meaning of the word “book”?',
you should get an answer which accords with the ordinary
meaning to which I have referred.
As Mr Richards submitted (although he accepted that these
diaries and address books might be books or booklets within
one possible meaning of those words), people generally think
of books as things to be read rather than as blank pages bound
together.
A filled-in diary of historical or literary interest may be a book
because it is retained to be read or looked at. But a blank diary
is not a book in the ordinary sense of the word. Likewise a
blank address book is not in the ordinary sense a book and it
does not become one simply because its name includes the
word 'book'. A cheque book is plainly not a book nor, in my
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view, is it a booklet in the ordinary sense of that word.
The fact that in some contexts you would say of a blank diary
that it is a book within one possible meaning of that word does
not mean that it is a book within the ordinary meaning of the
word. There is in my view no reason for reading the words
'books' and 'booklets' in item 1 of Group 3 of Sch 5 to the 1983
Act in a more extended meaning than their ordinary meanings.
May J in Customs and Excise Commissioners v Colour Offset Ltd
[1995] STC 85 (QB).

book

~
Other meanings
(1) Record of accounts, commonly used in the plural.
(2) Term used by foreign exchange dealers to represent
their total exposure to the market. The reduction of the
book is known as book-squaring.
(3) In gambling, a book is a collection of odds at which
bets are accepted.

bookbuilding

Process of advisers determining the demand for an issue
of shares, such as how many shares investors will take
and at what price. This helps determine the shares’ offer
price.
Typically the process starts several months before
the issue, with greater activity in the week or two before.

booking fee

Any fee which is payable in advance for the provision of a
service, such as to secure a theatre seat or hotel room.
For VAT, this is a supply of a service, even if the customer
does not take up the theatre seat or hotel room (VAT
notice 700). It is not regarded as a cancellation fee.
In finance, it usually refers to a charge for either
sourcing the funds or reserving them for a fixed mortgage
or a capped mortgage.

booking the basis

For securities, forward pricing sales arrangement where
the cash price is determined (by either the buyer or
seller) according to a previously agreed basis.

bookkeeping

General
Keeping financial records.
[Bookkeeping, bookkeeper and bookkeepers are the only
English words to have three consecutive double letters.]
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VAT flat rate scheme
Under the VAT flat rate scheme, the appropriate
percentage is:
From
4 January 2011
1 January 2010
1 December 2008
1 January 2004

Percentage
14.5%
13%
11.5%
13%

bookkeeping barter

Financial record where two businesses or people trade by
exchanging goods in a barter transaction.
The bookkeeping requirement is to make two
journal entries, one for the purchase and one for the sale,
so that the transaction is properly recorded.

bookkeeping transaction

Any financial transaction which requires entries in the
business’s financial records but which does not affect the
value of the business. Examples include reallocation of
expenses and issues of bonus shares.

bookmaker

Person whose trade is to accept bets.
It was held that such a person was engaged in a
taxable vocation in Partridge v Mallandaine [1886] 2 TC
179.

book of account

Any book, or computer equivalent, which records
financial transactions. One which is part of the doubleentry bookkeeping system is known as a book of prime
entry.

book of original entry

Another name for a book of prime entry.

book of prime entry

Book or equivalent in which all financial transactions are
first recorded. Typical books of prime entry are the cash
book, petty cash book, wages book, sales day book,
purchases day book and journal.
The totals from the books of prime entry are
entered into the nominal ledger from which the trial
balance is prepared.
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book sales

Sales as recorded in the business’s financial records.

books of council and session

In Scots law, “a popular title for the register of deeds and
probative writs in which, according to the directions they
contain, deeds etc, may be registered for preservation or
preservation and execution” (Judiciary of Scotland
website glossary).

book-squaring

Process by which a foreign exchange dealer reduces his
book, that is his exposure to the market.

book to bill ratio

Ratio of orders taken in a period divided by invoices
issued in the period. This ratio is widely used in particular
businesses such as for semiconductors. The measure
indicates whether demand is rising or falling.

book value

Value of an asset as recorded in the business’s financial
records.
The value of a fixed asset after depreciation is
known as the net book value.
For animals compulsorily slaughtered, the term is
given a specific meaning in Income Tax (Trading and
Other Income) Act 2005 s225ZC.

book value per share (BVPS)

Company’s net assets divided by the number of its shares.

book with CD

For VAT purposes, a book with a CD is treated as two
separate supplies with the book zero-rated and the CD
standard-rated.
There is an exception if either the book or the CD is
merely a promotional item for the other. This is an area
where care and professional advice is needed.

Boolean algebra

Branch of mathematics for establishing truth of multiple
statements.
At its simplest, letters such as x, y and z are used to
denote statements which may be true and equal to 1, or
may be untrue and equal to 0. Addition denotes “or”, and
multiplication denotes “and”. On this basis, the normal
rules of algebra apply.
For example:
x = pigs have four legs
y = pigs can fly.
Using Boolean algebra, these statements have
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values:
x = 1 (true)
y = 0 (untrue)
Following the normal rules of algebra, we can
conclude that:
x+y=1
which means it is true that either pigs have four legs or
they can fly; and
xy = 0
which means that it is not true that pigs both have four
legs and can fly.
Boolean algebra can be extended to more
sophisticated applications.
Boolean logic

Means of expressing functions using similar expressions
to Boolean algebra. In particular, it uses the three
operations “and”, “or” and “not”.
Such expressions are often used in search engines
for websites. For example “pig +legs” will find all
references to pig and legs, while “pig –guinea” will find
references to pig but not to guinea pig.

boom

Generally this imprecise term applies when there is
sustained growth in both prices and activity.

boom and bust

Period of sustained growth and increasing prosperity
interrupted by recession.
The term has been widely and pejoratively used
about the Conservative government’s period between
1979 and 1997 when there was sustained growth
interrupted by two recessions, in the early 1980s and
early 1990s.

boondoggling

American slang for pointless spending, particularly by the
government.
The term is believed to come from the Scottish
word “boondoggle” which means a marble awarded to
someone who has done nothing to deserve it.

booster cushion

In relation to the reduced rate of VAT for child safety
seats, “means a cushion designed —
(a) to be sat on by a child in a road vehicle, and
(b) so that a child seated on it can be restrained by a
seat belt fitted in the vehicle”
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(Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 7A Group 5 para 5).
booster seat

In relation to the reduced rate of VAT for child safety
seats, “means a seat designed —
(a) to be sat in by a child in a road vehicle, and
(b) so that, when in use in a road vehicle, it and the
child can be restrained by a seat belt fitted in the vehicle”
(Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 7A Group 5 para 4).

bootleg

Illegal manufacture.
The term particular applies to:
• alcoholic liquor on which duty has not been
paid; and
• copies of books, art, film, music etc on which
copyright fees have not been paid.
The term originally referred to illicit selling of liquor
which was often transported in long boots.

bootless

Lacking in profit.

bootless errand

Unprofitable or futile task.

bootlicker

Colloquialism for a person who blatantly curries favour
from others.

boot money

Informal fee paid to a footballer who makes a guest
appearance for a team of which he is not a paid member.
Such payments are taxable income.
The term comes the fact that such money was
originally paid by being left in the player’s boots.

boot strap

(1) A cash offer for a controlling interest followed by a
lower offer for the rest of the shares in a target company.
(2) In computing, a programme which loads the system or
boots up the computer.

boot strap business

Colloquialism for a company started with a small amount
of capital.

booty

Strictly, military arms and stores captured on land. Booty
belongs to the Crown.
The term is used colloquially in a wider sense to
mean anything acquired other than as expected.
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booty of war

Alternative form of booty.

BOP

Balance of payments.

bordar

Villein of the lowest rank who did menial work in return
for being provided with a cottage.

border

(1) In computing, a line drawn all the way round a
window. By clicking and dragging on this border, the
window can be resized.
(2) Edge of a piece of land, such as between neighbours
or countries.

Border Agency

UK Border Agency (UKBA).

Border Force Complaints

Contact for complaints about Customs officers: Border
Force Complaints, Priory Court, St John’s Road, Dover,
Kent CT17 9SH, telephone 01304 664 511, or website
www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk/contact/makingacomplaint.
General guidance about Customs procedures is
given in Customs notice 1. Details of the appeals
procedure are given in notice 12A.

border tax adjustment

Allowing a country to alter the amount of indirect tax
charged on imported goods to a rate similar to domestic
goods.
GATT rules generally allow such adjustments, but
not in relation to direct taxes.

borehole

Deep hole in the earth to look for water or oil or other
mineral.

borne

Carried. It is one of the two past participles of “to bear”.
The other, born, is restricted to birth.
In tax, it refers to the total amount payable,
including any amounts that have already been paid or
have been regarded as paid.
So a higher rate taxpayer who receives a dividend of
£90 is regarded as having received £100 on which tax has
been borne of £10 (even though no-one has actually paid
this). He or she is liable to tax at £32.50. This is the tax
borne of which £22.50 is the tax payable.
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borough

Political division of a district for purposes of local
government.
Before 1974, a borough was a council with a royal
charter.

borough court

Court which existed before 1974 to hear local disputes.

borough English

Before 1925, a customary form of descent whereby the
youngest son inherited in preference to any older
brother.

borough-monger

Someone who buys and sells the patronage of boroughs.

borough-reeve

Chief municipal officer of boroughs before 1835.

borrow

Have the use of someone’s money or other property for a
period.
If a charge is made for borrowing, it is called hiring.
If money is lent, it is common to charge interest.

borrow back

“Feature of a regulated mortgage contract under which a
customer has the ability to re-borrow monies paid by
him” (FCA handbook).

borrowed days

Old term for the last three days of March, which were
said to be borrowed from April.

borrowed reserves

American term for loans made to US banks by the Federal
Reserve to allow banks to keep reserves at acceptable
levels. This is usually required when lending by the bank is
too high.

borrowed time

Time beyond that which was allowed or expected, such as
time after a deadline where action may still be taken or
where a person is still alive after being expected to die.

borrower

Person who has borrowed money.

borrowing

The amount of money a person or business has
borrowed.
Borrowing which is due to be repaid within the year
is treated as a current liability. Borrowing which is due to
be repaid in more than a year’s time is a long-term
liability.
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In terms of pension funds, the word is given a
specific meaning in Finance Act 2004 s163.
borrowing costs

Charges made to someone in respective of lending them
money. This usually comprises interest calculated
according to the amount borrowed and the period. It may
also include a fee.
For accounting standards, “interest and other costs
incurred by an entity in connection with the borrowing of
funds” (FRS 102 glossary).
For International Accounting Standards, “interest
and other costs that an entity incurs in connection with
the borrowing of funds” (IAS 23 para 5).

borrowing days

Last three days of March, from the old untrue idea that
these days were taken from April.

borrowing power

The amount of money a person or business may borrow.

borrowings

Account in the financial records which records all money
borrowed.

Börse

German stock exchange.

Borstal

Place in which delinquent children were kept who were
too young for prison. The first was founded in 1902 in the
village of Borstal in Kent. In 1982, Borstals were replaced
by custody centres.

boscage

Thick woodland.

Bosher

Leading case in which a tribunal cancelled automatically
generated penalties that were manifestly
disproportionate but the upper tier tribunal reinstated
them. The full citation is HMRC v Bosher [2014] STC 617.
The unfortunate Andrew Bosher failed to make 18
monthly construction industry scheme returns. He was
charged a series of penalties that totalled £64,000 for late
returns of £6,000 tax. HMRC reduced this to £54,000 and
then £14,600. The tribunal reduced it to £6,287. In 2013
HMRC successfully appealed to the upper tier tribunal
that the first tier tribunal had no authority to cancel these
penalties, and they were anyway proportionate. The
appeal can be read at
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http://www.bailii.org/uk/cases/UKUT/TCC/2013/579.pdf.
Bosnia Hercegovina

European state. Its currency is the convertible mark of
100 fenings. It was formerly part of Yugoslavia. The UKYugoslavian double taxation convention of 1981 remains
in effect.

Bosnia i Hercegovina

Bosnian: Bosnia and Hercegovina.

Boston Exchange Automated Communications and Order Routing Network (BEACON)
System that permits the automatic execution of trades
based on the current stock prices on any US securities
market.
Boston Matrix

Means of valuing a business by valuing its component
parts according to different criteria. For example, cash
cows are valued differently from start-ups.

Boston Tea Party

Event in 1773 in Boston which led to a serious
deterioration in relations between Britain and America.

bot

In computing, a software application that runs automated
tasks on the Internet. A common example is web
spidering where data are fetched from many sites very
quickly.

BOT

Bought. It is sometimes used by stockbrokers as a form of
shorthand.

botes

Essentials for farming, such as wood for building or fuel.
There were certain common law rights regarding botes.

Botswana

African republic. Its currency is the pula of 100 thebe. The
UK has a double taxation convention of 2005.

bottle conditioned beer

Beer that continues fermenting after bottling.
Beer duty is calculated according to the expected
strength at consumption (Customs notice 226). Customs
do not accept that there is any undrinkable sediment in
bottle conditioned beer.

bottled moonshine

Colloquialism for a bevenolent scheme which is
impractical.
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bottled water

For VAT, this is standard-rated. They are specifically
exempted from the scope of zero-rating for food by Value
Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1 Note 3.

bottle-holder

Person who gives moral support but not material support.
The term comes from boxing.

bottle mob

Criminal slang for pickpockets.

bottleneck

Place of constriction, such as part of a process which is
slower than the rest and therefore causes delays.

bottle sizes

The imperial measure for wine, comprising 26⅔ ounces.
Multiples of this size are given these names:
magnum = 2 bottles
Jeroboam = 4 bottles
Rehoboam = 6 bottles
Methuselah = 8 bottles
Salmanazar = 12 bottles
Balthazar = 16 bottles
Nebuchadnezzar = 20 bottles
A nip is a quarter of a bottle, and a baby is half a
bottle.

bottom feeder

Person who buys shares that have just fallen in value in
the hope that they will soon rise again.

bottom fishing

Investment strategy which buys shares that are very
cheap on the assumption that some of them will recover.
The massive return from their doing so will compensate
for the many others that become worthless.

bottom line

Net profit after tax.
The term derives from the fact that this was
traditionally the bottom line on the capital side of the
balance sheet.

bottom of the harbour

Description of tax evasion in Australia in the 1970s which
transferred tax liabilities to companies or trusts that were
unable to pay them. Such schemes were outlawed in the
1980s. The term comes from the fact that the entity’s
books and records would conveniently disappear, often
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said to be dumped at the bottom of a harbour.
bottom out

To reach the lowest point but not to fall any further.

Bottom the Weaver

Person who believes he can do everything better than
anyone else.
The name comes from a character in the play
Midsummer Night’s Dream by Shakespeare.

bottomry

Secured loan for the emergency repair of a ship. The loan
is secured on the “bottom” of the ship, meaning its hull.
The lender can thus demand the ship itself if the loan is
not repaid.

bottomry bond

Bond under which the owner of a ship makes a payment
to a lender if a ship successfully completes its journey. It
is an early form of marine insurance.

bottom up

Investment strategy that look at how individual
companies are performing as a means of building a
portfolio. It is the opposite to top down which starts by
looking at industrial sectors.

bottom-up budgeting

Another term for participative budgeting.

bouche

Staff of cooks in a large house.

bouget

Old English form of budget.

bought

Past tense of “to buy”.

bought and sold notes

Documents which record sales and purchases, particularly
on a stock exchange.

bought day book

A book used to record purchases made on trade terms.

bought deal

A transaction which is done for a fixed fee, rather than for
a turn or commission.

bought ledger

Another name for a purchase ledger.

bought ledger clerk

Person immediately responsible for operating the
purchase ledger. The duties usually include recording the
totals for entry into the nominal ledger, and overseeing
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payments to suppliers.
bouillote

Gambling card game similar to poker.

boule

This game is specifically listed in Betting and Gaming
Duties Act 1981 s13(3) as coming within the scope of
gaming licence duty.

bounce

Colloquial term meaning to dishonour, particularly when
a bank does not pay on a cheque, direct debit or standing
order.

bounce rate

In computing, ratio of website users who do not stay on
the site.

Boundary Commission

Body that evaluates parliamentary constituencies and
other voting areas under Parliamentary Constituencies
Act 1986 to adjust their boundaries to reflect movements
in population and to keep them of similar size.

boundary condition

In mathematics, a restriction in a problem. This is
sometimes used when pricing options.

boundaryless organisation

Organisation where there has been a deliberate effort to
break down boundaries between levels of seniority in an
organisation and between the organisation itself and
outside parties like customers and suppliers.

boundary rider

Australian term for an employee who attends vast estates
dealing with broken fences, water supplies and sick
animals.

bound books

Books where the pages are securely held in place.
It was once a requirement that all companies must
keep their records in bound books or otherwise protected
against falsification (Companies Act 1948 s436). A bound
book can indicate if a page has been removed.
This provision is now replaced by the general duty
to keep “adequate accounting records” (Companies Act
2006 s386(1)).

bounded rationality

When there is a limit to the information made available to
a decision-maker which prevents a fully informed decision
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being made.
bounds

In law, boundary to land particularly with regard to
trespass.

bounty

Money or other financial benefit conferred on someone,
particularly when payable by the Crown.

bourse

French term for exchange where merchants meet. In
France, it also means a stock exchange.

boursier

French term for someone who speculates on a stock
exchange.

boutique

Shop, from the French word.
The word has been used with different shades of
meaning. During the 1960s, the term came to be applied
to a small shop, particularly one selling expensive clothes.
The term then spread to shops in different lines.
In the 1980s, the term was also used to a business
offering financial services from shop premises.

Bovill’s Act

Petition of Rights Act 1860 and other laws relating to
partnerships, all of which have now been repealed.

bowdlerise

Remove all material which is regarded as offensive,
however mildly offensive, particularly when such removal
is not necessary. The term comes from Dr Bowdler who
published such a version of Shakespeare’s works in 1818.

bowler hat

Hard felt hat with a spherical centre to sit on the head.
The term is believed to be the name of the hatter who
first made it.
The term has been used pejoratively to refer to civil
servants and other bureaucrats who traditionally wore
such hats.

bow out

To leave an organisation or similar because the person
believes that the time has come for him to leave.

Bow Street Runners

Early police force started in Bow Street near Covent
Garden in early 18th century, and absorbed into
Metropolitan Police by 1839.
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box

(1) Square on a form for someone to place a tick, cross,
number or similar mark.
(2) Term sometimes used for book in the sense of
investments held by an investment manager for clients.
(3) In finance, storage location for security documents.

box and whisker

Diagram used to illustrate distribution in statistics.
The box comprises the main area, such as the two
central quartiles. The whiskers are lines drawn from the side
indicating minimum and maximum values. The shape of a this
diagram is thus:

box cars

In gambling, slang for the point of 12 in craps dice.

box-day

One of two days in a year where a legal complaint could
be deposited in a box in a Scottish court for a judge to
consider privately. The practice was established in 1690.

boxer

An boxer may retire on a personal pension at the age of
35, provided:
• the person had the right by 5 April 2006,
• the right was unqualified in that it needed no
other person to consent,
• the right was set out in the governing
documentation of the pension scheme by 10 December
2003.
(SI 2005 No 3451, as explained in RPSM 03106035).

Boxing Day

Public holiday celebrated on 26 December, unless this day
is a Sunday.
The term comes from the medieval tradition of
giving boxed presents to workers or those of a lower class
on this day.

Box-Jenkins model

Method for time-series forecasting in economics.

box number

Reference number widely used by Post Offices and in
classified advertisements, simplifying communication
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from the public.
box-office poison

American expression for a production that is regarded as
bound to fail.

boxplot

Name sometimes given to box and whisker diagram.

box spread

Combination of call options and put options held at the
same exercise price.

box ticking

Pejorative term for compliance work which is seen as
merely ticking boxes on a prepared form rather than
taking a more considered look.

boy

For national insurance, a male person under the age of
18.
Before 1975, there were separate national
insurance rates for men, women, boys and girls.

Boy Bishop token

Token minted between 1485 and 1530 for the church in
East Anglia. A boy was dressed as a bishop. He gave
tokens to pilgrims in return for money for the church.

boycott

Organised protest of not using a particular product or
products from a particular country, as a means of
influencing policies.
The term comes from Captain Boycott, an Irish
farmer in Mayo who in 1880 was the first victim of this
protest. Farmers agreed not to buy farms whose tenants
had been evicted.

boys in blue

Colloquialism for the police.

bpd

Barrels per day, standard measure of oil production.

BPEX

One of five levy organisations in the Agriculture and
Horticulture Board. BPEX imposes a levy on pig carcasses.

BPI

Bits per inch. A measure of the storage capacity of a
length of magnetic tape for computers.

BPOT

Business property occupation tax, charged in Gibraltar.
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BPP

Budget Payment Plan.
[These letters are also the name of a training company.]

BPR

(1) Business property relief, from inheritance tax.
(2) Business process re-engineering.

BPRA

Business premises renovation allowance.

BPS

British Psychological Society.

bps

Bits per second, the speed at which a computer works.

BPSS

Business Payment Support Service.

BPT

Basic Payroll Tools.

BPTC

Bar Professional Training Course.

BR

(1) Tax code used in the PAYE system. It denotes that the
person pays income tax on all his income without any
personal allowance. This codes is used in many situations,
such as (before 6 April 2011) for a second job, where the
personal allowances are given in the tax code for the first
job.
(2) Bankruptcy Reports, series of US law reports.

Br

Abbreviation: Belarus rouble.

brachium civile

Latin: civil arm.

bracket

Statistical area which defines a group, as in “highest
earning bracket”. (See also brackets.)

bracket creep

Another term for fiscal drag.

bracket indexation

Change in the upper and lower limits of a tax band to
reflect inflation.

brackets

Accounting
Convention that a number has the opposite meaning, so
(4) represents –4 rather than +4.
In accounting, brackets have a similar meaning. So (4) in a list of expenditure means an income of £4.
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Algebra
In algebra, brackets indicate a function which must be
considered first. So 4 x (x + 1) where x is 3 means 4 time
(3 + 1) which is 16. If the expression were taken to mean
4x + 1, the value would be 13.
Sometimes it is necessary to have brackets within
brackets. Here it is usual to use brackets of different
stylesm, usually adopting the sequence:
() [] { }
Boolean logic
In Boolean logic as used on computer search engines,
brackets commonly indicate a range of acceptable
answers. So:
accounting + (concepts, conventions, practices)
would produce a list of items containing the word
accountin” with one of the words: concepts, conventions
or practices.
bracket together

Process of grouping items with similar properties as one
item to simplify presentation of financial data.

Bracton

Author of De Legibus et Consuetudinibus Angliae, the laws
and customs of England, written during the reign of Henry
III.

Bradbury

A £1 note issued by the Treasury between 1914 and 1928.
The notes were signed by J S Bradbury, joint permanent
secretary at The Treasury who organised their
introduction.

Bradford City Centre Urban Regeneration Company Ltd
Body designated as an urban regeneration company
under Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s79B
(Urban Regeneration Companies (Tax) (Designation)
Order SI 2004 No 439 para 2).
Bradford factor

Attempt to measure the disruption of frequent shortterm absences from work. The score is calculated as:
Bradford factor = S x S x D
where S is the number of absences in the last 52 weeks,
and D is the number of days absent.
So if someone was absent 10 times in the year for a
total of 13 days, their Bradford factor score would be:
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10 x 10 x 13 = 1300.
Bradshaw

Railway guide published between 1839 and 1961.

Brady bond

Bond issued by the World Bank to help refinance less
developed countries.
It is named after US Treasury Secretary Nicholas
Brady (1930- ) who devised it in 1989 as a means of
letting South American states refinance their debts.

Brady Commission

US presidential commission to investigate the 1987 stock
market crash. It was chaired by Treasury Secretary
Nicholas Brady.

Brady Plan

Plan in which the World Bank and IMF attempted to
improve the debt funding for less developed countries in
the late 1980s.

Braille

System of raised dots by which text can be read by blind
people.
Books printed in Braille may be zero-rated for VAT
(VAT notice 701/10).

brain death

Cessation of activity in the brain. Doctors now regard this
as a better indication of the point of death in preference
to the previous belief that death was when a heart
stopped beating. It is now possible both to keep a person
alive after their heart has stopped beating, and to keep a
heart beating independently of a body.

brain drain

Term coined in the 1960s for the phenomenon of
intelligent workers leaving the UK to earn greater sums
overseas, often the USA.

brain fag

Colloquialism for the feeling that the brain has been
exercised too much and needs a rest.

brainstorm

Process of formulating a policy by having a group of
people suggesting possible ideas, including unusual and
incomplete ideas. The idea is that other people can pick
up an unusual or incomplete idea and turn it to
something viable.
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branch

Local office of an organisation, such as a supermarket or
bank.

branch accounts

Financial records kept by a branch of a large organisation,
such as a supermarket or bank, and which are reported to
the head office.
In practice, few branches now keep accounts as
such, but simply complete forms for the head office to
keep accounts.

branch and bound technique

Management mathematics method for solving sequential
problems. The method was developed in 1963 to
determine the best routes for travelling salesmen. It has
been extended to determine other topographical
problems such as the best locations for warehouses.

branch book method

Method used by US tax authorities for taxing the profits
of a US branch of a foreign bank.

Branch Direct

Service provided by Royal Mail for regular transmission of
items between set locations.

branch manager

Person in charge of a branch of a bank, company or firm.

branch office

Local subsidiary office of a main office.

branch of knowledge

In relation to VAT on professional subscriptions, this is
defined in VAT leaflet 701/5.

branch or agency

In relation to capital gains tax and UK representatives of
non-UK taxpayers, “means any factorship, agency,
receivership, branch or management” (Taxation of Capital
Gains Act 1992 s271D(1)).

branch rule

In international taxation, a rule in some tax jurisdictions
that treats a foreign branch as if it were a separate
company.

branch tax

In international taxation, a charge made by some
jurisdictions in addition to corporation tax or its
equivalent on the notional dividends that would have
been paid by a branch if it were a subsidiary. Branch tax is
now excluded from scope by the OECD model treaty.
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brand

Name given to a product or range of products. It is usually
identifiable by name and style.
A brand name has a value which may be regarded
as an intangible asset for accounting purposes.

brand dilution

Weakening the value of a brand name by overuse.

brand extension

Widening the range of products sold under one brand
name.

brand extension strategy

Marketing term for the process of using an existing brand
name for a new product or service.

branding

Including a mark or logo on a product to identify its
company of manufacture. The term comes from the
practice of a farmer branding his cattle or sheep with a
mark to indicate his ownership of them.

brand name

Name given to a particular product or service. A name has
legal protection and may acquire a value independent of
its physical form as stock.

brand new

Completely new, unused. This distinguishes new from
referring to a used item which is first used in a particular
context. A brand new car has come from the showroom.
A new car may be a recently-acquired second-hand car.

brand repositioning

Marketing term for an attempt to change consumer
perceptions of a particular brand.

brandy

Spirit distilled from wine. It is an alcoholic liquor subject
to duty.

brass farthing

Smallest amount possible. A farthing is the smallest coin
generally minted in the UK. They have never been minted
in brass, but in silver, copper or bronze, all of which are
more valuable than brass. The term is most commonly
used in the negative as in “not a brass farthing”.

brass hat

Colloquialism for a staff officer or senior person.
The expression comes from the special brass
helmets which are sometimes worn on ceremonial
occasions.
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brass player

A person who plays a brasswind musical instruments,
such as trumpet, trombone, horn or tuba (but not a
saxophone).
Before 6 April 2006 (when the normal pension
retirement age was 60), such a person was allowed to
retire on a full pension at the age of 50.

brass tacks

Colloquialism for details of a business deal, as in the
expression “let’s get down to brass tacks”.
The brass tacks are believed to be such markings on
the counter of a tailor’s, used to measure cloth when a
sale had been completed.

B rating

Description for a sponsor of foreign workers who wish to
work in the UK. It is a transitional rating when a sponsor
first joins the register of sponsors kept by the Home
Office’s UK Border Agency. It should lead to the
permanent A rating.

braze

Coat with brass. The word now commonly lingers in the
old past pariticiple “brazen” where it often means
unashamed or cheeky.

Brazil

South American republic. Its currency is the real of 100
centavos. The UK has no comprehensive tax treaty, but
has agreements relating to shipping and air transport of
1967 and 2005.

BRC

(1) Business Records Checks.
(2) Budget Responsibility Committee.

BRD

Days in a chargeable period, as used in the formula in
Finance Act 2008 s80(10) and 83(3).

breach

Failure to do something which is legally required.

breach of close

Old expression meaning to trespass on land.

breach of contract

When a party to a contract fails to do something required
by the contract. The other party may sue for damages. In
some limited cases, the other party may instead sue for
specific performance.
In terms of tax deductibility, in “civil damages are
generally allowable. But where the expenditure in fact
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serves a dual purpose it is disallowed” (BIM37960). A
leading case is Knight v Parry [1972] 48TC580.
breach of privilege

Contempt of the rules of Parliament.

breach of promise

Failure to marry a person after promising to do so.
Such an action arose from common law provisions
relating to the law of contract. Such provisions have since
1970 been replaced by provisions which deal with
property when an engaged couple separate.

breach of record-keeping requirements etc in relation to transactions in gold
For VAT, a specific offence under Value Added Tax 1994
s69A.
breach of record-keeping requirements imposed by directions
For VAT, a specific offencer under Value Added Tax 1994
s69B.
breach of regulatory provisions
For VAT, a specific offence under Value Added Tax 1994
s69.
breach of walking possession agreements
For VAT, a specific offence under Value Added Tax 1994
s68.
breach of the peace

Common law term for any crime or other offence
whatsoever. It allows for the arrest of a person
committing an offence or apparently about to do so. The
term has declined in relevance as more specific laws have
developed.

breach of trust

Improper activity by a trustee or similar person who is
required to exercise good judgment on behalf of
someone else. Such a breach can make the trustees
personally liable for any loss.

bread

Rhyming slang for money. The term is an abbreviation of
“bread and honey”.

breadcrumbing

Business jargon for making one job from many small odd
jobs.
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breadline

Level of income which is barely sufficient to support life.
This is a back-formation from the expression on the
breadline which means being in a queue for bread.

bread study

Old term for study taken up solely to allow a person to
earn a living, rather than as general education or for
recreation.

breadth

In investment, the number of securities involved in a rally
or decline at any one time.

breadwinner

Person in a household who earns the main income.

break

(1) Period of rest between periods of work.
(2) Sharp fall in share prices.
(3) Cause a bank to fail.
(4) Involuntary ending of an agreement.
(5) Force into bankruptcy.

break a bond

Dishonour a bond.

breakage fee

Fee paid by a customer to a lender to escape from an
interest agreement (such as an interest rate swap) that
has become onerous.

breakages

Loss sustained by assets becoming broken.
If a customer breaks an item, such as dropping a
vase in a shop, the customer is only liable to reimburse
the cost of the item, not its sale price which can be twice
as much. This is because there is no contract with the
shop.

breakaway union

Trade union which has broken away from an existing one.
The general policy of the TUC is not to recognise a
breakaway union.

break bulk

In shipping, to open the hold and start to take out or use
the cargo.

break charge

Charge paid by a borrower to a lender to be released
from a loan before the interest rate rises.
The tax implications are set out in Income Tax
(Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s58. They are also
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discussed in the Inspector’s Manual ay BIM 45820.
break clause

Clause in a contract which ends the contract if a defined
event happens. Such clauses are often found in fixedterm tenancy agreements.

break costs

Costs incurred in extricating oneself from an unfavourable
financial arrangement. Such costs are commonly incurred
when a financial arrangement, such as a swap, has not
gone as expected.

breakeven

The point at which a business or product makes neither a
profit nor a loss.

breakeven analysis

Process of calculating the breakeven point.

breakeven point (BEP)

How many sales of an item are sufficient to pay for its
fixed costs.
For example, a widget requires £10 worth of
material and £5 worth of labour, and sells for £35. The
fixed costs of selling the widget (development, marketing,
overheads etc) are £20,000. The widget is said to have a
direct cost of £15 (materials + labour). Each sales makes a
contribution to overheads of £20 (£35 - £15). So the
breakeven point is when 1,000 units are sold (£20,000 ÷
£20).
The breakeven point may be expressed algebraically
as:
BP =
fixed costs
.
unit price – unit direct cost

breakeven chart

In management accounting, a graph that shows sales and
costs against a range of activity. Breakeven is the point
where the two lines cross.

breakeven point

In management accounting, the amount of sales or
equivalent activity which equals costs, so that the
business makes neither profit nor loss.

break even rate on warrant

The annual percentage growth rate required an
underlying investment to break even on its warrant.

breakfast table duties

Name collectively given to excise duty historically charged
on sugar, tea, coffee and cocoa. These duties were
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abolished in 1962.
break forward

Forward contract in the international money market
which may be unwound at a predetermined rate. The
holder can thus benefit from a currency movement in his
or her favour, but sells some of the upside advantage to
restrict the risk to the predetermined rate.

break ground

Commence a new project, as a settler did on new land.

break-in

Illegal entry to a building, such as to steal money.

breaking a leg

In finance, closing out one part of an arbitrage or spread
transaction.
*The term “break a leg” is also a wish of good luck for a
theatrical performer.]

breaking and entering

Criminal offence of breaking a door, window or similar to
gain illegal entry to a building. It is an offence in itself,
even if the person steals nothing or does no damage once
inside.

break out

In investment, when a share price starts trading above its
usual level.

break point

Figure at which point a body must comply with a set of
regulations.

break starch

Pointless objective or piece of work, such as those
sometimes found in the armed forces.
The term is originally an American military
colloquialism for the extreme lengths soldiers went to so
that their trousers remained stiffly starched with an
unbroken crease.

break-up value

Value of an asset based on its components and materials
rather than as an asset. It is usually much less than its net
book value to a business which is a going concern.
The term is also used for the value of a company’s
operations if considered separately.

breastfeeding

In general, it is an offence to stop a person feeding milk to
a child in a public place or licensed premises in Scotland.
This includes breastfeeding (Breastfeeding etc (Scotland)
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Act 2005 s1.)
breast wall

Retaining wall in a building.

breath test

Requirement to give a specimen of breath to see if a
person has too much alcohol in their body to be able to
drive safely.

breathalyser

Device to measure the amount of alcohol in a person’s
breath.

breathing space

Time inserted into a project or plan to allow people an
opportunity either to reflect on what is proposed, or just
to have a break from considering it.

breath test

Preliminary test given by the police for a driver suspected
of driving under the influence of alcohol.

Brechon Laws

Ancient laws of Ireland which applied to mid 17th
century.

Breedon Task Force

Body that produced the report Boosting Finance Options
for Business in 2012.
It made recommendations on how smaller
businesses could obtain equity finance.

Brent crude

Price of a barrel of crude oil from the Brent and Ninian
areas of the North Sea.
The price is determined from 15 oilfields. This is a
benchmark price as about two-thirds of the world’s oil is
valued on this basis. The API gravity of Brent crude is 38.3
degrees. It is a light oil containing a small amount of
sulphur.

Brest

Town in France.
Someone sailing their own craft to a port south of
Brest may take duty-free stores on board (Customs notice
8).

Bretton Woods

International monetary agreement reached in 1944 and
which lasted until 1971. The name comes from the place
in New Hampshire, USA where the agreement was
reached.
Its main provision was fixed exchange rates with
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devaluation only permitted when there was a
fundamental disequilibrium in that country’s balance of
payments. The system was underpinned by temporary
financing facilities to assist countries deal with short-term
problems.
The system collapsed in 1971 when a series of large
US deficits meant that the dollar could no longer be
converted to gold at the fixed price of $35 per ounce.
However, two institutions created by Bretton Woods
survive: the International Monetary Fund and the World
Bank.
breve

Latin: a short thing, description of a short writ.

brevet

Military commission entitling its holder to assume a rank
greater than his pay grade.

brevet d’invention

French: patent.

breveté

French: patented.

breviae testata

In law, an early form of a deed of conveyance.

breviate

Memorandum on the contents of a will.

brevi manu

Latin: with a short hand; off-hand.

brevitatis causa

Latin: for the sake of brevity.

brewery

Place where liquor is made.

brewery conditioned beer

Term used to determine how to measure the alcoholic
strength of beer for beer duty.

brewery loan

Loan from a brewery company to an organisation. If made
to a members’ club, it may be taxable as is discussed in
the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM24305.

brewster sessions

Sessions in the magistrates' court where licences are
issued to those who sell alcoholic liquor. This function is
now administered by local authorities.

Brexit

Term coined in 2014 to refer to possible British exit from
the European Union.
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bribery

Offence of offering a bribe.
A bribe is not tax-deductible as it is a criminal
payment.

brickfield

Profits from a quarry run as a trade are subject to income
tax (Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act 2005s12)
or corporation tax (Corporation Tax Act 2009 s39).

bricks and clicks

Colloquialism for a business which trades from premises
and on the Internet.

bricks and mortar

Term denoting buildings, particularly with regard to their
value as a fixed asset.

brick tax

Excise duty introduced in William Pitt’s first Budget of
1784 at 2s 6d per 1000 bricks, and 3s per 1000 tiles. The
tax was discontinued for tiles in 1833 and for bricks in
1850.

Bridewell

Prison or house of correction, from such an establishment
in London which closed in 1863.

bridge

For capital allowances, a bridge is specifically included in
the definition of industrial building, and from that of
plant and machinery (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s22(1)
List B).

bridge finance

Loan to cover a short-term need.

bridge loan

Another name for a bridging loan.

bridging loan

Short-term loan used until other funds become available.
The commonest use of a bridging loan is to buy one
property before selling an existing property. A business
may seek a bridging loan to fund its operations while
awaiting payment from a customer.
The extent to which an employee may claim tax
relief as relocation expenses is set out in Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s284.

bridging pension

Supplementary pension paid to someone before reaching
state retirement age. Such a pension usually has a
provision that the occupational pension is reduced by the
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amount of the state pension when the state retirement
age has been reached.
bridle path

Highway which may be used by pedestrians, bicycles and
horses, but not by other animals or motor vehicles. The
law is Highways Act 1980.

Brief

Revenue and Customs brief.

brief

(1) Concise statement, such as a statement summarising a
case sent from a solicitor to a barrister. The word is also a
verb meaning to give someone background details.
(2) Barrister who has been briefed.

briefcase

Light case for carrying documents and similar items.

brigadier

Military rank for the lowest order of general who has
command of a brigade.

brigading

The practice of putting all the laws or other provisions in
one place rather than spread over several places.
Tax regulations are often periodically brigaded.
Examples include laws on the reduced rate of VAT and
various anti-avoidance provisions.

Brighton quickie

Colloquialism for an arrangement to secure a divorce
between the 1940s and 1960s when divorce by
agreement was not possible. One of the parties, usually
the husband, staged what appeared to be an illicit tryst
with a professional co-respondent to secure a divorce on
grounds of adultery.

brilliant uncirculated standard
Standard for newly minted commemorative coins from
the Royal Mint.
bring forward

To carry a sub-total of an account to the next page of a
book.

bring to book

Force a person to account for their actions.

bring to the hammer

Take to auction.
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brisk

In investment, description of a period of active trading.

Bristol Tolzey Court

Ancient court in Bristol with wide powers, abolished in
1972.

Britain

Strictly, this means England and Wales. Great Britain is
Britain plus Scotland, and United Kingdom is Great Britain
plus Northern Ireland.

Britannia

Coin
Bullion coin in gold or silver.

Gold and silver Britannia coins

The gold coin was introduced in October 1987 in four
values containing 1 oz, ½ oz, ¼ oz and 1/10 oz of gold with
a legal tender value of £100, £50, £25 and £10
respectively.
The silver coin was introduced in 1997 in the same
weights but with legal tender values of £2, £1, 50p and
20p. All Britannia coins are worth many times their legal
tender values.
From 2015, there is also a commemorative
Britannia coin which is legal tender for £50. The first such
coin commemorated the Queen’s record reign.
The coins are exempt from capital gains tax and
zero-rated for VAT, but are not exempt from inheritance
tax.
Design
Personification of Britain as shown on the reverse of
many coins, including the Britannia coin.
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Britannia Airways

Leading tax case on the right to make provisions in
accounts used to determine taxable profits.
The case’s full citation is Johnston v Britannia
Airways [1994] STC 763. The decision was confirmed by
Inland Revenue in TAX 10/95.
The company had to incur significant expenditure
servicing jet aircraft every third year. It accrued this
expenditure over the three annual accounting periods.
HMRC unsuccessfully challenged this for years 1 and 2, on
the grounds that the expenditure had not been incurred.
It was held, and is now accepted, that this was
proper accounting.

British

Pertaining to the United Kingdom.

British Accounting Association (BAA).
Association whose aim is to promote accounting research
and education in the UK.
British Antarctic Territory

Part of the Antarctic area which is recognised under the
Antarctic Treaty of 1961, though Chile and Argentina also
claim part of the area. It was recognised as a British
Overseas Territory in 1962. It has no indigneous
population but has populated research stations.

British Bankers Association (BBA)
London-based organisation formed in 1919 to represent
the interests of all bankers.
British Business Bank

Body whose goal “is to change the structure of finance
markets for smaller businesses, so these markets work
more effectively and dynamically. This will help
businesses prosper and build economic activity in the UK”
(bank’s website).
The bank was formed in September 2012 with £1
billion of government funding. It remains governmentowned. It is based in Sheffield. It took over several
previous government schemes such as the Small Firms
Loan Guarantee.

British Chamber of Commerce Organisation comprising a national network of local
Chambers of Commerce spread throughout the UK. There
are also a number of British Chambers of Commerce in
other countries. Chambers of Commerce provide a range
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of business services for members.
British citizen

Person who has the right to live in the UK permanently,
and who may leave and re-enter at will.
British citizenship is usually acquired by birth, but
can also be acquired by adoption, descent, marriage,
registration or naturalisation. For these purposes, the UK
includes the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands.

British Commonwealth

Former name to what is now known simply as the
Commonwealth.

British compounded spirits (BCS)
“Means spirits which have, in the United Kingdom, had
any flavour communicated thereto or ingredient or
material mixed therewith, not being methylated spirits”
(Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979 s4(1)).
Guidance on their excise duty treatment is given in
Customs leaflet 41.
British Dental Association (BDA)
Professional body for dentists, established in 1880.
British dependent territories citizenship
State of being a citizen of a British dependent territory.
This was introduced by British Nationality Act 1981.
British dependent territory

One of the territories so designated.
The current list comprises Anguilla; Bermuda;
British Antarctic Territory; British Indian Ocean Territory;
Cayman Islands; Falkland Islands and dependencies;
Gibraltar; Montserrat; Pitcairn, Henderson, Ducie and
Oeno Islands; St Helena and dependencies; the sovereign
base areas of Akrotiri and Dhekelia; Turks and Caicos
Islands; and Virgin Islands.
Hong Kong ceased to be a British dependent
territory on 30 June 1997 when its sovereignty returned
to China. St Christopher and Nevis ceased to be a territory
on 18 September 1983 when it became an independent
Commonwealth country.

British disease

Term coined in the 1960s and 1970s to refer to the high
incidence of strikes and other industrial unrest which
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made other countries reluctant to trade with Britain.
British Empire

The empire formerly controlled by Britain. It started in
the 15th century. By 1921, it controlled one quarter of
the world’s land and one quarter of its population. After
the second world war, a process started of granting
independence to members, most of whom are member
of the Commonwealth. The remains of the Empire
comprise 14 British overseas territories.

British extraterritorial jurisdiction
Application of British law to a person with British
nationality who is living in another country.
British film

Film which meets the criteria for a special tax relief.
This is achieved by the film scoring at least 16 points
out of a maximum of 28 as detailed in SI 2007 No 1050.

British Franchising Association (bfa)
A “voluntary self regulating governing body for
franchising” (bfa website). The organisation was formed
in 1977.
British Indian Ocean Territory (BIOT)
Group of islands in Indian Ocean under British control. It
now has no indigenous population but accommodates
military personnal. Its currency is the US dollar.
British Insurance and Investment Bankers Association
Representative body formed in 1988 from a merger of
smaller bodies.
British Islands

“The United Kingdom, the Channel Islands and the Isle of
Man” (Interpretation Act 1978 Sch 1).

British Museum

This body is specifically exempt from capital gains tax
(Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s271).

British national

Person who has a form of British status of which there are
six:
• British citizenship
• British overseas citizenship
• British overseas territories citizenship
• British protected person
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• British subject
• British national (overseas).
British National (Overseas)

Form of British nationality given to those who were
British dependent territories citizens of Hong Kong before
1 July 1997.

British Olympic Association

Company limited by guarantee to oversee the London
Olympics of 2012.

British Overseas Citizenship

One of three forms of British citizenship introduced by
British Nationality Act 1981 with effect from 1 January
1983.

British protected person

Class of persons so defined by British Nationality Act 1981
or Solomon Islands Act 1978.

British Red Cross

Charity formed in 1863 to provide impartial worldwide
humanitarian relief. There are equivalent organisations in
other countries.

British subject

Form of British nationality that has been restricted since
1983.

British Tax Cases (BTC)

Publication of tax cases produced by CCH Editions from
1982.

British Tax Review (BTR)

Journal published from 1956 by Sweet & Maxwell. It was
originally quarterly but is now two-monthly. It contains
news, articles, case reports and other commentary
relating to tax.

British Virgin Islands (BVI)

British territory in Atlantic Ocean. Its currency is the US
dollar.

BRL

ISO code for Brazil real.

BRMA

Broad rental market area.

BRO

Bankruptcy Restriction Order.

broadbanding

In human resources, a pay structure that has a few pay
bands that contain narrower pay bands.
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broad liquidity

Amount of money issued by a central bank plus new
money created by lending activities. Broad liquidity is
often used by investors and analysts to predict inflation.

broad money

Common name for the M3 or M4 measure of the money
supply.

Broadmoor

Hospital for the criminally insane near Camberley,
Berkshire.

broad rental market area (BRMA)
An area for which market rents are determined. This is
used for the local housing allowance element of housing
benefit.
broad tape

Old term for the wider ticker tape once used for carrying
prices and background information on securities and
futures. The term is still sometimes used to mean such
information.

broadway

American gambling term for an ace high straight.

brocage

Brokerage, particularly marriage brocage (which is
illegal).

brock

Food scraps as fed to pigs.

broke

Colloquialism for having no money.

broken limb

For VAT, this is regarded as a temporary disablement. As
a consequence it cannot benefit from the zero-rating for
supplies to the chronically sick or disabled (VAT notice
701/7).

broken period

A non-standard period for a particular financial
transaction, particularly in foreign exchange.

broker

Person who deals on some else’s behalf, particularly in
the buying of shares and other securities.
In the context of controlled foreign companies, the
term “includes any person offering to sell securities to, or
purchase securities from, members of the public
generally” (Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 Sch
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25 para 9(2)).
brokerage

Payment for the services of a broker.

broker-dealer

Securities trading firm which combines the function of a
stockbroker with that of a dealer who acts a principal on
his own account. Such arrangements became possible
after Big Bang in 1986.

brokered CD

A contract for difference for a large amount sold by a
bank to a broker who divides it into parcels for his clients.

broker's report

Bulletin written by a stockbroking firm for circulation to
its clients, providing analysis and guidance on companies
as potential investments.

broker to broker

Financial transaction between two firms neither of which
is registered as a market maker and where neither is a
designated fund manager.

bronze

Alloy of copper and tin.

broo

Scottish term for a liquor which is produced by boiling.

Brostudien

German term for the studies by which a person intends to
earn his living. It is German for bread studies.

brothel

Place used for prostitution. Although it is a criminal
offence to run a brothel or let premises for such use, it
has been held that profits are taxable.

brother-sister companies

Companies which have the same parent company. This
term is used in USA. In the UK, such a company would
usually be called a sister company or fellow subsidiary.

brought forward (b/fwd)

Sub-total from a previous page in an accounts book or
ledger.

brought forward allowance

In relation to residence nil rate band for inheritance tax,
this is the figure as calculated in Inheritance Tax Act 1984
s8G as inserted by Finance (No 2) Act 2015 s9.

brought into account

Term describing an event that is reflected in accounts.
For tax, the term is given a specific meaning in
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Finance Act 1989 s83A in relation to insurance
companies.
brown

Old colloquialism for a copper coin.

brown envelope barrier

The psychological state when someone cannot bring
themselves to open an official envelope from HMRC.
The term was used by Office of Tax Simplification in
relation to the psychological cost of tax complexity, in
their Notice of 18 June 2015.

Brown, George

English Labour politician (1914-1985) who was deputy
leader of the Labour party from 1960 to 1970, and was
acting leader from 18 January 1963 to 14 February 1963.

Brown, Gordon

Scottish Labour politician (1951- ) who was Chancellor of
the Exchequer from 2 May 1997 to 27 June 2007 in the
government of Tony Blair whom he succeeded as prime
minister until 2010.
His ten years in office was the longest since Lord
North (1767-1782). His Chancellorship coincided with a
period of world economic growth. He reduced
corporation tax and income tax, introduced tax credits
and made several tax innovations that he later reversed.
He was Shadow Chancellor from 24 July 1992 to 2
May 1997.

browser

A type of program which enables the user to connect to
and view pages on the Internet. Microsoft Internet
Explorer is the most frequently used browser.

BRP

Biometric residence permit.

BRRD

Banking Recovery and Resolution Directive.

BRS

Business rates supplement.

BRU

Bankruptcy Restriction Undertaking.

Brunei

African state. Its currency is the Brunei dollar of 100 sen,
though Sinaporean currency is also widely used. The UK
has a double taxation agreement of 1950, amended by
supplementary agreements of 1968 and 1973.
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Brussels

Capital of Belgium. It is where the European Commission
meets and so is sometimes used to mean the European
Union.

Brussels Convention

International convention of 1968 that determines which
courts have jurisdiction in international disputes.

Brussels definition

System of definitions of goods for European customs
purposes. The system has been widely copied by nonEuropean countries as the definitions are well thoughtout, and common definitions assists international trade.

Brussels Tariff Nomenclature (BTN)
The internationally recognised system of standard
classification of goods for world trade purposes. The
nomenclature develops a system of amending codes as
primary materials move to finished goods.
brutum fulmen

Threat which cannot be put into effect. The term comes
from Pliny.

BS

British Standard.

B/S

Balance sheet.

B&S

Best and Smith’s Reports, law reports of the Queen’s
Bench Division of the High Court from 1861 to 1870.

BSD

ISO code for Bahamanian dollar.

BSE

Bombay Stock Exchange, the main stock exchange in
India.

BSE index

Index of the Bombay Stock Exchange.

Bs F

Abbreviation: Bolivar fuerte, currency of Venezuela.

B-shares

Category of shares which have different voting rights
from ordinary shares and A-shares.
Traditionally, B shares have voting rights greater
than other shares and are held by the founders and his
family, however this should never be assumed.
In the USA, B-shares are of less importance than
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ordinary shares.
BSI

British Standards Institution.

BSL

British Sign Language.

BST

British Standard Time.

BSUS

Business Start-Up Scheme.

BSV

Balance sheet value.
“BSV is the balance sheet value of the relevant plant
and machinery and is to be found by adding together the
amounts (if any) which would be shown in respect of it in
the appropriate balance sheets of C [company] or P
*purchaser+” (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s212L(1)).

BSVP

Balance sheet value pool.
“BSVP, in relation to a pool, is so much of the BSV
as, on a just and reasonable apportionent, it is
appropriate to attribute to the pool” (Capital Allowances
Act 2001 s2202O(3)).

Bt

Abbreviation: baht, currency of Thailand.

BTA

Business Tax Account.

BTAN

Bons à taux annuel nomalisés, a French coupon-bearing
fixed rate government bond.

BTC

British Tax Cases.

BTG

British Technology Group.

BTI

(1) Binding Tariff Information
(2) British Trade International

BTN

(1) ISO code for Bhutan ngultrum.
(2) Brussels Tariff Nomenclature.

BTP

British Transport Police

BTR

British Tax Review.
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BTW

(1) Belasting over de Toegevoegde Waarde, Dutch for
“value added tax”. The term may be seen on invoices
from Belgium or Netherlands.
(2) Text abbreviation: by the way.

Buba

Nickname of the Bundesbank, the central bank of
Germany.

bubble

Something which has size but no real substance and will
therefore soon burst. Typically this refers to a company
whose share value is sustained by sentiment and
unsupported by any value, such as assets and goodwill.
The value of bubble shares is caused by a buying
frenzy where investors rush to buy shares before the
price increases further. Buyers of bubbles can make large
profits if they sell the shares before the bubble bursts. If
the bubble bursts first, they lose most of their
investment. However, most buyers do not recognise that
the shares are bubbles in the first place and acquire them
under the herd instinct.
The most famous bubble is the South Sea Company
in 1720. More recent examples include housing
companies in the early 1980s and dot.com companies in
the late 1990s.

Bubble Act

Law passed in 1719 to check the creation of bubbles. The
law proved ineffective and was repealed in 1825.

bubble memory

In computing, memory comprising minute amounts of
moving pockets of magnetism.

Buchanan Report

Report on transport written in 1963 by Colin Buchanan.
Its title is Traffic in Towns. It predicted a threefold
increase in cars between 1953 and 1980; it actually just
doubled. It led to road planning.

buck

Colloquial term for the US dollar.

bucketing

Colloquialism for the practice of taking the opposite side
of a client’s order into the broker’s own account.

bucket shop

Place where something may be bought more cheaply
than from its usual source, often because it is not
genuine.
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The term originally applied to American gambling
dens. It was then applied to places where airline tickets
could be bought cheaply. The term now usually refers to a
place where securities are offered for sale at a price less
than that quoted by a recognised stock market.
Bucket shops now usually offer worthless or even
non-existent shares. These are often touted using boiler
room high pressure sales techniques.
buckshee

Free, without charge. This is an Anglicised form of
backsheesh.

buck stops here

Expression which means that it is not possible to blame
anyone else. The person cannot pass the buck.
The term was coined by US President Harry S
Truman who had a sign saying “the buck stops here” on
his desk.

bucolic

Pertaining to looking after cattle.

buddy system

System of initiation whereby a new person is assigned to
an experienced person who assists them in the day-today aspects of their duties.

Bud Jones

Type of moulded plastic chip used in some casinos.

Budget

Annual or more frequent statement by the Chancellor of
the Exchequer setting out government’s proposals for
taxation and spending.
Typically it is held in the Spring, often in March. It
includes a statement of the nation’s finances with details
of expenditure and any changes in the tax system. The
Chancellor is immediately followed by the Leader of the
Opposition and then the leader of the third largest party
in the House of Commons. This leads to a debate over
several days of the proposals.
Budget proposals are framed in draft legislation
which goes to a committee where amendments may be
made. Eventually a Finance Act is produced to enact the
Budget changes.

budget

A statement of expected incomes and expenditure under
general headings produced by any organisation from an
individual to a group of countries.
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A budget should be distinguished from a forecast in
that a budget is an executive direction as to what should
be achieved, whereas a forecast is merely what someone
expects to happen. However, this distinction is often not
made in practice.
The main types of budget are:
• fixed budget where all items are stated;
• flexible budget where some items depend on
others, such as expenditure on materials being
dependent on the sales for which those materials are
used; and
• zero-based budget where all items,
particularly expenditure, start at zero and must be
objectively justified afresh for each budget period. This
avoids the practice of simply taking last year’s figure and
adjusting it for inflation. At least that is the theory.
budget account

Bank account for individuals where payments are made
sufficient to cover all expenses during the year as they fall
due even if this means the account becoming overdrawn
for a short period.

budgetary

Pertaining to a budget.

budgetary control

When expenditure is governed by a budget. The opposite
is free spending.

budgetary policy

When the policy of planning income and expenditure is
determined by reference to a budget.

budgetary requirements

Income (or possibly expenditure) needed to satisfy the
provisions of a budget.

budgetary system

In management accounting, a system that serves the
needs of management in making judgments and
decisions, planning, exercising control, and making
effective communication and staff motivation.

Budget book

Publication issued on the day of The Budget given by the
Chancellor of the Exchequer which includes a statement
about the national economy plus tax and other proposals
announced in the speech. The book is also known as the
Red Book.
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budget committee

Group within an organisation which sets the budget.

Budget day

Day on which the Chancellor of the Exchequer presents
The Budget in the House of Commons.

budget deficit

Deficit in a budget, particularly of a government, where
income is less than expenditure.
“The amount by which government spending
exceeds government income during a specified period of
time (usually a year). The budget deficit can be split into
two key elements:
• the cyclical deficit – this occurs as a result of a
downturn in economic activity when tax receipts fall and
spending on social security increases. It can be
subsequently eliminated by a period of economic growth;
and
• the structural deficit – this occurs when
government spending exceeds tax receipts. A government
can run a structural deficit even if the economy is growing
strongly. Consequently, it can only be tackled by reducing
government spending or raising taxes. “ (HM Treasury
glossary).

budget department

Department in a large store which sells discounted goods.

budget director

Person in an organisation who is responsible for
overseeing the budget.

budgeted capacity

An organisation’s available output level for a budget
period as expressed in the budget. It is expressed in terms
appropriate to the area, such as machine hours or man
hours.

budgeted fixed overheads

In management accounting, an allocation of fixed
overhead costs allocated to units of production in
advance.

budgeted revenue

Income which an organisation expects to receive during
the budget period.

budget holder

Person who controls expenditure for a cost centre as
allowed in a budget, and who must account for that
spending.
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budgeting

Practice of a person or business to control expenditure
(and sometimes income also) according to a budget.
In practice, this is usually done in conjunction with
economising.

budgeting advance

For universal credit, an additional sum that is provided as
a repayable loan. It is intended to help with such matters
as buying furniture for a new home.

budgeting loan

Interest-free loan from the Social Fund to assist a person
on means-tested benefits meet a specific expense.

budget lapsing

Practice of removing any unused allocation from a
budget.
This is often expressed in the aphorism “use it or
lose it”. It has the disadvantage of encouraging
unnecessary expenditure.

budget law

In international taxation, the instrument by which a
country’s Budget becomes law. In the UK, this is a Finance
Act.

budget-limited

When financial provision is limited by resources rather
than need, particularly discretionary payments from the
Social Fund.

budget manual

Instructions which accompany a budget stating how the
budget is to be met.

Budget Payment Plan (BPP)

Arrangement whereby a taxpayer may make weekly or
monthly payments to HMRC towards their tax liability.
Payments must be made by direct debit, which can be
cancelled at any time. A taxpayer may only join the
scheme if all outstanding tax has been paid.

budget period

Length of time for which a budget is prepared.

Budget Responsibility Committee (BRC)
Body that runs the Office of Budget Responsibility.
Budget speech

Speech given by the Chancellor of the Exchequer when
presenting The Budget in the House of Commons.
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budget variance

Amount by which the actual expenditure on an item
differs from the budgeted expenditure. Large variances
should be investigated.

Buenos Aires Stock Exchange Oldest of the four stock exchanges in Argentina. It opened
in 1872.
buffer

In finance, any provision designed to provide a measure
of protection.
An example is an unneeded overdraft facility to
protect against accidentally overdrawing.

buffer stocks

In finance, stocks which are acquired when the price is
low and held for sale when the price rises.

Buffett Rule

Term coined in USA in 2012 for Paying a Fair Share Act
2012.
The name comes from multi-billionaire investor and
philanthropist Warren Buffett who proposed that anyone
earning more than a million dollars a year should pay at
least the same percentage of tax as the average
American, and not be able to reduce the tax bill with
reliefs.
The Act failed to become law.

bug

A mistake in a system or computer program. Originally
known because insects, real bugs, sometimes allegedly
got caught in punch cards or machinery and caused them
to malfunction.

bug letter

Standard business letter to a consumer which overrepresents the seriousness with which a complaint has
been taken.
The term derives from the reputed story that, in
1955, a man travelling on an American railway was bitten
by a bedbug. His complaint received a handsome apology
with an explanation of how the company would deal with
the problem. The passenger was satisfied until he noticed
that the company had mistakenly returned his letter on
which someone had written “send this guy the bug
letter”.
There are different versions of this story, some
dating it to 1927 or 1889. It is possible that the event
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happened more than once.
builder’s hardware

Material provided for use in construction of a new
building. If the building is either a new construction or an
adaptation of a listed building, the hardware may be zerorated for VAT.

builders’ merchant

Person whose job is to acquire and deliver necessary
building materials to a building site.

builder’s skips

Large container placed in a road or on site to collect
rubbish while building work or similar is being carried out.
A charge may be made for occupying the highway
for an unreasonable period (Highways Act 1980 s140A).

build indemnity scheme

Government-backed scheme announced in Autumn
Statement 2011 to increase the supply of affordable
mortgage finance for new build homes.

building

Definition
Any structure assembled on land.
For leases of plant and machinery in buildings, the
term includes a structure, or part of a building or
structure (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s70YI(1)).
For riot compensation, a building “includes —
(a) a permanent or semi-permanent structure
in the nature of a building (including a caravan or
houseboat), and
(b) a building in the course of construction”
(Riot Compensation Act 2016 s2(5)).
Law
In law, ownership of the land means ownership of
everything on, over and under the land, including
buildings.
Many rights over land and buildings derive from
occupancy rather than ownership.
Forms of occupancy and ownership include
freehold, leasehold, commonhold, licence, right of way,
easement and wayleave.
Stamp duty
The purchase of a building often attracts stamp duty land
tax.
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Value added tax
There are many special provisions for value added tax,
depending on the nature of the building work.
Many provisions are set out in Value Added Tax Act
1994 Sch 10.
Capital gains tax
For capital gains tax, a disposal of a building may be
considered separately from the disposal of the land
(Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s23-24).
building and loan association American body similar to a building society.
building lease

Lease of land, typically of 99 years, where the lessee pays
a small ground rent and agrees to erect specified
buildings. At the end of the lease, the lessee usually has
the right to buy the freehold, failing which ownership of
the land and buildings passes to the lessor.

building preservation notice

Notice by a local authority that a building is being
considered for local listing.

building regulations

“in relation to England and Wales, has the meaning given

by section 122 of the Building Act 1984” (Interpretation
Act 1978 Sch 1).
building scheme

Defined area of land sold by a single vendor in plots, each
of which is subject to the same conditions and
restrictions.

buildings insurance

Insurance to compensate for the loss of a building, such
as from fire, subsidence or vehicle collision.
A building is usually insured for rebuilding cost
typically with cover for temporary accommodation. This
means that if the building is destroyed, the insurance
company will pay for the person or business to be
rehoused temporarily while the site is cleared and original
building is rebuilt. This is usually a more expensive and
less convenient option than simply selling the site to a
property developer and buying a new property.
Where a loan is secured on property, as in a normal
mortgage, the lender will usually insist on adequate
buildings insurance.
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The Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS)
has produced a calculator on its website on how to
calculate house rebuilding costs.
As with all insurance, it is important to quantify the
amount for which the property is insured and the risks or
perils for which insurance is provided. The perils for
buildings insurance usually are:
• fire;
• lightning;
• explosion;
• earthquake;
• vandalism and theft;
• riot;
• storm and flood:
• aircraft and things falling from them;
• subsidence, landslip and heave;
• falling trees and branches;
• impact by vehicles and animals;
• breakage or collapse of aerials;
• escape of water from pipes or tanks;
• escape of oil.
Building Societies Ombudsman
Office whose work is now undertaken by Financial
Ombudsman Service.
building society

Definition
Mutual organisation owned by its members, not by
shareholders, to provide funds for buying property. They
developed in the 17th century from friendly societies.
Development
Originally building societies “borrowed short but lent
long”. This meant that investors could deposit money and
earn interest for short periods while the society lent
money for long periods, such as for 25 years for a
mortgage. Today a large part of the funds of such bodies
come from commercial money markets.
Since Building Societies Act 1986, the rules for
building societies have been considerably relaxed,
allowing them to compete more easily with banks and
other financial institutions.
Taxation
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The taxation of building society dividends and interest is
set out in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s498.
Demutualisation
Some building societies demutualised to become banks.
Leading examples include Abbey National (now known as
Abbey and owned by Santander) and Halifax (now part of
HBOS). The tax consequences of doing so are set out in
Finance Act 1988 Sch 12.
building society bonus

For child trust funds, this term is defined in Child Trust
Funds Regulations SI 2004 No 1450 reg 2(1)(b).

building society dividends

The income tax provisions are given in Income Tax
(Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s372.

building society group

Term used for the bank levy (Finance Act 2011 Sch 19
para 9).

building works insurance

Insurance for building works which the customer is
usually obliged to provide under the building contract.

built-in furniture

For VAT, furniture which uses at least two walls of the
building. Such furniture may qualify for zero-rating as
builder’s hardware when used in a new construction or
an adaptation of a listed building.

built-in obsolescence

Practice of ensuring that a product will last only until the
guarantee expires, or soon afterwards, so that the
customer has to buy another product.

Bulgaria

Eastern republic. Its currency is the lev of 100 stotinki. It
is a member of the European Union. The UK has a double
taxation convention of 1987.

bulge

Swelling. The term can mean an unusually large
expansion of funds or work.

bulge bracket bank

Very large investment bank which operates globally in
almost all businesses. Their size makes them able to take
big risks such as underwriting large share issues. Their
biggest problem is in addressing conflicts of interest.
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bulk buying

Buying in a large quantity to obtain a lower price. An
organisation set up to do this for its members is treated
as a mutual trading organisation as is discussed in the
Inspectors’ Manual at BIM24784.

bulk carrier

Vessel which carries grain, coal and other loose cargo
which is not packed into containers.

bulk licence

One of the three types of licence for amusement
machine licence duty. (The other two are the premisesbased licence and the special licence.)
The bulk licence may be obtained where the
operator has more than one premises requiring licensing.

bulk powers

Power of HMRC to collect data on taxpayers in bulk for
risk assessment. Such powers can be used to compel
banks to give details of all holders of a particular type of
account.

bulk transfer

For pensions, the transfer of a group of pension scheme
members and their scheme assets from one occupational
pension scheme to another.

bulk transfer of accounts

For child trust funds, this is defined in Child Trust Funds
Regulations SI 2004 No 1450 reg 2(1A).

bull

In investing, someone who expects stock markets to rise.
The opposite is a bear.
From 1945 to the 1970s, a bull was more strictly
defined in London as someone who bought shares at the
start of the market’s two-week trading period with the
intention of selling them at a profit before the end of that
period.

bull CD

Certificate of deposit that pays the holder a specific
percentage of a return increase for a specific market
index and thus guarantees a minimum rate of return. It is
used by investors who want to invest in a rising market at
low risk.

bulldog

Another name for a bulldog bond.
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bulldog bond

Fixed interest sterling bond issued in the UK by a foreign
borrower.

bullet

(1) Another name for a bullet bond.
(2) In text, the symbol • or similar used to identify each
item in a list.

bullet bond

American term for a Eurobond which is only redeemed on
maturity.
Bullet bonds are used as payment by central banks
where they act as currency backing.

bulletin

Official statement issued at regular intervals.

bulletin board

Website where users may leave messages. Although
popular among investors, they are prone to malpractice
such as pump and dump.

Bulletin des Annonces Légales Obligatoires (BALO)
Publication of the French government which includes
financial statements of public companies.
bullet loan

American term for a loan which is repaid in a single
payment and not in instalments.

bullet point

Each item in a list, particularly when identified by a bullet.

bullet-resistant glass

From 6 April 2011, this may be added to a company car if
necessary to an employee from a threat to personal
physical security without the cost increasing the figure for
the list price from which the employee’s car benefit is
calculated (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003
s125A).

bullets

In gambling, a pair of aces in the hole.

bullion

Precious metal, usually gold or silver, in a readily
recognisable form such as bars or ingots or special coins.
The value of bullion is determined by its weight.
Bullion has traditionally been a means to hedge
against inflation or other adverse financial crises. These
risks are now more commonly addressed by use of
derivatives.
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bull market

Financial conditions where share prices are rising or are
expected to rise. The opposite is a bear market.
In 1894, Charles Dow defined a bull market as one
which has risen for two years. In modern parlance, this
time limit is usually ignored.

bull note

Bond whose redemption value is linked to an index, such
as the FT-SE 100 index. The name come from the fact that
such a note is worth more in a bull market.

Bullock order

Legal procedure which may be ordered by a judge when
there are two defendants.
If the judge is satisfied, he may join the defendants.
The cost of a successful defendant is added to the
claimant’s costs which may then be claimed from the
unsuccessful defendant. The name comes from the case
Bullock v LGO Co [1907].

Bullock Report

Report published by Alan Bullock in 1977 for the British
government. It recommended that larger businesses
should have a measure of worker participation. These
proposals were not adopted.

bull position

Strategy of buying shares in the hope that their price will
rise.

bull run

Period in which a market keeps rising, largely by the
continued optimism from investors.

bull spread

Simultaneous buying and selling options on the same
underlying security to earn a profit on the expected rise
of that security.

bulse

Bag for keeping diamonds.

bulwark

Defence or rampart. The term is often used
metaphorically to mean any protection against adverse
conditions.

bumf

Colloquialism for official paperwork, seen in disparaging
terms.
The term is a contraction of “bum fodder” which
means toilet paper. The word is sometimes spelled
bumph. For many years Tolley published a book called
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Tax Bumph.
bump

(1) In airline industry, refuse to provide the contracted
seat to a passenger because the aircraft has been
deliberately overbooked to maximise revenue and more
than the expected number of passengers turned up.
(2) In gambling, to raise a stake.
(3) American term for the practice of laying off junior
staff in preferece to senior staff.

bump-up CD

Financial instrument held for short or medium-term
investment. It allows the investor to increase the interest
rate until the CD matures. The increase may only be to
market rates, but the investor does not have to reduce his
or her rate if the market rate falls.

BUNAC

British Universities North America Club. When the P38(S)
system existed for students, a BUNAC student could
complete form P38(S) and not have income tax deducted
under PAYE.

bunce

Colloquialism for unexpected money. The word is
believed to be a corruption of “bonus” in the sense of
extra dividend.

bunch

Group come together. The word is sometimes used when
events, orders or payments come together instead of
being evenly spread.

bunched gains

In international taxation, accumulated gains that have
arisen over several years but where those gains are taxed
once at the time of disposal. For capital gains tax
purposes, it is often better to avoid bunching.

Bundesbank

Central bank of Germany, established in 1957 and based
in Frankfurt.
It has independence in setting interest rates which
is undertaken by its Central Bank Council.
Its regional branches are known as
Landeszcentralbank.

Bundesbond

German government bond.
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Bundestag

Lower house of the federal German parliament.

Bundesfinanzhof (BFH)

German supreme court for taxation matters.

Bundesobligation

German medium-term financial instrument that may be
bought by non-German investors.

Bundles for Britain

Welfare organisation established in 1940 to send parcels
to British troops.

bundling

Practice of supplying two products together, so a person
wanting one must buy the other also.

bung

Slang expression for a payment, usually for an improper
purpose.

bunny bond

Bond which gives its holder the choice of receiving
interest or further bonds.

buoyancy

State of a financial market that appears to be continually
rising.

buoyancy vest

For VAT, this is not an item of clothing. Therefore it does
not qualify for zero-rating when sold for children (British
Vita Co Ltd [1976] VTD 332).

BUPA

British United Provident Association, formed in 1947 to
preserve freedom of choice in health care when the
National Health Service was established.
In effect it is an insurance company providing cover
for private medical treatment, though it has diversified
since the 1970s.

burden

A financial cost; administrative inconvenience; obstacle to
efficiency, productivity or profitability; or a sanction
(Legislative and Regulatory Reform Act 2006 s1(3)).

burden of a contract

The liability a party to a contract has to discharge that
liability to the other party.

burden of proof

In law, the duty to satisfy the court of the truth of a
matter.
In broad terms, it is necessary to consider the
standard of proof and on whom the burden falls.
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The standard of proof is balance of probabilities
(more than 50% likely) in civil cases and beyond
reasonable doubt in criminal cases, which is much higher.
This difference was dramatically illustrated in the O J
Simpson murder case in the USA (which has the same
standards). Simpson was acquitted of murdering his wife
in a criminal trial in 1995 but was ordered to pay
compensation for her murder in a civil trial in 1997.
The person who must prove the matter is usually
the person who brings the proceedings. So, if in a civil
action, it proves impossible to determine who is liable,
the defendant “wins” as the claimant as not proved the
case. In some discrimination cases, there is a reverse
burden of proof.
burden of tax

Responsibility for paying tax, particularly inheritance tax.
There are rules to determine who is responsible for
payment of the tax. Any legacy said to be net of tax will
usually require to be grossed up.

bureau

(1) Writing table, particularly one which contains space
for files and stationery and which folds up as a piece of
furniture.
(2) Department or organisation set up to transact
business.
The plural is bureaux.

bureau de change

Place where money is changed from one currency to
another. The plural is “bureaux de change”.
Bureaux de change must comply with money
laundering regulations.

Bureau

A third party providing a service to National Export
Scheme (NES) which authorised traders to act as their
direct Representative for the submission of pre-shipment
and Supplementary declarations.

Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
Body that provides employment data for the US federal
government.
burgage tenure

Before 1925, form of free land-holding which is governed
by a local custom.
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burglar alarm

This is listed in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s23 List C as
an item that is not affected by the provisions of s21
(buildings) or s22 (structures). This means that its
eligibility for capital allowance depends on the nature and
purpose of the item.

burglary

Crime of improperly entering premises to commit an
offence under Theft Act 1968.
Stock and cash lost by burglary is tax-deductible
under the normal rules of allowability, except to the
extent that such loss is covered by insurance.
The matter is briefly discussed in the Inspector’s
Manual at BIM 45851.

burglary safe

Safe whose prime purpose is to protect the contents
against burglary rather than fire damage or other peril.

burglary with intent

Trespassing on to property with the intention of
committing one of four offences: theft, grievous bodily
harm, criminal damage, rape.

burglary without intent

Trespassing on to property with no intention of
committing an offence, but then committing either of the
two offences of theft or grievous bodily harm.

burial

In law, the disposal of human remains on death. Strictly
the term refers to burial in the ground, though the term is
often used for any legal disposal.
This is the first duty of an executor of an estate,
though it is usual to respect the wishes of the deceased if
known, or of the immediate family if not known.
The disposal is subject to any requirement for a
post mortem examination and to any donation of organs
authorised by the deceased.
The three legal means of disposal in the UK are
burial in the ground, cremation, or burial at sea.
For VAT, burial is an exempt supply. Further details
are given in VAT notice 701/32.

Buridan’s Ass

Man of indecision.
Buridan was a 14th century scholar who postulated
the sophism that an ass placed equally between two
haystacks would starve to death because he could not
decide which one he preferred. In reality an ass simply
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walks to the first stack it notices which is the model for
most arbitrary decisions.
Burke, Edmund

Irish lawyer and politician (1729-97). As an MP in 1770 he
strongly opposed duties on American trade.

Burkina Faso

African state, known as Upper Volta until 1983. Its
currency is the Central French African franc of 100
centimes. The UK has no tax treaty.

Burma

Country now known as Myanmar.
Payments of a pension made under Pensions (India,
Pakistan and Burma) Act 1955 may be exempt from
income tax under Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 s654.
UK has a double taxation convention signed in 1951.

burn

In finance, the period when expenditure is incurred
without any significant income being received, as often
happens at the start of a new business. The art is to
ensure that sufficient income is generated before the
initial capital has all been “burned”.

burn-out turnaround

Arrangements to restructure a company which is in
serious trouble. This typically requires new funding and
new management.

burn rate

How fast a new business is consuming its initial capital.
A new business may have initial capital of £1 million
to establish itself before generating retained profit to stay
in business. The burn rate measures how fast that
business is consuming that capital before being able to
generate sufficient profits. If the burn rate indicates that
the capital will be exhausted in nine months, the business
must be generating sufficient profits by then to sustain
itself, or must seek further capital, which is likely to be
difficult.
Burn rate is often considered with such measures as
EBITDA which helps to indicate how fast a business is
moving to profitability.

Burundi

African republic. Its currency is Burundi franc of 100
centimes. The UK has no tax treaty.
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bus

Vehicle with more than eight passenger seats, though up
to 16 passenger seats the vehicle may be called a
minibus. This is category D on the driving licence.
Generally a driver must be 21 to obtain a licence for this
category.
For the purposes of works transport service, a bus
“has a seating capacity of 12 or more” (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s242(3)).
An employer who provides support for a public bus
service to assist his employees in getting to work, is not
providing a taxable benefit in kind under Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s243.

bus fares

Zero-rated under Value Added Tax Act 1994 Sch 8 Group
8.

bushel

Measure of grain equal to eight gallons, or a large vessel
for keeping grain.

business

General
Term for any commercial activity.
Many branches of law and taxation make a
distinction between a business sale and a consumer sale,
where the latter is made by an individual as part of the
private life. For most purposes a business includes a
profession, vocation and public authority.
Consumer protection
The term “includes the activities of any government
department or local or public authority” (Consumer
Rights Act 2015 s2(7).
Accounting standards
“An integrated set of activities and assets conducted and
managed for the purpose of providing:
(a) a return to investors, or
(b) lower costs or other economic benefits
directly and proportionately to policyholdes or
participants.
A business generally consists of inputs, processes
applied to those inputs, and resulting outputs that are, or
will be, used to generate revenues. If goodwill is present
in a transferred set of activities and assets, the
transferred set shall be presumed to be a business”
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(FRS 102 glossary).
For International Accounting Standards, “An
integrated set of activities and assets that is capable of
being conducted and managed for the purpose of
providing a return in the form of dividends, lower costs or
other economic benefits directly to investors or other
owners, members or participators” (IFRS 3.A).
Value added tax
The term is used for VAT purposes as only a business
activity can create a VAT liability. So hobbies, and
charitable and statutory functions are excluded. The
requirements for a business are broadly a commercial
enterprise and a series of transactions.
Value Added Tax Act 1994 s94(1) adds “business
includes any trade, profession or vocation”.
Further guidance is given in the case C&E
Commissioners v Lord Fisher [1981].
VAT flat rate scheme
Under the VAT flat rate scheme, the appropriate
percentage for a business not otherwise listed is:
From
4 January 2011
1 January 2010
1 December 2008
1 January 2004

Percentage
12%
10.5%
9.5%
11%

Business Accounting Deliberating Council
Committee in Japan controlled by its Ministry of Justice. It
is responsible for drawing up regulations regarding the
consolidated accounts of companies.
business activities

Value added tax
In relation to VAT, any continuing activity that is mainly
concerned with making supplies to other persons for a
consideration. The activity must have a degree of
frequency and scale and be continued over a period of
time.
Business impact target
The term “means any activities carried on —
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(a) by a business for the purposes of the business,
or
(b) by a voluntary or community body for the
purposes of the body.”
(Small Business, Enterprise and Employment Act 2015
s27(2)).
business activity

Commercial activity. If sufficiently large, the organisation
must register for VAT.

business address

Premises from which a business operates.

business angel

Angel who invests in any business and not just in stage
shows.

Business Angel Seed Investment Scheme (BASIS)
Form of investment proposed in 2011 which will provide
a measure of tax relief for debt funding.
business asset

For the purposes of capital gains tax (CGT), a business
asset is one of:
• an asset used in a business;
• a shareholding in an unlisted company,
including a company listed on the Alternative Investment
Market;
• a shareholding of 5% or more in a quoted
trading company: or
• a shareholding of any size in a quoted trading
company if held by an employee or director.
Until 2010, a business asset suffered a lower rate of
capital gains tax than a non-business asset.
See also business assets.

business asset taper relief (BATR)
Relief from capital gains tax for business assets whereby
the tax payable reduces according to how long the asset
has been held. This is abolished from 1 April 2008, and
replaced by a flat rate of 18% to which the first £1 million
of disposal attracts an entrepreneur’s tax relief equal to
4/9 of the tax. This reduces the tax to an effective rate of
10%, which is the same minimum rate that applied before
1 April 2008.
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business assets

In terms of HMRC’s power of inspection, “means assets
that an officer of Revenue and Customs has reason to
believe are owned, leased or used in connection with the
carrying on of a business by any person, excluding
documents” (Finance Act 2008 Sch 36 para 10(3)).
In relation to Revenue Scotland, the term means
“assets that a designated officer has reason to believe are
owned, leased or used in connection with the carrying on
of a business by any person (but does not include
documents)” (Revenue Scotland and Tax Powers Act 2014
s141(4)).

business by telephone

Term used by HMRC in relation to those tax functions it is
prepared to administer by telephone conversation.
Its statement of practice is set out in SP1/2010,
which was amended on 7 February 2012.

business card

A small piece of card on which a person or business writes
their basic contact details to give to other people.

business centre

Part of a town or city where most businesses operate.

business combination

For accounting standards, “the bringing together of
separate entities or businesses into one reporting entity”
(FRS 102 glossary).
For International Accounting Standards, “a
transaction or other event in which an acquirer obtains
control of one or more businesses” (IFRS 3 Appendix A).
“A transaction of other event in which an acquirer
obtains control of one or more businesses. Transactions
sometimes referred to as ‘true mergers’ or ‘mergers of
equals’ are also business combinations as that term is
used in IFRS 3” (IFRS 3.A).
Under old UK standards, the term was defined as
“the bringing together of separate entities into one
economic entity as a result of one entity uniting with, or
obtaining control over the net assets and operations of,
another” (FRS 6 para 2 and FRS 7 para 2).

business computer

Computer powerful enough for a business to use. In
practice, domestic computers have long been powerful
enough for most businesses.
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business connection

Provision in Indian law whereby indirect income is added
to direct income for tax purposes.

business continuity planning

Management process that identifies potential threats to
the business and makes plans to cope with them.

business correspondence

Letters to and from a business relating to its activities.

business cycle

Period over which a business expands and contracts. A
typical business cycle is five to ten years.

business day

Any day which is not a non-business day (Bills of
Exchange Act 1882 s92). Day on which banks are open for
business.

business days

For hydrocarbon oil duty, “means days which are
business days within the meaning of section 92 of the
Bills of Exchange Act 1882” ” (Hydrocarbon Oil Duties
(Payment of Rebates) Regulations SI 1996 No 2313 reg
3(1)).

business documents

In relation to HMRC’s inspection powers, “means
documents (or copies of documents) —
(a) that relate to the carrying on of a business
by any person, and
(b) that form part of any person’s statutory
records” (Finance Act 2008 Sch 36 para 10).
For Revenue Scotland, identical wording is used in
Revenue Scotland and Tax Powers Act 2014 s141(4).

Business Economic Notes (BEN)
Documents published by Inland Revenue (now HMRC)
giving detailed advice on how particular businesses are
run.
BENs have not been updated and are now
hopelessly out of date.
Business Education and Support Team (BEST)
Part of HMRC designed to assist taxpayers in
understanding what an HMRC officer is looking for in an
import or export declaration.
This is done by attending a seminar or specialist
workshop. An officer can visit business premises.
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business end

Part of a tool or anything else which is performing the
required function.

business entertainment

Hospitality or entertainment of any kind provided for
business purposes to anyone who is not an employee.
This includes the expenses of staff acting as hosts.
This is not allowable against income tax (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s356 and Income Tax
(Trading And Other Income) Act 2005s45).
“Business entertainment means the provision of
free or subsidised hospitality or entertainment. The
person being entertained may be a customer, potential
customer or any other person” (Inspector’s Manual at
BIM 45010).
The manual goes on to quote Shorter Oxford English
Dictionary as “the art or practice of being hospitable; the
reception and entertainment of guests with liberality and
goodwill”.
Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act
2005s45(4) and Corporation Tax Act 2009 s1298(5) both
define entertainment as “includes hospitality of any kind”
but otherwise provides no further definition.
“I cannot myself see much difference between
entertainment and hospitality, and if once hospitality
arises then the relationship of host and guest follows as a
matter of course” (Roxburgh J in Bentleys, Stokes and
Lowless v Beeson [1952] 33 RC 491 at p 498).
For capital allowances on equipment, business
entertainment is defined in Capital Allowances Act 2001
s269.
In a VAT case, Lord Brandon said “to give people
free meals and to give them free accommodtaion is, to
my mind, to entertain them within the ordinary and
natural meaning of the word” (C&E v Shaklee
International [1981] STC 776). This case is quoted for
direct taxes in the Inspector’s Manual at BIM 45012.

business entity

A business which exists independently of its owners.

business establishment

Direct tax
In relation to controlled foreign companies, means
“premises —
(a) which are, or are intended to be, occupied and
used with a reasonable degree of permanence, and
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(b) from which the company’s business in the
territory in which it is resident is wholly or mainly carried
on”
(Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 Sch 25 para
7(1)).
Value added tax
“A person carrying on a business through a branch or
agency in the United Kingdom shall be treated as having a
business establishment in the United Kingdom” (Value
Added Tax 1994 Sch 1 para 10(4)(a)).
Business Expansion Scheme (BES)
Tax-advantaged means of investing in new businesses
that operated from 1983 to 31 December 1993 when it
was replaced by the Enterprise Investment Scheme. BES
was subject to many conditions.
The main elements of BES are:
tax relief was given on the taxpayer’s
marginal rate
annual investment was between £500 and
£40,000 per taxpayer
a company could raise £750,000 a year under
BES (£500,000 before 1 May 1990)
the company must be in a qualifying trade
and the individual had to be UK-resident and not a
director of the investee company.
business expenses

Expenditure which relates to the activities of a business
rather than personal expenditure.

business form

Any document which is completed for business purposes,
such as an invoice, order form or application form. Such
forms usually contain the business’s logo, name and
address.

business gift

Gift made in the course of a business. Such a gift is
generally tax- deductible, provided:
• its cost per recipient per tax year does not
exceed £50,
• it contains a conspicuous advertisement for
the business, and
• it does not comprise food, drink or tobacco.
(Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act 2005s47).
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This allows for the cost of such items as calendars,
pens, coasters, bags and diaries.
business growth and development
In relation to enterprise investment scheme, “means the
growth and development of—
(a) if the issuing company is a single company, the
business of that company, and
(b) if the issuing company is a parent company,
what would be the business of the group if the activities
of the group companies taken together were regarded as
one business” (Income Tax Act 2007 s174(2) as inserted
by Finance (No 2) Act Sch 5).
business hours

Times when a business premises is staffed to transact
business, even though it may be possible to transact
some business outside these hours, such as placing an
order on a website.

business impact target (BIT)

Target which the government must publish at the start of
each Parliament and every year thereafter of the
economic impact on business activities of regulatory
provisions. The statutory provisions are in Small Business,
Enterprise and Employment Act 2015 from s21.
There are further provisions in Enterprise Act 2016.

business improvement district (BID)
All or part of the area of a local authority which has made
arrangements to enable projects for the benefit of
businesses in the district (Local Government Act 2003
s41). Such projects are funded by a BID levy.
“Business improvement districts are partnerships
between local authorities and local businesses which are
intended to provide additional services or improvements
to a specified area. A BID must be agreed by a ballot and
is funded in whole or in part by a levy additional to nondomestic rates” (Commons Library Standard Note of 6
August 2014).
business income

In international taxation, the taxable income of a business
from all sources.

business intelligence application
Software that allows the user to access data from many
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different files. It is widely used in human resources
management to access data from payroll files, attendance
records and other files.
business interruption policy

Insurance policy which pays for losses sustained when a
business is prevented from continuing from an insurable
risk.
Such a policy is typically added to other policies. For
example, insurance for premises may cover the cost of
rebuilding plus the loss of profits and customer claims
which may result from not being able to trade until the
factory is rebuilt.
Such policies are also known as consequential loss
policy or loss of profits policy.

business journey

“In relation to a vehicle used for the purposes of a trade,
means any journey, or any identifiable part or portion of a
journey, that is made wholly and exclusively for the
purposes of the trade” (Income Tax (Trading and Other
Income) Act 2005 s94F(4)).

business judgment rule

Rule that courts will not interfere in the conduct of lawful
business. For example, it will enforce a breach of contract
but not repair a bad bargain.

Business Keepsafe

Service offered by the Royal Mail where they will retain
mail for up to 66 days and not deliver it. This can be
useful when a business has a break or when premises are
left unattended. A pile of mail can indicate that the
premises are unoccupied.

business liability

Liability incurred by a business in the course of its
activities.

business licence fee

In international taxation, a fee for being allowed to carry
on a business.

business-like

In an efficient and organised manner.

business literacy

Knowledge and understanding of the financial,
accounting, marketing, legal and administrative functions
of an organisation.
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Business Link

Government-funded business advice service started in
1993.
Between 30 November 1993 and 31 March 2000, a
company could claim tax relief for contributions to
Business Link.

business link organisation

Person authorised to use a service mark of a local
enterprise agency or local enterprise company (Income
and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s79A).

business loan provisions

The tax provisions in Income Tax Act 2007 ss 392, 396 and
401. (Income Tax Act 2007 s410(3)).

business name

Name under which a business trades. This need not be its
registered name.
The law is found in Companies Act 2006 from s1192.
This law applies to businesses, and is not resticted to
companies.

business necessity

In the USA, a defence to an employment selection
process that otherwise appears to breach discrimination
law.

business of fish farming

“Means business of keeping live fish (whether or not for
profit) with a view to their sale or to their transfer to
other waters”
(Diseases of Fish Act 1937 s10).

business payment

For non-lending relationships under loan relationship
rules, “means a payment which, if it were paid, would fall
to be brought into account for corporation tax purposes
as a receipt of a trade, UK property business or overseas
property business carried on by the company”
(Corporation Tax Act 2009 s479(3)).

Business Payment Support Service (BPSS)
HMRC body established in the economic crisis of 2008. It
deals with Time to Pay requests from companies and
individuals who are having difficulty in paying any tax
because of adverse economic conditions. BPSS negotiates
an extended period for payment, provided it is satisfied
that the reasons are valid and that the tax will eventually
be paid.
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Business People Scheme

Arrangement whereby a person may be able to come to
the UK to run a business provided certain conditions are
met.

business plan

Plan containing financial and narrative data about the
future of a business. A business plan is often used as a
means of attracting funding.

business plan test

One of 12 tests included in HMRC guidance published
early in 2012 on whether an individual comes within the
scope of IR35.

business policy

General set of rules and principles laid down to guide
directors in the running of a business.
Such rules typically take the form of a condition and
preference, as in “if X happens, do A in preference to B”.
The means of implementing a policy is known as a
strategy, though these times are not always used in such
a precise manner.

business premises

Capital gains tax
For capital gains tax, these are premises that HMRC thinks
are used in connection with the carrying on of a business.
Where someone works from home, the term is restricted
to the rooms set aside for the business.
Powers of inspection
In relation to powers of inspection, “in relation to a
person, means premises (or any part of premises) that an
officer of Revenue and Customs has reason to believe are
(or is) used in connection with the carrying on of a
business by or on behalf of the person” (Finance Act 2008
Sch 36 para 10).
For Scotland, the term is defined “in relation to a
person, means premises (or any part of premises) that a
designated officer has reason to believe are (or is) used in
connection with the carrying on of a business by or on
behalf of the person” Premises is further defined as
including “any building or structure, any land and any
means of transport” (Revenue Scotland and Tax Powers
Act 2014 s141(4)).

business premises renovation allowance (BPRA)
A capital allowance introduced on 11 April 2007, initially
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for five years but now extended to 2017.
It provides a 100% allowance for the capital
expenditure of converting or renovating a business
property that has been empty for at least one year in a
disadvantaged area of the UK.
business premises test

One of 12 tests included in HMRC guidance published
early in 2012 on whether an individual comes within the
scope of IR35.

business process re-engineering (BPR)
Management term for reconsideration of administration,
supervision and procedural functions.
business promotion scheme

A type of promotion where goods or services are given as
a reward to retail and trade customers.
There is a special provision which requires VAT to
be accounted for on the market value of such supplies.

business property

Sum of fixed assets and inventory owned by a business.

business property occupation tax (BPOT)
Tax that Gibraltar planned to introduce in 2002, but
which was held to be contrary to EU law.
business property relief (BPR) Relief from inheritance tax when businesses or business
assets are inherited on the death of the owner.
For a whole business, or a shareholding in an
unquoted company, the relief is generally 100%. For land,
buildings and plant used in a business, the relief is 50%.
Some of these rates were lower before 1995.
business proportion

Addition to a personal cost relating to a business. Such a
cost is not tax-deductible as it is not wholly for the
business.
The matter was neatly illustrated in the case
Caillebotte v Quinn [1975] 50 TC 222. A carpenter’s lunch
cost 10p at home but 40p on site. He claimed the
additional 30p as a business cost, but it was disallowed.
The matter is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at
BIM37650.

business purpose test

In international taxation, a test used to determine
whether expenditure is allowed against taxable income of
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a business.
business rates

Tax paid to a local authority for occupation of nondomestic property. It is properly called national nondomestic rate (NNDR).
The calculation is now based on a national rate in
the pound set by government multiplied the rateable
value of the property. Business rates are pooled
nationally and a share is given back to local authorities
based on the number of people living in the area. The
amount charged is based on multiplying the rateable
value of each business property by the national rate in
the pound.

business records check (BRC)

Audit of small businesses undertaken by HMRC. In 2011,
it was announced that 50,000 such checks would be made
annually.
On 3 February 2012, HMRC announced that it was
postponing further BRCs “until it has formulated a new
approach to these interventions targeted more at high
risk businesses”.

business relief

Another name for business property relief.

business review

Part of a directors’ report which gives “(a) a fair view of
the company’s business, and (b) a description of the
principle risks and uncertainties facing the company”
(Companies Act 2006 s417(3)). Small companies are
exempt.

business risk

Risks faced by a business. These are usually classified as
internal and external, and are addressed by recognised
risk management methods.

business sample

The provision of a business sample is a taxable supply for
VAT if it exceeds £50 (Value Added Tax Act 1994 Sch 4).
From 1 January 2011, the limit refers to each
sample. Previously it was an annual limit per donor per
recipient.

business segment

A section of a company which may be clearly
distinguished from the rest of the company.
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business start-up payment

“Means a payment under a Business Start-Up Scheme...”
(Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005
s207(3)).

Business Start-Up Scheme (BSUS)
Government scheme to assist the unemployed. It ran
from April 1991 to March 1995. It replaced the Enteprise
Allowance Scheme and was similar to the New Deal
offered from 1997.
BSUS was administered by Training and Enterprise
Councils (TECs). Applicants had to be aged between 18
and 59 and have been unemployed for at least six weeks.
They were given an allowance of between £20 and £90 a
week, for between 26 and 66 weeks.
business strategy

Procedures by which a business implements its business
policy.

business succession

Transfer of a business on the death of its owner. The tax
consequences depend on whether the business was a
company or sole trader/partnership.
For inheritance tax, the business may qualify for
business property relief.
For VAT purposes, the new owner may be able to
treat it as a transfer of a going concern.
The PAYE implications are given in PAYE regulations
SI 2003 No 2682 from reg 102.

business tax

Any tax paid by a business because it is a business.
In international taxation, such taxes are broadly of
four types:
• income-based tax on business income,
business worth or payroll
• business licence fee
• tax on gross revenue
• tax on gross receipts.

Business Tax Accounts (BTA)

Software package developed by HMRC so that small
businesses can have all their taxes accessible together.

business test

For VAT, test as to whether a not-for-profit activity is
carrying on a business activity.
The test is set out in VAT notice 701/1. It asks:
• is the activity a serious activity earnestly
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pursued?
• is the activity an occupation or function which
is actively pursued with reasonable or recognisable
continuity?
• does the activity have a certain measure of
substance in terms of the quarterly or annual value of
taxable supplies made?
• is the activity conducted in a regular manner
and on sound and recognised business principles?
• is the activity predominately concerned with
the making of taxable supplies for a consideration?
• are the taxable supplies that are being made
of a kind which, subject to differences in detail, are
commonly made by those who seek to profit from them?
business to business (B2B)

Sales a business makes to other businesses rather than to
consumers.

business transaction

Any act of buying or selling to or from a business.

business travel

Travelling in the course of work, such as to see a
customer. Commuting, normal travel from home to work,
is not business travel.
A definition is given in Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s171(1)).

business travel insurance

Travel insurance for business travel. It usually provides
such additional cover as protection for laptops, and for
the cost of sending a replacement colleague if you are
detained because of an insured risk.

business unionism

Trade unionism viewed as a business with a duty to
attract new members, maximise income and secure the
best deal for its members.

business units

Parts of a business which may have their own Trading
Accounts and operate with relative autonomy from the
rest of the company or service.

business use

For Customs purposes, “the use of a vehicle for an activity
carried out for financial gain or consideration” (Customs
notice 3).
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Business Wire Regulatory Disclosure
News agency. From 2 April 2002, it is one of five news
agencies authorised by Financial Services Authority to
make announcements about listed companies.
bust

Colloquial description of a person who has run out of
funds.

busted bond

Bond which has already defaulted and which is sold
purely as a collectable piece of paper.
Many pre-revolutionary Russian bonds are works of
art, and are collected for this and their historic value.
A busted bond is sometimes called an old bond.

Butler, Rab

Indian-born English Conservative politician (1902-1982)
who was Chancellor of the Exchequer from 28 October
1951 to 20 December 1955 in the governments of
Winston Churchill and Anthony Eden. His real name was
Richard Austen Butler.
He cut taxes in 1955 but was forced to reverse
some of them after the election.

butlerage

An early form of wine duty in 14th century representing a
commutation of the rights of the king’s butler. It is also
known as aliens custom.

Butskellism

Term widely used by political commentators to describe
British economic policy between 1951 and 1955.
The term is a combination of the name of R A
Butler, the Chancellor of the Exchequer in the
Conservative government, and Hugh Gaitskell, his
immediate predecessor in the Labour government. The
term indicates that their policies were largely identical.

butterfly

In investment, a strategy sometimes used by dealers of
traded options. It operates by buying and selling both call
options and put options at different prices, particularly
when the prices are fluctuating. Options are then selected
for sale according to how the price has fluctuated.

button

(1) In gambling, a big white marker in the shape of an icehockey puck the denotes the position of dealer in house
dealt games.
(2) Old term for a decoy in an auction room. The term is
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an allusion to a button as a device to stop something
slipping away.
Buttonwood Agreement

Trade agreement made in 1792 between 24 brokers in
New York whereby they acted as an investment
community. The name comes from a tree that served as
their informal meeting place.

butut

One hundredth of a dalasi, currency of Gambia.

buy a cow

Term sometimes used in management to mean
diversification, particularly diversification to avoid using
contractors or suppliers. It comes from the expression “if
you want a glass of milk, buy a cow”. The opposite is
known as stick to your knitting or zero-basing.

buy and hold

Investment strategy of buying investments with a view to
holding them for a long period.

buy and write

Investment strategy of selling a traded option in a
security which the investor already holds. This allows the
investor to benefit from the call premium and to hedge
any risk from the option pay-off.

buy a pig in a poke

Be tricked into buying something worthless. The
expression comes from a 16th century practice of buying
what is supposed to be a suckling pig in a poke (a large
bag) but which is actually a cat. This practice also gives
rise to the expression “let the cat out of the bag”.

buy a pot

In gambling, to make a bet so large that other players are
unlikely to call.

buy back

(1) Buying something from a person to whom you had
previously sold it.
(2) A payment made to reinstate into SERPS a person
belonging to a contracted out pension scheme.
(3) Reinstatement of life assurance cover after a claim has
been paid on critical illness under a policy that provides
cover against critical illness and death. (Normally a policy
of this type ceases when the claim is paid. The life
assurance cover is then automatically cancelled.)
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buyback store

Another name for retail credit.

buy earnings

Invest in a company with a low yield but high earnings to
generate a large capital gain.

buyer

In relation to a sale that involves a transfer of trading
stock, “means the person to whom the transfer is made”
(Corporation Tax Act 2009 s170).

buyer credit

Loan granted to a buyer, particularly of exported goods.

buyers’ market

Situation where demand outstrips supply, meaning that
prices and conditions for trade tend to be in the buyer’s
favour.

buy in

Any arrangement where a purchase is made to cover a
position, such as buying stock to meet a commitment to
sell it. The term also applies to a company buying its own
shares.

buying business

In marketing, a strategy of giving a customer a special
deal, such as selling at a loss or offering privileged trading
arrangements, in the hope of getting further business.
This strategy almost never works. Buyers quickly
recognise the strategy and take short-term advantage of
it. Long-term business comes from establishing a
satisfactory trading relationship which is beneficial to
both parties.

buying down the market

Buying more shares when the price is falling to reduce the
average share price. For example if someone holds 100
shares acquired for £10 each and the price falls to £5,
purchasing another 100 shares will reduce the average
price to £7.50.
This is generally regarded as a poor strategy as each
purchase should be considered on its own merits.

buying forward

Buying commodities and similar items for delivery at a
fixed future date.

buying frenzy

When many people suddenly wish to buy a share or
product in the belief that it will soon be scarce or soar in
value. The frenzy itself will often trigger a rise in price
which can be seen as justification rather than a self-
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fulfilling prophecy.
buying power

Another term for spending power.

buy in management buy out (BIMBO)
A management buyout where the existing mangers are
joined by venture capitalists who usually exercise control
of the company.
buy now price

Price at which goods may be acquired immediately,
particularly from an Internet sales site, as opposed to
bidding for the goods in an auction.
The buy now price is usually above the starting price
for goods offered in an auction. For the buyer, the
advantage is avoiding the delay and uncertainty of buying
goods by auction.

buy on the rumour

Axiom that fully reads, “buy on the rumour, sell on the
fact”. It means that shares rise on a belief of a welcome
development and fall when the development does not
happen.

buyout

(1) Process by which the management of a company
acquire ownership of the company. This is known as a
management buyout (MBO).
(2) Purchase of a listed company by the company itself
which has the effect of ending the listing and making it a
private company.
(3) The purchase of an insurance policy for a pension
scheme member in lieu of benefits from the scheme
following the termination of pensionable service.

buyout policy

A means of transferring a pension entitlement from an
occupational pension scheme to a stand-alone policy. It
is also known as a section 32 policy.
Pension benefits under such a policy are subject to
maximum limits based on those provided under the
original occupational scheme.

buy-side

Description of an organisation that exists to make
investments on its own behalf or for such investors as a
company pension scheme.
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buy side analyst

Analyst who is employed by an institutional investor to
provide analysis on investment opportunities.

buy to let

Arrangement whereby a person buys a property with a
view to letting it for someone else to rent. The rent
received is then used to pay the mortgage which allows
the owner to benefit from the capital gain on the
property.
The term Buy to Let was coined in 1996. Buy to Let
became popular from 2000 when other forms of
investment were less attractive. Special Buy to Let
mortgages were offered by financial institutions.
Typically a Buy to Let mortgage requires a larger
deposit than a normal house purchase, typically 15% or
20% rather than 10%. The interest rate is usually higher
by about one percentage point. Some lenders require
proof that the rent is at least 30% more than the
mortgage repayment.
Buy to Let has allowed many individuals to accrue
wealth, though it has many risks. On average Buy to Let
properties have an average void period of 27 days a year.
Void periods can quickly turn a good investment into a
ruinous nightmare.

buyer

Person who acquires something by making a payment.
In relation to a transfer of trading stock to a
connected person, “means the person to whom the
transfer is made” (Income Tax (Trading and Other
Income) Act 2005 s181(2)).

buyer’s market

Economic situation which favours those who wish to buy
rather than those who wish to sell.

buying back securities

The exact scope of this expression is given in Income Tax
Act 2007 s570.

buying down the market

Buying more shares when the price is falling to reduce the
average share price. For example if someone holds 100
shares acquired for £10 each and the price falls to £5,
purchasing another 100 shares will reduce the average
price to £7.50.
This is generally regarded as a poor strategy as each
purchase should be considered on its own merits.
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buying price

Price at which units in a unit trust may be bought. It is
also known as the offer price.

buy-to-let

Arrangement whereby a property is purchased with a
view to letting it out. If the rent received equals the
mortgage payments, the owner benefits from the capital
appreciation of the property.

buy-write

Purchase of securities and simultaneous writing of call
options against that position.

BV

Besloten Vennootschap, Dutch: limited company.
Such companies put BV after their name.

BVC

Bona Vacantia dissolved company.
Property that belongs to such a company is usually
passed to BVD.

BVD

Bona Vacantia Division, of Department of Business,
Innovation and Science.
This department deals with property that has no
owner and so passes to the Crown.

BVI

British Virgin Islands.

BVPI

Best Value Performance Indicator.

BVPS

Book value per share.

BVR

Best Value Review.

BWB

British Waterways Board.

BWP

ISO code for Botswana pula.

by

When a tax provision requires something to be done “by”
a date, that includes things done on that date. So a duty
to submit a return by 31 January 2017 has been complied
with if done by midnight at the end of 31 January 2017.
This applies to all taxes, but is specified in a few
places such as Value Added Tax 1994 s59A(14).

byelaws

Laws made by a local authority.
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bylaws

In USA, rules under which a corporation conducts its
affairs. It is roughly equivalent to the UK articles of
association.

by order

In Scots law, “a hearing of a case put out for the hearing
at the instance of the court and not on the motion of a
party” (Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

by-product

Product made as an ancillary to a main product. Care is
needed in costing by-products.

BYR

ISO code for Belarus ruble.

Byron Review

Government report written by Dr Tanya Byron and
published on 27 March 2008 on protecting children in a
digital world. It led to several changes in law and practice.

bystander behaviour

In psychology, the reactions of those who witness an
incident, particularly an emergency.

byte

A unit of computer data. Eight bits equals one byte. One
byte represents a character such as a letter or number.

bywoner

Authorised squatter on another person’s farm. The word
comes from the Dutch.

BZ$

Abbreviation: Belize dollar.

BZD

ISO code for Belize dollar.

C
C

National insurance
National insurance contribution letter for an employee
who is not liable to pay class 1 national insurance, such as
being over state retirement pension age. The employer is
still liable to make contributions.
Customs forms
Series of Customs forms. The more common ones include:
• C3: permanently importing personal goods
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• C5: importing pets
• C21: importing inventory not accompanying a
traveller
• C88: single administrative document
• C104A: importing private motor vehicle
• C179B: bringing a motor vehicle back into the EU
• C384: paying duty for importing a private motor
vehicle.
The forms are available from most shipping agents or
from Customs. They can be downloaded from the website
www.hmrc.gov.uk.
Council tax
For council tax, the third lowest band of property values:
• in England, between £52,001 and £68,000 in 1993
• in Wales, between £52,001 and £73,000 from 1
April 2005, and between £39,001 and £51,000 before:
• in Scotland, between £35,001 and £45,000 in
1973.
A band C property pays council tax at 8/9 of the rate for
an average band D property.
Company cars
Before 6 April 2011, the P11D code for a company car
than ran on bi-fuel. From 6 April 2011, such cars are taxed
the same as petrol engine cars and use code A.
Vehicle excise duty
Rate band for vehicles with emissions between 111 and
120 gm/km.
Full Payment Supplement form
Indicator in the “Number of hours worked” box that the
employee works 24 to 29.99 hours a week.
Reason for lateness in submitting an FPS or EPS for a tax
month
The reason is that the payment was a notional payment
for reasons other than those covered by letters A or B.
Final character in national insurance
When national insurance was recorded on cards, this final
character indicated that the card ran for a year from the
first Monday in September. It is now a control character.
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Other meanings
(1) Third person in any explanation or legal guide, as in A
buys from B on behalf of C.
(2) Roman numeral for 100.
(3) In planning law, use class order for residential
property.
(4) Third grade or third class, after A and B.
(5) Degrees of temperature on the Centigrade scale.
(6) In hexadecimal notation, the number 12.
(7) Coulomb, a measure of electricity
(8) Atomic symbol for the element carbon.
(9) Abbreviation to denote client in Income Tax Act 2007
s46A.
(10) Abbreviation for a qualifying change in relation to
allowance buying, as set out in Capital Allowances Act
2001 s212C.
(11) In relation to residence nil rate band for inheritance
tax, a child looked after by a guardian as defined in
Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s8K(6) as inserted by Finance
(No 2) Act 2015 s9.
c

Circa, approximately. The term is particularly used with a
date.

C$

(1) Abbreviation: Canadian dollar.
(2) Abbreviation: córdoba, currency of Nicaragua.

CA

(1) Chartered accountant. For the Scottish Institute, these
are also the designatory letters after the member’s name.
(2) Consumers’ Association.
(3) Companies Act, usually followed by the year, eg CA
1948, CA 1985, CA 2006.
(4) Court of Appeal, in case citations.
(5) Carer’s allowance.

CA 2004

Children Act 2004.

CAA

(1) Capital Allowances Act 2001
(2) Civil Aviation Authority, a public corporation. It was
established by Parliament in 1972 as an independent
specialist aviation regulator and provider of air traffic
services.
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CAA allowances

“Means allowances treated under section 250 or 250A of
[Capital Allowances Act 2001] (capital allowances for
overseas property businesses) as an expense of the
business” (Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act
2005 s270(5)).

CAA charges

“Means charges treated under either of those sections
[Capital Allowances Act 2001 ss250 and 250A] as a receipt
of the business” (Income Tax (Trading and Other Income)
Act 2005 s270(5)).

CAAT

Central Agent Authorisation Team of HMRC.

CAB

(1) Citizens Advice Bureau.
(2) Careers Advice Board, in armed forces.
(3) Cabinet bid.
(4) Chartered Attitude and Behaviour, professional body.

cab

Taxi.

cabbage

Slang term for money, possibly because the green colour
is the same as old pound notes.

CABE

Chartered Association of Building Engineers.

Cabinet

Committee of the prime minister and leading ministers
which makes decisions on running the country.

cabinet bid (CAB)

Facility allowing holders of options to close their position
for a nominal sum, such as for 1% of the option contract.

cable

(1) Term sometimes used for the exchange rate between
the pound and US dollar.
(2) Telegraphic message.
(3) Old nautical measure of 12½ fathoms, which is 75 feet.

cabochon

Precious stone which is polished but uncut.

cabotage

Coastal trading, or principle of restricting trade to within
one’s defined area.
Another meaning is the practice of using foreign
vehicles in that country as a means of avoiding taxes or
trading restrictions.
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cab rank principle

Common law requirement that a taxi driver must accept
all passengers. This is a departure from the normal law of
contract where a supplier can choose his customers.
This common law requirement also applies to
innkeepers and barristers.

CAC

(1) Customs Action Code.
(2) Cotation Assisté en Continue, term used by Paris
Bourse.
(3) Central Arbitration Committee

CAC 40

Main index of the French stock exchange from 1988.
It is a subset of the SBF 120 index, which in turn is a
subset of the SBF 250 index. The CAC 40 replaced the CAC
General Index.

cache

(1) A secret horde of money.
(2) In computing, a technique computers use to save
memory by storing frequently accessed files.
In both meanings of the word, it is pronounced “cash”.

CACM

Central American Common Market.
The members are Costa Rica; El Salvador;
Guatemala; Panama; Honduras and Nicaragua.

cactus

Endangered plant. The importation of the plant or its
products is generally prohibited under CITES convention.

CAD

(1) Cash against documents.
(2) Capital Adequacy Directive.
(3) ISO code for Canadian dollar.
(4) Computer-aided design.

cadaster

Local public register of land.

cadastral

Pertaining to the public register of land.

cadastral income

In international taxation, standard used to calculate tax
on land and property.

cadastral rent

In international taxation, starded used by some countries
to determine taxable notional rent.
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Cadbury Report

Report published in 1992 on corporate governance,
particularly with regard to board structures and
accounting systems to deal with risk and failure. The
report’s conclusions have generally been adopted.
The Report has subsequently been followed by the
Greenbury Report of 1995, Hampel Report of 1998 and
Higgs Review of 2003.

cadge

Beg for; scrounge.

cadger

Someone who seeks things from people without
payment.

cadit quaestio

Latin: the question drops.
In law this means that the matter admits no further
argument.

Cadmean victory

Victory achieved at a great loss; similar to a Pyrrhic
victory.
The term comes from the battle of Cadmus in Greek
mythology.

caduceus

Symbol of a sword with two serpents twisted round it.
This is the badge of the Royal Army Medical Corps. It has
been used to denote medicine in other contexts. It was
originally a white wand carried by Roman heralds to
indicate that they were seeking peace.

CAES

Computer-assisted execution system

caeteris paribus

Latin: other things being equal.

CAF

Charities Aid Foundation.

CAFCASS

Children and Family Court Advisory and Support Service.
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cafeteria

Under the VAT flat rate scheme, the appropriate
percentage for catering is:
From
4 January 2011
1 January 2010
1 December 2008
1 January 2004

Percentage
12.5%
11%
10.5%
12%

A cafe is also an example of a trade related property.
cafeteria benefits

In human resources, an arrangement whereby an
employee may choose what benefits he wishes to have in
making up his remuneration package.
This can be tax effective when tax-advantaged
benefits are selected, but care must be taken if making a
salary sacrifice.

cafeteria plan

Another name for cafeteria benefits.

cage

Term sometimes used to describe the part of a broking
firm where the paperwork is processed.

CAGR

Compound annual growth rate.

Caillebotte

Case that established that a business proportion of
taxable spending is not tax-deductible.
The full name is Caillebotte v Quinn [1975] 50TC222.
A carpenter’s lunch cost 10p at home but 40p on site. The
business proportion of 30p was not tax-deductible. The
matter is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at
BIM37650.

cain

Old Scottish term for rent paid in kind.

caird

Scottish term for a tinker or vagrant.

cake decorations

For VAT, these are standard-rated when inedible and sold
separately but zero-rated when supplied with the cake.
The exact scope is set out in VAT leaflet 701/14.

cakes

For VAT, these are generally zero-rated as food even if
covered with chocolate or other sweet material under
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Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1 Excepted Item 2.
They are standard-rated when supplied in the
course of catering (VAT notice 701/14).
calculable

Able to be calculated.

calculate

Determine a number or amount by mathematics. The
term is also used for making a deliberate plan, particularly
one which involves several steps and considers
alternatives.

calculated risk

Risk whose likelihood and consequences have been
included in a calculation.

calculating machine

Calculator, particularly of the older mechanical sort.

calculation

Finding a solution to a problem using mathematics only.
If the solution involves applying rules (as in
calculating tax), the process is more accurately described
as a computation.

calculator

Device for performing mathematical functions. It is
generally distinguished from a computer in that a
calculator does not usually perform logic functions or
store data, though such distinctions do not always hold.
Early forms of calculator include the abacus,
comptometer, slide rule and mechanical adding
machines.
Electronic calculators first used therminionic valves,
then transistors, then integrated circuits. During the
1980s, LED displays were replaced by liquid crystal which
use much less power.

calculus

Branch of mathematics, based on algebra, which
calculates how variables relate to each other.
It is little used in finance, though it can be used to
calculate optimum selling price and similar.

calculus of finite difference

Branch of calculus concerned with changes in functions
due to finite changes in variables.

Calderbank letter

Letter sent by one party in litigation to the other in which
an offer is made to compromise proceedings to achieve a
settlement. Such a letter may not be used in a trial or
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made known to the judge, except in determining costs.
The name comes from the case Calderbank v Calderbank
[1976].
calendar

Table of dates for a period.
The ordinary calendar comprises 12 months from 1
January to 31 December. The current calendar is the
Gregorian calendar which replaced the Julian calendar
under Calendar (New Style) Act 1750 and Calendar Act
1751, which remain law. The change meant that 2
September 1752 was immediately followed by 14
September 1752.
The Julian calendar started on Lady Day which is 25
March, nine months before Christmas Day. This was
changed by Calendar (New Style) Act 1750, which also
introduced 1 January as start of calendar year.
Scotland had adopted 1 January as the first day of
the year in 1600, and adopted the Gregorian calendar in
1752 with England.
Other calendars relate to other periods such as a
financial year or tax year.

calendar convention

Convention used in euromarkets that the maturity date
of short-term bonds is the same as the date of their issue.

calendar effect

Investment theory that some times of the week, month
or year are better than others for producing rises and falls
in share prices.
This is reflected in the axiom “sell in May and go
away”.
Apparently 6 June is the best trading day and 26
September the worst. Prices tend to fall in October and
rise in January.

calendar month

One of the 12 traditional divisions of the year, as opposed
to a tax month or any other period of similar length.
Under Interpretation Act 1978, “month” means
calendar month unless the contest requires otherwise.

calendar spread

Options strategy of selling an early-expiring option and
buying a later-expiring option in the same underlying
security.
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calendar variance

Discrepancy that can arise when a company prepares
accounts according to the calendar but calculates other
figures on the basis of working days.

calendar year

Period from 1 January to 31 December, used to
distinguish a year from financial year or tax year.

call

(1) Demand on shareholders to pay instalment on new
shares.
(2) In gambling, to equal a bet but not to raise it.
(3) Ceremony where law students become barristers.

callable bond

Bond which can be redeemed before it matures.

callable capital

The part of a company’s capital which has been
authorised and issued but not yet called up.

callable CD

Certificate of deposit that can be redeemed by the
issuing company before the maturity date.

call account

Another name for a current account where money may
be withdrawn without notice.

Callaghan, James

English Labour politician (1912-2005) who was Chancellor
of the Exchequer from 16 October 1964 to 30 November
1967 in the first government of Harold Wilson.
He tried to cope with a worsening economic crisis
by increasing taxes and introducing capital gains tax. He
was forced to devalue the pound in 1964. He
subsequently introduced selective employment tax, and
introduced a national wage freeze.
He was prime minister from 5 April 1975 to 4 May
1979. He remains the only person to have held all four big
offices of prime minister, home secretary, foreign
secretary and chancellor.
Callaghan was Shadow Chancellor from 2 November
1961 to 15 October 1964.

call auction

Process where orders for securities are batched and sold
at an auction. It is an alternative to the normal methods
which involve continual matching of buy and sell orders.
Call auctions have the advantages of concentrating
liquidity but have the disadvantage of customers having
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to wait to see if their orders have been executed.
call-back pay

Payment to an employee who has been called to back
after finishing his normal working hours. Such pay usually
attracts a premium.

call box

Public telephone.

call boy

Person, traditionally a young male, employed to summon
actors and actresses when required on stage.

call centre

Central location which deals with telephone calls to an
organisation.
The best call centres quickly route the caller to a
person within a maximum of one minute.
Bad call centres present callers with endless options
requiring numbers to be keyed in, keep callers waiting
sometimes for many minutes before anyone answers,
requires the caller to answer many questions before the
caller can state the purpose of the call, and often cannot
deal with the matter anyway. This indicates a lack of
customer service.

Callcredit

One of the UK’s three credit reference agencies,
established in 2000. (The other two are Experian and
Equifax.)

call date

Date on which a bond may be redeemed by the issuer
before maturity. This is usually either at par or at a higher
value. For the latter, the difference is called the call
premium.

call deposit account

Investment account which allows investors instant access
to funds.

called to the Bar

Process by which a person becomes a barrister.

called up

Description of share capital where the shareholders have
paid the whole amount of the acquisition cost.

called up capital

Amount of issued share capital expressed as the amount
by which shareholders have paid the calls on their shares.
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called up share capital

The legal term for called up capital. It is defined as “in
relation to company [the term] means so much of its
share capital as equals the aggregate amount of the calls
made on its shares (whether or not those calls have been
paid), together with —
(a) any share capital paid up without being called,
and
(b) any share capital to be paid on a specific future
date under the articles, the terms of allotment of the
relevant shares or any other arrangements for payment
of those shares”
(Companies Act 2006 s547).

calligram

Trade mark or other design made from the initials or
letters of a word.
[This word can also be spelled calligramme.]

call in

Require a debt to be paid, particularly a debt which does
not have a fixed repayment date.

calling

Another term for vocation.
“Vocation and calling are synonymous terms”
(Hawkins J in Partridge v Mallandaine [1896] 2 TC 179].

calling the jury

Announcement in court of the names of jurors.

call money

Amount loaned for which immediate payment may be
demanded at any time.

call night

Evening when an inn of court calls student members to
the Bar. There are usually four or five such nights per
year.

call-off stock

Stock that a customer has adopted but takes delivery as
required. Such stock is often stored at the customer’s
premises.
When the customer is in a different EU state, calloff stock is regarded as being removed for VAT purposes
when supplied, not when adopted. However, in some
member states, this may be regarded as consignment
stock.

call-of-more option

An option which allows a buyer of option to double his
holding of call options. It is one of the forms of option to
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double.
call on shareholders

Demand that shareholders pay the next instalment on
buying their shares.

call option

The right to purchase shares (or other securities) at a
specified price at a specified date in the future. The duty
to sell shares at that price is a put option.
A call option is usually sold for a fraction of the
current share price plus a premium. If the shares rise
above the option price, the shares can be immediately
sold for a profit. If the share price falls below the option
price, the option becomes worthless and the investor has
lost the premium.

call-over option

Price which is determined by an individual seller in a
market and not by open outcry.

call-over price

Price agreed for a commodity at callover. This price is
used as the basis for subsequent trading.

call payment

Payment made by investors to acquire new shares.

call premium

Premium paid to purchase a call option.

call price

(1) Exercise price of a bond’s call provision.
(2) In the USA, the term is used more widely to mean the
price to be paid on redemption of any bond.

call provision

Provision in the terms of issuing a bond or other security
that allows the issuer to redeem the bond before
maturity date, either at par or at a premium.

call purchase

Transaction where the buyer and seller can agree a price
for a future delivery.

call rate

(1) Rate of interest on money at call.
(2) In sales, how many visits a sales person can make in a
defined period.

call risk

Risk to a bond-holder that a call option will be exercised,
by the bond being redeemed before its maturity date.
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calls in arrear

Money called up for shares but which has not been paid
when due.
Eventually the accounts must be journalised so that
the balance is written off to a forfeiture account.

calling list

In Scots law, “the list of cases calling in ther *sic+ Court of
Session on a particular day” (Judiciary of Scotland website
glossary).

call spread

Investment strategy of buying a call option at one
exercise price and selling the same call at a higher price.

call to account

Require an explanation from someone.

call up

(1) Require payments to be paid by shareholders on their
issued share capital which has not yet been paid.
(2) Summons a person to perform a duty, such as jury
service or national service in the armed forces.

call warrant

Warrant that allows the holder to buy an underlying
instrument, particularly where the investor would not
otherwise by the underlying investment.

Calman Commission

Body that reported on Scottish devolution in 2009. It
stated that redistribution of resources across society
should remain a function of national government.

Calmar ratio

Investment ratio to measure risk and return. The higher
the ratio, the better is the investment’s risk-adjusted
performance.
It divides the average annual compounded rate of
return by the maximum drawdown over a given period,
typically three years.
The name is a contraction of Californian Managed
Accounts Reports which first used the ratio in 1991. They
believed it was more accurate than the Sterling Ratio.

calorific gas

Gas which can be burned for heating and power. These
include hydrogen, carbon monoxide, methane and
various hydrocarbons.

Calvo clause

Clause in a contract for international trade which states
that the parties rely solely on the law of the foreign
territory to resolve any issue that may subsequently arise.
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It is named after the Argentinean jurist Carlos Calvo
(1824-1906).
CAM

Capital Allowances Manual, a book produced by HMRC to
give guidance on how to operate capital allowances.

Camacho’s wedding

Any act of great expenditure and show for no purpose.
The expression comes from the character in Don
Quixote who is cheated of his bride after organising a
splendid wedding feast.

cambist

Person experienced in the art of financial exchange.

cambistry

Art of financial exchange, practised by a cambist.

Cambodia

Indo-Chinese kingdom. Its currency is riel of 100 sen,
though the US dollar is widely used. The UK has no tax
treaty.

Camborne Pool Redruth Urban Regeneration Company Ltd
Body designated as an urban regeneration company
under Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s79B
(Urban Regeneration Companies (Tax) (Designation)
Order SI 2004 No 439 para 2).
CAMEL

Mnemonic for the five principal areas to be considered
when evaluating a bank, namely:
Capital adequacy
Asset quality
Management quality
Earnings
Liquidity.

camera

Latin: chamber. The expression “in camera” means “in
private”, such as when the public is excluded from a court
room.

Camera Stellata

Latin: Star Chamber.

Cameron, David

English Conservative politician (1966- ) who became
Prime Minister on 11 May 2010.
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Cameroon

African republic. Its currency is the Central French African
franc of 100 centimes. The UK has no comprehensive tax
treaty, but has an air transport agreement signed in 1981.

camp

For military purposes, this is defined in Camps Act 1939.

Campbell-Bannerman, Henry English Liberal politician (1836-1908) who was prime
minister from 5 December 1905 to 7 April 1908.
Camphill Association

Body formed in 1940 to promote Christian socialist ideals.
They engage co-workers whose tax status is discussed in
the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM22040.

CAMRA

Campaign for Real Ale.

Canada

North American state. Its currency is the Canadian dollar
of 100 cents. The UK has a double taxation protocol of
2003. Also in effect are part of double taxation
convention of 1978, as amended by two protocols of
1980 and 1985.

Canada Revenue Agency (CRA)
Body responsible for collecting tax in Canada.
Canadian

In gambling, a form of full cover bet also known as a
Super Yankee.

Canadian dollar

Currency of Canada.

Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA)
Principal professional body for accountants in Canada.
canal

Man-made inland waterway. The first modern canal is
Sankey Brook Navigation completed in 1757 for
transporting coal. Many more were built in the remaining
18th century until there was 4,000 miles of navigable
waterway by 1830. Canals quickly fell into disuse from
1840, mainly because of the development of the railway.
Profits from this, when run as a trade, are subject to
income tax (Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act
2005s12) or corporation tax (Corporation Tax Act 2009
s39).
For capital allowances, this is specifically excluded
from the scope of plant and machinery (Capital
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Allowances Act 2001 s22(1) List B).
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA)
Principal professional body for accountants in Canada.
cancel

Stop, reverse or otherwise negate an action.

cancel former order (CFO)

Instruction that may be given to a broker.

Cancellaria Curia

Latin: Court of Chancery.

cancellarial

Pertaining to the office of chancellor.

cancellation

Act which has the intention of negating a document or
act.
In terms of a cheque or other bill, cancellation may
be indicated simply by drawing a line across the
document.
For a document, cancellation is insufficient to deny
the document effect. Such an act must be accompanied
by a declaration from the testator that the will is
cancelled (Wills Act 1837 s20).

cancellation clause

A provision in a contract that permits one or either party
to cancel the contract before it has been completed.

cancellation fee

Charge to cover the administrative cost of cancelling
something, such as an order.
As this is not a charge for a supply, there is
generally no VAT on such a fee (VAT notice 700).

cancellation of shares

When a company removes shares from its register. This
has the effect of reducing the share capital. The legal
implications are set out in Companies Act 2006 s663.

cancellation of trade agreement
According to BIM38220 this is usually revenue
expenditure, except if the agreement is such that its loss
would cripple the trade. This may be capital following the
decision in Vodafone Cellular & Others v Shaw [1997]
69TC376.
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cancellation period

Period after signing a contract during which a customer
may cancel the contract.

cancellation price

Price at which a unit trust will redeem units.

cancel out

When two equal and opposite accounting entries come
together.

cancer

It is an offence to advertise a cure for cancer (Cancer Act
1939 s4).

Cancer Research UK

Charity formed on 4 February 2002 from the merger of
Cancer Research Campaign and Imperical Cancer
Research Fund, which were formed in 1923 and 1902
respectively. The charity funds research into all types of
cancer.

candidate

Person who seeks election or appointment to a position.

candidate company

Close company as defined in Income Tax Act 2007 s393A
as inserted by Finance Act 2014 s13(3).

candle-holder

Person who provides marginal assistance to another. The
term originally applied to the person who held a candle in
church for a reader.

Candlemas

Old Scottish term day in Scotland on 2 February. Since
1991, it has been replaced by 28 February.
It is a Christian festival commemorating Mary
presenting Jesus at the temple. It is celebrated by lighting
candles.

candlestick chart

Graph used in chartism to predict likely share price
movements.

canned or packaged

Term used in VAT notice 701/15 to determine whether
pet food is standard-rated.

cannibalisation

(1) Making up a complete product by taking parts from
incomplete products or from the useable parts of
scrapped products.
(2) Commercial arrangement whereby a business gains
business in one area at the expense of losing some in
another, such as when a retailer opens a breach near an
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existing branch.
cannon-shot rule

Old rule of law that gave countries the right to claim
sovereignty over waters up to three miles for their shore.
The term comes from the approximate limit of 17th
century artillery. The modern laws on territorial waters
now usually give a greater distance.

Canon

A leading maker of printers and other computer
equipment.

canon

Rule of canon law or ecclesiastical law. The term is also
used for a minor dignitary attached to a cathedral.

canon law

Rules for governing a church. The canons of the Church of
England are part of the law of England but may only be
enforced against its clergy. Other churches may only
enforce their canon law on the basis of a society
regulating its own rules.

canons of taxation

Set of criteria developed by Adam Smith to judge
whether or not a tax was a “good” tax.
They canons are:
• The cost of collection must be low relative to the yield
• The timing and amount to be paid must be certain to
the payer
• The means and timing of payment must be convenient
to the payer
• Taxes should be levied according to ability to pay.

canteen

Income tax
Dining hall in a workplace.
There is generally no tax charge for a subsidy for
meals provided in a canteen (Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s317).
Value added tax
For VAT, a supply from a canteen was regarded as a
standard-rated supply of catering when intended to be
eaten in the canteen. It was a supply of food when
intended for consumption elsewhere at the place of work.
Bishop & P Elcocks [2001] VTD 17620.
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Canute

Alternative name of Cnut, King of England from 1016 to
1035.
The famous story of his sitting on the beach giving
orders to the tide was not an act of foolishness, but was
to demonstrate the limit to monarchical powers.

CAO

Company Announcements Office.

cap

Impose a financial limit, usually as a maximum.

CAP

(1) Chargeable accounting period.
(2) Common Agricultural Policy - the set of legislation and
practices jointly adopted by the nations of the European
Union (EU) in order to provide a common, unified policy
framework for agriculture.

CAPA

Confederation of Asian and Pacific Accountants

capacity

(1) Amount which can be produced, either in terms of
money or production of goods.
(2) The largest amount of insurance or reinsurance
available from a company. It can also refer to the largest
amount .of insurance or reinsurance available in the
marketplace.
(3) Person’s role in an organisation.
(4) Available space.

capacity of company

Ability of a company to enter transactions. This may be
restricted by its articles of association. However
Companies Act 2006 s39 makes clear that any restriction
does not invalidate any action taken with another party.

capacity test

The tax rule that the allowability of expenditure can
depend on the capacity of the person in making it.
The test was established in the case Strong & Co of
Romsey Ltd v Woodfield [1906] 5TC215. This held that a
brewery incurred expenses as a landlord and not as a
trader. This has been subsequently followed in other
cases. The matter is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual
at BIM37300 and BIM38510.
Such a marginal distinction is less likely to be made
now. The capacity test remains valid in terms of
disallowing expenses incurred by someone in their
capacity as a parent or private citizen rather than as a
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trader.
capacity to be a trustee

In general, any legal person may be a trustee.
A minor under 18 cannot be a trustee under Law of
Property Act 1925 s20. A person who lacks full mental
capacity may only be a trustee to the extent that he
understands the nature of trusteeship.
A company may be a trustee if its articles of
association permit this. In practice, many trustees are
trust corporations.

capacity to contract

The legal ability to make a contract.
English law assumes that every person and legal
person has such capacity (that is they are sui generis)
unless they lack capacity. The legal restrictions are:
• minors who are restricted to buy necessaries
at a reasonable price;
• people of limited mental capacity who are
generally restricted to their ability to understand the
contract;
• people who are drunk or under the influence
of drugs, who are similarly restricted;
• bankrupts who have some restrictions
imposed on them under insolvency law;
• enemy aliens with whom a contract may not
be made;
• companies and other bodies who are
restricted to the objects for which they are formed. A
contract within those objectives is said to be intra vires;
one outside is ultra vires.

capacity usage variance

Difference between budgeted and actual figures to the
extent that it caused by more or fewer hours being
worked.

capacity utilisation

Measurement of how much of a manufacturing facility is
being used productively.

capacity variance

Difference between planned hours and the hours actually
worked.

cap and collar mortgage

Loan on a property where the interest rate fluctuates but
only within limits. It cannot fall below a lower rate, the
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collar, nor rise above a higher rate, the cap.
cap and collar rate

Rate expressed as a maximum and minimum that may be
charged.

cap and trade

Method of using market forces as a means of control. The
European Union Emission Trading Scheme is an example.
The principle is that a cap is set (such as on total
emissions of greenhouse gases). Those operations that
emit such gases buy emissions allowances. Someone who
produces more emissions than allowed must buy
allowances from someone who has not used their full
allowance.

Caparo case

Another name for Caparo Industries plc v Dickman
[1990].

Caparo Industries plc v Dickman
Court case of 1990 on auditor’s liability.
Caparo acquired a controlling interest in a company
called Fidelity whose reported profit of £1.3 million
should have been a loss of £400,000. Caparo sued the
auditors for professional liability. The House of Lords held
there was no liability as the auditors owed no duty of care
to individual shareholders or to the investing public in
general.
cape

Writ used in a real action.

Capel Court

Land adjacent to the London Stock Exchange where
dealers once congregated. It was also used for the
exchange itself.

Cape Verde

Island republic in Atlantic Ocean. Its currency is the
escudo Caborverdiano of 100 centavos. The UK has no tax
treaty.

CAPEX

Abbreviation of capital expenditure.

capias

Latin: that you take. It describes a writ to arrest a named
person.
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capias ad respondendum

Writ to a defendant in criminal proceedings to attend
court to hear judgment pronounced against him.

capias ad satisfaciendum

Old name for a writ for the arrest of a defendant in civil
proceedings when a judgment remained unsatisfied.

cap in hand

Description of a person seeking help, like a traditional
servant.

capital

Distinction from revenue
Sum of money or asset distinguished from revenue or
interest. The term has many meanings in finance
depending on context.
Capital expenditure is specifically excluded as a
deduction from taxable profits under Corporation Tax Act
2009 s53.
Instead the business may be able to claim a capital
allowance.
The sale or other disposal of a capital item is not
trading profit but a capital gain (chargeable gain for
companies).
Capital as principal
An amount of finance provided to enable a business to
acquire assets and sustain its operations.
In terms of business, capital often means the money
provided to get the business started, as in share capital.
In terms of investment, capital means the principal
which is invested and on which it is hoped interest will be
earned.
In terms of mortgages, the capital is the sum
borrowed from the mortgagee.

capital account

Partnerships
Item in partnership accounts which indicates funds
provided by the partners rather than from trading, or a
similar account of funds provided by directors to a
company. The account indicates the initial capital
subscribed plus share of retained profits and other
additions, less drawings. Unless the partners agree
otherwise, interest accrues on the capital accounts at a
rate of 5% a year (Partnership Act 1890 s24(3)).
Generally
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The total equity of a business, including a sole proprietor.
An overdrawn capital account is treated as a loan.
The tax implications are discussed in the Inspector’s
Manual at BIM45705.
National accounts
Items in a country’s balance of payments which refers to
investments rather than proceeds from trade.
capital acquisition tax

Tax levied in Irish Republic on gifts and inheritances.

capital adequacy

Ability of a bank or other financial institution to meet its
financial obligations.
In particular, such a business must have sufficient
financing:
• to support the normal risks of trading;
• to cover weak trading in adverse conditions;
and
• to allow for non-payment by customers.
There are specific rules on capital adequacy for
banks set out in the Basle Convention.

capital allocation

Allocation of risk capital to units within an organisation
on the basis of their possible losses. This is particularly
common in financial institutions.

capital allowance

Deduction from taxable profits given instead of
depreciation.
There are currently four types of capital allowance
available:
• first year allowance
• annual investment allowance
• writing down allowance
• balancing allowance.
Historically there have also been initial allowances
and investment allowances.
If an asset is disposed of a sum greater than
acquisition cost minus allowances, a balancing charge is
incurred.
From 1/6 April 1997, capital allowances have been
treated as a trading expense, and balancing charges as
trading income.
The law on capital allowances is now largely
contained in Capital Allowances Act 2001. This
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consolidated Capital Allowances Act 1990 and subsequent
legislation.
capital allowance excess

Term used in Corporation Tax Act 2010 s101 in relation to
restrictions on loss relief.

capital and interest mortgage The most common form of mortgage, whereby the
borrower makes a monthly repayment which repays
some of the capital with the interest.
Such a mortgage may be for any period, though 25
years is the most common. At 6% the monthly repayment
for £100,000 is £644.30.
In such a mortgage most of the early payments are
interest. After one year only 1.6% of the capital has been
repaid. It takes 17 years for half the capital to be repaid.
capital appreciation

Amount by which assets increase in value.

capital asset

Another name for a fixed asset but seen in terms of its
ability to generate financial returns.

capital asset pricing model (CAPM)
Method of valuing investments using a discounted
cashflow on expected returns. The discount rate used is
the beta for the investment.
capital assets

Assets purchased for long-term investment or use, such
as land, buildings and plant.

capital at risk

In banking, a measure used to calculate a bank’s capital
requirements.

capital base

Capital structure of a business.
This is basically the initial capital provided by
shareholders or equivalent, plus retained profits for all
years since commencement.

capital beneficiary

Person who is beneficially entitled to receive capital, but
not income, from a discretionary trust.

capital bond

Bond issued by National Savings in 1989 which offers a
guaranteed return over five years.
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capital bonus

Extra payment made by an insurance company on a
policy.

capital budget

Budget for spending on fixed assets.

capital campaign

American term for an organized drive to raise substantial
funds to finance major needs of an organization, including
construction, renovations, or endowment.

capital clause

Clause in the a company’s memorandum of association
stating the amount of capital with which it intends to be
registered.

capital commitments

Expenditure on fixed assets which has been authorised
but not yet spent.

capital consumption

Total depreciation of a national economy’s fixed assets,
based on replacement costs.

capital contributed

Usual term for capital which a sole trader or partner
provides to a business that is already trading.

capital contribution

Accounting
Provision of a capital sum to assist a business. The
subsidiary cannot be required to bear any servicing cost
or even to repay the contribution.
Such payments are often made by a holding
company to a subsidiary in preference to issuing new
shares or incurring new debt.
As it does not transfer any economic benefit, it is
simply treated as a receipt within shareholders’ funds.
Sale of occupation income
In relation to the sale of occupation income, the term is
given a specific meaning in Income Tax Act 2007 801.

capital conversion plan

Annuity that converts capital into income.
They are most popular with older people as a
means of avoiding capital gains tax.

capital costs

Expense on acquiring fixed assets.

capital distribution

Distribution of capital from a company to its members,
other than as a bonus issue of shares.
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The capital gains tax implications are given in
Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 from s122.
capital duty

Stamp duty charged on the issue of new shares issued by
a company. It was charged from 1973 until abolished on 1
January 1988.

capital employed

How much a business is worth.

capital endowment

Fund where only the interest may be spent; the usual
form of endowment fund.

capital equipment

Equipment used in a business which are fixed assets.

capital expenditure

Expenditure on capital assets, such as fixed assets.
Such expenditure is not usually deductible from
taxable income (Income Tax (Trading And Other Income)
Act 2005s33), but capital allowances may be claimable.
For capital allowances, the term excludes payments
that may be deducted as revenue expenses Capital
Allowances Act 2001 s4(2)).

capital expenditure budget

Amount set aside in the budget to acquire fixed assets.

capital expenditure reliefs

In relation to finance leases “means any reliefs,
allowances or deductions that are or have been allowed
or made in respect of capital expenditure incurred in
respect of the leased assets”
(Income Tax Act 2007 s614BA(6)).

capital export neutrality

In economics, the situation where a country’s tax system
has no effect in exports of capital as taxpayers pay the
same tax rate.

Capital Financing Reserve

Money a local authority has set aside from day-to-day
spending to use for capital spending or to repay loans.

capital flight

When large sums of money leave a country either
because of problems in that country, or because a better
return is available elsewhere.

capital flow

Another term for capital flight.
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capital formation

Another term for fixed capital formation used in the
national accounts.

capital fulcrum point (CFP)

Measure of the annual percentage growth required from
an underlying asset to equal the capital appreciation from
its associated warrants or options.

capital fund

In treasury management, a reserve that is set aside to
fund future spending on assets.

capital gain

Profit on disposal of a fixed asset.

capital gains expenses

Incidental expenses incurred in acquiring fixed assets.
This includes delivery, installation, site preparation and
similar.
Such expenses are normally added to the capital
cost of the fixed asset itself.

capital gains tax (CGT)

Tax charged on capital gains, namely the profit from
selling a fixed asset. Such a gain is not subject to income
tax. The tax was introduced on 6 April 1965 for gains
accruing from that date.
The tax is calculated by subtracting acquisition cost
from disposal proceeds. The tax is subject to many
reliefs.
From 6 April 1988, CGT is generally only charged on
gains from 6 April 1982 (Taxation of Capital Gains Act
1992 s39).
The main legislation is Taxation of Capital Gains Act
1992.

Capital Gains Tax Regulations SI 1969 No 149 as amended many times.
capital gap

Difference between a bank’s reported capital and the
amount it needed to weather the economic crisis of 2008.

capital gearing

Another term for gearing, the ratio of debt capital to
equity capital.

capital goods

Machinery, premises and raw materials which are used to
make products.
For income tax and corporation tax, the cost of
maintaining such machines is usually a revenue expense,
but the cost of replacing them is a capital item for which a
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capital allowance may be claimable.
For VAT, generally no distinction is made between
capital and revenue, except that large amounts spend on
buildings or computer equipment can come within the
Capital Goods Scheme.
Capital Goods Scheme

In VAT, a scheme that requires the adjustment of input
tax, to reflect the extent of changes in taxable use over
time for certain items of capital expenditure. This
particularly affects businesses that make exempt supplies.
The law is Value Added Tax Act 1994 s34.
The law was introduced in 1991 with retrospective
effect from 6 April 1990. Where the scheme has the
effect in increasing the cost of a fixed asset, that
additional cost may be subject to a capital allowance.

capital grant

Grant to provide funding for buildings, construction, or
equipment, rather than program or operating expenses.

capital growth

Increase in the value of an asset.
For shares, capital growth is the increase in share
price relative to the price paid. It is used to distinguish
this element of return from dividend income.

capital import neutrality

Economic term for where the rules of a country are such
that domestic and foreign suppliers of capital get the
same after-tax rate of return.

capital income

Income that derives from capital, or (for some meanstested social security benefits) is deemed to derive from
capital.

capital instruments

“All instruments that are issued by reporting entities as a
means of raising finance, including shares, debentures,
loans and debt instruments, options and warrants that
give the holder the right to subscribe for or obtain capital
instruments. In the case of consolidated financial
statements the term includes capital instruments issued
by subsidiaries except those that are held by another
member of the group in the consolidation” (FRS 4 para 2).

capital intensive

Description of a business that needs large amounts of
capital to make it work. Utilities such as water and
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electricity companies are examples.
capital interest

In the context of a controlled foreign company, this terms
“means an interest in the issued share capital or reserves
of the company or in a loan to or deposit with the
conductor or the liability of a guarantor under a
guarantee to or for the benefit of the company” (Income
and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 Sch 25 para 11(4).

capital investment appraisal

Management tool of analysing future profitability in
terms of capital expenditure.

capitalisation

(1) Any profit of treating expenditure as a fixed asset,
such as in capitalising development costs.
(2) Turning profits into capital of the business.
For company law, capitalisation “in relation to a
company’s profits, means any of the following operations
(whenever carried out) —
(a) applying the profits in wholly or partly
paying up unissued shares in the company to be allotted
to members of the company as fully or partly paid bonus
shares, or
(b) transferring the profits to capital
redemption reserve”
(Companies Act 2006 s853(3)).

capitalisation issue

A bonus issue designed to capitalise some of a company’s
retained profit. It is also known as a scrip issue.

capitalisation of costs

When costs are not treated as expenditure but as part of
the cost of acquiring a fixed asset.

capitalise

To redesignate a current asset or expenditure as a fixed
asset.

capitalised value

Term used in relation to group life policies that provide a
pension for the spouse or other dependant of a member.
The capitalised value is used for underwriting purposes
and is an approximation of the lump sum that would be
required to secure the pension.

capitalism

Political system which favours private property and a free
market economy, with minimal government interference.
It relies heavily on the law of supply and demand.
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Politically, capitalist systems are collectively known
as monetarism which has become the economic policy
for the main parties in Britain since 1979 in preference to
Keysianism.
Many commentators believe that no system can
have wholly unfettered capitalism, as this provides no
support for the weak who cannot participate. Accordingly
many now favour a mixed economy where capitalism is
allowed to function where it is most effective, and the
government provides some control in other areas, such as
employment and welfare.
capital lease

American term for a lease that does not legally constitute
a purchase. The lease should still be accounted for as the
lessee’s fixed asset, provided appropriate conditions are
met.

capital letter

Large letter, such as A B C or D, produced on computers
and typewriters by pressing the shift key while typing the
letter. The opposite is known as lower case.

capital levy

Tax on a person’s or business’s possessions, a form of
wealth tax. Such a tax proposed in 1914 but never
implemented. In the UK, capital is taxed only when
realised as capital gains tax.

capital loss

Loss from the disposal of a fixed asset. This may be offset
against other capital gains, for the purposes of capital
gains tax.

capital maintenance

Concept which sees profits as replacing the erosion of
capital values through such things as depreciation. The
concept of capital maintenance has been used in some
models of inflation accounting.

capital market

International market where funds can be raised for
business.
There are special insolvency provisions in Insolvency
Act 1986 s72B.

capital market theory

Theory that traders will forgo some return to avoid risk.
Various model have been developed of which capital
asset pricing model is the most widely used.
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capital money

Sums paid to trustees under the Settled Land Act 1925. It
must be applied for a specific purpose.

capital movement

Change in a nation’s balance of payments.

capital offence

Any offence for which a person may be executed.

capital outlay

Another term for capital expenditure.

capital payment

Payment of a sum intended to be either principal on
which income is earned or to acquire a fixed asset.
The term is given a more specific meaning in
Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s97 in relation to
payments to a non-resident trust.
In relation to anti-avoidance for plant and
machinery leasing, the term is defined in Corporation Tax
Act 2009 s893(2) and Income Tax Act 2007 s809ZE(2).

Capital Preservation Strategy Tax avoidance scheme that sought to minimise potential
inheritance tax liabilities while mitigating the income tax
liability on a lump sum.
The scheme was rendered ineffective by the case
Audley [2011] TC 1084.
capital profit

Profit made by selling a fixed asset. It is more commonly
called a capital gain.

capital programme

A plan of future spending on capital projects such as
buying land, buildings, vehicles, furniture and equipment.

capital prohibition rule

“Means the rule in *Income Tax (Trading and Other
Income) Act 2005] section 33 (capital expenditure), as
applied by section 272” (Income Tax (Trading and Other
Income) Act 2005 s312(8)).

capital punishment

Criminal punishment of death, last administered in the UK
in 1964 but still administered in the USA and other states.

capital rationing

In management accounting, situation where there is
insufficient capital to support all the desired activities.

capital receipt conditions

Term used for anti-avoidance provisions of transfer of
assets abroad. The term is defined in Income Tax Act
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2007 s729.
capital receipts

Sums received of a capital nature. They are not taxed as
revenue profit of a company (Corporation Tax Act 2009
s93).

capital reconstruction

Process of voluntarily liquidating a company and then
selling its assets to another company with the same
shareholders but with a larger capital base.

capital redemption policy

The term is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s561(2).

capital redemption reserve

Account where funds are kept to pay for redeeming
capital instruments. The existence of such an account
prevents a reduction of capital when the instruments are
redeemed.
The legal provisions are set out in Companies Act
2006 s723.

capital reorganisation

Process of changing the capital structure of a business.
This usually involves splitting or amalgamating
shares, and possibly changing the nature of the shares.

capital requirement

Amount of money a business needs for its normal
operations.
In the USA, the term particularly applies to the
funds that the SEC requires brokers and dealers to have
and the form that such funds must take.

Capital Requirements Directive (CRD)
EU Directive 2013/36/EU on access to the activity of
credit institutions and their prudential supervision.
This is given effect in the UK by SI 2012 No 3118
with effect from 1 January 2014.
capital reserves

Another name for undistributed reserves.

capital resources condition

Condition in relation to the bank levy (Finance Act 2011
Sch 19 para 72). The condition is that the entity has a
capital resources requirement of at least £100 million.

capital share

Shares in a unit trust which rise as the capital value of the
shares rise but which do not receive any income.
Most unit trusts provide both capital growth and
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regular income from the shares which they hold. It is
possible to have a split-level trust where the capital
growth and income elements are separated between
capital shares and income shares.
capital spending charged to revenue
Paying for capital spending direct from a local authority’s
revenue monies.
capital stock

American term for equity shares.

capital structure

The relative proportions of different types of financial
instrument in providing the capital for a company.

capital subsidy

An early and unsuccessful form of income tax imposed on
income and profits between 1670 and 1671.

capital sum

In relation to disposal proceeds for capital gains tax,
“means any money or money’s worth which is not
excluded from the consideration taken into account in the
computation of the gain” (Taxation of Capital Gains Act
1992 s22(3)).
The term also means the amount of capital
expenditure (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s4).

capital surplus

American term for the difference between par value and
its issue price. The equivalent UK term is share premium.

capital to asset ratio

Another name for capital adequacy.

capital transaction

Transaction which affects a capital item, such as fixed
assets or share capital, rather than a revenue item.

capital transfer tax

A tax levied between 1974 and 1986 on transfers of
money either during a person’s lifetime or on death.
It replaced estate duty and was itself replaced by
inheritance tax.

capital turnover

How quickly the capital of a business is spent to generate
income. It is usually measured by the capital turnover
ratio.
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capital turnover ratio

Accounting ratio of turnover divided by average capital
for the accounting period.

capital withdrawn

Term for a sole trader or partner who withdraws capital
from their business. There are no restrictions on doing so.
The tax implications are discussed in the Inspector’s
Manual at BIM45700.

capitation tax

In international taxation, a tax charged on each person
regardless of circumstances. Although common in ancient
times, such a tax is now rare.

capitula

Latin: articles.

CAP licence

Common Agricultural Policy licence.

CAPM

Capital asset pricing model.

CAPO

Central Accounting Point Officer.

cap on care costs

The maximum amount that may be charged to a person
to meet his or her costs of care. The term is defined in
Care Act 2014 s15.

capped drawdown

Pension drawdown subject to a maximum amount.
Such schemes cannot be taken out from 6 April
2015, though existing schemes may continue subject to
new rules.

capped floating rate note

Floating rate note which has an agreed maximum interest
rate.

capped mortgage

Loan on a property which is a hybrid between variable
mortgages and fixed rate mortgages. The rate of interest
fluctuates in accordance with economic conditions but is
capped so it cannot rise above a stated rate.
If the mortgage also has a minimum rate below
which the interest rate cannot fall, it is known as a cap
and collar mortgage.

capped option

An option where the payout on exercise is subject to an
upper limit.
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capped prime loan

Loan in which the interest rate is restricted to a
maximum.

capped rate

(1) Rate similar to a fixed rate, but the rate is guaranteed
not to go above a certain level for a set period of time. It
can, however, move downwards.
(2) An arrangement that caps a mortgage rate for a
specified period of time. On the first day of the month
following expiry of the capped rate period, the interest
rate changes to the then prevailing Standard Variable
Rate.

capped rate mortgage

Another term for capped mortgage.

capping

A power under which the Government may limit the
maximum level of local authority spending or increases in
that level year on year, which it considers excessive. It is a
tool to restrain increases in council tax.

cappuccino economy

Economy which shows large growth in one area while
little or no growth in other areas.

capsizing

Business jargon for when so many employees are laid off
(or downsized) that the business cannot function
properly.

capsule wardrobe

Economical selection of clothes and accessories designed
to blend together in many combinations.

captain

“Master (of a ship) or commander (of an aircraft)”
(Immigration Act 1971 s33).

Captain Armstrong

Old gambling term for a jockey who deliberately loses a
race by pulling a rein with a strong arm.

captcha

In computing, security procedure of presenting a word or
words in an unusual and distorted form and asking the
user to enter them. This is intended to ensure that a
person is accessing the service, and it is not being
accessed by another computer program.

caption

(1) Formal heading of a legal document, stating before
whom it was made.
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(2) Option on an interest-rate cap.
captive

Term used to describe any person, organisation, market
or similar whose freedom is restricted. The restriction
may be legal, contractual or practical.

captive bank

Bank that is a wholly owned subsidiary of a multinational
group and whose purpose is to provide banking services
to the group.

captive factoring

Factoring of book debts to a company in the same group.

captive finance company

Finance company which is controlled by another
company, such as a supplier of goods.

captive fund

Venture capital fund wholly owned by a larger body.

captive insurance company

Insurance company which is totally owned by another
company, and which usually insures only the parent
company’s risks.

captive market

Situation where a customer has no real choice as to the
supplier for particular goods or services.

capture

(1) Method of acquiring property, such as res nullius.
(2) Seizure of enemy property or enemies during war.
(3) In computing, process by which data is saved to a
computer, such as capturing a photograph found on the
Internet for later use.

caput mortuum

Latin: dead head.
The term applies to something where all that is
valuable has been removed, such as base material after
extraction of precious metal or a learned scholar who has
lost his faculties.

car

General
Vehicle designed primarily to carry passengers, as
opposed to a van which is primarily designed to carry
goods. It is subject to many special tax and legal
provisions.
For driving licences, a car is category B if its
maximum authorised mass does not exceed 3,500
kilograms and any trailer weighs no more than 750
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kilograms.
For the purposes of reimbursement for business
journeys, “means a mechanically propelled road vehicle
which is not —
(a) a goods vehicle,
(b) a motor cycle, or
(c) a vehicle of a type not commonly used as a
private vehicle and unsuitable to be so used” (Income Tax
(Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s94G(3)).
Value added tax
For VAT, new cars are standard-rated. Second-hand cars
may be sold under a margin scheme. A business may not
usually claim back the input tax on a car unless it is wholly
used for the business, such as a driving school car, or
courtesy car for a hotel. This has been the subject of
much litigation.
Cars may be personally exported under a tax-free
scheme, as explained in VAT notice 705. Such a vehicle
may usually be re-imported to the UK, free of duty and
VAT.
Capital allowances
A car qualifies for a capital allowance as plant and
machinery but subject to various restrictions (Capital
Allowances Act 2001 from s74).
A car with carbon dioxide emissions up to 110 g/km
qualifies for a first year allowance under Capital
Allowances Act 2001 s45D.
The annual investment allowance may not be
claimed for a car (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s38B).
Expenditure on a car is not a long-life asset for the
purposes of capital allowances Capital Allowances Act
2001 s96).
For leases, the word “car” is defined in Capital
Allowances Act 2001 s268A.
Leased car
The tax treatment for leasing payments on a car depends
on whether the lease started before 1 April 2009.
If the lease started on or after 1 April 2009, lease
payments are generally tax-deductible. If the car has an
emission level above 130 gm/km (160 gm/km before 1
April 2013), only 85% of the lease payment is tax-
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deductible, under the provisions of Corporation Tax Act
2009 s56.
If the lease started before 1 April 2009, the lease
payment is restricted where the retail price of the car
exceeded £12,000. The allowable hire charge is:
(£12,000 + P) ÷ 2P
where P is the retail price of the car when new. This
provision was enacted as Income and Corporation Taxes
Act 1988 s578A(3) and is continued by Finance Act 2009
Sch 11 para 47.
Capital gains tax
A car is a passenger vehicle and is therefore exempt from
capital gains tax under Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992
s263.
Car tax
When VAT was introduced in 1973, cars were subject to
10% car tax. With the rate of 10% VAT then applicable,
this gave a total sales tax of 21%. Car tax was reduced to
5% and then abolished.
Customs duty
Cars imported from outside the EU are subject to
Customs duty. Since 2006, the rate has been 10%. Such a
vehicle must be registered with the DVLA. It is illegal to
drive a vehicle before registration other than to be
registered or to get an MOT certificate.
For Customs, the procedure for importing a private
motor vehicle is set out in Customs notice 3. An export
licence is required for a vehicle more than 50 years old
and valued at £65,000 or more, or more than 75 years old
and valued at £30,400 or more.

car

Vehicle excise duty
Cars are subject to vehicle excise duty (or road tax)
according to their carbon dioxide emissions.
~
Provided to an employee
If a car is provided to an employee for his private use, the
employee is liable to pay income tax on the car benefit.
This is calculated by multiplying the list price by a
percentage, up to 35%, depending on the car’s carbon
dioxide emissions.
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For these purposes, a car is defined as “a
mechanically propelled road vehicle which is not:
(a) a goods vehicle,
(b) a motor cycle,
(c) an invalid carriage, or
(d) a vehicle of a type not commonly used as a
private vehicle and unsuitable to be so used” (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s115(1)).
If the employer also pays for private petrol or other
road fuel, the employee is also liable to pay income tax on
the fuel benefit. This is calculated as a fixed figure,
multiplied by the same percentage as used for the car
benefit.
Where any employee is liable for car benefit or fuel
benefit, the employer is also liable to pay class 1A
national insurance.
Use of employee’s
For mileage allowances and passenger payments, the
term means “a road vehicle that is not a goods vehicle,
motor cycle, or vehicle of a type not commonly used as a
private vehicle and unsuitable so to be used” (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s235(2)).
Car hire
From 1/6 April 2009, a company may claim 85% of the
cost of leasing a car that does not have low emissions.
The whole cost may be claimed for a car that does have
low emissions.
Before 1/6 April 2009, a company could claim the
cost less a deduction calculated as:
£12,000 + RP
2 x RP
where RP is the retail price of the car when new
(Corporation Tax Act 2009 s56).
Previous provisions are explained under leased car.
Futures
The term is sometimes used for a futures contract.
CAR

(1) Customer accounting record, held by HMRC.
(2) Compound annual return.
This provides a single comparative figure on
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different forms of investment. It is to investment what
APR is to borrowing.
caramel shortcake slice

Food product, of which 52% was the shortcake base and
48% caramel and chocolate. The product had a maximum
life of 25 days. The VAT tribunal held that this was zerorated food and not standard-rated confectionery (Marks
& Spencer plc. [1988] VTD 4510).

carat

Jewellery
Traditional weight for precious stones, where 1 carat is
about 1/42 of an ounce. For metric purposes, it was
redefined as a fifth of a gram (Weights and Measures Act
1963 s10).
Gold
Measure of the purity of gold, where 24 carat is pure
gold. This is now defined in Hallmarking Act 1973 Sch 1.
A common standard is 22 carat, which means 22
parts of gold to 2 parts of base metal.

caravan

General
Vehicle with some facilities for everyday living, such as
facilities for eating and sleeping. This may be towed by a
car under certain conditions. If the caravan has its own
engine, it is considered to be a motorhome.
A car driver who passed the test before 1 January
1997 may drive a car towing a caravan provided their
combined weight (MAM) does not exceed 8.25 tonnes.
From 1 January 1997, drivers must either have a licence
for category C or D vehicles to tow a caravan or trailer
with a weight of more than 750 kilograms.
Legal
“Any structure designed or adapted for human habitation
which is capable of being moved from one place to
another (whether by being towed, or by being
transported on a motor vehicle or trailer) and any motor
vehicle so designed or adapted, but does not include:
(a) any railway rolling stock.... ;
(b) any tent”
(Caravan Sites and Control of Development Act 1960
s29(1)).
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caravan

Value added tax
For VAT, a caravan is zero-rated under Value Added Tax
Act 1994 Sch 8 Group 9 provided its unladen weight does
not exceed 2,030 kg. This is above the weight which may
be ordinarily towed on a British road.
Hire of a sited caravan is standard-rated.
For VAT purposes, the maximum width changed
from 20 April 2010 from 2.3 metres to 2.55 metres to
reflect a change in traffic law.
Guidance on caravans is given in VAT notice 701/20.
Caravan is not defined in VAT law, but VAT notice
701/20 gives this definition:
“A structure that —
• is designed or adapted for human habitation
• when assembled, is physically capable of
being moved from one place to another (whether by
being towed or by being transported on a motor vehicle
so designed or adapted),
• is no more than
- 20 metres long (exclusive of any
drawbar)
- 6.8 metres wide, or
- 3.05 metres high (measured
internally from the floor at the lowest level to the ceiling
at the highest level)”
There has been a case on what constitutes
removable contents of a caravan.
~
Income tax and corporation tax
Income from a caravan site run as a trade where other
activities are carried on may be subject to income tax
(Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act 2005s20) or
corporation tax (Corporation Tax Act 2009 s43).
This includes income from the hire of pitches.
Otherwise income from a caravan site is regarded
as income from land.
Capital allowance
A caravan may qualify as plant and machinery for capital
allowances. For this purpose, the term “includes, in
relation to a holiday caravan site, anything that is treated
as a caravan for the purposes of —
(a) the Caravan Sites and Control of Development
Act 1960, or
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(b) the Caravans Act (Northern Ireland) 1963.
(Capital Allowances Act 2001 s23(5)).
For holiday lettings, this is listed in Capital
Allowances Act 2001 s23 List C as an item that is not
affected by the provisions of s21 (buildings) or s22
(structures). This means that its eligibility for capital
allowance depends on the nature and purpose of the
item.
caravan site

“Means —
(a) land on which a caravan is stationed for the
purposes of human habitation, and
(b) land which is used in conjunction with land
on which a caravan is so stationed”
(Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act 2005s20(4)).

car benefit

Taxable benefit of being provided with a company car.

Carbolic Smoke Ball

Name of the leading court case of 1893 Carlill v Carbolic
Smoke Ball Company.

carbon

Naturally occurring element which takes various forms
including diamond, graphite and charcoal.
Carbon is present in the molecules of living matter
and organic compounds. It combines with hydrogen to
form various hydrocarbon oils which are subject to
hydrocarbon oil duty.
The word is often used to mean the gas carbon
dioxide, whose molecule comprises one atom of carbon
and two of oxygen. This is produced naturally through
combustion and exhalation. It is believed to be a
greenhouse gas which has led to climate change.
There are many financial and tax provisions
designed to reduce carbon dioxide emissions.

carbon capture and storage

Process of decarbonisation. It is defined in Energy Act
2010 s7.

carbon copy (cc)

Identical copy of a document. It was originally produced
ucing carbon paper.
The abbreviation is still used for e-mails.

carbon dioxide

Common gas comprising molecules of one carbon and
two oxygen atoms, indicated by the formula CO2. It is
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produced by burning and breathing. Plant life turns the
gas back to oxygen.
Because of its perceived harm in the atmosphere,
there are many tax and other provisions to reduce its
production.
For VAT, carbon dioxide cannot be zero-rated as a
food product, even though it is used to carbonate drinks.
Gas & Chemicals Ltd. [2002] VTD 18160.
carbon dioxide emission

Amount of carbon dioxide gas in the exhaust emission of
a vehicle. This is used to determine the vehicle excise
duty, and the taxable benefit of a company car.

carbon offset

Action which reduces carbon dioxide to compensate for
other activity which generates carbon dioxide. An
example is planting a tree to compensate for travel.

carbon paper

Sheet of paper coated with material which makes an
identical copy when pressed or typed. Before
photocopiers and computers were common in offices,
copies of documents were made by making up
sandwiches of thin copy paper and carbon paper. Typing
on the top of this sandwich of papers made copies on the
sheets under the carbon paper.

carbon price

Figure used to calculate climate change levy.

Carbon Reduction Commitment (CRC)
Name for what is now known as CRC Energy Efficiency
Scheme. It requires large public sector bodies to reduce
carbon dioxide emissions by 10%.
CARD

Consolidated Admissions and Reporting Directive.

card catalogue

Another name for a card index.

cardinal number

Ordinary number which denotes quantity but not order,
such as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 etc. as indicating 1, 2, 3 etc of
something.
Numbers which denote order (such as 1st, 2nd etc) are
called ordinals.
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cardinal virtues

Justice, prudence, temperance and fortitude. Traditionally
all other virtues follow from these four.

card index

System of recording data on cards which are filed in a
box.

card in pocket

Situation where a person retains membership of a trade
union, professional body or other work-related
organisation even though the person is no longer
engaged in relevant work. In such a case, the subscription
may no longer be a tax-deductible expense.
The term was particularly used in relation to the
controversy of removing the right to belong to a trade
union at GCHQ.

cardiopulmonary resuscitation
“Means a combination of expired air ventilation and chest
compression” (VAT notice 701/1). If provided by a charity,
such a service may be zero-rated.
card ledger

Manuscript ledger where the records are kept on a file of
cards, rather than in a bound book.

card punch

Machine for punching cards, particularly the cards once
used on computers.

card reader

Old piece of computer equipment where data were input
from punched cards.

cards

National insurance
For national insurance, a card provided for an individual
to record national insurance payments. These were
generally abolished in 1973, though they remained until
1993 for class 3.
Employment
The expression “to give someone their cards” means to
dismiss someone, even though a class 1 national
insurance card has not been issued since 1973 and the
P45 tax certificate has never been produced on card.
Playing cards
Playing cards were once subject to excise duty which was
evidenced by an ornate design on the ace of spades.
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Value added tax
Various tribunal decisions have held that packs of cards
containing textual information does not qualify for zerorating as a book. An early case consisted of cards with
questions about roadsigns and the Highway Code for
learner drivers (Flipcards Ltd [1995] VTD 13916).
The tribunal has ruled that a leaflet must be limp
and has therefore refused zero-rating for tax cards (Tax
Briefs Ltd [1991] VTD 9258), prayer cards (Christian Art
Ltd [1990] VTD 5940), recipe cards (International Master
Publishers Ltd [1991] VTD 8807) and cards that
reproduced paintings (Philip Green Education Ltd [1997]
VTD 15669).
card sorter

Piece of equipment once used with computers when data
were entered on punch cards. The sorter put the cards
into the desired order before being put into the card
reader.

card vote

Voting system where each person votes according to the
number of people he represents.

care account

Account a local authority is required to keep in relation to
providing care for an adult (Care Act 2014 s29).

care and control

Legal term for the old right of a parent to have physical
possession and control over a child. The matter is now
dealt with as parental responsibility.

care and maintenance

Term used in relation to a fixed asset, such as a building,
machine, vessel or vehicle. It is particularly used for assets
not in current use but which are being maintained for
prompt use if required.

care and support employer

For PAYE, “means an individual (“the employer”) who
employs a person to provide domestic or personal
services at or from the employers home where —
(a) the services are provided to the employer or a
member of the employer’s family,
(b) the recipient of the services has a physical or
mental disability, or is elderly and infirm, and
(c) it is the employer who delivers the [tax] return
(and not some other person on the employer’s behalf).”
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(PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 67D(10) and reg
206(4)).
HMRC may excuse such an employer from making
RTI returns on-line.
care and support plan

Document prodiced by a local authority in relation to the
needs of an adult and how those needs are to be met
(Care Act 2014 s25).

care and support provision

“Means —
(a) provision to meet adults’ needs for care and
support
(b) provision to meet carers’ needs for support, and
(c) provisions of services, facilities or resources, or
the taking of other steps, under section 2” (Care Act 2014
s3(2)).

care component

One of the two components that make up the disability
living allowance. The other is the mobility component.
The care component is paid at one of three rates
depending on the severity of the disability.
The highest rate is paid for a claimant who:
• requires frequent attention during the day
and prolonger or repeated during the night for attention
to bodily functions or to avoid substantial danger to
himself or others; or
• who is terminally ill.
The middle rate is paid for a claimant who needs
such attention during the day or the night.
The lower rate is paid for a claimant who needs help
with bodily functions during the day, or who cannot cook
for himself or herself (the cooking test).

care contact order

Order of a court allowing a local authority to restrict
contact with a child in care, under Children Act 1989.

career

Occupation in which a person spends his working life,
particularly if he intends to rise in seniority.

career centre

In human resources, a facility within an organisation to
provide outplacement counselling and job placement
services to displaced employees.
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career choke

Situation where a woman has to accept low-paid work to
obtain the flexibility she needs to look after children.

career development

In human resources, process by which an individal
establishes his or her current and future work objectives,
and assesses their skills and knowledge to achieve those
objectives.

career ladder

In human resources, progression of jobs in an
organisation from lowest to highest. It is widely used to
establish pay rates.

career mobility

In human resources, tendency of an individual to make
career changes rather than sticking to a single career.

career path

In human resources, progression of an invidual from
junior positions to senior ones.

career planning

In human resources, process of establishing career
objectives, and developing a strategy to achieve that
objective, such as by further training.

career plateau

In human resources, the point at which an individual has
reached the highest position he or she can within an
organisation.

care home

This is a trade related property.
For the personal independence payment, this is
defined as “an establishment that provides
accommodation together with nursing or personal care”
(Welfare Reform Act 2012 s85(3)).
The same definition is used in Taxation of Capital
Gains Act 1992 s225E(8) as inserted by Finance Act 2014
s58(3), in relation to mains residence relief from capital
gains tax.

care home resident

Such a resident is not entitled to the daily living
component of the personal independence payment
(Welfare Reform Act 2012 s85).

care leaver

Person who is leaving the care of a local authority. The
term is used in Children Act 2004 s9.
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careless inaccuracy

Condition for a tax penalty. “An inaccuracy is careless if it
is due to a failure by P [taxpayer] to take reasonable
care.” (Revenue Scotland and Tax Powers Act 2014
s182(4)).

care or control

Protection, guidance and discipline of a child. A court may
make an order in care proceedings if satisfied that the
child is in need of care or beyond control.

care order

Order made by a court under Children Act 1989 that
requires a local authority to care for a child.

care proceedings

Legal action to establish the care of a child.

carer

Definition
(1) For an adult, “means an adult who provides or intends
to provide care for another adult (an “adult needing
care”) (Care Act 2014 s10(3)).
(2) For a child, “includes —
(a) a parent of the child who does not have parental
responsibility for the child, and
(b) a person who is not a parent of the child but
who has parental responsibility for the child”
(Care Act 2014 s58(6)).
Tax provision
A residential carer is not charged to tax for the benefit in
kind of bring provided with accommodation. This
continues the exemption beyond 6 April 2016 when the
P11D limit is otherwise abolished.
The definition of carer and tax provisions are given
in Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003 s306A as
inserted by Finance Act 2015 s14.

carer element

An addition to pension credit.

care relief

Generic term for the various income tax reliefs allowed to
foster carers, shared life carers and similar.

carer’s allowance

Social security benefit payable to someone who looks
after a severely disabled person. It replaced invalid care
allowance on 1 April 2003.
The carer must provide care “regularly and
substantially”. In practice this means looking after a
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person for at least 35 hours in every week for periods
which, broadly, are 22 weeks out of 26.
Only one allowance is paid per disabled person. The
allowance can only be for one person, so a carer cannot
claim for spending 20 hours a week for looking after two
people. The allowance cannot be claimed by anyone who
is employed or in full-time education. The carer must be
at least 16; there is no upper age limit.
Entitlement does not depend on national insurance
contributions, although the amount can vary according to
the claimant’s circumstances. While the allowance is
being claimed, the carer is automatically credited with
class 1 national insurance contributions. The allowance
may be paid without time limit while relevant conditions
are met.
The payment is subject to income tax (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s660(1)).
carer’s assessment

An assessment a local authority may be required to make
into services for a carer under the provisions of Care Act
2014 s10.

caret

The mark ^ to indicate where text is to be inserted.

care, treatment or instruction Term used to determine whether welfare services qualify
for zero-rating under Value Added Tax Act 1994 Sch 7
Group 9.
“Care treatment and instruction includes the
protection, control or guidance of an individual when this
is provided to meet medical, physical, personal or
domestic needs.
“Examples include:
• personal or nursing care (including assistance
with bathing, dressing, toileting and other personal
hygiene)
• general assistance and support with everyday
tasks such as form-filling, letter reading/writing, billpaying
• certain routine domestic tasks
• counselling
• looking after or supervising vulnerable people
• support or instruction designed to develop or
sustain a person’s capacity to live independently in the
community
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• protection, control, guidance or
companionship that is required to meet an individual’s
personal or domestic needs and
• residential care, including accommodation,
board and other services provided to residents as part of
a care package” (VAT leaflet 701/2).
care worker

Person employed to look after someone.
In relation to the crime of ill-treatment or neglect,
the term is defined in Criminal Justice and Courts Act
2015 s20(3).

Carey Street

Colloquialism for bankruptcy. It is a street in London
where the bankruptcy courts once were.

car fuel

Petrol, diesel or other fuel used to run a car.
When an employer pays for such fuel for an
employee’s private use, a tax charge arises under Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s149. This is in
addition to any charge for the car itself.
If the employer claims back VAT on fuel for cars
where there is private use, the employer must make a
VAT adjustment. The law and relevant tables are given in
Value Added Tax 1994 s57.

cargo

Goods shipped for carriage. It excludes personal luggage.

cargo carrier

Home Office term for carriers which operate cargo-only
flights, including mail flights.

Cargo Community System (CCS-UK)
Customs term for computerised cargo processing system
that controls goods in an inventory linked environment. It
consists of a central database and a “switch” to transfer
messages between the various computer systems
connected to it.
car hire

For income tax and corporation tax, a car acquired to be
hired qualifies for plant and machinery capital allowance
up to a limit.
From 1/6 April 2009, the whole car hire is allowable
provided the carbon dioxide emissions do not exceed
160g/km. For cars with higher emissions, only 85% of the
cost is tax-deductible (Income Tax (Trading And Other
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Income) Act 2005s49).
For periods before 1/6 April 2009, the annual
writing down allowance was restricted to £3,000 (25% of
£12,000).
Caribbean Basin Initiative

US scheme introduced in 1983 under Caribbean Base
Economy Recovery Act 1983. Its main provision was to
allow donations to the Caribbean country if it agreed to
provide tax data on individuals and businesses.

Caribbean Basin Report

Report produced in 1984 on how the Caribbean Basin
Initiative was working.

Caribbean Community

Organisation of 15 Caribbean nations and dependencies.
Its aim to co-ordinate economic policy. With the
Dominican Republic, they also form Cariforum.

Caricom

Caribbean Community.

Cariforum

Subgroup of African, Caribbean and Pacific states that cooperate on economic dialogue with the European Union.
The term is a contraction of Caribbean Forum.
It was formed in 1992 and comprises the 15
Caribbean Community states plus the Dominican
Republic. They signed an economic partnership
agreement with the EU in 2008.

caring responsibilities

For the purposes of expenses of a Member of Parliament,
the term is defined in Finance Act 2013 s10(7).

Carlill and Carbolic Smoke Ball Company
Leading court case from 1893 which established, among
other precedents, that it is possible to make an offer to
contract with the whole world.
car loan

Personal loan, marketed specifically to buy a car.
Many car dealers have arrangements with finance
companies to assist in the sale of cars. Buyers should
remember that such a loan is an independent transaction
from buying the car itself. It may also not be the most
attractive. Most dealers are prepared to sell a call for less
if the buyer can find the cash.
The term of the loan should not exceed the period
the buyer expects to keep the car. The average life of a
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car in Britain is eight years. If it is intended to keep a car
in pristine condition, it should be replaced after two
years.
Carney, Mark

Canadian banker (1965- ) who was became Governor of
the Bank of England on 1 July 2013, having previously
held a similar position in Canada.

carolus

Gold coin issued in the reign of Charles I. It was originally
worth 20 shillings, and later 23 shillings.

carousel fraud

Form of missing trader fraud where goods are repeatedly
sold between businesses in different EU member states
as a means of illegally absconding with VAT input tax.

carp

Fish whose species could be both edible and ornamental.
As a result it is not always clear whether they can be zerorated as food for VAT.
A koi carp was standard-rated as, although edible, it
would be disproportionately expensive as food and there
was no evidence that anyone had eaten one (J R Chalmers
[1982] VTD 1433.
A Dinkelsbuhl carp was similarly standard-rated,
even though the VAT tribunal initially allowed zero-rating
(R T Lawson-Tancred. QB [1988] STC 326).

car panning

Trading with drivers stuck in congestion or at traffic lights,
such as by offering to clean the windscreen or selling
flowers.

car parking

From 6 April 1988, an employer’s provision of car parking
at or near the place of work is exempted as a taxable
benefit in kind under Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions)
Act 2003 s237.

carpe diem

Latin: seize the day. In other words, enjoy yourself while
you can.

carpetbagger

Person who engages in an activity with a view to gaining a
quick benefit. The term was particularly applied to people
who invested in a building society in the hope of receiving
a windfall payment when it demutualised.
The term originally referred to an American from
one of the Northern States who went south during the
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post-civil war reconstruction of 1865 to 1877 to profit
from its instability. Such a person took a bag made of
carpet (then a common form of luggage) to store their
gains.
Carr, Robert

English Conservative politician (1916-2012) who was
Shadow Chancellor from 4 March 1974 to 11 February
1975.

carriage

(1) Transport of goods between places.
(2) The goods themselves or the vehicle that carries them.
(3) Upper part of traditional typewriter which holds the
paper and travels from right to left as each line of type is
produced.

carriage by air

There are special laws relating to the carriage of people
and property by air, such as Carriage by Air Act 1961. This
limits the amount of compensation payable.

carriage forward

Commercial arrangement where the customer pays the
carriage charge.

carriage free

Commercial arrangement where the supplier makes no
separate charge for carriage.

carriage inwards

Delivery expenses incurred when purchasing goods.

carriage outwards

Delivery expenses incurred when selling goods.

carriage paid

Commercial arrangement where the seller has already
paid the carriage charge to the customer.

carriage tax

Excise duty charged between 1747 and 1869 for the few
carriages able to use the poor roads.

carried-back amount

Term used in Corporation Tax Act 2010 s12 in relation to
accounts not prepared using sterling as currency.

carried forward (c/fwd)

Sub-total of a page to be taken to start of next page in
traditional bookkeeping.

carried-forward amount

Term used in Corporation Tax Act 2010 s13 in relation to
accounts not prepared using sterling as currency.
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carried-forward loss

Loss carried forward from an earlier accounting period.
The term is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2010
s730F (as inserted by Finance Act 2015 Sch 3 para 1) in
relation to restriction on tax relief for such losses.

carried-forward management expenses
Expenses carried forward from an earlier accounting
period.
The term is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2010
s730F (as inserted by Finance Act 2015 Sch 3 para 1) in
relation to restriction on tax relief for such losses.
carried-forward non-trading loss
Non-trading loss carried forward from an earlier
accounting period.
The term is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2010
s730F (as inserted by Finance Act 2015 Sch 3 para 1) in
relation to restriction on tax relief for such losses.
carried-forward trading loss

Trading loss carried forward from an earlier accounting
period.
The term is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2010
s730F (as inserted by Finance Act 2015 Sch 3 para 1) in
relation to restriction on tax relief for such losses.

carried interest

For the purposes of disguised investment management
fees, this term is specifically defined in Income Tax Act
2007 s809EZC as inserted by Finance Act s21.
For investment management services that involve a
partnership, there are tax provisions in Taxation of Capital
Gains Act 1992 s103KA as inserted by Finance (No 2) Act
2015 s43(1).

carrier

Person who operate the business of transporting people
or goods.

carrier bag

General
Cheap bag made of plastic and provided free for shoppers
to use to carry their purchases. The average plastic bag
weighs 8 grams and is used for 20 minutes. There have
been various attempts made to restrict their use.
Charges
From 1 October 2011, a charge of 5p must be made when
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a single-use carrier bag is provided, even when used to
deliver goods outside Wales.
If the supplier is VAT-registered, the bag is regarded
as a supply for 4.17p on which 20% VAT has been
imposed. This is treated as output tax.
Guidance is provided in HMRC Brief 23/11.
From 1 October 2015, a similar charge is made in
England when provided by larger stores.
carrier pre-select

Rule which allows customers of any telecommunications
network to route their calls through another network of
their choosing.

carrier representative

Person appointed by a carrier to be the main contact with
the Home Office’s UK Border Agency’s e-Borders
programme.

carrier’s lien

Right of a carrier to retain possession of goods until paid
for carriage or freight.

carrot

Colloquialism for an incentive, from the expression carrot
and stick.

carrot and stick

Means of persuasion comprising both incentive and
punishment.
The introduction of e-filing of PAYE had the carrot
of incentive payments for those who started early, and
penalties for those who started late.
The term comes from an allusion of making a
donkey walk.

carrot equity

Option for a manager or investor to participate in a
company if the company meets certain criteria.

carry

(1) Bear the cost of.
(2) Term used by private equity companies to describe
the percentage of the profits earned by the company
after it has paid back the investors. This is taxed as a
capital gain rather than as income, making private equity
tax efficient.

carry back

General
When an amount is transferred to an earlier period.
This is rare in accountancy though there are some
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tax provisions that permit this.
Loss relief
For loss relief, the term refers to a provision in
Corporation Tax Act 2010 s37 where a loss may be offset
against a profit in the previous accounting period. In the
final year of a business, a loss may be carried back against
profits of the three previous years.
For accounting periods that ended between 24
November 2008 and 23 November 2010, there was a
limited right to offset a loss against profits of the three
previous years.
For post-cessation receipts, corporation tax
provisions are given in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s198.
Pensions
For pensions, the term was used for offsetting pension
contributions against income for the previous tax year.
This was abolished from 6 April 2006.
carry both ends of the log

Australian slang for when one person does the work
assigned to two people.

carry down

To take the closing balance of an account at the end of a
period as the starting balance of the same account for the
next period.

carry forward

(1) In accountancy and bookkeeping, when a figure from
the end of one period or from one page of a book is taken
to the beginning of the next. The closing figure of one
period or one page is the opening figure of the next.
(2) A tax term for any provision where an expense or loss
in an accounting period may be offset against income of
another.
For loss relief, the term means the right to offset a
loss against the profits of the same trade in any future
accounting period. Provided the same trade continues, a
loss may be carried forward indefinitely. This is given in
Income Tax Act 2007 s83 for individuals, and Corporation
Tax Act 2010 s45 for companies.
For pensions, the term was a misnomer for the
curious tax provision which allowed pension contributions
to be offset against taxable income for the previous six
tax years, starting with the earliest. This was abolished
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from 6 April 2006.
carry-forward losses

Term used in Corporation Tax Act 2010 s95 in relation to
government investment written off.

carry-forward property loss relief
When a loss from a property business may be carried
forward against profits of future years (Income Tax Act
2007 s118).
carry-forward trade loss relief The relief whereby a loss from a trade may be carried
forward indefinitely for offset against future profits
(Income Tax Act 2007 s83). See carry forward.
carrying amount

Value of an asset as shown on the balance sheet. For a
fixed asset, this is usually its net book value.
For accounting standards, it is defined as “the
amount at which an asset or liability is recognised in the
statement of financial position” (FRS 102 glossary).
International Accounting Standards give the term
two definitions:
• “the amount at which an asset is recognised
after deducting any accumulated depreciation
(amortisation) and accumulated impairment thereon”
(IAS 16 para 6; IAS 36 para 6; IAS 38 para 8)
• “the amount at which an asset is recognised
in the statement of financial position” (IAS 40 para 5; IAS
41 para 8).

carrying broker

Member of a commodity exchange through whom
another broker, who is not a member of that exchange,
transacts business.

carrying charges

Costs of storing a physical commodity. This includes such
elements as storage charges, insurance and interest.
Carrying costs are usually reflected in the difference
between future prices for different months.

carrying cost

Expense of holding stock for an accounting period. Such
costs typically include storage and insurance.

carrying on a business

In Scotland, this is specifically defined as including:
“(a) the letting of property,
(b) the activities of a charity, and
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(c) the activitis of a local authority and any other
public authority.”
(Revenue Scotland and Tax Powers Act 2014 s121(1)).
carrying value

For loan relationship, the term is defined in Corporation
Tax Act 2009 s317.
For contracts that relate to embedded derivatives,
the term is defind in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s702.

carry over

Value of stock held at the start of an accounting period.

carry trade

International financing by borrowing a currency heavily to
buy other assets.
From 2003 to 2008, there was a carry trade in the
Japanese yen. If the currency rises too high, there is a risk
that the trade could implode with serious consequences
for participants.

car seats

Car seats for children may be reduced rated for VAT
under Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 7A Group 5. The seat
must come within the definition of a safety seat.

car sharing

There is no taxable benefit in kind when an employer
provides certain assistance to employees when a car
sharing arrangement has broken down (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s248).

car sticker

For VAT, a car sticker cannot be zero-rated as a leaflet
(Arbroath Herald Ltd [1975] VTD 182).

Carta Mercatoria

Latin: charter of merchants.
A charter granted in 1303 by Edward I to provide
(among other things) exemptions to foreign merchants
from certain taxes.

car tax

A sales tax once charged on new cars.
When VAT was introduced on 1 April 1973, cars
were subject to 10% car tax plus 10% VAT, giving a total
tax charge of 21%. The rate of car tax was halved to 5%
on 10 March 1992, and the tax was abolished on 13
November 1992. Caravans paid car tax on 60% of their
value. Car tax was not charged on any other vehicles.
The term is sometimes (wrongly) also used to mean
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road tax or vehicle excise duty.
cartage

Charge for carrying goods.

Carte Blanche

Charge card first issued in 1958 by Hilton Hotels. The
company was acquired in 1981 by Citicorp who phased
out in preference to Diners Club.

cartel

Arrangement when a group of people work together to fix
a market, such as when different suppliers of the same
product agree to fix a minimum selling price or agree that
they will each supply in one area only. Cartels are illegal.

Carter Commission Report

Canadian report of 1967 on how individual’s foreign
income should be taxed.

cartridges

Items in the list of explosives for which there may be
special Customs provisions (Explosives Act 1875 s3(1)).

cartwheel

Nickname given to the large two-pence coin minted in
1797.

carucage

A tax levied between 1194 and 1224.

carve out

Remove a section, such as from a business to create a
new business.

ca sa

Capias ad satisfaciendum. This is an old term for a writ to
arrest a person in a civil action when judgment has been
obtained against the person but the judgment has not
been satisfied.

CASC

Community amateur sports club.

cascade shareholdings

Arrangement where a company has a shareholding in
another company which has a shareholding in another
company, and so on.

cascading

Consequence of a gross receipts tax whereby items are
taxed more than once. The UK has never had a gross
receipts tax, but several European countries has such
taxes before they adopted value added tax.
The tax was charged on the total sales of a business,
so an item that passed from several manufacturers or
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suppliers could suffer tax several times. VAT avoids this
by refunding the tax paid by the purchaser.
case

Tax disputes
In relation to resolving tax disputes, the term is given this
specific meaning: “a Case is the sum total of all of the
individual risks that are not finally concluded at any one
time in relation to a particular business (which, for the
avoidance of doubt, includes all of its group associates) or
individual or other entity. It does not matter in which part
of HMRC an individual risk is being dealt with as all
individual risks are aggregated for the purposes of
determining the value of a case.” (HMRC Notice of 20
December 2013).
Alcoholic liquor
“In relation to dutiable alcoholic liquor, means 1 dozen
units each consisting of a container holding not less than
65 nor more than 80 centilitres, or the equivalent, of that
number, of such units made up wholly or partly of
containers of a larger or smaller size” (Alcoholic Liquor
Duties Act 1979 s4(1)).
Other meanings
(1) Legal action
(2) Division of tax schedule D or E.

Case I loss

Loss made under what was Schedule D Case I. For
corporation tax purposes, this is now known as section 35
loss in reference to Corporation Tax Act 2009 s35.

Case I profit

Profit made under what was Schedule D Case I. For
corporation tax purposes, this is now known as section 35
profit in reference to Corporation Tax Act 2009 s35.

case law

Decisions of court cases that collectively provide guidance
on interpreting the law.

case law trust

“Employee share ownership trust or general purpose
[employee benefit trust] which relies on tax case law
rather than specific legislation as authority for allowing
tax deductions on employers’ contributions” (Inspectors’
Manual at BIM 44001). Further details are given at BIM
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44140.
The main cases are Heather v PE Consulting Group
Ltd 48 TC 293; Rutter v Charles Sharpe Ltd 53 TC 153; Jeffs
v Ringtons Ltd 58 TC 680; E Bott Ltd v Price 59 TC 437;
Mawsley Machinery Ltd v Robinson [1998] SpC170.
case management

Rights to manage the conduct of a court case or tribunal
hearing.
For tax tribunals, these rights are set out in The
Tribunal Procedure (First-tier Tribunal) (Tax Chamber)
Rules SI 2009 No 273 rule 5.

casemate

Bomb-proof vaulted chamber.

case money

In gambling, emergency money.

case specific

Term used by HMRC to describe a tax query that relates
to a particular individual or business, rather than to tax
law and rules generally.

cases involving unusual or novel features
Term used in HMRC Notice of 20 December 2013 about
resolving tax disputes. Such a case should be referred to
the Tax Disputes Resolution Board for guidance.
case stated

Statement of relevant facts by a court or tribunal for
consideration by a higher authority.

Case VI loss

Loss incurred by a company on its Schedule D Case VI
activities (miscellaneous income). Loss relief may be
claimable under Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988
s396.

cash

Money in readily spendable form. The term is imprecise
and is used differently depending on the context.
Its narrowest meaning is legal tender note and
coins, but in accounting, cash usually means liquid funds
such as currency plus money in bank accounts. It is the
most liquid current asset.
For accounting standards, FRS 102 defines the term
as “cash on hand and demand deposits”. For International
Accounting Standards, the same definition appears in IAS
7 para 6.
Businesses that handle large amounts of cash may
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need to register under money laundering regulations.
Anyone coming into the UK with more than €10,000
euros (or equivalent value in any other currency) must
declare this to Customs.
cashable

Description of an item that can easily be converted to
cash.

cash account

Account which records the receipt and expenditure of
cash.

cash accounting

Accounting
Term for accounting system which records transactions
when payment is made rather than when the transaction
occurs. Sales and purchases are not recorded when made
but when paid for. The opposite is accruals accounting.
Cash accounting is only appropriate for individuals
and small businesses.
Income tax
HMRC allow cash accounting for income tax purposes in
activities where payment is uncertain, such as for
barristers and authors. Charities may only use cash
accounting up to a certain limit.
Cash accounting may only be used for a few
occupations where there is reasonable, such as authors.
Professional people are generally not allowed to use it
from 6 April 2001.
Value added tax
For VAT purposes, cash accounting is allowed up to a
limit.

cash advance

Providing cash to someone, such as an employee, to help
pay for future expenditure.

cash against documents (CAD) Terms of trade whereby the seller is paid when certain
documents are presented to the bank. These are typically
shipping documents in international trade.
cash analysis

Exercise book or pad of paper ruled with columns for
recording amounts as a means of analysing income and
expenditure into categories.
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cash and carry

(1) Large store where goods may be bought in bulk
provided immediate payment is made.
(2) Transaction which can sometimes make a profit on a
futures market, particularly the London Metal Exchange.
If the spot price for the commodity plus warehousing,
insurance etc for three months is less than the futures
market price for three months, the commodity may be
bought and sold for a profit.

cash and equivalents

Amount that an entity holds as cash or can quickly and
easily convert to cash. The latter group includes bullion
coin, National Savings certificates, government bonds and
bankers’ acceptances. These items are usually shown
simply as “cash” on the balance sheet.

cash and new

In investing, deferment of a settlement when securities
are sold in one period and bought back in another.

cash back

Retail trade
Arrangement whereby a supermarket or other retailer
will allow a customer to add a sum to their shopping bill
to receive back as cash when paying by debit card. So
someone who buys £100 worth of goods may have £120
charged to the card and be given £20 in cash.
Mortgage
A type of mortgage where the lender pays a sum to the
borrower when the mortgage finishes. Such a mortgage is
usually subject to many restrictions, such as high
redemption penalties if the borrower wishes to pay if off
early.
Inducement
A sum paid by a supplier to a customer to persuade them
to make a transaction. This includes when an
intermediary agrees to share commission with a client.
The tax position of such payments is explained in
Statement of Practice SP4/97.

cash back credit card

A credit card which allows a cash discount as a form of
loyalty scheme.
The discount is usually in the range of 0.5% to 1.5%
with higher figures for special introductory offers. Such a
card is only cost-effective if the user pays the whole
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balance off each month.
cash balance

Balance on a cash account. This ignores the amount owed
or owing by the person or business.

cash balance arrangement

In pensions, a form of money purchase arrangement
where the benefit received is not entirely dependent on
what the fund will buy when the scheme is crystallised for
a member. Such an arrangement may have elements of a
final salary scheme, such as so much per year’s service.
Such arrangements are often not fully funded
during the member’s working life, but are funded at the
moment of crystallisation.
The term is defined in Finance Act 2004 s152(3).

cash basis

Using cash accounting.
The special tax provisions allowing for cash basis for
small businesses is contained in Finance Act s17 and Sch4.
Deductions allowed at a fixed rate are set out in
Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 from
s94B.

cash book

Book of prime entry for recording cash transactions.

cash budget

Budgeted figures for income and expenditure.

cash card

Plastic card, the same size as a credit card, which allows
the person to withdraw cash from automatic teller
machines.
The user keys in a four-digit PIN number and states
the amount he or she wishes to withdraw. The cards can
sometimes be used for other purposes, such as checking
the balance on the account or ordering a statement.
Sometimes credit cards or debit cards may also be
used as cash cards.

cash collateral

Under a stock lending arrangement, “an amount of
money [that] is payable to or for the benefit of the lender
for the purpose of securing the discharge of the
requirement to transfer the relevant securities back to
the lender” (Income Tax Act 2007 s597(1)(b)).

cash consideration

In relation to company law on buying shares, “means —
(a) cash received by the company,
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(b) a cheque received by the company in good faith
that the directors have no reason for suspecting will not
be paid,
(c) a release of a liability of the company for a
liquidated sum,
(d) an undertaking to pay cash to the company at a
future date, or
(e) payment by any other means giving rise to a
present or future entitlement (of the company or a
person acting on the company’s behalf) to a payment, or
credit equivalent to payment, in cash”
(Companies Act 2006 s583(3)).
cash conversion

Measure of how much of a business’s profits are
converted to cash, particularly in the form of dividends.

cash cost

Cost of production at site level, particularly in mining. This
includes all site costs, including transport, refining and
administration, plus an amortisation of other overheads.

cash counter

A machine which counts coins or bank notes.
A coin counter usually comprises a large hopper
into which coins are poured. The machine sorts them
according to denomination and sends them to the
appropriate section. A further section takes coins which
do not match the criteria of any coin, such as foreign
coins, washers and counterfeit coins.
A banknote counter is a machine which accurately
counts banknotes, usually by weighing them.

cash cow

Product or service which can be relied on to generate
income for a business which can use it to fund other
activities.

cash-credit

In banking, account which includes an element of loan
that the customer may call down at will.

cash crop

Crop grown for the purpose of generating income rather
than to feed those who grow it. The term is particularly
used when considering national economies.

cash cycle

Time it takes from paying cash for goods to receiving cash
from their subsequent sale.
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cash deal

Transaction where it is agreed that payment will be made
in cash. This usually results in a lower price.
A cash deal can be justified as it avoids the seller
the cost or borrowing and the expense of credit control.
Sometimes cash deals are done to avoid the need to
produce any paperwork with a view to evading tax.

cash declaration

The duty of anyone entering the UK from outside the
European Union, or leaving the UK to go outside the
European Union to declare any amount of cash with them
which exceeds €10,000 (around £7,000). This duty was
introduced from 15 June 2007 to counter money
laundering.

cash desk

Place in a shop or other premises where payments are
made or received.

cash discount

Reduction in price offered when a customer pays cash.

cash dispenser

Machine which provides cash in the form of notes or,
rarely, coins. The commonest example is the automated
teller machine.

cash dividend

Dividend in the form of cash rather than bonus shares.

cash down

Description of purchase where full payment is made at
the time.

cash economy

Another name for the black economy, where goods are
traded for cash which is not recorded for tax purposes.

cash equivalents

Accounting
Anything which is regarded as having similar properties to
cash, such as readily exchangeable securities or gold
coins.
For statements of cash flow, “cash equivalents are
short-term highly liquid investments that are readily
convertible to known amounts of cash and that are
subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value” (FRS
102 section 7.2). They are treated as cash.
For accounting standards, the term is defined as
“short-term highly liquid investments that are readily
convertible to known amounts of cash and which are
subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value” (FRS
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102 glossary). For International Accounting Standards, the
same definition appears in IAS 7 para 6.
Tax
For tax, a cash equivalent is likely to come within the
scope of a readily convertible asset which can be
regarded as part of gross pay when provided to an
employee.
cash extraction

In investment, a defensive strategy of using warrants to
replace exposure to assets at a lower price, thus releasing
cash.

cash float

Amount of cash, usually in small denominations, provided
at the start of trading to ensure that a seller has sufficient
change to give customers.

cash flow

Definition
Statement of how money flows in and out of the
company (or other reporting entity), made up of inflows
and outflows over defined periods, usually months but
sometimes weeks, quarters or years.
The term “cash flows” is defined as “inflows and
outflows of cash and cash equivalents” (IAS 7 para 6).
Types of cash flow statement
A cashflow statement is of two types.
For financial accounting, a cashflow statement is
one of the financial statements prepared for the same
accounting period as the profit and loss account. It shows
how much money has come into the business and how
much has gone out, and how much money the business
still has. Unlike the profit and loss account, this statement
is not subjective. It excludes all transactions which involve
no transfers of funds, such as depreciation and accruals.
In management accounting, a cashflow statement
is often used to ensure that a business has sufficient cash
to meet its obligations over a period. This is particularly
important for a building contract where heavy expenses
may be incurred at the start with payment due later on. A
cashflow statement ensures that the business does not
run out of money at any point.
A cashflow statement is also useful when
considering a new business which takes some time to
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start earning sufficient income to become self-supporting.
It ensures that the business starts earning sufficient
profits before the end of the cash burn period when the
initial capital is spent.
Where a project extends over a long period,
particularly in times of high inflation or where there is a
high cost of capital, a special form of statement known as
discounted cashflow may be used to ensure that inflation
or cost of capital have not eaten up the profit.
The term cashflow may be spelled as a single word.
cash flow at risk

The extent to which an organisation’s cashflow is at risk.

cash flow hedge

Any process which hedges the risk of an organisation
having a serious difference between cash inflows and
cash outflows at a particular time. Such hedges usually
involve the facility to draw cash temporarily from another
source, sometimes in return for lending cash during
periods of great inflow.

cash flow matching

Process of hedging whereby an organisation can match its
cash inflows with its cashflow outflows.

cash flow projection

In management accounting, statement of expected
inflows and outflows of cash over a defined period.

cash flow statement

Summarises cash paid to and received from other
organisations and individuals for capital and revenue
purposes.

cash flow projections

Statements of cash expected to flow into the business
and cash expected to flow out over a particular period.

cash flow statement

Financial statement about changes in financial position.

cash fraction

A small amount of cash paid to a shareholder in respect of
shares which could not be allocated on a share
consolidation.
For example a company makes a 1 for 7 share
consolidation, and a shareholder had 100 shares. The
shareholder receives 14 new shares for 98 of the old
ones, and a cash fraction for the remaining two.
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cash-generating unit

For accounting standards, “the smallest identifiable group
of assets that generates cash inflows that are largely
independent of the cash flows from other assets or
groups of assets” (FRS 102 glossary).
For International Accounting Standards, the same
definition appears in IAS 36 para 6 and IFRS 5.A.

cash generator

Fixed asset or cost centre which produces income that
can be measured.

cashier

Person who handles money in an organisation.

cashier’s check

American term for a banker’s draft.

cash in

Sell an investment for cash.

cash inflow

Receipts of money to a person or business.

cash instrument

Financial instrument or obligation that is sold for
immediate delivery.

cash interest cover

Ratio of operating cashflow divided by interest paid.

cash ISA

Form of individual savings account (ISA) which invests in
fixed interest investments rather than shares.
From 6 April 2008, an individual may invest up to
£3,600 in a cash-ISA. This is half the overall ISA limit.

cash-keeper

Another name for a cashier.

cashless society

Society where no-one uses cash in the form of currency.
Everything is transacted using such methods as cheques,
standing orders and cards.

cash limit

Maximum amount of money which is permitted in
defined circumstances, such as for spending in a period or
which may be withdrawn from a cash dispenser.

cash machine

Alternative name for automatic teller machine.

cash management

Policy of an organisation for the management of its funds.

cash management account

Bank account where funds are invested on money
market, but where the customer may draw freely using a
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cheque book.
cash market

Term used for the financial market which trades in
futures or currencies. It is sometimes called the spot
market.

cash offer

Price someone is willing to pay in cash. It may be less than
the offer price.

cash-or-nothing option

An exotic option where the holder either receives a
payment or nothing.

cash-out

Process of turning tokens into cash, such as after a
session in a casino.

cash outflow

Payments of money by a person or business.

cash payment

Amount of money paid in cash.

cash point

Place in a shop or similar establishment which accepts
payments.

cash position

Amount of cash a person or business currently has
available.

cash positive

Business or activity where payment is received before the
equivalent payment is made.
A cash positive shop sells goods to customers who
pay cash before the shop has to pay the supplier to buy
those goods.

cash price

Amount which a seller is prepared to accept if payment is
made in cash.

cash register

Machine, also known as a till, for recording cash
transactions, particularly in shops and similar places.
Typically it comprises a display of the price, buttons to
enter the price, and a cash drawer which opens when a
sale is rung up.
The first machine was built in 1879 and patented in
1883. It was designed to prevent embezzlement by staff.
The cash drawer would only open when a sale was rung
up or when a no sale button was pressed. The no sale
button typically required a special key possessed by the
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owner.
Modern machines include an adding machine which
records the total of sales. They also print receipts and
analyse sales using systems such as Eftpos. Information is
now widely entered using barcodes. Some machines are
connected to scales to weigh produce and with terminals
for credit cards and similar.
cash railway

Mechanical device once common in large shops which
allows for exchanges of cash between cash desk and
counter.

cash ratio

Another name for liquidity ratio.

cash reserves

Amount of easily accessible cash which a person or
business keeps, usually to cover an emergency.

cash returned on invested capital (CROIC)
Measure of return on capital but considering only cash
returns. It is a measure of cashflow rather than
profitability.
cash sale

Transaction for which payment was made in cash.

cash-settled share-based payment transaction
For accounting standards, “a share-based payment
transaction in which the entity acquires goods or services
by incurring a liability to transfer cash or other assets to
the supplier of those goods or services for amounts that
are based on the price (or value) of equity instruments
(including shares or share options) of the entity or
another group entity” (FRS 102 glossary).
For International Accounting Standard, the same
definition appears in IFRS 2.A.
cash-settled warrant

Warrant that is not exercised for physical assets but only
for cash.

cash settlement

Settlement made in a cash market, or a settlement made
in cash in any market.

cash shell

Company which may have some assets and cash, but
whose main value is in its listing on a stock market.
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cash shortage

“A deficit arising in relation to amounts received in
connection with retail transactions” (Employment Rights
Act 1996 s17(1)).
Where cash goes missing while a shop assistant is
on duty, the shopkeeper may deduct the sum from the
assistant’s wages provided the amount does not exceed
10% of gross wages.

cash surrender value

The amount of money received when a policyholder
surrenders a life insurance policy or similar with cash
value.

cash terms

Terms for a transaction where payment is made in cash.
The terms usually include a lower price for the goods or
services.

cash-to-cash cycle

Financial term indicating how long a business has to
finance its own stock or inventory. It measures the
number of days between the initial cashflow (paying
suppliers) to the time it receives cash from its customers.

cash transaction

A transaction where payment is made in cash.

cash unit trust

Unit trust that invests in money funds rather than in
shares.

cash up

Add up the amounts of cash received during the day, as in
a shop or bank.

cash value life insurance

Life insurance policy that also pays benefits before death.

cash voucher

Coupon or similar document which can be exchanged for
cash rather than goods.
For the purpose of taxing benefits in kind, “a
voucher, stamp or similar document capable of being
exchanged for a sum of money which is:
(a) greater than;
(b) equal to; or
(c) not substantially less than,
the expense incurred by the person at whose cost the
voucher, stamp or similar document is provided” (Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s75).
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Cashwire

In the USA, a system operated by banks to clear payments
between them.

casino

Place whose prime purpose is to allow people to gamble.
The original meaning was a place for dancing.
“An arrangement whereby people are given an
opportunity to participate in one or more casino games”
(Gambling Act 2005 s7(1)).
A casino may be classified as a regional casino, large
casino or small casino, or may be below the limit for a
licensed casino (ibid s7(5)).

casino cage

Place in a casino where cash and chips are exchanged.
The term comes from the high level of security needed
for large amounts.

casino game

“A game of chance which is not equal chance gaming”
(Gambling Act 2005 s7(2)).

casino operating licence

Licence issued by Gambling Commission to a casino
operator (Gambling Act 2005 s65(2)(a)).

casino premises licence

Licence issued by a local authority which allows the
holder to operate a casino (Gambling Act 2005 s172(3)).

cask

Large container for storing alcoholic drink. A barrel is a
cask of predetermined size.

cask conditioned beer

Beer whose production process continues after being put
into the cask. Such beer produces an undrinkable
sediment on which beer duty may be relieved under
procedures set out in Customs notice 226.

casket

For VAT, this is exempt if supplied as part of a cremation
service. Further details are given in VAT notice 701/32.

CASS

(1) Current Account Switch Service.
(2) Client Assets sourcebook.

Cassa di Compensazione Garanzia (CC&G)
Part of the Italian central bank, Banca d’Italia.
CC&G is the central counterparty to certain financial
transactions. “In the markets that envisage this service,
the central counterparty is interposed in each transaction
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so that intermediaries are not exposed to counterparty
default risk. The central counterparty protects itself from
the risk of default by collecting margins commensurate
with the amount of obligations taken on by members”
(Banca d’Italia website).
CC&G is a recognised clearing house for the purpose
of stamp duty and stamp duty reserve tax from 3 October
2011 (SI 2011 No 2205).
cassation

Annulment, especially in France.

cassetur billa

Latin: let the bill be quashed.

cassetur breve

Latin: let the writ be quashed.

cast accounts

Add up and balance accounts on a page.

cast in one’s lot

Share the good fortune or ill fortune of another.

Castle, Barbara

English Labour politician (1910-2002) who was Secretary
of State for Health and Social Services from 5 March 1974
to 8 April 1976.

cast pearls before swine

Offer things of value to those who do not appreciate
them. The term comes from Matthew 7:6 in The Bible.

casting vote

A second vote made by a chairman to decide a matter
where the first vote was equal.
A casting vote is only permissible if the relevant
rules permit it. Otherwise a tied vote is regarded as a
failure of the motion which has not achieved a majority.
The onus always rests on those who wish to change the
current position.

casual

(1) Informal or less serious.
(2) Casual worker

casual day

Another name for dress-down Friday.

casual delegation

Legal principle whereby a person who retains control of a
chattel remains liable for injuries inflicted by a negligent
borrower.
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casual ejector

Legal fiction adopted until 1852 when the fictitious
Robert Roe was supposed to have come upon a land to
evict the lawful possessors, leading to an action for
ejectment.

casual labour

Workers who are engaged for a short period.
Such workers are usually employees who still have
many employment rights and duties. They are entitled to
the national minimum wage and must pay income tax and
national insurance on their earnings.

casual pauper

Wayfarer or other wanderer who applies for relief.

casualty insurance

Insurance that protects the policy holder from property
loss.

casualty loss

(1) In US law, an unreimbursed loss relating to nonbusiness assets lost from fire, storm, theft or shipwreck.
(2) In Japan, a loss suffered by an individual from fire,
storm, earthquake, flood etc.

casualty ratio

Estimated number of casualties for a defined activity,
such as per ton of bombs.
At the start of the second world war, the casualty
ratio was believed to be 50 dead or injured per ton of
bombs. In reality the figure was about 20.

casual vacancy

In terms of a company auditor, when an auditor no longer
holds that post for reasons other than removal or
resignation, such as on retirement or illness.

casualwear

Casual clothing which is regarded as acceptable in the
workplace.

casual worker

Person who provides casual labour.

casus belli

Latin: action which justifies war.

casus omissus

Latin: omitted case. Case inadvertently not provided for
in a statute.

CAT

(1) Competition Appeal Tribunal.
(2) Customs Action Text, an expanded description of the
Customs Action Code (CAC).
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(3) Cumbernauld Accounting Team, a department of
HMRC.
(4) Coronary artery thrombosis. Common abbreviation for
a sick note (HMRC leaflet E14).
(5) Comparable adjustable transaction.
cat

(1) Domestic animal.
A cat may be imported into the UK under the Pet
Passport Scheme without the need for quarantine.
(2) Colloquial name for a zero coupon bond.
(3) Element of goodwill, as explained in cat, dog and rat.

cat biscuit

This is specially standard-rated for VAT under Value
Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1 Excepted Item 6.

catalla

Latin: chattels.

catallactics

In economics, a theory of the way the free market system
reaches exchanges rates and prices.

catalogue club

Arrangement whereby goods may be bought from a
catalogue and are paid for by regular instalments.

Catapult centres

“A network of world-leading centres designed to
transform the UK’s capability for innovation in seven
specific areas and help drive future economic growth”
(website www.catapult.org.uk).
These centres are backed by the Department of
Business, Innovation and Science.

catasta

Block on which slaves were exposed for sale.

catastrophe bond

Security whose value falls sharply if a certain eventuality
happens. They can be used as a form of securitised
insurance.

catastrophe theory

A qualitative planning technique which allows for sudden
and large changes which cannot be predicted by normal
forecasting methods.

catch

(1) Trick or similar devious means which denies a person
of what he believes is his entitlement.
(2) In gambling, when the cards are treating a player well.
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The player is said to be catching cards.
CATCH

Acronym provided by HMRC to outline the duties of a
registered high value dealer. These duties are to:
• Control the business by anti-laundering
procedures;
• Appoint a nominated officer;
• Train your staff;
• Confirm the identity of all customers; and
• Hold all records for at least five years.

Catch 22

Contradictory rule which cannot be complied with.
The title comes from the novel of that name written
by Joseph Heller in 1943 depiciting a fictional American
air force on the Italian island of Pianosa.
The definition comes from the book “there was only
one catch and that was Catch-22 which specified that a
concern for one’s safety in the face of dangers that were
real and immediate was the process of a rational mind.
Orr was crazy and could be grounded. All he had to do
was ask; and as soon as he did, he would no longer be
crazy and would have to fly more missions. Orr would be
crazy to fly more missions and sane if he didn’t but if he
was sane he had to fly them.”

catch-all

In international taxation, a tax provision designed to catch
all sources of income or taxable activity.

catch-all party

Political party that has no clear policies of its own but
exists to catch the votes of those disenchanted with other
parties. The term was used in the 1950s as a perjorative
term against the Gaullist parties of the Fifth Republic of
France, and the Christian Democratic parties of Italy.

Catch document

Document that is needed to import the Dissostichus
species of fish. Customs clearance cannot be obtained
without it.

catching bargain

Term once used for a loan on oppressive terms with an
expectant heir. Such a loan would now fall foul of
Consumer Credit Act 1974 ss137-140.

catching-up charge

Amount which becomes liable to income tax as a result of
moving from cash accounting to accruals accounting.
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This particularly arose from 2001 when certain
professional taxpayers were generally excluded from
using cash accounting. The catching-up charge could be
spread over ten years.
catch penny

Worthless article made to look valuable.

cat-cracker

Plant in which oil is cracked into different forms. The term
is an abbreviation of catalytic cracker.

cat, dog and rat

Three traditional elements of goodwill, to which others
may be added.
The cat element attaches to the premises.
The dog element attaches to the owner.
The rat element attaches to the convenience of the
animal.
This distinction was made in the judgment of
Whiteman Smith Motor Co Ltd v Chaplin [1934] on an
interpretation of the meaning of the phrase about
goodwill “attached to the premises” under Landlord and
Tenant Act 1927 s4(1), (which was repealed by Landlord
and Tenanct Act 1954).
Although these elements were formulated in a
property law case, they can be relevant in calculating
goodwill for tax purposes, such as calculating the capital
gains tax on the sale of a private company.
A subsequent judge has suggested that there is also
rabbit goodwill which attaches to customers’ propinquity
to premises.

categorical data

Information which is provided in categories, such as male
or female.
In statistics, it is distinguished from ordinal data
(good, bad, poor etc) and interval data (various heights or
weights).

categorical scale

In statistics, a scale which sorts variables according to
category.
It is a requirement that the categories are
exhaustive, exclusive and clearly defined. This means that
every variable can be categorised once, only once, and
without ambiguity.
The types of category are a priori categories and
constructed categories. The former already exist, such as a
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person’s sex or age band. The latter need to be devised, such
as categorising makes of car or brands of food.
categories of earner

People who are liable to pay national insurance.
They are divided into employed and self-employed by
Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s2(1).

categorisation

Method to determine what class of national insurance a person
should pay. This is set out in Social Security (Categorisation of
Earners) Regulations SI 1978 No 1689.

category A pension

Commonest form of state retirement pension payable
from the age of 65.
From April 2012, the main eligibility criterion is that
the person has a national insurance record for at least 30
years. For those who retired before April 2012, the
requirement is to have a national insurance record for at
least 9 out of every 10 years of working life. So someone
whose working life was between 21 and 65, needed 40
years’ national insurance out of 44 years’ working life.

Category A to D machines

Types of amusement machines.

category B pension

State retirement pension payable to a widow or widower
who does not qualify for a category A pension.

category C pension

State retirement pension paid to someone who had
already reached retirement age in 1948 or payable to the
widow of such a man. In 2003 it was stated that there was
“a very small number” of such pensions in payment.

category D pension

Non-contributory state pension payable to people from
the age of 80. The amount of this pension is the same as
for a Category B pension.

category 1 territory

Territory that exchanges information with the UK on savings
income. Under Finance Act 2010 s35 and Sch 10, a penalty of
up to 100% of tax may be charged for offshore tax evasion.

category 2 territory

Territory that has agreed to exchange information with the UK
on savings income, but does not do so automatically. Under
Finance Act 2010 s35 and Sch 10, a penalty of up to 150% of
tax may be charged for offshore tax evasion.

category 3 territory

Territory that has not agreed to exchange information with the
UK on savings income. Under Finance Act 2010 s35 and Sch 10,
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a penalty of up to 200% of tax may be charged for offshore tax
evasion.

category validity period

Dates from and to when a holder of a driving licence may
drive that category of road vehicle. This is shown on the
back of a photocard licence.

catering

General term
Allowing for or accommodating, as in catering for an
eventuality.

catering

Value added tax
The provision of food with facilities for eating it. This is
excluded from the scope of zero-rating for food under
Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1 exception (a).
“A supply of anything in the course of catering
includes —
(a) any supply of it for consumption on the
premises on which it is supplied; and
(b) any supply of hot food for consumption off
those premises”
(Value Added Tax 1994 Group 1 Note 3).
From 1 October 2012, the scope is extended by
Finance Act 2012 s196 and Sch 26: “For the purposes of
Note 3, in the case of any supplier, the premises on which
food is supplied include any area set aside for the
consumption of food by that supplier’s customers,
whether or not the area may also be used by the
customers of other suppliers” (Value Added Tax 1994
Group 1 Note 3A).
Catering is standard-rated for VAT whereas the
supply of cold food to be taken away for consumption is
usually standard-rated. There have been many cases on
this point.
A packed lunch is a standard-rated supply of
catering.
~
“We consider that these factors must also be relevant to the
question of whether a supply was in the course of catering and
we combine the factors taken into account in Compass,
Safeway and Bog and conclude that the following factors
should all be borne in mind (but the list is not definitive nor is
any one factor on it decisive):
whether the food was supplied in connection with an
occasion or other event and whether the supplier knew this;
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whether the food was made to order or merely prepared
in anticipation of demand;
whether the customer could suggest a menu;
the degree of preparation which remained to be carried
out by the customer before the food could be eaten;
whether the food well-presented and in a form where a
person would ordinarily put in on the table with no further
steps being taken;
whether crockery and cutlery were provided along with
the food itself or were available as an optional extra;
whether and how and at what time the food was
delivered by the supplier;
whether a waiting service was provided by the supplier
at the place of consumption;
whether the food was a complete meal.”
Value Catering Ltd. [2011] TC 1189

~
VAT flat rate scheme
Under the VAT flat rate scheme, the appropriate
percentage for catering is:
From
4 January 2011
1 January 2010
1 December 2008
1 January 2004

Percentage
12.5%
11%
10.5%
12%

catering adaptation

Informal term for a provision that allows a caterer to use
a form of apportionment for VAT purposes.
Apportionment is widely used by retailers. It
broadly assumes that the ratio of standard-rated and
zero-rated purchases are the same as the ratio of
supplies. This is not appropriate for catering which is
standard-rated while most food is zero-rated. The
catering adaptation deals with this issue.
Details of the provision are set out in VAT Notice
727.

CATO

Company Accounts and Tax Online.

CATS

Certificate of Accrual on Treasury Securities.
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CAT standard

Government-defined standard for financial products. The
term was introduced on 1 October 1998 until its
replacement on 6 April 2005 by stakeholder products.
The letters stand for Charges, Access and Terms
which had to be reasonable, easy and fair respectively. An
individual savings account (ISA) could only be marketed if
it met the CAT standard.

cattery

Under the VAT flat rate scheme, the appropriate
percentage for boarding or caring for animals is:
From
4 January 2011
1 January 2010
1 December 2008
1 January 2004

Percentage
12%
10.5%
9.5%
10.5%

cattle trespass

Old form of strict liability for damage by stray cattle. The
matter is now regulated by Animals Act 1971.

Catto, Thomas

Scottish banker (1879-1959) who was governor of the
Bank of England between 1944 and 1949.

causa causans

Latin: immediate cause, the last link in a chain of
causation.

causa justa

Latin: just cause.

causal forecasting

Projecting the future on the basis of established
relationships. So someone selling ice cream may be able
to project sales on the basis of daily temperatures.

causa lucrativa

Latin: lucrative cause. This is one brought to acquire
significant money rather to achieve justice.

causa mortis

Latin: because of death.

causa proxima non remota spectatur
Latin: the immediate and not the remote cause are to be
considered.
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causa sine qua non

In law, a preceding link without which the causa causans
could not have happened.

causation

Statistics
In statistics, when one factor produces an effect in
another.
So if A = B + 3, causation means that an increase in
B leads to an increase in A.
Statistics in itself does not prove causation, but can
indicate areas where other disciplines may usefully look.
For example, statistical research showed that people
who smoked many cigarettes (A) had higher rates of lung
cancer (B) than those who did not.
This does not in itself prove that smoking causes lung
cancer. The causation choices include:
• smoking causes lung cancer:
A→B
• cancer causes smoking:
B→A
• they each cause each other:
A↔B
• something else causes both:
C→A+B
or there is another more complex set of interactions,
or the result is coincidence or error.

Law
Relationship between an action and its causes, and thus the
extent to which a claim may be made against someone
responsible for the action.

causa vera

Immediate predecessor of an effect, or a cause verifiable
by independent evidence.

cause

Philosophy
In philosophy, something which produces an effect.
Aristotle identified four causes:
• the efficient cause: which immediately leads
to effect;
• material cause: subject matter of efficient
cause;
• formal cause: essence or attributes
introduced by the efficient cause; and
• final cause: purpose for which the change
takes place.
Law
In law, an ordinary civil proceeding or legal action.
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Scots law
“A case before a court” (Judiciary of Scotland website
glossary).
cause and effect relations

In statistics, determining which factors influence others.
The matter is discussed more specifically in causation,

Cause Book

Book recording the issue of writs in the Central Office of
the Supreme Court.

cause celèbre

Celebrated cause; any case or trial which generates
considerable interest or sets a significant precedent.

cause list

List of cases to be heard by a court.

cause of action

The facts which give rise to a legal action.

caution

General
(1) Any form of warning to a person, particularly the
warning given to a person by the police when arrested.
This is regarded as the equivalent of a conviction.
(2) Natural reserve or reluctance to proceed.
Scots law
“Security (pronounced Kayshun, it rhymes with station)
(1) A party or other person may be required to find
caution, that is security, against the occurrence of a
certain event, eg for the expenses of an action or for the
protection of an estate.
(2) A sum of money ordered to be lodged by an offender
convicted of a criminal offence as security for good
behaviour for a specified period of time. If the offender is
of good behaviour the money is returned” (Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).

caution money

Money deposited with a college or Inn of Court as a
guarantee of good behaviour.

CAV

Cur adv vult.
This is itself an abbreviation of curia advisari vult,
which is Latin for “the court wishes to be advised”.

cave canem

Latin: beware of the dog.
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caveat

Latin: let him beware.
Notice directing a person to refrain from such
action until a matter has been addressed. The word is
also used more generally to represent an exception or
condition to a proposition.
In Scots law, “warning. A legal document lodged in
court by a party so that no order or ruling affecting him or
her passes in his or her absence or without receiving prior
notice and an opportunity to be heard by the court
before any order is made” (Judiciary of Scotland website
glossary).

caveat actor

Latin: let the doer beware.

caveat emptor

Latin: let the buyer beware.
The general principle is that the purchaser is legally
liable to satisfy himself about the quality of goods. For
consumer sales, this is modified by Sale of Goods Acts.

caveat subscriptor

Latin: let the signatory beware.

caveat venditor

Latin: let the seller beware.
Although this term exists, English law generally
places the onus on the buyer, known as caveat emptor.

caveats

Conditions, such as those attached to an insurance
quotation.

cavendo tutus

Latin: safe through taking care.

Cayman Islands

UK Overseas Territory located in Caribbean Sea. The
currency is the Cayman Islands dollar of 100 cents.
It is widely seen as a tax haven. The UK has a double
taxation agreement of 2010.

Cayman Islands dollar

Currency of Cayman Islands.

CB

Common Bench Reports, law reports from 1845 to 1856.

c/b

Call back. Abbreviation used by HMRC in noting details of
telephone calls.

CBA

Cost benefit analysis.
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CBC

Cwmni buddiant cymunedol, Welsh for community
interest company.

CbC

Country by country, form of financial reporting.

CBO

Collateralised bond obligation

CBOE

Chicago Board Options Exchange.

CBOT

Chicago Board of Trade.

CBR

Cost benefit ratio.

CBS index

Share index of the Amsterdam Stock Exchange.

CBT

Computer Based Training.

cc

(1) Carbon copy. An indication on a typed or e-mailed
document as to whom the document has been copied.
(2) Cubic centimetre. For tax, this is widely used as a
means of determining the engine size of car for various
tax purposes.

CCA

(1) Current cost accounting.
(2) Climate change agreement.

CCAB

Consultative Committee of Accountancy Bodies.

CCAEO

Community charge attachment of earnings order.

CCAMLR

Convention of the Conservation of Antarctic Marine
Living Resources.

CCC

Customs duties
Community Customs Code, the basic Customs rules
applying throughout the European Union (EU). The Code
was established by Council Regulation (EEC) No. 2913/92
but has been amended several times since. Another
regulation, Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 2454/93,
sets out provisions for the implementation of the Code.
World Customs Organisation
Customs Co-operation Council - the former name of the
World Customs Organisation (WCO).
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The WCO was known as the Customs Co-operation
Council between 1952 (when the organisation was first
established) and 1994.
Other meanings
(1) Cox’s Criminal Cases, law reports from 1843 to 1941.
(2) Commodity Credit Corporation.
ccc

Cwmni cyfyngedig cyhoeddus, Welsh for public limited
company.
A public limited company registered in Wales must
put either “plc” or “ccc” after its name (Companies Act
2006 s58(2)).

CCCP

In relation to occupational pension schemes, amount of
the contributions paid in the current chargeable period
otherwise than for an accepted purpose. This
abbreviation is used in Finance Act 2004 s197(1).

CC(CP)A 1985

Companies Consolidation (Consequential Provisions) Act
1985.

CCCTB

Common consolidated corporation tax base.

CCEP

Customs civil evasion penalty.

CCF

Combined Cadet Force.

CCFS

Care Case Fee Scheme.

CCG

Customs Comprehensive Guarantee.

CC&G

Cassa di Compensazione e Garanzia

CCH

CCH Editions Ltd, publisher of text books on tax and other
topics.

CCLN

Consignment Control Label Number, a unique 12 digit
number on a control label allocated to a consignment
note CIM by which the consignment note, its country and
station of issue can be identified.

CCN

County Council Network.
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CCP

(1) Cross Country Pipeline.
(2) Central counterparty.

CCR

(1) Counterparty credit risk.
(2) Criminal Cases Reserved, series of Law Reports
published between 1865 and 1875.

CCS

(1) Carbon capture and storage.
(2) Crown Commercial Service.

CCS-UK

Cargo Community System, the computerised cargo
processing system that controls goods in an inventory
linked environment. It consists of a central database and
a 'switch' to transfer messages between the various
computer systems connected to it.

CCT

Company car tax.

CCTO

Central Community Transit Office.

CCW

Countryside Commission for Wales.

CD

(1) Compact disc.
(2) Certificate of deposit.

Cd

Command paper.

CD and G

Crown dependencies and Gibraltar.

CDC

Council for Disabled Children.

CDE

Centre for Defence Enterprise.

CDF

(1) Contractual Disclosure Facility.
(2) ISO code for Congo/Kinshasa franc.

CDF denial letter

Letter that a taxpayer may send to HMRC under the
Contractual Disclosure Facility (CDF).
If HMRC suspects a taxpayer of fraud and offers
settlement under CDF, the taxpayer may accept CDF and
send this letter to deny any fraudulent involvement.
If HMRC accepts the taxpayer’s submission, the
matter ends. If not, the suspected fraud may be
investigated under criminal powers.
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Details are given in para 2.7 of the revised COP 9
procedure issued on 19 January 2012.
CDFI

Community development financial institution.

CD ladder

Storage unit which allows CDs to be stored vertically.

CDM

Clean Development Mechanism, under Kyoto Protocol
Article 12.

CDO

Collateralised debt obligation.

CDOT

Crown dependencies and overseas territories.

CD-R

Compact Disk-Recordable.
A type of disk drive that can create CD-ROMs and
audio CDs. CD-R drives are now standard on home
computers, though CD writing software is needed to use
them.

CD-ROM

Compact Disk-Read Only Memory.
An optical disk from which information may be
read, but not written. The term also refers to the
standard disk drive that can read CD-ROMs.

CDRP

Crime and Disorder Reduction Partnership.

CDS

Credit default swap.

CDT

Compulsory drug testing.

CE

(1) In terms of writing down an intangible asset for
corporation tax puproses, this abbreviation is used to
mean capitalised expenditure in the formula in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s729(3).
(2) Marking applied to toys and some other products to
indicate that they complay with certain EU Directives such
as relate to electromagnetic compatibility.

C&E 132

Form issued by HMRC and which may be completed as
evidence that goods have been posted to another EU
member state. Such evidence is needed to justify zerorating, as explained in VAT notice 725.
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CEA

Capital expenditure amount.
This term and its abbreviation are used in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s849C.

Céad-Aire angus

Irish Gaelic: First Minister, of Northern Ireland Executive.

ceases to be available

In relation of attribution of gains to beneficiaries, the
term is given its obvious meaning in Finance Act 2008 Sch
7 para 154(3).

CEC

(1) Commodities Exchange Center Inc.
(2) European Community Cases, law reports published by
CCH from 1989.

CED

Common entry document.

cedant

“The policyholder under a reinsurance contract” (IFRS
4.A).

cede

In insurance, to transfer all or part of a risk written by an
insurer to a reinsurer.

CEDEL

Centrale de Livraison de Valeurs Molitières, a settlement
service in Luxembourg for eurobonds.

cedi

Currency of Ghana, comprising 100 pesewas.

cedula

South American promissory note or mortgage bond on
land.

CEECs

Central and Eastern European Countries - the Central and
Eastern European Countries (CEECs) include: Latvia;
Estonia; Lithuania; Romania; Bulgaria; Hungary; Poland;
Czech Republic; Slovakia and Slovenia.

CEFAS

Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture
Sciences.

CEG

Careers Employment Group (in armed forces).

ceiling

Finance
Upper limit.
It can apply to a cash limit, such as the maximum
earnings for a particular job. Alternatively it can apply in
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other circumstances such as the highest position to which
a person may be promoted. When such a ceiling is not
admitted, it is called a glass ceiling.
Building
Part of a building (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s21(3) List
A).
ceiniog

Welsh: penny.

celebration period

Period of “exceptional international, national, or local
significance” for which the Secretary of State may make a
licensing hours order (Licensing Act 2003 s172(1)).

CELEX

Database of European law.

celibacy

Abstention from marriage, not abstention from sex.

cellarage

Charge for storing something in a cellar. The charge is
often made for storing wine.

cellar-book

Register of wines kept in a cellar.

cell battery

Battery in the form of a flat disc designed to be used in
small appliances, such as deaf aids.

cell bund

Divider within a landfill cell to separate amounts of waste
so dumped. Material so used is not subject to landfill tax.

cell engineering

Using clay and other materials to protect the sides and
bottom of a pit used for landfill. Material so used is not
subject to landfill tax.

cell production

In business management, a cross between assembly line
manufacture and where one person makes an entire
product performing all manufacturing tasks.
In cell production, a group of workers make a
component, such as an engine, but determine who does
what jobs.

cells

In biology, “means individual human cells or a collection
of human cells when not bound by any connective tissue”
(Directive 2003/23/EC article 3).
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CEMA

Customs and Excise Management Act 1979.

cemetery

Corporation tax provisions are given in Corporation Tax
Act 2009 s146 and Income Tax (Trading and Other
Income) Act 2005 s169.
These allow tax relief on a basis similar to a capital
allowance on the number of plots sold in the year in ratio
to the number of plots remaining. This provision was
introduced in 1954.
For VAT, the services of a cemetery are usually
exempt as a supply of burial or cremation. Further details
are given in VAT notice 701/32.

Cenedlaethol Cymru

Welsh: National Assembly for Wales.

ce n’est que le premier pas qui coûte
French: it is only the first step that counts.
Observation that the cost is incurred by the first
action. The remark is attributed to Mme du Deffand
(1697-1780).
Cenlon

Tax case that restricts the right of inspectors to open old
cases. The term comes from the case Cenlon Finance Co
Ltd v Ellwood [1962] 40TC176. It is discussed in the
Inspectors’ Manual at BIM34035.

censure

Blame or reproof, particularly as a punishment.

census

Conducted every ten years ending in 1, under Population
(Statistics) Act 1938 s1. It has been conducted in every
such year except 1941.

cent

One hundredth of a dollar, euro or several other
currencies.

centage

Rate by the 100.

centavo

One hundredth of various currencies, particularly from
South America.

centenionalis

Roman coin which replaced the follis in 346 AD.

centesimal

Hundredth part.
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centésimo

One hundredth of a balboa, currency of Panama.

centiare

One hundredth of an are, about 1.2 square yards.

centigram

One hundredth of a gram.

centilitre

One hundredth of a litre.

centillion

1,000,00010 . This is the number 1 followed by 600 zeros.

centi-

Prefix used in metric units. It means 10-2, or one
hundredth.

centime

One hundredth of a franc, or of some other currencies.

centimetre

One hundredth of a metre.

céntimo

One hundredth of a guarani, currency of Paraguay.

centner

Weight equal to 50 kilograms, which is about one
hundredweight.

Central African Pension Fund Fund established in 1963 to pay pensions from Rhodesia
and Nyasaland (now known as Zimbabwe). Under Finance
Act 1967 s38, such pensions were taxed as if they were
paid in the UK. This provision was repealed by Finance Act
1975.
Payments from the fund are free of income tax if
the foreign residence exemption condition is met
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s648).
Central African Republic

African republic. Its currency is the Central French African
franc of 100 centimes. The UK has no tax treaty.

Central American Common Market
A political and economic grouping of Costa Rica, El
Salvador, Guatemala, Panama, Honduras and Nicaragua.
Central Arbitration Committee (CAC)
Body which deals with such matters as trade union
recognition. It is now constituted under Trade Union and
Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 s259.
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central assets account

Single account held at a broker’s or bank to cover both
banking and broking services.

central bank

The main bank in a country. The central bank of the UK is
the Bank of England.
The main functions of a central bank are to:
• accept deposits and grant loans to
commercial banks;
• print and control the issue of banknotes;
• control the money supply;
• manage the country’s national debt;
• influence or set interest rates;
• influence exchange rates, and intervene when
necessary;
• hold the country’s reserves of gold and
foreign currencies;
• deal with central banks of other countries;
and
• act as lender of last resort to the country’s
banks.

Central Bank Advisory Board

Body set up in 1992 by the World Gold Council to advise
central banks.

Central Bank Council

Part of Bundesbank which has responsibility for setting
interest rates in Germany.

central bank discount rate

Rate at which a central bank is willing to discount
Treasury bills.

central bank intervention

When a central bank takes action to assist the national
economy. This usually takes the form of reducing interest
rates or allowing financial institutions to borrow more
money.

Central Community Transit Office (CCTO)
Office of HMRC that deals with transit of goods across
national frontiers. It is based in Harwich.
central control and management
Determinant of whether a company is UK-resident.
In the de Beers case, the judge said “a company
resides, for the purposes of income tax [now corporation
tax] where its real business is carried on... I regard that as
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the true rule; and the real business is carried on where
the central management and control actually abides”.
The matter is discussed in statement of practice
SP1/90.
central counterparty (CCP)

Financial institution which acts as an intermediary
between participants in a financial market. The two
parties trade with the central counterparty who bears any
loss should either party default.
Because the margins are small, from 1 January
2014, liabilities under a CCP are excluded from the scope
of the bank levy.

Central Criminal Court

Court having jurisdiction to try all offences committed in
Greater London. It is commonly called the Old Bailey.

central departments

Departments of a local authority or other public body
which provide support to departments, which deal with
the public. Examples include chief executive, personnel,
accounts and legal services.

Centrale de Livraison de Valuers Mobilières (CEDEL)
Settlement service in Luxembourg for eurobonds.
Central Electricity Board (CEB) Body formed in 1926 to build a national grid with a
standard voltage.
Central Fund

Fund maintained at Lloyd’s insurance market to pay
claims of an insurer who fails.

central funds

“In an enactment providing in relation to England and
Wales for the payment of costs out of central funds,
means money provided by Parliament” (Interpretation
Act 1978 Sch 1).

central government

National government as opposed to local government.

Central Government Borrowing Requirement
In economics, the public sector borrowing requirement
(PSBR) minus borrowings by local authorities and public
corporations.
central heating

When fitted to a residential or charitable building, this
may qualify for the reduced rate of VAT under Value
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Added Tax 1994 Sch 7A Group 2. A definition is given in
para 4A.
centralisation

Policy of taking control from local bodies to a central
body, such as a head office or central government. The
opposite policy is known as subsidiarity.

centralise

Transfer authority from a local branch to a central office.
The opposite process is known as subsidiarity.

central limit theorem

The observable fact that a distribution of sample means
becomes normal as the sample size increases.
In practice, this means that a normal distribution
can be used for estimating a mean when the sample size
is at least 30 items.

Central Liquidity Facility (CLF) In the USA, a government-owned corporation established
in 1979 to provides funds to credit unions that suffer
short-term illiquidity.
central management and control
In relation to companies, this means the country from
where the company is directed. A non-UK registered
company may be treated as a UK company if its central
management and control is in the UK. The matter is
discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at INTM120140.
central management and service costs
The company in a multinational group that performs
management services for the whole group. The transfer
pricing issues were first addressed in 1984 in an OECD
report.
Central Office

Central office of the courts system.

central office

Office from which an organisation, particularly a political
party, is run. In business a central office is more
commonly called a head office.

Central Powers

Term used before 1918 for the German and AustroHungarian empires.
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central processing unit (CPU)

The main part of a computer where calculations are made
and data are handled.

central purchasing

When all of an organisation’s purchases are made by one
department instead of being made directly by the various
departments which need the items.

central register

(1) Register now held by the Financial Conduct Authority
of persons and firms allowed to conduct investment
business.
(2) Register kept at Companies House. Instead of keeping
its own registers, a company may elect to update this
central register (Companies Act 2006 s128A and s167A).

Central Registration Depository (CRD
In USA, computerised directory established by National
Association of Security Dealers giving details of members
of the investment industry who deal directly with the
public.
Central Statistical Office

Body now known as Office for National Statistics.

central treasury

Part of an organisation which provides services of dealing
with financial markets and liquidity.

Central Warrants Trading Service (CWTS)
Automatic execution order book system of the London
Stock Exchange.
centrefold

Spread across the two pages at the middle of a magazine.

Centre for Social Justice (CSJ) Think tank established in 2004 to “put social justice at the
heart of British politics”. One of its founders was Iain
Duncan Smith who subsequently became Secretary of
State for work and pensions. It has produced many
reports that influenced government policy from 2010.
centre party

Political party which appeals to voters of non-extreme
views.

centre spread

Middle two pages of a stapled magazine.
As magazines naturally open there, advertisements
may attract a premium.
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centum

One hundred.

centuple

One hundred-fold; one hundred times.

century

Period of 100 years. Each century starts at midnight on 1
January in the year ending 01, so the 21st century started
on 1 January 2001.

CEO

Chief executive officer.

CEO fraud

Fraud in which someone impersonates a director to order
that funds be transferred.
The fraudster gets information from company
websites and Companies House. Sometimes the fraud is
in two stages, where the first stage is to trick someone in
the finance department to reveal information that will
demonstrate that the fraudster is apparently a director.
The fraud is often perpetrated on regional offices
where staff are less likely to know the directors.

ceorl

Anglo-Saxon small freeholder or freeman.

CEP

(1) Civil evasion penalty, a penalty for dishonest evasion
of tax.
(2) Contributions equivalent premium, for pensions.

cepi corpus

Latin: I have taken the body. Notification from a sheriff to
a court that he has custody of a person.

CER

Certified Emission Reduction. The successful emission
reduction which is equivalent to one tonne of carbon
dioxide (Kyoto Protocol Article 12).

cereal

Food product grown in quantity for making food
products. It is traded as a commodity. The main types of
cereal are breadgrains, foddergrains, corn and rice.
For VAT, cereals are usually zero-rated as food (VAT
notice 701/14).

cereal bars

For VAT, these are zero-rated as food unless they are
sweetened with “honey or other added sweetening
matter” (VAT notice 701/14). There have been many
tribunal hearings on the exact scope.
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cereal year

Period of 12 months from 1 July to 30 June. It is used for
the Whisky Export Refund Scheme.

certain annuity

An annuity which is paid for a fixed number of years,
instead of for an indefinite number (such as the rest of a
person’s life).

certainty

In law, a lack of ambiguity or confusion. This is a legal
requirement in many branches of law.
A contract may be void for lack of certainty. An
express trust must have three certainties of words and
intention, subject matter, and beneficiaries.
In philosophy, a distinction may be made between
certainty and certitude.
The former denotes what may be proved to a
person, so if A = B and B = C, certainty shows that A = C. In
contrast, certitude is what is believed because the source
is trusted. In tax as in every other aspect of life, most of
what we believe derives from certitude.

certainty equivalent method

In banking, a method of expressing risky returns in a
capital budget in terms of its equivalent in a risk-free
return.

certificate

Official document containing a declaration, such as that
goods are of a stated quality or that a person has passed
a standard.
For social security, the term is used in Social
Security Act 1998 s39ZA to mean a document signed by
Secretary of State or equivalent authority and which is
conclusive evidence of a decision on social security.

certificated bailiff

Person who collects debts for bodies other than the
court, such as for a local authority or tax body.

certificated bankrupt

Term once used for a bankrupt who was given a
certificate of misfortune.

Certificate of Accrual on Treasury Securities (CATS)
In USA, a zero-coupon bond issued by the US Treasury.
certificate of age exemption

Document issued by Department of Work and Pensions to
individuals who have reached state retirement age. An
employer may accept this as evidence that the employee
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is no longer liable to pay employees’ national insurance.
certificate of approval

Document confirming that something has been officially
approved.

certificate of debt

Certificate from an officer of HMRC that a sum is owed
(Commissioners for Revenue and Customs Act 2005
s25A).

certificate of deduction of tax Certificate that was issued by a building society under
Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s352 showing
how much interest had been paid gross of tax and how
much net.
certificate of deposit

Document indicating that money has been deposited.
Although this can apply to a deposit with a bank, it is
most commonly used to mean funds deposited with the
tax authorities.

certificate of discharge

Certificate that HMRC may issue in respect of inherited
property under Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s239. It confirms
that the inheritance tax has been paid. Such a certificate
is normally issued no earlier than two years after the
transfer.
The certificate assures a acquirer that no further tax
is payable, unless the acquirer was party to a fraud or
misrepresentation.

certificate of entitlement

A certificate issued by an embassy, high commission,
consulate, visiting force contingent or international
organisation, or equivalent.
Such a certificate is generally evidence that supplies
to the issuer are zero-rated for VAT in accordance with EC
Council Directive 77/338/EEC article 15(10). The
certificate must be retained.
The procedure is amended for British forces in
Cyprus or for any visiting forces in Germany.
Further details are given in VAT notice 725.

certificate of full disclosure

The final stage for a taxpayer under the Contractual
Disclosure Facility (CDF). This is used where a taxpayer is
suspected of tax fraud. It allows HMRC and the taxpayer
to agree a settlement without using powers under the
criminal law.
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The taxpayer signs the certificate to acknowledge
that he or she has made full disclosure of all tax
irregularities to the best of his or her knowledge and
belief. The signature must be witnessed.
Details of the contents and requirements of the
certificate are given in section 6.5 of the revised code of
practice COP 9 issued on 19 January 2012.
Certificate of Good Character Document required by the Disclosure and Barring Service
from the country from which a non-UK applicant seeks a
certificate.
certificate of incorporation

A document which confirms that a company is now
registered and gives it a registration number.
The certificate is sometimes referred to as the
company’s birth certificate. The relevant law is contained
in Companies Act 2006 ss14-16.

certificate of independence

Certificate issued by the Certification Officer confirming
that a trade union is an independent trade union (Trade
Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 s6).

Certificate of Master

Report to the Chancery division of the High Court by a
barrister on a matter referred to him.

certificate of misfortune

Document once provided to a bankrupt to state that his
bankruptcy was not through his fault.

certificate of naturalization

Document given to a foreign national who has become a
British citizen, or British Dependent Territories citizen, by
naturalisation.

certificate of origin

Document indicating the country from where imported
goods originated.

certificate of quality

Document confirming the grade of a soft commodity.

certificate of registration

Document stating that a person or body has been
registered for a stated purpose.

certificate of registration of death
Copy of death certificate which may be used to claim
social security benefits.
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Certificate of Secondary Education (CSE)
School leaving qualification which could be sat by
students in secondary education, usually at the age of 16,
who did not intend to stay at school to study for A-levels.
The examination was graded 1 to 5 where grade 1
was regarded as the equivalent of a C grade at O-level or
GCSE.
The examination was sat between 1965 and 1988
when, with O-levels, it was replaced by the General
Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE).
certificate of shares

Another name for share certificate.

certificate of shipment

Document issued by packers or consolidators who
despatch goods by road, rail or sea (not air) when they
receive a single authenticated transport document from
the carrier.
The certificate is issued to each supplier whose
goods were transported. The certificate must comply with
strict requirements set out in VAT notice 725 when used
as documentary evidence that goods have been supplied
to another country.

certificate of Speaker

A certificate attached to a money bill by the Speaker of
the House of Commons (Parliament Act 1911 s1). Such a
certificate restricts the ability of the House of Lords to
amend the Bill.

certificate of sponsorship

Document given by a sponsor of an overseas worker to a
worker they wish to employ. It has a unique reference
number. The worker uses the certificate to see if he has
sufficient points to work, train or study in the UK.

certificate of tax deposit (CTD) Scheme by which a taxpayer may deposit money with
HMRC to pay future taxes. A CTD can earn interest. Since
6 March 2009, interest is only accrued on CTDs of at least
£100,000 held for more than one month. If used to pay
tax, the interest rate is 0.75%. If repaid in cash, the rate is
0.25%. Interest on CTDs below £100,000 has been zero
since 5 December 2008.
A deposit by CTD may be made against taxes under
investigation. It can stop late payment interest accruing.
A first CTD must be at least £500. Further CTDs
must be for at least £250. There is no maximum. A new
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CTD is issued for each deposit; a CTD cannot be topped
up.
CTDs can be used to pay for income tax under selfassessment, corporation tax, capital gains tax (but not
annual tax on enveloped dwellings), class 4 national
insurance, inheritance tax, petroleum revenue tax and
petroleum royalty. For corporation tax, only series 6
certificates purchased in 1993 or earlier may be used.
certificate of tax paid

Certificate issued by HMRC confirming how much tax has
been paid, and the income to which it relates. on a
transaction in land (Corporation Tax Act 2009 s830).

certificate of value

For stamp duty, a certificate made in connection with a
transaction in property that it is not a transaction nor part
of a series of transactions whose value exceeds a
minimum, and that therefore either no stamp duty is
payable, or it is payable at a lower rate.

certificate relating to protected leasing
Certificate issued under the provisions of Capital
Allowances Act 2001 s118.
It relates to protected leasing which allows capital
allowance to be claimed for plant and machinery subject
to an overseas lease.
The matter is explained in the Inspector’s Manual at
CA 24100.
certificate that sum due

HMRC certificate that may be issued in connection with
PAYE under PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 218.

certificate to commence business
Document issued by the Registrar of Companies to a
public limited company. The certificate confirms that the
nominal value of the allotted share capital is at least
£50,000. The company cannot trade or borrow money
until this certificate is issued.
Certification Officer

Public servant who keeps a register of trade unions (Trade
Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992
s254).

certified accountant

Member of Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants, now known as a chartered certified
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accountant.
Membership is by examination and satisfying the
council of sufficient relevant work experience. A member
is an associate (ACCA) until gaining a fellowship (FCCA).
certified cheque

Cheque which a bank confirms will be paid from funds set
aside from the signatory’s account.

certified copy

Copy of a public document which is certified as a true
copy by an officer to whose custody the original
document is entrusted.

certified photocopy

Photocopy of a document which a person of standing
(such as an accountant or lawyer) has countersigned to
confirm that he has seen the original and this is a fair
copy. Such certified photocopies are now needed to open
a bank account.

certified photograph

Photograph bearing a countersignature by a person of
standing who confirms that the photograph is of a true
likeness of the subject.

certified public accountant

Accountant who has qualified in the USA and has a
certificate allowing him or her to practise in that state.

certified translation

In company law, “means a translation certified to be a
correct translation” (Companies Act 2006 s1107(1)).
Documents drawn up in Welsh or any other nonEnglish language and submitted to Companies House
must be accompanied by a certified translation.

certiorari

Injunction granted by a court to overturn a decision of a
lower court or tribunal, such as when that court or
tribunal has overstepped its powers.

certitude

In philosophy, belief because the source is trusted, as
against certainty where something is believed because
the believer has demonstrated its truth. In tax, as in all
walks of life, most of what is believed is from certitude.

certum est quod certum reddi potest
Latin: that which is capable of being made certain is to be
treated as certain.
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CESR

Council of European Securities Regulators.

cess

Old word for tax, particularly a local tax charged on
agricultural products.

cessante causa, cessat effectus
Latin: when the cause ceases, the effect ceases.
cessante statu primitivo, cessat derivativus
Latin: the original state ceasing, that which is derived
from it ceases.
cessate grant

Grant of representation that terminates at the end of a
specified time span.

cessat executio

Latin: suspending execution

cessation

Ending of a continuous process, such as when a business
ceases trading. There are special tax provisions for
cessation of business. For companies, these are set out in
Corporation Tax Act 2010 s50.

cessaton adjustments

In international tax, the various adjustments made to
profits in the final year of trading. These typically involve:
• bringing reserves and provisions into taxable
profits
• revaluing closing stock to disposal value
• claiming any unused allowances on fixed assets
• utilising reliefs carried forward.

cessation date

Date on which something ceases. For example, the term
is used in SI 2010 No 429 in relation to a pension fund
that ceases but where the benefits are transferred to a
new fund.

cessation expenditure

Expenditure of a business relating to a cessation of trade.
Such expenditure is usually not tax-deductible. This
was established in CIR v Anglo Brewing Co Ltd [1925]
12TC803. The matter is discussed in the Inspectors’
Manual at BIM38310. There are some statutory
exceptions such as for redundancy pay.

cesser

In law, ending or determination of a matter.
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cesser clause

Clause inserted into a charterparty when the charterer
intends to transfer his right to have the goods carried to a
shipper. It gives the shipper a lien over the goods for the
freight payable.

cesser on redemption

Legal term for when a mortgage must be repaid.

cessio bonorum

In Scots law before 1913, when a debtor gave up his
possessions to his creditors as protection against
imprisonment.

cession

Yielding up.

cesspool

For VAT, the emptying of a residential cesspool is
generally zero-rated as a sewerage supply under Value
Added Tax Act 1994 Sch 8 Group 2. Further details are
given in VAT notice 701/16.

cestui que trust

Old French: beneficiary; person for whom another person
is a trustee.

cestui que use

Old French: person who has an interest in property during
the life of another.

cestui qui vie

Person to whose use or benefit lands or other
hereditaments were held by another person.
This was originally subject to Cestui Que Vie Act
1666 of which sections 1 and 4 remain law.

CET

Common External Tariff.

cetane

Paraffin hydrocarbon found in petroleum.

cetera desunt

Latin: the rest is missing.

ceteris paribus

Latin: all things being equal.

Ceylon

The name for Sri Lanka before 1972.

cf

Abbreviation: compare.

CF 9

The form a married woman could complete before 1975
to allow her to pay the reduced rate of national
insurance.
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These forms were input on to a computer from
1974 and then destroyed. Where there is argument about
whether the woman had completed such a form, the
matter is determined on the balance of probabilities.
CFA

Chartered financial analyst.

CFC

(1) Common Fund for Commodities.
(2) Controlled foreign company.

CFD

Contract for difference.

CFF

Crime Fighting Fund

CFI code

Code for classification of financial instruments. They
identify the type of financial instrument; they do not
identify the actual security, such as the company.
The main CFI codes are:
E: equity
U: no restrictions
S: ordinary share
F: fully-paid
V: voting
A: registered

CFO

(1) Chief finance officer.
(2) Air Passenger Duty (Connected Flights) Order SI 1994
No 1821.
(3) Cancel former order.

CFP

(1) Capital fulcrum point.
(2) Common fisheries policy.

CFP franc

Unit of currency linked to the value of the euro¸ used by
French territories in the Pacific.

CFSP

(1) Customs Freight Simplified Procedures.
A simplified procedure for the importation of third
country goods, including the Simplified Declaration
Procedure and the Local Clearance Procedure.
(2) Common foreign and security policy.

CFT

In terms of law courts, civil, family and tribunal
jurisdictions.

CFTC

Commodity Futures Trading Commission.
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c/fwd

Carried forward. Indication in bookkeeping of a sub-total
taken to a later page.

CGBR

Central Government Borrowing Requirement.

CGNCR

Central government net cash requirement.

CGT

Capital gains tax.

Ch

(1) Chancery. Since 1875 this has been part of the citation
for reports of cases heard in the Chancery division of the
High Court.
(2) Chapter, in Acts of Parliament.

Chad

Chancery Division of the High Court. Part of case citations.

CHAI

Commission for Healthcare Audit and Inspection.

chain

Old imperial unit of measure equal to 22 yards, 66 feet or
20.1168 metres. There are 80 chains in a mile.

chain of causation

Term used for the legal principle that a person can be
liable for foreseeable consequential losses provided there
is a clear link with a previous loss.
List of officers each of whom must take orders from those
above and may give orders to those below.
In a business organisation, it is considered advisable
to keep chains as short as possible, perhaps with an
absolute maximum of four levels to avoid problems of
remoteness of command.

chain of command

chain of executorship

Principle whereby if an executor of an estate has
predeceased the testator, the executor’s own executor
acts. So if A appoints B as executor, and B appoints C, and
C appoints D; if B and C die before A, D will act as
executor for A. This can be avoided by appointing
alternative executors. The law is contained in
Administration of Estates Act 1925.

chain of leases

Series of leases, such as A leases to B who leases to C, and
so on.
From 19 April 1999, if any link in the chain is
overseas, the whole chain is regarded as an overseas
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lease for the purposes of capital allowances.
chain of representation

In executorship, the sequence of executors who may
administer an estate of the deceased. Suppose A dies
nominating B as executor in his will, but B has already
died, nominating C in his will, and C has already died
nominating D in his will, D may act as executor for A.

chain transaction

In international tax, a series of transactions between
traders involving the same goods. For tax purposes, each
transaction is usually taxed separately unless the series
comes within the provisions of an anti-avoidance rule.

chairman

Person who conducts a meeting. Such a person may also
have general oversight functions between meetings.
The chairman is either appointed according to a
constitutional procedure, failing which the chairman is
elected by the meeting itself. Such a ballot is conducted
as the first item of business either by the secretary or
most senior person present.
Provisions for determining the chairman for
company meetings are given in Companies Act 2006 s319.

chairman’s statement

Statement made by the chairman of a company and
usually included with the published annual report. Unlike
the statutory directors’ report, the chairman’s report is
optional and is not subject to the same audit scrutiny.
It often reads like a marketing document for the
company. Topics typically covered include:
• strategy and business plans
• general trading performance
• prospects for the next year
• performance of different parts of the
company
• acquisitions, disposals and any other
significant events.

chair rental

Charge for using a chair and other facilities, particularly in
a hairdressing salon.
It is common for a salon to have an arrangement
whereby hairdressers pay a chair rental to the premises
owner and keep the fees. There have been numerous
cases on whether such arrangements comprise one
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business or several for VAT.
chalan

Waybill; pass sending a man to a magistrate. [It can be
spelled challan.]

chalking the door

In Scotland, a form of warning to tenants to vacate
tenements.

chalk it up

Charge to a person’s account for payment later.

challenge grant

A grant that is made on the condition that other funding
be secured, either on a matching basis or by some other
formula, usually within a specified period of time, with
the objective of encouraging expanded fundraising from
additional sources.

challenge of jurors

The right to challenge a person asked to sit as a member
of a jury.

challenge to fight

Old criminal offence, abolished by Criminal Law Act 1967
s13.

chamber-counsel

Person who gives legal advice privately but does not
appear in court.

chamberlain

Officer appointed to perform ceremonial duties.

Chamberlain, Austen

English politician (1863-1937) who was Chancellor of the
Exchequer from 9 October 1903 to 4 December 1905
under the National Government of Arthur Balfour, and
from 10 January 1919 to 1 April 1921 under the coalition
government of David Lloyd George.

Chamberlain, Neville

English politician (1869-1940) who was Chancellor of the
Exchequer from 27 August 1923 to 22 January 1924, and
again from 5 November 1931 to 28 May 1937 under the
national government of Stanley Baldwin. He was the halfbrother of a previous Chancellor Austen Chamberlain.
As Chancellor, Neville Chamberlain increased taxes
to pay for rearmament for the war.
He was prime minister from 28 May 1937 to 10 May
1940.
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Chamber of Commerce

Representative body for trades in an area. They are taxed
as a mutual trading organisation as is discussed in the
Inspectors’ Manual at BIM24750.

chambers

(1) Rooms attached to a court in which judges and other
court officers deal with matters that do not need to be
heard in court.
(2) Private offices of barristers.
(3) Categories of tribunals according to the nature of
what is being determined, such as tax tribunals. Each
tribunal has a first-tier tribunal and an upper tribunal.

chambré

Description of red wine which has been raised to the
temperature of the room in which it is to be drunk.

Chambre Agent General Index Share index of the Paris Bourse.
Champagne

Luxury sparkling wine produced in the Champagne region
of France. It is subject to wine duty and VAT. Use of the
word is strictly controlled.

Champions League

Football competition. Finance Act 2012 s13 provides tax
exemptions for those who participate in 2013. Finance
Act s63 and Sch 20 provides tax exemptions for those
who participate in 2011.

chance

Unknown element which gives rise to probability.

chancel

Part of the church which separates the nave from the
altar.
For tax, the significance is that a lay rector (a local
land-owner) can be required to pay for the repair of the
chancel under a practice that originated under Henry VIII
and is now in Chancel Repairs Act 1932. This affects about
5,200 churches. As the church can only usually obtain
grant funding when all other sources are exhausted, a
church is in effect required to exercise this ancient right.
There are also extant provisions under Tithe Act
1936 s31 and Sch 7.
A practical problem is that the lands to which this
liability relates are ancient (sometimes from 13th century)
and not always accurate.
In the case Aston Cantlow v Wallbanks [2003], the
Court of Appeal held that this liability was contrary to
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Human Rights, but the House of Lords upheld the liability,
meaning that the land-owners had a large bill. Following
that case, it is now possible to obtain chancel repair
liability insurance.
Under Land Registration Act 2002, existing chancel
repair obligations cease on 13 October 2013 unless the
church has noted the interest with the land registry
before this date.
chancellor

Officer of state whose powers vary with each use of the
title.

Chancellor of the Exchequer

The finance minister in the British government.

Chancery

One of the three divisions of the High Court. The other
two are Queens Bench Division and Family Division.
Chancery mainly deals with equity issues. It also deals
with tax cases. It was created by Judicature Acts 1873-75.

Chandler v Webster

Court case of 1904 relating to frustration of contract. A
person booked a room to watch the Coronation
procession. This was postponed as the King was ill. The
hirer claimed that the contract had been frustrated, but
the court held otherwise as the payment was due before
the procession.

change

In relation to leasing change (a change in an accounting
standard for leases) means “the issue, revocation,
amendment or recognition of, or withdrawal of
recognition from, the standard by an accounting body”
(Finance Act 2011 s53(9)).

change agent

Management consultant who advocates significant
changes.

change arrangements

For capital allowances, “means any arrangements made
to bring about, or otherwise connected with, the
qualifying change...” (Capital Allowances Act 2001
s212M(1)). The definition goes on to define
“arranagements”. Such a change can disallow the capital
allowance.

change in accounting estimate “An adjustment of the carrying amount of an asset or
liability, or the amount of the periodic consumption of an
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asset, that results from the assessment of the present
status of, and expected future benefits and obligations
associated with, assets and liabilities. Changes in
accounting estimates result from new information or new
developments and, accordingly, are not corrections of
errors” (FRS 102 glossary and section 10.15.
For International Accounting Standards, an identical
definition is given in IAS 8 para 5.
change in accounting standards
“Means the issue, revocation, amendment or recognition
of, or withdrawal of recognition from, an accounting
standard by an accounting body” (Corporation Tax Act
2009 s465A(1) and s701A(2)).
change in the award

For completing form P11D for PAYE, this means amending
the amount of a termination award. The term is defined
for these purposes in PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682
reg 92(2).

change in the tax adjustments period
This term —
“(a) does not include a change made in order to
comply with amending legislation not applicable to the
previous period of account, but
(b) includes a change resulting from a change of
view as to what is required or authorised by law or as to
whether any adjustment is so required or authorised”
(Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005
s227(6)).
change in the VAT charged on a supply
References to this “include references to a change to or
from no VAT being charged on the supply (including a
change attributable to the making of an option to tax any
land under Part 1 of Schedule 10)” (Value Added Tax 1994
s89(3)).
change machine

Machine which gives coins of a lower denomination. They
are often found in amusement arcades to allow people to
keep playing the games.

change management

In human resources, systematic application of knowledge
and skills to help an organisation cope with a changed
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environment.
change national status

Term used by Passport Office when a person’s British
nationality status has changed since the previous
passport was issued.

change of accounting date

The tax provisions are given in Income Tax (Trading and
Other Income) Act 2005 from s214.

change of accounting policy

The term “includes, in particular —
(a) a change from UK generally accepted
accounting practice to using generally accepted
accounting practice with respect to accounts prepared in
accordance with international accounting standards, and
(b) a change from using generally accepted
accounting practice with respect to international
accounting standards to using UK generally accepted
accounting practice”
(Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005
s227(4)).

change of basis

Term used in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s180 for a change
of accounting basis.

change of name

When a person decides that they wish to be known by
another name. This should be distinguished from simply
using another name, as is common among entertainers.
This requires no procedure, provided the real name is
known by the tax and other authorities.
A change of name may be done simply by the
person so declaring, provided that:
• the change is for all purposes, and
• the change is not for a fraudulent purpose.
Although it is traditional for a married woman to
assume her husband’s surname, there is no legal
obligation on her to do so. Where she does, that is usually
accepted without question.
Changes of name can be used for fraudulent
purposes, such as for tax evasion, social security cheating
or to conceal offences. It is therefore common for an
employer or person who deals with that person to ask for
evidence, such as a statement from a person of standing
(such as a doctor) or for a signed affidavit.
There is a formal procedure of deed poll under the
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Judicature Act 1925. This is conclusive for all purposes. It
is also possible to change a name by Act of Parliament as
in Baines Name Act 1907.
An adult who is baptised may changed their
Christian names at a service of confirmation under canon
law B27(6).
Provisions for a company to change its name are
contained in Companies Act 2006 ss77-81. A change of
name takes effect from the date on the new certificate of
incorporation (ibid s81(1)).
change raising

Scam which involves repeatedly asking for change from
one denomination to another in such a way as to end up
with more money.
For example:
• A gives B a £10 note and asks for ten £1 coins;
• A then says he actually has enough coins, and
gives 19 coins back and gets the £10 note back;
• B points out that A has produced 19 coins
which is too many;
• A gives B another £1 coin and asks for a £20
note.
You will find that A is £10 up. The effective way to
deal with change raising is to deal with each transaction
separately and carefully.

changing image

Security device of a picture which changes according to
the angle at which it is observed.

changing price levels

Old term which means inflation.

channel

Term used by Customs to identify the exit through which
a traveller should walk on arriving in the UK. The three
are blue for travellers from the European Union; green for
travellers outside with nothing to declare; and red for
travellers from outside with something to declare.

channel lines

Lines on a technical analysis chart that connects high and
low points of a market over time. A break in the line may
be seen as an indication of an imminent change to a new
level.

Channel Tunnel

Permanent rail link between Britain and France which
opened on 1 December 1990. It is also known as Chunnel.
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There are special provisions for goods imported
through the tunnel. Under a special bilateral agreement,
French and English Customs officers are allowed to work
in each other’s countries.
Export clearance facilities are provided at an inland
clearance depot (ICD). The English ICD is at Ashford in
Kent. Incoming freight trains may be cleared at Willesden.
Outgoing freight may be cleared at an ICD or at private
sidings by special arrangement.
chantage

Payment to a newspaper or other journal to prevent
publication of scurrilous material. It is a form of the crime
of blackmail.

Chantrey Bequest

Sum left by Sir Francis Leggatt Chantrey (1781-1841) to
the Royal Academy to purchase works of art for the
nation.

chantry

Endowment, usually religious and charitable, to provide
for singing masses for the soul of the founder.

chaotic lifestyle

Category of poor credit risk who can usually only borrow
from loan sharks.

chapel

Value added tax
For VAT, admission to a chapel was held not to come
within the scope of a cultural admission under Value
Added Tax 1994 Sch 9 Group 13 Note 2 as the stipend
paid to the dean and canons who were trustees related to
the duties they performed. Therefore the chapel was not
administered on a voluntary basis (Dean and Canons of
Windsor [1997] VTD 15703).
Business renovation relief
For the purposes of claiming this relief, a derelict
Wesleyan chapel was held to be a business in the case
Senex Investments Ltd. [2015] UKFTT (TC)

chapel of rest

For VAT, a charge for use of such a chapel is exempt if
provided as part of a funeral service. Further details are
given in VAT notice 701/32.

chap-man

Old name for a merchant.
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Ch App

Chancery Appeal. Series of Law Reports published
between 1865 and 1874.

Chappell v Nestlé

Court case of 1959 which helped establish the principle
that consideration for a contract need not be adequate
but must have some value. In this case, used chocolate
wrappers were held to be valuable consideration even
though the recipient threw them away.

CHAPS

Clearing House Automatic Payment System
Bank procedure for making electronic payments
from a bank account.

chapter 2 claimant

In relation to PAYE on jobseeker's allowance, “means —
(a) a claimant who is entitled to jobseeker's
allowance by virture of regulation 17 of the JSA
Regulations [1996] (laid off and short time workers); or
(b) a claimant who is a share fisherman —
(i) where the JSA Regulations apply, as defined
in regulation 156 of those Regulations; and
(ii) where the Jobseekers’ Allowance
Regulations 2013 apply, as defined in regulation 67 of
those Regulations” (PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg
148).

Chapter 2 surrenderable loss

Term used in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s1055(1) in
relation to research and development tax credits for small
and medium-sized entities.

chapter 7

Section of the US Bankruptcy Reform Act 1978 which sets
out the procedure for liquidating a company.

chapter 11

Section of the US Bankruptcy Reform Act 1978 which
allows a corporation in financial difficulties to be
protected from creditors for a period while it reorganises
itself so that it can pay its debtors.

chapter 13

Section of the US Bankruptcy Reform Act 1978 which
allows a business to continue trading while paying its
creditors by regular monthly instalments.

chapter and verse

Full citation of an authority being quoted to support an
argument. The expression comes from the Bible which is
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divided into chapters and verses.
char

(1) Charwoman, a female cleaner.
(2) Colloquialism name for a cup of tea. This meaning
comes from the Hindu word cha, when tea was served in
the army in India.

character

(1) In law, evidence as to the personality of someone,
particularly a litigant or witness. There are rules as to how
far such evidence is admissible.
(2) General term for all letters, digits, punctuation marks
and other signs and symbols that are used to make up
text.

character appropriate

In terms of agricultural property relief, means that the
“farmhouse, cottage or building must be proportionate in
size and nature to the requirements of the farming
activities conducted on the agricultural land or pasture in
question” (HMRC inheritance tax glossary).

character recognition

Computer program which allows a computer to read
manuscript documents, provided the original is
reasonably neat and clear.
The program works by scanning in the document to
produce what is the equivalent of a photocopy of it. The
program then identifies the separate characters and, by
comparison with a library of letter (and other character)
shapes, it identifies what the letters are.

charcoal

For VAT, charcoal as domestic fuel may be reduced rated
under Value Added Tax Act 1994 Sch 7A Group 1.
Further details are given in VAT notice 701/19.

Charga-Plate

Predecessor of charge cards. It was an embossed metal
plate similar to a dog tag, first issued in the USA from the
1930s to 1950s by merchant stores. The transaction was
recorded by being embossed on a paper slip using inked
rollers.

charge

(1) An amount of money which must be paid for a reason.
(2) In relation to interest or taxes, describes the reduction
in ownership interest reported in the income statement
(profit and loss account) due to the cost of interest and
tax payable.
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(3) Legal or equitable interest on land, such as a
mortgage.
(4) Legal interest on the assets of a company, such as a
debenture. The company must report such charges as set
out in Companies Act 2006 from s860.
(5) In Scots law, “a demand made to a person to pay a
sum of money in, or comply with, an order of the court”
(Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).
chargeable

Description of an amount which may be charged,
particularly to tax.

chargeable accounting period (CAP)
Period for which a company’s profits are subject to
corporation tax. This is usually a quarter for large
companies, and a year for small companies.
chargeable amount

In pensions, the amount that exceeds the lifetime
allowance and is therefore taxable. The term is defined in
Finance Act 2004 s215(3).

chargeable amount on an age 18 to 25 trust
On an age 18 to 25 trust the chargeable amount is the
amount by which the value of the trust has decreased as
a result of a disposition by the trustees.
chargeable asset

Asset which will produce a capital gain when sold.
In the context of embedded derivatives, the term is
defined: “an asset is a chargeable asset if any gain
accruing on its disposal would be a chargeable gain for
corporation tax purposes” (Corporation Tax Act 2009
s703).

chargeable disposal

Disposal of an asset that may trigger a liability for capital
gains tax. This excludes transfers between spouses or civil
partners, and disposals on a “no gain, no loss” basis
(Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s3A(1)-(3)).

chargeable dwelling

Residential property for which council tax is payable
(Local Government Finance Act 1992).

chargeable event

Transaction or event which gives rise to a liability for
capital gains tax.
The term has a specific meaning in relation to
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employee share ownership trusts where the term is
defined in Finance Act 1989 ss69-71.
chargeable event certificate

Certificate issued on a chargeable event. It may be
needed to see if the holder has a liability to the higher
rates of income tax.

chargeable event on an ASP

There are three such occasions:
• the scheme member dies with an ASP
• the relevant dependant of the member dies
and benefitted from the left over funds of an ASP from a
scheme member
• (if neither of the above applied) when a
dependant of a scheme member dies while benefitting
from an ASP from a scheme member who died before the
age of 75.

chargeable gain

Another name for capital gain, particularly by a company
(Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s15(1)).
The company is taxed on the whole gain subject to
a reduction for indexation.
Before 18 March 1987, the gain was reduced by a
fraction, which was 11/26 for many years. This reduced
the then 52% rate of corporation tax to 30% which was
then the capital gains tax rate.

chargeable goods

For Customs purposes means “goods on the importation
of which value added tax is chargeable or goods obtained
in the United Kingdom before 1st April 1973 which are
chargeable goods within the meaning of the Purchase Tax
Act 1963” (Customs and Excise Management Act 1979
s78(1)).

chargeable income

Total amount of income from all sources on which an
individual is liable to pay income tax.

chargeable intangible asset

For corporation tax, an asset is so classed “in relation to a
company at any time if any gain on its realisation by the
company at that time would be a chargeable realisable
gain” (Corporation Tax Act 2009 s741(1)).

chargeable lifetime transfer (CLT)
For inheritance tax, a transfer of value made during a
person’s lifetime on which inheritance tax is payable. This
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is usually a payment to a trust of a sum greater than the
nil rate band.
chargeable overseas earnings Term used in Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 s23 to define how income from overseas is taxed in
the UK.
chargeable period

“A year of assessment of a company’s accounting period”
(Taxes Management Act 1970 s118(1)).
For capital allowances, the term “means —
(a) for income tax purposes, a period of
account, or
(b) for corporation tax purposes, an accounting
period of a company” (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s6(1)).

chargeable process

Term used to describe a process that brings a product
within the scope of purchase tax. Although the term died
with the tax in 1973, the principle still applies under VAT
rules, such as when zero-rated food becomes standardrated catering.

chargeable purchase

Term used between 1940 and 1973 to describe a
purchase that triggered a liability to purchase tax.

chargeable realisable gain

For corporation tax, “in relation to an asset means a gain
on the realisation of the asset that gives rise to a credit
required to be brought into account under this Chapter”
(Corporation Tax Act 2009 s741(2)).

chargeable transfer

Gift made during a person’s lifetime which is potentially
chargeable to inheritance tax.
There are many transfers that a person may make
which are not chargeable, such as regular payments to
support a person. There is also an annual limit per person
and an annual limit per donor. If the transfer remains
chargeable, in general the donor must live another seven
years for the transfer to escape the tax.

chargeable transfer

“A transfer of value which is made by an individual but is
not (by virtue of Part II of this Act or any other
enactment) an exempt transfer” (Inheritance Tax Act
1984 s2(1). Sections 2(2) and 2(3) provide further
definition.
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chargeable use

In relation to biodiesel “means use —
(a) as fuel for any engine, motor or other machinery
(b) as an additive or extender in any substance so
used
(c) for the production of bioblend”
(Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1979 s6AA(2)).
The same definition appears in Hydrocarbon Oil
Duties Act 1979 s6AD(2) for bioethanol.
For fuel substitutes, the definition is limited to (a)
and (b) above in Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1979 s6A(2).

chargeable value

For inheritance tax, “the chargeable value of an estate on
death is the total of the assets less liabilities less exempt
gifts and capital reliefs” (HMRC inheritance tax glossary).

charge account

Facility a person or business has with a supplier where the
supplier provides goods or services for later payment.

charge and discharge accounting
System of bookkeeping used in medieval times before
double-entry became standard. It involves a person
charging himself with receipts and discharging the
account with payments.
charge by way of legal mortgage
The description of a property which is used to secure a
loan of funds.
charge card

Payment card that allows its holder to spend money
provided the whole amount is repaid within a defined
period. American Express and Diner Club are charge
cards.
It is not possible to pay tax using a charge card.

charge certificate

Document issued by Land Registry to a legal mortgagee of
land.

chargé d’affaires

Diplomatic agent who is accredited by the foreign officer
rather than by the monarch.

charged amount

Term used in Income Tax Act 2007 s427 in relation to the
amount of tax relief that may be claimed for certain
annual charges.
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chargee

A person who has been charged.

charge for payment

In Scotland, formal notice of unpaid debt which allows a
sequestration to proceed.

charge-hand

Leader of a team of workers.

charges

Companies can charge for financial services in different
ways, some more straightforward than others.

charges existing on property acquired
When such property is acquired by a company, it must
report the matter to Companies House as if the date of
acquisition were the date of the charge (Companies Act
2006 s862).
charges forward

Amounts for a customer to pay later.

charge sheet

In law, the form setting out the offences for which a
person in court is accused.

charges on income

Payment by a company which reduces its liability to
corporation tax (Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988
s338A). This is now restricted to payments to charities.
From 1 April 2010, the term is replaced by
charitable donations relief and is governed by
Corporation Tax Act 2010 ss189-217.

charging clause

Clause in a trust which allows a trustee to charge for his
or her services.

charging notice

For diverted profits tax, a notice issued by HMRC after a
preliminary notice, stating the amount of tax payable.
The law is Finance Act 2015 from s95.

charging order

Court order which requires some of the proceeds of sale
of property to be paid to someone.

Charing Cross

Part of London which is widely regarded as the central
point for calculating certain allowances. London
weighting is typically provided for those who live within a
radius of so many miles from Charing Cross.
The place is not the modern site, but a point
halfway between the ancient cities of London and
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Westminster where a cross was erected in the long gone
village of Charing. This spot is now where a statue of
Charles I sits on the south side of Trafalgar Square. The
present cross at Charing Cross station was erected in
1865.
charitable

Description of something which is for the public benefit
and therefore qualifies for special rules for charities.

charitable benefit

Term sometimes used to mean the maximum amount of
benefit a charity may provide to a donor for the donation
still to qualify under Gift Aid.
From 1/6 April 2011, the benefit level is:
Amount of donation
Under £100
£100 to £1,000
Over £1,000

Maximum benefit
25% of donation
£25
5% of donation to £2,500

~
Before 1/6 April 2011, the maximum was £500.
charitable company

“Means a charity which is a company” (Charities Act 2011
s193).
The requirements of such a company are given from
s194.
Such a company may convert to a CIO under s228.

charitable day centre

If such a centre provides medical and surgical treatment,
and is not primarily a place for social or recreational
activities, it may qualify as a charitable institution for the
purposes of receiving charity funded equipment (VAT
notice 701/6).

charitable deductions

In the USA, deductions which may be made from taxable
income in respect of donations to charities.
In the UK, such deductions are not generally
deductible, though the charity can receive back the
equivalent of the basic rate of tax paid if the donation is
made under Gift Aid. If the taxpayer is liable to the higher
rate, the additional tax relief is refunded to the taxpayer.

charitable domiciliary care provider
Organisation that provides medical, personal or nursing
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care service to disabled people in their homes.
A limited range of charity funded equipment may
be zero-rated when supplied to such a provider (VAT
notice 701/6).
charitable donations relief

Term used in Corporation Tax Act 2010 ss189-217 for
what was previously called a charge on income.

charitable expenditure

In charity accounting, a figure in SOFA disclosing how
much has been given to other charitable bodies.

charitable giving

Donations to charities for worthwhile causes.

charitable incorporated organisation (CIO)
Legal form currently being proposed for charities.
Details are given in Charities Act 2011 from s205.
charitable institution

Body that may receive zero-rated charity funded
equipment (VAT notice 701/6).

charitable payment

Payment made by a company to a charity.
The term is used in Corporation Tax Act 2010
s192(1) in relation to the tax deductibility of such a
payment.

charitable purpose

Rules from 2008
A purpose which is for the public benefit and is one of the
following descriptions:
“(a) the prevention or relief of poverty;
(b) the advancement of education;
(c) the advancement of religion;
(d) the advancement of health or the saving of lives;
(e) the advancement of citizenship or community
development;
(f) the advancement of the arts, culture, heritage or
science;
(g) the advancement of amateur sport;
(h) the advancement of human rights, conflict
resolution or the promotion of religious or racial harmony
or equality and diversity”;
(i) the advancement of environmental protection or
improvement;
(j) the relief of those in need by reason of youth,
age, ill-health, disability, financial hardship or other
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disadvantage;
(k) the advancement of animal welfare;
(l) the promotion of the efficiency of the armed
forces of the Crown, or of the efficiency of the police, fire
and rescue services or ambulance services;
(m) any other purposes within subsection (4) [which
relates to reasonably analogous purposes+”
(Charities Act 2006 s2(2)).
The above list is repeated in Charities Act 2011 s3(1)
thoughh item (m) is worded differently.
Rules before 2008
This new requirement took effect from 1 April 2008.
Before this date, charitable purpose was usually
considered according to the categories established in the
case Commissioners of Income Tax v Persil [1891]. These
categories were:
(a) the relief of poverty;
(b) the advancement of religion;
(c) the advancement of education;
(d) any other purpose beneficial to the community,
including the relief of human or animal suffering.
charitable resources objective One of the objectives of the Charity Commission
(Charities Act 2011 s14).
charitable secondment

Releasing employees to work for a charity. Provided
relevant conditions are met, such expenses are
deductible from taxable profits from 1 April 1983. This is
extended to educational bodies from 26 November 1986.
(Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act 2005s70).

charitable status

The status that a body is registered as a charity.
A company that is so registered must disclose that
fact under Charities Act 2011 s194.

charitable subsidy

Tax charged from 1422. It was an extension of fifteenths
and tenths charged on chaplains and pensioners, who
were otherwise exempt. It is not clear when this tax
ended.

charitable trade

Trading activity conducted by a charity. The term is
defined in Income Tax Act 2007 s525.
Broadly, such trading income may be exempt from
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income tax under ibid s524. If not, the same result can
easily be achieved by the trade donating its profits under
Gift Aid.
charitable trust

Trust established wholly for charitable purposes. Such a
trust is exempt from many rules and tax provisions which
apply to other trusts. For example, a charitable trust has
an indefinite life.
The trust must be for a charitable purpose.
For the purposes of income tax, the term means “a
trust established for charitable purposes only” (Income
Tax Act 2007 s519).
A charitable trust lasts indefinitely, it cannot be void
for uncertainty, it can be varied if it becomes obsolete
and its property can pass to another charity under the cypres doctrine.
For tax purposes, the advantages of a charitable
trust are:
• donations may be tax-relieved, such as under
Gift Aid, covenanted payments or payroll giving;
• lifetime and death gifts to charities are
exempt from inheritance tax and capital gains tax;
• the trust itself pays no tax on its income or
capital disposals.
The income tax rules are set out in Income Tax Act
2007 from s517.

charities

Charities are non-profit distributing bodies established for
a charitable purpose.

Charities Aid Foundation (CAF)Charity that allows donors to make donations to other
charities by means of a special cheque or payment card.
Typically CAF recovers basic rate income tax at
source and deducts its own fee. The balance may then be
passed to whatever charities the donor wishes.
Charities Helpline

HMRC telephone service to assist charities. The number is
0845 302 0203. The address is HMRC Charities, St Johns
House, Merton Road, Liverpool L75 1BB.

charity

Definition
“An institution which:
(a) is established for charitable purposes only, and
(b) falls to be subject to the control of the High
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Court in the exercise of its jurisdiction with respect to
charities.”
(Charities Act 2006 s1(1)). This definition is repeated in
Charities Act 2011 s1(1).
“Any institution, corporate or not, which is
established for charitable purposes and is subject to the
control of the High Court in the exercise of the court’s
jurisdiction with respect to charities” (Charities Act 1960
s45). This definition was introduced from 1 August 1993.
Further details are given in charities.
A broader definition for allowable donations from
companies is given in Corporation Tax Act 2010 s202 and
s217, and in Income Tax Act 2007 s430. This adds certain
public bodies.
Inheritance tax
Donations to a charity are exempt from inheritance tax
(Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s23(1)).
Value added tax
Certain supplies to and from charities have special VAT
positions, as set out in VAT notice 701/1.
Donated goods to a charity shop attract relief.
Relief is provided for certain charity challenge
events.
Capital gains tax
Generally a charity is exempt from capital gains tax and
from corporation tax on chargeable gains (Taxation of
Capital Gains Act 1992 s256).
Corporation tax and gifts
The tax implications of company gifts to a charity are set
out in Corporation Tax Act 2009 from s105.
Tainted donations
If the donor receives certain benefits, the gift is regarded
as a tained donation and tax relief is denied under
provisions set out in Income Tax Act 2007 from s809ZH
charity accounts

The requirements are set out in Charities Act 2011 from
s130.
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charity begins at home

Expression which means that the first duty of care is to
those nearest to you. It is based on 1 Timothy 5:4 in the
Bible.

charity box

Container placed in a shop to collect donations for a
charity.

charity challenge event

Treks, bike rides and similar events organised by a charity
for fund-raising.
The charity may provide travel and up to two nights’
accommodation and still qualify for the fund-raising
exemption for charities. After that, the event becomes
taxable, usually under Tour Operators’ Margin Scheme.
Details are given in VAT notice 701/1. The relevant
section was revised in May 2004.

Charity Commission

Body established under Charities Act 1993 s1A as a
successor to the Charity Commissioner for England and
Wales.

Charity Commissioners

Body responsible for overseeing charities in England and
Wales. Similar bodies are proposed for Scotland and
Northern Ireland
The term “means the Charity Commissioners for
England and Wales referred to in section 1 of the
Charities Act 1993” (Interpretation Act 1978 Sch 1).
The body remains in existence under Charities Act
2011 s13.

charity exemption

For inheritance tax, a transfer made to a charity and
which is generally exempt from tax.

charity funded equipment

Such equipment when used for medical, veterinary and
similar uses may qualify for zero-rating under Value
Added Tax Act 1994 Sch 8 Group 15. Guidance is given in
VAT leaflet 701/6.

charity land

There are special provisions regarding the disposition of
such land, as set out in Charities Act 2011 s123.

charity law

“The law relating to charities in England and Wales”
(Charities Act 2006 s2(8)).
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A longer definition is now given in Charities Act
2011 s331(1).
charity lump sum death benefit
In pensions, a lump sum benefit paid from a money
purchase scheme to a charity on the death of a member
aged 75 or over who has no surviving dependant.
charity match

Sports contest where the proceeds are applied to a
charity.

charity merger

This is subject to special provisions under Charities Act
2011 from s305.

charity proceedings

Legal proceedings against a charity as set out in Charities
Act 2011 s115(8).

charity rentcharge

Provisions for their release are set out in Charities Act
2011 s127.

charity-school

School funded by charitable donations.

charity shop

Shop that sells goods to raise funds for a charity.
Such a shop may benefit from reduced business
rates. Donated goods it sells are usually zero-rated for
VAT.

Charity Tribunal

Tribunal established by Charities Act 1993 s2A to hear
appeals from the Charity Commission, such as for nonregistration as a charity.

charity trustees

“The persons having the general control and
management of the administration of a charity” (Charities
Act 1960 s46).

Charles I

King of Great Britain from 1625 to 1649, when he was
executed.

Charles I taxes

Various taxes imposed by King Charles I between 1629
and 1640 during the 11 years that Parliament was
suspended.
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Charles II

King of Great Britain from 1660 to 1685, after the
restoration of the monarchy.

Charles II taxes

Various taxes which Charles II tried to impose between
1660 and 1663 on the restoration of his reign.

Charlier’s check

In statistics, an accuracy check when calculating mean
and standard deviation. It involves calculating an
additional function which may then be added and
compared with the totals.

Charon’s toll

Coin placed in the hand or mouth of a corpse by ancient
Greece to pay Charon for ferrying the deceased across
the river to Elysium.

chart

Diagram expressing information in graphic or tabular
form.
The sale of a chart usually comes within the VAT
zero-rating for books and other publications.

chartered accountant

Member of :
• the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England
and Wales;
• the Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Scotland; or
• the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ireland.
It should be appreciated that it is the institute which
holds the royal charter, not the member. There are three
other accounting bodies which have royal charters.
In Scotland, members use the letters CA after their
name. In the other bodies, members use either ACA for
an Associate, or FCA for a Fellow.

Chartered Accountants Hall

Premises in Moorgate Place, London, which is the
headquarters of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales. It was opened in 1893.

Chartered Association of Certified Accountants
Name briefly used by the Association of Chartered
Certified Accountants.
chartered bank

Bank which is established by a royal charter or
government charter. Many banks in the USA and Canada
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are established by government charter.
chartered company

Company which has been established by a royal charter
rather under one of the Companies Acts.

chartered financial analyst (CFA)
Member of the CFA Institute who has passed the
necessary examinations. It is an American body.
Chartered Institute for Securities and Investment (CISI)
Professional body for those in the securities and
investment industry. It was formed in 1992. It received its
royal charter on 9 October 2009, prior to which it was
called the Securities Institute.
On 1 November 2015, it absorbed the Institute for
Financial Planning.
Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA)
Professional body for accountants who specialise in
management accounting.
It was originally formed in 1873 and given its first
royal charter in 1912. Membership is either Associate
(ACII) or Fellowship (FCII).
Chartered Institute of Payroll Professionals (CIPP)
Professional body for those who work in payroll.
It was formed in 1998 as the Institute of British
Payroll Managers. It was given its Royal Charter in
November 2010.
Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA)
Professional body for accountants who work in the public
sector. It is usually known by its initials, pronounced as
“sip-far”.
It was formed in 1885 and given its Royal Charter in
1959.
Chartered Institute of Taxation
Professional body for those who deal with taxes.
It is the most senior body for those who deal
exclusively with tax. It was formed in 1930 and given a
Royal Charter in 1994. Its fellows and associates use the
designatory letters FTII and ATII respectively.
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Chartered Insurance Institute A body controlling professional standards in the insurance
industry.
chartered psychologist

“A person for the time being listed in the British
Psychological Society’s Register of Chartered
Psychologists” (Gender Recognition Act 2004 s25).

chartered tax adviser

Qualified member of the Chartered Institute of Taxation.

Charter for Budget Responsibility
Policy statement agreed by the House of Commons on 14
October 2015. It commits the government to reducing the
deficit each year until a surplus is reached. A surplus is to
be achieved in normal times. The Charter is suspended if
there are four consecutive quarters when GDP growth is
less than 1% or negative.
Charter of Budget Responsibility
Document prepared by HM Treasury in accordance with
provisions of Budget Responsibility and National Audit Act
2011 s1.
charterparty

Agreement by which a master lets an entire ship or part
of a ship to the charterer, and undertakes to deliver the
cargo placed there to a destination for an agreed sum.
The charterer then becomes the legal owner of the ship;
the master and crew become his agents.

charting

Technique of plotting share prices, indices and other
financial data on a graph over time. The shape of the
graph is used by a chartist to suggest what is likely to
happen to the datum being charted.

chartism

Investment
Practice of charting in revieving share prices to predict
future movemengs.
Politics
In politics, a working class movement which started in
1837 campaigning for universal suffrage, payment of MPs
etc. The movement collapsed in 1848, but all its aims
have subsequently been realised.
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chartist

In investment, someone who uses charting.

chart of accounts

Listing of the accounts that may be used by a company in
its bookkeeping.
The accounts have six categories: assets, liabilities,
capital, sales, cost of sales, expenses.

charts

Charts are zero-rated for VAT under Value Added Tax
1994 Sch 8 Group 3 Item 5 as explained in VAT notice
701/10.
Charts intended as posters, plans or drawings are
not zero-rated within this Group.
The VAT tribunal has held that the context of the
Act makes clear this must be a geographical chart similar
to a map. It could not be extended to a historical chart
giving genealogies of British monarchs (Brooks Histograph
Ltd [1984] VTD 1570).

chase

(1) In commerce generally, any action designed to get
another person to do something, such as securing
completion of work or payment of a debt.
(2) In gambling, making a further bet in an attempt
(usually futile) to recover a lost stake. An example is the
martingale.
(3) In property law, a small unenclosed deer forest
proteced by common law for a few individuals.
(4) In printing, a metal frame for holding the type for one
page.

chastisement

Right to inflict physical punishment on another person as
a means of discipline. In the UK, it remains legal in
moderation for parents of their children. Whipping was
abolished by Criminal Justice Act 1948 and later for
prisons and armed services. A law book of 1816 sets out
the rights of a master to chastise his wife, children,
apprentices, servants and slaves.

chattel

Item of moveable property, as explained under chattels.

chattel exemption

Additional relief from capital gains tax when a chattel is
sold (Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s262).
The relief has been £6,000 since 1989.
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chattel mortgage

Money lent against the item purchased which is not land
or buildings.

chattels

Moveable personal items.
The word is defined in Bills of Sale Act 1878 s4 as
comprising “goods, furniture, and other articles capable
of complete transfer by delivery”. Machinery is added by
s5.
Chattels includes fixtures when separately charged
but not otherwise. It includes crops when harvested but
not when still attached to the ground (s7). It does not
include shares, land or buildings.
“Personal property such as household and personal
goods, furniture, jewellery, antiques and works of art,
stamp and coin collections, cars, caravans and boats,
electrical equipment, clothes, books and garden
equipment” (HMRC inheritance tax glossary).
There is a chattel exemption for capital gains tax.

chattels personal

Legal term for tangible goods owned by a person.

chattels real

Another name for leasehold properties.

CHBS

Central Hotel Booking Service (in armed forces).

CHD

Coronary heart disease. Common abbreviation for sick
notes (HMRC leaflet E14).

cheap

Inexpensive.
In investment, the term is used to describe a new
security if it appears inexpensive compared with the
existing market.

cheapest to deliver

In futures trading, the most cost-effective security for the
seller to buy and deliver on the fixed date. This is usually a
Treasury security.

cheap labour

Collective term for workers who are paid a low wage.

cheap money

Loans where money is borrowed at a low rate of interest.

Cheapside bargain

Article that was bought at a very low price.
It is a pun on the place name of Cheapside in
London. This was the original London market were goods
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could be bought inexpensively.
cheat

Common law offence of fraudulently obtaining the
property of another. It was abolished except for gaming,
and for cheating the Revenue, which remains a common
law criminal offence. It is not necessary for the act to be
deceitful.

cheating the devil

Colloquialism for an evil act whose gain is applied to a
virtuous purpose.

Chebyskev’s inequality

In statistics, theorem which states that if a probability
distribution has a mean μ and standard deviation α, the
probability that the value of a random variable with that
distribution differs from μ by more than kα is less than
1/k2.

check

(1) American spelling for cheque.
(2) American term for a bill, such as in a restaurant.
(3) American term for a tick, or other sign which indicates
that something has been confirmed as correct.
(4) To verify the correctness of something.

checkable

(1) Description of something which can be checked, such
as information in a job application form which can be
verified with a company still trading.
(2) In USA, description of a bank account for which
cheque books are issued.

check book

American spelling of chequebook.

checked item

In computing, an item from a list of options produced by a
program which the user has selected by clicking in a box.
An example is when the user is selecting options for
loading software or is choosing preferences in software.

check digit

A control which helps verify that a number is valid.
This is usually calculated by performing
mathematical functions to the other numbers. For
example, if a customer is given an account number of
123456, a computer system may add them together (21)
and give the last digit as the check digit. So a customer
knows that his number is 1234561. The customer is not
told how the check digit is calculated or even that one of
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the numbers is a check digit. If someone enters a number
which has a wrong check digit, the number is
automatically rejected.
The last two digits of a VAT number are check
digits.
checked item

In computing, an item from a list of options produced by a
program which the user has selected by clicking in a box.
An example is when the user is selecting options for
loading software or is choosing preferences in software.

checking

In relation to HMRC information powers, “includes
carrying out an investigation or enquiry of any kind”
(Finance Act 2008 Sch 36 para 58).

checking account

American term for a current account with a cheque book.

check-off

System that once applied whereby the employer deducts
an employee’s trade union dues and pays them to the
trade union.
Such a system is entirely voluntary on all parties. An
employer does not have to agree to operate such a
system (even if the trade union is recognised), the trade
union does not have to accept payments, and every
employee in the trade union has the right not to have
payments made in this way.
Deductions must be authorised by the employee in
writing before the first one is made. An employee may
notify an employer at any time to stop making
deductions. The employer must stop the deductions as
soon as possible on receiving such a notice.
From 23 June 1998, check-off requires only the
same notification as any other deduction from wages.
The government had announced plans to end
check-off in the public sector but decided in April 2016
not to proceed.

checkout

Place in a store where a customer concludes a purchasing
transaction.
This is listed in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s23 List
C as an item that is not affected by the provisions of s21
(buildings) or s22 (structures). This means that its
eligibility for capital allowance depends on the nature and
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purpose of the item.
check routing symbol

Number shown on a cheque in the USA. It identifies the
Federal Reserve district through which the cheque is
cleared. It serves a similar function to the UK sort code.

check sample

A sample of a consignment which is checked for quality to
see if the whole consignment is acceptable.

cheesecake

In marketing, an attractive female model designed to be
appealing to men. The male equivalent is beefcake.

Chelsea tractor

Colloquial name for a large passenger vehicle, typically
one with high carbon dioxide emissions.

Chemical Weapons Authority (CWA)
Part of the Department for Energy and Climate Change.
One of its functions is to regulate the import of
chemical weapons.
Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC)
International convention to which the UK is a signatory.
The convention includes lists of chemicals whose
importation is subject to special procedures that must be
followed to obtain Customs clearance.
chemin de fer

This game is specifically listed in Betting and Gaming
Duties Act 1981 s13(3) as coming within the scope of
gaming licence duty.

Cheney v Conn

Court case from 1968 which established that a later Act of
Parliament takes precedence over an earlier Act.

cheque

Definition
“Bill of exchange drawn on a banker payable on demand”
(Bills of Exchange Act 1882 s73).
Use as receipt
An unindorsed cheque which appears to have been paid
by a banker may be used as a receipt (Cheques Act 1957
s3).
Payment of tax
It is possible to pay tax by cheque. However, HMRC now
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recommends that taxpayers use an electronic form of
payment.
A cheque should be made out to “HM Revenue and
Customs only” followed by the appropriate reference
number. This should be sent with a payslip, preferably in
a pre-addressed envelope. The cheque should not be
folded or have any paper clips or staples attached. A
taxpayer should allow three working days for the cheque
to arrive by first class post, and another three working
days for the cheque to clear.
If a pre-addressed envelope is not used, the cheque
should be sent to HM Revenue and Customs, Bradford,
BD98 1YY.
A postdated cheque may be sent, but this should be
accompanied by a covering letter explaining this to
prevent attempts to pay in the cheque immediately.
The provision for paying PAYE by cheque is given in
PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 219.
When payment is made
A cheque is treated as being received on the day it was
issued, except for tax. Payment of tax by cheque is
generally regarded as being made when the cheque is
received by HMRC provided it is cleared on first
presentation (Taxes Management Act 1970 s70A(1)).
However for VAT, from 1 April 2010, a cheque
constitutes payment when the funds are paid to HMRC’s
bank account. The trader must allow three working days.
This change was made under the provisions of Value
Added Tax Act 1994 s58B and Finance Act 2007 s95. It is
intended to promote the use of electronic payment.
Stamp duty
Cheques were subject to 2d stamp duty. This was
abolished in February 1971 when decimal currency was
introduced.
Proposed abolition
It had been announced that the cheque was to be
abolished from 2018, but the Payments Council has now
they will not be abolished.
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cheque account

Current account at a bank where the customer has a
cheque book.

cheque book

Book provided by a bank to customers containing
perforated blank cheque forms for the customer to use.
Cheques have been in use for centuries, though
their use only became common at the end of the 19th
century. Forms were simple then with instructions
written on plain paper or forms with few details printed
on them. It is still legally possible to write a cheque on
plain paper (or anything else).
Cheque forms now contain a sort code comprising
three pairs of hyphenated digits to identify the bank and
branch, an eight-digit number to identify the customer,
the customer’s name and the name and address of the
bank. The name of the payee is written on the top line,
and the amount payable is written in words in the two
lines below, except that pence may be indicated
numerically, eg “forty-two pounds 59p”. The amount is
repeated in numbers in an adjacent box. The cheque
must be signed and dated.

cheque book charity

Belief that one’s altruistic obligations are met simply by
making payments to meet need, and not by any further
involvement.

cheque book journalism

Term introduced in the 1960s to mean the practice of
paying people to sell sensational stories for newspapers
to publish.

cheque card

Another name for a cheque guarantee card.

Cheque Card Management Committee (CMCC)
Part of the Payments Council that oversaw the operation
of cheque guarantee cards.
cheque cashing arrangements
Arrangements made for cashing cheques, particularly
informal ones such as a trusted customer cashing a
cheque at a local shop.
The shop risks incurring a bad debt if the cheque
bounces, but gains from customer goodwill and the
reduced risk of having less cash on the premises.
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cheque clearing

System for making payment on a cheque.

cheque guarantee card

Plastic card issued by a bank which guarantees to the
payee that the cheque will be honoured up to a figure
stated on the card. It is now usual for a cheque card to be
combined with a debit card.
The scheme was introduced in October 1965 with a
limit of £30 per cheque. It became a national scheme in
July 1969. The limit was increased to £50 in August
The scheme was discontinued from 1 July 2011,
when the standard limit was £50, though 12% of cards
had a £250 limit.
These details apply to the scheme overseen by the
Payments Council which covers the 28 main UK banks.
Some financial institutions offer cheque cards outside the
scheme. They may continue to offer cheque cards.

cheque requisition

Written instruction within a business that a cheque needs
to be raised.

Cheques Act 1992

Act of Parliament which gave legal effect to the words a/c
payee only on a cheque.

cheque shop

Retail outlet which allows people to borrow against their
own postdated cheques.

cheque stub

The part of the cheque form which remains in the book
when the cheque has been removed. It is usual to record
the date, payee and amount of the cheque on the stub.

cheque to bearer

Cheque where the payee is “bearer”. If this is an open
cheque, it means that anyone may walk into the bank and
cash it. In practice, most cheques now are supplied
already crossed.

cheque voucher

“A cheque:
(a) provided for an employee, and
(b) intended for use by the employee wholly or
mainly for:
(i) particular goods or services, or
(ii) goods or services of one or more particular
classes” (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003
s84(4)).
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cherries

For VAT, drained cherries are specifically zero-rated by
Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1 Items Overriding
The Exceptions 2.
Fresh cherries are zero-rated as ordinary food under
Group 1.
Standard-rating applies to some other forms of
cherry as explained in VAT Notice 701/14.

cherry picking

Term used for any arrangement whereby someone
selects the best parts of a package instead of taking the
whole package.
In the USA, the term is particularly used for
research and development funding and transfer pricing.

chetrum

One hundredth of a ngultrum, currency in Bhutan.

Chevening House

Official country residence of the foreign secretary.
It is governed by Chevening Estate Act 1959.
Accommodation provided there is specifically
exempt as a taxable benefit in kind under Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s101.
Provisions of capital gains are disapplied to the
estate under Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s270.

chevisance

Money dealings; achievements.

CHF

ISO code for Swiss franc.

chiao

Chinese coin worth one tenth of a yuan.

Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT)
Main American exchange for financial futures.
Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE)
Financial exchange for options, established in 1973.
Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME)
Main American futures and options market.
It started in 1919 as a commodity futures market.
Chicago School

School of monetarists led by Prof Milton Friedman and
based at the University of Chicago.
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chicanery

Subterfuge based on petty dodges.
The term originates from a chaugan, which is a
crooked stick used in polo or an obstacle on race-course.
The term chicane was then adopted for a hand in bridge
which includes no trumps, and for a route which is
deliberately obstructed to slow down traffic.

chicken-corn

Old alternative form for chicken-feed.

chicken-feed

Trifling amounts, such as the value of food fed to
chickens.

chicory

For VAT, this is specifically zero-rated when sold as a
product to make drinks.
Under Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1, food is
generally zero-rated. Excepted Item 3 standard-rates
beverages. Items Overriding The Exception 4 reverses the
exception, thus reinstating the zero-rating.
Further guidance is given in VAT Notice 701/14.
If chicory is sold for other purposes, such as wood,
it may be standard-rated.

CHIEF

Customs Handling of Import and Export Freight. This is
HMRC’s computerised system for processing import and
export declarations.

chief accountant

Person who is responsible for the accounts functions in an
organisation. In some organisations, particularly in the
USA, the term chief finance officer is preferred.

chief executive

Person who is responsible for the overall management of
an organisation.

chief executive officer (CEO)

Term for a chief executive in a commercial organisation,
particularly in the USA, or in the British civil service.

chief finance officer (CFO)

Person who is responsible for the accounts of an
organisation.
This term is used in USA and other countries. In the
UK, the term chief accountant is still preferred.

Chief Inspector of Rail Accidents
Person appointed under Railways and Transport Safety
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Act 2003 s3(2)).
Chief Ombudsman

Person so appointed by the Office for Legal Complaints
under Legal Services Act 2007 s122.

chief-rent

Annual or other periodic sum payable to the owner of
land. Provisions to redeem chief-rent are set out in Law of
Property Act 1925 s191.

Chief Secretary to the Treasury
Government minister who is second in command to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer at the Treasury. The Chief
Secretary is usually a Cabinet minister.
child

Definition: age
Person under the age of 14 (Children and Young Persons
Act 1933).
A person aged 14 to 17 is legally a young person.
Someone under the age of 18 is a minor.
A different definition is sometimes used in specific
legislation. For example, a child is defined to mean “an
individual under 18” under Income Tax (Trading And
Other Income) Act 2005s695A(5), in relation to child
plans.
Different definitions are used for other situations,
such as in Welfare Reform and Work Act 2016 s3(10) in
relation to troubled families, where a child can be
someone up to the age of 24.
In international law, “a child means every human
being below the age of eighteen years unless under the
law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier”
(UN Convention on the Rights of the Child 1989 article 1).
Definition: relationship
The term is also used to mean a son or daughter of any
age.
For inheritance, this includes children conceived but
not yet born.
From 1969, a reference in a will to “my children” (or
equivalent) includes illegitimate and adopted children, in
addition to natural children.
VAT on clothing
There are many specific legal provisions for children. In
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particular, VAT for children’s clothing is zero-rated
whereas adult clothing is standard-rated.
Tax and national insurance
Children are liable to pay on the same basis as adults
(except for national insurance for which the taxpayer
must be 16).
There are also tax laws regarding passing money to
children. Children are also connected persons with their
parents, which can have tax implications, such as for
corporation tax.
In general, income that passes from a parent to a
child is only regarded as being the child’s income up to a
limit of £100 a year. This limit does not apply for sums
passed from a grandparent or other person.
Relationship for tax purposes
In terms of relationship, tax law usually uses the
expression simply to mean a son or daughter.
In such a context, the term is often further defined.
For example, in Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988
Sch 14 para 2(5) (which relates to friendly societies’ life
policies), the term “includes a step-child and an
illegitimate child whose parents have married each other
after his birth”.
Employment
“Subject to the provisions of this section and of any
byelaws made thereunder no child shall be employed —
(a) so long as he is under the age of fourteen
years; or
(b) to do any work other than light work before
the close of school on any day which he he is required to
attend school; or
(c) before seven o’clock in the morning or after
seven o’clock in the evening on any day; or
(d) for more than two hours on any Sunday; or
(e) to lift, carry or move anything so heavy as to
be likely to cause injury to him” (Children and Young
Persons Act 1933 s18).
There are special provisions for working in a
parent’s shop or farm, being engaged in entertainment,
and singing in a church choir.
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It is generally illegal to employ a child of school-leaving
age. This is a factor that may be considered in
determining whether wages paid to one’s children are
excessive remuneration. A leading case on this is Dollar &
Dollar v Lyon [1981] 54TC459. This matter is discussed in
the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM37737.
child assessment order

Court order made in respect of a child when there is
insufficient evidence for an emergency protection order.
The assessment order allows for a child to be assessed to
see if there is any danger to his or her welfare.

child bearing

Description of a woman considered to be able to bear a
child.
There is no general presumption and, for example,
statutory maternity pay may be claimed by a woman at
any age.
For the limited purposes of perpetuities, it is
assumed that a woman is of child-bearing age between
12 and 55 (Perpetuities and Accumulations Act 1964 s2),
though there are documented cases of child birth to
mothers outside these ages.

child benefit

Social security benefit payable for a child under 16, or a
qualifying young person who is 16 to 18 and in full-time
education, and to some 19-year olds in limited
circumstances.
It was introduced under Child Benefit Act 1975
when it replaced family allowance. It is now paid under
Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s141.
The benefit is usually paid to the mother who cares
for the child, though it can be claimed by a man. It is a
weekly amount for each child. A higher rate is paid for the
first child in any week than for other children.
Benefit is paid weekly and does not depend on
national insurance contributions.
This benefit is generally not subject to income tax
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s677).
From 7 January 2013, child benefit is clawed back if
anyone in the household earns more than £50,000. The
claw back is 1% of child benefit for every £100 of income
above £50,000. The claw back is 100% for an income of
£60,000 or more. This is known as the child benefit high
income charge. The recipient of child benefit (usually the
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mother) may instead disclaim the benefit.
child benefit high income charge
Income tax charge introduced from 7 January 2013 to
claw back child benefit where anyone in the household
has a taxable income above £50,000.
child benefit records scandal

On 20 November 2007, Chancellor of the Exchequer
Alistair Darling MP announced that HM Revenue and
Customs has lost two discs containing personal details of
25 million individuals used in connection with child
benefit. The discs have not been found, but there is no
indication that they have been used improperly.

childcare

Various tax provisions relate to childcare.
From 6 April 1990, a workplace nursery is not
regarded as a taxable benefit in kind provided certain
conditions are met (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions)
Act 2003 s318).
An employer may provide childcare vouchers.
For the purposes of Childcare Payments Act 2014,
childcare is defined as “any form of care or supervised
activity for a child that is not provided in the course of the
child’s compulsory education” (Childcare Payments Act
2014 s2(1)).
The government provides 30 hours a week free
childcare to working parents under the provisions of
Children Act 2016 from s1.

childcare account

Account into which government-funded top-up payments
may be made under the Tax-Free Childcare scheme
introduced in autumn 2015.
The scheme provides 20% support on childcare
costs of up to £10,000 a year for children under 12. The
scheme replaces employer-supported childcare. It may be
claimed by employees, the self-employed and those on
maternity or paternity leave.
The term is defined in Childcare Payments Act 2014
s15.
There is only account per child.

childcare account notice

For the purposes of childcare payments, “in relation to a
person who is an eligible employee in relation to a
relevant childcare scheme, means a written notice
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informing the employer that the employee wishes to
leave the scheme in order to be able to open a childcare
account or enable the employee’s partner to do so”
(Childcare Payments Act 2014 s12(4)).
childcare voucher

“Voucher, stamp or similar document or token intended
to enable a person to obtain the provision of care for a
child (whether or not in exchange for it)” (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s84(2A).
From 6 April 2005 to 6 April 2011, they were tax
free up to £55 a week.
From 6 April 2011, they are tax-free up to £55 a
week only for:
• employees already receiving vouchers on 5
April 2011; and
• employees who start receiving vouchers after
5 April 2011 and who are not expected to pay tax above
the basic rate.
For employees who start receiving vouchers after 5
April 2011 and who are liable to pay either higher (40%)
or additional (50% or 45%) rate income tax, the weekly
limit is restricted to £28 and £22 (£25 from 6 April 2013)
respectively. An employer is required to conduct a basic
earnings assessment to see if the employee is likely to
reach these higher rates.

child deferred endowment

Endowment assurance policy on the life of a child. When
the child reaches maturity, the policy can be cashed or
converted to a full endowment or whole life assurance.

child destruction

Act causing a viable child to die during late pregnancy or
birth.

child employee

Person aged between 5 and 16 who undertakes paid
work. There are strict conditions on allowing such work,
mainly designed to protect children from harm and to
ensure their education is not adversely affected.
A child under the age of 16 is liable to pay income
tax but not to national insurance of any class.

Childers, Hugh

English Liberal politician (1827-1896) who was Chancellor
of the Exchequer from 16 December 1882 to 9 June 1885.
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child in care

For such a child, it is important to seek a national
insurance number while the child is 15. If no-one is
claiming child benefit, a number may not be issued
automatically.

child in need

Child so identified under Children Act 1989. It creates a
duty on the local authority to provide support.

child insurance

Children and Young Persons’ Act 1908 made it illegal to
insure a child’s life.

child labour

Manual work done by children of school age.
In many countries, child labour is still common. This
creates a moral dilemma when goods are imported from
those countries. Most companies now refuse to accept
such products.

Child Maintenance and Enforcement Commission
Body established as a replacement for the Child Support
Agency from 2008.
child maintenance bonus

Addition that may be made to jobseeker's allowance
under Child Support Act 1995 s10.
The bonus is not subject to income tax (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s670).

child of God

Child who has been baptised.

child of the family

Child who is regarded as the equivalent to a son or
daughter under Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 or Children
Act 1989.
In relation to capital gains tax on an interest in a
settlement, means a child of either person in a marriage
or civil partnership (Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992
s169F(6)) and Sch 5 para 2(4A).

child or remoter issue

Term used in some Acts of Parliament to mean a
descendant. This is son or daughter, or grandchild, greatgrandchild, great-great-grandchild etc.

child plan

Another name for an investment plan for children.
The term is used in Income Tax (Trading And Other
Income) Act 2005s695A(1).
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Child Poverty Action Group (CPAG)
“The leading charity campaigning for the abolition of child
poverty in the UK and for a better deal for low-income
families and children” (CPAG website). It was formed in
1965.
The organisation also produces extensive literature
on social security and other welfare provisions.
child protection conference

Meeting of relevant bodies to determine what action
should be taken to protect a child from harm.

child relief

Allowance against income tax in respect of each child for
whom the taxpayer was responsible.
It was introduced in 1910 under Finance (19091910) Act 1910 s68. This applied to children under 16,
including stepchildren. It did not apply to illegitimate
children unless the parents remarried, until the law on
legitimacy changed in 1969.
Child relief was abolished in 1980 for British
children and from 1982 for children overseas, when it was
replaced by child benefit. Relief was given at one of three
rates in age bands of 0-11, 11-16 and over 16.

children and young people’s plan
Plan which a local authority may be required to produce
under Children Act 2004 s17.
children’s barred list

List kept by the Independent Barring Board of people not
allowed to work with children (Safeguarding Vulnerable
Groups Act 2006 s2(1)).

children’s bonus bond

Another name for a baby bond.

children’s books

For VAT, these are zero-rated under Group 3 of the zerorating schedule to the extent that they are text books.
There are many special provisions for colouring
books, pop-up books, and books which have the nature of
toys.
Zero-rating has been allowed for a book consisting
largely of cut-out characters (W F Graham (Northampton)
Ltd [1979] VTD 908 and for a book printed on card that
could be taken apart and turned into a model house (The
Book People Ltd [2002] VTD 18240).
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children’s car seats

These may be reduced rated for VAT under Value Added
Tax 1994 Sch 7A Group 5.

Children’s Commissioner

Office created by Children Act 2004 s1, effective from 15
November 2004. The Commissioner’s function is promote
the interests of children.

children’s painting books

Such books may be zero-rated for VAT under Value Added
Tax Act 1994 and are not usually regarded as standardrated stationery. Further details are given in VAT notice
701/10.

children’s picture books

Such books may be zero-rated for VAT under Value Added
Tax Act 1994 Sch 8 Group 3, even if printed on cloth or
plastic. Further details are given in VAT notice 701/10.

children’s programme

“A programme is a children’s programme if, when
television production activities begin, it is reasonable to
expect that the persons who will make up the
programme’s primary audience will be under the age of
15” (Corporation Tax Act 2009 s1216AC(2A) as inserted by
Finance Act 2015 s30).
Such programme making qualifies for a specific tax
relief from 1 April 2015.

children’s ride

Such a machine is specifically excluded from the scope of
amusement machine licence duty.

Children’s Rights Director

Officer of the Chief Inspector of schools, appointed under
Education and Inspections Act 2006 s120.

children’s services authority

Local authority which has responsibility for children’s
services. It is usually a county council or unitary authority
(Children Act 2004 s65(1)).

children’s tax credit

Means-tested social security benefit that was introduced
in April 2001 and was replaced by child tax credit in 2003,
which is being replaced by universal credit between 2013
and 2019.

child’s carer’s assessment

An assessment a local authority may need to carry out
under the provisions of Care Act 2014 s61.
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child’s needs assessment

An assessment that a local authority may need to carry
out in relation to a child in care (Care Act 2014 s58).

child’s special allowance

Social security benefit payable under Social Security
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s56.
This benefit is not subject to income tax (Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s677).

Child Support Agency (CSA)

Body that determined amounts of child maintenance. Its
work is being passed to the Child Maintenance and
Enforcement Commission from 2008.

child support maintenance payment
This may qualify for income tax relief under Income Tax
Act 2007 s455.
child support order (CSO)

Order made under child support law which creates a form
of attachment of earnings order. This requires the
employer to deduct sums from net pay and pay them to
the Child Support Agency.

Child Survivor Fund

Scheme established in 2015 by the German government
to pay compensation of €2,500 to survivors of the
Holocaust as compensation. On 16 December 2015, it was
announced that payments under this scheme are exempt
from inheritance tax.

child’s tax credit (CTC)

Social security benefit for families on medium or low
incomes to help pay for children. It is paid under the
provisions of Tax Credits Act 2002 from s8.
This benefit is not subject to income tax (Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s677).
This benefit is to be abolished and replaced by
universal credit under Welfare Reform Act 2012 s33(1)(f).

child trust fund

Government-sponsored savings scheme for children,
introduced on 6 April 2005 and discontinued for new
claimants in 2011.
For every child born between 31 August 2002 and 2
January 2011, the government provides £250 for a trust
fund. This is doubled to £500 for poorest families. A
further payment is made on the child’s seventh birthday.
Parents and others may add up to a further £1,200 a year.
The fund matures when the child is 18.
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The law was introduced by Child Trust Funds Act
2004 and repealed by Savings Accounts and Health in
Pregnancy Grant Act 2010 s1.
child trust fund business

In relation to taxation of life assurance business, “means
so much of a company’s life assurance business as is
referable to child trust fund policies (but not including the
reinsurance of such business)” (Income and Corporation
Taxes Act 1988 s431BA).

child trust fund functions

Functions of HMRC as set out in Finance Act 1989
s182(2ZB) in relation to disclosure of information.

Child Trust Fund Office

Part of HMRC that deals with child trust funds.

child trust fund policy

“A policy of life insurance which is an investment under a
child trust fund (within the meaning of Child Trust Funds
Act 2004)”.

child welfare hearing

In Scots law, “a hearing before a sheriff in the sheriff
court in family proceedings in which issues of residence
and contact are discussed. The parties to the action are
expected to appear personally” (Judiciary of Scotland
website glossary).

Chile

South American republic. Its currency is the Chilean peso
of 100 centavos. The UK has a double taxation convention
of 2003.

chiliad

The number 1,000; or 1,000 of anything.

Chiltern Hundreds

Area of Stoke, Desborough and Burnham in the Chilterns.
In medieval times, a steward was appointed to suppress
robbery in this area.
Although this need passed centuries ago, the role of
Steward of the Chiltern Hundreds has, since 1701,
remained as a nominal paid office of the Crown. A
member of Parliament cannot resign as such, but may
achieve this end by seeking this appointment which is in
the gift of the Chancellor of the Exchequer. Holding a paid
office of the Crown (such as judge) excludes a person
being an MP.
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chimney-men

People employed to collect the hearth tax between 1662
and 1688.

chimney money

Tax of two shillings a year charged from 1663 to 1689,
when it was replaced by the window tax.

China

Eastern republic, twice the size of Western Europe. Its
currency is the renminbi or yuan of 10 jiao of 100 fen.
The UK has a double taxation convention of 1984. Also
remaining in effect is an air transport agreement of 1981.

China International Trust and Investment Corporation (CITIC)
Chinese government body which provides finance for
venture capital projects in China. It works with foreign
investors, and issues bonds.
Chinese correction

Term used for the worldwide stock market decline on 27
February 2007 when China released figures showing less
than expected growth.

Chinese walls

Term used to describe barriers within an organisation,
such as a bank or financial body. The term is an allusion to
the Great Wall of China.
Information may not be passed across those
barriers. This is necessary to avoid accusations of insider
dealing.

chip

Computing
In computing, a piece of plastic in which components are
embedded. These perform functions in a computer. A
chip may also be embedded in a card to provide
information when read by a machine connected to a
computer.
Gambling
Plastic disc acquired for cash and used as stakes in
gambling in casinos. It is usually exchanged at a casino
cage or sometimes at a gaming table or cashier station.
For very large amounts a gaming plaque is sometimes
used. A standard set of casino chips comprises 300 items
in at least four colours. Collecting casino chips is known as
exonumia.
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chip and pin

System for authorising payment on a credit card or debit
card, generally adopted on 14 February 2006.
The cards contain a microchip containing basic
information. Payment is authorised by the card holder
entering a secret four-digit PIN number in a machine.

chip and pin roll

Credit card roll but using superior paper.

chip butties

Bread roll containing chips.
For VAT, this is a single standard-rated supply of hot
takeaway food. It is not a mixed supply where the cold
bun may be zero-rated. P A Marshall (t/a Harry Rams
bottom’s) *1995+ VTD13766.

chip card

Type of credit card, debit card or similar which
incorporates a micro-chip to store data, such as PIN
number and transactions.

CHIPS

Clearing House Inter-bank Payments System.

chisel

Old slang meaning to cheat.

chi-squared distribution

In statistics, the distribution with n degrees of freedom of
χ2 = X12 + X22 + ..... + Xn2 where X1, X2 .... Xn are
independent normal random variables with a mean of 0
and variance of 1 and χ is chi. This distribution is used in
the chi-squared test and other statistical tests.

chi-squared test

A statistical test which establishes confidence level that
the variance in a sample is representative of the parent
population.

chit

Bill, letter or similar document, particularly in an
abbreviated form to meet the minimum standards of an
accounting voucher.

chit fund

Asian term for a group of people who contribute funds to
lend to each other. It is similar to the UK credit union.

chocolate

For VAT, this is regarded as confectionery and is therefore
standard-rated as confectionary is explicitly excluded
from the scope of zero-rated food. However chocolate
couverture, chips, leaves, scrolls and similar supplied as
cake decorations may be zero-rated (VAT notice 701/14).
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Chocolate buttons are always standard-rated.
Biscuits wholly or partly covered with chocolate are
standard-rated as they are excluded from the zero-rating
of food by Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1 Excepted
Item 2. For this purpose, chocolate includes a “product
similar in taste and appearance”.
chocolate biscuit

For VAT, this is generally standard-rated as confectionery
rather than zero-rated as food (VAT notice 701/14).

chocolate buttons

These are always standard-rated for VAT as confectionery
even when held out for sale as a cake decoration (VAT
notice 701/14).

Chocolate Dundee

A circular biscuit that is baked, partly covered with
chocolate and individually wrapped. The VAT tribunal
held that they were standard-rated as chocolate biscuits
in Adams Foods Ltd [1983] VTD 1514.

chocolate marzipan walnut

A product comprising a meringue base on which was
marzipan, walnuts, buttercream and a chocolate coating.
The VAT tribunal held that this was food and not
confectionery (Goodfellow & Steven Ltd. [1987] VTD
2453).

choice-based letting

Scheme where those in need of social housing may bid
for properties that become available.
Each local authority decided whether to operate
this system.
The charity Shelter provides advice on using this
scheme.

choice of law clause

Where one of the parties to a contract may choose the
territory whose laws govern the contract. The term is
used in Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 s27.

choice spirit

Specially selected or excellent leader. The term comes
from the play Julius Caesar by Shakespeare.

choke-damp

Carbon monoxide, as found in a mine.

chon

Currency of North Korea.
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choose option

Option where the holder may, up to a predetermined
date, decide whether to treat it as a call option or put
option.

chop

Mark made on a document to indicate that a process has
been completed, such as payment has been made.

chose

As a noun, the word means a chattel under the control of
the owner.

chose in possession

Legal term for a physical object which can be owned, such
as a piece of furniture.

chose jugée

French: settled matter.

chouse

Old Turkish term which means to cheat or swindle.

Christian

Follower of the Christian religion, the world’s most
widespread religion. Its fundamental belief is the need to
accept Christ as a personal Saviour. The word is first used
in Acts of the Apostles 21:26 in the Bible.
Principles of Christianity provide much of the basis
of English law and custom. The years are numbered
(inaccurately) from Christ’s birth.

CHP

Combined heat and power.

CHPQA

Combined Heat and Power Quality Assurance Standard,
Issue 5 dated November 2013.
In relation to climate change levy, it is mentioned in
SI 2015 No 947.

Christian Aid

Church-based charity formed in 1941 to provide
sustainable development, poverty relief and similar
objectives. It campaigns on tax justice.

Christian Aid Week

Annual door-to-door fundraising organised in May each
year by Christian Aid. It was first organised in 1957.

Christmas

Public holiday and bank holiday.
In the church it commemorates the birth of Jesus
Christ, though the exact date of his birth is not known.
The date was adopted by the church in 440 AD by taking
over the secular festival of the winter solstice.
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A large shop may not open on Christmas Day.
(Christmas Day (Trading) Act 2004 s1(1)).
In England and Wales, it is a quarter day when rent
is often paid.
There are some special tax provisions, regarding the
taxation of Christmas bonus, Christmas gift and
Christmas party.
Christmas bonus

Employment
An additional payment sometimes made to employees by
the employer at Christmas time.
A payment in cash is taxed as employment income.
A voucher that can be readily exchanged was held to be
employment earnings in Ladler v Perry [1965]. The
position on Christmas presents is explained in the
inspectors’ manual at EIM01040.
Social security
Additional £10 paid to certain social security claimants at
Christmas time. This figure has remained unchanged since
it was introduced in 1971, except that in January and
February 2009, a one-off bonus of £60 was also paid to
claimants to reflect the cold winter.

Christmas box

Gift of money given traditionally given to servants at
Christmas. It is taxable as a Christmas bonus.

Christmas Day

Public holiday on 25 December. If it falls on a Sunday, the
public holiday is moved to 26th, and Boxing Day to 27th.
It is a religious festival marking the birth of Christ,
though based on earlier festivals.

Christmas Eve

Day before Christmas, namely 24 December. This is not a
public holiday, and is a normal working day (at least in
theory).

Christmas party

When provided by an employer, there is no taxable
benefit provided that the value provided per person
attending does not exceeds £150 (Income Tax (Earnings
And Pensions) Act 2003 s264).
This figure is cumulative throughout the tax year
when more than one such function is organised.
The limit is per attendee, not per employee. It
includes all costs borne by the employer, including
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overheads. It includes VAT even if the employer may
reclaim it as input tax. This limit may not be used to
provide Christmas presents.
Christmas present

Present given on Christmas Day. Where the present is
cash, it is generally treated as a Christmas bonus and
taxed as employment income under Income Tax (Earnings
And Pensions) Act 2003 s62.
Where the present is in the form of a gift, it may be
taxable as a benefit in kind, depending on the
circumstances. If it arises from the employment, it can be
so taxed even if provided other than by the employer
(though there is annual tax-free limit for third party gifts).
The fact that a gift comes from an employer does
not automatically make it a taxable benefit in kind if it is
clear that the gift does not derive from the employment.
For example, a son who is employed by his father is not
taxed on a Christmas present from him if the gift has the
nature of a normal gift from a father.
Guidance is provided in the inspectors’ manual at
EIM01040.

chronically sick and disabled

A condition of a recipient that allows for certain supplies
to be zero-rated for VAT.
For this purpose, “a person is chronically sick or
disabled if he/she is a person:
• with a physical or mental impairment which
has a long-term and substantial adverse effect upon
his/her ability to carry out everyday activities;
• with a condition which the medical profession
treats as a chronic sickness, such as diabetes; or
• who is terminally ill.
“It does not include a frail elderly person who is
otherwise abled-bodied or any person who is only
temporarily disabled or incapacitated, such as with a
broken limb”
(VAT notice 701/7).

chronic sickness

Means “a condition regarded as such by the medical
profession” (VAT notice 701/6).
This may be relevant in determining whether
charity funded equipment may be zero-rated.
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chronological age

Actual age which has not been adjusted in any way.

chronological order

When documents or notes are presented in order of date,
usually starting from the earliest.

Chubb

Company that makes safes and locks, founded in 1835 by
the English inventors Charles Chubb (1779-1845) and his
brother Jeremiah Chubb (1790-1847).

chuck-a-luck

This game is specifically listed in Betting and Gaming
Duties Act 1981 s13(3) as coming within the scope of
gaming licence duty.

chugger

Person who is paid to raise funds for charity. The term is a
contraction of “charity mugger”.

church

The duty to provide for the care and repair of church
buildings in the Church of England is set out in Canon F13.
The duty to keep a record of its property is set out
in Canon F17.
There is no general relief from VAT for such
expenditure, though it may be possible to claim under the
Listed Places of Worship scheme.

Church Commissioners

“Means the Commissioners constituted by the Church

Commissioners Measure 1947 (Interpretation Act 1978
Sch 1).
Churchill, Randolf

English Conservative politician (1849-1895), father of
Winston, who was Chancellor of the Exchequer from 3
August 1886 to 22 December 1886.

Churchill, Winston

English politician (1874-1965) who was Chancellor of the
Exchequer from 6 November 1924 to 4 June 1929 where
he returned Britain to the gold standard.
He was prime minister from 10 May 1940 to 26 July
1945, and from 26 October 1951 to 7 April 1955. He is the
only Chancellor or prime minister to be depicted on a
British coin or a bank note. (He has been depicted on
both.)

Churchill crown

Five shilling (25p) coin minted in 1965 to commemorate
the life and death of former prime minister Sir Winston
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Churchill.
Church of England

Established church in England to which every citizen is
automatically a member unless they elect otherwise. The
Church retains law-making powers and its own courts.

church-rate

Assessment which Anglican churches could make on
parishioners.

church scot

Form of tax comprising amounts of corn and poultry given
to parish priests in Saxon times on St Martin’s Day, 11
November.

church tax

Tax imposed in some countries by some church
denominations on its members, sometimes under a law.
In countries where such a tax is levied, it is usually
deductible from income subject to state taxation.

church taxes

Taxes imposed on the church in 13th and 14th centuries
by both the king and the Vatican. These were levied in
various ways, with the clergy allowed to assess
themselves. In 1294 Edward I demanded very heavy taxes
including half their revenues as “convocation tax”. The
Pope unsuccessfully maintained that church tax needed
his permission.

churchwarden

Officer of the parish. Although this is not restricted largely
to church duties, the churchwarden was once a local
authority official. Some aspects of this remain. For
example, all residents of a parish may vote in the
elections for churchwarden whereas only members on
the church’s electoral roll may vote for other church
officers, such as treasurer.

churning

Practice which can occur at stockbrokers and insurers
whereby they repeatedly trade for the main purpose of
earning commission.
The term is also used when the same funds are
recycled for no reason but to create an allusion of
financial activities, such as moving sums between two
bank accounts to create an allusion of trading activity.

Chwefror

Welsh: February.
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CI

(1) Channel Islands.
(2) Cayman Islands.

CI$

Cayman Islands dollar.

ciabatta

A VAT tribunal held that the heating of such a meal was to
provide tasty zero-rated food and not standard-rated hot
takeaway food. Ainsleys of Leeds Ltd [2005] VTD 19694.

CIArb

Chartered Institute of Arbitrators.

CIAT

Chartered Institute of Architectural Technologists.

CIB

Chartered Institute of Bankers.

CIBSE

Chartered Institute of Buildings Services Engineers.

CIC

Community interest company.

CICA

Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants.

CICA

Criminal Injuries Compensation Authority.

CICAP

Criminal Injuries Compensation Authority Panel.

CICM

Chartered Institute of Credit Management.

cider

Drink made from the fermentation of apple juice. It is
subject to a specific rate of excise duty for alcoholic
liquor. This rate also applies to perry, which is fermented
pear juice. No duty is payable for cider with a strength
below 1.2%.
From 1 January 1997, cider or perry with a strength
above 5.5% is taxed as wine.
In law, the word “means... cider (or perry) of a
strength exceeding 1.2% but less than 8.5% obtained
from the fermentation of apple or pear juice without the
addition at any time of any alcoholic liquor or substance
which communicates colour or flavour other than such as
the Commissioners may allow as appearing to them to be
necessary to make cider (or perry)” (Alcoholic Liquor
Duties Act 1979 s1(6)).
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CIE

Customs Inputting the Declaration.

CIEEM

Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental
Management.

CIEH

Chartered Institute of Environmental Health.

CIF

Carriage, insurance and freight. This is a form of contract
for sending goods overseas. It means that the price
quoted or charged includes carriage, insurance and
freight.
A CIF contract imposes five duties on the seller:
• to ship to the port of shipment within the
time stated;
• to procure on shipment a contract of
affreightment which ensures that the goods are delivered
to the required destination;
• to insure the goods on terms current in the
trade to the benefit of the buyer;
• to provide an invoice for the goods; and
• to tender to the buyer a bill of lading, the
invoice and the insurance policy.
The CIF price is usually used as the import value for
determining Customs duty.

CIFA

Chartered Institute for Archaeologists.

CIG

Criminal Investigation Group, department of HMRC.

cigar

Product made from rolling tobacco leaves, intended to be
smoked.
It is subject to tobacco products duty and VAT.

cigarette

Product made from rolling shredded tobacco into a paper
sleeve, with the intention of being smoked.
It is subject to tobacco products duty and VAT.

CIH

Chartered Institute of Housing.

CII

Chartered Insurance Institute.

CIL

Community infrastructure levy.
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CILA

Chartered Institute of Loss Adjusters.

CILEX

Chartered Institute of Legal Executives.

CILIP

Chartered Institute of Library and Information
Professionals.

CILOCT

Contribution in lieu of council tax (in armed forces).

CILT

Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport.

CIM

Chartered Institute of Marketing.

CIMA

Chartered Institute of Management Accountants

CIM/TIEx

Convention International Marchandises Chemins de Fer,
an international rail carriage receipt.

cinch

Colloquialism for a very easy task.

Cinderella

Poor relation, when referring to either a person or
organisation.
The name comes from the traditional story of a
daughter who is ill-treated by her two step-sisters but
marries a prince.

Cinderella test

Provision that, for the purposes of obtaining main
residence relief from capital gains tax under the 90-day
rule, a person was at a home at midnight. The term
comes from the Cinderella story in that it disciminates
against a person who was out for the evening and
returned after midnight.

cinema

An example of trade related property.
For VAT, a cinema does not qualify as a cultural
service within the scope of Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 9
Group 13 Item 2(b) as it did not involve live
performances. (Chichester Cinema at New Park Ltd [2004]
VTD 19344).

Cinque Ports

Originally the five ports of Hastings, Sandwich, Dover,
Romney and Hythe, all of which are in Sussex or Kent.
From the 12th century until 1685, they enjoyed special
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privileges. The concept remains for ceremonial purposes.
CIO

Charitable incorporated organisation (Charities Act 2011
s204).

CIOB

Chartered Institute of Building.

CIOBS

Chartered Institute of Bankers in Scotland.

CIOL

Chartered Institute of Linguists.

CIOT

Chartered Institute of Taxation.

CIP

(1) Contentious Issues Panel.
(2) Customs Information Paper.

CIPA

Chartered Institute of Payment Attorneys.

CIPD

Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development

CIPFA

Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy.

CIPP

Chartered Institute of Payroll Professionals.

CIPR

Chartered Institute of Public Relations.

CIPR21

Customs Information Processing Requirements in the 21st
Century.

CIPS

Chartered Institute of Procurement and Supply.

circle of mutuality

Scope of tax-free mutual trading. Term used in the
Inspectors’ Manual at BIM24480 to define with whom
such trading is mutual.

circuit

(1) In law, an area for which a judge exercises jurisdiction.
(2) In computing, a series of components through which
an electrical current flows to perform a task.

circuit administrator

Civil servant who organises circuits for judges.

circuit breaker

In financial markets, a measure put in place by exchanges
to prevent movements of very large quantities of a
security or currency, to restrict financial speculation.
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These provisions were introduced after Black Monday in
1987.
Circuit Court

In Scots law, “the court held by the judges of the High
Court of Justiciary when they sit outside Edinburgh”
(Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

circuit judge

Judge appointed under Courts Act 1971 for a circuit.

circuit system

System of dividing England and Wales into six circuits for
judges.

circular

In investment, an analyst’s report that gives
recommendations on what shares to buy.

circular flow of income

Model showing the flows of money around the economy.
The economy is conventionally split into firms and
households and the circular flow shows the movement of
money between these groups. From households to firms
there is a flow of consumption expenditure which results
in a flow from firms to households of income. This income
may be in the form of wages, interest or profit.

circular funding

Where money passes from one party to another, ending
up where it started. This is one of the hallmarks of a tax
planning scheme of which taxpayers are advised to be
wary.

circular letter of credit

Letter of credit sent to all branches of a bank which
issued it.

circular letter of credit

Precursor of travellers’ cheques. It is an instruction from
a bank to its associates to pay certain amounts to a
customer who proves satisfactory identification.

circular note

Letter of bank-credit once given to travellers. The
recipient could redeem it for cash at the bank.

circular transaction

An artificial transaction, such as in a group of companies,
to create an allusion of greater trading activity. In
financial accounting, this serves no purpose, as all intragroup activities are removed when preparing
consolidated accounts.
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circularise

Send a copy of the same document to many people.

circulating asset

Term sometimes used for a current asset.

circulating capital

Capital in the form of cash, debtors, raw material and
stock. The business needs this capital to run its business.
The tax implication is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual
at BIM33015.
The tax implications of converting securities to
circulating capital are given in Corporation Tax Act 2009
s129.

circulation

The distribution of newspapers, magazines, and other
print publications. The term is also used for the size of
circulation, particularly with regards to advertising rates.

circulation date

Date on which something is sent or submitted to
someone.
In company law, the term is used in Companies Act
2006 s290 for written resolutions.

circumstantial evidence

Circumstances that point to a conclusion where direct
evidence is not available.

circumventing prohibition

Activity intended to circumvent the provisions of Terrorist
Asset-Freezing etc Act 2010. The term is used in s18.

CIS

(1) Collective investment scheme.
(2) Construction industry scheme.

CIS-based company

For connected parties relationship, the term “means a
company which would not be a close company apart from
the rights and powers of one or more partners in a CIS
limited partnership being attributed to another of the
partners under section 451(4) to (6) of [Corporation Tax
Act 2010+ because of section 448(1)(a) of that Act”
(Corporation Tax Act 2009 s376(5)).
[CIS means collective investment scheme.]

CISI

Chartered Institute for Securities and Investment.

CIS-limited partnership

For connected parties relationship, the terms “means a
limited partnership —
(a) which is a collective investment scheme, or
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(b) which would be a collective investment scheme
if it were not a body corporate”
(Corporation Tax Act 2009 s376(5)).
citation

Quotation of decided court cases as authority in legal
proceedings.
From 2001, neutral citations are generally used.
These were introduced in 2001 for House of Lords (now
Supreme Court), Privy Council, Court of Appeal and
Administrative Court. From 2002, they were extended to
the High Court. These decisions are available free on the
bailii website. The citations take the form:
• UKHL for House of Lords
• EWCA for Court of Appeal, in England and
Wales
• EWHC for High Court, in England and Wales.
This is followed by a number and year, so Rotman v
MPC [2002] UKHL 20 means the 20th decision of the
House of Lords in 2002. The EWHC citations also indicate
the division of High Court.
Otherwise, the citation must refer to a published
law report of the case. As leading cases are often
published in several different reports, a case may have a
long citation quoting them all.
For example, the leading tax case of Pepper v Hart
has the full citation Pepper v Hart HL 1992. 65 TC 421;
[1992] STC 898; [1992] 3 WLR 1032; [1993] 1 All ER 42.
The full citation quotes five different law reports
where the case may be read:
• HL 1992 means in the Law Reports of House
of Lords for 1992;
• 65 TC 421 means in Volume 65 of Tax Cases
published by HMSO, starting at page 421;
• [1992] STC 898 means in the 1992 volume of
Simon’s Tax Cases starting at page 898;
• [1992] 3 WLR 1032 means in volume 3 of the
1992 cases published by Weekly Law Reports starting at
page 1032;
• [1993] 1 All ER 42 means in volume 1 of the
1993 cases published by All England Law Reports,
starting at page 42.
It should be noted that the year refers to when the
case is reported, not when it is heard.
In addition to these, The Times newspaper also
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published authoritative law reports. These are indicated
as The Times. 1 January 2010. There are also other series
of law reports.
The two main series dedicated solely to tax cases
are Simon’s Tax Cases, and Tax Cases.
Special Commissioner’s decisions are published
under the reference SPC followed by five digits. From
April 2003, these are published free on the First Tier
Tribunal website.
From April 2009, all First Tier Tribunals for all taxes
are published with the reference TC followed by five
digits. These are published free on the First Tier Tribunal
website.
cite

In Scots law, “(1) to summon to court a party, witness or
juror.
(2) To refer in argument to some authority such as a
statute or decided case”
(Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

CITES

Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species.

Citibank

Large international bank, originally founded in 1812.

CITIC

China International Trust and Investment Corporation.

Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB)

Charitable organisation which provides free advice on
legal and administrative problems.
The Bureaux were set up on the recommendations
of the Betterton Report of 1924. The first 200 bureaux
were set up in 1939 just after the start of the second
world war. The number exceeded more than 1,000 by
1942. Many closed after the war.
In 1972, CAB became independent of government,
though it receives some funding from government. CAB
currently operates from more than 3,000 locations in UK,
providing free help and advice, mostly staffed by
volunteers.

Citizens Against Poll Tax

Informal protest group formed in 1987 who campaigned
against the community charge.
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citizenship

Status between an individual and a state. It is usually
irrelevant for tax except for US citizens who are liable to
US tax whatever their residence.

CITOPS

Customs and International Trade Operations.

CITR

Community investment tax relief.

Citrix

Name used for VAT webinar sessions run by HMRC.

City

Area of London which is widely seen as the financial
centre, a position it has held from medieval times. It is
also known as The City. It is an area of about one square
mile between Waterloo Bridge and Tower Bridge.

city bank

(1) In Japan, one of 13 banks which operate a national
network.
(2) In USA, a bank in a city which operates for the Federal
Reserve Bank.

City Code on Takeovers and Mergers
Code imposed by the London Stock Exchange on
companies which wish to take over another company.
Under the rules, a company must make a takeover
offer if it acquires at least 30% of the shares, either on its
own or in concert with others. A timetable must be set
with an acceptance level of at least 50% when the bid
becomes unconditional.
city company

London corporation representing a medieval trade gild.

City Deal

Agreement between central government and a city
whereby the latter has greater control on local decisionmaking and how funds should be spent.
This follows a government policy launched on 8
December 2011 and enacted in Localism Act 2012.

city editor

Financial editor on a newspaper.

City Group for Smaller Companies (CISCO)
Pressure group formed in December 1992 to deal with
the financial needs of smaller companies.
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city man

Man who works in a city; business man.

city manager

Person appointed by a city council to administer its
affairs.

City of London

Part of London which is administered by the City of
London Corporation which retains many traditions long
abolished elsewhere.

city planning tax

Tax imposed in Japan on land and buildings within an
urban promotion area. A similar tax is imposed in South
Korea.

CIU

Collective investment undertaking.

civic

For VAT and such bodies, description of “objects which
promote rights and duties of citizens in matters of public
interest and public affairs, and whose objects do not
solely or mainly benefit its members” (VAT leaflet 701/5).

civic culture

Observable phenomenon that political culture depends
on the environment in which it is based. The term is
particularly based on a study conducted on five countries
in the early 1960s.

civil

Legal term which distinguishes the subject matter from
ecclesiastical, criminal or military.

civil action

Legal action brought by one person against another, such
as for an unpaid debt.

Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) Public corporation established by Parliament in 1972 as
an independent specialist aviation regulator and provider
of air traffic services.
civil court

Court that deals with civil actions rather than criminal
ones.

civil damages

Penalty for a minor breach of the law, imposed outside
the criminal law system. Most tax penalties and motoring
penalties are civil damages.
Such payments may be tax-deductible are discussed
in the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM38540.
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civil debt

Sum of money that can be recovered summarily.

civil engineer

Under the VAT flat rate scheme, the appropriate
percentage is:
From
4 January 2011
1 January 2010
1 December 2008
1 January 2004

Percentage
14.5%
13%
11%
13%

civilian clothing

Term used in the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM37910 as an
alternative to everyday wardrobe. Such items are not
tax-deductible.

civil investigation of fraud

Scheme used by tax authorities allowing a person one
final opportunity to confess tax irregularities before
criminal proceedings are started.

civiliter mortuus

Latin: civilly dead.

civil law

(1) Tradition of a code of law, such as that which
developed in Europe in parallel to British common law. It
can also be found in Louisiana in the USA, and Quebec in
Canada.
In civil law, the courts do not create or develop the
law but simply apply it.
(2) All that law which is not criminal law. It thus includes
such areas as contracts, torts, property and taxation.

Civil List

Annual grant by Parliament for the maintenance of the
Queen and her household. It started in 1760 when
George III gave up his rights to hereditary revenues in
exchange for the list. The present law is Civil List Act 1972
and unrepealed parts of Civil List Act 1937.
It is replaced by Sovereign Grant from 2013.

civil partnership

Relationship between two people of the same sex who
are not closely related. The relationship must be
registered. It has many rights and duties in common with
marriage. It is governed by Civil Partnership Act 2004.
A civil partnership is void if the requirements for
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registration have not been followed (ibid s173).
A civil partnership is voidable if either did not validly
consent, a partner suffered from certain mental
disorders, a partner was pregnant or the person was at
the time not of the same sex (ibid s174).
civil partnership

Legal arrangement similar to marriage but between two
adults of the same sex. It is generally regarded as a
marital status.
Civil partnerships have been legal in the UK since 5
December 2005 under Civil Partnership Act 2004. The law
has been extensively rewritten so that civil partners have
the same rights, duties and other legal implications as
marriage partners. There is a process similar to divorce
for ending a civil partnership.
Whatever tax or other financial provisions apply to
a married couple generally also apply to a civil
partnership. Civil partners have similar rights to claim
benefits as marriage partners.
The few differences between a civil partnership and
marriage is that the former cannot be conducted in a
church and there is no duty to consummate a civil
partnership.

civil partnership agreement

Agreement between two people to enter into a civil
partnership in the UK or a foreign equivalent (Civil
Partnership Act 2004 s73). It is similar to an engagement
between two people contemplating marriage. A civil
partnership agreement is unenforceable.

civil partnership document

Document which must be delivered to a registrar by two
people who wish to enter into a civil partnership (Civil
Partnership Act 2004 s7).

civil partnership registrar

Person who is authorised to register a civil partnership
(Civil Partnership Act 2004 s29).

civil proceedings

Legal action brought in the civil courts, such as between
litigants.
The right of HMRC to bring such proceedings is
given in Commissioners for Revenue and Customs Act
2005 s25.
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civil remedy

Remedy from civil proceedings, without using the
criminal courts.

civil rights

Rights of citizens to enjoy personal freedom.

Civil Rights Act

American law of 1964, amended in 1981, to establish civil
rights and outlaw racial discrimination.

civil servant

UK civil servants are liable to UK income tax and national
insurance wherever they work.

Civil Service

Public administration of a country regardless of its
political leadership. It excludes military leadership.
The two functions of the civil servant are to
implement the policies of the political leadership, and to
give advice to that leadership. A civil servant acts as if he
or she had no political views of his or her own.

Civil Service code

Code of conduct produced for the Civil Service by the Civil
Service Commission (Constitutional Reform and
Governance Act 2010 s5).

Civil Service Commission

Body that deals with appointments to the Civil Service,
established by Constitutional Reform and Governance Act
2010 s2.

Civil Service values

Document produced in March 2015 under the
Constitutional Reform and Governance Act 2010,
codifying existing standards for the Civil Service.
The four main values are integrity, honesty,
objectivity and impartiality.

civil union

Term used in some US states to mean a civil partnership.

civil wrong

Infringement of a person’s rights, such as for negligence
or breach of contract.

CIWM

Chartered Institute of Waste Management.

CJ

Chief Justice.

CJA

Criminal Justice Act.
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CJIA

Criminal Justice and Immigration Act.

clades

Organisms that derive from a single ancestor.
Between 2003 and 2012, vaccine research relief
could be claimed for vaccines and medicines to treat HIV
infection, for which the presence of clades needed to be
considered.

claim

(1) Any statement made by a person that they are
entitled to receive a payment.
This can take many forms, including notification to
an insurance company that payment is due under the
terms of a policy, a request to receive social security or a
bill for damages which the person believes someone else
should pay.
(2) The right of a person to use newly available land for a
particular purpose, particularly mining.

claim about defects

Payment made to meet the legal expenses or other
professional services in connection with work done by a
trade which is found to be defective, particularly when
that work was done after the trade ceased. There are
special provisions regarding tax relief for such expenses
(Income Tax Act 2007 s97(3)).

claimant

(1) Person who brings civil proceedings, previously known
as the plaintiff.
(2) Someone who makes a claim, such as on an insurance
policy.
(3) For Customs, “in relation to proceedings for the
condemnation of any thing as being forfeited, means a
person claiming that the thing is not liable to forfeiture”
(Customs and Excise Management Act 1979 s1(1)).
(4) For social security, “in relation to benefit... means a
person who has claimed benefit” (Social Security
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s122(1)). Another
definition is used for those who claim relief from national
insurance (Social Security Administration Act 1992 s191).

claimant commitment

For universal credit, “is a record of the claimant’s
responsibilities in relation to an award of universal credit”
(Welfare Reform Act 2012 s14(1)).
Similar provisions now apply to jobseeker's
allowance under Jobseekers Act 1995 s9 (as amended by
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Welfare Reform Act 2012 s44(3) and under s6A as
inserted by Welfare Reform Act 2012 s49).
These provisions take effect from 1 May 2012.
claimant company

Company in a group which claims group relief from
another company in the group (Income and Corporation
Taxes Act 1988 s402(1)). The other company is known as
the surrendering company. The law is now contained in
Corporation Tax Act 2010 Part 5.

claimant count

“The number of people claiming unemployment-related
benefits. Since October 1996 this has been defined in the
UK as the number of people claiming Jobseeker’s
Allowance.” (HM Treasury glossary)

claimant’s total tax

In relation to jobseeker's allowance, this is given a specific
meaning in PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 161(5).
In relation to employment and support allowance,
this is given a specific meaning in PAYE regulations SI
2003 No 2682 reg 184N(5).

claimer

Another name for claimant.

claim form

Document provided to allow a person to complete details
of a claim.

claim period

For group relief, accounting period of the claimant
company as explained in Corporation Tax Act 2010 s142.

claims assessor

Person who assesses insurance claims.

claims department

The section of an insurance company which deals with
claims from customers.

claims equalisation reserve

Item sometimes found on the balance sheet of insurance
companies. This is simply a reserve which may be used as
the company wishes, usually to offset the adverse effect
of a year where claims are high.

claims experience

The relationship of insurance claims to premiums for a
period. It is usually expressed as a percentage or ratio.
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Claims Management Services Tribunal
Tribunal established under Compensation Act 2006 s12.
claims manager

Manager of a claims department.

claims ratio

Ratio used by insurance companies. It represents the
value of claims paid divided by premium income received.

claims reserve

Amounts set aside by an insurer to meet costs of claims
incurred but not yet settled.

clampdown

Deliberate enforcement of rules, particularly of existing
rules which have been largely ignored.
In employment law, a clampdown should be
preceded with an appropriate announcement and
possibly lesser penalties for offences committed when
the clampdown was announced. Otherwise the employer
could be exposed to claims for unfair dismissal.

clam up

Suddenly become silent or unco-operative. In an
interview, this could indicate a failure of interviewing
technique.
The term comes from the shellfish clam where the
soft creature lives in a shell which is usually tightly closed.

clan

Tightly knit family or collection of families, particularly in
Scotland.

clandestine entrant

A person who enters a country by hiding in a vehicle, in
other words, a stowaway.
The term is used in Immigration and Asylum Act
1996 s32 as amended by the Immigration and Asylum Act
1999. This provision imposes a penalty on the driver of
the vehicle unless he can prove that he:
• did not know he had stowaways;
• had an effective system for checking for
them; and
• had followed that system.

Clarke, Kenneth

Conservative politician (1940- ) who was Chancellor of the
Exchequer from 27 May 1993 to 2 May 1997 in the
government of John Major. He reduced income tax but
was forced to introduce a national insurance surcharge
when a Budget vote was unusually lost in Parliament.
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He was Shadow Chancellor from 2 May 1997 to 11
June 1997.
class

(1) Social status, as in upper class, ruling class, middle
class, working class.
(2) Category of investment, of which the two main types
are stocks and bonds.
(3) Category of national insurance.

class 1 national insurance

National insurance payable on cash earnings from
employment. Benefits in kind are generally not subject to
class 1 national insurance, but may be subject to class 1A
national insurance or class 1B national insurance.
Class 1 national insurance is paid by employees at
the main primary percentage on earnings which lie
between the earnings threshold and upper earnings
limit. The employee then pays class 1 national insurance
at the additional primary percentage on all earnings
above the upper earnings limit.
The employer pays employers' national insurance
at the main secondary percentage on earnings which lie
between the earnings threshold and upper earnings limit,
and at the additional secondary percentage on all
earnings above the upper earnings limit.
Employer's national insurance is wholly or partly
relieved for apprentices under the age of 25 (from 6 April
2016), other employees under the age of 21 (from 6 April
2015) and for the first £2,000 (known as the employment
allowance) for other employees each year (from 6 April
2014).
The law on liability is contained in Social Security
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s6. The employee’s
rate is set out in s8, and the employer’s in s9.

class 1A national insurance

A payroll tax payable by employers on benefits in kind.
It was introduced in 1991 as a tax just on car benefit
and fuel benefit. The law is contained in Social Security
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s10.

class 1B national insurance

A payroll tax payable by employers on PAYE settlement
agreements.
It was introduced in 1999. The law is Social Security
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s10A.
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class 2 national insurance

National insurance paid by the self-employed, who also
pay class 4. From 6 April 2015, it is collected under selfassessment with income tax and class 4 national
insurance.
The law is contained in Social Security Contributions
and Benefits Act 1992 s11.

class 3 national insurance

Voluntary payments of national insurance to allow a
person to maintain a complete national insurance record.
The law is Social Security Contributions and Benefits
Act 1992 s13.

class 3A national insurance

A temporary and voluntary payment of national insurance
to allow people who reach state retirement age before 6
April 2016 to make a single payment to increase their
state retirement pension. These pensioners do not
benefit from the single tier pension introduced in 2016.
The payment may be made between 6 October
2015 and 5 April 2017, providing an 18-month window.
A man or woman of 65 may buy £1 a week extra
pension for a lump sum of £890. Older pensioners pay
less. This extra pension is indexed as part of the state
retirement pension.
The maximum pension that may be bought this way
is £25 a week. These rates are about half those
commercially available from pension providers.

class 4 national insurance

National insurance payable by the self-employed (as well
as class 2) but which does not count as a contribution. It is
calculated at:
• the main class 4 percentage on earnings
between two levels, plus
• the additional class 4 percentage on earnings
above the higher level.
The law is contained in Social Security Contributions
and Benefits Act 1992 s15.
Class 4 is collected with income tax. It is a pure tax
as it does not entitle the payer to any benefits.

class action

Legal action brought by a group of people with a common
claim, such as victims of a dangerous product.

class-closing

Description of a provision introduced by Perpetuities and
Accumulations Act 1964.
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The provision allows a personal representative to
close a class of beneficiary, allowing distributions to be
made from an estate. For example, a clause in a will
leaving property to all grandchildren who may ever be
born creates a class of beneficiary that may be closed
when the last daughter or daughter-in-law is considered
to be past child-bearing age. A class closure is effective
even if a further grandchild is subsequently born.
class gift

Gift, particularly a legacy in a will, where the beneficiaries
are defined rather than named, such as “to my
grandchildren”.

class of assets

For accounting standards, “a grouping of assets of a
similar nature and use in an entity’s operations” (FRS 102
glossary).

class of options

All listed options of a particular type or style, such as all
call options or all European options.

classes of shares

“Shares are of one class if the rights attached to them are
in all respects uniform” (Companies Act 2006 s629(1)).

classes of spirits

One of eight classes into which spirits are assessed for the
purposes of the quarterly returns for alcoholic liquor
duty. The classes are:
1 Malt spirits
2 Grain spirits
3 Neutral spirits of agricultural origin
4 Neutral spirits of non-agricultural origin
5 Spirits produced from beer
6 Spirits produced from wine or made-wine
7 Spirits produced from cider or perry
8 Other.

classical organisation theory

Approach to running a business developed by such
writers as Henri Fayol.
The main elements of the theory is to divide the
required word into sets of tasks and to organise the
workforce effectively to achieve them. Control is achieved
by authority and systems of checks.
Application of these methods did not achieve the
results the writers expected because of human factors.
However, elements of the theory will almost always be
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found in any organisation.
classical system of taxation

Another way of saying classical taxation.

classical taxation

Traditional method of taxation, whereby the taxpayer
completes a tax return, and receives a tax assessment
against which a payment is made.
In the UK, classical taxation was generally replaced
by the imputation system for corporation tax in 1973.
Classical taxation is still used in the USA.

classic car

For taxation of employment income, a car that is at least
15 years old and with a market value of at least £15,000
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s147(1)).
An employee who is provided with a classic car as a
taxable benefit is assessed according to market value
rather than list price.

class meeting

In company law, a meeting of holders of a class of shares.
Such meetings are governed by Companies Act
2006 ss334-335.

class of assets

Putting together assets which have similar characteristics.
In particular distinguishing tangible assets from
intangible assets.
This distinction is needed because the rules for
amortisation and revaluation differ between the classes.

class of beneficiaries

When the beneficiaries of a trust are described rather
than named.
An example is a trust established for all the settlor’s
grandchildren.

class of business

Distinguishable part of a business that provides a
separate service or range of products (SSAP 25).

class of intangible assets

A category of intangible assets having a similar nature,
function or use in the business of the entity (FRS 10 para
2).

class of tangible assets

Category of tangible assets, each of which has a similar
use to the business (FRS 15).
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class pool

For capital allowances, “a pool which may contain
expenditure relating to more than one asset” (Capital
Allowances Act 2001 s54(4)).

class rights

Rights that attach to a class of share, such as voting rights
to A-shares or redemption rights on a class of preference
shares.

clause

Section of a document, such as a contract or Statutory
Instrument.

clavis

Key or other device intended to help solve a problem.

clawback

A practice where a sum previously paid is recovered.
An examples is in a pension scheme where the
amount equivalent to the state pension is subtracted
from a target pension to calculate the amount payable by
the scheme.
If commission is paid to an intermediary by a
financial institution for the introduction of business and
this does not stay in force for a certain pre-determined
period a part of the commission may be repayable to the
institution. This is known as 'clawback'. The practice is
more prevalent among insurance companies.

Clayton Act

In USA, an anti-trust law passed in 1914. It restricts
mergers and acquisitions that limit competition, and
prevents individuals from serving on boards of competing
companies.

CLC

(1) CCH Commercial Law Cases, published from 1994.
(2) Company Law Cases, Australian law reports from 1971
to 1981.

clean bill of health

Document once signed by port authorities to certify that
there was no infection on board a ship.
The term is now used figuratively to mean anything
or anyone who is satisfactory.

clean bill of lading

Bill of lading to which there is no note attached saying
that the goods are faulty or damaged.

clean break

Complete ending of a relationship so that there is no
interdependence at all. The term is sometimes used in
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divorce settlements.
clean chain

Series of legitimate trading transactions which are run in
parallel with a dirty chain relating to missing trader
fraud. The parallel trades are known as contra-trading.
Because the VAT input tax from the dirty chain is
offset against the output tax from the clean chain, VAT
relief is gained without making a claim for a repayment.
This reduces the likelihood of the fraud being
investigated.

clean float

Process of floating a currency on the market without any
interference from the government which issues the
currency.

clean hands

Freedom from dishonesty; honest intent. A person must
“have clean hands” to sue in equity. The term can also
mean acting in good faith.

clean money

Money which has been legally acquired, as opposed to
dirty money.

clean opinion

Another name for an unqualified report from an auditor.

clean price

Actual price of a bond less the accrued interest. The clean
price is used for comparing bonds.

cleanse

In computing, process of going through a data file to
remove duplicate and erroneous data, and to ensure that
remaining data are correct.

clean sheet

Record which shows that a person has not convictions or
other marks against his name.

clean surplus account

Concept that a company’s income should show all gains
and losses without any of them being taken directly to
capital on the balance sheet.

clear

Reduce the balance on an account to zero.

clearance

Tax
In tax, an arrangement whereby the tax authority
confirms the tax position in advance.
Such clearances are only available in limited
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circumstances. In general, they prevent the tax
authorities from taking a different view later.
Ships
Certificate issued by Customs that a ship has complied
with requirements and may therefore put to sea.
Customs
Process whereby a procedure has been concluded,
particularly when goods are cleared by HMRC which has
accepted a declaration for them and formally released
them for import or export.
clearance area

Area where a local authority is satisfied that every
residential building has a category 1 hazard and where
demolition is appropriate under Housing Act 1985 s289
(as amended by Housing Act 2004 s47).

clearance certificate

Customs
For Customs, document stating that goods have been
cleared by Customs.
Inheritance tax
For inheritance tax, a certificate from HMRC, requested
on form IHT30, confirming that all returns have been
made and all inheritance tax has been paid.

clearance order

Order that could be made under Housing Act 1957 for
clearing slums. Such an order justified relief from estate
duty under Finance Act 1958 s33, now repealed by
Finance Act 1975.
Orders could also be made under Housing Act 1936
s26.

clearance procedure

In tax, when HMRC agrees the tax treatment before the
relevant transaction has taken place.
In general, HMRC only offers this service in a few
limited circumstances. For income tax, some details are
given in Income Tax Act 2007 s701 and s770.

clearance sale

Period when a retailer sells goods at a lower than usual
price to clear stock so that new stock can be brought in.
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clearance time

Period for allowing a financial transaction to be
completed, particularly paying money into a bank
account.

clear day

An entire day from midnight to midnight. The term is
used in such contexts as three clear days for a bill of
exchange, meaning that parts of a day are not counted.

cleared balance

Balance on a bank account, excluding any sums paid in
which have yet to be paid out by the payer.

cleared date

Date on which funds are removed from an account.

cleared for fate

Description of process whereby a bank advises when
funds will be available to honour a cheque.

cleared value

Description of when funds in a bank account become
available to the customer.

clearing

Process of making payment from a bank account.

clearing agency

In America, the central office where financial transactions
are settled.

clearing and settlement

Processes which take place after a trade in a share or
other security.

clearing bank

Bank which is part of the clearing system which allows
banks to settle transactions between customers of
different banks.

clearing house

Place where clearing banks exchange cheques or where
transactions get settled.

clearing house automated payment system (CHAPS)
Computerised payment system used for clearing cheques
in the UK. It began operation in 1984.
clearing house interbank payment system (CHIPS)
Computerised system used for clearing cheques in USA.
clearing cycle

Process by which payments are effected using cheques
and similar. Traditionally this period is three days, though
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some transactions were reduced to two days in 1994.
clearing fee

Sum charged by an agency for settling transactions on an
exchange.

clearing house

Central system for effecting payments between
members. The best-known is CHAPS used by banks.

Clearing House Inter-bank Payments System (CHIPS)
In USA, clearing system for banks.
Clearing Houses Automatic Payment System (CHAPS)
Bank procedure for making electronic payments from a
bank account. An electronic transfer of money between
two bank accounts will clear the payee’s account on the
same working day provided instructions are received
before 3.15 pm.
clearing lock

Facility in the HMRC SAFE computer system “to prevent
payments from being automatically allocated against the
next charge” (Inspectors’ Manual at DMBM 121045).

clear profit

Expression which refers to a profit, all of whose benefit
goes to the person or business with no amount to be
deducted for any costs, expenses, commission etc.

Clearstream

Electronic clearing system for settlement of security
transactions. It is one of the principal clearing houses for
Euromarket transactions.

clear the court

Require all people in a court to leave if they are not
involved with the case.

Clements, Judy

HMRC Adjudicator, appointed from 20 April 2009.

clergy

Definition
Ministers of a church, particularly of the Church of
England or other established denomination.
For tax purposes, clergy and church ministers are
regarded as having some exclusivity of rite.
Taxation of income
Clergy and other ministers are generally taxed on
earnings as employment income, even though they are
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usually office holders rather than employees. They also
pay class 1 national insurance.
Care must be exercised when the clergy raise funds
or are given donations that this is not treated as taxable
income.
Tax relief
There are some specific tax provisions for ministers of
religion, such as tax exemption for heating and similar
expenses in defined circumstances (such as not being a
P11D office-holder).
This is exempted from tax under Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s290A and 290B from 6
April 2010. Previously the exemption was given in extrastatutory concession A61.
Accommodation
A parsonage is regarded as representative occupation
and therefore is not taxed as a benefit in kind.
Other provisions
The Church of England had an ancient custom of making
the collection on Easter Day a gift to the incumbent.
Sometimes the collection at Whitsun was given to a
curate.
Historically, clergy received their income from
farming glebe land. There is case law on this also.
As both the practices have long ceased, the law is
now of historic interest only.
clergy grant

An addition to the poll tax payable by clergy from 1377.

clerical collar

Collar worn by clergy. As they are not legally required to
wear one, it cannot be claimed as an expenses against
taxable income.

Clerk of the Pells

Officer of the Exchequer whose duty was to record
receipts and disbursements. The office was abolished in
1834.

clerk to the justices

Solicitor or barrister who assists magistrates in court.

CLF

Central Liquidity Facility.
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Cl & Fin

Clark and Finnelly’s Reports, law reports of House of
Lords from 1831 to 1846.

click rate

Measure of usage of a website. It is often used as the
basis for payment of commission between businesses.

clicks and mortar

Colloquialism for a business that operates from both a
website and business premises.

client

Customer. The word “client” is preferred by suppliers of
professional services.

client account

Bank account operated by a solicitor or other professional
person in which they hold funds for the benefit of their
clients.
Law Society regulations require such funds to be
held separately from the firm’s own funds. They are
excluded from the firm’s accounts. They are protected
should the firm become insolvent.
Where the interest on such account becomes part
of the professional person’s income, it is taxed as
investment income (Brown v CIR. HL [1964] 42 TC 42 and
Northend v White & Leonard & Corbin Greener. Ch D
[1973] 50 TC 121).

clientage

The whole of a firm’s clients viewed as a single entity.

client agreement

In investment, a document issued by a broker or agent to
a client outlining the basis of their relationship, such as
exactly what services are being provided.

clientele effect

Company policy which is designed to attract or retain
particular investors, such as by its dividend policy.

client name

Name of a tax agent’s client. When reporting, this name
must be as registered with HMRC.

client risk test

One of 12 tests included in HMRC guidance published
early in 2012 on whether an individual comes within the
scope of IR35.

cliff edge

Any sudden and extreme change.
The term is often used to explain the lifestyle
change from full-time employment to retirement.
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It is also used for “all or nothing” regulations where
a completely different set of rules are triggered at a point
with no gradations or transitions between the
alternatives. UK tax residence rules are an example.
climate

General state of the weather. By extension it refers to any
general state, such as in economic climate.

climate change

Belief that the world’s climate is changing, particularly
from human activity. This includes burning fossil fuels
which release greenhouse gases. Climate change has
legal, economic and fiscal consequences.
The legal consequences are the banning of certain
products which are considered environmentally
unfriendly.
The economic consequences as climate change
causes flooding and other extreme weather, and changes
to the patterns of crop production. It is feared that this
could lead to political tension as nations compete for
scarce resources.
Fiscal consequences include the climate change
levy which imposes a tax on power generation, and
changes to the tax system in vehicle excise duty and the
taxation of company cars whereby less polluting cars pay
less tax.

climate change agreement (CCA)
Agreement that may be made by a large user of energy, in
return for which the amount of climate change levy they
pay can be reduced. In 2015, the relief is 90% for
electricity and 65% for gas and other taxable fuels. Sites
with CCAs are also exempt from the Carbon Reduction
Commitment scheme, provided that more than 70% of
the site’s energy is eligible for the CCA scheme.
CCAs were introduced with climate change levy on 1
April 2001.
climate change levy

Tax introduced on 1 April 2001 by Finance Act 2000 s30.
Details are contained in Sch 6 of this Act, statutory
instruments and HMRC guidance.
The tax is charged on supplies of power to
commercial organisations. It is charged on electricity and
mains gas at a rate per kilowatt hour, and on liquid
petroleum gas and other physical fuel at a rate per
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kilogram.
A large user of energy may save up to 80% of the
levy by signing a climate change agreement.
Income from the tax was used to reduce employers'
national insurance by 0.3 percentage points, which
reduction has long been lost by subsequent increases.
climate survey

In human resources, process of obtaining employee
opinions about the organisation with a view to improving
working relations.

clinical commissioning groups Bodies established under National Health Service Act
2006 s1I [number 1 followed by letter I] as inserted by
Health and Social Care Act 2012 s10.
This definition is applied for tax law, such as
Corporation Tax Act 2010 s986.
clipping

Practice of cutting off small amounts from early gold and
silver coins. The practice was countered by having designs
which went to the edge of the coin, and giving coins
either milled edges or engraving an inscription on the
edge.

CLO

Collateralised loan obligation.

clock and watch tax

An excise duty imposed between 1797 and 1798.

clock arithmetic

Arithmetic where numbers do not increase indefinitely
but start again when a predefined number has been
reached.
The name comes from a clock where 12 is the
maximum number so 10 + 3= 1. In other words, three
afters after 10 o’clock is 1 o’clock.

clog on equity of redemption Legal doctrine that a mortgage deed may not contain any
provision that restricts the mortgagor’s right to redeem
the mortgage.
close

(1) Finish the accounts for a period, from the analogy of
closing a book.
(2) In law, the term meant enclosed land. The term was
used in action for trespass.
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close company

A company “which is under the control of five or fewer
participators” with a few exceptions (Income and
Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s414(1)). The US equivalent is
a close corporation.
Inheritance tax provisions are given in Inheritance
Tax Act 1984 from s94.

close corporation

American term for a close company.

closed

(1) In accounting, any period for which final accounts
have been produced.
(2) In tax, any period for which all returns have been
properly submitted.
(3) In business, a description where trading activity has
ceased.
(4) In retail, a business that is not currently open for
trade.
(5) In insurance, a syndicate year that has been closed by
reinsurance to close.

closed economy

National economy where transactions are strictly
controlled by the government.

closed-end fund

Fund established by an investment trust where the
number of units is fixed at the outset, and cannot be
increased.

closed fund

Any fund where the amount of capital which can be
invested is fixed in advance, such as investment trust.

closed market

Trading arrangement where a supplier deals with only
one agent or distributor and does not supply any one else
directly.

closed-end credit

Loan, plus charges and interests, which are to be repaid
by a specific future date.

close-ended

Description of any type of collective investment where
the total capital is fixed in advance.

closed-end fund

Investment company with a fixed capital. Investments can
only be made by buying shares in that capital.
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closed material

Material that may be withheld from an individual at an
employment tribunal or other tribunal proceedings when
it involves national security. The provisions are contained
in SI 2004 No 1861. Arrangements must be made to
ensure that the employee’s rights are not compromised
by such exclusion.
The legality of these arrangements was upheld by
the Supreme Court in the case Tariq v Home Office [2011]
SC.

closed period

Company administration
Period of two months before a company announces its
result in which directors are not allowed to buy or sell
their company’s shares.
Mortgages
Period of a mortgage when it cannot be prepaid.

closed proceedings

Proceedings from which an individual at an employment
tribunal or other tribunal proceedings may be excluded
when it involves national security. The provisions are
contained in SI 2004 No 1861. Arrangements must be
made to ensure that the employee’s rights are not
compromised by such exclusion.
The legality of these arrangements was upheld by
the Supreme Court in the case Tariq v Home Office [2011]
SC.

closed scheme

Pension scheme which is closed to new members which
has sufficient assets to meet its protected liabilities.
Special provisions apply to such schemes under Pensions
Act 2004 s153.

closed, selective and controlling (CSC)
The traditional form of management, as against open,
random and supportive.
The term refers to a top-down management
structure that excludes creativity from the lower levels of
an organisation.
closed shop

Arrangement whereby a person may only secure work by
belonging to the appropriate trade union. Such
arrangements are now illegal under Trade Union and
Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act.
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In 1971, about one sixth of all British workers and
40% of trade unionists worked in a closed shop.
closed tax year

In relation to PAYE, “means any tax year preceding the
current year” (PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 2(1)).
The PAYE rules are given in reg 66A.

close family

“Close members of the family of an individual are those
family members, or members of the same household,
who may be expected to influence, or be influenced by,
that person in their dealings with the reporting entity”
(FRS 8 para 2.1).

close investment holding company
Close company which does not trade. It is usually either a
holding company for trading companies, or a company
which invests. Tax provisions are given in Corporation Tax
Act 2010 s34.
The income tax provisions for buying an interest in
such a company is set out in Income Tax Act 2007 from
s392.
closely held

Description of arrangement where shares in a company
are held by a few individuals and do not generally
become available to buy.

closely held corporation

In USA, public corporation that has a small number of
stockholders and where its stock is consequently rarely
traded.

closely inherited

In relation to residence nil rate band for inheritance tax,
this term is defined in Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s8K as
inserted by Finance (No 2) Act 2015 s9.

close members of the family of a person
For accounting standards, “those family members who
may be expected to influence, or be influenced by, that
person in their dealings with the entity including:
(a) that person’s children and spouse or
domestic partner;
(b) children of that person’s spouse or domestic
partner; and
(c) dependants of that person of that person’s
spouse or domestic partner” ((FRS 102 glossary).
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This definition is relevant for related party
disclosure.
Similar provisions are require under International
Accounting Standard
IAS 24 para 9.
close off

Process of finishing the accounts for a particular period.

close of pleadings

Stage in the course of pleading in an action in the High
Court.

close out

Close an open position by buying or selling a financial
obligation to reach a zero position.

close period

Period during which directors and other insiders are not
allowed to trade in shares or other securities of their
company. It is also normal for companies to refrain from
making price-sensitive statements during this period,
though this is not strictly a legal requirement.

closer

Term used in 19th century for workers, almost always
women, who made the upper parts of shoes in their
homes.

close relative

Term used by Financial Services Authority to mean a
spouse or civil partner, a child or step-child, the child’s
parents or step-parents, a child’s brothers, sisters or halfbrothers or half-sisters, and any spouse or civil partner of
these.
(Regulated Activities Order; Financial Promotions Order)

close rolls

Private deeds and similar held in Chancery from 1204 to
1903.

close season

Another name for a close period.

closet tracker

Fund which is tracking another fund or an index without
disclosing that fact.

closeting

Buying an item and using it briefly before returning it for
a full refund. It is also known as wardrobing.

closing

Relating to the end of an accounting period, either as a
description of an account, such as closing stock or closing
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balance, or as the process of closing the books for the
accounting period.
closing balance

The amount of an account at the end of an accounting
period. This is expressed as a debit or a credit.
In traditional bookkeeping, all such debits and
credits are taken from the nominal ledger and listed as a
trial balance. As every transaction has equal amounts of
debits and credits, the totals should be the same.

closing bid

The final bid in an auction for which sum the item is sold.

closing date

Last date by which an action will be permitted, such as
applying for a job or a tender.

closing deal

Transaction on a commodity market that closes a long or
short position, or terminates the liability of an option
holder.

closing entries

Entries made in the journal at the end of an accounting
period to balance the revenue and expense ledgers.

closing entry

Entry made in the journal to close an account, that is to
bring its debit or credit value to zero. Such entries are
made in accounts which are created for a temporary
purpose, such as a suspense account.

closing liabilities

In relation to taxation of insurance companies, “means
liabilities assumed at the end of the period of account
concerned in consequence of the declaration of
reversionary bonuses or a reduction in premiums”
(Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s431(2)).

closing order

Term once used when a local authority orders a house to
be closed as being unfit for habitation under Housing Act
1957 ss17-18, now repealed. Under current law, such
property is more likely to have a demolition order served.

closing out

American term for the practice of selling goods cheaply
for the sake of clearing the stock.

closing price

Price of a share or other security at the end of a trading
day.
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closing purchases

Acquisitions of a traded option or options by a grantor of
options to close his or her position.
Such purchases are generally ignored for capital
gains tax purposes under Taxation of Capital Gains Act
1992 s148.

closing range

In futures trading, the range of closely allied prices at
which transactions were conducted at the close of a
trading day.

closing rate

Exchange rate of a currency at the close of business on
the last day of an accounting period.
For accounting standards, the term is defined as
“the spot exchange rate at the end of the reporting
period” (FRS 102 glossary).
For International Accounting Standard, the same
definition is used in IAS 21 para 8.

closing rate method

Technique for translating values in a foreign currency into
the currency of the business entity being reported.
The method translates the balances using the
closing rate. This method is widely used when
consolidating accounts of a subsidiary company which
have been expressed in a foreign currency.

closing sale

In investment, sale of securities to close a long position.

closing stock

Value of stock held by a business at the end of an
accounting period. This figure is calculated by stocktaking
to determine how much of each item is held in stock, and
valuation of the items. To this a figure is added for work
in progress.
The total is then entered in the nominal ledger as a
journal entry.
The business calculates its cost of goods sold as:
cost of goods sold = opening stock + purchases – closing
stock.
The cost of goods sold is subtracted from turnover
to give gross profit.

closing the books

Point when an accountant or treasurer accepts no further
transactions for an accounting period.
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closing 52-week high

Highest price of a security over the last 52 weeks.

closing 52-week low

Lowst price of a security over the last 52 weeks.

closure

(1) Shutting down a business or premises, particularly
when this is permanent.
(2) Activity designed to help a person come to terms with
the finality of a situation.

closure notice

Any direction requiring some action to cease.
In particular, the term refers to a notice from HMRC
under Taxes Management Act 1970 s28B(1) stating that it
has finished an enquiry.

closure notice

Order issued by a police officer of at least the rank of
superintendent to close premises he reasonably believes
are used for using or producing a Class A drug (Anti-social
Behaviour Act 2003 s1). This may be followed by a closure
order from a magistrates' court.

closure order

Order made by police of licensed premises under
Licensing Act 2003 s161.

cloth of gold

Tissue made from threads of gold, often with threads of
silk or wool.

cloth tax

Customs duty briefly imposed by Queen Mary in 1558
when she extensively revised customs duties. This
replaced wool tax.

clothing

Income tax
Clothes provided to an employee are a taxable benefit in
kind. For a lower-paid employee, the taxable value is the
second hand value of the clothes following the decision in
Wilkins v Rogerson [1961] 39TC344. Other employees are
taxed on the cost to the employee.
Normal clothing cannot be claimed as a business
expense as it is not “exclusively” acquired for the
performance of the duties of the employment, but is
always acquired partly for warmth and decency. This
applies even when the clothing is required to meet the
particular requirements of the job, such as formal skirts
and blouses for a lady barrister (Mallalieu v Drummond).
Exceptions apply to safety clothing, uniforms and
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performers’ costumes.
Value added tax
Clothing is standard-rated except for children’s clothing
and some safety clothing that is zero-rated.
For this purpose must be something that is worn on
the body. VAT tribunals have held that the definition does
not extend to:
• items primarily designed to protect a child
in a push chair (Mothercare Ltd, [1976] VTD 323
• slings to carry a baby (Little Rock Ltd [1977]
VTD 424)
• buoyancy vests (British Vita Co Ltd [1976]
VTD 332)
• elasticated headbands (Mrs V Cassidy
[1990] VTD 5760
• sports wristbands to absorb perspiration
(Vidhami Brothers Ltd [2004] VTD 18997)
• badges, sashes and woggles for Brownie
and Cub unifoms (Dauntgate Ltd [1993] VTD 11663)
• nursing shawls (W G Jones & Son [1974]
VTD 117).
The supply does not have to be of a completed
garment. So the cutting and pleating of material to an
extent that it could only be used to make girls’ skirts was
zero-rated (Ali Baba Tex Ltd. QB [1992] STC 390. However
washing jeans to make them lighter and more fashionable
was not a supply of goods and so could not be zero-rated
(Warley Denim Services [1992] VTD 10396.
As to whether it is suitable for children, VAT leaflet
714 sets out maximum sizes and other conditions. Sports
shorts were zero-rated as the waist-crotch-waist
measurment was too small for an adult (Falcon
Sportswear [1985] VTD 2019). Leather overcoats for girls
could be zero-rated even though they included a threeinch bust dart (Walter Stewart Ltd [1974] VTD 83).
clothing club

One of several organisations which existed in the 1920s
and 1930s as a means of helping poor people to afford
clothing and bedding.

cloture

Vote for an immediate end of debate and for a vote to be
taken on the substantive motion.
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cloud memory

Computer term for data which is held off-line on a main
computer from which it is accessed.

CLP

ISO code for Chile peso.

CLR

Commonwealth Law Reports, Australian law reports
published from 1903.

CLS

Continuous linked settlement.

CLSO

Contractor Loan Settlement Opportunity.

CLT

Chargeable lifetime transfer, for inheritance tax.

club

Usually an unincorporated association run by and for the
benefit of its members.
A club is liable to corporation tax, not income tax,
on any taxable profits.
Their VAT position is explained in VAT leaflet 701/5.

club deal

Syndicated bank loan where the borrower states to
which banks the main lender may syndicate sub-loans.

club practice

Medical scheme that operated until 1912. A general
practitioner accepted a fixed fee to provide treatment to
a defined group of people without further payment.
Competition drove these fees to low levels with the result
that the people tended to receive poor treatment. It was
ended by national health insurance which was itself
replaced by the national health service in 1948.

club premises certificate

Certificate which may be issued by a licensing local
authority for a club (Licensing Act 2003 s60).

cluster analysis

In statistics, a method for dealing with a large number of
variables. The variables are grouped into clusters, and the
clusters are treated as a single variable.

cluster area

For oil companies, “means an offshore area which the
Secretary of State determines to be a cluster area”
(Corporation Tax Act 2010 s356JD(1)).
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cluster area allowance

In relation to oil and gas companies, this term is defined
in Corporation Tax Act 2010 from s356JC.

cluster sampling

Sampling method that puts variables into clusters.

Clydesdale Bank

Bank formed in Glasgow in 1838. The bank grew
throughout Scotland and became the first Scottish bank
to open branches in England.
In 1919, Midland Bank acquired Clydesdale. In 1950
it was merged with North of Scotland Bank which Midland
had also acquired.
In 1987, Midland sold the bank to National Australia
Bank which still owns it.
Clydesdale Bank is one of three Scottish banks
which still issues its own banknotes.

Clynes, John Robert

English Labour politician (1869-1949) who was the first
English leader of the Labour party, from 14 February 1921
to 21 November 1922.

Cm.

Command Paper.

c&m

Care and maintenance.

CMA

Competition and Markets Authority.

CMCC

Cheque Card Management Committee.

Cmd

Command Paper.

CME

Chicago Mercantile Exchange.

CMEA

Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, founded in 1949
by Eastern European states, most of whom are now
members of the European Union.

CMI

Chartered Management Institute.

CMLR

Common Market Law Reports, published from 1962.

Cmnd

Command Paper.

CMO

Collateralised Mortgage Obligation.
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CMR

Convention Marchandises Routiers.

CMR Convention

Usual abbreviation for Convention on the Contract for the
International Carriage of Goods.

CMT index

Constant Maturity Treasury Index. This provides an index
of US Treasury securities. This index tends to respond
quickly to any perceived changes in the economy.

CN

Combined Nomenclature

C/N

Credit note.

CNC

Customer-nominated contact.

CNCC

Compagnie Nationale des Commissiares aux Comptes.

CNCD

Combined Consignment Note and Customs Declaration.

CNCOM

Concentration risk capital component.

CNG

Compressed natural gas, a form of road fuel.

CNMV

Comisión del Mercado de Valores, the Madrid stock
exchange.

CNPA

Civil Nuclear Police Authority.

Cnut

King of England from 1016 to 1035. His name is also
rendered as Canute.

CNY

ISO code for China yuan renminbi.

CO

(1) Commanding officer, in armed forces.
(2) In trade union law, certification officer.

co

Company.

co-

Prefix for someone working in conjunction with yourself,
such as co-worker or co-director.

CO2

Carbon dioxide.
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coach

(1) Person who trains others, particularly in sport.
(2) Means of transport. Before the 1830s, these were
stagecoaches, which went into sharp decline with the
advent of the railway.

coaching

Human resources term for methods designed to maximise
performance by a team or workforce.

COAD

Chronic obstructive airways disease. Common
abbreviation for sick notes (HMRC leaflet E14).

COAF

Part of the Financial Services Authority handbook that
deals with complaints against the Authority.

coal

Venture capital trusts
Producing coal is excluded from eligibility for venture
capital trusts under it s307B. Section 307B(3) clarifies that
producing coal includes extracting it.
The section defines coal according to EC Regulation
1407/2002 on state aid to the coal industry. This says in
Chapter 1 Article 2 (a) that coal “means high-grade,
medium-grade and low-grade category A and B coal
within the meaning of the international codification
system for coal laid down by the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe (8)”.
This document was produced by United Nations in
1988. It broadly defines high-rank coal as having a gross
calorific value of at least 24 MJ/kg.
Value added tax
For VAT, coal may be reduced rated under Value Added
Tax Act 1994 Sch 7A Group 1 when supplied for domestic
use. Further details are given in VAT notice 701/19. A
supply of up to one tonne is usually accepted as for
domestic use.
Free coal to miner
Free coal provided to a miner, or an allowance in lieu of
such coal, is tax free under Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s306.
The government may buy out this right under Small
Business, Enterprise and Employment Act 2015 s158.
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coalition

Coming together of different bodies, particularly political
ones, in face of a common enemy. Differences are
temporarily set aside.

coalition government

Government by a combination of more than one party,
particularly the Conservative-Liberal Democrat
government formed after the 2010 general election.

coal tax

Tax charged between 1695 and 1831.
This was charged on “sea-coal” (because it was
carried on vessels) rather than “wood coal” (charcoal).
Charges had been levied before to discourage use to
avoid harmful smoke. There was a form of coal tax during
the Commonwealth. This was followed by an earlier coal
tax to fund the rebuilding of churches. A general coal tax
was introduced in 1695. It was constantly opposed by
merchants as anti-trade until its repeal in 1831. The City
of London was allowed to charge it until 1890.

coarse grains

Another name for foddergrains.

coastal erosion

“The erosion of the coast of any part of England or
Wales” (Flood and Water Management Act 2010 s1(4)).
Expenditure incurred from 1 January 2015 on
prevention coastal erosion is tax-deductible under
Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s86A as
inserted by Finance Act 2015 Sch 5.

coastal tariffs

A form of export duty charged from 1507. Customs tariffs
were significantly increased with great success. From
1487 coastal trade required a certificate.

coasting school

School that is not performing well (Education and
Adoption Act 2016 s1).

coasting ship

Ship used for traffic between places in the UK and Isle of
Man, known as coastwise traffic.
It is an offence for a coasting ship to import goods
to the UK.

coasting trade

Moving goods by sea from one place in the UK or Isle of
Man to another. The Customs provisions are given in
Customs and Excise Management Act 1979 from s69.
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coastwise traffic

Sea traffic between places in the UK and Isle of Man.
It is assumed that such ships, known as coasting
ships, are not being used for the import of goods. It is an
offence for them to do so.

COB

(1) Close of business.
(2) In investment, conduct of business.

Cobbold, Cameron

English banker (1905-87) who was governor of the Bank
of England between 1949 and 1961.

COBRA

Politics
Cabinet Office Briefing Room A.
This is a secure room at government premises
where emergency decisions are made. COBRA meetings
are chaired by the prime minister or a senior minister.
American law
Consolidated Omnibus Reconciliation Act 1985.
American law that gives employees certain rights to
continue in the employer’s health plan after the
employment has ended.

COBS

Conduct of Business Sourcebook, a publication of the
Financial Services Authority issued on 1 November 2007.

COCIS

Contracted out contribution information service.

cocoa

This is zero-rated for VAT.
Under Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1, food is
generally zero-rated. Excepted Item 3 standard-rates
beverages. Items Overriding The Exception 5 reverses the
exception, thus reinstating the zero-rating.
Further guidance is given in VAT Notice 701/14.

COD

(1) Contracted-out deduction
(2) Cash on delivery.

code

General
Letters or numbers with no intrinsic meaning, but which
provides a means of identification against a
predetermined list.
Tax code
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For PAYE, the term “means —
(a) a combination of letters, numbers or both
for use in accordance with the tax tables to establish free
pay, additional pay, total free pay to date or total
additional payment to date;
(b) any of the special codes (whether expressed
in words or represented by a combination of letters,
numbers or both) for use in accordance with the tax
tables or otherwise”
(PAYE Regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 7(1)).
Set of rules
Set of rules and procedures to govern particular
eventualities.
codecision power

Provision introduced under Maastricht Treaty that allows
the European Parliament to veto certain legislation.

code number

Original term for tax code when PAYE was introduced.

Code Napoléon

French system of law introduced by Napoleon in 1807
and which is still the basis of French law.

code of conduct

Another term for code of practice.
The term has a specific meaning in Localism Act
2011 s28(1) which requires such a code to follow the
principles of:
• selflessness
• integrity
• objectivity
• accountability
• openness
• honesty
• leadership.

code of practice (COP)

Set of rules and procedures which govern a body’s ethical
standards in a particular area. HMRC have such codes
known as COP 1 etc.

codicil

Document which is executed in the same manner as a will
but which amends provisions in an existing will while
leaving other provisions unchanged. The law is Wills Act
1837 ss1, 9.
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codifying statute

Act of Parliament that sets out the current state of law in
a single document. Examples include Law of Property Act
1925 and Theft Act 1968.

coding

Practice of applying a code, particularly in giving a tax
code to an employee.

coding out

Method of recovering unpaid tax by adjusting a person’s
PAYE tax code (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 s684).
From 6 April 2015, coding out may be used to
collect up to £3,000 from taxpayers who earn up to
£30,000. The maximum then rises by £2,000 for each
subsequent £10,000 of income to a maximum of £17,000
that may be coded out against incomes of more than
£90,000.
Before 6 April 2015, coding out could be used to
recover up to £3,000, regardless of income. Before 6
April 2012, the limit was £2,000.

co-director

Person who is a director of the same company as
yourself.

CO2 emissions figure

Amount of carbon dioxide from the exhaust of a car,
expressed as so many grams per kilometre. This figure is
used to determine the amount of vehicle excise duty
payable, and the notional charge for providing a company
car to an employee.
For VAT, the term “means a CO2 emissions figure
expressed in grams per kilometre driven” (Value Added
Tax 1994 s57(9)).

co-employment

In human resources, an American term for the
relationship between a professional employer
organisation or employee leasing firm and an employer,
based on the contractual sharing of liability for
employees.

cod liver oil

For VAT, such products are not zero-rated as food.
Marfleet Refining Co Ltd [1974] VTD 129.

coercion

Forcing someone to do something against a will. As a
defence to criminal proceedings, it is available only to a
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wife coerced by her husband.
COFACE

Compagnie Française pour l’Assurance du Commerce
Exterieur, the French equivalent to the Export Credits
Guarantee Department.

coffee

Value added tax
This is zero-rated for VAT when sold as a product for
making a drink.
Under Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1, food is
generally zero-rated. Excepted Item 3 standard-rates
beverages. Items Overriding The Exception 4 reverses the
exception, thus reinstating the zero-rating.
When coffee is served as a drink, it is standardrated as catering.
Further guidance is given in VAT Notice 701/14.
Excise duty
Coffee was subject to an excise duty. This was relaxed in
1825 to experiment with free trade, and finally abolished
in 1962.
Income tax benefit
Coffee provided free or subsidised at work is not a
taxable benefit (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 s317).

coffin

For VAT, the supply of a coffin as part of a funeral service
is exempt. If supplied separately, it is standard-rated.
Further details are given in VAT notice 701/32.

COF index

Cost of Funds Index. This is an index of interest rates on
US Treasury bills and Treasury notes. It is sometimes used
to calculate mortgage loans in the USA.

cogitationis poenam nemp patitur
Latin: the thoughts and intents of men are not
punishable.
cognates

Person descended from a common ancestor.

cognisance

Judicial notice or knowledge, or jurisdiction.
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cognitive ability testing

In human resources, method to test a person’s learning
and reasoning abilities.

cognovit

Latin: he has confessed. An acknowledgment in law that a
plaintiff’s cause is just.

cognovit actionem

Latin: he has confessed the action.

cohabitant

“A couple consisting of:
(a) A man and a woman who are (or were) living
together as if they were husband and wife; or
(b) two persons of the same sex who are (or were)
living together as if they were civil partners” (Family Law
(Scotland) Act 2006 s25(1)).

cohabitation

Living with someone as though you were married or in a
civil partnership without having completed the legal
formalities of marriage or civil partnership.
In general, a cohabiting couple do not have the
same rights and duties as those who have completed the
formalities. There is an exception under Scots law.
There are some financial implications of
cohabitation, as some social security benefits are
suspended during a period of cohabitation.

cohaerdes sunt quasi unum corpus, propter unitatem juris quod habent
Latin: co-heirs are regarded as one person on account of
the unity of title which they possess.
co-heir

Person with whom you are due to share an inheritance.

Cohen Committee

Committee chaired by Lord Cohen which reported in 1945
on changes to improve Companies Act 1929. Issues
particularly considered were capital maintenance,
company names, memoranda of association, nominee
shareholders, private companies, prospectuses, standards
of management and accounting requirements. Many
recommendations were enacted as Companies Act 1948.

coheritor

Person with whom you share an inheritance.

cohort

Group of individuals who share a common factor.
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Coimisean Fiosgail na h-Alba

Scots Gaelic: Scottish Fiscal Commission.

COIN

Continuously offered intermediate note.

coin

Metallic token used as a means of exchange avoiding the
need for barter.
Originally a coin was simply a piece of precious
metal, such as gold or silver. It was stamped with a
picture of the ruler and a symbol to denote its
provenance and weight.
Modern coins have intrinsic value less than face
value. The difference is called seigniorage which is
sometimes seen as a tax.

coinage duty

Ancient charge once imposed in Cornwall.

co-insurance

An arrangement by which a number of insurance
companies cover a particular risk.

co-investment

In relation to carried interest for investment management
services, the term is defined in Taxation of Capital Gains
Act 1992 s103KA(8).

co-investment repayment or return
In relation to carried interest for investment management
services, “means a repayment in whole or in part of, a
return on, a co-investment” (Taxation of Capital Gains Act
1992 s103KA(8)).
coke

Solid residue from the distillation of coal such as after the
production of tar or coal gas. This residue may be used as
fuel.
For VAT, coke may be reduced rated under Value
Added Tax Act 1994 Sch 7A Group 1 when supplied for
domestic use. Further details are given in VAT notice
701/19. HMRC accepts that a supply of up to one tonne is
for domestic purposes.
[The word is also used to mean cocaine or Coca-Cola.]

COLA

Cost of living adjustment.

cold calling

Approach by a sales person to someone with whom there
is no existing trading relationship.
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Such practices are subject to various codes of
practice.
cold room

This is listed in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s23 List C as
an item that is not affected by the provisions of s21
(buildings) or s22 (structures). This means that its
eligibility for capital allowance depends on the nature and
purpose of the item.

cold start

Colloquialism for a new business where there is no history
on which to base financial expectations.

cold store

This is listed in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s23 List C as
an item that is not affected by the provisions of s21
(buildings) or s22 (structures). This means that its
eligibility for capital allowance depends on the nature and
purpose of the item.

cold water system

For capital allowances, this may qualify as a feature
integral to a building (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s33A).

cold weather payment

Social Fund payment to certain categories of people when
the weather is expected to be below 0C for seven
consecutive days.

colinearity

In statistics, a high correlation between two variables.

COLL

Collective Investment Schemes sourcebook, produced by
Financial Services Authority.

collapsible corporation

American term for a tax avoidance scheme that involves
setting up a corporation and then disincorporating it
before profits are earned. The profits then become a
capital gain for the shareholders.

collar

In finance, a minimum rate in a transaction whereby the
rate fluctuates.
The term is used for cap and collar mortgages,
where the collar is the interest rate below which
repayments cannot fall, and the cap is the interest rate
above which they cannot rise.

collateral

Asset which is pledged to someone else as a condition of
their lending money or providing similar benefit.
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A simple example is offering shares as a security for
a bank loan. The bank may require the borrower to sign
an undated transfer form. If the borrower defaults on the
loan, the bank may complete the transfer form and
recover its loan by selling the shares. If the borrower does
not default, the loan is repaid as intended and the
transfer form is not acted upon.
collateral agreement

Capital Allowances Act 2001 s110(3) gives this a specific
meaning in relation to an overseas lease where capital
allowances are restricted. That definition is “an
agreement which might reasonably be construed as being
collateral to the lease”.
Guidance is provided in the Inspector’s Manual at
CA 24300.

collateral benefits

Benefits received from a third party, such as from
insurance or a disaster relief fund. Under Social Security
Administration Act 1992, there is a general rule that social
security paid for the first five years be deducted from an
award and paid to the Department of Work and Pensions.

collateral call

Demand on a bank in respect of insurance contracts.

collateral contract

Contract which runs with another contract. Breach of a
collateral contract may constitute a breach of the other
contract.

collateralisation

Process of making a debt secure by providing collateral.

collateralised bond obligation (CBO)
Asset-backed security where the backing is holdings of
bonds.
collateralised debt obligation (CDO)
Asset-backed security where the backing is any type of
debt. It is common for one pool of assets to be used as
collateral for more than one CDO with a system of priority
established between them.
collateralised loan obligation (CLO)
Asset-backed security where the backing takes the form
of securitised loans. These are usually commercial loans
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from a bank.
collateralised mortgage obligation (CMO)
In USA, a bond secured by a portfolio of mortgage
obligations.
colleague

Person with whom one works.

collect

Practice of recovering funds from those who owe them.
This is part of the process of credit control.

collectable

Item acquired for the pleasure of possession rather than
for its intrinsic value. Examples of collectables include
stamps, coins, dolls, chinaware, antiques, matchboxes
and cigarette cards. Works of art are usually excluded
from the scope.
The value of a collectable derives from the desire of
others to possess such items, and their scarcity to such
collectors. Ordinary items, such as matchboxes, therefore
have the highest item when they were not seen as
collectable when first used. Items sold as collectable, such
as commemorative coins, usually acquire no collectable
value.

collectability

Extent to which a debt is seen as being recoverable.

collecting agency

Body which collects funds owing to others, usually for a
commission on the amount collected.

collecting bank

Bank into which a person pays a cheque. The bank has a
duty to recover the funds from the payer of the cheque.

collecting branch

Branch of a bank that accepts cheques for crediting to its
customers’ accounts.

collection

Process whereby the state collects tax owed. Methods
include:
• assessment by the tax authority
• self-assessment by the taxpayer
• deduction at source by employer, investee etc
• indirectly by payment to supplier of goods
• instalments on account of tax.
The UK uses all these methods.
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collection basis

In international tax, system whereby tax is charged on
funds received or paid. In the UK, it is usually called the
cash basis.

collection float

Number of shares or other security that are outstanding
and available for trading by the public.

collection order

Written order to a bank stating the conditions under
which it may release documents in connection with
international trading.

collection ratio

Average number of days it takes a business to turn its
debtors into cash.

collection services

Term used by Royal Mail for services which go beyond the
normal collection of mail. These include weekday
collections, time collections and single collections. Each of
these attracts a charge.

collections

Term sometimes used for cash receivable.

collective

Group of people who work together for mutual support,
eschewing outside bodies. This includes communes and
kibbutzes. It is often overlooked that most ordinary
families function as collectives.

collective agreement

“Any agreement or arrangement made by or on behalf of
one or more trade unions and one or more employers or
employers’ associations and relating to one or more of
the matters specified below” (Trade Union and Labour
Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 s178(1)).
The matters “specified below” are terms and
conditions of employment, conditions of work,
engagement or non-engagement of members,
termination or suspension of members, allocation of
work, discipline, membership or non-membership of the
union, facilities for union officials, negotiation machinery
and procedures relating to this.

collective bargaining

“Negotiations relating to or connected with one of those
matters” (Trade Union and Labour Relations
(Consolidation) Act 1992 s178(1)). “Those matters” are
the same as for collective agreement.
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collective goods

Those goods and services which cannot reasonably be
provided by the individual or private enterprise. Examples
include military, police and courts.

collective investment

Investments such as unit trusts and investment trusts
schemes.

collective investment scheme For employment income, this term is defined in Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s420(2).
collective redundancy

Proposed dismissal of many workers on grounds of
redundancy. Trade Union and Labour Relations
(Consolidation) Act 1992 imposes a duty on the employer
to consult with the workers or their trade union.

collective responsibility

The managerial principle that all members of a board,
team or political cabinet should be bound by the
decisions agreed by a majority of that body.

collectivisation

Wholesale reorganisation of farming in the Soviet Union
introduced from 1923 in a series of five-year plans. The
peasant farmers worked on collective farms. The result
was a drastic reduction in crop production.

collectivism

System of living where groups of people voluntary live
together and provide for the needs of themselves and
other members.

collector

(1) Person who obtains payments from debtors.
(2) Tax officer who obtains payment from taxpayers
(when the word usually has a capital C).
(3) Person who acquires collectables.

Collector of the Oils Accounting Centre
For hydrocarbon oil duty, “means the Collector of
Customs and Excise responsible for the Oils Accounting
Centre at HM Customs and Excise, Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London SE1 9PY or at such other address
which may be specified in directions made by the
Commissioners under section 116 of the Customs and
Excise Management Act 1979” (Hydrocarbon Oil Duties
(Payment of Rebates) Regulations SI 1996 No 2313 reg
3(1)).
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collectors’ items

Items which are acquired purely for the joy of collecting
them rather than for their utilitarian value.
Most such items can benefit from a special VAT
scheme which allows VAT to be charged at 5% on their
sale. There are several exclusions, including bullion coins
and items which had been exported in the previous 12
months.
This arrangement also applies to works of art and
antiques.

College of Justice

In Scots law, a body “created in 1532, it consisted of the
Lords of Council and Session (the judges of the Court of
Session) who are the Senators of the College of Justice,
the Faculty of Advocates, the clerks to the Signet (later
the Writers to HM Signet, a Society of solicitors) and the
macers (the court officer who carried a mace before the
judges). It may now be said to consist of the senators,
Advocates, Writers to the Signet, Solicitors to the
Supreme Courts, Macers and Supreme Courts staff”
(Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

COLLG

Collective Investment Scheme Information Guide,
produced by Financial Services Authority.

colliery worker

In relation to free coal, “means a coal miner or any other
person employed at or about a colliery other than in
clerical, administrative or technical work” (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s306(4)).

collision clause

Clause in a marine insurance policy that binds the
underwriters to indemnify the insured for damages in tort
for any collision between the ship and another vessel.

collusion

Improper agreement between two or more people,
particularly when they agree that one should bring an
action against the other.

Colombia

South American republic. Its currency is the Colombian
peso of 100 centavos. The UK has no tax treaty.

colón

Unit of currency in Costa Rica and El Salvador.

colones

Plural of colón, currency of Costa Rica.
The gold coins from 5 to 25,000 colones may be
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regarded as gold investment coins for VAT purposes (VAT
notice 701/12A).
colonial legislature

“Mean[s] the authority, other than the Parliament of the

United Kingdom or Her Majesty in Council, competent to
make laws for the possession” (Interpretation Act 1978
Sch 1).
colonial pension

Term used in Finance Act 1956 s40 to mean a pension
paid by the government of India, Pakistan, Burma or any
British colony, protectorate, protected state or UK trust
territory. Subject to conditions, the pension was free of
income tax. This law was repealed by Finance Act 1975.

Colonial Superannuation Scheme
Former name of Oversea Superannuation Scheme.
colony

“means any part of Her Majesty’s dominions outside the
British Islands except—

(a) countries having fully responsible status within
the Commonwealth;
(b) territories for whose external relations a
country other than the United Kingdom is responsible;
(c) associated states:
and where parts of such dominions are under both a
central and a local legislature, all parts under the central
legislature are deemed for the purposes of this definition
to be one colony.” (Interpretation Act 1978 Sch 1).
colourable

In law, description of anything which has the appearance
of one property but the substance of another.

colour bar

Rule that imposes restrictions on the employment or other
rights of non-white people. Such rules are now illegal.

coloured

Term once used to describe the ethnicity of someone who was
neither black nor white, such as an Indian or person of mixed
race. This term is no longer considered acceptable.

coloured fires

Substance included in the list of explosives for which
there are special Customs provisions (Explosives Act 1875
s3(1)).
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Colour Index

For the purpose of dyes in hydrocarbon oil, “means Colour
Index, 3rd Edition (1971) compiled by the Society of Dyers and
Colourists and the American Association of Textile Chemists
and Colorists” (Hydrocarbon Oil Regulations SI 1973 No 1311
para 2).

COLTS

Continuously offered longer-term securities.

column

Description of amounts which are listed one above the
other, such as a column of figures. They allow such figures
to be added easily to give a total.

columnar system

Basic form of cash analysis which uses columns of figures
to help analyse income and spending to produce category
totals.

Colwyn Committee

Committee that reported in 1927 on the incidence of
estate duty. The Committee concluded that relating the
rate of duty to the value of the estate was an equitable
basis for this tax, but recognised that this principle
ignored the circumstances of the beneficiaries of any
estate who suffered the burden of the tax in practice. The
Committee suggested that the legacy and succession
duties might be developed so that the death duty system
as a whole might pay more attention to donees rather
than donors. No action was taken on this report and
estate duty remained largely unchanged until 1974.

COMB

Contracted out mixed benefit, a form of occupational
pension scheme abolished in 2012.

combination

Company law
A general term for whenever two or more businesses
come together to form a group.
Statistics
The number of ways of selecting or arranging items when
order is not important and duplication is not allowed.
The number of combinations for choosing x items
from n variables is:
[n! x (n – x)!] ÷ x!

Combination Acts

Laws passed in 1799 and 1800 to outlaw trade unions.
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combination that is in substance a gift
For accounting standards, “a combination carried out at
nil or nominal consideration that is not a fair value
exchange but in substance the gift of one entity to
another” (FRS 102 glossary).
combine

As a noun, a large financial or commercial group.

combined account

For PAYE, “means an amount which includes tax due
under these regulations and one or more of the following
—
(a) earnings-related contributions due under the
[Social Security Contribution] Regulations,
(b) amounts due under the income tax
(Construction Industry Scheme) Regulations 2005,
(c) payments of repayments of student loans due
under the Student Loan Regulations”
(PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 2(1)).

combined amount

In relation to PAYE, “means an amount which includes tax
due under these regulations and one or more of the
following —
(a) earnings-related contributions due under the
SCC [Social Security Contributions] Regulations;
(b) amounts due under the Income Tax
(Construction Industry Scheme) Regulations 2005;
(c) payments or repayments of student loans under
the Student Loan Regulations” (PAYE regulations SI 2003
No 2682 reg 2(1)).

combined bingo

Bingo which is promoted at one place and, for the
purpose of a particular game, combined with bingo
played at another place and promoted by another person.
This is so that the players at both places share in the
chance of winning a prize contributed partly by one
promoter and partly by the other. It is also known as
Linked Bingo.
It is subject to bingo duty.

Combined Cadet Force (CCF)

Officers, adult instructors and adult warrant officers of
this force are a class of reservists (PAYE regulations SI
2003 No 2682 reg 122(2)).
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Combined Consignment Note and Customs Declaration (CNCD)
A single document which serves as both a Customs
declaration and a consignment note. The CNCD is used for
traffic to and from the Channel Islands.
combined financial statement Financial statements of two or more businesses
expressed as if they were one business.
For a group of companies, the combined financial
statements are known as consolidated statements.
combined licence

Licence issued by Gambling Commission under Gambling
Act 2005 s68 in respect of more than one category of
licence in ibid s65(2)).

combined ratio

In insurance, claims and operating expenses as a
percentage of premium income.

COMECON

Council for the Mutual Economic Assistance, a form of
economic unit similar to the European Union but for
countries in the Warsaw Pact.
It was formed by the Russian leader Stalin in 1949
as a means of exercising influence in Yugoslavia. The
initial members were Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Poland, Romania and USSR. Albania was
expelled in 1961. Cuba and Vietnam joined in 1972 and
1978 respectively.

co-mediation

Form of mediation in which two mediators are present. It
is rarely encountered in practice.

COMEX

Commodity Exchange Inc of New York.

comfort letter

Letter from an authority to advise recipient that a
proposed action is legal, or will not be acted against, or
similar.

comfort zone

Range of activities and other circumstances where a
person feels comfortable.

coming-back service

Dutch term for a pension premium adjustment for future
inflation in connection with a final salary scheme.
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Comisiwn Elusennau Cymru a Lloegr
Welsh: Charity Commission of Wales (Charities Act 2011
s13(2)).
Comisynwyr Cyllid a Thollau Ei Mawrhydi
Welsh title for Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Revenue
and Customs (Commissioners for Revenue and Customs
Act 2005 s1(2)).
comitatus

Latin: county

Comit Index

Main share index of the Milan Stock Exchange.

comma

For tax law, a comma does not disapply the adjective. This
was held in the case Ross Young Holdings Ltd [1996] VTD
13972.
Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1 Excepted Item
1 disapplies the zero-rating food to “ice cream, ice lollies,
frozen yogurt, water ices and similar frozen products”.
The company produced a new product that was
similar to ice cream but not similar to a water ice. The
issue was whether the words “and similar products”
applied to everything in that list or just to “water ices”. It
was held that it applied to everything in that list. It would
have done so even if there had been a common before
the word “and” (which is sometimes known as the Oxford
comma).

commander

“In relation to any aircraft, include any person having or
taking the charge or continued command of the aircraft”
(Customs and Excise Management Act 1979 s1(1)).

Command papers

Documents produced by the government for
consideration by Parliament. They were originally
commanded by the monarch. Command papers usually
are either white papers which set out statements of
policy, or green papers which are for discussion.

commencement of lease term For accounting standards, “the date from which the
lessee is entitled to exercise its right to use the lease
asset. It is the date of initial recognition of the lease (ie
the recognition of the assets, liabilities, income and
expenses resulting from the lease, as appropriate” (FRS
102 glossary).
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This is identical to the definition in International
Accounting Standards for commencement of the leasing
term.
commencement of the leasing term
“The date from which the lessee is entitled to exercise its
right to use the leased asset. It is the date of initial
recognition of the lease (ie the recognition of the assets,
liabilities, income or expenses resulting from the lease, as
appropriate)” (IAS 17 para 4).
commencement period

In relation to ring fence profits oil companies, “means the
accounting period in which the company sets up and
commences its ring fence trade” (Corporation Tax Act
2010 s309(1)).

commencing adjustments

In international tax, tax provisions that apply in the first
year of trade. Typically these may include:
• determining the period whose profits are
taxable
• establishing relief for double taxation (such as
UK overlap relief)
• claiming relief for pre-trading expenditure.

commencing capital debt

In relation to written-off government investment, means
“a debt to a Minister assumed as such under an
enactment” (Corporation Tax Act 2010 s96(3)).

commerce

Trade of buying and selling goods or services with a view
to profit.

commercial

Term which describes activities conducted with a view to
making a profit.

commercial action

In Scots law, “civil proceedings defined in rules of court
heard in a Commercial Court in the Court of Session or a
specified Sheriff Court” (Judiciary of Scotland website
glossary).

commercial agreement

Agreement made between two businesses. In the
absence of any indication to the country, the courts will
regard such an agreement as a contract.
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commercial aircraft

Aircraft intended to transport goods or passengers for
payment.

commercial association of companies
For the purposes of corporation tax relief on employee
share schemes, “means a company together with such of
its associated companies (as defined in section 449 of
[Corporation Tax Act] 2010 as carry on businesses that
are of such a nature that the businesses of the company
and the associated companies, taken together, may be
reasonably considered to make up a single composite
undertaking” (Corporation Tax Act 2009 s1004(9)).
“A company is in the same commercial association
of companies as another company if the companies are:
• associated companies (as defined in Income
and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s416 [which is now
Corporation Tax Act 2010 s449]),
• on the same basis that the shares are in a
company in the same commercial association of
companies as the employing company”
(Inspector’s Manual at BIM 44295).
commercial attaché

Diplomat employed to promote the commercial interests
of a country.

commercial bank

Bank which offers its services to the public, as against a
merchant bank.

commercial bill

Bill of exchange issued by a business, as against bills
issued by the Treasury.

commercial borrowing

Borrowing funds on terms offered by a commercial
lender.

commercial cause

In law, causes arising from normal business trading
activities.

commercial collection agency Company which collects debts on behalf of businesses.
Commercial Court

Part of the Queen’s Bench Division of the High Court that
hears commercial cases.
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commercial credit company

In USA, finance house that lends money to businesses
rather than to individuals.

commercial debt

Debt which arises in the course of business.

commercial district

Part of a town or other area where the main offices and
shops are located.

commercial interdependence For corporation tax, a relationship between two
companies that makes them associated companies.
commercial law

General term for all aspects of a law which affect business
activities. These particularly include commercial law,
company law, employment law and tax law.

commercial lawyer

Person who specialises in law relating to business.

commercial letting of furnished holiday accommodation
Corporation tax provisions are given in Corporation Tax
Act 2009 from s264. Income tax provisions are given in
Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 from
s323.
commercial lines

Insurance for businesses, professionals, and commercial
establishments.

commercial loan

Funds lent for the purpose of starting or expanding a
business.

commercial loan selling

Transaction where by a bank loan to a business customer
is sold by the bank to another bank.

commercial mortgage

Mortgage secured on a non-residential property.

commercial paper

A method of borrowing money from commercial
institutions such as banks. It is a form of IOU issued by a
company to obtain short-term funding. It is usually less
liquid than bonds. Commercial paper is usually issued to
meet a short-term need.

commercial port

Port for goods only, and not for passengers.

commercial property

Premises used primarily for trading.
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commercial rate of interest

Rate of interest at which a business may borrow money.

commercial report

Investigation into a business, such as may be made by a
credit reference agency or investment analyst.

commercial room

Room set aside for use by commercial travellers.

commercial substance

Economic reality behind a transaction or other
arrangement.
This may not be the same as the ostensible reason.
There is an accounting concept known as substance over
form which requires the accounting treatment to follow
the substance.

commercial trade

In relation to the remittance basis, this means a trade
“conducted on a commercial basis and with a view to the
realisation of profits” (Income Tax Act 2007 s809VE(3)).

commercial transaction

In relation to disguised remuneration, a loan to an
employee on ordinary commercial terms (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s554F).
In relation to anti-avoidance provisions for assets
transferred overseas, the term is defined in Income Tax
Act 2007 s738.

commercial traveller

Person who travels extensively to pursue commerce.

commercial unit

In relation to a consumer’s right of partial rejection of
goods, “a unit is a commercial unit if division of the unit
would materially impair the value of the goods or the
character of the unit” (Consumer Rights Act 2015 s21(4)).

commercial value

Worth of an item expressed as the price it would expect
to fetch if offered for sale.

commercial woodlands

In terms of excluding tax relief for a loan to occupy such
woods, the term means “woodlands in the United
Kingdom which are managed on a commercial basis and
with a view to the realisation of profits” (Income Tax Act
2007 s411(5)).

commercial year

Adaptation of the calendar year for the purpose of
making financial comparisons. Such methods are no
longer widely used.
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A commercial year typically recasts the calendar as
12 periods of 30 days each by making pro rata
adjustments for months with fewer or more days.
Commerzbank Index

Share index of Germany.

Commerzbank principles

Statement of the principles used by the courts in
interpreting an international treaty. The principles were
set out by the High Court in the case IRC v Commerzbank
AG [1990] STC 285.

Commissåo de Valores Mobiliaros (CVM)
Brazilian securities commission.
commissary

One into whose custody a charged person is committed.
The term is sometimes used for other types of officer.
In Scots law, “relating to establishing the succession
rights and disposal of a deceased person’s estate”
(Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

commissary court

In Scots law,

commission

Fee paid to someone for acting on their behalf. It is
normally calculated as a percentage of sales proceeds.
When paid to employees such as sales staff, it is taxed as
employment income.

commission agent

Person who acts on behalf of another in return for a
commission, such as a sales person whose only pay is a
percentage of the sales he secures.

commission broker

Stockbroker who works for commission.

Commission des Opérations de Bourse
Body that supervises the French stock exchange.
Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa (CONSOB)
Supervisory body of the Italian stock exchange.
commissioner for oaths

Person who is allowed to administer oaths. This includes
every solicitor with a practising certificate.

Commission for Equality and Human Rights (CEHR)
Body formed under Equality Act 2006 s1 from October
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2007 to oversee areas of equal rights and human rights.
Its work was previously undertaken by Commission for
Racial Equality, Equal Opportunities Commission and
Disability Rights Commission.
Commission for Healthcare Audit and Inspection (CHAI)
Body corporate established under Health and Social Care
(Community Health and Standards) Act 2003 s41.
Commission for Social Care Inspection (CSCI)
Body corporate established under Health and Social Care
(Community Health and Standards) Act 2003 s42.
commission house

Firms which buy or sell for clients and charge a
commission for this service.

commission of the peace for England and Wales
Commission established under Courts Act 2003 s7.
commission recapture

Service offered to allow investors to recover commission
they have improperly paid or had deducted, particularly
for pension plans.

commission rep

Sales person, or representative, who sells goods or
services for a business which pays him commission on
such sales.

commissionaire

Person employed to look after customers at a hotel or
similar establishment.
Typically a commissionaire wears a distinctive
uniform and is situated at the entrance of the hotel. His
duties include welcoming customers, arranging for their
luggage to be taken to rooms, advising on local amenities,
hailing taxis and dealing with other matters raised by
customers.

Commissioner for Older People in Wales
Office created under Commissioner for Older People
(Wales) Act 2006 s1.
Commissioner for Victims and Witnesses
Person appointed under Domestic Violence, Crime and
Victims Act 2004 s58 to promote the interests of victims
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and witnesses in cases of violence.
commissioner

Title of a senior officer used in various contexts.
Members of the board of HMRC are called
commissioners.
Those who heard tax appeals were commissioners.
Most solicitors are commissioners of oaths.

Commissioners for Revenue and Customs
Commissioners appointed to administer Her Majesty’s
Revenue and Customs under Commissioners for Revenue
and Customs Act 2005.
They are appointed by the Queen under Letters
Patent under s1. Their functions are set out in s5.
Commissioners for Revenue and Customs Act (CRCA)
Act of Parliament of 2005 that formed HM Revenue and
Customs (HMRC) by bringing together Inland Revenue
and HM Customs and Excise.
Commissioners for the Reduction of the National Debt
Body established by Lord Palmerston in 19th century. It
had not met since 1860 until revived in 2015.
commit

The process of giving a firm undertaking to do something,
such as to spend money or to enter a transaction.
The term is most commonly used to describe
something which is more than an intention but less than a
contract. It may often seen as a moral obligation rather
than a legal one.

commitment

(1) Course of action which a person has agreed to follow.
(2) Loyalty someone feels to a business or a cause.

commitment document

Term sometimes used to describe a letter of intent or
similar document. Such a document usually creates a
contract.

commitment fee

Charge made by a bank for providing a line of credit, or a
similar charge
by a lender. It is also known as a commitment fee.
Under normal allowability rules, such a fee is not
allowable if it is incurred as part of the cost of obtaining
capital, but is allowable if the borrowings are temporary.
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A leading case on this is Ascot Gas Water Heaters
Ltd v Duff 24 TC 171.
The matter is discussed in the Inspector’s Manual at
BIM 45825.
commitments basis

Method of recording the expenditure of a public body.
The accounts show the sums the body has agreed to
spend, whether or not payment has been made.

commitments for capital expenditure
Amount a company intends to spend on fixed assets in
future years.
UK company law requires companies to disclose this
figure in its annual report.
committal

Holding a person in prison temporarily, such as while a
full trial is pending.

committal warrant

Court order committing someone to prison.

committed facility

Agreement between a bank and a customer to provide
funds to a maximum figure at a specified interest rate,
usually expressed as so many percentage points above
LIBOR.

committed for trial

“Means—

(a) in relation to England and Wales, committed in
custody or on bail by a magistrates’ court pursuant to
section 6 of the Magistrates’ Courts Act 1980, or by any
judge or other authority having power to do so, with a
view to trial before a judge and jury;
(b) in relation to Northern Ireland, committed in
custody or on bail by a magistrates’ court pursuant to
Article 37 of the Magistrates’ Courts (Northern Ireland)
Order 1981 or by a court, judge, resident magistrate or
other authority having power to do so, with a view to trial
on indictment. (Interpretation Act 1978 Sch 1).
committed funds

A portion of a budget that has already been allocated.
The term is used in several different contexts. It can
represent the funds of a donor or grant-making body
which it has already allocated.
It can represent the funds of an individual or
business which have been allocated to particular
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spending and which are therefore not available for other
spending.
committed money

Money which is allocated for particular spending.

committee

Group of people who are tasked with a function.
The two main types of committee are executive
committees which make decisions, and advisory
committees which advise those who do.

committee of reference

Body of people to whom the management of an
organisation may refer matters for advice. Typically such
a committee is established by a charity or other voluntary
body. Its members are people of eminence whose
inclusion is intended to reassure others with whom the
organisation deals about the integrity of the organisation.
It is rare for anything to be referred to the committee.
Also called a council of reference.

Committee of the Whole House
When all members of the House of Commons or House of
Lords consider a matter instead of its being dealt with by
a standing committee.
Committee on Accounting Procedure
American body. It is a committee of the AIPCA which
defined accounting principles between 1939 and 1959.
Some of these are still part of the accounting principles
used today.
Committee on Uniform Securities Identification Procedures (CUSIP)
UK regulatory organisation that is responsible for
allocating a nine-digit identification number to all
securities issued in the UK.
commodities

Basic items in large quantities which are traded in a
manner similar to securities.
Commodities include hard commodities,
particularly metal such as copper, lead and tin, and soft
commodities, particularly foodstuffs such as wheat, oats
and maize.
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commoditisation

In marketing, what happens when customers become less
concerned about what make, brand or product they use.

commodity

Basic raw material, for which special procedures and
markets have been developed for selling in large
quantities.
Commodities are classified as hard or soft. Hard
commodities are mainly metals such as copper, tin, zinc
etc.
Soft commodities include cocoa, coffee, cotton,
grain, jute, orange juice, pork bellies and rubber. Soft
commodities are sometimes called produce.

commodity-based

Description of a financial obligation relating to a
commodity.

commodity broker

Broker who deals with commodities, particularly one who
acts for a principal in a futures contract. The rules vary
according to the commodity market.

Commodity Code

The code that identifies the description of individual
goods or items in the Customs Tariff.
The full code is either 10 or 14 digits long, but for
many purposes only the first 4 or 8 digits are used. It is
also referred to as Combined Nomenclature (CN) code.

Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC)
US government owned body formed in 1933 to stabilise
farm prices, and provide other financial and commercial
help to farms.
commodity exchange

Place where commodities are bought and sold.

Commodity Exchange Inc of New York (COMEX)
Commodity exchange in New York that specialises in
futures contracts for metals.
commodity future

Contract to buy or sell a commodity at a future date.
There is a restriction on loss relief for such activities
in Corporation Tax Act 2010 s52.

Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)
US government body established in 1974 in Washington
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to oversee trading in commodity futures.
commodity market

Place where commodities may be bought and sold.

commodity or financial futures
In relation to capital gains tax, “means commodity futures
or financial futures which are for the time being dealt in
on a recognised futures exchange” (Taxation of Capital
Gains Act 1992 s143(2)).
commodity tax

In international tax, charge based on a selected number
of commodities, designed to correspond to the excise
duties that would otherwise be payable.

commodity trader

Person who buys or sells commodities.

commodity trading adviser

In USA, an individual who gives advice on trading in
futures and options.

Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)
Policy of European Union to provide a measure of
protectionism for farmers in a free market. The tax
implications are set out in European Communities Act
1972 s6.
Common Agricultural Policy licence (CAP licence)
Licence usually required when importing agricultural
produce.
The licences are issued by the Rural Payments
Agency. Checking the licence is done by HMRC’s National
Clearance Hub and the UK Border Agency.
common assault

Action that puts someone in fear such as by threatening
violence. It is both a crime and civil offence.

common bond

Statement on who may join a credit union.

Common Budget

Fund administered by the European Commission into
which is paid levies and duties on imported goods, and
from which payments are made under Common
Agricultural Policy.

common carrier

Person who offers the services of carrying goods. Such a
person is obliged to accept all requests of carriage within
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the offered terms.
common consolidated corporate tax base (CCCTB)
Proposal from the European Union for companies
operating in more than one EU state. The company would
submit a single tax return, and the various states would
then determine the liability for each state. The UK
government opposes the plan.
common cost

Cost which applies to two or more cost centres. The
management accountant must determine an equitable
basis for apportioning such cost.

common court investment fund
A fund set up under Administration of Justice Act 1982
s42(1) to provide benefits to a limited range of
beneficiaries, such as child victims of road accidents.
For most purposes they are treated as an
unauthorised unit trust, except that, from 6 April 1999,
they are taxed as an authorised unit trust.
common deed stamp

Old form of stamp duty now abolished. It was charged for
such purposes as the appointment of a trustee or
gamekeeper.

common design

In crime, the intention shared by all who engage in an
illegal activity for which each may be punished.

common duty of care

Common law duty of occupier of land or premises to take
reasonable care for the safety of visitors. There is
additional statutory liability.

common employees

One of the factors that can indicate commercial
interdependence, and therefore make two companies
associated companies for the purposes of corporation
tax.

common employment

Old law that excused an employer from injury suffered by
one employee from another. It was abolished in 1948.

common entry document (CED)
Document that may be required by Customs on the
importation of grain or animal feed into the UK. The
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document is signed by the Port Health Authority.
common equipment

One of the factors that can indicate commercial
interdependence, and therefore make two companies
associated companies for the purposes of corporation
tax.

Common External Tariff (CET) The tariff imposed on goods imported into any member
state of the European Union. It is paid into the Common
Budget.
Common Financial Statement Standard form of debt statement agreed by banks and
other bodies. Its use can speed up and simplify debt
recovery.
Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) Fishing policy of the European Union established in 1983,
replacing an agreement of 1971.
commonhold

Leasehold where the leaseholders collectively own the
common parts.

commonhold assessment

Amount which a commonhold association estimates is
required to meet the needs of the association and for
which it may serve notices requiring payment from unit
holders (Commonhold and Leasehold Reform Act 2002
s38).

commonhold association

Body of unit holders of commonhold land (Commonhold
and Leasehold Reform Act 2002 s34).

commonhold community statement
Document which makes provisions for a commonhold
association (Commonhold and Leasehold Reform Act
2002 s31).
common fund basis

Basis under which court costs were determined,
particularly under Legal Aid. It is now replaced by the
standard basis of taxation.

commonhold land

“Land is commonhold land if —
(a) the freehold estate in the land is registered as a
freehold estate in commonhold land,
(b) the land is specified in the memorandum of
association of a commonhold association as the land in
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relation to which the association is to exercise functions,
and
(c) a commonhold community statement makes
provisions for rights and duties of the commonhold
association and unit-holders (whether or not the
statement has come into force).”
(Commonhold and Leasehold Reform Act 2002 s1)
commonhold unit

A unit of accommodation on commonhold land
(Commonhold and Leasehold Reform Act 2002 s11(1)).

common law

Body of decisions which make up most of the law other
than Acts of Parliament.
The main principle is that judges decided what is
equitable in a particular situation and that became the
principle of what must be followed in all further situations
where the circumstances are sufficiently similar.
English common law was the basis of law in England
and Wales, the USA and many territories formerly part of
the British Empire.
There is no such thing as common law tax, as all tax
requires an Act of Parliament under laws going back to
Magna Carta 1215. Common law principles are
occasionally involved in tax cases.

common law employment test
In the USA, a test used by IRS to determine whether a
worker is an employee.
common law jurisdiction

Country whose laws include English common law. This
includes England and Wales, Northern Ireland and Irish
Republic, USA and most Commonwealth countries.

common law wife

Real wife where the marriage cannot be proved. Note
that a common law wife is not a live-in girlfriend, though
it is often used colloquially for that meaning.
A tax provision for a wife cannot be claimed for a
live-in girlfriend or “common law wife” (Rignell v
Andrews. Ch D [1990] 63 TC 312).

common lodging house

Place where poor people were allowed to stay for the
night (Public Health Act 1936 s235). The law was repealed
in 1985 under current provisions for the homeless.
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common management

One of the factors that can indicate commercial
interdependence, and therefore make two companies
associated companies for the purposes of corporation
tax.

Common Market

Original name given in 1957 to what became the
European Union.
The term refers to its original aim of being a free
trade zone and Customs union, rather than a
supranational federation.

common measure

Measure of several quantities.

Common Nomenclature (CN)

The European Union system for classifying and defining
goods. It is based on the Harmonised System (HS) and is
laid out in the Customs Tariff.

common ownership

Situation where a business or property is owned by many
people, such as when a business is owned by its
employees.
In relation to linked dwellings and annual tax on
enveloped dwellings, the term is defined in Finance Act
2013 s117(2).

common parts

Parts of rented or leasehold accommodation which is not
owned by any individual tenant. The common parts
typically include main entrance, lobby, halls, stairs and
garden.
For commonhold land, this definition is contained
in Commonhold and Leasehold Reform Act 2002 s25(1).

common period

Period in which a company both owes tax and is owed
tax. During such a period, interest is only payable or
refundable on the net amount.

common premises

One of the factors that can indicate commercial
interdependence, and therefore make two companies
associated companies for the purposes of corporation
tax.

common pricing

Practice of suppliers agreeing to sell their equivalent
goods or services at the same price to eliminate
competition. Such practices constitute a cartel and are
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illegal.
common seal

Device which a company may use to seal documents. It is
no longer a requirement for a company to have one. It is
also known as a company seal or corporate seal.
The seal has the company’s name engraved in
legible. characters. It is fitted into a device which makes
an impression on the paper. Its provisions are contained
in Companies Act 2006 s45.
A company may have another seal for use in
another territory, provided the name of the territory is
added to the seal (ibid s49). It may have another seal for
share certificates, with the word “securities” added (ibid
s50).
The requirement for a company to have a company
seal was abolished by Companies Act 1985 s36.

Common Serjeant

Title of a judge that dates from 13th century. The order of
common serjeants was abolished in 1877 though the title
remains.

common stock

Customs duties
The storage or mixture of goods which have been
imported under a relief such as end-use relief or inward
processing relief with other goods that share the same
Commodity Code to 8 digits and have the same technical
and physical characteristics.
US securities
In the USA, the term has a similar meaning to an ordinary
share except that it is denominated in amounts of
nominal value rather than numbers of shares. In the UK, a
new company may have 100 shares of £1 each, and each
member owns so many shares. In the USA, a new
company may have commons stock of £100, of which
each member owns so much.

common stock fund

Mutual fund that invests in the common stocks of
companies.

Common Transit (CT)

Term used to describe Community Transit movements to,
from or via European Free Trade Association (EFTA) and
Visegrad countries.
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commons council

Body corporate set up under Commons Act 2006 s26 to
oversee common land.

common size statement

American term for a financial statement that lists each
item as both an amount and a percentage.

Common Veterinary Entry Document (CVED)
Document that may be required to import meat, poultry,
eggs, dairy products, animal bones and blood, sausage
skins and fishery products. This document is in addition to
other import and Customs documents.
commonweal

Common good; welfare that benefits society as a whole.

Commonwealth

General
Term used from 15th century. The word “wealth” is used
in its old meaning of well-being or “weal”. The term is
therefore used to mean some form of political unity.
The term is also used for Australia, Dominica,
Iceland, Poland and four states of the USA: Kentucky,
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and Virginia.

Interregnum
England was briefly described as a Commonwealth from
1649 to 1660 after Charles I was executed. On restoration
of monarchy all laws during this period were declared
invalid.
International organisation
When the term is used on its own (usually with a capital
C) it generally means what was known as the British
Commonwealth. In 2008, this was a voluntary loose
federation of 53 states, all but one of which
(Mozambique) had been part of the British Empire.
The Queen is the head of the Commonwealth, in
addition to being the head of state for 15 of its member
countries. The total population is about two billion, one
third of the world’s population.
Commonwealth government pension
Pension paid by the government of a Commonwealth
country.
Such a pension may be free of income tax under
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Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s649.
Commonwealth Immigration Act
Law passed in 1962 which ended the automatic right of
Commonwealth or Empire citizens to live in the UK, and
restricted entry to a quota.
Commonwealth Preference

System whereby goods from Commonwealth countries
could be imported free of any protective tariff of customs
duty. The scheme ended in 1973 when the UK joined
what is now the European Union.

common year

A year that is not a leap year but has 365 days.
This applies to all years that divide by 4, unless they
divide by 100 (when they are common years) unless they
divide by 400 (when they are leap years).
(Calendar (New Style) Act 1750 s2).

commorientes

Legal doctrine that where two people die in
circumstances where it is unclear who died first, the law
assumes that the elder died first (Law of Property Act
1925 s184). This presumption is rebutted on evidence
that one person lived longer, even for a second, such as
when a person appears to have walked further from a
fatal accident.
An extreme example is the first Baron Stamp. He
and his son were killed in an air raid on 16 April 1941. The
son, being younger, was assumed to have succeeded him
as the second Baron Stamp for a notional split second.
From 1 January 1996, the law of intestacy is
generally amended so that a person must survive by 28
days (Law Reform (Succession) Act 1995).
The law of commorientes is generally not followed
for the purpose of inheritance tax under Inheritance Tax
Act 1984 s54, for capital transfer tax under Finance
Act1975 s22(9) or estate duty (Finance Act 1958 s29).
The consequence is that there is no second charge
on the theoretical inheritance and death of the
beneficiary. Even if there were, it would qualify for 100%
quick succession relief.
In the USA, commorientes is abolished in some
states by the Uniform Simultaneous Death Act. Some
American wills achieve a similar effect by including Titanic
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clauses (named after the ship).
commune bono

Latin: for the common good.

communibus annis

Latin: on the annual average.

communication

Means by which information is exchanged between
people. Many workplace problems are caused or
exacerbated by a lack of communication.

communication network

Patterns or channels by which information is
communicated between people.

communi consensu

Latin: by common consent.

communion

Christian sacrament.
For VAT, wafers, and unfermented communion
wine or grape juice are (by concession) zero-rated as food
even though they are not primarily consumed as
nutrition. Ordinary bread is zero-rated as food. Alcoholic
communion wine is standard-rated and subject to
alcoholic liquor duty.
These provisions also apply to unfermented grape
juice used at the Jewish seder or kaddish, provided it is
prominently marked in English “for sacramental use
only”.
Further details are set out in VAT notice 701/14.

communis error facit jus

Latin: common mistake sometimes makes law.

Communities, the

“Means the European Economic Community, the
European Coal and Steel Communuty and the European
Atomic Energy Community” (European Communities Act
1972 s1(2)).

community

In general parlance this simply means a group of people
as defined by a common characteristic.
In politics, it has a specific meaning of a local
government area in Wales, as set out in Local
Government (Wales) Act 1994.

community amateur sports club (CASC)
A sports club which:
(a) is open to the whole community;
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(b) is organised on an amateur basis; and
(c) provides facilities for more than one sport.
A CASC is able to claim tax relief under Finance Act
2002 s58 and Sch 18. This relief is discussed in the
Inspectors’ Manual at BIM 24325.
community association

Organisation that provides recreational, welfare and
similar facilities to a local area.
The taxation of their profits is discussed in the
Inspectors’ Manual at BIM24320. Those with charitable
objectives are discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at
BIM24790.

community care grant

Lump sum discretionary payment from the Social Fund.

community centre

Facilities provided may qualify as a charity under Charities
Act 2011 s3(4)(a).

community charge

A local authority tax introduced in Scotland in 1989 and in
England and Wales in 1990. It was never introduced in
Northern Ireland. It replaced the rates. It was introduced
under Local Government Finance Act 1988.
The community charge imposed a fixed amount per
person, with rebates of up to 80% for the poorest.
It became known as the poll tax, and proved
unpopular, leading to widespread rioting and civil
defiance.
In 1993, each person’s community charge bill was
reduced by £140, paid by increasing VAT from 15% to
17.5%. Community charge was replaced by council tax in
1993.

community chest

In USA, a fund of voluntary contributions for social and
other beneficial activities in an area.

community council

Body elected to look after local interests.

Community Development Finance Association (CDFA)
Body which represents community development finance
institutions.
community development finance institution (CDFI)
An independent organisation which invests in
disadvantaged areas and under-served markets in
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activities which usually cannot attract financing from the
usual sources.
Such bodies attract community investment tax
relief of up to 25% of the sum invested.
Typically these funds are provided as working
capital, bridging loans, grants for property or equipment
purchase, start-up capital, business purchase, marketing
campaigns, personal loans, home improvements and
back-to-work loans.
community foundation

United Kingdsom
“A vehicle for charitable giving. Community foundations
work with individuals, families and companies to design
bespoke grant making strategies that target particular
issues or focus on particular geographical areas. There are
48 accredited community foundations in the UK.” (UK
Community Foundation website)
USA
In the USA, a type of foundation formed by broad-based
community support from multiple sources: trusts,
endowments, individual contributions, private
foundations, or corporate grants.
A community foundation generally makes grants
only within a specified geographic area and is governed
by a board representing the community it serves. Some
community foundations offer donor-advised funds to
contributors.

Community goods

Items which have been imported into the UK and where
Customs has granted a release for free circulation. From
1 January 1993, goods in free circulation in any EU
member state are regarded as being in free circulation in
all EU states.

community home

Institution for maintaining children and young people in
care under Children Act 1989.

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
Levy that a local authority may charge on developments
in its area to fund infrastructure.
The charge was introduced from 6 April 2010 and
amended in 2011 and 2013. The law is Planning Act 2008
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s221. Advice is provided by the Planning Advisory
Service.
community interest company (CIC)
Form of company created by Companies (Audit,
Investigations and Community Enterprise) Act 2004 s26.
It is a company limited by guarantee, with limited
rights to make distributions to its members. Its object
must to carry on benefits for the community.
community interest test

Test for a community interest company which is satisfied
“if a reasonable person might consider that its activities
are being carried on for the benefit of the community”
(Audit, Investigations and Community Enterprise) Act
2004 s35(2)).

community investment tax relief (CITR)
Relief from income tax given under Income Tax Act 2007
ss333-382 and from corporation tax under Corporation
Tax Act 2010 ss218-269.
This comprises investment in enterprises for
disadvantaged communities which must be approved by
the government.
The tax relief can be worth 25% of the sum
invested.
There is a similar relief from capital gains tax under
Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 ss151BA-BC.
Community law

The law of the European Union.

Community legislation

Laws made by the Council of Ministers of the European
Union. Its relationship with UK law is largely governed by
Single European Act 1986.
Community legislation comprises either:
• regulations, of general application
• directives, addressed to one or a few EU
states
There are also decisions, recommendations and
opinions.

community of assets

Shared ownership of matrimonial property, such as the
home and furniture.
Such shared ownership is an automatic
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consequence of marriage.
community payback order

In Scots law, “An order, as an alternative to a custodial
sentence, requiring an offender convicted of an offence
punishable by imprisonment to perform unpaid work for
the community, to be supervised, to pay compensation,
or to undertake various kinds of treatment. It replaces
community service orders, probation and supervised
attendance orders” (Judiciary of Scotland website
glossary).

Community Plant Variety Rights
Plant variety rights administered on an EU-wide basis.
community property

Mutual property ownership allowed in several US states.
It regards property acquired during a marriage as
belonging equally to both partners. Only property
acquired before marriage, or by bequest or donation
during marriage, is outside the scope.

community reinvestment

American social obligation that requires banks and some
other financial institutions to meet the credit needs of
people who would otherwise not be customers. The
requirement arises from Community Reinvestment Act
1977.

Community relief

“Means any relief which is conferred by a Community
instrument and is of a kind, or of a kind similar to that,
which could otherwise be conferred by an order made
under this section” (Customs and Excise (General Reliefs)
Act 1979 s13(4)).

Community Security Trust (CST)
“CST is Community Security Trust, a charity that protects
British Jews from antisemitism and related threats. CST
received charitable status in 1994 and is recognised by
the Police and Government as a unique model of
best practice. “ (CST website)
community service order

An order requiring a person aged at least 16 to perform
unpaid work for between 40 and 240 hours under the
supervision of a probation officer.
It is a punishment under criminal law.
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community society

For pool betting duty, “a society established and
conducted for charitable purposes, or mainly for the
support of athletic sports or games and not for private
gain” (Customs notice 147).

Community status document (CSD)
Document used throughout the EU to prove that the
goods originated within the EU. It has no transit function.
Many types of document may be used as a CSD,
including a commercial invoice or shipping manifest.
Community Systems Provider (CSP)
Customs approved inventory system in which the
necessary data are captured for Customs.
community tradeable emissions allowances
“Transferable allowances which:
(a) relate to the making of emissions of greenhouse
gases; and
(b) are allocated as part of a system made for the
purpose of implementing any [European] Community
obligation of the United Kingdom relating to such
emissions” (Finance Act 2007 s16(6)).
Community trade mark

A trade mark that is registered for the whole of the
European Union. The office is in Alicante, Spain.
Such trade marks are regulated by EU Regulation
40/94 passed on 20 December 1983. It is given effect in
the UK by Trade Marks Act 1994.

Community transit (CT)

Documentary system of controlling the movement of
certain goods across the territory of the European Union
(EU) and that of other signatories to the Transit
Convention.

Community transit goods

For Customs purposes, goods that pass through the UK.
The long statutory definition is given in Customs
and Excise Management Act 1979 s1(1).

community work

Work undertaken for the benefit of a local community.

commutation

The giving up of part or the entire pension that would be
paid at retirement in exchange for a lump sum. Applied to
any exchange of a series of payments to which someone
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is entitled for a lump sum. In the case of approved
pension arrangements the amount that is commutable is
strictly limited.
commutation limit

In relation to pensions, the maximum amount of trivial
pension that may be taken as a lump sum. Details are set
out in Finance Act 2004 Sch 29.
The limit was increased from £18,000 to £30,000
from 27 March 2014 by Finance Act 2014 s42. The
provisions became redundant from 6 April 2015 when
pension holders were allowed to access all their funds.

commutation payment

Lump sum payment that replaces a periodical payment,
such as when a single payment is made instead of a salary
or pension for a period.
If paid in lieu of salary, wages or other employment
income, it is taxed as employment income under Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s62. If it is not so
taxed, it may still be taxable under s401.

commutation factor

Factor used to determine the amount of pension to be
given up in

commute

Travel regularly to work, particularly between a suburb
and a city. Such travel is not normally allowed as an
income tax deduction for employees as it is not incurred
in the performance of the duties of the employment. The
matter is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at
BIM37935.

Comoran franc

Currency of The Comoros.

Comoros, The

Island state off African coast in Indian Ocean. Its currency
is the Comoran franc of 100 centimes. The UK has no tax
treaty.

COMP

(1) Contracted out money purchase, form of occupational
pension scheme.
(2) Compensation Sourcebook, produced by Financial
Services Authority.

compact disc (CD)

Definition
In computing, a means of storing data in digital form.
A CD is a thin polycarbonate disc, usually silvery
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coloured and 120mm in diameter. They first became
available in 1982. The specification was largely agreed by
the companies Philips and Sony. At first CDs were used
almost exclusively for music. The first CD issued was The
Visitors by Abba in 1981.
The CD became used for computer data from 1985.
A CD is 1.2 mm thick and weighs about 16 grams. A
thin layer of (usually) aluminium is added to the surface
to make it reflective. This is protected with a layer of
lacquer.
Data are stored as a series of tiny indentations
known as pits in a spiral track moulded into the
polycarbonate layer. The areas between the pits are
known as lands. These are read by a semiconductor laser
allowing the data in binary notation to be displayed in
the form of text, software, pictures, music or other data.
Value added tax
Compact discs are standard-rated both as blank discs, and
when they contain data or music.
A company was unsuccessful in claiming zero-rating
for mathematical worksheets provided on a CD on the
basis that the customer would print them out (Fisher
Educational Ltd [2002] VTD 17902).
compact disc with magazine

This is usually regarded as a single supply depending on
which is the dominant element. In the case International
Masters Publishing Ltd v HMRC (No 2) [2007], the Court of
Appeal held that a magazine and CD of classical music was
a single supply of a standard-rated CD. The accompanying
booklets were ancillary.

compact farm

Farm all of whose land is together. This became the norm
with enclosures in the late 18th century.

Compagnie Française pour l’Assurance du Commerce Exterieur (COFACE)
French equivalent to Export Credit Guarantees
Department.
Compagnie Nationale des Commissaires aux Comptes (CNCC)
Body which regulates auditors in France.
companhia

Portuguese: company
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Companies Act group accounts
Group accounts prepared under Companies Act 2006
rather than under International Accounting Standards
(Companies Act 2006 s404).
Companies Act individual accounts
Accounts of individual companies prepared in accordance
with Companies Act 2006 requirements rather than
International Accounting Standards (Companies Act 2006
s395(1)).
Companies Act

Name given to many Acts of Parliament from 1844 for the
regulation of companies.
There was a major consolidation in 1948, amended
by Acts of 1967 and 1976.
The next major consolidation was Companies Act
1985 as modified by the Companies Act 1989.
The current law is Companies Act 2006.

Companies Acts

Companies Act and other legislation is in force at a
particular time. The statutory audit requires that the
accounts comply with the Companies Act or Acts (which
are usually identified in the audit report).
Currently Companies Act 2006 s2(1) defines this
term as meaning:
• Companies Act 2006;
• Companies (Audit, Investigations and
Community Enterprise) Act 2004 Part 2;
• unrepealed provisions of Companies Act 1985;
and
• unrepealed provisions of Companies
Consolidation (Consequential Provisions) Act 1985.

Companies Court

Part of the Chancery Division of the High Court that deals
with issues of company law.

companies having a share capital
Includes a company that has power to issue shares
(Companies Act 2006 s545)
Companies House

Place where companies must file an annual report,
submit their annual accounts and notify certain other
changes, such as changes of director.
Apart from an annual fee, most forms are filed at no
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cost to the company. Most forms are now filed
electronically. Information on companies is available to
the public, usually on payment of a fee.
Companies House is based in Cardiff.
Companies Registration Office (CRO)
Part of Companies House where new companies are
registered.
Companies Registry

The office of the Registrar of Companies at Companies
House.

companion

Person who keeps someone else company.
In employment law, it means someone who is
allowed to accompany a colleague to provide moral
support and limited assistance to a grievance or discipline
hearing.

company

Organisation which has a separate legal personality from
those who own it, known as members.
It is defined in Companies Act 2006 s1(1) as a body
either former either under that Act or under the
legislation it replaces.
“A company is a separate albeit artificial legal
person” (BIM38210).

Company Accounts and Tax Online (CATO)
Facility offered to small companies that allows them to
file company accounts and corporation tax returns at the
same time. This facility is offered from the HMRC website.
It is available in a trial stage from 2015.
Company Announcements Office (CAO)
Department in a stock exchange that must be notified of
any new development in a company listed on that
exchange.
company apartment

American term for company flat.

company auditor

Person who audits a company’s accounts as required by
Companies Act 2006.

company car

Car owned by a company and to which exclusive use is
allowed to a particular employee, and sometimes to his
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family also. This usually includes the employee’s personal
motoring in addition to business mileage.
There are special tax provisions for company cars:
• the company cannot claim back any VAT on
the car as input tax;
• the employee must pay income tax on the
benefit of being provided with a car;
• if the employer also pays for the petrol, diesel
or other fuel, that also incurs a tax charge; and
• the employer (but not the employee) must
pay class 1A national insurance on the benefit.
The employee’s charges to tax are avoided if the
company rules that the car may only be used for business
purposes and has procedures to enforce this.
company charge

Charge created by a company over its assets, usually as
security for borrowing money.
Details of all such charges must be reported to
Companies House under Companies Act 2006 from s860.

company communications provisions
Companies Act 2006 ss1144 to 1148, which deal with
communications to and from a company.
company contract

Contract between a company and either a person or a
business. Such a contract is made either by a person
acting on behalf of the company, or by the company in
writing under its common seal (Companies Act 2006
s43(1)).

company director

Person appointed by the shareholders to manage a
company.

company doctor

(1) Person who specialises in analysing the problems of an
ailing company and proposing solutions. Such a person
may be an employee or a consultant.
(2) Medical practitioner whose services are retained by a
company to check on employees suspected of
malingering or whose health is such that their
employment may not be able to continue.

company flat

Apartment owned by a company for occasional use by its
directors and senior managers. This will usually comprise
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a taxable benefit in kind.
company formation

Process of establishing a company. This is done either
directly (and usually on-line) at Companies House or by
using a company formation agency.

company image

All factors which present an impression of a trading
organisation.
This is seen as a marketing function as it is designed
to promote the overall impression of a business. It covers
almost every aspect of the business such as whether the
grass is cut, how staff speak to customers, and the quality
of the notepaper.
In improving or maintaining company image, costjustification should not be forgotten. It is difficult to costjustify spending on works of art for a boardroom which
no customer visits when the company has a call centre
providing a poor service to customers.

company in difficulty

EU law generally prohibits the government of a member
state from providing help to bail out such a company.
This is reflected in various tax provisions, such as
tax credits for research and development, and national
insurance contribution holidays.

company law

Branch of law which deals with the administration and
oversight of companies. The main law is Companies Act
2006.

company limited by guarantee
Limited company, usually without shareholders, but
whose members agree to contribute a nominal sum
should the company become insolvent. Such companies
are usually non-trading companies, such as charities or
professional bodies.
company limited by shares

Usual form for a limited company, where the liability of
its members is limited to the amount of authorised share
capital they have committed or (rarely) are obliged to
commit on uncalled capital.

company meeting

General meeting of the shareholders or other members
of a company.
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company member

Person who holds a share or shares in a company that has
issued share capital, or who is required to contribute to a
company limited by guarantee.

company migration

When a company changes its country of residence.
Before 15 March 1988, this was a criminal offence
unless the company obtained permission from an
Advisory Committee established for the purpose.
From 15 March 1988, companies may migrate more
freely, provided it gives notice to HMRC and makes
arrangements to pay all outstanding tax. Guidance was
provided in statement of practice SP 2/90.
From 3 September 1990, a company does not need
Treasury permission to move capital to another EU
country. This is extended to EEA countries from 1 January
1994.
There are separate provisions for controlled foreign
companies.

company model

Organisational plan of a company, often expressed in
mathematical or logical terms, which shows how it works.
Such a model can often reveal inefficiencies.

company name

Name by which a company is known.
This must be stated when application is made. The
name must not be the same or too similar to one already
in use. A name may also not imply any association with
the Crown or government unless such association exists.
A name may not be too similar to one that belonged to
another company owned by the same shareholders and
which became insolvent. Legal provisions are given in
Companies Act 2006 s1200.

company names adjudicator

Person appointed under Companies Act 2006 s70 to hear
appeals that a company’s name is too similar to an
existing name.

company partner

Limited company that is a member of a partnership.
The term is specifically defined (in relation to
certain embedded derivatives) in Corporation Tax Act
2009 s619(1)(b).

company pension scheme

Pension scheme for employees arranged by the employer
although administered by independent trustees. Such a
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scheme is either a defined benefit scheme or, more likely
now, a defined contribution scheme.
company promoter

Person who organises the setting up of a new company.

company-purchased

In relation to inheritance tax on property leaving an
employee trust or newspaper trust, the term is defined in
Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s72(1A).

company records

“Means —
(a) any register, index, accounting records,
agreement, memorandum, minutes or other document
required by the Companies Acts to be kept by a company,
and
(b) any register kept by a company of its debenture
holders”
(Companies Act 2006 s1134).

company registrar

Person who keeps the share register of the company.

company representative

In investment, a financial adviser who can only advise on
his or her own company’s products.

company residence

This is determined as set out in Corporation Tax Act 2009
from s13.
From 15 March 1988, a company registered in the
UK is automatically resident in the UK. Before 15 March
1988, a company registered in the UK could be regarded
as non-resident if its central control and management
was outside the UK. TBefore 15 March 1988, a company
registered in the UK could be regarded as non-resident if
its central control and management was outside the UK.
There was a five-year transitional period for companies
already registered.
A company established abroad may be regarded as
UK resident if its central control and management is in
the UK. The leading case on that point is De Beers
Consolidated Mines Ltd v Howe [1906] HL 5 TC 198 which
concerned a South African diamond mining company.
Inland Revenue set out its understanding of the matter in
statement of practice SP 1/90.

company seal

Another name for common seal.
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company secretary

Person who is responsible for a company’s legal and
financial functions.
It is no longer a requirement for a private company
to have a company secretary (Companies Act 2006
s270(1)). Its secretarial functions may be undertaken by a
director or person appointed by the directors.
A public company must have a company secretary
(ibid s271). Such a person must generally be a qualified
accountant or lawyer, or have held the position of
company secretary in a public company for at least three
of the previous five years, or satisfy the directors that he
otherwise has sufficient experience for the post (ibid
s273)
All companies are required to keep a register of
secretaries (ibid s275).

company share option plan (CSOP)
“Tax-advantaged discretionary share option scheme of
which the employee will become the owner at a future
date if specified conditions are met” (Inspectors’ Manual
at BIM 44001).
The law is Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 from s521 and Sch 4, previously Income and
Corporation Taxes Act 1988 Sch 9.
[It should be noted that the official name in much of the
legislation is the abbreviation CSOP.]
CSOPs were introduced on 17 July 1995 as a
replacement foe executive share options.
The main conditions are:
• up to £30,000 worth of options may be
granted to each employee
• option must be exercised at a price “not
manifestly less” than the market value when the option
was granted
• each option must be granted between three
and ten years after it was granted.
company’s payment practices and policies
“The company’s payment practices and policies” has such
meaning as may be prescribed and the information which
may be prescribed may, in particular, include
information—
(a) about the standard payment terms of the
company and whether these are part of any code of
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conduct or code of ethics of the company,
(b) about payment terms of the company which are
not standard,
(c) about the processing and payment of invoices,
(d) by reference to such codes of conduct or
standards as may be prescribed and as are applicable to
companies generally or to companies of a prescribed
description,
(e) about disputes relating to the payment of
invoices, including any dispute resolution mechanism that
the company uses,
(f) about payments owed or paid by the company
due to late payment of invoices, whether in respect of
interest or otherwise”
(Small Business, Enterprise and Employment Act 2015
s(4)).
company’s purpose

The reason for a company’s existence. The Inspectors’
Manual states “you should establish a company’s purpose
by reference to the purpose of those who are entitled to
act for it” (BIM38210).
The matter can be important in determining
whether company expenditure is tax-deductible.

company’s registered number Unique number allocated to each company when
registered at Companies House (Companies Act 2006
s1066).
company’s statement of affairs
Document that a receiver of an insolvent company is
required to produced under Insolvency Act 1986 s66.
company tax return

Form CT600 or equivalent which a company must
complete each year to indicate how much corporation tax
is payable.

company vehicle

Vehicle made available to an employee who may be
subject to a taxable benefit as a consequence. The
definition is given in Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions)
Act 2003 s236(2).

company voluntary arrangement
Arrangement whereby a company is protected from
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debts while a scheme is worked out with creditors.
company website

Statutory requirements in Companies Act 2006 ss527531.

company wholly owned by a charity
Tax implications are explained in Corporation Tax Act
2010 s200.
company with investment business
“Any company whose business consists wholly or mainly
in the making of investments” (Income and Corporation
Taxes Act 1988 s130).
company’s constitution

Term used in Companies Act 2006 s17 to mean the
company’s articles of association and resolutions and
agreements to which Chapter 3 of the Act applies.

company’s final accounting period
Accounting period in which a company is wound up. The
term is used in Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988
s342 to determine the company’s tax liability.
comparability

Qualitative characteristic expected in financial
statements, comparable within company and between
companies. The extent to which two figures, companies
or other items may be sensibly compared.
This is one of the four qualities of accounting
information required by Statement of Principles.
Comparability has two elements: consistency and
disclosure.
In FRS 102, the matter is addressed in para 2.11.

comparable adjustable transaction (CAT)
American tax term used to determine transfer pricing.
comparable profit interval (CPI)
American term used in connection with transfer pricing.
comparable uncontrolled price method
OECD term for the method used to determine the arm’s
length value in transfer pricing.
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compa ratio

American term for the ratio of an actual pay rate to the
midpoint for the respective pay grade. It used for
comparison purposes.

comparative balance sheet

One of two balance sheets prepared on different dates
using the same bases and formats, and which allow easy
comparison of how the business’s financial position has
changed.

comparative figure

Figure in annual report giving the equivalent amount for
the previous accounting period.
This is now part of the duty to provide comparative
information under FRS 102 section 3.14.

comparative information

Requirement that an entity must show the equivalent
amounts and details for the previous period in its
accounts (FRS 102 section 3.14). This provision applies to
narrative information in additional to numerical
information.

comparative rating

In setting pay rates, a method that determines ratings by
comparing the individuals.

comparative need

In welfare, a term that describes a need expressed as a
defined group falling behind a comparable group.

compassionate leave

Absence from work granted by an employer in
accordance with either a contractual right or at the
employer’s discretion.
Employees have certain statutory rights to take
time off work. These rights are maternity leave, paternity
leave, parental leave and time off for dependants.
Compassionate leave is additional to any of these
statutory rights.
Most employers have a policy of allowing
compassionate leave within reason, particularly if the
employee is willing to make up the hours and the nature
of the work allows this.

compassionate visit dispensation
Term used in relation to exceptional circumstances that
can prevent a person from leaving the UK and thus risking
their status as not ordinarily resident. Examples include
being detained because of the unexpected sickness of a
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very close relation.
It should be noted that such circumstances can
allow an extension of the 91-day rule for ordinary
residence, but not for the 183-day rule for residence.
compearance

In Scots law, “the appearance of a defender or
respondent in civil proceedings” ((Judiciary of Scotland
website glossary).

compellable witness

Person who may be required to give evidence in legal
proceedings.
In practice, all witnesses are compellable with the
exception of the spouse of someone accused of a criminal
offence.
Some witnesses are not regarded as competent
witnesses and therfore cannot be compelled on those
grounds.
Amount of money a customer is required to keep in a
bank account to qualify for “free” banking.

compensating balance

compensating errors

Two or more errors which have the effect of cancelling
each other out. They are still errors which need
correction.

compensating goods

Goods which are exported having been imported for
inward processing for Customs duty purposes. When the
compensating goods are exported, the duty on the
original import is refunded.
If the compensating goods cannot be exported,
duty may be reclaimed for equivalent goods.

compensating products

Alternative name for compensating goods.

compensating tax

In international tax, a scheme whereby the customs duty
on imported goods is offset by equivalent tax on exports.

compensation

Payment to someone to make up for a loss they would
otherwise suffer.
Someone cannot claim compensation unless the
other person is liable in some way, such as:
• under an insurance policy;
• under a contract; or
• under the law of negligence.
For a business, the taxation of compensation
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depends on the nature of the matter being compensated.
This is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM 42951.
For an employee, compensation is generally not
regarded as taxable income but may be adjusted to
reflect taxation under the Gourley principle.
In relation to accounting for related party
disclosure, a definition of this term is given in IAS 24 para
9.
In relation to corporation tax and banks, a specific
definition is given in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s133K.
In relation to grave spaces in a cemetery, the term
is given a specific meaning in Income Tax (Trading and
Other Income) Act 2005 s171(4).
compensation benefit

In relation to public pensions means “so much of any
pension, allowance or gratuity as is provided under the
civil service compensation scheme by way of
compensation to or in respect of a person by reason only
of the person’s having suffered loss of office or
employment” (Superannuation Act 1972 s2(3B)).

compensation cap

In relation to riot compensation, the absolute maximum
that may be paid for one claim (Riot Compensation Act
2016 s8(1)). The figure is £1 million.

compensation culture

Change in attitude discernable during the 1990s where
every accident gives rise to a claim from someone else
rather than being seen as an accident for which the victim
should accept responsibility.
There was no significant law change. The change is
one of perception, exacerbated by heavily advertised
companies offering to pursue the claim.

compensation deal

Where a sale includes an element of barter.
This most commonly occurs in international trade
where A may pay for goods from B by providing B with
goods. This can be a useful way of avoiding exchange
control restrictions.

compensation for loss of office Payment made to a person for losing their job, in
additional to any statutory redundancy pay. Such
payments are usually made only to directors and senior
managers.
As a termination payment, it may benefit from
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special tax provisions.
compensation for missold pensions
Payments made for giving bad advice between 29 April
1988 and 30 June 1994 with regard to pensions. Many
people were induced into leaving beneficial occupational
pension schemes to take out private pensions that were
not so beneficial. In many cases, the motive was for the
salesman to earn commission. Guilty companies were
ordered to pay compensation.
The compensation itself is tax-free but any interest
added is taxable.
compensation fund

Fund, often operated by a regulatory or statutory body,
to compensate customers if a company fails.
Such funds exist for banks, pension funds,
stockbrokers and others. They are usually funded by a
levy on the companies.

compensation order

The term is given a specific meaning in Company
Directors Disqualification Act 1986 s15.
In Scots law, “an order requiring an offender
convicted of an offence to pay compensation to a person
for personal injury, loss, or damage caused directly or
indirectly, or alarm or distress caused directly against
whom or against whose property the acts constituting the
offence were directed” ((Judiciary of Scotland website
glossary).

compensation package

Salary, pensions and other benefits offered to an
employee.

compensation payment

For the purposes of authorised employer payments, “a
payment is a compensation payment if it is made in
respect of a criminal, fraudulent or negligent act or
omission by the member” (Finance Act 2004 s178).
In relation to corporation tax for banks, the term is
given a specific meaning in Corporation Tax Act 2009
s133A as inserted by Finance (No 2) Act 2015 s18.

compensation rate

Addition to the amount of a statutory payment which an
employer may recover from the state.
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compensation stock

When gilts are offered by the government for shares in a
company that it has compulsorily required.
The capital gains tax treatment is set out in Taxation
of Capital Gains Act 1992 s134.

compensation undertaking

Promise of compensation given by a disqualified director
under the provisions of Company Directors
Disqualification Act 1986 s15A.

Compensatory Interest

Interest charged by HMRC when Inward Processing Relief
suspension goods are diverted to Free Circulation.

compete

Try against someone else for the same thing.

competence

State of being adequate for the task.
In law, the term has the specific meaning of the
legal capacity of a person to be a witness.

competence-based pay

American term for a pay system related to the individual’s
performance or other measure of competence.

competencies

In human resources, the knowledge, skills, abilities and
experience an individual needs to undertake a particular
job or function.

competent authority

In international tax, the diplomatic forum for resolving
international tax disputes.

competition

(1) General term for all other companies providing the
same products or services and therefore competing
against business.
This competition is regarded as healthy as it helps
ensure that customers get the best prices and service.
There are laws against monopolies and cartels which
restrict such competition.
(2) Event where more people try to obtain something that
only one can have, such as when three companies
compete for one order.

competition and credit control
Term used in 1971 by Bank of England when introducing a
new system of regulating banks and controlling credit.
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Competition and Markets Authority (CMA)
Government department that works “to promote
competition for the benefit of consumers, both within
and outside the UK. Our aim is to make markets work well
for consumers, businesses and the economy”(CMA
website).
CMA is a non-ministerial department, which means
that government ministers cannot control its daily
operations.
CMA started on 1 April 2014 when it took over
many functions of the Competition Commission and the
Office of Fair Trading.
Competition Appeal Tribunal (CAT)
Body established to hear appeals relating to competition
law.
Competition Commission

Body formed in 1999 from the merger of Monopolies
Commission and Restrictive Practices Commission,
formed in 1948 and 1973 respectively. It investigated
proposed takeovers and allegations of anti-competitive
practices. From 1 April 2014, its functions are taken over
by the Competition and Markets Authority.

competition law

Branch of the law that deals with the ability of
commercial businesses to compete freely.

competition pricing:

Setting a price on the basis of what competitors are
charging, rather than on the costs of supply.

competition wallah

Indian civil servant who obtained his appointment under
the competition system introduced in 1856.

competitive advantage

Where a business provides a service or benefit which is
not provided by competitors.

competitive bidding

For auctions, “includes any mode of sale whether by way
of increasing bids or by the offer of articles to be bid for
at successively decreasing prices or otherwise” (Mock
Auctions Act 1961 s3(1)).

competitive compassion

Trying to outdo others in expressing compassion.
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competitive devaluation

Where a country devalues its currency to make its exports
more competitive.
This is now not regarded as a good policy. The
policy has, among other consequences, the effect of
making imports more expensive.

competitive equality banking American law that restricts commercial banks from
engaging in certain non-banking activates under
Competitive Equality Banking Act 1987.
competitive pricing

Determining pricing according to a policy of what will
provide a benefit against prices charged by competitors.

competitive products

Products developed to compete with existing products
from other suppliers.

competitive teardown

Stripping down a competitor’s product to examine its
components, materials and manufacture. It is similar to
reverse engineering.

competitive tendering

Requirement for local authorities and some other public
bodies to put contracts out for businesses to quote for
work. The rules are largely set out in Local Government
Acts of 1988 and 1992.
A local authority is not required to accept the
lowest tender, but must be able to justify accepting a
higher tender.

competitive

(1) Description of a market where two or more businesses
are competing to supply.
(2) Description of a price which represents good value for
money compared with equivalent products from other
suppliers.

competitor

Business which provides the same goods or services in
such a way that both businesses must compete with each
other for business.

competitor analysis

Process of understanding and analysing a competitor,
with a view of finding a competitive advantage.

compilation

Something which has been produced by bringing other
things together, particularly a book.
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complainant

Person who brings a complaint, particularly someone who
alleges that a crime has been committed.

complaint

(1) In civil law, the first step in initiating proceedings in
the magistrates’ court.
(2) In criminal law, the allegation that a crime has been
committed.
(3) In Scots law, “a document starting summary (minor)
criminal proceedings in a sheriff court, before a
stipendiary magistrate or a Justice of the Peace Court
setting out the crime or offence charged” ((Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).

complaisant

Desirous of pleasing. The word should not be confused
with the similar sounding complacent, which has a
different meaning.

complement

Go together well; fitting well with.

complementary goods

Goods which are used together, so an increase or
decrease in demand leads to an increase or demand in
the other.

complementary regulator

Term used in Regulatory Enforcement and Sanctions Act
2008 s28B as inserted by Enterprise Act 2016 s20.

complementary tax

In international tax, a system whereby there is a sharper
increase to higher rates of tax to compensate for lower
rates because the income was subject to separate taxes.

complete

Conclude the formalities, particularly in terms of buying
property.

complete and free from material error
In accounting, an expression used in Statement of
Principles as a requirement for financial statements. It is
one of the five elements of reliability, which in turn is one
of the four requirements for accounting information.
Although considered as one requirement, it has two
elements. The former is that nothing should be omitted
which could have a material effect on the accounts. The
latter is that what is included should be presented with
reasonable accuracy.
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complete annuity

Annuity where a portion is payable up to the date of
death.

completed contract method

In international tax, method of recognising the profit or
loss from a long-term contract, such as for construction. It
works by broadly apportioning the overall profit or loss
across the relevant tax years.

completeness

Qualitative characteristic expected in financial
statements.
“To be reliable, the information in financial
statements must be complete within the bounds of
materiality and cost. An omission can cause information
to be false or miselading and thus unreliable and deficient
in terms of its relevance” (FRS 102 section 2.10).

complete set of financial statements
All the accounts an entity is expected to produce (FRS 102
section 3.17).
They are:
• statement of financial position at the
reporting date (balance sheet)
• statement of comprehensive income (profit
and loss account), or alternative
• statement in changes in equity (unless the
only changes are retained profit, dividends, prior period
errors and changes in accounting policy)
• statement of cash flows
• notes, “comprising a summary of significant
accounting policies and other explanatory information”.
completion

Act of finishing a task, particularly in terms of taking
possession of an acquired property.

completion date

When a particular task should be concluded.

completion day

Date in a completion notice from which council tax or
business rates become payable on a new building.

completion notice

Notice served by a local authority on the owner of a
building when the authority either considers the building
to be complete or reasonably expects it to be within three
months. Council tax or business rates become payable
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from the completion day.
completion risk

Inherit risk in limited recourse financing of a project that
the project may not be completed.

complex case

For tax tribunals, a case that is expected to be complex,
require a long hearing or involve a large sum (The
Tribunal Procedure (First-tier Tribunal) (Tax Chamber)
Rules SI 2009 No 273 rule 23). Such a case may go straight
to the Upper Tribunal.

complexity index

Another term for tax complexity index, a measure
developed by the Office of Tax Simplification to measure
how difficult pieces of tax legislation are to understand
and apply.

complex lottery

Form of lottery which has two or more stages. In the first
stage, a winner is selected at random as in a simple
lottery. There are then further stages which do not rely
on chance (Gambling Act 2005 s14(3)).

complex sale

Sale which requires the consent of more than one person
on the customer’s side. Such sales are more difficult as
the sales person must address the concerns of all parties
involved.

compliance

Agreement to follow a set of requirements, or the
processes put in place to ensure that those requirements
are followed.
The term is particularly used in relation to financial
institutions following the rules of the Financial Conduct
Authority and other bodies.

compliance audit

Audit of procedures, such as whether invoices paid can be
traced to despatch notes and orders placed.

compliance burden

Cost to an individual or business of complying with a tax
law or other regulatory provision. It is a factor that must
be considered when legislating.

compliance certificate

Certificate issued by a company to an investor under
Income Tax Act 2007 s204(1) which states that its issue of
shares meets the requirements for EIS relief. The
company must have first issued a compliance statement
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to HMRC.
compliance condition

In relation to universal credit, this is a condition that a
non-compliance with a requirement should cease or that
the claimant must comply with a condition in the future
(Welfare Reform Act 2012 s27(6)).
Failure to follow a compliance condition can lead to
a loss of benefit.
Similar provisions apply to jobseeker's allowance
under Jobseekers Act 1995 s19C as inserted by Welfare
Reform Act 2012 s46.

compliance cost

Expenses of meeting requirements of compliance.

compliance department

Section of an organisation which is responsible for
ensuring the compliance of that organisation.

compliance objective

One of the objectives of the Charity Commission
(Charities Act 2011 s14).

compliance officer

Employee of an organisation who is responsible for
ensuring the compliance of that organisation.

compliance order

Order that the Secretary of State may impose on a
professional body that fails to discharge its duties under
insolvency law (Insolvency Act 1986 s391T).

Compliance Reform Group (CRG)
Body formed by HMRC with taxpayer representatives to
work on ensuring better compliance with tax
requirements.
compliance statement

Certificate issued by a company to HMRC under Income
Tax Act 2007 s205 confirming that an issue of shares
meets the requirements for EIS relief. Such a certificate
must be issued before a compliance certificate is issued
to the investor.

component

Part of something.

component of an entity

For accounting standards, “operations and cash flows that
can be clearly distinguished, operationally and for
financial reporting purposes, from the rest of the entity”
(FRS 102 glossary).
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For International Accounting Standards, an identical
definition appears in IRS 5.A.
component of total income

An element of an individual’s total income which may be
subject to a specific tax provision (Income Tax Act 2007
s23).

composer

An artist, sculptor, composer or other creator of art may
average profits over three years under certain conditions
(Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act 2005 s221).

composite hereditament

Premises that are used both as business premises and
living accommodation.
Council tax is payable for the living accommodation,
and business rates on the rest.

composite holding

Holding of more than one class of share or debenture of a
quoted company following a reorganisation of the
company’s capital.
The capital gains tax implications are given in
Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s130.

composite insurance company
Company which offers most forms of insurance and
pensions.
composite rate

Rate which seeks to average various rates.
The term was particularly applied to the special
income tax rate applied to interest paid on building
society accounts between 6 April 1986 and 6 April 1991.

composite resolution

Resolution which incorporates several different
resolutions which have the same general effect. These are
often seen at the TUC conference.

composite service company (CSC)
Companies that employ staff to be provided to clients.
Such companies need to consider whether they come
within the scope of IR 35.
composition

In finance, an arrangement between a debtor and his
creditors whereby the debtor settles his debts by paying
only part of them. It is also known as compounding.
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composition of felony

Old criminal offence of working with a felon.

composition order

Alternative to a final order when a debtor cannot clear his
debts within three years.

compos mentis

Latin: of sound mind.

compound

Excise duty
“To combine or mix spirits or previously compounded
spirits with any other substance, excluding water, so as to
distinctly alter the character or flavour of the original
spirits, the process must produce BCS [British
Compounded Spirits] without subjecting the spirits to
distillation” (Customs leaflet 41).
Other meanings
(1) Description of repeated addition.
(2) Arrangement whereby a debtor settles with his
creditors by paying only part of what is owed. This is also
known as a composition.
(3) In criminal law, to accept money for non-disclosure of
information about a crime.

compound annual growth rate (CAGR)
The annual growth rate over a period of several years. It
takes a geometric mean over the period. This means that
if a company has shown 20% growth over three years.
The CAGR is the cube root of 1.2 is 1.0626, so the CAGR is
6.26%.
compound annual return (CAR)
Total return from an investment, expressed according to
a common formula which makes investments more
comparable. It is to investments what APR is to
borrowing.
compound discount

Difference between the nominal amount and its present
discounted value. So if £100 in two year’s time is worth
£95, the compound discount is £5.

compounded settlement

Offer by HM Customs and Excise not to pursue criminal
action in return for a penalty payment made by the
person charged with an offence.
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compounder

“Means a person holding a licence as a compounder
under section 18 below” (Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979
s4(1)).

compounder’s licence

Person who holds a licence to use spirits in the
manufacture of food products, such as flavours and
essences. Further details are given in Customs notice 41.

compound financial instrument
For accounting standards, “a financial instrument that,
from the issuer’s perspective, contains both a liability and
an equity element” (FRS 102 glossary).
compound householder

Person who makes one payment for both rent and council
tax (or rates).

compounding

Arrangement between a debtor and creditors for settling
debtsother than by full payment when due.

compound interest

Where interest is charged on the principal and on the
interest already applied, as against simple interest where
interest is only charged on the principal.
If interest is charged at 5% on £1,000, the interest
rate after year 1 is £50 under either simple interest or
compound interest. For year 2, the 5% is charged on the
total of £1,050, so the interest rate is £52.50. So the total
is £1102.50 for compound interest, against £1100 for
simple interest.
As time passes, the effect of compound interest is
enormous as can be shown by how £1,000 grows at 5% a
year.
Years
1
2
3
4
5
10
20
30
40
50

Compound interest
1050.00
1102.50
1157.62
1215.50
1276.27
1628.89
2653.29
4321.94
7039.98
11,463.99

Simple interest
1050.00
1100.00
1150.00
1200.00
1250.00
1500.00
2000.00
3500.00
4000.00
4500.00
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100

131,501.25

6000.00

To calculate compound interest, it is necessary to use
special tables or, more commonly, a calculator with a key
marked xy. On many calculators this key is obtained by
pressing SHIFT and then another key such as x (multiply).
The interest rate is converted from a percentage by
dividing by 100 and adding 1, so 5% is expressed as 1.05.
Using this figure for i, the total amount of principal and
interest after n years is in.
compound journal entry

Entry in a journal which involves more than one debit and
one credit.

compound net annual rate (CNAR)
The same as compound annual rate, but making clear
that a net interest rate is being used.
compound option

An option on an option. It allows the holder to sell the
option at a set date at a set price.

compound quantity

In algebra, quantity containing more than one term, as in:
x+y

compound reversionary bonus A with-profits life assurance bonus, normally added to the
policy. It is based on the profits of the life company’s
investments. It is paid on the earlier of the maturity of the
policy and the death of the holder.
compound settlement

Where land is settled by more than one deed, will or
other document. The relevant law is Settled Land Act
1925.

comprehension

Ability of the mind to understand.

comprehensive income

Total income from all sources, including capital gains.
In the UK, comprehensive income is shown in the
statement of total recognised gains and losses. In the
USA, this figure must be declared by businesses.

comprehensive income tax

Proposed tax on all income, with few if any exceptions,
and no distinction between income and capital gains. It
has the advantage of simplicity and avoiding marginal
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distinctions.
comprehensive insurance

Insurance policy which covers all risks (with a few
exceptions). The term is particularly used for motor
insurance.

comprehensive tax system

In international tax, any system that taxes total income
rather than schedules of income.

compressed workweek

American term for a scheduling system that allows an
employee to complete their contracted hours in fewer
days. Typically, it reduces a week or fortnight to fewer
than five or ten working days respectively.

COMP

Contracted out money purchase, a form of occupational
pension scheme.

compromis d’arbitrage

French term for when two countries refer a dispute to an
arbitrator.

compromise

In law, an agreement between parties which settles a
matter without litigation.

COMPS

Contracted-out money purchase scheme, a form of
occupational pension scheme.

COMPSHP

Contracted out money purchase stakeholder pension
scheme.

COMPS service

“Service in employment in respect of which minimum
payments are made to a money purchase contracted-out
scheme” (Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act
1992 Sch 1 para 1(9)).

Comptometer

Trade name for an old type of accounting machine.

comptroller

Old title sometimes used for a financial controller,
although it has the same meaning. The term is commoner
in the USA than UK.

Comptroller and Auditor General
Head of the National Audit Office who reports to the UK
parliament on the audit of government departments.
The terms “means the Comptroller-General of the
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receipt and issue of Her Majesty’s Exchequer and AuditorGeneral of Public Accounts appointed in pursuance of the
Exchequer and Audit Departments Act 1866”
(Interpretation Act 1978 Sch 1).
The position is now governed by Budget
Responsibility and National Audit Act s11.
Comptroller of the Currency

In USA, Treasury Department official who is responsible
for looking after the banking system.

compulsory acquisition

Land
Land acquired by a body having such powers. Although
commonly known as compulsory purchase, it is often not
a purchase as there is no willing sale, and the payment
represents compensation.
For capital gains tax, the provisions are set out in
Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 from s245.
Shares in a takeover
Acquisition of shares from unwilling sellers, usually in the
final stages of a takeover bid.

compulsory annuity

The UK legal requirement that at least 75% of a pension
fund must be used to acquire an annuity, and which
therefore limits the payment of a lump sum to 25% of the
fund.

compulsory deregistration

WhWhen a business is obliged to have its VAT registration
cancelled. This must happen in various circumstances,
such as ceasing to make taxable supplies.

compulsory liquidation

Liquidation of a company ordered by the court.

compulsory loan

Scheme whereby a country, rather than introducing a
new tax, obliges people or bodies to lend it money. The
UK system of post-war credits is an example.

compulsory maternity leave

A period of two weeks after the birth of a child when a
woman is not allowed to return to work (Employment
Rights Act 1996 s72).
This period is extended to four weeks if she works in a
factory. Compulsory maternity leave forms part of
ordinary maternity leave.
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compulsory purchase

Land
Land acquired by the government or a local authority
under statutory powers. The term is more accurately
described as compulsory acquisition.
A part disposal is covered by Taxation of Capital
Gains Act 1992 s243.
The stamp duty implications are given in Finance
Act 1895 s12.
Annuity
An annuity bought with the fund built up in a personal
pension scheme annuity.

compulsory purchase annuity Some approved occupational pension schemes produce a
benefit at retirement that is expressed in cash terms
rather than pension. The cash sum produced must then
be used to purchase an annuity known as a 'Compulsory
Purchase Annuity' (but see Commutation).
compulsory recognition

For trade unions, recognition which is awarded by the
Central Arbitration Committee after following the
procedure in Trade Union and Labour Relations
(Consolidation) Act 1992 Sch A1.

compulsory registration

When the law requires a person or business to register,
particularly the requirement for businesses of sufficient
size to register for VAT.

compulsory severance

In relation to public pensions, means “the consequence of
dismissal...” (Superannuation Act 2010 s3(6)(a)).

compulsory winding up

Winding up of a company which is ordered by the court.

compurgation

Old legal term for clearing an accused person by
witnesses joining their oaths to his. It was abolished by
Civil Procedure Act 1833.

computable

Description of something which may be calculated.

computation

Calculation.
Sometimes a distinction is made that a computation
involves the application of rules, as in calculating the
amount of tax due, whereas a calculation is simply the
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performing of mathematical functions.
computational error

Mistake which arises from a calculation rather than from
the original figures.

computational provisions

Those parts of tax law which state how tax is to be
calculated.

computer

Machine for calculating and processing data.
This is listed in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s23 List
C as an item that is not affected by the provisions of s21
(buildings) or s22 (structures). This means that its
eligibility for capital allowance depends on the nature and
purpose of the item.

computer application

A computer program with a graphic user interface (GUI).

computer-assisted execution system (CAES)
An inter-dealer automated execution system used on
NASDAQ.
computer-assisted trading (CAT)
Use of computers to make decisions about buying and
selling according to how the markets move.
computer bureau

Business which provides computer services. This includes
processing data, usually with some related clerical
services.

computer consultancy

Under the VAT flat rate scheme, the appropriate
percentage is:
From
4 January 2011
1 January 2010
1 December 2008
1 January 2004

computer department

Percentage
14.5%
13%
11.5%
13%

Part of an organisation which is responsible for managing
the computers. These departments are now more
commonly called IT departments.
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computer documents

In civil law, such documents may be admitted as evidence
under Civil Evidence Act 1968. In criminal law, they may
be admitted under Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984.
In both cases, they are subject to particular provisions.

computer equipment

For VAT on charity funded equipment, “includes
hardware such as servers, screens, keyboards and disks.
“Machinery or other equipment that is either
operated by computer or has computerised components
is not computer equipment”.
(VAT notice 701/6).

computer file

Collection of similar data held on a computer, such as a
list of customers or a collection of letters.

computer hardware

The machinery of a computer as against the software.
Computer hardware typically comprises a central
processing unit with input devices and output devices.
Input devices may include a keyboard, mouse, scratch
pad, scanner and card reader. Output devices may
include a printer and screen. In addition, the computer
may have disk drives which can be both input and output
devices.

computerisation

Process of putting manual records on to a computer
system.

computerise

Transfer records to a computer, such as when an
accounting function is no longer performed using
manuscript accounts.

computer listing

Print of a list from a computer.

computer manager

Person in an organisation responsible for oversight of the
computers.

computer misuse

The proper name for hacking.

computer network

Arrangement whereby more than one computer can
access the same data.

computer repair

Under the VAT flat rate scheme, the appropriate
percentage is:
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From
4 January 2011
1 January 2010
1 December 2008
1 January 2004

Percentage
10.5%
9.5%
10%
11%

computer software

Another name for software.

conacre

Grazing licence in Northern Ireland.

concealment

Deliberate hiding.
In accounting, this may refer to items which are
deliberately hidden from the auditor or tax authorities.
The term is also used for assets which are hidden
from a liquidator or credit. This is also known as
squirrelling.
For money laundering, this is a specific offence
under Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 s327.
Concealment can also increase the amount of
penalty imposed for a tax offence.

concealment case

Case brought by a woman for equal pay where the
employer has concealed relevant information from the
woman (Equal Pay Act 1970 s2ZA(2)).

concealment device

Something which appears to be an ordinary item but
which is designed to conceal an item.
Such items have been primarily devised for
espionage. The British government had a department MI
9 producing such items during the second world war.
They have occasionally been used as a form of safe, such
as disguising a wall drawer to look like a power point.
Other concealment devices include books, candles, cans,
coins, and computer. Sometimes a safe contains a
concealment device, like a safe within a safe.

concealment of birth

Criminal offence of secretly disposing of the body of a
dead baby.

concealment of securities

Criminal offence of dishonestly destroying, concealing or
defacing any valuable security, will or any document from
a government department with a view to gaining a
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personal financial gain for oneself or loss to another.
concentration

(1) Ability to think exclusively on a subject for a period.
(2) Extent to which a business has a significant market
share.
(3) Term used in EU law for a merger of businesss.

concentric merger

Joining together of two businesses, primarily to share
their expertise.

concept

Idea or principle.
In accounting, it is a general term for the principles
and similar on which accounting is based.

concept testing

Testing the idea of a new product or service with a target
audience before making it generally available.

conceptual framework

A statement of principles providing generally accepted
guidance for the development of new reporting practices
and for challenging and evaluating the existing practices.

concern

(1) General term for any type of business or organisation.
(2) Expression that something may not be right. It is
usually the first stage to investigation. Expressing a
concern is not a statement that the person believes
something is wrong.

concert party

Group of people acting together, such as in acquiring
shares with a view to mounting a takeover bid.

concert party agreement

Secret agreement between members of a concert party.

concertina order

Sequence of orders obtained together in an IVA.

concession

(1) Right to use someone else’s property, such as a
retailer who is allowed to operate in a large store.
(2) Exclusive right to sell a particular product, perhaps
subject to conditions, such as in a defined area or to a
defined category of customers.
(3) Yielding a point, and not proceeding with enforcing a
right. It is the first of the three Cs in dispute resolution.

concessionaire

Person or business which has a concession, namely the
exclusive rights to sell particular goods in a particular
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place.
concessionary coal

“Means any coal or other solid fuel supplied free of
charge or at reduced prices” (Small Business, Enterprise
and Employment Act 2015 s158).
This section allows that right to be funded by the
state to an employee who was working for a company
engaged in deep coal-mining on 1 January 2014.

concessionary fare

Fare which is reduced for a particular category of person,
such as children and the elderly.

concession tax

In international tax, any tax whose payments establishes
the taxpayer’s legal status, such as a company or
employee. There is no concession tax in the UK, where
fiscal obligations flow from status, not the other way
round.

concierge

Warden, janitor, porter.

conciliar

Pertaining to a council, particularly an ecclesiastical
council.

conciliation

Bringing together employers and employees with a view
to resolving a dispute. conciliation
Conciliation usually involves either mediation or
arbitration, using starting with the former.

conciliation agreement

In the USA, a binding written agreement that details
specific contractor commitments that arose from
breaches of rehabilitation law.

Conciliation Board

Body formed in 1893 to mediate in industrial disputes.
They were largely ignored, as employers established their
own forums. Today the work is done by ACAS.

conciliation officer

A person designated under Trade Union and Labour
Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 s221 to assist in
resolving workplace issues.

conclusion

In Scots law, “the statement of the precise order sought
in a civil action in the Court of Sessions” ((Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).
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conclusion date

In relation to VAT, “means the date of the document
notifying the conclusion of the review” (Value Added Tax
1994 s83G(7)).

conclusive evidence

Evidence that must be accepted in a court of law, such as
a companys certificate of incorporation.

concurrent interests

Ownership of land by two people at the same time,
usually as either joint tenants or as tenants in common.

concurrent jurisdiction

Part of the jurisdiction of the Courts of Chancery that was
enforced equally in the common law courts. The notion
was abolished by Judicature Acts 1873-75.

concurrent lease

Lease granted by a landlord at the same time as another
lease for the same property. The consequence is that the
second lessee acquires the landlord’s rights and duties in
respect of the original lease.

concurrent sentence

In criminal law, sentence served at the same time as
another.

concurrent validity

In human resources, a means of determining the validity
of a test by comparing its scores against actual job
performance.

concurrent writ

Duplicate writ that may be issued between the date of
the original writ and the date that it ceases to be valid.

COND

Part of the FCA handbook in the section of High Level
Standards that deals with Threshold Conditions.

condemnation

In law, a ruling that a vessel has been lawfully captured
and now belongs to the captor.

condemnation proceedings

Proceedings that a person may take in the magistrates’
court against HMRC, arguing that the seizure of goods by
Customs is not lawful.
A person who brings such proceedings cannot then
make a further appeal to a tax tribunal against the
seizure.

condescendence

In Scots law, “a written statement in a action setting out
the factial and legal grounds of action of the pursuer in a
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civil action” ((Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).
condition

Element of a contract.
A condition is a provision in a contract which must
be carried out as part of the contract.

conditional access

Computer technology which is designed to prevent
unauthorised users for viewing material which requires a
payment.

conditional admissibility

Description of evidence whose admissibility depends on
evidence whose relevance has yet to be established. The
courts usually allow such evidence on the understanding
that the relevance will later be established. Such evidence
is said to be accepted “de bene esse”.

conditional agreement

Agreement that will take effect if a future event happens.

conditional bid

Term used particularly in takeovers. The offer price of the
shares to be bought is on condition that sufficient shares
are offered to acquire a controlling interest. If insufficient
shares are offered, the bid fails.

conditional caution

Caution given by the police to someone over 18 who
admits a criminal offence for which a trial is considered
inappropriate, where the caution has conditions which
the person must obey (Criminal Justice Act 2003 s22).

conditional discharge

In criminal law, this may be ordered when the court
believes that neither punishment nor probation is
appropriate.

conditional indorsement

When a bill of exchange has been indorsed subject to a
condition. The condition may be ignored (Bills of
Exchange Act 1882 s33).

conditionality

In international finance, principle under which the
International Monetary Fund supports member states if
the state takes appropriate action to deal with the cause
of the economic problem which prompted the request for
the loan.
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conditionality threshold

Minimum requirement regarding earnings and hours to
qualify for universal credit.

conditionally exempt ocassions
Term used in connection with the inheritance tax
exemption for certain transfers of works of art, and
similar. The law is Inheritance Tax Act 1984 from s78.
conditionally exempt transfer Transfer of property that appears to be pre-eminent for
its national, scientific, historic or artistic interest
(Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s31). The Treasury must be
satisfied that this condition is met. Such a transfer is
exempt from inheritance tax.
Note that this provision is completely different from
potentially exempt transfers.
Also note that there is a separate scheme for
accepting works of art and similar in payment of
inheritance tax.
conditional order

In investment, an order to a broker to be followed only if
a condition is met, such as a share being bought for no
more than £2 each.

conditional probability

In statistics, the probability of an event that is conditional
on the occurrence of another event.

conditional sale

Sale which is subject to conditions.
The most common example is a sale of goods where
the price is payable in instalments, such as a hire
purchase agreement. The goods remain the property of
the seller until the full price is paid or the customer meets
another condition.
VAT is paid on goods supplied to a customer on the
same basis as if the goods were sold directly (VAT notice
700). This applies even if ownership of the goods remains
with the seller.

conditional sale agreement

Sale under which payment is made by instalments to a
finance company which pays the supplier. If the finance
company refuses to lend the money, the sale fails. It is
regulated by Consumer Credit Act 1974 s189(1)).

conditional sales contract

For consumer protection, “means a sales contract under
which —
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(a) the price for the goods or part of it is payable by
instalments. and
(b) the trader retains ownership of the goods until
the conditions specified in the contract (for the payment
of instalments or otherwise) are met;
and it makes no difference whether or not the consumer
possesses the goods”.
(Consumer Rights Act 2015 s5(3)).
conditional share award

“An award of a number of shares of which the employee
will become the owner at a future date if specified
conditions are met”
(Inspectors’ Manual at BIM 44001).

conditioned fear

In psychology, process of learning by which people,
babies and even animals can be taught behaviour in
learning that certain conduct will avoid pain or
discomfort.

condition for door supervision Condition that may be attached to any of the various
types of premises licence for gambling (Gambling Act
2005 s178).
conditions of employment

Provisions in a contract of employment which regulate
that employment.
Such provisions are only legal to the extent that
they comply with company law, do not contravene the
Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 and are not contrary to
public policy.
The conditions must be agreed by the employee in
advance. They may be contained in the contract itself or
otherwise made known to the employee such as in a
separate book or on a notice board.

conditions of sale

Provisions in a contract for sale, where such provisions
regulate that sale. Conditions are implied in all sales to
consumers.

condominium

In UK, a country that is run by two or more other
countries.
In the USA, a form of property ownership similar to
commonhold.
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condonation

Excusing the behaviour of another. This was a bar to
divorce until repealed by Divorce Reform Act 1969.

condor spread

In options dealing, an investment strategy that uses four
strike prices that limit both risk and profit potential. It
involves writing three call options at low prices and
buying one call at the highest price.
This strategy is often undertaken when there is an
expected increase in volatility.

conduct

In relation to Customs and excise duties, “in relation to
any person who has or may aquire possession or control
of any goods, includes that person’s intentions at any
time in relation to those goods” (Customs and Excise
(General Reliefs) Act 1979 s13(4)).

conduct involving dishonesty This was a specific VAT offence under Value Added Tax
1994 s60. It was partly repealed on 1 April 2008, and
wholly repealed on 1 April 2009 when a new regime of
penalties was introduced.
conduct money

Money paid to a witness to defray his or her expense of
attending court.

conduct report

Report prepared about the director of an insolvent
company under Company Directors Disqualification Act
1986 s7A as inserted by Small Business, Enterprise and
Employment Act 2015 s105.

conduit case

Tax avoidance arrangement where money is paid out
soon after being paid in. An example is Herman v IRC
[2007] STC 571.

conduit company

In international tax, a company set up purely for tax
avoidance purposes. Typically the conduit company is
located in a tax haven so it pays little or no tax. The
profits are then distributed to the shareholders as
dividends, interest or royalties. The effect is to give
individuals the benefit of a tax haven to which they would
not otherwise be entitled.

conduit system

In international tax, a system whereby the corporation
tax (or equivalent) of a company is integrated with the
shareholder’s income tax.
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conduit transaction

In international tax, transaction of a branch of an
international banking company where the branch is
neither an independent business nor a body that accepts
responsibilities for the company. Rather, it acts as agent
for the company.

confectionery

For VAT, confectionery is generally standard-rated as it is
explicitly excluded from the scope of zero-rated food by
Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1 Excepted Item 2.
“Confectionery includes chocolates, sweets and
biscuits; drainedm glacé or crystallised fruits, and any
item of sweetened prepared food which is normally eaten
with the finger” (Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1
Note (5)).
In 2008, the High Court held that while
confectionery must be sweet, it does not have to have
had sweeteners added (HMRC v Premier Foods (Holdings)
Ltd. Ch D [2008] STC 176. Barley sugar and fruit bars have
no added sweetening but are confectionery.
The exact scope is set out in VAT notice 701/14.

Confederation of Asian and Pacific Accountants (CAPA)
Large body of accountants based in Asia and Pacific Rim
countries.
Confederation of British Industry (CBI)
Body formed in 1965 from the amalgamation of several
older bodies. It represents the views of employers in
national dealings, such as with government.
conference

In law, this term usually means a meeting between a
solicitor and barrister to discuss a case.

confession

Admission of guilt.
In general, it is admissible in legal proceedings only
if made voluntarily and freely. The onus of proving this
generally rests with the Crown (DPP v Ping Lin [1975] 3
WLR 419).

confidential

Description of information received subject to conditions
about disclosure.
In law, a document or information is only
confidential if:
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• it was received confidentially, that is the
person who was told the information accepted that he
did so confidentially;
• the information has the nature of
confidentiality, which means that it has some sensitivity
which prevents its disclosure; and
• the document or information is not already in
the public domain or otherwise known to the recipient.
Confidentiality is different from privacy and
secrecy, where separate conditions apply.
HMRC keep taxpayer details confidential until a
matter is heard in a tribunal or court. An individual is free
to publish his or her tax return if he or she so wishes.
Some politicians have done so.
confidential credentials

Term used by HMRC for Government Gateway codes and
passwords to access an individual’s tax files on-line.

confidential identifiers

Those codes and passwords that allow access to personal
tax data held by HMRC.

confidential report

Report where the right to read is restricted.

confidentiality

General
An agreement between two parties that information is
provided subject to restrictions imposed by the provider.
Tax officers and police
Every Commissioner and officer of HMRC is
required to make a declaration of confidentiality under
Commissioners for Revenue and Customs Act 2005 s3.
The duties of confidentiality are set out in s18.
In Scotland, the term protected taxpayer
information is used for similar provisions (Revenue
Scotland and Tax Powers Act 2014 s14).
The duties of confidentiality by police in tax matters
is set out in s29. Revenue and Customs Prosecution Office
is bound by s40.
Tax professionals
The duty of confidentiality for tax accountants and
advisers is set out in Professional Conduct in Relation to
Taxation paras 2.14 to 2.18.
This states (in para 2.14) “confidentiality is a
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professional principle and is also a legally enforceable
contractual obligation. It may be an express term of the
engagement letter between the member and the client.
Where is it not an express term, a court would in most
circumstances treat confidentiality as an implied
contractual term”.
confidentiality clause

Clause in a legal agreement that neither party will
disclose certain details to any third party. Such clauses
are commonly found in contracts of employment, and in
agreements to settle a dispute.

confidentiality hallmark

Condition agreed between a promoter of tax avoidance
schemes and clients that the promoter will not disclose
details of the scheme to any third party. Normal
professional advice is not included.
The existence of this hallmark is one factor which
suggests that the scheme needs to be disclosed under the
Disclosure of Tax Avoidance Schemes regulations.

confined

In relation to statutory maternity pay, “is to be construed
accordingly [to definition of confinement], and where a
woman’s labour begun on one day results in the issue of a
child on another day she shall be taken to be confined on
the day of the issue or, if labour results in the issue of
twins or a greater number of children, she shall be taken
to be confined on the day of the issue of the last of them”
(Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992
s171(1)).

confinement

(1) Restriction, such as imprisonment.
(2) Time of childbirth. This term is used in some
regulations about statutory maternity pay.
For this purpose, confinement “means —
(a) labour resulting in the issue of a living child,
or
(b) labour after 24 weeks of pregnancy
resulting in the issue of a child whether alive or dead”
(Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992
s171(1)). See also confined.

confirmation

(1) Statement which accepts the truth of a statement
already made. An example is a written order confirming a
purchase already made by telephone.
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(2) In Scotland, a court order confirming the validity of a
will and the identity of executors. It is the equivalent of
probate under English law.
(3) A church service where a person assents to their
baptism as a child. Under canon law B27(6), a person may
legally change their Christian name or names at this
service.
(4) In investment, when a share price moves in line with
expectations, particularly against an index.
(5) In law, a conveyance of an estate or right, where an
estate is increased or made unvoidable.
(6) In Scots law, “the authority obtained from a sheriff
authorising a person (an executor) to gather and
distribute the estate of a deceased person” (Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).
confirmation code

In computing, a code sent to a customer’s e-mail address.
This term is particularly used for the code which
indicates that a person will communicate with HMRC at
that e-mail address.

confirmation of acceptance of studies
Form of certificate of sponsorship given to overseas
students.
confirmation period

Period for which a confirmation statement may be
submitted (Companies Act 2006 s853A(3)).

confirmation statement

Statement that a company may submit to Companies
House to confirm that details already filed remain
effective. It is an alternative to the annual return,
permitted by Companies Act 2006 s853A as added by
Small Business, Enterprise and Employment Act 2015 s92.

confirmatory resolution

Resolution of the House of Commons on a motion from
the Chancellor of the Exchequer for the renewal of a tax
(Provisional Collection of Taxes Act 1968 s5(3)).

confirmatory value

In accounting, ability of a user of accounts to confirm or
correct their previous evaluation or assessment of an
entity.
With predictive value this is one of the two
elements that comprise relevance. This, in turn, is one of
the four qualities of accounting information required by
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Statement of Principles.
confiscation

Remove someone’s property as a punishment.
Proceeds of crime may be ceased. Goods that
breach Customs law may be ceased.
In Scots law, “a court order made in criminal
proceedings, after conviction or absolute discharge,
where money or other property is taken from the
offender because he or she benefited by it from criminal
conduct” (Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

confiscation order

Order made to confiscate property and wealth which has
been acquired by crime (Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 s6).

confiscation risk

Risk that assets may be confiscated by a foreign power.

confiscatory taxation

Taxation at such a high rate, it is equivalent to
confiscation of property.
An example was the 98% rate of income tax that
applied to investment income between 1975 and 1979.

conflict management

Management of disputes in the workplace. Procedures
usually try to avoid resolving the underlying disputes, but
instead find ways for workers to work together despite
the disputes.

conflict of interest

When a person who has roles in two organisations finds
that those interests conflict.
A director of a company must avoid such conflicts
(Companies Act 2006 s175).

conforming loan

US term for a mortgage which conforms to GSE
(government-sponsored enterprise) guidelines. The main
providers of such loans were provided by Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac working together.

confounding variable

In statistics, a feature that is not controlled but could
affect an outcome.

confusion of goods

Where goods of different owners are mixed so that
ownership of any item cannot be established. The person
who has best title generally becomes the owner of mixed
goods but must compensate other owners.
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Congested Districts (Scotland) Fund
Fund established to ease congestion in the Scottish
highlands.
The Fund was established by Congested Districts
(Scotland) Act 1897 s3.
congestion charge

Charge imposed on road users in an area with a view to
reducing traffic in that area.
It widely refers to a scheme introduced in central
London on 17 February 2003 operated by Transport for
London. It applies to travel between 7am and 6pm on
working days. A western extension was added on 19
February 2007 and removed on 4 January 2011.
The system requires no prepaid tickets or toll
booths. Cameras read number plates of vehicles. There is
a standard charge that is reduced for prepayment or for
registered fleet vehicles. It is increased for payment the
following day. A penalty rate is applied when no payment
has been made. In 2011, the standard rate was £10.
Some vehicles are exempt. These include taxis,
motorcycles, emergency vehicles, alternative fuel vehicles
and small three-wheelers. Residents in the zone receive a
90% reduction.
Transport for London claims that the charge is a toll
and not a tax. The significance is that embassies are
exempt from taxes but not from tolls.
For tax purposes, the charge is regarded as a travel
expense and is therefore deductible if the travel is
business travel rather than commuting.
If an employee is provided with a company car and
the employer pays the congestion charge, the employee
is not regarded as having received any further taxable
benefit. The value of having the congestion charge paid is
in effect covered by the car benefit charge.

conglomerate

Group of businesses. In particular the term is used to
indicate a group of companies where the subsidiaries
make very different products.

conglomerate discount

Difference between the separate values of the businesses
which make up the conglomerate and the lower price at
which the conglomerate trades.
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conglomerate merger

Merger between two firms purely for creating a bigger
entity, particularly when there is no commonality in
expertise or product range.

Congo

Name of two African states. The Democratic Republic of
The Congo is on the Eastern border of the Republic of the
Congo.
Their currencies are respectively the Congolese
franc of 100 centimes and Central French African franc of
100 centimes.
The UK has no tax treaty with either state, but has a
shipping and air transport profits agreement of 1976 with
the Democratic Republic. This is still in the name Zaire,
which was used by the country between 1970 and 1997.

conjoined arrestment

One of three types of arrestment of earnings orders
which may be made by a Scottish court. It is a
combination of the other two, the earnings arrestment
and current maintenance assessment. Each of these two
elements is collected under its own rules.

conjunction ticket

One of two conditions that must be met for a connected
flight to be regarded as part of a single journey for the
purposes of air passenger duty. The other condition, the
temporal condition, limits the number of hours between
flights.
Under Air Passenger Duty (Connected Flights) Order
SI 1994 No 1821, a conjunction ticket must broadly cover
each flight in the journey, and the passenger must have
this ticket in his or her possession throughout the journey
on all flights.
Since 1994, many airlines have abandoned paper
tickets in favour of electronic bookings. The
consequences of this were considered by the Upper Tier
Tribunal in Ryanair Ltd [2013] UKUT 0176 (TCC).

Con LR

Construction Law Reports, reports of court cases
published from 1985.

Connect

Risk-assessment software introduced by HMRC in 2009 to
make it easier to detect VAT fraud.

connected brewery

Brewery that has a trade connection with another.
Such a connection can disallow entitlement to the
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lower rate of beer duty for small brewery beer (Customs
notice 226).
connected charity

For the purposes of tainted charity donations, “in
relation to another charity, means a charity which is
connected with that other charity in a matter relating to
the structure, administration or control of either charity”
(Income Tax Act 2007 s809ZP and Corporation Tax Act
2010 s939G).

connected companies relationship
Corporation tax provisions are given in Corporation Tax
Act 2009 from s348.
connected contracts

For employee indemnity insurance, two contracts that
meet the conditions set out in Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s350.

connected flight

Second or subsequent flight that is taken as part of one
journey.
Under Air Passenger Duty (Connected Flights) Order
SI 1994 No 1821, such a flight does not trigger a separate
liability for duty provided it meets a temporal condition
and ticketing condition.
The former limits the number of hours between
flights so that stopovers are regarded as breaking the
journey. The latter broadly requires conjunction tickets
to be issued to cover the whole journey.

connected institution or body Term used in Charities Act 2011 s157 in relation to audits
of charity accounts.
connected parties relationship For loan relationship, there are provisions regarding late
interest in Corporation Tax Act 2009 from s372.
connected person

Person with whom another person has a close
relationship. This is usually either a family relationship (eg
wife, brother) or a business relationship (employer or
fellow director).
Many provisions of law and tax have specific
provisions relating to connected persons. Company law,
for example, requires disclosure of any dealings with a
connected person.
These provisions often differ.
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For the purposes of trading stock, the term is
defined in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s168 and Income Tax
(Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s179.
For charities, the term is defined in Charities Act
2011 s118.
For capital gains, the term is defined in Taxation of
Capital Gains Act 1992 s286.
connection rules

Tax rules which connect parties, usually with the effect of
denying or reducing a measure of tax relief.
An example is the rule for enterprise investment
schemes which prevent an investor providing short-term
funding to help an investee company cope with a funding
problem.

connecting flight

Common name for what is called a connected flight for
the purposes of air passenger duty.

connivance

Active or passive acquiescence. This was once a bar to
divorce.

consanguinity

Relationship by blood. This often establishes that two
people are connected persons for tax purposes.

consensus ad idem

Latin: agreement to the same thing.
This is one of the elements of a contract under
English law.

consensus facit legem

Latin: custom makes the law.

consensus forecast

In investment, aggregated forecasts drawn from different
brokers about the future performance of a company or
economy.

consensus pro lege servatur

Latin: custom is held as law.

consensus tollit errorem

Latin: consent takes away error.

consent

Acquiescence or agreement that has been honestly
obtained.

consent dividend

In the USA, a portion of a corporation’s profit which may
be deemed to be a shareholder dividend. This allows the
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company to avoid accumulated earnings tax.
consent for development

“In relation to an oil field, does not include consent which
is limited to the purpose of testing the characteristics of
an oil-bearing area” (Corporation Tax Act 2010 s356IB(2)).
“In relation to a licensed area, does not include
consent which is limited to the purpose of testing the
characteristics of an oil-bearing area” (Corporation Tax
Act 2010 s356J(4)).

consent order

Order given by a court or tribunal to which both parties
have agreed. For tax tribunals, the procedure is given in
The Tribunal Procedure (First-tier Tribunal) (Tax Chamber)
Rules SI 2009 No 273 rule 34.

consequential loss

A financial loss occurring as the result of some other loss.
Also known as an indirect loss.
The loss of the building, stock etc is a direct loss.
The loss of a building destroyed by fire is a direct loss. The
loss of profit because of the inability to continue trading
is a consequential loss.
It is possible to insure against consequential loss.

consequential loss policy

Insurance policy which pays for losses sustained when a
business is prevented from continuing from an insurable
risk.
Such a policy is typically added to other policies. For
example, insurance for premises may cover the cost of
rebuilding plus the loss of profits and customer claims
which may result from not being able to trade until the
factory is rebuilt.
Such policies are also known as loss of profits policy
or business interruption policy.

conservatism

See prudence. Sometimes used with a stronger meaning
of understating assets and overstating liabilities.

conservatory tax

Term coined in 2012 in relation to energy efficiency
measures that were supposedly to be required when any
home improvement work was undertaken. It was claimed
this would add 10% to the costs of such improvements.
This was denied in House of Commons paper standard
note SNSC-06301 of 16 April 2012.
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consider

Give serious thought to.
There are some provisions of law and accounting
practice which require a matter to be considered. This
means that the business or person must be able to show
that a matter was properly considered.

consideration

A benefit provided or a detriment suffered in return for a
consideration from the other party.
For a contract to be valid under English law, either
each party must provide a consideration or the contract
must be under seal.
Consideration must be real but need not be
adequate. A gift is not usually a contract but a sale for a
nominal sum is.
Consideration must not be past. Although it is legal
to agree to pay someone for what they have already
done, that does not create a contract.
In most contracts, the considerations are that one
person provides goods or services and the other person
pays money. However, that is not a legal requirement.
Barter transactions are contracts, as are agreements to
settle disputes.
An agreement with a tax authority may create a
contract.
A legal definition is “a valuable consideration, in the
sense of the law, may consist either in some right,
interest, profit, or benefit accruing to the other party, or
some forbearance, detriment, loss, or responsibility
given, suffered or undertaken by the other” (Currie v Misa
[1875]).
For employment income, a definition is given in
Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s421A.

consideration not wholly in money
When part of the price paid for goods or services is not in
money, as in a barter transaction or when two businesses
swap goods.
For VAT, the value of the consideration must
include the monetary equivalent of the non-monetary
consideration. So a barter transaction is two supplies
even though it is only one contract.
consignation

Act of consigning goods.
For consumer contracts, there are special provisions
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relating to Scotland given in Consumer Rights Act 2015
s27.
In Scots law, “the deposit in court or with a third
party under court authority of money or an article in
dispute” (Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).
consignee

Person to whom goods are consigned.
For Customs purposes, the consignee is the person
to whom duty suspended goods are consigned and who
accounts for those goods in the Member State of
destination. This may be: a warehousekeeper who is
approved to store the goods in duty suspension; a
registered trader who accounts for duty on arrival or a
non-registered trader who must have accounted for the
duty to his fiscal authority before the goods are
despatched.

consignment

Goods delivered by a carrier to a consignee at the
direction of the consignor.

consignment accounts

Financial records which record goods sent and received.
Such accounts are now rarely kept, as these
functions are administered through the normal ledgers
and stock control.

consignment note

Document stating that documents have been sent.

consignment record

The record of an import or export consignment held on a
computer inventory system.

consignment stock

When stock belonging to one person is stored on the
premises of another (a dealer) who is allowed to sell it in
the normal course of business, and who returns any
unsold items to his supplier, usually the manufacturer.
Such arrangements are widely used by car manufacturers.
The main element of consignment stock is that legal
title does not pass to the dealer until a specific
transaction takes place. The commonest is selling the
stock to a customer, but other examples can include
taking the item for the dealer’s use.
The accounting treatment is explained in Appendix
A to FRS 5. Broadly this involves identifying the nature of
the arrangement between dealer and supplier,
particularly in regard to commercial risk. If this leads to
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the view that the consignment stock represents the
dealer’s stock, that is how it is accounted under the
substance over form accounting concept.
For VAT, consignment stock is regarded as a supply
even though the goods have not moved from the
supplier’s premises. However such stock is not normally
regarded as an export or removal to an EU state until the
goods have left the UK.
consignment

Goods sent to someone.

consignor

For Customs purposes, the authorised person from whose
premises goods are dispatched in duty suspension.

consignor

Person who sends goods.

consistency

One of the two elements of comparability (the other is
disclosure), which in turn is one of the four qualities of
accounting information required by Statement of
Principles. The consistency concept is also a fundamental
accounting principle.
Consistency requires that businesses adopt the
same accounting policies from one period to the next.

consistency concept

Fundamental accounting principle that the same
accounting policies are used each year unless there is a
good reason to change and that is stated in the accounts.

consistency of presentation

Requirement that accounts “shall retain the presentation
and classification of items in the financial statements
from one period to the next” (FRS 102 section 3.11).
An entity may only depart from the duty of
consistency if either:
• there is a significant change in the nature of
the entity’s operations requiring a departure, or
• a new accounting standard requires a
departure.
Para 3.12 requires further disclosure for such a
departure.

consistent identifier

Code that relates to an individual and is part of a series of
such codes to deal with avoidance of harm of such an
individual in care. It is defined in Health and Social Care
Act 2012 s251A as inserted by Health and Social Care
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(Safety and Quality) Act 2015 s2.
consistorial

In Scots law, “relating to certain family matters, including
actions of divorce, nullity of marriage, and legitimacy”
(Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

consistory court

Church court.
In England, they still exist in the Church of England,
but are now limited to dealing with accusations against
clergy and applications to modify church buildings.

CONSOB

Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa,
supervisory body of the Italian stock exchange.

consolidate

Put together to make one, particularly when the accounts
of a holding company and its subsidiaries are
consolidated as group accounts or consolidated
accounts.
The process involves adding together the accounts
of all companies after deleting transactions between
them. So if A had £100,000 of sales including £1,000 to B;
and B had £50,000 of sales including £2,000 to A, their
consolidated figure for sales would be £147,000
comprising their combined sales less the sales to each
other.

consolidated accounts

Accounts for a group of companies prepared as if they
were one company.
The accounting treatment is set out in FRS 102
Section 9. The requirement to produce them is given in
para 9.2.

consolidated annuities

Government securities that pay interest but have no
redemption date. They are commonly known as consols.

consolidated balance sheet

Balance sheet of a group of companies prepared as if
they were one company.

consolidated cashflow statement
Cashflow statement for a group of companies prepared
as if they were one company.
consolidated financial statements
For accounting standards, “the financial statements of a
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parent and its subsidiaries presented as those of a single
entity” (FRS 102 glossary).
For International Accounting Standards, a different
definition with an identical meaning is used. This is “the
financial statements of a group in which assets, liabilities,
equity, income, expenses and cash flow of the parent and
its subsidiaries are presented as those of a single
economic entity” (IAS 27 para 4; IAS 28 para 3; IFRS 10.A)
Under previous UK accounting standards, the term
was defined as “the financial statements of a group
prepared by consolidation” (FRS 2 para 4).
consolidated fund

Money held by the government in its Exchequer Fund. It
comprises receipts from taxation and is used to pay for
government spending. The Fund started in 1787.

Consolidated Fund Act

Law which is passed each year detailing application of
public funds for spending.

consolidated income statement
Income statement for a group of companies prepared as
if they were one company.
consolidated profit and loss account
Profit and loss account for a group of companies
prepared as if they were one company.
Consolidated Quotation Service (CQS)
Service provided by NASDAQ offering details on all
securities listed on the New York Stock Exchange and a
selection of other securities.
consolidated shipment

When goods from different suppliers are shipped
together.

consolidated tape

American ticker tape system that provides last sale prices
and volumes for transactions in public securities.

Consolidated Tape Assocation (CTA)
Body that administers consolidated tape.
consolidated Trade System (CTS)
Body that receives and electronically disseminates listed
stock last-sale prices in all markets. It is administered by
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the Consolidate Tape Association.
consolidation

General
Process of putting things together to make one.
Shipping
In shipping, it is a procedure whereby a number of small
consignments are loaded together to form a single, larger
consignment. This must be carried out as part of a
contract to transport the goods.
Accounting
In accounting, it is the process whereby you consolidate
the accounts of a group of companies and present them
as if they were one company.
Company law
In company law, the term means reducing the number of
shares by issuing one new share for a number of old
shares, such as issuing one share with a nominal value of
£1 for ten shares with a nominal value of 10p. The law is
in Companies Act 2006 s618. The opposite process is
called sub-division.

consolidation act

Act of Parliament that consolidates older Acts into a more
coherent and logical order. Most current taxes are
consolidations.
Such Acts are regulated by Consolidation of
Enactments (Procedure) Act 1949.

consolidation adjustments

Accounting adjustments made to the financial statements
of companies in a group before consolidating them.
The adjustments include removing intra-group
transactions and adjustments necessary for the accounts
to be on the same basis.

consolidation cargo

Another term for groupage. This is when freight from
more than one supplier is put together as a single
consignment to another country. There are implications
for Customs and VAT records.

consolidation condition

Condition that applies in relation to associated companies
for banks’ corporation tax. The condition is set out in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s133L(7) as inserted by Finance
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(No 2) Act 2015 s18.
consolidation difference

The amount by which the price paid to acquire a
subsidiary differs from the assets and liabilities acquired.

consolidation loan

Loan made to pay off other loans.

consolidation of actions

When a court orders that more than one action may be
heard together, usually because they relate to the same
issue.

consolidation of mortgages

The right of a mortgagee (lender) to require a mortgagor
(borrower) to redeem all mortgages held between them if
the mortgagor wishes to redeem any mortgage (Law of
Property Act 1925 s93).

consolidation of shares

When shares of a very low value are replaced by fewer
shares of higher value. Such as when 1p shares are
replaced by 25p shares.

consolidation order

Order of a court that combines separate legal actions, so
that the decision is binding on all parties.

consolidation phase

In investment, period which is typically indicated by a
sideways move in a market, followed by a large rise or
fall, often leading to a more stable position.

consolidation procedure

Accounting term for how accounts of companies in a
group are combined to form a single set of consolidated
accounts. The procedure is set out in FRS 102 from
section 9.13.

consols

Government bonds which pay interest but have no
maturity date. The term is an abbreviation for
consolidated annuities.
They were first issued in the 18th century. They
carry interest at 2½%. The price fluctuates in line with
interest rates and is therefore sometimes used as a guide
to gilt interest rates.

consort

Partner or companion.

consortium

(1) Where several businesses own another but under
terms where it is not the subsidiary of any of them, for
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example if five companies hold equal shares in a sixth.
(2) Association between husband and wife.
consortium bank

Bank jointly owned by other banks, none of which is the
single owner.

consortium claim

Claim for consortium tax relief under Income and
Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s402(3)).

consortium company

Link company
“In relation to a link company, means a company which is
a member of the group of which the link company is also
a member but is not itself a member of the consortium of
which the link company is a member” (Income and
Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s406(1)).
Loan relationship
The term “means a trading company, as defined by
sections 185(1) of [Corporation Tax Act 2010], that is
owned by a consortium or a holding company that is so
owned” (Corporation Tax Act 2009 s371(1)).

consortium conditions

Conditions that must be met to claim corporation tax loss
relief in a consortium. The three conditions are given in
Corporation Tax Act 2010 ss132-133.

consortium relief

Relief from corporation tax when a consortium makes a
loss. Broadly, the loss is claimed by each consortium
owner in the same ratio as their holding.

Conspicuous Gallantry Medal Award for bravery. Payments of pension or annuity in
respect of the award are free of income tax (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s638).
conspiracy

Agreement by two or more people to engage in a criminal
or tortious act. Conspiracy is both a crime and a tort.

conspiracy theory

Idea that events are all part of an organised plot.
In reality, most supposed plots are fanciful
interpretations on random events. Human nature is too
unpredictable for all but the simplest of conspiracies to
be reliable. Simple and obvious explanations are usually
the correct ones.
Once a conspiracy has been established in a
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workplace they can be very difficult to shift as every
subsequent event can be made to fit the conspiracy. For
example, if a workforce believes there is a conspiracy to
make them redundant, a boss not saying good morning
can be seen as hiding his embarrassment. A boss who
says good morning can be seen as covering up.
constant

In mathematics, a number which does not change.
In the formula:
y = 2x + 7
only the number 7 is a constant, as the other two
numbers change according to the value of x.

constant currency

Currency value where fluctuations have been removed.
This figure is often used to quantify sales and profit.

constant-dollar plan

American term for pound cost averaging.

constant exchange rate

Adjustment made to accounts to strip out day-to-day
fluctuations in exchange rates in sales and profit figures.

constantia et virtute

Latin: by constancy and virtue.

constant purchasing power

Another term meaning current purchasing power.

constant sum game

In statistics, a game strategy where the total is always the
same amount, such as when businesses are competing in
a fixed market.

constat

Latin: it appears.

constituency

Area represented by a Member of Parliament.

constituency association

Body representing a political party in a constituency.
Where a constituency boundary changes, any
transfer of assets is ignored for capital gains tax purposes
(Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s264).

constituency or region

Area for which a member of a Parliament or Assembly is
elected.
In terms of allowability of claiming tax-free
expenses, the area is extended to include 20 miles from
the border (eg Finance Act 2013 s10(6)).
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constituent council

In relation to funding for combined local authorities,
“means —
(a) a county council the whole or any part of whose
area is within the area of the combined authority, or
(b) a district council whose area is within the area of
the combined authority” (Local Government Finance Act
1988 s74 as inserted by Cities and Local Government
Devolution Act 2016 s9(2)).

constituent members

For a direction from HMRC that two or more persons are
to be regarded as one person for VAT purposes, “in
relation to a business specified in a direction under this
paragraph, the persons name in the direction, together
with any person named in a supplementary direction
relating to that business (being the persons who together
are to be treated as the taxable person), are in subparagraph (7) and (8) below referred to as constituent
members” (Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 1 para 2(6)).

constituent wines

Two or more wines which are blended to make a saleable
alcoholic drink. Alcoholic liquor duty is charged in
accordance with Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979 s54(3A).

constitution

Formal document by which a country or other body is
organised and administered.
The collection of documents by which a company is
administered.

constitutional court

Court which determines whether a law is in accordance
with the country’s constitution.

constitutional documents

Documents that a member of a company has a right to
receive on request from the company (Companies Act
2006 s32).
The constitutional documents are:
• up-to-date copy of articles of association;
• any resolution relating to the company’s
constitution;
• court orders about the constitution;
• certificate of incorporation;
• current state of share capital (or guarantee
for a company limited by guarantee).
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constrained discretion

“A principle which applies to the situation in which
policymakers have some freedom (discretion) to vary
policy instruments, such as taxes or interest rates, but
within well-defined limits (constraints). A well-designed
policy framework gives policymakers sufficient freedom
to respond flexibly to shocks and sufficient constraints to
ensure that they do not exercise their discretion in a way
that could undermine the long-term stability of the
economy.” (HM Treasury Guidance).

Constitutional Reform Act

Act of 2005 which made radical changes to the judicial
system from 3 April 2006.
The main changes are:
• statutory guarantee of independence of the
judiciary from politicians (though the principle has
applied in practice for 900 years)
• reform of the role of Lord Chancellor,
transferring judicial functions to the President of the
Courts of England and Wales (ie the Lord Chief Justice)
• establishment of a Supreme Court separate
from House of Lords
• an independent Judicial Appointments
Commission to select candidates for judicial appointment
• Judicial Appointments and Conduct
Ombudsman, responsible for complaints about judges
and judicial appointments.

constraint

Restriction which prevents a person doing something. The
restriction is usually a limit on resources, such as having
insufficient funds, labour, space or time. A constraint can
be created in other ways, such as by law or practical
considerations.
In management accounting, a constraint is used in
opportunity costing. The alternatives are considered
according to which activity fully uses the constrained
resource. The desired outcome (usually gross profit) is
considered for each alternative to choose that which
achieves the best result, such as the largest gross profit.
The opportunity cost is the cost of the second best
alternative which has been foregone.
In decision-making, a constraint is that which
restricts the ability to maximise an objective. For
example, health and safety is usually a constraint.
The term is used in a similar way in project
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management.
construction

Value added tax
For VAT purposes, new construction may be zero-rated
under Group 5. However, the VAT provisions are very
complex, so advice should usually be sought.
Vehicles
For company cars and vans, the tax liability is determined
by the “construction” of the vehicle under Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s115.
In a subsequent case, it was held that a Land Rover
Discovery 4 remained a car (and thus a taxable benefit in
kind to the technician who used it) even though the
employer had adapted it so that it could no longer be
used as a car (Timothy Jones. TC 1958 [2012]).
Law
Process by which the meaning of a written document is
ascertained.

construction contract

For accounting standards, “a contract specifically
negotiated for the construction of an asset or a
combination of assets that are closely interrelated or
interdependent in terms of their design, technology or
their ultimate purpose or use” (FRS 102 glossary).
For International Accounting Standards, the same
definition appears in IAS 11 para 3.

Construction Industry Scheme (CIS)
System of collecting provisional amounts of income tax
from self-employed subcontractors in the building trade.
The general principle is that the contractor must
deduct an amount of income tax and pay it to HMRC
unless the subcontractor can produce a gross payment
certificate.
constructive

In law, when a right, liability or status is created without
reference to the intention of the parties.

constructive discharge

American term for constructive dismissal.

constructive dismissal

When an employee resigns because it is unreasonable to
continue working. This is treated as a dismissal. This
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provision prevents an employer avoiding a claim for
wrongful dismissal or unfair dismissal by not dismissing
the employee but just making life so unpleasant that the
employee is forced to resign. Constructive dismissal is
treated as dismissal and not resignation.
constructive dissolution

Law in some countries (but not the UK) where a company
is regarded as dissolved if some eventuality happens,
usually that the company becomes non-resident.

constructive fraud

Instance where equity allows relief from an act or
contract.

constructive malice

Old legal doctrine that allowed for a charge of murder if
someone was killed in the course of a crime such as
robbery, even though there had been no intention to kill
or injure anyone. The doctrine was aboloshed by
Homicide Act 1957 s1,

constructive notice

When someone is made aware of a matter which legally
requires them to investigate.

constructive obligation

In accounting, one of the two types of obligation that
creates a liability. The other is a legal obligation.
“An obligation that derives from an entity’s actions
where:
(a) by an established pattern of past practice,
published policies or a sufficiently specific current
statement, the entity has indicated to other parties that it
will accept certain responsibilities; and
(b) as a result, the entity has created a valid
expectation on the part of those other parties that it will
discharge those responsibilities” (FRS 102 glossary).
A constructive obligation requires two conditions:
• the entity has indicated in some sufficient
manner that it accepts certain responsibilities, and
• as a result, other parties have a reasonable
expectation that the entity will discharge those
responsibilities.
The matter is explained in FRS 102 section 2.20 and
IAS 37 para 10.

constructive ownership

Principle followed in some countries’ laws which regard
property as belonging to an individual when held
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indirectly, such as through a trust or as a shareholder of a
small company.
constructive removal

Early payment of excise duty so that goods move from
being duty suspended to duty paid.
This is sometimes used by brewers for commercial
reasons. It is explained in various Customs leaflets, such
as 226 for beer.

constructive trust

Trust created by a court as a means of ensuring equity.

construct validity

Extent to which a test or other method of assessment
measures a particular trait.

consuetudo est altera lex

Latin: a custom has the force of law.

consuetudo est optimus interpres legum
Latin: custom is the best interpreter of the laws.
consul

“Means a person recognised by Her Majesty as being a
consul-general, consul, vice-consul or consular agent”
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s300).
Foreign consuls in the UK are exempt from UK
income tax.

consular employee

“Includes any person employed for the purposes of the
official business of a consular officer at —
(a) any consulate,
(b) any consular establishment, or
(c) any other premises used for those purposes”
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s302(4)).
A foreign pension paid to such an employee may be
free of income tax under Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s646A.

consular officer

“Has the meaning assigned by Article 1 of the Vienna

Convention set out in Schedule 1 to the Consular
Relations Act 1968” (Interpretation Act 1978 Sch 1).
consultant

Independent person who provides analysis and advice to an
organisation.

consultation

(1) Process by which a person seeks the views of others
without agreeing to be bound by them. HMRC and HM
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Treasury published their policy in the document Tax
Consultation Framework in March 2011.
(2) In law, a conference with two or more counsel.
Consultative Committee of Accountancy Bodies (CCAB)
Body established in 1974 to co-ordinate matters of
common interest between the main accounting bodies.
consulting actuary

Independent actuary who advises large pension funds.

consumable goods

(1) Goods which are used in the daily activities of a person
or business, such as food, detergent and paper.
(2) Another name for consumer goods.

consumables

Overhead expense of goods that are consumed
through use, such as stationery, light bulbs and cleaning
materials.

consumer

A person who makes a transaction other than in the
course of business. See dealing as consumer.
Consumers have additional rights in contract to
those enjoyed by businesses. These relate to cooling-off
periods, unfair contract terms and unsatisfactory goods.
“A person who purchases, uses or receives, in Great
Britain, goods or services which are supplied in the course
of a business by the person supplying them, or a person
who uses or receives relevant postal services in Northern
Ireland” (Consumers, Estate Agents and Redress Act 2007
s3(2)). “Consumer includes both an existing consumer
and a future consumer (ibid s3(3)).
For the purposes of consumer protection, the term
means “an individual acting for purposes that are wholly
or mainly outside that individual’s trade, business, craft or
profession” (Consumer Rights Act 2015 s2(3)).

Consumer Advisory Council

American body which represents consumer interests in a
similar manner to the UK’s Consumers’ Association.

consumer capitalism

Political term widely used in the early 1980s to encourage
ordinary individuals to buy shares and property.

consumer confidence

Measure of optimism about the future of the economy,
or an element of it.
Typically such measures are expressed as an index,
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measured by asking representative consumers to express
their views in the form of a number.
consumer control

In economics, a description of an organisation run for the
convenience of its users, as against producer control
which is run for the convenience of itself.

Consumer Council for Postal Services
Body established to oversee postal services, and
commonly known as Postwatch. It is abolished by
Consumers, Estate Agents and Redress Act 2007 s30 and
replaced by the National Consumer Council.
Consumer Council for Water

Body corporate established by Water Industry Act 1991
s27A as inserted by Water Act 2003 s35.

consumer credit

Financial facilities provided by banks, finance companies,
retailers and others to enable consumers to buy goods
which they may not be able to afford to buy directly.
Such arrangements are strictly regulated by
Consumer Credit Act 1974.

Consumer Credit Act 1974

Major piece of consumer legislation which radically
changed the provision of credit facilities to consumers. It
does not apply to business loans, nor to overdrafts.
The main new provisions of the Act are:
• requirement that all credit agreements must
be in writing;
• requirement that the interest rate must be
clearly stated, and calculated as the APR;
• a cooling-off period during which the
borrower may change his mind without penalty; and
• making the lender liable for any failure to
provide the goods for which the credit was obtained.

Consumer Credit Appeals Tribunal
Tribunal established under Consumer Credit Act 1974
s40A to hear appeals against consumer credit
agreements.
consumer credit business

“Any business carried on by a person so far as it
comprises or relates to:
(a) the provision of credit by him, or
(b) otherwise his being a creditor,
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under regulated consumer credit agreements” (Consumer
Credit Act 1974 s189(1)).
Consumer Credit Protection Act 1969
American law, whose functions are broadly similar to the
UK’s Consumer Credit Act 1974.
consumer-credit register

Register kept by the Director-General of Fair Trading
under Consumer Credit Act 1974. It lists all those who are
licensed to carry on a consumer credit business.

consumer durables

In economics, goods of relatively high value, acquired by
households which are expected to last for more than one
year, excluding property.
Examples include cars, computers and domestic
appliances.

consumer goods

Goods bought by individuals for their personal use and
not for business use. Examples include food and clothing.

consumer hire business

“Any business carried on by a person so far as it
comprises or relates to:
(a) the bailment or (in Scotland) the hiring of goods
by him, or
(b) otherwise his being an owner,
under regulated consumer hire agreements.” (Consumer
Credit Act 1974 s189(1)).

consumer instalment loan

American term for hire purchase.

consumer insurance contract “Means a contract of insurance between —
(a) an individual who enters into the contract
wholly or mainly for purposes unrelated to the
individual’s trade, business or profession, and
(b) a person who carried on the business of
insurance and who becomes a party to the contract by
way of that business (whether or not in accordance with
permission for the purposes of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000)”
(Consumer Insurance (Disclosure and Representations)
Act 2012 s1).
consumerism

Economic state which is driven by consumer spending.
The UK is generally regarded as having finally
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moved from post-war austerity to consumerism around
1954 when rationing ended.
consumer magazines

Marketing term for a publication aimed at the general
public, covering a broad range of topics.

consumer matters

“The interests of consumers and any matter connected
with those interests” (Consumers, Estate Agents and
Redress Act 2007 s3(5)).

consumer panel

Group of consumers who report on products to provide
information to manufacturers and suppliers.

Consumer Panel

Panel established by the Legal Services Board under Legal
Services Act 2007 s8 to represent the interests of
consumers.

Consumer Prices Index (CPI)

Measure of inflation.
For indexation of allowance, the index is defined as
“the all items consumer prices index published by the
Statistics Board” (Income Tax Act 2007 s57(7) as inserted
by Finance Act 2014 s4(3)(b)).

consumer protection

Laws, regulations and activity designed to protect
consumers against unscrupulous traders.

consumer redress scheme

For the water industry, this term has a specific meaning
under Water Act 2014 s54.

consumer research

Marketing term for studies into why customers are likely
or not likely to buy a particular product.

consumers

Persons who user services or have rights or interests in
them (Legal Services Act 2007 s207(1)).

Consumers’ Association (CA)

Charitable organisation established in 1957 to champion
the causes of the consumer. This includes testing
products and services, and publishing the result in the
magazine Which?

consumer spending

Spending by individuals in their capacity as against
spending by businesses.
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consummate

As an adjective, the term means the best, not just
someone who is good.

consummation

In marriage, sexual relations between the parties.
A marriage without consummation can be annulled,
which means that it is legally regarded as never having
existed.
There is no duty of consummation in a civil
partnership or same-sex marriage.

consumption

Spending money or otherwise using up the value of a
current asset.

consumption of stores

“In relation to goods treated as stores by virtue of
subsection (4) above, any reference in customs and excise
Acts to the consumption of stores shall be construed as
referring to the sale of the goods as mentioned in
paragraph (a) of that subsection” (Customs and Excise
Management Act 1979 s1(4B)).

consumption tax

Tax charged on the use of an item. Such taxes are usually
levied to reduce demand.
VAT is a consumption tax.

Contact Committee

Advisory body established by the European Union to
oversee the application of European accounting directives
and to make recommendations about such directives.

contact details

List of how a person may be contacted.
The details may include name and postal address,
telephone numbers, mobile phone number, fax number
and e-mail address.

contact order

In Scots law, “a formal order of the court allowing one
person to see a child for residential or non-residential
access. Formely called access.” (Judiciary of Scotland
website glossary).

contained in

These words appear in Taxes Management Act 1970
s9A(4). This gives HMRC power to enquire into “anything
contained in, or required to be contained in, the return”.
The meaning of the words was considered in the
case HMRC v Cotter. EWCA Civ 81 [2012] when the Court
of Appeal held that the words “contained in” did not
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extend to mean “required to be contained in” as that
would make the subsequent words redundant, contrary
to the canons of statutory interpretation.
In that case, the consequence was that HMRC was
found to be wrong to have used the procedure in Taxes
Management Act 1970 Sch1A, which required the
taxpayer to appeal to a court, when the matter should
have been determined by a First Tier Tribunal under s9A.
container

For Customs purposes, this “includes any bundle or
package and any box, cask or other receptacle
whatsoever” (Customs and Excise Management Act 1979
s1(1)).

contango

Charge made by stockbroker for carrying over a position
from one account to another without paying for or
delivering the stock. These are often arranged on
contango day.

contango day

In trading in shares and other securities, the last dealing
day of an account, when customers may arrange a
contango rather than pay for purchases or deliver stock
for sale.

contemnor

Person who has been found guilty of contempt of court.

contemplative religious communities
Monks, nuns and others who belong to such orders are
subject to the usual rules of taxation. If the members
transfer all their assets and income to the community, the
tax liability is transferred to the community which is
subject to corporation tax on any profit.
The tax treatment is set out in Income Tax (Earnings
And Pensions) Act 2003 s508A as inserted by SI 2010 No
157 with effect from 1 April 2010. Previously these
arrangements were made by extra-statutory concession.
They are generally exempt from corporation tax under
Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s508A.
contemporanea exposito est optima et fortissima in lege
Latin: the best way to construe a document is to read it as
it would have read when made.
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contemptible

Deserving contempt. The word should be distinguished
from “contemptuous” which means to bestow contempt.

contempt of court

Failure to comply with an order of the court, or conduct
that resists or insults the authority of the court. It also
covers publishing material that will prejudice a fair trial.

contentious business

In probate, proceedings where the will is disputed.

Contentious Issues Panel

Panel of HMRC staff that “decide the departmental
strategy for handling major contentious issues. This
ensures that cases are handled in a co-ordinated and
consistent manner across HMRC” (HMRC Notice of 20
December 2013).
There are separate panels for business tax and
personal tax.

contents insurance

Insurance for furniture and other items within a
residence, as against the residence itself. In practice,
contents insurance is usually contained in the same policy
as the buildings insurance.
The policy will detail what items are covered,
sometimes with specific cover for any particularly
valuable items. There is often an excess to avoid small
claims.

content validity

In human resources, the degree to which a test or other
assessment method measures the skills, ability and
knowledge for a particular job or function.

contested takeover

When a company attempts to take over another company
which resists such attempts. It is also known as a hostile
bid.

continental

(1) Pertaining to a continent, particularly mainland
Europe.
(2) Worthless paper money, such as that issued by the
American Continental Congress during the War of
Independence, and which was declared worthless in
1780.

continental depositary receipts (CDRs)
Bearer document which allows trading in certain British,
American and Japanese shares to take place on certain
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European exchanges.
Continental Shelf

Sea area extending beyond UK territorial waters subdivided and allocated to a number of Countries including
certain European Union (EU) Member States. Areas
designated to the UK are called the UK Continental Shelf.
It is regulated by Continental Shelf Act 1964, as amended.
National insurance provisions are given in Social
Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s120.

contingency

Uncertain sum, or a sum of money put aside to pay a
contingent liability.
The term is used in financial accounting to refer to
an asset or liability (usually the latter) whose existence is
known but where the amount is not. Examples include
the outcome of a legal action, an insurance claim, a claim
against the business and damage of unknown scale. The
accounting requirement is to state the contingency at the
worst basis which could reasonably happen and to
disclose details in the notes to the accounts.
The terms contingent asset and contingent liability
are no longer used in financial accounting.

contingency fund

Sum put aside to meet a contingent liability.

contingency order

In investment, an order to execute a transaction in one
security based on the price of another, such as buying an
option according to the price of the underlying share
value.

contingency planning

Planning which certain statutory bodies must make to
deal with an emergency (Civil Contingencies Act 2004 s2).
The term also means steps an organisation takes to
protect itself against adverse conditions of any kind.

contingency principle

For stamp duty, the rule that if the consideration cannot
be ascertained at the time of stamping, the maximum
figure should be used (Stamp Act 1891 s56).

contingency test

In statistics, a test to see if two variables are related.

contingency theory

An explanation that methods of management accounting
have developed in various ways depending on the
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judgments or decisions required.
contingent

Depending on the happening of a future event.

contingent agreement

In finance, an arrangement for the acquisition of a
business or significant shareholding in it for an initial fee,
plus a further fee if an agreed target is met by a specified
date.

contingent annuity

Annuity whose payment depends on a contingency, such
as a person being alive.

contingent asset

Asset whose existence is known but where a value cannot
be quantified.
“A possible asset that arises from past events and
whose existence will be confirmed only by the occurrence
or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future
events not wholly within the control of the entity” (FRS
102 glossary).
For International Accounting Standards, the same
definition appears in IAS 37 para 10.

contingent assurance

Life assurance where payment depends on at least one
other factor than death. An example is a policy that pays
only if a spouse has already died.

contingent consideration

“Usually, an obligatio of the acquirer to transfer
additional assets or equity interests to the former owners
of an acquiree as part of the exchange for control of the
acquiree if specified future events occur or conditions are
met. However, contingent consideration also may give
the acquirer the right to the return of previously
transferred consideration if specified conditions are met”
(IFRS 3.A)

contingent discount

A discount granted by a seller to a buyer subject to the
buyer satisfying certain conditions. For example, a
discount might be dependent on the buyer making a
certain minimum level of purchases within a stated
period.
VAT notice 700 states that VAT is charged on the
price actually paid by the customer without reflecting the
discount. If the contingent discount is earned (such as by
making further purchases), a credit note may be issued
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with VAT for the discount.
contingent expenses

Expenses which will only be incurred if an uncertain event
happens.

contingent gain

Gain which will only accrue if an uncertain event happens.

contingent gift

Bequest to which a beneficiary is entitled only if a
contingency happens. A common example is leaving
everything to one’s husband or wife, but to your children
if the husband or wife predeceases you.

contingent legacy

Legacy that is subject to a condition, such as the
beneficiary reaching the age of 21.

contingent liability

Liability whose existence is known but where the amount
cannot be quantified.
For accounting standards,
“(a) a possible obligation that arises from past
events and whose existence will be confirmed only by the
occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain
future events not wholly within the control of the entity;
or
(b) a present obligation that arises from past
events but is not recognised because:
(i) it is not probable that an outflow of
resources embodying economic benefits will be required
to settle the obligation; or
(ii) the amount of the obligation cannot be
measured with sufficient reliability” (FRS 102 glossary).
“A contingent liability is either a possible but
uncertain obligation or a present obligation that is not
recognised because it fails to meet one or both of the
conditions (b) and (c) in paragraph 2.39” (FRS 102 section
2.40). Condition (b) is that the liability is probable.
Condition (c) is that the amount can be measured reliably.
The term is also defind in IAS 37 para 10.
For capital gains tax, a contingency is ignored in
determining the disposal proceeds. If a contingent liability
is later enforced, the taxpayer may make a claim for the
tax to be adjusted. This must be done within four years
(five before 6 April 2010) after 31 January following the
end of the tax year in which the disposal was made.
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contingent loan

Term used in relation to the taxation of life insurance
companies. Details are found in Finance Act 1989 s83ZA.

contingent loss

Loss which will only be suffered if an uncertain event
happens.

contingently issuable ordinary shares
“Ordinary shares issuable for little or no cash or other
consideration upon the satisfaction of specified
conditions on a contingent share agreement” (IAS 33 para
5).
contingent order

Another name for a contingency order.

contingent policy

Insurance policy which only pays if an uncertain event
happens, such as one person dying before another.

contingent remainder

Provision relating to a transfer of property which may
never happen, such as a property passing on the death of
A to B provided he is under 21. Under Law of Property Act
1925 Sch 1, these are now equitable interests.

contingent rent

For accounting standards, “that portion of the lease
payments that is not fixed in amount but is based on the
future amount of a factor that changes other than with
the passage of time (eg percentage of future sales,
amount of future use, future price indices, future market
rates of interest)” (FRS 102 glossary).
For International Accounting Standards, an identical
definition is given in IAS 17 para 4.

contingent share agreement

“An agreement to issue shares that is dependent on the
satisfaction of specified conditions” (IAS 33 para 5).

contingent work

Provision in a building contract which allows building
work to be charged if certain conditions are encountered.

contingent worker

American term for a worker who does not have a longterm contract of employment. This includes temporary
workers and independent contractors.

continual

Refers to something that happens repeatedly, as against
continuous which means continuing in time. Tax returns
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are continual, interest on late tax accrues continuously.
continuation

In financial trading, an arrangement when the parties to
an uncompleted bargain may agree to carry it over to the
next account day.

continuation day

Old term for first day of a Stock Exchange account.

continuation option

Allows employees to continue their group insurance
coverage under certain conditions after their employment
has terminated (much less common today).

continuation sheet

A second or subsequent sheet of a document.
It is good practice to number the pages, possibly
with a reference typed at the top of each continuation
sheet. A continuation sheet should normally start with a
new sentence, even if this means leaving a gap at the end
of the previous sheet.

continued application of employee’s code
Common arrangement whereby HMRC allows an
employee’s tax code for one year to be continued into the
next tax year, often with an automatic adjustment to
reflect any change in the personal allowance announced
in the Budget. The provisions are given in PAYE
regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 16.
continued diet

In Scots law, “a hearing in a case which has been
continued from an earlier date” (Judiciary of Scotland
website glossary).

continuing commitments

Regular outgoings by someone claiming a budgeting loan
from the Social Fund.

continuing operations

Term used in a profit and loss account where the trading
figures have separated those which derive from
discontinued operations. This means that acquired
businesses are included but disposed of businesses are
excluded (though shown separately). The reason for this
separation is because continuing operations show users
of accounts where future profits will be earned.

continuing professional development (CPD)
A formal procedure by which a professional body ensures
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that its members keep their expertise up to date with
current developments. Applies to doctors, lawyers,
accountants, financial advisers etc.
continuity of business

In international tax, a rule that a trade must continue for
past losses to be offset against current profits. This is the
law in the UK.

Continuity of Education Allowance
“An allowance designated as such under a Royal Warrant
made under section 33 of the Armed Forces Act 2006”
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s297C(2) as
added by Finance Act 2012 s16). Such an allowance may
be exempt from income tax.
continuity of ownership

In international tax, including the UK, a rule that a
business must have the same owners for a past loss to be
offset against current profits.

continuity of powers

“Where an Act confers a power or imposes a duty it is
implied, unless the contrary intentiom appears, that the
power may be exercised, or the duty is to be performed,
from time to time as occasion requires” (Interpretation
Act 1978 s12(1)).

continuous

Description of an item which continues rather than a
series of items, which may be continual.

continuous application assumption
In relation to the disapplication of tax provisions to
disposals under certain finance leases, this term is
defined in Income Tax Act 2007 s614BX(9).
continuous compounding

Assumption made in some compound interest
calculations that interest is being added continuously and
not at set intervals.

continuous credit account

Another name for a budget account.

continuous data

In statistics, data whose accuracy depends on the quality
of the measuring device, such as ruler markings or scale
readings.
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continuous disclosure

Accounting term used in Canada to mean the duty a
company has of disclosing its financial position to its
members.

Continuous Improvement (Kaizen)
A requirement that employees are to constantly seek
ways of improving the quality of the product or service.
continuous linked settlement (CLS)
Process that allows for simultaneous foreign exchange
settlement across the world, thus eliminating
counterparty settlement risk.
continuously compounded rate
Where interest rates are regarded as being continuously
compounded rather than compounded at frequent
intervals, such as annually or monthly.
The formula for calculating the discount rate when
compounding more frequently than annually is:
rate = [1 + (r/m)]m
where r is the annual rate and m is the number times of
compounding in a year. So if compounded monthly, m =
12.
If continuously compounding, m approaches
infinity. At this point the formula becomes
rate = er
where e is the number approximately 2.718 which is the
basis of natural logarithms. Rates can be calculated by
using tables or a financial calculator.
continuously offered intermediate note (COIN)
Form of medium-term euronote.
continuously offered longer-term securities (COLTS)
Bonds of various types offered by the World Bank.
continuous net settlement

Daily settlements on a net basis by a clearing house.

continuous supply of goods

For VAT, a supply of water, gas, electricity and similar.
Such supplies are charged for agreed periods.
For such supplies, the tax point is the earlier of
when an invoice is issued or payment is made.
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continuous supply of services For the supply of services on a continuous basis and
receipt of regular payments or payments made from time
to time, there is a tax point every time a VAT invoice is
issued or a payment is received, whichever happens first.
continuous voyage

In law, the doctrine that goods which would be
contraband if delivered to an enemy port may be
regarded as contraband if delivered to a neutral port with
the intention of onward supply to an enemy country.

contra

(1) Latin: against.
(2) An entry made to reverse another entry, usually when
a mistake was made on the first entry. In manuscript
accounts, the two entries may be indicated by the contra
symbol ¢ .

contra account

Account which offsets another account.
Such an account may be used when another
business is both a supplier and customer, and they agree
to offset debts to each other. Such offsets are effected in
the journal with the other side going to the contra
account. At the end of the accounting period, the contra
account should equal zero.

contraband

Goods which are prohibited by law, particularly when
procured illegally.

contraband of war

Goods which neutral countries may not supply to
belligerents at war.

contra bonos mores

Latin: against good morals.

contract

Legally enforceable agreement between two or more
people.
In English law most types of contract may be made
either in writing, verbally or inferred from the conduct of
the parties, though there are some contracts (such as for
property or insurance) that must be in writing.
In general terms, the elements of a contract are:
• all parties must have capacity to contract;
• the parties must agree to the contract
voluntarily;
• there must be an intention to create legal
relations between the parties;
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• the contract must be legal, moral and
possible;
• each party must provide a consideration.
Guidance on the interpretation of clauses has been
given by the House of Lords in Investors Compensation
Scheme Ltd v West Bromwich Building Society [1997].
contract costing

Method of determining costs of a contract which is
expected to run across more than one accounting period.

contracted out mixed benefit scheme (COMBS)
“An arrangement under which members of a pension
scheme which meets certain conditions, obtain rights in
that scheme in place of their additional state pension
entitlement. National insurance contributions for these
employees are reduced or, in the case of an APP/APPSHP,
partly repaid to the scheme” (CA 84 Stakeholders Pension
Scheme Manual, published by HMRC).
contracted-out money purchase scheme (COMPS)
Occupational pension scheme where the amount
contributed is determined in advance, and the pension
determined according to the size of the fund to which
contributions are made.
“A contracted out occupational pension scheme
where the employer pays the minimum payments which,
along with any other contributions from the employer
and/or member, provide the member with a pension
based on the value of his or her fund at retirement” (CA
84 Stakeholders Pension Scheme Manual, published by
HMRC).
Before 6 April 2012, earnings of a member of such a
scheme attracted a lower rate of class 1 national
insurance.
contracted out rebate

“Employers who operate contracted out pension schemes
may pay NICs at a reduced (contracted out) rate. The
difference between the full not contracted out rate and
the reduced rate is known as the contracted-out rebate”
(CA 84 Stakeholders Pension Scheme Manual, published
by HMRC).

contracted-out salary related scheme (COSRS)
Occupational pension scheme where the amount of
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pension to be paid is determined in advance, and the
amount contributed is determined according to the
amount needed to fund the pension. The employee’s
contribution is usually defined, so the variable element is
usually paid by the employer.
“A contracted out occupational pension scheme
which provides members with a pension related to their
earnings” (CA 84 Stakeholders Pension Scheme Manual,
published by HMRC).
Earnings of a member of such a scheme attract a
lower rate of national insurance.
contract for difference (CFD)

A contract to pay a sum for the amount by which a stated
security or index moves, such as paying £1 for each 1
point added to the FT-SE 100 index. A CFD is similar in
purpose and form to a futures contract except that it has
no tangible form.
For corporation tax, a definition is given in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s582.
[The term is sometimes given as contract for differences.]

contract for sale

Contract in which party provides goods and the other
party provides the consideration of goods.

contract for service

A contract made by a self-employed person as against a
service contract which indicates employment.
The different is that a contract for service requires a
person to ensure that work is done, but generally does
not require the person to do it personally, does not pay
according to the hours work, and requires the person to
correct any poor work at his own expense.

contract for the hire of goods For consumer protection, “a contract is for the hire of
goods if under it the trader gives or agrees to give the
consumer possession of the goods with the right to use
them, subject to the terms of the contract, for a period
determined in accordance with the contract” (Consumer
Rights Act 2015 s6(1)).
Section 6(2) excludes hire purchase agreements.
contract for transfer of goods For consumer protection, “a contract to supply goods is a
contract for transfer of goods if under it the trader
transfers or agrees to transfer ownership of the goods to
the consumer and—
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(a) the consumer provides or agrees to provide
consideration otherwise than by paying a price, or
(b) the contract is, for any other reason, not a
sales contract or a hire-purchase agreement” (Consumer
Rights Act 2015 s8).
contract grade

Quality of a commodity as specified in a contract.

contract guarantee insurance Insurance policy protecting against the insolvency of a
contractor.
contracting party

Person or business which is one of two or more people
making a contract.

contractionary fiscal policy

Government economic policy which is designed to
contract the economy.

contractionary monetary policy
Government monetary policy which is designed to
contract the economy.
contract month
Specified month to which a futures or
options contract refers.
In practice, this is the month when the specified
instrument is delivered for cash settlement.
contract note

Document which shows that shares have been bought or
sold but not necessarily yet paid for.

contract of employment

Written agreement of terms of employment which the
employer must provide within two months.
“A contract of employment is an agreement between an
employer and employee and is the basis of the employment
relationship.” (ACAS website)

contract of insurance

Legal agreement behind an insurance policy.

contract of sale

“A contract of sale of goods is a contract by which the
seller transfers or agrees to transfer the property in the
goods to the buyer for a money consideration, called the
price”. (Sale of Goods Act 1979 s2(1)).

contract of service

Legal agreement between an employer and employee. A
distinction must be made between such a contract and a
contract for services, where the latter indicates that the
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person is self-employed.
For social security, the term specifically includes a
contract of apprenticeship (Social Security Contributions
and Benefits Act 1992 s122(1)).
contract profit rate (CPR)

Figure used to calculate price in defence contracts
(Defence Reform Act 2014 s15(4)). Its calculation is set
out in s17.

contract size

Minimum amount of a commodity or financial instrument
which can be traded in a futures or options market. It is
sometimes known as a lot size.

contract to supply digital content
For consumer contracts, the provisions are set out in
Consumer Rights Act 2015 from s33.
contract of insurance

For tax purposes, this is defined in Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (Regulated Activities) Order 2001.

contractor

Someone other than an employee who you engage
directly to work for you. Most contractors are selfemployed.

Contractor Loan Settlement Opportunity (CLSO)
Scheme where an employer who used the contractor
loan scheme could settler the tax liability under
preferential terms.
contractor loan scheme

“Tax avoidance arrangement where non-UK employers
have paid you untaxed income or given you a loan instead
of part of your salary” (HMRC press release 18 December
2014).
Generally such an arrangement is unlikely to be
effective in avoiding tax. A Contractor Loan Scheme
Opportunity (CLSO) was introduced to allow those who
had used such a scheme to settle their tax liabilities. The
deadline for the scheme was originally 9 January 2015,
later extended to 30 June 2015.

contract settlement

“Means an agreement made in connection with any
person’s liability to make a payment to the
Commissioners under or by virtue of an enactment”
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(Finance (No 2) Act 2015 Sch 8 para 23(1)).
contract to supply goods

For the purposes of consumer protection, this term is
defined in Consumer Rights Act 2015 s3.

contractual

Description of a legal provision found in a contract.

contractual disclosure facility (CDF)
Scheme introduced in 2011 as an alternative to the COP 9
procedure. These replace the Hansard procedure.
Under CDF, a taxpayer suspected of fraud will
escape criminal charges (such as imprisonment) if they
co-operate with HMRC and any accept civil penalties.
Such penalties are likely to be lower.
Details were set out in a revised form of COP 9
issued on 19 January 2012.
The main steps in CDF are:
• HMRC suspects tax fraud
• the taxpayer is invited to settle under CDF. If
the taxpayer declines, HMRC may continue with a
criminal investigation
• the taxpayer has 60 days in which to decide
whether to use CDF
• provided the taxpayer co-operates honestly,
HMRC undertakes not to institute any criminal
proceedings
• within 60 days, the taxpayer must provide an
outline disclosure of all tax frauds
• this is followed by a formal disclosure which
quantifies the amount of tax owed, with the interest and
penalties.
CDF is not appropriate for mistakes, careless errors
or avoidance schemes.
CDF may be used when a taxpayer is accused of
fraud which he or she denies. They may sign a CDF denial
letter within the same 60-day time limit.
If someone agrees CDF and is found still to have
concealed tax fraud, a criminal investigation may be
started.
contractual holiday

The amount of holiday leave to which an employee is
entitled under the contract of employment.
From November 1999, the Working Time Directive
requires this to be at least four working weeks plus eight
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working days. For someone working a five-day week, the
minimum is 28 days.
contractual liability

Duty owed by one contracting party to the other.

contractual obligation

An existing obligation that arises under a contract already
made.
When a new tax provision is introduced, it may
contain an exemption for a contractual obligation that
existed before the date the new provision takes effect.

contractual pay

Pay and benefits a person is entitled to receive from their
employer.

contractual payment

In relation to allowability of redundancy pay, “means a
payment which, under an agreement, an employer is
liable to make to an employee on the termination of the
employer’s contract of employment...” (Income Tax
(Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s76(3)).

contractual remuneration

Amount an employee is entitled to receive under the
contract of employment rather than from operation of
law (such as guarantee payment or statutory sick pay)
(Employment Rights Act 1996 s32).

contractual Sunday hours

The amount of work an employee in a shop or betting
office is required to work on a Sunday.
An employee may serve a notice on the employer
refusing to work on a Sunday. The employee’s pay is then
reduced by only the pro rata figure representing the
fewer hours worked (Employment Rights Act 1996 s39).

contract work

Work done according to a written agreement, as against
work for any other reason, such as statutory duty or
necessity.

contracyclical

Against the current cycle.

contra entry

Entry made in the accounts to reduce the balance in an
account to zero.

contra formam collationis

Latin: against the form of a gift.
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contra formam statuti

Latin: against the form of the statute.

contrahent

Entering into a contract; a contracting party.

contra jus gentium

Latin: against the law of nations.

contra mundum

Latin: against the world.

contraplex

Having messages flowing both ways simultaneously.

contra prefentem rule

In law, principle that an ambiguity in any rule must be
resolved against the person who seeks to rely on it.

contrarian

Someone who goes in the opposite direction to everyone
else, such as investor who is buying shares when others
are selling them.

contrarian investing

Following an investment strategy which is the opposite of
most other people’s.

contrary

Contradicting of another statement.
Care should be made in distinguishing this word
from converse and opposite. The converse is when the
parties are reversed, and the opposite is where the main
verb or sentiment is re-expressed as the opposite
extreme.
Consider the statement “I love you”.
The contrary is: I do not love you
The converse is: You love me.
The opposite is: I hate you.

contra-trading

Form of carousel fraud that involves a clean chain and a
dirty chain. It is part of the missing trader fraud.
The dirty chain seeks to recover VAT input tax
fraudulently by offsetting it against output tax from the
clean chain of honest transactions. As this does not
trigger a repayment claim, it is less likely to arouse the
suspicions of HMRC.

contravention

For hydrocarbon oil duty, “includes a failure to comply”
(Hydrocarbon Oil Duties (Marine Voyages Reliefs)
Regulations SI 1996 No 2536 reg 2).
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contribution

(1) Payment towards an expense.
(2) Payment of national insurance.
(3) In management accounting, the difference between
the sale price and direct cost. The difference is said to be
the contribution to meeting the fixed costs. The method
is explained in breakeven point.

contribution attributable to dwellings
Term defined for stamp duty land tax in Finance Act Sch
22 para 4(2).
The word “attributable” means “attributable on a
just and reasonable basis” (ibid para 4(6)).
contribution conditions

Rules governing what classes of national insurance entitle
a person to contributory social security benefits. They are
set out in Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act
1992 s21.

contribution income statement
Income statement where fixed costs are shown as
deductions from total contributions. Such a statement is
sometimes used in management accounting.
contribution margin

Amount which an individual product or service
contributes to the overall profitability of a business. This
may be expressed as an amount or as a percentage.

contribution notice

Notice which the Pensions Regulator may send under
Pensions Act 2004 s38 to the trustees of a final salary (or
defined benefit) pension scheme where there is evidence
of an attempt to prevent recovery of a debt from the
employer. This is also known as a section 38 notice.

contribution of capital

Money provided to a business to provide additional
capital to run the business.

contributions legislation

In relation to national insurance for IR35 companies,
“means any Part of this Act or provision of such a Part”
(Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992
s4B(13).

contribution to the firm

Amount which a limited partner or non-active partner
has contributed to the partnership plus his share of
retained profits (Income Tax Act 2007 s105; Corporation
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Tax Act 2010 s57). This figure is used in determining such
a partner’s maximum tax loss relief from the partnership.
contribution to the LLP

Contribution made by a company to a limited liability
partnership. Corporation Tax Act 2010 s60 explains the
tax implications.

Contributions Agency

Body that administered national insurance (except class
4) between April 1991 and 1999. It was split from the
Department of Social Security.
In 1999, it was renamed the National Insurance
Contributions Office (NICO) and became part of Inland
Revenue, which was already administering class 4
national insurance. It is now part of HMRC.

contributions avoidance arrangement
Scheme to avoid paying national insurance.
Such a scheme must be disclosed under Social
Security Administration Act 1992 s132A with effect from
30 March 2006.
contributions committee

A corporate group, particularly in the USA, organized to
make grant decisions usually with the guidance of a
corporate foundation or contributions administrator.
Typical responsibilities include setting and interpreting
policy, approving an annual budget, and reviewing grant
requests.

contributions return

Information that may be required by HMRC in respect of
national insurance contributions (Social Security
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 Sch 1 para 7(1)).

contribution year

For national insurance, a year for which contributions are
appropriated even when the national insurance is paid in
another (usually later) year.

contributor concerned

For entitlement to contributory social security benefits,
“means the person by whom the *contribution+ condition
is satisfied” (Social Security Contributions and Benefits
Act 1992 s21(5)).

contributory

Description of a person which contributes to something,
particularly certain classes of national insurance.
In finance, the term can mean someone who
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provides some of the funding.
contributory allowance

Social security benefit to which a person is entitled
because they have met the relevant conditions regarding
national insurance contributions.

contributory benefit

Social security benefit where entitlement depends on
having paid sufficient national insurance.

contributory ESA

Employment support allowance based on the claimant’s
national insurance record, as against income-related ESA.
The payment is subject to income tax (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s660(1)).

contributory negligence

Where “a person suffers damage as the result partly of
his own fault and partly of the fault of any other person
or persons” (Law Reform (Contributory Negligence) Act
1945 s1(1)).

contributory pension scheme Occupational pension scheme which is partly funded by
employees who are scheme members.
contrived

Term used in connection with General Anti-Abuse Rule
(GAAR) but not defined. The word is therefore applied in
its normal sense (HMRC GAAR guidance, January 2016,
[ara C5.8.2).

contrived arrangement

One of the hallmarks of a tax planning scheme of which
taxpayers are advised to be wary.

contrived employment liability
Ineffective tax avoidance scheme that sought to generate
liabilities and losses for employees to reduce their taxable
pay. Such schemes were explicitly outlawed in Finance
Act 2009 from 12 January 2009. Further details are given
in HMRC Spotlight 4.
control

Accounting
The extent to which one entity may direct another, such
as when a parent company controls a subsidiary.
Accounting standards give different definitions,
though there is no real difference in meaning.
“The power to govern the financial and operating
policies of an entity so as to obtain benefits from its
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activities” (FRS 102 glossary).
“Control is the power to govern the financial and
operating policies of an entity so as to obtain benefits
from its activities” (FRS 102 para 9.4). Subsequent
paragraphs define this in terms of a majority of voting
rights.
Under previous UK standards, control is “the ability
of an undertaking to direct the financial and operating
policies of another undertaking with a view to gaining
economic benefits from its activities” (FRS 2 para 5). An
almost identical definition appears in FRS 5 para 8.
The Statement of Principles expresses it a little
differently as “the ability to deploy the economic
resources involved and the ability to benefit (or to suffer)
from their deployment. To have control, an entity must
have both these abilities” (Para 2.8).
Company law
Such control usually comes from being able to exercise
more than 50% of the voting rights. Before 1 November
1990, company law determined control according to
share ownership.
Accounting consequences
Where one company controls another, the latter is
usually regarded as the subsidiary of the former. This
means that consolidated financial statements must be
prepared as if the two companies were one (also
including any other companies that meet the same
conditions). Company law and FRS 2 allow a subsidiary
not to be consolidated if there are legal restrictions which
prevent that control from being exercised.
Tax: general
For most tax purposes, company A or person A is said to
control company B if any one of three conditions are met:
• A owns more than 50% of the ordinary shares
of B,
• A controls more than 50% of the voting rights
in B, or
• A is entitled to more than 50% of the assets of
B in a winding-up.
The term is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2009
s472.
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Employment
In employment, the ability of one person to control the
activities of another. This is an important factor in
determining whether the other is an employee.
control account

Any form of account which keeps a control on the
bookkeeping, such as a total account.

control and independence requirement
Conditions which must be satisfied for a subsidiary to
come within the scope of such tax-advantaged schemes
as Enterprise Investment Scheme (Income Tax Act 2007
s139 and s185) or VCT relief (ibid s296). The term is also
used in relation to share loss relief in Corporation Tax Act
2010 s81.
control group

Group of people who are used to compare results on an
experimental group in experimental design.

controllable cost

In management accounting, a cost that can be regulated
by a manager.

controllable variance

Difference between a budget figure and the actual figure
where the difference is within the control of the manager
responsible for the budget.

controlled activity

Alcoholic liquor
Selling liquor, offering liquor for sale, or arranging for its
sale (Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979 s88A(8)).
Employment law
Activity where a person can be alone with a child or
vulnerable person. Such activity is regulated by
Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006. If the activity is
such that a relationship of trust could develop between
the parties, it is called a regulated activity.

controlled company

Company where one person owns at least 50% of the
voting rights. (In the USA, the figure is 25%.)

controlled drug

“Any drug which is subject to control under the Misuse of
Drugs legislation” (Customs notice 4). This notice sets out
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the condition for importing such drugs.
controlled foreign company (CFC)
A company that operates overseas but which is controlled
by UK residents. There are special tax provisions to
prevent such companies being used for tax avoidance.
These are set out in Income and Corporation Taxes Act
1988 ss747 to 756. Consideration is being given to
amending these provisions.
controlled liquor

Liquor that is subject to duty payable before the time of
sale (Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979 s88A as inserted by
Finance Act 2015 s54).
Wholesalers of controlled liquor have been required
to register since 2015.

controlled observation

In psychology, observations of reactions in a specific
situation, as against natural observation where the
people are in a natural environment.

controlled oil

“Means hydrocarbon oil in respect of which a rebate has
been allowed under section 11(1)(b), (ba) or (c) or 13AA
or biodiesel or bioblend in respect of which a rebate has
been allowed under section 14A or 14B” (Hydrocarbon Oil
Duties Act 1979 s27(1)).

controlled waters

“(a) Tidal water and parts of the sea in or adjacent to
Great Britain up to the seaward limits of territorial
waters; and
(b) any area designated by order under section 1(7) of the
Continental Shelf Act 1964” (Mineral Workings (Offshore
Installations) Act 1971 s12).

controller

In USA, chief accounting executive of an organisation.

controlling interest

Interest in a company which gives its holder control of
the company. This is usually anything above a 50%
holding.

controlling person

Person who controls an organisation.
In 2012, HMRC published a consultation document
to the effect that all such persons must be paid on a PAYE
payroll. This followed criticisms of the arrangements for
Ed Lester, appointed to run the Student Loan Company
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and paid outside the payroll. The proposal was
abandoned.
control of an investee

“An investor controls an investee when the investor is
exposed, or has rights, to variable returns from its
involvement with the investee and has the ability to
affect those returns through its power over the investee”
(IFRS 10.A)

control order

An order imposed on a person under Prevention of
Terrorism Act 2005. Such orders are repealed by
Terrorism Prevention and Investigation Measures Act
2011 s1.

control panel

In computing, an icon representing a basic function of the
computer that the user can access for certain purposes,
such as to change the date or to select a different
modem.

control panel

The main menu for a piece of software.

control period

Period over which a matter is particularly examined or an
idea tested, often in relation to other periods.
In accounting, a control period is usually part of a
year for which separate budget figures are produced.
For statutory sick pay, a control period is the
maximum number of weeks for which an employee may
be expected to be absent. A list of periods is given in
HMRC booklet E14.

contubernal

Living together; in a state of companionship.

contumacious

Opposing lawful authority with contempt.

conurbation

Area where two large but separate areas have expanded
into each other, such as Bradford and Leeds. There is no
such thing as a small conurbation.

convalescence

Period after surgery or an illness while a person regains
their normal health.
For statutory sick pay, absence for convalescence is
allowable.
For income tax, expenditure on convalescence, such
as in a home, are not tax deductible are discussed in the
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Inspectors’ Manual at BIM37950. A leading case is
Murgatroyd v Evans-Jackson [1966] 43TC581.
convection heater

Heater which sits on a floor and convects heat.

convenience goods

Category of household goods which may be suddenly
needed. Items include most household consumables such
as sugar, light bulbs and rubbish sacks.

convenience yield

Price which users of a commodity are willing to pay to
avoid risk of not being able to obtain supplies.

conventional basis of assessment
In international tax, any system whereby profits are
assessed according to a principle other than current
profits for the tax year. In the UK, the taxation of trades
for the previous year is a conventional basis.
convention country

Country which has signed a particular convention
affording international co-operation in a defined area of
law or administration.

Convention in the Execution of Foreign Arbitral Awards
Convention agreed by the King on 26 September 1927
relating to international arbitration (Arbitration Act 1950
Sch 2).
Convention Marchandises Routiers
Conditions for the international carriage of goods by road.
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES)
Regulatory body and its rules which oversees the
international movement and trade of endangered
species.
Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR)
Convention to protect the Dissostichus species of fish.
A Catch document is required to import such fish.
Customs clearance cannot be obtained without this
document.
Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material
International convention to which the UK is a signatory.
The Office for Civil Nuclear Safety is unlikely to
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grant a licence for the importation of nuclear material
from a non-signatory country. The licence is a condition
for obtaining Customs clearance.
conventional basis

Method of determining taxable income from trading
activities, as explained in Income and Corporation Taxes
Act 1988 s103.

convergence

Movement of two moving figures towards the same
figure. In particular, the term is used to mean when
futures prices move towards the spot price in a futures
contract.

convergence criteria

The convergence criteria were the five conditions set that
countries had to meet if they wanted to take part in full
economic and monetary union in the European Union.
They were:
• Inflation - no more than 1.5% above the
average inflation rate of the lowest 3 inflation countries in
the EU
• Interest rates - the long-term rate should be
no more than 2% above the average of the three
countries with the lowest inflation rates
• Budget deficit - no more than 3% of GDP
• National debt - no more than 60% of GDP
• Exchange rates - currency within the normal
bands of the ERM with no re-alignments for at least 2
years

converse

With the parties reversed. The converse of “you must pay
HMRC” is “HMRC must pay you”. It is not the same as the
contrary or opposite.

converse fallacy of accident

In logic, a false reasoning from moving from a special case
to a general rule. For example, saying (possibly correctly)
“every appeal against a tax penalty I have known has
been successful” and thus concluding that all appeals will
succeed.

conversion

Making something into something else, particularly
turning preference shares into ordinary shares or when
money is changed from one currency to another.
Note that there is conversion only if there has been
an actual exchange, such as changing a pile of pounds for
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dollars. If a value is simply restated in a different
currency, the figure is said to be translated.
conversion arbitrage

Simultaneous purchase of a put option and the sale of a
call option, creating a transaction free of risk.

conversion costs

Cost of changing one thing to something else. In
accounting, the term usually refers to the cost of
converting raw material to components or finished
products.

conversion decision

In social security, a decision on whether an existing
recipient of a means-tested benefit is entitled to
employment support allowance. Such decisions are
made between 2011 and 2014.

conversion exposure

Risk attached in converting one currency to another.

conversion factor

Constant number that can convert or translate a quantity
of one unit into a quantity of another, such as converting
feet to metres or translating dollars into pounds.

conversion of funds

Using someone else’s funds for a not intended purpose.
An example is when a client’s account is invested to
earn interest for the service provider.

conversion of securities

When a share or other security is converted to another
type of security.
The capital gains tax implications are given in
Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s132.

conversion period

Period when one thing may be converted to another.
In finance, the term usually means a period when
convertible loan stock (or similar) may be converted to
ordinary shares.
In financial mathematics, is the interval of time
between two successive conversions of interest into
principal.

conversion premium

Cost of converting a share at current market price into a
convertible security.

conversion price

Rate at which one item may be converted to another,
such as the amount of ordinary shares offered for loan
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stock or the rate of exchange for a foreign currency.
conversion ratio

Expression of how many of one item are to be regarded
as the equivalent of another. In finance, the term
particularly means the number of units of security for
which a convertible security may be exchanged.

conversion terms

Terms that apply when one type of asset is converted to
another.
The term is particularly used when a form of debt
instrument is converted to an ordinary share or
preference share.

conversion value

Value of convertible stock, which includes any extra value
of the ordinary shares to which it is converted.

convertibility

The extent to which one thing may be converted to
another, particularly the extent to which loan stock may
be converted to ordinary shares.

convertible

Something which may be converted to another. In
finance, the term is sometimes used as a noun to mean
either a preferred stock which may be converted to
equity, or a government bond which may be converted to
another bond without any encashment or further
payment.

convertible adjusted-rate preferred stock
A form of elaborate debt capital. It comprises adjustedrate preferred stock which can be converted to equity
capital.
convertible arbitrage

Form of arbitrage using convertible bonds. It requires
specialist knowledge and can be risky.

convertible bond

Any type of bond which may be converted to ordinary
shares before the bond matures. Such a financial
instrument is the equivalent of a straight bond with a
warrant.

convertible capital bonds

”Debt instruments on which interest is paid periodically,
issued by a special purpose subsidiary incorporated
outside the UK. Prior to maturity they may be exchanged
for shares of the subsidiary which, at the option of the
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bondholder, are either immediately redeemed or
immediately exchanged for ordinary shares of the parent.
The bonds and payments in respect of the shares of the
subsidiary are guaranteed by the parent. The parent has
the right to issue convertible redeemable preference
shares of its own in substitution for the bonds should it
wish to do so” (FRS 4 application notes).
The notes describe the above as “typical” provisions
as it is possible for other provisions to apply.
FRS 4 require such bonds to be treated as debt
capital.
convertible currency

Currency which may be easily exchanged for another
currency. The opposite is blocked currency.

convertible debenture

Debenture, loan stock or similar which may be converted
to ordinary shares at a future date.

convertible debt with a premium put option
“Convertible debt with a premium put option contains an
option for the holder to demand redemption (either at
maturity of the debt or at some earlier date) for an
amount that is in excess of the amount originally received
for the debt. At the time the debt is issued, it is uncertain
whether the debt will be converted before the
redemption option may be exercised, and hence whether
the premium on redemption will be paid” (FRS 4
application notes).
Such an instrument is accounted for on the basis
that the holder exercises the redemption option on the
earliest possible date.
convertible debt with enhanced interest
A variation on convertible debt with a premium put
option. The terms are that the interest will be increased
at a future date.
This is treated as debt capital assuming that the
enhanced rate is paid.
convertible loan

Loan finance for a business that is later converted into
share capital.

convertible loan stock

Money lent to a company under a financial instrument
which may be converted to ordinary shares at a future
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date.
convertible revolving credit

Insurance policy which allows its holder to widen the
policy terms to become a whole life policy or endowment
policy without having to produce any further evidence of
good health.

convertibles

Collective term for all forms of financial instrument which
are capable of being converted to ordinary shares.

convertible renewable term assurance
Assurance policy that gives the holder the right to extend
the life of the assurance period without any further
medical examination.
convertible securities

A security that may be converted to an ordinary share.
For employment-related securities, the term is
defined in Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003
s436.

convertible shares

In relation to corporation tax relief on employee share
schemes, “means shares that are —
(a) convertible securities, or
(b) an interest in convertible securities”
(Corporation Tax Act 2009 s1005).

convertible term assurance

Another name for convertible term insurance.

convertible term insurance

Term insurance which can be changed into a permanent
policy without further evidence of insurability or medical
examination.

convertible unsecured loan stock (CULS)
Unsecured debenture which allows the holder to convert
the debenture to ordinary shares at a future date.
convexity

In investment, the mathematical relationship between
how the life of a bond can change according to its yield.

conveyance

(1) Legal document which transfers ownership of
property.
(2) Term sometimes used in law to mean a vehicle.
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conveyance on sale

Document that gives effect to a conveyance of property.
Such a document is subject to stamp duty. Finance
Act 1898 s6 includes a document of foreclosure. It is
further defined in Finance Act 1900 s10.

conveyance tax

In international tax, any charge for the transfer of
ownership of property. In the UK, stamp duty land tax is a
conveyance tax.

conveyancer

Person who draws up a conveyance document.

conveyancing

The legal process in buying and selling a property.

convince

Means to bring someone to believe, as against persuade
which means to bring someone to act. You may convince
someone that they owe tax and then persuade them to
pay it.

COO

(1) Country of Origin.
(2) Chief operating officer.

cooker

This is listed in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s23 List C as
an item that is not affected by the provisions of s21
(buildings) or s22 (structures). This means that its
eligibility for capital allowance depends on the nature and
purpose of the item.

cooking test

A test that may determine whether a claimant is entitled
to the lower rate of care component when claiming
disability living allowance.
The test is that the person is unable to cook an
ordinary meal on a standard cooker on at least some
days. A person may be eligible even though they can use
a microwave cooker.
A person will demonstrate entitlement under this
test if, for example, they are unable to peel and chop
vegetables, use a tap, lift hot pans, use cooking utensils,
drain vegetables or determine when a meal is properly
cooked.

cook the books

Colloquialism: falsify the accounts.

cook’s discount

Old practice of shops paying commission to an employed
cook for the custom she provided on behalf of the
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household.
Cool Biz campaign

Campain launched by the Japanese Ministry of
Environment in 2005 to reduce energy consumption. It
promoted a relaxation of dress code to reduce energy for
air conditioning.

cooling equipment

This is listed in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s23 List C as
an item that is not affected by the provisions of s21
(buildings) or s22 (structures). This means that its
eligibility for capital allowance depends on the nature and
purpose of the item.

cooling-off period

Period where the law allows someone to change their
decision. There are many cooling-off periods in consumer
law.
There is a six-month cooling period for the option
to tax provisions relating to charging VAT on rent.

Cooper, Yvette

Scottish-born Labour politician (1969- ) who was
Secretary of State for Work and Pensions from 5 June
2009 to 11 May 2010.
She has held many other government and shadow
positions. She is married to Ed Balls, who was shadow
Chancellor.

co-operative

Income Tax Act 2007 s401 contains tax provisions for
investment in a co-operative. For this purpose it is
defined according to Industrial Common Ownership Act
1976 s2.

co-ordination centre

In international tax, an enterprise whose purpose is to coordinate the activities of affiliated enterprises. Typically
this involves co-ordinating research and development
activities, financing and administration.

COP

(1) Code of Practice.
(2) ISO code for Colombia peso.

COP 9

Inland Revenue and HMRC code of practice on
investigation of suspected tax fraud. It was revised in
2005.
COP 9 is only used when HMRC is not considering
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criminal charges.
COP 9 investigation

Tax investigation under COP 9.
A taxpayer may instead be able to use the
Contractual Disclosure Facility.

cop

Colloquialism meaning to capture, acquire or obtain. It is
particularly used to mean catching a criminal.

coparcener

Joint heir to a property or estate.

copartner

Joint partner.

copper

(1) Metallic element with the atomic symbol Cu. It is used
to make coins of low value, currently 1p and 2p. Those
made from 1992 are of copper-plated steel; those made
between 1860 and 1992 were made of bronze (an alloy of
copper and tin); those made before 1860 were copper
alone.
(2) Coin of low value made from copper, usually given in
the plural “coppers”.
(3) Colloquialism for a policeman.

copper-bottomed

Description of a ship whose bottom is plated in copper to
prevent seapage through the wooden beams of its
construction. By extension, the term describes a scheme
or similar that is protected against failure.

copper-captain

Old term for a person who assumes captaincy without
authority.

copper-fasten

Old term meaning to make an agreement legally binding.
It originally meant to fasten something using copper
bolts.

copper handshake

Term occasionally used for a small farewell present to an
employee.

copperplate

Ornamental form of handwriting, once commonly used in
legal and financial documents. The term originally
referred to a plate of polished copper engraved with an
image for printing.
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Coppock Indicator

Technical analysis indicator intended to identify cheap
buying opportunities for long-term investors. It is named
after the American economist Edwin Coppock.
Its formula is:
Coppock = WMA[10] of (ROC[14] + ROC[11]).
In short, it measures changes in share prices after
11 to 14 months. The principle being that 11 to 14
months is a typical period of mourning, after which
optimism returns to the market.

copy

For VAT, “in relation to a document, means anything onto
which informationrecorded in the document has been
copied, by whatever means and whether directly or
indirectly” (Value Added Tax 1994 s96(1)).

copying

HMRC has a power to copy taxpayer’s documents under
Finance Act 2008 Sch 36 para 15.

copyright

The right to take copies of an original literary, dramatic,
artistic or musical work. Copyright generally lasts to the
end of the 70th year after the creator’s death. The
composer Benjamin Britten died on 4 December 1976, so
his works remain in copyright until 31 December 2046
(unless the law changes before then).
Customs may seize goods that appear to breach
copyright law, such as pirated copies of films or music
albums.
A definition appears in Income Tax Act 2007
s907(2).

COR

Customer organisation representative.

cor

Abbreviation of coram, Latin for “in the presence of”.

coram

Latin: in the presence of.

coram domino rege

Latin: before our lord the king.

coram judice

Latin: in the presence of the judge.

coram non judice

Latin: in the presence of one who is not a judge.
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Corbyn, Jeremy

English politician (1949- ) who became leader of the
Labour party in oppostion on 12 September 2015.

Corby Urban Regeneration Company Ltd
Body designated as an urban regeneration company
under Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s79B
(Urban Regeneration Companies (Tax) (Designation)
Order SI 2004 No 439 para 2).
core and satellite

Investment strategy that combines a large portfolio of
conservative investments, such as blue chip companies,
with smaller investments of a more speculative nature.

core business

The main commercial activity of a business as against its
peripheral activities.

Core City

For the purposes of City Deal, one of the eight largest
cities outside London.
These are Birmingham, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool,
Manchester, Newcastle, Nottingham and Sheffield.
The first city to be included outside England was
Cardiff in June 2015.

core competencies

Basic skills and activities of a business.
In human resources, the term is used to mean the
skills, knowledge and abilities that an employee must
have to perform his or her duties.

core inflation

Measure of inflation which excludes increases in volatile
items.
In the USA, this usually excludes oil. Sometimes the
term also excludes food.

core section

In tax, part of a form that applies to all taxpayers. For
example, self-assessment form SA100 has a core section
to be completed by all taxpayers. This section is
supplemented by specific pages for different types of
income and for particular circumstances.

core work activities

Tasks considered essential to the operation of an
organisation.
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core worker

Worker who is considered essential to the successful
operation of an organisation.

cornage

Historic feudal due calculated according to a person’s
cattle ownership.

corner a market

Acquire enough of a security or commodity to be able to
manipulate its price.

Cornish pastie

For VAT, an issue arises whether their supply is zero-rated
as food or standard-rated as hot takeaway food.
In the case Lutron Ltd [1988] VTD 3686, it was held
that it was a supply of food when the only reason the
pasties were sold hot was to demonstrate that they were
freshly cooked. The company did not re-heat or keep
warm pasties.

Corn Laws

Series of enactments from 1360 designed to regulate the
import and export of grain. A particularly important law
was passed in 1815 which banned import of corn until its
price reached 80 shillings per quarter. This kept the price
of bread high, and led to an uprising. It also lead to
political controversy between protectionism and free
trade.
The provisions were softened by laws in1828 and
1842. A vigorous Anti-Corn Law League was formed in
1839. From 1846 to 1869, the corn law existed as a
nominal duty of one shilling per quarter.

corn tax

Excise duty levied from the Tudor period to 1846, as part
of the Corn Laws.
Corn imports were controlled to protect British
suppliers, mainly by import duties.
Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations (1776) first
suggested their abolition as a move to free trade. Soon an
Anti Corn Law League was formed to campaign against a
tax which raised the price of bread, the staple diet of the
poor.
The Irish potato famine, which led to huge imports
of corn, finally prompted its repeal. It was replaced by the
second re-introduction of income tax in 1842.
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corona

For VAT, gold investment coin issued by Austria and
listed in VAT notice 701/12A.

corp

Abbreviation: corporation.

corporate

(1) Description of any collective activity however
constituted.
(2) Common term for any event organised by a business,
including staff training or marketing.

corporate actions

Actions that a company can undertake which affect the
number of its shares in issue. Examples include bonus
issues, equity issues, takeovers and mergers, share splits,
share consolidations, buybacks and rights issues.

corporate assets

“Assets other than goodwill that contribute to the future
cash flows of both the cash generating unit under review
and other cash generating units” (IAS 36 para 6).

corporate bond

Debt instrument issued by a company.
Companies issue bonds to raise money and pay
interest on the bonds. Usually bonds expire on a fixed
date, when the company repays the borrower. Such
bonds can be bought and sold easily (like shares).
Bond prices tend to change when interest rates
change and are usually not as risky as shares because a
company will pay off all its debts (including bonds) before
the shareholders get anything.

corporate citizenship

American term for the contribution a business entity
makes to society generally.
This includes its environmental policy, support for
local and charitable activities and how it engages with
other bodies.

corporate culture

Beliefs, values and practices adopted by an organisation
and that have an influence on employee behaviour.

corporate finance

Department in a bank that deals with financial risk
management.

corporate foundation

American term for a body that receives its income from a
profit-making company but is a legally independent
entity.
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Usually this type of foundation carries the name of
the parent company. Corporations may fund these
foundations with a donation of permanent assets or with
periodic contributions. (Also called a company-sponsored
foundation.)
corporate giving programme

In the USA, funding that is distributed directly by a
company, rather than through a foundation.
Such a program is often handled by the company’s
Public Affairs or Public Relations office.

corporate haven

Territory where it is advantageous to establish a company
or corporation because of generally favourable climate of
minimal regulation and compliance, and low taxation.
The British government has striven to make the UK
a corporate haven. In the USA, the states of Delaware and
Nevada are seen as corporate havens.

corporate image

How an organisation is viewed by others.

corporate income tax

In international tax, tax on the income of a company or
corporation. In the UK, this is corporation tax.

corporate loan

Loan issued by a company or corporation.

corporate migration

Change of residence of a company.

corporate partner

Company or other corporate body that is a partner.
For corporation tax and banks, the provisions are
given in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s133M as inserted by
Finance (No 2) Act 2015 s18.

corporate raider

Person or company that buys a stake in a company before
making a hostile bid to take it over.

corporate rescue exception

Provision in Finance Act 2010 s44 and Sch 15 that
disapplies the tax treatment for impaired debt between
connected parties for arms’ length transactions.
Similar provisions are given for deemed debt
releases on impaired debts becoming held by a connected
company (Corporation Tax Act 2009 s361).

corporate sponsorship packages
When a company agrees to sponsor a sports club or other
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non-profit-making body as a means of marketing itself or
of improving its reputation.
The extent to which such expenditure is taxdeductible is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM
42555.
corporate strategic planning

In management accounting, a plan that involves the
preparation, evaluation and selection of long-term
strategies for a business.

corporate values

Prescribed standards of behaviour, principles and other
standards that an organisation regards as important.

corporate veil

Protection provided by company law to shareholders.
This means that any liability is incurred by the company
and not by its shareholders. This protection may be
removed in very limited circumstances, such as where the
company is a sham or where the management has
engaged in fraud.
In the UK, removal is referred to as “lifting” the veil,
whereas in the USA, the term is “piercing” the veil.

corporate venture

Provision of capital by one company to another.

corporate venturing scheme (CVS)
Scheme whose aim is to encourage established
companies to buy shares in new companies in the same
trade under the Enterprise Investment Scheme or other
tax-advantaged scheme.
corporate warrant

Warrant issued by a company or investment trust which is
exercisable into its own shares.

corporation

(1) Company registered in the USA.
(2) Large company in the UK.
“In the Companies Acts —
“body corporate” and “corporation” include a
body incorporated outside the tje United Kingdom, but do
not include —
(a) a corporation sole, or
(b) a partnership that, whether or not a legal
person, is not regarded as a body corporate under the law
by which it is governed”
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(Companies Act 2006 s1173(1)).
corporation sole

The legal person represented by the office rather than the
office-holder. So “the Bishop of Durham” means whoever
is the Bishop at that time.

corporation shopping

Form of treaty shopping, where the taxpayer also
considers the treatment for incorporated bodies.

corporation tax

Tax payable by companies on profits (Corporation Tax Act
2009 s2), previously known as adjusted profit. The tax is
an annual charge (ibid s8).
For HMRC data-gathering powers, corporation tax
“includes any amount assessable or chargeable as if it
were corporation tax” (Finance Act 2011 Sch 23 para
45(2)).
The tax was introduced in 1965 before which
companies paid income tax and profits tax.
The main Acts are now Corporation Tax Act 2009
and Corporation Tax Act 2010 which consolidate most
previous legislation.

Corporation Tax Acts

“Means the enactments relating to the taxation of the

income and chargeable gains of companies and of
company distributions (including provisions relating to
income tax)” (Interpretation Act 1978 Sch 1).
corporation tax advantage

Term used in relation to bank levy, and set out in Finance
Act Sch 2 para 9(4).
It is also used in relation to the disregard of tax
avoidance in determining the corporation tax payable by
banks. For this purpose, the term is defined in
Corporation Tax Act 2010 s269CK(9).

corporation tax due date

Date by which corporation tax should be paid. This is
generally nine months and one day after the end of the
accounting period. Larger companies must make
payments in instalments.
Before 17 March 1990, companies that had traded
from before 6 April 1965 had a due date of nine months
after 31 March following the end of the accounting
period. This meant that companies could pay their tax up
to 21 months after the end of the accounting period. This
was abolished from 17 March 1990, subject to a three-
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year transitional period.
corporation tax receipt

In relation to lease premiums, this term is given a specific
meaning in Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act
2005 s296(1).

corporation tax relief

Term used in relation to tainted charity donations
(Corporation Tax Act 2010 s939F(4)).

corporeal moveables

Scottish term for chattels.

corpus

Term sometimes used to mean the capital of a fund, as
against its income.

corpus dilecti

Latin: body of the offence. The facts which comprise a
legal offence.

correcting entry

Entry which is designed to correct a mistake previously
made in the financial records. It has the same meaning as
an adjusting entry, where the bookkeeping requirements
are set out.

correction

In investing, a change in a value of a share or security
which is seen as bringing the value to what it should have
been.

corrective action

Tax conduct
Action needed to correct an irregularity in a tax return or
equivalent. The professional considerations in such
matters are set out in Professional Conduct in Relation to
Taxation from para 5.43.
Human resources
Programme of correcting identified deficiencies.

corregidor

Chief magistrate of a Spanish town.

correlation

Statistical measure of the relationship between two
variables.

correlation coefficient

In mathematics, a measure of how far one number is
influenced by a change in another. A coefficient of 1
means that the two numbers move in tandem. A
coefficient of -1 means that one numbers moves in an
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inverse ratio to the other.
This concept is used in valuing shares and other
securities. By stripping out the correlation coefficient (or
beta) which relates to the market in general, it is possible
to identify the changes which relate to the particular
security.
correlational method

In statistics, methods designed to determine which
differences are relevant to the subject under study.

correspondent bank

Bank which accepts deposits and performs other services
for a bank which is not represented in a territory.

corresponding adjustment

Provision in the OECD model treaty article 9 para 2, which
broadly requires that tax relief given in one country on an
international transaction should be matched by an
equivalent tax charge in the other country.

corresponding bonus shares

“In relation to any shares, means bonus shares which:
(a) are issued in respect of those shares, and
(b) are in the same company, are of the same class, and
carry the same rights, as those shares” (Income Tax Act
2007 s151(1); Corporation Tax Act 2010 s90(1)).

corresponding day rule

Rule of legal interpretation that a time limit of one month
means by one less than the same day in the next month.
An example in a tax case is re O’Connor Utilities Ltd
[2009] EWHC 3704 (Admin) where it was held that the
time of one month from 4 November 2008 meant by 3
December 2008.

corresponding debtor relationship
In relation to transactions not at arm’s length and loan
relationships, the term is defined in Corporation Tax Act
2009 s450.
corresponding deficiency

Deficiency at the end of certain insurance products
(particularly the single premium bond) which matches
any tax charges imposed during the bond’s lifetime in
respect of withdrawals in excess of 5%.

corresponding proportion of the weekly PAYE threshold
For PAYE, this “is established by dividing the number of
days in the payment interval by 7, and multiplying the
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result by the weekly PAYE threshold” (PAYE regulations
SI 2003 No 2682 reg 9(9)).
corresponding retrospective tax provision
Term used in Social Security Contributions and Benefits
Act 1992 s176 in relation to Parliamentary control of
regulations regulating to statutory payments.
corresponding shares

Shares that correspond to original shares in a profitsharing scheme (Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988
Sch 10 para 5).

corresponding UK claim

In relation to mutual assistance in recovering taxes
between EU states, this “means a claim in the United
Kingdom of a kind that appears to the relevant UK
authority to correspond most closely to the kind of
foreign claim to which a foreign claim belongs”
(Finance Act 2011 Sch 25 para 8(1)).

corresponding UK tax

Term used in relation to controlled foreign companies. It
means the UK taxation that would be paid if the company
were subject to UK taxation.
It relates to what is now known as the tax
exemption. This broadly provides that the profits of a CFC
are not subject to UK if the foreign tax is at least 75% of
the corresponding UK tax.
This provision is present in both the pre-2012 and
post-2012 regimes.

corridor

In investing, an upper and lower limit for a security.
Payment under a corridor warrant is conditional on
maintaining the corridor.

corridor warrant

Warrant designed to pay a fixed amount, provided the
underlying security trades within a corridor.

corrupt

Debased, spoiled, dishonest.
In human resources, description of someone who is
dishonest, such as by taking bribes or misappropriating
property.
In computing, description of a disk which is
physically damaged so that not all the data can be read.
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corruption

Where payment or other improper conduct is made to
someone to discharge their duty in a manner that shows
undue favour or disfavour to someone. This is a common
law offence and is also outlawed by various statutes.
Such payments are disallowed from trading
expenditure as a criminal payment (Corporation Tax Act
2009 s1304).
The matter is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at
BIM 43125.

corset

In finance, any regulation or procedure which has the
effect of severely constraining action.

corvée

Unpaid work that a person can be required to do. As such
it is a form of taxation in kind.
Corvée originated in ancient Egypt. It was widely
used in ancient Rome and has been widely followed since
then, as a form of feudal tax.
In France, corvée existed until 4 August 1789, and
was revived in 1824, 1836 and 1871.
Some English feudal practices of the medieval
period may be regarded as corvée.

COSA

Cost of sales adjustment.

co-signatory

Person who also signs a document.

cosmetic

Description of something which changes the appearance
but makes no substantive change.

cosmetic surgery

Surgery designed to correct a physical defect, mask the
effect of ageing or otherwise improve a person’s physical
appearance.
The Inspectors’ Manual at BIM37945 states that this
is not usually a tax-deductible expense.

COSR

Contracted out salary-related, a form of occupational
pension scheme.

COSRS

Contracted-out salary related scheme, a form of
occupational pension scheme.

COSRS service

“Service in employment which qualifies the earner for a
pension provided by a salary related contracted-out
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scheme” (Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act
1992 Sch 1 para 1(9)).
cost

Amount of money which must be paid for something.
On its own, the word is almost meaningless are
there are so many different costing methods.
In relation to the cost of an asset, International
Accounting Standards give it this specific meaning: “the
amount of cash or cash equivalents paid or the fair value
of the other consideration given to acquire an asset at the
time of its acquisition or construction, or, when
applicable, the amount attributed to that asset when
initially recognised in accordance with the specific
requirements of other IFRSs, eg IFRS 2” (IFRS 16 para 6,
IAS 38 para 8, IAS 40 para 5).

cost accountant

Accountant who provides management with information
about the business’s costs. A cost accountant is a
particular type of management accountant.

cost accounting

Process of preparing figures to identify costs of products
and services.

cost adjusting factor

Amount by which a group insurance premium is adjusted
in the light of experience.
Such experience may include claims record,
location, occupation and workforce profile.

cost allocation

Procedure for apportioning overheads to cost centres.

cost analysis

Process of determining costs, particularly for a future
product or service.

cost apportionment

Sharing out an overhead between cost centres.

cost approach

“A valuation technique that reflects the amount that
would be required currently to replace the service
capacity of an asset (often referred to as current
replacement cost)” (IFRS 13.A)

Costa Rica

South American republic. Its currency is the Costa Rican
colon of 100 céntimos.
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cost assets ratio

Accounting ratio used by banks. It is calculated as
operating expenses divided by average assets over the
same period.

cost basis

Cost price of an asset as used to calculate capital gains
tax. The term acquisition cost is now more widely used.

cost benefit analysis (CBA)

Process of comparing costs and benefits as a means of
determining effective use of resources.

cost benefit ratio (CBR)

The amount expected to be earned or saved as a ratio of
expenditure. So if £100 of expenditure earns or saves
£500 of income, the CBR is 5.0.

cost centre

Person, group, division or other part of a business to
which costs can be allocated in management accounting.

cost code

In management accounting, combination of letters and
numbers of the business’s devising that are used to
identify costs.

cost contribution

Financial arrangement whereby each member of a group
is required to make a payment or take a charge for
central services, such as finance, research and
administration. Such arrangements are subject to transfer
pricing rules.

cost cutting

Process of identifying savings which may be made.

cost driver rate

In management accounting, the total costs in a cost pool
dividend by the number of times the activity occurs.

cost-drivers

In management accounting, the factors that most
influence the cost of an activity.

cost-effective

Description of an arrangement where the expense can be
justified, such as spending £100 to generate an additional
profit of £300 or to save other expenditure of £300.

cost envelope

Term used to define a range of acceptable costs.
The term was used from 2006 to indicate the
acceptable cost of operating the Local Government
Pension Scheme.
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cost factor

Cost seen as one factor in making a decision.

cost funding

Contribution of an affiliated company to central costs.
This is usually calculated by reference to the affiliate’s
profit or turnover.

cost income ratio

Accounting ratio used by banks. It is calculated as
operating expenses over a period divided by operating
income for the same period.

costing

Method to determine how much expenditure is incurred
on an item. It is a significant element in management
accounting.
At its simplest, the three common methods of
costing are:
• direct costing;
• marginal costing;
• opportunity costing.

cost justification

Argument that an expense is justified as it will overall
improve a person’s or business’s financial position. In
other words, the cost is cost-effective.
Cost-justification usually requires a demonstration
that the expense will generate a greater sum of net
income (as in advertising) or while save a greater sum of
expenditure elsewhere (as for security).

cost management

Management accounting which is primarily concerned
with identifying and quantifying where costs are incurred.

cost of borrowing

Expenditure in the form of interest on borrowed money.

cost of capital

Equivalent interest rate for how much the company’s
capital costs it.

cost of carry

(1) Extent to which the cost of holding funds exceeds the
return they earn.
(2) In a futures contract, the cost of holding the
underlying security.

cost of funds

(1) In banking, cost of borrowing in the principal money
markets. This cost determines the interest rates charged
to customers.
(2) In commerce, cost of raising additional finance for a
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business.
cost of generating funds

Figure in a SOFA of a non-commercial body for the
expenses of generating income, such as the cost of a
church stewardship campaign or a charity’s fund-raising
expenses.

cost of goods sold

Materials, labour and other costs directly related to the
goods or services provided.

cost of living adjustment (COLA)
American term for an annual adjustment in wages to
reflect increased prices of consumer goods.
cost of living allowance

Addition to normal earnings to pay for living expenses,
such as when an employee is temporarily relocated.
When paid as a fixed sum, it is added to gross pay and is
subject to income tax and national insurance under PAYE.

cost of living index

Old term for what is now the retail prices index.

cost of provision

“In relation to a non-cash voucher, the expense incurred
in or in connection with the provision of:
(a) the voucher, and
(b) the money, goods or services for which it is
capable
of being exchanged
by the person at whose cost they are provided.”
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s87(3)).

cost of quality

In management accounting, all the costs involved in
providing a quality product rather than a standard
product.

cost of sales

Direct cost of providing goods or services which are sold
by a business.
Cost of sales is subtracted from turnover to give
gross profit.
In bookkeeping, cost of sales is usually calculated
as:
cost of sales = purchases + opening stock –
closing stock.
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cost of sales adjustment (COSA)
Adjustment made in current cost accounting to the usual
cost of sales figure to reflect inflation on the value of
materials or stock consumed during the accounting
period.
cost of the asset

(1) In terms of writing down an intangible asset for
corporation tax purposes, this term is given the specific
meaning of “the cost recognised for tax purposes”
(Corporation Tax Act 2009 s731(3)).
(2) In relation to the realisation of an old asset for
expenditure on another asset, the term is given a specific
meaning in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s755(3) and 758(5).

cost of the new assets

Term that has a specific meaning defined in Taxation of
Capital Gains Act 1992 s162(4) in relation to roll-over
relief on the transfer of a business.

cost per acquisition

Another expression meaning cost per action.

cost per action (CPA)

Method of paying for advertising on the Internet.
Advertisers pay only when an ad display leads to a
completed sale, registration, download, etc. Almost all
affiliate network advertising can be thought of as CPA.

cost per click (CPC)

A performance-based pricing model for advertising sales.
CPC pays publishers based on number of clicks on a
specific advertisement, that is the number of times
someone accesses the advertisement.

cost-per-hire

American term for the direct and indirect costs of filling a
job vacancy.

cost-plus

Method of pricing which simply adds a profit margin to
whatever the seller paid to buy or produce the goods.

cost-plus contract

Contract in which the price paid is determined as the cost
to the supplier plus a margin.
Such contracts are common in the public sector. In
the private sector, such contracts are usually avoided as
they provide insufficient incentive for the supplier to
control costs.
For International Accounting Standards, it is defined
as “a construction contract in which the contractor is
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reimbursed for allowable or otherwise defined costs, plus
a percentage of these costs or a fixed fee” (IFRS 11 para
3).
cost-plus pricing

Policy of fixing a price for goods and services as the cost
of providing it plus a desired profit margin.

cost pool

In management accounting, the total cost that relates to
each activity.

cost price

Price which is the same as that paid by the seller, so the
seller earns no gross profit.

cost sharing

Arrangement whereby two or more organisations seek to
reduce costs by sharing facilities.
EU law allows a measure of VAT relief under Article
132(1)(f) of the Principal VAT Directive. The UK
government issued a consultation document in June 2011
on how this may be translated into UK law.

cost sharing agreement

Agreement between members of an international group
on how to share common costs, such as administration,
and research and development. Some countries prefer to
base their tax systems on such an agreement rather than
on transfer pricing.

cost sharing group (CSG)

Body of person set up for cost sharing. They must be an
independent group of persons.

costs judge

Court officer who settles disputes about legal costs. The
office was previously known as a taxing master.

costs of a dwelling-related loan
This is given a specific meaning in Income Tax (Trading
and Other Income) Act 2005 s272B as inserted by Finance
(No 2) Act 2015 s24.
costs of disposal

“Incremental costs directly attributable to the disposal of
an asset, excluding finance costs and income tax expense”
(IAS 36 para 6).

cost to close

In forward foreign exchange transactions, the cost of
liquidating an outstanding contract at current prices.
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costs to sell

“The incremental costs directly attributable to the
disposal of an asset (or disposal group), excluding finance
costs and income tax expense” (IFRS 5.A)

cost-volume-profit (CVP)

In management accounting, an analysis of the
relationship between costs, sales volumes and profits.

Cote d’Ivoire

African republic. Its currency is the Central French African
franc of 100 centimes. The UK has a double taxation
convention of 1985 in the country’s former name of Ivory
Coast.

cote officielle

Official price of a security on the Paris Bourse. The term
sometimes means the Bourse itself.

cotset

Lowly form of feudal bondsman. The term is found in
Domesday Book.

cottage orné

French: adorned cottage. Cottage to which
embellishments are added to indicate that its owner is
prosperous.

cottaging

Criminal offence of sexual activity in a public lavatory,
which is illegal under Sexual Offences Act 2003 s71.

cotter

Peasant land-holder. The exact status has varied.

cotton

Tradeable commodity.
It comes from the tufts of the cotton plant, which
can be cleaned, spun and woven to make cloth.

Coumarin

A colouring agent used to identify road fuel on which
hydrocarbon oil duty has not been paid. From 1 April
2015, it is known as 1:2 benzopyrone (Hydrocarbon Oil
(Designated Markers) Regulations SI 1996 No 1251 para
2(2).

council house

Property owned, and often built, by a local authority and
offered to people who cannot afford market housing. The
rent is controlled by the council. Housing benefit exists to
meet the cost for those who cannot afford this rent.
In 1980, council house tenants were given the right
to buy their homes at a significant discount, depending
on how long they lived there. The discount was up to 60%
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on houses and 70% on flats. In the same decade, many
councils transferred their houses to housing associations.
councillor

Elected member of a local authority. Such a member
typically receives a basic allowance, special
responsibilities allowances (such as for chairing a
committee) plus expenses.
For tax purposes, the member is regarded as an
office holder. As such, the authority must operate PAYE
and class 1 national insurance. The allowances and
expenses are taxable as gross income, except to the
extent that expenses are deductible. Details are given in
PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682 from reg 118.
Guidance on the allowance of expenses is provided
in the Inspectors’ Manual at EIM 65955. Further guidance
is provided in the case Lorber [2011] TC 986.
From 1 April 2016, there is a specific tax relief for
travel expenses incurred in duties within the area and
within 20 miles of the boundary. This provision is given in
Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003 s235A as
added by Finance (No 2) Act 2015 s29(3).

council of reference

Body of people to whom the management of an
organisation may refer matters for advice. Typically such
a council is established by a charity or other voluntary
body. Its members are people of eminence whose
inclusion is intended to reassure others with whom the
organisation deals about the integrity of the organisation.
It is rare for anything to be referred to the council. Also
called a committee of reference.

Council on Tribunals

Body abolished by Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Act
2007 s45.

council tax

Overview
Local authority tax introduced on 1 April 1993 to replace
the unpopular community charge. The law is Local
Government Finance Act 1992.
Its base is an equal mix of property and people.
Property bands
Properties categorised into eight price bands indicated by
the letters A to H. If the house has been adapted for the
disabled, it is automatically reduced by one band.
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The full rate for the band is payable if the
household has two or more adults. If it has only one
adult, only 75% of the rate is payable.
Local authorities have a discretion on how much
rebate to provide for empty properties and second
homes.
Payment
The council tax is not payable until the local authority has
sent the household a bill. The household may pay in a
single payment, two equal payments, or 10 equal
monthly payments from April to February. If an
instalment is not paid within seven days, the right to pay
by instalments is lost, and the whole sum becomes
payable.
Paid by employer
If an employer pays an employee’s personal council tax
bill, this creates a taxable benefit in kind on the pecuniary
liability principle. This is explained in the inspectors’
manual at EIM00585.
Council tax benefit
There is a special social security benefit, known as council
tax benefit, to assist the poorest people. Those who do
not pay the tax can have it deducted from their pay under
a council tax attachment of earnings order (Corporation
Tax ActEO).
Members of the armed forces may receive a special
relief. This is not a taxable benefit (Income Tax (Earnings
And Pensions) Act 2003 s297B).
council tax attachment of earnings order
Form of attachment of earnings order that may be taken
out by a local authority to recover council tax.
council tax base

An assessment by each billing authority of the number of
converted to Band D equivalents (the average band), after
properties, allowing for non-collection and new
properties, on which a tax can be charged.

council tax benefit (CTB)

Means-tested social security benefit introduced with
council tax. To claim the benefit, the claimant must have
a sufficiently low income, capital of less than £16,000 and
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be resident in a premises for which he or she is liable to
pay council tax.
The benefit may be supplemented by a second
adult rebate if a second adult lives with the claimant.
The allowance is paid under Social Security
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s131.
Welfare Reform Act 2009 proposes to rename this
benefit council tax rebate.
CTB is to be abolished and replaced by universal
credit under Welfare Reform Act 2012 s33(1)(e).
This benefit is not subject to income tax (Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s677).
council tax rebate

Name by which council tax benefit is known under
Welfare Reform Act 2009.

council tax surplus (or deficit) The amount by which the actual council tax collected
exceeds (or falls short of) the estimated figure.
A council’s tax base is calculated using an estimated
collection rate.
The surplus or deficit is shared by the billing
authority and any other authorities who serve a precept
on the billing authority. These surpluses or deficits
increase or reduce the spending capacity of the authority.
counsel

(1) To provide emotional support.
Certain types of counselling for employees are
exempt from income tax (Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s310) or corporation tax (Corporation
Tax Act 2009 s73).
(2) Barrister or equivalent legal representative.
In Scots law, “a member of the Faculty of Advocates
practising at the Scottish Bar. An advocate has the right to
appear before any court in Scotland or the UK Supreme
Court” (Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

counselling

Providing assistance to a person in dealing with a
problem. Outplacement counselling is generally allowed
as a taxable deduction as counselling expenses.

counselling expenses

The term is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s73(2)
and Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005
s73(2).
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counsellors of state

Persons to whom the functions of a monarch are
delegated when the monarch is under age (Regency Act
1937 s2).
The counsellors are basically the husband or wife of
the sovereign and the next four people in succession to
the throne.

counsel’s opinion

Written advice from a barrister, usually a senior specialist
barrister. Such advice is often sought before commencing
larger tax appeals or in promoting a tax avoidance
scheme.

count

Simple method for determining a quantity by adding up.

countable day

In relation to the temporary importation rule to provide
relief under the remittance basis, this term is defined in
Income Tax Act 2007 s809Z4(2).

countenance

(1) Appearance, outlook.
(2) Consider, view as an option.

counter

Surface in a shop or similar premises on which traded
goods may be placed.
This is listed in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s23 List
C as an item that is not affected by the provisions of s21
(buildings) or s22 (structures). This means that its
eligibility for capital allowance depends on the nature and
purpose of the item.

counteraction

Steps taken to negate a previous action.
In tax, it particularly refers to provisions to cancel a
tax advantage from artificial avoidance. Finance Act 2013
s209(5) allows for such counteraction to be in whatever
form is appropriate.

counteraction notice

Notice served by HMRC on a taxpayer to counter a tax
advantage in limited circumstances. Details are given in
Income Tax Act 2007 s698.

counteraction provision

In relation to HMRC powers, this term is defined in
Finance Act 2008 Sch 36 para 37B(3).

counterbalance

Any device which prevents an adverse effect by
administering an opposing force, such as the weight used
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to offset the arm of a crane.
The term is also used figuratively to mean any
procedure which automatically comes into effect to check
the exercise of authority.
counterbid

Bid which is offered as an alternative to a previous bid.

counterclaim

Claim which is made by one party in response to a claim
from the other party.
For example, A sues B for an unpaid bill. B may
make a counterclaim for A for loss suffered by poor goods
from A.
In Scots law, “a claim made by a defender against a
pursuer in a civil action raised against his or her”
(Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

counter-cyclical

Description of businesses or policies which do well when
the general economy is performing badly.

counter-cyclical demand management policies
In Keynesian economics, the demand management
policies which a government should follow when the
economy is in difficulties.
counter-cyclical stock

Stock (ie security) whose price tends not to be influenced
by the state of the economy. Companies that produce
basic goods, such as food, are often examples.

counter-evidence

Evidence which is produced to rebut evidence already
provided.

counterfactual currency movement assumptions
Corporation tax provisions are given in Corporation Tax
Act 2009 s328D and s606D.
counterfeit

Forgery, particularly of coins or consumer goods.
Making such goods is a criminal offence. Customs
may seize such goods brought into the country.

counterfeit coins

Coins made other than by proper authority with a view to
being passed as currency. It is a criminal offence under
Forgery and Countefeiting Act 1981.
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countermand

Order which cancels a previous order, such as asking a
bank not to pay a cheque which you have issued.

countermark

Additional mark put on a quantity of goods to indicate
restrictions on those goods, such as who may open them
or collect them. The term particularly applies to the mark
put on standard metal by the London Goldsmiths’
Company.

counter-offer

In contract law, an offer which is made as an alternative
to a previous offer.
A counter-offer negates all previous offers. In the
case Hyde v Wench [1840] a man offered to sell his farm
for £1,000. The claimant said he would pay £950, which
was rejected. He then said he would pay £1,000 but the
seller now refused. He was entitled to do so, as the
counter-offer had negated the original offer.

counterpart

Equivalent person, such as the person doing the same job
as yourself in another company.

counterparty

The other party in a contract or deal.

counterparty risk

Risk to a business that a counterparty will fail to perform
his duties.

counterplead

Plead the opposite to what is being alleged.

counter-productive

Description of something which reduces productivity,
particularly when it was intended to improve
productivity.

counter-proposal

Alternative proposal to one already made.

counter-revolution

Revolution which reverses or negates the effects of a
previous one.

countersign

Second signature on a document.

countersignatory

Person who provides a countersignature.

countersignature

Second person who signs a form or letter. The term is
particularly used on passport application forms and
similar, when the countersignatory confirms that he or
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she has known the person personally for at least two
years.
counter staff

Workers in a retail business directly engaged in serving
customers.

counter-statement

Statement made to contradict an existing statement.

countertrade

Another term for barter.

countertrading

Barter, particularly on an international scale.

counter-view

An opposing point of view.

countervailing charge

Charge which may be imposed by the European
Commission either on certain goods from specified
European Union (Member States during some months of
the year or as part of a minimum import price system.

countervailing credit

Another name for back-to-back credit.

countervailing duty

Customs duty imposed on imported goods to negate the
effect of a subsidy from the government of the exporter.

counting

Basic method for determining the number of items.
In mathematics, counting methods may be
extended to include multiplication, permutations and
combinations.

country

Strictly speaking, a country is geographical unity whereas
a nation or state is a political unity. However this
distinctions is often not observed. Tax law tends to talk of
territories.

country-by-country reporting (CbC reporting)
Means of helping tax authorities address tax avoidance by
requiring businesses to state their turnover for each
country of operation.
Its provisions are set out in the OECD Guidance on
Transfer Pricing Documentation and Country-by-Country
Reporting, published in 2014.
The Treasury may make regulations to implement
this guidance under provisions of Finance Act 2014 s122.
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country code

Code that indicates a country as issued by the
International Organisation for Standardisation.
There are three forms of code: 3-digit, 2-letters and
3-letters. For the UK, these are respectively 826, GB and
GBR.

country identifier

Another name for country prefix code.

country prefix code

Two-letter code that identifies the member state that
issued a VAT invoice. This code must be shown on a UK
invoice when goods are supplied to a customer who is
registered in another member state. The code for the UK
is GB (even for Northern Ireland). This code is sometimes
called the country identifier.

Countryside Council for Wales This is specifically exempt from capital gains tax under
Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s257.
country-specific risk

In investing, risk that attaches to a country because of a
connection with that country, such as by being based
there or extensively trading there.

country tie

For statutory residence test, one of the sufficient ties
test that has only to be considered by a taxpayer who was
resident in the UK for one or both of the previous two tax
years. The test is met if the UK is the country in which the
taxpayer spent the greatets number of days in the current
tax year.

county court

Court which hears most civil disputes, such as unpaid
bills.
The term “means—
(a) in relation to England and Wales, a court
held for a district under the County Courts Act 1984;
(b) in relation to Northern Ireland, a court held
for a division under the County Courts (Northern Ireland)
Order 1980” (Interpretation Act 1978 Sch 1).

county court bailiff

Person responsible for enforcing orders from the county
court.

county court judgment

Legal recognition that a person owes a debt.
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coup

Blow or stroke, particularly a clever move. The term has a
range of meanings from the forced replacement of a
government to a surprisingly successful achievement at
work.

coup de foudre

French: sudden happening. The term can mean love at
first sight.

coup de grâce

French: blow of grace. A final blow to end the existence of
a person, animal or business, and thus end its suffering.

couple

For purposes of national insurance and social security,
“means —
(a) a man and woman who are married to each
other and are members of the same household;
(b) a man and woman who are not married to
each other but are living together as husband and wife
otherwise than in prescribed circumstances;
(c) two people of the same sex who are civil
partners of each other and are members of the same
household: or
(d) two people of the same sex who are not civil
partners of each other but are living together as if they
were civil partners otherwise than in prescribed
circumstances”
(Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992
s137(1) and State Pension Credit Act 2002 s17 and Tax
Credits Act 2002 s3(5A).
The same definition appears for universal credit
purposes in Welfare Reform Act 2012 s39(1).
For age-related benefits, the term means “a man
and a woman who share a household and who are, or
who live as, husband and wife” (Age-Related Payments
Act 2004 s8(1)).

couple penalty

Term used for loss of social security when two social
security claimants become a couple. The term was used in
the Centre for Social Justice’s report Social Policy Group
published in 2007 and by the Institute of Fiscal Studies in
the same year. It has been subsequently used in
parliamentary briefings. The penalty remains.

couple relationship

Term used by HMRC in Agent Update of 24 February 2010
to describe a relationship where two people live together,
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whether married or not. Such a relationship can trigger
changes to entitlement to tax credits. Non-marital
relationships are sometimes referred to as living together
as husband and wife or LTAHAW.
coupon

(1) Any document which is provided for the recipient to
use to obtain a financial benefit.
(2) A slip of paper attached to a bond or other document
which is submitted by the holder to obtain a dividend or
similar payment. From this meaning, the word is
sometimes used to mean the rate of interest payable on a
loan.

coupon rate

Fixed interest rate paid on a government bond or
debenture.

coupon security

Government security which has a coupon and pays
interest, as against a security which pays no interest but is
sold at a discount to its face value.

coupon stripping

Financial process in which the coupon is removed from a
bearer bond and sold as a separate financial instrument.
The bond then becomes a zero-coupon bond.

coupon tax

In international tax, a higher rate of tax which is charged
on bearer share dividends than on ordinary dividends, as
the tax authorities do not know the identity of the
shareholder. The UK had such a tax until bearer shares
were made illegal.

courier fraud

Fraud where vulnerable people are told their bank
accounts have been properly accessed and must be
closed with a new account opened. They must hand in
their cheque books and cards to a courier for
replacement. The account is then emptied of funds. The
fraud was first identified and named in 2015.

course manuals

Various VAT cases have established that books provided
with an educational course may be zero-rated. It is not a
single standard-rated or exempt supply of education. An
early case was J E Rendle [1982] VTD 1389.
However there have been other cases which have
held that they are part of the supply of education. A
leading case was HMRC v The College of Estate
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Management [2005] HL. STC 1597.
Following that decision by the House of Lords,
Customs issued its own interpretation in Business Brief
20/2005.
court

(1) Enclosed space in a building.
(2) Set of flats, maisonettes or similar dwellings on a
single site.
(3) Place where legal issues are resolved.
(4) Entourage of a monarch or prince.

court-baron

Assembly of freehold tenants of a manor under its lord.

court card

In gambling, a jack, queen or king in a pack of playing
cards. The word is a corruption of “coat card” as the
pictures show them so dressed.

court cases

Under English law, Scots law, American law and many
other legal systems, a court case establishes a precedent.
This must generally be followed in any subsequent
decision where the facts are the same. A precedent can
be overturned by a higher court, or can be reversed by
legislation.

court circular

Daily press statement saying what royal members are
doing.

court cupboard

Sideboard or similar piece of movable furniture on which
chinaware is displayed.

court-day

Day on which a court sits.

court-dress

Special clothes which are required when appearing at the
court of a monarch or price. Sometimes the term is used
for special clothing worn by those who appear in a court
of law.

courtesan

Mistress or whore kept as part of a court by a monarch or
prince.

Court Martial

Court for hearing offences committed by military
personnel. It may sit anywhere in the UK or outside
(Armed Forces Act 2006 s154).
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Court Martial Appeal Court

Court from which an appeal may be made against a court
martial.
[Note that its name has changed from CourtsMartial Appeal Court by Armed Forces Act 2006 s272).

Court of Appeal

“Means—
(a) in relation to England and Wales, Her Majesty’s
Court of Appeal in England;
(b) in relation to Northern Ireland, Her Majesty’s
Court of Appeal in Northern Ireland” (Interpretation Act
1978 Sch 1).

Court of Cassation

Highest appeal court in France.

Court of Criminal Appeal

In Scots law, “the High Court of Justiciary when sitting to
hear appeals in solemn proceedings (cases heard on
indictment before a jury) is sometimes called the Court of
Criminal Appeal” (Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

court of last resort

Court from which there is no appeal.

court of law

Court which hears legal matters, as against any other
meaning of the word court.

Court of Protection

Court which deals with the affairs of those who lack
mental capacity. It is constituted under Mental Capacity
Act 2005 s45.

Court of Protection Visitor

Person appointed by the Lord Chancellor under Mental
Capacity Act 2005 s61 to check the treatment of those
who lack mental capacity. There are Special Visitors and
General Visitors; the former must be doctors.

Court of Protection

Court where issues are decided relating to people who
have a mental incapacity.

Court of Session

Supreme court of Scotland, established in 1532. It is the
highest civil tribunal in Scotland.
“The supreme civil court. The judges of the Court of
Session are also the judges of the High Court of Justiciary,
the supreme criminal court” (Judiciary of Scotland
website glossary).
The Court comprises 26 judges. Four of these,
including the Lord President, sit in the first division. Four
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others sit in the second division. These two divisions
comprise the Inner House. The other judges comprise the
Outer House.
Court of St James’s

Designation of the place where foreign ambassadors are
posted to serve in Britain. Note that the final word is not
“St James”.

court of summary jurisdiction In Scots law, “this is a court sitting without a jury hearing
summary criminal proceedings on summary complaint,
The courts are the sheriff court when hearing criminal
proceedings on summary complaint, a stipendiary
magistrate or a Justice of the Peace Court” (Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).
court order

Order issued by a court.

courts board

Board to oversee courts for a defined area of England or
Wales (Courts Act 2003 s4). Their duty is to scrutinise,
review and make recommendations regarding how the
Lord Chancellor discharges his functions in relation to the
courts in the area.

court security officer

Person so appointed by the Lord Chancellor under Courts
Act 2003 s51.

cute que cute

French: cost what it may.

covenant

Term for various forms of one-sided agreements, in
particular:
(1) a condition imposed on land restricting its use by the
present and future owners; or
(2) unilateral promise to pay money for which no benefit
is received in return, such as a parent supporting a child
or a payment to charity.

covenantee

Beneficiary of a covenant.

covenant-lite

Description of loans where there are few covenants or
conditions. As such, these loans are usually high-risk
though that risk is mitigated by such loans often being
syndicated.
The term “lite” means “light” in the sense of not
heavy. This novel spelling was adopted by the drinks
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industry in the 1990s for products without sugar, and has
been adopted by the finance industry.
covenantor

Person who makes a covenant.

cover

(1) In accounting, number of times an amount could be
paid.
In particular, the term is often used to mean
dividend cover, which is the number of times the
dividend cover could have been paid from net profit. So if
a company pays dividends of £100,000 from profits of
£430,000, its dividend cover is 4.3.
(2) Spread, put on as clothing for a person or a jacket for a
book.
(3) Place in a restaurant and the order for food from the
customers who sit there.
(4) Envelope with a stamp, as in first-day cover.
(5) Provide temporary replacement of work during a short
absence, as when a worker covers for a colleague who
briefly leaves his workplace.
[The word has acquired many other special meanings.]

coverall

American term for an overall.

coverage

In USA, amount of protection provided by insurance.

cover charge

Charge per person made by a restaurant or similar
establishment in addition to the charge for the food and
drink provided.

cover crop

Crop which is grown partly to protect the soil.

covered

Description of a trading position where any risk is
protected by another investment or position. This is
similar to hedging. The opposite is known as an
uncovered or naked position.

covered bear

Person acting like a bear but who holds the stock he is
selling.

covered bond vehicle

Form of limited liability partnership. It is defined for bank
levy in Finance Act 2011 Sch 19 para 53(7).
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covered call writing

Selling a call option on assets that you own.

covered combination

Investment strategy where the investor doubles his
position if investments decline in value, and halves in an
upward movement.

covered interest arbitrage

Form of arbitrage which exploits inconsistencies between
currency depreciation and differences in interest rates.|

covered interest rate parity

The principle that the interest rates paid on two
currencies should be equal to the differences between
the spot rates and forward rates. If there is any disparity,
there is an opportunity for arbitrage.

covered position

In investment, position in which all risks are hedged.

covered straddle

Investment strategy where a holder of securities already
held writes a call option and a put option at the same
price with the same expiry date.

covered warrant

Security that gives the holder the right to acquire a share
or bond at a specific price on a specific date. These are
typically issued by financial institutions rather than the
investee company.

cover goods

In smuggling, genuine goods among which smuggled
goods are hidden in the same packaging.

covering letter

Letter sent with a document to explain or comment on
those documents.

cover note

A temporary certificate confirming that an insurance
policy is in force. Used in motor insurance for
taxation/registration purposes and in some other
contexts such as life assurance to confirm that cover is
effective on a temporary basis while further information
is being gathered.

cover price

Price of a newspaper or magazine.

cover pricing

The practice of submitting a high price in a tender
document for work the tenderer does not want to do.
Submitting a high price rather than refusing to tender
means that the tenderer will stay on the customer’s
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tender list. This practice is particularly common for
building contracts and for tenders in the public sector.
In itself, cover pricing is not illegal. It can become
illegal when there is any collusion with other tenderers,
as in bid-rigging. Public sector customers may be willing
to tolerate cover pricing as it means that they have
received more than one tender which makes it easier for
them to justify accepting the lowest bidder.
cover ratio

In investing, the number of warrnats to exercise into one
share.

cover shorts

Buy in stock to sell what a person has already committed
to sell.

covert distribution

Arrangement whereby the income of a non-profit-making
body are substantially paid to a commercial business in
forms such as fees, rent, commissions and the suchlike.
It is a tax avoidance scheme.

cover-up

Deliberate concealment of the truth, particularly of a
scandal.

cover version

Recording of a song which has already been recorded by a
different artist.

cowboy

Colloquialism for a person who provides poor quality
work, such as one who botches jobs.

cowrie shell

Seashell that has been used as a currency in Africa and
Asia. It is the shell of a mollusc from the Cyprian genus.

CP

(1) Commercial paper
(2) Common Pleas. Series of Law Reports published
between 1865 and 1876.
(3) Number of days in a chargeable period, used to
calculate capital allowances, as used in the formulae at
Finance Act 2008 s80(10) and 83(3).

CPA

(1) Cost per action or cost per acquisition. (They mean
the same.)
(2) Certified public accountant, a US term.
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CPAG

Child Poverty Action Group.

CPC

(1) Customs Procedure Code
(2) Cost per click.

CPD

Continuing Professional Development.

CPE

Continuing Professional Education.

CPEI

Customs Procedures with Economic Impact

CPF

Carbon price floor.

CPI

(1) Consumer price index, the official measure of inflation
since December 2003.
(2) Comparable profit interval.

Cpl

Corporal (military rank)

CPL

Cost per lead.

CPM

Cost per thousand.

CPP

Current purchasing power.

C2 principles

Code of practice developed by Thomas Dundee and David
Hess of Pennsylvania University. It sets out how a
company and its employees should deal with improper
offers of payment.

CPR

(1) Contract profit rate. This figure is used to calculate
the price of defence contracts under Defence Reform Act
2014 s15(4).
(2) Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations
2008.
(3) Cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

CPS

(1) Crown Prosecution Service.
(2) Carbon Price Support mechanism.

CPT

Cuideachta phoibli’ theoranta.
This is Irish Gaelic for public limited company. Such
a company may use these letters instead of plc, though
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few companies do.
CPTDA

Central Police Training and Development Authority
(Centrex)

CPU

(1) Central Processing Unit of a computer.
The CPU is the main part of the computer, where
most calculations take place.
(2) Central Planning Unit, of HMRC

CPVO

Community Plant Variety Office.

CQI

Chartered Quality Institute.

CQS

Consolidated Quotation Service.

cr

Abbreviation for credit.

CRA

Canada Revenue Agency.

Crabb, Stephen

Scottish-born Welsh Conservative politician (1973- ) who
has been Secretary of State for Work and Pensions since
19 March 2016.

cracking

Process of breaking down molecules, particularly of oil.
The first process was invented in 1855.
The term is also used for the process of cracking
ethylene gas to make potable spirits (Customs notice 39).
[The term has many other many meanings that are not
relevant for tax.]

crack spread

Type of commodity-product spread that involves the
purchase of crude oil futures and the sale of futures in oil
products.

craft worker

Individual whose work is primarily based on physical
skills, such as in carpentry or die-making.

cran

Traditional measure for herrings landed at port. It is 37½
gallons.

crane grab machine

Amusement machine where a coin operates a crane
device in a sealed transparent case. The user tries to
manipulate it to win a prize.
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Such a machine is specifically excluded from the
scope of amusement machine licence duty.
Cr App R(eps)

Criminal Appeal Reports. Series of law reports first
published in 1908.

craps

This game is specifically listed in Betting and Gaming
Duties Act 1981 s13(3) as coming within the scope of
gaming licence duty.

crash

(1) In computing, when a computer ceases to work
because of a software conflict or similar problem.
(2) In investing, a sudden collapse of a market.

crashing

Colloquialism for speeding up a project by increased
spending.

crave

In Scots law, “the statement of the precise order sought
in a civil proceedings in the sheriff court” (Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).

crawling peg

Method of providing limited stability in exchange rates.
The principle is to allow frequent small adjustments of a
fixed rate, rather than a fixed rate with occasional large
adjustments, or a currency floating freely.

CRC

(1) Carbon Reduction Commitment.
(2) ISO code for Costa Rica colon.

CRCA

Commissioners for Revenue and Customs Act 2005.

CRC Energy Efficiency Scheme Mandatory scheme previously known as Carbon
Reduction Commitment (CRC). It was introduced in April
2010.
It requires large public and private sector
organisations to reduce carbon dioxide emissions. This
excludes reductions already coved by Climate Change
Agreements and the EU Emissions Trading Scheme.
The scheme covers all organisations that use more
than 6,000 megawatts of electricity a year. The scheme
works by requiring organisations to buy allowances to
cover emissions in the previous year.
The scheme has five consecutive phases, each of
five years, which run from 1 April 2014 to 31 March 2039,
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and a final phase of four years from 1 April 2039.
The relevant law is CRC Energy Efficiency Scheme
Order SI 2013 No 1119, issued under Climate Change Act
2008.
CRD

(1) Central Registration Depository.
(2) Capital Requirements Directive.

creatine

Naturally occurring organic substance. For VAT, products
made from creatine are generally standard-rated and not
zero-rated as food. Further details are set out in VAT
notice 701/14.

creation price

Cost to managers of a unit trust in creating units.

creative accounting

Adaptation of financial instruments to give an impression
that the company is doing better than is the case.
Common methods include off-balance sheet
accounting, anticipating profits, capitalising expenditure
and overvaluing assets.

creative works

For averaging of taxable profits, “means —
(a) literary, dramatic, musical or artistic works,
or
(b) designs carried on by the taxpayer
personally or, if the qualifying trade, profession or
vocation is carried on in partnership, by one or more of
the partners personally” (Income Tax (Trading and Other
Income) Act 2005 s221(3)).

credentials system

Those elements of HMRC computer system that are
designed to check that someone accessing taxpayer
records on-line is authorised to do so.

credible deterrence

Policy followed by Financial Services Authority and other
regulatory bodies of prosecuting a few high-profile cases
to deter others from engaging in similar conduct.

credit

Bookkeeping entry which indicates that an asset’s value
has decreased, such as when money is taken out of an
account.
In the nominal ledger (or trial balance), a credit
balance represents a liability, income, reduction of asset
value or a profit.
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For recovery of tax by set-off, the word is defined in
Finance Act 2008 s130(4).
credit account

Account with a business, usually a shop, which allows the
customer to pay for goods later, such as at the end of the
month.

credit balance

Balance on an account which shows that it holds funds.

credit broker

“Means a person acting in the course of a business of
credit brokerage carried on by that person” (Consumer
Rights Act 2015 s59(1)).

credit brokerage

Business of arranging credit for individuals.
In relation to consumer contracts, “means —
(a) introducing individuals who want to obtain
credit to persons carrying on any business so far as it
relates to the provision of credit,
(b) introducing individuals who want to obtain
goods on hire to persons carrying on a business which
comprises or relates to supplying goods under a contract
for the hire of goods, or
(c) introducing individuals who want to obtain
credit, or to obtain goods on hire, to other persons
engaged in credit brokerage”.
(Consumer Rights Act 2015 s59(1)).

credit card

Payment card allowing its holder to spend up to a credit
limit and to make payments in instalments as the holder
wishes.
HMRC accepts payment by credit card but makes a
charge for doing so, depending on whether the payment
is made by telephone or on the Internet. The authority to
make this charge is given by Finance Act 2008 s136. The
amount of the charge is fixed by Statutory Instrument.
The rates charged are given below:
From
2 November
2015
2 April 2012
1 April 2011

Telephone
payments
1.5%

Internet
payments
1.5%

1.5%
1.25%

1.4%
1.4%
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14 December
1.25%
1.25%
2009
Previously
0.91%
1.25%
~
There is no charge for making payment by debit card.
credit card sales campaign

Campaign launched by HMRC on 9 October 2014 in which
those who accept credit and debit card payments may
voluntarily provide details of transactions to HMRC.
If it is discovered that the acceptor has not paid all
the tax owed, they “will be offered a simple and
straightforward way to put their tax affairs right” (Agent
Update 44, November 2014).

credit clearing

System used by banks to clear giros and other credits
between them.

credit column

Column in a journal or similar book which records the
credit entries of financial transactions. Traditionally this is
to the right of the debit column.

credit control

Functions in a business which are designed to ensure that
a company’s invoices are paid.
In general, credit control has two parts. The first
part is vetting new customers and monitoring existing
customers to ensure that they are creditworthy.
The second part is chasing up debts by letters and
telephone calls. The received wisdom is that telephone
calls are particularly effective if you follow the three Ps of
being persistent, polite and patient.

credit controller

Person in an organisation responsible for credit control.

credit crunch

Period when it is difficult to borrow money, usually
triggered by fears about the national or world economy.
The term was used to describe the problems in the
financial markets which arose in the late months of 2007
and continued into 2008.
The problems were caused by defaults on subprime lending in the USA, particularly on mortgages. This
resulted in liquidity problems as bank became reluctant
to lend funds to each other. This was a particular problem
for British bank Northern Rock which was nationalised in
2008.
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The term was used in Auditing Practices Board
Bulletin 2008/1 which described the audit implications,
primarily of financial institutions. The main concerns are
whether all such institutions may still be accounted for as
a going concern, and whether investments are properly
valued.
HM Treasury glossary defines the term as “Situation
where banks across the economy significantly reduce
lending to each other due to falling confidence that loans
will be repaid. This restricts the flow of money around the
economy. It can result in less credit being available for
consumers and businesses, resulting in an increase in the
cost of obtaining credit.”
credit cycle

In economics, expansion and contraction of access to
credit.

credit default option

Option in which the payoff is related to the credit rating
of the underlying security.

credit default swap (CDS)

Contract that relates the performance of a loan or bond
to the performance of a security issued by a particular
bank, company, state or mortgages.
The seller of the contract undertakes to
compensate the buyer for any impairment to the credit
should there be a default. The seller receives interest,
usually expressed in hundredths of a percent.

credit derivative

Any financial derivative where the return is related to the
credit rating of the underlying security.

credit enhancement

Techniques for improving the credit-rating of a person,
business or for a security, particularly an asset-backed
security.

credit entry

Entry on the credit side of an account.

credit excluded

Description of people who cannot borrow money through
the normal channels.

credit facilities

Arrangement which a bank makes with a customer
allowing him to borrow money, or which a shop makes
with a customer allowing him to take goods for payment
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later.
credit fancier

French: lending money secured on property.

credit freeze

When it is difficult or impossible to borrow money,
particularly from restrictions imposed by the government.

credit guarantee

Any form of third party guarantee or insurance for a
liability incurred or incurrable by another party.

credit institution

For Companies Acts, “means a credit institution as
defined in Article 4.1(1) of Directive 2006/48/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council relating to the
taking up and pursuit of the business of credit
institutions” (Companies Act 2006 s1173(1)).

credit insurance

Insurance policy against the risk of non-payment by a
customer.

credit ladder

Informal description of ranks of credit facilities with main
financial institutions at the top and loan sharks at the
bottom. Typically a borrower climbs down the ladder as
the interest rates get higher.

credit limit

Maximum amount a financial organisation will allow a
customer to incur, such as on a credit card or bank
account.

credit line

Extent to which funds are made available to a borrower.

credit memo

American term for a credit note.

credit mobilia

French: lending money on the security of moveable
property.

creditnota

Dutch: credit note

credit note

Definition
A document that a supplier issues to a customer to cancel
or reduce the value of an invoice previously issued.
Usage
Common reasons for issuing a credit note include:
• when goods have been accepted back;
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• to correct a mistake on the invoice;
• to cancel an incorrect invoice so that a correct
invoice may be issued;
• to provide a retrospective discount or similar
price reduction;
• to cancel a charge, such as for delivery;
• to remove a disputed item from an invoice to
allow the rest of the invoice to be paid. (An invoice is
issued for the same amount as the credit note.)
Accounting and tax
Provided the credit note is for a bona fide reason, its
value is simply subtracted from income for both
accounting and tax purposes.
Value added tax
Provided the credit note is issued for a bona fide reason,
any VAT may be added to the amount, which is then
deducted from the output tax payable for that period.
A credit note may not be issued as an alternative to
claiming bad debt relief.
crédito

Portuguese: credit

creditor

Person to whom you owe money.
In Scots law, “a person to whom another person (or
debtor) is obliged in some monetary or other obligation”
(Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

creditor days

Number of days it takes a business to pay its creditors.
This is calculated as creditors (from balance sheet)
divided by purchases, multiplied by 365 or 366.

creditor quasi-repo

A financial arrangement designed to copy the provisions
of a creditor repo. Its corporation tax provisions are set
out in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s544.

creditor relationship

Term used for loan relationship rules for companies. The
term is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s302.

creditor repo

Corporation tax provisions are given in Corporation Tax
Act 2009 s543.
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creditor sheet

Another name for a debt statement.

creditors’ committee

Body of creditors who meet to oversee an insolvency.

creditors’ meeting

When creditors meet to decide whether to agree to the
terms of an IVA or bankruptcy. This requirement may be
dispensed with under the provisions of Insolvency Act
1986 s246ZE.

creditors’ petition

Request by creditors that a person be made bankrupt.

creditors’ voluntary liquidation
Winding-up of a company by a special resolution of
members with the agreement of the creditors.
crédit par acceptation

French: acceptance credit.

credit purchase

A business entity takes delivery of goods or services and
is allowed to make payment at a later date.

credit rating

Indication of how reliable a person is considered to be for
the purpose of lending money.

credit ratings agency

Business that analyses the finances of individuals and
organisations to determine their creditworthiness.

credit reference

Record of a person’s credit record, noting loans and cards
used.

credit repair

Improving a person’s credit record.
This usually involves challenging all adverse entries
on a person’s credit record.

credit report

Information about a person or business which is relevant
in determining whether to provide credit facilities.

credit risk

The extent to which it is considered that a person may
not pay his bills or repay a loan.
For accounting standards, “the risk that one party
to a financial instrument will cause a financial loss for the
other party by failing to discharge an obligation” (FRS 102
glossary).
For International Accounting Standards, an identical
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definition is given in IFRS 7.A.
credit risk insurance

Insurance to protect a company against credit risks, such
as non-payment by customers.

credit risk premium

Excess of yield earned by a risky investment over that
earned by an investment seen as risk-free.

credit sale

The sale of goods, which immediately become the
property of the customer, but where the price is payable
by instalments.
VAT is charged on the full value of goods when
supplied, even if payments is made in instalments (VAT
notice 700).

credit sale agreement

Another name for a hire purchase agreement, or similar.

credit scoring

Reducing a person’s credit record to a number (usually
out of 1000) from which a lender decides whether to lend
and at what rate.

credit side

The side of a journal or other book which records the
credit entries. Traditionally this is on the right of the debit
entries.

credit spread

Different yield from different levels of credit risk.

credit squeeze

Period when funds for borrowing are restricted,
particularly when imposed by the government.

credit-token

“Credit card, debit card or other card, a token, a
document or other object given to a person by another
person (“X”) who undertakes:
(a) on the production of it, to supply money, goods
or services on credit, or
(b) if a third party (“Y”) supplies money, goods or
services on its production, to pay Y for what is supplied.”
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s92(1)).
The remainder of s92 qualifies this definition.

credit transfer

Electronic system of payment which allows funds to be
transferred via a bank or post office.
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credit transaction

In company law, this includes hire purchase, mortgages,
conditional sale agreements and similar.
If a company enters into a credit transaction with
one of its directors, this may require members’ approval
under Companies Act 2006 s201.

credit union

Mutual body which provides opportunities for a defined
group of people to lend and borrow between themselves.
Generally, a credit union is not regarded as trading
(Corporation Tax Act 2009 s40). Payments by a credit
union are not deductible as annual charges (Corporation
Tax Act 2009 s133).
There are specific tax provisions in Corporation Tax
Act 2009 s397.
For child trust funds, the term is defined as “a
society registered as a credit union under the Industrial
and Provident Societies Act 1965 or the Credit Unions
(Northern Ireland) Order 1985” (Child Trust Funds
Regulations SI 2004 No 1450 reg 2(1)(b)).

credit watch

In effect, a notification from a credit ratings agency that
it expects an individual or organisation to improve their
credit rating.

creditworthiness

Ability of a person or business to meet their financial
liabilities.

creeping takeover

Slow accumulation of a company’s shares as a preliminary
step to a takeover bid.

crefft

Welsh: trade.

cremation

One of the legal methods for disposing of a human body.
For VAT, cremation is an exempt supply. Further
details are given in VAT notice 701/32.

crematorium

Corporation tax provisions are given in Corporation Tax
Act 2009 from s146. Income tax provisions are given in
Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 from
s169.
This provides a measure of tax relief similar to a
capital allowance based on the number of garden plots
sold during an accounting period compared with the
number remaining. This tax relief was introduced in 1954.
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For VAT, the services of a crematorium are usually
exempt as a supply of burial and cremation. Further
details are given in VAT notice 701/32.
crescendo

Musical term for getting louder. It is often used
figuratively to refer to any situation where something is
increasing. Note that nothing “reaches a crescendo”; the
reaching is the crescendo.

CREST

Electronic share dealing system established in 1996, after
the failure of the TAURUS system.
Under CREST, shareholdings are held electronically
without the need to produce a share certificate.

Cretan paradox

A statement that can never be true nor untrue.
The original paradox was a Cretan who said “I am a
liar”, or more accurately “everything I say is false”.

crew

“In relation to a ship or aircraft means all persons actually
employed in the working or service of the ship or aircraft,
including the captain” (Immigration Act 1971 s33).

CRF

Compliance Reform Group.

cricket club

The issue of whether it is a mutual trade is discussed in
the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM24345.

cricketer

A cricketer may retire on a personal pension at the age of
40, provided:
• the person had the right by 5 April 2006,
• the right was unqualified in that it needed no
other person to consent,
• the right was set out in the governing
documentation of the pension scheme by 10 December
2003.
(SI 2005 No 3451, as explained in the Inspector’s Manual
at RPSM 03106035).

crime

Offence which is seen as deserving punishment by the
state, as against a civil offence where the wronged party
must bring any legal action.

crimen falsi

The old common law of forgery, now replaced by statute.
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crime-related payment

For income tax, a payment whose making is a criminal
offence, or payment of blackmail or extortion (Income
Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act 2005s55). This
includes payments made outside the UK if they would be
a criminal offence if committed in the UK.
Tax relief is not allowed for such payments.

crime sheet

Record of criminal offences committed by a person.

criminal

Pertaining to crime, or a person who commits a crime.

criminal appeal

In Scots law, “an application to the High Court of
Justiciary sitting as an appellate court to sey aside the
decision of court that heard a case at first instance. A
criminal appeal from a court of summary criminal
jurisdiction is formally called a justiciary appeal” (Judiciary
of Scotland website glossary).

criminal conduct

“Conduct which:
(a) constitutes an offence in England and Wales, or
(b) would constitute such an offence if it occurred in
England and Wales.” (Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 s76(1)
and s340(2)).

criminal court

“Means:
(a) the criminal division of the Court of Appeal;
(b) when dealing with any criminal cause or matter
—
(i) the Crown Court;
(ii) a magistrates' court.”
(Courts Act 2003 s68).

criminal damage

Crime committed when a person “without lawful excuse
destroys or damages any property belonging to another
intending to destroy or damage such property or being
reckless as to whether any such property would be
destroyed or damaged” (Criminal Damage Act 1971
s1(1)).

criminalise

Make into a criminal offence. Recent examples include
fox-hunting and smoking at work.

Criminal Investigation Group (CIG)
Department of HMRC that deals with serious tax evasion
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that contravenes the criminal law.
criminal law

Law relating to public offences rather than between
people.

criminal lifestyle

Lifestyle which appears to be funded from the proceeds
of crime.
An order may made to confiscate property
belonging to a person enjoying such a lifestyle under
Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 s10. A more detailed
definition appears in s75.

criminal payments

Payments involving crime such as bribery and extortion.
From 11 June 1993, such payments are disallowed
for tax purposes even if they otherwise meet the
conditions of a business expense. The object is “to stop
indirect subsidies to criminal activities” and to encourage
people not to submit to extortion.
The legislation is now contained in Corporation Tax
Act 2009 s1304. This gives three categories of disallowed
expenditure:
• where the payment itself is an offence (such
as to buy illicit drugs or arms) under s1304(4)(a)
• where a payment is made outside the UK but
would be illegal if made in the UK (even if legal where
made) under s1304(4)(b)
• (from 30 November 1993) for blackmail or
extortion, under s1304(5).
The matter is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at
BIM 43101 and following sections.

crime-related payments

Term used in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s1304 for criminal
payments.

criminal courts charge

Charge introduced from 13 April 2015 by SI 2015 No 796
payable by every who pleads guilty or who is found guilty
in a British criminal court. It is imposed in addition to any
fine or costs. Judges and magistrates have no discretion
on the charge. The charge was abolished from 24
December 2015.

Criminal Injuries Compensation Scheme
In relation to inheritance tax provisions for a trust for a
bereaved minor. the term “means —
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(a) the schemes established by arrangements made
under the Criminal Injuries Compensation Act 1995;
(b) arrangements made by the Secretary of State for
compensation for ciminal injuries in operation before the
commencement of those schemes, and
(c) the scheme established under the Criminal
Injuries Compensation (Northern Ireland) Order 2002”
(Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s81D(8)).
Criminal Procedure Rules

Rules introduced from 3 April 2006 under Courts Act 2003
s69.

criminal proceedings

Proceeding against someone under criminal law.

Crim LR

Criminal Law Review, law repots from 1954.

Cripps, Sir Stafford

English Labour politician (1889-1952) who was Chancellor
of the Exchequer from 13 November 1947 to 19 October
1950. He raised taxes and tried to reduce imports to deal
with the severe post-war economic crisis. He supported
nationalisation of heavy industry.

crisis loan

Immediate interest-free loan from the Social Fund
to meet a pressing short-term need.

crisis management

Management during a period of crisis. This can apply to a
government, business or a person.
Crisis management requires a sure touch,
determination and intuitive skills.

crisis of confidence

Mental anguish when a person doubts his ability to do a
required task, particularly when this occurs just before
doing it and when the person previously was confident of
doing it.

crisis of conscience

Mental anguish experienced by someone who is obliged
to do something he believes to be wrong.

crisis planning

Formal written plan on specific measures an organisation
will take in response to a particular crisis, such as fire,
flood and bomb threats.

crisis prevention

Specific plans and procedures introduced by an
organisation to minimise the consequences of a crisis.
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crisps

For VAT, these are standard-rated for VAT if made from
potatoes, and when packaged for human consumption
without further preparation. They are excepted from the
scope of zero-rating food by Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8
Group 1 Excepted Item 5.

criteria

Plural of criterion. Therefore there cannot be one criteria.

criterion

Mean or standard against which performance may be
measured. The plural is criteria.

crith

Unit of mass, that of one litre of hydrogen.

critical event

The point in the business cycle at which revenue may be
recognised.

critical illness policy

Insurance policy to provide a lump sum payment should
the insured be diagnosed as having one of a number of
specified illnesses, conditions or diseases. Also known as
dread illness policies.

critical path analysis

Management accounting method which is used to
determine which activities of an organisation are
essential to its success.

critical period

In psychology, a period in which a specific event must
happen for a person to develop normally.

critical success factors

Elements of a plan that are essential to achieving its
objective.

critical task

Task or function that is essential to the proper
performance of a job or function.

critical value

In statistics, the boundary between accepting and
rejecting a hypothesis.

CRM

Customer relationship management.

CRN

Customs Registered Number

CRO

Companies Registration Office.
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Croatia

European country that joined the European Union on 1
July 2013, with tax consequences as regards supplies
between EU and Croatia, and compliance with the EU
Savings Directive in relation to income from Croatia.
Its currency is the kuna of 100 lipa. It was formerly
part of Yugoslavia, and remains subject to the UKYugoslavia double taxation convention of 1981.

crock

(1) Large pot. In mythology there is a crock of gold at the
end of a rainbow.
(2) Anything or any person which is old and in a poor
state. The term was originally restricted to horses.

crocodile

Endangered animal. The importation of the animal or its
products is generally prohibited under CITES convention.

croft

Small piece of arable land, particularly which adjoins a
dwelling and which is farmed by the dweller.
There are some special provisions that relax stamp
duty for croft transactions.

Crofters Commission

Body established to regulate and develop crofting in rural
communities in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland. It is
regulated by the Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 amended in
2007.

crofting community

“All the persons who (either or both):
(a) occupy crofts within a township which consists
of two or more crofts registered with the Crofters
Commission;
(b) hold shares in a common grazing associated with
that township.” (Crofters (Scotland) Act 1993 s61(1)).

CROIC

Cash returned on invested capital.

croissant

For VAT, it was held that croissants are cooked to be
eaten at above ambient room temperature. A tribunal
dismissed an appeal that they were kept warm to keep
them fresh and to prevent them hardening. Pret A
Manger (Europe) Ltd. VTD 16246.

Cromer, Earl of

English peer, banker and diplomat (1918-1991). He was
the third Earl and served as governor of the Bank of
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England between 1961 and 1966.
Cromwell, Oliver

Lord Protector of England from 1653 to 1658 following
the execution of King Charles I in 1649. On Cromwell’s
death, his son Richard Cromwell briefly continued in the
role until the monarchy was restored in 1660 under
Charles II. All laws passed in the interregnum between the
kings were declared void as they lacked Royal Assent.
They were physically torn out of books of laws.

cronfa

Welsh: fund.

crony

Close friend, particularly in the context of someone who
is helped by his friends.

cronyism

Form of management which involves appointing,
promoting and supporting one’s friends just because they
are one’s friends.

crop

(1) Yield, particularly the harvest from arable farming.
(2) Cut, particularly in the context of cutting pictures to fit
a piece of artwork.

crop-lifting

Old term for the crime of stealing unharvested crops.

crore

Ten million. This rare term is believed to be of Hindu
origin.

Crosby Report

Report by Sir James Crosby to the Treasury on how
mortgage lending could be resumed after the banking
crisis of 2008-10.
The government adopted its main proposal of
providing guarantees on some mortgage-backed bonds.

cross action

In law, when a defendant brings an action against the
claimant.

cross and pile

Either the front and back of coins, or the game of pitch
and toss. The expression comes from old French coins
which bore either a cross or pillar (pile).

crossbencher

Person who sits in Parliament, particularly the House of
Lords, but is not a member of a political party.
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cross-bill

Old term for a legal action in Chancery where the
defendant brings an action against the claimant. [A
crossbill is also a type of finch.]

cross-border

Applying to more than one country.

cross-border listing

Practice of listing shares in a company on the stock
exchanges of more than one country.

cross-border EU VAT ruling

Scheme whereby VAT-registered traders who envisage a
transaction involving more than one member state may
obtain a ruling about the VAT treatment.
On 23 May 2013, it was announced that the UK was
one of 13 EU member states that are participating in the
scheme. The other 12 are Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia,
France, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Netherlands,
Portugal, Slovenia and Spain.

cross-boundary field

Term used in the oil industry, and defined in Petroleum
Act 1989 s10(9).
It is quoted in tax law, such as Finance Act 2013
s80(7).

cross-casting

Process of analysis in a cash book.

cross-category activity

Term used in Gambling Act 2005 s16 to describe an
activity which has elements both of betting and gaming.

cross-Channel ferry

This is strictly a tauology for Channel ferry. (Where else
would such a ferry go except across the Channel?)

cross-check

Process of checking numbers in an accounts book.

cross-claim

In law, action brought by a defendant against a claimant.

cross-country interest-rate swap
Swap of two interest rates in two currencies. Typically this
involves swapping a floating rate for a fixed rate.
cross-division

Classifying people into categories which are not mutually
exclusive, so that a person may appear in more than one,
or possibly in none.
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crossed cheque

Cheque which bears the marks of either of general
crossing or special crossing. This means that the cheque
may only be paid into a bank account, and cannot be
exchanged for cash as an open cheque can.

cross elasticity

In economics, change in the supply or demand of one
product as a result of a change in another.

cross-examination

“To ask detailed questions in court to find out if they are
telling the truth” (website of Crown Prosecution Service).
In Scots law, “questions asked of a witness on
behalf of a party who has not led the witness are referred
to as cross-examination” (Judiciary of Scotland website
glossary).

cross-hedge

Hedge created by selling a forward contract or futures
contract in a different security or commodity from the
one being hedged. For a cross-hedge to be effective, the
two underlying securities should have similar price
movements.

cross-holding

Situation in which two companies each hold shares in the
other. This is sometimes done to cement a working
relationship, but the commonest reason is usually to
frustrate a takeover bid.

cross-impact matrix

In statistics, a decision table that highlights the
probabilities of pairs of events occurring simultaneously.

crossing

Additional marks added to a cheque.
Depending on what is written or drawn on the
cheque, a crossing may be a general crossing or a special
crossing (Bills of Exchange Act 1882 s76). This takes the
form of two parallel lines drawn or printed on a cheque
to restrict how the cheque may be paid. Almost all
cheques are now crossed.

cross-interleaved Reed-Solomon coding
System used for reading data stored on a compact disc.
cross listing

When a share or other security is listed on more than one
exchange.
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Crossman, Richard

English Labour politician (1907-1974) who was Secretary
of State for Social Services from 1 November 1968 to 19
June 1970. He was the first person to hold that office.

cross out

Draw a horizontal line through as a means of indicating
that the item is deleted.
This is not good practice in manuscript accounts.
Instead, the incorrect entry should be negated by a
reverse entry, and then the correct entry made, with
sufficient narrative to explain what has happened.

cross-over

(1) In charting, a term for the point when a line denoting
share prices crosses another line. A common example is
when the short-term price crosses below a price for the
moving average of the same share. This may be an
indicator to buy the share.
(2) In marketing, where goods of one type take on the
nature of another, offering additional marketing
opportunities. The term is commonly applied to classical
music rendered in a form likely to appeal to lovers of
other types.

cross rate

Exchange rate for two currencies expressed in terms of a
third currency.

cross-reference

Reference in a text to another place where further details
may be found.

crossroads

Literally a junction of four roads. The term is used
figuratively to mean any circumstance where a decision
must be made on further direction.

Cross’s Act

Law passed in 1875, named after a government minister.
It gave local authorities power to clear whole areas of
slum houses. The biggest such scheme started in
Birmingham in 1876.

cross-section

(1) Diagram which shows the internal structure of a
physical object as if it had been cut in the middle.
(2) Figuratively, a selection of people who are believed to
be collectively representative of the population.
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cross-sectional data

Data that all relate to the same time, such as sales of each
product in a particular week.

cross trade

Term used for a risk-free transaction from the perspective
of one party, such as when a broker acts for both buyer
and seller, or a trade between two member firms at the
same price and on the same terms.

cross training

In human resources, process of developing a multi-skilled
workforce by training employees in skills other than those
immediately required for their job.

croupier

Before 6 April 2006 (when the normal pension retirement
age was 60), a croupier was allowed to retire on a full
pension at the age of 50.

crowding out

Any financial effect caused by excessive activity in
another financial area. An example is when high levels of
government borrowing depress the returns available from
competing investments.

crown

Monarch
The monarch, state or government (where the word is
used with a capital C).
VAT is charged by the Crown as for other suppliers
(Value Added Tax Act 1994 s41).
Coin
Coin first issued 1544. Those issued before 1990 are legal
tender for five shillings (25p). Coins of the same size have
been issued from 1990 which are legal tender for £5 but
which are, strictly, not crowns.

Crown Advocate

Person who reviews and prepares criminal cases, decided
on trial tactics and provides pre-charge advice. They may
also present some cases in court (based on website of
Crown Prosecution Service).

crown agent

Scottish solicitor who prepares criminal prosecutions.

crown and anchor

This game is specifically listed in Betting and Gaming
Duties Act 1981 s13(3) as coming within the scope of
gaming licence duty.
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Crown Court

Criminal court established by Courts Act 1971 s4 as a
replacement for Assizes.
The term “means—
(a) in relation to England and Wales, the Crown
Court constituted by section 4 of the Crown Courts Act
1971;
(b) in relation to Northern Ireland, the Crown
Court constituted by section 4 of the Judicature (Northern
Ireland) Act 1978.” (Interpretation Act 1978 Sch 1).

crown dependency

Crown dependencies and overseas territories are selfgoverning territories that owe allegiance to the British
Crown.
Many of them are tax havens. Efforts are being
made to improve exchange of information between the
UK and these territories.

Crown disclaimer

The right of the Treasury solicitor or (in Scotland) the Lord
Treasurer’s Remembrancer to disclaim property of a
struck off company as bona vacantia. This right is set out
in Companies Act 2006 s1013.
The Treasury solicitor has said that he will not seek
to recover any assets of a struck off company, so all assets
may be distributed to members.

Crown employment

Working for the government. Generally such workers
have the same rights as other workers though some of
these are contained in separate legal provisions. The
trade union rights are contained in Trade Union and
Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 s273.
For tax, this is “Employment under the Crown:
(a) which is of a public nature, and
(b) the earnings from which are payable out of
the public revenue of the United Kingdom or of Northern
Ireland” (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003
s28(2)).
Provisions for national insurance are contained in
Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s115.

Crown Equerry

Member of the Royal Household, answerable to the Lord
Chamberlain, who has particular responsibility for the
royal horses and other travel arrangements.
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Crown Estate Commissioners “means the Commissioners referred to in section 1 of the
Crown Estate Act 1961” (Interpretation Act 1978 Sch 1).
crown jewels

The most valuable asset of a business. The term is often
used in the context of what a bidder is seeking in a
takeover bid.

crown-land

Land which belongs to the monarch or the state.

crown-lawyer

Lawyer who acts for the state in criminal proceedings.

Crown Marketplace

Government provision announced in November 2015
which makes it easy for businesses to bid for government
contracts.

Crown Office

Office for the Queens Bench Division of the High Court.

Crown option

Provision contained in Taxes Management Act 1970 s9D,
now repealed. This allowed a choice between different
cases of Schedule D for particular types of income.
For a discussion about the successor provisions, see
Barnetts v HMRC. TC00575 [2010]. It is discussed in the
Inspectors’ manuals at BIM14035.

Crown Proceedings

Legal action against the government which became
permissible under Crown Proceedings Act 1947 that
became law on 31 July 1947.

Crown Prosecution Service (CPS)
“The Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) is the principal
prosecuting authority for England and Wales, acting
independently in criminal cases investigated by the police
and others.
“The CPS:
• decides which cases should be prosecured —
keeping them all under continuous review;
• determines the appropriate charges in more
serious or complex cases — advising the police during the
early stages of investigations;
• prepares cases and presents them at court —
using a range of in-house advocates, self-employed
advocates or agents in court; and
• provides information, assistance and support
to victims and prosecution witnesses” (website of Crown
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Prosecution Service).
Crown Prosecutors

“Senior qualified lawyer semployed by the Crown
Prosecution Service who review, prepareand prosecute a
whole range of cases in court” (website of Crown
Prosecution Service).

Crown set-off

In an insolvency, when debts owed to the government
(such as all taxes) may be offset against any sums owed
by the government to the same person or company.
HMRC has confirmed that there is no Crown set-off in a
Time to Pay arrangement.

crown witness

Witness for the prosecution in a criminal law case.

CRR

(1) Community and Race Relations.
(2) Capital Requirements Regulations

CRS

Abbreviation used for the OECD Multilateral Competent
Authority Agreement dated 29 October 2014.
It relates to sharing tax information between
countries to counter tax evasion.

cruciform shields

Design on the reverse of florins for the reign of George V
from 1910 to 1935. It depends four shields arranged as a
cross.

crude oil

Petroleum oil as it comes out of the ground before being
processed. It is a mixture of organic compounds of which
the hydrocarbons provide most forms of oil for fuel.
The oil industry usually classifies crude oil according
to where it is extracted, eg Brent, Oman, West Texas. It is
further classified as light crude oil or heavy crude oil. The
first is more valuable as it contains more hydrocarbons
that can be used as fuel.

crude petroleum

Raw petroleum oil which has not yet been processed.
Another name for crude oil.

cruise

Holiday travel on a liner.
For VAT, the general rule is that goods supplied on
the journey are regarded as supplied from the country
where the cruise starts. However in the case Kholer (C58/04), the European Court of Justice held that goods
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sold in non-EU ports were to be regarded as being
supplied from those ports, even though the journey was
from Germany to Italy.
crusade taxes

Tax imposed in 1625 for the Protestant crusade.

CRV

For long funding leases, term used in the formula in
Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s148EA.

crystallise

Process by which a charge is created or a similar provision
is brought into effect.
Examples include a liability for capital gains tax
when an asset is disposed of , or a crystallised right from
a pension fund.

crystallised fruits

These are brought within the definition of confectionery
by Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1 Note (5). This
means they are standard-rated for VAT.

crystallised rights

Rights and benefits under a pension scheme, such as
payment of a pension, annuity or similar income. These
provisions are discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at
RPSM03301005.

CSA

Child Support Agency.

CSA reference number

Number once used by the Child Support Agency to
identify non-resident parents who are liable to pay
parents with care.
From 3 March 2003, the CSA uses the national
insurance number.

CSC

(1) Composite service company.
(2) Closed, selective and controlling. The traditional form
of management.

CSCE

Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa Exchange Inc of New York.

CSCI

Commission for Social Care Inspection.

CSD

Chartered Society of Designers.

CSDR

Community system of duty reliefs.
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CSE

Certificate of Secondary Education.

C series

Series of codes used by the HMRC SAFE computer system
to record CCP costs, penalties and interest incurred by a
taxpayer.
A list of the codes is given in the Inspectors’ Manual
at DMBM 115020.

CSFA

Children, Schools and Families Act 2010.

CSG

(1) Community Safety Group.
(2) Cost sharing group, for VAT.

CS(ID)A 1985

Company Securities (Insider Dealing) Act 1985.

CSJ

Centre for Social Justice.

CSLA

Standard lifetime allowance as defined for use in the
formula in Finance Act 2004 s219(5).

CSO

Child support order.

CSOP

Company share option plan.

CSOP scheme

A CSOP plan that has been approved by HMRC under
Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s521.

CSP

(1) Community systems provider
(2) Chartered Society of Physiotherapy.

CSR

(1) Customs Statistical Reference
(2) Corporate social responsibility

CST

Community Security Trust.

C-suite

American colloquialism for members of an organisation’s
executive.
The term is an allusion to abbreviations such as
CEO, CFO etc.

CT

(1) Common Transit, or Community Transit
(2) Corporation tax.
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CTA

(1) Corporation Tax Act. There are two: 2009 and 2010.
(2) Consolidated Tape Association.

CTAEO

Council tax attachment of earnings order.

CTA period of account

In relation to capital allowances and finance leases, this is
given a specific meaning in Capital Allowances Act 2001
s220(6) and Corporation Tax Act 2009 2010 s1119.

CTB

Council tax benefit.

CTC

Child’s tax credit.

CTCG

Corporation tax on chargeable gains.

CTD

(1) Certificate of tax deposit.
(2) Cheapest to deliver.

CTF

(1) Child trust fund.
(2) Counter-terrorist finance, a set of Treasury policies.

CTFO

Child Trust Fund Office.

CTIS

Director of Corporation Tax, International and Stamps, an
office held in Northern Ireland.

CTQU

Central Tariff Quota Unit.

CTSA

Corporation tax self-assessment.

Ct Sess

Court of Session.

CU

Currency unit. This term is used in modern accounting
standards.

Cu

Atomic symbol for copper.

Cuba

Caribbean republic. Its currency is the Cuban peso of 100
centavos. The UK has no tax treaty.

Cuban peso

Currency of Cuba.

CUC

ISO code for Cuban convertible peso.
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cucullus non facit monachum Latin: the cowl does not make the monk.
A maxim quoted in Twelfth Night by Shakespeare,
not to judge by external appearances.
cue

Indication to do something, such as a mark on a
document or a prompt on a computer screen.

cui bono?

Latin: to whose benefit?

cuideachta phoibli’ theoranta (CPT)
Irish Gaelic: public limited company.
These letters may follow the company name if
registered in the Irish Republic.
cujus est dare ejus est disponere
Latin: he who gives anything can also direct how the gift is
to be used.
cujus est instituere ejes est abrogare
Latin: he that institutes may also abrogate.
cujus est solum ejus est usque ad coleum
Latin: whose is the soil, his is also that which is above it.
culminate

Means to reach a high point. Its meaning is more precise
than simply stating a result or consequence.

culottes

These may qualify for VAT zero-rating if provided for
young children, as explained in VAT Notice 714. The
matter was considered in the case Dauntgate Ltd [1993]
VTD 11663.

culpable officers

For national insurance, directors and other company
officers who are responsible for a failure to pay
contributions required by the company (Social Security
Administration Act 1992 s121C(1)). The officer can be
made personally liable to pay the contribution.

culpa levis

Latin: a small wrong.

cultural disconnect

Belief that everyone in society lives and behaves as you
do.
Cultural disconnect has been blamed for several tax
failures where it is suggested that politicians where
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insufficiently in sympathy with all sectors of society.
cultural exchange programme Provision in the OECD model treaty and in many double
taxation treaties that allows artists working in another
country to be taxed in their home country.
cultural integration

Process of bringing people of different backgrounds
together into equal association.

cultural property

In international taxation, provisions in many country’s tax
systems (including the UK’s) that offer special tax
provisions to encourage the retention of artistic,
scientific, historic and other cultural items.

culture differences

Diversity of individual behaviour based on the person’s
race, ethnicity, religion or nationality.

cum

Latin: with.
The word is used in expressions such as cum div¸
which refers to a share where the purchaser will receive
the next dividend. The opposite is ex.

cum all

With all advantages attached to a share. This term is not
often used now. The opposite is ex all.

cum capitalisation

With all rights of capitalisation being offered to a new
purchaser of the share.

cum coupon

Description of a security where the coupon for the
current period is still attached (literally or figuratively) so
that the dividend may be obtained for the current period.

cum dilectione hominum et odio vitorum
Latin: love the sinner, not the sin (usual transaltion).
This is the Christian doctrine set out by St Augustine
in Letters 211 (C.424) of love for fellow man while hating
the wrong things he does.
cum div

With dividend. The term is used to denote a share where
the next dividend will be paid to a purchaser. A share
remains cum div until the registrar closes the register for
the dividend run. The share then goes ex div. If a share is
bought ex div, the dividend is paid to the previous owner.
This is reflected in the price paid. Cum div is sometimes
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further abbreviated to cd.
cum grano salis

Latin: with its grain of salt.
Term used to allow for an abatement of grain to
allow for the inevitable small quantity of other material it
contains.

cum hoc, propter hoc

Latin expression which means that one event is not
necessarily the outcome of the other just because they
happen at the same time.

cum multis allis

Latin: with many other things.

cum new

Description of share offered for sale with the right to
acquire further shares in a rights issue or bonus issue.

cum notis variorum

Latin: with notes of various [critics or commentators].

cum privilegio

Latin: with privilege.

cum rights

When a share is offered for sale with all the rights
attached to the share.

cum testamento annexo

Latin: with the will annexed.

cumulation period

For inheritance tax, period during which lifetime gifts are
cumulated for the purposes of seeing if the nil rate band
has been exceeded. The period has been seven years for
transfers from 17 March 1986, previously from 1981 it
was ten years, before which (under capital transfer tax) it
was indefinite.

cumulative

Term applied to any form of running total.
In accountancy, it often refers to a ledger figure
giving a running total of some figure.
In investment, the term is often used for
investments such as preference shares and other form of
debt equity. It means a financial instrument where any
unpaid amount from one period is added to subsequent
payments. So a cumulative preference share has any
unpaid dividend added to further dividends. These must
be paid in full before dividends may be paid on shares.
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cumulative accountancy rental excess
For the taxation of finance leases, this term is defined in
Income Tax Act 2007 s614BH(5).
For anti-avoidance provisions in relation to leases,
the term is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s907(5).
cumulative basis

For PAYE, the application of codes to calculate tax
according to how much has been earned since the start of
the tax year and how much tax adjustment should be
apportioned for the same period.
Tax must be calculated on the cumulative basis
unless a provision in the regulation states otherwise
(PAYE Regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 22).

cumulative interest

Interest which is added at regular periods.

cumulative normal rental excess
For finance leases, this term is defined in Income Tax Act
2007 s614BJ(5).
In relation to anti-avoidance on leases, the term is
defined in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s909(5).
cumulative preference share

Form of debt funding for a company where interest is
paid for each period, except that if the company cannot
pay interest for a period, it is added to amounts payable
in a future period.

cumulative preferred stock

In USA, stock in which the dividends are rolled over if not
paid for a period.

cumulative principle

Principle that potentially exempt transfers are
aggregated chronically and cumulatively for inheritance
tax during the cumulation period.

cumulative threshold

A threshold which increases as time passes. A cumulative
threshold was used before 27 March 1980 to determine
whether a business needed to register for VAT.

cumulative total amount of activated allowance
In relation to oil and gas companies, this term is defined
in Corporation Tax Act 2010 s332E(2) and s356D(1).
cumulative weighted average cost
The average cost, particularly of shares and other
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securities, when purchases are made at different times
for different amounts.
Cunliffe Committee

Body that reported in 1918 on the necessary policies to
ensure economic stability after the first world war. It was
chaired by Lord Cunliffe who was then governor of the
Bank of England.

CUP

ISO code for Cuban peso. The convertible peso has the
code CUC.

Cup Trust

Charity that was established in 2009. It is reported that it
received £177 million in donations, reclaimed £55 million
from HMRC (including £46 million from Gift Aid) but only
donated £135,000 to good causes.

Curaçao

One of the islands of what was known as the Netherlands
Antilles.

cur adv vult

Abbreviation of curia advisari vult, the court wishes to be
advised.

curator

In Scots law, “a person either entitled by law or appointed
by the court or an individual to administer the estate of
another, as of a young person or a person with mental
incapacity” (Judiciary of Scotland website glossary). The
website adds that the word is not pronounced “curaytor”.

curator ad litem

In Scots law, “a person appointed by the court to look
after the interests of a party to proceedings who is under
legal disability but has no guardian” (Judiciary of Scotland
website glossary).

curator bonis

Person who could be appointed to administer the affairs
of a person who has lost the mental capacity to
administer them.
The court case M’Dougall v Smith. CS. *1918+ 7 TC
134 held that the profits of the person’s trade which the
curator continued were no longer earned income of the
person for whom they were earned.
In Scots law, “the person formerly appointed by the
court to manage the estate of a young person in place of
his legal guardian or to manage the estate of an adult
suffering from a mental disorder” (Judiciary of Scotland
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website glossary).
curatory

In Scots law, “where a person was too young, or infirm, to
look after his or her own (financial) affairs, a curator or
judicial factor was appointed to do so” (Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary). A guardian is now appointed.

Curb Exchange

Name of American Stock Exchange until the 1920s.

curfew parking

Restriction on parking during a short period in the day.
This stops all-day car parking but causes less
inconvenience for local parking.

curia advisari vult

Law Latin: the court wishes to be advised.
The term is used in law reports to indicate that
judgment was not delivered immediately, but after time
for consideration.

Curia Regis

Latin: court of the king. Court of 11th century where the
king sat as judge, though other judges were later
appointed. It was the first national court.

currency

The means of exchange for a territory. This is usually
controlled by a central bank which oversees the printing
of banknotes and minting of coins. In primitive societies,
currency was often naturally found items such as gold or
cowrie shells.
Corporation tax has a basic rule that accounts must
be prepared in sterling (Corporation Tax Act 2010 s5) but
has provisions for accounts in other currencies (ibid ss617).

currency backing

Gold or government securities which maintain the
strength of a national currency.

currency band

Exchange rates expressed as upper and lower limits
relative to other currencies. The term was used during
the life of the exchange rate mechanism of the European
Union.

currency basket

Group of currencies, which are weighted and then used to
determine the value of a new invented currency. The
green pound, special drawing rights and ECU are
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examples of currency baskets.
currency board

Exchange rate system that pegs the rate of one currency
to another, with a bond guaranteeing conversion at a
fixed rate into the reference currency.

currency clause

Clause in a contract which seeks to avoid problems
relating to exchange rates, by stating the rate at which
payment will be made, or by stating the method by which
such rate is determined.

currency contract

Contract made with a view to hedging a risk from foreign
exchange.
There are broadly three types of such contract:
• forward currency contracts
• currency options
• currency swaps.
The tax implications are discussed in the Inspectors’
Manual at BIM39523.

currency conversion

Exchange an amount in one currency for an amount in
another currency.
Note that currency is only converted if actually
exchange. If an amount in one currency is simply restated
as a value in another currency, it is said to be translated.

currency exchange

(1) Foreign exchange
(2) Arrangement between two companies in different
countries to agree to cover specific currency needs by
matching loans in the national currencies. This avoids the
need for any exchange of currency between the countries
with a saving of charges and, possibly, an automatic
hedge for currency differences.

currency fixing

Point in the day at which the value of a currency is fixed
for a particular purpose. This is often used in contracts
where the amount is stated in a currency that fluctuates
in value during the day.

currency futures

Purchase of foreign currency for delivery at a future date.

currency hedging

Any financial arrangement designed to mitigate the
effects of changes in exchange rates.
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currency loan

Amount borrowed in a foreign currency.

currency mismatching

Activity of borrowing money in a country where interest
rates are low and depositing it in a country where rates
are higher.

currency movements

Changes in the exchange rates between two currencies.

currency note

Bank note or other document which is used as currency.
The term is particularly used for notes issued by the
Treasury between 1914 and 1928.

currency option

Contract to buy or sell a specified currency at a fixed
exchange rate within a certain period.
The tax implications are discussed in the Inspectors’
Manual at BIM 39523.

currency restrictions

When an overseas debt is not paid because of restrictions
or a shortage of currency.
This does not make the debt a bad debt. To the
extent that the debt has not been insured by ECGD, tax
relief may only be obtained under extra-statutory
concession B38.
The matter is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at
BIM 42750.

currency risk

“The risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a
financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in
foreign exchange rates” (IFRS 7.A).

currency school

Body of economic opinion following banking crises from
1825 to 1837 on the best method of controlling the issue
of bank notes.
The banking school believed that the issue of notes
should be flexible to meet circumstances while the
currency school believed that notes should be restricted
and fully backed by gold. Bank Charter Act 1844 came
down in favour of the currency school.

currency swap

(1) Agreement to use a certain currency in exchange for
another currency under a contract.
The tax implications are discussed in the Inspectors’
Manual at BIM 39523.
(2) Buying or selling a fixed amount of currency on the
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spot market, and selling or buying the same amount on
the forward market.
currency unit (CU)

Term used in modern accounting standards to indicate
the currency in which accounts have been prepared.

current

(1) In accounting, this term means other than capital. So a
current account is one where the funds are readily
available, unlike a capital account or deposit account.
(2) On the balance sheet, the term is also used to
distinguish assets and liabilities with a life of less than 12
months, as against fixed assets or (non-current assets)
and long-term liabilities (or non-current liabilities).
(3) In general use, the words “current” and “currently”
simply refer to the present. If the present tense is used
for the verbs, it is usually unnecessary to use the words.

current account

Bank account for day-to-day expenditure, usually where a
cheque book and debit card is provided. Such accounts
usually either do not accrue interest on balances or
accrue interest at a low rate.

Current Account Switch Service (CASS)
Service provided by the banks, launched in September
2013. It allows an individual to change his current account
from one bank to another within seven days with a
minimum of fuss and inconvenience.
current address

Where a person is believed to be currently living.
For the purposes of sending copies of accounts, the
current address of a shareholder is one which has been
notified to the company and which the company believes
is where documents sent will reach the shareholder
(Companies Act 2006 s423(3)).

current asset

In financial accounting, cash, debtors and any other asset
which is expected to be consumed within the next 12
months.
International Accounting Standards define it thus:
“An entity shall classify an asset as a current asset when:
(a) it expects to realise the asset or intends to
sell or consumer it in its normal operating cycle,
(b) it holds the asset primarily for the purpose
of trading.
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(c) it expects to realise the asset within twelve
months after the reporting period, or
(d) the asset is cash or a cash equivalent (as
defined in IAS 7) unless the asset is restricted from being
exchanged or used to settle a liability for at least twelve
months after the reporting period” (IAS 1 para 66).
current assets

For accounting standards, “assets of an entity which:
(a) for an entity choosing to apply paragraph 1A(1)
of Schedule to the Regulations, are not current assets; or
(b) for all other assets, are not fixed assets” (FRS
102 glossary).

current assets ratio

Accounting ratio of current assets divided by current
liabilities.
In general, a ratio of 2 is considered adequate, but
this must always be considered against the nature of a
business. A building firm probably requires a higher ratio,
whereas a supermarket can manage on a lower one.

current attainable standard

In management accounting. a standard cost based on
expectations under normal and efficient operating
conditions.

current book value

In relation to capital allowances and leases, this term is
given a specific meaning in Capital Allowances Act 2001
s222B and subsequent sections.

current claim

Amount of group relief being claimed in respect of a
current period (Corporation Tax Act 2010 s138).

current cost

Amount it would cost at current prices to replace an
asset.

current cost accounting (CCA) One of two methods of accounting designed to reflect
inflation. The other method was current purchasing
power. CCA was given effect by SSAP 16 in 1975. This
accounting standard was widely ignored and finally
abandoned in 1985.
current expenditure

Expenditure incurred or planned in the current
accounting period.
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current funding level valuation
In pensions, consideration as to whether the assets are
sufficient at the valuation date to meet all current and
future liabilities of the fund.
current hold notice

Notice served by HMRC on a bank which requires a sum
to be paid by the bank from a taxpayer’s account without
reference to any court. The term is defined in Finance (No
2) Act 2015 Sch 8 para 3(4).

current income

Income regularly received, particularly of a reasonably
constant amount and from a reliable source.

current lessor

In relation to anti-avoidance relating to a leased asset,
“the person who is for the time being entitled to the
lessor’s interest under the lease” (Corporation Tax Act
2009 s937).

current liabilities

For accounting standard purposes of an entity applying
paragraph 1A(1) of Schedule 1 to the [Large and MediumSized Companies and Groups (Accounts and Reports]
Regulations [SI 2008 No 410],
“liabilities of the entity which:
(a) it expects to settle in its normal operating
cycle;
(b) it holds primarily for the purpose of trading;
(c) are due to be settled within 12 months after
the reporting period ends; or
(d) it does not have an unconditional right to
defer settlement for at least 12 months after the
reporting period” (FRS 102 glossary).

current liability

Liability which must be met within the next 12 months. It
appears on the balance sheet, where it is the antithesis to
current assets.
A liability which does not have be met within the
next 12 months is called a long-term liability.

current liquidity ratio

Current liabilities minus current assets divided by net
profit (or sometimes cashflow) and multiplied by 365
days.

current maintenance arrestment
One of three types of arrestment of earnings which may
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be ordered by a Scottish court. The other two are
earnings arrestments and conjoined arrestments. Current
maintenance arrestments are ordered for arrears of child
maintenance.
The court specifies a daily amount which must be
collected. This is multiplied by the number of calendar
days (not working days) since the previous payslip. The
employer is entitled to deduct a further £1 for himself to
cover the cost of administering the arrestment.
current profit

Halfway house between gross profit and net profit. It
comprises gross profit minus the production,
administration and sales costs but without subtracting
other overheads. This figure is widely used for Japanese
companies.

current purchasing power (CPP)
Former of two systems of accounting to reflect the effects
of inflation. The latter system was current cost
accounting.
CPP was introduced by SSAP 8, which was
withdrawn before it came into force, making it the only
SSAP that was never applied.
current rate of exchange

Rate of exchange for a currency which applies now.

current ratio

Accounting ratio, calculated as the current assets divided
by current liabilities. It is now more commonly called the
liquidity ratio, or sometimes working capital ratio.

current service cost

The increase in the value of a pension scheme’s future
liabilities arising from an employee’s on-going
membership of the pension scheme.
The International Accounting Standard defined it as
“the increase in the present value of the defined benefit
obligation resulting from employee service in the current
period” (IAS 19 para 8).

current set of proceedings

Term used in Social Security Fraud Act 2001 s7 as
amended by Welfare Reform Act 2012 s119 in relation to
repeated benefit fraud.
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current spending

The yearly running costs of local authorities, not including
specific grants and the cost of buying assets.

current tax

For accounting standards, “the amount of income taxes
payable (recoverable) in respect of the taxable profit (tax
loss) for a period” (FRS 102 glossary).
For International Accounting Standards, an identical
definition is given in IAS 12 para 5.

current total tax

In relation to special arrangements for collecting tax on
earnings outside PAYE, this term is defined in PAYE
regulations SI 2003 No 2682 s144(1).

current use value

The current value of development land. This was used in
one of the three ways to calculate base value for
development land tax.

current value

A method of valuing assets and liabilities which takes
account of changing prices, as an alternative to historical
cost (FRS 15).

current-weighted index

Weighted index where the weights change over time,
such as an income index that reflects increasing prices.

current year basis (CYB)

Method of determining the trading period for which a
business is taxed in any particular year. CYB was
introduced in 1994, prior to which the previous year basis
was used. There were transitional provisions when the
basis was changed.
Under CYB, a person is subject to income tax on the
profits of the trading year which ends in the tax year. So if
a business makes up its accounts to 30 June, the profits
subject to tax in (say) 2010/11 are the profits earned in
the year to 30 June 2010.
For all but the smallest businesses, income tax is
paid in three instalments:
• half the estimated income by 31 January in
the tax year;
• the other half of the estimated income six
months later on 31 July, after the tax year (which ends on
5 April); and
• any balance (or refund) on the following 31
January, when the first instalment of the next year is due.
The estimated income is assumed to be the same as
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the actual income for the previous year, unless the
taxpayer declares that the figure is likely to be
significantly different.
Special provisions apply to the opening and closing
years of the business. For the first year, the business is
taxed on the profits actually earned in that year. This
means that some profit will be taxed in two consecutive
years. This amount is called overlap relief and may be
claimed when the business ceases.
For the final year, profits are taxed from the end of
the last basis period used to cessation of business, with
the overlap relief deducted.
current year

Accounting period in which the present falls.

current year income

Figure used in the income test in determining eligibility
for tax credits (Tax Credits Act 2002 s7(4)).

current yield

The annual return an investor would receive from
investing in a specific security paying a known dividend. It
is calculated as:
current yield = annual dividend rate x nominal value
price
It is a flat yield as opposed to the running yield.

curriculum vitae (CV)

Summary of a person’s details, including qualifications
and work history. The plural is curricula vitae.

cursor

A point on the computer screen identifying an icon on the
screen or the point in a text or other file from which
newly entered data will appear.
A cursor is usually marked with a flashing line or
block. Text typed into the computer will usually appear at
the cursor.

curtailment costs

Amounts paid to a new pension scheme when a defined
group of staff transfer from one pension scheme to
another. The costs represent the value of the pension
rights accrued by the transferring staff.

curtate annuity

Annuity where payment is only made at the end of each
year a person survives.
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curtilage

Boundary of land on which a building stands.
All land within the curtilage is usually regarded as
being part of the property with the main building, such as
for council tax and capital gains tax.

curve

Line on a graph which arcs. The shape of the curve can
help identify the nature of the relationship between the
two factors being plotted.

curvilinear

Relationship between two variables that appear as a
curve if plotted on a graph.

CUS

Company’s unapproved surplus. The abbreviation is used
in Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s444AK in
relation to the taxation of mutual life assurance business.

cushion

In finance, a buffer or financial arrangement which
mitigates adverse circumstances.

cushion gas

Volume of gas retained in a storage facility to maintain
pressure. Under Finance Act 2010 s28, cushion gas is
treated as plant.
“Gas that functions or is intended to function as
plant in a particular gas storage facility” (Capital
Allowances Act 2001 s70J(7)).
Provisions relating to its disposal are set out in
Capital Allowances Act 2001 s104G.

CUSIP

Committee on Uniform Securities Identification
Procedure.

Custer-paid

Old colloquialism for a financial humiliation which is
deserved but does not officially flow from the
misconduct.
So a fine for misconduct is not included, but publicly
losing a disapproving customer is included.

custodian

Person who looks after something or someone. In
finance, the term often means a trustee who looks after
assets but who may not have other trustee
responsibilities.
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custodian institution

Financial institution that holds securities and other assets,
providing a safe-keeping and record-keeping service.

Custodian of Enemy Property Person who held property belonging to enemies and
enemy aliens during war. There are still extant laws that
refer to this office (such as Trading With The Enemy
(Foreign Currency Accounts) Order SI 1944 No 915 which
appears not to have been repealed. The office of
Custodian was abolished in 1988 by which time all such
property considered restorable had been restored.
custody order

In Scots law, “now known as a ‘residence order’ by which
a court states with whom a child will live” (Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).

custom

(1) Habit which has become so established that it takes
on the force of law. In extreme cases a custom can
become a law.
Custom may be quoted as extrinsic evidence in
defining the terms of a contract. In the case Hutton v
Warren [1836], a court accepted the custom that a tenant
farmer may claim a fair allowance for seeds and labour
when given notice to quit.
(2) Practice of using a particular shop for purchases.

customary payment

Payment that a person is not legally required to make,
but usually does so. The term is particularly used in the
inspectors’ manual at EIM00640 in relation to payments
made in employment. A customary payment is taxed on
the same basis as a contractual payment.

customer

Person who buys goods or services from someone in the
course of their trade. HMRC has started to refer to
taxpayers as customers, even though they have no choice
to take their “custom” elsewhere.
In relation to corporation tax for banks, a specific
definition is given in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s133J as
inserted by Finance (No 2) Act 2015 s18.
The term is given a specific meaning in other Acts,
such as Dormant Bank and Building Society Accounts Act
2008 s1(1)(a).

customer accounting record (CAR)
Record of a taxpayer held by HMRC in its SAFE accounting
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system.
customer co-ordinator service Service provided by HMRC to large businesses. The
service includes having a customer relationship manager.
customer lottery

Lottery where a free ticket is given to retail customers,
one of whom periodically wins a prize (Gambling Act 2005
Sch 11 para 20). Such a lottery is exempt from most
provisions of the Act.

customer migration

Term used by HMRC in relation to moving taxpayers and
benefit claimants from one scheme to another. The term
was particularly used in 2012 in relation to moving
various means-tested benefit claimants to universal
credit.

customer-nominated contact (CNC)
Term used by HMRC in relation to its Scheme
Reconciliation Service in the period before the abolition
of contracted-out pension schemes in April 2016.
customer organisation representative (COR)
Term used by HMRC with regard to its Scheme
Reconciliation Service in the period before the abolition
of contracted-out pension schemes in April 2016.
customer relationship management (CRM)
Manner in which a business deals with its relationships
with its customers. This includes processing orders,
dealing with complaints, and monitoring sales. There is
specialist CRM software.
customer service

Department in a business designed to answer questions
from customers, such as expediting orders or answering
technical questions.

customer suspense account

Part of the customer accounting record held by HMRC on
every taxpayer. It allows unallocated payments to be
held.

customers' collection period

Average number of days credit taken by customers.

custom-house

Place at a port where customs duties were paid.
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customise

Change something to fit a person’s specific needs.

customised repayment claim forms
Specially designed form produced by a tax agent to make
a claim for a tax refund for a client. From 27 August 2015,
such forms must meet strict standards set by HMRC.
customize menu

In computing, an option which allows the user to define
some basic functions of the computer.

Customs Action Code (CAC)

Code which indicates the action taken by Customs on
either an entry or a request for removal.

Customs Action Text

Expanded description of Customs Action Code.

Customs and Excise

Body which collected indirect taxes and performed other
duties until merged into HMRC in 2005.

customs and excise acts

“means the Customs and Excise Acts 1979 and any other
enactment for the time being in force relating to customs
or excise” (Customs and Excise Management Act 1979
s1(1)).

Customs and Excise Acts 1979 “Meansthis Act,
the Customs and Excise Duties (General Reliefs) Act
1979,
the Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979,
the Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1979,
the Tobacco Products Duty Act 1979”
(Customs and Excise Management Act 1979 s1(1)).
customs and excise airport

“An aerodrome for the time being designated as a place
for the landing or departure of aircraft for the purposes of
the customs and excise Acts by an order made by the
Secretary of State with the concurrence of the
Commissioners which is in force under an Order in
Council made in pursuance of section 60 of the Civil
Aviation Authority Act 1982” (Customs and Excise
Management Act 1979 s21(7)).

Customs and Excise Warehouse
A warehouse separately approved for the deposit of
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goods liable to customs duty and excise duty.
Customs Approved Treatment Or Use
The placing of goods under a customs procedure; their
entry into a free zone; their re-exportation from the
customs territory of the European Union (EU); their
destruction or their abandonment to the Exchequer.
customs barrier

Customs duty which is imposed with the intention of
making trade between two countries difficult.

customs broker

Person who takes goods through Customs for a shipping
company.

customs clearance

Passing goods through Customs on import or export, or a
document which states that they have been properly
passed.

Customs Comprehensive Guarantee (CCG)
Customs decision made under the Union Customs Code
from 1 May 2016.
It is an amount backed by a bank (or similar body)
guarantee for the payment of customs duties. Businesses
with previous similar arrangements may continue with
those arrangements until 30 April 2019 at the latest.
Customs control

Certain rights of HMRC to ensure that Customs rules are
being applied properly. These rights include examining
the goods, examining documents and accounts,
inspecting means of transport, and inspecting persons
accompanying the goods and any of their luggage.

customs declaration

Statement saying what goods have been imported and
what duty is payable on them.

customs duties

Tax charged on imports (and, at least in theory, on
exports). It was originally imposed in 1055 and is still
imposed, making it Britain’s oldest tax.
It was originally collected in a kind, such as by a
“take” of one cask from each ten in the cargo. By 11th
century this was already regarded as a “custom”, hence
its name. This mirrored similar duties sometimes charged
to merchants at city gates. The first system to establish
customs duties on all goods was imposed by King John in
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1202 at the rate of one fifteenth. It was extended to all
merchants in 1204, and briefly abandoned between 1207
and 1210 to allow free trade between Britain and France.
Local customs duties persisted until 1274.
The success of income tax’s reintroduction in 1842
led to the reduction or abolition of duties on glass,
vinegar, currants, coffee and wool. In 1860, all duties
were abolished but 14: spirits, sugar, tea, tobacco, wine,
coffee, cocoa, currants, timber, chicory, figs, hops, pepper
and raisins.
Currently, the tax is charged on goods imported to
the UK from outside the European Union. In theory, these
duties can also be imposed on exports. No duties are
imposed on imported services except to the extent that
the price for those services is included in the price of
tangible goods.
The administration of customs duties also acts as a
check on preventing prohibited goods entering the
country.
The duty is charged at the point of importation,
usually a port or airport. There are relaxations for free
zones and customs warehouses.
Calculation of the duties involves classifying the
goods and identifying the country of export from volumes
of tables. This is known as the Customs Tariff.
Customs Duty

A tax charged on goods imported into the European
Union (EU). It is based on the value of the imported goods
(see - Ad Valorem duty) and the description of the goods.
Remember that imported goods may be liable to other
charges, such as Anti-Dumping Duty (ADD) or Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP) charges. They may also be liable
to Excise Duty and VAT.

Customs entry point

Place at a border between two countries where goods are
checked.

Customs examination

Inspection of baggage by a Customs officer to see if it
contains any prohibited goods or items on which duty
should be paid.

Customs formalities

General term for all Customs procedures when exporting
or importing goods.
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Customs Hotline

Number that can be called to inform Customs of
suspected smuggling or tax fraud. The number is 0800
595 000. It is open for 24 hours a day on every day.
Information may also be passed on the website
www.hmrc.gov.uk/customs-hotline, or by writing to
Customs Hotline, Freepost SEA 939, PO Box 100,
Gravesend, Kent DA12 2BR, or by faxing to 0800 528
0506, or e-mailing to customs.hotline@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk.

Customs Inputting the Declaration (CIE)
One of the methods by which export data are passed to
Customs via CHIEF. This is the slowest and least preferred
method.
Customs invoice

Invoice issued by an exporter of goods to a country
outside the European Union, where the invoice complies
with Customs’ requirements.

custom-shrunk

Term used by Shakespeare to mean having fewer
customers.

Customs News

Publication briefly produced by Customs and Excise in
1995. It was replaced by Business News which has itself
been replaced by other publications.

Customs officer

Employee of the relevant department of HMRC,
particularly one who has investigative powers.

Customs procedure

One of the outcomes for imported goods presented to
Customs. By far, the most common procedure is release
for free circulation (RFC) which means that the duties
have been paid and the imported goods may be used in
the UK as the importer wishes.
The full list of Customs procedures are:
• release for free circulation;
• transit (to another destination);
• Customs warehousing;
• inward processing;
• outward processing;
• processing under Customs control;
• temporary importation; or
• exportation.
Such a procedure follows a decision by Customs
regarding their treatment or use. Alternative treatments
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are entry into a free zone or warehouse, re-export,
destruction or abandonment to the Exchequer.
Customs Procedure Code (CPC)
Six-digit Code used to describe the purpose of goods
being exported or imported. The full list of CPCs is given
in the Customs Tariff Volume 3.
Customs procedure with economic impact (CPEI)
Blanket term describing a number of Customs procedures
which are specifically designed to aid European Union
(EU) companies. The procedures involved are Customs
Warehousing; Free Zones; Inward Processing Relief (IPR);
Outward Processing Relief (OPR); Processing under
Customs Control (PCC); and Temporary Import Relief (TI).
Customs procedure with economic impact
Term for some of the Customs procedures which may be
followed when imported goods are presented by the
importer.
The relevant procedures are:
• Customs warehousing;
• inward processing;
• outward processing;
• processing under Customs control;
• temporary importation; or
• exportation.
Customs Registered Number

A unique 5 digit number assigned by HM Customs and
Excise to an exporter or agent approved to use one or
more of the following export procedures: Simplified
Clearance Procedure (SCP); Local Export Control (LEC)
and Period Entry.

Customs Release

The approval given by Customs that authorises a transit
shed operator to deliver goods from the transit shed
subject to such conditions the Commissioners may
impose.

Customs restricted until

Endorsement that appears on the registration document
of certain vehicles that have been imported under
schemes that do not require their immediate registration
on import. The endorsement gives the date which is the
earlier of when any VAT and duty has been paid and one
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year after importation. An unendorsed document can
then be issued.
Customs seal

Seal attached by a Customs officer to a box or other
container to indicate that it has passed through Customs.

Customs Statistical Reference (CSR)
Code which identifies both the type of export
consignment and the type of documentation that goes
with the consignment.
Customs Tariff

Set of volumes used to calculate customs duties on goods
imported into the UK from outside the European Union.
The calculation considers the nature of goods, the
country of origin and their value.

Customs Union

Group of countries which agree not to charge customs
duties or other import taxes on each other’s products.
Various such unions have been formed. The most
important is the European Union. In 1992, it was agreed
that member states would abolish all remaining duties for
other member states. This also includes imports to and
from Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway. Under the
Ankara agreement (1995), customs duties are also not
imposed on imports from Turkey.

Customs Union

The Customs Territories of the European Union (EU),
Turkey, San Marino and Andorra. The unions between the
European Union and these countries enable most goods
in free circulation to move freely between them without
the need to claim import duty relief; subject to the
production of any necessary preference or Community
Transit (CT) documentation. VAT is still due on imports
from Turkey; San Marino and Andorra, however, unless
the goods are eligible for relief.
A definition of a customs union is given in article 24
of the General Agreement of Tariffs and Trade.

Customs value

The value of imported goods for customs purposes. It is
usually the transaction value.

Customs warehouse

A place approved by HMRC for the storage of goods
without payment of import duty. Import VAT is also
suspended during storage of warehoused goods. There
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are several different types of Customs warehouse. While
most approvals are for specific locations, in some cases
approval can be given to a company and its commercial
accounting and stock control systems. In these cases the
approval is not linked to a specific location.
One of the Customs procedures which may be
applied to imported goods is Customs warehouse. This is
where goods are placed in a Customs warehouse.
There are two types of Customs warehouses:
private and public. A private warehouse may only be used
for goods belonging to the warehouse keeper, whereas a
public warehouse may be used by anyone.
Customs warehousing

One of the Customs procedures which may be applied
when goods are presented to Customs on importation.
A Customs warehouse is any store approved by
Customs and under their control. Goods remain in the
warehouse until assigned another Customs procedure.

custos rotulorum

Latin: keeper of the rolls.

cut

(1) Reduction in amount, such as in pay or prices.
(2) Share of proceeds.

cut and shut

Vehicle created from welding together two pieces of
written off vehicles. This is not illegal, though such
vehicles often have their nature concealed and can be
dangerous if the work is not done properly. Such a vehicle
is usually allocated a number plate starting Q (if DVLA
knows about it).

cut a new bill of lading

Expression sometimes used when it is necessary to use
two vessels to remove goods from a dock, particularly
when the dock is too shallow to accommodate an oceangoing vessel.

cutback

Reduction in expenditure, particularly one achieved by
discontinuing services.
Strictly this term is tautological as it is not possible
to cut forward to increase anything. However the word
“cutback” for “cut” has now become established.
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cut-off

Date or other point when something must cease. For a
date, the term “cut-off point” is sometimes used.

cut-off point

Term used by Office of Tax Simplification to indicate the
“psychological cost” of tax complexity, namely that a
taxpayer or claimant simply loses the will to continue
completing a form to obtain an entitlement or relief when
that form is unduly long or keeps asking questions to
which HMRC already knows the answer.

cut-off procedures

Procedures applied to the accounting records at the end
of an accounting period to ensure that all transactions for
the period are recorded and any transactions not relevant
to the period are excluded.

cut off with a shilling

Old term that means disinherited.
Traditionally, the testator would leave this coin to
demonstrate that a person had not been forgotten, and
therefore had less basis to challenge the will.
The expression subsequently evolved to “cut off
without a shilling” to mean being treated even worse.

cut-throat defence

In criminal law (including tax prosecutions), a defence
used by two or more defendants that another defendant
was responsible for the alleged offence.

Cutter’s law

Not to see a person in want while you have money to
spend.

cutting

Area where land has been cut away. For capital
allowances, this is specifically excluded from the scope of
plant and machinery (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s22(1)
List B).

cuvée

French term for a vat of blended wine of uniform quality.

CV

(1) Curriculum vitae.
(2) For embedded derivatives, the carrying value as
defined in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s671(4).
(3) Closing value of an individual’s rights in a pension
fund, as defined in the formula in Finance Act 2004
s222(4).
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CVA

(1) Company Voluntary Arrangement.
(2) Cerebrovascular accident. Common abbreviation for
sick notes (HMRC leaflet E14).

CVC

Certificate of Veterinary Clearance, a document issued by
the official Veterinary Officer at a Border Inspection Post
(BIP) controlling Products Of Animal Origin (POAO) and
live animals entering the European Union (EU).

CVE

ISO code for Cape Verde escudo.

CVED

Common Veterinary Entry Document.

CVM

Commissåo de Valores Mobiliaros, the Brazilian regulator
for securities.

CVP

Cost-volume-profit, a management accounting analytical
tool.

CVS

Corporate venturing scheme.

CW

Customs warehousing.

CWA

Chemical Weapons Authority.

CWC

Chemical Weapons Convention.

CW D

Customs warehouse type D.

cwmni

Welsh: company.

cwmni buddiant cymunedol (CBC)
Welsh: community interest company.
cwmni buddiant cymunedol cuhoeddus cyfyngedig
Welsh: community interest public limited company.
cwmni buddsoddi a chyfalaf newidiol
Welsh: investment company with variable capital.
cwmni buddsoddiant penagored
Welsh: open-ended investment company.
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cwmni cyfyngedig Cyhoeddus (ccc)
Welsh: public limited company.
cwmni RTM cyfyngedig

Welsh: right to manage company.

cwt

Hundredweight, an imperial unit of weight equal to 112
pounds or 8 stone. There are 20 hundredweight to a ton.
A hundredweight is the equivalent to 50.802 kilograms.

CWTS

Central Warrants Trading System.

cycle complet d’operations

Concept used in France and French-speaking countries to
determine the tax liability of non-resident companies.

cycle to work

Various incentives to encourage employees to cycle to
work. These include tax exemptions for use of bicycle,
showers and changing rooms and the cost of breakfast.

CY

Country prefix code for Cyprus.

cybersmear

Use of a website, chat room, bulletin board or other
Internet-based facility to express negative opinions.

cybersquatting

Practice of holding an Internet domain name as a means
of extracting payment from a business that wishes to use
that name.

cycles

The term is used to mean bicycles in Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s244.

cyclical deficit

One of the two elements of the Budget deficit. The other
is the structural deficit.
HM Treasury glossary says that cyclical deficit
“occurs as a result of a downturn in economic activity
when tax receipts fall and spending on social security
increases. It can be subsequently eliminated by a period
of economic growth”.

cyclist

A cyclist may retire on a personal pension at the age of
35, provided:
• the person had the right by 5 April 2006,
• the right was unqualified in that it needed no
other person to consent,
• the right was set out in the governing
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documentation of the pension scheme by 10 December
2003.
(SI 2005 No 3451, as explained in the Inspector’s Manual
at RPSM 03106035).
cyclist’s breakfast

Tax relief provided between 2002 and 2013.
The basic provision was that if someone cycled to
work and the employer was prepared to cook him or her
breakfast, no tax would be charged on the cost. This was
provided in SI 2002 No 205. The breakfast could be
provided up to six times a year. The ingredients for a
hearty breakfast cost about 40p, so the tax saved was 8p
per breakfast or 48p a year.
As this did not exactly cause shops to sell out of
toasters and frying pans, SI 2003 No 1434 removed the
limit of six times a year.
With toasters and frying pans still obstinately not
selling out, SI 2004 No 3087 extended the scope from
employees to all workers.
From 6 April 2013, this relief was repealed.

cyf

Cyfyngedig, Welsh for “limited”.
A limited company which is not a public limited
company and is registered in Wales must put either “ltd”
or “cyf” after its name unless exempted (Companies Act
2006 s59(2)).

cylinder

For VAT, the supply of a gas cylinder is standard-rated and
does not come within the scope of the reduced rate for
domestic fuel.
When a cylinder is refilled with reduced-rate gas,
the supply may come within the scope of reduced rating.
Further details are given in VAT notice 701/19.

Cyllid a Thollau Ei Mawrhydi

Welsh name for Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs
(Commissioners for Revenue and Customs Act 2005
s4(2)).

cy-près

French: so near. Used in English as a term of charity law.
This is the requirement that where a donation
cannot be used for the stated charitable purpose, it shall
be applied for a charitable purpose as near as possible to
that intended.
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The law is contained in Charities Act 2011 from s61.
Cyprus

European state. Member of the European Union, for
which purpose the territory includes the British sovereign
base areas of Akrotiri and Dhekelia. It excludes the United
Nations buffer zone, and parts of Cyprus to the north of
the buffer zone where the Republic does not exercise
effective control.
Its currency is the euro.
The UK has a double taxation convention of 1974,
amended by a protocol of 1980.

Cyprus construction

Tax-advantage system that operated in Cyprus until 1985.
It was used by Dutch companies to engage staff to work
in the Middle East and pay tax at a maximum rate of 6%.
It exploited a provision in a Dutch double taxation treaty.

cyfrif

Welsh: account.

cyfrifydd

Welsh: accountant.

CZ

Country prefix code for Czech Republic.

Czech Republic

European state created from Czechoslovakia in 1992. It is
a member of the European Union. Its currency is the
koruna of 100 haleru. The UK has a double taxation
convention of 1990.

Czechoslovakia

Eastern European country that peacefully split into two
countries in 1992: Czech Republic and Slovakia. Both are
members of the eu.

CZK

ISO code for Cezch Republic koruna.

D
D

Tax code
Special type of tax code used for PAYE. There are two tax
codes of D0 and D1 (letter and number). D0 indicates that
all the employee’s earnings are subject to 40%; D1
indicates that they are all subject to 50%. These codes are
commonly used for second jobs of high earners.
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National insurance
National insurance contribution letter for an employee
contracted out in a COSRS pension scheme. This letter is
not used from 6 April 2016.
Council tax
For council tax, the average value of property, thus:
• in England, between £68,001 and £88,000 in
1993;
• in Wales, between £73,001 and £100,000 from 1
April 2005, and between £51,001 and £66,000 before;
• in Scotland, between £45,001 and £58,000 in
1993.
Company cars
The P11D code for (from 6 April 2011) all company cars
that use diesel. Before 6 April 2011, the code only applied
to cars that met Euro IV Standard. Those that did not had
the code L.
Vehicle excise duty
Rate band for vehicles with emissions between 121 and
130 gm/km.
Full Payment Supplement form
Indicator in the “Number of hours worked” box that the
employee works for at least 30 hours a week.
Reason for lateness in submitting an FPS or EPS for a tax
month
The reason is that the payment is subject to class 1
national insurance but is taxed under P11D provisions.
Final character in national insurance
When national insurance was recorded on cards, this final
character indicated that the card ran for a year from the
first Monday in June. It is now a control character.
Purchase tax
From 1951, this was the median average price of goods
under what was known as the Utility scheme.
Goods became subject to tax only on the margin by
which they exceeded the D figure in the D-system. This
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removed the blind spot.
Other
(1) Roman numeral for 500.
(2) Dunlop, Scottish law reports from 1838 to 1862.
(3) In hexadecimal notation, the number 13.
(4) Abbreviation: dalasi, currency of The Gambia.
(5) In relation to residence nil rate band for inheritance
tax, a person who has died (Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s8J
as inserted by Finance (No 2) Act 2015 s9).
(6) Number of days in a period, as used in the formula in
Finance Act 2004 s237ZA(5).
(7) Difference between profits between two years in
averaging calculation in the formula in Income Tax
(Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s223(4).
d

(Old) penny. The letter is an abbreviation of denarius. It
was used before decimal currency was adopted in 1971.
The d was usually placed after the number so 6d meant
six old pence, worth 2½p.

DA

Abbreviation: Algerian dinar.

D/A

Documents against acceptance.

DAC

(1) Abbreviation adopted for EU Council Directive
2011/16 on co-operation for tax enforcement.
(2) In relation to corporation tax surcharge on banks, an
abbreviation used in Corporation Tax Act 2010 s269DE(4).

daddy month

Colloquialism for the Swedish practice of allowing fathers
one month’s paternity leave. The UK allows two weeks.
The Liberal Democrats proposed a similar arrangement at
their 2012 conference.

dagger money

Sum once paid to certain judges to buy weapons for their
protection.

Dail Eireann

Lower house of parliament in the Republic of Ireland.

daily average agreement

Agreement between an employer and a worker engaged
in unmeasured work to ensure compliance with national
minimum wage (NMW) regulations.
The agreement must be made before the work
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states. It is an estimate of how many hours the worker
reasonably expects to work each day. The worker must be
paid the NMW for those hours.
daily change

Change in the price of a share or other security from one
day to the next.

daily close

Settled price at which a share or other security was
traded at the end of the day.

daily cover

Material used to cover a waste disposal site at the end of
each day to prevent nuisance from odour and wildlife.
Material so used is not subject to landfill tax.

daily default fine

Fine that may be imposed on a company officer who is in
default of certain provisions of company law (Companies
Act 2006 s1125).

daily grind

Monotony of routines in life.

daily gross takings

Amount of daily income received by an organisation
before any expenses have been paid. This is a figure
which may be calculated by HMRC for the purposes of
issuing a tax assessment, particularly when it believes
that VAT has been understated.

daily high

Highest price reached by a share or security during a
particular day.

daily living component

One of the elements of the social security benefit
personal independence payment.
The law for this component is in Welfare Reform
Act 2012 s78.

daily low

Lowest price reached by a share or security during a
particular day.

Daily Official List (DOL)

The daily record of all trades in shares and other
securities on the London Stock Exchange.

daily price limit

Maximum amount by which a share or other security is
permitted by an exchange to rise or fall before trading in
that security is suspended.
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daily trading limit

Limit that may be imposed on a trader’s transactions for
one day.

daily work record

Log of tasks performed in one day by an individual
employee.

daimyo bond

In Japan, bearer bond issued by supranational bodies.

Dairy Farmers of Britain

A UK milk co-operative owned by dairy farmers that was
responsible for about 10% of all milk production in the
UK. The co-operative bought milk directly from farmers
which it either sold or converted in its factories to other
dairy products. It went into receivership on 3 June 2009.
HMRC provided particular guidance on the taxation of
milk retentions and on other aspects of the insolvency.

dais

Part of a building which is raised to make it easier for a
person speaking there to be seen and heard. Care should
be used not to use this term for lectern, podium or
rostrum.

daisy chain

(1) Series of transactions created to produce an allusion
of trading volume. Such a chain is usually self-cancelling.
(2) In USA, a certification process for euromarket
transactions.

daisywheel

In older computer printers, a metal wheel where each
spoke ends with a different character. The printer hits the
end of the relevant spoke against a ribbon to print the
character.

daisywheel printer

Computer printer which uses a daisywheel.

Daiwa

Leading Japanese company dealing in securities.

dak

Indian term meaning the mail or a letter.

dakkenrast

Obscure term for the feeling of being embarrassed on the
loss of assets.

dalasi

Currency of Gambia.

Dalmyo bond

Type of Japanese bond that can be cleared in Europe.
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Dalton, Hugh

Welsh Labour politician (1887-1962) who was Chancellor
of the Exchequer from 27 July 1945 to 13 November
1947. He nationalised the Bank of England.
He was obliged to resign after an off-the-cuff
remark about his Budget was printed in an evening paper
before he had finished his speech. He was later
exonerated.

dam

For capital allowances, this is specifically excluded from
the scope of plant and machinery (Capital Allowances Act
2001 s22(1) List B).

damages

Money paid in compensation from a legal claim, such as
for breach of contract.
In Scots law, “a sum of money awarded by a court
as compensation for a wrong or injury” (Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).
Generally, damages are regarded as compensation
and are therefore not taxable.
Interest on damages was held to be taxable income
in the case Westminster Bank Ltd v Riches [1947] 28 TC
159.
The tax treatment of such payment by a business is
discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM 42951.

damnosa haereditas

Latin: an inheritance of debts.

damnum absque injuria

Latin: loss without wrong.
Loss or damage for which there is no legal remedy.
A modern example is Smith v Scott [1973].

damnum sentit dominus

Latin: the lord suffers the damage.
The legal principle that loss falls on the owner.

damnum sine injuria esse potest
Latin: loss without injury.
An example is when someone loses trade to a
competitor.
damtique

Old term that refers to someone who is entirely trusting
of the tax authorities.

DAN

Deferment Approval Number.
This is a unique reference number issued to a trader
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by the Central Deferment Office (part of HMRC) to
identify the trader's duty deferment account.
dancer

A dancer may retire on a personal pension at the age of
35, provided:
• the person had the right by 5 April 2006,
• the right was unqualified in that it needed no
other person to consent,
• the right was set out in the governing
documentation of the pension scheme by 10 December
2003.
(SI 2005 No 3451, as explained in the Inspector’s Manual
at RPSM 03106035).

Danegeld

An ancient tax levied to appease or fight the Danes.
From the conquest of 1066, William the Conqueror
appropriated the tax for himself. It was a feudal duty
charged on lords of the manner, who charged it to his
villeins. From 1066, it was an annual tax of 2s, which was
sometimes charged two or (as in 1084) three times. Its
yield progressively fell as more exemptions were granted,
until replaced in 1162 by scutage.

danger money

Additional money paid to someone in respect of the
dangerous conditions in which they are expected to work.
It is taxable as normal gross pay.

Danske Bank

Danish bank founded in 1871.

Daň z přidané hodnoty (DPH) Czech for “value added tax”.
DAP

In relation to corporation tax surcharge on banks, this
abbreviation is used in the formula in Corporation Tax Act
2010 s269DI(5).

Darling, Alistair

Scottish Labour politician (1953- ) who was Chancellor of
the Exchequer from 28 June 2007 to 11 May 2010 in the
government of Gordon Brown. Darling had to deal with a
serious banking and economic crisis from 2007. He
introduced the car scrappage scheme and the 50%
additional income tax band.
Darling was Shadow Chancellor from 11 May 2010
to 8 October 2010.
He was Secretary of State for Work and Pensions
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from 27 July 1998 to 29 May 2002. He has held many
other government and shadow positions.
DAS

(1) Pipeline Duty Adjustment Statement - issued by a
pipeline operator to the shippers. Also known as Pipeline
Adjustment Statement (PAS).
(2) Debt Arrangement Scheme.

dash for growth

Term used for the 1963 Budget of Reginald Maudling that
sought to stimulate the economy with tax cuts and led to
currency instability between 1964 and 1967.

data

Plural of datum, a piece of information. So “the data are
sent to the tax office”.
For the purposes of professional ethics, “data
includes documents in whatever form (including
electronic) and other information” (Professional Conduct
in Relation to Taxation para 6.1 part).

database

Data organised to make retrievals easy. The commonest
database program is Microsoft Excel.
A database can be seen as a large table of data
which can easily be sorted by any criterion or can easily
be searched.

data capture

Process of obtaining information which may be stored as
data on a computer. An example is scanning a bar code.

data cartridge

Cassette designed to store data for use on certain types
of computer equipment. From 6 April 2009, HMRC will
not accept tax data on these media.

data et accepta

Latin: expenditures and receipts.

data-gathering powers

In relation to tax, the right of HMRC to gather
information.
These powers appear throughout tax legislation,
including Finance Act 2011 Sch 23.
The scope of data is given in The Data-gathering
Powers (Relevant Data) Regulations SI 2012 No 847.

data gathering regulations

Data Gathering (Relevant Data) Regulations SI 2012 No
847.
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data highway

Link which connects computers so they may all share the
same data.

data-holder

Person who holds data that HMRC may order to be
provided (Finance Act 2011 Sch 23 para 1(4)).

data-holder notice

Notice to a data-holder requiring production of data
(Finance Act 2011 Sch 23 para 1(5)).

data mining

In computing, an application of artificial intelligence to
solve marketing problems and aiding forecasting and
prediction of marketing data.
It works by the user defining the criteria needed for
a purpose and the computer seeking examples that meet
those criteria.

data processing

General
Processes performed by a computer with regard to data.
VAT flat rate scheme
Under the VAT flat rate scheme, the appropriate
percentage is:
From
4 January 2011
1 January 2010
1 December 2008
1 January 2004

Percentage
14.5%
13%
11.5%
13%

data protection

Right of individuals not to have personal information
improperly disclosed. These rights are set out in Data
Protection Act 1998 and Regulation of Investigatory
Powers Act 2000.
HMRC is bound by these Acts under Commissioners
for Revenue and Customs Act 2005 s22.

data revenue

Income which is generated by a cable company from
carrying data rather than voice traffic.

date

Means of recording a particular day. It is traditionally
expressed as three data: day, month and year. This is
often expressed numerically as either six or eight digits,
so 1 April 2009 may be expressed as either 01.04.09 or
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01.04.2009 (sometimes without dots, or with / used
instead).
It should be noted that the American convention is
to put the month before the day, so 01.04.09 means 1
April 2009 in UK but 4 January 2009 in USA.
In law generally, parts of a day are considered
indivisible. So a person born on 19 November celebrates
his birthday at midnight of the start of the new day,
regardless of the time of day when born.
For tax tribunal hearings, a duty to do something by
a particular date means by 5pm on that day (The Tribunal
Procedure (First-tier Tribunal) (Tax Chamber) Rules SI
2009 No 273 rule 12(1)).
dated security

Security that has a fixed redemption date.

date of acquisition

“The date on which control of the acquired entity passes
to the acquirer. This is the date from which the acquired
entity is accounted for by the acquirer as a subsidiary
undertaking under FRS 2 ‘Accounting for Subsidiary
Undertakings’” (FRS 7 para 2).

date of bill

Date on which a bill of exchange will mature.

date of record

Date on which a shareholder must own a security to be
entitled to receive a regular payment.

date of registration

When a person or business was registered. This is
particularly important for companies and for VAT
registration.

date of record

Date by which a shareholder must own a share to be able
to receive a dividends on it.

date of transition

For accounting standards, “the beginning of the earliest
period for which an entity presents full compliance
information under IFRSs in its first IFRS financial
statements” (FRS 102 glossary).
An identical definition is given in IFRS 1.A for date
of transition to.

date of transition to

In relation to adopting International Accounting
Standards, “the beginning of the earliest period for which
an entity presents full compliance information under
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IFRSs in its first IFRS financial statements” (IFRS 1.A)
date on which the financial statements are approved
Date on which the directors formally approve the
accounts for an accounting period. SSAP 17 requires the
accounts to disclose significant post-balance sheet events
that happened between the end of the accounting period
and this date.
Davek na dodano vrednost (DDV)
Slovenian: value added tax.
David I

King of Scotland from 1124 to 1153.

David II

King of Scotland from 1329 to 1371.

dawn raid

Law and tax
In law, a raid of premises early in the morning before
people have either arrived for work or got out of bed. The
purpose is usually to seize material without giving anyone
the chance to destroy it.
Chartered Institute of Taxation has produced
guidance on how tax advisers should handle a dawn raid
on a client. It recommends that tax advisers have plans in
place. These include:
• having contact details for 24-hour specialists
• ensuring receptionists and security personnel
know who to contact
• telling staff to provide documents
• telling staff not to obstruct a lawful search
• making available a room for the investigators.
Once the search has started, a responsible person
should be appointed to act for the taxpayer being
investigated. That person should:
• check the authority of the investigators
• get the name of the person leading the search
• check the personal details of tax inspectors
present
• check that the search is being conducted in
accordance with the warrant or other authority. Is the
date, place and time correct? Is there a limit on the
number of people present?
• note what documents have been examined
• if possible, take copies of any documents that
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are removed
• make notes of questions asked and answers
given.
Investment
Sudden purchase of a large amount of security in a
particular business. The name derives from the practice
of such purchases often being at the start of business.
Dax

Abbreviation of Deutsche Aktienindex, a share index on
the Frankfurt Stock Exchange.

DAX 30

Widely quoted German share index comprising 30 leading
companies.

day

(1) Period of 24 hours.
(2) Day of the week.
(3) That part of each day when the sun is shining, as
against night.

day book

Book of prime entry for recording financial transactions
on a daily basis.

day centre

Place where elderly or disadvantaged people may meet
for any of a range of social, recreational, educational,
medical and similar services.
A charitable day centre that provides surgical or
medical services may be eligible to receive zero-rated
charity funded equipment (VAT notice 701/6).

day-labour

Arrangement where a worker is paid each day for the
work he has done.

day labourer

Person who works for a day at a time. Such arrangements
were common for unskilled manual work until the mid20th century.

daylight saving

Old term for British Summer Term when the clock is
advanced to allow for more work during hours of
daylight.

daylight exposure limit

Limit set by a bank on foreign exchange dealings in a
given currency with a particular counterparty.
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day off

Day on which a person is not expected to work.

day of reckoning

Time when someone is obliged to account for their
actions. The term comes from the religious concept of a
day of judgment.

day order

Instruction to a stockbroker to buy or sell on a specific
day.

day out

Day on which a person visits a place for recreation. The
term can be used for a servant’s free day.

day-release

Arrangement whereby an employee is allowed to attend
a college for one day a week.

day-return

Ticket on public transport which pays for the fare to a
destination and return from there on the same day.

day sales outstanding (DSO)

Traditional measure of the efficiency of credit control. It is
usually calculated as:
DSO = debtors x 365/annual sales
The answer is the average numer of days it takes a debtor
to pay.
Variations include excluding cash sales from annual
sales, and making adjustments for seasonal variations and
different payment terms.

days’ grace

Additional days from a stated deadline in which no
penalty is imposed for non-compliance, particularly the
three days allowed to pay a bill of exchange.

day-shift

Hours of work during normal daylight hours.

day trader

Person who buys shares with a view to selling them on
the same day. There are special capital gains tax
provisions for day trading.

days convention

Simplification of interest rate calculations by assuming a
fixed number of days in a month or year, usually 30 days a
month and 360 days a year. With modern computers,
there is no longer any need for such a convention, but
many have become established.
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day’s grace

Extra day allowed for something, such as payment of a
debt or submission of a form.

daysman

Person who appoints a day to hear a complaint.

days of grace

Another term for days’ grace.

day-to-day money

Money lent between banks overnight. It is sometimes
called overnight money.

day X

For annual tax on enveloped dwellings, the day from
which a property becomes unoccupied (Finance Act 2013
s134).

DB

Defined benefit, a type of pension scheme.

DBIR

Data Breach Investigations Report, published in 2015.

DBS

Disclosure and Barring Service.

DB scheme

Defined-benefit pension scheme.

DBS update service

Annual update service provided by Disclosure and Barring
Service.

DC

Defined contribution (pension scheme).

D&C

Dilation and curettage. Common abbreviation for sick
notes (HMRC leaflet E14).

DCCP

In relation to occupational pension schemes, the number
of days in the current chargeable period. This
abbreviation is used in Finance Act 2004 s197(9).

DCF

Discounted cashflow.

DCF valuation

Value calculated from a discounted cashflow.

DCLG

Department for Communities and Local Government.

DCP

Days in the controlled period, an abbreviation used in
Tobacco Products Duties Act 1979 s6A.
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DCRJ

Diversity and Community Relations Judge.

DCS

Digital Case System.

DC scheme

Defined-contribution pension scheme.

DD

(1) Abbreviation for direct debit.
(2) Double deduction.

D/D

Direct debit.

DDA

Disability Discrimination Act 1995.

DDA-compliant

Description of a premises, equipment or business that
complies with its obligations under the Disability
Discrimination Act 1995.

D-day

(The day that the UK adopted decimal currency, 15
February 1971.
[It is also used for day of allied invasion of Europe on 6
June 1944.]

DDC

Deemed disposal consideration, abbreviation used in
Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s195B.

DDI

Direct debit instruction.

DDV

Davek na dodano vrednost, Slovenian for “value added
tax”.

DE

Country prefix code for Germany.

dead account

Account which is no longer used, even though it may still
contain funds. It is more accurately called a dormant
account.

dead cat bounce

Brief rally in a price of a security which is otherwise losing
most of its value.

dead cross

In investment analysis, what happens when a short-term
moving average (such as 20-days) falls below a longer
moving average (such as 50 days). This could indicate that
the market has turned against this security.
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dead drop

Arrangement whereby documents or other items are
exchanged by people who do not meet, such as by leaving
the documents in a prearranged place.

dead drop spike

Concealment device that can hold documents. It can be
pushed into the ground or a stream for a dead drop,
without looking conspicuous.

dead freight

That part of the freight that is not regarded as cargo.

dead letter

Law or regulation that is no longer followed.

dead pays

Old term for fictitious people used to pad out a payroll.
The term originated in the English army in the 15th
century when the muster-rolls were artificially increased.

dead reckoning

Calculation based on a previous reliable calculation.
The term originally referred to plotting a ship’s
position at sea.

dead’s part

In Scots law, part of a man’s estate which may be left in
his will and is not automatically transferred to a surviving
spouse or children.

deadweight loss

Loss of economic efficiency when an excess burden or
allocative inefficiencty is imposed in the provision of
goods or services.
Taxation can be a deadweight loss, as can price
controls, subsidies, minimum wages, and unnecessary
regulation. It can be measured by Harberger’s
triangle.deaf
From June 2015, arrangements have
been made by HMRC and RAD to allow deaf people to
communicate with the tax authorities.

deal

(1) Bargain, agreed transaction.
(2) In gambling, issue cards from a pack.

deal comps

Method of valuing different types of deal by comparing
with equivalent deals. This method is particularly used in
company takeovers.

dealer

Person who trades for a living. The term has also acquired
some specific meanings in particular circumstances.
For bidding agreements at auctions, the word
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“means a person who in the normal course of his business
attends sales by auction for the purpose of purchasing
good with a view to reselling them” (Auctions (Bidding
Agreements) Act 1927 s1(2)).
dealers in securities

The Corporation Tax Act 2009 implications for such
dealers is given in Corporation Tax Act 2009 from s128.

dealing as consumer

“A party to contract ‘deals as consumer’ in relation to
another party if:
• he neither makes the contract in the course
of a business nor holds himself out as doing so;
• the other party does make the contract in the
course of business, and
• ... the goods passing under or in pursuance of
the contract are of a type ordinarily supplied for private
use or consumption.” (Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977
s12(1)).
The rights acquired under this Act for such a
contract restrict the business’s ability to avoid liability
under its standards terms.

dealing cost

Charge for making a financial deal, such as buying or
selling a security.

deal making

Form of management which involves pairs of managers
making private deals, such as agreeing to support each
other’s pet projects.

deal with

Term used in Companies Act 2006. A person deals with a
company “if he is a party to any transaction or other act
to which the company is a party” (Companies Act 2006
s49(2)(a)).
A person who deals with a director of a company
may assume that the director has authority to act for the
company.

dean

Term used for various senior positions in the church,
colleges and courts.

Dean of Faculty

In Scotland, the barrister who presides over the Faculty of
Advocates.
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deaner

Old slang term for a shilling.

dear

(1) Expensive.
(2) Precious, description of something or someone held in
affection.

dear bought and far brought

Old expression of gentle reproof for making an
extravagant purchase.

Dearing Report

Report published by Sir Ronald Dearing in 1988 on
accounting standards. It led to the establishment of the
Accounting Standards Board and Financial Reporting
Council in 1990, among other changes.
[There have also been Dearing Reports in 1997 and 2001
on schools.]

DE&S

“Means the undertaking carried on by the Secretary of
State and known as Defence Equipment and Support”
(Defence Reform Act 2014 s1(8)).

death

Definition
The point at which life becomes extinct.
Death must be certified by a doctor. Exceptionally,
it may be stated by the High Court when someone has
disappeared for seven years. Fewer than ten such
applications are made each year.
There is no legal definition of death, though there is
guidance for doctors from the Academy of Medical Royal
Colleges: “death entails the irreversible loss of those
essential characteristics which are necessary to the
existence of a living human person and, thus, the
definition of death should be regarded as the irreversible
loss of the capacity for consciousness, combined with the
irreversible loss of the capacity to breathe. This may be
secondary to a wide range of underlying problems in the
body, for example, cardiac arrest” (Code of Practice for
the Diagnosis and Confirmation of Death 2008, para 2).
Presumption of death
A court may declare a presumption of death if the
person been missing for seven years and there is no other
evidence to suggest they are alive. These procedures
grow up piecemeal for different purposes, but have
largely been merged into a single procedure for all
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purposes from 1 October 2014 under the Presumption of
Death Act 2013. It is expected that there will be about 30
such orders a year. There is a procedure for a variation
order if someone presumed dead is found to be alive. It is
not expected that any such orders will be made.
Executorship
On death, a person’s property passes to a personal
representative who is responsible for paying any
outstanding debts of the deceased, arranging the funeral
and distributing the deceased’s property to either those
named in the will or those who inherit under the laws of
intestacy.
Personal debts remain payable on death, but
personal legal actions die with the person.
Income tax
A person is entitled to the full personal allowance for
income tax in the year of death. No national insurance is
payable for the pay period in which a person dies.
Entitlement to social security benefits are noted under
bereavement.
Death does not extinguish a tax liability, but the
European Court of Human Rights has held that it does
extinguish any tax penalties. In the case AP, MP and TP v
Switzerland. ECHR Case 19958/92, it was held that the
Swiss tax authorities breached human rights by trying to
make the widow and other heirs liabilities for tax
penalties for fraud incurred by the deceased.
PAYE
The PAYE provisions for the death of an employee are
given in PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 38.
The PAYE provisions for the death of a
pensioner are given in PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682
reg 39.
The PAYE provisions for the death of an
employer are given in PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682
from reg 101.
The PAYE provisions for the death of a
jobseeker's allowance claimant are given in PAYE
regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 163.
The PAYE provisions for the death of an
incapacity benefit claimant are given in PAYE regulations
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SI 2003 No 2682 reg 180.
The PAYE provisions for the death of an
employment and support allowance claimant are given in
PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 184M.
Inheritance tax
Inheritance tax may be payable on the estate of someone
who has died. For this purpose, any lifetime transfers
may be added. Death may also bring into scope any
potentially exempt transfers made in the previous seven
years.
Capital gains tax
Property passing on death is not a disposal for capital
gains tax. The personal representative is regarded as
having received the assets from the deceased on a no
gain/no loss basis (Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992
s62-63A).
death-bed

State when a person knows he is about to die. The person
is said to be “on his death bed”. A confession at this time
can be given significant weight by a court.

death benefit

A life insurance payment made upon the death of an
insured person.

death bond

Colloquial name used for life settlement fund.

death certificate

Document confirming that a person has died, and stating
the date and cause of death.

death duties

Tax or taxes charged on the estate of someone who died
between 1694 and 1975.
They were considerably amended until consolidated
into estate duty in 1894. Legacy duty and succession
duty were finally abolished in 1949. Estate duty was
replaced by capital transfer tax in 1975, which was
replaced by inheritance tax in 1986.

death estate

For inheritance tax, the total amount of property a person
owned just before death other than excluded property.
Not all the death estate may be taxable.
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death in service benefit

Term life insurance often provided as part of an
occupational pension scheme.
If a member dies while still an employee, the
scheme will pay a lump sum. The law limits this pay-out
to four times salary.

death on active service

Death caused by a wound, accident or disease while on
active military service. Such death exempts the estate
from inheritance tax (Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s154).
It is not necessary for the person to die immediately
— the estate of the fourth Duke of Westminster was
exempted under this provision after he died in 1967 from
a wound sustained 23 years earlier in 1944. Nor is it
necessary for the wound, accident or disease to be the
sole cause of death.
The deceased must have been either a member of
the armed forces, or a civilian “subject to service
discipline” (Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s154(2)). The death
must be certified by the Defence Council or Secretary of
State as being on active service.

death rate

(1) For inheritance tax, the rate of tax that applies for
transfers on death. The rate has been 40% since the tax
was introduced in 1986.
(2) In statistics, proportion of a defined population that
die.

death-valley curve

Curve on a graph showing share value against time of a
start-up business. The curve indicates the decline in the
value as the company uses the initial capital before
generating sufficient profit to become self-sustaining.

deauthorisation

Removal of authority to do something.
In USA, the term is specifically used to mean the
termination of union representation after a
decertification election. In the UK, this is called
derecognition.

debar

Exclude, such as not permitting a person to do something.

debarment

In USA, an order declaring a contractor ineligible for
obtaining future contracts or continuing with existing
contracts because of non-compliance with rehabilitation
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laws.
debase

Reduce the value, as when a silver coin is replaced by a
cupro-nickel one.

debate

(1) Ordered argument which follows a structure designed
to reach a conclusion.
(2) In Scots law, “Intermediate step in procedure when
legal points are considered in a civil action before the
facts are determined, and which can result in the
conclusion of a case or a part of it without evidence being
led. The word is sometimes used for a hearing on a
preliminary legal issue in criminal proceedings.” (Judiciary
of Scotland website glossary).

deception

Deliberate telling of false or misleading statements with a
view to making a person believe something other than a
fair summary of the truth.

DEB

Denatured Ethanol B - 999 parts by volume of spirits (of a
strength not less than 85% by volume) and 1 part by
volume of Tertiary Butyl Alcohol. Bitrex is added to
resulting mixture in the proportion of 10 microgrammes
per millilitre.

debase

When a coin is replaced by one of the same value but in a
cheaper metal.
The half crown was debased from gold to silver in
1551; the penny was debased from silver to copper in
1797.

de Beers

Case that established rules on company residence. The
company was registered in South Africa but conducted
most of its business from the UK and was therefore
considered UK resident.
The full name of the case is De Beers Consolidated
Mines v Howe [1906] 5TC198. The matter is discussed in
statement of practice SP1/90.

de bene esse

In law, to act provisionally or in expectation of an event.

debenture

A written acknowledgement of a debt – a name used for
loan financing taken up by a company.
The legal provisions are set out in Companies Act
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2006 Part 19 from s738. The term includes debenture
stock, bonds and other securities of a company.
Provisions about reporting charges in relation to
debentures are set out in Companies Act 2006 from s863.
debenture bond

An unsecured loan. In USA, the term can also mean a
certificate issued for such a loan.

debenture capital

Capital borrowed by a company, using its fixed assets as
security.

debenture holder

Person who owns a debenture.
The rights of debenture holders are set out in
Companies Act 2006 ss743-754.

debenture stock

Another term for debenture capital.

debenture to bearer

Form of debenture in Scotland. It is legal under a law
made in 1696 by the Scots Parliament. For the avoidance
of doubt, it is also declared legal under Companies Act
2006 s742.

debenture trust deed

Legal document that usually creates a debenture.

debit

Bookkeeping entry which indicates that an asset has
increased, such as when money is added to an account.
The term may be used either as one side of a
double entry, where it is matched by an equal and
opposite credit.
The term can also be used to indicate the nature of
an account. In the nominal ledger or trial balance, a debit
balance indicates an asset, an expense, a loss or a
reduction of a liability.
In relation to recovery of tax by set-off, the word is
defined in Finance Act 2008 s130(6).

debit balance

Balance on an account which shows that more money is
owed than owing.

debit card

Payment card which allows money to be paid directly
from a bank account.

debit column

Column in a journal or similar book for recording debit
entries of financial transactions. Traditionally it is on the
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left of the credit entries and to the right of the narrative.
debit entry

Entry of the debit side of a financial transaction.

debit note

Document stating that a customer owes money. It has
broadly the same function as an invoice or statement. It is
sometimes used instead of an invoice when goods are
removed to a branch of the same business in another EU
state. The note meets the requirements of VAT law,
without creating an invoice.

debit side

The part of a financial transaction which records the debit
entry.

debit spread

In investing, an option position in which the price of the
first option bought is greater than the price of the option
sold.

debitor non praesumitur donare
Latin: a debtor is not presumed to give.
debitum connexum

Latin: connected debt.
Such a debt gives rise to a lien.

debitum in praesenti, solvendum in futuro
Latin: owed at the present time, payable in the future.
de bonis asportatis

Latin: of goods carried away.

de bonis non

Latin: of goods not administered.
The term is used when an administrator of an estate
is appointed to complete the administration of another.

de bonne grâce

French: with good grace.

Debrett

Directory of the peerage first published in 1784 by John
Field Debrett.

debrief

Gather information about a person’s experience about a
mission, exercise or event.

debt

Definition
Amount of money owed to someone else.
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Accounting
That part of a company’s capital which is not equity. This
includes preference shares, debentures and loans. The
ratio of debt to equity is known as gearing.
FRS 4 defines “debt” as “capital instruments that
are classified as liabilities.” (para 6).
A debt that an organisation does not expect to be
paid and has therefore written off is a bad debt. Relief for
income tax or corporation tax is given automatically.
Relief for VAT must be claimed, unless cash accounting is
used.
A general provision for debts overall, is a provision.
This does not qualify for any tax relief.
Capital gains tax
The capital gains tax provisions are given in Taxation of
Capital Gains Act 1992 from s251.
debt adjusting

Negotiation of a debt with the creditor. This may require
a consumer credit licence.

debt advice agency

Body which gives advice to individuals with debt
problems.

Debt Arrangement Scheme (DAS)
Scheme used in Scotland to allow debtors to pay their
creditors under Debt Arrangement and Attachment
(Scotland) Act 2002 s1. This is separate from the
arrestment of earnings scheme which may be ordered by
a Scottish court.
Under DAS, the employee authorises the deduction
under a standard form as part of a package designed to
help the person recover from debt. An employer must
comply with a notice issued under DAS. The employer
may deduct a further to cost to cover his administration
costs.
debt buy-back

Transaction which allows an issuer to repurchase
securities he has sold, often at a discount.

debt cap

Another term for worldwide debt cap.

debt capacity

Ability of a person or organisation to borrow funds.
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debt collecting

Process of recovering money which is owed. This is
usually part of credit control.

debt collection

Procedure or business of collecting money that is due. As
a business it is exempt from VAT. The exact scope of the
exemption was clarified in AXA UK plc. ECJ. Case C175/09.

debt collection period

Time it takes a business to collect sums owing to it.

debt collection agency

Business which collects debts for its customers. This
activity requires a consumer credit licence.

debt consolidation

Turning many debts into one debt.

debt counselling

Assisting a person getting out of debt. It is not counselling
in a strict sense, as it necessarily involves the giving of
advice.

debt counsellor

Someone who helps a debtor solve his problems

debt covenant

Agreement made between a company’s creditors and its
bank on the levels of debt in which the company should
operate. They are also called banking covenant.

debt deflation

Economic theory that believes that recessions and
depressions are dut to the overall level of debt shrinking.
The theory was developed by Irving Fisher during the
Great Depression of the 1930s.

debt diet

Debt management plan which is constructed on a similar
basis as a food diet. The term was popularised in 2006 on
the Oprah Winfrey Show on television.

debt discounting

Purchase of a business’s debt at a discount with the
intention of recovering a higher share of the debt than
the business would.

debt dumping

In international taxation, the practice of transferring a
bad debt to a company in a higher-taxed country to
maximise tax relief.

debt equity

Money which a business has borrowed to fund its
activities, as against equity capital, such as shares. The
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ratio of debt capital to equity capital is known as gearing.
debt equity ratio

Ratio of debt equity to capital equity, more commonly
known as gearing, or (in the USA) leverage.

debt factoring

Commercial arrangement whereby a bank or finance
company will advance money against a business’s
invoicing.

debt financing

Raising capital by issuing bonds or other debt instruments
rather than by issuing shares.

debt-for-debt exception

Provision in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s361B with regard
to loan relationship.

debt-for-equity

Scheme whereby a creditor takes a shareholder in a
business in return for a debt owing.

debt forgiveness

Voluntarily releasing a person, business or country from a
debt.

debt funded

Description of business or activity which is funded by
borrowings rather than any form of equity capital.

debt instrument

Form of capital which is not equity.

Debt Management and Financial Analysis System (DMFAS)
System produced by United Nations to manage a debt
owed by a country to any of the G10 members.
Debt Management Office (DMO)
Part of the Treasury responsible for issuing gilts and
overseeing the national debt.
debt management plan (DMP) Informal agreement between a debtor and creditors.
debt market

Market in financial instruments which sell other people’s
debts.

Debt Market Integrator (DMI) Government programme to recover debts owed to state
bodies using debt recovery agents, namely HMRC, DWP,
DVAL, Home Office, Student Loans Company and Legal
Aid Agency.
On 23 December 2014, the contract was awarded to
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Integrated Debt Services (IDS) owned by Equifax.
debt minimisation

Processes to reduce the amount of debts, such as by
challenging invoices or offering to return goods.

debt negotiation

Discussion with a creditor, usually restricted to the
amount repayable and when it will be repaid.

debt of nature

Life seen as a loan from God. The debt is repaid at death.

debtor

(1) Person who owes money.
(2) In Scottish insolvency law, a person whose property
may be sequestered in settlement of a debt (Bankruptcy
(Scotland) Act 1985 s73(1)).
(3) In Scots law, “person obliged to pay some monetary
or other obligation to another (the creditor).” (Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).

debtor days

Average time it takes a debtor to pay. This is calculated as
debtors (from balance sheet) divided by turnover and
multiplied by 365 or 366.

debtor quasi-repo

Arrangement designed to copy a debtor repo. For
corporation tax, it is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2009
s548. Its tax provisions are set out from s549.

debtor repo

Its definition for corporation tax provisions is set out in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s547.

debtors control account

Account used to summarise balances on the sales ledger.
It is not part of the double entry bookkeeping system,
though it should reconcile to the debtors account which
is.
The account may analyse the debt in columns
according to the age of the debt or how overdue it is.

debtors due after more than one year
An item that requires separate disclosure in the accounts
(FRS 102 section 4.4A).
debtors ledger

Name sometimes used for sales ledger.
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debtors turnover ratio

Average time it takes a debtor to pay. It is the same as
debtor days.

debt overhang

In economics, arrangement where an indebted nation
that cannot afford to meet its debt repayments, carries
forward some of the debt on terms that are affordable.

debt payment programme

Debt payment programme which operates in Scotland
under Debt Arrangement and Attachment (Scotland) Act
2002 s2.

debt problem

When debt is not easily repayable

debt ratio

Ratio of a company’s debts to its capital (including loan
capital).

debt recovery

Formal process of recovering from debt.

debt refinancing

When a company raises funds to pay off existing debt.

debt released

A liability for a debt which the creditor has released.
For companies, the release of a debt is taxed as
trading income (Corporation Tax Act 2009 s94).

debt relief

General term for the policy of relieving people,
businesses or countries of debt which they have no
realistic likelihood or paying. The term particularly applies
to debt forgiveness of insolvent countries which cannot
escape as there is no national equivalent to bankruptcy.
Debt relief was first considered in the LatinAmerican debt crisis from 1982.
In the 1990s, a debt relief campaign called Jubilee
2000 was launched by Christian and other groups. It
helped lead to the HIPC programme.
In 2005, there was another high profile campaign
called Make Poverty History. This led to the MDRI
initiative.

debt rescheduling

Reordering of a person or business’s debts to make it
possible or easier for the debts to be repaid.

debt restructuring

Adjustment of a debt to make it easier for the debtor to
repay. This arises either by a court order or by agreement
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between the debtor and creditor.
debt security

Financial instrument used to borrow funds, and on which
interest is paid.

debt service ratio (DSR)

Proportion of annual expenditure needed to service a
company’s external debts, that is sums owed other to
holders of debt capital.

debt snowball method

Debt reduction method commonly used when a person
has large balances on several credit cards. The method
involves paying the minimum on each card, and then
using spare funds to pay off the smallest debt first. When
that is paid off in full, funds are used to pay what is now
the smallest debt.
The term comes from the fact that the largest debt
grows like a snowball rolling down a hill.
The method reduces the number of debts quickly
and has the psychological advantage that the debtor sees
fewer bills each month.
The better practice is to use spare funds to pay off
first those debts which attract the highest rate of interest.
The size of the debt is considered only between two
balances attracting the same rate of interest.

debts that die with you

Term sometimes used to describe debts that are
extinguished on the debtor’s death.
These include capital gains tax and debts under an
individual voluntary agreement. Such debts are also
excluded from estate assets for the purposes of
inheritance tax.

debt to equity ratio

Net borrowings of a company divided by shareholders’
funds.

debt to society

In sociology, the concept that a person owes something
to society, such as compensation for bad behaviour.
Someone who commits a criminal offence is
sometimes said to have paid his debt to society after
serving a sentence. This is a curious analogy, as, far from
paying anything, the sentence has imposed further
burdens and expenses on society.
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debt written back

When a bad debt is reversed. In practice, this only
happens when a debt that has been written off is
subsequently paid.
The tax treatment follows the accounting treatment
of reversing the write-off. If the debt was a trade debt,
the write-back is regarded as trading income for the
period in which it was written back.
In the case British Mexican Petroleum Co Ltd v
Jackson [1932], a company was able to avoid the tax
charge by writing the debt back to reserves. On 14
December 2001, Inland Revenue made clear that this was
not acceptable.

deca-

Prefix used in metric units. It means 101 or ten.

decapitalisation

Loss of available capital for industry.

decarbonisation

Process of reducing the amount of carbon dioxide when
producing energy. The term is used in Energy Act 2010 s5.

DECC

Department for Energy and Climate Change.

deceased estate

Estate of someone who has died.
It represents all the net assets of the deceased.
These pass to others in accordance with the will, or in
accordance with the laws of intestacy if there is no will.

decentralisation

Management term for passing decision-making from an
organisation’s centre to local offices or to a lower level of
management.

decern

In Scots law, “A formal word meaning to give (final)
decree or judgment and authorises an extract of the
decree or order.” (Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

decertification

In the USA, the process by which members of a bargaining
unit may elect to terminate representation by a particular
trade union.

deci-

Prefix used in metric units. It means 10-1, or one tenth.

decidophobia

Fear of making decisions.
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decile

In statistics, values that fall into ten equal parts. So the
highest decile are the values that fall in the highest tenth.

decimal

(1) Pertaining to the base of 10, as in normal numerology
where 23 means 2 x 10 plus 3 x 1.
(2) A number which is not an integer, expressed without
fractions, such as 7.25 rather than 7¼.

decimal currency

The monetary system whereby one pound is divided into
100 pence.
It was introduced in Britain on 15 February 1971.
Previously the pound was divided into 20 shillings, each
of which were divided in 12 pence, so there were 240
pennies to the pound. See also pre-decimal currency.

decimalisation

Process of turning a unit into a decimal form.
This term is in practice restricted to currency.
Conversion of other units is usually referred to as
metrication.

decimate

Inflict heavy damage, but not wipe out.
The term originally referred to the practice of
executing every tenth member of a defeated army.

decision act

Option available to a decision maker, such as to buy, sell
or hold a security.

decision alternatives

The choices in a decision act.

decision maker

For International Accounting Standards, “an entity with
decision-making rights that is either a principal or agent
for other parties” (IAS 10.A).

decision making

One of the three traditional functions of business
management. The other two are planning and control.

decision table

Tabulation of alternative decisions and their outcomes, as
an aid to the decision-making process.

decision tree

Diagrammatic representation of decisions and their
outcomes.
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deck

In investment, all the orders in a floor broker’s possession
that have not yet been executed.

deck-cargo

Cargo stored on the deck of a ship rather than its hold.

declarant

A person who declares something, particularly the person
responsible to Customs for the importation of goods into
the UK.

declaration

(1) A declaration made in the appropriate form to
Customs indicating the intention of the declarant to
declare goods to the export or import procedure.
(2) Part of a form which a person must sign to confirm
that the information on the rest of the form is true to the
best of the person’s knowledge and belief. Such forms are
required on tax returns and similar formal documents.

declaration by another act

Any act made in connection with temporary admission of
goods and which therefore avoids the need to pay
Customs duty on import.
A common example is simply walking through the
green “nothing to declare” channel with the goods.

declaration date

Date on which a dividend is declared by a company’s
directors.

declaration day

Last day but one of an account on the London Stock
Exchange. On this day all traditional options must be
declared.

declaration of bankruptcy

Official statement that a person is now bankrupt.

declaration of dividend

Statement made by the directors of a limited company on
the dividend they recommend to be paid to the
shareholders.

declaration of eligibility

In relation to childcare payments, “a statement made by a
person for an entitlement period which states that the
person is an eligible person for the entitlement period”
(Childcare Payments Act 2014 s4(1)).

declaration of insolvency

Document lodged with Companies House which states
that the company is seeking voluntary liquidation.
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declaration of interest

Where a person who has to make a decision on a matter
has another role which is relevant to the matter, but that
role is not sufficiently serious to amount to a conflict of
interests.
An example is where someone serves as a director
of two companies which trade with each other. A director
must generally declare any interest in any proposed
transaction or arrangement (Companies Act 2006 s177).
This declaration is not required “if it cannot reasonably be
regarded as likely to give rise to a conflict of interest”
(ibid s177(6)(a)) or where the directors are already aware
of it (ibid s177(6)(b)).
Provisions relating to existing transaction and
arrangements are covered in Companies Act 2006 s182.

declaration of law

Statement by a court on what a particular law means.
This is sometimes used as an alternative to an action for
mandamus. Such an example is Laker Airways v
Department of Trade [1977].

declaration of solvency

Declaration made by the directors of a company which is
being put into voluntary liquidation that they expect to
repay all debts within 12 months (Insolvency Act 1986
s89(1)).

Declaration of Taxpayers Rights
Statement issued by the Minister of Revenue in Canada in
February 1985. It is similar in scope to the UK’s taxpayer’s
charter.
declaration of trust

Operation by which a trust is created.

Declaration Unique Consignment Reference (DUCR)
The means by which Customs and the exporter may
identify goods to their records. The DUCR must be used
for all electronic declarations to Customs.
The reference number comprises up to 35
characters, split into four parts. The reference is based on
the World Customs Organisation Standard.
The first part is the year in which the DUCR was
allocated.
The second part is the country code in which it was
allocated. This is GB for the UK.
The third part is the identity of the trader. This is
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the EORI number.
The fourth part, following a hyphen, is a unique
series of characters for each consignment.
declarator

In Scots law, “An order declaring that some right exists or does
not exist which has legal consequence.” (Judiciary of Scotland
website glossary).

declared strength

For beer duty, the alcoholic content of beer as declared
by the brewer at the duty point (Customs notice 226).
Where beer continues to ferment after the duty
point, beer duty is charged on the expected strength at
consumption.

declared value

Value of goods as stated on a Customs declaration.

declassify

Remove the classification, such as when a previously
secret document is made public.

declination

The rejection of an application, particularly by an
insurance company.

declining balance method

Another name for the reducing balance method used to
calculate depreciation.
The value of the asset reduces each year according
to the residual value rather than the original value.

declining grant

A grant provided to a non-commercial body over several
years, where the amount reduces each year in the
expectation that the body will find funds from other
sources.

decode

Turn a code into something intelligible. The term is used
in computing.

decommissioning

In relation to general decommissioning expenditure, “in
relation to any plant and machinery, means —
(a) demolishing the plant or machinery,
(b) preserving the plant or machinery pending
its reuse or demolition,
(c) preparing the plant or machinery for reuse,
or
(d) arranging for the reuse of the plant or
machinery”
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(Capital Allowances Act 2001 s163(4A)).
For corporation tax and oil companies, there are
provisions in Corporation Tax Act 2010 from s298A. For
income tax, similar provisions are given in Income Tax
(Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s225V.
decommissioning cost

Cost of taking something out of use.
In some cases, these costs can be considerable,
particularly with regard to mineworking and nuclear
power stations.
The case Nuclear Electric plc v Bradley [1995]
established that setting aside a sum for decommissioning
was not a business expenses.

decommissioning expenditure “Means expenditure in connection with —
(a) preserving plant or machinery pending its reuse
or demolition
(b) preparing plant and machinery for reuse, or
(c) arranging for the reuse of plant or machinery”
(Capital Allowances Act 2001 s161B).
In relation to decommissioning relief agreements, a
different definition appears in Finance Act 2013 s81.
The term is used in relation to the capital allowance
for offshore installations.
For corporation tax, the term is defined in
Corporation Tax Act 2010 s330C.
There are separate definitions for decommissioning
and general decommissioning expenditure and
abandonment expenditure.
decommissioning relief agreement
Payment made by the government to a company in
respect of decommissioning plant in a ring-fence trade, eg
removing an oilwell.
The tax implications are set out in Finance Act 2013
s80.
decommissioning security

For inheritance tax, a settlement “if the sole or main
purpose of the settlement is to provide security for the
performance of obligations under an abandonment
programme” (Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s58(6)).

decontrol

Remove from control.
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decorations

Term that includes medals and other awards for gallantry
and valour.
The disposal of such a decoration by the person to
whom it was awarded is not taxable as a capital gain
(Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s268). The sale by a
subsequent owner is not covered by this exemption and
so may be taxable.
Where a decoration comes with a payment, that
payment is usually exempt from income tax (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s638).

Decoration Day

30 May. The traditional day when Americans decorate the
graves of their war dead.

decoupage

Craft of applying cut-out paper to surfaces, such as in
18th century furniture.

decrease

Reduction of an amount, quantity or figure.

decreasing term insurance

Life insurance which pays out a lump sum if you die
within the term, but where the insurance sum assured
reduces during the term. Therefore your estate receives a
smaller sum, the longer you live. Such policies are
sometimes used in relation to a repayment mortgage
where the sum to be repaid reduces.

decree

Another name for a summary warrant issued in Scotland.
“The common term for a final judgment. (The word is
accented on the first syllable).”

decree absolute

Decree that has taken effect, particularly in a divorce.

decree by default

In Scots law, “A final order granted to a party against another
party who has failed to appear, to lodge a document or do
something required by the court or rules of court.” (Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).

decree in absence

In Scots law, “A final order granted to the pursuer in a civil
action where the defender has not lodged a notice of intention
to defend or has not lodged defences.” (Judiciary of Scotland
website glossary).

decree nisi

Latin: decree unless. A provisional decree which take
effect unless something intervenes before becoming a
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decree absolute.
decrescent

Gradually becoming less.

decretal

Pertaining to a decree

decriminalise

Pass a law so that something ceases to be a criminal
offence. During 20th century abortion, adultery,
champerty, gambling, and homosexuality have all been
decriminalised.

de die in diem

Latin: from day to day.

dedimus

Latin: we have given. A writ commissioning someone to
be a judge.

deductibility provisions

Those sections of Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 that relate to the deduction of expenses from
taxable earnings (ibid s332).

deductible

Something which may be deducted, particularly an
expense which may be deducted from taxable income.

deductible payment

Term used in Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 s558 in relation to payments from an employee
towards a liability incurred by the employer.

deductible temporary differences
In relation to deferred tax under International Accounting
Standards, “temporary differences between the carrying
amount of an asset or liability in the statement of
financial position and its tax base that will result in
amounts that are deductible in determining taxable profit
(tax loss) of future periods when the carrying amount of
the asset or liability is recovered or settled” (IAS 12 para
5).
deductible VAT

VAT payable on goods and services intended for
immediate consumption or for capital assets to be used in
the business. Such VAT may be deducted as input tax.

deduction

(1) Removal of an amount from a total by subtraction. By
extension, the term means amounts that may be
subtracted from taxable income.
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Corporation tax provisions are given in Corporation
Tax Act 2009 from s196.
(2) Conclusion which is reached on the basis of what
explanation most readily fits the available facts.
deduction at source

Where an amount is deducted at source before the
person receives a payment. The deduction is often of tax,
and includes such arrangements as PAYE on wages and
deductions on share dividends.

deduction/no inclusion (D/NI) Form of international tax avoidance whereby a transfer of
funds is tax-deductible but the corresponding receipt of
funds in another country is not taxable. This term is used
by HMRC.
deduction notice

Arbitrage arrangements
Notice that HMRC may serve on a company requiring it to
recalculate its tax less advantageously in certain arbitrage
arrangements (Taxation (International and Other Provisions)
Act 2010 ss236-242).
Seizure of funds from bank accounts
Notice served by HMRC on a bank in respect of a previously
issued hold notice which requires the bank to pay the sum
demanded from a taxpayer’s bank account (Finance (No 2) Act
2015 Sch 8 para 13).

deduction rate

Amount of a person’s pay taken to pay a debt when an
attachment of earnings order has been imposed.

deduction scheme

Scheme that operated from 1940/41 until PAYE was
introduced in 1943 to collect income tax on workers’ pay.

deductions from specified earnings
Expenses of employment that may be deducted only from
that employment (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions)
Act 2003 s328(5). Sections 336 to 342 give details of these
deductions.
deductions working sheet

For PAYE, “means —
(a) any form of record in which are to be kept the
matters required by these Regulations in connection with
an employee’s relevant payments,”
(PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 2(1)).
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Before 6 April 2015, the definition continued: “and
(b) ... the form issued by [HMRC] for the purposes
of keeping [records for simplified deduction scheme and
direct collection+”. These words were omitted by SI 2014
No 472.
The duties in respect of such a sheet are given in
PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 66.
In manual record-keeping, the sheet was the form
P11 printed on a card.
deductive reasoning

System of logic that moves from one premise to another,
such as “if a, then b”.
In tax appeals, it tends to be more persuasive than
inductive reasoning.

deed

Legal document which gives effect to a transaction.
To be effective the deed had to be sealed, that is a
seal had to be attached. This could turn a gift into a
legally obligation without consideration.
Under Law of Property (Miscellaneous Provisions)
Act 1989, deeds no longer need a seal, but must be
signed and attested by two witnesses. Such a deed is then
said to be executed.
In relation to inheritance tax on settled property,
deed “includes any disposition, arrangement, contract,
resolution, instrument or writing” (Inheritance Tax Act
1984 s43(4)).

deed of assignment

Legal document which assigns a right to another person.

deed of covenant

Legal arrangement for assigning income. This has the
effect of that income being regarded as that of assignee
for all purposes including tax.
It was popular for making donations to university
students (who often had otherwise unused personal
allowances) and to charities (that did not pay tax). The
former ended for deeds made from 14 March 1988. The
latter has now been replaced by Gift Aid.
The deed had to be drawn up in accordance with
legal provisions. From 31 July 1990, this is Law of Property
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1989 s1.
The deed of covenant had to be capable of lasting
for more than three years (six years before 6 April 1980).
Before 31 July 1990, the deed had to be sealed in
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England and Wales, but not in Scotland.
Before 1986, tax relief at higher rates of income tax
was limited to these amounts:
From
1986/87
1985/86
1983/84
1980/81

Maximum relief at higher rate
No limit
£10,000
£5,000
£3,000

Deed Of Gift

A legal document which transfers ownership of the
special stamp to Customs whilst Local Export Control
(LEC) traders retain the stamp for authenticating
Community Transit (CT) documents.

deed of partnership

Formal document which legally establishes a partnership.

deed of transfer

Document which transfers ownership of shares or other
security.

deed of undertaking

Promise to make payment if a certain eventuality occurs.
Operators of enhanced remote transit sheds are
required to sign such a deed to the Customs authorities.

deed of variation

Agreement made by all the beneficiaries of the estate of a
deceased person. If the agreement is made within two
years of the death, inheritance tax is assessed in
accordance with the deed rather than of the will or
intestacy provisions. In effect, the beneficiaries may
unanimously rewrite the effects of the will.

deed of waiver

Formal document waiving a financial entitlement, such as
to profits, salary or dividend.
They are sometimes encountered in tax avoidance
schemes.
An example where such a deed was ineffective is
MJP Services Ltd [2011] UKUT 100(TCC).

deed poll

Deed made by one party, not necessarily to change a
person’s name.
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deeds fee

A charge made by lenders when someone repays the
mortgage to release the deeds of the property. It is also
known as a sealing fee.

deem

Regard something as true without evidence as to whether
that is so. Law and tax regulations have many deeming
provisions.

deemed accounting period

In relation to corporation tax for oil industry and ring
fence expenditure supplement, “means the deemed
accounting period under section 309(3) beginning on 1
January 2006” (Corporation Tax Act 2010 s311(5)).

deemed acquisition

Provision for capital gains tax when an asset is regarded
as having been acquired at a later date. The first such
date was 6 April 1965, when the tax was introduced.
These provisions are set out in Taxation of Capital Gains
Act 1992 Sch 2.
The second such date is 6 April 1982. These
provisions are contained in Taxation of Capital Gains Act
1992 Sch 3.

deemed contractor

Under Construction Industry Scheme, a person who does
not carry on the business of construction operations, but
who may have to operate the scheme under the
provisions of Finance Act 2004 s59(1)(b)-(k).
The most significant category is someone whose
average annual expenditure on construction over three
years exceeds £1 million.
Such a business need not register if the construction
is for the business’s own purposes, such as a supermarket
company building a new store (Construction Industry
Scheme Regulations SI 2005 No 2045 reg 22).

deemed cost

For accounting standards, “an amount used as a
surrogate for cost or depreciated cost at a given date.
Subsequent depreciation or amortisation assumes that
the entity had initially recognised the asset or liability at
the given date and that its cost was equal to the deemed
cost” (FRS 102 glossary).
For International Accounting Standards, an identical
definition is given in IAS 1.A.
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deemed deduction of tax

For manufactured payments, this term is used in Income
Tax Act 2007 s603.

deemed domicile

Provision of inheritance tax law whereby a person who
was resident in the UK for at least 17 out of the last 20 is
taxed as if UK-domiciled, even if treated as not UKdomiciled for other purposes. The 20 years apply to tax
years ending with the tax year in which the transfer is
made. The law is contained in Inheritance Tax Act 1984
s267.

deemed employer

Person who may be regarded as a temporary worker’s
employer for the purposes of an anti-avoidance provision
set out in Income Tax Act 2007 s46A as inserted by
Finance Act 2014 s16(2).

deemed employment payment
Additional sum of tax payable when a worker provides his
services through an intermediary on terms which would
otherwise be regarded as employment.
Tax rules, commonly known as IR 35, require an
additional payment of tax to be calculated in accordance
with Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s54 or
61E.
The employer itself may claim tax relief under
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s139 or Income Tax (Trading
and Other Income) Act 2005 s163.
deemed increase in repurchase price
For manufactured dividends, this term has a specific
meaning in Income Tax Act 2007 s604.
deemed interest

In international taxation, interest that, for tax purposes, a
group company may be regarded as having paid or
received from an interest-free loan.

deemed manufactured payments
Term used in Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s261F.
deemed-paid rule

Provision in US tax law which, in defined circumstances,
to allow a foreign dividend to be treated as if foreign
taxes had been paid on it.
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deemed realisation

Amount that may become taxable in respect of an intragroup transferred asset when a company subsequently
ceases to be a member of the group (Corporation Tax Act
2009 s780).

deemed release

Release that is assumed under Finance Act 2010 s44 and
Sch 15 in relation to impaired debt between connected
parties.
The term also has a special meaning for loan
relationship, as explained in Corporation Tax Act 2009
s358(3).

deemed surrender

When a life assurance policy is regarded as having been
surrendered.
Under Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988
s271, a policy is regarded as surrendered if a loan is made
to the insured against the policy.

deemed trading loss

This term can apply in the context of corporation tax
relief for small and medium-sized entities claiming
research and development costs. Details are given in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s1045.

deemed transfer

Transfer assumed by the law, such as the deemed
transfer of a person’s entire estate on death.

deeming rule

Term that has a specific meaning for the statutory
residence test for tax purposes.
If a taxpayer is neither automatically UK resident
nor non-resident, residence is determined by the
sufficient ties test. This normally requires the taxpayer to
consider up to four ties.
For a taxpayer who was UK-resident in one or both
of the previous two tax years, a fifth tie, known as the
country tie, must also be considered. This test is met if
the taxpayer in the current year spent more days in the
UK than any other country.
A day spent in the UK is usually a day when the
taxpayer was in the UK at the end of the day (at
midnight).
Under the deeming rules, a taxpayer may be
deemed to have met the country tie if the taxpayer:
• was UK-resident in one of the three previous
tax years
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• has at least three ties for the current tax year,
and
• was present in the UK at some time during
the day for 30 days of the tax year without being present
at the end of the day.
Deemster

Judge on the Isle of Man.

de-enveloping

Removing a property from an “envelope”, such as when a
residential property has been owned by a limited
company to avoid stamp duty land tax on transfers. Such
an enveloped property is usually subject to Annual Tax on
Enveloped Dwellings (ATED). De-enveloping may be
removing a property from the ATED charge.
HMRC issued a Notice on 20 December 2013
explaining when it will not regard de-enveloping as giving
rise to a charge to stamp duty land tax.

deep discount

Very large discount, particularly on the nominal value of a
security.

deep discount bond

Loan issued at a relatively low price compared to its
nominal value.

deep-drawing

Description of ships which can only float in deep water.

deep gain

Another term of deep discount in relation to a security.

deep-gain security

Security which is either issued at a deep discount, or
which is redeemed at a large premium.

deep in-the-money option (DITMO)
Description of an option where the (call) option price, or
strike price, is so far below the current value of the
underlying security that exercising the option is almost a
certainty. It can also apply to put options where the strike
price is significantly above the market value.
From 25 November 2015, transfers of DITMOs to a
clearance service or depositary receipt issuer attract
stamp duty of 1.5% on the higher of the market price or
option strike price. This does not affect transfers other
than to clearance services or depositary receipt issuers.
The change is included in Finance Act 2016, and was
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announced in the Autumn Statement 2015.
deeply discounted securities

Tax provisions in relation to connected companies and
close companies are given in Corporation Tax Act 2009
from s406.

deep market

Market in which a large volume of transactions may take
place without moving the price of the security,
commodity or similar.

deep out-of-the-money

Description of an option where it is expected that the
option price will be above the value, meaning the option
is probably worthless.

deep pocket

Access to wealth which may be sought by others, such as
disgruntled investors seeking compensation from the
investee’s auditors.

deep poverty

Relative poverty where someone is living on less than
40% of median earnings.

deep sea bed

“Means the area of the sea bed situated beyond the limits
of national jurisdiction of the United Kingdom or any
other State” (Deep Sea Mining Act 2014 Sch para 3).

deep sea mining

This is regulated by Deep Sea Mining Act 2014.

deep water anchorage

Place outside a port where large ships may be anchored
while goods are transferred to smaller vessels which can
use the port. This process is known as lighterage.

de-equitisation

Process of substituting debt capital for equity capital.
This is usually achieved by such means as share buybacks
and debt-funded acquisitions. De-equitisation reduces the
cost of capital at the expense of gearing up the balance
sheet.

de executione facienda

Writ of execution.

de facto

Latin: in fact
The term is used when a situation is recognised as
existing even though it may not be legally constituted. An
example is a de facto government of a country after a
coup.
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The term is also sometimes used to mean a person
of the same sex with whom a person is living. Such people
are better described as a civil partner (if they have that
status) or by being named.
In Scots law, “according to the fact, in point of fact”
(Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).
defalcation

Unlawful use of money by someone who was entrusted
with its care.

defamation

Making a statement which reasonably lowers a person’s
reputation in the eyes of others. If in writing or other
permanent recorded form, the defamation is libel.
Otherwise, the defamation is slander. An action for
slander requires the claimant to show financial loss,
whereas an action for libel does not.
A defamation action is intended to compensate the
victim, not to punish the defamer. So a very offensive
libel may result in nominal damages if the victim has
suffered no financial loss. The legal action may have the
undesired effect of propagating the defamatory
comments, as what is said in court may be publicised
freely.
In practice, defamation must be a statement which
is untrue, as a true statement is generally regarded as
reducing a person’s reputation to where it should be.
Defamation applies only to living people and
commercial products.

default

(1) Failure to meet a requirement, such as making
payments as they fall due or to attend court when
required.
(2) A provision which is made unless someone
deliberately choses an alternative. This term is used in
computing to mean the choices selected by the
programmer but which a user may change, usually by
accessing a preferences file.

default allowance

In relation to residence nil-rate band for inheritance tax,
this is “the total of —
(i) the residential enhancement at the person’s
death, and
(ii) the person’s brought-forward allowance”
(Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s8D(5)(f) as inserted by Finance
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(No 2) Act 2015 s9 (4)).
default beneficiary

Beneficiary who is entitled to the whole of a trust fund
when the trust period ends. The trust period is either 80
years or a shorter period as stated in the trust deed.

default interest

Interest HM Customs and Excise charges on VAT that has
been underdeclared or overclaimed, from the time the
amount due has been paid.

default paper case

For tax tribunals, the simplest form of case where the
matter is disposed of without a hearing (The Tribunal
Procedure (First-tier Tribunal) (Tax Chamber) Rules SI
2009 No 273 rule 23(2)).

default position

Position taken in the absence of any other.

default retirement age (DRA) Age at which a person is obliged to retire in the absence
of any contrary provision. The government generally
outlawed DRA between 6 April 2011 and 1 October 2011.
default setting

In computing, a setting in a program made by the
suppliers of the program but which the user may alter as
he or she wishes from the preferences menu.

default sum

Under consumer credit law, “in relation to the debtor or
hire under a regulated agreement, a sum (other than a
sum of interest) which is payable by him under the
agreement in connection with a breach of the agreement
by him” (Consumer Credit Act 1974 s187A).

default surcharge

A civil penalty used to encourage businesses to submit
their VAT Returns and pay the tax due on time. If the VAT
Return and all tax due are not received by the due date, a
business is in default. Calculated as a percentage of the
VAT unpaid by the due date.
The law is contained in Value Added Tax 1994 s59.

defeasance

In finance, when a bond issuer places the underlying
assets with a trustee who uses them to pay interest on
the bond and, eventually, to repay the capital.

defective

Description of something that does not work properly. It
should be distinguished from “deficient” which means not
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of sufficient size or lacking a part.
defective accounts

In company law, published accounts which do not comply
with company law or accounting standards (Companies
Act 2006 s456).
An order may be made to the court for revised
accounts to be prepared.

defence

Reply to an accusation.

defence counsel

Barrister who defends a person against an accusation.

defence mechanism

Automatic mental process whereby a person shuts out
painful or unacceptable emotions.

defence procurement services “Means —
(a) the acquisition of anything (including support or
logistics services) required for defence purposes,
(b) the management, monitoring or enforcement of
contracts entered into for the acquisition of anything so
required, and
(c) related support or logistics”
(Defence Reform Act 2014 s1(8)).
defence purposes

“Means —
(a) the purposes of defence (whether or not of the
United Kingdom) or policing, or
(b) relates purposes”
(Defence Reform Act 2014 s1(8)).

Defence Regulations

Regulations that imposed additional rules during the
second world war. They were issued under Emergency
Powers (Defence) Act 1939 and 1940. They allowed
property to be seized or controlled and for charges to be
imposed, and imposed many restrictions.
The main regulations were Defence (General)
Regulations 1939. Although the Regulations have long
been repealed, some remnants of them remain, such as
in Finance Act 1944 s45.

defences

In Scots law, “The statement by way of defence lodged by a
defender in a civil action, being the party against whom a civil
action is raised.
“ (Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).
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defence tax

In international taxation, a tax or levy imposed specifically to
fund a war.

defendant

Person who is sued in civil proceedings.

defended takeover bid

Takeover bid which the existing management resists.

defender

In Scots law, “A person against whom a civil action is raised. The
word "defendant" is not used in Scotland.” (Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).

defending counsel

“A qualified lawyer who defends someone accused of a
crime in a court of law” (website of Crown Prosecution
Service).

defensive

In human resources, an attitude where justification for
actions is out of proportion to any accusation made. This
could indicate improper behaviour.

defensive shares

Shares that are able to withstand a downturn in
investment markets.

deferment account

Account underwritten by a bank or insurance company
into which import duties due are posted.
The scheme avoids the need to pay duty on every
importation.

deferment period

In insurance, a period for which a payment is not made.
The provision is often made in health insurance policies
where payment is not made for a period, often between
three months and one year. The insured or their
employer may be willing to cover such a length of
sickness, which reduces the premium.

deferment regulations

For hydrocarbon oil duty, “means the Excise Duties
(Deferred Payment Regulations 1992” (Hydrocarbon Oil
Duties (Marine Voyages Reliefs) Regulations SI 1996 No
2536 reg 2).

deferment trader

Trader who is approved by HMRC to defer the payment of
tax and duties, subject to meeting various conditions.

deferral relief

Relief from capital gains tax when a taxpayer sells shares
and uses the proceeds to buy new shares. The relief is
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given in Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 Sch 5B.
deferred

In pensions, an entitlement from a previous employer
which grows until being claimed in retirement.

deferred acquisition costs

For accounting standards, “costs arising from the
conclusion of insurance contracts that are incurred during
a reporting period but which relate to a subsequent
reporting period” (FRS 102 glossary).

deferred annuity

Starting an annuity, such as a pension, from a later date
to receive a larger pension.
Each year of deferment provides a double benefit.
There is one more year for the fund to earn interest, and
there is one less year for which the pension provider can
expect to pay the pension.
Deferred annuities have generally been available
since 30 June 1995. Under this scheme, the annuitant
may receive payments from the fund before starting the
annuity proper. From 6 April 2006, such payments may be
at any rate the annuitant chooses between 0% and 120%
of the pension which would have been payable, as
determined by tables from the Government Actuary.
Previously the payments had to be between 35% and
100%.

deferred annuity contract

Form of retirement provision that could be entered into
before 6 April 2006.
Although such a contract was not an approved
pension scheme, existing ones are treated as registered
pension schemes from 6 April 2006.

deferred asset

Asset whose benefit is delayed beyond the period
expected for a current asset, but which does not meet the
definition of a fixed asset.

deferred award terms

Term used in relation to disguised remuneration (Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s554J (1)(c)).

deferred carried interest

In relation to carried interest in investment management
services, the term is defined in Taxation of Capital Gains
Act 1992 s103KG(3).
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deferred charges

Local authority spending on assets that have a lasting
value, for example, land and buildings, which are not
owned by the authority.

deferred compensation

American tem for an arrangement where payment for
services (including employment pay) is deferred to a
future date, such as when an employee expects to pay a
lower rate of tax.

deferred consideration

Any form of provision under a contract where the
consideration of one party is not provided immediately. A
common example is the acquisition of a subsidiary where
some of the consideration may be payable later on the
basis of its performance. The most common example is
payment in instalments.
For capital gains tax, the whole consideration is
taxable provided that the period of deferment does not
exceed 18 months. For longer periods, the tax may also
be paid in instalments.
If the deferred consideration cannot be ascertained
at disposal, a value must be put on the right to receive
deferred consideration. A common example is an earnout provision where consideration depends on future
profits. This provision was established in the court case
Marren v Ingles [1980].

deferred coupon note

Bond on which no interest is paid until after a set date.
The American term is deferred investment bond.

deferred credit

Item of income which has not been received but must be
shown on the balance sheet. A common example is a
government grant. This is shown as a separate item under
creditors on the balance sheet. Amounts are transferred
from the profit and loss account each year until this figure
is reduced to zero.

deferred debit

Item of expenditure incurred in an accounting period but
where the matching income relates to a later period.
Under the accruals concept, it is treated as an asset
known as a prepayment.

deferred debt

Debt which ranks after all other debts.
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deferred expenditure

Expenditure which has been incurred in the current
period but which is included in the accounts of a future
period. The commonest example is a prepayment. The
tax treatment is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at
BIM42210.

deferred grant terms

Term used in relation to disguised remuneration (Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s554L(1)(c)).

deferred income

Revenue, such as a government grant, is received in
advance of performing the related activity. The deferred
income is held in the balance sheet as a type of liability
until performance is achieved and is then released to the
income statement.
For an individual, the term means future income.
Pensions are a form of deferred income.

deferred member

Member of an occupational pension scheme who is no
longer an active member. This is usually a former
employee who has neither retired nor transferred his or
her accrued benefits to another scheme.
Such a member is entitled to retain the benefits
already accrued. From 1 July 1988 such benefits must be
uplifted each year by the rate of inflation up to 5%.

deferred ordinary share

Ordinary share where some right is deferred as against
other ordinary shares. The deferred right is usually that of
dividend, which is only paid to the holder of a deferred
ordinary share after all other ordinary shareholders have
been paid. Such a share is usually issued to the company’s
founders. A deferred ordinary share occasionally means a
share where the right to a dividend is postponed for an
initial period.

deferred payment

Payment for goods after the due date, either by being
late with the payment or by making payment in
instalments.

deferred payment agreement (1) Another name for hire purchase or a similar
arrangement.
(2) In relation to an adult in care, an agreement by a local
authority to defer requirement of an adult’s contribution
to his or her care under the provisions of Care Act 2014
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s34.
deferred pricing

Arrangement where a sale is concluded before the price
has been agreed.

deferred profit-sharing plan

Plan under which a company pays some of its profits into
a trust for the benefits of the employees. Canada
operates such schemes.

deferred prosecution agreement
Agreement reached between a state prosecutor and an
offending company. This is believed to be part of a law
change considered for the UK in 2013.
Under the agreement, a company admits an offence
such as market-rigging, tax evasion and similar offences.
The company is given time to put in place procedures to
ensure that such offences are not committed again.
The company would pay a fine and compensation.
It is believed the scheme will save 12 major
prosecutions a year.
deferred remuneration terms Term used in connection with disguised remuneration
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003
s554H(1)(b)).
deferred revenue

Revenue which is carried forward to a future accounting
period, such as when a customer has prepaid for goods
not yet supplied.

deferred revenue expenditure Another name for capitalised expenditure.
Such expenditure is still regarded as revenue for tax
purposes (Inspectors’ Manual at BIM42215).
deferred sentence

In Scots law, “A form of sentence in which the final decision
about any punishment is deferred or put off to another date,
usually some three to 12 months later. Where sentence is put
off for a few weeks for further information, such as social
enquiry reports, this is not a deferred sentence, but is properly
called an "adjourned diet". (Judiciary of Scotland website
glossary).

deferred share

Ordinary share which ranks after other shares. Founders’
shares are often deferred shares. Such a share usually
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becomes worthless in a liquidation.
deferred state pension

State pension that is not taken immediately on
entitlement. By deferring, the pensioner earns a higher
rate.

deferred swap

Any type of swap where the payments are deferred.

deferred tax

“Income tax payable (recoverable) in respect of the
taxable profit (tax loss) for future reporting periods as a
result of past transactions or events” (FRS 102 glossary).
In this context, “income tax” includes corporation
tax.

deferred tax assets

“Income tax *including corporation tax+ recoverable in
future accounting periods in respect of:
(a) future tax consequences of transactions and
events recognised in the financial statements of the
current and previous periods;
(b) the carry forward of unused tax losses;
(c) the carry forward of unused tax credits”
((FRS 102 glossary).

deferred taxation

Taxation payable in a future year.
This adjustment is made in most accounts to reflect
the difference in timing between capital allowances and
depreciation.

deferred tax liabilities

“Income tax *including corporation tax+ payable in future
reporting periods in respect of future tax consequences of
transactions and events recognised in the financial
statements of the current and previous periods” (FRS 102
glossary).

deficiency

Shortfall, particularly in an account.
In the USA, the term also has a specific meaning of
failure to comply with a requirement under rehabilitation
laws.

deficient

Lacking in amount or missing a necessary part. It does not
mean the same as “defective” which means not working
properly.
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deficit

Excess of expenditure over income for a period of a noncommercial organisation. In a commercial organisation,
the equivalent is a loss.
In national economics, the term is also used to
mean the Budget deficit.

deficit financing

In international taxation, how governments borrow funds
to make up the shortfall between what they collect in tax
and what they spend.

de fideli administratione

Latin: O faithful administration.
In Scots law, “this phrase is used to describe an oath
taken , for example, by an interpreter for a witness”
(Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

defined benefit obligation

The accounting standard defines the present value of
such an obligation as “the present value, without
deducting any plan assets, of expected future payments
required to settle the obligation resulting from employee
service in the current and prior periods” (FRS 102
glossary).

defined benefit plans

“Post-employment benefit plans other than defined
contribution plans” (FRS 102 glossary).

defined benefits

A pension scheme where the amount received in
retirement is fixed.
The term is defined in Finance Act 2004 s152(7).

defined benefit scheme

Pension scheme where the pension is based on the
employee’s salary. It is also known as a final salary
scheme.

defined benefits arrangement Any pension scheme which is not a money purchase
scheme. It includes, but is not restricted to, a final
pension scheme. For example, a pension which
guarantees a payment of £5,000 for each year of service
regardless of earnings is a defined benefit arrangement.
defined benefits lump sum death benefit
Lump sum paid from a defined benefits arrangement in
respect of a member who dies before the age of 75. The
rules are given in Finance Act 2004 Sch 29 para 13.
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defined contribution

A pension scheme where the amount of contribution is
fixed but the amount of pension ultimately payable is not
yet known.

defined contribution plans

“Post-employment benefit plans under which an entity
pays fixed contributions into a separate entity (a fund)
and has no legal or constructive obligation to pay further
contributions or to make direct benefit payments to
employees if the fund does not hold sufficient assets to
pay all employee benefits relating to employee service in
the current and prior periods” (FRS 102 glossary).

defined contribution scheme

Pension scheme where the pension is based on the value
of the fund accumulated. It is also known as a money
purchase scheme.

definition

“A statement that explains the meaning of a word or
phrase” (OTS Paper on Tax Definitions para 2.1.2).
The Paper identifies five conditions for an effective
definition:
• it clearly identifies the attributes of what is
being defined
• it should not be obscure
• the definition should not be circular
• it must be scoped appropriately
• it must be positive rather than negative.

definitive

(1) Final and conclusive, admitting no further argument.
Its meaning is stronger then “definite” which means
precise and identifiable.
(2) Description of an ordinary postage stamp.

deflation

“A persistent fall in the general price level of goods and
services” (HM Treasury glossary). The word is the
opposite to inflation.

deflationary fiscal policy

Deflationary fiscal policy is using the level of government
expenditure and taxation to reduce the level of aggregate
demand in the economy. Deflationary fiscal policies could
include: Increasing the level of income tax, educing
government expenditure and increasing VAT and other
indirect taxes.
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deflator

Factor used to convert current prices into inflationadjusted prices to make comparisons.

defrayed expenses

Expenses which have been fully paid.

defunct company

Company whose purpose has finished.
Such a company may be removed either by the
registrar under Companies Act 2006 s1000, or by
application from the company itself under s1003. In the
latter case, the company is struck off three months after
the notice from the company.

degeneracy

In mathematics, a situation where there is no
straightforward method to determine which of two
variable should next enter the analysis.

De G M & G

De Gex, Macnaghten & Gordon’s Reports, law reports on
Chancery from 1851 to 1857.

degressive tax

Another term for a regressive tax.

degroup

Remove a company from a group.

degrouping charge

Tax liability that can arise when a company leaves a
group.
If a company leaves a group holding an asset
acquired from a fellow group member in the previous six
years. any gain or loss that had been deferred is
reinstated. This reinstatement is known as the
degrouping charge. The deferment is under Taxation of
Capital Gains Act 1992 s171, and the charge arises under
s179.
This charge was largely replaced by Finance Act
2011.
The current provisions can be found in Corporation
Tax Act 2009 s785.

degrade

Reduce the grade or value, such as of a material,
company or person.

degree

(1) Grade or step.
(2) Qualification awarded by a university or similar body.
(3) Measure of an angle, where there are 360 degrees in a
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circle.
degression

Gradual decrease, particularly of tax rates.

dehors

Latin: without.

dei gratia

Latin: by the grace of God.
Legend that appears on obverse of coins, implying
that the monarch reigns by the grace of God.

dei judicium

Latin: the judgment of God.

de jure

Latin: by right; according to the law.

DEL

Departmental Expenditure Limits.

delayed remittance

Relief from taxation when income remitted from overseas
is delayed, such as by exchange control provisions.

delayed tax

Term used in Revenue Scotland and Tax Powers Act 2014
s190 in relation to tax penalties in Scotland.

del credere

Amount added to a charge to allow for the possibility of
non-payment. (It is pronounced “del cred-air”.)

del credere agent

Agent who undertakes to make payment to the principal
regardless of whether the customer pays the agent. Such
an agent typically receives a higher rate of commission.

Delaware corporation

Corporation incorporated in the US state of Delaware.
It is one of the two US states seen as a corporate
haven; the other is Nevada. Over half of US companies
are incorporated in Delaware. This status as a corporate
haven dates back at least to 1899 when the state adopted
a policy of attracting businesses.
The state is popular because of its lenient laws on
lending money, its tax benefits and its better-defined
company law. Against this, its formation costs and annual
fees are high.
It has been held that a Delaware corporation is not
fiscally transparent for UK tax purposes in HMRC v George
Anson [2011] UKUT B21.
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delayed completion scheme

Scheme that seeks to avoid stamp duty land tax by
delaying completion of the conveyance of the property,
which it is claimed means SDLT is not payable under the
provisions of Finance Act 2003 s45. This scheme has been
explicitly ended by Finance Act 2013.

delayed remittances

Tax term for income remitted overseas which is delayed
for factors outside the taxpayer’s control, such as
restriction by the foreign government. Relief may be
available for such remittances under Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s35.

delayering

In business management, process of removing levels of
management to make an organisation more efficient.

delegation

Assigning tasks, projects, rights and similar to a more
junior levels.
The right of the Commissioners of HMRC to
delegate functions to officers is contained in
Commissioners for Revenue and Customs Act 2005 s14.

deliberate inaccuracy

Condition for a tax penalty. Provisions in Scotland are set
out in Revenue Scotland and Tax Powers Act 2014 s182.

delict

In Scots law, “A civil wrong.” (Judiciary of Scotland website
glossary).

delinquency

In investment, failure to make payment on a loan
obligation by the due date.

delinquent

American term for tax that is due but unpaid.

delist

Remove from listing on a stock exchange.

deliverable

Description of something capable of delivery, particularly
at the expiry of a futures contract.

delivered price

Price which includes the delivery charge.

delivering

In relation to documents a company must file under
company law, the term includes “forwarding, lodging,
registering, sending, producing or submitting it or (in the
case of a notice) giving it” (Companies Act 2006
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s1114(1)(b)).
delivery

Completion of a contract when the property passes to the
acquiring party. Delivery may be actual, such as handing
over the goods in a shop, or constructive, such as giving
the customer a key to the shed where the goods are
stored.
For consumer contracts, delivery “means voluntary
transfer of possession from one person to another”
(Consumer Rights Act 2015 s59(1)).
Provisions about delivery of goods in a consumer
contract are given in Consumer Rights Act 2015 s28.

delivery factor

Adjustment to the price of bonds delivered in a futures
contract.

delivery month

In a futures contract, month when delivery is due.

delivery note

Document sent with goods to indicate what should be in
the package. It is not an accounting document.

delivery notice

In investment, notice of delivery by a clearing house to a
buyer.

delivery of a deed

Execution of a deed, traditionally done by placing a finger
on the seal and saying “I deliver this as my act and deed”.
This is no longer necessary.

delivery vs payment

Method of trading in securities where payment is
required when the security is delivered.

Delphi

In statistics, a qualitative forecasting process that
combines individual judgments into a consensus, such as
by asking many people to rank taste between 1 and 5.

delta

Rate at which the price of an option moves in relation to
the underlying security. The rate is expressed as a
number between 0 and 1, so 0.5 means that a £2 move in
the security price will move the option value by £1.
Delta is the fourth letter of the Greek alphabet,
indicated by the symbol ∆.
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delta hedge

Hedging position that causes a portfolio to have a delta
equal to zero.

delta neutral

In investing, a position where the sum of the deltas
equals zero.

delta shares

Term used before 1991 to describe the least traded
shares listed on an exchange.

demand

“The need/desire for a product or service, backed by the
ability to purchase.” (HM Treasury glossary).

demand deposit

In USA, instant access bank account.

demand loan

Loan that the lender can recall at any time. It usually has
no specified maturity date.

demand note

Communication from a collector of taxes requiring the tax
to be paid. Its provisions derive from Taxes Management
Act 1970 s60.

demerger

Separation of two parts of a business to make two
businesses.
The capital gains implications are given in Taxation
of Capital Gains Act 1992 from s192.

demesne

Manor house with adjacent land not let to tenants.

Demibourne

The legal decision relating to the tax liability of an
employer when someone is retrospectively found to have
been an employee.
The decision is that the tax which the person paid
when they believed they were self-employed cannot be
offset against the PAYE liability of the employer.
This harsh decision was reached by the Special
Commissioners in Demibourne v HMRC. SpC 486 [2005]. It
can mean that an employer must pay tax on income
which has already been taxed, so that income tax is paid
twice on the same income. In 2008, guidance was issued
by HMRC on how they address this obvious unfairness by
providing a measure of tax relief.
From 6 April 2008, this has now been replaced by
statutory provisions under SI 2008 No 782 regulations 72E
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to 72G.
Demibourne concession

Term for the tax relief informally granted by HMRC
following the Demibourne case. The concession has now
been replaced by statutory provisions.

demijohn

Large glass (or stone in past times) with a large body and
small neck, particularly used for storing wine. A common
capacity is five gallons.

de minimis non curat lex

Latin: the law does not concern itself with trifles.

de minimis

Description of an amount below which a provision does
not apply. There are many such provisions in tax law.

demise

(1) In law, the act of granting use of a property on a lease.
Originally the term was restricted to property which was
transferred on the death of the monarch.
(2) Colloquially, the term is extended to death generally.
It is incorrect to use the word to mean a decline, as in
“the demise of British car-making”.

demise of the Crown

Death of the monarch.
This does not require the reappointment of any
office under the Crown (Demise of the Crown Act 1901
s1(1)).

Democratic Unionist Party (DUP)
Irish political party that supports union with Great Britain.
It was founded inm 1971, and became the largest unionist
party in 1999.
demographics

Physical characteristics of a population or part of one,
such as analysis by age, sex, family size, wealth, education
and similar.

demolition

Costs may qualify as part of the capital allowance for
plant and machinery under Capital Allowances Act 2001
s26.
The implications for annual tax on enveloped
dwellings are given in Finance Act 2013 s126.

demolition order

Order that could be made under Housing Act 1957 for
clearing slums. Such an order justified relief from estate
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duty under Finance Act 1958 s33, now repealed by
Finance Act 1975.
demonetisation

Process by which a banknote or coin ceases to be legal
tender.

demonstration car

Car which an employee in the motor industry drives solely
to allow him to demonstrate the car to a potential
customer. Generally, this is not regarded as a taxable
company car (HMRC leaflet 480).

demonstrative legacy

Form of general legacy.

demotion

Reducing the rank or grade of an individual.

demurrage

Charge paid for holding goods at a port or airport.

demutualisation

The process by which a mutual organisation becomes a
commercial body. Examples include when certain
building societies became banks. The costs of
demutualisation were held to be revenue expenditure in
the four cases tested (Alliance & Leicester, Halifax,
Northern and Woolwich). The matter is discussed in the
Inspectors’ Manual at BIM35645.

demutualisation surplus

Surplus funds which arose from the demutualisation of a
life insurance business. The tax implications are
considered in Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988
s444AF.

demutualisation transfer surplus
Surplus funds which arise from the transfer of a
demutualised life assurance business. The tax
implications are considered in Income and Corporation
Taxes Act 1988 s444AG.
demutualised mortgage banks
Ten former building societies that demutualised and
became banks. Two became insolvent (Northern Rock,
and Bradford & Bingley). All the others have been taken
over.
denar

Currency of Macedonia.
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Denarii St Petri

Latin: St Peter’s pence. Traditionally the sum of one
penny given by each family to the Vatican.

denarius

Roman silver coin, traditionally worth one penny. The “d”
in £ s d comes from this word. The plural is denarii.

denarius Dei

Latin: God’s penny.
Traditionally a payment made to indicate a bargain.
The recipient gave it to the Church or to the poor.

denationalisation

Process when a state-owned enterprise becomes a
private sector enterprise. This now more usually called
privatisation.

denature

Change the property of, such as changing the property of
a substance by burning it. There are tax consequences for
denatured alcohol.

denatured alcohol

Any form of liquid containing ethyl alcohol but which is
made into an undrinkable form. This has the effect of
making the liquid exempt from the excise duty on
alcoholic liquor.
Denatured alcohol includes methylated spirits and
industrial alcohol.
The relevant law is Finance Act 1995 s5.
The commonest form of denatured alcohol is
methylated spirits.

deni

One hundredth of a denar, currency of Macedonia.

denial

Psychological state when a person cannot accept the
reality of their circumstances. It is common when a
person has a serious debt problem.

denial route

Procedure that a taxpayer may invoke if he or she
believes they are wrongly suspected of tax fraud and have
been offered a settlement under the Contractual
Disclosure Facility (CDF).
The taxpayer may within 60 days accept CDF and
issue a CDF denial letter. HMRC then either accepts the
letter which ends the matter, or continues its
investigation possibly using criminal powers.
Details of the denial route are given in paras 2.7 of
the revised Code of Practice COP 9 issued on 19 January
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2012.
de nihilo nihil fit

Latin: you cannot make anything out of nothing.

de novo

Latin: afresh.

Denmark

European country and member of the European Union,
for which purpose Faroe Islands and Greenland are
excluded.
It is the only EU country, other than UK, that does
not have to join the euro. Its currency is the krone,
divided into 100 ore.
The UK has a double taxation convention of 1980
and a protocol of 1996.

denomination

Face value of a banknote, coin, share or other security.

de non apprentibus, et non existentibus, eadem est ratio
Latin: of things which do not appear and things which do
not exist, the rule in legal proceedings is the same.
denoting stamp

For stamp duty, a stamp that indicates the amount of
duty paid (Stamp Act 1891 s11).

de novo

Latin: anew.

densimeter

Device for measuring the density in air of spirits. It must
measure density to five decimal places and be approved
by HMRC.

density in air

Density of spirits as measured by Spirits Regulations reg
18. It is not permissible to measure the density in a
vacuum and then convert it (Customs notice 39).

dental treatment

Certain social security claimants may receive financial
assistance for this as a health benefit. Such treatment is
free for everyone in Scotland.

deodand

An item of property that should be given to God.
Before 1846, English law prescribed certain chattels
as deodands.

de odio et atia

Latin: of malice and ill will.
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deo gratias

Latin: thanks be to God.

deo juvante

Latin: with the help of God.

deo volente

Latin: if God be willing.

DEP

Designated Export Place

department

Part of an organisation, particularly one which has
sufficient separate identity to be able to produce some
types of accounts for itself.
It is possible to register departments separately for
VAT.

Departmental Expenditure Limits (DEL)
“The total spending limits for Government departments
over a fixed period of time, excluding demand led and
exceptionally volatile items. DELs are planned and set at
Spending Reviews. This is split between resource and
capital budgets.” (HM Treasury).
departmental functions

In relation to the Department of Work and Pensions and
its right to share information with HMRC, “means
functions relating to —
(a) social security,
(b) employment or training, or
(c) the investigation or prosecution of offences
relating to tax credits”
(Welfare Reform Act 2012 s127(7)).

departmentation

American term for the process of dividing an organisation
into departments.

Department for Business Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR)
Government department that briefly existed between
2007 and 2009. It was the successor body to the
Department of Trade and Industry, and the precursor
body to the Department for Business, Innovation and
Skills.
Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS)
Government department established on 6 June 2009 as
the successor body to BERR and DTI.
Its functions include company law, employment
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law, consumer law, trade, business growth and economic
development.
Department for Work and Pensions (DWP)
Government department that deals with welfare and
pension provision in the UK. It is the country’s largest
government dept. It was formed on 8 June 2001 from the
previous Department of Social Security and the
Department of Education and Employment.
The DWP has four operational organisations:
• Jobcentre Plus, which administers
employment benefits
• Pensions Service, which administers state
pension and pension credit
• Disability and Carers Service
• Child Maintenance Group.
The DWP is overseen by a Secretary of State. This as
been the Rt Hon Ian Duncan Smith MP since 2010.
Department of Labor (DOL)

American federal agency responsible for administering
laws relating to labour and employment.

Department of Social Security (DSS)
Government department that administered social
security between 1998 (when the Department for Health
and Social Security was split) and 2002 (when it became
the Department of Work and Pensions).
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI)
Government department which oversaw matters relating
to business. It was formed in 1970 from the merger of the
Board of Trade with the Ministry of Technology (which
were again separated between 1974 and 1983). In 2007,
the DTI was replaced by the Department for Business
Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR). BERR itself was
replaced by Department for Business, Innovation and
Skills on 6 June 2009.
departmental accounts

Accounts for a department of a organisation.

departure

(1) Point when a person leaves, particularly for a journey.
(2) Deviation from a regulation, or from agreement with a
proposition held by someone else.
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departure tax

In international taxation, any tax imposed on a person for
leaving the country.

dependant

An individual who depends on another person for
financial support in their daily living. Dependants are
usually a husband or wife, and children.
For occupational and private pensions, a
dependants is:
• a surviving husband, wife or civil partner;
• a child who is 22 years old or younger;
• a child who is 23 years old or older and has a
physical or mental impairment which made the child
dependent on the member;
• any other person who, in the opinion of the
scheme administrator, was in a financial arrangement of
mutual dependence; or
• any other person who, in the opinion of the
scheme administrator, suffered from a physical or mental
impairment which made them dependent on the
member.
[Note that the word “dependant” spelled with an A is the
noun referring to a person. The adjective ends ENT]

dependant benefits

Social security benefits received by a dependant.

dependant relative relief

Additional tax allowance when a taxpayer has a
dependant relative, such as an aged parent, staying with
them. It was abolished from 6 April 1988.

dependants’ alternatively secured pension
Payment of income withdrawals direct from a money
purchase arrangement to a dependant of a scheme
member who is aged 75 or over, that meets the
conditions laid down in paragraphs 26 and 27 of Schedule
28 to the Finance Act 2004.
dependants’ alternatively secured pension fund
Funds (whether sums or assets) held under a money
purchase arrangement that have been 'designated' after
the death of a scheme member to provide a particular
dependant of that member (who is aged 75 or over) with
a dependants' alternatively secured pension, as identified
in paragraph 25 of Schedule 28 to the Finance Act 2004.
Once sums or assets have been 'designated' as part of a
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'dependants' alternatively secured pension fund', any
capital growth or income generated from such sums or
assets are equally treated as being part of the
'dependants' alternatively secured pension fund'.
Similarly, where assets are purchased at a later date from
such funds, or 'sums' generated by the sale of assets held
in such funds, those replacement assets or sums also fall
as part of the 'dependants' alternatively secured pension
fund' (as do any future growth or income generated by
those assets or sums).
dependants’ annuity

An annuity paid by an insurance company to a dependant
of a scheme member following the death of that member
that meets the conditions laid down in Finance Act 2004
Sch 28 para 17.

dependants’ drawdown pension
The tax provisions are given in Finance Act 2004 s167.
The term is defined in Finance Act 2004 Sch 28.
dependants’ scheme pension A pension paid to a dependant of a member of a
registered pension scheme following the death of that
member, the entitlement to which is an absolute
entitlement under the scheme and that meets the
conditions laid down in paragraph 16, Schedule 28 to the
Finance Act 2004.
dependants’ short-term annuity
An annuity contract purchased from a dependants'
unsecured pension fund held under a money purchase
arrangement that provides that dependant with an
income for a term of no more than five years (not
reaching to or beyond their 75th birthday), and which
meets the conditions imposed through paragraph 20,
Schedule 28 to the Finance Act 2004. This definition
covers replacement assets purchased after the initial
'designation' from such funds, or any capital growth from
or income generated by assets held in the fund (whether
held at the time of 'designation' or where replacement
assets).
dependants’ unsecured pension
Payments of income withdrawals direct from a money
purchase arrangement, or income paid from a
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dependants' short-term annuity contract purchased from
such an arrangement, to a dependant (who is aged under
75) of the scheme member who established the
arrangement and that meets the conditions laid down in
paragraph 20 and 23 to 24 of Schedule 28 to the Finance
Act 2004.
dependants’ unsecured pension fund
Funds (whether sums or assets) held under a money
purchase arrangement that have been 'designated' after
the death of a scheme member to provide a particular
dependant of that member (who is aged under 75) with a
dependants' unsecured pension, as identified in
paragraph 22 of Schedule 28 to the Finance Act 2004.
Once sums or assets have been 'designated' as part of a
'dependants' unsecured pension fund', any capital growth
or income generated from such sums or assets are
equally treated as being part of the 'dependants'
unsecured pension fund'. Similarly, where assets are
purchased at a later date from such funds, or 'sums'
generated by the sale of assets held in such funds, those
replacement assets or sums also fall as part of the
'dependants' unsecured pension fund' (as do any future
growth or income generated by those assets or sums).
dependency

Personal finance
State where one person is financially dependent on
another.
Project management
In risk management, the state to which any element of a
project is dependent on an external factor over which the
project manager has no control.

dependent child

In relation to capital gains tax on an interest in a
settlement, means a child (including a step-child) who is
under 18 and is neither married nor in a civil partnership
(Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s169F(4A)).

dependent personal services

Article 15 of the OECD model treaty provides that such
services should usually be taxed in the country where
they are provided, unless the services are provided for a
short period.
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dependent variable

In statistics, a variable who value is determined by other
variables. For example turnover depends on price and
quantity sold.

de plano

Latin: immediately, summarily, without attention to
forms.
In Scots law, “a decree de plano is one in which the
court grants a decree or order in the terms sought”
(Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

depletion

Using up an asset, such as minerals from quarries, mines
and oilwells.
In accounting, a quarry, mine or oilfield is treated as
a fixed asset, and depletion is accounted as depreciation.
This requires an estimate of how much mineral remains.
In general use, the word should be reserved for an
injurious reduction, and not for a reduction generally. A
stock item is only depleted if replacements are not readily
available, and you will suffer as consequence.

depletion allowance

In international taxation, tax relief when the supply of
natural resources is depleted, such as from a mine or
quarry. The UK provides capital allowances.

depletion unit method

In bookkeeping, the method for calculating depreciation
on a depleting asset, such as a quarry, mine or oilwell.
Depreciation is calculated on the amount of depletion in
the accounting period as a proportion of the extractable
units.

deposit

Money placed in a bank or other financial body for safe
keeping, often where it can earn interest.
For income tax deducted at source, a definition is
given in Income Tax Act 2007 s855(2).

deposit account (DA)

Bank account where excess funds are held to earn
interest.

deposit arrangements

One of the five forms of alternative finance arrangement.
The capital gains tax provisions are given in Taxation
of Capital Gains Act 1992 s151L.
The income tax provisions are given in Income Tax
Act 2007 s564E.
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depositary

American term for a person or business which can take
funds or documents for safe keeping. [Note that it is
spelled with an A.]

depositary interest

For child trust funds, the term is defined in Child Trust
Funds Regulations SI 2004 No 1450 reg 2(1)(c).

depositary receipt

Form of financial instrument issued by a bank to
represent the shares in a non-resident company.
This arrangement in effect allows investors to trade
in the shares of the company without the shares having
to leave the country. The arrangement is particularly
popular in the USA where they are known as American
depositary receipts (ADRs).
For UK tax purposes, a definition is given in Finance
Act 1986 s99(7). The two elements are:
• that a person holds shares or equivalent or
the right to hold them
• another person is entitled to rights (usually
expressed as units) in those securities.
From 19 March 1986, Finance Act 1986 s93(1)
introduces three occasions when SDRT is charged:
• the securities are transferred to the nominee
of the bank
• the securities are issued to the nominee
• the securities are appropriated by the
nominee towards the eventual satisfaction of the holder
of the receipts to receive chargeable securities.
Since 25 August 1999, no stamp duty reserve tax
(SDRT) is payable on UK depositary receipts (Finance Act
1999 s119). Otherwise, SDRT is payable on the issue of a
depositary receipt at a higher rate. SDRT is not payable
on subsequent changes of ownership of a depositary
receipt.

deposit back arrangements

“Arrangements by which, an amount is deposited by the
reinsurer under a contract of insurance with the cedant”
(Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s431(2)).

deposit insurance

Protection against loss of deposits by a customer should
the bank or other financial institution fail.
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deposit interest retention tax (DIRT)
Tax charged in Southern Ireland on bank account interest.
deposition

(1) Act of deposing a person from an office or position.
(2) Declaration which is made by a person under
appropriate conditions which may be accepted as a
witness statement, particularly in American courts.

deposit note

Type of medium-term note issued by a foreign bank in the
American market.

depositor

Person who leaves documents or funds for safe-keeping.

Depositor in Warehouse

The person bound by the declaration placing the goods
under the customs warehousing procedure or to whom
the rights and obligations of such a person have been
transferred.

depository

Person, business or place where money, documents or
tangible assets may be left for safekeeping. (Note that has
a different meaning from depositary spelled with an A.)

Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation (DTCC)
The American central depository for stock exchange
securities. Writers of options used DTCC as a means of
facilitating delivery.
deposit premium

The premium deposit paid when an application is made
for an insurance policy.

Deposit Protection Insurance xxx
deposit slip

Form completed when funds are deposited with a bank or
similar body. The deposit slip is usually stamped by the
bank’s cashier. The commonest form of deposit slip is a
paying-in form.

depot

Place of deposit where goods are kept, usually for
delivery to shops.

deposit insurance

Insurance scheme that protects customers of banks
against the bank being able to pay customers’ deposits.
Since 1994, it has been a legal requirement that all EU
countries must have such a scheme to provide cover for
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up to €100,000 per customer.
The limits in the UK have been:

From
1 January 2016
1 January 2011
7 October 2008
1 October 2007
previously

depository bank

Limit
£75,000
£85,000
£50,000
£35,000
£2,000 plus 90% of next
£33,000

US bank that provides all stock transfer and agency
services for depository receipts.

Depository Trust Company (DTC)
US national clearing house for the settlement of
municipal and corporate securities.
Deposit Protection Insurance Another name for deposit insurance.
deposit-taker

Form of minor bank. It may accept deposits from
members of the public but may not offer the whole range
of banking services.
For income tax, a definition is given in Income Tax
Act 2007 s853.

depreciable

Capable of having depreciation calculated for it.

depreciable amount

Cost of a non-current (fixed) asset minus residual value.
“The cost of an asset, or other amount substituted
for cost (in the financial statements), less its residual
value” (FRS 102 glossary).

depreciable asset

Asset which will be used for more than accounting period
and for which depreciation should therefore be
calculated.

depreciated replacement cost Cost of replacing a fixed asset with an equivalent asset,
but allowing for the asset being at a similar position in its
economic life.
“The most economic cost required for the entity to
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replace the service potential of an asset (including the
amount that the entity will receive from its disposal at the
end of its useful life) at the reporting date” (FRS 102
glossary).
depreciating asset

For capital gains tax, an asset for which hold-over relief
may be claimed under Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992
from s154.

depreciation

Systematic allocation of the depreciable amount of an
asset over its useful life. The depreciable amount is cost
less residual value.
For accounting standards, “the systematic allocation
of the depreciable amount of an asset over its useful life”
(FRS 102 glossary).
In national economics, “A decrease in the value of
an asset. Is also used for currency: when the value of one
currency falls in relation to another.” (HM Treasury
glossary)

depreciation fund with insurance policy method
In bookkeeping, a method that can be used for
depreciating an asset whose replacement is funded by an
insurance policy that matures at the end of the asset’s
expected useful life.
The accounting is similar in principle to
depreciation fund with investment method.
depreciation fund with investment method
In bookkeeping, a method that can be used for
depreciating an externally funded fixed asset.
“A constant amount is debited to the profit and loss
account each year, and credited to a depreciation fund
account; an equivalent amount of cash is invested outside
the business, in gilt-edged or other securities, and
allowed to accumulate at compound interest so as to
produce the required amount at the completion of a
given number of years.
“The system is adopted when money is invested
outside the business [original italics] to replace an asset at
the end of its life; it avoids the strain on the working
capital of the business which might occur if substantial
sums had to be withdrawn at any time.
“The cash to be invested each year is ascertained by
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reference to compound interest tables.”
(Bookkeeping and Accounts, Spicer and Pegler).
depreciation of companies

Tax avoidance scheme that operated in Germany and
Austria. They involved using a limited partnership to make
artificial losses to set against company profits.

depreciation rate

Rate at which a fixed asset is subject to depreciation.

depreciation threshold

An asset value below which a fixed asset is not
depreciated as the depreciation is immaterial.

depreciatory transaction

Trusts
Transaction between a trust and a beneficiary that has a
gratuitous element and reduces the value of the trust.
Such a transaction usually creates a tax liability. Examples
include a sale at undervalue, a loan at less than
commercial interest, or a lease at less than market value.
An arm’s length bargain is not a depreciatory transaction.
Chargeable gains
Transfer between group companies of shares or securities
whose value has been materially reduced, as set out in
Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s176. This law is
amended by Finance Act 2011 Sch 9 para 3.

depredate

Lay waste, plunder.

depress

Reduce something, usually intangible such as demand.

depressed area

Region which is suffering particularly badly from adverse
economic conditions.

depressed market

Market where there are insufficient customers for
available goods and services.

depression

Economics
In economics, a severe sustained recession. Some
economists define a depression as a recession that has
lasted for at least two years where at least 10% of GDP
has been lost.
Other meanings
In medicine, a disorder of mood, a protracted and
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disproportionate melancholy.
deprival

Dispossession or loss of something a person has had as a
consequence of a deliberate act by someone else.

deprival value

The value of an asset to a business, expressed as the
amount by which the business would be worse off
without the asset.

deprivation of foreign assets

Relief from capital gains tax may be claimable under
Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s268B.

de profundis

Latin: from the depths. [The term is also used for Psalm
130.]

depth of market

Extent to which a large number of securities may be
traded on a market without having a significant effect on
their prices.

deputy

Under Mental Capacity Act 2005, a person the court may
appoint to look after the assets and interests of a person
who has lost mental capacity.

deputy First Minister (dFM)

Position in Northern Ireland Executive. The dFM has
equal authority to the First Minister.

derecognition

In accounting, when a change of accounting standard
means that an item is no longer recognised for financial
accounting purposes, or vice versa. IFRS 1 para BC20
deals with first recognition on adoption of International
Accounting Standards.
“The removal of a previously recognised asset or
liability from an entity’s statement of financial position
*balance sheet+” (FRS 102 glossary).

de recte

Latin: of right

deregistration

Process by which someone is removed from a register.
For tax, the two commonest examples are removal
of a person from the VAT register and deregistration of a
pension scheme.
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deregistration threshold

Amount of annual turnover below which a business may
apply to have its VAT registration cancelled.

de règle

French: according to rule.

deregulation

Removal of regulation or government control.

dereliction

A property is exempt from council tax if it is so derelict as
to be uninhabitable. A leading case is Z Munter Farms Ltd
v Pettitt.

de rigueur

As a matter of course.
[Note that the second word contains two Us.]

derisory

Likely to prompt a contemptuous response, as in a
ludicrously low offer. The conveying of such contempt is
“derisive”.

derivate pension

“A pension which:
(a) is not payable in respect of the pensioner’s own
services, and
(b) is not attributable to the pensioner having
become entitled to a pension credit.” (Pensions (Increase)
Act 1971 s17(1)).

derivative

Common term for a derivate instrument.
“A financial instrument or other contract with all
three of the following characteristics:
(a) its value changes in response to the change
in a specified interest rate, financial instrument price,
commodity price, foreign exchange rate, index of prices
or rates, credit rating or credit index, or other variable
(sometimes called the ‘underlying’), provided in the case
of a non-financial variable that the variable is not specific
to a party to the contract;
(b) it requires no initial net investment or an
initial net investment that is smaller than would be
required for other types of contracts that would be
expected to have a similar response to changes in market
factors;
(c) it is settled at a future date.”
(FRS 102 glossary).
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derivative claim

Claim brought by a member of a company on behalf of
the company. Such claims are governed by Companies Act
2006 ss260-269.

derivative contract

Their corporation tax implications are given in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 from s570. A definition is given
in s576.

derivative instrument

A form of security based on another, often shares.
Common examples are futures, options and
warrants.

derived lease

Lease that is deemed to be in existence under the
provisions of Capital Allowances Act 2001 s70L which
relates to leases of plant or machinery with other assets.
The tax treatment of derived leases is given in
Capital Allowances Act 2001 s70M.

derived units

Units of measure which are formed from the seven base
units.
Examples include hertz, newton, joule, pascal, watt,
ohm, lux etc.

dernier

French: last

dernier cri

French: last cry, the latest fashion.

dernier ressort

French: last resort.

derrick

Crane, boom and similar devices for hoisting heavy loads.

derrière

French: behind. [The word is also colloquially used to
mean the buttocks.]

der Tag

German: the day. The day on which Germany intended to
take over the world.

DERV

Diesel Engine Road Vehicles, heavy oil which carries a
higher rate of excise duty than other heavy oils. In general
usage it has now been replaced by Ultra Low Sulphur
Diesel (ULSD).
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dervish

Muslim who leads a life similar to a monk, professing
poverty and leading an austere life.

désagrément

French: disagreement.

descendant

Person who is a son or daughter, or the son or daughter
of another descendant.

description

Words which convey more than a title but less than a
definition. Descriptions are sometimes used for computer
data.

descriptive scale

Any rating system that uses adjectives rather than
numbers to indicate score.

desecration

Remove the status of consecration from land or other
asset.

desegregation

End the separation of people according to a
characteristic, particularly racial group.

desertion

Leaving a position in a manner intended to be permanent,
particularly from the armed forces.

desert pro loco et tempore

In Scots law, “To stop the particular indictment or summary
complaint proceeding further without the facts being
determined.” (Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

desert simpliciter

In Scots law, “To bring prosecution for a crime or offence on
indictment or summary complaint to an end without the facts
being determined.” (Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

deserving poor

Term coined in the 1880s in the context of relief from
poverty. Those who had worked and not gambled or
drunk were permitted some indulgencies in the
workhouse, such as a separate sleeping cubicle, a locker,
and some tea and chocolate.

design

In commerce, this means a trade mark or similar design
that is registered. The term is defined in Copyright,
Designs and Patents Act 1988 s213(2) as amended by
Intellectual Property Act 2014 s1(1).
A company may be able to claim tax relief on
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connected expenses (Corporation Tax Act 2009 s90).
design and build

Form of simple building contract where the same person
that designs the building actually builds it. If the building
is zero-rated as a new construction, the design element
may also be zero-rated for VAT. Design work is standardrated when supplied separately.

designated account

Account in a person’s name but which contains further
identification, such as a second name or an indication of
the purpose of the account.

designated area

In relation to tax on oil and gas, means “an area
designated by Order in Council under section 1(7) of the
Continental Shelf Act 1964” (Finance Act 1973 s38(2)(e)).
For corporation tax, the same definition is used in
Corporation Tax Act 2010 s278.

designated currency of a UK resident investment company
This “is the currency which the company elects as its
designated currency” (Corporation Tax Act 2010 s9A(1)).
designated educational establishment
In relation to company gifts to such a body, the term is
defined in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s106(1).
For individual gifts, the term is defined in Income
Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s110.
designated export place (DEP)
Customs-approved inland location where certain export
procedures (full and simplified declaration procedures,
low-value and statistical declarations) may be used and
where all customs declaration must be made
electronically to the Customs Handling of Import and
Export Freight (CHIEF) system.
designated fund

Unrestricted fund which the organisation has set aside for
a particular purpose.
This term is particularly used by charities, churches
and other non-commercial organisations. It is a halfway
house between a restricted fund which may only be used
for the purpose for which the funds were provided, and a
general fund which may be used for any purpose.
A designated fund is an amount of general fund
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which the ruling body has allocated for a specific purpose,
such as to acquire a new building, and which may not be
used for any other purpose until the ruling body decides
otherwise.
designated HMRC officer

A senior employee of HMRC who has been specifically
authorised by the Commissioners to deal with a particular
matter, such as issuing an counteraction notice against a
tax avoidance scheme.

designated international organisations
Special capital gains provisions apply under Taxation of
Capital Gains Act 1992 s265.
designated investment exchange (DIE)
A stock exchange or other investment exchange operating
outside the UK but which the Financial Services Authority
accepts as working to the required standard.
designated order turn-around (DOT)
In USA, an electronic system on the New York Stock
Exchange which facilitates automatic buying and selling of
securities.
designated premises supervisor
Person named in a licence in respect of particular
premises (Licensing Act 2003 s15).
designated religious body

Term used in Scotland for a church which is excused some
compliance provisions for charities.

designation of origin or geographical indications
Customs notice 34 refers to these as being prescribed by
EC or UK law. Customs may seize goods that are falsely
designated.
designatory letters

Letters a person is entitled to put after his or her name,
also known as postnominal letters.

designed or adapated

In relation to VAT on gaming machines, “includes a
reference to a machine in which anything has been done
as a result of which it can reasonably be expected to be
used for that purpose” (Value Added Tax Act 1994
s23(6)(c).
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The section continues that “adapted” includes a
reference to software being installed.
designer rate tax

System of taxation where a company may apportion its
taxable profits into two parts of whatever size it wishes.
For example, one part is taxed at a low rate, and the
other at a high rate, such as 2% and 80%.
This curious arrangement is designed to exploit the
UK tax rules on controlled foreign companies. For
example if such a company would be liable to UK tax if
the local tax was less than 20%, the profits could be
apportioned to reach exactly 20%.
This is now generally prevented by Income and
Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s750A for accounting periods
that start after 5 October 1999. This was replaced by
different provisions by Finance Act 2012.

designer tax rate

Another name for designer rate tax.

design paper

Paper which includes a simple background design and on
to which other material may be printed.

design weight

In the context of determining whether a vehicle is a van
for taxing an employee provided with one, “the weight at
which a vehicle is designed or adapted not to exceed
when in normal use and travelling on a road laden”
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s115(2)
and s235(6)).

desilver

Remove the silver from, such as turning a mirror into
plain glass.

desk

Item of furniture, similar to a table, but intended for
working. It often has drawers.

desk accessory

Any item designed to sit on a desk for use or convenience
of the user.

desk audit

American term for a review of a contractor’s documents
to comply with regulations, particularly regarding
affirmative action.
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desk calculator

Calculator which is designed to sit on a desk, with
particularly large display of figures.

desk diary

Diary designed to be kept on a desk.

desk lamp

Any form of light designed to be used on a desk.

desk mat

Mat designed to sit on a desk either to protect it or to
provide a better surface for writing.

desktop

Computer system which can be operated from a
computer that sits on a desk. The term has faded from
use from around 2000 as most functions can now be
performed on such a computer.

desktop

In computing, the screen which appears when the
computer is in normal use and no other screen has been
chosen. The desktop displays icons representing
commonly used programs and files.

de son tort demesne

Latin: of his own wrong.

despatches

European Union
In the context of trade within the European Union (EU),
the removal of goods from the UK and their acquisition in
another European Union (EU) Member State by a person
registered for VAT in that State.
Other meanings
Place where something is intended to arrive.
In accounting, the geographical area to which
products or services are supplied, and which may be
reported under segmental reporting (SSAP 25).
In computing, this means a file to which data are
transferred.
In law, this means the place in a consolidation Act
where an existing provision is re-enacted.

destination

(1) Intended place for the end of a journey.
(2) New statutory reference when a law is consolidated.
Acts such as Income Tax Act 2007 are accompanied by a
table of destinations showing where previous statutory
provisions are now found.
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destination information

Data on what happens to students of a particular
institution. The term is defined in Small Business,
Enterprise and Employment Act 2015 s80(3).

destination principle

Principle in some elements of VAT that require tax to be
accounted according to the country of destination and
not the country of supply.

destination store

Retail unit which attracts its own custom wherever it is
located. For such a store, location is less important than
for shops which depend on footfall or passing trade.

destitution

Extreme poverty.

destruction

Process of destroying or making useless. There are
various legal processes which can order destruction.
Note that destruction is not easily qualified.
Properly may be partly destroyed or almost destroyed,
but not somewhat destroyed.
For customs purposes, destruction of goods means
that they are made unusable by the owner or importer.
Duty may still be payable on the scrap value. An
alternative is abandonment.

desuetude

Disuse, discontinuance.

detached national expert

Person engaged under the European Union scheme
established on 26 July 1988.
The daily subsistence allowance paid to such an
expert is exempt from tax under Income Tax (Earnings
And Pensions) Act 2003 s304.

detain

Hold against a person’s will.

detained cash

Funds which have been seized under Proceeds of Crime
Act 2002 s295.

detained resident

“A person detained in a hospital or care home — for the
purpose of being given care or treatment — in
circumstances which amount to deprivation of the
person’s liberty” (Mental Health Act 2007 Sch 7 clause 6).
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detainee

In general, a detainee is not entitled to a personal
independence payment (Welfare Reform Act 2012 s87).

detent

Position into which a control knob clicks, as opposed to
one where it rotates freely.

détente

(Relaxation of strained relations between two countries.
The term comes from French.

detention

In relation to Customs’ powers, the right to detain a ship,
aircraft or other vehicle as given by Customs and Excise
Management Act 1979 s29.

détenu

Political prisoner, particularly in India. The term comes
from French.

detention

In Scots law, “A sentence of imprisonment in a young offender's
institution on a person under 21 years of age.” (Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).

detention and training order

Order which may be imposed on military personnel under
18 for committing an offence (Armed Forces Act 2006
s211).

detention officer

Civilian who is so designated by a chief officer of police
under Police Reform Act 2002 s38(2).

determination

The process by which any amount becomes known. In tax,
this may arise from one of several processes. Further
information is contained in Taxes Management Act 1970
s28C-28E.
Provisions in Scotland are set out in Revenue
Scotland and Tax Powers Act 2014 from s91.

determination of code

Process by which HMRC allocates a tax code to an
employee for PAYE purposes (PAYE Regulations SI 2003
No 2682 from reg 13).
Matters to be considered in determining the code
are given in reg 14.
The code may be adjusted to recover debts under
reg 14A, to recover high income child benefit charge
under reg 14B, and to recover tax credits under reg 14C.
The maximum amount that may be recovered is,
from 6 April 2015, between £3,000 and £17,000
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dependent on earnings. The tables is given in regulation
14D.
Determinations Panel

Panel established by the Pensions Regulator under
Pensions Act 2004 s9. Its functions are to exercise various
regulatory functions of pension schemes.

determinism

In psychology, the view that behaviour is determined by
factors outside the person’s control, such as the weather
and our natural make-up.

deterrent tax

In international taxation, an additional tax, often at a
penal rate, designed to discourage tax offences.

detersion

Process of cleaning.

detest

In old documents, this term means to witness against,
rather than to hate.

detinue

Obsolete civil offence of interfering with someone else’s
property. It is now replaced by Torts (Interference with
Goods) Act 1977.

Detonation Resistance Test Certificate (DRT)
Certificate that states that an imported product such as
fertiliser does not contain materials that could detonate.
Such a certificate can be a requirement to obtaining
Customs clearance.
detonators

Items in the list of explosives for which there may be
special Customs provisions (Explosives Act 1875 s3(1)).

detriment

Damage, loss, disbenefit or something else which is
suffered. Agreeing to a detriment is adequate
consideration for a contract.

detritus

Mass of fragments worn off rick. By extension, any
collection of rubbish.

de trop

French expression which means more than enough.

dettes actives

French: accounts payable.
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detur digniori

Latin: let it be given to the more worthy.

deuce

In gambling, the two of any suit in a pack of cards.

deuce-ace

In gambling, a throw of two dice which shows a 1 and a 2.

de uitvoer

Dutch: export.

Deus avertat

Latin: God forbid.

Deus dat

Latin: God grant

deus ex machina

Latin: a god let down by a machine.
The expression means an unlikely intervention
which extricates a person from difficulty, such as an
unexpected inheritance which removes problems for a
debtor.

Deus vobiscum

Latin: God be with you.

Deus vult

Latin: God wills it.

deuterogamy

Second marriage.

Deutsche Aktienindex (Dax)

Share index of the Frankfurt stock exchange.

Deutsche Terminbörse

Futures and options exchange which opened in Frankfurt
in 1990.

Deutschmark (DM)

Unit of currency of Germany until it adopted the euro in
2002. It was divided into 100 pfennigs. [The term can be
expressed as Deutsche Mark.]

Deuxième Bureau

French: Second Department. French Department of
Military Intelligence.

devaluation

Reduction in the value of a currency relative to other
currencies.
The term usually means a specific reduction as
determined by the government, rather than the day-today fluctuations.
The UK pound was devalued:
• from £1 = $4.03 to £1 = $2.80 on 18
September 1949,
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• from £1 = $2.80 to £1 = $2.40 on 19
November 1967.
The pound now floats freely against other
currencies.
devastation

State of a place which has been plundered or laid waste,
either deliberately or by natural forces.

devastavit

Latin: he has wasted.
A violation or neglect of duty by a personal
representative in administering an estate of the
deceased. A writ of devastavit can make the personal
representative personally liable to those who have a
claim on the assets. The law is now contained in
Administration of Estates Act 1925 s29.

developing countries

“A term generally used to describe countries that have a
low national income.” (HM Treasury glossary).

development

Financial accounting
In financial accounting, expenditure of turning research
into a saleable product.
“The application of research findings or other
knowledge to a plan ot design for the production of new
or substantially improved materials, devices, products,
processes, systems or services before the start of the
commercial production or use” (FRS 102 glossary).
Provided strict conditions are met, development
spending may be capitalised as a fixed asset and not
written off as expenses in the profit and loss account.
There are also specific provisions in Companies Act 2006
s844.
Oil industry
“In relation to an oil field, means winning oil from the
field otherwise than in the course of searching for oil or
drilling wells” (Corporation Tax Act 2010 s356IB(2)).
“In relation to a licensed area, means winning oil
from the licensed area otherwise than in the course of
searching for oil or drilling wells” (Corporation Tax Act
2010 s356J(4)).
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developmental counselling

In human resources, when managers work with
employees to identify their strengths and weaknesses.

developmental disabilities

American term for a severe disability of an individual that
is manifest before the age of 22 and is likely to continue
indefinitely.

development area

Part of the country where the government provided
particular assistance.

development assistance

Assistance provided by the British government to any
person or body with a view to reducing poverty in
another country (International Development Act 2002
s1).

development capital

Funds allocated to let a business expand.

development cost

In accounting, cost of turning applied research into
products. There is a limited authority to capitalise such
expenditure. Otherwise it must be written off as an
expense in the profit and loss account.
There are specific provisions in Companies Act 2006
s844.

development gains tax

Tax charged between 17 December 1973 and 31 July 1976
on the gain when selling any land other than a person’s
main residence. It was replaced by development land tax.
The taxable gain was calculated by taking the lowest
figure from using three methods. The first £10,000 was
exempt. Tax was charged at 80% on the balance.

development land tax

Tax charged between 1 August 1976 and 19 March 1985
on the development value of land. It replaced
development gains tax.
The tax was calculated on the consideration less
deductible expenses and base value. The base value was
basically the cost plus 15% (10% before 26 March 1980),
though there were three different bases (A to C) which
could be used to calculate this.
There was an annual exemption, which was £75,000
in the year before abolition.
The tax was charged at 80% until 10 June 1979 and
then at 60% until abolition.
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development plan

The strategies which determine planning policy in a
particular area (Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
2004 s38).

development programme

In human resources, a scheme of education or training
designed to stimulate an individual’s professional growth.

development psychology

Branch of psychology which is particularly concerned with
how people develop throughout their life.

development rate

Rate of national minimum wage for workers aged 22 and
above who were undergoing training.
This rate was abolished from 1 October 2002, since
when such workers are paid at the reduced rate.

development value

Additional value of land because it may be used for a
more valuable purpose, such as when farming land has
planning permission for homes.

Devil’s advocate

Person who argues a case solely as a means of testing its
veracity.
The term originated in the Church.

devils

Colloquialism for Counsel of the Treasury, answerable to
the Attorney-General.

devise

Gift of land and buildings in a will.

devisee

Someone who receives a devise.

devolved administrations

Collective term for the Scottish Parliament, Welsh
Assembly and Northern Ireland Assembly.

devolved tax

Tax whose administration is passed to a devolved
administration.
For Wales, such taxes are listed in Government of
Wales Act 2006 s116A as added by Wales Act 2014 s6(2).

Dewar, Donald

Scottish Labour politician (1937-2000) who was First
Minister of Scotland from 17 May 1999 until his death on
11 October 2000. He was the first person to hold that
office in the reconstituted Scottish Parliament.
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dew-cup

Old term for an early morning allowance given to harvest
workers.

dFM

Deputy First Minister, of Northern Ireland Executive.

DFPNI

Department of Finance and Personnel, Northern Ireland.

DG

Director-general.

DGA

Abbreviation used in formula for Gift Aid donations in
Finance Act 2008 Sch 18 para 2(1).

DGN

(1) Dangerous Goods Note.
(2) Abbreviation used in formula for Gift Aid donations in
Finance Act 2008 Sch 18 para 2(1).

DH

Abbreviation: dirham, currency of Morocco.

Dh

Abbreviation: dirham, currency of United Arab Emirates.

DHCP

In computing, dynamic host configuration protocol.
This is an automatic configuration protocol used on
IP networks on the Internet.

DHP

Discretionary housing payment.

diabetic food

For VAT, diabetic food generally follows the same
treatment as the mainstream equivalent (VAT notice
701/14).

diabetes

This condition comes within the scope of “chronically sick
or disabled”, which allows certain supplies to a sufferer to
be zero-rated, as explained in VAT notice 701/7.

diagnosis

Identification of the course of an illness and, by
extension, of any other type of problem.
It should be noted that problems are diagnosed;
people are not.
The plan of what to do about the problem is a
prognosis.

diagonal spread

In investment, an options strategy that involves two
options of the same type that have different strike prices
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and different expiry dates.
dial

Call a telephone number.
Original telephones had a spinning dial with ten
holes corresponding to the numbers 0 to 9 and where
each hole corresponded to up to three letters. The length
of the spin of the dial indicated the digit being dialled.
From the 1960s, dials were replaced by push buttons.
However the term “dial” is still used for calling a number.

dialogue box

In computing, a message which appears on a computer
while running a program. The dialogue box may invite the
user to think again or warn the user of something
significant, such as low memory.

Dialogue of the Exchequer

Treatise on the English Exchequer written in late 12th
century.

diamond

Jewel made from carbon. Rough diamonds may only be
imported into the UK from outside the UK if they have a
valid Kimberley Process Certificate (Customs notice 1).

diarchy

Government by two people. The Northern Ireland
Executive is a diarchy.

diary

Book for recording appointments or other time-related
material. The term is also used for electronic equivalents.
A blank diary is not a zero-rated book but standardrated stationery for VAT purposes, though a completed
diary may be a zero-rated book. This was stated in the
leading case Customs and Excise Commissioners v Colour
Offset Limited [1995] STC 85 (QB).

diastase

“An enzyme, developed by the malting process, which
converts starch to sugars during mashing” (Customs
notice 39).

diastatic

Description of seeds that contain an enzyme for turning
starch into sugar. Diastatic barley is within the scope of
inward processing relief for the Whisky Export Refund
Scheme. It may qualify for a similar relief when used to
make gin or vodka.
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dibs

Colloquialism for money, particularly used for gambling.
The word originally meant the knuckle-bones of sheep so
used.

dicta probantis

Latin: proof texts.

diddle

To cheat on a small scale. The expression is believed to be
a contraction of “hey diddle diddle” which is rhyming
slang for “fiddle”. Another explanation is that the term
comes from Jeremy Diddler in Kenny’s farce Raising the
Wind.
For legal and tax purposes, it is regarded as theft or
fraud and treated accordingly.

die

For stamp duty “includes any plate, type, tool or
implement whatever used under the direction of the
Commissioners for expressing or denoting any duty, or
any rate of duty, or the fact that any duty or rate of duty
or penalty has been paid, or that an instrument is duly
stamped, or is not chargeable with any duty or for
denoting any fee, and also any part of any such plate,
type, tool or implement” (Stamp Act 1891 s27).

DIE

Designated investment exchange.

dies

Latin: day.

diesel

General definition
Usual term for diesel oil that may be used as a road fuel
in an engine built for that purpose. The word comes from
the German engineer Rudolph Diesel (1858-1913) who
invented the engine. Originally the word meant the
engine rather than the fuel.
For excise duty, diesel is subject to hydrocarbon oil
duty.
For capital allowances, the word “means any diesel
fuel within the definition of the law of a member state
implementing Article 6 of Council Directive 70/156/EEC
as amended” (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s268C(4)).
Company cars
From 6 April 2016, employees with diesel engine cars pay
tax on the benefit on the same basis as for petrol cars.
From 1992/93 to 1999/2000, diesel engines were
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taxed at lower rates than petrol cars as they have lower
carbon dioxide emissions and have a higher mileage per
gallon.
From 2001/02 to 2015/16, they are taxed at higher
rates as it was realised that diesel engines produce
harmful particulate matter and nitrogen oxides. The
higher taxable value was achieved by adding 3 percentage
points to the petrol equivalent.
From 1 September 2015, new diesel engines must
meet the Euro 6 standard which removes the exhaust
pollutants. Existing engines have a transitional period for
conversion. Accordingly, the 3 additional percentage
points cease to apply from 6 April 2016.
diesel car

“Car which is propelled solely by diesel” (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s141(3)).

diesel oil

Heavy fuel oil used in diesel engines.

dies non

Day on which no legal business may be transacted. These
are Sundays, Good Friday, Christmas Day and any bank
holiday.

diet

In Scots law, “The date fixed by the court for hearing a
case for any one of a variety of purposes. “(Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).

dietary supplement

For VAT purposes, a dietary supplement does not come
within the scope of zero-rated food. Further details are
given in VAT notice 701/14.
However, a VAT tribunal zero-rated a dietary
supplement in what it described as a borderline case in
Arthro Vite Ltd [1996] VTD 14836.

diet bar

Product that is designed to replace more fattening food.
A product comprising peanuts, beans and with a
small amount of sweetening, but generally otherwise not
palatable, was held to be food and not confectionary
(Texas Touch Dallas Diets Ltd [1984] VTD 1664).

Dieu et mon droit

French: God and my right. Royal motto, first used by
Richard I in 1198.
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difference

Arithmetical term, as against the geometric term
differential. The difference between £1.00 and £1.10 is
10p; the differential is 10%.

difference clause

An agreement in swaps, forward rate agreements and
similar to net off the sums owed and only pay the
difference owing between the parties.

difference on consolidation

Difference between fair value of the payment for a
subsidiary and the fair value of net assets acquired, more
commonly called goodwill.

difference option

An option which pays the difference between the prices
of two assets.

different

A writer should always ask if this word is necessary, as in
“three different sets of accounts”.
Most grammars say that “different from” is
preferred to “different to” and “different than”, though
there are many examples of the latter forms in literature.

differential

Difference expressed as a ratio rather than an amount.
The difference between 7 relative to 5 is 2; the differential
is 40%.

differential tariff

Arrangement whereby a higher rate of Customs duty is
imposed on some goods from one country compared with
other goods from the same country.

differentiation

For income tax, rules that taxed income at different rates
according to its source.
The term was used between 1907 and 1920, though
aspects of differentiation can be found in current income
tax law.

digest

(1) To dissolve food in the stomach. By extension, this
means to assimilate an idea or information. This means
that the hearer needs time to consider the implications of
what is being suggested.
(2) Summary of documents, a synopsis or summary; an
abbreviated text. The term originally meant a body of
laws.
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digging machine

“Means a vehicle which is designed, constructed and used
for the purpose of trench digging, or any kind of
excavating or shovelling work, and which —
(a) is used on public roads only for that purpose or
for the purpose of proceeding to or from the place where
it is to be or has been used for that purpose, and
(b) when so proceeding does not carry any load
except such as is necessary for its propulsion or
equipment”
(Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1979 Sch 1 para 10(2)).

digit

A finger or toe. As there are 10, the term came to mean
any of the symbols from 1 to 9 and 0. So the number 47
contains two digits.

digital

In computing, representing data in binary digits as against
an analogue form. Digits have the two advantages that:
• sufficient digits may be used to ensure great
accuracy, which translates into better quality pictures and
recordings, and more reliable data; and
• data may be copied indefinitely with no loss
of quality.

Digital By Default

Government scheme announced on 23 November 2010
to move all interaction between government and
businesses or individuals to computer-based systems.
HMRC has already started this process. It is to
launch a further consultation in Autumn 2012 with a few
to dealing with class 2 national insurance and PAYE
primarily on-line.

Digital Case System (DCS)

Computer-based system for the administration of cases in
the criminal courts. It was trialled in 2015 before being
adopted in all courts by 31 March 2016.

digital certificate

A Digital Certificate is used for some government
transactions that require high levels of security and data
integrity. A certificate contains encrypted information
about the user’s identity and can establish the user’s
authority to perform a particular task.

digital computer

Computer where data is handled digitally. All computers
from the 1980s onwards have been digital.
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digital content

For consumer protection, this is defined as “data which
are produced and supplied in digital form” (Consumer
Rights Act 2015 s2(9)).

Digital Copyright Exchange

Body proposed in a BIS paper published on 2 August
2011. It would allow copyrights be freely bought and sold.

digital native

Colloquialism for a person who grows up in a world of
modern digital devices.

digital projector

Computer peripheral which allows images from a
computer screen to be projected on to a screen.

digital safe

Piece of software loaded on to a customer’s computer
containing PIN numbers, user names and passwords. This
allows the customer to use account aggregation without
disclosing such details to the aggregator.

digital service test area

Area where universal credit is tested as a digital service
without Gateway conditions. The areas were Croydon,
Southwark and Sutton.

digital signature

Electronic signature based on encryption and the use of
sender's private key.
It has a similar function to a written signature in
confirming that the document transmitted is from the
signatory.

digitise

Reduce a piece of information to digits, such as
expressing the date 25 March 2012 as 25032012.

digs

Colloquialism for temporary accommodation. The term
comes from such accommodation provided to gold
diggers.

dii penates

Latin: household gods. The term came to mean such
household items as the lady of the house particularly
prized.

dike

For capital allowances, this is specifically excluded from
the scope of plant and machinery (Capital Allowances Act
2001 s22(1) List B).
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dilapidations

Term once used in accountancy to mean the cost of
reinstating leased premises to their condition at the start
of the lease.
“Works of repair or re-instatement for which a
lessee is liable if the lease provides that:
• the lessee is responsible both for repairs, and
• for delivering up the leased property at the
end of the lease in the state in which it was at the
beginning of the lease”
(Inspectors’ Manual at BIM 43521).

dilemma

Situation when faced with two undesirable choices. The
term is more precise than just a difficult situation.

diligence

Conscientious work, one of the requirements implied in
all contracts of employment.

diligence procedure

In Scots law, “for enforcing an order of the court, or for
recovering documents from an opponent or other person; or
for obtaining the evidence of witnesses before a commissioner.
It also applies to an order to preserve money or property of a
party until civil proceedings have been concluded. “(Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).

Dillon Round

Series of talks held between 1960 and 1962 as part of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trades.

Dilnot Report

Government report produced by Andrew Dilnot on 4 July
2011, dealing with funding the costs of caring for the
elderly. The main proposals were:
• capping the costs borne by the person at a
figure between £25,000 and £50,000
• increasing the means-tested threshold, then
at £23,250, to £100,000.
It estimated that the cost of introducing a cap at
£35,000 would cost the government £1.7 bn a year.
The report had broad cross-party political support.
The Autumn Statement of 25 November 2015 announced
that these reforms would not be introduced until 2020.

diluted net asset value

Method of calculating the value of a company. It
considers the effect of exercising options, warrants and
similar.
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dilution

(1) Effect (usually on earnings per share) if everyone who
could acquire shares did so.
(2) For beer duty, adding water to beer to reduce its
alcoholic strength. Customs notice 226 explains that this
requires Customs approval.

diluvion

Loss of land through flooding.

diluvium

Deposit of sand, mud, gravel and similar from flooding.

dime

US ten cent coin, and hence any small amount.

diminished responsibility

“Such abnormality of the mind (whether arising from a
condition of arrested or retarded development of mind or
any inherent causes or induced by disease or injury) as
substantially impaired his mental responsibility for his
acts and omissions in doing or being a party to *murder+”
(Homicide Act 1957 s2).

diminishing balance

Another name for reducing balance, a method of
calculating depreciation.

diminishing returns

Diminishing returns refers to a situation where a firm is
trying to expand by using more of its variable factors, but
finds that the extra output they get each time they add
one gets progressively less and less. This usually arises
because their capacity is limited in the short-run and the
combination of the fixed and variable factors becomes
less than optimal.

diminishing shared ownership arrangements
One of the five forms of alternative finance arrangement.
The capital gains tax implications are given in
Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s151K.
The income tax provisions are given in Income Tax
Act 2007 s564D.
diminution of value

Reduction in value, particularly of an estate in respect of
inheritance tax.
The transfer of value is of the loss in value of the
estate, not the increase in value to the recipient. This is
likely to be of most relevance in shareholdings where a
reduction from a 60% holding to 40% (and thus loss of
control) represents a greater diminution than the value of
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a 20% holding. It can also be relevant if a set of something
is broken up.
dimissory

In law, sending away or giving leave to appeal to a court
in a different jurisdiction.

dinar

Currency of Iraq and some other Arab countries.

diners

Gold coin issued by Andorra, that may be a gold
investment coin for VAT purposes.

Diners Club

A brand of charge card. It is not possible to use this card
to pay tax. The card was first issued in 1950.

Diocesan Board of Finance (DBF)
Body corporate that exists in each diocese of the Church
of England to administer its financial matters. The term is
defined in Endowments and Glebe Measure 1976.
Such a body is restricted in being regarded as a
charity (Charities Act 2011 s10(2)(b)).
diocese

Area of a country that is administered by a bishop in the
Church of England or (using different boundaries) in the
Roman Catholic church.

DIP

Direct input provider.

dip

(1) In investment, a small and temporary reduction in the
price or value of a security.
(2) In brewing, traditional method for measuring the
amount of brewed material in the collecting vessel.

di penates

Latin: household goods.

diplex

In computing, ability to transmit two messages at the
same time down one wire.

diploma

Qualification awarded to a person to indicate their
attainment in a particular activity.

diploma mill

Perjorative term for body that gives certificates denoting
qualifications without proper consideration of whether
the student has met an appropriate standard.
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diplomat

A UK or foreign diplomat; and or a member of staff
working: in an Embassy, Consulate or High Commission;
the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO); any
organisation working in support of the FCO or in
association with Embassies, Consulates and High
Commissions.

diplomatic bag

Any container of any size or shape which is sent to an
embassy. Under international conventions, such a bag is
free of all Customs controls and taxes.

diplomatic immunity

In law, the right of ambassadors and other diplomatic
staff not to be prosecuted or sued by their resident
country. This is set out in the Vienna Convention 1961,
and enacted in the UK as Diplomatic Privileges Act 1964.
For this reason, businesses should be wary of
accepting orders from diplomatic premises without prior
payment.
Goods for embassies and other diplomatic premises
do not have to pay customs duty and other taxes
(Diplomatic Privileges Act 1964 Sch 1 Article 23).

diplomatic service code

Code of conduct for the diplomatic service (Constitutional
Reform and Governance Act 2010 s6).

diram

One hundredth of a somoni, currency of Tajkistan.

direct attribution

The process by which supplies of goods and services are
identified, and are used exclusively in making exempt
supplies.

direct benefit

Any form of consideration provided directly to someone,
such as a benefit in kind provided directly from employer
to employee.

direct collection

Collection of tax from earnings from casual workers and
others where HMRC is of the view that collection under
PAYE is impracticable. The relevant law is PAYE
regulations SI 2003 No 2682 from reg 141.

direct compensation

American term for pay provided directly to an employee.

direct control

Accounting term to determine whether a body comprises
a separate entity and should therefore produce its own
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accounts. Guidance is given in FRS 5. Control is separately
defined.
The Statement of Principles provides this guidance
“an entity has direct control of an asset if it has the ability
in its own right to obtain the future economic benefits
embodied in that asset and to restrict others’ access to
those benefits. An entity has direct control of its own
activities and resources but does not have direct control
of any other activities and resources” (Para 2.4(a)).
direct costing

Method used to calculate the total cost of an item,
sometimes known as absorption costing.
The basis formula is:
direct cost = materials + labour + share of
overheads.
Suppose a company plans to make 100,000 widgets.
The material for each widget costs £1.20, the labour costs
80p and the company’s overheads are £100,000. The
materials and labour comprise £2. The overheads are
apportioned or absorbed at the rate of £1 per item, giving
a total cost of £3.
Direct costing is appropriate for decisions on
whether to sell an item at all. If the price does not allow a
reasonable profit over £3, the company probably should
not sell the item at all.
Care is needed with regard to the absorption
element. If the company sells only 50,000 widgets, the
overheads equate to £2 per item.
Once the overheads have been recovered, it is then
appropriate to consider the marginal cost. In this case,
the marginal cost is just £2 for materials and labour. So if
the company received a large order for widgets at £2.50,
the company could accept the order and make a profit.
The other widely used methods of costing are
marginal costing and opportunity costing.

direct debit

A procedure under which an organisation to whom a
payment is due claims the amount directly from the bank
account of its debtor.
Direct debit may be used to pay tax owed under
self-assessment, either as payments on the due dates of
31 January and 31 July, or for monthly or weekly
payments under the Budget Payment Plan.
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direct discrimination

When discrimination is overtly made for an unlawful
reason, such as passing a rule which denies equal
treatment to a person because they are black or female.
It is illegal under equality law.

direct drilling

Drilling and sowing in one operation.

direct expenses

Expenses of selling a product or service, excluding the
direct costs of materials and labour. Direct expenses will
include such matters as storage, inspection and
packaging.

direct export

Refers to goods exported directly from the UK to a nonEuropean Union country.

direct input provider (DIP)

Company that makes use of the London Stock Exchange
system to deliver price sensitive announcements.

direct investment

In international taxation, a term that usually signifies an
investment in a company of at least 10%.

direct labour

In management accounting, the costs of workers who
actually make the goods or provide the services offered
by their employer.

directional testing

Auditing technique of testing debits for overstatement
and credits for understatement.

directing attention

One of the three traditional functions of management
accounting. The other two are score-keeping and problem
solving.

directions

In law, instructions from a judge on how a case should
proceed.

direction tax

In relation to PAYE and self-assessment, “means any
amount of tax which is the subject of a direction made
under regulation 72(5), regulation 72F or regulation 81(4)
in relation to the taxpayer in respect of one or more tax
periods falling within the relevant tax year” (PAYE
regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 185(6)).
The same term is later defined as “any amount of
tax which is the subject of a direction” )PAYE regulations
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SI 2003 No 2682 reg 188(7)).
directive

A document issued by the European Union requiring all
Member States to adapt their national law to be
consistent with the Directive.

Directive disclosure requirements
Documents which are required to be disclosed by Article
3 of the First Company Law Direction 68/151/EC as
amended.
This is enacted in UK law as Companies Act 2006
s1078 which lists the documents.
direct labour

Cost of labour in producing goods for sale.

directly contracted childcare

Arrangement where an employer buys childcare support
from a commercial nursery. This is a tax-free benefit up to
£55 a week.

direct materials

Cost of materials in producing goods for sale.

director

Law
Person who directs a company on behalf of the
shareholders. In company law, the word “director”
includes any person who performs such a function
however known (Companies Act 2006 s250). This may
include a shadow director.
A private company must have at least one director
(Companies Act 2006 s154(1)). A public company must
have at least two (ibid s154(2)). At least one director must
be a natural person.
Under Small Business, Enterprise and Employment
Act 2015 s87, a director must be a natural person and not
another company.
Tax
For the purpose of calculating the tax on benefits in kind,
director is as defined in Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s67(1).
There are special provisions relating to when a
director’s tax is paid other than by the director (Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s223).
A director can become personally liable for a
relevant PAYE debt under the provisions of PAYE
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regulations SI 2003 No 2682 s97ZB which has effect from
6 April 2014.
For national insurance, a director always has an
earnings period of the entire tax year.
A director who has a contract of employment with
the company has the same rights as any other employee.
This includes payment if the employer becomes insolvent,
and the right to be paid at least the national minimum
wage.
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP)
Head of the Crown Prosecution Service.
“The DPP operates independently, under the
superintendence of the Attorney General who is
accountable to Parliament for the work of the CPS”
(website of the Crown Prosecution Service).
Director of Savings

Person so appointed under National Debt Act 1972.

Director Referral

Term used in HMRC administration of tax disputes.
This refers to any case where the HMRC Director
who has operational responsibility for a case “considers
that the nature of the dispute renders it necessary or
prudent for referral to be made to the Tax Disputes
Resolution Board” (HMRC Notice of 20 December 2013).

directors’ dealings

Sale and purchase of shares by directors of listed
companies.
These dealings must generally be disclosed publicly.
The reason is that directors are in a special position to see
what is happening to the company. Any large sale or
purchase is therefore significant, particularly if it appears
that the directors are acting in concert.

director’s employment

“In relation to a person who is employed as a director,
means that employment” (Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s223(8)).

directors’ explanatory report Report that must be issued by directors of merging
companies in respect of a proposed merger (Companies
Act 2006 s906). The contents are set out in s908.
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directors’ fees

Amounts paid to directors, particularly for attending
board meetings.

directors’ fees received by partnership or companies
It is possible for a directorship to be held by a person in
the professional capacity as a member of a partnership or
company. This usually applies to accountants or solicitors.
In such cases, extra-statutory concession A37
generally allows the partnership or company to treat the
income as part of its professional income. The director is
not taxed as an employee of the company.
directors’ interests

Interests which the directors of a company have in the
shares, debentures and similar of their company. Such
interests must be disclosed in the accounts.

directors’ remuneration policy In relation to a quoted company, “means the policy of a
quoted company with respect to the making of
remuneration payments and payments for loss of office”
(Companies Act 2006 s226A).
directors’ remuneration report
Statement which must be provided by a quoted company
under Companies Act 2006 s420.
directors’ report

Report published by a company with its annual accounts.
A company has a duty to prepare such a report under
Companies Act 2006 s415. The contents are set out in
s416.

directors’ service contract

Contract between a company and one of its directors as
defined below.
Under company law, all such contracts must be
available for inspection under Companies Act 2006 s228.
The statutory definition is “A contract under which:
(a) a director of the company undertakes personally
to perform services (as director or otherwise) for the
company, or for a subsidiary of the company, or
(b) services (as director or otherwise) that a director
of the company undertakes personally to perform are
made available by a third party to the company, or to a
subsidiary of the company” (Companies Act 2006
s227(1)).
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directorship

Position of being a director.

directory

(1) Any book which provides information about people or
businesses.
(2) In computing, a group of files usually stored together
for organizational purposes. It is also known as a folder.

directory enquiries

Law under Communications Act 2003 s69.

directory entries

A person cannot be charged for an entry in a directory
unless the person has signed a written order for such
entry and other provisions of Unsolicited Goods and
Services Act 1971 s3 are followed.

direct payment scheme

For inheritance tax, a scheme that allows the tax to be
paid by a direct transfer from funds held in the
deceased’s bank account. Guidance on this is given in
HMRC’s IHT400 help notes.

direct placing

When shares are placed directly with investors, without
the use of underwriting and without a public subscription.

direct product profitability (DPP)
Management accounting method which involves
apportioning overheads to products and services, to
estimate the net profit for these each items, in addition to
the gross profit.
direct purchase

For investment, purchase of shares in an open-end
mutual fund directly from the fund company, rather than
through a broker.

direct quote

Exchange rate expressed as the number of units of
domestic currency equal to one unit of the comparison
currency.

direct recovery of debts (DRD) Scheme whereby HMRC may take money directly from a
taxpayer’s bank account without needing a court order or
further authority.
DRD was introduced from 6 April 2015.
The main points of DRD are:
• it is a final resort when other methods of tax
collection have failed
• at least £1,000 in tax must be owed
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• it is only used when any appeals have been
exhausted
• HMRC will first arrange a face-to-face
meeting with the taxpayer
• vulnerable taxpayers will not be subject to
DRD
• at least £5,000 will be left in the taxpayer’s
bank accounts
• there is a 30-day period to appeal against
DRD to a county court.
direct representative

A third party who makes a Customs declaration in a
trader's name, on the trader's behalf.
Legally, the trader is still regarded as the declarant.

directrix

Rarely used word meaning a female director.

direct selling

Marketing method of selling to a customer without using
a third party, such as a shop or agent.

direct share ownership

Ownership of shares by private individuals rather than
through a collective investment scheme such as a unit
trust.

direct speech

Quoting a person’s exact words, as in “John said ‘I shall
buy the car’” as against indirect speech which
summarises the words, as in “John said that he would buy
the car”.

direct subsidy

Form of a parliamentary grant imposed in 1489 and 1450.
There has been seven such grants before 1485,
none successful. This subsidy was to fund an expedition
by the Duke of Brittany. The rate was one tenth of
freeholders’ income after deductions for rents, fees and
services. Collectors had wide powers of discretion. Some
of the principles for income tax on property income are
evident.

direct taxation

Taxes that are imposed directly on the people who pay
them, such as income tax and corporation tax.

direct taxes

(1) Taxes charged on earning rather than spending.
Direct taxes include income tax, corporation tax,
capital gains tax, inheritance tax, national insurance,
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windfall tax and petroleum revenue duty.
(2) Various taxes imposed by Edward III in 1340 and 1341.
dirham

(1) Currency of Morocco, comprising 100 centimes.
(2) Ancient Persian coin.
(3) Old Oriental unit of weight.

dirgist

Pertaining to control of social and economic matters by
the state. The word may also be spelled with a final E.

diriment

In law, process of nullifying.

DIRT

Deposit interest retention tax.

dirty chain

Series of fraudulent transactions involving missing trader
fraud that are run in conjunction with a clean chain of
honest transactions. The practice is known as contratrading.
The VAT input tax from the dirty chain is in effect
washed by offset against the output tax from the clean
chain. As this does not trigger a repayment from HMRC, it
is less likely to arouse suspicion.

dirty float

Floating a currency where the government intervenes to
regulate the exchange rate.

dirty money

Money that has been illegally gained, such as from selling
drugs or stolen goods.
The process of turning it into clean money is known
as money laundering.

dirty price

Price of a bond which includes the accrued interest.
When the accrued interest is deducted, you have the
clean price which is usually used for comparison
purposes.

disability

Definition
“A physical or mental impairment which has a substantial
and long-term adverse effect on *a person’s+ ability to
carry out normal day-to-day activities” (Disability
Discrimination Act 1995 s1(1)).
For the purposes of discrimination, disability is
“physical or mental impairment which has a substantial
and long-term adverse effect on his ability to carry out
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normal day-to-day activities” (Disability Discrimination
Act 2005 s1(1)).
For insurance purposes, disability is usually as
expressly defined in the policy.
Tax provisions
Tax law contains many provisions intended to help the
disabled. These include:
• disabled trusts that allow a discretionary
trust for a disabled person to be treated for inheritance
tax under the more favourable rules of an interest in
possession trust
• certain appliances for the disabled, and
talking books for the blind are zero-rated for VAT
• company cars are taxed more leniently as a
benefit in kind for employees. The rate of carbon dioxide
emission for a manual car may be substituted for an
automatic car that a disabled person must drive.
Company cars
Any accessories added for a disabled person are excluded
from the list price used to calculate the taxable benefit
• commuting expenses may be reimbursed to
an employee without this creating a taxable benefit in
kind
• a blind person may claim the blind person’s
allowance for income tax
• for council tax, a house adapted to
accommodate a disabled person is taxed at one lower
band.
VAT on charity funded equipment
For VAT on charity funded equipment, the term means “a
physical or mental impairment that has a substantial and
long-term adverse effect on a person’s ability to carry out
day-to-day activities.
“Frail elderly people who are not disabled, or
people whose mobility is temporarily impaired by shortterm illness or injury are not chronically sick or disabled
for the purposes of this VAT relief”
(VAT notice 701/6).
disability allowance

In international taxation, additional tax relief for a
taxpayer who suffers a disability. In the UK, the only such
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allowance is for blind people.
disability case

Case brought by a woman for equal pay where the
woman was under a disability during her employment
and for up to six months afterwards and where the
employer concealed relevant information from her (Equal
Pay Act 1970 s2ZA(2)).

disability discrimination

This arises when one person treats another less
favourably than other people and the reason is because
of that person’s disability (Disability Discrimination Act
1995 s55(1)).

Disability Discrimination Act 1995
Law that seeks to relieve discrimination against disabled
workers. Its provisions were introduced in stages.
From 1 October 2004, service providers must make
reasonable adjustments to their premises to
accommodate the disabled. Such adjustments may be
physical (installing a ramp or hearing loop), or procedural
(allowing a disabled employee to work on a ground floor,
serving a customer at the door).
For tax, guidance has been provided in an Inland
Revenue note of 1 October 2004 on whether adjustments
are capital or revenue.
Examples of capital expenditure include a
permanent ramp, widening a doorway, installing a lift or
hoist, alterations to floor levels, moving a wall.
Examples of revenue expenditure include large print
documents, staff training, notices, minor adjustments
(such as lowering a door handle), replacing handrails,
redesignating parking bays.
disability equipment

Equipment to comply with the Disability Discrimination
Act 1995.

disability income insurance

Insurance policy that protects the holder from loss of
income due to illness or injury. There are normally
exclusions. Benefit is normally paid after an elimination
period of perhaps three or six months.

disability living allowance (DLA)
A social security benefit payable for disabled claimants
under the age of 65. When a claimant is 65 or older,
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attendance allowance may be payable instead. The
benefit is not means-tested and does not depends on
national insurance having been paid. It is not taxable.
Payments of DLA are ignored when considering income
for tax credits.
DLA has two components, a mobility component
and a care component.
The mobility component is paid at a higher or lower
rate to claimants who have difficulty walking according to
severity.
The care component is paid at a higher middle or
lower rate according to the severity of the disability.
The allowance is paid under Social Security
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s71.
This benefit is not subject to income tax (Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s677).
The allowance is abolished under Welfare Reform
Act 2012 s90 to be replaced by personal independence
payment from April 2013.
For capital gains tax on settled property, disability
living allowance is defined as “a disability living
allowanmce under section 71 of the Social Security
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 or section 71 of the
Social Security Contributions and Benefits (Northern
Ireland) Act 1992” (Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 Sch
1 para 1(6)).
disability management

Process of co-ordinating efforts by management and
workers to accommodate disabled and rehabilitated
employees.

disability pension

A pension received for a disability sustained in military
service or during war may be exempt from income tax
under Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s641.

disability reduction

For council tax, a reduction when the property is the sole
or main dwelling of a disabled person.
The reduction is given by reducing the property
band by one place, so a band C property is taxed as a
band B property. From 1 April 2000, a band A property is
reduced to a special band equal to one ninth of the
amount payable for an average band D property.
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disabled driver relief

Reduction in the tax charge when a disabled employee is
provided with a company car.
Where an employee is given a car with automatic
transmission because of their disability (for which they
have a blue badge), the employee is subject to tax on the
benefit in kind based on the carbon dioxide emissions for
the equivalent manual transmission car, which is less.

disabled employee

In relation to taxation of company cars, “means an
employee who, at the time when the car is first made
available to the employee, holds a disabled person’s
badge” (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003
s172(2)).
Certain transport assistance to a disabled employee
is not a taxable benefit in kind (Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s246-247).

disabled person

“A person who has a disability” (Disability Discrimination
Act 1995 s1(2)).
For inheritance tax, “a disabled person is someone
who, because of a mental disorder, is not capable of
managing their own affairs or administering their own
property or someone who is in receipt of attendance
allowance or a disability allowance because they are
entitled to the care component at the higher or middle
rate” (HMRC inheritance tax glossary).
For pre-1981 trusts for disabled persons, a disabled
person is defined in Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s74(4).
For capital allowances on a hire car, a disabled
person is defined at length in Capital Allowances Act 2001
s268D(2).
There are some tax provisions for a disabled
employee.

disabled person’s badge

The blue badge provided to disabled people. This may be
displayed in any car being used by the disabled person. It
allows the car to be parked in disability bays and in other
restricted areas.
The badge can also be a factor in reducing the
taxable benefit of a company car, for which purpose the
badge is defined in Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions)
Act 2003 s171(4).
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disabled person’s interest

“A trust where more than half of the assets in the trust
are applied for the benefit of a disabled person. Or, for
trusts set up on or after 22 March 2006, a trust set up for
their own benefit by a person who is suffering from a
condition which can be expected to lead to them
becoming disabled” (HMRC inheritance tax glossary).
A full definition is given in Inheritance Tax Act 1984
s89B(1).

disabled person’s tax credit (DPTC)
Means-tested social security benefit introduced on 5
October 1999 to replace disability working allowance. It
was replaced by working tax credit from 7 April 2003.
disabled trust

Discretionary trust for disabled beneficiaries.
For inheritance tax, such a trust has the advantage
of being taxed as an interest in possession trust and not
as a discretionary trust.

disabled veteran

American tem for a person whose discharge from active
military duty was for a disability caused or aggravated in
the line of duty, and who is entitled to a 30% or more
disability payment.

disablement pension

Pension paid to someone whose employment has ended
because of a disability suffered at work or during war.
Such a payment may be exempt from income tax under
Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s644.

disadvantaged area

Stamp duty
Defined areas of the country where the rates of stamp
duty were temporarily relaxed. This provision lasted from
30 November 2001 to 16 March 2005. A full list of the
areas is given in SI 2001 No 3746.
Capital allowances
In relation to capital allowance for conversion or
renovation, the term is defined in Capital Allowances Act
2001 s360C(2) as any area so designated by the Treasury.
This area is defined by SI 2007 No 945.

disadvantaged customer

Person who is treated less favourably in terms of paying
for goods or services. The term is used in Energy Act 2010
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s26(1).
disaffection

Persuading someone to abandon an affection or duty.
Such action against a serving member of the military is a
criminal offence.

disafforestation

Clearing forests. [The term disafforestment is also
correct.]

disaffiliation

Ending an affiliation or similar relationship, such as when
a company leaves a representative body.

disaggregation

Splitting an organisation into artificially small parts,
particularly when this is done to avoid registering for VAT.
HMRC has a power to order that disaggregated
businesses register as one business.

disallowance

Not permitting something, such as not allowing
something to be deducted from taxable income.

disallowed expenses

Expenses that are not tax-deductible. When these are
included in the profit and loss account, they must be
added to the net profit per the accounts. This category
includes non-trade expenses, capital expenditure
(including depreciation), expenses barred by law (such as
bribes and customer entertainment) and dividends.

disannul

To annul completely. [The term is not the opposite of
annul.]

disapplication

Cessation of the application of a tax, such as when
responsibility for a tax passes to a devolved assembly.

disapply

Remove from the scope of a regulation. There are many
such provisions in tax law where a regulation is disapplied
in certain circumstances.

disappropriate

Take away from the state of being appropriated. This
usually means to take back or prevent from being taken in
the first place.

disaster area

Area which has been badly affected by a disaster, such as
a hurricane or flooding. Government funds are usually
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provided to relieve suffering.
disaster fund

Fund established to relieve the consequences of a
disaster. Care must be taken to ensure that the purpose
comes within the scope of public benefit to claim
charitable relief.

disaster recovery plan

Guidelines and procedures to be followed by an
organisation following a disaster such as fire or flood.

disavow

Disclaim knowledge of or deny, particularly having
previously acknowledged the matter.

disband

End a group or organisation, particularly when the
individual people are then free to continue the group’s
work on their own or in a new group.

disbar

Deprive a barrister of the right to plead in court.

disbench

Deprive from the privilege of being a bencher in the Inns
of Court.

disburden

Relieve of a burden of any kind, such as physical or
financial.

disburse

Pay money, often to pass on a cost which a person has
already borne.

disbursement

Paying someone the amount they have spent on your
behalf.

disc

Another spelling of disk, which spelling is usually
preferring for computing.

discard

Throw away; dispose of for no consideration.

disc brake

Brakes on a vehicle which work by applying hydraulic
pads against a disc on the wheel.

discernment

Ability to distinguish, judge and evaluate.

disc file

In computing, file of data stored on a disc.
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discharge

(1) In finance, pay a debt or release from an obligation.
(2) American term for dismissal of an employee.
(3) “Release from an order or obligation. “(Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).

discharged bankrupt

Person whose bankruptcy is over. He may still be subject
to certain restriction orders and have difficulty borrowing
money.

disciplinary action

Action taken by an employer against an employee for
breach of rules or failure to perform to an adequate
standard.

disciplinary layoff

American term for when an employee is suspended
without pay for breach of rules or failure to perform to an
adequate standard.

disclaimer

(1) Renunciation of a claim, denial of responsibility or
dissociation from a statement by another. A disclaimer of
liability is usually sufficient to avoid a claim under the tort
of negligence.
(2) Refusal to accept something, such as a legacy, liability
or gift. If a legacy or devise is disclaimed, the estate is
assessed for inheritance tax as if it had not been made.
The disclaimer must be in writing by the original
beneficiary or beneficiaries. From 1 August 2002, it is no
longer necessary to notify HMRC also. The law is
Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s93.

disclaiming

Process of allowing a person not to pursue a claim or
entitlement.
For tax, the term was particularly used in allowing
businesses to disclaim part of their capital allowance.
Since the introduction of Pay and File in 1993, disclaiming
has been replaced by simply allowing the business to
choose how much of their capital allowance entitlement
they wish to claim.

disclosure

Accounting
In accounting, the requirement to provide certain
information and to state what accounting polices have
been followed.
Disclosure is one of the two elements of
comparability (the other is consistency), which in turn is
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one of the four qualities of accounting information
required by Statement of Principles.
Tax information
HMRC is restricted in disclosing a taxpayer’s information
under the duties of confidentiality as set out in various
laws, particularly Commissioners for Revenue and
Customs Act 2005 s18.
In general, HMRC may only disclose personal tax
information to:
• the taxpayer
• someone appointed by the taxpayer, such as
an agent
• in court and tribunal proceedings
• to the Revenue and Customs Prosecution
Office
• to certain other statutory bodies, such as the
police, in defined circumstances, and
• to the tax authorities of other countries in
defined circumstances.
The taxpayer may disclose his own tax affairs freely.
Tax professionals
Professional Conduct in Relation to Taxation para 3.11 to
3.18 explain the procedure that should be followed if a
client is unwilling to disclose the minimum information
required by law.
Insurance
In insurance, the duty of any person applying for an
insurance policy to tell the insurer all relevant
information affecting the risk.
Investment
In investing, the duty of an intermediary to inform his
client if commission is being paid (and, if so, how much) in
respect of the business being placed.
Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS)
Government body that bars or restricts individuals in
regulated work, such as working with children and
vulnerable adults. DBS was formed in 2013 from a merger
between the Criminal Records Bureau and Independent
Safeguarding Authority. DBS differs from its predecessor
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bodies in that the certificate relates to the individual
rather than to a particular job or position.
DBS provides criminal records certificates, and also
offers an annual updating service. Fees are charged for
these certificates and updates.
In a Tax Information and Impact Note of May 2013,
HMRC confirmed that an employee is not liable to pay
income tax on a benefit in kind where the employer pays
for a DBS certificate or reimburses the employee for such
a certificate.
Fees for the criminal records check alone are not
regarded as taxable benefits. Other fees are exempt
under secondary legislation issued under Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s326A.
Equivalent rules for national insurance are provided
under Social Security (Contributions) (Amendment No 2)
Regulations SI 2013 No 1142.
disclosure certificate

Under Liechtenstein Disclosure Facility, a certificate from
HMRC sent to a taxpayer within 30 days of receiving a
disclosure of tax owed.

disclosure condition

In relation to corporation tax on banks, this term is given
a specific meaning in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s133C as
inserted by Finance (No 2) Act 2015 s18.

disclosure of exporter information
HMRC may disclose such information under Small
Business, Enterprise and Employment Act 2015 s10.
disclosure of services provided by auditor
Detail of any services other than auditing provided by an
auditor to a company. These must be disclosed by the
company under Companies Act 2006 s494.
disclosure of tax avoidance schemes (DOTAS)
Statutory duty to disclose a tax avoidance scheme.
disclosure of shareholding

Legal requirement for a company to disclose in its annual
report all shareholders with a sufficiently large
shareholding. In the UK, this is 3%.

disclosure of VAT registration information
There are provisions for such disclosure by HMRC in Small
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Business, Enterprise and Employment Act 2015 s8.
disclosure report

Report submitted by a taxpayer under Contractual
Disclosure Facility (CDF).
The report is normally expected to include:
• a brief business history
• description of all tax irregularities (including
innocent and careless mistakes)
• quantification of irregularities
• summary of tax, interest and penalties due
• reconciliation of irregularities figure with
summary of taxes due
• certified statement of worldwide assets and
liabilities
• certificates of bank accounts and credit cards.
The tax payer must certify the correctness of the
report.
Details are given in section 6 of the revised code of
practice COP 9 issued on 19 January 2012.

Disclosure Scotland

Scottish equivalent to Disclosure and Barring Service.

discontinued operation

“A component of an entity that has been disposed of and:
(a) represented a separate major line of
business or geographical area of operations;
(b) was part of a single co-ordinated plan to
dispose of a separate major line of business or
geographical area of operations; or
(c) was a subsidiary acquired exclusively with a
view to resale”
(FRS 102 glossary).

discontinued operations

Commercial activites in which an entity is no longer
engaged.
An entity must disclose the profit or loss from such
activities on the face of the income state or statement of
comprehensive income (FRS 102 section 5.7D).
Such disclosure may require the entity to re-present
disclosurs for prior periods in the comparative
information (para 5.7E).

discount

General
Reduction of the full amount, particularly on the price for
which goods or services provided.
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For most tax and accounting purposes, a discount
simply reduces the turnover or sales figure. It is thus a
reduction of gross profit.
Historically bookkeepers sometime made discount
into a separate account. This is now rare and could risk
overstating turnover and profits under modern
accounting standards.
Value added tax
For VAT purposes, VAT notice 700 distinguishes between
three types of discount.
For an unconditional discount, VAT is charged on
the discounted amount.
For a discount for prompt payment, VAT is
normally charged on the discounted amount, even if the
customer pays later or otherwise does not take the
discount. If the customer pays by instalments, VAT is
charged on the amount actually paid.
For a contingent discount (usually that the
customer buys more goods), VAT is charged on the
amount paid. If a discount is subsequently given, a credit
note with VAT may be issued.
discountable

Able to be discounted, particularly a bill of exchange.

discount account

In traditional bookkeeping, there was often a separate
account for discounts on sales. Today it is normal not to
have such a separate account, but simply to net off the
discounts and record the net amount receivable in sales.

discount broker

Broker who charges a lower commission than other
brokers.

discount broking

Share dealing service which charges a low commission
and offers no advice or portfolio service.

discounted cashflow

Cashflow statement which is adjusted to allow for
inflation or for the cost of capital.
Each inflow and outflow of cash is multiplied by a
factor between 0 and 1 which reflects both an interest or
inflation rate and a period of time.

Discounted Gift Scheme

An inheritance tax avoidance scheme.
It operates by making a lifetime gift while allowing
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the giver to receive an income from the gifted asset. They
are widely used for inheritance tax planning where there
is sufficient cash to buy the investment bond.
The scheme works by the donor buying a single
premium investment bond, this is given to the desired
beneficiary, the donor receives an income from the bond.
This is calculated as 5% of the initial actuarial value of the
bond, so the bond is typically finished after 20 years.
The tax advantages are:
• the bond ceases to be part of the donor’s
estate, so the normal seven-year rule applies for lifetime
gifts;
• if the donor dies within the seven years, the
value of the bond is likely to be less than the sum paid,
creating a potential inheritance tax saving immediately;
• the withdrawals from the bond are tax-free
income under the normal rules for bonds.
discounted option

“A share option which gives the option-holder the right to
buy shares at an exercise price lower than the market
value of the shares when the option was granted”
(Inspectors’ Manual at BIM 44001). It is discussed in the
Inspector’s Manual at BIM 44180.

discounted rate

An arrangement whereby a person receives a set
reduction from a price otherwise charged. This rate may
for a specified period of time. Discounted rates are widely
used to market mortgage rates and credit cards.
Discounted rate mortgages often have penalties for
leaving before an agreed date.
At the end of the specified period, the rate changes
to the standard rate in force at the time.

discounted rate mortgage

Mortgage where the lender guarantees that the interest
rate charged will be at a fixed discount to its standard
variable rate.

discounted selling price

Method of stock valuation.
This works by calculating the sales price of items
held in stock and deducting an amount equal to the profit
margin. This method is often used in retail trades,
particularly when a large range of goods is stocked.
Provided the method is followed properly and gives a
reasonable answer, it is acceptable for both accounting
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and tax purposes. The matter is discussed in the
Inspectors’ Manual at BIM33135.
discounted sentence

Lighter sentence imposed on a member of the armed
forces under the provisions of Armed Forces Act s304C or
304D.

discounted value

Different between the market value of a share and its
lower market value.

discounter

Person or business which either discounts bills or
invoices, or sells goods at a reduced price.

discount factor

Figure between 0 and 1 (exclusive) which represents a
rate of interest used to calculate discounted cashflow or
present value. The interest rate is calculated as 1/(1 + r)
where r is the interest rate expressed as a decimal (that is
a percentage divided by 100).
So for an interest rate of 5%, the discount factor is 1
÷ 1.05 = 0.952.
Other discount factors (DFs) are given in the table
below.
Rate
0.25%
0.5%
0.75%
1.0%
1.25%
1.5%
1.75%
2.0%
2.25%
2.5%
2.75%
3.0%
3.25%
3.5%
3.75%
4.0%
4.25%
4.5%

DF
0.997506
0.995025
0.992556
0.990099
0.987654
0.985222
0.982801
0.980392
0.977995
0.975610
0.973236
0.970874
0.968523
0.966184
0.963855
0.961538
0.959233
0.956938

Rate
5.25%
5.5%
5.75%
6.0%
6.25%
6.5%
6.75%
7.0%
7.25%
7.5%
7.75%
8.0%
8.25%
8.5%
8.75%
9.0%
9.25%
9.5%

DF
0.950119
0.947867
0.945626
0.943396
0.941176
0.938967
0.936768
0.934579
0.932401
0.930233
0.928074
0.925926
0.923788
0.921659
0.919540
0.917431
0.915332
0.913242

Rate
10.25%
10.5%
10.75%
11.0%
11.25%
11.5%
11.75%
12.0%
12.25%
12.5%
12.75%
13.0%
13.25%
13.5%
13.75%
14.0%
14.25%
14.5%
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4.75%
5.0%

0.954654
0.950119

9.75%
10.0%

0.911162
0.909091

discount for prompt payment Discount that may be claimed by a customer who pays an
invoice promptly.
From 1 April 2015, VAT is charged on the amount
actually paid by the customer. Previously, VAT was
charged on the discounted price, even if the customer
does not pay promptly or does not otherwise take the
discount.
discount house

Financial company which specialises in discounting bills of
exchange.

discount price

Price after allowing a discount.

discount rate

(1) Rate charged by a central bank on loans made to
other banks.
(2) Rate of interest used to calculate the discount factor.

discount received

A supplier of goods or services allows a business to
deduct an amount called a discount, for prompt payment
of an invoiced amount. The discount is often expressed a
percentage of the invoiced amount.

discount store

Retailer who sells goods at less than the usual price.

discounting

Accepting a lower amount on a bill of exchange in return
for having it redeemed or encashed later.

discount rate

Rate at which the US Federal Reserve lend money to
member banks.

discount yield

Yield on a security that was purchased at a price below its
face value.

discovery

In tax, becoming aware of an understated tax liability.
Discovery usually allows the tax authorities to reclaim the
tax even if the normal limitation period has passed.

discovery assessment

Assessment made on a taxpayer after discovery of unpaid
tax. The assessment is made under Taxes Management
Act 1970 s29. The taxpayer has a right of appeal.

14.75%
15.0%
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discrete

Separate, discontinuous.
[Note that this spelling must be distinguished from
“discreet” which means circumspect and prudent.+

discretionary participation feature
“A contractual right to receive, as a supplement to
guaranteed benefits, additional benefits:
(a) that are likely to be a significant portion of
the total contractual benefits;
(b) whose amount or timing is contractually at
the discretion of the issuer; and
(c) that are contractually based on:
(i) the performance of a specified pool of
contracts or a specified type of contract;
(ii) realised and/or unrealised investment
returns on a specified piool of assets held by the issuer; or
(iii) the profit or loss of the company, fund or
other entity that issues the contract” (FRS 102 glossary).
discretionary payment

Payments of social security to meet particular needs.
The relevant law is Social Security Contributions and
Benefits Act 1992 s138.

discrepancy

Situation where financial reality does not accord with the
financial records.

discrete data

In statistics, information counted in steps, as against
continuous data that are counted in ranges.
Numbers of people employed in departments are
discrete data, their heights are continuous data.

discretion

Exercise of a choice, such as how trust funds are to be
used.

discretionary account

Client’s account with a stockbroker where he can invest
the funds as he sees fit without obtaining approval from
the client.

discretionary bonus

Additional pay provided to an employee where such
payment is neither required under the contract of
employment nor expected from practice.

discretionary broking

Share dealing service where the portfolio is managed; the
broker has discretion on buying and selling without
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reference to the client each time.
discretionary client

Client whose funds are in a discretionary account.

discretionary entrant

A member of a group insurance plan who did not have an
automatic right to membership under the eligibility terms
of the policy.

discretionary fiscal policy

“ Discrete changes in tax and public spending over and
above what would result from the impact of the
economic cycle through the operation of the automatic
stabilisers. This can include fiscal measures taken to lower
inflation, stabilise the business cycle or reduce
unemployment” (HM Treasury Guidance).

discretionary fund

Fund which may be used for a payment approved by a
fund holder. Such a fund is often held by a church
minister to meet sensitive expenditure such as to relieve
poverty of a church member.

discretionary interest

In relation to beneficiaries’ income from estates in
administration, this term is defined in Corporation Tax Act
2009 s935(3).

discretionary interests in residue
In relation to beneficiaries’ income from estates in
administration, this term is defined in Corporation Tax Act
2009 s940.
discretionary payments

Payments made at the discretion of the fund holder.
The term is particularly used for social security
benefits from the Social Fund.
It is also used in relation to payments by trustees
(Income Tax Act 2007 s493).

discretionary reduction

Reduction in council tax that a local authority may choose
to provide for domestic property that has been empty for
up to six months.

discretionary registration

Term once used for voluntary registration for VAT. The
term reflects the fact that Customs once had the power
to decline voluntary registrations.
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discretionary trust

Form of trust where trustees exercise judgment on how
much to pay the beneficiaries.
A discretionary trust may allow the trustees not to
make any payments for a year but to allow funds to
accumulate. The trust deed may impose a limit on such
accumulation, failing which is there is an absolute legal
limit of 21 years. Such accumulations are added to capital
and not to income.
The trustees also have discretion over what to do
with the capital, such as the funds in which may be
invested, subject to any restrictions in the trust deed. A
discretionary trust may have capital beneficiaries who are
different from income beneficiaries.
Because of their obvious use in tax planning, such
trusts are the most heavily taxed. There is usually an
inheritance tax charge at the lifetime rate when assets
are settled on the trust, a periodic charge every ten
years, and an exit charge.
For inheritance tax purposes, all discretionary trusts
are relevant property trusts.

discriminant analysis

In statistics, method of predicting into which group an
item will fall (such as successful or unsuccessful). Credit
scoring is an example.

discrimination

In employment law, the imposition of a bar or restriction
on a person because of some characteristic. Some forms
of discrimination are illegal.

discriminator

Term used in Sex Discrimination Act 1975 s4 for an
employer or other person who discriminates against a
person because of their sex, marital status or gender
reassignment.

discriminatory advertisement “An advertisement which indicates, or might reasonably
be understood as indicating, an intention by a person to
do any act which is or might be unlawful” under the Act
(Sex Discrimination Act 1975 s38(1)).
Subsection (3) explains that this includes such terms
as “waiter”, “salesgirl”, “postman” or “stewardess”.
For disability, Disability Discrimination Act 1995
s16B makes it illegal to offer a job contrary to the Act.
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disease control order

Order requiring an animal or animals to be slaughtered to
contain a disease.
For the herd basis, the tax implications are given in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s115 and 124, and for income
tax in Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005
s126.

disendowment

Removal from an endowment.

disguised interest

Tax avoidance scheme which seeks to disguise interest
payable as a tax-free payment. Legislation was introduced
in 2008 to counter this.
This is now in Corporation Tax Act 2009 from s486A.

disguised investment management fees
Term used for the provisions of Income Tax Act 2007
s809EZA as inserted by Finance Act 2015 s21.
disguised remuneration

Provision of employment income by means of a third
party in an attempt to avoid paying PAYE income tax and
class 1 national insurance.
Measures to counter it are provided by Income Tax
(Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003 from s554A with effect
from 6 April 2011.

dishonest conduct notice

Notice that HMRC would be able to serve on a tax agent
suspected of engaging in dishonest conduct, according to
a consultation document issued in July 2011.
The notice would have to be authorised by a senior
officer of HMRC. The agent could appeal to a tribunal.

dishonesty

Lack of honesty. It is a significant factor in determining
penalties. It is also one of the requirements for the crime
of theft.
In litigation, proving dishonesty is a two-stage test:
• whether the conduct fell below that of a
reasonable and honest person, and
• whether the person realised that what they
did was dishonest.
This was set out in the case Mr Terence and Mrs
Dawn Walker. TC 2774 [2013]. They paid VAT
assessments from HMRC knowing that they understated
the tax owed, but had the intention of paying the shortfall
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later. That conduct was dishonest.
dishonour

In terms of cheques, when a bank refuses to pay a cheque
for any reason, usually because there are neither funds
nor overdraft facility.

dishwasher

This is listed in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s23 List C as
an item that is not affected by the provisions of s21
(buildings) or s22 (structures). This means that its
eligibility for capital allowance depends on the nature and
purpose of the item.

disincentive

Something which makes it less likely that a person will do
what is desired.

disincorporation

Removal of incorporated status, such as when a limited
company becomes an unlimited company.

disincorporation relief

Tax relief for when a limited company disincorporates.
The relief is given by Finance Act 2013 ss58-61. It may be
claimed for a disincorporation between 1 April 2013 and
31 March 2018.

disinflation

In economics, a return to normal conditions after a period
of inflation. [Note the term does not mean the same as
deflation.]

disinherit

Remove from an inheritance, such as making a new will
where the person is no longer a beneficiary.

disintermediation

Removal of an intermediary from any process, market or
supply chain.

disinvest

Reduce investment, such as by selling shares or not
replacing a fixed asset.

diskette

Term sometimes used for the 5¼-inch computer disc that
became standard in the 1980s, but is now replaced by
other media.
From 6 April 2009, HMRC will not accept tax returns
on diskette.

dismemberment

Loss of an arm or leg.
Dismemberment may attract a payment under a life
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insurance policy even though the person has not died. In
this context, dismemberment includes loss of sight.
dismissal

Termination of employment by the employer.
An employee may bring an action if the dismissal is
either unfair or wrongful (or both).
Unfair dismissal is when an employee is dismissed
for an improper reason; wrongful dismissal is when an
employee is dismissed in an improper manner (such as
through a lack of notice).
Unfair dismissal arises under employment law. A
claim must usually be made within three months of the
employment ending, and is usually heard by an
employment tribunal. Wrongful dismissal is a breach of
contract. Some cases may be heard by an employment
tribunal, though otherwise a claim may be brought before
the county court.
A claim for unfair dismissal usually requires the
employee to have one year’s qualifying service, though
there are exceptions such as for dismissal on grounds of
illegal discrimination when there is no qualifying period.
There is no qualifying period for wrongful dismissal.
An employee may claim constructive dismissal if
the employer makes the working conditions such that an
employee cannot reasonably be expected to continue
working there.

disobedience

Failure to obey an order.
Disobedience is usually grounds for dismissal
provided the order was lawful.

disoblige

Release from an obligation.

disorder

Lack of order; chaos.

disorderly conduct

Criminal offence under common law of any minor
infringement which may lead to a breach of the peace.

DISP

Dispute Resolution, a complaints sourcebook produced by
Financial Services Authority.

disparate impact

American term for when a general rule has a significantly
less favourable effect on one group of workers than on
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others.
disparate treatment

American term for when a rule or policy applied to
everyone in a group has a significantly less favourable
effect on one group.

dispatch

Send goods to customers.
For VAT, the term has a specific meaning in relation
to Intrastat statistics. The scope of a dispatch is wider
than removals for the EC Sales List.

Dispatch Pack

Documentary system used by couriers and similar carriers
when moving goods to another country. The pack
contains the necessary documentation for moving one
package. The use of these packs is now becoming rare as
most couriers have computer-based commercial evidence
of removal that is adequate for Customs purposes. The
matter is explained in VAT notice 725.

dispatch rider

Person who carries documents in dispatch boxes,
originally by horse but now usually by motorcycle.

dispensation

“Notice stating that an officer of Revenue and Customs
agrees that no additional tax is payable by virtue of the
listed provisions by reference to the payments, benefits
or facilities mentioned in the statement” (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s65(4)).
Such dispensations are replaced by exemptions
from 6 April 2016.

dispenser

Person who dispenses, particularly a pharmacist.

displaced person

Person who has been displaced by war or similar
disruption.

displaced worker

American term for an individual who has lost his or her
job for reasons outside their control, such as the
employer ceasing business.

display equipment

This is listed in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s23 List C as
an item that is not affected by the provisions of s21
(buildings) or s22 (structures). This means that its
eligibility for capital allowance depends on the nature and
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purpose of the item.
dispone

In Scots law, process by which one person’s property is
made over to another.

disposable barbecue

Meat and other items sold on a disposable tray in which
the food may be cooked.
From 19 October 2006, the whole of such supply is
standard-rated.

disposable income

Income people have left after they have paid their tax. It
is the money that they can choose how they wish to
spend.
Sometimes the term is used to mean income after
other deductions, such as mortgage or rent, insurance,
council tax, loan repayments and utility bills.

disposable personal income

Another term for disposable income.

disposable property

In relation to income tax and settlements, the term is
defined in Income Tax Act 2007 s468.

disposal

Loss of possession of an asset by any means. In capital
gains tax, this can trigger a tax liability.
A disposal can be a sale, gift, theft, destruction or
discarding of the item. The term is more exhaustively
defined in Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s21. In
particular a disposal includes a part disposal.
For community interest tax relief, the word is
defined in Corporation Tax Act 2010 s266.

disposal benefits and expenses
Expenses incurred by an employee selling his or residence
to relocate.
An employer may make a tax-free payment of
relocation expenses in accordance with Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s279.
The limit is generally up to £8,000 for allowable
expenses.
disposal event

An event that requires a disposal value to be brought into
account. A full definition is given in Capital Allowances Act
2001 s60(2)-(3).
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disposal group

For accounting standards, “a group of assets to be
disposed of, by sale or otherwise, together as a group in a
single transaction, and liabilities directly associated with
those assets that will be transferred in the transaction.
The group includes goodwill acquired in a business
combination if the group is a cash-generating unit to
which goodwill has been allocated in accordance with the
requirements of paragraphs 27.24 to 27.27 of this FRS”
(FRS 102 glossary).

disposal of a right of the individual to profits etc
In relation to the sale of occupation income, this term is
given a specific meaning in Income Tax Act 2007 s799.
disposal of the licence

In relation to the sale of occupation income, this term is
given a specific meaning in Income Tax Act 2007 s808.

disposal otherwise than by sale
In relation to inheritance tax and certain works of art,
this term is defined in Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s78(3)(b)).
disposal proceeds

In relation to the remittance basis, this term is given a
specific meaning for foreign income and gains, for which
purpose it is defined in Income Tax Act 2007 s809Z8.

disposal receipt

The amount a person receives for an asset on which a
capital allowance has been claimed. A full definition is
given in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s60(1).
For mineral extraction, the term is defined in Capital
Allowances Act 2001 s420.

disposal-related investment

Investment that is a disposal-related obligation. The
term is fully defined in Income Tax Act 2007 s439(6).

disposal-related liability

Liability of a charity that arises from a disposal-related
obligation (Income Tax Act 2007 s440).

disposal-related obligation

Disposal of an asset to a charity subject to certain
conditions imposed on the charity. The tax implications
are given in Income Tax Act 2007 s439.

disposal value

An amount received for disposing of an asset for which a
capital allowance has been claimed. When brought into
account, it is called a disposal receipt. Details are given in
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Capital Allowances Act 2001 s60.
Section 63 explains when the disposal value is nil.
disposal value of special rate assets
This term is explained in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s
104E.
disposed property

In relation to income tax and settlements, the term is
defined in Income Tax Act 2007 s471(2).

disposition

The disposal of any part of a person’s estate. A
disposition can trigger a liability to inheritance tax unless
it comes with the scope of an exemption, such as being
made more than seven years before death, normal
payments of income, a disposition not intended to confer
a gratuitous benefit to the recipient, and any disposition
which is subject to a specific relief.
“A disposal or transfer of property or cash, including
both the creation and release of any debt or right” (HMRC
inheritance tax glossary).

disposition by omission

In inheritance tax, a disposition that arises because a
person does not something, such as exercising an option.

disposition not intended to confer gratuitous benefit
Term used in Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s10 to exclude
from inheritance tax, any sums that the transferor
transferred in the seven years before death and which
were not gratuitous by nature. This has the effect of
excluding payments for goods or services or to settle
claims. Under section 10(2), this provision only applies to
unquoted shares or unquoted debentures if they were
sold at an arm’s length price.
disposition of land

There are restrictions on such disposition by charities as
set out in Charities Act 2011 from s117.

dispositions allowable for income tax or conferring retirement benefits
Term used in Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s12 to define
dispositions that are excluded from liability to inheritance
tax. These dispositions include any payments that are
allowable for income tax (such as expenses of a trade),
charitable donations and pension contributions.
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dispositions by close companies for benefit of employees
Term used in Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s13 to define
dispositions that are excluded from liability to inheritance
tax.
dispositions for maintenance of family
Term used in Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s11 to exclude
from Inheritance Tax Act 1984 transfers of value made to
a partner or child as normal family maintenance, such as
housekeeping or pocket money.
dispossess

Remove from possession.

disproportionate

Out of proportion, such as when a penalty is too great for
the offence.

disprove

Demonstrate the incorrectness of.

dispute

Tax
In relation to tax, the term “is defined as including all
areas of non-agreement between HMRC and a customer
or their agent over a substantive tax liability, where that
non-agreement relates has been raised through —
• an enquiry from either sidem, including a dispute
in relation to pre-transaction or pre-return clearance
work
• a challenge made by HMRC to a customer, or
• a challenge made by a customer to HMRC by a
customer where HMRC has decided to take up or respond
to the challenge”
(HMRC Notice of 20 December 2013).
Relationship between small business and larger business
“Dispute includes any difference” (Enterprise Act 2016
s3(11)).

dispute resolution

Procedures for settling a difference which has arisen
between two people or businesses.
This typically involves the three Cs of concession,
conciliation and confrontation. Conciliation typically
involves meditation and arbitration.
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disputed debt

Sum owed where there is a genuine disagreement over
the amount owed, or if anything is owed.

disqualification

Removal of a qualification or right, such as a court
banning a person from acting as a director, or someone
being banned from driving.

disqualification order

Order from a court that bans a person from acting as a
director or promoter of a company for between 2 and 15
years. They also cannot be a partner in a partnership. The
order is made under Disability Discrimination Act 1995.

disqualification undertaking

Agreement by a person to be disqualified. The provisions
are the same as for a disqualification order but applies
where the person agrees to be disqualified without the
need for court proceedings. The undertaking is given
under Disability Discrimination Act 1995.

disqualifying arrangements

In tax, arrangements which members of a group may
enter into in an attempt to make a business eligible for
annual investment allowance to which it would not
otherwise be entitled.

disqualifying event

Event that has the effect of removing a tax advantage.
An example is given in Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s533 in relation to enterprise
management incentive.

disqualifying income

American term for income from one source that is offset
against income from another.

Disraeli, Benjamin

English Conservative politician (1804-1881) who was
Chancellor of the Exchequer for three periods between 27
February 1852 and 29 February 1868. He was prime
minister for two periods between 1868 and 1880.

disregard

(1) Ignore, take no notice of.
(2) In social security, source of income which is excluded
from consideration in determining entitlement to a
means-tested benefit.

disregarded annual payments In relation to income of non-residents, this term is
defined in Income Tax Act 2007 s827.
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disregarded company income In relation to income of non-residents, this term is
defined in Income Tax Act 2007 s816.
disregarded day

For the purposes of the statutory residence test, a day in
which a taxpayer works for more than three hours in the
UK. Such a day is not regarded as a day of overseas work
for the third automatic overseas residence test.

disregarded income

In relation to income of non-residents, this term is
defined in Income Tax Act 2007 s813.

disregarded pension income

In relation to income of non-residents, this term is
defined in Income Tax Act 2007 s813(3).

disregarded savings and investment income
In relation to income of non-residents, this term is
defined in Income Tax Act 2007 s825.
Disregard Regulations

Loan Relationships and Derivatives Contracts (Disregard
and Bringing into Account of Profits and Losses)
Regulations SI 2004 No 3256.
This term is used in Corporation Tax Act 2009
s616(7).

dissatisfier

American term for a factor that leads to workplace
dissatisfaction. Example include poor working conditions,
low pay and poor work policies.

dissolution

Company law
Cessation of an institution, particularly of a partnership or
the removal of a company from the register at Companies
House under the striking-off procedure. The latter may be
by the company itself under Companies Act 2006 s1003
or by the Registrar of Companies under s1000.
The procedure by a company is to complete form
DS01 and send it with £10 to Companies House. This
requires certain undertakings, such as the company has
not traded for three months, all debts are paid, and the
company is not involved in other insolvency proceedings.
Within seven days, the directors must notify all other
parties including employees.
The application is published in The Gazette. If no
objection is received within three months, the company is
removed from the register.
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The Registrar will usually remove a company if there
are no remaining directors.
If a company has share capital remaining, that is
bona vacantia and officially belongs to the Crown. Before
14 October 2011, the Treasury Solicitor said that the state
would not seek to claim the capital if the sum was less
than £4,000, then considered to be the typical cost of an
insolvency procedure. This applied when a company had
been dissolved under Companies Act 2006 s1003 or
Companies Act 1985 s652A.
On 14 October 2011, the Treasury solicitor
withdrew notice BVC 17 as the 2006 Act made it much
easier for a company to reduce its share capital. A
consequence is that all companies wishing to distribute
share capital must make a formal capital reduction first.
This is now an administrative procedure that does not
require court approval.
Tax implications
A distribution of profits in the form of a dividend is
treated in the same way as any other dividend. A
distribution of capital is a capital receipt in the hand of
the shareholders.
Until 29 February 2012, extra-statutory concession
C16 allowed a final dividend to be taxed as capital,
provided the shareholders ensured that any outstanding
tax liabilities were settled. Details of how this was
operated can be found in the Inspector’s Manual at
CTM36220.
From 1 March 2012, the position is put on a
statutory basis under Corporation Tax Act 2010 s1030A as
inserted by SI 2012 No 266. The broad consequence is
that the first £25,000 is treated as capital and not income.
The limit was to be £4,000 in line with the bona vacantia
rules, but was revised on representations.
Other meanings
Historically, the term also applies to the dissolution of
monasteries by Henry VIII in 1538.
Dissosticus

Species of fish that includes Patagonian toothfish, Chilean
seabass and Antarctic toothfish.
The importation of such fish requires a Catch
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document as a condition of obtaining Customs clearance.
distance

“In the measurement of any distance for the purpose of
an Act, that distance shall, unless the contrary intention
appears, be measured in a straight line on a horizontal
plane” (Interpretation Act 1978 s8).

Distance Marketing Directive EU directive 2002/65/EC of 23 September 2002 as
amended (Consumer Rights Act 2015 s63(7)).
The term has a similar definition in Child Trust
Funds Regulations SI 2004 No 1450 reg 2(1)(b).
distance selling

Any arrangement whereby a consumer makes a purchase
away from the seller’s premises. Examples include mail
order and Internet sales.
Such sales are subject to the Distance Selling
Regulations (DSR) which give the consumers additional
rights, such as being allowed to return goods within seven
days.
For VAT, a distance sale to an unregistered
customer (such as a consumer) bears VAT at the rate
applicable to the supplier’s state. So a UK supplier
providing goods to an individual in France must charge UK
VAT on the sale.
Also if the customer’s purchases reach a limit, the
customer must register for VAT in that state. For the UK,
the limit is the same as the VAT registration threshold. In
other EU states, the limit is much lower.

distance selling

When a taxable person registered in one European Union
(EU) Member State supplies and delivers goods to a nontaxable person in another EU Member State (most
common in mail order).

Distance Selling Regulations (DSR)
Consumer Protection (Distance Selling) Regulations SI
2000 No 2334.
The regulations implement European Directive
97/7/EC of 20 May 1997.
The regulations deal with consumer sales by mail
order or Internet.
The main provisions are:
• the consumer has a seven-day cooling-off
period to change his or her mind
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• the supplier is obliged to provide a written
record (failure to do so extends the cooling-off period to
three months)
• the consumer has the right to full
reimbursement on cancellation as permitted
• the goods should normally be supplied within
30 days
• the consumer is protected for fraudulent use
of a credit card.
There are some exceptions, such as for food and
leisure services.
Distance Selling Threshold

The VAT due on distance sales is accounted for in the
country of despatch, until the value exceeds a specified
annual limit. The limit is based on a calendar year and
varies between Member States.

distance supplier

In relation to consumer contracts, “means—
(a) a supplier under a distance contract within
the meaning of the Financial Services (Distance
Marketing) Regulations 2004 (SI 2004/2095), or
(b) a supplier of unsolicited financial services
within the meaning of regulation 15 of those regulations”
(Consumer Rights Act 2015 s63(7)).

distant water trawlermen

Before 6 April 2006 (when the normal pension retirement
age was 60), such a person was allowed to retire on a full
pension at the age of 55.

distillation

Process of increasing the amount of alcohol in drinks. The
process involves boiling the liquid to remove water.
Alcohol has a lower boiling point.
Drinks which have been distilled are liable for excise
duty as spirits which is charged at a higher rate than for
beer, cider or wine.

distillation period

Period for which the attenuation charge is calculated on a
distiller in respect of his capacity to distil spirits. Customs
notice 39 defines them as “accounting periods for the
manufacture of spirits”.
All manufacturing must be carried out in a
distillation period.
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distilled water

For VAT, this is standard-rated. It does not come within
the scope of zero-rated water (VAT notice 701/16).

distiller

“A person holding a licence to manufacture spirits”
(Customs notice 39).

distillers’ licence

Licence which is required before anyone may legally distil
spirits (Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979 s12(1)). In
general, the distillery must have at least one still with a
capacity of at least 18 hectolitres.

distiller’s warehouse

“Place of security for the deposit of spirits manufactured
at that distillery” (Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979
s15(1)). The warehouse must be approved by HMRC. The
term is so defined in ibid s15(3).
“An Excise Warehouse approved by us *HMRC+
under section 15 of ALDA, for the storage of the spirits
produced at the distillery. A limited range of operations,
such as racking, can be carried out in a distiller’s
warehouse” (Customs notice 39).
A limited range of operations, such as racking, can
be carried out in a distiller's warehouse.

distillery

“Premises where spirits are manufactured whether by
distillation of a fermented liquor or by any other process”
(Customs notice 39).
“Means premises where spirits are manufactured,
whether by distillation of a fermented liquor or by any
other process” (Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979 s4(1)).

distillery return

Quarterly return that must be made on form W21 by a
distillery.

distinguish

In law, process whereby factors in a current court case
are shown to be different from those in a previous case,
so that the precedent established in that case need not
be followed.

Distinguished Conduct Medal Award for bravery. Payments of pension or annuity in
respect of the award are free of income tax (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s638).
Distinguished Flying Cross

Award for bravery. Payments of pension or annuity in
respect of the award are free of income tax (Income Tax
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(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s638).
Distinguished Flying Medal

Award for bravery. Payments of pension or annuity in
respect of the award are free of income tax (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s638).

Distinguished Service Medal

Award for bravery. Payments of pension or annuity in
respect of the award are free of income tax (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s638).

distractive clothing

Clothing that can distract colleagues from their work,
such as a bikini or gorilla suit. The organisation should
have a dress code to deal with such matters.

distractor

In testing, a deliberately wrong answer included in a
multiple choice question.

distrain

Seize goods to pay debts.

distraint

Process of seizing goods to be sold to pay a debt.

distress

In law, the process of seizing goods to raise funds to pay a
debt.

distressed

For VAT purposes, a person is distressed if “suffering pain,
grief, anguish, severe poverty etc” (VAT notice 701/1).
An organisation providing relief from such distress
may be regarded as not making a business supply.

distressed securities

Security issued by a company that is in receivership,
administration or similar adverse financial position.

distress finance

Funding for a business in trouble, usually at a very high
rate.

distress merchandise

American term for goods sold cheaply to raise quick funds
to clear debts.

distress sale

Sale designed to generate a quick income, usually
because the person is desperate.

distress warrant

Order by a court authorising bailiffs to seize goods for
non-payment of a debt.
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distributable profits

Profits which the directors may decide to share out
between shareholders as a dividend.
In relation to financial assistance to buy shares in a
company, a definition is given in Companies Act 2006
s683(1).

distributed ledger

Computer file of data, particularly personal data, where
any change made by a data holder is immediately flagged
up on all copies.

distributed profits

The element of profits which has been given to
shareholders as dividend and not kept as retained profit.

distributing

In insolvency, sharing proceeds among creditors.

distribution

Company law
Dividend or similar payment made by a company to its
members. A full definition for tax purposes is given in
Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s209(2)).
For company law, the term means “every
description of distribution of a company’s assets to its
members, whether in cash or otherwise, subject to the
following exceptions” (Companies Act 2006 s829(1)).
The exceptions are:
• issue of bonus shares
• reduction of share capital
• redemption of shares from capital
• distribution of assets on winding up.
A company must be able to justify a distribution
from its accounts (Companies Act 2006 from s836).
Taxation
Dividend, or similar payments from company to
shareholders.
A definition is given in relation to stock lending
which, in practice, has a wider application:
“Distribution means —
(a) in the case of UK shares, a dividend,
(b) in the case of UK securities, a periodical
payment of interest,
(c) in the case of overseas securities, an
overseas dividend”
(Income Tax Act 2007 s606(3)).
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Open-ended investment company
“Includes investment on behalf of an owner of shares in
respect of the owner’s accumulation sharers” (Income
Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s375(1)).
Other meanings
Equivalent payment from a collective investment fund.
distribution accounts

In relation to open-ended investment companies, “means
the accounts showing his the total amount available for
distribution to owners is calculated” (Income Tax (Trading
and Other Income) Act 2005 s375(1)).

distribution cost

Expenditure relating to warehousing, packing and delivery
of goods.

distribution in kind

When a dividend or equivalent payment to a company’s
members is made by providing an asset rather than cash.
This is legal but most rare.
The asset must be valued and comply with the rules
for a cash dividend (Companies Act 2006 s845).

distribution network

Series of warehouses or depots from which goods may be
sent.

distribution period

Companies
Period after the dividend declaration date during which a
shareholder must own the shares to receive the dividend.
Open-ended investment companies
“Means the period by reference to which that amount *of
distribution+ is calculated” (Income Tax (Trading and
Other Income) Act 2005 s375(1)).

distribution rights

In relation to corporation tax and distributions, means
“rights in relation to dividends or interest or assets on a
winding up” (Corporation Tax Act 2010 s169(2)).

distributor

Company which arranges the sales of goods for another
company.

districting

Practice of companies supplying products or (more
usually) services only in a defined area.
Such arrangements were common among utility
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companies before nationalisation in the 1940s.
DITMO

Deep in the the money option.

divan

Counting house where accounting records were kept. The
modern term for a type of bed is an allusion to the style
of bench in a divan.

diver

Continental shelf
The taxation of divers working on the Continental Shelf is
set out in Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act
2005s15.
Early retirement on full pension
A diver may retire on a personal pension at the age of 40,
provided:
• the person had the right by 5 April 2006,
• the right was unqualified in that it needed no
other person to consent,
• the right was set out in the governing
documentation of the pension scheme by 10 December
2003.
(SI 2005 No 3451, as explained in the Inspector’s Manual
at RPSM 03106035).
The regulations specify that this applies to
saturation, deep sea and free swimming diving.

diverge

Move further apart. The term has a more specific
meaning than to differ.

diversification

Portfolio policy that seeks to reduce risk by spreading
investments over a suitably wide range.

diversion

For excise duty, the release of goods from an excise
warehouse to the market without the excise duty having
been paid.

diversity management

Managerial process that exploits the diverse talents of its
workplace to maximum effect.

diversity training

Element of training that seeks to exploit the diversity of
the workforce.
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diverted profits

In relation to diverted profits tax, “means an amount —
(a) in respect of which the company is chargeable to
corporation tax for that period by reason of the
application of Part 4 of TIOPA 2010 (transfer pricing) to
the results of the material provision, and
(b) which, in a case where section 81 applies, is
attributable (in accordance with sections 20 to 32 of CTA
2009) to UKPE.
(Finance Act 2015 s83(2)).

diverted profits tax (DPT)

Tax introduced from 1 April 2015 by Finance Act 2015
ss77-116.
The tax is designed to discourage avoidance of
other taxes (principally corporation tax) rather than to be
a source of revenue.
It is charged at a rate of 25%, except for ring-fenced
profits where it is charged at 55%.
The tax is levied when other tax has been avoided
by either:
avoiding having a taxable presence in the UK,
or
using transactions that lack economic
substance to transfer profits overseas.
DPT does not apply to small and medium-sized
entities, nor where the arrangements give rise to loan
relationships only. The former rule also only applies for
supplies in the UK that exceed £10 million in a 12-month
period.
DPT has a two stage procedure:
a preliminary notice is issued by a designated
HMRC officer to determine that DPT applies, and stating
the amount and reasons,
a charging notice requiring payment of DPT
within 30 days.
An appeal to the tribunal may only be made against
a charging notice.

divestment

Disposal of an asset, particularly one held for investment.
The term is also widely used when a company disposes of
unwanted subsidiaries.

divide

Mathematical function to determine how many times one
number must be multiplied to reach another.
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dividend

Companies
Payment to shareholders by company from its profits
after tax.
A dividend payment to a director is not taxdeductible by the company (Eyres v Finnieston
Engineering Co Ltd [1916] 7TC74).
It is a form of distribution which may only be made
from profits, not from capital or borrowing. Profits
includes profit from a previous period and the gain from
revaluing assets.
A dividend is usually either a final dividend based
on the company’s profits, or an interim dividend payable
during the year on the basis of expected profit. An interim
dividend may only be paid if allowed by the articles of
association. Old articles may prevent interim dividends
which would then be unlawful and have tax
consequences.
The shareholder has a potential tax liability for
dividend income. From 6 April 2016, there is a dividend
allowance of £5,000 which is tax-free. Above this,
dividends are taxable at a series of special income tax
rates, starting at 7.5% for a basic rate taxpayer.
Between 6 April 1999 and 5 April 2016, dividends
were taxable on ten-ninths of the amount received by the
shareholder. This grossed up figure was then taxed at
special income tax rates starting with 10% for a basic rate
taxpayer. This meant that a basic rate taxpayer paid no
extra tax. Such a taxpayer who received a dividend for
£900 would be regarded as having received £1,000 on
which 10% tax was payable which had already been
“paid”.
Insurance
An amount returned to the holders of certain types of
policy, by the insurance company, out of its earnings
Mathematics
A number to be divided by another number (the divisor)
to give an answer (the quotient).

dividend additional rate

Rate of income tax paid on the grossed up amount of a
dividend received by a taxpayer liable to income tax at
the additional rate. The rate reduced from 42.5% to
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37.5% from 6 April 2013.
dividend coupons

In relation to sale of foreign dividend coupons, “means
coupons for dividends payable in respect of foreign
holdings” (Corporation Tax Act 2009 s975(2)).

dividend cover

Net profit divided by dividend.

dividend discount model

Method of valuing companies by using the discounted
value of future dividends.

dividend forecast

The amount of dividend a company is expected to pay.

dividend growth

Amount by which a company’s dividend has increased
from a previous period or periods.

dividend income

Income from dividends and other distributions from
companies. It is subject to a special rate of income tax.
The full definition is given in Income Tax Act 2007 s19.

dividend irrelevance

Theory that dividends are irrelevant in determining the
value of a company. To the extent that profits are not
distributed, they are retained and are therefore reflected
in the share value.

dividend maintenance

Policy of paying the same dividend even though a
company’s profits fluctuate.

dividend mandate

Authorisation by a shareholder to a company to pay the
dividends into a stated bank account.

dividend ordinary rate

Rate of income tax charged on dividends to basic rate
taxpayers.

dividend per share

Amount of dividend as a cash figure payable for one
share.

dividend policy

Policy followed by directors when determining the size of
the dividend.

dividend reinvestment plan

Scheme whereby investors may use their dividends to buy
further shares rather than receive cash. The plan is
typically offered by larger companies to private investors.
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dividend stripping

Arrangement where the value of an investee company is
materially reduced by the payment of a dividend. The
provisions for chargeable gains are set out in Taxation of
Capital Gains Act 1992 s177.

dividend trust rate

Rate of income tax payable by relevant property trusts
on their dividend income. The rate has been:
From
Before 6 April 2010
6 April 2010
6 April 2013

Rate
32.5%
42.5%
37.5%

This means that, allowing for the dividend tax credit, the
effective tax rate is the same as the highest marginal rate
of income tax. Other income of such trusts is taxed at the
rate applicable to trusts.
dividend upper rate

Rate of income tax charged on dividends to higher rate
(40%) taxpayers. The rate is 32.5%.

dividend warrant

Document entitling a person to claim a dividend.

dividend yield

Dividend per share divided by current market price.

dividend yield basis

Method of valuing shares. The dividend per share is
divided by the dividend yield.

diving board

This is listed in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s23 List C as
an item that is not affected by the provisions of s21
(buildings) or s22 (structures). This means that its
eligibility for capital allowance depends on the nature and
purpose of the item.

diving supervisor

The taxation of diving supervisors working on the
Continental Shelf is given in Income Tax (Trading And
Other Income) Act 2005s15.

Divisia money supply index

Measure of money supply based on the M4 measure.
The characteristic of this index is that it uses
weighting for different types of money. Notes and coins
score 1. Other less liquid forms of cash attract a lower
weighting. The name comes from its inventor François
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Divisia.
division

Mathematics
Mathematical process of determining how many times
one number may be multiplied to become another
number, so 12 may be divided by 4 to be 3.
In this example, 12 is the dividend, 4 is the divisor
and 3 is the quotient.
Company law
In company law, either a discreet part of a company, or
the process of splitting a company into parties. The law
for the latter is given in Companies Act 2006 from s919.

Divisional Court

Court comprising at least two judges from a division of
the High Court. There is a divisional court for each of the
three divisions of the High Court. The divisional court
hears appeals in various matters prescribed by law. They
also exercise some supervisory jurisdiction over the High
Court.

divisional registration

For VAT, a facility that allows a corporate body, which
carries on its business through a number of self
accounting units, to register each of those units or
divisions separately for VAT. Allowed only at the
discretion of HM Customs and Excise.

divisor

Operand to divide a dividend in division. In 12 ÷ 4 = 3, the
divisor is 4.

divorce

The legal process which ends a marriage even though
both parties are still alive. A person who is divorced is
called a divorcee.
Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s225B gives
details on the consequences of divorce for private
residence relief.

divorcee

Person who has been divorced.

divorcement

Old term for a bill of divorce.

divorce order

Final order made in granting a divorce under Family Law
Act 1996. It replaces the former decree nisi and decree
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absolute.
Divorce Registry

Section of the Family Division of the High Court that deals
with divorce.

divvy

Colloquialism for dividend, particularly the dividend paid
by the Co-operative Society.

Diwali

Hindu or Sikh festival of lamps held in October or
November.

dix

Old slang for a US ten-dollar bill.

DIY

Do it yourself. The term is used for the provision of
materials, tools and other equipment, and sometimes
also services, to allow a person to build, repair, extend or
maintain their own property. There is a special VAT
scheme for DIY builders.

DIY builders’ scheme

Person who builds a house for their own use. It also
extends to a charity building where the work is done by
volunteers. The scheme allows the person or charity to
claim back input tax on the building materials when not
registered for VAT. The objective is to put such a person
or group on the same basis as if the work had been done
by a registered builder, where such a building would be
zero-rated. The scheme includes residential conversions.
This provision is allowed by Value Added Tax 1994
s35 and Sch 8 Group 5. Note (22) defines the scope of
building materials.
The main provisions of the scheme are:
• the building must be for residential or
charitable purposes
• VAT cannot be claimed for work done before
purchase of the site
• a residential building must be for the builders
to live, not to be sold or let out
• the building must not be used for commercial
purposes (other than those incidental to residence)
• input tax cannot be claimed for any services,
such as of architects or lawyers; it may only be claimed
for goods that have borne VAT
• the building must have planning permission
and the work must be in accordance with that
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permission.
A claim is made on form 431C which also includes
guidance.
DJF

(1) ISO code for Djibouti franc.
(2) Abbreviation: Djibouti franc.

Djibouti

Arabic state. Its currency is the Djibouti franc of 100
centimes. The UK has no double taxation treaty.

DK

Country prefix code for Denmark.

DKK

ISO code for Danish krone.

DKr

Abbreviation: Danish krone, currency of Denmark.

DL

Envelope size of 110mm x 220mm which holds a sheet of
A4 paper folded into three.

DLR

Dominion Law Reports, series of Canadian law reports
from 1912.

DM

Deutschmark.

DMA

Direct Marketing Association.

D-mark

Deutschmark.

DMB

Debt Management and Banking, a team in HMRC.

DMBM

HMRC Inspectors’ Manual on debt management and
banking.

DMI

Debt Market Integrator.

DMO

Debt Management Office.

DMV

Deemed market value of the interest in the property for
the year. This abbreviation is used in Finance Act 2004
s185B.

DN

In relation to corporation tax surcharge on banks, this
abbreviation is used in Corporation Tax Act 2010
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s269DF(3).
DNAP

In relation to corporation tax surcharge on banks, this
abbreviation is used in the formula in Corporation Tax Act
2010 s269DI(5).

DNG

In relation to corporation tax surcharge on banks, this
abbreviation is used in Corporation Tax Act 2010
s269DE(4) to denote the number of days in the period on
which the company is not a member of a group that has
another member that is a banking company.

D/NI

Deduction/no inclusion.

DNS

Domain name system.
In computing, the hierarchical naming system for
any resource connected to the Internet or to a private
network.

DO

Term for a letter addressed from one officer to another.
The letters stand for demi-official, and originated in
the British War Office.

D&O

Insurance cover provided to directors and officers of a
company.

do

Ditto, same as in the line above.

DOB

Date of birth. This abbreviation has statutory authority,
such as in Companies Act 2006 s1087A.

DOB information

Information about the day of the date of birth of a
director or PSC which must be filed at Companies House
but is not disclosed from 1 October 2015 under
Companies Act 2006 1087A(2).

dobra

Currency of Sao Tome and Principe.

docimology

Art of assaying (particularly of drugs).

dock

Loading ships
Place where ships berth for loading and unloading of
goods, or embarkation and disembarkation of passengers.
A dock is specifically included in the definition of
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industrial building.
Profits from this, when run as a trade, are subject to
income tax (Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act
2005s12) or corporation tax (Corporation Tax Act 2009
s39).
For capital allowances, this is specifically excluded
from the scope of plant and machinery (Capital
Allowances Act 2001 s22(1) List B).
Other meanings
(1) Cut, remove, reduce, such as to subtract from wages.
(2) Place in court where an accused person stands trial.
dock brief

When a barrister already in court is directed by a judge to
defend a person otherwise without legal representation.
The court pays the barrister’s fee.

docket

(1) Summary of a longer document.
(2) Ticket, bill or similar that indicates the contents or
purpose of an item.
(3) List of cases to be heard in court.
(4) A Customs certificate of payment.

doctor (Dr)

(1) Medical practitioner.
(2) Holder of a doctorate awarded by a university.
(3) Adjust to give a false outcome, such as in amending
equipment or figures.

doctors’ co-operative

Mutual trading organisation. They started in 1995 to
provide out-of-hours medical cover for GPs’ patients.
Their tax treatment is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual
at BIM24655.

doctrine of incorporation

In international law, the legal principle that international
laws are automatically incorporated into every country’s
domestic law. It differs from the doctrine of
transformation.

doctrine of transformation

In international law, the legal principle that international
laws are only incorporated into a country’s domestic law
if that country has so decided by its own law or a decision
of its own judges.
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document

General
Any record in any form, particularly an official record.
The term is also used in computing to mean a
computer file which has similar functional properties to a
paper document.
Tax appeals
For tax appeals, document “means anything in which
information is recorded in any form, and an obligation
under these Rules to provide or allow access to a
document or a copy of a document for any purpose
means, unless the Tribunal directs otherwise, an
obligation to provide or allow access to such document or
copy in a legible form or in a form which can be readily
made into legible form” (The Tribunal Procedure (Firsttier Tribunal) (Tax Chamber) Rules SI 2009 No 273 s1(3)).
Electronic filing
In relation to electronic filing, the word “means anything
authorised to be delivered by means of electronic
communications under these Regulations (Income and
Corporation Taxes (Electronic Certificates of Deduction of
Tax and Tax Credit) Regulations SI 2003 No 3143 reg 1(2)).
Information powers
In relation to HMRC information powers, the term
“includes a part of a document (except where the context
otherwise requires)” (Finance Act 2008 Sch 36 para 58).
Value added tax
“Means anything in which information of any description
is recorded” (Value Added Tax 1994 s96(1)).
Company law
Company law provisions can be found in Companies Act
2006 s1168.

document box

Box which can be locked for secure custody of
documents.

document wallet

Wallet, usually of card or plastic, designed to contain
documents.
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documentary bill

Bill of exchange attached to the shipping documents of
parcel of goods. Typically the documents include the bill
of lading, insurance policy, dock warrant and invoice.

documentary credit

Credit document, particularly used in the export trade. It
involves a bank issuing a letter of credit against shipping
documents.

documentary evidence

In law, evidence in written rather than oral form. The
admissibility of the document depends upon both the
proof of the authenticity of the document and the
purpose for which it is offered.

documentary proof

Evidence in the form of documents.

documentation fee

Fee charged by a lender to cover the cost of producing
the loan documents.

document of title to goods

Document, such as a bill of lading that states the terms
under which a person has possession of goods.

documents against acceptance (D/A)
Means of payment in international trade. The exporter
sends the shipping documents with a bill of exchange to
the bank or agent at the destination port. The bank or
agent releases the goods when the bill of exchanged has
been accepted by the consignee.
documents against presentation (D/P)
Another expression for cash against documents.
dodge

Trick employed to avoid a responsibility.

dodge the column

Colloquialism meaning to avoid one’s responsibilities.

dog

(1) Domestic pet.
A dog may be imported into the UK under the Pet
Passport Scheme without the need for quarantine.
(2) Colloquialism for a poorly performing share where the
investor should consider whether it is worth continuing to
invest.
(3) Element of goodwill classified as cat, dog and rat.
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dog biscuit

This is specially standard-rated for VAT under Value
Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1 Excepted Item 6.

dog-cheap

Colloquialism meaning very cheap.

dog handlers’ allowance

Addition to basic pay for police whose duties include
handling police dogs.

dog licence

Licence needed to own a dog, collected by local
authorities. Separate licences are still needed for certain
dangerous dogs.
In Great Britain, this requirement was introduced in
1878 and abolished in 1988. The rate was then 37p, the
equivalent of the pre-decimal 7s 6d. By this time, the
licence cost more to administer than it collected. About
half of all dog owners did not have a licence.
In Northern Ireland, a licence is still required under
Dogs (Northern Ireland) Order 1983. Dog licences are also
required in the Irish Republic, Isle of Man and in many
other countries.

dog tax

This tax became formalised in 1769 though annual
charges had previously been made at times of rabies
scares. In 1867, it was replaced with the annual dog
licence.

doit

Something of very little value. The word originally
referred to a Dutch coin worth about half a farthing.

DOL

(1) Daily Official List.
(2) Department of Labor.

dole

Colloquial name for jobseeker's allowance, previously
unemployment benefit. The term literally means a
portion given (or “doled”) to someone.

doli capax

Latin: capable of crime.

doli incapax

Latin: incapable of crime.
Generally, the law assumes that a child under 10
cannot commit a crime, and that one between the ages of
10 and 14 has limited capacity.
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dollar

Currency of the USA, indicated by the symbol $. It also
refers to a different currency of other countries such as
Australia, Bermuda and Canada.

dollar area

Geographical area where the US dollar is the main trading
currency.

dollar balance

Country’s trade balance expressed in US dollars.

dollar cost averaging

The same as pound cost averaging.

dollar pool

Before 1979, fund of dollars from which UK residents
could buy foreign securities, domestic property etc. It was
abolished with exchange control regulations.

dollar stocks

Shares in US companies expressed in dollars.

dollarization

Linking a currency to the US dollar.
This is often done by a soft currency, or to recover
from hyperinflation. Ecuador did this in September 2000.

domain name

Internet address. This can be protected as a trade name.

domal

Pertaining to a house.

Domesday Book

Record of all property in most of England compiled by
1086 and used to raise tax.

domestic

Relating to the home. This term is sometimes used in
relation to tax provisions on the supply of goods, such as
the reduced rate of VAT for energy supplies. The meaning
of the term for tax was considered in the purchase tax
case Attorney-General v Milliwatt [1948] 1 All ER 331
which held that electric blankets could be classified as
domestic, even though they were a luxury and also had
medical use (the latter of which was much more common
in 1948).

domestic belongings

In relation to relocation expenses, means “belongings of
the employee or of members of the employee’s family or
household”
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s280(3)).
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domestic consignment

Goods not under Customs control moving within the UK.

domestic currency

The currency of a particular country, as opposed to a
single currency or international currency.

domestic economy

Principles of efficient ordering of a household’s finances.

domestic fuel

This item is subject to the reduced rate of 5% VAT from 1
September 1997 (Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 7A Group 1).

domestic goods

(1) Goods produced by a country for its own use, as
against imported goods.
(2) Goods used within a home.
The extent to which an employee may claim for
such goods as relocation expenses is set out in Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s285.

domestic market

Collective term for customers in the same country as the
seller.

domestic microgeneration

Defined in Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act
2005s782A (as inserted by Finance Act 2007 s20) as a
microgeneration system in domestic premises.

domestic partner benefits

American term for a benefit plan that provides benefits
for a husband, wife or other partner of an employee.

domestic premises

In law, a private residence, complete with garden, yard,
drive and related buildings.
“Premises used wholly or mainly as a separate
private dwelling” (re microgeneration, Income Tax
(Trading And Other Income) Act 2005s782A (as inserted
by Finance Act 2007 s20) and Taxation of Capital Gains
Act 1992 s263AZA).

domestic production

Production of goods for use in the home country.

domestic reverse charge

For VAT purposes, the wholesale buying and selling of
telecommunications services in the UK, typically
transmission or carriage services of airtime and
telephony-related data. From 1 February 2016, the VAT
liability passes to the customer rather than the supplier.
Details are given in Brief 1/2016.
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domestic staff

People employed to work in a private household, such as
gardeners, chauffeurs, cleaners, cooks and maids.
It is possible to pay such staff using a simplified
procedure of PAYE that broadly treats each tax month as
if it were the first in the tax year.

domestic tribunal

Body that deals with discipline in a particular area, such
as a professional body disciplining its members.

domicile

The one country a person regards as his or her natural home. A
person may have only one domicile, even though he has dual
residence or dual nationality.
In Scots law, “Where a person lives or a company or body
has its registered address or seat. “(Judiciary of Scotland
website glossary).
There are three types of domicile:
• domicile of origin
• domicile of choice
• domicile by operation of law
For inheritance tax purposes only, it is also possible
to have a deemed domicile.

domicile by operation of law

When a person’s domicile is established by operation of
law.
This applied when a woman married; her domicile
of origin was replaced by her husband’s domicile. This
provision was abolished by Domicile and Matrimonial
Proceedings Act 1973 s1, but women who had already
established a domicile by operation of law keep that
domicile.

domicile of choice

Where a person has given up their domicile of origin and
established another country as their domicile. In practice,
this is difficult to demonstrate and requires significant
steps to be taken to show that the domicile of origin has
been abandoned. An example for tax is IRC v Bullock
[1976]. If a domicile of choice is abandoned, the person
reverts to their domicile of origin (Tee v Tee [1973].

domicile of origin

Domicile established at birth. This is, by far, the most
common form. A legitimate child takes the domicile of his
or her father (Domicile and Matrimonial Proceedings Act
1973 s3). If the parents are separated, and the child lives
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with the mother, the child takes her domicile (ibid s4).
domiciliary visit

(1) Visit made under legal authority to search the
premises. This term is now rarely used.
(2) Visit by a doctor to a patient at his home.

domiciliate

Establish a domicile or permanent residence.

dominance

(1) Where one company, person, product or policy is so
powerful that it dictates to others.
(2) In game theory, elimination of all pay-offs where
there are better alternatives until a matrix is reduced to 2
x 2.

dominant influence

“Influence that can be exercised to achieve the operating
and financial policies desired by the holder of the
influence, notwithstanding the rights or influence of any
other party” (FRS 2 para 7).

dominant person

Person who has the more responsible role in a fiduciary
relationship.

dominant trading strategy

Portfolio that costs the same as another but which is
structured always to outperform the other.

domination

Relationship where one person, body or activity
determines all others.

dominical

Belonging to the lord, particularly referring to Jesus in
Christian theology.

Dominica

Island state in the Caribbean Sea. Note that it is a
separate state from the Dominican Republic.
Its currency is the East Caribbean dollar of 100
cents.
The UK has no double taxation treaty.

Dominican Republic

State on an island shared with Haiti between Atlantic
Ocean and Caribbean Sea. Note that it is a separate state
from Dominica.
Its currency is the Dominican Republic peso of 100
centavos.
The UK has no double taxation treaty.
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domino effect

How the collapse of one institution can successively lead
to the collapse of others.
The term is an allusion to being able to knock down
a long line of dominoes by knocking down just one.

domitae naturae

Latin: of tame disposition.
The term is applied to animals.

Domus Procerum

Latin: House of Lords.

domus sua cuique est tutissimum refugium
Latin: to every one his house is his surest refuge.
This principle was expounded in Semayne’s Case
[1604].
Donald III Bán

King of Scotland from 1093 to 1097.

donary

Something given for sacred use.

donated goods

Goods given to a charity or organisation to sell to raise
funds. Such an activity is not usually regarded as taxable
under extra-statutory concession C4, as explained in the
Inspectors’ Manual at BIM24795.

donatio mortis causa

Latin: given in anticipation of death.
To be valid, such a gift must be made in
contemplation of the donor’s death, to take effect on
death, and to be completed by delivery on death.

donation

Gift, such as to a charity.
In organ transplants, the term “means donating
human tissues or cells intended for human application”
(Directive 2003/23/EC article 3).

donative

Gift, particularly of a church benefice without reference
to the bishop, as against a presentative which requires
agreement of the bishop. Donatives were abolished from
1 January 1899 under Benefices Act 1898 s12. This section
has itself now been repealed by Church of England
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1992 (No 1).

donator

Person who donates something, though the word donor
is more generally used.
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donee

Individual or organisation that receives a grant. Also
called a grantee.

dong

Currency of Vietnam.

donor

Individual or organisation that makes a grant. Also called
a grantor.

donor unknown or disclaiming
Term used in Charities Act 2011 s63 in relation to the cyprès rules for charities.
door

Part of a building (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s21(3) List
A).

doorstep lending

Another name for a home credit company.

DOP

ISO code for Dominican Republic peso.

DORA

Defence of the Realm Act 1914. It imposed severe
wartime restrictions.

dormant

No longer active or in use, such as a company which is not
trading or an account which is not being used.
The term is defined in Dormant Bank and Building
Society Accounts Act 2008 s10.

dormant account

An account in a bank or building society which has not
been used by its owner for at least 15 years. Many such
accounts are in the names, or false names, of individuals
long dead and whose descendants cannot be traced.
Under Dormant Bank and Building Society Accounts
Act 2008, these dormant accounts may be taken and used
to improve youth services. A rightful owner may claim the
funds at any time.
The equivalent provisions for charities are given in
Charities Act 2011 from s107.
From 1 February 2011, interest on dormant
accounts is not taxed until a claim has been made. The
law is Finance Act 2008 s39 and SI 2011 No 22.

dormant account functions

“Means functions relating to, or connected with, the
distribution of formant money (including the function of
making decisions as to the persons to whom distributions
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are to be made)” (Dormant Bank and Building Society
Accounts Act 2008 Sch 3 para 6(1)).
dormant account funds

“Means money paid to a reclaim fund by banks by
building societies in respect of dormant accounts”
(Dormant Bank and Building Society Accounts Act 2008
s5(6)).

dormant account money

Money transferred to the Big Lottery Fund from dormant
accounts. The term is defined in Dormant Bank and
Building Society Accounts Act 2008 s16.

dormant asset

Shares, securities or financial assets other than a bank
account that have been untouched for at least 15 years.
From 19 December 2015, the Dormant Assets
Commission may realise these assets and apply the
proceeds to charities. The scheme is similar to that which
already applied for dormant bank accounts.

Dormant Assets Commission

Body established on 19 December 2015 to recover
dormant financial assets, such as shares and other
securities. These are applied to charities.

dormant bank account

Another name for a dormant account.

dormant company

Company which still exists but is not trading. Such a
company is generally exempt from audit (Companies Act
2006 s480).
“For the purposes of the Companies Acts a
company is “dormant” during any period in which it has
no significant accounting transaction.”(Companies Act
2006 s1169(1)).

dormant partner

Another term for sleeping partner.

dormant subsidiary

Company law generally provides an exemption for
dormant subsidiaries from filing accounts (Companies Act
2006 from s394A and s448A).

dormie

Person who has already achieved enough to win even
though the game or contest has not finished. The term
literally means a sleeper in allusion to the fact that the
person will win even if he now falls asleep. [The term is
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widely used in golf.]
dosh

Slang term for ready money, in use since 1953. It comes
from Russian Jewish colloquialisms.

dotal

Pertaining to a marriage dowry.

DOTAS

Disclosure of tax avoidance schemes.

DOTAS arrangements

“Notificable arrangements to which HMRC has issued a
scheme reference number (SRN) under section 311 of
[Finance Act] 2004. In order to do so, HMRC must have
received a disclosure of notifiable arrangements, or a
notifiable proposal under Part 7 of FA 2004, or must have
successfully taken proceedings under Part of FA 2004 to
require such disclosure" (HMRC Guidance on Follower
Notices and Accelerated Payments. 2014).

douane

Custom house.

douanier

Officer at a Custom house.

double

General
Twice as much or twice as many. Unlike the number 3,
there is no distinction as between treble and triple as the
latter equivalent of “duple” has largely fallen from use.
The word has acquired many specific meanings, of
which the more relevant are noted below.
Accounting
Produce twice as much money, such as in terms of
turnover, profit or winnings.
Perform two roles, particularly in the performing
arts. This includes acting two parts in a play or playing
two instruments in an orchestra
Coin.
Coin worth ⅛ of an old penny, once issued in Guernsey.

double allowance

Being able to claim two capital allowances for one asset.
It is prohibited by Capital Allowances Act 2001 s7.

double assessment

When income has been assessed to tax twice. Under
Taxes Management Act 1970 s32, an appeal may be made
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to reduce the amount of the duplicate charge.
Provisions in Scotland are given in Revenue Scotland
and Tax Powers Act 2014 s106.
double auction

Auction in which bids and offers compete. An example is
the outcry where buyers and sellers shout the price at
which they are prepared to trade.

double bottom

In charting, a graph that shows a security or index hitting
the same low twice. It is assumed that it will then gain
value.

double cab pick-up

Type of vehicle which is a hybrid of car and van. HMRC
has produced a list of which models are regarded as cars
or vans in their manuals with effect from 6 April 2002.
The classification of such a vehicle for VAT also
determines its treatment for income tax if one is provided
for use by an employee.

double charge

To charge a person either twice or to charge them once at
twice the price. The former is usually a criminal offence.

double check

To check something twice, where each check is
independent of the other.

double counting

Including an item twice when it should only be included
once.
In tax, the term is used in connection with certain
loss reliefs (Income Tax Act 2007 s63).

double death duties

Situation that existed in the early decades of 20th century
where an estate in Ireland could be subject to death
duties twice. This was relieved by Government of
Northern Ireland Act 1920 s28 and Irish Free State
(Consequential Provisions) Act 1922 s5. The former Act
was repealed on 2 December 1999 as no longer needed,
but the latter provision remains in force.

double-decker bus

Unofficial measure of length, even though this is not fixed
under transport law.
Most UK double-deckers are between 9.5 metres
(31 feet 2 inches) and 11 metres (36 feet 1 inch) long.
Some three-axle buses are 12 metres (40 feet) long. The
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maximum permissible if 15 metres (49 feet 3 inches).
double deduction (DD)

When a claim is made twice for the same expenditure.
This can arise when there is a change of accounting
basis, such as from accrual accounting to cash accounting.
HMRC maintains that a second deduction is not
permissible.
For direct tax purposes, the matter is discussed in
the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM42220.
For employment income, such deduction is
specifically disallowed in Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s330.
Double deduction can also arise in international tax
avoidance where funds are transferred between two
countries so as to be tax-deductible in each country.

double-digit

Ten or more, as in “double-digit inflation” to mean
inflation of at least 10.0%. The term has the same
meaning as double figures.

double dip recession

Recession during recovery from a recent recession, such
as when government action is too severe. It was feared
that government action in 2010 would lead to a double
dip recession.

double duty

Penalty imposed in 19th and early 20th century for evading
excise duty. The penalty was twice the duty that should
have been paid.

double entry

System of bookkeeping which acknowledges that every
transaction affects two accounts. For example buying
stock increases the stock but decreases cash.
Double-entry bookkeeping therefore ensures that
every transaction is recorded by a debit and an equal and
opposite credit. The debit records an increase in an asset.

double entry bookkeeping

System of bookkeeping where every transaction is
recorded by debits and credits of equal amounts. This was
first written down by Luca Pacioli, a Venetian monk, in
1496.

double florin

British coin minted between 1887 and 1890 with a face
value of four shillings. It was overlooked when predecimal currency was demonetised and therefore
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remains legal tender for 20p.
double groat

Old silver coin minted in the reign of James VI of Scotland
(1601-04) worth eight old pence.

double grossing up

Requirement that can arise under inheritance tax when
the residue of an estate is shared between exempt and
non-exempt beneficiaries (such as family members and a
charity).
The procedure is required by Inheritance Tax Act
1984 s38 and is explained in the inspectors’ manual from
IHTM26152. The matter was considered in the case re
Benham Will Trust [1995] STC 210, and again in the case
re Ratcliffe [1999] STC 262.
The issue relates to who bears the liability for IHT
when a legacy is said to be after tax or net of tax, and also
how much tax is paid.

double hearsay

In evidence before a court, hearsay about something
which is itself hearsay such as “Mary told me that Joe said
he stole the money”. To be admissible both elements of
hearsay must overcome the legal restrictions on hearsay
evidence.

double indemnity

Payment of twice the policy’s normal benefit for specific
kinds of losses under certain conditions. Such a provision
is sometimes contained in life insurance for such
eventualities as accidental death.

double insurance

When a property is insured with more than one insurer
and, in consequence, the property has total insurance
greater than its value.
The general rule is that the insured may claim
against the policies in whatever order he wishes, provided
the total claim does not exceed the value. This is
specifically stated in Marine Insurance Act s32(2).

double jeopardy

Legal principle that a person should not be punished
twice for one offence.
“Where an act or omission constitutes an offence
under two or more Acts, or both under an Act and at
common law, the offender shall, unless the contrary
intention appears, be liable to be prosecuted and
punished under either or any of those Acts or at common
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law, but shall not be liable to be punished more than
once for the same offence”. (Interpretation Act 1978 s19).
An example of protection against double jeopardy
for tax purposes is Finance Act 2011 Sch 23 para 42.
A taxpayer cannot have a penalty imposed under
Finance Act 2008 Sch 36 if the taxpayer has been
convicted of an offence in relation to that matter (Finance
Act 2008 Sch 36 para 52).
double manning

Having two people to do a job. This may arise because:
• the job itself requires two people such as
because of the weight to be carried or the need to be in
two places at once;
• the need for there to be a witness or second
opinion:
• one person could be at risk, such as from
violence;
• to allow one of the two people to be trained;
• to provide companionship. (This is unlikely to
be a sufficient reason in itself, but could be a deciding
factor in otherwise marginal cases.)
Management consultants will often look to reduce
double manning as an efficiency measure. All the above
factors should be considered before reducing to single
manning.

double obelus

The printing sign ‡ to indicate a footnote in a text.

double option

Combination of a put option and a call option where
neither may be sold separately.

double reasonable test

Test for the purposes of the General Anti-Abuse Rule
(GAAR).
“This requires HMRC to show that the
arrangements ’cannot reasonably be regarded as a
reasonable course of action’ and recognises that there
are some arrangements which some people would regard
as a reasonable course of action while others would not.
The ‘double reasonableness’ test sets a high threshold by
asking whether it would be reasonable to hold the view
that the arrangement was a reasonable course of action.
The arrangement falls to be treated as abusive only if it
would not be reasonable to hold such a view.” (HMRC
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GAAR Guidance, January 2016, para B12.1).
double relief

Claiming a tax relief twice.
This is generally disallowed by specific provision in
legislation. An example is Capital Allowances Act 2001
s52A.

double relief for interest

Being able to claim tax relief for an interest payment
twice. There are provisions in Income Tax (Trading And
Other Income) Act 2005s52 to prevent this.

double signing

Signing something twice with a view to representing
oneself as more than one person. In some cases this can
be an offence, such as under Recall of MPs Act 2015 s12.

double taxation

Being taxed on the same income in two countries.
The UK taxes income which arises in the UK or
which is earned in another country by a UK-resident.
Many other countries have similar provisions. This can
mean that income is taxed twice. To avoid this there are
double taxation agreements with many countries. Where
there is no treaty, unilateral relief may be available.
There are different provisions regarding national
insurance. Typically a person pays national insurance in
their country of residence for 12 months and then
switches to the country of working, though there are
many exceptions to this typical provision.

double taxation agreement

Agreement between two countries to avoid double
taxation. The usual arrangement is that the tax is limited
to the amount payable in the higher taxing country, and
that tax is shared between the countries.
The UK has such agreements with more than 100
countries. Each one is a statutory instrument.

double taxation arrangements
In the context of overseas leasing, “means arrangements
which have effect under section 2(1) of the Taxation
(International and Other Provisions) Act 2010 (double
taxation relief by agreement with territories outside the
United Kingdom)” (Capital Allowances Act 2001 S105(3)).
double taxation relief

Relief from UK income tax or corporation tax when the
income has already been taxed in another country.
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The terms are usually governed by a double
taxation agreement. If not, the taxpayer may be able to
claim unilateral relief.
double taxation treaty passport scheme
Scheme introduced from 1 September 2010 for overseas
corporate lenders from countries with whom the UK has a
double taxation arrangement.
Lenders are given a unique DTTP number which is
entered on a publicly accessible register. UK borrowers
can check the register and notify HMRC of the passported
loan.
double tax charge

Situation where the same profit or gain is taxed twice.
In particular, the term applies when a company sells
an asset and the shareholder extracts the proceeds. The
company is taxed on the chargeable gain from selling the
asset, and the shareholder is taxed when he extracts that
profit by a dividend or liquidation. For this reason, normal
capital gains tax planning often includes keeping valuable
assets outside the company.
Double tax charge can arise in other situations, such
as when a person pays income tax on their earnings
which are then subject to inheritance tax on death.

double tenth

This and similar taxes of various amounts were voted by
Parliament to Henry V between 1415 and 1421 to fund
the Battle of Agincourt.

double time

Rate sometimes paid for working overtime. It is twice the
employee’s normal hourly rate.

double top

In charting, a graph showing a security or index hitting
the same high twice. It is assumed that it will then lose
value.

double witching

Date when two derivatives expire together. It creates a
period of volatility.

doubtful debt

Amount of debts the company expects not to be paid but
has not written off in its accounts.
It should be noted that a doubtful debt is still
included with debtors but with a provision. The provision
is subtracted from the value of the debts when
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determining the value of current assets.
If the debt is actually written off, it is called a bad
debt. The company then no longer records that as a sum
owing to it, even though the debt may still be legally
payable.
The matter is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at
BIM 42701.
A doubtful debt need not be specifically identified,
as a bad debt must. A business may, for example, make a
provision for 1% of all its debts as doubtful without
identifying those debts it expects to go bad (Income Tax
(Trading And Other Income) Act 2005s35).
There is no tax relief or VAT relief for a doubtful
debt, but there usually is for a bad debt.
doubtful loan

Loan which is not expected to be repaid.

douceur

French term taken into English to mean a gratuity for a
service promised or rendered.

dough

Slang term for money, from the rhyming slang term
“bread”.

Douglas Committee

Committee set up to investigate the interaction of
purchase tax and goods supplied under the Utility
scheme.
It reported in December 1951 that the tax
exemption for Utility goods should be abolished. In fact,
the government simply ended the Utility scheme in 1952
and replaced it with the D-scheme.

Douglas-Home, Alec

Scottish Conservative politician (1903-1995) who was
prime minister from 19 October 1963 to 16 October 1964.

DoV

Deed of variation.

dove

In investment, someone that promotes low interest rates.

Dovers

Old Stock Exchange colloquialism for South-Eastern
railway shares. The railway ran to Dover. The company
was formed in 1839.
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Dow, Charles H

American economist (1851-1902) who helped to establish
the Dow Jones index.

dowager

Term used to describe a titled widow to distinguish her
from her son’s wife who may have the same title.
Originally the term meant a widow who has an
endowment to maintain her.

dowelling money

Medieval form of church rent.

dower

Another term for a dowry or endowment, particularly
paid to a widow to support her in widowhood.

dower-house

Old term for a property provided to a widow when her
husband’s estate has passed to his son or other heir.

Dow Jones index

Main stock market index of the USA. It is their equivalent
to the FT-SE 100 index.
The index was established by two American
economists, Charles H Dow (1851-1902) and Edward D
Jones (1856-1920).

down and out

Colloquialism which has various meanings. These include
“blatant” as in a “down and out lie”, and a term (usually
hyphenated) for a vagrant.

downgrade

Reduce the importance or status of something or some
person.
In investing, the term has the specific meaning of
reducing the rating of a security, such as moving from a
buy recommendation to a sell.
In the US, the term can mean to demote an
employee.

downhill

Direction of travel which is down a gradient. The term is
used for any situation which is deteriorating, such as
when the graph of performance looks like a hill going
down.

Downing Street

London Road where the prime minister lives, and is thus
seen as a euphemism for the executive of the
government.
The prime minister lives at number 10; the
Chancellor of the Exchequer at number 11 and the chief
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whip at number 12. Other numbers related to buildings
that have now become government offices.
down payment

Initial payment, usually in a credit sale agreement.

downshifting

American term for when an employee prefers to remain
in a lower grade rather than be promoted.

downside

Potential loss from a risk.

downsizing

(1) Human resources euphemism for reducing the size of
the workforce.
(2) Moving from a larger home to a smaller one to raise
funds.

down tick

Transaction made at a lower price than a previous
transaction, particularly in relation to the purchase of a
security.

down time

Period when production stopped, such as because of a
strike or machine breakdown.

Dow Theory

Set of rules developed by Charles Dow in 1887 relating to
how share prices move.

dowry

Property which, in some traditions, a woman brings to a
marriage.

DPA

Data Protection Act 1998.

DPCP

In relation to occupational pension schemes, the number
of days in the previous chargeable period. This
abbreviation is used in Finance Act 2004 s197(9).

DPH

Daň z přidané hodnoty, Czech for “value added tax”.

DPO

Documentary Proof of Origin, a control requiring the
provision of appropriate documentary evidence of the
country of origin for certain textile products imported
into the European Community. The object of this control
is to prevent abuses of trade, ie misdeclaration of the
country of origin.
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DPP

Director of Public Prosecutions.

DPT

Diverted profits tax.

DPTC

Disabled person’s tax credit, now abolished.

Dr

Doctor, as in a medical practitioner or holder of a
doctorate.

dr

Abbreviation for debit. The abbreviation comes from the
Italian “dare” meaning to give.

DRA

Default retirement age.

drachma

Currency of Greece until it adopted the euro in 2002. It
was divided into 100 lepta. The plural is either drachmae
or drachmas.

draconian

Extremely severe.

draft

Provisional version of a document, such as accounts or a
report. The draft is amended to a final version.
The term is also the US spelling for draught in
relation to a bill.

dragon

In investment, an individual who buys a holding in a new
company having been persuaded to do so by the
company’s founders.
The term comes from the television programme
Dragon’s Den.

dragon bond

Bond issued on one of the Asian bond markets.

drainage ditch

For capital allowances, this is specifically excluded from
the scope of plant and machinery (Capital Allowances Act
2001 s22(1) List B).

drainage of trade premises

An order to this effect may be made under Public Health
(Drainage of Trade Premises) Act 1937 s12.

drained cherries

For VAT, these are specifically zero-rated by Value Added
Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1 Items Overriding The Exceptions
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2.
drained fruits

These are brought within the definition of confectionery
by Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1 Note (5). This
means they are standard-rated for VAT.

drainpipe admission

Colloquial expression for a false confession arising from
verballing. The name comes from the statement “you’ve
got me bang to rights, guv” allegedly said by burglars
when caught red-handed climbing down the drainpipe
with their loot.

drains

Trading income
Profits from this, when run as a trade, are subject to
income tax (Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act
2005s12) or corporation tax (Corporation Tax Act 2009
s39).
Capital allowance
Part of a building (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s21(3) List
A).

dram

(1) Currency of Armenia.
(2) Small quantity of alcoholic drink
(3) 1/16 of an ounce avoirdupois.

dramatic work

For averaging of profits, this may count as a creative
work under Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act
2005 s221(3).

dramatis personae

Latin: characters in a play or story. The term is sometimes
used in tribunal or court judgments when listing the
people involved.

drap

Scottish term for a small drink of spirits.

drappie

Scottish term for a small drink of spirits.

draught

For alcoholic liquor duty, description of beer that is
served directly from a barrel, as against from a bottle or
other prepackaged form.

draught stripping

As a form of insulation in a residential or charitable
building, this may qualify for the reduced rate of VAT
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under Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 7A Group 2.
draw

(1) Remove funds, such as from a bank account.
(2) In relation to lotteries “includes any process by which
a prize in the lottery is allocated” (Gambling Act 2005
s255).

drawback

Repayment of duty or other taxes paid on goods
satisfying certain conditions. The most common forms of
drawback relate to excise duty paid on goods which are
subsequently removed from the UK (whether to another
European Union (EU) Member States or to a destination
outside the EU); supplied as ship's or aircraft's stores; or
used in the manufacture of certain eligible products.
Inward Processing Relief (IPR) drawback is a procedure
under which customs duty and VAT are paid on import
and reclaimed when the goods are re-exported.
For oil, details are given in Hydrocarbon Oil Duties
Act 1979 s15.

drawback goods

“Goods in the case of which a claim for drawback has
been or is to be made” (Customs and Excise Management
Act 1979 s1(1)).

drawback system

One of two methods by which Customs administers
inward processing relief. The other is suspension system.
Under the drawback system, the duty is paid and
then refunded when the goods are re-exported.

drawdown

(1) Movement of funds against a credit line.
(2) In banking, movement of a customer’s funds from one
account.
Note that the noun is usually given as a single word,
but the verb “draw down” is usually given as two words.
(3) For pensions, a provision whereby a person may be
paid from a pension fund without having to annuitise the
fund. See pension drawdown.

drawdown lump sum death benefits
Lump sum payment to a pension scheme member (or
beneficiary) while either:
• in receipt of income drawdown by an
unsecured pension before 6 April 2011, or
• in receipt of a drawdown pension after 5 April
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2011.
For deaths from 6 April 2011, such a benefit attracts
an income tax charge of 55%. Previously it was 35%.
drawdown pension year

Year in which a person draws down from his pension
fund. The tax provisions are set out in Finance Act 2004
Sch 28.
Before 6 April 2012, such a year was known as the
unsecured pension year.

drawee

A person to whom a bill of exchange is drawn.

drawer

(1) Person who draws a bill of exchange or draws funds
from an account.
(2) Part of a desk.

drawing account

Account that record how much profit has been withdrawn
by a sole trader or partner.
For tax purposes, this is not allowed as an expense
and is generally ignored, as the trader or partners is taxed
on the whole profit and not just on the amount that is
drawn out.

drawing rights

Right to draw funds. The term was particularly used by
the International Monetary Fund for special drawing
rights which had the status of a currency.

drawings

Cash taken for personal use, in sole trader or partnership
business, treated as a reduction of ownership interest.
Drawings are not allowed as a taxable deduction,
and must be added back to taxable profits.

drawings account

In a partnership, account which shows how much has
been drawn by each partner.

draw straws

To select at random. Strictly the practice is people each
draw a straw from the fist of a neutral person. One straw
is significantly shorter than the others. The person who
draws that straw is selected.

DRD

Direct Recovery of Debts.

dread disease policy

Another name for dread illness insurance.
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dread illness insurance

Insurance policy against contracting certain illnesses. It is
sometimes called a critical illness insurance policy or a
dread disease policy.

dreamers

American colloquialism for children of illegal immigrants,
who do not see why they should be denied civil rights
because of actions for which they are not responsible.
The term comes from the acronymn DREAM for
Development Relief and Education for Alien Minors. Since
2001, various unsuccessful attempts have been made to
allow dreamers to acquire US citizenship rights, despite
the support of President Obama. Opponents argue that
such measures would validate illegal immigration.

dredging

Removing silt and similar operations to harbour, estuary
or waterway to improve the navigation for ships.
This attracts a writing down allowance under
Capital Allowances Act 2001 s484.
Between 17 January 1966 and 31 March 1986,
dredging also attracted a 15% first year allowance.

dregs

Impurities in liquor that fall to the bottom of the
container.

drengage

Ancient form of land tenure.

dress code

Business management
In business management, the standards of dress that staff
are expected to follow. These became less formal and
more casual during the 20th century.
A typical dress code has these main elements:
• protective clothing must always be worn as
required,
• a uniform must be worn when necessary to
identify a staff person to the public,
• staff who represent the employer to the
public should be dressed smartly,
• other staff should not dress in a manner
which is distracting (such as not in a gorilla suit or bikini).
Categories
Categories of dress are subjective, but are usually divided
into about five categories:
• formal (dinner jackets, ball gowns, robes)
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• business (suits)
• smart casual (trousers and top, no tie, but
well tailored)
• casual (T-shirts or sweatshirts, with trousers
or skirt )
• streetwear (anything else).
Tax implications
Consideration of dress code may be relevant in
determining tax relief for uniforms and corporate
clothing.
dress design kit

The VAT tribunal allowed the whole of a dress design kit
to be zero-rated as a brochure, even though 54% of the
price related to a pattern, strip of fabric and a planner
which would be standard-rated if sold separately (Betty
Foster (Fashion Sewing) Ltd [1976] VTD 299. Customs
regard this as a maverick decision and resist claims for
similar items to be wholly zero-rated.

dress-down Friday

In business management, the provision that staff may
dress more casually on a Friday and not follow the usual
dress code. The idea is to generate a less formal and
sometimes more creative and motivating attitude on a
weekly basis.
Such a provision dates back to Aloha, Hawaii in
1947, but became common during the 1990s.
It is also known as Aloha Friday or casual day.

drink

Value added tax
For VAT purposes, a drink is “a liquid commonly
consumed to increase bodily liquid levels, to slake thirst,
to fortify or to give pleasure” (VAT notice 701/14). Most
drinks are zero-rated as food. Exceptions are alcoholic
drink, purgative and laxative teas, carbonated and
sparkling drinks, barley water and similar, fruit cordials
and squashes. The exact scope is set out in VAT notice
701/14.
Excise duty
Alcoholic drink is also subject to excise duty under
Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979.
Criminal slang
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A drink is slang for a payment to someone who provides a
facility to a criminal gang while not being part of the
criminal enterprise itself.
DRIP

Dividend re-investment plan.

drive

A computer device for storing or retrieving data.

driver

In business management, a factor that causes a change in
another aspect of the business.

driving licence

Document which authorises a person to drive a motor
vehicle. The document is also widely used as an identity
document.
In Great Britain, licences are issued by the Driver
and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA).

drop-dead fee

Fee paid by a person or company that is bidding for
another company. The fee is paid to the would-be lender
if the bid fails and the loan is not required.

drop lock

Bond which is issued with a variable rate of interest, but
which becomes a fixed rate if an index or rate falls below
a predetermined figure on a set date. The fixed rate is
known as the trigger and the date is the coupon reset
date.

droplock bond

Floating rate bond which converts to a fixed rate of
interest if interest rates fall to a predetermined rate.

DRP

In relation to occupational pension schemes, the number
of days in the relevant period. This abbreviation is used in
Finance Act 2004 s198(5).

DRT

Detonation Resistance Test Certificate.

drug abuse

Use of drugs for purposes other than those for which they
are intended.

Drug Free Workplace Act

American law of 1988 under which federal contractors
must agree to provide a drug-free workplace.
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drug pipeline

Drugs which a pharmaceutical company is currently
testing. This is a significant factor in valuing the company.

drugs

Many drugs are banned from personal import to the UK
and are liable for seizure by Customs. These include
heroin, morphine, cocaine, amphetamines, barbiturates,
LSD and cannabis.
Non-prescription drugs may be imported freely.
Prescription drugs and controlled drugs may usually be
imported in quantities sufficient for 15 days’ supply.
Further guidance is given in Customs notice 4.
Use and supply of illegal drugs are criminal offences
under Misuse of Drugs Act 1971 and other law.
Payments for illicit drugs are not tax-deductible as a
criminal payment.

drugs donated

Donations of drugs are allowed as a business expense to
the extent that they comply with the normal rules for
business gifts.
These rules are relaxed for donations to the World
Health Organisation, as explained in the Inspector’s
Manual at BIM 45205.

Drugs Freefone Hotline

Number that may be called to give Customs confidential
information about drug smuggling. The 24-hour number is
0800 595000.

drug testing

Checking whether employees have taken drugs or excess
alcohol. Such testing is generally legal only if the
employer has a specific right to make such tests.

drug treatment and testing order
In Scots law, “an order requiring an offender convicted of a
criminal offence to undertake a programme to get him or her
off drugs and from further offending. “(Judiciary of Scotland
website glossary).
Druk Gyalkhap

Dzongkha (official language): Kingdom of Bhutan.

drunkenness

It is not a crime to be drunk, but drunkenness can be an
element of a crime, such as being drunk and disorderly or
drink in charge of a carriage. Many of these offences are
contained in Inebriates Act 1898.
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dry

For drink, refers to a place or period where alcoholic
liquor may not be sold.

dry brewery

Brewery in which employees are not allowed to drink.

dry dock

This is listed in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s23 List C as
an item that is not affected by the provisions of s21
(buildings) or s22 (structures). This means that its
eligibility for capital allowance depends on the nature and
purpose of the item.

dry goods

Clothes and household goods.

dry goods buyer

In marketing, term for a person who simply places orders
as he is instructed to do. A sales person usually spends
little time with such a buyer and looks elsewhere in the
organisation to find buying influences.

dry inch

Unit of measure used to calculate the freight charge for
canal barges, where goods are charged at so much per
ton per mile, the ton mile.
The weight of the cargo is determined by putting a
long ruler into the water at four points round the barge,
and counting the average number of dry inches to see
how far the boat had sunk in the water. Each boat was
calibrated when built using standard weights. Cargo
weights could subsequently be determined by reading
from a chart. Typically each extra ton caused the barge to
sink another inch.

dry lodgings

Sleeping accommodation without board.

dry natural gas

Natural gas after removal of liquefiable hydrocarbons and
most non-hydrocarbon gases.

DS

Disseminated multiple sclerosis. Common abbreviation
for sick notes (HMRC leaflet E14).

D-scheme

Another name for the D-system.

D series

Series of codes used by the HMRC SAFE computer system
to record disclosure scheme charges and distraint costs
incurred by a taxpayer.
A list of the codes is given in the Inspectors’ Manual
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at DMBM 115020.
DSMEG

Duty Suspended Movements of Excise Goods, as set out
in the Excise Duty Points (Regulations 2001).

DSO

Day sales outstanding.

DSP

Director of Service Prosecutions.

DSR

Debt service ratio.

DSS

Department of Social Security.

D-system

Change of metholody introduced in 1951 for purchase
tax.
Instead of taxing the whole price of goods, the tax
was charged only on the amount by which the price
exceeded a median average price known as D. This
eliminated the blind spot.

DTA

Double taxation agreement.

DTB

Deutsche Terminbörse.

DTC

Depository Trust Company.

DTCC

Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation.

DTI

(1) Department of Trade and Industry, a UK Government
department, now known as Department for Business,
Innovation and Skills (BIS)
(2) Direct Trader input, term used for Customs purposes.

DTI community

Direct Trader Input community an arrangement where
traders using Direct Trader Input (DTI) transmit data to
the Customs entry processing system via one of the
community linked networks.

DTI system

Direct Trader Input system, a Customs-based trade
computer system that supports a network of trade users
and provides Human Computer Interface (HCI) and
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) access to the Customs
Handling of Import and Export Freight (CHIEF) system.
Inventory systems are usually associated with a Direct
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Trader Input system (DTI system).
DTI-CHIEF

Direct Trader Input, an arrangement under which traders
can input data from their own computer terminals to the
Customs Handling of Import and Export Freight (CHIEF)
system via a Trade System Operator.

DTLR

Department for Transport Local Government and the
Regions, a former UK Government department. Its
powers were transferred to the Department for Transport
(DFT) and Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM).

DTP

Number of days in the year for which the property is
scheme-held taxable property. This abbreviation is used
in Finance Act 2004 s185B.

DTR

(1) Double taxation relief.
(2) Disclosure Rules and Transparency Rules, a
sourcebook produced by the Financial Services Authority.

DTR5 issuer

“Means an issuer to which Chapter 5 of the Disclosure
Rules and Transparency Rules sourcebook made by the
Financial Conduct Authority (as amended or replaced
from time to time) applies” (Companies Act 2006
s853E(6)).

DTTO

In Scots law, drug testing and treatment order.

DTTP

Double taxation treaty passport.

DU

Duodenal ulcer. Common abbreviation for sick notes
(HMRC leaflet E14).

dual

In statistics, the underlying value of a resource, such as
the additional profits that may be gaining by adding one
unit of a constrained resource.

dual capacity system

System of trading where stockjobbing and stockbroking
are performed separately. This system operated on the
London Stock Exchange until Big Bang in October 1986.

dual currency bond

Bond which is repayable in one of two currencies.
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dual entitement

Where a person becomes entitled to two social security
benefits under different provisions.
For employment and support allowance, the term
is used in Welfare Reform Act 2007 s1(6A) as inserted by
Welfare Reform Act 2012 s50.

dual-headed

Description of a company group structure where there
are two companies acting as a parent company.
Such a structure is most unusual, but is mentioned
in the Inspector’s Manual at BIM 44295.

duality

Term used in relation to the deductibility of expenses
where the expenditure has two or more purposes.
An expense is allowable is wholly and exclusively
incurred for a trade, ignoring incidental benefit. If the
expense is not so allowable but a definite part of the
expense is wholly and exclusively incurred, that part is
deductible. This concept is discussed in the Inspectors’
Manual at BIM37007.

dual listing

Description of a share or other security listed on more
than stock exchange.

dual motive transaction

Transaction undertaken for more than one objective. This
can determine whether a transaction is trading, as
explained in the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM20410.

dual priced unit trust

In relation to child trust funds, “means an authorised unit
trust in respect of which the manager gives different
prices for buying and selling units at the same time”
(Child Trust Funds Regulations SI 2004 No 1450 reg 11(2)).

dual pricing

Description of product or service to which different prices
are charged depending on the market in which it is sold.

dual purpose expenditure

Spending which is for both business and personal use.
Such items have several specific tax provisions.
Where expenditure is incurred on such items, the
whole expenditure is usually disallowed as it does not
meet the “exclusively” requirement to be tax-deductible.
The is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM37007. A
leading case is Mallalieu v Drummond.
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dual purpose fund

In the USA, a closed end fund with a limited life and two
classes of share, one mainly providing income and the
other capital growth. It is similar to a split capital
investment trust in the UK.

dual residence

State of being resident in more than one country at a
time.

dual resident settlement

Capital gains tax provisions are given in Taxation of
Capital Gains Act 1992 s88.

dual resident trustee

Capital gains tax provisions are given in Taxation of
Capital Gains Act 1992 s84.

dual running

Operating two systems side by side as a means of moving
from one system to another. It is also known as parallel
running.

dual use

Description of goods that may be used for military or nonmilitary purposes. Such goods usually require an export
licence to be sold outside the UK, even to another EU
member state.

dubitante

Latin: doubting.

ducat

For VAT, gold investment coin issued by Austria and
listed in VAT notice 701/12A.
Historically the term has been applied to other
coins.

duchy

Territory of a duke.

Duchy Estate

Fund established in 1337 by Edward III for his son, and
subsequently used to fund the heir to the throne. Its main
source of income is from the Duchy of Cornwall.

Duchy of Cornwall

The area where bona vacantia belongs to the Duke of
Cornwall (Prince Charles) rather than to the Treasury.

Duchy of Lancaster

The area where bona vacantia belongs to the Duke of
Lancaster (the Queen) rather than to the Treasury,.

duck

For VAT, ducks for eating are zero-rated, but ornamental
birds are standard-rated.
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VAT leaflet 701/15 states that the former includes
Aylesbury, Campbell, Indian Runner, Muscovy, Peking and
derivatives and crossbreeds of these.
DUCR

Declaration Unique Consignment Reference.

dud

Any item that fails to perform, particularly a dishonoured
cheque.

due date

Date by which a payment should have been made,
particularly of tax.

due diligence

Process of examining a prospective investment to see if it
is creditworthy and credible.

due regard

Required amount of attention to a matter. Failure to pay
due regard, particularly in the areas of employment
discrimination, can lead to a claim against the employer.

dues

Colloquial term for money which is owed, particularly as a
subscription to a trade union or club.

due to

Some grammarians insist that this expression may only
precede a noun and that a phrase must be preceded by
“owing to”.

Duke of Westminster principle
Principle that upheld the legality of tax avoidance in the
case Duke of Westminster v Inland Revenue [1935].
The Duke paid his domestic employees by annual
payments which were a deductible expenses against his
surtax. Although these payments in reality were wages,
which were not deductible, the court looks to the form
rather than substance.
The case is famous for Lord Tomlin’s statement that
“every man is entitled if he can to order his affairs so that
the tax attaching under the appropriate Act is less than it
otherwise would be”.
This principle has subsequently been modified by
the Ramsay principle and Furniss v Dawson.
dum bene se gesserit

Latin: during good conduct.
A judge in the High Court holds office dum bene se
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gesserit.
dum casta vixerit

Latin: while she lives chastely.

dum fuit infra aetatem

Latin: while he was within age.

dum fuit non compos mentis

Latin: while he was not of sound mind

dummy UTR

Unique tax reference (UTR) number which could be
issued to a UK-resident partner before 31 January 2009 to
allow the partnership’s tax return to be completed on
time when the proper UTR is not known.

dump code

Code for items for which there is no other code. In an
EPOS system, this will be for an item which is sold for
which no barcode has been allocated, such as if a display
item is sold. For VAT purposes, there must be one dump
code for each rate of VAT.

dumping

Process of selling goods very cheaply. This is done either
to be rid of excess stock or to kill off competition to
capture a market.
A Customs duty known as anti-dumping duty may
be imposed to protect a domestic market from unfair
foreign competition.
A suspicion of dumping can be reported to the EC
Trade Defence Help desk at 0032 22 98 78 73.

dum sola

Latin: while single.

dun

Old word meaning to importune for payment.

Duncan I

King of Scotland from 1034 to 1040.

Duncan II

King of Scotland for six months in 1094.

duodenary

Relating to the number 12.

duopoly

When two people or companies together have a
monopoly.

DUP

Democratic Unionist Party.
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duplicate

Copy of a document.

duplicated offences

“Where an act or omission constitutes an offence under
two or more Acts, or both under an Act and at common
law, the offender shall, unless the contrary intention
appears, be liable to be prosecuted and punished under
either or any of those Acts or at common law, but shall
not be liable to be punished more than once for the same
offence”. (Interpretation Act 1978 s19).

durable goods

Products that are consumed over a long period of time,
such as a car. The term is usually used to distinguish
goods consumed over a short time, such as food.

durable power of attorney

US legal term for the equivalent of a lasting power of
attorney.

durables

Another name for durable goods.

durante absentia

Latin: during absence.

durante bene placito

Latin: during the pleasure of the Crown.

durante minore aetate

Latin: during minority.

durante viduitae

Latin: during widowhood.

durante vita

Latin: during life.

duration

In investment, the time it takes a bondholder to receive
his money.
The expression “the duration” was used during the
war to mean the time from then until the war ended. By
extension, the expression can mean a commitment to
stay until a situation is resolved or otherwise ends.

duration gap

Difference in the life between assets and liabilities. This is
also known as an asset liability mismatch. If the life of
assets exceeds that of liabilities, the duration gap is
positive.
The term is commonly used by banks, pension funds
and similar financial institutions to measure their risk to
changes in interest rates.
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duration matching

Process of matching the life of assets to that of liabilities.
This is most commonly considered by banks and
similar financial institutions as a means of hedging the
duration gap. An extreme example would be a bank that
only accepted deposits for a fixed period of one year, and
only lent money for a fixed period of one year.

Durbin-Watson coefficient of serial correlation
In statistics, a measure of serial correlation. The
coefficient falls in the range of 0 to 4. The closer it is to 2,
the more random are the residuals.
duress

Forcing someone to make a contract. Such a contract is
invalid.

duro

Spanish peso. The plural is duros.

DUS

Distinct, uniform and stable. The three conditions
required for plant variety rights.

Dutch auction

Auction where the price is successively reduced for each
bid, and where the purchase is the first person to bid.

Dutch bargain

Agreement settled over a drink, from the traditional
reputation of the Dutch as drinkers. The term also means
a one-sided bargain.

Dutch Maror Fund

Fund established in Netherlands to pay compensation to
those forced to work as slaves or forced labourers in the
second world war. On 16 December 2015, it was
announced that payments under this scheme are exempt
from UK inheritance tax.

Dutch treat

Meal or other occasion where every participant pays their
own bill.

dutiable alcoholic liquor

Alcoholic liquor which comes within the scope of spirits,
beer, wine, made-wine or cider (Alcoholic Liquor Duties
Act 1979 s1(1)).

dutiable gaming

Gaming for which a licence under the Gaming Act 1968 is
required; gaming that may be considered by the Gaming
Board to be outside the scope of the Gaming Act 1968
(for example a casino on a ship sailing in inshore waters);
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and unlawful gaming.
dutiable goods

Other than for dutiable or restricted goods means “goods
of a class or description subject to any duty of customs or
excise, whether or not those goods are in fact chargeable
with that duty, and whether or not that duty has been
paid thereon” (Customs and Excise Management Act 1979
s1(1)).
A slightly different definition is used in Value Added
Tax Act 1994 s18(6).

dutiable pool bets

Bets made in pool betting and which are therefore
subject to pool betting duty. This does not include pool
betting on horse racing or dog racing, nor on bets for
community benefit.

duties of auditor

Obligations imposed on an auditor by statute, particularly
Companies Act 2006 s498.

duty

(1) Tax on goods.
(2) Responsibility of a job or office.
There are two main types of duty collected by HM
Customs and Excise: one is 'import duty', which is duty
charged on goods imported into the European Union
(EU); and the other is 'excise duty', which is a UK tax on
certain types of goods, such as alcohol or tobacco.

duty and tax

Customs duty, Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) charges,
excise duty and VAT, as applicable.

duty banding

For excise duty, the various bands of alcoholic strength
that determine how much duty is paid on wine and
made-wine.

duty deferment Regulations

“Means the Excise Duties (Hydrocarbon Oils) (Deferred
Payment) Regulations 1985” (Hydrocarbon Oil (Mixing of
Oils) Regulations SI 1985 No 1450 reg 2(1)).

duty-free

Colloquial term for personal import allowance.

duty-free oil

Hydrocarbon oil on which excise duty has not been paid.
The limited uses for such oil are set out in
Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1979 s10.
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duty free shop

Shop at an airport on a ship where duty free goods may
be purchased.

duty of candour

Requirement for care standards set out in Health and
Social Care Act 2008 s20(5A) as inserted by Care Act 2014
s81.

duty of Customs

“Includes any agricultural levy within the meaning of
section 6 of the European Communities Act 1972
chargeable on goods imported into the United Kingdom”
(Customs and Excise (General Reliefs) Act 1979 s13A(6)).

duty of excise

“Means any duty of excise chargeable on goods and
includes any addition to excise duty by virtue of section 1
of the Excise Duties (Surcharges or Rebates) Act 1979”
(Customs and Excise (General Reliefs) Act 1979 s13A(6)).

duty of referral

Has a specific meaning of requiring a person to report
suspected sham marriages of illegal immigrants
(Immigration Act 2014 s53(5)).

duty paid

Description of goods where a duty has been paid,
particularly when an excise duty has been paid which is
lower than the duty otherwise payable in the UK.

duty paid fuel

Oil for use in vehicles on which hydrocarbon oil duty has
been paid (Customs notice 75). With a few exceptions, it
is an offence to use other oil in vehicles.

duty paid terminal

Oils terminal where all of the oils in storage have borne
excise duty.

duty point

The time and place where excise duty becomes payable.
This is set out in Value Added Tax Act 1994 s18(6).

duty relief procedure

Procedure that allows a low rate or nil rate of Customs
duty to be paid for imported goods in certain
circumstances, such as temporary import or reimportations.

duty representative

A person authorised and registered by HMRC to act as an
agent for non-UK owners of excise goods who wish to
deposit goods in a UK excise warehouse.
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duty stamp

Adhesive label or equivalent mark which shows that a
duty has been paid.
Such stamps had largely disappeared by 1 April
2006 when they were revived for bottles of spirits.

duty suspended

Status of excisable goods that are subject to duty but
where the law does not require duty to be paid yet.

Duty-Suspended Installation
A warehouse, where oils are stored in Duty Suspension
before delivery to home use. These are normally attached
to the producer's premises, or are import warehouses.
These premises used to be referred to as Bonded
Warehouses.
duty suspension

An arrangement which allows excise goods to be
produced, processed, held, received and dispatched
without payment of duty. The duty chargeable on the
goods is held in suspense. Duty suspension ends when
the goods reach a legal point, ie the 'excise duty point', at
which the duty becomes due.

duty to secure

In relation to seized property, the duty to ensure that the
property is not examined, copied or put to any use other
than with the consent of its owner or the court (Criminal
Justice and Police Act 2001 s61).

DV

Term used in the formula to mean total amount of VAT
disposal values in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s449(2).

D&V

Diarrhoea and vomiting. Common abbreviation for sick
notes (HMRC leaflet E14).

DVD

Abbreviation of either Digital Versatile Disc or Digital
Video Disc.
A type of optical disk of the same size and
appearance as a compact disc, but with much greater
storage capacity. This is achieved by reading the disc
using a much narrow laser beam.
A DVD holds a minimum of 4.7GB of data, enough
for a full-length movie. Almost all DVD drives are
backward-compatible with CD-ROMs, so they can play
old CD-ROMs, CD-I disks, and video CDs.
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DVD-R

(1) DVD-Recordable. A description of a DVD drive which
allows the operator to write on to a DVD as well as read
it.
(2) One of the forms of a blank DVD disk indicating how it
data may be written on it.
A disk described as “-R” or “+R” may have data
written to it, but this data cannot be erased and the disk
re-used. A disk described as “-RW” or “+RW” may have
data written which can be erased and the disk reused.
Most such disks say that they may be erased and used up
to 1,000 times. RW disks are more expensive.
The + an – designations simply indicate the software
used for the writing. The user must make sure that the
equipment used has the necessary software for the disc.

DVLA

Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency - is an Executive
Agency of the Department for Transport (DFT).

DVO

District Valuer’s Office.

DVP

Delivery vs payment

dwelling

“A building or part of a building occupied or intended to
be occupied as a separate dwelling” (Housing Act 2004
s99).
For council tax, the definition is given in Local
Government Finance Act 1992 s3(1).
For stamp duty land tax when more than one
dwelling is taxed, a definition is given in Finance Act 2004
Sch 22 para 7.
For annual tax on enveloped dwellings, the
definition is given in Finance Act 2013 s112.

dwelling-house

“Means a building or part of a building occupied or
intended to be occupied as a separate dwelling (and
includes ones that is being or is to be constructed”
(Housing Act 2004 s148(1)).
In relation to residence nil rate band for inheritance
tax, the term is given a specific meaning in Inheritance
Tax Act 1984 s8I(5) as inserted by Finance (No 2) Act 2015
s9.

dwelling houses let on assured tenancies
Category of asset that qualified for a special capital
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allowance between 10 March and 14 March 1988 (or to
31 March 1992 if contracted before 15 March 1988)
under Capital Allowances Act 2001 s490.
The allowance was restricted to expenditure of
£60,000 in London and £40,000 elsewhere.
dwellings open to the public

Such a dwelling may be exempt from annual tax on
enveloped dwellings under Finance Act 2013 s137.

DWP

Department of Work and Pensions, the government
department responsible for paying state pensions and
social security.

DWS case

Court case that led to a change in the law on succession.
The case’s full citation is re DWS (deceased) [2001] Ch 568
(CA).
A man killed both his parents, neither of whom left
a will. The issue was who inherited their estate. The son
could not under the forfeiture rules. His son (the victims’
grandson) could not inherit under the intestacy rules as
his father was still alive. The estate passed to the estate
of the parent’s deceased daughter.
The Law Commission noted that a similar clash of
laws could arise where a person disclaims an inheritance
that cannot then pass to grandchildren.
The position was addressed by the Estate of
Deceased Persons (Forfeiture Rule and Law of Succession)
Act 2011 which inserts a new section 46A into
Administration of Estates Act 1925.

dwt

Pennyweight.

DWT

Driving while texting.

DY

Number of days in the year. This abbreviation is used in
Finance Act 2004 s185B.

Dydd Gwener

Welsh: Friday

Dydd Iau

Welsh: Thursday

Dydd Llun

Welsh: Monday
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Dydd Mawrth

Welsh: Tuesday

Dydd Mercher

Welsh: Wednesday

Dydd Sadwrn

Welsh: Saturday

Dydd Sul

Welsh: Sunday.

dyled

Welsh: debit

dynamic programming

Method of problem solving that breaks down a decision
into a sequence of smaller decisions, each of which has an
optimisation objective.

dynamised pension

In relation to a final salary scheme, refers to
arrangements that allow the “final salary” figure to be
uplifted to allow for inflation.

dynamite

Substance included in the list of explosives for which
there are special Customs provisions (Explosives Act 1875
s3(1)).

dyvour

Old Scottish term for a bankrupt.

DZD

ISO code for Algerian dinar.

Dyzemas Day

Old term meaning day on which tithes are to be paid.

E
E

Council tax
For council tax, the band immediately above the average
band. It applies for properties with these values:
• in England, between £88,001 and £120,000 in
1993
• in Wales, between £100,001 and £135,000 from 1
April 2005, and between £66,001 and £90,000 before
• in Scotland, between £58,001 and £80,000 in
1993.
A property in band E attracts council tax at 11/9 of the
rate for an average band D property.
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National insurance
National insurance contribution letter for a married
woman eligible to pay reduced rates and who is a
member of a contracted-out salary-related pension
scheme. This letter is no longer used from 6 April 2016.
Company cars
From 6 April 2011, the P11D code for company cars that
have electric engines or otherwise have zero carbon
dioxide emissions. Before 6 April 2011, the code referred
to electric cars only.
Vehicle excise duty
Rate band for vehicles with emissions between 131 and
140 gm/km.
Inheritance tax
For the purposes of residence nil-rate band, “the value of
a person’s estate immediately before the person’s death”
(Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s8D(5)(d) as inserted by Finance
(No 2) Act 2015 s9(4)).
Full Payment Supplement form
Indicator in the “Number of hours worked” box that the
employee does not have a regular pattern of hours
worked, or that the payment relates to an occupational
pension or annuity.
Reason for lateness in submitting an FPS or EPS for a tax
month
The reason is that the employer was a micro-employer
using the relaxation in the “on or before” rule. This
reason may not be used after 5 April 2016.
Other meanings
(1) Symbol on a calculator denoting an error.
(2) Old Roman numeral for 250.
(3) CFI code for equity.
(4) For pool betting duty, the total of expenses and
profits.
(5) In hexadecimal notation, the number 14.
(6) Employer. This abbreviation is used in Finance Act
2004 s196B.
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(7) Abbreviation: lilangeni, currency of Swaziland.
e

In mathematics, a base used for natural logarithms. The
number cannot be precisely stated, but approximates to
2.7182818.

e-

Prefix indicating an electronic equivalent of a nonelectronic document or activity, such as e-mail or e-filing.

E£ or £E

Abbreviation: Egyptian pound.

E85

Mixture of 85% bio-ethanol and 15% unleaded petrol.
From 6 April 2008, a company car which can run on
E85 attracts a further two percentage points in the
percentage used to calculate the fuel benefit tax charge
for the employee. An E85 car was indicated as type G on
form P46(car).

E101

Certificate once issued to individuals travelling to another
EU country. It demonstrates that the individual is paying
national insurance in the UK and therefore is not liable in
the host country.
From 1 May 2010, the form is replaced by the A1
form, though E101 forms issued before 1 May 2010
remain valid until their expiry date.

E&A

Exploration and appraisal, in oil and gas industry.

E&A activities

“Means oil and gas exploration and appraisal in the
United Kingdom or an area designated by Order in
Council under section 1(7) of the Continental Shelf Act
1964” (Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s198J(7) as
inserted by Finance Act 2014 s71(1)).

E&A company

“Means a company which carries on E&A activities and
does not carry on a ring fence trade (Taxation of Capital
Gains Act 1992 s198J(7) as inserted by Finance Act 2014
s71(1)).

Eady levy

Tax on box office receipts from showing films, charged
between 1957 and 1985. It was introduced on a nonstatutory basis from 1950, though Finance Act 1950 made
necessary changes in the entertainments tax.
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It was named after Sir Wilfred Eady, a British
Treasury official (1890-1962).
The proceeds were used to fund film making in the
UK. The levy avoided restrictions under GATT on
providing direct government subsidy.
The levy was collected by HM Customs and Excise
(now part of HMRC) and administered by the British Film
Fund Agency. It led to the growth of British films in the
1960s, most notably the lavish James Bond films. At least
85% of the film had to be shot in the UK or British
Commonwealth. All but three salaries had to be paid to
British individuals.
The levy was abolished in 1985 when it was
regarded as subsidising distributors rather than film
makers. There is still tax relief for making a British film.
E&A expenditure

“Means expenditure on E&A activities which is treated as
such under generally accepted accounting practive
(Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s198J(7) as inserted by
Finance Act 2014 s71(1)).

E&B

Ellis and Blackburn’s Reports, law reports of the Queen’s
Bench of the High Court from 1851 to 1858.

E&F

Error and Fraud. Term used in setting targets for tax
credit management.

EA

(1) Environment Agency.
(2) Education Act (such as 1996, 2002 or 2005).

ea

Abbreviation: each.

EAA

European Accounting Association.

each way

In investing, commission earned by a broker on both the
sale and purchase of a security.
In betting, a bet which pays out if the horse (or
equivalent) comes in second or third, depending on how
many horses there are in the race.

Eadred

King of England from 946 to 955 AD.
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EAEC

European Atomic Energy Community.

EAGGF

European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund.

eagle

Gold coin of the USA minted since 1705 with a face value
of ten dollars.

earlier disqualifying event

Term used in Social Security Fraud Act 2001 s7 as
amended by Welfare Reform Act 2012 s119 in relation to
repeated benefit fraud.
This offence is committed if a fraud is perpetrated
within five years of the earlier disqualifying event.

earlier hold notice

Hold notice issued before a current hold notice. This
reduces the safeguarded amount in a taxpayer’s bank
account to zero, which means that HMRC may seize the
whole balance without reference to a court. The
provisions are contained in Finance (No 2) Act 2015 Sch 8
para 4(7).

earlier sale

For Customs duty, a provision that allows a previous sale
to be used as the basis for valuation provided that sale
was intended for a country in the European Union. This
provision is being phased out by the end of 2017 as
explained in Customs Information Paper 41.

earlier tax calculation currency
“The tax calculation currency of the company in the
accounting period to which the carried-back amount is to
be carried back” (Corporation Tax Act 2010 s12(3)).
Earlier Year Update (EYU)

A submission made under Real Time Information for
PAYE payments when either:
• the employer corrects data already submitted to
HMRC, or
• the employer failed to make a Full Payment
Submission for the previous tax year.

Earl of Oxford’s case

Court case from 1615 which established that the
principles of equity prevail over common law.

early bargains

In trading securities, a deal which is agreed before the
relevant exchange has officially opened for business.
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early childhood services

Term used in Childcare Act 2006 s2. It means various
provisions to assist the parent of a young child up to the
age of four.

early closing day

A requirement that shops must close early one day a
week to provide rest for shopworkers.
Under Shops Act 1950, the local authority
determined the day. Under Shops (Early Closing Days) Act
1965, the shopkeeper determined the early closing day.
This requirement for early closing was repealed from 1
December 1994.

early departure payment

Payment made to a member of the armed forces. It is
specifically excluded from liability to class 1 national
insurance under National Insurance Contributions Act
2013.

early exercise

Provision in an option which allows the owner to exercise
it at any time before its expiration date.

early leaver

Someone who leaves an employment before retirement.
The term is often used in connection with rights under an
occupational pension scheme.
An early leaver may leave their accrued benefits in
the scheme and become a deferred member. This means
that the deferred member will receive a pension based on
those contributions when the member eventually retires,
in addition to any other pensions.
Alternatively, the early leaver may transfer the
benefits to another pension scheme, such as one run by
the new employer. This is usually done by calculating a
figure for “years’ service”. If the two schemes are
identical in benefits provided, n years’ service in one
scheme should buy n years’ service in the new scheme. If
there are differences, the transfer may result in more or
fewer years’ service.
If an employee leaves within two years of joining
the scheme, there is a third alternative of having a refund
of the employees’ contributions less 20% income tax. No
sum is refunded in respect of the employer’s
contributions.

early redemption

Redeeming a mortgage or policy earlier than the agreed
date. Most such policies impose a financial penalty for
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doing so or offer a lower return.
early redemption charge

Charge made by a lender if a loan is paid off early.

early retirement

Retirement before normal age; usually as a way of making
older employees redundant.

early step

Term used in relation to national insurance and disguised
remuneration.
This broadly exempts from class 1 national
insurance payments made between 9 December 2010
and 5 April 2011 (Social Security (Contributions)
(Amendment No 5) Regulations 2011.

early tax year

“In relation to an individual carrying on a trade:
(a) the tax year in which the individual first started
to carry on the trade,
(b) one of the next 3 tax years” (Income Tax Act
2007 s112(6).

early withdrawal

Removal of funds before the due date.

early withdrawal penalty

Charge imposed on holders of a fixed term investment of
they withdraw before the set maturity date.

Early Years Foundation Stage Requirements for earning and development requirements
and welfare requirements for young children (Childcare
Act 2006 s39).
early years register

Register kept of everyone who provides early childhood
service (Childcare Act 2006 s32(2)).

earmarked deferred remuneration
Term used in relation to disguised remuneration (Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s554H(5)).
earmarked reserves

Money set aside for a specific purpose, such as for a
specific objective by a charity or other non-commercial
body. The term more generally used is designated funds.

earmarking

Allocating an asset, particularly for an employee under
disguised remuneration. The tax provisions are set out in
Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s554Z18.
The term has many other meanings, including
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setting aside part of a pension fund for a divorce
settlement.
earn

Acquire funds by working.

EARN

Euro Area Reference Note.

Earn Back Model (EBM)

Scheme for local authority investment first tried in
Manchester, and supported by government from 2015/16
under 2012 Budget.

earned income

Income which is regarded as neither tax-free nor
unearned for the purposes of income tax.
This distinction has become of little importance
since the abolition of investment income surcharge on 6
April 1984.
Earned income includes salaries, trading profits,
income-replacement benefits and similar items.

earned premium

The portion of an insurance premium for which
protection has already been provided by the insurer.

earner

For national insurance, someone who has earnings (Social
Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s3(1)(b)).

earnest

In trading, a term sometimes used to describe an initial
payment by a buyer to seller to show commitment to a
contract.

earning asset

Asset that produces an income.

earning capacity

Amount a person is capable of earning.

earning potential

Amount a person has the potential of earning.

earning power

Amount a person should be able to earn.

earnings

Total income of a person.
For national insurance, “includes any remuneration
or profit derived from employment” (Social Security
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s3(1).

earnings arrestment

One of three forms of arrestment of earnings which may
be awarded by a Scottish court. The other two are current
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maintenance arrestment and conjoined arrestment.
The court states a total amount to be collected.
Tables are produced determining how much must be
collected from each payslip until the total has been
reached. The employer is entitled to deduct a further £1
for himself to cover the administrative costs.
earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA)
Earnings generated by a business’s operations. EBITDA is
a halfway house between gross profit and net profit. It
can indicate the underlying fundamentals of how a
business is trading.
In practice, EBITDA is sometimes used by
commentators to represent a net loss as a form of profit
by excluding costs which are properly the responsibility of
the business.
earnings cap

From 1989 to 2006 there is an upper limit on the amount
of salary that can be taken into account when calculating
pensions arising from and contributions payable under an
approved arrangement.

earnings charged on receipt

Income from employment that becomes taxable when
received (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003
s335).

earnings charged on remittance
Income from employment that becomes taxable when
remitted (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003
s335).
earnings condition

One of two conditions that must be met for a claimant to
receive a budgeting advance while claiming universal
credit. This condition places an upper limit on income
received in the previous six months.
The other condition is the recovery condition.

earnings factor (EF)

Figure used to determine eligibility for contributory social
security benefits.
It is broadly the earnings on which classes 1, 2 or 3
have been paid or are treated as having been paid. For
class 1 only earnings up to the upper earnings limit are
counted.
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(Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s22).
earnings for ordinary shareholders
Profit after deducting interest charges and taxation and
after deducting preference dividends (but before
deducting extraordinary items).
earnings limits

For national insurance, the lower earnings limit, primary
threshold, upper earnings limit and secondary threshold
(Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992
s5(1)).

earnings-only exemption

“Means an exemption from income tax, which —
(a) prevents liability to tax arising in respect of
earnings, either by virtue of one or more particular
provisions (such as a Chapter of the benefits code) or at
all, and
(b) does not prevent liability to tax arising in respect
of other employment income”
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s227(2)).

earnings or amounts treated as earnings
Term used in Finance Act 1969 s58 which relates to the
calculation of statistics by HMRC. This section allows
HMRC to disclose these figures to other government
bodies to allow statistics to be compiled.
earnings per share

The amount of net profit earned by the company for each
issued ordinary share.
It is calculated as earnings for ordinary
shareholders divided by the number of shares which have
been issued by the company.

earnings performance

Way of viewing the dividends earned by shares.

earnings related

Description of anything which is related to a person’s
earnings, such as a final salary pension or a social security
benefit.

earnings-related supplement An addition to unemployment benefit and some other
social security benefits paid before 3 January 1982 if a
claimant’s previous income had been sufficiently high.
There was a short transitional period to 30 June 1982
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where entitlement had arisen before 6 April 1980.
earnings replacement

Social security benefit which is designed to replace
income, such as jobseeker's allowance or statutory
maternity pay.

earnings retained

Another term for retained profit, though possibly more
precise. It refers to the amount of net profit after
dividends and taxation which a company keeps to fund
further trading activities.

earnings threshold

Amount of earnings above which an employee and
employer become liable to pay class 1 national insurance.

earnings yield

Money earned as dividends per share expressed as a
percentage of the share’s current market price.

earnings-related pension

“A pension computed by reference to a rate of
emoluments (whether actual emoluments or not) or
payable at alternative rates one of which is so computed,
and includes a derivate pension computed by reference
to the rate of an earnings-related pension” (Pensions
(Increase) Act 1971 s17(1)).

earn-out

Financial arrangement allowing a business founder to use
the business’s profits to buy out an outside investor.

earn-out agreement

Method of paying for the acquisition of a business where
part of the price depends on future performance.
Typically such an agreement comprises an amount
paid on acquisition with a further sum if a defined
condition is met. This usually relates to profits or sales for
an initial period, often three years. Such arrangements
are most common in businesses which depend on people
rather than fixed assets, such as advertising agencies.

earn-out right

Right of an individual, particularly a director, to earn
additional shares or securities in a company.
The capital gains tax implications are given in
Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s138A.

ear stroking

Colloquial expression for when the government lets
financial institutions know what it would like them to do,
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without requiring them to do it.
EAS

(1) Employment Alignment Submission.
(2) Enterprise Allowance Scheme.

EASDAQ

European Association of Securities Dealers Automated
Quotation.

ease

Become less tight. In financial terms, this usually means a
small reduction.

easement

Right enjoyed by the owner of land to a benefit from
other land.

Easter

Christian festival commemorating the resurrection of
Jesus Christ.
It can fall on any Sunday between 22 March and 25
April depending on the phase of the moon, based on the
practice of the Jewish Passover. This was adopted by the
Church in 325 AD.
Easter Day is not a bank holiday, though large shops
are not allowed to open on that day (Sunday Trading Act
1994 Sch 1 para 2).
The following day, Easter Monday and two days
earlier, Good Friday, are both bank holidays.
The law determining the date is: “According to the
rule prefixed to the Book of Common Prayer of the
Church of England Easter-Day is always the first Sunday
after the first full moon which happens next after the one
and twentieth day of March, and if the full moon happens
upon a Sunday Easter-Day is the Sunday after, which rule
was made in conformity to the decrees of the said council
of Nice for the celebration of the said feast of Easter”
(Calendar (New Style) Act 1750 s3).
From 1752 the date of 21 March is determined by
reference to the Gregorian calendar.
Under Easter Act 1928, Easter changes to the first
Sunday after the second Saturday in April. This date is to
be adopted when all churches agree. So far they have not
done so (making this the oldest uncommenced Act) and
are not expected to do so.

Eastern Region

For purposes such as national insurance holiday, “means:
(a) the counties of Bedford, Cambridgeshire, Central
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Bedfordshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Norfolk and Suffolk,
and
(b) the non-metropolitan districts of Luton,
Peterborough, Southend-on-Sea and Thurrock” (National
Insurance Contributions Act 2011 s 11(1)).
easy money mortgage

Term coined around 2005 for a mortgage of an amount
greater than the property value, such as lending £350,000
to buy a £300,000 property.

easy money policy

Government policy of making money easy to borrow as a
means of expanding the economy.

eat index sine die

Latin: let him go without a day.
This is a form of dismissal of a defendant in a legal
action.

EB

Abbreviation: birr, currency of Ethiopia.

Ebacc

English baccalaureate, a school qualification taken by
students when they start their GCSEs. It is introduced for
year 7 students from September 2015.

e-banking

Internet banking or similar computer-based banking.
Most banks now offer this service.

EBIT

Earnings before interest and taxes.

EBITDA

Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and
amortisation.

EBLEX

One of five levy organisations in the Agriculture and
Horticulture Board. EBLEX charges a levy on the carcasses
of cattle.

EBM

Earn Back Model.

EBQ

Economic batch quantity.

EBRD

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

Ebrill

Welsh: April
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EBS Ltd

Irish financial institution, originally established as a
building society in 1935 to provide affordable housing for
teachers. The initials stood for Educational Building
Society. On 1 July 2011, the society demutualised, and
became a bank subsidiary of AIB.

EBT

Employee benefit trust.

EBTI

European Binding Tariff Information.

EBTSO

Employee benefit trust settlement opportunity.

e-business

General term for business activities transacted by
computer, such as by using websites and e-mail.

EC

(1) European Community.
(2) European Commission

E&C

Enforcement and compliance.

EC$

Symbol for East Caribbean dollar.

ECA

(1) Enhanced capital allowance
(2) European Court of Auditors.
(3) Electronic commerce activity.

ECAI

External credit assessment institution.

ECB

European Central Bank.

EC certificate of conformity

In relation to taxation of company cars means “a
certificate of conformity issued by a manufacturer under
any provision of the law of a Member State implementing
Article 6 of Council Directive 70/156/EEC, as amended”
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s171(1)
and Capital Allowances Act 2001 s268C(4)).
For VAT on road fuel provided to employees, the
same term is used (except it refers to “as from time to
time amended”) (Value Added Tax 1994 s57(9)).

ECD

Electronic Commerce Directive (Financial Services and
Markets) Regulations SI 2002 No 1775.
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ECDBR

Enforcement and Compliance Dispute Resolution Board.

ecce signum

Latin: behold the proof.

ecclesiastical charity

Term defined in Local Government Act 1894.

ecclesiastical corporation

“Any corporation in the Church of England, whether sole
or aggregate, which is established for a spiritual purpose”
(Charities Act 2011 s10(3)).
The section explains to what such a corporation
may be regarded as a charity.

ECGD

Export Credit Guarantees Department.

ECHR

European Court of Human Rights.

ECJ

European Court of Justice.

ECO

Energy Company Obligation.

ECOFIN

Economic and Financial Affairs Council, of European
Union.

e-commerce

Electronic Commerce, the buying, selling and exchange of
information, products and services via computer
networks.

ECON

Employer’s contracting-out number.

econometric modelling

Application of regression techniques in marketing
analysis.

econometrics

Study of statistics in economics. The discipline often uses
computers to analyse the results as a means of making
forecasts.

economic

Financially worthwhile, particularly in the terms of
achieving the best financial result.

Economic and Financial Affairs Council (ECOFIN)
“Council composed of the Economics and Finance
Ministers of all 27 European Union member states.
ECOFIN discuss and reach agreement on how to take
forward a number of economic and financial issues that
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affect the whole of the European Union.” (HM Treasury
glossary).
Economic and Monetary Union (EMU)
Process of harmonising the economic and monetary
policies of the Member States of the Union which led to
the introduction of the single currency known as the
euro.
economic appraisal

Method of capital budgeting that uses discounted cash
flow.

economic batch quantity (EBQ)
The quantity at which it is most economic to order or reorder goods.
It usually represents the point at which the
administrative costs involved in placing a purchase order
equals the cost of holding extra goods.
The formula is:
EBQ = √(2Cd/ip), where
EBQ = economic batch quantity
C = cost of placing an order
d = rate of demand in a period
i = stockholding cost per unit
p = cost price per unit.
economic benefits

The positive consequences of a policy expressed in
financial terms, particularly when finance is not the
primary motive.
The term is often used in the public sector where,
for example, a campaign to reduce accidents (which does
not need cost-justification) can be shown to have
economic benefits such as the saving of lost days at work
and the provision of health treatment. Such benefits are
often calculated by an economic appraisal.

economic cannon fodder

People considered of little economic worth and who may
therefore be regarded as more expendable in war. Such
terms have become unacceptable from the 1970s.

economic costs

In economics, the projected costs of a particular course of
action. The term is particularly used when finance is not a
primary motive in the action. It is therefore common in
the public sector.
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The term is distinguished from financial costs in that
the former does not include transfer payments. For
example, the economic cost of building a hospital would
exclude taxes paid back to the government.
economic crisis

Situation where a country is in financial difficulties.

economic cycle

Period during which trade expands and contracts before
starting to expand again.

economic development

Expansion of a country’s financial and commercial
situation.

economic employer

Term used to mean the person who funds the payment of
salary or wages to a worker, as against the legal employer
who arranges the payment.
The term is particularly used to interpret
arrangements where a person is employed by an overseas
body on behalf of a UK body.

economic environment

Factors that affect spending decisions of consumers.
Such factors include inflation, interest rates, other
aspects of the national economy and economic
perceptions.

economic exposure

The possible effect on a business of economic factors,
such as how a company’s trade will be affected by
inflation or interest rates. For a company selling overseas,
economic exposure also includes the effect of exchange
rate variations.

economic forecaster

Person who gives an opinion of how they believe the
economy will perform.

economic growth

Rate at which a country’s national income grows.
The term “typically refers to an increase in a
nation's capacity to produce goods and services” (HM
Treasury glossary).

economic lot size

Another name for economic batch quantity.

economic model

Plan of a country’s economic system from which
outcomes may be determined for different scenarios.
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Economic Operator (EO)

Person who is registered with Customs or the equivalent
authority in another EU member state.
For savings income, the term “is a paying agent
established in another member State or in a territory
(construed in accordance with the Savings Directive or
the arrangements with the territory, as appropriate) with
which arrangements have been made” (Importing of
Savings Income Information Regulations SI 2003 No 3297
reg 2(2)).

Economic Operator Registration Identification (EORI)
A number assigned by Customs or the equivalent
authority in another EU member state. The number is
valid throughout the EU. The number is used for Customs
purpose.
In the UK, an EORI comprises the letters GB,
followed by the VAT number (of nine digits), followed by
a further three digits, usually 000.
economic order quantity (EOQ)
Quantity of items a business should order at a time. It is
also called economic batch quantity (under which entry
the formula is given).
The formula balances the cost of tying up capital in
stock against the cost of issuing an order.
economic profits and losses

In relation to index-linked gilt-edged securities, the term
is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s400B.

economic rent

Economic rent is the difference between what a factor of
production is earning (its return) and what it would need
to be earning to keep it in its present use. It is in other
words the amount a factor is earning over and above
what it could be earning in its next best alternative use
(its transfer earnings).

economic resources

In relation to terrorist assets, means “assets of every kind,
whether tangible or intangible, movable or immovable,
but which are not funds but can be used to obtain funds,
goods or services” (Terrorist Asset-Freezing etc Act 2010
s39(2)).

economic value

The present value of expected economic cash flows.
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economic value added

Measure of how much a process or stage has added to
the value of something, as a means of comparing this
with the cost of that process or stage.

economic warfare

Policies against an enemy designed to force them to
surrender. The policy involves destroying and blocking
essential supplies.

economical

Using little or less money and resources.

economics

Study of the production, distribution, selling and use of
goods and services, and their effect on the national
economy.

economies of scale

Economies of scale occur when larger firms are able to
lower their unit costs. This may happen for a variety of
reasons. A larger firm may be able to buy in bulk, it may
be able to organise production more efficiently, it may be
able to raise capital cheaper and more efficiently. All of
these represent economies of scale.

economies of scope

Saving costs by making several products at the same time.

economising

Reducing expenditure without compromising lifestyle.

economist

Person who studies economics.

economy

(1) General financial state, particularly of a country.
(2) Practice of obtaining value for money.

economy of truth

When statements give an untruthful representation of
the facts even though every word and figure is itself true.
The expression was used when sentencing company
chairman Lord Kylsant in the Royal Mail Steam Packet
case of 1931.

e contrario

Latin: on the contrary.

e converso

Latin: conversely.

ECOS

Employee car ownership scheme

ecotax

Tax designed to promoted environmentally friendly
policies. The term was used in a government report of
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1997.
ECP

Euro commercial paper.

ECR

(1) European Court Reports, law reports from 1954.
(2) Enhanced capital requirement.

ECS

Employer Compliance System.

ECSC

European Coal and Steel Community

ECSL

EC sales list.

EC Trade Defence Desk

Department that investigates suspected instances of
dumping of goods. This happens when a country exports
goods to the UK at a subsidised rate with a view to
destroying the domestic market. Where dumping is
established, the imported goods may be subject to a form
of Customs duty known as anti-dumping duty. The desk
can be contacted on 0032 22 98 78 73.

EC type-approval certificate

In relation to taxation of company cars means, “a typeapproval certificate issued under any provision of the law
of a Member State implementing Council Directive
70/156/EEC, as amended” (Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s171(1)).

ECU

European Currency Unit. This was renamed the euro
when it became a real currency. An écu is, coincidentally,
also the name of an obsolete French coin.

Ecuador

South American country. Its currency is the US dollar of
100 cents. The UK has no tax treaty.

ED

Exposure draft.

ED(DP)R

Excise Duties (Deferred Payment) Regulations 1992.

EDCS

Electronic Data Capture Service - the transport
mechanism for Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) data
between the trade and various HMC&E systems. There
are three methods of submission to EDCS; SMPT email
attachment, x400 email attachment and web.
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Eddington Report

Report on transport presented by Rod Eddington to the
government on 1 December 2006. His many proposals
included road-pricing at a suggested tariff of up to £1.29
a mile.

eddy

In a river, a current running back against the main
current.
In economics, the term can mean an effect that
moves in the opposite direction to the main flow.

EDF

European Development Fund.

EDGAR

Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis and Retrieval system.

Edgar

King of Scotland from 1097 to 1107.

Edgar I

King of England from 959 to 975 AD.

Edge Act

American law passed in 1919. It allowed banks to set up
edge corporations to carry on international trade and
investment activities.

edge corporation

In the USA, a banking institution with a special charter
from the US Federal Reserve to conduct international
banking operations and to perform other services without
the need to comply with the legislation of each state in
which it operates.

EDIFACT

Electronic Data Interchange for Administration,
Commerce and Transport - an EDIFACT message is the
basic unit for communicating information electronically.
For example, a Supplementary Declaration is submitted
as a Customs Declaration (CUSDEC) to the Customs
Handling of Import and Export Freight (CHIEF) system.

Edmund I

King of England from 939-946 AD.

Edmund II

King of England in 1016 for seven months. Known as
“Ironside”.

EDO

Extremism disruption order.

EDR

(1) Effective date of registration, the date from which a
person is registered for VAT and must account for tax.
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(2) Energy Demand Reduction.
(3) Euro Depositary Receipt.
EDSP

Exchange Delivery Settlement Price.

educational establishment

Tax definition
A body in England and Wales that “is —
(a) a local authority ...
(b) an education institution... maintained by a local
authority,
(c) an independent school... , or
(d) an institution within the further education
sector, or the higher education sector...”
(Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act 2005s71(1)
Section 71(2) gives similar definitions for Scotland.
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s71 gives the same
definition for corporation tax.
These definitions apply in relation to employees
seconded to such establishments.
Definition for personal allowances
Certain discontinued tax allowances could be claimed for
an older child at an educational establishment.
For such purposes, the term was held not to
include:
• music lessons of four hours a week with study
at home under the supervision of a tutor (Heaslip v
Hasemer. KB. 13 TC 212) or
• an intensive training unit attached to a
hospital, even though this included one hour a day of
traditional classroom education (Barry v Morgan. Ch D
[1972] 48 TC 586).
National insurance definition
For categorisation of earners for national insurance,
“includes —
(a) a place where instruction is provided in any
course or part of a course designed to lead to a
certificate, diploma, degree or professional qualification;
or
(b) a place where instruction is provided in any
course being the same as, or substantially similar to, any
such course or part of a course as is referred to in (a)
above, but which is not designed to lead to a certificate,
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diploma, degree or professional qualification”
(Social Security (Categorisation of Earners) Regulations SI
1978 No 1689 reg 1(2)).
education allowance

This was paid to certain public officers posted overseas.
Under extra-statutory concession A44, such
allowances were free of income tax. This concession was
declared obsolete in 2005.

education-linked living accommodation
In relation to removal expenses, where a child stays while
having full-time education (Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s281(2)).
Edward I

(1) King of England from 975 to 978 AD. Known as “the
Martyr”.
(2) King of England from 1272 to 1307. Known as
“Longshanks”.

Edward II

(1) King of England from 1042 to 1066. Known as “the
Confessor”.
(2) King of England from 1307 to 1327.

Edward III

King of England from 1327 to 1377.

Edward IV

King of England from 1461 to 1483. He was deposed in
1470 and restored in 1471.

Edward IV taxes

Taxes charged between 1475 and 1483.
These include a tenth and fifteenth, and a poll tax
on aliens.

Edward V

King of England for two months in 1483, aged 12, when
he was deposed.

Edward VI

King of Great Britain from 1547 to 1553.

Edward VII

King of Great Britain from 1901 to 1910.

Edward VIII

King of Great Britain for ten months in 1936 when he
abdicated.

Edward Medal

Award for bravery. Payments of pension or annuity in
respect of the award are free of income tax (Income Tax
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(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s638).
Edwards v Bairstow

Leading case setting out the limited grounds on which a
court may overturn a Tax Tribunal’s or Special
Commissioners’ decision on a point of fact.
The term comes from the House of Lords’ decision
in Edwards v Bairstow [1955]. This related to whether a
single adventure could be taxed as a trade. Generally the
Tribunal’s or Commissioners’ decision is final on a point of
fact, so only a point of law may be appealed to the courts.
In Edwards v Bairstow, the Lords ruled that a point of fact
could be appealed where “the true and only reasonable
conclusion contradicts the determination”. In other
words, the finding of fact was perverse.

EE

(1) Country prefix code for Estonia.
(2) Enhanced exposure.

EEA

European Economic Area.
This is the European Union plus Iceland, Norway
and Leichtenstein.

EEA accounting period

“A period for which an EEA related company has a loss of
other amount” (Corporation Tax Act 2010 s112).

EEA agreement

“Means the agreement on the European Economic Area

signed at Oporto on 2nd May 1992, together with the
Protocol adjusting that Agreement signed at Brussels on
17th March 1993, as modified or supplemented from
time to time.” (Interpretation Act 1978 Sch 1).
A similar definition appears in Child Trust Funds
Regulations SI 2004 No 1450 reg 2(1)(b).
EEA amount

Figure that may be used in claiming loss relief by a nonUK resident company or by a company trading in the EEA.
The basis of its calculation is given in Corporation Tax Act
2010 s113(2).

EEA banking company

In relation to corporation tax surcharge on banks, this
term is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2010 s269DB(2).

EEA company

Company governed by the law of an EEA state
(Companies Act 2006 s1170(2)).
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EEA furnished holiday lettings business
“Means an overseas property business so far as it consists
of the commercial letting of furnished holiday
accommodation on one or more EEA states” (Corporation
Tax Act 2009 s748(5)).
Such a business may be taxed as a trade (Taxation
(International and Other Provisions) Act 2010 s127ZA and
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s748).
EEA related company

“A non-UK resident company that —
(a) is resident in an EEA territory, or
(b) is not resident in any EEA territory but is carrying
on a trade in an EEA territory through a permanent
establishment”
(Corporation Tax Act 2010 s112).

EEA state

“In relation to any time, means—
(a) a state which at that time is a member State; or
(b) any other state which at that time is a party to
the EEA agreement” (Interpretation Act 1978 Sch 1).
For company law, “means a state which is a
Contracting Party to the Agreement of the European
Economic Area signed at Oporto on 2nd May 1992 (as it
has effect from time to time)” (Companies Act 2006
s1170(1)).
A similar definition appears in Child Trust Funds
Regulations SI 2004 No 1450 reg 2(1)(b).

EEA tax loss condition

Conditions that must be met to claim loss relief
(Corporation Tax Act 2010 ss115-120).

EEA undertaking

Undertaking governed by the law of an EEA state
(Companies Act 2006 s1170(2)).

EEC

European Economic Community.

EEIG

European Economic Interest Grouping.
This abbreviation is commonly pronounced
“earwig”. There are special tax provisions.

EEO

Equal employment opportunity.

EEOC

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
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EF

Earnings factor, for national insurance.

effective annual rate

Average interest paid on a deposit over 12 months
expressed as a percentage of the principal at the
beginning of that period.

effective date

Date on which some provision takes place, such as when
an accounting standard takes effect or when insurance
cover starts under a policy.

effective demand

Actual sales demand for a product.

effective duration

The duration of a lease for tax purposes.
This is normally the stated term of the lease. It is
extended if the tenant has the unilateral right to extend
it, and it is shortened if the landlord has the unilateral
right to terminate it early.
Corporation tax provisions are given in Corporation
Tax Act 2009 s243.

effective exchange rate

Rate of exchange of a currency against a basket of other
currencies.

effective interest method

“A method of calculating the amortised cost of a financial
asset or a financial liability (or a group of financial assets
or financial liabilities) and of allocating the interest
income or interest expense over the relevant period” (FRS
102 glossary).

effective interest rate

“The rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash
payments or receipts through the expected life of the
financial instrument or, when appropriate, a shorter
period to the carrying amount of the financial asset or
financial liability” (FRS 102 glossary).

effective price

Price which has been adjusted to make it comparable,
particularly a share price adjusted to reflect a rights issue.

effective rate

Rate of tax that is actually paid after allowing for an
adjustment from the headline rate. For example, the
headline rate of income tax for a higher rate taxpayer is
32.5%, but the effective rate is 25%.
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effective tax mismatch condition
Term used for diverted profits tax. Its provisions are given
in Finance Act 2015 s107.
effective yield

Actual yield on a share or similar security after
adjustments have been made to make the yield
comparable.

effective 51% subsidiary

Term that is used in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s766 in
relation to group companies and is defined in s771.
It refers to a sub-subsidiary where a parent may be
able to control the company even though successive
minority interests may reduce the effective control below
50%. For example, company A owns 80% of B which owns
80% of C which owns 80% of company D. Each company is
a 75% subsidiary of its parent, and A can control all
companies. But A in effect only “owns” 41% of D.

Efficiency and Reform Group (ERG)
Body set up within the Cabinet Office to make
government spending more cost-effective (Budget 2010
Red Book para 2.7).
efficiency test

One of 12 tests included in HMRC guidance published
early in 2012 on whether an individual comes within the
scope of IR35

efficient frontier

In investment, the point at which a diversified portfolio
achieves the maximum return for the investor’s defined
risk.

efficient market hypothesis

In investment, the theory that the price of a share or
other security properly reflects all known information,
such as earnings potential and risks.

efficient portfolio

Portfolio that provides the greatest expected return for a
given level of risk.

EFP

Exchange for physicals.

EFRAG

Electronic Financial Reporting Advice Group.

EFRBS

Employer-financed retirement benefit scheme.
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EFT

Electronic funds transfer

EFTA

(1) European Free Trade Association, members of EFTA
are: Iceland; Norway; Liechtenstein and Switzerland. With
the European Union, they form the European Economic
Area.
(2) European Fair Trade Association.

Eftpos

Electronic financial transactions at the point of sale.

EG

(1) Enforcement Guide, published by the Financial
Services Authority.
(2) Estates Gazette, series of law reports from 1858.

eg

Exempli gratia, Latin for “for example”.

EGAD

Excise Goods Accompanying Documents.
They are governed by Excise Goods Accompanying
Documents (EGAD) Regulations 2002.

EGDR

Excise Goods (Drawback) Regulations - Excise Goods
(Drawback) Regulations (EGDR) Regulations 1995.

ege

Finnish nickname for the euro.

egg

This is generally zero-rated for VAT as food. If served
cooked in any form, it is standard-rated as a supply of
catering.
“Preparations and extracts” of egg are specifically
zero-rated under Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1
Items Overriding The Exception 7. Further guidance is
given in VAT Notice 701/14.

EGLBAGL

Exchange Gains and Losses (Bringing Into Account Gains
and Losses) Regulations SI 2002 No 1970.

EGLR

Estates Gazette Law Reports, a series of law reports first
published in 1975.

EGP

ISO code for Egyptian pound.

Egypt

Arabic country. Its currency is the Egyptian pound of 100
piastres. The UK has a double taxation convention of
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1977.
Egyptian pound

Currency of Egypt.

EI

Earnings interest, as used in the formula for pension input
amount for non-UK schemes (Finance Act 2004 Sch 34
para 10(2) as inserted by Finance Act 2014 s45(2)).

EIA

Education and Inspections Act 2006.

EIB

European Investment Bank

EIC

Excise and Inland Customs, also referred to as Excise and
Inland Customs (E&IC).

E&IC Office

Excise and Inland Customs Office, also referred to as
Excise and Inland Customs (EIC).

Eider

River in Denmark.
Anyone sailing their own craft to a port north of this
river may take duty-free stores on board (Customs notice
8).

EIGA

Export and Investment Guarantees Act 1991.

Eighth Directive

An EU directive which deals with auditors and company
accounts.

ei incumbit probatio qui dicit, non qui negat
Latin: the burden of proof is on him who alleges, and not
on him who denies.
eik

Old term for a supplement to a document. The word is
used in Stamp Act 1870 s93, but has now disappeared
from use.

EIK

Eat-in kitchen.

Eileen Trust

Trust established to provide ex gratia help to people who
have been infected with HIV through contaminated blood
or blood products used in the NHS.
Such payments are disregarded when determining
payments of means-tested social security benefits. They
are also exempt from income tax. Such payments are now
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made by MFET Ltd.
ei qui affirmat, non ei qui negat, incumbit probatio
Latin: the burden of proof is on him who affirms a fact,
and not on him who denies.
EIR

Earned income relief for income tax (now abolished).

EIRIS

Ethical Investment Research Service.

EIS

Enterprise Investment Scheme.

EIS relief

Tax relief under the Enterprise Investment Scheme. This
term is used in Income Tax Act 2007 s131 and is defined
in s151 and s156.

either on his own or with one or more associates
Term used in Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988
s417(5) and defined in s417(6) in relation to who is a
participator in a company.
ejectment

Procedure for removing someone from freehold property.
The procedure was abolished by Common Law Procedure
Act 1852.

EJRA

Employer justified retirement age.

ejusdem generis

Latin: of the same kind or nature.
This is a method of legal interpretation, which
assumes that general words which follow a specific list
are assumed to be limited to words of similar meaning. A
leading case on this is Lane v London Electricity Board
[1955].

eke

Although the term is popularly used to mean to stretch
resources to satisfy demand, the strict definition of the
word is to add to, increase or lengthen.

EL

(1) Country prefix code for Greece.
(2) Expected loss.

elasticity

Ability to expand or contract easily to accommodate
changed circumstances.
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El Dorado

Land of great wealth that Spanish conquistadors believed
was in America.
By extension, the term can mean any imagined
situation of easy but unlikely wealth.

EIDR

Entry in Declarants Records.

eldercare

American term for provisions to look after elderly people.

election period document

Document filed regarding the date of birth information
(DOB information) of a director or PSC (Companies Act
2006 s1087A(6)).

elected representatives

The extent to which their overnight expenses are taxdeductible is set out in Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s293.

election to waive exemption

For VAT, another name for option to tax.

elective office

Office obtained by winning an election, such as MP or
councillor.
For national insurance, such office holders are
treated as employed earners (Social Security
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s2(1)(a)).

electrically propelled

In terms of capital allowances for cars, “a vehicle is
electrically propelled only if—
(a) it is propelled solely by electrical power, and
(b) that power is derived from—
(i) a source external to the vehicle, or
(ii) an electrical storage battery which is not
connected to any source of power when the vehicle is in
motion” (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s268B).

electrical systems

For capital allowance purposes, is treated as an integral
feature, which means that it is included in the special
rate pool and is subject to capital allowance at 10% on
the writing down basis, and not the usual 20% for plant
and machinery (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s33A).

electricity

For VAT, a supply of electricity is treated as a supply of
goods (Value Added Tax Act 1994 Sch 4 para 3). As such,
supplies for residential use are generally reduced-rated
under ibid Sch 7A Group 1, but standard-rated for other
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supplies. Details are given in VAT notice 701/19.
HMRC accepts that supplies up to 33 kilowatt hours
per day or 1000 per month are domestic.
electricity interconnector

Part of an electrical line or plant which connects a place in
Great Britain to another country or territory (Electricity
Act 1989 s4(1)). Such an interconnector must be licensed.

electroencephalgraphy

In medicine and psychology, a non-invasive method of
measuring electrical activity in the brain from electrodes
placed on the scalp.

electronic banking

Carrying out banking transactions using a computer.

electronic communication

Sending documents by e-mail and similar means.
In company law this method may be used to send
information to members under the provisions of
Companies Act 2006 s333.
For child trust funds, the term “includes any
communication by means of a telecommunication system
(within the meaning of the Telecommunications Act
1984)” (Child Trust Funds Regulations SI 2004 No 1450
reg 2(1)(b)).

electronic conveyancing

Conveyancing of land using electronic filing. Provisions
are found in Land Registration Act 2002 ss91-95.

electronic data interchange (EDI)
Standard format used on the Internet for business
documents such as purchase orders and invoices.
electronic form

“A document or information is sent or supplied in
electronic form if it is sent or supplied —
(a) by electronic means (for example, by e-mail
or fax), or
(b) by any other means while in an electronic
form (for example, sending a disk by post).
“References to electronic copy have a
corresponding meaning.”
(Companies Act 2006 s1168(3)).

electronic funds transfer (EFT) Banking system for sending electronic messages to
transfer funds between accounts.
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electronic import declaration Electronic form of the single administrative document
used to determine liability for Customs duty.
electronic lodgement service (ELS)
System used for filing tax returns by computer.
electronic monitoring requirement
Requirement that an offender subject to certain types of
court order is also subject to electronic monitoring
(Criminal Justice Act 2003 s215).
electronic point of sale (EPOS) Retail check-out system which typically comprises
barcode scanner, scales, till, credit card reader and
invoice producing equipment. There are some special VAT
provisions for retailers who use EPOS equipment.
electronic presentment

Means of clearing a cheque electronically by sending an
electronic image of both sides of the cheque rather than
the cheque itself. It is permitted by Bills of Exchange Act
1882 s89A as added by Small Business, Enterprise and
Employment Act 2015 s13(2).

electronic programme guide

On-screen guide about programmes being offered by a
broadcaster. Legal provisions are contained in
Communications Act 2003 s310.

electronic public offering

Initial public offering where the process of applying for
shares is made electronically.

Electronic Returns Storage System (ERSS)
HMRC computer system used for storing on-line tax
returns.
electronic signature

In coins, the electronic reading which a vending machine
can make to establish that the coin is genuine.

electronic transfer of funds

Transfer of money between banks or financial institutions
using computer instructions.

electrum

Alloy of gold and silver.

eleemosynary

Relating to charity or almsgiving.
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elements of financial statements
Term used in Statement of Principles to mean the seven
categories of financial information to be reported,
namely:
• assets
• liabilities
• ownership interest
• gains
• losses
• contributions from owners
• distribution to owners.
elenctic

Relating to a counter-argument.

elephant hunt

When a local authority or similar body looks for a large
business to move into an area to stimulate the economy.
This may be encouraged by tax reliefs and other
incentives.

elephant in the room

Colloquialism for a situation that everyone pretends does
not exist when they all know it does.

elephant test

The ability to recognise something without needing (or
even being able) to define it. It is also stated as “one
knows when one sees it”.
The term comes from the observation that
everyone knows what an elephant is, though most people
would have a problem writing a definition.
The term has been used in tax cases, such as in
relation to whether a property is a farm in the case
Golding [2011] TC 1211.

ELG

Eligible liabilities guarantee scheme.

Elida table

Table drawn up by HMRC with motor manufacturers and
dealers to assist in dealing with claims for VAT
repayments relating to bonuses on car sales. The name
comes from the case Elida Gibbs Ltd v Customs and Excise
[1997] STC 1387 where the entitlement to repayment was
established.

eligibility

Meeting the requirements for some right or duty.
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eligibility date

The date at which an individual becomes eligible for
benefits under an insurance policy or similar financial
policy.

eligibility declaration

Statement that a charity must make confirming that its
services are eligible for VAT relief as set out in VAT notice
701/1.

eligibility period

Period during which potential members of a group
insurance scheme may join without evidence of
insurability.

eligibility requirements

Requirements imposed for eligibility for coverage, usually
in a group insurance or pension plan.

eligible

In relation to taxation of furnished accommodation, this
term is given a specific meaning for dwellings in Income
Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s308B.

eligible article

For excise purposes, alcoholic ingredient used for such
purposes as cooking for which duty relief may be claimed.
Further details are given in Customs leaflet 41.

eligible employees

Employees who meet the eligibility requirements for
insurance set out in a group policy.

eligible goods

Excised goods on which excise drawback may be claimed.

Eligible Liabilities Guarantee Scheme (ELGS)
Scheme introduced by the government of the Irish
Republic in December 2009 for term deposit accounts
that exceed €100,000 (which figure is covered under the
Deposit Guarantee Scheme). ELGS provides cover for five
years for loans taken out before 28 March 2013.
eligible list

List of banks entitled to discount acceptances at the Bank
of England.

eligible mixed lease

A lease that relates both to:
• plant or machinery, and
• other assets,
and meets other conditions.
The tax provisions for such a lease are given in
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Capital Allowances Act 2001 s70I.
eligible needs

Needs of an adult in care (Care Act 2014 s28).

eligible paper

(1) Any first-class security which is acceptable to the Bank
of England. Examples include Treasury bills and shortdated gilts.
(2) In USA, acceptances by American banks for
rediscounting by the Federal Reserve system.

eligible reserves

In USA, cash held in an American bank plus its reserves
held at the Federal Reserve Bank.

elimination period

US insurance term for the waiting period, such as the
period from becoming unable to work to when an
insurance protection policy makes payment.

Elizabeth I

Queen of Great Britain from 1558 to 1603.

Elizabeth II

Queen of Great Britain since 1952.

Elliott wave

In investment, a technical analysis theory developed by
accountant Ralph Elliott (1871-1948) which asserts that
the financial markets operate in eight-year waves: five up
and three down.

ELM

Electronic Money sourcebook, published by the Financial
Services Authority.

ELPS

Equity Life Payment Scheme.

ELS

Electronic lodgement service.

El Salvador

South American country. Its currency is the US dollar of
100 cents. The UK has no double taxation treaty.

elusen

Welsh: charity (Charities Act 2011 s194(2)).

elusennol

Welsh: charitable (Charities Act 2011 s194(2)).

EMA

(1) European Monetary Agreement.
(2) Exponential moving average.
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e-mail

Electronic mail.
A means of sending text or files to other computers
via an internet connection.
HMRC makes very little use of e-mail, particularly in
communication with taxpayers. Making greater use of email is being considered under the Single Compliance
Process.

emalangeni

Plural of lilangeni, currency of Swaziland.

embalming

For VAT, this is an exempt supply if part of a funeral
service. Otherwise it is a standard-rated supply. Further
details are given in VAT notice 701/32.

embankment

For capital allowances, this is specifically excluded from
the scope of plant and machinery (Capital Allowances Act
2001 s22(1) List B).

embargo

Temporary prevention of some action.
The term can be used for economic sanctions when
there is an embargo on the export of certain goods.
The term can be used for investment when it means
a restriction on publishing sensitive financial data.

embarkation checks

Checks that passengers may legally enter the UK, as set
out in Immigration Act 2014 Sch 8.

embarras de richesse

French: embarrassment of riches.

embedded derivative

When a financial derivative is part of a contract, including
one for another financial derivative.
The tax position for loan relationships with
embedded derivatives is given in Corporation Tax Act
2009 from s415.
The tax position for hybrid derivatives with
embedded derivatives is given in Corporation Tax Act
2009 from s584.
The circumstances when fair value accounting may
be disapplied are given in Corporation Tax Act 2009 from
s616.

embedded value (EV)

Accounting method used for life insurance business. It is
basically measures profit as net assets minus present
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value of future cash outflows.
embezzlement

Fraudulent misappropriation of property by the person to
whom it was trusted.

EMBI

Emerging markets bond index, established by J P Morgan.

emblements

Crops raised by the labour of the cultivator, other than
fruit from a tree and grass.

embracery

The offence of seeking improperly to influence a jury.

emergency

“Means:
(a) an event or situation which threatens serious
damage to human welfare in a place in the United
Kingdom,
(b) an event or situation which threatens serious
damage to the environment of a place in the United
Kingdom, or
(c) war, or terrorism, which threatens serious
damage to the security of the United Kingdom” (Civil
Contingencies Act 2004 s1(1) and s19(1)).

emergency Budget

Term used for the Budget of 22 June 2010, six weeks after
the coalition government was formed after the General
Election, and three months after the previous Budget by
the outgoing Labour government.

emergency card

Original name for the PAYE procedure now known as
emergency code.

emergency circumstances

“Means circumstances which are present or imminent
and are causing or likely to cause —
(a) the death of a person,
(b) serious injury to, or the serious illness of, a
person,
(c) the death of an animal.
(d) serious injury to, or the serious illness of, an
animal,
(e) serious harm to the environment (including the
life and health of plants and animals),
(f) serious harm to any building or other property,
or
(g) a worsening of any such injury, illness or harm”
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(Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s153A(3) as inserted by Finance
Act 2015 s75).
For deaths from 19 March 2014, a person who dies
as a consequence of responding to emergency
circumstances leaves their estate free of inheritance tax.
emergency code

Tax code used under the PAYE system when no other
code has been provided by an employee or the tax office,
and the employee is not subject to BR or 0T codes. The
code is the equivalent of the personal allowance for that
year on a week 1 basis or month 1 basis.
The statutory definition is a special code “which,
after allowing for the personal allowance, effects
deductions of tax at
(i) the basic rate, or
(ii) the basic and higher rates, or
(iii) the basic, higher and additional rates
so that during the tax year the amounts subject to
deductions at the rate or rates concerned are in
accordance with section 10 of ITA [Income Tax Act 2007]
(income charged at the basic, higher and additional rates:
individuals)” (PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg
7(3)(d)).

Emergency Coordinator

Person appointed by a government minister to exercise
special powers during an emergency (Civil Contingencies
Act 2004 s24(1)).

emergency fund

Money set aside by an individual or organisation to deal
with an emergency, such as the need for sudden repairs
or a replacement asset.

emergency journey

Journey an employee is obliged to make in response to an
emergency. In guidance published in January 1998, Inland
Revenue (now HMRC) said that an emergency journey
does not necessarily qualify as business travel for the
purposes of tax-free reimbursement of business mileage.

emergency planning

Specific measures or actions to be taken in an emergency.

emergency power

Authority granted by the King or Queen in Council to
Parliament allowing it to take emergency steps to deal
“with the supply and distribution of food, water, fuel, or
light, or with the means of locomotion or... the essentials
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of life” (Emergency Powers Act 1920 s1).
The order lasts for no more than one month but
may be renewed. It may not be used to outlaw a strike.
emergency prohibition order

Order which a local authority may serve in respect of
housing under Housing Act 2004 s43.

emergency regulations

Orders made in council under Civil Contingencies Act
2004 s20 to deal with an emergency.
Also, Regulations made by Parliament under
Emergency Powers Act 1920 s2 when a state of
emergency has been declared.

emergency remedial action

Action which a local authority may take in respect of
housing where it is satisfied that a category 1 hazard
exists and that this involves “an imminent risk of serious
harm to the health or safety of any of the occupiers of
those or any other residential premises” (Housing Act
2004 s40(1)).

emergency responder

“Means —
(a) a person employed, or engaged, in connection
with the provision of fire services or fire and rescue
services,
(b) a person employed for the purposes of
providing, or engaged to provide, search services or
rescue services (or both),
(c) a person employed for the purposes of
providing, or engaged to provide, medical, ambulance or
paramedic services,
(d) a constable or a person employed for police
purposes or engaged to provide services for police
purposes,
(e) a person employed for the purposes of
providing, or engaged to provide, services for the
transportation of organs, blood, medical equipment or
medical personnel, or
(f) a person employed, or engaged, by the
government of a state or territory, an international
organisation or a charity in connection with the provision
of humanitarian assistance”
(Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s153A(6) as inserted by Finance
Act 2015 s75).
If such a person dies from 19 March 2014 in the
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course of their duties, their estate is exempt from
inheritance tax.
emergency service personnel People engaged to deal with emergency circumstances.
It broadly includes firemen, search and rescue,
emergency medical services, police, medical couriers and
those providing humanitarian assistance (in any country).
A person’s estate is exempt from inheritance tax if
they die on or after 19 March 2014. Previously this
exemption applied only to members of the armed forces.
The relevant law is Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s153A,
as inserted by Finance Act 2015 s75.
emergency tax

For PAYE, a tax code that is temporarily used when no
other code is known. The code is usually one tenth of the
personal allowance applied on a month 1/week 1 basis.
When the correct tax code is allocated, any overpayment
of tax is refunded and any shortfall is collected.

emergency vehicle

A vehicle which is used to respond to emergencies and
either has a permanent flashing light fixed or has facility
for one. An employee who is provided with such a vehicle
as part of his job may avoid the charge to income tax on a
company car (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 s248A).
This provision applies from 6 April 2004.

emergency worker

Person whose job is to deal with emergencies. It is a
criminal offence to obstruct such a person under
Emergency Workers (Obstruction) Act 2006. There are
similar provisions in Scotland under Emergency Workers
(Scotland) Act 2005.
The Act defines such workers as fire fighters,
ambulance staff, coastguard, and lifeboat crew.

emerging markets

Financial markets which are still in any early stage of
development, such as those of Asia and Eastern Europe.

emerging markets debt

Debt instruments from emerging markets. They are
usually denominated in US dollars.

emeritus

Term bestowed on a retired professor or other holder of
high office as a sign of respect for how that office has
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been discharged.
EMH

Efficient markets hypothesis.

EMI

(1) Enterprise management incentive
(2) European Monetary Institute.
[There is also a company called EMI.]

EMIR

European Markets Infrastructure Regulations.

emission reduction unit (ERU) The successful reduction of emissions equivalent to one
tonne of carbon dioxide (Kyoto Protocol Article 6).
emissions allowance

Allowance issued under the European Union Emissions
Trading Scheme.
Because of the use of such allowances in carousel
fraud, it was added to the scope of reverse charge for
VAT from 1 November 2010.

emissions trading

Trading in emission standards.
Various tax and other implications are set out in
Finance Act 2007 s16.

emolument

“The payment that is made for work that has been done
including salary, bonuses and some other forms of benefit
in kind” (HMRC inheritance tax glossary).
The word originally meant an advantage.

emoluments

Collective term for all pay, wages, benefits, fees received,
particularly by a director.
The term originally meant that which came from a
mill.

emoluments therefrom

Term used in Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988
s19(1) in relation to Schedule E income. The term has
disappeared following Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003, of which s10(3) instead refers to
taxable specific income.
Notwithstanding this repeal, the term is still
referred to in the inspectors’ manual at EIM 00600 in
relation to the tax position that earnings are not taxable
unless they are from the employment. This principle was
clearly set out in the case Laidler v Perry [1965] where
Lord Reid said, “did this profit arise from the
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employment? The answer will be no if it arose from
something else”.
emotional intelligence

Mental ability of an individual to be sensitive to the
emotions of others, and to be able to manage his or her
own emotions.

empaestic

Relating to stamping or embossing.

empanel

Create and swear in a jury or a similar body. The term
comes from the old practice of writing the names on a
piece of parchment called a panel.

empannel

Put a pack saddle on to a beast of burden.

empathy

Relationship to another person whereby you are able to
understand what it is like to be in the other person’s
position.

employ

Engage someone for paid work where there is a master
and servant relationship.

employé

Old word for employee, taken from the French. The form
“employee” was originally a female employee. This
distinction is now lost.

employed earner

For national insurance, “means a person who is gainfully
employed in Great Britain either under a contract of
service, or in an office (including elective office) with
general earnings” (Social Security Contributions and
Benefits Act 1992 s2(1)(a)).

employee

Someone who is under the control of an employer.
Significant tax, national insurance and pension liabilities
follow from this status.
For tax purposes, an employee
includes an office-holder (Taxes Management Act 1970
s15(13)).
For pensions, the term means “a person gainfully
employed in Great Britain either under a contract of
service or in an office (including an elective office) with
general earnings (as defined by section 7 of the Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s181(1)).
For PAYE, the word “means anyone who is gainfully
employed in the UK and is:
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• engaged under a ‘contract of service’ - where
you pay somebody to work for you, that arrangement will
normally amount to either a contract of service
(employment) or a contract for services (selfemployment) - almost everyone who works for an
employer will be employed under a contract of service,
including full-time, part-time, casual or temporary
employment - a contract need not be written, but can be
a verbal or implied working agreement
• an office holder with earnings chargeable to
tax - an office holder is someone appointed to hold a
titled office (including an elective office), for example, a
company director
• engaged through an agency or some other
party”
(CWG Further Guide to PAYE chapter 1).
employee benefit

Benefits offered to an employee by an employer and
usually paid for at least in part by the employer. Life,
Health and Critical Illness insurance obtained by an
employer on a group basis are examples of employee
benefits.

employee benefit contributions
Term used in Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act
2005s39 in relation to employee benefit scheme.
employee benefit package

A transaction made under such a package is not caught by
the disguised remuneration rules (Income Tax (Earnings
And Pensions) Act 2003 s554G).

employee benefit scheme

Scheme designed to benefit employees (Income Tax
(Trading And Other Income) Act 2005 from s38).

employee benefit trust (EBT)

Body that provides benefits to employees from funds or
benefits provided by an employer.
“A trust set up by an employing company or its
group parent company to provide employees with
benefits which may take a variety of different forms”
(Inspectors’ Manual at BIM 44001).
A full definition is given in Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s550.
Provided certain conditions are met, the employer
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may claim tax relief for such provision.
employee benefit trust settlement opportunity (EBTSO)
Scheme introduced for employers who attempted to
avoid tax by setting up an employee benefit trust before
April 2011. Such schemes have proved largely ineffective.
EBTSO allows such employers to settle the tax
employee buy-out

When the employees of a business collectively acquire a
majority interest. This is a form of management buy-out.
Employees may do this if they believe the business is
basically sound, can prosper with new management, and
they can obtain the necessary finance.

employee contribution

Amount paid by an employee, particularly towards an
occupational pension.

employee-controlled

Description of a company.
In relation to employment-related securities, there
are special tax provisions in Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s421H.

employee declaration

A medical questionnaire issued to member of a group
insurance scheme when the members benefit level
requires the member to provide evidence of good health.
This is usually the first stage of the Medical Underwriting
process.

employee engagement

Work environment in which employees are able to make
decisions that affect their work.

employee handbook

Document containing the employer’s policies.

employee indemnity insurance
Insurance policy arranged by an employer to indemnify
claims against an employee.
This may be tax deductible under Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s346. The matter is
discussed in the Inspector’s Manual at BIM45520.
employee involvement

Human resources term for any arrangement whereby
employees may provide input into how the organisation is
run.
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employee leasing

American term where employers obtain employees by
leasing them from an agency they have formed.

employee loyalty

Sense of commitment which staff feel toward their
employer.

employee numbers

These must be disclosed under Companies Act 2006 s411.

employee participation

Involvement of employees in the management of a
business.
The term is used to refer to employees who are not
directly employed to manage, such as “shop floor
workers”. The participation takes the form either of
ownership of share, or of attending board meetings or
similar.

employee pitch

In relation to VAT exemption for land in the context of
seasonal accommodation, “means a pitch occupied by an
employee of the site operator as that person’s principal
place of residence during the period of occupancy”
(Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 9 Group 1 Note (14A) as
inserted by Value Added Tax (Land Exemption Order) SI
2012 No 58 with effect from 1 March 2012).

employee referral programme Recruitment strategy where employees are rewarded for
finding applicants for other positions in their
organisation.
employee relations

General term for all management activities that relate to
the management and development of relationships
between management and employees.

employee representatives

Employees who are elected by their colleagues to
negotiate with the employer in lieu of a trade union. Their
election is covered by Trade Union and Labour Relations
(Consolidation) Act 1992 s188A.

employee retention

Polices and practices designed to encourage employees
to continue to work for the employer.

Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA)
In USA, an Act passed in 1974. It regulates the operation
of private pension plans and employee profit-sharing
schemes. It set up the Pension Benefit Guaranty
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Corporation which protects employees’ contributions if a
private scheme fails.
employee’s code

Tax code of an employee under the PAYE system.
A full definition is given in PAYE Regulations SI 2003
No 2682 reg 8.

employee self service (ESS)

Web-based software application that provides employees
with access to their personal records. Typically this gives
details of what information the employer holds about the
employer, plus information the employer has generated
such as payroll data and attendance record. In some
applications, the employee may be able to amend data,
such as bank details and address. The file will give contact
details allowing the employee to query the records.

employee shareholder

Category of worker introduced by Growth and
Infrastructure Act 2013 s31, effective from 1 September
2013.
Such a worker must hold at least £2,000 worth of
employee shareholder shares in the employer. The
worker sacrifices certain rights under employment law.
Employees must receive independent legal advice before
moving to this status.
There are special tax provisions for such shares. Any
cost borne by the employer in providing legal advice is
not taxed as a benefit in kind.

employee shareholder shares Shares in the employer held by an employee shareholder
as a condition of holding that status.
Disposal of these shares are exempt from capital
gains tax to a maximum of £50,000 value when provided
to the employee.
For income tax and national insurance purposes,
the employee shareholder is deemed to have paid £2,000
for the shares.
employee share ownership plan (ESOP)
Tax scheme which allows employees to own shares in
their employer.
“A trust set up by an employing company or its
group parent company to provide employees with
benefits in the form of shares or options over shares in
that company” (Inspectors’ Manual at BIM 44001).
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It is now called a share incentive plan.
employee share ownership trust (ESOT)
Trust set up under tax-advantaged provisions introduced
in 1989. ESOTs were renamed employee share ownership
plans in 1990.
The capital gains provisions are given in Taxation of
Capital Gains Act 1992 from s227.
It is now called a share incentive plan.
employees’ share scheme

For company law purposes, the term is defined in
Companies Act 2006 s1166.

employee stock ownership plan (ESOP)
American trust used to fund retirement plans for
employees.
employee stock purchase plan American employer-sponsored plan that allows
employees to acquires shares in the employer for less
than their market value.
employee trusts

A tax-advantaged trust where an employer can provide
shares in itself for the benefit of employees.
A donation to such a trust is exempt from
inheritance tax (Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s28).
The capital gains tax provisions are given in Taxation
of Capital Gains Act 1992 from s239.

employees’ assistance programmes (EAPs)
An arrangement whereby an employer pays for someone
to provide counselling and advice to employees as an
employee benefit.
Typically, the employees and (usually) their families
may call a telephone number at any time of the day or
night to discuss personal problems in confidence. The
employer does not know which employees have
discussed what matters, other than getting a regular
report indicating usage and the general areas of topics
raised.
Provision of an EAP has been demonstrated to
improve employee loyalty which reduces turnover and
absence, and can improve productivity. It has been
estimated that every £1 spent on an EAP leads to savings
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of up to £14.
employer

Person who engages someone to work for him in an
employment relationship.

employer CD-ROM

Compact disc sent free by HMRC to all employers who are
registered for PAYE.
The scope of the CD has improved with successive
years. It now contains all the tax tables, forms, guidance,
tutorials, calculators and other support the payroll
department can need. The one function the CD does not
have is calculation of payslips and recording of payroll
data for which a commercial package is still needed.

Employer Compliance System Part of HMRC SAFE computer system (Inspectors’ Manual
at DMBM115040).
employer diary

In computing, a facility provided by HMRC’s employer CDROM which gives key dates that the employer must
observe.

Employer-financed retirement benefits scheme (EFRBS)
A scheme for the provision of benefits consisting of or
including relevant benefits to or in respect of employees
or former employees of an employer (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s393A).
However, neither a registered pension scheme nor
a section 615(3) scheme is an employer-financed
retirement benefits scheme.
EFRBSs have been used for tax avoidance, though
HMRC maintains they do not qualify for the necessary
reliefs to be effective. Further information is given in
HMRC Spotlight 6.
employer information report In the USA, an annual report required to give details of
employment practice.
employer justified retirement age (EJRA)
Term used from 2011 in connection with the abolition of
default retirement age.
The main provision is that an employer cannot insist
that a person must retire at a particular age unless the
employer can objectively justify that age, which is often
difficult in practice.
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employer of choice

Employer whose policies and practices make it attractive
to employees who wish to work there.

employer reference

For PAYE, “means the combination of letters, numbers or
both used by the Inland Revenue to identify an employer
for the purposes of these Regulations” (PAYE regulations
SI 2003 No 2682 reg 2(1)).

employers’ association

An organisation “which consists wholly or mainly of
employers or individual owners of undertakings of one or
more descriptions and whose principal purposes include
the regulations of relations between employers of that
description or those descriptions and workers or trade
unions” or of a body comprising such organisations (Trade
Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992
s122).

employer’s housing scheme
An arrangement whereby an employer compensate an
employee in respect of a house transaction, such as when
the employee is relocated. A payment under such an
arrangement may not be taxable as it has the nature of
compensation rather than earnings. Such a case is
Hochstrasser v Mayes [1959] 38TC673. The matter is
discussed in the inspectors’ manual at EIM00750.
employers’ liability insurance Insurance cover which legally every employer must have
to protect its employees.
employers’ national insurance (ENI)
Name commonly given to secondary class 1 national
insurance.
It is the amount that the employer pays from their
own funds, as against the primary class 1 which is
deducted from the employee’s pay.
employer’s PAYE reference

“In relation to an employer, means the combination of
the employer’s employer reference and the Inland
Revenue office number”
(PAYE Regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 2(1)).

employer-supported childcare (ESC)
Any arrangement whereby an employer provides
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assistance in funding childcare for an employee.
Three forms of ESC are tax advantaged: workplace
nurseries, directly contracted childcare and childcare
vouchers.
employing company

Company that may claim tax relief for employee share
schemes, as explained in the Inspector’s Manual at BIM
44300.

employment

Taxation
State of working for another person.
For tax purposes, employment includes;
“(a) any employment under a contract of
service;
(b) any employment under a contract of
apprenticeship; and
(c) any employment in the service of the
Crown.”
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s4(1)).
Social Security
For social security, the term “includes any trade, business,
profession, office or vocation” (Social Security
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 s122(1)). The same
definition applies for pensions under Pension Schemes
Act 1993 s181(1).
Corporation tax relief for employee share acquisitions
For this purpose, “employment includes a former
employment” (Corporation Tax Act 2009 s1002(2)).

Employment Acts

Laws passed at various times to regulate trade unions and
other matters relating to employment.

employment agency

Organisation which finds work for its clients, either as a
temporary employee or as a permanent placement.

Employment Alignment Submission (EAS)
An additional one-off return that at an employer may be
required to make with the first full payment submission
under real time information for the PAYE payroll. Such a
submission is likely to be made in 2013.
EAS is also known as Payroll Alignment.
An EAS is required if either:
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• the payroll has more than 250 employees, or
• the payroll is split (such as having a weekly
payroll and a monthly payroll, or splitting it between two
payroll suppliers).
employment and support allowance (ESA)
Social security payment which replaces income support
and incapacity benefit. It is introduced by Welfare Reform
Act 2007 s1. It was introduced on 27 October 2008.
It is payable either as a contributory allowance or as
an income-related allowance.
The income-related allowance is to be abolished
and replaced by universal credit under Welfare Reform
Act 2012 s33(1)(b).
employment at will

Legal principle that employment may be terminated by
employer or employee at will.
In UK law, there are restrictions on this right by the
employer set out in employment law. The employee is
usually restricted in terms of needing to give notice.

employment benefit trust (EBT)
Trust set up (usually by the employer) for the benefit of
employees. Payments from the trust are generally
regarded as taxable employment income under Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s62.
A leading case was Brumby v Milner [1976] 51TC83.
The matter is discussed in the inspectors’ manual at
EIM00740.
employment branding

In human resources, a combination of marketing,
communication and other management methods to give
the organisation greater visibility.

employment change

Change of an employee’s residence caused by a change of
workplace (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003
s275).
An employer may make a tax-free contribution of
up to £8,000 towards relocation expenses.

employment cost index

American term for Department of Labor’s index of
changes in wages, benefits and bonuses for specific
occupations.
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employment detriment

Any action taken against an employee short of dismissal.

employment E

Term used in Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 s188 in relation to the taxation of an employmentrelated loan that is released or written off.

Employment Eligibility Verification (EEV)
American term for the form which (from 6 November
1986) the US Department of Homeland Security requires
job applicants to complete.
employment income

Category of taxable income formerly known as Schedule
E. It is generally collected under the PAYE system.
The scope of employment income is defined in
Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s7(2) as
meaning earnings as defined in Chapter 1 of Part 3 of that
Act, and other amounts which the Act requires to be
treated as earnings.
The section distinguishes between general earnings
and specific employment income. The difference is that
some expenses may only be deducted from specific
employment income.
Employment income almost all forms of cash
payment made to an employee. This includes salaries,
wages, fees, gratuities, profits, benefits in kind, and
statutory payments.

employment income amount Term used in relation to calculating capital gains tax on
employment-related securities (Taxation of Capital Gains
Act 1992 s120).
employment income exemption
“Means an exemption from liability to income tax in
respect of earnings” as listed in Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s227(4).
employment income provided through third parties
Tax avoidance scheme, in effect outlawed by Finance Act
2011 Sch 2.
employment intermediary

For the purposes of keeping tax records, “is a person who
makes arrangements under or in consequence of which
—
(a) an individual works, or is to work, for a third
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person, or
(b) an individual is, or is to be, remunerated for
work done for a third person”
(Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003 s716B(2) as
inserted by Finance Act 2014 s18(1)).
employment office

Office which finds jobs for people.

employment officer

For jobseeker's allowance, “means an officer of the
Secretary of State or such other person as may be
designated for that person by an order made by the
Secretary of State” (Jobseekers Act 1995 s35(1)).

employment pattern

Extent to which households have earners as members.
From the 1970s to 1990s, the UK experienced a significant
change in patterns with many more families without any
earners. This is attributed to the growth of single parent
households.

employment polarisation

Economic term for the growing disparity between noearner households and two-earner households.

employment practice

Any policy that relates to the recruitment, hiring,
selection, promotion, transfer, protection or dismissal of
employees.

employment practices liability insurance (EPLI)
American insurance plan that provides employers with
protection against employment liabilities such as
discrimination or unfair dismissal.
employment protection entitlement
Sum paid to an employee who has been reinstated after a
procedure under employment law.
Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992
s112 treats such entitlement as earnings for class 1
national insurance.
employment purposes

In relation to medical records, “in the case of any
individual, means the purposes in relation to the
individual of any person by whom he is or has been, or is
seeking to be, employed (whether under a contract of
service or otherwise)” (Access to Medical Records Act
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1988 s2(1)).
Employment Recognition Scheme (ERS)
Scheme introduced by the government in 2014 in
recognition of employers who support the armed
services. ERS holders typically encourage the recruitment
of armed forces personnel and veterans, and make it easy
for employees to be reservists. Such businesses sign the
Armed Forces Covenant.
employment-related annuities
Term used in Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 s609 which discusses their tax treatment.
employment-related benefit

“Means a benefit, other than an excluded benefit, which
is provided in a tax year —
(a) for an employee, or
(b) for a member of an employee’s family or
household,
by reason of the employment”
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s201(2)).

employment-related loan

Loan made to an employee or to a relative of the
employee and which is either interest-free or where
interest is charged at less than a commercial rate. It is
taxable as a benefit in kind unless the loan is for less than
£5,000.
A full definition is given in Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s174(2).

employment-related securities (ERS)
Shares and other forms of security provided through
employment.
The definition is given in Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 Part 7 Chapters 1-4.
For capital gains tax, Taxation of Capital Gains Act
1992 s119A uses the same definitions as for income tax.
Employment Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA)
American law of 1974 that regulates provision of
employee benefit plans.
employment status indicator (ESI)
Program on the HMRC website designed to assist
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taxpayers in determining whether they are an employee
or self-employed.
employment tax credit

Proposed means-tested social security benefit announced
in November 1999 but never introduced. Elements of it
can be found in universal credit.

employment torts

In USA, grounds on which employment litigation is based.

employment tribunal

Non-departmental public body that adjudicates in
disputes relating to employment.
They were first set up under Industrial Training Act
1964 when they were known as industrial tribunals. They
comprised a lawyer as chairman, with two other
members, one from management and one from a trade
union. They primarily dealt with issues relating to trade
disputes.
Their work load increased significantly when unfair
dismissal become unlawful in 1971.
They changed their name to employment tribunals
in 1988 under Employment Rights (Dispute Resolution)
Act 1988.
Fees were introduced for their services from 29 July
2013.

employment tribunal panel

Panel of three members which hears cases at an
employment tribunal. They comprise a legally qualified
chairman with two lay members, one representing
employers and one representing workers.

employment unit

The whole or part of a trading business for the purposes
of profit-related pay, which allowed tax relief between 23
July 1987 and 31 December 1999.

employment visa

American immigration-issued document that allows nonAmericans temporary residence to work in the USA.

empowerment

Strategy aimed to give people more control and
responsibility for their work.

emprise

Old term for an enterprise or hazardous pursuit.
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EMPS

Handbook Guide for energy market participants,
published by the Financial Services Authority.

empty chance

Term used by early Greeks and Romans to mean an
eventuality considered so unlikely as not to be worth
betting on.

empty dwelling management order (EDMO)
Order which a local authority may issue under Housing
Act 2004 s132 to bring an empty dwelling back into use.
Such an order is either an interim EDMO or a final EDMO.
empty spam

Unsolicited e-mail message which seems to have no
purpose. It may include a passage from classical
literature.

empty suit

Pejorative term for a man who acts in a manner required
of him but makes no contribution to the organisation
which engages him.

EMS

European Monetary System.

EMTR

Effective marginal tax rate.

EMU

European Monetary Union.

enabling act

Act of Parliament which allows laws to be made by
someone else, usually a government minister.

enabling letter

Informal term used for a letter that HMRC to a particular
group of taxpayers, pointing out their responsibilities
regarding tax. Such letters commonly explain common
errors, such as not claiming personal expenditure from
business profits.
The letter is not an enquiry into the taxpayer’s
affairs, and does not imply that there is any problem with
them.

enactment

Process by which a rule is made part of the law.
The term “does not include an enactment comprised in,

or in an instrument made under, an Act of the Scottish
Parliament” (Interpretation Act 1978 Sch 1).
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en ami

French: as a friend.

enantiosis

Expression of an idea by the negation of a contrary view.

en attendant

French: in the meantime.

en autre droit

Latin: in the right of another.

encash

To turn a document, such as a cheque, into cash.

encouragement award

Sum paid to an employee in respect of a suggestion that
the employer does not follow up. A sum of £25 may be
paid tax-free (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 s322(1)).

encryption

Process of putting a message into a code.

encumbrance

Liability which attaches to property.

endangered species

Plants and animals that are considered to be at risk of
extinction. The exact scope is determined by CITES.
Customs may seize any such plants or animals that
are imported into the UK. This includes goods made from
such plants or animals, even if legally acquired overseas.
This includes caviar, ivory, coral, shells and skins of
crocodiles, alligators and snakes.

ending inventory

American term for closing stock.

end-of-day sweep

Automatic transfer of all funds in one bank account to
another at the end of each working day. The funds are
transferred to an account that pays interest.

end of the employee’s strike action
“Means any of the following —
(a) the employee is no longer absent from work
because of the trade dispute,
(b) the employer ceases to employ the
employee.
(c) the employee has become genuinely
employed elsewhere in the occupation which the
employee usually follows
(d|) the employee has become regularly
engage in some other occupation, or
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(e) the employee dies.”
(PAYE Regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 64(11)).
This is the point where the employee may receive
any refunds of tax that have been generated under the
PAYE system but which may not be paid to the employee
during a trade dispute.
endorse

Make payable to someone else.

endorsed

International financial reporting standards approved for
use in Member States of the European Union through a
formal process of endorsement.

endorsee

Person to whom a cheque or other document is
endorsed.

endorsement

(1) In insurance, an amendment of a policy that alters the
provisions of the contract.
(2) In banking, an alternative spelling for indorsement.

endorser

Person who endorses a cheque or other document to
another person, known as the endorsee.

endowment

A life assurance policy related to a mortgage designed to
pay off the amount originally borrowed at the end of the
mortgage term. An endowment policy will pay you a fixed
amount on a set date or if you die before that date, in
other words it's both a way of saving and life insurance.
People often use endowments to repay interest only
mortgages. The drawback of them is that it is often
unclear how much you are having to pay in charges and
the plans are often very rigid, so if you start an
endowment and then decide to cancel it, you might not
get back what you paid in.

endowment assurance

Insurance policy where the proceeds are invested in
shares and similar. The proceeds are paid to the insured if
he survives to a particular date, or to his estate if he dies
before then.

endowment fund

Fund where, generally, only the interest may be spent.
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endowment insurance

Alternative though less accurate term for endowment
assurance.

endowment mortgage

Mortgage where the mortgagor only pays interest to the
lender, with a monthly premium for an endowment policy
taken out with an insurance company.
The endowment policy is designed to produce a
lump sum either at the end of your mortgage term or at
your death if earlier, to repay the capital you borrowed.
You must remember though that the amount paid out is
not guaranteed and may not be sufficient to repay the
capital borrowed.

endowment policy

Another term for endowment assurance.

enduring

Term used in relation to the benefit to be derived from an
asset for its acquisition to be taxed as capital rather than
revenue. The Inspectors’ Manual at BIM35901 explains
that there is no formal time limit as the matter must be
determined by other criteria. It should be noted that the
life of the benefit is distinct from the life of the asset
itself, which must be at least two years.

enduring power of attorney (EPA)
Power of attorney which can continue after a person has
lost the mental capacity to act for himself.
From 1 October 2007, this is replaced by the lasting
power of attorney under Mental Capacity Act 2005. An
existing EPA remains in effect.
end use

Arrangements which allow certain imported goods to be
declared for free circulation in the EU at a reduced or nil
rate of duty, provided they are put to a prescribed use
under customs control.

end-use relief

Form of Customs relief for certain imported goods
provided they are put to the stated use within an agreed
time limit.

end user

Final user of an item. Value added tax is designed so that
the ultimate burden of the tax is borne by the end user.

end use relief

Arrangement whereby goods may be imported without
payment of customs duty or at a reduced rate of duty
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because of the end use to which the goods will be put.
enemy

For purposes of Trading with the Enemy Act 1939 means
a country which is at war with the monarch.
The statutory definition is that an enemy “includes
—
(a) all persons engaged in armed operations
against any of Her Majesty’s forces or against any force
co-operating with any of Her Majesty’s forces;
(b) all pirates; and
(c) all armed mutineers, armed rebels and
armed rioters”
(Armed Forces Act 2006 s374).
In terms of seizure of assets, a distinction is made
between a belligerent enemy and a technical enemy. A
belligerent enemy is a country with whom Britain was at
war (Germany, Italy, Japan and their allies) while a
technical enemy is a country occupied by a belligerent
enemy.

enemy alien

A citizen of a country with whom Britain at war. The term
has the same meaning as enemy subject.
An enemy alien cannot make a valid contract in the
UK, and any extant contract at the start of the war is
suspended. An enemy alien cannot inherit property.
Under Finance Act 1944 s42 and Sch 4, whoever
holds property than an enemy alien would otherwise
inherit must account for estate duty on it. This law
remains in force.

enemy currency

Currency of a country with whom the UK is at war or of a
country controlled by an enemy.
Purchasing such currency is an offence under
Trading with the Enemy Act 1939 s6.

enemy debt

Debt owed to a country with which the UK is at war or
owed to a person or business resident or controlled by
such a country. Such debts are paid to custodians of
enemy property under Trading with the Enemy Act 1939
s7.

enemy debts

Debts incurred by an enemy subject between 1 April
1939 and 31 December 1946 which were written off.
There remains a special tax provision under Finance Act
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1950 s39.
Enemy Property Compensation Advisory Panel (EPCAP)
Body established to pay compensation to those who had
property seized by British authorities under Trading With
the Enemy Act but who were victims of Nazi persecution
or who were simply resident in a country occupied by the
enemy. The body was established in 1999.
enemy subject

“Means —
(a) an individual who, not being either a British
subject or a British protected person, possesses the
nationality of a State at war with His Majesty, or
(b) a body of persons constituted or incorporated
in, or under the laws of, any such State”
(Trading with the Enemy Act 1939 s15).

enemy territory

“Any area which is under the sovereignty of, or in the
occupation of, a Power with whom His Majesty is at war,
not being an area in the occupation of His Majesty or of a
Power allied with His Majesty”
(Trading with the Enemy Act 1939 s15).

energy

In terms of fuel poverty, means gas or electricity or both
(Energy Act 2010 s29(5)).

energy bar

Food product designed to provide energy to the eater.
For VAT, such a bar largely made from fruit was held
to be zero-rated as food in the case SIS (Science in Sport)
Ltd (No 2) [2000] VTD 17116.
But in another case, where sweetening had been
added, it was held to be standard-rated confectionery (EJ
Huczek [1992] VTD 8850).

energy costs

Amounts spent on electricity, gas and other forms of
energy.
For a business, these are generally deductible from
profits assessable to income tax or corporation tax.

Energy Demand Reduction (EDR)
Scheme introduced by the Department of Energy and
Climate Change to support projects that deliver lasting
reductions in electricity demand through installation of
energy efficiency measures .
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Projects above a minimum size (50kW) are eligible
to bid for funding through an auction. Successful projects
are paid following delivery of the electricity savings.
Phase II of the pilot was launched in June 2015 with £6
million available to be allocated in an auction in 2016. The
purpose of the pilot is to test whether electricity demand
reduction measures could participate in Great Britain’s
electricity capacity market and to learn lessons about
electricity demand reduction.
energy drinks

For VAT, these are generally zero-rated as food, though
there are some exceptions as set out in VAT notice
701/14.

energy efficiency

Aspects of energy which relate to consumption of energy,
conservation of energy and generation of energy.
These are factors which are considered in deciding
whether a dwelling is a zero-carbon home as defined by
Finance Act 2003 s58B as inserted by Finance Act 2007
s19.
Energy-efficiency elements in a property are
ignored when determining its value for council tax.

energy products

For the purposes of oil duty, “means a substance which —
(a) is an energy product for the purposes of Council
Directive 2033/96/EC restructuring the Community
framework for the taxation of energy products and
electricity, and
(b) is not (apart from as a result of this section)
hydrocarbon oil or road fuel gas within the meaning of
the [Hydrocarbon Oil Duties+ 1979 Act”
(Finance Act 1993 s10).

energy-saving materials

The cost of materials and of fitting them may qualify for
the reduced rate of VAT under Value Added Tax 1994 Sch
7A Group 2. The scope was amended from 1 August 2013.

energy shares

Shares in companies which provide energy, such as gas,
electricity and oil companies.

energy-saving item

Expenditure which qualifies for a special allowance for
corporation tax under Income and Corporation Taxes Act
1988 s31 as inserted by Finance Act 2007 s17, or by
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s251.
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Such an asset may qualify for a first year allowance
under Capital Allowances Act 2001 s45A. The allowance
was first introduced on 11 May 2001.
The scope of what comprises such an item is given
in Treasury regulations.
energy-saving materials

These may qualify for the reduced rate of VAT under
Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 7A Note 1.
Income tax relief for expenditure on such materials
may be given to landlords under Income Tax (Trading and
Other Income) Act 2005 s312.

Energy Savings Opportunity Scheme (ESOS)
A mandatory energy measurement and auditing scheme.
It applies to large undertakings in the UK and small
or medium undertakings which are group undertakings in
respect of such a large undertaking, not including public
bodies (as defined in the scheme). These organisations
are required to calculate their total energy consumption
and ensure that at least 90% is subject to energy audits
every four years, unless it is covered by a certified
ISO500014 energy management system or connected to a
building with a valid display energy certificate or green
deal assessment.
The scheme covers all energy consumed by assets
held, and activities carried on, by undertakings including
energy consumed by buildings, transport and industrial
processes. Acting on audit findings is voluntary. While
participants are required to provide notice of compliance,
ESOS is not strictly a reporting scheme.
energy services agreement

Agreement between an energy services provider and a
client.
For long funding leases, a full definition is provided
in Capital Allowances Act 2001 s175A as inserted by
Finance Act s66 and Sch 18.

energy services provider

For the purposes of long funding leases, “means a person
carrying on a qualifying activity consisting wholly or
mainly in the provision of energy management services”
(Capital Allowances Act 2001 s175A(2)).
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energy tax

Name given to climate change levy, though the name is
now never used.

Energy Tax Act

American law of 1978 that imposes taxes designed to
promote environmentally-friendly products and
behaviour.

Energywatch

Popular name for the Gas and Electricity Council which is
abolished by Consumers, Estate Agents and Redress Act
2007 s30 and replaced by the National Consumer
Council.

en evidence

French: to the fore.

enfant terrible

Moral or social nuisance. The word literally means a
terrible child.

enfeoffment

Surrendering the possession of an estate.

enforced retirement

When an employee is required to retire even though he
or she may not wish to.

enforcement

Proceedings to make a person comply, particularly with a
court judgment.

enforcement action

In relation to trade between a small business and a larger
company, this term is given a specific meaning in
Regulatory Enforcement and Sanctions Act 2008 s25A as
inserted by Enterprise Act 2016 s20.

Enforcement and Compliance Dispute Resolution Board (ECDRB)
Board of HMRC that comprises various senior staff.
Its constitution and functions are set out in an
HMRC Notice of 20 December 2013.
enforcement notice

Notice that enforces a law, rule or other provision where
there has been non-compliance.
The term is used in Energy Act 2016 s43 when there
has been a failure to comply with a petroleum-related
requirement.

enforcement officer

Another term for a bailiff.
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enforcement receiver

Person appointed to recover property which is the subject
of a confiscation order (Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 s50).

enfranchisement

Giving freedom or a political right to.
In company law, it refers to when the vote is given
to shareholders who previously had no vote.

engagement

(1) Hiring a person for work, either as an employee or
self-employed.
(2) Period when two people formally state their intention
to marry.

engagement letter

Letter sent by a professional person, such as an
auditor, to a client outlining the work to be done, setting
out the terms for the work and containing similar
material.

engagement team

In auditing “any person who is directly involved in the
audit” (APB ES 1 para 16(a)). This comprises “
(i) the audit partners, audit managers and audit
staff;
(ii) professional personnel from other disciplines
involved in the audit (for example lawyers, actuaries,
taxation specialists, IT specialists, treasury management
specialists);
(iii) those who provide quality control or direct
oversight of the audit”.

Engels’ Law

People’s spending patterns change as their income rises.

engineering psychology

Branch of psychology which is concerned about the
relationship between people and machines.

England

“means, subject to any alteration of boundaries under

Part IV of the Local Government Act 1972, the area
consisting of the counties established by section 1 of that
Act, Greater London and the Isles of Scilly” (Interpretation
Act 1978 Sch 1).
English as a second language (ESL)
In employment, the training provided to workers to speak
English when this is not their primary language.
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English list

In relation to non-domestic rates, “means —
(a) a local authority non-domestic rating list
that has to be compiled for a billing authority in England,
or
(b) the central non-domestic rating list that has
to be compiled for England”
(Local Government Finance Act 1988 s55(8) as inserted by
Enterprise Act 2016 s32).

Englishman’s castle

Poetic term for an English home, so-called because a
bailiff does not have the right to break into it when
closed.

English NHS charity

NHS charity in England, as defined in Charities Act 2011
s149(7).

English-only rule

American practice that requires employees to speak only
in English at the workplace.

English shilling

Particular design of shilling minted from 1937, but legal
tender throughout the UK.

English statutory apprenticeships
“Means —
(a) approved English apprenticeships within the
meaning given in section A1;
(b) apprenticeships undertaken under
apprenticeship agreements within the meaning given in
section 32 that were entered into in connection with
recognised English frameworks,
(c) apprenticeships in relation to which alternative
English completion arrangements apply under section
1(5);
(d) apprenticeships undertaken under
arrangements made in relation to England under section
2 of the Employment and Training Act 1973 that are
identified ny the person them as arrangements for the
provision of apprenticeships”
(Apprenticeships, Skills, Children and Learning Act 2009
s40A(3) as inserted by Enterprise Act 2016 s26).
enhanced capital allowance (ECA)
Particularly high rate of capital allowance allowed for
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environmentally friendly assets.
enhanced loss relief

Loss relief for businesses where a loss earned in a year
may be offset against taxable profits for previous years. It
was introduced in 2008.

enhanced remote transit shed A transit shed which is not near to an approved wharf
where imported goods are unloaded.
Enhanced remote transit sheds were first allowed in
1993. They allow goods to be held pending payment of
customs duties. They are subject to strict security
arrangements. The operators of such facilities are usually
required to provide a financial undertaking in a deed of
undertaking.
enhanced television

In marketing, interactive television applications, such as
playing games or responding to advertisements.

enjoyment conditions

Term used in relation to countering avoidance from
transfer of assets abroad. The term is defined in Income
Tax Act 2007 s723. There are four conditions.
The term is also used in Taxation of Capital Gains
Act 1992 s103KG.

enlarge an estate

Increase the scope of an estate, particularly for land, such
as when a life tenant buys out the rights of a
remainderman.

enlightened shareholder value
Term used for the requirement in modern company law
where the directors must consider the interests of others
as well as the interests of shareholders.
en masse

French: as the whole lot, as in moving en masse.

Ennals, David

English Labour politician (1922-1995) who was Secretary
of State for Health and Social Services from 8 April 1976
to 4 May 1979.

ennoblement

Process of making someone into a peer.

enormity

Great wickedness, as of a crime.
Note that this is not the noun for “enormous” which
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is “enormousness”.
enosis

Policy of the Greek Cypriot movement for union with
Greece.

en passant

French: in passing, by the way.

en pension

French term used to describe a person paying for his
board and lodging.
It specifically refers to someone paying a fixed rate
for such provision.

en poste

French: in post. A term used to describe a diplomat.

en principe

French: in principle.

en pure perte

French: to a mere loss, to no purpose.

enquiry window

Period in which the tax authorities may enquire into a tax
return.
The period is usually 12 months. For corporation tax
this runs from when the return is received by HMRC; for
income tax and capital gains tax this runs from the due
date.
HMRC may enquire after this date if fraud or
negligence is suspected, or where sufficient information
has not been disclosed on the tax return.

en règle

French: in due order, according to a rule.

en retraite

French: in retirement, on half-pay.

en revache

French: in return or requital.

enrol

A term used for the process of signing up for a duty or
service.
The term is particularly used for enrolling for VAT
Online Services. Once a trader has signed up for VAT
Online Services he enrols by providing information about
his business.

ensilage

Storage of grain or fodder in silos.
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ens legis

Latin: legal entity.

ensonens

Term for the part of the brain that was once believed to
respond to financial information.

enstamp

To mark with a stamp.

entail

Legal condition which passes ownership of property to
another person.
The term originally meant a piece of property which
was cut off from a testator’s estate as it had to pass
according to the law and could not be left in a will. There
is no such provision under English law, but there is under
French law.

enter

(1) Make a record of a transaction in the accounts.
(2) Go into premises.

entered for home use

Term used for purchase tax in relation to goods intended
to be consumed or used in a normal home.

entered premises

Premises and plant, pipes and vessels thereon described
on an excise entry delivered to an HM Revenue &
Customs (HMRC) officer in accordance with the Customs
and Excise Management Act (CEMA) 1979, sections 108 to
111 or under the Hydrocarbon Oil Regulations (HOR Regn
3).

entering a new product or geographical market
In relation to enterprise investment scheme, this term
“has the same meaning as in Commission Regulation (EU)
No 651/2014 (General block exemption Regulation)”
(Income Tax Act 2007 s175A(8) as inserted by Finance (No
2) Act Sch 5).
The same definition is used for venture capital
trusts in Income Tax Act 2007 s280C(9) as inserted by
Finance (No 2) Act Sch 6.
entering short

When bills of exchange are paid to a banker to receive the
amount due.

enterprise

General term for any business or commercial activity.
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Enterprise Allowance Scheme (EAS)
Government scheme that ran from August 1983 to April
1991 to assist unemployed people start their own
business. Thos who had been unemployed for eight or
more weeks and who put £1,000 of their own money into
a business could claim £40 a week for up to one year. It
was replaced by the Business Start-up Scheme.
Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS)
Form of investment which attracts generous tax relief. It
was introduced on 1 January 1994 as a replacement for
the Business Enterprise Scheme. The law is found in
Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s150A, Sch 5B and Sch
5BA.
enterprises for disadvantaged communities
These “include —
(a) enterprises located in disadvantaged areas, and
(b) enterprises owned or operated by, or designed
to serve, members of disadvantage groups”. (Income Tax
Act 2007 s340(3)).
The term used in connection with community
investment tax relief.
enterprise management incentive (EMI)
“Option over shares in an EMI company which qualifies
for tax advantages under [Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 from Sch 5, previously Finance Act
2000 Sch 14+” (Inspectors’ Manual at BIM 44001).
The tax provisions are set out in Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 from s527.
enterprise value

Measure of the worth of a company’s continuing
operations.

enterprise zone (EZ)

Area of the country where businesses are given special
tax and other incentives to run their businesses.
The first zones came into operation from 11 June
1981 to 21 October 1996. The main tax benefit was a
100% initial allowance for industrial buildings in the first
20 years. There were some other tax reliefs that lasted for
10 years.
Enterprise zones were revived for an eight-year
period between 1 April 2012 and 31 March 2020. The
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areas are designated as EZs under provisions of Capital
Allowances Act 2001 s45K. They quality for a 100% first
year allowance for spending on certain items of plant and
machinery.
The period was originally five years, but was
extended to eight by Finance Act 2014 s64(5)(a).
enterprise zone allowance (EZA)
Special 100% initial allowance allows for industrial
buildings in an enterprise zone.
enterprise zone trust

Property trust that invests in enterprise zones.

entertain

This term is used in Value Added Tax 1994 s84(3)(a) to
mean the start of tribunal proceedings. The exact
meaning of the term was considered by the Court of
Session in the case Customs & Excise v Hubbard
Foundation Scotland. CS [1981] STC 593.
For tax implications for other meanings of the word,
see entertainer or entertainment.

entertainer

National insurance
For categorisation of earners for national insurance,
“means a person who is employed as an actor, singer or
musician, or in any similar performing capacity” (Social
Security (Categorisation of Earners) Regulations SI 1978
No 1689 reg 1(2)).
The position for various types of entertainer was
examined in the case ITV Services Ltd. TC 836. As a result
of this, HMRC issued Brief 10/11.
Expenses
Agency fees paid by entertainers are allowable (Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s352).
The provision for an overseas entertainer is set out
in Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act 2005s13.
VAT flat rate scheme
Under the VAT flat rate scheme, the appropriate
percentage is:
From
4 January 2011

Percentage
12.5%
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1 January 2010
1 December 2008
1 January 2004

entertainment

11%
9.5%
11%

Accounting
In accounting, expenses of looking after people,
particularly customers.
Direct taxes
The term “includes hospitality of any kind” (Income Tax
(Trading And Other Income) Act 2005s45(4)(b)). There are
some exceptions set out in ibid s46.
In general, the cost of entertaining customers and
others is generally not tax-deductible (Income Tax
(Trading And Other Income) Act 2005s45).
The cost of entertaining staff at parties is exempt
from tax under Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 s264. Third party entertainment is exempt under
s265.
“Entertainment includes hospitality of any kind”
(ibid s356(3)(a)).
See also business entertainment.
VAT
Entertainment means “hospitality which is provided free
to the recipient” (Celtic Football and Athletic Co Ltd v CE
[1983] STC 470).
The subsequent case of Customs v Kilroy Television
Co Ltd [1997] STC 901 held that entertainment included
arrangements where payments were made but were not
“proper and sufficient”.
Drama, music etc
In general, drama, music and similar. For national
insurance, this is defined by reference to the definition of
entertainer.

entertainment allowance

Amount which an employee is allowed to spend
entertaining clients.

entertainment expenses

Amount which an employee has spent entertaining
clients.
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Such expenses are generally disallowed for income
tax, corporation tax and VAT purposes. Before 15 March
1988, a deduction could be made for entertaining
overseas customers.
entertainment provider

Person who provides hospitality and other entertainment
services.
The services of such a provider are usually not tax
deductible under the general disallowance of
entertainment expenditure.
In the accounts of the provider itself, such
expenditure is allowable as it is wholly and exclusively
incurred for its business.
The matter is discussed in the Inspector’s Manual at
BIM 45060.

enthusiasm

Keenness and self-motivation in a particular area. The
word originally meant a person’s belief that he was God.

entire contract

Contract where each side’s consideration most be wholly
performed or provided. It is not possible for the contract
to have partial performance.

entirety doctrine

Method used to distinguish between revenue repairs and
capital expenditure for tax purposes. A leading case is
Bullcroft Main Collieries Ltd v O’Grady *1932+ 17TC93. The
matter is discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at
BIM35330.

entitled destinations

Destinations within the EU eligible to receive Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP) export refunds.

entitled passenger

A person travelling by sea or air to a country outside the
fiscal/customs territory of the EU and in possession of a
valid transport document.

entitled vessel

A vessel with authority from HMRC to receive duty-free
stores.

entitlement

Something which a person has a right to, however that
right arises.

entitlement category

Letters on the face of a photocard driving licence which
indicate the categories of entitlement under the
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European Union directive.
entitlement issue

Offer made by a quoted company to its existing
shareholders inviting them to buy a number of shares in
proportion to their existing holdings at a discount.
It is similar to a rights issue, except that the right
itself cannot be sold.

entity

Something that exists independently, such as a business
which exists independently of the owner.

entity account

Term used for FATCA regulations in respect of an account
opened for a non-individual body, such as a company,
partnership, branch or trust.

entity combination

When two or more entities, not necessarily commercial
enterprises, become one.
For accounting purposes, Financial Reporting
Standard FRS 102 treats this in the same way as a
business combination.

entity convention

Accounting convention that a set of accounts are
produced only for a single legal entity or equivalent.
This is not an official accounting convention but is
widely recognised in practice.

en train

French: in progress.

entrant

“Person entering or seeking to enter the United Kingdom”
(Immigration Act 1971 s33).

entreasure

To lay up as treasure.

entrenched provisions

Provisions in a company’s articles of association which
may only be amended if certain conditions are met
(Companies Act 2006 s22). The existence of such
provisions must be specifically notified to Companies
House.
Provisions may only become entrenched when the
company is formed by unanimous agreement of all
members. Entrenched provisions do not prevent an
alteration to the articles if agreed by all members or
ordered by a court.
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entrepreneur

Person who engages in commercial activity of his own
volition.

entrepreneurs’ relief (ER)

Relief that reduces capital gains tax payable on the sale of
a business. It replaced taper relief.
The relief reduces the rate of tax to 10%. It was
introduced on 6 April 2008 for an amount of £1m million,
and increased to £2 million from 6 April 2010, and to £5
million from 23 June 2010.
Details of the relief are set out in Taxation of Capital
Gains Act 1992 ss169H-169S.
[Note that the apostrophe comes after the S.]

entries of satisfaction and release
In company law, statements entered into the register of
charges that the debt for which the charge was given has
been paid, or the debt has otherwise been released
(Companies Act 2006 s872).
entry

(1) Details of a transaction entered into the financial
records.
(2) A declaration and request for customs release in
respect of imports or goods intended for export. It is
usually made on a Single Administrative Document (SAD).
Traders approved to do so can submit entries
electronically.

entry clearance

“Visa, entry certificate or other document which, in
accordance with the immigration rules, is to be taken as
evidence of the requisite evidence of a person’s
eligibility... for entry into the United Kingdom”
(Immigration Act 1971 s33).

entry date

For European Union, “means the date on which the
United Kingdom becomes a member of the Communities”
(European Communities Act 1972 Sch 1 Part II). It was 1
January 1973.

entry fee

A single payment to join something, such as a club.
The term is also used in other contexts such as to
gain the tax advantages of becoming a real estate
investment trust.
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Entry in Declarants Records (EIDR)
In relations to Customs duties, a procedure that allows
movement from one Customs procedure to another in
accordance with regulations. Further details are given in
Customs Information Paper 44 of 2 November 2015.
entry price

The value of entering into acquisition of an asset or
liability, usually replacement cost.

entry processing unit (EPU)

Customs area situated at major ports and airports. It has
now been replaced by the National Clearance Hub.

entry system

Means of controlling access to work premises, such as by
a security pass. This can be linked to time and attendance
software to record when employees arrive for and leave
work.

enumerate

Count the number of.

envelope

Item of stationery for enclosing or posting documents.
Typically most envelopes are either of white paper
or brown, known as Manilla. Other types include
cardboard-backed envelopes to prevent folding of
important documents.
There are window envelopes where part of the
front is cut away and covered in polythene or left open so
that a typed address is visible.
The envelope usually has a layer of gum on the
folded part or has a self-adhesive there.
Envelopes have their own sizing scheme which use
the letter C. These are slightly larger than the
corresponding paper A size, so a C4 envelope is just a
little bigger than A4 paper, allowing several A4 sheets to
fit comfortably inside. Any envelope above C5 size is
subject to a higher postal charge.
There is a special DL size of 110mm x 220mm which
holds a sheet of A4 to be folded into three.

enveloping

Stamp duty land tax avoidance scheme.
A property is owned by a company instead of an
individual. It can then be sold by transferring the shares
and thus avoid SDLT.
Such an arrangement is now subject to annual tax
on enveloped dwellings (ATED), but can still be tax-
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effective.
en ventre sa mère

Latin: “in the womb of his mother”.
The term describes a baby which has been
conceived but not yet born. Such a baby may inherit
under a will or be a beneficiary under a trust.

en verité

French: in truth.

Environment Agency controls Movement of waste across a frontier may require
notification or consent. Customs clearance cannot be
obtained without it.
environmental audit

Review of an organisation’s impact on the environment.
This covers such areas as energy usage, recycling and
transport plans for employees.

environmentally beneficial plant or machinery
The capital allowance provisions are given in Capital
Allowances Act 2001 s45H.
environmental scanning

Process that automatically surveys and interprets data.

enzone

Enclose within a zone.

EO

Economic Operator.

eodem die

Latin: the same day.

EOE

European Options Exchange.

EOI

Expression of interest.

eo instanti

Latin: at that instant

eo nomine

Latin: in that name.

EOQ

Economic order quantity.

EORI

Economic Operator Registration Identification.

EOTC

Equal Opportunities Training Centre
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EOV

Existence, ownership and valuation, the three traditional
tests for an auditor checking assets on a balance sheet.

EOY

End of year.

EPA

Enduring power of attorney.

EPB

(1) Economic Prosperity Board.
(2) Export Promotion Board, of Singapore.

EPCAP

Enemy Property Compensation Advisory Panel

EPE

Expected positive exposure.

EPLI

Employment practices liability insurance.

EPOS

Electronic point of sale.

EPP

Executive Pension Plan.

eps

Earnings per share.

EPSS

Excise Payment Security System.

EPU

(1) Entry Processing Unit, a HMRC Entry Processing Unit
(EPU) where import, export and duty payment documents
are processed. It is now replaced by the National
Clearance Hub.
(2) European Payments Union.

EPW

Externally provided worker.

Eq

(1) Equity Cases, a series of Law Reports published
between 1865 and 1875.
(2) Equity Reports, a series of law reports published
between 1853 and 1855.

EQIA

Equality Impact Assessment

equal absolute sacrifice

One of the three methods of applying the principle of
ability to pay in relation to direct taxes. (The other two
are equal proportional sacrifice and equal marginal
sacrifice).
Under equal absolute sacrifice, the number of units
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of utility (ie amounts of income) for each taxpayer should
be the same.
equal employment opportunity (EEO)
In human resources, a policy statement that equal
consideration will be given for all job applications
regardless of the race, colour, religion, sex, marital status
etc of the applicant.
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)
US federal agency responsible for enforcing equal
opportunity laws.
equalisation

Any financial provision that attempts to even out larger
differences between accounts, particularly between
accounting periods.

equalisation reserve

Funds held by an entity for the purpose of reducing large
fluctuations between accounting periods. The reserve is
used to top up low figures. For mutual life assurance
business, there is a special tax provision in Income and
Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s444BA.
The term is also used in relation to corporate
members of Lloyd’s (Finance Act 2012 s26(7)(a)).

equality

(1) Mathematical status of two quantities being of the
same amount.
(2) In law and human resources, the requirement for
people to be treated the same without regard to such
factors as sex, race or age. In this context, equality means
“equality between individuals” (Equality Act 2006 s8(2)).

equality clause

Provision in a woman’s contract of employment which
guarantees to comply with the provisions of Equal Pay Act
1970. This term is defined in s1(2) of the Act.

equality impact assessment (EQIA)
Systematic approach to determine whether a policy or
practice affects different groups of people in significantly
different ways. The assessment usually also consider
whether any modification is needed.
equality statement

Statement explaining the difference in pay between male
and female employees. Such a statement is voluntary.
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Plans to make such a statement compulsory from 2013
were dropped in 2010 on the change of government.
equal marginal sacrifice

One of three principles of ability to pay for direct taxes.
(The other two are equal absolute sacrifice and equal
proportional sacrifice.)
This method is based on the principle that each
person should have the same amount of income or
wealth remaining.

equal opportunity clause

Clause in a contract that requires the contracting party to
observe equality laws. Such a clause can be a legal
requirement in the USA under Executive Order 11246
s202.

equal opportunities monitoring form
Form which people may be invited to complete to assist
an employment tribunal or other body in ensuring that
its services are equally accessible to all. Completion of the
form is voluntary.
equal pay

Legal obligation to pay women at the same rate as men.
In the UK, the main law is Equal Pay Act 1970 which
took effect in 1975 with Sex Discrimination Act 1975. A
claim for equal pay is made by a woman establishing a
male comparator who does the some or equivalent work
but is paid more. The employer must either equalise their
pay or justify the difference.
Some efforts at equalisation were made before
1975. For example. teachers’ pay was equalised in stages
between 1955 and 1961.

equal proportional sacrifice

One of the three principles of ability to pay for direct
taxes. (The other two are equal absolute sacrifice and
equal marginal sacrifice.)
This method requires each taxpayer to part with the
same fraction of his or her income or wealth.

equal sacrifice theory

Economic theories on how to apply the principle of ability
to pay to direct taxes. Work on these theories was
pioneered by such economists as J S Mill and A C Pigou.
The three main alternative theories are equal
absolute sacrifice, equal proportional sacrifice and equal
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marginal sacrifice.
equals sign

The sign = used in mathematics.

equal treatment rule

A requirement which every occupational pension must
follow, which requires women to be treated equally to
men (Pensions Act 1995 s62).

equal work content

Requirement in assembly line work for each task to take
the same time to ensure that there are no bottlenecks or
idle time.

equation

Mathematical statement that two combinations of factors
are of the same amount.

equation of time

Old term for the difference in time as recorded by a
sundial and a clock. The difference is greatest in
November.

Equatorial Guinea

African country. Its currency is CFA franc of 100 cents. The
UK has no double taxation treaty.

Equifax

One of the UK’s three credit reference agencies, founded
in 1899. (The other two are Experian and Callcredit.)

equilateral curve

In geometry, a curved edge of a circular shape so
designed that it is always at a constant diameter to its
opposite apex.
The British 20p and 50p have seven equilateral
curves.

equilibrium

State of balance in a company or country, where supply
and demand are equal.

equinox

Point at which the sun crosses the equator and days and
nights are of equal length over all the world.
These are around 21 March and 23 September each
year.

equipment lessee

In relation to long funding leases, “means the person to
whom the equipment provides for the plant or machinery
to be leased” (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s174(3)).
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equipment lessor

In relation to long funding leases, “means the person
from whom (directly or indirectly) the equipment lease
provides for the plant or machinery to be leased” (Capital
Allowances Act 2001 s174(3)).

equipment to enable a disabled person to use a car
In relation to the taxation of company cars, “means
equipment —
(a) which is designed solely for use by a chronically
sick or disabled person, or
(b) which is made available for use with the car
because it enables a disabled employee to use the car in
spite of the disability”
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s172(1)).
Equipment Trust Certificate

In the USA, a type of security issued for the purpose of
buying equipment. They are widely used by railway
companies.

equitable construction

Term used for judicial interpretation of tax law.
“If the person sought to be taxed comes within the
letter of the law he must be taxed, however great the
hardship may appear to the judicial mind to be. On the
other hand, if the Crown, seeking to recover the tax,
cannot bring the subject within the letter of the law, the
subject is free, however apparently within the spirit of the
law the case might otherwise appear to be. In other
words, if there be admissible, in any statute what is called
an equitable construction, certainly such a construction is
not admissible in a taxing statute.” (dicta of Lord Cairns in
Partington v Attorney-General [1869] LR 4 E&I App 100).
This view must be seen as having been modified by
subsequent legislation. HMRC refers to the above dicta in
its GAAR guidance of January 2016, para C5.10.6 in these
terms: There are less obviously extreme views – which
may be commonly held – that nonetheless cannot be
regarded as reasonable for the purposes of the GAAR.
Perhaps the clearest example is the view that it is the
function of HMRC and the Parliamentary drafter to get
the legislation right, and that if they fail to do so there is
25 nothing wrong with individuals or companies
exploiting defects in the drafting11. However, this is
wholly inconsistent with one of the basic purposes of the
GAAR, namely to deter or counteract the deliberate
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exploitation of shortcomings in the legislation.
Accordingly, even if such views are held by someone who
would ordinarily be regarded as reasonable, and indeed
may be eminent in a field of work (such as accountancy or
the legal professions), those views themselves would not
fall to be regarded as reasonable for the purposes of the
GAAR.
equitable in all the circumstances
Fair when all relevant matters are considered.
The term is often used when there is not enough
legal argument to support a claim, but when all factors
considered together comprise a moral claim. Sometimes a
refusal to accept that moral claim could lead to bad
publicity or a loss of goodwill and custom.
equitable interest

Interest in property that is regarded both in equity and
common law.

equitable liability

Practice that applied until 31 March 2011, whereby HMRC
could waive its right not to pursue tax that was due solely
because the deadline to remedy an excessive assessment
had passed. From 1 April 2011, this is replaced by special
relief.

Equitable Life

Mutual insurance company that became insolvent.
The government may make payments to policyholders under Equitable Life (Payments) Act 2010. Under
s3, such a payment is disregarded for tax and social
security purposes.

equitable mortgage

Mortgage recognised in equity but not otherwise in law.

equitable owner

Beneficiary who is designated to receive property held in
a trust.

Equitas

Insurance company created to cap the liabilities of Lloyd’s
prior to 1993. The insurance market was severely hit by
US claims relating to asbestos, pollution, and hurricane
damage.

equities

Another word for stocks and shares.
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equities analyst

Person who investigates and writes reports on ordinary
share investments in companies (usually for the benefit of
investors in shares).

equities

Ordinary shares of a company seen as investments.

equitable

(1) Fair.
(2) Pertaining to equity.

equitable in all the circumstances
Expression which describes something which appears to
be fair when all relevant matters are considered, even
though no single factor may justify the desired result.
equitable owner

Another name for a beneficial owner, namely the
beneficiary of a trust.

equities

Collective term for shares as a form of investment distinct
from other investments.
For child trust funds, the term “means shares issued
by a company wherever incorporated and officially listed
on a recognised stock exchange or, in the European
Economic Area, admitted to trading on a recognised stock
exchange” (Child Trust Funds Regulations SI 2004 No 1450
Sch para 2(6)).

equity

Accounting
Share capital, as opposed to debt instruments.
“Equity is the residual interest in the assets of the
entity after deducting all its liabilities” (FRS 102 glossary
and section 2.15(c)).
Asset valuation
The amount by which the value of a house exceeds the
total of the loans secured by mortgage(s) thereon.
Law
Branch of law which complements common law.
Where equity and common law conflict, equity
prevails (Earl of Oxford’s Case *1615+).
Equity is governed by the maxims of equity.
Fairness
General principles of fairness.
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Such principles do not apply to tax law where only
the actual words matter (Attorney-General v LCC [1900] 4
TC 265).
equity accounting

Method of accounting used in reports in the balance
sheet of the parent or group’s share of the investment in
the share capital and reserves of an associated company.

equity approach to bank valuation
Valuation of a banking business on the basis of free cash
flows to equity holders, discounted at the required rate of
return on equity.
equity capital

Funding for a business in the form of ordinary shares
rather than from borrowed funds.

equity dilution

Reduction in the relative value of a shareholding when
new shares are issued.

equity dividend cover

Accounting ratio of distributable profits divided by actual
dividends. In general, the higher the number, the greater
the chance of dividend maintenance.

equity finance

Funding for a business by selling shares in it, as against
debt finance.

equity-for-debt exception

Term used in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s361C for loan
relationship.

equity funding

Funding a business by selling shares in it.

equity gap

Amounts of equity needed for a business which are too
large for a bank loan and too small for equity funding.

equity gearing

Ratio between a company’s borrowing and its ordinary
share capital, often known simply as gearing.

equity hedge

Combination of long holdings of equities with short sales
of shares or share index options.

equity holder

Tax term which means someone who is either a
shareholder or loan creditor of a company.
The term is defined in Corporation Tax Act 2010
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s158 in terms of defining who may be part of a group.
equity instrument

Document that evidences a holding of equity, such as a
share certificate.

equity kicker

American term for equity sweetener, which is sometimes
used in the UK. The form is usually an option to buy
shares at a preferential rate.

Equity Life Payment Scheme (ELPS)
Scheme introduced by Equitable Life (Payments) Act 2010
whereby the government provided compensation to
policy holders from the demise of the mutual insurance
company Equity Life.
Such payments are free of income tax and national
insurance. Guidance is provided in HMRC Brief 26/11.
equity-linked notes

Financial instruments that involve a guarantee of
principal, and a return based on a basket of equities.

equity-linked policy

In insurance, a policy where a proportion of the
premiums are invested in shares. The surrender value of
the policy is simply the amount for which those shares
may be sold.

equity method

“A method of accounting for an investment that brings
into the consolidated profit and loss account the
investor’s share of the investment undertaking’s results
and that records the investment in the consolidated
balance sheet at the investor’s share of the investment
undertaking’s net assets including any goodwill arising to
the extent that it has not been previously written off”
(FRS 2 para 8).

equity multiplier

In banking, accounting ratio of total bank equity to total
assets.

equity option

Option granted on the shares of a company giving the
option holder the right to buy the shares at a specified
price by a specified date. Such options may themselves be
traded.

equity portfolio

A collection of equity shares.
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equity release

One of several types of scheme designed to produce
money from the value of a person’s home.
There are two main forms: home income plans and
home reversion schemes.

equity release mortgage

Equity release scheme in the form of a loan.

equity release reversion

Equity release scheme which involves selling an interest
in the person’s home.

equity risk

Risk of owning shares, such as from company insolvency.

equity risk premium

Extra return on investment provided by shares when
compared with government-backed securities. The
premium compensates for the medium-term market risk.

equity securities

Under company law, the term “means —
(a) ordinary shares in the company, or
(b) rights to subscribe for, or to convert securities
into, ordinary shares in the company (Companies Act
2006 s560(1)).

equity-settled share-based payment transaction
“A share-based payment transaction in which the entity:
(a) receives goods or services as consideration for
its own equity instruments (including shares or share
options); or
(b) receives goods or services but has no obligation
to settle the transaction with the supplier” (FRS 102
glossary).
equity share capital

Company’s share capital as represented by ordinary
shares of any class.
The statutory definition in relation to a company is
“its issued share capital excluding any part of that capital
that, neither as respects dividends nor as respects capital,
carries any right to participate beyond a specific amount
in a distribution” (Companies Act 2006 s548).

equity shares

Shares in a company which participate in sharing
dividends and in sharing any surplus on winding up, after
all liabilities have been met.
“Shares other than non-equity shares” (FRS 4 para
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7, and FRS 6 para 2).
equity swap

Type of interest-rate swap where one party’s payment is
related to a share index, and the other party’s payment
attracts a fixed rate of interest.

equity sweetener

Investment incentive whereby those who invest in a
business have a right to buy further shares at an agreed
price. It is similar to a traditional option.

equity warrant

A tradeable call option on the shares of a company.

equivalence

General term for something held to be of similar value or
worth as something else.

equivalence condition

Condition that an EEA amount must meet to qualify for
loss relief (Corporation Tax Act 2010 s114).

equivalent amount for the new animal
Term used in Corporation Tax Act 2009 in relation to the
herd basis following the compulsory slaughter of animals.
For income tax, the term is used in Income Tax
(Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s121 and s123.
equivalent bond yield

Means for comparing yields on bonds with money market
instruments that have the same maturity date.

equivalent goods

Goods which are exported under the inward processing
scheme for Customs duties.
Under inward processing, duty is paid when goods
are imported for a process such as assembly or repair.
The duty is refunded when the goods are re-exported.
Such goods are known as compensating goods. If those
goods cannot be exported, duty may be reclaimed if
identical goods, known as equivalent goods, are exported
in their place.

equivalent pension benefit

Benefit that an employer was required to provide to an
employee who was contracted out of the longdiscontinued graduated pension scheme.

equivalent reserve

Term used in relation to corporate members of Lloyd’s
(Finance Act 2012 s26(7)(b)).
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equivalent strategy

Investment strategy, particularly for options, that has the
same risk-reward profile as another strategy.

equivalent unit

Management accounting term for a unit of unfinished
production according to a calculation or formula
determined by when production started.

equivalent value

In relation to foreign income and gains taken offshore
under the remittance basis, this term is defined in Income
Tax Act 2007 s809Z9(5).

equivalised

In relation to reporting on low-income households,
means income “adjusted tio take account of variations in
household size and composition” (Welfare Reform and
Work Act 2016 s4(4)).

ER

(1) Entrepreneurs’ relief
(2) English Reports. This is the citation for most reported
court cases before 1865. They started in 1220.

ERDF

European Regional Development Fund.

e-recruitment

Recruitment of staff on-line.

e re nata

Latin: from the circumstances arisen, according to the
exigencies of the case.

ERG

Efficiency and Reform Group.

ergo

Latin: therefore.
In logic, this introduces the conclusion of a
syllogism.

ergon

Greek: work or business.

ergonomics

Design of furniture, equipment, machinery, tools and
other items used by individuals so as to promote safety,
efficiency and productivity, and to reduce discomfort and
fatigue.

ergophobia

Fear of work.

ERIC

European Research Infrastructure Consortia.
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eric

Under old Irish law, this was a fine paid by a murderer to
the victim’s family.

ERISA

Employment Retirement Income Security Act 1974, US
law.

eReminder

Automatically generated e-mail system to remind a
person to do something.
Companies House launched such a free service on
14 July 2011.

ERISA

Employee Retirement Income Security Act 1974, an
American law.

Eritrea

East African state which became independent from
Ethiopia in 1993. Its currency is the nakfa of 100 cents.
The UK has no double taxation treaty.

ERL

Export Reception List

ERM

Exchange rate mechanism.

ermine

Animal whose fur is traditionally used for the robes of the
House of Lords, and thereby is sometimes used to mean
the status of a peer.

ERN

(1) Export Reference Number.
(2) ISO code for Eritrean nakfa.

ERNIE

Electronic Random Number Indicator Equipment.
The various forms of computer that have been used
for selecting the winning numbers of premium bonds.
There have been four ERNIEs.
ERNIE 1 was introduced with premium bonds in
1957. It generated numbers from the signal noise in neon
tubes. Since 2008, it has been displayed in the Science
Museum.
ERNIE 2 was introduced in 1972; ERNIE 3 in 1988.
ERNIE 4 was introduced in September 2004 and is
500 times faster than ERNIE 1. It uses thermal noise in
transistors to generate random numbers.

errare est humanum

Latin: to err is human.
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error

Something that is incorrect.
Sometimes a distinction is made between an error
and a mistake, whereby the former is a deliberate action
or decision later regarded as wrong, whereas the latter is
an accidental action, such as may be due to clumsiness,
carelessness or forgetfulness. See also errors.

error of central tendency

In human resources, rating error whereby a person tends
to assign average In human resources, ratings rather than
exercise more critical judgment.

error of contrast

In human resources, rating error whereby a person rates
something by comparison rather than according to an
objective standard.

error of halo

In human resources, rating error which is based on a
perception of positive or negative characteristics.

error of inconsistency

In human resources, rating error that occurs when there
are no objective standards.

error of projection

In human resources, rating error that occurs when the
rater allows his or her personal characteristics or
prejudices to affect the In human resources, ratings.

error of recency

In human resources, rating error based on recent events
rather than over the whole period to be rated.

error of standards

In human resources, rating error based on impracticable
standards.

error or mistake

In tax, a reason for asking for a tax assessment to be
retrospectively reduced under Taxes Management Act
1970 s33.
Such a request should be made within five years of
31 January following the year of assessment.

errors

For accounting standards, “omissions from, and
misstatements in, the entity’s financial statements for
one or more prior periods arising from a failure to use, or
misuse of, reliable information that:
(a) was available when financial statements for
those periods were authorised for issue; and
(b) could reasonably be expected to have been
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obtained and taken into account in the preparation and
presentation of those financial statements” (FRS 102
glossary).
ERS

(1) Employment-related securities.
(2) Employment recognition scheme

ersatz

Making equivalent products from waste material.

Erse

Old word for the language Gaelic.

ERSS

Electronic Returns Storage System.

ERTS

Enhanced Remote Transit Shed, a place situated outside
the appointed area of an approved port or airport where
non-European Union goods may be held until they are
assigned to a Customs approved treatment or use.

ERU

Emission reduction unit.

ES

(1) Ethical Standard, statement issued by Auditing
Practices Board (APB).
(2) Country prefix code for Spain.

ESA

Employment and support allowance.

ESA 220

Linking letter provided to someone who has recently
received employment support allowance. Every new
employee should be asked if he or she has such a letter as
this can affect the period of incapacity of work for which
statutory sick pay may be payable.

ESA in youth

Employment support allowance payable to someone
who is under the age of 25. This relaxes some of the rules
on national insurance contributions for young claimants.

ESC

(1) Extra-statutory concession
(2) European Social Chapter [or Charter]
(3) Employer-supported childcare

escalating annuity

Annuity that increases in value, usually by linking with a
price index.
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escalation

Process by which a figure increases by a predetermined
amount.
The term is commonly used for pensions. Escalation
may mean that a pension being paid increases each year
by 3% regardless of the rate of inflation.
If the pension is linked to the actual rate of inflation
in any way, it is said to be index-linked.

escalation clause

Clause in a contract allowing for regular increases, such as
in prices. The clause usually states how these increases
are to be calculated, such as by reference to a prices
index.

escalation of commitment

In banking, increasing the financial assistance offered to a
business or person in difficulties. This is also called
creeping commitment.
Such a policy is risky as it increases the amount the
bank or other body may lose should the business or
person still become insolvent.

escalation point

For tax administration, the point when a tax matter is
referred to a higher level in HMRC.

escalator clause

American term for escalation clause.

escalators

For capital allowance purposes, is treated as an integral
feature, which means that it is included in the special
rate pool and is subject to capital allowance at 10% on
the writing down basis, and not the usual 20% for plant
and machinery (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s33A).

escape clause

Clause in a contract which allows one of the parties to be
released from his obligations if a stated eventuality
occurs.

ESCB

European System of Central Banks.

escort officer

Civilian who is so designated by a chief officer of police
under Police Reform Act 2002 s38(2).

escot

Archaic word that means to pay or maintain.

escritoire

Writing desk.
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escrow

Arrangement whereby funds are held by a third party to
ensure compliance with a contract.
A simple example is where A and B wish to trade
but do not trust each other, though they both trust C. B
deposits the sale proceeds with C, A delivers the goods to
B, and when C sees that the goods are paid he pays A.

escrow account

Account where funds are held relating to an escrow.

escudo

Currency of Cape Verde.
It was also the currency of Portugal before it
adopted the euro.

ESD

European Savings Directive.

ESI

Employment status indicator.

eskimo

Where an eskimo (Inuit) kills a seal in a traditional hunt to
provide sustenance, the state authority may issue a seal
attestation. This document allows the seal or its products
to obtain Customs clearance.

ESL

(1) European Sales Lists. All businesses registered for VAT
that supply goods to businesses registered for VAT in
other EU Member States must send HMRC lists of their
EU supplies. Other Member States use the information
provided on the European Sales Lists (ESL) to ensure VAT
has been correctly accounted for.
(2) English as a second language.

esnecy

Obsolete practice of allowing the eldest daughter right of
first choice in dividing an inheritance.

ESOP

(1) Employee share ownership plan.
(2) Employee stock ownership plan.

ESOS

Energy Savings Opportunity Scheme.

ESOT

Employee share ownership trust.

Esq

Esquire.
Historically the term has had many specific
meanings, such as being a title of dignity just below a
knight.
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The term is now used as a courtesy suffix after the
name of any man considered to have some learning. This
practice has now largely died out.
Note that the suffix is never used with a title or
form of address, so an envelope may be addressed to “Mr
J Smith” or “J Smith Esq” but not to “Mr J Smith Esq”.
ESRA

Ethical Standards for Reporting Accountants.

ESS

(1) Export Safety and Security.
(2) Employee self service.

ESSA

Employee and Share Schemes Act 2002.

essay appraisal

In human resources, an appraisal strategy that requires a
narrative description of an employee appraisal.

essence

For excise duty, the term means a food essence. This is
usually exempt from duty even if it contains alcohol.
Further guidance is given in Customs leaflet 41.
For VAT, food essence is standard-rated. It is
specifically excepted from the scope of zero-rating for
food by Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8 Group 1 Note 4.

essence of the contract

Provisions in a contract that are regarded as essential to
its performance.

essential commodity

“Means any commodity described in the Schedule to this
Act which may be declared by order of the Board of Trade
to be a commodity which in the opinion of the Board
would be essential for the vital needs of the community
in the event of war” (Essential Commodities Reserve Act
1938 s6).
The schedule lists food, forage for animals, land
fertiliser, fertiliser materials, and petrol.

essential functions

In human resources, the primary job functions of a
worker.

essential oils

For VAT, these are standard-rated as they do not come
within the scope of food (VAT notice 701/14).

established practice

In relation to General Anti-Abuse Rule (GAAR), normal
commercial and accounting practice. A departure from
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established practice can indicate tax avoidance under
Finance Act 2013 s207(5).
HMRC guidance on GAAR published in January 2016
says at para C5.12.3: “Taking the ’established practice’
first, this is not defined in the legislation, and therefore
has its ordinary meaning. Established practice may be
demonstrated by reference to published material
(whether from HMRC, or text books or articles in journals)
or by other evidence of what had become a common
practice by the relevant time (i.e. when the arrangements
were entered into).”
establishment

(1) Commercial business seen as a single entity.
(2) Workforce seen as a single entity.
(3) Government and other ruling bodies seen as a single
entity.

establishment charges

Term for the costs of property and staff.

establishment fee

Fee charged by a lender for the costs or arranging the
loan.

Estado Plurinacional de Bolivia
Spanish: Plurinational State of Bolivia.
estate

Term which has acquired different meanings, of which
the broadest is simply everything that a person owns.
For inheritance tax, a person’s estate is defined as
“the aggregate of all the property to which he [the
person+ is beneficially entitled” excluding interest in
possession trusts, excluded property or foreign works of
art being exhibited in the UK (Inheritance Tax Act 1984
s5(1)).
From 22 March 2006, a person’s estate comprises:
• assets in the sole name of the deceased
• their share of any jointly owned assets
• assets held in a trust in which the deceased
had an immediate post-death interest, or a disabled
person’s interest or a transitional serial interest
• any nominated assets
• assets given away but where an interest has
been retained (as in a gift with reservation)
• value of an alternatively secured pension
from which the deceased benefited as an original scheme
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member, or as a dependant who received benefits from
the left over ASP fund of the original scheme member.
Before 22 March 2006, a person’s estate comprised:
• assets in the sole name of the deceased
• their share of any jointly owned assets
• assets held in a trust in which the deceased
had a right to benefit
• any nominated assets
• assets given away but where an interest has
been retained.
In trusteeship and executorship, the term is more
usually limited to what a person owns at the time of their
death. It is thus distinguished from a trust which is
created during a person’s life.
Strictly, an estate is only an interest in land, but the
term is now generally used to mean the total assets (land,
chattels, investments, etc) owned by an individual.
estate administration

Process of looking after an estate, particularly of a person
who has recently died.
In practice this involves obtaining probate or letters
of administration, disposing of the body, paying legacies,
ascertaining and distributing the residue, and paying
inheritance tax.

estate agency work

Work undertaken by an estate agent. Its exact scope is
set out in Eastet Agents Act 1979 s1.

estate agent

General
An estate agent holds details of property available for
sale.
Their activities are regulated by Estate Agents Act
1979.
VAT flat rate scheme
Under the VAT flat rate scheme, the appropriate
percentage is:
From
4 January 2011
1 January 2010
1 December 2008
1 January 2004

Percentage
12%
10.5%
9.5%
11%
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estate assets

Assets owned by an estate on a person’s death. Their
value is the amount on which inheritance tax is
calculated.

estate car

Car with a particularly large area behind the passenger
seats for carrying luggage.
Provided the main purpose of the vehicle is still to
carry people rather than goods, the vehicle is taxed as a
car.

estate duty

The last of the death duties levied in the UK. It was
introduced in 1894 under Finance Act 1894 s1. It was
replaced by capital transfer tax on 13 March 1975 for
transfers on death and on 26 March 1974 for lifetime
transfers, before being replaced by inheritance tax.
Up to 1969, estate duty was charged at a single
percentage on the value of the estate, depending on its
size. From 15 April 1969, estate duty was calculated on
the slice basis.
At the time of its abolition, estate duty was charged
at 25% for estates worth at least £15,000, and up to 75%
for estates worth £500,000 or more. Rates had been as
high as 85%.

estate planning bond

Term for a financial product designed to help a person to
avoid tax on their death. The commonest form is the
discounted capital gift.

estates of the realm

The three are Lords Spiritual (bishops), Lords Temporal
(other peers) and Commons (MPs).

estate spreading

Practice of dividing an estate between members of a
family as a means of reducing the overall tax liability.

estate tax

Federal tax imposed in the USA on the net value of a
person’s estate.

estimate

(1) Statement of how much a contractor or supplier
expects to charge for goods or services. An estimate is not
legally binding on the contractor or supplier. It is not
legally binding, unlike a quotation.
(2) Figure in the accounts when the exact figure is not
known.
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In accounting, estimates are often required.
Depreciation can only be calculated by estimating the
useful economic life of an asset. Estimates are also used
extensively in valuing assets and liabilities. Estimates can
also be needed when the cost of determining the exact is
disproportionate to the sum involved.
An estimate must be reasonable. In practice, this is
often done by keeping an exact record for a short period
that may be regarded as typical.
For tax, estimates properly allowed for accounting
are accepted. However, some estimates are replaced by
specific provisions (eg depreciation is replaced by capital
allowances, and there is a separate limit for personal
incidental expenses of employees on business.) Where an
estimate has been used in accounts on which a tax
computation is based, details of this should be disclosed
on or with the tax return.
estimated average earnings

Figure used to determine the benefit cap for social
security.
It is defined as “the amount which, in the opinion of
the Secretary of State, represents at any time the average
weekly earnings of a working household in Great Britain
after deductions in respect of tax and national insurance
contributions” (Welfare Reform Act 2012 s96(7)).

estimated collection rate

The amount of sums owed which the organisation
believes it will be successful in collecting. This term is
particularly used for council tax.

estimation

Approximation based on some facts, so more than a
guess.
An estimate may be used in a tax return if the actual
figure is not available. The estimate must be identified
with reasons why the actual figure is not available. An
adjustment must be made once the actual figure is
known.

estimation procedure

A procedure requiring HMRC approval, which allows for
the estimation of the VAT due for an accounting period.

estimation techniques

In accounting, “the methods adopted by an entity to
arrive at estimated monetary amounts, corresponding to
the measurement bases selected for assets, liabilities,
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gains, losses and changes to shareholders’ funds” (FRS 18
para 6).
Two common examples of estimation techniques
are period for depreciating fixed assets, and determining
amount of bad debts.
Estonia

Baltic state which is a member of the European Union. Its
currency is the euro of 100 cents. The UK has a double
taxation convention of 1994.

estoppel

In law, a rule of evidence which prevents a person from
denying that which he has already admitted.
For VAT, reliance may be had on the Parliamentary
statement, “when it is established that an officer of
Customs and Excise [now HMRC] has given a clear and
unequivocal ruling on VAT in writing, or it is established
that that an officer knowing the full facts has misled a
trader to his detriment, the Commissioners of Customs
and Excise would only raise an assessment based on the
correct ruling from the date the error was brought to the
attention of the registered person concerned” (Robert
Sheldon MP, Financial Secretary to the Treasury, Hansard
vol 161 col 426). This is now covered by extra-statutory
concession 3.5. The issue of estoppel in VAT has been the
subject of many tribunal hearings.

estoppel by conduct

Rule that a person whose conduct has caused another
person to believe in something cannot deny those things
believed.

estoppel by deed

Rule that a party to a deed may not deny the facts stated
in the deed.

estoppel by record

Rule that a person may not deny a judgment of a court
against him.

estoppel in pais

Rule that a tenant cannot deny that someone is the
landlord when he has paid that person rent.

estover

Rights to necessary goods as may be allowed by law.

estranged

Description of a relationship that has broken down so
that the parties no longer communicate, as in “estranged
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wife”.
estray

Animal found in a manor or lordship to which it does not
belong.

estrepe

In law, commit waste such as when a tenant cuts down
trees.

et al

Latin: and others.

et alia

Latin: and other things or people.

ET1

Form used to start a claim before the employment
tribunal.

ETB

ISO code for Ethiopian birr.

ETC

Exchange traded commodity.

ETF

(1) Exchange traded fund.
(2) Electronic transfer of funds.

ethanol

Alternative name for ethyl alcohol. It has the chemical
formula CH3CH2OH. It is the active ingredient in liquor,
and creates a liability to excise duty and VAT.

ethical dilemma

Quandary experienced in business where there is a
conflict between what a person believes is best for
business and what the person believes is morally correct.
An example is selling a product, knowing that it will not
benefit customers as they expect.

ethical investment

Shares or similar investments (for example, holdings in
unit trusts) in companies supposed to conform to a
particular set of moral or ethical principles. Different
ethical values have led to a proliferation of funds of this
nature with different principles. For example, some will
avoid investing in arms manufacture, and others will
avoid tobacco companies. There is ongoing debate as to
whether the following of such principles adversely affects
the investment performance of ethical funds.

Ethical Investment Research Service (EIRIS)
Organisation that maintains information about
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companies’ ethics, and which may be used for those who
wish to engage in ethical investment.
Ethical Standards for Reporting Accountants (ESRA)
Documents issued by the Auditing Practices Board (APB)
in relation to investment circulars.
They were issued in December 2004. They are
numbered as ES 1 etc.
ethics partner

Member of auditing firm who is responsible for ensuring
compliance with auditing ethics (APB ES 1 para 21).

Ethiopia

East African state. Its currency is the birr of 100 cents. The
UK has a double taxation convention of 2011.

et hoc genus omne

Latin: and all that sort of thing.

ethos

Habitual character of a place, group, activity etc.

ethyl alcohol

The clear liquid whose chemical formula is CH3CH2OH.
This occurs naturally in drinks made by fermenting
organic matter. It is the alcohol which acts as an
intoxicant in such drinks.

ethnocentric

In psychology, description of something which favours
one race of people as against others.

etiology

American spelling of aetiology.

ETL

Expected tail losses.

étrenne

French: New Year’s gift.

ETS

Emissions Trading System.

et seq

Latin: and the following. (Abbreviation of et sequens.)

et sequens

Latin: and that which follows.

et sequentes

Latin: and those following. This is sometime abbreviated
to “et seq”.

et sequentes paginate

Latin: and the following pages.
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et sequentia

Latin: and those that follow.

et sic de similibus

Latin: and so of the like.

ETSSB

Employment Tribunal System Steering Board.

EU

European Union.
“Means the European Union, being the Union
established by the Treaty of the European Union signed at
Maastricht on 7th February 1992 (as amended by later
treaties)” (European Communities Act 1972 s1(2)).

EUA

EU Allowance Unit, the unit of measure adopted for the
European Union Emission Trading Scheme. It is designed
to be identical with the Assigned Amount Unit adopted by
the Kyoto Protocol.

EU-adopted IFRS

An International Financial Reporting Standard that has
been adopted by the European Union.
There has only been one occasion when the EU did
not adopt an International Accounting Standard. That was
IAS 39 on financial instruments. The standard was
amended, and the EU accepted the amended version.
This means that all International Accounting Standard are
now EU-adopted, though there remains the possibility
that a future International Accounting Standard may not
be EU-adopted.
This requirement also means that an International
Accounting Standard cannot be adopted for consolidated
accounts of a listed company until the EU has adopted the
standard.
“IFRS that have been adopted in the European
Union in accordance with EU Regulation 1606/2002” (FRS
102 glossary).

EU civilian staff

For the purposes of income tax and visiting forces, this
term is defined in Income Tax Act 2007 s833(7).

EU customs duty

“Means, in relation to any goods, such duty of customs as
may from time to time be fixed for those goods by
directly applicable EU provision as the duty chargeable on
importation into member states” (European Communities
Act 1972 Sch 1 Part II).
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EU Emissions Trading Scheme Scheme introduced in the European Union in 2005 as a
means of reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Its full
name is European Union Emission Trading Scheme.
EU ETS

European Union Emission Trading Scheme.

EU institution

“Means any institution of the EU” (European
Communities Act 1972 Sch 1 Part II).

EU instrument

“Means any instrument issued by an EU institution
(European Communities Act 1972 Sch 1 Part II).

EU obligation

“Means any obligation created or arising by or under the
Treaties, whether an enforecable EU obligation or not”
(European Communities Act 1972 Sch 1 Part II).

EUR

ISO code for the euro.

Eurex

Electronic derivatives exchange formed in 1998 from the
merger of existing exchanges in Germany and
Switzerland.

Euribor

Euro-denominated inter-bank offering rate.
This is the rate at which banks lend to each other in
European money markets. It is the European equivalent
to LIBOR. It is the benchmark for short-term Euro interest
rates.

euro

General
Currency of many members of European Union. It
replaced the previous European currency unit (ecu) at
par.
The euro is divided into 100 cents, sometimes called
euro cents.
The ISO code is EUR.

Adoption by countries
The currency was originally adopted by 11 of the 15 then
members of the EU on 1 January 1999. It is now used by
19 of the 28 members. All the remaining EU states except
UK and Denmark are pledged to adopt the euro, as must
any new member states.
The adoption of the currency occurred thus:
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• 1 January 1999: Austria, Belgium, Finland,
France, Germany, Irish Republic, Italy, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, Portugal, Spain
• 1 January 2001: Greece
• 1 January 2007: Slovenia
• 1 January 2008: Cyprus, Malta.
• 1 January 2009: Slovakia
• 1 January 2011: Estonia
• 1 January 2014: Latvia
• 1 January 2015: Lithuania
These countries are collectively known as the
eurozone.
Another 22 countries either use the euro or have
pegged their currency to the euro.

Form of currency
The currency was introduced in the form of bank notes
and coins on 5 January 2002, having previously existed as
an accounting currency. The national currencies the euro
replaced were demonetised on 28 February 2002.
National banks continued to accept demonetised
currencies for longer periods, some still do.
Notes and coins
Euro notes are common to all eurozone countries, and
are produced in values: €5, €10, €20, €50, €100, €200 and
€500. The highest value note (usually worth about £400)
has caused controversy as it means that one suitcase of
euro notes can replace eight suitcases of £50 notes.
Euro coins have a common obverse but a national
reverse. They are minted in the values of 1c, 2c, 5c, 10c,
20c, 50c, €1 and €2.
Collector coins have been issued for other values
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and for €2.
Currency issued by any EU state is accepted in all
euro states.
Symbol
The symbol for the euro is €. Most computer fonts have
now included this new symbol, usually by pressing the
CTRL, ATL and 4 keys simultaneously. Otherwise the
symbol can be created by typing C and overtyping =.
The symbol is the first letter of Europe where the
two lines denote stability. It is also based on the Greek
letter epsilon, recognising Greece as the cradle of
European civilisation and democracy. This information
was stated by the European Commission.
Establishment
The currency was established by the Maastricht Treaty
of 1992. Countries change to the euro when they meet
convergence criteria, though many were admitted when
they did not. The name was adopted in 1995.
Use in UK
A UK company may publish its accounts in euros, in
addition to accounts in pounds (Companies Act 2006
s469).
Although the euro is not legal tender in the UK,
there is no legal bar on parties contracting or making a
financial arrangement in euros, or indeed in any other
currency.
Many UK laws have values that are determined by
the value of the euro. These include:
• the size of small and medium-sized entities.
• protection limit for banking deposits
• limits on currency that can be personally
imported.
euro account

Bank account denominated in euros.

Euro Area Reference Note (EARN)
Bond denominated in euros, first issued in 1999 by the
European Investment Bank.
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eurobank

Financial intermediary that deals in the eurocurrency
market.

eurobond

Long-term bearer bond denominated in euros. It is
usually issued by an international corporation or by a
government.

eurobond market

A market in which bonds are issued in the capital market
of one country to a non-resident borrower from another
country.

euro cent

One hundredth of a euro. The term is occasionally used to
distinguish it from cents in other currencies.

euro certificate of deposit

Certificate of deposit denominated in a eurocurrency.

Eurocheque

Cheque which may be cashed at any European bank. The
Eurocheque system is based in Brussels.

Euroclear

One of two settlement houses for clearing eurobonds.
The other is Centrale de Livraison de Valeurs Mobilières.

Eurocommercial paper

Short-term borrowing in Eurocurrencies.

eurocommunism

Form of Communism advocated in western Europe and
more pragmatic than Eastern Communism.

Euroconversion

Redenomination of a domestic currency into the euro.

Eurocrat

Bureaucrat from an European body.

eurocredit

Bank loan in a eurocurrency, typically provided by a
group of banks to a large commercial business.

eurocurrency

Any currency used for trading in Europe but outside its
currency of origin. The Eurodollar is the commonest
example.

eurocurrency market

Market for trading in eurocurrency.

eurodeposit

Deposit of Eurodollars outside the US.

Euro Depositary Receipt (EDR) Certificate that represents the underlying ownership of
the issuer’s shares. The certificate is denominated in
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euros. An EDR makes it easier for a an individual to invest
in a foreign company whose shares are not traded locally.
Eurodollar

US dollar when trading in Europe as a Eurocurrency.

euroequity

Share of an international company traded on a European
stock market outside its country of origin.

Euro Inter Bank Offered Rate (Euribor)
The inter bank offered rate for loans denominated in
euros.
Euroland

Another term for Eurozone.

Euromarker

A yellow dye used in all EU member states to indicate that
hydrocarbon oil duty has not been paid.

euromarket

Market that developed during the 1950s to provide
finance for Europe-wide projects.

euro-MP

Member of the European Parliament, now usually called
an MEP.

Euronext NV

Company established in September 2000 to incorporate
the futures exchanges of Amsterdam, Brussels and Paris.
In 2002, it acquired the London International Financial
and Futures Exchange (LIFFE) and the Portuguese futures
exchange.

Euro.nm

Pan-European group of stock markets formed in 1996 and
since disbanded. It was mainly concerned with high
growth companies.

euronote

Short-term Eurocurrency bearer note.

euro-option

Option to buy a European bond.

Europaïsches Patentamt

German: European Patent Office

Europa website

Website that allows a registered VAT agent to check the
VAT number from another EU state. From 1 January 2010,
it also allows the name and address to be checked.
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Europe

Geographical area to the west of Asia, often taken to
extend from Russia to Ireland. Its exact border is not
defined, so there is some debate as to whether countries
such as Israel, Russia and Turkey are included.

European Accounting Association (EAA)
Organisation formed in 1977 for teachers and researchers
of accountancy.
European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF)
Fund established under the EU Common Agricultural
Policy to buy produce from EU farmers at a minimum
price to sell when prices have risen.
European Association of Securities Dealders Automated Quotation (EASDAQ)
Body established in 1996 as a pan-European stock market
for technology companies. It closed in 2003.
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)
Bank established in 1991 to help nurture the private
sector in East European countries as they escaped from
Communism.
European Binding Tariff Information (EBTI)
System for implementing the Common Customs Tariff.
The information is issued to economic operators by the
customs authorities of the European Union (EU) Member
States. Thus, traders will know, in advance, the tariff
classification of the goods they intend to import or
export.
This information is introduced into a data-base run
by the European Commission and is legally valid in all
Member States, regardless of the Member State which
issued it.
European Central Bank (ECB)

Central bank for those countries which have adopted the
euro as their currency.

European Central Counterparty Ltd
Company that was recognised as a clearing house for
stamp duty and stamp duty reserve tax purposes under SI
2011 No 667.
In 2013 it merged with another recognised clearing
house. This meant that it no longer needed separate
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recognition, which was accordingly withdrawn from 10
November 2015.
European Commission (EC)

One of the three main governing bodies of the European
Union. The Commission drafts proposals and is
responsible for implementing policy. It is also responsible
for ensuring that EU legislation is carried out. European
Community - European Community and European
Economic Community (EEC) are now referred to as the
EU.

European Commission Licence
Licence needed for certain products that could pose a risk
to the environment, such as ozone-depleting gases and
fluorinated greenhouse gases. Such a licence may be
needed to get Customs clearance for importation.
European Community

Association of European states, originally known as the
Common Market. Since 1991, it has been known as the
European Union.

European Community margin of solvency
Margin of solvency required for insurance companies that
operate in the European Union. It is calculated according
to the aggregate of its assets and liabilities in the EU. This
is enacted in the UK in Insurance Companies Act 1982
s32(5)(b).
European co-operative society (SCE)
Body formed under EU Council Regulation 1435/2003
article 7.
It is UK-resident for corporation tax if registered in
the UK (Corporation Tax Act 2009 s17).
European Court

“Means the Court of Justice of the European Union”
(European Communities Act 1972 Sch 1 Part II).

European Court of Auditors (ECA)
Body composed of 15 members appointed for 6 years by
unanimous decision of the Council of the EU after
consulting the European Parliament. It checks EU revenue
and expenditure for legality and regularity, and ensures
that financial management is sound.
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European Court of Justice (ECJ)
Highest court of the European Union (EU). Its job is to
ensure that EU legislation is interpreted and applied in
the same way in each member state. The Court has the
power to settle legal disputes between Member States,
EU institutions, businesses and individuals.
European cross-border merger
Corporation tax provisions are given in Corporation Tax
Act 2009 from s431.
European Currency Unit (ecu) The currency formed in 1979 from a basket of EU
currencies, weighted according to the relative sizes of
their economies. In 1999, the ecu became a real currency
known as the euro.
European debt crisis

Term generally used for the economic problems
experienced within the eurozone since 2009. Greece was
worst affected and had to be bailed out three times
under draconian austerity measures. The crisis also badly
affected Cyprus, Ireland, Portugal and Spain, who were all
unable to repay or refinance their national debts.

European Development Fund (EDF)
Fund administered by the European Union to make grants
and loans to help countries develop infrastructure
projects.
European Economic Area (EEA)
Organisation formed in 1992 comprising the European
Community (now the European Union) and members of
the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) except
Switzerland. EEA came into being in 1994.
European Economic Area (EEA) investment portfolio manager
This means an institution which is an EEA firm of the kind
mentioned in paragraph 5(a), (b) or (c) of Schedule 3 to
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (certain
credit and financial institutions), or qualifies for
authorisation under paragraph 12(1) or 12(2) of that
Schedule, or has permission under the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000 to manage portfolios of
investments.
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European Economic Community (EEC)
European “Common Market” established in 1957 by the
six states that had already formed the European Coal and
Steel Community (ECSC), namely Belgium, France, West
Germany, Italy, Luxembourg and Netherlands.
The EEC was merged with ECSC and Euratom in
1967 to form the European Community. In 1992, this was
renamed the European Union.
European Economic Interest Grouping (EEIG)
A body formed in accordance with EC directive 2137/85
of 25 July 1985. Special tax provisions are set out in Taxes
Management Act 1970 s12A and Taxation of Capital Gains
Act 1992 s285A.
Income tax provisions are given in Income Tax Act
2007 s842.
European Fair Trade Association (EFTA)
Body comprising 11 fair trade organisations based in
various European countries.
European Financial Reporting Advisory Group (EFRAG)
Group established in 2001 to advise on whether an
International Accounting Standard is suitable for the
European Union.
European firearms pass

Document issued under Firearms Act 1968 s32A(1)(a).

European Free Trade Association (EFTA)
Trade association formed in 1960 between Austria,
Denmark, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland and UK.
None of these countries were then members of the
European Community (now European Union). Finland,
Iceland and Liechtenstein subsequently joined, while
Austria, Denmark, Finland, Portugal, Sweden and UK left
when they joined the European Commission or European
Union.
In 1984, all tariffs between EFTA and EC/EU
countries were finally abolished.
In 1992 (with effect from 1994), the European
Economic Area was formed which comprises all EU and
EFTA countries except Switzerland.
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European institution

For child trust funds, “means an EEA firm of the kind
mentioned in paragraph 5(a) to (d), (f) and (h) of Schedule
3 to the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 which is
an authorised person for the purposes of the Act as a
result of qualifying for authorisation under paragraph
12(1) to (4) and (7) of that Schedule” (Child Trust Funds
Regulations SI 2004 No 1450 reg 2(1)(b)).

European Investment Bank (EIB)
Financial institution whose purpose is to provide regional
assistance within the EU by financing capital projects.
European Monetary Agreement (EMA)
Agreement made in 1958 by the Organisation for
European Economic Cooperation (as it was then known).
This allowed member states to buy and sell each other’s
currencies freely.
European Monetary Cooperation Fund
Fund organised under the European Monetary System by
which members of the European Union deposited
reserves to form a pool to stabilise their currencies and to
fund balance of payment support.
Member states deposited 20% of their gold and
gross dollar reserves for which they were given access to
the fund. It ceased operation in 1999 when the adoption
of the euro made the fund otiose.
European Monetary Institute (EMI)
Organisation established in 1991 under Maastricht Treaty
to co-ordinate economic policies of EU member states as
a precursor to the adoption of the single currency or euro
in 1999.
European Monetary System (EMS)
First stage of European Monetary Union. It started in
March 1979 by linking national currencies within fixed
bands. If a currency started to move outside that band,
EMS members were required to take action to bring it
back.
EMS was replaced by the single currency or euro in
1999.
EMS was colloquially known as the snake.
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European Monetary Union (EMU)
Process by which many European countries adopted the
single currency or euro as a replacement for their
national currencies. The Union came into force on 1
January 1999.
European option

Another name for a euro-option.

European Options Exchange (EOE)
Market established in Amsterdam in 1978 to trade in
traded options. In January 1987 it merged with the
Amsterdam Stock Exchange to form the Amsterdam
Exchanges.
European organ exchange organisation
“Means a non-profit organisation, whether public or
private, dedicated to national and cross-border organ
exchange, in which the majority of its member countries
are Member States” (Directive 2010/45/EU article 3).
European Parliament

Body established by electing representatives from EU
member states, commonly known as MEPs. It has
advisory and supervisory powers, but no executive
authority.

European Patent Register

Register held by European Patent Office of all European
patents.
The register was formally known as Register Plus.
“The European Patent Register is the place where
the European Patent Office stores all the publicly
available information it has on European patent
applications as they pass through the grant procedure. It
is a free internet service accessible via the quick link
www.epo.org/register” (EPO website)

European Patent Office (EPO) European body based in Germany that provides patents
covering Europe.
European plan

American term for a hotel charging for meals separately
from accommodation.

European referendum

Vote of UK citizens on whether to remain in the European
Union or its predecessor bodies.
There have been two such referenda.
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On 6 June 1975 (2½ years after joining), the vote
was 67.2% yes.
A second referendum was held on 23 June 2016,
whose result was not known when this dictionary was
compiled. This is officially the European Union
Referendum.
European Research Infrastructure Consortia (ERIC)
“International bodies that have been introduced by the
European Commission to facilitate a more pan European
approach to research work” (HMRC note issued on 1 May
2012).
These bodies are set up under Council Regulation
723/2009 Article 6(1)(a). European-wide VAT relief is
granted under the provisions of Council Directive
2006/112/EC (the principal VAT Directive) Articles 3(1)(a),
143(1)(g) and 151(1)(b).
VAT relief on supplies to such a body are zero-rated
from Autumn 2012 under Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 8
Group 18. It is necessary for the ERIC to provide a
certificate to the supplier.
European Savings Directive

EU agreement set out in directive 2003/48/EC. It is
transposed into UK law as Reporting of Savings Income
Information Regulations SI 2003 No 3297 which came into
force on 1 July 2005.

European Social Chapter (ESC) Another term for European Social Charter.
European Social Charter (ESC) Charter of employment rights first drawn up on 18
October 1961 and revised on 3 May 1996. It covered such
matters as fair wage, collective bargaining rights,
provision for disabled workers, freedom of movement
and training opportunities.
In 1989, the European Union decided to adopt it as
part of the Maastricht Treaty, but the UK secured an optout when this Treaty was otherwise adopted in 1991. The
UK adopted the Charter on a change of government in
1997.
It is sometimes called the European Social Chapter.
European-style option

Another name for a European option.
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European-style warrant

Warrant that can be exercised only at the final maturity
date or at another fixed date.

European travel expenses

In relation to MPs’ expenses, “means the cost of, and any
additional expenses incurred in travelling between the
United Kingdom and relevant European location” (Income
Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s294(2).

European Union

An economic association of European countries founded
by the Treaty of Rome in 1957 as a common market. It
was known as the European Community (EC) before 1993.
The EU Member States are: Austria; Belgium;
Bulgaria; Croatia; Cyprus; Czech Republic; Denmark;
Estonia; Finland; France; Germany; Greece; Hungary;
Ireland; Italy; Latvia; Lithuania; Luxembourg; Malta;
Netherlands; Poland; Portugal; Romania; Slovakia;
Slovenia; Spain; Sweden; and the United Kingdom.

European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS)
Scheme launched in 2005 to reduce emissions of carbon
dioxide. It aims to reduce emissions by 21% by 2020
without the need for direct government enforcement
measures.
The basic principle uses the cap and trade method.
The overall amount of emissions is capped. Emission
allowances are then auctioned (and subject to special tax
provisions in the UK). If a factory exceeds its allowance, it
must purchase more from someone who has not used
their allowance.
European Union Referendum Referendum held in the UK and Gibraltar on 23 June 2016
on whether the UK should remain a member of the
European Union. The law is European Union Referendum
Act 2015.
European weapons Directive

“Means the Directive of the Council of the European
Communities No. 91/477/EEC (Directive on the control of
the acquisition and possession of weapons)” (Firearms
Act 1968 s57).

Euro STOXX

Benchmark equity index compiled by Dow Jones. It tracks
50 leading European companies.
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euro symbol

The sign €, which is placed before the number to indicate
an amount in that currency.

Eurovision

European television network.

euroyen

Japans yen deposited in a European bank for use outside
Japan.

Eurozone

European countries which adopted the single currency or
euro as their currency. It is also known as Euroland.

EUSD

European Union Savings Directive, 2003/48/EC given
effect in UK law as SI 2003 No 3297.

EU treaties

A schedule of treaties dating back to 1972, as listed in
European Communities Act 1972 s1(2).

EUUT

Exempt unauthorised unit trust.

EV

Expected value of the remaining chargeable assets, as
used in the formula in Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992
Sch 4B para 11(2).

EVA

Economic value added

evade

Avoid, usually illegally. The term is often used for the
illegal avoidance of paying tax.

evaluation

Process of ascribing a value to a product, service, job,
asset or business.

evaporation

Process by which a liquid turns to vapour. This may need
accounting for when valuing liquids, such as for alcoholic
liquor duty.
The terms means loss of assets from other causes.

evasion

“Evasion is an English word that means to get out of
something. If you evade something, you get out of its
way, you dodge it” (Judge Crabtree in R v Dealy [1995]
STC 217, CA].

Event A

For hydrocarbon oil duty, the event set out in
Hydrocarbon Oil Duties (Payment of Rebates) Regulations
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SI 1996 No 2313 reg 6(2).
Event B(1)

For hydrocarbon oil duty, the event set out in
Hydrocarbon Oil Duties (Payment of Rebates) Regulations
SI 1996 No 2313 reg 6(3)(a).

Event B(2)

For hydrocarbon oil duty, the event set out in
Hydrocarbon Oil Duties (Payment of Rebates) Regulations
SI 1996 No 2313 reg 6(3)(b).

Event B(3)

For hydrocarbon oil duty, the event set out in
Hydrocarbon Oil Duties (Payment of Rebates) Regulations
SI 1996 No 2313 reg 6(3)(c).

event day

Day where a charity holds an event to which the public is
admitted (Income Tax Act 2007 s421(4)). Such a day may
be excluded from considering whether a right of
admission to a charitable donor restricts the tax relief for
the donation.

event-driven investing

Investment strategy that responds to events, such as
proposed mergers.

evergreen lease

Lease that lasts indefinitely until either the lessor or
lessee gives notice to the other. Such leases commonly
exist for the rights to use land for annual events. The
notice period is typically five or ten years.

Eversden

Case that allowed an inheritance tax avoidance scheme
which used the spouse exemption to override the gift
with reservation rules by using a trust. The case was IR
Commissioners v Eversden (as executors for Greenstock
deceased) [2003]. This scheme has now been closed by
legislation.

everyday wardrobe

Term used in the Inspectors’ Manual at BIM37910 to
identify clothing that is not tax-deductible.
Such clothing is not deductible even where it can be
shown that it is worn only for work, that it is a legal or
contractual requirement to wear such clothing, that the
cost is greater than for normal clothing, or that the nature
of the work means that the clothing gets extra wear or
requires additional cleaning.
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evidence

Definition
Documents, testimony and other means by which facts are
adduced. The courts have developed many rules of what
constitutes acceptable evidence.
The acceptability of evidence is broadly a two-stage
process: whether the evidence is relevant, and whether there is
any reason to exclude it.
“Solid reasons for believing that something has or hasn’t
happened” (website of Crown Prosecution Service).
“At a criminal trial or a proof in a civil proceedings,
witnesses take the oath or affirm to tell the truth and given oral
evidence in court in answer to questions . Sometimes written
evidence (affidavit evidence) is allowed. “(Judiciary of Scotland
website glossary).

Rules of evidence
For tax cases, there are rules of evidence in The Tribunal
Procedure (First-tier Tribunal) (Tax Chamber) Rules SI
2009 No 273.
The general principle has been clarified in these
words: “the presumption must be that all relevant
evidence should be admitted unless there is a compelling
reason to the contrary” (per Mobile Export 365 Ltd v
HMRC [2007]).
In the case Megantic Services Ltd v HMRC [2009], it
was ruled that late evidence could be accepted even after
a date when a direction had been given that no further
evidence was to be admitted.
HMRC documents
A document that appears to have been issued or signed
by statutory authority of the Commissioners of HMRC
shall be so treated, and is admissible in legal proceedings
(Commissioners for Revenue and Customs Act 2005 s24).
evidence in chief

Evidence first given by a witness. Subsequent evidence,
such as from answers to questions, is called crossexamination. There are differen rules for the two forms of
evidence.

evidence of removal

Evidence that goods have been removed to a customer in
another EU member state. Having sufficient evidence is a
condition of being able to zero-rate the supply. Guidance
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on what constitutes such evidence is given in VAT notice
725. Basically the documentation must identify:
• the supplier, and the consignor if different
• the customer
• the goods, accurately described
• an accurate value
• the mode of transport and route taken by the
goods
• the EC destination.
evidence to correct a false impression
Term used in Criminal Justice Act 2003 s105 in relation to
evidence in criminal proceedings.
evidential stage

The former of two stages of the full code test of the CPS
in deciding whether to prosecute. The latter stage is the
public interest stage.
For the evidential stage, “prosecutors must be
satisified that there is sufficient evidence to provide a
realistic prospect of conviction against each suspect on
each charge” (website of the Crown Prosecution Service).
In turn this requires positive answers to three
questions:
• can the evidence be used in court?
• is the evidence reliable?
• is the evidence credible?

EVPI

Expected value of perfect information.

EVR

Electronic Version of the Tax Return.

EWER

Excise Warehousing (Etc) Regulations.

ex

Latin: without

EX46

Standard beer duty return form.

exa-

Prefix used in metric units. It means 1018

ex abundanti cautela

Latin: from excess of caution.

exact interest

Term sometimes used to describe method of calculating
interest on the basis of 365 or 366 days in a year, as
against ordinary interest where it is calculated on the
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basis of 360 days.
exactly tracking contract

In relation to embedded derivatives, the term is used in
Corporation Tax Act 2009 s649(2) and defined in s657.

exact science

Mathematical subjects, because their answers can be
calculated precisely.

ex aequo et bono

Latin: in justice and good faith

ex all

Without any advantages attached to the share. The
opposite is cum all.

examination

Interrogation of a witness in court.
Examination by the witness’s own counsel is called
examination-in-chief.
Examination by the opposing counsel is called crossexamination.
Further examination by own counsel is called reexamination.

examination-in-chief

Initial examination of a witness by the witness’s own
counsel in court.

examination of individual or group accounts
Term used in Charities Act 2011 s154(3).
examination station

Place at an airport where Customs officers may examine
imported goods.
They must be approved under Customs and Excise
Management Act 1979 s22.

ex ante

Before the event.
The term often describes a budget prepared before
the budgeted activity commences.

ex authoritate mihi commissa Latin: by the authority entrusted to me.
excambion

In Scots law, an exchange of lands.

ex capitalisation

With all rights of capitalisation being given to the current
shareholder and not to any purchaser of the shares.
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excepted asset

For inheritance tax, “an asset on which business relief is
not available because it is not used wholly or mainly for
the purposes of a business throughout two years before a
transfer” (HMRC inheritance tax glossary).

excepted charity

Church that need not submit accounts to the Charity
Commissioners.

excepted deductions

Deductions that an employer may make from the pay of
an employee (Employment Rights Act 1996 s14).

excepted estate

An estate that does not have to be reported to HMRC as
no inheritance tax is likely to be payable (Inheritance Tax
Act 1984 s256).
The values are given in statutory instruments. Since
6 April 2004, there have been three types of such estate|:
• low value estates
• exempt estates
• foreign estates.
A low value estate is one with these limits
• total gross value: no more than nil rate band,
• total gross value of property outside UK:
£100,000
• total value of settled property: £150,000
• total value of specified transfers: £150,000.
If any of these limits are exceeded, a return must be
made.
Specified transfers include chargeable transfers
made within seven years of death of cash, quoted shares
or securities, and certain land interests and chattels if
made at the same time to the same person.

excepted loan relationship outcome
Term used for diverted profits tax as set out in Finance
Act 2015 s109.
excepted transfer

Transfer of assets that need not be reported to HMRC.
From 6 April 2007, these are transfers below the nil rate
band for inheritance tax.

excepted vehicles

Vehicles that may used fuel on which hydrocarbon oil
duty has not been paid (Customs notice 75).
They include tractors, light agricultural vehicles,
agricultural material handlers, agricultural engines,
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agricultural processing vehicles, mowing machines,
snow clearing vehicles, gritters, mobile cranes, mobile
pumping vehicles, digging machines, works trucks, road
construction vehicles, road rollers, road surfacing
machines, tar sprayers and unlicensed vehicles not used
on public roads.
except for

Words that introduce a clause in the auditor’s report
where the auditors disagree with the accounts.

exceptional circumstances

Term used in extra-statutory concession A19 in relation to
when the state will give up tax notified within 12 months
of end of the relevant tax year.
The interpretation of these circumstances was
considered by the tax tribunal in the case Clarke TC 1164.

exceptional item

Normal trading transaction which is particularly large or
unusual. It must be noted in the accounts.
It should be distinguished from an extraordinary
item which is outside normal trading activities and must
be shown separately in the profit and loss account.

exceptional rate

Rate of vehicle excise duty for the heaviest goods
vehicles.

exception confirmat regulam ELatin: the exception proves the rule.
This means that the wisdom of a rule is determined
when it gives a just answer to an unforeseen problem.
exception proves the rule

Common saying that means that the value of a rule is
demonstrated when it gives the right answer in
exceptional circumstances not considered when the rule
was formulated.

exceptis excipiendis

Latin: excepting what is expected to be excepted.

excerptia

Latin: extracts, selections.

excess

(1) The amount by which one amount is greater than
another.
(2) In insurance, the amount of loss which the insured
bears himself so the claim is restricted to the loss which
exceeds this figure. For example, a motor insurance policy
may have an excess of £200. This means that the policy
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holder bears all losses up to £200 without making a claim.
If a loss of, say, £500 is made, the insurance company will
pay the excess of £300.
excess adjusted life assurance trade profits
Term that is defined in Finance Act 1989 s85A(2).
excess allowance

Capital Allowances Act 2001 s111 gives this a specific
meaning in relation to capital allowances for plant and
machinery subject to overseas leasing.
Capital Allowances Act 2001 s260 gives it a specific
meaning for special leasing.
The section contains a mechanism for recovery of
the allowance.

excess expenditure for section 148E
In relation to losses under long-funding operating leases,
this term is defined in Income Tax (Trading and Other
Income) Act 2005 s148F(7).
excess finance and IP income In relation to controlled foreign companies, a term that is
used in Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988
s751AB(7).
excessive remuneration

Remuneration that is paid for a non-trade purpose and is
therefore not taxable by a trade. Payment significantly
above market rates may indicate excessive remuneration
but this is not conclusive.
The situation commonly arises when family
members are employed. A leading case is Stott & Ingham
v Trehearne [1924] 9TC69. The matter is discussed in the
Inspectors’ Manual at BIM37707.

excessive return condition

Condition once imposed by Income Tax Act 2007 s693 in
respect of an abnormal dividend. It broadly required the
dividend to be taxed as if it had been returned to the
company.
This section was repealed from 24 March 2010 by
Finance Act 2010 s38 and Sch 12 para 2, since when
abnormal dividends are caught by Corporation Tax Act
2010 s731.

excessive set-off

When a taxpayer has claimed too much tax relief under a
tax credit received with a dividend payment. The
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procedure for claiming back the tax is set out in Income
and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s252.
excess policy

Policy in respect of matters that are covered by another
policy.
The insurer of an excess policy has no liability until
the claim has been met on the first policy.

excess profit

Profit which is greater than expected.

excess profits duty

Tax charged between 1915 and 1921 at 50% of profits
earned above a pre-war standard.

excess profits tax

Tax charged between 1946 and 1954 as an addition to
other taxes. It compared wartime profits with pre-war
profits. The difference was taxed, first at 60% and then at
100%.
The tax was repealed from 1 January 1946 under
Finance (No 2) Act 1945 s29.
The right to reclaim this tax “after the termination
of hostilities” is given in Finance Act 1941 s28 as inserted
by Finance Act 1942 s37. This provision seems not to have
been repealed.

excess relevant value for section 148D
In relation to losses under long funding operating losses,
this term is defined in Income Tax (Trading and Other
Income) Act 2005 s148F(6).
excess relief

For capital gains tax on a former employee’s employment
liability, this “means the difference between —
(a) the total amount which may be deducted,
and
(b) the remaining total income”
(Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s263ZA).

excess reserves

American term for reserves which are greater than
amounts required by a regulatory authority.

excess shares

Shares in excess of the number prescribed under rules for
profit-sharing. The term is defined in Income and
Corporation Taxes Act 1988 Sch 10 para 6(2).
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excess tobacco products

Tobacco products removed for home use in
contravention of an anti-forestalling provision (Tobacco
Products Duty Act 1979 s6B(8)).

ex facie

Latin: on the face of it. In other words, evidently or
apparently.

exchange

Giving up one asset for another, such as converting one
currency to another.

exchange control

Government restrictions on converting its currency to
other currencies.
UK exchange control was generally abolished in
1979.

exchange delivery settlement price (EDSP)
Price for physical delivery of the underlying instrument,
or the price at which contracts are settled for cash. The
price is often derived from an average of traded prices
over a set period.
exchange for physicals

Transaction in which one party buys a physical
commodity and simultaneously sells futures, and the
other party does the converse.

exchange gains and losses

Gains and losses that arise from differences in exchange
rates, rather than from trading.
Corporation tax provisions are given in Corporation
Tax Act 2009 from s328.

Exchequer

Fund of all money received by the government.
The term dates back to 1100. It is derived from the
chequered cloth, like a chess board, that traditionally
covered the table.

excisable

Subject to excise duties.

excise

Tax charged on certain goods and services, currently on
tobacco, alcohol, betting and gaming, road fuel and
vehicles.

excise assurance officer

Employee of HMRC who deals with businesses that deal
in excised goods, namely hydrocarbon oils, alcoholo,
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tobacco, and betting and gaming.
excise duties

Sales tax charged on items, particularly luxury items. They
were first introduced in 1643. The first duties were
imposed on ale, then beer, and then food and clothing.
The scope was progressively extended, leading to civil
unrest in 1647.
In 1683, the scheme was recast. The collection of
excise duties was no longer farmed out by collected by
excise men who established a reputation for ruthlessness.
The main duties were imposed on soap, candles, leather,
salt and brewing malt.
In 1723 bonded warehouses were created, and
initially used for tea, coffee and cocoa. Salt was removed
from excise in 1730 after popular protest, though it was
subsequently re-excised until 1822. Part of their function
is to reduce consumption on products seen as harmful,
where excise acts as a sumptuary tax.
By the 19th century, many items were excised. This
included licences for solicitors, hawkers and railway
operators. Excise was charged on employment of
servants, armorial bearings and any other obvious sign of
status or luxury. Many 19th century excises were shortlived.
During the 20th century, the scope of excise duties
was progressively rolled back in preference to sales taxes
such as purchase tax and value added tax.
Excise duty is now limited to hydrocarbon oil duty,
alcoholic liquor duty, gaming duty and tobacco duty.
There is a separate vehicle excise duty.

excise duty point

Point in time when excise duties become payable. These
may be fixed by the European Union under Finance (No 2)
Act 1992 s1.

excise goods

Goods, other than chewing tobacco, which are chargeable
with a duty of excise by or under the Alcoholic Liquor
Duties Act 1979; the Hydrocarbon Oils Duties Act 1979 or
the Tobacco Products Act 1979.

Excise Helpline

A number that can be called for issues relating to excess
duties, such as to extend a distillation period in
manufacturing spirits. The number is 0845 010 9000.
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excise label

Label indicating that excise duty has been paid.
For forgery, improper use and similar offences, such
a label is treated as if it were a stamp for stamp duty
(Stamp Duties Management Act 1891 s23).

excise law

American term for a liquor or licensing law.

excise licence duty

Excise duty charged on those who were allowed to
produce excisable goods. The duty was abolished on 19
March 1986.

excise licence trade

With one exception means, “a trade or business for the
carrying on of which an excise licence is required”
(Customs and Excise Management Act 1979 s1(1)). The
exception relates to the sale of tobacco which is regarded
as an excise licence trade even though a licence is no
longer required (ibid s1(5)).

excise licence

An annual tax charged on those who made liquor,
methylated spirits and matches. The excise licence was
abolished on 19 March 1986.

exciseman

Person responsible for administering excise duty.

Excise Payment Security System (EPSS)
Procedure that may be used by producers of excised
goods (such as liquor) as an alternative to providing a
guarantee to secure payment of excise duty. This broadly
requires a satisfactory compliance record for excise duty
and VAT.
excise tax

American term for a tax levied for a particular purpose.

excise warehouse

A warehouse authorised by HMRC for the deposit,
without payment of duty, of goods liable to excise duty.
There are special requirements for premises for the
storage of oil.
The statutory definition is “a place of security
approved by the Commissioners under subsection (1)
(whether or not it is also approved under subsection (2))
of section 92 below, and, except in that section, includes
a distiller’s warehouse” (Customs and Excise
Management Act 1979 s1(1)).
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exclaustration

Return of a monk or nun to the outside world on release
of vows.

excluded activities

Term used in Income Tax Act 2007 s303 in relation to
activities for which it is not possible to claim the special
tax provisions for venture capital trusts.

excluded activities

Trading activities which exclude a company from a
scheme. Certain activities exclude the special tax reliefs
under Enterprise Investment Scheme and VCT, for
example. The list for VCT is given in Income Tax Act 2007
s303.

excluded benefit

Benefit provided to an employee that is not taxable
(Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s202).

excluded business expenses

For PAYE, payments that an employer may legally make
to an employee without having to deduct income tax. A
full definition is given in PAYE Regulations SI 2003 No
2682 reg 5.

excluded decision

Decision of the Upper Tribunal for which there is no right
of appeal to the Court of Appeal (Tribunals, Courts and
Enforcement Act 2007 s13(8)).

excluded entity

In relation to corporation tax on banking companies, the
term refers to non-banking activities that are excluded. A
full definition is given in Corporation Tax Act 2010
s269BA.

excluded financial services contract
This “is a contract which —
(a) is for financial services (see section 2) or is a
regulated agreement within the meaning of the
Consumer Credit Act 1974 (see section 189 of that Act);
and
(b) is of a prescribed description.”
(Small Business, Enterprise and Employment Act 2015
s1(4)).
Such a contract is excluded from the general ban of
a non-assignment of receiveables term.
excluded notional payments

For PAYE, certain payments made by using credit-tokens
or vouchers. The term is fully defined in PAYE Regulations
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SI 2003 No 2682 reg 4(2).
excluded pecuniary liabilities For PAYE, “means payments made to a person other than
an employee to meet the employees liability to that other
person, but which are not made —
(a) in fulfilment (in whole or in part) of the
employee’s right to a sum of money, nor
(b) as, or as part of, any scheme or arrangement the
purpose, or one of the main purposes of which is to avoid
the making of a relevant payment”
(PAYE Regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 4(2)).
excluded plant and machinery Term used and defined in Capital Allowances Act 2001
s212J(4) in relation to an anti-avoidance provision.
excluded property

Property whose transfer cannot give rise to a liability
under inheritance tax (Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s3(2) and
6).
The main categories of excluded property are:
• non-UK property of someone who is not
UK-domiciled;
• holdings in UK authorised unit trusts or
open-ended investment companies;
• decorations for bravery or gallantry; and
• a reversionary interest in a settlement,
unless it was acquired for money or money’s worth.

excluded provision

Benefits in kind that are exempt from tax and are
therefore exempt from class 1A national insurance unless
specifically stated otherwise
The term is used in Social Security Contributions
and Benefits Act 1992 s10.

excluded regions

Parts of the UK that are excluded from a law or other
provision.
In particular the term is used to mean the regions
excluded from the national insurance holiday introduced
in 2010. Under National Insurance Contributions Act 2011
s4(5) the excluded regions “are Greater London, the
South East Region and the Eastern Region”.

excluded relocation expenses For PAYE, “means payments in respect of removal
expenses as defined by section 272 of [Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003] ... if, and to the extent
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that they are payments of net PAYE income”
(PAYE Regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 4(2)).
excluded remuneration

Remuneration paid to a bank employee that is not subject
to bank payroll tax.

excluded services

For the purposes of taxing agency workers:
“(a) services as an actor, singer, musician or other
entertainer or as a fashion, photographic or artist’s
model, or
(b) services provided wholly —
(i) in the worker’s own home, or
(ii) at other premises which are neither
controlled or managed by the client nor prescribed by the
nature of the services” (Income Tax (Earnings And
Pensions) Act 2003 s47(2)).

excluded settlement

For capital gains tax on settled property, this term is
defined in Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 Sch 1 para
2(7).

excluded territories exemption
Under controlled foreign company rules from 2012, an
exclusion where the foreign profits are earned in a
territory on a published list, and where other conditions
are met.
exclusion

State of not being included.
In human resources, it means the state of not being
able fully to participate in society.
In insurance, it refers to a peril or item that is not
insured.
In the USA, the term refers to income that is not
taxable.

exclusion clause

Provision in an insurance policy stating when the
insurance company will not pay against a claim.

exclusion requirement

Requirement that an offender subject to certain types of
order must not enter a specified place for a specified
period (Criminal Justice Act 2003 s205).
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exclusions

Conditions or circumstances listed in an insurance policy
for which the insurer does not provide benefits.

exclusive agreement

Agreement where a person is given a sole right, such as
being the only person allowed to sell a particular product.

exclusive distribution

Limiting the distribution of a brand or product to
particular retail store to make the brand or product
exclusive.

exclusively

One of the conditions that must be met for trade
expenditure to be tax-deductible. The word relates to the
purpose of the payment. It appears with the word wholly
which relates to the amount.

exclusivity

In relation to employment, this usually refers to a zerohours contract where the employee is not allowed to
work for anyone else.

exclusivity agreement

Agreement between a supplier and a seller whereby the
latter receives a payment from the former for only selling
his product. Such arrangements are common for petrol
stations and pubs. In other businesses, such
arrangements may fall foul of competition laws.
For tax purposes, any payment made in connection
with such an agreement is taxed either as income or
capital, depending on the nature of the payment. It is
usually taxed as income unless the seller can show that
the sum was to be spent on capital items.

exclusivity tie

Payment by a supplier to restrict a retailer’s choice of
products. This has been common in the oil industry.
Leading cases on this are Bolam v Regent Oil Co Ltd
[1956] 37TC56 and Strick v Regent Oil Co Ltd [1965]
43TC1.
These are discussed in the Inspectors’ Manual at
BIM35555 and BIM35560 respectively.

ex concessis

Latin: from what has been conceded.

ex consequenti

Latin: by way of consequence.

ex contractu

Latin: arising from the contract.
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ex coupon

Without the coupon.
`This is usually a description of a security where a
recent interest payment has been made to the previous
holder.

ex curia

Latin: out of court.

Ex D

Exchequer Division. A series of Law Reports published
between 1865 and 1875.

ex debito justitiae

Latin: from what is due to justice.

ex dilecto

Latin: arising from a crime.

ex diuturnitae temporis omnia praesumuntur esse rite et solemnitur acta
Latin: from lapse of time, all things are presumed to have
been done rightly and regularly.
ex div

Without dividend. The term is used to denote a share
where the next dividend will be paid to the present
owner and not to the purchaser. The opposite is cum div.
The price paid usually reflects the lack of the next
dividend.

ex dolo malo non oritur actio
Latin: no right of action can have its origin in fraud.
ex dono

Latin: by gift, as a present from

ex dubito justitiae

Latin: of legal right.
The term applies to a remedy given to an applicant
as of legal right.

execute and eliminate

In investment, order given to a broker when buying
shares. The broker is told what shares to buy in what
company and for how much. The broker buys what he can
of the order and eliminates the rest of the order.

execution

(1) Completion of an obligation under a contract.
(2) Completion of an obligation under an order of a court.
(3) Putting to death as a punishment. The last execution
in UK was in 1964.
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execution of company document
Process by which a company gives effect to a document.
This requires the company either to affix its
common seal (if it has one) or for the document to be
signed by two authorised signatories or by a director in
the presence of a witness (Companies Act 2006 s44).
execution only

Where a customer buys a financial product without
receiving advice on its suitability.

execution only broker

Broker who trades in shares and other securities but does
not give any advice to the client.

executive development

In human resources, the training of a worker with a view
to assuming an executive role.

executive insurance

US term for an insurance policy taken out on the life of an
executive or employee whose death would cause serious
loss to the company. In the UK, this is known as keyman
insurance.

Executive Order

In the USA, an official Directive from the President that
has the force of law.

executive outplacement

In human resources, a programme designed to help
displaced executives with career management, in a
manner which exceeds normal outplacement assistance.

executive pension plan (EPP)

An individual occupational pension arrangement that is
normally used for directors or senior employees. Such a
pension plan is regulated by the same rules as
occupational pension schemes.

executive power

Right to act as a director and to make decisions.

executive share option scheme
Scheme, usually for directors and senior managers,
whereby they have the right to buy shares at a future
date at a fixed price. The more the shares increase in
value, the more the scheme is worth to them.
The term was specifically applied to a taxadvantaged share scheme that operated from 1984 until
it was replaced by company share option plans from 17
July 1995.
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The main elements of the original scheme were:
• the value of the shares could not exceed the
higher of £100,000 or four times salary for the current or
previous year
• the option has to be exercised between 3 and
10 years from when granted
• the price for the shares had to be at least 85%
of market value when issued (100% before 1 January
1992)
• the option could not be exercised more
frequently than once every three years.
There were other conditions.
executives’ remuneration reports
Report on the remuneration of executives of financial
institutions. Such a report may be made by the Financial
Services Authority under Financial Services Act 2010 s4.
executor

Person who administers the estate of someone who has
died and left a will.

executor-dative

Man who is appointed by a Scottish court to administer the
estate of a deceased person, usually when there is no will or
when no executor is named in the will.
“A person appointed by the court to gather and distribute
a the estate or property of a deceased person. “(Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).

executor de son tort

Person who acts as executor without having the
necessary authority. Such a person has the liability of an
executor without any of the rights.

executor-nominate

Man who administers a deceased person’s estate in Scotland by
being named in the will.
“The person named in the will of the deceased to gather
and distribute the estate or property of a deceased person. .
“(Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

executorship

Discipline of dealing with the estates of those who have
died.

executor’s year

The period of one year in which an executor traditionally
deals with the estate of the deceased.
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executrices

Plural of executrix.

executrix

Female executor.

executrix-dative

Woman who is appointed by a Scottish court to
administer the estate of a deceased person, usually when
there is no will or when no executor is named in the will.

executrix-nominate

Woman who administers a deceased person’s estate in
Scotland by being named in the will.

exemplary damages

Heavy damages which a court adds as a means of the
court expressing that the defendant has behaved badly
towards the claimant.

exempli gratia (eg)

Latin: for example.

exempt

Not required to follow a law, rule or other provision.
In VAT, a supply where the supplier does not charge
VAT but cannot claim back any VAT paid because the
supply qualifies for exemption.

exempt approved scheme

An HMRC approved pension scheme, which is established
under an irrevocable trust and hence qualifies for tax
advantages relating to contributions, income and capital
gains from investments.

exempt assets

Assets which are exempt from capital gains tax when
disposed, such as wasting assets like cars and animals.

exempt beneficiary

Term used in Inheritance Tax Act 1984 s29A with regard
to a beneficiary not liable to pay inheritance tax, such as a
spouse. The provision is relevant for abating tax reliefs for
payments made from a beneficiary’s own resources.

exempt benefit

“Benefit the direct provision of which is exempted from
liability to income tax by a provision of Part 4
(employment income exemptions)” (Income Tax (Earnings
And Pensions) Act 2003 s96A(1)).

exempt charity

A charity that is relieved of some accounting
requirements.
The law is contained in Charities Act 2011 s22 and
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Sch 3.
exempt commodities firm

In relation to corporation tax on banks, this term is
defined in Corporation Tax Act 2009 s133F(4) as inserted
by Finance (No 2) Act 2015 s18.

exempt department

Certain government departments that were allowed to
buy goods free of purchase tax, provided they
indemnified the supplier.

exempt deposit rights

In relation to income by a charitable trust, means
“(a) a right to receive, with or without interest, a
principal amount stated in, or determined in accordance
with, the current terms of issue of an eligible debt
security, where in accordance with those terms the issue
of uncertificated units of the eligible debt security
corresponds to the issue of a certificate of deposit,
(b) a right to receive the principal amount stated in
a certificate of deposit, with or without interest, and
(c) an uncertificated right to receive a principal
amount, with or without interest, as a result of a deposit
of money”
(Income Tax Act 2007 s534(4).

exempt distribution

Type of distribution between companies in a group which
has a special tax treatment under Income and
Corporation Taxes Act 1988 s213.
In relation to value shifting, the term is defined in
Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s31(7).

exempt dwelling

Residence that is not liable for council tax, such as vacant
dwellings (subject to time limits and conditions).

exempted large goods vehicle Vehicle which may be driven by a holder of a driving
licence for a car even though the vehicle weighs more
than 3,500 kilograms. Such vehicles include steam
engines, tractors and construction vehicles.
exempt gift

Gift that is exempt from inheritance tax. The tax-free
value of the gift may be abated when a payment is made
from a beneficary’s own resources.
Exempt gifs are:
• gifts made more than seven years before
death
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• gifts to spouses or civil partners
• small gifts of up to £250 to any number of
recipients
• other gifts up to £3,000 a year
• gifts in consideration of marriage
• gifts to charity or eligible political parties
• gifts for national purposes
• normal expenditure out of income.
exempt input tax

Input tax incurred on goods and services purchased which
are wholly used, or to be used, in making exempt
supplies. After the method has been applied, this value
will include the exempt element of residual input tax
identified by the partial exemption method.

exempt investment fund

Collective fund that is exempt from certain tax provisions.
Such funds are usually either charities or pension funds.

exemption

Valued added tax
For VAT, a supply on which no VAT is charged but for
which the trader may not claim input tax.
It should be noted that some EU directives use the
term “exemption” for what the UK calls zero-rating.
The law on exemption is given in Value Added Tax
Act 1994 s31. The schedules of exempt supplies is given in
ibid Sch 9.
PAYE
The term is given a specific meaning for items of benefit
that may be provided tax-free to employees without
requiring a dispensation.
These provisions apply from 6 April 2016 under
Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003 s289A as
inserted by Finance Act 2015 s11.
US taxation
An allowable expense that may be deducted from taxable
income.

exemption certificate

Document that indicates that something qualifies for
exemption from a provision.
An example is a certificate that may be issued by
the Health and Safety Executive in relation to the
importation of fertiliser. This certificate may be needed to
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obtain Customs clearance.
exemption clause

Clause in a contract which seeks to exempt one party
from a liability in certain events. Such a clause is only
effective if:
• it is an express clause of the contract;
• properly construed, it covers the liability in
question; and
• there is no legal bar to enforcing such a clause.
A legal bar may arise from specific legislation (eg Sale of
Goods Act 1979 or Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977) or
under common law, such as when there has been a
complete failure by one party to perform his obligations.

exemption condition

For the purposes of amending EU treaties, an amendment
that does not come within the scope of European Union
Act 2011 s4 (ibid s2(3)).

exemption from registration

The waiver of the requirement to register on request if
all, or most, of the applicant's taxable supplies are zerorated. The law is given in Value Added Tax 1994 Sch 1
para 14.

exemption from registration

When a person or business is exempted from a
requirement to register which would otherwise apply.
The term is particularly used for VAT and applies to
businesses with a turnover above the registration
threshold but where all the supplies are either exempt or
zero-rated. HMRC will also a business to be exempted if it
makes some standard-rated supplies but the input tax
claimable is more than the output tax chargeable.

exempt lifetime transfer

Transfer of property made during the lifetime of a person
which does not form part of their estate on death.
Examples include transfers of up to £3,000 a year, and
gifts in consideration of marriage.

exempt lottery

Lottery which is exempt from the licensing requirements.
The conditions for such a lottery are set out in Gambling
Act 2005 Sch 11 and supporting regulations.

exempt persons

Importers who are not registered for VAT or registered
taxable persons who are reimporting goods other than in
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the course of their business.
exempt property relief

In relation to the remittance basis, this refers to a relief as
set out in Income Tax Act 2007 from s809X.

exempt rate card

Card provided to a married woman to show that she had
made a valid election to pay the reduced rate of class 1
national insurance.
Such an election cannot be made from 1977, but
existing elections can remain valid. From 1974, these
records were computerised.

exempt reasons

In relation to an auditor, this term is defined in
Companies Act 2006 s519A(3).

exempt schedule

Value Added Tax Act 1994 Schedule 9. This lists 13 Groups
of supply which are exempt from VAT:
1 Land
8 Burial and cremation
2 Insurance
9 Trade unions and
professional
3 Postal services
10 Sports competitions
4 Betting, gaming etc
11 Works of art etc
5 Finance
12 Charity fund-raising
events
6 Education
13 Cultural services
7 Health and welfare
The exact scope of each Group must be carefully
considered before exempting a supply. Many supplies
which may come within these general headings are not
exempt.

exempt subsidiary undertaking
A company or other trading body which is at least 90%
owned by another. Transactions between those two
bodies need not be disclosed as a related party
disclosure in the accounts (FRS 8 para 12).
exempt supplies

Supplies made by a business which are listed in Schedule
9 of the VAT Act 1994. VAT incurred in making exempt
supplies is non-recoverable, subject to the de minimis
test.

exempt supply

A supply for which no tax is payable and in respect of
which Input tax cannot be claimed.
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exempt unauthorised unit trust (EUUT)
Unauthorised unit trust all of whose investors are wholly
exempt from capital gains tax or chargeable gains.
exequatur

Latin: he may perform (or exercise).
Term of a permission, particularly by a government
in which a diplomat of another country works.

exercise

(1) Use a right, such as taking up the shares in an option.
(2) Dummy run of a procedure to see how well it works.

exercise date

Date when an option may be taken up.

exercise notice

Formal notice that the holder of an option is exercising
his rights.

exercise of option

“When the option-holder uses the rights under the option
to buy shares at the option exercise price” (Inspectors’
Manual at BIM 44001).

exercise of significant influence
Expression used in FRS 6 when an investor influences
policy decisions of the company in which he has invested.
exercise price

Price at which an option may be taken up.
In relation to capital gains tax on options, the term
is defined in Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s144ZA
and in subsequent sections.

exergue

Part of the reverse of a coin below the main design,
where the date is often stated.

exes

Colloquial abbreviation for expenses.

ex facie absolute disposition

Form of charge on a company that may be registered in
Scotland. It is addressed in Companies Act 2006 s881.

Ex G (Drawback) Regs

Excise Goods (Drawback) Regulations 1995.

ex gratia

Latin: as of favour.
The term is used in such contexts as a payment
made without admitting any legal liability to make it.
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ex gratia payment

Payment which a person or business is not legally obliged
to pay but does so from a sense of moral obligation. Such
payments must be disclosed in the annual report.

exheredate

Disinherit, exclude from a will.

exhibition guarantee payment Payment made to underwrite an exhibition. A trader may
be able to claim it as a tax deduction under the normal
“wholly and exclusively” rules.
The matter was litigated in Morley v Lawford and Co
[1928] 14TC229, and is discussed in the Inspector’s
Manual at BIM45305.
exhibits

Collectors' pieces and works of art of an educational,
scientific or cultural character.

exhumation

For VAT, this is a standard-rated supply. It is not with the
scope of the exemption for burial and cremation. Further
details are given in VAT notice 701/32.

ex hypothesi

Latin: from the hypothesis, according to what is
supposed.

ex improviso

Latin: unexpectedly.

existence, ownership and valuation (EOV)
The three traditional tests for an auditor checking assets
on a balance sheet.
existing association

In relation to parliamentary constituencies, “means a
local constituency association” whose are was the same,
or substantially the same, as the area of a former
parliamentary constituency or 2 or more such
constituencies” (Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992
s264(2)(a).

existing award

In social security, a means-tested benefit for which a
claim has already established entitlement. Such an award
usually enjoys a limited amount of transitional protection
when the rules for the benefit are changed.

existing director

In company law, “a person who is a director of the
company immediately before *the accounts+ meeting”
(Companies Act 2006 s439(6)).
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All such directors have a duty to ensure that
resolutions about directors’ remuneration are put to
shareholders at the accounts meeting.
existing goods

Goods for sale currently in the ownership or possession of
the seller, unlike future goods which have yet to be
acquired (Sale of Goods Act 1979 s5(1)).

existing HMRC concession

This term is defined in Finance Act 2008 s160(2).

existing shareholdings requirement
In relation to enterprise investment scheme, this term is
defined in Income Tax Act 2007 s164A as inserted by
Finance (No 2) Act 2015 Sch 5.
exit arrangement

How a person plans to leave a scheme or end an
investment arrangement.
An exit arrangement designed to sidestep tax
consequences is one of the hallmarks of a tax planning
scheme of which taxpayers are advised to be wary.

exit charge

Any fee payable when someone leaves an arrangement.
In particular, the term applies to:
• VAT paid by the representative member of a VAT
group when a company leaves the group;
• charge made by a trust when selling units in a unit
trust;
• inheritance tax charge imposed on a discretionary
trust, but not on an accumulation and maintenance
trust.

exit date

In relation to share incentive plan, the date from which
shares cease to be part of the plan (Income Tax (Earnings
And Pensions) Act 2003 s506(1)).

exit event

Term used in relation to shares used in disguised
remuneration (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 s554I(6)).

exit interview

Interview with an employee who is leaving to understand
the factors behind their leaving.

exit payee

In relation to payments to workers leaving the public
sector, “is an employee or office holder to whom any
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qualifying exit payment is payable” (Small Business,
Enterprise and Employment Act 2015 s154(6)).
exit payment

Payment made to an employee on leaving their job. For
the public sector, there are regulations on the maximum
payment under Small Business, Enterprise and
Employment Act 2015 s154, as amended by Enterprise
Act 2016.

exit P/E ratio

Price/earnings ratio of a company at the time it is taken
over by another company.

exit strategy

Means by which an investor or proprietor of a business
plans to sell his or her interest in the business.
Tax is a significant factor in determining the
strategy.

exit tax

Tax charge imposed when a company ceases to be UK
resident. The charge is imposed under Taxation of Capital
Gains Act 1992 s185.
The EU has directed that this provision contravenes
EU law in so far as it imposes a tax charge when a
company relates from the UK to another EU state. This
follows the European Court of Justice decision in the
Dutch case National Grid Indus BV v Inspecteur van de
Belastingdienst Rijnmond (kantoor Rotterdam) C-371/10
[2010].

exit value

A method of valuing assets and liabilities based on selling
prices, as an alternative to historical cost.

ex malefico non oritur contractus
Latin: a contract cannot arise out of an illegal act.
ex mero motu

Latin: of one’s free will.

ex natura rei

Latin: from the nature of the case.

ex natura rerum

Latin: from the nature of things.

ex nihilo

Latin: out of nothing.

ex nudo pacto non oritur actio
Latin: no action arises from a nude contract.
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This simply means that a contract cannot be
enforced when there is no consideration.
ex-offender

Person who has been convicted of a criminal offence.
In general, it is not illegal to employ such a person
unless they have been barred by the Disclosure and
Barring Service (DBS). Any employer who is registered
with the DBS and who is prepared to employ ex-offenders
must have a written policy which must be made available
to relevant offenders.

ex officio

Latin: by virtue of his office.
The term is widely used when someone becomes a
member of one body by nature of being a member of
another body or of holding a particular office.

exoner

In Scots law, “to discharge from liability. Thus, a judicial
factor may seek exoneration and discharge by the court”
(Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

exonumia

Study or collection of money-like objects, such as credit
cards.

exor

Abbreviation of executor.

exorbitant

Going beyond the usual limits, particularly for a price that
is significantly above a figure considered reasonable.

exotic meat

Term used in VAT notice 701/14 for the less common
sources of meat for human consumption. These include
the meat of horses, crocodiles and kangaroos. If prepared
for human consumption, the meat may be zero-rated
even though a supply of the living animal is not.

exotic warrant

Warrant with unusual or complex exercise terms. The
opposite is a vanilla instrument.

expand

Grow larger, particularly in relation to size of
organisations.

expansionary fiscal policy

Government tax policy which is designed to expand the
economy.
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expansionary monetary policy Government monetary policy which is designed to expand
the economy.
ex parte

Latin: for the party.
The term is used for a legal action brought on behalf
of another party or in the absence of that party.

expat

Common colloquialism for an expatriate.

expatriate

Person from the UK living overseas permanently.
Such a person may escape a liability to UK income
tax if non-resident for a year under Income Tax Act 2007
s828A or 828B, provided the various conditions are met.
From June 2010, expatriate employees must
complete form P46(expat) on arrival in the new country.
This replaced form P85.

Expatriate Forum

Group comprising representatives of larger taxpayers and
HMRC that meets to discuss issues relating to taxation of
expatriates.

expectancy theory

In human resources, motivational theory that workers
have a sense of pleasure on completing a demanding
task, and are therefore more motivated at that time.

expectation

In statistics, average outcome if an event is repeated
enough.

expectation of life

In insurance and pensions, the period of time which a
person is expected to remain living.

expectations-augmented Phillips Curve
Economic theory developed by Milton Friedman to try to
explain the breakdown of the Phillips Curve in the 1970s.
The main change is that he included people’s price
expectations. He said there would be a number of shortrun Phillips Curves - one for each level of priceexpectations. However, in the long-run there would be no
trade-off between unemployment and inflation and any
attempt to reduce unemployment to below its natural
rate would simply be inflationary.
expected birth

Date a baby is expected to be born. This is usually stated
by a doctor or midwife on a form MAT-B1.
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For some statutory maternity pay purposes, this
date is used to determine entitlement, rather than the
actual birth.
expected pay-off

In statistics, the average outcome if a decision could be
repeated enough times.

expected rate of return

In pensions, the rate of return expected over the
remaining period that a pension is payable.

expected strength

For beer duty, the alcoholic content of beer that
continues to ferment after the duty point (Customs
notice 226). Duty is calculated according to expected
strength.

expected value

Future value of actions. Such a value is usually calculated
using probabilities and discounted cashflow.

expected value of perfect information (EVPI)
In statistics, the additional profit that would have been
earned if the business had been able to predict the future
accurately and correctly.
expected week of childbirth (EWC)
Week, starting on a Sunday, in which a child is expected
to be born to an employee. The EWC determines when
the maternity pay period may start and when the
qualifying week is. These are needed to determine
entitlement to statutory maternity pay.
Before 1996, EWC denoted “expected week of
confinement”, which had the same meaning.
expendable endowment

Rare form of endowment where the capital may be spent
as well as the interest.

expenditure grant

Sum paid by central government to a local authority in
respect of expenditure by the latter (Local Government
Act 2003 s31).

expenditure

Amount of money spend by a person or business over a
defined period.
In relation to charities, Income Tax Act 2007 s545
states that the term does not include investment, making
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loans or repaying loans.
expense

Cost of a business which relates to being in business
rather than to the cost of the products or services
supplied.
Income Tax (Trading And Other Income) Act
2005s27 states that an expenses refers to an item
brought into account, and does not necessarily mean that
any money has been paid.

expense account

(1) Allowance provided to a person to cover their
incidental expenses, such as when an employer provides
funds for a sales employee.
(2) In USA, the term also means a memorandum account
to keep a record of all employee costs, including salary.

expense allowance

An allowance paid to a worker to cover expenses.
Such an arrangement is legal.
Such payment does not count towards the national
minimum wage.
In general an expense allowance is taxed as gross
earnings unless covered by a dispensation or similar
arrangement. The employee may be able to claim tax
relief for the expenses.

expense claim

Details of expenses provided by an employee to his
employer for payment.

expense ratio

The ratio of an insurance company’s operating expenses
to its premiums.

expenses

Employment
Amounts spent on incurring liabilities, particularly those
incurred by an employee doing his job.
Where an employer refunds the actual expense of
an employee on a tax-deductible item, there is usually no
taxable benefit to the employee. If an employer provides
a round sum payment, such as an allowance, that amount
is usually taxable as gross pay, though it may be possible
for the employee to claim tax relief on the underlying
expenditure.
Accounting
In accounting, the term “encompasses losses as well as
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those expenses that arise in the course of ordinary
activities of the entity” (FRS 102 section 2.26).
The term has traditionally been used to mean the
overheads of a business rather than the direct costs of
providing the goods or services provided.
At its simplest:
revenue – costs = gross profit
gross profit – expenses = net profit.
An entity must provide an analysis of expenses in
its accounts (FRS 102 section 5.11).
Scots law
“The cost of proceedings that the court may order a
successful party to recover from an unsuccessful party to
proceedings” (Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).
expensive accommodation

Accommodation which cost more than £75,000.
If an employee is provided with such
accommodation, the employee may be liable to pay
income tax on the additional yearly rent.

Experian

One of the UK’s three credit reference agencies. The
other two are Equifax and Creditcall. Experian was
founded in 1996.

experience rating

In insurance, process of determining the premium rate for
a group risk, wholly or partially on the basis of that
group's claims experience to date.

experimental brewing

Brewing “solely for the purposes of research or
experiments in the production of beer” (Customs notice
226). This requires notification to Customs, but does not
require registration or payment of beer duty.

experimental design

Statistical sampling method which seeks to reduce the
number of independent variables to as few as possible,
preferably to one, to make measurement of the
dependent variable as relevant as possible.

experimental fuel

“Means a substance of a description specified in
regulations made by the Commissioners” (Hydrocarbon
Oil Duties Act 1979 s20AB(2)).
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experimental group

Group of people used for experimental design. They are
often compared with a control group.

experimental psychology

Branch of behavioural and cognitive psychology which
uses experimental methods to study relation to stimulus
and response.

experimental realism

In psychology, extent to which participants in an
experiment believe it to be real.

experimentum crucis

Latin: crucial test.

expert

Person who has recognised skill and knowledge in an
area.
For social security, the term “means a person
appearing to the Secretary of State to have knowledge or
experience which would be relevant in determining the
question of fact requiring special expertise” (Social
Security Act 1998 s11(3) and Social Security Contributions
(Transfer of Functions, Etc.) Act 1999 s9(3)).

expert investor

Investor whose experience means that or she he is not
entitled to the same legal protection as an ordinary
consumer investor.

experto credo

Latin: believe one who has experience.

expert’s report

Report produced by an expert for a particular purpose.
An example is such a report produced for a merger
of public companies (Companies Act 2006 s909).

exports seconded to European Union bodies
Such experts benefit from a tax exemption in Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s304A from 1 January
2011.
expert system

Software which applies an expert’s knowledge in a
particular area to assist in resolving problems.

expert witness

Skilled witness called to assist the court in a specialist
area. The use of expert witnesses is governed by the Civil
Rules Procedure 1998, Part 35.
The issue of expert witnesses in tax matters has
been considered in the excise duty case M W Plant
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(Contracts) Ltd EDN/05/8007 and the income tax case
Liverpool Roman Catholics Archdiocesan Trustees
Incorporated v Goldberg (No 2) Ch D [2001] 4 All ER 950.
expiration

Process or date when something expires.

expire

Come to a predetermined end, such as when a lease
finishes.

expiry date

Date by which an option or right must be exercised,
failing which it becomes worthless.

expiscate

Scots law: find out by skilful means or strict examination.

exploding share

Share in a company that demerges and is replaced by
shares in several companies. Consideration was given
(and rejected) to issuing such shares on the privatisation
of electricity companies.

exploitation

In terms of human trafficking, this term is defined in
Modern Slavery Act 2015 s3.

exploitation licence

“Means a licence under this section authorising the
licensee to exploit mineral resources of a dsecription
speficied in the licence in an area so specified” Deep Sea
Mining (Temporary Provisions) Act 1981 s2(1) as
amended by Deep Sea Mining Act 2014 Sch para 3(2)).

exploration licence

“Means a licence under this section authorising the
licensee to explore for mineral resourcers of a description
specified in the licence in an area so specified” (Deep Sea
Mining (Temporary Provisions) Act 1981 s2(1) as
amended by Deep Sea Mining Act 2014 Sch para 3(2)).

exploration or exploitation activities
For tax “means activities carried on in connection with
the exploration or exploitation of so much of the seabed
and subsoil and their natural resources as is situated in
the United Kingdom or a designated area” (Income Tax
(Earnings And Pensions) Act 2003 s41(2) and Finance Act
1973 s38(2)(a)).
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exploration or exploitation asset
For capital gains tax, means “an asset used in connection
with exploration or exploitation activities carried on in the
United Kingdom or a designated area” (Taxation of
Capital Gains Act 1992 s25(6)).
exploration or exploitation rights
For tax, “means rights to assets to be produced by
exploration or exploitation activities in or to the benefits
of such assets” (Finance Act 1973 s38(2)(b)).
exploration work

For chargeable gains in oil industry, “means work carried
out for the purpose of searching for oil anywhere in that
area” (Taxation of Capital Gains Act 1992 s196(6)).

explosives

“(1) Means gunpowder, nitro–glycerine, dynamite, gun–
cotton, blasting powders, fulminate of mercury or of other
metals, coloured fires, and every other substance, whether
similar to those above–mentioned or not, used or
manufactured with a view to produce a practical effect by
explosion or a pyrotechnic effect; and
(2) includes fog–signals, fireworks, fuzes, rockets, percussion
caps, detonators, cartridges, ammunition of all descriptions,
and every adaptation or preparation of an explosive as above
defined. (Explosives Act 1875 s3).
Section 104 of the Act allows other items to be designated
as explosives.
Customs may seize any explosives brought into the
country, for which purpose the above definition is used.
The ban on exports is contained in Customs and Excise
Management Act 1979 s75.

exponential

In mathematics, a rate of increase that is itself increasing.

exponential distribution

In statistics, a model that reflects constant growth over
time. For example, if a customer on average must queue
for 20 minutes, exponential distribution can establish that
22% of customers must queue for at least 30 minutes.

exponential function

In mathematics, quantity with a variable component
expressed as a power, such as in:

yn
In finance, such functions are most commonly
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encountered in calculations of compound interest.
exponential moving average (EMA)
Form of weighted moving average but using geometric
mean rather than arithmetic mean. It can be used to plot
share prices, giving greater weight to more recent figures.
exponential smoothing

In statistics, a simple way of projecting a trend using
historic data.

export

Process of sending goods to another country.
Since the Single Market, export means sending
goods to a country outside the European Union. Goods
moved to another member state within the EU are said to
be “removed”. The zero-rating of exports and removals is
in Value Added Tax Act 1994 s30.
For goods to qualify as zero-rated for VAT as
exports or removals, they must leave the UK for a non-UK
customer. This includes a business sending goods to its
own overseas branch. Such a supply must be supported
by an invoice.
There must be evidence that the goods have been
exported or removed. The evidence is set out in VAT
Regulations SI 1995 No 2518 regs 128-155. Further
information is given in VAT notices 703 (export) and 725
(single market). There have been several cases on the
adequacy of export evidence. The Teleos case established
that a supplier should not be unduly penalised for relying
on seemingly legitimate proof of export that was later
proved to be false. The implications of this case were set
out by HMRC in Brief 61/07.
Although both exports and removals are zero-rated,
the systems of zero-rating are different.
For removals to another EU state, the invoice must
show the customer’s VAT number in the member state.
This invoice number has a suffix of two letters denoting
the country.

exportation

Act of sending goods outside the EU.

export clearance

Facilities which allow goods to be exported.
In practice, this only applies to special bilateral
arrangements which allow English authorities to clear
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being sent through the Channel Tunnel.
export controls

“In relation to any goods, the prohibition or regulation of
their exportation from the United Kingdom or their
shipment as stores” (Export Control Act 2002 s1(2)).

Export Credit Guarantee Department (ECGD)
British government department which provides insurance
to businesses exporting goods against the risk of nonpayment.
A company may be able to claim tax relief for
payments to this body (Corporation Tax Act 2009 s91 and
Income Tax (Trading and Other Income) Act 2005 s91).
export declaration

Declaration made in connection with the export of goods.
Either a full or a simplified export declaration may
be made.

export department

Part of a company which deals with sending goods
overseas.

export house

Company which specialises in arranging export of goods.

export licence

Licence required for the export of certain goods, mainly
military, para-military and dual use goods. The licence is
issued by Department for Business, Innovation and Skills.
The licence is required to any other state, even another
member of the EU.

Export Reception List

For Customs purposes, a sequentially numbered
computer produced list containing specified details of all
export consignments which have been received and for
which details have been recorded on the computer since
the production of the previous list.

export refund

A payment made to exporters under Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP) provisions on the export to nonEuropean Union countries of certain goods originating in
the European Union (EU), or in free circulation, where EU
prices are above world prices.

export shop

An excise warehouse approved for the supply of excise
goods to entitled passengers without payment of excise
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duty.
export taxes

Customs duty imposed from 1275 to dates in 19th
century on wool and leather exported from London and
13 other ports. It was levied at so much per sack. It was
known as the great custom. Strictly speaking customs
duties can still be imposed on exports, though they are
not.

exported tobacco products

Tobacco products which are manufactured in the UK and
are exported to another EU Member State or to a third
country, either directly or indirectly.

exporter

For customs purposes, this is considered to be the person
on whose behalf the export declaration is made and who
is the owner of the goods, or has a similar right of
disposal over them at the time the declaration is
accepted. Where the ownership, or a similar right of
disposal over the goods, belongs to a person established
outside the EU pursuant to the contract on which the
export is based, the exporter is considered to be the
contracting party established in the EU.
A statutory definition is “in relation to goods for
exportation or for use as stores, includes the shipper of
the goods and any person performing in relation to an
aircraft functions corresponding with those of a shipper”
(Customs and Excise Management Act 1979 s1(1)).

ex post

After the event; the opposite of ex ante.
The term is often used to describe a budget
prepared after the budgeted activity has finished.

ex post facto

Latin: by a subsequent act. In other words,
retrospectively.

exposure

(1) Publicity given to a person or business.
(2) Disclosure of sensitive information.

exposure draft (ED)

Draft of an accounting standard.

expressed need

Term used to describe a need highlighted by those who
require it to be met, as against needs determined by
those who meet it.
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expressis verbis

Latin: in express terms.

express money transfer

A foreign currency payment to an individual or
organisation delivered electronically to a bank. It takes
around 2-5 days, depending on the currency and
destination.

express term

Term stated in the contract, as against an implied term.

express trust

Trust that is specifically created by the settler, as against
constructive trusts, resulting trusts and implied trusts.
An express trust must have three certainties:
• certainty of words and intention
• certainty of subject matter; and
• certainty of beneficiaries.

express waiver

“When the holder of a bill [of exchange] at or after its
maturity absolutely and unconditionally renounces his
right against the acceptor” (Bills of Exchange Act 1882
s62(1)). In such a case, the bill is regarded as being
discharged.

ex professo

Latin: avowedly.

expropriation

Compulsory taking of land by public authority.

ex propriis

Latin: from one’s own resources.

ex proprio motu

Latin: of his own accord.

ex quocunque capite

Latin: from whatever source.

ex relatione

Latin: from a narrative or information.
The term refers to evidence which is not first-hand,
such as from a report written by another.

ex rights

When a share is offered for sale without the rights that
attach to the share.

EXS

Exit summary declaration, for Customs duty purposes.

ex-spouse

For pensions, an individual to whom pension credit rights
have been or are to be allocated following a pension
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sharing order, agreement or equivalent provision.
ex tacito

Latin: silently.

ex tempore

Latin: at the time.

extend

Prolong a period, such as allowing further time for
something to happen.

extended coverage

Insurance that extends the period of an existing policy.

extended credit

Allowing a customer a longer time to pay.

extended entitlement regulations
These refer to the extension of the previous 15 hours of
free childcare a week to working parents to 30 hours
under Childcare Act 2016 s1.
extended family

Family that goes beyond a couple and children to include
aunts, uncles, cousins, grandparents etc.

extended period

A period that has been allowed to proceed beyond its
normal closing date.

extended protestion in relation to a tied pub
This term is defined in Small Business, Enterprise and
Employment Act 2015 s69(4).
extended sentence

In Scots law, “a sentence consisting of a custodial element
(imprisonment or detention in a young offender’s
institution) and a period of supervision in the community
on release” (Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

extended warranty

Insurance policy sold with goods to extend the
guarantee. This is usually subject to insurance premium
tax at the higher rate.

extension

(1) Anything which has been extended, such as a warranty
period or credit terms.
(2) Addition to an existing building.
(3) Number of a telephone connected to a central
switchboard.
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extension lead

Electrical cable with a plug at one end and equivalent
socket at the other which may be used to extend the
length of an existing cable.

extension period

(1) Any additional period allowed for a particular purpose.
An example is Income Tax Act 2007 s318(3) in relation to
a VCT-in-liquidation.
(2) For child benefit, a period after a qualifying young
person has finished full-time education or training and
has yet to start full-time work (at least 24 hours a week).
Benefit is paid for this period up to 20 weeks.

external account

Account held by a British bank for someone living outside
the UK.

external audit

Audit conducted by an outside firm, as against an internal
audit which is conducted by the organisation’s own staff.

external auditor

Person who is not an employee of an organisation whose
services are engaged to audit the accounts.

external benefits

Economic term for benefits which accrue to people
outside an organisation by the actions of that
organisation.

external border

The national frontiers between the EU and non-EU
countries.

external confirmation

In auditing, confirmation of factual information received
from a third party, such as a bank.
The matter is addressed in International Standard
on Auditing ISA 505.

external costs

Economic term for detriments suffered by people outside
an organisation as a consequence of the actions of that
organisation.

external debt

Money which a business or government has borrowed
from outside its members or citizens.

external depreciation

“External depreciation arises from the operation of forces
apart from the asset itself, eg obsolescence of plant and
machinery” (Bookkeeping and Accounts, Spicer and
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Pegler).
external funds

Another term for external debt.

external growth

Growth by buying other businesses, rather than by
organic growth.

external hard disk

Hard disk of a computer which is designed to be removed
from that computer so it can be used on other
computers.

external investigation

Investigation by an overseas body into whether someone
has obtained property by criminal activity (Proceeds of
Crime Act 2002 s447(3)).

external investor

For the purposes of disguised investment management
fees, this term is defined in Income Tax Act 2007 s809EZE
as inserted by Finance Act 2015 s21.

externality

Effect on an individual or organisation because of the
actions of another.

external liabilities

Money owed to people outside the organisation.

external lottery manager

Person who runs a lottery for an organisation for which
he is not a member, officer or employee (Gambling Act
2005 s257).

externally provided worker (EPW)
In relation to research and development tax credits,
means staff who are not employees.
external reporting

Reporting financial information to those users with a valid
claim to receive it, but who are not allowed access to the
day-to-day records of the business.

external request

Request made by an overseas body under Proceeds of
Crime Act 2002. (ibid s447(1)).

external solar shading

For capital allowances, this may qualify as a feature
integral to a building (Capital Allowances Act 2001 s33A).

external trade

Trade with foreign countries.
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external transit

One of the transit procedures which Customs may apply
to goods presented on importation.
External transit allows the goods to move freely
within the EU without being subject to any duties or
Customs formalities until the goods reach their final
destination.

external users

Users of financial statements who have a valid interest
but are not permitted access to the day-to-day records of
the company.

extinction of debt

When a sum is regarded as no longer owed.
In accounting, this arises when payment is made,
the debt is credited (such as on returned goods), the debt
is written off or the debt is offset against a sum owed to
the debtor.
In tax, the term is particularly used for a debt for
customs duty for which there are additional forms of
extinction, such as reclassification of goods, and
destruction of goods.

extinguishment

Ending of a debt other than by payment.

extortion

Payment of extortion is not a deductible expense as it is a
criminal payment.

ExTRA

Export/Transit Project.

extract

Licensing
A supplementary licence or certificate issued by a
competent authority for part of the quantity authorised
by an existing license or certificate.
Scots law
“A written instrument signed by a clerk of court
containing a statement of a decree of order of the court
and, if necessary, a warrant to charge the debtor and to
execute all competent diligence against person or
property” (Judiciary of Scotland website glossary).

extract decree

In Scots law, another term for extract.

extraction rates

Amount of usable crop which is produced from the
weight of material harvested. For some crops this is more
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commonly known as the yield.
extra dividend

Additional dividend paid by a company when profits are
particularly high.

extra division

In Scots law, “a division of the Inner Court of Session
other than the First or Second Division” (Judiciary of
Scotland website glossary).

extradotal

Not forming part of the dowry.

extrajudicial

Not made in court.

extraordinary item

Most unusual non-trading transaction.
“Extraordinary items are material items possessing
a high degree of abnormality which arise from events or
transactions that fall outside the ordinary activities of the
reporting entity and which are not expected to recur”
(FRS 102 section 5.10A).

extraordinary resolution

In company law, a resolution which requires a vote of at
least 75%.

extraparochial

Beyond the boundaries of the parish.

extra pay day

For PAYE, “means the last day in a tax year on which a
main relevant payment is due to be made to the
employee if —
(a) the employee’s main relevant payments are
made weekly or at greater intervals which results in the
number of pay days varying from tax year to tax year
(solely because of the number of days in a calendar year),
and
(b) the day falls in a short payment period
(PAYE Regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 31(4)).

extra payment

For PAYE, additional payment made to an employee. The
rules regarding the date on which PAYE is operated are
given in PAYE regulations SI 2003 No 2682 reg 25.

extrapolation

In mathematics, determining a result from other results.
An example is to calculate a number that is not in a table
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by reference to two numbers that are.
extra return

Additional return provided when an old security is
replaced. The tax implications under the accrued income
scheme are set out in Income Tax Act 2007 s649.

extra-statutory concession (ESC)
A relaxation from the strict interpretation of a tax law.
An ESC is issued by HMRC under their general
authority to manage taxes. HMRC will allow an ESC unless
it is being used for tax avoidance.
extreme couponing

Practice of spending considerable time following up
special offers and bulk buying to reduce household
expenditure by a large amount.

extreme order book imbalance
When there is a massive difference between buy and sell
orders on a market, such as in the flash crash of 6 May
2010.
extreme unction

Anointing with oil of a person believed to be on the point
of death.
It is a sacrament in the Roman Catholic church,
based on James 5:14 in the Bible.

extrinsic evidence

Evidence taken from outside sources to clarify a
document.
The term is used in Administration of Justice Act
1982 s21 in relation to establishing the testator’s
intentions in a will.

extrinsic value

Difference between an option’s price and its intrinsic
value. For example, if an option has a premium price of
£8 and its intrinsic value is £5, its extrinsic value is £3. The
extrinsic value usually declines as the expiration date
approaches.

ex turpi causa non oritur actio Latin: an action does not arise from a base cause.
ex ungue leonem

Latin: judge the lion from its claws.

ex utraque parte

Latin: on either side.
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eye-picking

Colloquialism for the practice of early settlers to choose
the best pieces of land first, particularly in Australia.

eye service

Old term that means the minimum service that a servant
can get away with.

eye test

An employer may be required to provide free eye tests
for employees that routinely use a computer screen.
With effect from 6 April 2006, such a test is not a
taxable benefit (Income Tax (Earnings And Pensions) Act
2003 s320A).
Eye tests are a health benefit for which certain
social security claimants may get assistance.

EYU

Earlier Year Update.

Eyre

Travelling judge from 12th to 14th centuries.

EZ

Enterprise zone.

EZA

Enterprise zone allowance.

E-zine

Electronic magazine.

EZPUT

Enterprise zone property unit trust.
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